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PREFACE 
IT is many years ago since Dr. Briggs and Dr. Driver, now 
passed to their rest, invited me to undertake the com
mentary on Ezekiel in this series.1 The task has lasted 
longer than I expected, owing to the claims of other work ; 
but I do not regret the delay, for it has enabled me to take 
into account the latest contributions to the study, and to 
mature my own judgement. 

In recent years the study of Ezekiel has undergone 
something like a revolution. When Cornill's great edition 
appeared in 1886 the main problem was the textual one ; 
now the problem is concerned with wider issues, those of 
the higher criticism, and there is every reason to welcome 
the advance. It is no longer possible to treat the Book 
as the product of a single mind and a single age. Our 
superficial impression of its unity must give way under a 
more searching analysis, and we are told to revise our 
whole conception of the prophet's personality and teaching. 
The student finds himself torn in opposite directions. On 
the one hand he is shewn a prophet reduced to insignificance, 
and completely dwarfed by the redactor ; the so-called 
prophecies turn out to be vaticinia ex eventu, the redactor 
deals merely in conventional phrases and worn-out ideas; 
and this representation is based upon a logic which seems 
irrefutable, and upon an array of evidence from which 
there seems to be no escape. On the other hand, the 
student, while determined to go where the facts lead him, 
begins to doubt whether this representation does justice 
to all the facts ; he asks himself whether a mechanical logic 
can be trusted as a guide through a region of mystery : the 

1 Dr. Briggs died in June 1913, Dr. Driver in February 1914. 
V 
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Book strikes him as charged with an atmosphere of spiritual 
intensity, and he declines to empty it of all serious meaning. 
I am free to confess that again and again I have felt 
uncertain as to which side holds the truth. We must 
admit a large element of editorial activity, not only in the 
arrangement of the oracles, but in the glosses and altera
tions which have been introduced into the text. Ultimately, 
however, it is a question of the point of view. We may 
start with minds made up against allowing supernatural 
influence under any form, or we may believe in the 
action of the divine Spirit upon the human; we shall 
arrive at different results. In dealing with a: work of 
prophecy the latter point of view seems to be the more 
reasonable. 

The late Dr. A. B. Davidson prefaced his commentary 
on Ezekiel (1892) with the remark that 'the student of 
the Book must take leave of his task with a certain sense 
of defeat.' I can echo the words from my own experience, 
for I am well aware that my judgement has often been at 
fault, and that I have failed to solve all the difficulties of 
the text. But I am thankful to say that the words do not 
express altogether what I feel; for I have won something 
positive and distinct, which I hope will be shared by my 
readers, and that is an impression of Ezekiel which bears 
the authentic signs of a prophet: an aweful perception of 
God, a nature at home in both worlds, faith and courage 
on a heroic scale, uncompromising hatred of sin, hopeful
ness for the coming age. His authority had a marked effect 
upon the thought and practice of the generation which 
followed him ; much of his teaching is taken up and carried 
further in the New Testament. His permanent value 
consists especially in this, that he represents the principles 
of Law and Prophecy in combination. Both are abiding 
elements in the life of religion. Personal contact with 
God, the vision, the moral fire, which belong to Prophecy, 
are needed to vitalize the outward institutions; and 
equally, the discipline of ordered rite and obligation is 
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needed to train the spiritual outlook, and to save Prophecy 
from self-will and the empty fate of dreams. 

An English commentary on Ezekiel has long been due. 
It is nearly thirty years since Dr. Redpath published his 
volume in the Westminster series (1907), and Dr. Lofthouse 
his in the Century Bible (n.d., ? 1909) ; both were designed 
for the ordinary English reader ; the present work has 
kept the Hebraist in view as well. It has not been con
sidered necessary to compile a bibliography of modern 
literature on the subject, since Herrmann has done that 
fully in his commentary (1924), and special treatises which 
have been published later are referred to in the notes. 

Among friends who have helped me in various ways, I 
wish to single out for special thanks Dr. Stephen Langdon, 
Shillito Professor of Assyriology; Mr. G. R. Driver, 
Fellow of Magdalen College and University Reader in 
Comparative Semitic Philology, Oxford; Professor B. I. 
Save of the Russian Orthodox Theological Institute in 
Paris, who has taken much trouble to complete my liturgical 
references; and Dr. Paul Kahle, Professor in the University 
of Bonn, who has given me advice on more than one 
occasion. 

G. A.COOKE 

CHRIST CHURCH, OXFORD 

St. Mary Magda/en's Day, 1936. 
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INTRODUCTION 

§ I. Arrangement and Growth of the Book 

A V~SION of God in His glory and holiness, enthroned yet in 
mot10n, approaching to reveal Himself outside the land of 
Israel: this conveyed to Ezekiel in Babylonia a call to prophecy. 
It determined the substance of his message. He could never 
forget what he had seen and heard, and the reader is intended 
to bear it in mind_throughout (323 84 1015 · 20• 22 433). Accord
ingly the Book begins with a narrative of the vision written in 
the first person, eh. I. 

Three main subjects are dealt with in the chapters which 
follow: denunciation of Israel's sin and warning of the inevitable 
punishment, chs. 2-24; judgements upon Foreign Nations, 
especially Tyre and Egypt, chs. 25-32; the restoration of 
Israel in the future, chs. 33-48. Thus the Book falls into three 
parts, the third being subdivided into chs. 33-39, which describe 
the outward and inward renewal of the nation, and chs. 40-48, 
which outline a scheme for the future temple as seen in vision. 
On the face of it, therefore, the Book gives the impression of 
being arranged on a definite plan ; and the impression is 
strengthened by noticing the dates which occur, more or less 
in chronological order, at the head of the various sections. A 
study of these dates may well provide something like a clue 
to the way in which the Book arrived at its present state.* 
At the top of next page will be found a table of the references. 
In (6) and (12) the number of the month has fallen out by 
accident, but it can be restored from internal evidence. Accident 
again may be the reason why no date occurs in the long stretch 
between (3) and (4) ; originally, perhaps, the symbol in 123•7 

had a date attached to it, like the symbolic acts under (2).t 
The year in (6) should probably be altered from the eleventh to 
the twelfth ; 261 n. In seven of the dates <!? differs from ;fll, 
as noted on 81 201 291 321. 17 3321 401 ; some of these differences 
appear to be intentional, others are merely mistakes, and the 
balance of probability is generally in favour of :«(. Though the 

* Steuernagel Einleitung in d. A .T. (r9r2) 575 f. i Eissfeldt Einleitung 
in d. A .T. (1934) 416 ff. 

t Eissfeldt Le. 4 20 f. 
b 
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Day Month Year B.C. Ezekiel 
Part I. (I) 5 iv. 5 July 593 11. 2 Inaugural vision, IL315, 

(2) 12 iv. 5 July 593 316 Three symbolic acts, 

(3) 5 vi. 6 Sept. 592 81 
41-3. 9-11 51-•. 

Vision in the temple, 
8-II. 

(4) TO v. 7 Aug. 591 201 Warnings from the past, 
201-44, 

(5) IQ x. 9 Jan. 588 241 Parable of the pot ; be-
ginning of the siege, 
241-27. 

Part II. (6) I II - 586 261 Guilt and punishment 
of Tyre, 26L281•. 

(7) I2 x. I0 Jan. 587 291 Against Pharaoh and 
Egypt, 291-1,. 

(8) I i. 27 Apr. 57I 2917 N ebuchadrezzar's con-
quest of Egypt,2917 -21. 

(9) 7 i. II Apr. 587 3020 Again5,t Pharaoh,3020-u. 
(10) iii. II June 587 311 Against Pharaoh, 311-1s. 
(II) l xii. I2 Feb.-Mar. 321 Dirge over Pharaoh, 

585 321-16, 

" 
(12) IS I2 - 585 3217 Egypt in Sh•'61, 3211-a2. 

Part III. (13) 5 x. T2 Jan. 585 3321 News of J erusalcm's 
fall, 3321-29, 

" 
(14) 10 [vii.] 25 [Oct.] 573 401 Vision of the future 

temple, 40 ff. 

text of Ezekiel has been badly preserved, there is no reason for 
thinking that the dates have suffered more than other parts 
of the Book. 

The list given above shews that on the whole a chronological 
order is observed, and that most of the dates point to 588-
585 B.c., the years just before and after the fall of Jerusalem 
in 586. Yet the arrangement of the literary material has not 
observed the order of time at all closely. Thus, to take Part I. : 
the date in each case will be found to apply only to the narrative 
or discourse which immediately follows ; it does not cover the 
entire interval until the next date appears, an important 
principle which Kraetzschmar and Herrmann have established. 
For instance, the passage 316b·21, between (2) and (3), belongs 
to the period of (13) ; the vision in rr1 •13 implies a date shortly 
before 586, and must have been committed to writing after the 
events at Riblah, rr 9• 10 ; while the message of comfort, vv.14• 21, 

is out of harmony with Ezekiel's denunciations at the earlier 
period of his ministry ; if this, and other assurances to the 
same effect, e.g. 1659 " 63 1722 -24 2040 • 44, were actually written 
by Ezekiel, their natural place would be among the prophecies 
of his later period, when he changed his tone. Ch. 21 cannot 
be dated by (4), since it represents the final catastrophe as 
near at hand. 

The dates in Part II. throw still clearer light on the com
position of the Book. Again to some extent they follow a 
chronological order ; but the order has been broken by an 
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evident intention to collect together all the Prophecies on 
Foreign Nations. Thus we have a group of prophecies against 
Tyre and another group of prophecies against Egypt ; but 
they do not stand in the order of their dates, cp. (6) and 
(7) ff. And the reason, perhaps, is this. The prophecy 2911 -21, 

which bears the latest date in the Book, was inserted among the 
Egyptian oracles because it foretells the conquest of Egypt by 
Nebuchadrezzar; but it also contains a reference to the siege 
of Tyre, and therefore, in spite of the dates, the Tyrian oracles 
were placed before the Egyptian. Incidentally, this collection 
of prophecies had the further effect of separating 322 -27 44• 5 • 8 

from 2426 • 27 3321 • 22 • There is an obvious relation between 
the passages ; moreover, the symbol in 322 -27 4 4• 5 • 8 only 
becomes intelligible when it is connected with the close, not 
the beginning, of Ezekiel's earlier period, with the date 
(13), not (2) ; see pp. 44. 46. 273. 367. 

In Part III. the crucial date is No. (13) ; it marks a turning
point in Ezekiel's ministry. When the news of Jerusalem's fall 
arrived his enforced silence and inactivity came to an end; 
the reprover could take up the task of a watchman ; hence
forward his outlook is fixed upon the blessedness and security 
of the corning age. How then are we to account for the vast 
upheaval foretold in chs. 38 and 39 ? It seems to undermine 
the whole tenor of Ezekiel's message at this period. We can 
only suppose that the apocalypse contained in these two chapters 
was inserted here by a later hand. Eleven years after (13) 
comes the vision of the future temple, dated 573 ; it occupies 
the leading place in the final section of the Book, chs. 40-48. 
But outside the narrative of the vision, room has been made 
for additions which do not belong to Ezekiel' s time ; they 
reveal the aims and experiments of his successors. 

The dates, therefore, have something to tell us about the 
composition of the Book. How far can they be taken seriously ? 
So long ago as 1847 Hitzig pronounced them a ' spurious and 
arbitrary invention' (Der Proph. Ez. p. x.); in recent years 
Holscher has treated them as the device of a late redactor 
(Hezekiel 108, 125 f., 147), Torrey, as due to the interpolator 
who contrived the system which begins at 1 1 (Pseudo-Ez. 59). 
But may not Ezekiel himself have intended to give dates to 
his oracles ? Both before and after him we find dates attached 
to prophecies in Isaiah and Jeremiah, Haggai and Zechariah ; 
it is at least conceivable that Ezekiel followed an established 
practice. Such dates as those of his call, his wife's death, and 
the final catastrophe, would remain stamped on his mind ; the 
same may be said about the visions in chs. 8 ff., 40 ff. 

We may conclude, then, that from the beginning the Book 
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was arranged on a plan, in three main divisions, or four, if we 
subdivide Part III. into chs. 33-39 and 40-48. This funda
mental plan may well go back to Ezekiel himself; and we may 
even suppose that he intended his oracles to follow the order 
in which they were delivered. His original design, however, 
was altered by the editor or editors who collected his prophecies 
and rearranged them on a somewhat different plan, which 
aimed at grouping together all the Prophecies on Foreign 
Nations. And, in fact, editorial hands have been at work 
throughout the entire Book, disturbing the author's intention, 
and at many points confusing the situation, to the despair of 
the commentator, yet often enriching Ezekiel's own work with 
the reflexions of a later age. 

§ 2. The Authorship of the Book 

Our examination of the dates suggests that the Book of 
Ezekiel is an anthology of prophetic oracles delivered at various 
times, and collected by editors into its present form. In this 
respect it resembles other prophetic books. The question now 
arises, How much of the Book can be assigned to the prophet 
himself? In favour of the traditional authorship there is at 
least the fact that most of the prophecies and narratives are 
written in the first person. This does not settle the question, 
however ; for an editor might well imitate the practice of his 
author ; yet it does imply a model for imitation, and we know 
that prophets were accustomed to write in this way, e.g. Isaiah, 
chs. 6. 8, Jeremiah, chs. 2-6. 13. 16 etc. But the problems of 
Ezekiel cannot be so easily settled. Until the beginning of the 
present century the traditional authorship was accepted by 
most scholars, though not by all (Holscher H esekiel 1) ; now it 
is questioned by the more thoroughgoing criticism of the last 
few years. Kraetzschmar in his Commentary (1900) defends 
Ezekiel's authorship in the main, and accounts for the difficulties 
of the text by supposing that alternative or parallel versions 
have been copied into it, with the motive of preserving every 
scrap that could be claimed for Ezekiel. Kraetzschmar counts 
some twenty-three major instances of duplication ; and in 
principle his theory has been accepted by Budde, Gressmann, 
Steuernagel, and others. Undoubtedly duplicates occur, e.g. 
316b-21 and 331-9; 10s-11 and eh. 1 ; 1 821-25 and 3310-20; 431-12 

and 441 •8 ; a few may be put down to the prophet, e.g. 
72 - 4 11 75 • 9 1821 •26 II 1826 •29 ; most of them are clearly editorial, 
e.g. rn18 • 19 II u 22• 23 • The chief objection to the theory is that 
so many of the alleged parallels when examined turn out to be 
not parallel at all. The theory is pushed too far. 
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Herrmann in his Ezechielstudien (1908) carried the critical 
study of the_ Book a. stage forward by his fres~ and _m~ute 
analysis which has mfluenced all subsequent mvestlgation. 
Herrma~n does not give up Ezekiel's authorship, as his com
mentary shews (1924), but he would recognize freely the part 
which editors have played in shaping the Book as we have it; 
at the same tinie he believes that Ezekiel himself was often 
his own editor, and adapted earlier utterances to later occasions, 
as, for example, the acted prophecy of the exile, 121 -16• The 
present Commentary owes much to Herrmann's analysis and 
exposition. 

Holscher, in his treatise H ezekiel : der Dichter und das Buch 
(1924), breaks fresh ground and attempts to set the prophet 
in a wholly new light. Briefly stated his theory is this. Ezekiel 
in Babylon among the exiles of 597 saw two visions: the first 
called hini to prophesy (1 4• 28 only), the second shewed him the 
idolatry going on in the temple (81 "17 91 •7 n 24• 25) ; thus he 
became the prophet of doom and of nothing else (210) ; his 
whole attention was fixed on the siege and fall of Jerusalem 
(41· 2 • 9 • 10 51. 2) ; with Jerusalem he included Tyre and Egypt 
in his threats of destruction (27 2812 •19 3021 313·8 322- 1s-21). 

His brief oracles, sixteen in number, are invariably cast into 
the form of poetry ; the rest of the Book, i.e. all the prose 
portions, was wntten generations later by redactors, who 
incorporated Ezekiel's prophecies of doom but balanced them 
by promises of restoration ; since the former had been fulfilled 
by the catastrophe of 586, so, it was hoped, the latter would 
be realized in time. Holscher's view cannot be set aside merely 
because it is an extreme one. He has honestly faced the 
difficulties, and every student of Ezekiel has much to learn 
from his critical handling of the text, as the pages of this Com
mentary will shew ; yet the general result of his method is to 
empty the Book of all serious value. One point may be men
tioned here because it is not separately dealt with in the notes 
which follow. Holscher exaggerates the contrast between the 
poetical passages and the prose. In form they are distinct 
enough, but in substance they agree ; the same personality 
comes out in both, the same idiom of thought and language, 
unless we are to imagine that the redaction went deeper than 
even Holscher would allow. The connexion between the prose 
and the poetry has been well argued, with abundant illustra
tions, by Kessler in Die innere Einheitlichkeit des Buches 
Ezechiel 1926. 

Another attempt to solve the problems of the Book was 
published by Torrey in 1930, under the title of Pseudo-Ezeki"el. 
He maintains that the prophecies were all addressed, not to the 
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exiles, but to the people of Judah and Jerusalem, summoning 
them to repent; the Babylonian setting is due to an inter
polation prompted by the Chronicler's unhistorical conception 
of the captivity. The sins alluded to are those which prevailed 
in the reign of Manasseh (2 K. 211-18) ; the thirtieth year of 11 
can be nothing else than the 30th of Manasseh. The author 
of the 'prophecies,' really vaticinia ex eventu, e.g. chs. 4-7 
1212r. 17 2416-IB. 25 3321-29. 30-33 35, put himself into the place 
of one of the prophets mentioned in 2 K. 2110fl, 242, and, writing 
under a pseudonym like' Daniel,'' Enoch,'' Ezra,' endeavoured 
to bring home the lesson of Manasseh's evil reign. He belongs 
to the line of apocalyptic writers, and to the time of Alexander 
the Great, when the last of the prophets had passed away. 
Chs. 40-48 give the scheme of a Jerusalem priest, c. 230 B.C., 
for a more imposing temple than that of Zerubbabel. Such in 
the merest outline is Torrey's daring tour de force; a detailed 
reply to it has been written by Spiegel in the Harvard Theological 
Review XXIV. (1931) 245-321 ; the reader should also consult 
Sellin Gesch. d. jiid. Volkes II. (1932) 39 f. 

More representative of current tendencies is Herntrich's 
Ezechielprobleme, which appeared in 1932. Sobriety of judge
ment and appreciation of Ezekiel's message mark this scholar's 
work, which may be briefly summarized as follows. Ezekiel 
never went to Babylonia ; the people whom he addresses are 
'the house of Israel' (eighty-three times) not the exiles of 
Tel Abib ; he is dwelling in Jerusalem, ' in the midst of the 
rebellious house' (IZ2). All his efforts to rouse the conscience 
of the people met with no response ; he seemed to be bound 
with cords and imprisoned within doors. He resorted to 
symbolic acts, which, supposing that the scene lay in Jerusalem, 
must have conveyed a plain moral, whereas in Babylonia they 
would be grotesquely out of place. In fact, we must get rid 
of our conception of Ezekiel as an ecstatic and a visionary. 
He visited the temple in the flesh and witnessed the idolatries 
going on there (chs. 8-11); his indignant protest struck the 
leader dead (1113). Similarly with other events upon the 
plane of actual history, Nebuchadrezzar's first assault, Zedekiah's 
attempt to escape by night, the death of the prophet's wife 
(242· 15n. 126 -12) ; Ezekiel witnessed them with his bodily eyes; 
there is no need to imagine that he possessed the gift of second 
sight; he was in Jerusalem all the time! Now we can under
stand why he knew so well what people were thinking and 
saying (812 1222. 21 182 21 5 3310 3711). When at last the siege 
was over, he could point the inhabitants to' these ruins' (3324), 
as an object-lesson. Granted that he was prophesying in 
Jerusalem between 597 and 586 B.C., Ezekiel becomes, like 
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Isaiah and Jeremiah, a prophet on the spot, dealing with the 
realities of the crisis in the name of God. 

Hemtrich's argument is persuasively put forward;* it 
creates an intelligible situation, and gives a natural meaning 
to some allusions which are otherwise difficult to explain. But 
the question arises, How are we to account for the Babylonian 
setting, which is either indicated or assumed throughout the 
Book ? Herntrich replies that it is due to a later redactor, 
who assembled the fragments of Ezekiel's Jerusalem oracles, 
and refitted them to the circumstances of the exiles. His 
purpose was to enforce the lessons of Jerusalem's fall, and to 
convince his fellow-exiles that Jahveh was still revealing Himself, 
in Babylonia as in the Holy Land. We are to assume, then, 
that the inaugural vision of eh. I, the eating of the scroll in 
eh. 2, the prophet's translation in his trance from Babylonia 
to Jerusalem and back, 82 • 3 n 24• 25 , the similar movements 
described in 371 401 • 2 471n., are a literary device. Similarly 
with the extraordinary incidents mentioned above (n13 242• 15ff• 
I26 "12) ; the only alternative is to suppose that Ezekiel was 
gifted with second sight ; and both Holscher and Hemtrich 
declare that no scientific person nowadays believes in such a 
thing. Both critics are candid enough to admit that they hold 
a priori views of what is possible and not possible in the domain 
of the spirit. And after all, what relief do they give us ? It 
is just as hard to believe in the highly imaginative redactor 
as to accept the statements in the text. The experiences 
recorded in chs. 2-4. 8. 9. 24 would be put into different language 
at the present day ; but that is no reason why we should question 
the spiritual reality which lay behind them. 

Then as to Ezekiel's audience. No doubt we find it difficult 
to adjust ourselves to the position of a prophet in Babylonia 
hurling his denunciations at the inhabitants of Jerusalem 
across 700 miles of desert. The only people who could hear 
him or witness his acted parables were the small company of 
his fellow-exiles; yet he seems to address them as 'the house 
of Israel,' 'the rebellious house,' steeped in every crime; or 

* It bas convinced Dr. J. Battersby Harford, whose Studies in the 
Book of Ezekiel (r935) will be found useful in several ways. For example, 
he investigates the use of the term house of Israel, and shews that primarily 
it refers to the men of Jerusalem and Judah, sometimes to those of the 
North as well, e.g. 611 144 • 11• In the chapters which speak of Israel 
restored it includes both North and South, e.g. 2s•u. 3430 3610 •37 3711 

3912-20 and the passages in 40-48; in n 16 the phrase is ap?lied to the 
exiles, but may be an addition, in 3716 the reading is uncertam (pp. 31 f. 
77-ro1). He is thus able to question the special meaning which Dr. 
James Smith attaches to the term in The Bk. of Ez., a new Interpretation 
(1931). 
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again it is implied that they constitute the hope for the future 
(see infra pp. 60. 124. 369) ; often we are at a loss to know whether 
he is thinking primarily of the elders sitting before him (141), 

or of his countrymen at home. It is a case for the exercise 
of some imagination. To a man of Ezekiel's temperament the 
unseen was more vividly present than the seen, every faculty 
of his nature was engaged on Jahveh's side, he could speak of 
nothing, he could think of nothing, but the dishonour which 
Israel had done to J ahveh, and the punishment which was 
about to follow. His words might reach only the ears that 
were listening, but his attention was fixed upon the nation at 
large. Mere distance does not count in the range of a prophet's 
message. Isaiah, Nahum, Zephaniah, Jeremiah could address 
nations far away from Jerusalem; why not Ezekiel, in the 
opposite direction? Tyre and Egypt came within his purview, 
why not the land of Judah? It is not for us to set limits to 
a prophet's vision. 

In favour of the view that Ezekiel never went to Babylonia 
it is pointed out that he shews himself to be well acquainted 
with the state of feeling in Jerusalem. This no doubt is true; 
but the popular sayings which he quotes (above, p. xxii.) may 
have been partly gathered from the exiles ; and there is reason 
to believe that intercourse between Jerusalem and Babylonia, 
which had been going on for years (2316 • 40), was not altogether 
closed even by the captivity of 597: Jeremiah could exchange 
letters with the exiles (Jer. 291 •3 • 25 "29) ; we hear of no hindrance 
put in the way of the refugee from the smitten city, 2426 3321 ; 

while at all times news travels quickly in the East. Another 
argument carries weight with Hemtrich: Ezekiel says nothing 
about the sufferings of the exiles, which must have been severe 
(e.g. Lam. 111 • 19 211. 12 • 20 43:ff-, Jer. 199) ; he has no charges 
to bring against the Babylonian masters ; no complaint ever 
passes his lips ; is not this a proof that he never suffered exile 
himself? We may wonder at Ezekiel's silence, yet we can 
account for it. Israel's apostasy and the inevitable doom 
occupied his mind to the exclusion of everything else ; he had 
no feeling to spare for any hardships of his own; and though 
he was not blind to the character of the Babylonians (721 1213 

2325 287 3011), he regarded them as the instruments of God's 
purpose, and accepted the situation because he knew how to 
interpret it (see pp. 182. 281. 372). 

We are now in a position to draw some conclusions on the 
authorship of the Book. In Part I. the passages which immedi
ately follow the dates and allude to definite occasions may be 
regarded as the work of Ezekiel, chs. I. 3-5. 8. 20. 24. There 
can be little doubt about the poems embedded in the prose, 
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151-s 15a-14 17a-10 192-9. 10-14 2114-22 rn-111; even Holscher 
assigns them to the prophet. There are other passages about 
which it is not possible to speak with the same degree of con
fidence, e.g. chs. 13. 14. 18. 22. 23; their style lacks vivacity 
and sounds continually the same note, although some of the 
repetitions may be due to later hands; yet making every allow
ance for textual uncertainty and scribal alterations, there is no 
sufficient reason to question their authorship ; in substance 
they agree with Ezekiel's point of view and that of his con
temporaries ; they reflect the conditions of his time. 

There need be no hesitation about the poetical elements in 
Part II. ; they are dated, they deal freshly with the actual 
situation in each case, chs. 26-29. 30-32 ; the prophet was 
evidently roused by the intensity of his feelings and gives the 
rein to his imagination. On the other hand, the five oracles 
in eh. 25 have a more generalized form ; with them may be 
grouped the short oracle on ~idon, 2820 -24 ; all six were collected, 
whether from Ezekiel's utterances or not we cannot be sure, 
to widen the circle of denunciation. 

The undated prophecies in Part III., chs. 34-37, are in 
keeping with Ezekiel's thought and attitude elsewhere, but 
the tone is changed. His prophecies of doom had been fulfilled ; 
he can now speak hopefully about Israel's future. In eh. 34 
he develops an oracle of Jeremiah (231 - 6) on lines of his own: 
Jahveh Himself will act as Shepherd (eh. 341 5-22), and so will 
the future David, who is hailed with the title of prince (3423• 24 

et. the king and sprout of Jer. 236 3315). The address to the 
mountains of Israel, 361 -15, forms a counterpart to 61 •7 ; with 
it the prophecy against Edam, eh. 35, seems to be connected. 
In eh. 37 the prophet gives expression, under striking imagery, 
to his most deeply cherished hopes : the revival of his nation, 
its reunion under a single shepherd-prince, Jahveh's dwelling
place established in the midst for evermore. On the other 
hand, chs. 38-39 introduce an element foreign to the picture ; 
they disturb the peace which has settled down upon the restored 
Israel ; the two chapters appear to be a later insertion. 

The last section of the Book raises its peculiar problems. 
Both Holscher (l.c. 208) and Herntrich (I.e. 120) insist that Ezekiel 
had nothing to do with chs. 40-48. Clearly there has been 
much expansion by successive hands ; yet this fact does not 
throw doubt upon the authorship of the main narrative. In 
the conception of an ideal temple the prophecies of restoration, 
chs. 34. 36. 37, reach their fitting climax. The vision described 
in 40-42 431 -12 441 -s 471 -12 corresponds with the visions in 
chs. 1-3. 8-n ; the desecration of the former temple, which 
led Jahveh to abandon it (8-n), is balanced by Jahveh's 
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solemn return to hallow it afresh (431 -12 441 -8). Some think 
that 2032 hints at a proposal to set up an altar for Jahveh in 
Babylonia ; the interpretation may be questioned (infra p. 213) ; 
but at any rate 204°-44 prepares the way for chs. 40 ff., more 
plainly still 371 9-28, by its forecast of the national unity, the 
prince, the sanctuary of the future. When and where could 
this ideal have taken shape? Not during the post-exilic 
period, after the temple had been rebuilt on a scale which, 
however modest (Hag. 2 3, Ezr. 312f·), was yet adequate to the 
needs of religion. Only in Babylonia, and during the exile, 
when the ancient temple had been burned and its worship 
brought to an end (2 K. 259ff·), could a prophet have dreamt 
of a sanctuary such as his heart desired ; at no other time, 
certainly not in the days of Zerubbabel and his colleagues, 
would it have been possible to contemplate a priesthood limited 
to the ~ado~ites, and to make no mention of the office of high 
priest (Sellin Geschichte ii. 50). 

One important element in chs. 40-48 remains to be noticed. 
It consists of legislative proposals or experiments which, when 
compared with D and P, are found to stand midway between 
them, and to shew the closest connexion with H. Attention 
is drawn to the points of resemblance and difference in the 
Commentary as they occur (pp. 48r. 489-94. 501-9. 51r. etc.). 
Most of these regulations were put forward, not by Ezekiel, 
but by his successors ; they belong to the period when new 
needs and new ways of dealing with them were under con
sideration, the period which intervened before the Priestly 
Code arrived at its settled form. 

The foregoing enquiry has dealt with the problem of author
ship only in outline ; for details the reader can consult the 
introductory notes to the chapters. So far we have been led 
to believe that the general plan of the Book, and to some extent 
the arrangement of the prophecies, may go back to Ezekiel 
himself. Though the distinction between the poetry and the 
prose is strongly marked, the points of contact between them 
suggest a common source. About the passages which are dated 
and refer to definite situations we can say with some confidence 
that Ezekiel was the author ; other passages can be assigned 
to him because they bear the stamp of his mind and habit of 
speech ; with regard to other passages of a more general 
character we must be content with an open verdict. And 
everywhere, throughout the Book, successive editors have been 
at work, collecting stray oracles, adding comments of their 
own, emending what seemed to be at fault, sometimes lighting 
up dark places with a ray of hope. The closing chapters, in 
particular, seem to have invited supplements of various kinds. 
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And everywhere much uncertainty prevails about the text, 
due partly to the usual accidents of transmission, but even 
more to the extraordinary nature of the events described. The 
copyist found himself in difficulties over rare words and obscure 
architectural terms; well-meant explanations of readers 
became incorporated from the margin, only to lead to worse 
confusion. We may blame the scribes ; yet the very state of 
the text, with all its corruptions and inaccuracies, bears witness 
to the eager handling of those who studied it. 

§ 3. The Personality and Teaching of Ezekiel 

A singular and complex personality emerges from these 
writings. At first Ezekiel's harshness repels us, but in the end 
we are won over by his loftiness of soul. He lived in an 
imaginative world of his own ; he was liable to be seized by 
supernatural excitation, and such a person is always difficult 
to understand. He was not like other men, or even like other 
prophets ; if he had been, he would not have responded to 
his calling. 

Different strains of nature seem to have been woven into 
his character. He was a priest as well as a prophet. The 
priestly instinct shews itself in his reverence for holy things, 
his horror of profaning them, his care for the ordinances of 
worship, his conception of the ideal temple. Earlier prophets, 
Amos, Isaiah, Hosea, Jeremiah, had fulminated against the 
religious practice of their times, which assumed that religion 
consisted of mechanical acts apart from conduct. In Deuter
onomy an attempt was made to connect organized religion 
with morality as taught by the prophets. In Ezekiel the 
combination is carried further ; one effect of his teaching was 
to shew that law and prophecy must be allies, not antagonists, 
in the service of religion. 

Again, he united an intense imagination with a curious, 
even prosaic, love of detail. This comes out in a way which, 
though not peculiar to Ezekiel, is more characteristic of him 
than of other prophets. He was accustomed to deliver 
his message by symbolic acts. Ten at least are described: 
41-3. 9-15 . 51-4. 325. 26 44-6. 8. 13 . 123-7. 1217-20. 2111-12. 243-5. 

2416-2 4 ;' 3715 -i7, It is not alw~ys certain that 
1

they to~k plac~ 
in the sight of onlookers (pp. 50. 55) ; some of them seem 
incapable of being literally performed, and all may have been 
enacted by the prophet in his trance, as Maimonides supposed, 
' it was in a prophetic vision . . that he did all these actions 
which he was commanded to do' (Guide for the Perplexed ii. 
eh. 46, Friedlander's transln. 246). 
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This combination of opposite qualities may account for 
another peculiarity, the contrast between his prose and poetry. 
Nearly all the prophets express themselves at times in verse, 
as Dr. Donne perceived long ago * when he speaks of ' thy 
eagle-sighted prophets ' as 

' Those heavenly poets which did see 
Thy will, and it express 
In rhythmic feet.' 

But in Ezekiel's case we are tempted to doubt whether prose 
which is so monotonous and verse which is so skilful and 
impassioned could have been composed by the same author. 
As noticed above (p. xxi.), Holscher has his own way of account
ing for the difference ; yet once we allow that Ezekiel possessed 
the prophetic temperament in an exceptional degree, we can 
understand how, at one moment, he would be seized with 
passion, and at another would write down his message in a 
calmer mood. It seems to have been the practice for a prophet, 
or one of his disciples, to embody the substance of his teaching 
in a narrative form. Jeremiah affords an illustration: he tells 
his story in the first person (e.g. Jer. 36 -18 71-83 n 1 •14), and 
intersperses it with lyrical passages (e.g. Jer. 15 5 • 9• 10 -21 179• 
10• 14 •18 1818 •23 207 •18) ; in one instance the same oracle occurs 
first in its poetic form and then in prose (Jer. 2210-12).t Ezekiel 
follows this practice in i6a-u. 10-34 173-10. 11-21 233-34. 36-49 

243b·5• s-u. At the same time the text has been so much 
damaged by editors and readers that the prophet himself 
cannot be held responsible for all the tedious repetitions ; yet 
we must admit that Ezekiel's style, even at its best, lacks the 
picturesque quality of Isaiah and Nahum, the sensitive fervour 
of Jeremiah, the fine rhetoric of Deuteronomy ; it belongs to 
the silver, not the golden, age of Hebrew literature. 

Allusion has just been made to the prophetic temperament. 
Ezekiel lived habitually among the realities of the supernatural 
world, and no other prophet tells us so much about the manner 
of his inspiration. While the elders were sitting round, the 
ecstasy would seize him ; he felt himself transported through 
the air, and in the spirit his eyes were opened to look upon the 
things of God. His visions are frequent: 1 1 •28 31 •3 81 II

25 1227 

371 -14 401 • 4 4J1·12 ; in this respect he belongs to the later race 
of prophets. Amos indeed saw five visions ; Isaiah and 

* The Litany; Works vol. vi. 536; cp. also vol. v. 385 ed. Alford, • the 
style of the Scriptures is a diligent, and an artificial style ; and a great 
part thereof in a musical, in a metrical, in a measured composition, in 
verse.' 

t T. H. Robinson Hist. of Isr. i. 427. 
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Jeremiah describe the visions in which they received their call; 
but, with the exception of Habakkuk (eh. 2), the other pre
exilic prophets hardly refer to the subject. Not till Ezekiel 
and Zechariah does the vision become prominent, and in 
Zechariah it appears to be a literary device. This cannot be 
said of Ezekiel ; but another link between him and Zechariah 
is the interpreting angel who accompanies the seer and explains 
the revelations (403r. 45 414- 22 4213 43or. 442, 5 471ft.; cp. Zech. 19tt. 
21 -

4 36 etc.). Moreover, Ezekiel's prophesying tends to pass 
into apocalypse ; though chs. 38 and 39 probably do not come 
from him, there is not the same question about such passages as 
75-12 2033-44 z825f. 3425-31 36s-u. sa-30 471-12. In prophecy after 
the exile apocalyptic features become more strongly marked. 

So far we have noticed the opposite elements which 
Ezekiel's personality displays: they were unified and controlled 
by an overwhelming sense of God. The revelation at the time 
of his call made an impression which was never effaced, the 
revelation of God as unspeakably glorious, sovereign, holy, 
just. It prostrated him, while it enkindl~d him for his task. 
And a sterner one no man could be given. Isaiah was told 
that his message would fall on unheeding ears, but at times he 
was allowed to hope that a remnant would escape disaster, not 
so Ezekiel (p. 60) ; Jeremiah was bidden stand as an iron 
pillar and a brasen wall against the people, and his ministry 
became one long conflict with his natural feelings; but Ezekiel 
betrays no inward struggle; he is heart and soul on Jahveh's 
side. The ' rebellious house ' must be given over to punish
ment either by the sword or l::iy exile ; J ahveh can no longer 
dwell in a temple polluted by idolatry. Let everything perish, 
so that God remain and His Godhead be acknowledged ! The 
Day is near, the end is come, Israel's doom is sealed (77 135 3633). 

Ezekiel feels acutely that Jahveh's honour has been outraged; 
he lays emphasis on jealousy as the motive which determines 
the divine action: it incites Jahveh to punish Israel, lest they 
should think that He overlooked their sin, it leads to their 
restoration, lest the heathen should imagine that He lacked 
the power (513 1638-42 zo9- 22. 24 365tt. 22 3925-29). All through 
the Book there sounds the refrain, 'they shall know,' 'that 
ye may know, that I am Jahveh ' (p. 71). For the heathen 
Ezekiel saw no other prospect than a forced acknowledgement 
of J ahveh's sovereignty ; the Babylonians merely served His 
purpose to punish Israel ; divine vengeance would overtake 
the pride and luxury of Tyre, the gross idolatry of Egypt ; in 
the coming age one and all would be rendered powerless to 
attack the settled peace of Israel. 

Again, Ezekiel is deeply concerned to vindicate God's 
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justice (q23 I85 •20 331 o-2°). Events were leading men to question 
it: good and bad alike had suffered from national disaster, 
and worse was to come; if God were just, He would not permit 
such indiscriminate hardship. Religion as understood at the 
time seemed unable to cope with the problem, when Ezekiel 
took it up. He insisted upon two things : first, a new appre
hension of the truth that God desires not the death but the 
repentance of the wicked; and secondly, the freedom and 
responsibility of the individual (n17 •20 I823• 3o-32 3311). Each 
man is free from bondage either to his own past career, or to 
his people's guilt; each man is responsible for his own conduct, 
and must decide for himself whether he will ' live ' or ' die.' 
Jeremiah had attempted to face the question (3I29), but Ezekiel· 
deals with it much more fully, not indeed in all its various issues, 
yet in such a manner as the needs of the hour required. In 
eh. I8 and 3310-20 he is not trying to formulate an abstract 
doctrine ; rather he has a critical situation before him, and is 
doing his best to meet it religiously. It was a great achieve
ment to have proclaimed the freedom and responsibility of the 
individual, the foundation of all moral living ; to him it was 
due more than to any one else that, in spite of all trials to faith, 
religious minds could hold fast to a belief in God's absolute 
justice. 

When his earlier prophecies had been fulfilled by the over
throw of Jerusalem, Ezekiel felt able to enlarge upon other 
aspects of the truth. Jahveh, holy and righteous, could now 
reveal Himself as the Shepherd of His people, who would gather 
the dispersed, and nourish them in a land supernaturally trans
formed. The Author of life and Giver of all spiritual gifts, He 
was prepared to regenerate the nation inwardly and outwardly 
(3411 •15 3624-26 371 •14) ; notwithstanding Israel's breach of 
faith, the relation between Jahveh and His people was in
destructible, and would be secured by an everlasting covenant 
(372e, cp. 1660). 

It cannot be said that Ezekiel looks forward to a Messiah 
in the proper sense of the term. He does indeed contemplate 
an ideal David, not, however, as a righteous ruler or captain, 
but as the necessary head of a restored and united nation 
(3423• 24 371 5-2 4, cp. 21s2 n). The prospect which fills the last 
part of the Book is that of a new community. When he argued 
the freedom and responsibility of the individual (18 331o-2°), 
Ezekiel had no thought of preaching an individualistic type of 
religion ; if he is now to become a watchman, warning every 
man of danger and pointing out the way of safety (332 •1, cp. 
317), it is with the aim of building up a society of men and 
women whose hearts were turned to God, a nation organized 
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on the principle of holiness and brought into regular contact 
with the temple, where the divine Presence dwells and radiates 
holiness throughout the land (40-42 431 •12 441-B 471 •12). This 
ideal of a nation converted into a church took possession of 
the best minds ; it dictated the priestly legislation of a sub
sequent age, so that in a real sense Ezekiel may be regarded 
as the father of Judaism. None of the prophets exercised such 
a farreaching influence upon the religious life of his people. 
He had his limitations ; they were the limitations of a temper 
naturally austere and uncompromising. It was no time to 
dream of Israel's mission to the world outside; the moment 
called for concentration, not expansion; if the true religion 
was to be saved from foundering among the ruins, it must be 
safeguarded at all costs. Under God's proVIdence Ezekiel was 
the man inspired to meet the crisis, and by his unshaken con
stancy to preserve the faith and hand it on for further revelations. 

One point remains to be noticed : the connexion between 
Ezekiel and the book of Jeremiah. It is evident that Ezekiel 
has borrowed from his predecessor many turns of language as 
well as figures.* Their ideas often coincide, as, for instance, in 
their opinion of contemporary prophecy, their attitude towards 
the Babylonian power, their rooted distrust of Egypt. t As 
to the certainty of national punishment, both prophets are at 
one ; they set a new value upon the individual ; because they 
believe in the indestructible relation between Jahveh and 
Israel, they predict the gathering and return of the exiles. t At 
the same time these cases of borrowing and agreement do not 
rob Ezekiel of his originality. If he adopts a suggestion, it is 
to develop it in his own way (see pp. 156. 195 f. 242. 375. 400 f.). 
His visions and acted parables, such features of his teaching 
as the conception of the new Israel, mark him out as an original 
genius. In the deepest sense a man's originality is shewn by 
his convictions, by what he thinks about God and the sins and 
needs of mankind; applying this test to Ezekiel, the quality 
of his genius stands out in its true light. 

§ 4. The Historical Background 

Ezekiel belonged to a priestly family which served the temple 
in Jerusalem; we may suppose, therefore, that in early life 

• E.g. for turns of language, Ez. 5u 7u. 28 u11. 20 1224 1310 141s. 17. 11. 11 

r8~ 208. a 23'· a 2610. u z8ZB 29s, u 3412 39u. For :figures, see 12• 151 
2211-H 341ft. 362&, ss. 

t E.g. Ez. 132 -11 142 -11; 1711-u 211-32 [2o•C21 27]; 29 30. 
t E.g. 512 1414 22is-22:; is211. 301011.; 34•• 37u-2s; u17 2ou. ur. 28 30 

etc. Numerous parallels with Jeremiah will be found in the notes on 
these passages. Smend has a list in his commentary, pp. xxiv. f. 
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he had some knowledge of the events which made the 18th year 
of Josiah notable, the discovery of the law-book in the temple, 
and the religious reforms which followed (621 B.c. ; 2 K. 228-2° 
231 •20). The critical view, though some recent authorities 
challenge it, that the book of the law contained the substance 
of Deut. 12-26, has the solid support of two facts: Josiah's 
reformation attempted to carry out the principles of Deuter
onomy, and Ezekiel's thought and teaching were based upon 
them. But Josiah had hardly consolidated his measures when 
he was slain by Pharaoh Necho in circumstances which are 
obscure. Fresh light, however, is thrown upon the situation 
by the Babylonian Chronicle, first published in 1923 (Gadd 
The Fall of Nineveh). The empire of Assyria was breaking up 
under pressure from the Babylonians and their allies, the Medes 
and Scythians. The king of Egypt, following the policy of his 
predecessors, set out on a campaign to prop up the falling power 
of Assyria, not, as the book of Kings states, to fight against it 
(2 K. 2329) ; his object was to strengthen the only bulwark 
that could check the danger of a Babylonian invasion. Josiah, 
it would seem, disagreed with this policy, and perhaps meditated 
asserting his independence ; the Pharaoh ' put him to death 
when he saw him at Megiddo,' says 2 K. 2329 ; there is no 
record of a battle.* After the death of Josiah (608 B.c.), Necho 
sent the young king Jehoahaz, Josiah's son, as a prisoner from 
Riblah to Egypt, where he died soon afterwards ; and then 
proceeded to exercise the power of a suzerain over Judah by 
imposing a tribute on the land, and appointing El-jatim king 
under the changed name of Jeho-jatim (2 K. 2331 •35, Jer. 2210 -12, 

Ez. 192·4). 
With the fall of Nineveh in 612 B.c. the empire of Assyria 

collapsed, and the neo-Babylonian or Chaldaean empire became 
heir to its possessions. Pharaoh Necho resolved to make one 
last attempt to resist the Babylonian advance ; he penetrated 
with an army as far N. as Carchemish on the Euphrates, and 
there, in 605 B.c., he was defeated by Nebuchadrezzar, son and 
successor of Nabo-polassar, Jer. 462 • Fortunately for the 
Egyptians, Nebuchadrezzar did not follow up his victory, 
because he was recalled to Babylon to secure his succession 

* Josephus Ant. x. 5, 1 agrees with this interpretatio_n of the Bab. 
Chronicle, Gadd Le. 16. Herodotus ii. 159 mentions a victory won by 
Necho over the Syrians at Magdalos, followed by the c~pture of ~adytis, 
? = 1):adesh on the Orontes ; this suggests a battle m N. Syna. The 
tradition given in 2 C. 35•0-2, may contain an element of ~ruth, but ~he 
Ch~onicler identifies this expedition with the ~ater Egyptian ca11;1paign 
which ended at Carchemish 605 B.C. See Robmson Hist. of Isr. 1. 424. 
Prof. Welch remarks, ' What happened at Megiddo was not SO rnuch <\ 
1>attle as a coµrt-martial,' ZATW. 1925, 257. 
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as king. After Carchemish Egypt gave up attempting to 
pursue her policy in Asia ; her failure and the withdrawal of 
her troops made a deep impression on Judah (Jer. 463 -12) ; 

Nebuchadrezzar became undisputed master of Syria and 
Palestine from the Euphrates to the Egyptian frontier (2 K. 247), 

and Judah became a Babylonian province. 
About the conditions there during this eventful period we 

learn much from Jeremiah. He saw clearly that trouble was 
in store for Jerusalem (Jer. 127 -17), and did his utmost, by 
warnings and symbols, to prepare the people (Jer. 131 -H, 18 • 19 

258 -11). In the city itself feeling was divided ; a loyal circle 
no doubt shared Jeremiah's faith; a larger circle, not un
friendly to the principles of the law-book, deluded themselves 
into thinking that they had a pledge of security in the possession 
of the temple (Jer. 74 261 - 9) ; more numerous was the party of 
reaction, which looked upon the untimely death of Josiah as a 
sign that the reforms would bring no good : there was more to 
be gained by propitiating the dominant powers, and returning 
to the heathen practices which Manasseh had introduced 
(Jer. 71 6-2° 1327 171 - 4). Ezekiel paints a dark picture of the 
religious state of the country as he knew it, Ez. 16 2027 -as 23. 
Nothing in the way of leadership was to be expected from the 
king, Jehoia¼:im, whom Jeremiah describes as a selfish and 
oppressive ruler (Jer. 2213 "30). In his fifth year, 603/2, the 
political situation became so threatening that a general fast 
was proclaimed (ib. 36 9), but the king treated Jeremiah's grave 
warnings with contempt (ib. 3620ff·). Perhaps it was at this 
time, 2 K. 241 says vaguely' in his days,' that Jehoia¼:im refused 
to pay his tribute, and Nebuchadrezzar retaliated by stirring 
up the neighbouring peoples to attack Judah (ib. v. 2) ; in 
598 B.C. he brought an army himself into Palestine. J ehoia¼:im 
died, possibly by violence, before the blow fell, and his young 
son J ehoiachin had to bear the brunt of the attack. Resistance 
was hopeless. N ebuchadrezzar carried off the young king and 
his court and some 8000 principal citizens with their families 
(with few exceptions, Ez. 2421). Jehoiachin, whose fate Jeremiah 
laments in 2226 -30, remained a prisoner in Babylon for thirty
seven years (2 K. 248 -16 2527). Among the captives in 597 was 
the youthful priest Ezekiel. 

Nebuchadrezzar made Mattaniah, uncle of Jehoiali:im, * king 

* 2 K. 2417 describes Mattaniah as uncle of Jehoia]i:im, i.e. a son of 
Josiah; but 2 C. 3610 makes him a brother of Jehoia).dm, so Josephus 
Ant. x. 7, 2 and 41i in 2 K. 2417 . But~ gives 'IwaKelµ as the name both 
of Jehoia]i:im (2 K. 2336) and of Jehoiachin (2 K. 24"), and thereby intro
duces confusion ; in this respect not much reliance can be placed upon 
~ as against JW[. See further the footnote on p. 205 infra. 

C 
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over the depleted state, and changed his name to $edel_<lah. 
The new king took an oath of allegiance to the Babylonian 
overlord (Ez. 1713), and for a time kept his word. He seems 
to have been a man of good intention, at any rate he had the 
grace to consult and protect Jeremiah; Ezekiel speaks of him 
with impatience, if not contempt (Jer. 37. 38, Ez. 1210-15 1711 -12 

2130-a2 r:i 5 -21~. He was unable to withstand the ruinous advice 
of his counsellors to make a bid for independence and to rely 
upon Egypt for support. A general revolt of the neighbouring 
nations, Moab, Ammon, Edom, Tyre and $idon, was set on foot, 
and envoys arrived in Jerusalem to secure the co-operation of 
Judah; the folly of the course was denounced by Jeremiah, 
but prophets in Jerusalem foretold the speedy break-up of the 
empire scarcely yet consolidated (Jer. 27-29). In 594, the 
fol_lrth year of Zedekiah, it appears that a rumour of the plot 
had reached the Babylonian court; Zedekiah sent a deputation, 
perhaps to carry the tribute and allay suspicion-he may even 
have gone himself (Jer. 5159}-at any rate charged with a letter 
from Jeremiah, advising the Judaean exiles to settle down, and 
pay no attention to the prophets who were falsely raising their 
hopes (Jer. 291-23). 

Meanwhile in Egypt Pharaoh N echo died in 594 ; his 
successor, Psammetich II., 594-588, does not seem to have 
interfered in the affairs of Syria. With the accession of Pharaoh 
l:lophra' in 588 Egyptian ambitions revived, and, it is significant, 
the party in Jerusalem which looked to Egypt for help was 
roused to fresh activity. Zedekiah could not resist the pressure 
brought to bear upon him ; in 588, the ninth year of his reign, 
he took the fatal step, and rebelled against the king of Babylon 
(2 K. 2420, Ez. 1715 -18). The moment appeared to be propitious. 
The two leading powers, Egypt and Tyre, the two singled out 
by Ezekiel for special denunciation, were evidently determined 
to resist the threat of Babylonian supremacy. Nebuchadrezzar 
at once retaliated in full force. He moved his armies into 
N. Syria, and made Riblah on the Orantes his headquarters, 
whence he could launch campaigns against states of Phoenicia 
and the rebels farther south. He marched with the main army 
against Jerusalem in 588. 

The city, in spite of famine and alarm, held out for two 
and a half years. A brief respite came when the long-expected 
help from Egypt seemed to be on the way ; Pharaoh l:lophra' 
advanced so far into Palestine that Nebuchadrezzar had to 
withdraw from the siege in order to deal with him. Jeremiah 
describes the relief of the inhabitants, excessive but short
lived (Jer. 348ff- 375-10) ; he shared none of the popular hopes; 
he adhered to what he had always said, that nothing could save 
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the city, and that the only right course was to surrender it. 
This sounded thoroughly unpatriotic; to look upon the 
Babylonians as agents of Jahveh's righteous will and Nebuchad
rezzar as His servant (Jer. 259 276 4310) was too high a doctrine 
for king and people. Accordingly Jeremiah had to bear in 
prison the stigma of preaching treason (Jer. 3711-21), but his 
behaviour throughout the crisis admits of a very different 
explanation. He took the long view; he saw that in the 
interests of religion the nation must be preserved, surrender 
and exile were preferable to the risk of annihilation, even 
though the city and temple were destroyed, religion would 
survive ; a divine purpose lay behind the visitation ; let the 
divine will be accepted!* In July 586, the nineteenth year 
of Nebuchadrezzar (according to 2 K. 258, Jer. 5212), t the end 
came ; a breach was made in the walls, and the Chaldaeans 
entered the city. Zedekiah with some of his guard tried to 
escape and make his way across the Jordan, but he was captured 
'in the plains of Jericho' and carried prisoner to Riblah, 
where the Babylonians decreed his fate; his sons were slain 
before his eyes, he himself was blinded, taken to Babylon, and 
imprisoned till his death (2 K. 251 •7, Jer. 391 •7 524 ·11, Ez. 1212• 13 

212 4-2s U9-2a1 242• 25 •27 3321). The destruction of the temple 
and city followed a month later ; a majority of the inhabitants 
of Judah were carried into exile, and the leading citizens were 
put to death at Riblah (2 K. 258 •21 , abridged from Jer. 5212-27). 

No estimate of the number is given in 2 K. 25; but from 
vv.11. 12 it may be inferred that the city population was deported, 
while of the rural inhabitants of Judah only the poorest were 
left behind to till the land. In Jer. 5228 •30 (not found in <Ii$) 
we find exact figures for three deportations, in 598, 587, 582. 
The precision of the figures, which amount to a total of 4600 
persons, at first sight suggests a good authority for the state
ment ; on the other hand, a third Babylonian campaign is 
nowhere else mentioned in the O.T., and the only allusion to 
anything of the kind occurs in Jos. Ant. x. g, 7, which speaks 
of a campaign against Coele-Syria, an attack on the Moabites 
and Ammonites, and then on Egypt and a oeportation of Jews 
resident there. The last allusion, however, does not confirm 
the third captivity of Jer. 5280, which surely cannot refer to 

* CAH. iii. 400 points out the striking parallel in Josephus War 
V. 9, 2-4, VI. 2, r. The Jewish historian tells how, during the siege of 
Jerusalem in A.D. 70, he maintained that God :was on the side of the 
Romans, and that Jerusalem was being punished for its sins; repeatedly 
he counselled surrender, Z,a. -y,wu /.t1/ 1.t6•0• 'Pw1.ta.io,s 7roA•1.toDnn al>.l>.a. Ka.l 
r<i, Oe<i, (V. 9, 4). 

t According to Jer. 522 • the eighteenth year, i.e. 587; the author 
of this fragment followed a different reckoning. 
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the Jews in Egypt. It is not certain how the passage is to 
be understood. Begrich (Chronologie 201) shews good reason 
for treating Jer. 5230 (the third captivity) as a doublet of 5229 

(the second captivity), following different systems of counting 
which vary by four years. If this is correct, the total, 832 + 745, 
will be 1577 persons, corresponding to 300 or 400 heads of 
families ; this must be only a portion of the exiles. Kittel 
(Geschichte iii. 61 f., edn. 1927) calculates that in 586 some 
15,000 men, 30-40,000 including women and children, went 
into exile with Zedekiah; counting the 20-30,000 of the previous 
captivity, this will make a total of some 5()-Jo,0OO transported 
to Babylonia. The population left behind may be reckoned 
at about 3500 men, or 20,000 souls in all. 

Thus Israel's career as an independent nation came to an 
end. Gedaliah was appointed by the Babylonians governor 
of the province, and for a short time he contrived to establish 
himself at Mizpah. At first there seemed to be some prospect 
of security for the survivors. We hear of pilgrims coming 
to Jerusalem with offerings in their hands, for though the 
temple lay in ruin, the sanctity of the place was recognized, 
and the altar still existed (Jer. 41 5, cp. Lam. 41). But Gedaliah 
was treacherously murdered by Ishmael, a descendant of the 
royal house and a protege of the Ammonite king who took the 
Babylonian side. Fear of reprisals induced the Jewish com
munity to emigrate into Egypt, whither they forced Jeremiah 
to accompany them; and there presumably he died (Jer. 40-44, 
2 K. 2522-2&). 

From various hints we gather that the neighbouring peoples 
took advantage of Judah's helpless condition to pour into the 
country, and thus introduced a number of foreign elements. 
The Edomites in particular seized the opportunity to vent their 
ancient spite (Ez. 2512ff- 351-15, Obad. 12 -14, Ps. 1377, Lam. 42U·). 
Unoccupied lands lay at the mercy of invasions from the East. 
The Ammonites, who had joined in the revolt against Babylon 
(Jer. 272ff-), but afterwards thought better of it and submitted 
in time (Ez. 2133 -37 [25 -321), exulted over the fall of Jerusalem, 
and took some share in the murder of Gedaliah ; though 
nominally they were vassals of Babylon, yet they had designs 
upon the land of Israel, and in the course of time managed to 
obtain a footing and practise hostile intrigues, as we learn from 
Neh. 210 6171!. 134f-. The Philistines were ready enough to 
take vengeance for former humiliations by occupying the 
Judaean highlands (Ez. 2515). At this period a movement of 
Jerahmeelites and Calebites into the neighbourhood of Bethlehem 
is most likely to be placed (1 C. 225 -33. 42 -50). 

Besides Egypt, Phoenicia was the power most capable of 
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resisting the advance of Babylonia in Ezekiel's time. From 
Herodotus ii. I6I we learn that Apries, as he calls Pharaoh 
J;Iophra', 'made war upon Sidon, and engaged the king of Tyre 
in battle by sea' ; this happened probably in 588 B.C., and as 
a result of the engagement Phoenicia joined Egypt in the war 
which ended with the fall of Judah. About the year 585 
Nebuchadrezzar found himself compelled to tum his attention 
to the chief stronghold of the Phoenician power, and began the 
siege of Tyre. It lasted for a long while, without any decisive 
victory; for Ezekiel, who at the time of Jerusalem's capture 
had prophesied a similar fate for Tyre (eh. 26), frankly admitted 
in after years that his prophecy had not been fulfilled, and that 
Nebuchadrezzar had gained nothing from 'the service which 
he had served against ' the impregnable city (2917 -20, dated 
57I). Josephus tells us that the siege lasted I3 years, c. Ap. i. 
2I; he dates the beginning of it in the seventh year of Nebuchad
rezzar, but the text is open to question, and seventh may be 
an error for seventeenth.* In the end the city, exhausted but 
not overthrown, was spared, it seems, on the condition of 
recognizing the Babylonian supremacy, and, at least after 570, 
had to submit to a resident Babylonian official, who is referred 
to in certain contract-tablets of the period (Unger ZATW. 
I926, 214 ff.). Nebuchadrezzar's own inscriptions are silent 
on the subject. After the siege Tyre lost its predominance, 
and $idon took its place as the chief city of Phoenicia. 

In the prophecy just referred to Ezekiel maintains that 
though the Babylonians had earned no wages in Jahveh's service 
against Tyre, they will receive in compensation the spoils of 
Egypt (2919 • 20). At a later period, in 567-8, Nebuchadrezzar 
determined to measure strength with the Pharaoh Amasis. 
He appeared on the frontier of Egypt, and reached the Delta ; 
but at this point his inscription is broken off (Langdon N eubab. 
Konigsinschr. 206 f.). Of his further success all that can be said is 
that Amasis gave up attempting to instigate revolts in Palestine, 
and Nebuchadrezzar was statesman enough to be content with 
what he had gained (Breasted Hist. of Anc. Egypt 4I5 f.). There 
is no evidence that he conquered Egypt, or inflicted the disasters 
which Ezekiel had foretold (see pp. 325 ff. infra). t 

The state of the Jews in Babylonia is nowhere described, 
* So Thackeray Jos. vol. i. 227 (in Loeb's classics), following Ewald 

and others ; Niese Jos. Op. V. 30 proposes to read ' in the seventh year 
of the reign of Ithobat began Neb. to besiege Tyre.' Holscher Hesekiel 20 ff., 
relying on the text of Josephus, dates the siege 598-586, and discredits 
Ez. 2917 •20 as a late supplement. 

t The account of a conquest of Egypt. in Neb.'s twenty-third year 
(582) in Jos. Ant. x. 9, 7 is probably an exaggeration of the partial success 
won against Amasis. 
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though something about it can be learned from incidental 
allusions. The two Hebrew words for exiles, gala, galuth, 
mean properly emigrants, migration, rather than captives, 
captivity; they do not suggest people loaded with chains or 
shut up in prison. Some prominent persons, like J ehoiachin 
and Zedekiah, were no doubt kept under restraint ; the 
majority, however, were reduced to serfdom, and driven to 
support themselves by manual labour in the fields, or on 
Nebuchadrezzar's buildings, or in other forms of industry. As 
time went on a good many became slaves (Ezra 2 65), others 
engaged in commerce and became prosperous, as the contract
tablets from Nippur have revealed (see pp. 4 f. 42). From 
the letter which Jeremiah addressed to the exiles of 597 it may 
be gathered that they were free to settle down and live with 
their families and make homes ; the prophet counselled them 
to seek the peace of the city where they dwelt, and to pray for 
it, 'for in the peace thereof shall ye have peace' (Jer. 291 -7). 

From Ezekiel we learn that the Jews were allowed to form 
colonies, in which they had houses of their own, and were free 
to come and go within the settlements, and to maintain their 
traditional organization into clans, with elders at the head 
(Ez. 315• 24 81 141 201 3331). Yet we cannot doubt that their 
lot was hard. The toilsome journey of 700 miles across the 
desert left its mark of suffering ; forcible banishment from 
home and possessions, a sense of defeat and subjugation to an 
alien power outside the land of Jahveh, were bitter trials, and 
the cries wrung from them still pierce our hearts (Lam. 13-6. 12• 19f. 

51 -15, Is. 4222 5123, Pss. 129. 137). To a great extent the national 
religion had already broken down. In the latter days of the 
Judaean monarchy foreign beliefs and practices had been intro
duced; so Jeremiah tells us in his word 'concerning all the 
Jews which dwelt in the land of Egypt' (Jer. 44), and what 
became of their religion a century later we know from the 
letters of the Jewish colonists at Elephantine (Cowley Aramaic 
Papyri Nos. 7. 21. 22. 30-32. 44). Such people in Babylon, 
already half paganized, were soon 'mingled among the heathen 
and learned their works.' They succumbed and were lost in the 
crowd. 

On the other hand, it is equally clear that a certain number 
remained true to the higher religion. The principles of Deuter
onomy and the spiritual teaching of Jeremiah had not been alto
gether fruitless. Ezekiel himself was a tower of strength ; 
and though few might accept his interpretation of the national 
calamities, yet he was consulted; he could always count on an 
audience, however unpalatable his words might be, and however 
startling his acted parables (Ez. 121ft, 141 2011!- 333o-s3), It is 
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significant that, like Jeremiah, he regarded the exiles as the 
hope of the future (see pp. 60. 124. 364). Amid all their grief, 
some there were who cherished a proud love of their country, 
and kept alive the national spirit (Ez. 2421). Such exercises 
of religion as were possible in a foreign land continued to be 
practised by the faithful; particularly we notice that a new 
emphasis was laid upon the observance of the Sabbath and the 
rite of circumcision, as signs which distinguished Jews from 
heathen (Ez. n 16 2012 2810 3118 3219). There were prophets, 
too, among the Gola, who readily caught the ear of their country
men when they announced a speedy return and the break-up 
of the Babylonian power ; the authorities punished them 
severely, Jeremiah at home repudiated their delusions, and 
Ezekiel did the same, though perhaps he had chiefly in mind 
the false prophets of Jerusalem (Jer. 29, and see pp. 138. 150). 
The exiles of 597 had brought with them misleading guides as 
well as true ones ; among the last was Ezekiel himself, and he 
was allowed to fulfil his ministry without hindrance. The 
priests who were carried away from temple and altar must, 
of course, have found the greater part of their duty gone ; but 
there is evidence that they turned their attention into other 
directions. The observance of Sabbath and circumcision, 
abstinence from unlawful meats, came under their supervision, 
perhaps also a certain amount of moral instruction (Ez. 4423r.) ; 
as the temple ritual could no longer be carried out, we may 
date from this period the rise of a non-sacrificial worship con
sisting of prayer and reading and psalmody, which afterwards 
developed into the worship of the synagogue. And in those 
circles which had the aims of Deuteronomy at heart priestly 
activity took the form of collecting national traditions and 
records, and passing judgement on them from the Deuteronomic 
point of view. Moreover, there was always the future to be 
kept in prospect. Ezekiel himself committed to writing a 
measured plan for a new temple, together with regulations for 
its ministry. And he was not alone in this effort of recon
struction, theoretical as it had to be; for the analysis of 
chs. 40-48 reveals a process of experiment and discussion going 
on in priestly circles, and carrying further the task which he 
had begun. These labours in the course of several generations 
ripened into official recognition as the Priestly Code. 

Thus it appears that, to a large extent, the Jews of Babylonia 
were left free to maintain their traditions and practise their 
religion. The hardships of the exile seemed to some a proof 
that J ahveh was unable to protect His own ; the better minds 
discovered that though temple and altar were gone, J ahveh 
was not gone ; He could make known His will and character 
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even outside His land. As a matter of fact, Israel's loss of 
political independence marked the beginning of its religious 
life as a community pledged to the service of the one true God, 
and destined to preserve the essence of religion for the benefit 
of mankind at large. 

§5. Text and Versions 

In the Hebrew Bible perhaps no book, except I and 2 Samuel, 
has suffered more injury to its text than Ezekiel. The causes 
which led to this misfortune have been indicated above, p. xxvii. ; 
our problem is to recover a text which shall be free from altera
tions and corruptions, and so far nearer to the original. It 
becomes necessary, therefore, to examine the Versions, which 
were translated from an earlier form of the Hebrew text than 
that which we have in our Bible. First in importance stands 
the Alexandrian Greek Version or Septuagint (cl?), made in 
the 2nd cent. B.c., centuries before the Massoretic text (ffl) 
reached its present state in the 5th-8th cents. A.D. Other 
translations into Greek were produced in the 2nd cent. A.D. 
by Aquila, Symmachus and Theodotion {' A, :S, ®). These are 
known mainly through the work of Origen, who copied them 
into his H exapla, * of which only the Septuagint column, with 
insertions from Theodotion, has survived, and that in a Syriac 
rendering (~h) of the 7th cent. A.D. Fragments of these Greek 
versions exist also in quotations from the Fathers, especially 
St. Jerome, who is fond of quoting Symmachus, and in some 
MSS of <!?, especially Cod. Marchalianus. The other versions 
in Syriac (~), Latin (l. and 11), Arabic ('.!), Ethiopic (lE), have 
their importance, but directly or indirectly they are dependent 
upon cl?; the Old Latin (l.) t rarely differs from 49; Jerome's 
translation (l1), though made from the Hebrew, was influenced 
by ~ and 'A :S @. The Targum ('Q[:) t stands by itself; it is 
not so much a translation into Aramaic as a paraphrase, designed 
for purposes of edification; the Hebrew text which it implies 
hardly differs from the Massoretic. 

The characteristic features of the Versions of Ezekiel have 
been so thoroughly investigated by Cornill in the Prolegomena 
to his Commentary that there is no need to restate them. 

* Field Origenis Hexaplorum quae supersunt (Oxford, 1875). The 
renderings of 'A ~ 0 are taken from this edition, Tom. ii. 

t In Sabatier's edn. 1743 ; the Weingarten MS. of the Prophets, 
5th cent., ed. by Ranke 1868, and the Wtirzburg MS. of the Prophets, 
5-6th cent., ed. by Ranke 1871 ; both exist only in fragmen~s. . . 

t The text used is that of Lagarde Prophetae Chaldaice, Le1pz1g, 
1872. 
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But since the publication of Comill's work in 1886 much has 
been done to place the evidence of ~. the primary Version, 
before the student in a convenient form. Swete's edition, 
The O.T. in Greek vol. iii. (11894, 21899), prints the text of Cod. 
Vaticamus (~8

), with a brief apparatus below shewing the 
variants of Cod. Alexandrinus (~A), and Cod. Marchalianus 
(~Q), and fragments of Cod. Cryptoferratensis (<19.r). Thackeray's 
three articles in JTS. iv. (1903), his Grammar of the O.T. in 
Greek (1909), his Septuagint and Jewish Worship (Schweich 
Lectures 1920), are of special value for the study of Ezekiel; 
Jahn's Commentary (1905) attempts a thoroughgoing restora
tion of the Hebrew on the basis of (!g; Herrmann's treatise 
Die Gottesnamen im Ezechieltexte (1913) has established results 
which have a bearing not only upon the criticism, but upon 
the history of the text. 

In the following pages two objects have been kept in view. 
First, by comparing ~ with :ffl when they disagree, we may 
hope to find out which offers the better reading ; the com
parison will often bring to light the alterations and corruptions 
which the text of :ffl has undergone. Only clear instances are 
given ; for details, reference must be made to the critical notes. 
The second object is to illustrate the general character of (!g. 
We must understand the nature of our weapon before we use 
it. Let the evidence of (!g and Jlll be weighed in each case 
and considered on its merits, without a bias in favour of one 
side or the other. 

A. The superiority of~ to :ffl in cases where they differ. 
I. (!g implies a Hebrew text free from words and phrases 

which appear to be additions or glosses in :ffl : 

18. 11. H. 16. 24. 27. 

2 4a. 

31. 5_ 

46- 13_ 

514- 15. 16_ 

612, 

720. 27. 

g2. 11. 18_ 

1012. 14_ 
1111. 12. 16. 

137, 20_ 

152. 
1622, 
179, 20b, 21a. 

1824. 32, 

1913_ 
2026. 28, 
2332. 33. 38, 

25s. 9_ 

2621_ 
271s. 
2812_ 

2919. 20. 

303, 4. 13_ 

313. 15. 16. 18. 

3230, 31_ 

338, 12. 15. 31. 

342A. 23. 31.* 

• 342"' i.e. 342 in cod. A; so throughout these lists. 
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2. cl? implies a Hebrew text free from the scribal errors, 
corruptions, displacement or omission of words, which .:ffl 
exhibits: 
Il3. 16. 

27 44s. 
319_ 

54. 

II7 • 

I322. 
167- 31. 36. 53_ 
I817. 18. 31. 

2I20. 22 [.:ffl 24. 27]. 

224. 24. 25_ 

2321A. 41. 43. 44. 

2410. 

257. 
2615. 19. 20_ 

273- 16_ 
2816. 23_ 

3013_ 
313- 15_ 
329- 27. 
3331_ 

35
11

• 
3614. 
3716. 23. 

3814• 
402. 12. 16. 19. 

4022. 26_ 
4023. 32. 36. 37. 
4043. 44. 48. 49. 

413- 6. 7. 9_ 

4122. 
424. 6. 10. 16. 17_ 
436- 10. 11. 13. 15_ 

44
6

• 
451. 2. 5. 12_ 
4520. 21_ 
466- 9. 16. 17. 

479- 13. 15_ 
4718. 19. 20. 
4811. 13. 16. 
4821. 28_ 
4829. 34_ 

3. II? implies a Hebrew text which did not contain 
dittographs or doublets now standing in ffl : 
120. 23. 25b. 1914. 3222. 25. 28. 

51a. 2040. 33s. 
7llb. 2116. 20 [Jlfl21. 24). 356. 

128. 2342. 406. s. 
136. 2412_ 4211. 
i6s. 2]18- 19. 431. 
176• 10. 294• lOA. 4419

0 

189· 32. 309. 4816. 

B. The superiority of ffl to cl? in cases where they differ. 
1. cl? confuses similar Hebrew words: 

17. 
69. 
76 [.:ffl 9)- 23 99. 
726. 
3s. 6_ 

97. 
1314. 

162• 

173. 
204. 6. 13. 15. 31. 

2Iu. 2a [ffl 19. 2BJ. 
2334. 41. 43. 

2417. 25. 

2515. 
2]7· 16. 19. 35_ 

296. 
317. 
3232_ 

3332_ 
346· 29. 

2. <I? confuses similar Hebrew letters: 

the 

::i with t'.l, and vice versa, 3 25 1219 2733 317 326· 12 4417 4828• 
::i with ::i, and vice versa, 75· 7 [ffl 8· 3] 1910 2038. 
::i with El, and vice versa, 1912 20 6 "15• 46 212 [ftl 7] 3411 368• 
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) with V, bn-r718u~f,tU'TU=i1,,,v for Cl'"'') 6 9 146 2043 · u 2124 

[JN 29] 3631 ; 136 274, 20. 28_ 

i with :::i, 20 47 [;iWl 218] 2810 2915. 
, with :::i, and vice versd, 7 14 2323 3612. 
, with ,, and vice versd, 3 9 7 25 1011 135· 9· 18 · 20 164· 7· s 

173 1910. 12 2039. 46 2112. 16 [;iWl 17. 21] 2317. 21. 34 
276, 11. 35 325. 6. 12, 29. 30 3411. 16. 23A 4126 4814. 

, with n, 22ao. 

i1 with n, and vice versa, 3 7• 8 1622 2423 4513 479. 
l with t, and vice versd, 1622 241s 4312 4718 , 19 • 
, with ', 71a 2 513 4310. 35_ 

, with,, 3227 . 

l:l with l!', 1630• 

7 with i, 1910. 
E:. with :::i, 4722. 

3. ®, owing to the absence of vowel signs in the Hebrew 
text, confuses words written with the same consonants, but 
pronounced differently : 
12u_ 1 630. 59. 61, 

5s. 2412. 11_ 

724 1223 1641 2327. 48 2610_ 
3410_ 274- 6. 13, 21. 32_ 

92. 3230_ 
u1s 3515. 33a2_ 
1310. 11. 14. 15 2228_ 343. 

1311. 350. 

4. 4? misunderstands or guesses the sense of ;1Wl : 
37, B. 15

0 

45, 7_ 

74 [;iWl 7] 12. u. 23_ 
92, 3. 11 104. 18A 471, 
1116. 17_ 
1210. 11. 14_ 

135, 11_ 

144- 6_ 

154- 5_ 
163- 4. 10. 27. 30- 31. 33. 

43_ 

179. 
1810_ 

1911. 14_ 

201- 6. 47_ 
219- 12. 15. 21. 30 [JN 14. 

17. 20. 26. 35], 

225- 12_ 
2315. 43_ 
249- 16. 17. 22, 23_ 

279- 27. 
2715. 17. 24. 25. 
2812. 13. 16_ 

322- 4. 6, 18. 

3312. 

34
2

-
367. 
3719_ 
389, 11_ 

394- 9. 13_ 

406. 
416. 
4113, 14. 

4119_ 
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i111)! m,,,v 
n,i.,y 

mY 
"lY 

YJi' 

n•l!I~, 

ilt.,1 

'i'l!I 
nt'.lnn 

1!1'1!1111 

INTRODUCTION 

apxwv 727 191 2616 2721 3013 3220 3g2r. 391. 1s ; b 
~youµ,evo,; 451 ; b acf>vrovp.evo, 2112 .. 2s [;ffl 11. 30] 
226 45sr. 16f. 22 462, 4. 8. 10. 12. 10. 18 4g21t .. 

L\acrT71pw11 4314• 17. 20; it:p6v 4519. 
fr0vp.71p.aTa 1423 2414 ; itrLTYJOEvp.aTa 2043. 44 2124 

[Ja 29] ; ElOWAQ 3617 ; d.p.apT{a B avop.ta A 3619. 
l1r[,\eKTa B EKAUTa A 173 ; EKA£KTa B l1r0..EKTaA 1722 ; 

&.px~ 313. 10. u. 
0vp,o{ 2324 ; 01r,\w11 268 ; KOJ/Tot,; 399• 

lop chs. 26 27 [rn times] ; Tvpo;; chs. 28 29 [S 
times]. 

CTl/J/U)'ElJ/ 1637 etc. [7 times] ; e1uoixeu0u1 n 17 etc. 
[s times] ; &.0po[<rw 3624. 

dtrapx~ 203l [;ffl ni:-tl!/J] 40 4430 ; trpWTDY£11~p.a-ra 
4430 4814. 

eK0Ep.a 1624 ; TO. tropvet&. CTOll 1625 ; T~J/ /3&.CTtll 0'"011 

1631. 39. 
ULKAOL 410 4512 ; UTa0p.ta 4512. 
avapx~ 20 40 4430 451 [and IS times] ; acf>aiplp.aTa 

44so; cp. 451s 488. 
0apcr,{,; 116 ; av0pat I0 9 2813 ; Kapx'iJOOJ/lOl 2712· 25A 

38lS ; EJJ,7rOpot 27ZSBA ; @apuo;; 2725"-. 

5. ~ contains double renderings. Some instances are : 

123 3 6 99 1311 1614. 30. 31. 38A. 49 1723 2013A. 18 2120 [;ffl 25] 2329 
268 2725A 31loA 3229A 3414 4116 4210b 4317 4424 4719. 20, 

The following are some cases of dittography : 
312 2028 3118 3226 406, 7 4720. 

6. II? transliterates Hebrew words which were unintelligible, 
or had no equivalents in Greek :-

J.(3av6. 2029 et. 66 1616. 
al>. 4048 41s; al.\ev 409, 21. 241I .. 
al,\&.µ [Cl''~] 816 406, 7. 9. 16. 22. 

31. 48 412 ; al.\aµµJ 1, 4021-29. 
33-38, 

li.p171,\ 4315. 16_ 
ye.\yl,\ I013 et. v.2• 
yoµ6p 4511, 13. 14. 

Elli 4524 4611. 
'eµp.a 2413"-, 

0apue{;; 116 et. 109 2813. 
TO 0el, 0aL'i)Aa0&., Ta 0ee[µ 4O 6A, ?ff •• 

TO 0pat>. .. 418• 

TO µavaa B p.avva. A 4525 
466, 7. 11. 14f. 20. 

~ p.va. 4512
, 

pap.µw0A .\ap.p.w0 KaL xopx6p 2716. 
u{K,\oi 410 4512 et. 4512. 
TO xepov/3 109 2814, 16 4118 ; TO. 

xepov{Jdv 1olff. 20 4118. 20. 26. 
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In the following cases the Hebrew word is not only trans
literated but given an intelligible meaning in Greek: 

TJ 'Apaf3{a (i1J"'l:lli1) 47s. Kptra.s ::S1owvo, A Kpi,ras (c•m~) 
app,ov{a (lmn) 2342. 251 6. 

[vSwp) &.<f,lcrews (C'DEl~ •r.i) 473. lv opp,fi (nonJ) 314• 

f3apf3apol (C'"'l:llJ) 2131 [;ffl: 36). br2 TWV Opp.wv (71n,o,n ,1,·) 2711• 

f360pos ("'l1:l) 2620 3114• ova2 brl oval (nm 'Y n,;i) 726
• 

TJ rall.n.\a{a (n:i•S);,) 478• [(wv17) cra7rrpelpov (ieon) 92• 

rlp,evos (ion read jon) 6 4• 6• 



ANALYSIS 

PART I. 

THE SINS OF ISRAEL, AND THE APPROACHING 
PUNISHMENT: CHS. 1-24. 

a. Ezekiel's Call in Babylonia, I 1-327• 

b. Prophecies in Act, 41-517. 

c. Against the Mountains of Israel, 61•14• 

d. The End is come! 71 •27• 

e. The Vision of Idolaters in the Temple,· Punishment by 
Slaughter and Fire; the final Departure of Jahveh from the 
Sanctuary, Chs. 8-II. 

f. Prophecies against Jerusalem, Chs. I2-I9. 
g. Further Denunciations, Chs. 20-24. 

PART II. 

ORACLES AGAINST FOREIGN NATIONS: CHs. 25-32. 

a. Against Ammon, Moab, Edam, the Philistines, Ck. 25. 
b. Three Oracles against Tyre, Chs. 26-28. 
c. Seven Oracles against Egypt, Chs. 29-32. 

PART III. 

ISRAEL'S RESTORATION: CHs. 33-48. 

a. Transitional to Part III., Ck. 33. 
b. Israel brought back; its land transformed, Chs. 33-37. 
c An Apocalypse, Chs. 38. 39. 
d. The Temple and Community of the Future, Chs. 40-48. 



COMMENTARY 

PART I. 

THE SINS OF ISRAEL, AND THE 
APPROACHING PUNISHMENT: CHs. r-24. 

a. EzEKIEL's CALL IN BABYLONIA, 11-327• 

Ch. 1, 1-3. Introduction and Title.-The opening verse is 
written in the first person, and is evidently meant to be the 
prophet's own Introduction to the narrative of his call. He 
gives a date to the vision which transformed his life ; . but 
the thirtieth year was found to be not generally intelligible, and 
some annotator inserted an explanation, v.2, identifying the 
obscure date in v.1 with a well-known era: the call took place 
in the ji,/th year of king Jekoiachin's captivity, i.e. in 593 B.C. 
Then, m v.3, follows the Title, written in the third person and 
referring to Ezekiel by name ; it is cast into the form which 
usually serves as a heading to collections of prophetic writings, 
e.g. Jer., Hos., Joel, Mic., Zeph., Hag., Zech., and comes from an 
editorial hand; in the present case, however,. the customary 
date (cp. Jer. 1 2, Hos. 1 1, Mic. 1 1 etc.) is not mentioned, no 
doubt because the editor found v.2 already in the text. The 
first three verses, therefore, reveal a combination of as many 
sources, which has the result of breaking the connexion between 
v.1 and v.4• If with several Hehr. MSS (!Ji.$ we read at the 
end of v. 8 and the hand of J ahveh came upon me there, instead of 
i!lll's upon him, the sentence will belong to the Introduction, 
not to the Title. 

I. Now it came to pass in the thirtieth year, in the fourth 
(month), on the fifth of the month] Many attempts have been 
made to find a clue to this mysterious date : see the Additional 
Note pp. 6£. Our first impression is that by reckoning back 
thirty years from 593 B.C., the date of Ezekiel's call according 
to v.2, we should arrive at some event which was used to mark 
the beginning of a new era ; but no such event is known to us. 
The most plausible ~xpla11ation i~ that which has been suggested 

3 
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by Begrich, Die Chronologie der Konige von Isr. u. Juda, 1929, 
206 f. He points out that, as the month and the day are the 
same in vv.1• 3, it is probable that the year referred to in both 
verses is the same also. By a process which is too intricate 
to be unfolded here, he has discovered that varying systems of 
chronology have been followed in Kings and Chron.; between 
two of these systems there is a difference of twenty-five years, 
which corresponds with the difference between the thirtieth 
year and the fifth year of the captivity.-in the fourth (month)] 
i.e. Tammuz, mid-June to mid-July. In old Israel the months 
were called by their Canaanite names, such as Abib, Bul, 
Ethanim, and the year began in the autumn, Ex. 2316 E 
3422 J; but towards the end of the pre-exilic period a change 
was introduced, probably under the influence of Babylonian 
custom; the year was made to begin in the spring, and the 
months were called by numbers, not by names. So always 
in Ez. and in Jer., the compiler of Kings, Hag., Zech., Chr., P 
(e.g. Ex. 161 191 etc.). A further change appears in the post-exilic 
literature, and the Bab. names of the months came into fashion, 
with or without the numbering, e.g. Zech. 17 71, Neh. 11 21, 

Ezr. 616, Esth. 37.-among the exiles] lit. in the midst of the 
Gold, not necessarily in a crowd, for in the midst can have a 
general sense, e.g. Lev. 178• io. 13, 2 K. 413• That Ez. was 
alone when his call came may be inferred from 315 ; when the 
ecstasy seized him in the company of others, he mentions the 
fact, 81 201.-beside the river Keaar] where the Jewish colony 
was settled, in a foreign country among the heathen; Jahveh 
can reveal Himself there as well as at Sinai or in Israel, cp. 
Jer. 2913• u.. The river Keaar (v.3 316• 23 rn16• 20- 22 438) can be identi
fied with some probability. On two contract-tablets found at 
Nippur, one dated the 22nd, and one the 41st year of 
Artaxerxes I., i.e. 443 and 424 B.c., occurs the Babylonian 
equivalent of Ez.'s phrase, naru kabari=the great river, the 
grand canal (Hilprecht-Clay Bab. Exped. of the Univ. of Penns. 
ix., 1898, pp. 26 ff., Nos. 4 arid 84). This was probably the 
artificial watercourse which started from the Euphrates above 
Babylon, ran first in a S.E. direction, and after about 60 miles 
passed through Nippur, where it still divides the site into 
almost equal parts ; and it can be traced more or less through 
the interior of the country till it joins the Euphrates again 
below Ur. Centuries of neglect have allowed this great river 
to become dry and silted up, but in Ez.'s time it must have 
brought fertility into the wide alluvial plain enclosed by the 
Euphrates and Tigris. The Sumerians called it the Euphrates 
of Nippur (Purat Nippur) ; the Babylonians and Jews, the 
great river (naru kabari, nehar kebdr); its modem name among 
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the Arabs is the river Nile (Shatt en-NU). Recent excavations 
at Nippur have discovered abundant evidence of Jewish settle
ments in the neighbourhood, from the 5th cent. B.c., and perhaps 
earlier, down to the 7th cent. A.D. See Haupt in Toy's Ezekiel 
(SBOT.) 93 f.; Hilprecht Explorations in Bible Lands, I903, 
4n ff.-the heavens were opened] Elsewhere in the O.T. the 
heavens are opened for destruction and judgement Gen. 711 P, Is. 
2418, or for blessing Mai. 310 ; but here for the vision of God, as 
in later apocalyptic writings 3 Mac. 618, Ap. Bar. 221, T. Levi 2 6 

51 I86, T. Jud. 242 (for the outpouring of the Spirit); in the 
N.T. Mt. 316, Mk. I10, Jn. I 51, Acts 766 rn11, Rev. 41• Strictly 
speaking, it was a storm, not an opening of the heavens, which 
preceded this first vision; but the expression is applicable to 
the whole series of similar disclosures.-and J saw visions of God] 
i.e. visions in which God was seen, as v.28 implies; the gen. is • 
objective. We must take this to mean that the prophet was 
allowed to see, not God directly, but visions of God, an appearance 
of the glory of Jahveh (v.28). A distinction is to be observed. In 
His absolute Being God surpasses the reach of human appre
hension ; but there is a relative aspect of His Being, which He 
has revealed in vision to prophets and saints; 'the large face 
and the small face,' as the Talmud puts it ([;lag. I3b). Scripture 
expresses the distinction by means of opposite statements; 
e.g. in the O.T. Ex. 3320• 23 and 2410, Is. 66 ; in the N.T. Jn. I18 

I49, I Tim. 616, I Jn. 412• The prophetic vision, in the N.T., is 
granted to all who are filled with the Spirit of Christ, Acts 216 -18• 

The phrase visions of God occurs again in 83 402, but with a 
different meaning (Co. I63) ; the gen. is subjective, ' visions 
which God bestows,' in which the prophet is transported from 
Babylonia to Jerusalem. The difference was perceived by m::, 
which renders here, 'and I saw in the vision of prophecy which 
rested upon me the glorious vision of the. Shekina of J ahveh ' ; 
while the other passages are paraphrased, ' and brought me in 
the vision (83), in the spirit (402) of prophecy which rested 
upon me· from before Jahveh.'-z. A gloss on the fifth day of 
the month in v.1, explaining the thirtieth year.-the exile of king 
Jehoiachin took place in 597 B.C.; see 2 K. 2410 •16, and, for the 
use of this era, 2 K. 2527 =Jer. 5231• Ezekiel was among the 
inhabitants of Jerusalem carried away by Nebuchadrezzar, 
3321 401.-3. The editorial Title of the Book.-The word of 
J ahveh ' which ' came] jllll has coming it came i.e. verily came, 
EV. came expressly ; but the emphatic repetition of the verb 
is unsuitable in the present case, and is probably due to the scribe 
who inserted the Title, and wished to connect i(with v.2• Like 
other prophetic books, Hos., Joel, Mic., Zeph., this originally 
started with the formula the word of]' which came ; so Budde. 
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The coming of the divine message is frequently mentioned in 
Jer. (29 times) ; in Ez. it is specially emphasized, and with 
the addition unto me (48 times, et. Jer. rr times), not merely 
because the Book is written in the first person ; the prophet 
lays stress on the objective character of the message, and the. 
frequent access of his inspiration.-unto Ezekiel, the son of 
Buzi, the priest] Evidently from an editor's hand, for the 
prophet himself always uses the first person. In one other 
place he is referred to by name in the third person, viz. 2424 ; 

but there Jahveh is speaking. Ezekiel (~Ne(IJ~)=' God 
strengthens.; also a priest's name, l c. 2416. Proper names 
of this type, formed by an imperfect preceding the divine Name 
El, are comparatively late and very rare, when borne by in
dividuals as distinct from tribes ; the only instance in the 
period just before the exile is Ishmael Jer. 408ff-, which in earlier 
usage was a tribal name, Gen. 1611 J. Rather more common 
are names formed by an imperfect followed by ]ah, e.g. [fezdµah 
([l]il'Pfrl') =' J ah strengthens,' but none earlier than the 8th cent. 
Does the priest refer to the son or to the father? The analogy of 
' Isaiah, the son of Amo~, the prophet,' Is. 372 381, cp. Jer. 281, 

Zech. 11, makes it probable that the designation belongs to the per
son named first. This is generally the case, e.g. 1 S. 2211 ; 1 K. 42, 

cp. 1 C. 536 [610] ; Jer. 211, cp. 2 K. 2518 ; Ezr. 833, cp. Neh. 34 ; 

though sometimes the office goes with the second name, e.g. 
l C. 275, 2 C. 2420, sometimes it is applicable to either, e.g. Ex. 
3821, 1 K. 142, Jer. 201• Buzi is not mentioned again ; the 
Buzite Job 322 • 6, a tribal name, is different.-The editorial Title 
defines beside the river Kebar v.1 by in the land of the Chaldaeans 
1213.-and the hand of jahveh came upon him there] Ez. is 
accustomed to describe in this way the sudden seizure which 
plunged him into an ecstasy, 322 81 there fell 3322 371 40 1 ; cp. also 
314, Is. 811, 1 K. 1846, 2 K. 315 ; he was peculiarly sensitive to 
the divine pressure, or ' hand,' 29 83• As the text stands, the 
words must belong to the Title ; but there is some uncertainty 
about the reading; 12 Hebr. MSS (ffij; have upon me; if this 
be original, the words will belong to the Introduction, and they 
are characteristic of Ez.'s own writing. The insertion of the 
Title may have brought about the change of upon me to upon 
him. 

A combination of sources in vv.1 -a is now generally recog
nized, e.g., without mentioning the commentaries, by Peters 
AJBL. xi. (1892) 38 f.; Winckler ATUntersuchungen (1892) 
94 ff.; Rost OLZ. (1904) 390; Budde Exp. Times xii. (1900-1901) 
39 ff., Gesch. d .. althebr. Lit. (1906) 1502

, AJBL. I. (1931) 20 ff.; 
Berry AJBL. Ii. (1932) 54-57. 

Additional Note on 'the thirtieth year.'-(a) Counting back 
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from 593 B.c., the only event of importance which happened 
c. 623, so far as the records go, was the discovery of the Book 
of the Law in the 18th year of Josiah, c. 621, 2 K. 228 ; and 
the thirtieth year was understood to refer to this by m:'., and by 
Jerome in loc., 'a duodecimo [2 C. 343) anno Josiae, regis Juda, 
quando inventus est liber Deuteronomii in templo Dei.' But 
the finding of the Book is never used for purposes of dating,· 
though Herrmann thinks that, in the priestly circle to which. 
Ez. belonged, the adoption of Deut. as the law of . the state• 
may have seemed to mark the beginning of a new age. (b) 1}.iml).i 
in loc. says that his father Joseph explained the date to be 
the thirtieth year of the current jubile-period ; there is no 
evidence, however, for a reckoning by jubiles. (c) Something 
might be said for a Babylonian era, if one were known; such, 
for instance, as the foundation of the neo-Bab. empire by 
Nabopolassar in 625 B.c., though it is unlikely that Ez., of 
all men, would have dated his call by an event in an 
alien world. Rothstein (Comment) thinks that originally the 
sentence ran in the thirteenth year of N ebuchadrezzar king of 
Babylon, on the analogy of Jer. 5229 • 30 ; this would be exactly 
593 B.C. ; later accidents or corrections may have reduced 
the text to its present form. (d) Duhm makes the suggestion 
Ueremia 202), developed by Marti Enc. Bibl. col. 775, and 
adopted by Bertholet (Comment.) and Hqlscher (Hesekiel 44), 
that the true reading is in the fifth year, cp. v.2 ; this was altered 
to the thirtieth year i.e. of the exile, by a scribe who, on the assump
tion that the exile lasted seventy years, imagined that thirty had 
passed when Ez. received his call, and in this way reconciled: 
Jer.'s seventy years (2511 2910) with Ez.'s forty (46). (e) Origen 
seems to have been the first to explain the thirtieth year as referring 
to the prophet's age: ' Ezechiel cum triginta esset annorum, 
apertos vidit coelos,' and he goes on to quote Lk. 323, Hom. in 
Ez. i. § 4 (PG. xiii. 672). In recent times Co., Kr., Budde, have 
revived this ancient opinion. No other prophet, it is admitted, 
begins by mentioning his age when the call reached him; but the 
plea that no other prophetic book begins quite like Ezekiel's 
hardly meets this objection; moreover, the text must be 
altered if it is to mean ' when I was thirty years old.' Josephus 
declares that the prophet was a lad (1rai:~ wv, Ant. x. 6, 3) at the 
time of his call ; but this is merely an inference from the case 
of Isaiah and Jeremiah. 

Ch. r, r. •:,•1 at the beginning of a book has lost its sense of connexion 
or consequence, and means no more than Now, cp. Josh., Jud., I and 2 S., 
Jon., Ru., Esth.-mw c•17,r11:i] The structure of the v. resembles that of 
81, Neh. r1b. The Hebr. for thirty years old is nir11 c•r.,,w p, Gen. 41 40, 

Num. 43 ; and to fit this meaning into the syntax of v.1 we must read 
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11nJ 'l1t1 ... 'rt rt JJ 'lit •:i•,, cp. Gen. 382 •, Jud. 183, 1 S. 911 • Budde pro• 
posed ''.IJ? 'r, 'rtJ •:,•1, cp. Gen. 711 (Exp. Times xii. 39) or 'J~ 'rtJ •,,,, 'in my 
thirtieth year' (AJBL. l. 20 ff.); for the latter there is no O.T. parallel. 
Hemtrich's emendn. (Ezechielprobleme, 1932, 74) mw •r,•\.rtJ •,,,, is not 
Hebr.-,nnDl ... •:,•1] Impf. c.w.c. followed by pf., as usually in dates, 
201 261 2917 30•0 3I1 321', Is. 71, Jer. 361 ; (!li KO.l -fivol-x,0'1,m• ~. wrongly. 
The only instances in Ez. of •:,•1 followed by another impf. c.w.c. a.re 
311 81 98 108.-c•n\.tt n11tio] The pl. can denote a series or process, e.g. n,,',10 
birth 163 • '• n11Jo origin 163 21~•, mtt~,o starting-point Mic. 51; Kon. iii. 
§ 261 be. For the gen. oftheobJectcp. n,:,•ntti•Ps. II110, Gen. 29u, Am. 818 ; 
for the gen. of the subject cp. m:i• nJiJ Gen. 39•, Ex. 1413 , Jer. 5ou.11. 
-,~:p] The vocalization may be imitated from n1e ; originally perhaps 
Kiibiir or Kabbiir; e5: XofJrip.-2, 'n:, :,ii',':, tt•n] Explatiatory notes referring 
to a date are often introduced in this way, cp. I K. 61· 38 82, Zech. 17, 

Ezr. 10• etc.-m,i,] ', of time, cp. Gen. 711 163, 1 K. 61, Jer. 12.-3. 1"'1J 
nin: ~') :i;,;r] The inf. abs. with a fin. ob. sometimes occurs at the beginning 
of a statement where a slight emphasis is required (see Dr. on 1 S. 208) ; 
but a special stress on ,,,:, in connexion with '· iJi, though appropriate 
in I K. 1332, does not suit the present context; moreover, Ez. rarely 
uses this construction, 148 16' 1813 3016 seem to be all the instances. 
m: im_plies ~ by rendering' it came to pass the second time'; but e!r= 
•:,•1, ~=:,•,,. Perhaps the original form of the text was ?It :,•:, 11','K •- ,J,, as_ 
Hos. 11, Joel 11, Mic. 11, Zeph. 11 ; this was altered to make the inserted 
Title continuous with v.2 ; so Budde.-?HP.iO;J Owing to the addition of ?It 
and the consequent moving forward of the tone, the preceding vowels 
lose something of their full value ; hence ?NP.Ji': is a weakened form of 
'tli?m'.; cp. i.,;i?]i:t; for 1n;P,;1J;, 1n;:;i,~; for in;~,-~;. G-K. § 27 q. (!li always 'I,5m,p, 
in this Book, in I C. 2418 'Ei'mj>., F Ezechiel. See further Gray Hehr. 
Pr. Names 215 ff,-ol','J (!li om., as in 322 81, and many modems, but 
without sufficient reason. 

Vv. 4. 5. 6-26. 27. 28. The manifestation of Jahveh.
We may picture the prophet on the bank of the canal, deep in 
thought, the stream perhaps lending an aid to his meditations 
(cp. Dan. 82 ro4, Enoch r37, Ps. r371}, when he passed into a 
state of trance, and saw a vision of the divine Glory. A great 
c,loud driven by a hurricane approached rapidly from the north, 
flashing with light and glowing from a fire within, v. 4 : on a 
nearer view the cloud resolved itself into what appeared to 
be the moving throne of Jahveh. In describing the details of 
the vision the prophet naturally starts from below. First 
come the attendants or supporters of the throne, four Living 
Creatures, each with four wings and four faces, and members 
partly human and partly animal, vv.6 •12 ; between them a 
fire was burning and sending forth flames, vv.13• 14 ; and beside 
them rolled four wheels, which changed direction by a common 
impulse. and bore eyes upon their rims, vv.16 "21• A bright 
platform lay spread above the Living Creatures; their out
stretched wings made a noise like thunder when in motion, 
and sank down when at rest, vv.22 "24• The platform made 
a base for a sapphire throne, whereon . appeared what looked 
like a human form, v.26 • In a shining circle of light the prophet 
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recognized, though he hardly dared to put it into words, the 
Presence of the glory of Jahveh, vv. 27 • 28• 

Like other prophets, Ezekiel began his ministry by a direct, 
personal encounter with J ahveh. This experience not only 
convinced him of the Supreme Reality, but imparted the truth 
which he was to proclaim. The revelation of God's Being and 
purpose came to him in the form of a vision, seen in a state of 
ecstasy, and it constituted his call to the work of a prophet. 
Moses, Amos, Isaiah, Jeremiah received their call in the same 
way (Ex. 3, Am. 716, Is. 6, Jer. 1 4 -10) ; but Ezekiel describes 
the spiritual event much more fully than any of his predecessors. 
The central Object of the vision is the Glory of the divine 
Presence, seated in splendour yet not stationary, for the Living 
Creatures with their wings, the wheels and the spirit which 
impels them, are engaged in giving movement to the throne : 
it is as though Jahveh, Lord of heaven and earth, had travelled 
to reveal Himself in distant Babylonia. 

The impressiveness of the cli~ax, however, is somewhat 
marred by the accumulation of intervening details. Ezekiel, 
we may suppose, was more concerned to note down every 
feature of the vision than to produce a literary effect, with the 
result that his narrative lacks the solemn grandeur of Is. 6. 
To some extent the obscurity of vv. 4 -28 is due, not to the prophet, 
but to the incorporation of glosses (in vv. 4. 20. 21. 23. u. 26), 

accidental repetitions {in v.11 of vv. Sb 9a., in v.12 of v. 9b, in v.14 

of v.13, in v.25 of vv.26a.- 24b, in v.27a of v.27b), and the corruption 
of Hebrew forms (e.g. v.18). With the help of (!Ii- and the other 
Versions it is possible to recover more intelligible readings 
(e.g. vv. 5. 11. 13. 16. 1s. 20. 23. 24. 25. 27); but even then the text 
remains difficult, owing to the difficulty of the matter with 
which it deals. Such marvels had never been seen before, 
and the prophet labours to make distinct to his readers what 
was dazzlingly clear to his own eyes. 

Herrmann would account for the awkward structure of the 
narrative by connecting vv. 4• 5 with vv.27 • 28, and regarding 
this as the original draft, and vv.6 -26 as an after-thought intro
duced by the prophet himself ; but the explanation, though 
attractive at first sight, has not been adopted for reasons which 
will appear below.-4. And I looked, and behold] So 2 9 82· 7 · 10 

101 • 9 444, to mark the prophet's general perception, or per
ception of fresh details, during the trance ; similarly in the 
visions of Zechariah (21• 5 59 61) and Daniel (83 105). The 
impf. with waw consecutive occurs at stages in the narrative, 
vv.10• 24 [2s1. 21 .-a tempestuous wind] or hurricane, such as 
accompanied a theophany, cp. I K. 1911, Job 381 406, Zech. 914• 

Sudden storms of great violence are apt to arise in the Euphrates 
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valley during the cold season*; the prophet may have watched 
one in his waking hours, and unconsciously allowed it to deter
mine the form of his vision.-coming from the north] i.e. from 
the direction in which he happened to look. It is questionable 
whether the north has any special significance. Some would 
find an allusion to the Babylonian idea of the north as the 
home of the gods, cp. Is. 1413 (see Gressmann Eschatologie n5) ; 
or to the north as the quarter from which trouble might be 
expected, cp. 261 386• 15 392, Jer. 113ft. 46 61 ; but~zekiel would 
never connect a manifestation of Jahveh with pagan mythology, 
aud the present vision cannot be interpreted as a presage of 
calamity. A Jew in Babylonia might look for Jahveh's coming 
from the south, either the far south (Dt. 332, Jud. 5 4, Hab. 33, 

Zech. 914) or Jerusalem (213 [2047], the scene of judgement); but 
His approach from the north, if significant at all, shewed that 
He had no local dwelling-place; it may be a hint at His transcend
ence.-a great cloud] The sense requires a conjn.; read 'and' 
a great cloud, with 8 Hebr. MSS ~1:J. For the cloud cp. the 
theophanies described in Ex. 1916, Ps. 18llf- [lof.J 7718 mi. 
Logically and grammatically and it had a brightness round about 
should come next, as in ~. for it {mas.) must refer to the cloud. 
The brightness ~ rpiyyo,; is distinguished from the fire ~ 1rvp 
as a diffused light is distinguished from a flame ; so in vv .13• 27 

rn4, Ps. I813[12J=2 S. 2213 ; cp. Hab. 34-and a streaming fire] 
lit. ' a fire taking hold of itself ' i.e. forming a continuous 
stream; RVm. paraphrases flashing continually; only again 
Ex. 924 J; (!ii in both places 1rvp tfaurpa1rrov.-and in the 
midst of it] i.e. the fire (fem.).-as the gleam of electrum] The 
Hehr. b,ashmal, only here and v.27 82, denotes some kind of 
bright metal; it is a foreign word, and most likely identical 
with the Akk. esmaru = polished bronze, and the Egypt. 
b,esmen ?=bronze (W. M. Milller Enc. Bibl. col. 1227). The 
Versions render electrum, which was applied by the ancients to 
two different things, (1) an artificial or natural alloy of gold 
and silver, pale yellow in colour, and highly valued; and (2) 
yellow amber imported from the Baltic : in the latter sense 
electrum is used by Homer, and this may be the meaning intended 

* Cp. Chesney Narr. of the Euphrates Expedition, 1868, 251-7. 
' Dense masses of black clouds, streaked with orange, red, and yellow, 
appeared coming up from the WSW., and approaching us with fearful 
vefocity .... The clouds by this time were quite terrific. Below the 
darkest of them there was a large collection of matter, of a dark crimson 
colour, which was rolling towards us at an awful rate. . . . All became 
calm and clear as before, and barely 25 minutes had seen the beginning, 
progress, and termination of this fearful hurricane. This whirlwind of 
the desert had swept across the river only, extending but very little 
above and below the spot where the steamers were.' 
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by the Vrs. here (Ridgeway Enc. Bibl. col. 134), but not by 
the Hehr. "{iashmal, for there is no evidence that amber was 
imported into Palestine as early as the 6th cent. B.c. ; and the 
cognate words in Akkadian and Egyptian certainly denote a 
metal. To render as the appearance or as the colour RV., lit. 
eye, fails to do justice to the metaphor: in similar connexions 
the eye implies a sparkling surface, vv. 7• 16• 22• 27 82 109 ; cp. 
Dan. 106 (from v.7 here), Num. n 7, Pr. 23 31.-The v. seems 
to have been expanded by several additions. Originally 
perhaps it ran And I looked, and behold a tempestuous wind 
coming from the north, and a great cloud and a streaming fire. 
As noted above and it (lit. he) had a brightness round about 
does not fit its position ; the phrase, together with like the 
gleam of electrum, occurs again in v.27, where both are in place; 
and in the midst of it . . . · in the midst of the fire has all the 
appearance of a gloss on and in the midst of it v. 5• So He. Ho., 
Sprank Stud. zu Ezech. (1926) 31 f.-5. And in the midst of 
it] referring to the fire v. 4.-The likeness of four living creatures] 
mentioned again only in this eh., and in 313 1015· 17 • 20 • The 
prophet does not call them Cherubim, for they were unlike the 
figures which he remembered in the temple at Jerusalem ; 
he gives them a vaguer, general name, 'J_iayyoth 'living beings,' 
a designation adopted later for creatures of the same symbolic 
character, though with different functions, in Dan. 73• 17, 

Rev. 4M, 56• 8 • 14 (t<ixt) etc. Not till 1015• 20 are the 'J_iayyoth 
recognized as Cherubim. In the description of his visions Ez. 
has to search for analogies in the world of sense ; how inadequate 
he feels them to be is shewn by his constant use of the word 
likeness (15 times). The Living Creatures are four in number, 
because, as will presently appear, they stood facing the four 
9,l!_arters, one on each side of a square ; at the same time, the 
nuIUDer gives symmetry to the structure of the moving throne. 
-and this was their appearance] may refer to what precedes, 
e.g. Job 143 1821 2029, or to what follows, e.g. eh. 4313 (pl.) 
4716, Ex. 312 ; here prob. to the latter.-the likeness of a man 
was theirs] They were standing upright, and so far the human 
form predominated in their aspect, though the next vv. portray 
figures unlike anything human. (!Ii- represents was theirs lit. 
was to them by l1r' airroi:~, .51, om. ; seefhil. note.-6. Each of 
the Living Creatures had four faces an four wings. The four 
faces (vv.10!·), we may imagine, looked towards the four 
quarters; the four wings were used for motion and support 
(vv.11· 23f-). No doubt a recollection of what he had seen or 
heard of in a waking state determined the forms which the 
prophet saw in ecstasy. He would remember the two-winged 
Cherubim in the temple (1 K. 627 ), perhaps also the six-winged 
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Seraphim in Isaiah's vision ; while the conception of super
natural beings as half-human and half-animal was widely 
spread in the ancient Semitic world. Ez. may not have been 
thinking directly of the composite monsters carved on Baby
lonian palaces and temples, but the traditional forms of 
Egyptian and Babylonian sculptures were familiar enough, and 
must have affected his imagination. For illustrations of gods 
or genii with two or four wings, and composite in form, see 
Jeremias O.T. in the Light of the Anc. East Figs. 65-7, 122, 
193-9; Gressmann T. u. B.2 Abb. 367, 378-83 *.-(belonging) to 
each, to them] Not (belonging) to each of them, which would be 
differently expressed in Hehr.; probably to them, which ($-1J omit, 
is a faulty repetition of the preceding word.-7. The text and 
meaning of the v. are doubtful. The first three words=lit. 
and their feet (were) an upright foot .. We might render feet by 
legs, for the word is sometimes used of the lower limbs, e.g. 
Gen. 4910, Is. 62 720 etc., but even then the grammar can hardly 
stand. ($-.$ give their legs were upright, and this perhaps is 
as good a restoration as any. The following sentence runs lit. 
and the sole of their feet was as the sole of a calf's foot. m:: 'A Co. 
and others read the last words differently, the sole of their feet 
was rounded; but rounded (see I K. 723• 31 I019) cannot properly 
describe the sole of the foot. The original form of the text is 
beyond recovery : what the writer means to say is that the 
Living Creatures presented a combination of human and animal 
types.-and they sparkled like the gleam of burnished bronze] 
Probably referring to their legs, so Dan. 106, Rev. 115, though 
the genders disagree, sparkled being mas. and legs lit. feet 
always fem. The meaning of the vb. (only here) is decided 
by that of the same root in Arabic ; the noun derived from it 
occurs in Is. 1 31, hence ($- renders 'and (there were) sparks as 
flashing brass.' Q!::1J (candens, so Rashi) agree in this guess 
at the meaning of '1,iiliil, from a root=be slight, swift; as 
applied to metal the epithet probably had a technical sense, 
like the polished bronze of 1 K. 7'15• In Dan. 106 the expression 
is imitated from here. ($- after rendering '1,iiliil by ~[acrrpa1rTwv, 

* Nothing quite like the four faces or heads has so far been dis
covered. A certain analogy may be seen in the Egypt. capitals carved 
on each of the four sides with the face of the goddess Hat-hor (Petrie 
Researches in Sinai, Figs. 101-4, III; Proksch in Budde's Festschr., 
1920, 145 n.); and in two Hittite reliefs, one from Senjerli in NW. Syria, 
representing the guardian of the city-gate as a winged lion with two 
heads (Ausgr. in Sendschirli iii. Pl. xliii. No. 1, dating from 10-8 cent. 
B.c. ; Garstang Land of the Hittites 294; Jeremias I.e. Fig. 201) ; and 
a similar relief from Carchemish (Hogarth Carchemish i. Pl. B. 14). 
The fullest treatment of the subject is given in Ebert Reallexikon der 
Vorgeschichte viii. (1927) 195 ff. s.v. Mischwesen. 
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adds a second translation as an attempt to give a more strictly 
etymological equivalent, ' and their wings were light,' i.e. 
swift; Co. takes this to be the original form of the text, but 
the sense is poor, and Dan. rn6 supports ~- Though it is not 
expressly stated, we may picture the Creatures with two legs 
and two feet each. since they are standing upright and have 
human hands (Herrm.). See next note.-8. And the hands of 
a man were upon their four sides] might mean that each of the 
Creatures had four hands (so Kr.) ; but this can hardly be 
intended. The phrase (cp. v.17 roll 431a. 17) may equally well 
mean upon the sides of the four of them, their sides as they stood 
in a square ; and ro7'· shews that the hands could be used in 
human wise. The Babylonian genii are similarly represented 
with two hands and two legs; see Gressmann I.e. Abb. 367, 379. 
The hands were below their wings and visible on eac:\l side, 
because one pair of wings was extended. For the hands of a 
man (Qer~. ~im., (!Ii hand) the Kethib reads wrongly and his 
hand (that) of a man, which the Rabbis explain mystically as 
the hand of Jahveh, 'which is spread out under the wings of 
the Living Creatures to receive penitent sinners,' TB. Pesab,im 
u9a.-In the text of vv.8b- 9 as it stands two sentences have 
become entangled; the simplest way of clearing up the con
fusion is to transfer and their faces from v.8b to v.9b, and to 
substitute these words for and their wings in v.911• Read 
therefore, and their wings belonging to the four of them (8b) were 
joined one to another (911); and their faces (8b) turned not when 
they went (9b). Both statements are repeated in v.11 and in 
v.12 ; prob. the repetition is due to the accidental mistakes 
of copyists and the zeal of annotators. (!Ji, does not recognize 
the sentence about the wings, and connects their faces (8b) with 
turned not (9b).--9. The four pairs of wings seemed to be coupled 
together (cp. Ex. 263), touching one another at the tips, cp. 
1 K. 627 : thus they formed a square.-each one went in the 
direction of his face] towards· which he looked, i.e. straight in 
front, v.12a 1022 : for direction lit. region, side, cp. Ex. 2537, 

Josh. 2211• Though the Hehr. word for living creatures is 
fem., no consistency is observed in the use of genders; some
times the pronouns (in Hehr. pronominal suffixes) which refer 
to the b,ayyoth are fem., e.g. in vv. 5• 9• 10• 11• 12, but more often 
mas., e.g. in vv.6 • 7 • 8• 9 • to. 11• 13 etc., partly because the pre
dominating aspect was that of male figures, partly because 
Hehr. writers instinctively preferred mas. forms to fem. ; 
perhaps, too, the author or the copyist had the mas. cherubim. 
in his mind all the time. St. Jerome finds a mystical significance 
in the mixture of genders, particularly in the Hehr. idiom used 
in vv.9 • 23 (e-1N and i'le'N, each and other, lit. man, woman): 'ideo 
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post mulierem virum posuit in persona eadem, ne sexum in 
coelestibus putaremus, cum in uno atque eodem juxta pro
prietatem Hebraicam, idem et vir et mulier appellatur' (on 
v.23 ).-they turned not round when they went] In whatever 
direction they moved, the Living Creatures presented the same 
front: there was no need to turn round.-10. The four faces. 
Their positions from the point of view of the spectator are 
mentioned only in the case of the second and of the third. 
Evidently the text is disarranged; by restoring the second 
half of the v. so as to agree with the first, we obtain the face of 
a man and the face of a lion were on the right of the four of them, 
and the face of an ox and the face of an eagle were on the left of 
the four of them (so He.). A less satisfactory expedient is to 
supply 'in front' and ' behind' in the case of the first and 
fourth faces (Co. Siegf. Ro. etc.) In 104 the order is cherub, 
man, lion, eagle ; in Rev. 47 , lion, calf, man, eagle ; only the 
last holds the same place in the three lists. The symbolism 
of the faces is well explained by the Rabbis: 'man is exalted 
among creatures ; the eagle is exalted among birds ; the ox 
is exalted among domestic animals ; the lion is exalted among 
wild beasts ; and all of them have received dominion, and 
greatness has been given them, yet they are stationed below 
the chariot of the Holy One,' Midr. R. Shemoth § 23 (on Ex. 151) ; 

similarly TB. lf agiga 13b. Christian writers interpreted the four 
faces as symbols of the Evangelists, foreshadowing TETpap.opcf,ov 
TO Evayyi>..iov (lren.), 'TE'rpaywvov Evayyt>..wv (Orig.). Irenaeus seems 
to have been the first to play with this fancy; he identified 
the man with Matthew, the lion with John, the ox with Luke, 
the eagle with Mark. A different series of identifications, 
however, became more popular: man-Matthew, lion-Mark, 
ox-Luke, eagle-John: so Jerome (in loc.), Ambrose (Prol. 
in Luc.), Gregory the Gt. (Hom. iv. in Ezech.), and Adam of 
St. Victor, in his two hymns de SS. Evangelistis. Athanasius 
thinks differently: man-Matthew, lion-Luke, ox-Mark, eagle 
- John (Op; t. ii. 155). Augustine (Op. t. iii. 546), followed 
by Bede, makes yet another transposition: man-Mark, lion
Matthew, ox-Luke, eagle-John. Trench, Sacred Latin Poetry 
60-70, gives the text of the hymns and reff.-11. Apparently this 
v. mentions, first, a characteristic of all four Living Creatures, and 
then certain particulars about each. But the text is unintelligible 
as it stands. The opening word and their faces has crept in 
by mistake, perhaps from v.8b ; it is omitted by Qli]L; the 
RVm. rendering And thus were their faces merely attempts to 
make some kind of sense. After upwards Qli- inserts to the four 
of them, which stands in v,8b, and should be repeated here; 
the ungrammaticaJ sentence which follows mqst be correcteq 
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to agree with v.9a, so (.Ii$. Read, then, And their wings were 
spread out upwards (the wings belonging) ' to the four of them ' ; 
in each, two were coupled 'one with another.'-and two covered 
their bodies] Similarly v.23 ; for (!]i's reading see phil. n. In 
Is. 6 the Seraphim have six wings, using two to cover their 
faces since they are engaged in adoration ; the same is said 
of the {ia in Rev. 48• Here, however, the Creatures are not 
worshipping, but giving support and movement to the throne ; 
this may account for the difference in the number of their 
wings. Dante notes that the animali of his vision had six 
wings, so that he agreed with John, who differed from Ezekiel, 
Purg. xxix. Ioo ff.-12. Again a repetition (cp. v.9b and 
v.8b), with a further particular added: whichever way their 
faces turned, the Living Creatures moved by a common impulse. 
They could move in any direction, and not only towards one 
of the four quarters, without changing their position.-the 
spirit] i.e. the vital energy or impulse by which God from His 
throne acted upon them; cp. v.20 1017 : 'for within them 
Spirit lived, Attendant on their Lord,' says Milton Par. L. vii. 
204 f. God's action upon nature (Gen. I 2), and upon His 
people (eh. 3929, Is. 443, Zech. I210}, takes effect similarly by 
the spirit which proceeds from Him. In Ez.'s ecstasies the 
spirit impels his movements, 22 83 n.-as they went] <!Ji.$ om. ; 
but ~ agrees with v.9 rn11.-13. And 'between' the living 
creatures was ' an appearance ' as of burning coals of fire, as the 
appearance of ' ' torches ' ' moving to and fro between the 
living creatures. So far at least, with the help of <!Ji, the text 
must be emended to make grammar and sense. Perhaps this 
does not go far enough: as the appearance of torches may be 
a gloss on an appearance as of coals, or a mere doublet; and 
it was moving to and fro between the living creatures another 
gloss, explaining how the fire could be compared with torches 
(Peters, Toy, Kr.) ;' thus reading and between the living creatures 
was an appearance as of burning coals of fire. But the glosses, 
if they be such, were already in the text used by Qli; moreover 
the torches and moving to and fro add an unexpected, vivid 
detail, such as the mere annotator does not usually insert. 
The v. as a whole mentions another remarkable element in the 
vision, namely, the fire, radiating a diffused light (cp. v. 4); and 
sending out flashes, from the centre of the square formed by 
the Living Creatures : it is alluded to again in 107

• So else
where in descriptions of a theophany : with the burning coals of 
fire cp. Ps. I89 \81; with the torches cp. Gen. 1517 JE, Ex. 2018 E; 
with the lightning cp. Ps. 18161141 7719 ns1.-14. In v.13 the 
torch-like flames move to and fro between the Living Creatures, 
and the central fire sen<ls Qqt li~hwfng; here the Living 
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post mulierem virum posuit in persona eadem, ne sexum in 
coelestibus putaremus, cum in WlO atque eodem juxta pro
prietatem Hebraicam, idem et vir et mulier appellatur' (on 
v.23).-they turned not round when they went] In whatever 
direction they moved, the Living Creatures presented the same 
front : there was no need to turn round.-10. The four faces. 
Their positions from the point of view of the spectator are 
mentioned only in the case of the second and of the third. 
Evidently the text is disarranged ; by restoring the second 
half of the v. so as to agree with the first, we obtain the face of 
a man and the face of a lion were on the right of the four of them, 
and the face of an ox and the face of an eagle were on the left of 
the four of them (so He.). A less satisfactory expedient is to 
supply ' in front ' and ' behind ' in the case of the first and 
fourth faces (Co. Siegf. Ro. etc.) In rn4 the order is cherub, 
man, lion, eagle; in Rev. 47 , lion, calf, man, eagle; only the 
last holds the same place in the three lists. The symbolism 
of the faces is well explained by the Rabbis: 'man is exalted 
among creatures ; the eagle is exalted among birds ; the ox 
is exalted among domestic animals ; the lion is exalted among 
wild beasts; and all of them have received dominion, and 
greatness has been given them, yet they are stationed below 
the chariot of the Holy One,' Midr. R. Shemoth § 23 (on Ex. 151); 

similarly TB. lfagiga 13b. Christian writers interpreted the four 
faces as symbols of the Evangelists, foreshadowing TETp&.p.opcpov 
TO £uayyiAwv (lren.), T£Tp<iywvov euayyiAwv (Orig.). Irenaeus seems 
to have been the first to play with this fancy; he identified 
the man with Matthew, the lion with John, the ox with Luke, 
the eagle with Mark. A different series of identifications, 
however, became more popular : man-Matthew, lion-Mark, 
ox-Luke, eagle-John: so Jerome (in loc.), Ambrose (Prol. 
in Luc.), Gregory the Gt. (Hom. iv. in Ezech.), and Adam of 
St. Victor, in his two hymns de SS. Evangelistis. Athanasius 
thinks differently: man-Matthew, lion-Luke, ox-Mark, eagle 
- John (Op. t. ii. 155). Augustine (Op. t. iii. 546), followed 
by Bede, makes yet another transposition: man-Mark, lion
Matthew, ox-Luke, eagle-John. Trench, Sacred Latin Poetry 
60-70, gives the text of the hymns and reff.-I I. Apparently this 
v. mentions, first, a characteristic of all four Living Creatures, and 
then certain particulars about each. But the text is unintelligible 
as it stands. The opening word and their faces has crept in 
by mistake, perhaps from v.8b; it is omitted by (!li-JL; the 
RVm. rendering And thus were their faces merely attempts to 
make some kind of sense. After upwards (!Ii- inserts to the four 
of them, which stands in v.8b, and should be repeated here; 
the ungrammatical sentence which follows must be correcteq 
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to agree with v.9a., so (5,$. Read, then, And their wings were 
spread out upwards (the wings belonging) 'to the four of them'; 
in each, two were coupled 'one with another.'-and two covered 
their bodies] Similarly v.23 ; for (!!i's reading see phil. n. In 
Is. 6 the Seraphim have six wings, using two to cover their 
faces since they are engaged in adoration ; the same is said 
of the ,cea in Rev. 48• Here, however, the Creatures are not 
worshipping, but giving support and movement to the throne ; 
this may account for the difference in the number of their 
wings. Dante notes that the animali of his vision had six 
wings, so that he agreed with John, who differed from Ezekiel, 
Purg. xxix. 10off.-12. Again a repetition (cp. v.9b and 
v.8b), with a further particular added: whichever way their 
faces turned, the Living Creatures moved by a common impulse. 
They could move in any direction, and not only towards one 
of the four quarters, without changing their position.-the 
spirit] i.e. the vital energy or impulse by which God from His 
throne acted upon them; cp. v.20 1017 : 'for within them 
Spirit lived, Attendant on their Lord,' says Milton Par. L. vii. 
204 f. God's action upon nature (Gen. 12), and upon His 
people (eh. 3929, Is. 443, Zech. 1210), takes effect similarly by 
the spirit which proceeds from Him. In Ez.'s ecstasies the 
spirit impels his movements, 22 83 n.-as they went] (!Ji,$ om. ; 
but J!! agrees with v.9 1011.-13. And ' between' the living 
creatures was ' an appearance ' as of burning coals of fire, as the 
appearance of ' ' torches ' ' moving to and fro between the 
living creatures. So far at least, with the help of l!li, the text 
must be emended to make grammar and sense. Perhaps this 
does not go far enough: as the appearance of torches may be 
a gloss on an appearance as of coals, or a mere doublet ; and 
it was moving to and fro between the living creatures another 
gloss, explaining how the fire could be compared with torches 
(Peters, Toy, Kr.) ; thus reading and between the living creatures 
was an appearance as of burning coals of fire. But the glosses, 
if they be such, were already in the text used by Qli- ; moreover 
the torches and moving to and fro add an unexpected, vivid 
detail, such as the mere annotator does not usually insert. 
The v. as a whole mentions another remarkable element in the 
vision, namely, the fire, radiating a diffused light (cp. v. 4), and 
sending out flashes, from the centre of the square formed by 
the Living Creatures: it is alluded to again in 107• So else
where in descriptions of a theophany : with the burning coals of 
fire cp. Ps. 189 \81; with the torches cp. Gen. 1517 JE, Ex. 2018 E; 
with the lightning cp. Ps. 1815 n41 7719 [181.-14. In v.13 the 
torch-like flames move to and fro between the Living Creatures, 
and the centra,l fire sends oµt li~htping; here the Living 
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Creatures themselves dart about like lightning. The v. seems 
to be merely a miswritten gloss on the last words of v.13 ; 

(ffiR omits it altogether; so most moderns.-15. Vv.15 -21 

describe the wheels.* And I saw the living creatures, and 
behold, a wheel was on the ground beside the living creatures, 
appertaining to ' the four of them.' On a nearer view, the 
prophet discerned a fresh feature. (!Ii om. the living creatures 
in cl. a ; but the word is not superfluous if we take it to indicate 
the point of departure : ' looking again at the living creatures, 
I saw, and behold ' etc. The ground is perhaps not the earth, 
but the supernatural plane on which the vision rested. Judging 
from 102 the Creatures stood rather higher than the wheels, 
at the height, say, of their axles. ~ reads the last two words 
of the v. (appertaining) to his four faces, which is supposed to 
mean ' on the front side of each of the four ' ; but his faces 
is om. by (!!ill.,$'!., and has arisen by corruption. The wheels 
('ophannim) appear in later apocalyptic literature. Thus in 
Dan. 79 the author mentions them because he is borrowing 
from Ez., but they no longer have any function, since the throne 
is not in motion but set upon the firmament ; similarly En. 1418, 

which imitates Dan. Sometimes the wheels are left out, e.g. 
T. Levi 34ff· 51 ; but where they remain, it is in a new character. 
As Ophannim they are personified, and become an order of 
angels, ranking with the Cherubim and Seraphim, En. 6110 717 ; 

and with the Seraphim and the holy 1Jayy6th and the minister
ing Angels in the seventh heaven, TB. If ag. 12b, 13b (where the 
wheel is. explained as ' a certain angel '), Rosh Hash. 24b, Derek
, Ere~ R. eh. 2, and Jewish Prayer Book, at the JS,edushd in the 
Morning Service (Singer's edn. 39). See Weber Jud. Theol. 2 

168, 205 ; Schechter Aspects of Rabb. Theol. 28, 32 ; Charles 
Rev. i. 120.-16. The appearance (cl. a) and construction 
(cl. b) of the wheels: they gleamed with a yellow radiance, 
and, viewed from the angle at which the spectator stood, they 
seemed to revolve one within another. The account is confused 
by two insertions, and their construction in cl. a, and their appear
ance in cl. b ; both are om. by modem editors following (!Ii : 
cp. the similar incongruities in vv.8b 113• Read, And the appear
ance of the wheels ' ' was as the gleam of tarshish, and the four 
of them were alike, ' ' and their construction was as though one 
wheel were in the midst of another. In appearance the ' fervid 
wheels' shone with a bright colour (cp. Dan. 79, En. 1418), 

like that of tarshish, a precious stone of some kind : the name 

• Perhaps solid discs, like those of the chariot illustrated in Meis~ner 
Bab. u. Ass. ii. Abb. 2 1. On the other band, the wheels of Assynan, 
Hittite, and Egyptian war-chariots were spoked; GressII1ann T. u. J3, 11 

Abb. 10,5, w6, 1~7; Hogarth Carch. i. Pl.1B IQ, 
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tells us where it came from, but nothing as to its colour or 
quality. Chrysolite is the equivalent generally given by the 
Vrs., thus (!Ji: in 2813, Ex. 2820 3913 [(!Ji: 3620] ; 'A here and 109, 

Dan. 106
; so Joseph. Ant. iii. 7, 5, War v. 5, 7; 1J chryso

lithus 109 2813 and Ex., Dan. ll.cc. But what did the ancients 
understand by chrysolite ? More than one kind of stone may 
have been called by this name. Petrie argues in favour of 
the bright-yellow opaque jasper, which was engraved in Egwt 
and Babylonia at all periods (HDB. s.v. Stones, Precious) ; 
Myres (Enc. Bibl. col. 4807) prefers a yellow transparent stone, 
called chrysolithus by the later Greeks, of which large specimens 
were found in Spain, aureo fulgore translucentes (Pliny 
HN. xxxvii. 42 f.); this was probably the citrine or yellow 
quartz called topaz in modem trade, to be distinguished from 
the precious or Brazilian topaz, which was unknown to the 
ancients. The tradition that Tarshish is to be looked for in 
the furthest west (cp. (!li:'s rendering Carthaginians in 2712• 25 

[cod:"] 3813), and identified with Tartessus in S. Spain, has 
much to recommend it still, in spite of recent opinions to the 
contrary (Ramsay Pauline and other Studies 276 ; Cheyne 
Enc. Bibl. col. 4898); see Skinner Genesis 198 f.; Gray 
Isaiah 56.-as though one wheel were if!, the midst of another] 
So 1010• Probably it is a mistake to picture the wheels as 
bisecting each other at right angles (as in the illustration given 
by Toy Ezek. 95); for one revolved beside each Creature 
(v.15), and the four Creatures stood in a square, as is implied 
by the position of their outstretched wings (vv.8b, 9a· 11) and of 
the central fire (v.13 106• 7); hence the wheels, which were not 
connected by any mechanism, formed another square outside. 
The prophet was looking at the whole group from an angle, 
because he could see all four ~ 
wheels at the same time ; ~ 
seen from this point, they 
would appear to be revolv
ing one within another. The 
accompanying plan attempts 
to shew the relative posi-
tions.*-17. They moved on "" 
each of their four sides ' ' 
' and ' turned not when they moved] i.e. all four wheels moved 
together in whatever direction the throne travelled; _like the 
Living Creatures (vv,9b· 12), they had no need to tum m order 

* Schmidt Ew;haristerion i. (1923) 122 gives a design based upon 
the same view as that taken, independently, above. The plan drawn 
by Proksch Die Berufungsvision Hesekiels in Budde's Festschrift, 1920, 
149 is similar. 

i 
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to face the particular direction taken. The supernatural world 
is not governed by the laws of the world we live in : no wonder 
that the prophet's sentences are far from clear, and that he 
finds it difficult to convey any intelligible idea of movements 
so contrary to all known laws. The word paraphrased their 
sides, lit. quarters cp. 4316 • 17 , must refer to the four sides of the 
square formed by the Living Creatures (their fem.). \$-,S omit 
the first when they moved ; the word belongs to the end of the v. 
The wheels moved together without changing their relative 
positions. In cl. b .55 adds ' to the place towards which their 
principal head turned to go they followed it,' an interpolation 
based upon 1011.-18. The opening words read, And their 
backs, and they had height, and they had terror. The text is 
corrupt, and can only be restored by conjecture, with some 
help from the Versions. Clearly and their backs (ji1':m) is a 
miswritten form of felloes, rims (m::i~) ; and height was to them 
(on~ n::i),) looks like a dittograph of the preceding word 
(iil'J),) ; and terror was to them (Oil~ n~;•,) is represented in 
iffi- by and I saw them (=Oil~ ~,t-t,), and both~ and 1T treat the 
word as a derivative of the verb to see. We may restore, And 
I looked, and behold (cp. vv. 4 • 15 ) they had felloes; or, keeping 
closer to the text, And they had felloes, and I looked at them, 
and behold their felloes were full of eyes etc. The eyes on the 
rims of the wheels may symbolize life and intelligence (Kr.). 
Ch. 1012 seems to say that not only the wheels, but the Living 
Creatures too, were full of eyes, apparently exaggerating or 
misunderstanding the present passage ; so Rev. 48 ; cp. Dante 
Purg. xxix. 94; Milton Par. L. xi. 129 f.-19. The point 
insisted upon in this and the next two vv. is the unity between 
the Living Creatures and the wheels close to them (v.15), parallel 
to them (v.20), below them (102), in their movements: it was 
due to an impulse common to them all.-20. This v. repeats 
what has been said in v.19, with the addition of a reference to 
the spirit, already associated with the I;Iayyoth, and now 
introduced to account for the movements of the wheels ; so 
again in v.21 1017• Obviously an overloaded passage. The 
second thither the spirit (inclined) to go is to be omitted with 
some Hehr. MSS \$-.S as a gloss on whither. The subj. of they 
went is the I;Iayy6th in v.19 ; but by altering the position of 
the conjn., {$- makes the wheels the subj., and thus improves the 
text. Read, Whithersoever the spirit (inclined) to go the wheels 
went, 'and' they were lifted up alongside of them, for the spirit 
of the living creature (s) was in the wheels. Contrary to the usage 
of this eh. the living creature(s) is in the sing., which may be 
explained here and in v.21 1015 • 17 • 20 as a collective; to get 
rid of this irregularity by altering the text is to obliterate what 
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may well be a token of the secondary character of vv. 20- 21 __ 

21. Again, the unity between the Living Creatures and the 
wheels, explained in the same way. The v. says nothing more 
than v.20, but says it with greater force. Probably both vv. 

are early alternative glosses on v.19, of which v.21 is the better 
preserved (Herrm.) ; in the parallel description in eh. ro it 
will be noticed that ro16• 17 reproduce vv.19• 21, and pass over v. 20• 

The prons. in vv.19 •21 (beside them, parallel to them, when they 
moved etc.) are mas. though they refer to a fem. subject, the 
lt,ayyoth; see v. 9 n. -22. Over the heads of the Living Creatures 
appeared what looked like a firm and level platform ; presently 
this is seen to furnish the base of Jahveh's throne (v. 26). Each 
of the more impressive features of the vision is described by 
a comparison, vv. 5 • 10• l131• 22 • 26 • 28 • In speaking of super
natural realities the prophet can only suggest a likeness to 
familiar things. For §lff's living creature we should read the 
plur.; the sing. may be defended in vv.20• 21, but not here. 
The rendering firmament, Qn: u-r£ptwµa, 1T firmamentum, hardly 
does justice to the Hehr. riiJ;-i'a vv.23• 25• 26, which means some
thing made firm and flat by stamping. In later literature the 
word is used of the sky, by P in Gen. 1, and in Ps. 192 Ul 1501, 

Dan. 123, Sir. 438 [Hehr.]. e!r reads as it were a firmament, 
which may be original; for, as Co. observes, Ezekiel uses the word 
in its strict sense of a firm, levelled surface; but when later on 
the word was applied to the sky, it would be natural for a 
copyist to drop the particle of comparison.-as the gleam of 
' ' ice] in colour and brilliance. The rendering ice (so {[) is 
well established by etymology and usage, cp. Job 616 3710, 

Ps. 14717 ; but crystal, so called from its resemblance to ice, 
is also possible, and in this sense the word was understood by 
Qn:.$1:J, and taken over in Rev. 46• The epithet terrible is not 
appropriate either to ice or to crystal, and should be omitted with 
Qn: ; it may be a miswritten form of the word which follows.
spread out upon (or above) their heads] e!r 'upon their wings,' 
probably by a misunderstanding; for it is nowhere stated 
that the firmament was supported by the wings; see vv.2a. 24 __ 

23. And underneath the platform the wings were (extended) 
straight one towards another] A pregnant construction, with a 
verb understood. The outstretched wings of each Creature 
joined the tips of the next pair of wings on either side, as stated 
in vv.9a, 11 ; below the raM,'a the wings extended horizontally. 
In the same way the colossal Assyrian genii are sometimes 
represented with the upper edge of their wings in a straight 
line ; see Gressmann T. u. B.2, Abb. 378, 381, and the Hittite 
sculptures, ib. Abb. 390, and Garstang Land of the Hittites Pl. 
lxxxi. I. Instead of straight (Iii has two words, ' stretched 
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out, flapping,' the latter an addition from 313, the former a 
free paraphrase of 1fil, or else a translation of the word which 
belongs properly to v.22b and is repeated by 1/tt here.-The 
other pair of wings was used to cover the body ; the whole of 
cl. b seems to be derived from a marginal reference to v.11, 
where the fact has already been pointed out. The sentence is 
too clumsy to be original : 1/tt read it in a simpler form, [ and] 
each had two covering their bodies, which gives the sense required. 
-24. Yet one more feature to be mentioned, before the climax 
is reached : the thunderous sound of the wings. It is compared 
to the sound of many waters (cp. 432, Is. 1712) in a place where 
cataracts and streams abound Ps. 428 c7i 93 4• Whether the 
other comparisons are original may be doubted ; they add 
little to the effect, and all three are omitted by (!]?_ Thus like 
the voice of Shaddai may be an insertion from ro6 (see n.) ; the 
noise of a storm-wind (?), as the noise of a camp, in spite of the 
uncommon word for storm-wind (?), are slipped into the sentence 
in a way that suggests an after-thought ; see next v.-when 
they stood still they slackened their wings J i.e. they let them sink. 
For grammatical reasons their wings should be the subj.; read, 
therefore, with 1/tt,' and' when they stood still their wings' became 
slack.'-25. As the text stands, another voice is heard coming 
from above the firmament. It cannot be the divine voice, 
for Jahveh does not speak till v.28b. Kr. proposes to take 
over the words which seem to be superfluous in v.24, reading, 
' And there came a noise from above the firmament which was 
over their heads, a noise of a storm-wind (?), as the noise of 
a camp '-i.e. the noise made by the mustering of the heavenly 
host, cp. Gen. 323• But this is to introduce an episode out of 
keeping with the rest of the vision, and to build too much upon 
an insecure text. For the v., which is omitted entirely by 
9 MSS and in part by 3, owes its existence to a series of scribal 
errors. Thus voice may be due to an inadvertent copyist who 
had already written the word twice in v.24 (as originally read) ; 
and behold a voice is all that 1/tt contains; then followed the 
accidental repetitions, of cl. a from v.26 and of cl. b from v.24 ; 

finally and behold (mm) was wrongly copied as and there came 
(w~)- Reading, then, And behold with 1/tt, continue with v.26, 

dropping the conjn. in ;l/1: And ' behold,' ' ' above the platform 
etc.-26. Avoiding definite outlines, and with the reticence of 
a holy fear, Ez. describes the throne and the Form upon it. 
The features of the vision already seen, together with the 
current conception of Jahveh as seated upon the Cherubim 
(2 K. r915=Is. 3716, Ps. 802 c1i), would have prepared the 
prophet's mind for what was coming :-the vision of Jahveh 
on the throne of supreme dominion (cp. Is. 61, r K. 2219= 
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2 Chr. I818, Dan. 79), usually imagined as established in heaven 
(cp. Is. 661, Ps. n4, ro319), but here seen in motion (cp. 
Ps. 1811 n°1), approaching the earth for the purpose of a revela
tion. The throne, resting upon the platform, seemed to be 
made of sapphire, like the pavement under the feet of Jahveh 
in Ex. 2410• Some lustrous blue marble is meant, such as 
lapis lazuli, which was highly valued in the ancient world, and 
suits the descriptions of ' sapphire ' given by Theophrastus 
(Fragm. ii. § 23 wa-1rEp xpva-61raa-Tor; 'as it were sprinkled with 
gold dust') and Pliny (HN. xxxvii. § 39 in his [sappiris] enim 
aurum punctis collucet caeruleis) ; the precious stone now 
called sapphire was almost unknown before the time of the 
Roman empire. ~ alters the description to make it agree 
with Ex. 2410, reading 'as the appearance of a sapphire stone, 
the likeness of a throne above it'; the sapphire thus becomes 
the basis, not the material, of the throne. But there is no 
occasion to alter :fll[.-a likeness as the appearance of a man] 
Cp. v.5 82 ; ~ oµ,olwµ,a air; Ei8or; &.v0pw1rov. No doubt in Hehr. 
religion God was thought of as wearing a human form, super
naturally glorified, e.g. Am. 71 -7, Is. 61• 2, Ex. 3311 -n, Jer. 1 9, 

Zech. 1 8 • 10 (?), Dat).. 79, and such is the idea underlying the 
language of Gen. 1 261•• The natural instinct to conceive of God ! 
in this way, though immeasurably below the truth, yet had 
something prophetic about it; in the N.T. the divine Christ 
is said to have laid aside His glory, iv oµ,ouf:,µ,an &.v0pw1rwv 
-yEVop,El'or; Phil. 2 7.-27. The Form on the throne. 'Royal his 
shape majestic, a vast shade In midst of his own bright
ness' (Keats Hyperion). Two degrees of light seem to be 
indicated : the upper part of the Form shone with the gleam 
of electrum (cp. v. 4 ), the lower with the appearance of fire (cp. 82). 

The first of these comparisions is duplicated by the addition of 
as the appearance of fire which had a covering (lit. a house) round 
about ; this may mean that the upper part looked like a fire 
enclosed and so far dimmed, while the lower part glowed like 
an open fire (Ehrlich). But the words are doubtful both in 
sense and grammar; ~» om. them, and they may be an incorrect 
form of the final sentence of the v., which they resemble closely. 
'1I:: avoids all mention of the loins, and renders 'an appearance 
of glory (jelpir) such as the eye cannot see nor bear to look 
upon,' and says this twice for greater emphasis.-and he had a 
brightness round about] The mas. pron. shews that the reference 
is to Jahveh in a burning ring of light; cp. v. 4.-28. This 
light resembled the colours of a rainbow; so Rev. 43 from here; 
there can be no allusion to the sign of the covenant, for Gen. 912 

comes from P. As he reaches the climax, the prophet is careful 
to ' keep the door of his lips ' : it, i.e. the entire subject of these 
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last vv., was the appearance of the likeness of the glory of J ahveh. 
He will not name Jahveh directly, but resorts to a circum
locution. Cp. the description in. Enoch 1418ll\ based upon the 
present passage. In Ezek. the glory of Jahveh, the glory of the 
God of Israel, denotes an outward manifestation of the divine 
Presence, seen by the prophet in ecstasy, but invisible to the 
natural eye, 312. 23 84 93 rn4, 1sr. n22f. 432, 4. s 444. With the 
possible exception of Ex. 3317 - 23 ? J, this meaning first occurs 
in the present passage. In the earlier literature the glory of 
J ahveh meant something quite different : the power and 
majesty of Jahveh displayed in nature and history, a funda
mental conception with Isaiah and his followers, Is. 63 38, 

Hab. 214, and prob. Num. 1421 JE; outside the visions of Ez. 
the term occurs once in this sense, 3921, cp. 2822 3913• But 
within the visions the glory of Jahveh is always an appearance 
of light and splendour indicating the divine Presence. From 
Ez. this usage was taken over by writers of the Priestly School, 
though they apply it to a manifestation visible to the natural 
eye : the fire in which J ahveh appeared at the Giving of the 
Law, Ex. 2416 -18, and the fiery glow which shone through the 
cloud resting upon the tabernacle, Ex. 1610 2943 4034!,, Lev. 96• 2 3, 

Num. 1410 1619 177 [16'12] 206 ; similarly in passages based upon 
P, 1 K. 811=2 C. 514 72• The influence of Ez. may further be 
traced in Is. 405 588 6o1• 2• See Gray HDB. ii. 184-6; Kautzsch 
ib. v. 639 f.;· and Morgenstern Hebr. Union Coll. Annual vi. 
(1929) 35 f. for the possible connexion between the Glory and 
the ceremony at Ma$$Oth and Sukkoth; cp. 442 n., 4525 n., and 
Ps. 247t1- n819I-. Later Jewish theology used 8ola. (N.T. e.g. 
Rom. 94), jelpird (m::), shekind (Talm., Midr.) as equivalents 
for the glory of J ahveh in the sense which is characteristic of 
Ez. and P; see Abelson Immanence of God in Rabb. Lit. App. ii. 
In the N.T. this glory belongs to the manifestation of Christ, 
Lk. 932, Jn. 114, Tit. 2 13, Jas. 2 1, 1 Pet. 414.-when I saw it I 
fell upon my face] So again after a similar appearance, 323 n. 
n 13 43 3 444• In his state of ecstasy the prophet saw the 
vision before he fell upon his face; the ecstasy, therefore, was 

. not brought on by a cataleptic seizure, as some think (Herrm. 
Ezechielstudien 73). 

Ezekiel himself does not call 'the fiery-wheeled throne' a 
chariot (merkabhd) ; in later times, however, the word came 
to be applied not only to the throne, but to the whole vision. 
The first step in this direction can be seen in l C. 2818, where 
the ark with the cherubim is called the chariot (o'::i.,1::,i1 n::i.::,,~;,, 
but Qli To i'lpp,a. Tow X£pou/3£iv) ; a further stage is illustrated by 
Qli's text in eh. 43a ;, dpa.cm Tov app.a.rn~. By the time of Ben Sira 
the usage had established itself, thus Ecclus. 498 

' the vision 
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of glory which he (God) shewed him upon the chariot of the 
cherubim,' but in the Hehr. text 'and he (Ez.) described the 
mixed beings ('.lt lit. kinds) of the chariot' ; and in an early 
Mishna ([fag. ii. 1) the Chariot i.e. Ez. 1 is combined with the 
Creation i.e. Gen. 1 to denote the two matters which are to be 
expounded only to a prudent person. To this day the Synagogue 
reads Ez. 1 in Hebrew only, on the first day of the Fea~t of 
Weeks. A whole cycle of legends gathered round the obJects 
of Ez.'s vision, which became a favourite topic for speculation. 
See Streane Chagigah 55 ; Jew. Enc. viii. art. Merkabah, and 
iii. art. Cabala. The angelic Throne Bearers in the ~ur'an 69, 17 
and 40, 7 come ultimately from Ezekiel; see Klein Rel. of Islam 
(1906) 66. . 

Ch. I, 4. nnp~no ll'tt] For the reciprocal Hithp. cp. ,,:i,n• Job 41 9.-?l;),;ii;] 
With an uncommon a in the second syll., cp. J!litt v. 15 '?!?~ Ps. 63, B-L. 
§ 26 n. On philological grounds the connexion between ?oll'n and the 
Akk. esmaru need not be questioned ; Brockelmann Kurzgef. vergl. Gr. 
104. The Eg. !iesmen is prob. the same word ; Kon. ii. 99. In Akk. 
esmaru, often with ibbu 'shining,' has not been found earlier than the 
8th cent. B.c.; see KB. ii. 202; Langdon Neubab. Konigsinschr 316. The 
word seems to be foreign in Akk. itself, though the original source 
cannot be discovered ; Landersdorfer thinks of a Sumerian derivation, 
without giving any actual instance of the word in use; Sumer. Sprachgul 
im AT. 70 f.; Zimmern Akk. Fremdw. 59. The Rabbis explained ,o.,.n 
as an acrostic for either m,5bo £"it ni•h ' fiery beings who speak,' or c•ny 
n,,';bo c•ny nr!l1h ' at times silent, at times speaking.' In the Talm. there 
is a curious story to illustrate the dangerous properties of ,oi,n, [fag. 13 a; 
see Ra. and JS:.im. in loc.-111ttn ,,no] (lli: adds Kai ,peyyos iv avT@, a super
fluous gloss.-5. n101J Contr. from ni9~. the , being radical, cp. n,:,.,., nm, 
mo:i, ni,D, The ending m' to denote an abstract becomes common in 
the later language under the influence of Aramaic; but so far as the 
form goes, there is no evidence that n101 is borrowed from Aram.; 
Driver Journ. Phil. xi. 216; Kautzsch Aram. im AT. 106. Outside Ez. 
the word occurs 2 K. r618, Gen. r••, 51• 3 P + 5 times in late literature.-
1n•1110] Sing., with the original ay of the termination contr. to e; so in 
Gen. 41 21, Nah. 2 6, Dan. 1 16.-;im>] So v. 23 bis, 42•, Zech. 5• (all); see 
v.11 n. The longer forms of the suffs. 3 pl. m. and f. are found only with 
preps., e.g. nino 1661 42 6 etc., and, with the excevtion of ,1i,1:, Gen. 41 1•, 

occur mostly in P and not earlier than Jeremiah. For nin? (lli: here 
has in_. a~TO<s, which, according to Co. Herrm., implies J"''J.' above 
them. Adopting this correction, Herrm. maintains that c1tt mo1= 
c1tt ;itt10:i 11101 in v. 26 , i.e. that the reference is to Jahveh Himself. 
But does i1r' atlrofs imply 1,1•,y ? In v. 26, as Sprank points out (Studien z. 
Ez. 29), (lli: renders ',9 by l1ri with the gen., i1r, Toil oµ.o«hµ.o.Tos, while to 

. express above unequivocally Ez. uses a stronger idiom, ;i,;,o,i: PSy v. 26, which 
(lli: renders livw0,v; cp. also v.25, where i,y . .. ,vo=(lli: v1r,p&.vw0,v .•• inrip. 
Thus it is not prob. that 6r' airro'is implies an original Jn'?Y ; · it is only a 
little more expressive than aurois, ' belonging to them in outward sem
blance.'-6. □•i~] The pl. =not face as usually, but faces; so 1014• 21 41 18 

and '~ ,:i 718 21 3.-□'~JJ y:iitt] The dual is used for pl., because the wings 
were thought of in pairs, so 1021, Is. 62, and cp. eh. 717 • Two pairs of 
wings are meant, as v.11h shews. In Philo of Byblus' exposition of 
Phoen. mythology the god Kronos has four wings, Mo p,lv ws l1rT&.p,,va, 
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Mio ol ws u<fmµha. (Euseb. Fr. Hist. Gr. iii. 569; on the coins of Gebal 
he is represented with six, NSI. 350 and Pl. ix. II. m:: gives to each 
Creature 16 faces and 64 wings! an extravagance which illustrates m::•s 
method, and is well explained by Co. 128 f.-cn', nm,',] The second ' 
marks a- dat., rather than a gen. ; 'to each of them' would be ono nnK?, 
e.g. Dt. 25 6, 1 K. 19• 2213• en', is mas. though it refers to nm; see v.11 n . 
.i\ om. both words; repetitions are often ignored by Ji!,, e.g. v.17 ; Co. 
150.-7 .. ,,111• ?Ji] '1Ji;i:, n\iii;. Ehrlich ingeniously iEO •,1, legs of an o:r, so 
He. ; but the emendation robs the next words of their point ; for what 
difference can be observed between an ox and a calf in respect of legs 
and feet (Ho.) ?-cn•,n ~Jl] '1li Ka.I ,rnpwrol ol 1r6oes a.u-rwv, confusing 'P 
with ~JJ-?JV.] 0: ?jJI • rounded.' 'A o--rpoyyu'/1.011, so Rashi.-c•m1] Arab. ndlf,a 
=to sparkle, flash. The subj., if it is lll'n, .understood from the context, 
ought to be expressed by the pron. o•~~l cm ; if cn•',1, is referred to, 0•~1u 
should be fem. The latter construction is the less open to objection, 
since in this eh. mas. forms often occur where strict grammar requires 
fem., perhaps because the writer, or transcriber, was thinking of □'Jl1J,-
8. ii:) or r~;J Kt., 'J'l Q.; cp. I K. 1516, z K. 1713, l C. 611• '1Ji;i:, i,]. Vv.8 

and 9 are wrongly divided. Ehrlich may be right in supposing that in 
v.8b cn'l!ll was incorrectly written for on•!lrn; the correct form was then 
written over it or in the margin, whence it crept into the text ; but 
instead of striking out the incorrect form a copyist transcribed them both. 
Read '11 tnJ':>J 1:ic• K? cn'l!ll : nnm, ?N nE>K n,:m cnyJiN', cn'!llJl. Sprank, 
Studien zu Ezechiel (1926) 32 f., cancels vv. 8• 9 altogether; v. 8• as derived 
from 107•8, and vv.•b. 9• as a misplaced gloss on v.11 ; then, to form a 
parallel with v.12, corresponding to the parallel between vv.•b· •• and v.11, 

v.•h was introduced later, and the subj. of lJ□' was supposed to be the 
bayydth understood.-10. Read in cl. b 1nyJiN? ?lNl:lE>,il:l ,r.:-i 'l!ll ,1£> 'l!ll. 
Herrmann accounts for ffi on the hypothesis that ,ll'l 'l!ll had acci
dentally fallen out, and then was restored together with iny:i,N?, the 
catchword indicating the clause to which ill'i 'l!ll belongs.-The confusion 
of genders in vv.•-13 has been referred to; see on vv. 7-- 9 • 12. Sprank 
I.e. 40 f. maintains that it is due to the influence of eh. 10. The writer 
of eh. 10 tried to adapt eh. I to the prepossessions and speculations of a 
later day : in eh. 10 the nrn had come to be regarded as 01J1iJ ; hence 
the fem. suffixes are to be assigned to the author of eh. 1, who is de
scribing the nrn, and the mas. suffixes to the author of eh. 10, who wishes 
to introduce the cm,:i. Further, Sprank argues that in the original 
form of the vision the n1•n had each only one face, that of a man, like 
the cherubim over the ark; v.10 has been interpolated from I014, which 
again is the product of later conceptions shaped by the monstrous figures 
of Babylonian art. The description of the moving throne, with its 
wheels (vv.1 o-a1 ) and the thunder of its supporting wings (vv. 23 · 26 ), 

owes its origin to speculations on the problem, What became of the 
ark in 586 B.C.? It was miraculously wheeled away into heaven, said 
the writer of eh. 10 I In his close examination of the text of chs. I 
and 10, Sprank sometimes contributes a point of value. There may 
have been an interchange of influence between chs. 1 and 10, but the 
stronger influence prob. came from eh. I- rather than vice versa. The 
suggested clue to the confusion of genders "breaks down, if it is systemati
cally followed out; while the treatment of the text of 1 10, and indeed 
the whole theory of • Ladespeku ation.' seems to be arbitrary and un
founded.-n. CM'!llJ\] A nominat. pendens, followed by three descrip
tive clauses ; ' their wings : they were separate . . . joining . . • cover
ing.'-n~yo',o] In Ez. 6 times; in the Hex., characteristic of P Gen. 
618 720+10 times; elsewhere 6 times. '1li here d,wl/e11.-ni;;i•o•11 lllt nl □Jo] 
6 l1reKrl,Xv1r-rov ,!.,,-a.,w -rov .-wµa.-ros a.vTwv • they covered over their body.' 
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In '1!r iircivw often merely=iir,, e.g. 101 ; see Thackeray Gr. of O.T. in 
Greek 25. Therefore iir<ivw need not imply :-t~JIO~o, nor does '1!r necessarily 
mean that the wings covered the upper part of the body, as Co. thinks. 
The form of the suffix 3 fem. pl. :-t)Q'lJ'1% (-hinn<t, -hind, -hin usually -hen) 
occurs again in n~;;i;iirqi 16•3 :-tJ;;t?:P 1 K. 737, all in pause. A similar form 
of the suffix 3 mas. pl. is n~cr•~~ 4016 (s.v.l.) ; and another unusual form in 
Ez, is the suffix 2 fem. pl. in -kinna, -kend, for the normal -ken, e.g. 
nJ~7 1318, :-tp'JJini;ql 1320, ,,;;ii:,~J 2348 (in pause) 49 ; see Stade Lehrbuch 
§§ · 348, 352, ·358 ·; B-L. 256 ·f. The accent remains where it would be in 
the usual forms (l,J'lJ'll, !~? etc.), but its effect on the penultimate sh?rt 
vowel of the suffix varies, either securing it (nf~O'H, 1'1)~7), or lengtherung 
it (:-t:;,,j•~~). or reducing it further (:-tl;;t~in:p) ; the Massora is careful not to 
double the i or o, and marks them with raphe (exc. :-tJ:;,•oin~:ii 1320). Kon. 
ii. 447 suggests that in the case of the 3 pers. pl. suffs., mas. and fem., 
and the instance of ,,in? vv. 6• 23 429 may be mentioned here, the forms 
of the separate pron. no:-t, nin, were occasionally substituted for those of the 
suffixed pron., as possibly happens now and then in old Aram. (see NSI. 
191) ; but since this cannot apply to the 2 pers. fem. pl. forms, it is safer 
to explain these peculiarities as variations, prob. dialectical or local, 
which Ez. and a few other writers affected.-12. nl"l] Mas. in the sense 
of spirit, Num. 514, Josh. 51, 1 K. 2221, Job. 4isr., and of wind, Ex. 1013, 
Jer. 4111., Job. 82 ; otherwise generally fem., and always fem. in pl.-
13. n10,1] '1!r Kai iv µ,llJ"f/J, so E'a=niJ';)l as in 1061•• The confusion between 
n,0,1 and nu•::11 might easily have occurred when the text was written in 
archaic characters; and since '1lr found n,i•::11 in)!!, the form 111011 must 
have arisen in the interval between '1lr and the adoption of the square 
character; Peters Am. JBL. xi. (1892) 42.-cn•11"\0] In appos. to nl'r11'11110,1; 
but the awkwardness of the syntax (Kon. iii. § 333 t) is really due to 
textual corruption. Read n~10 e!r, or n~")i;>.jl .$.-ni,Jl::i] Though •~m is mas. 
in form, it has a fem. ending in sing. n~o~ (cp. ,1,1::i,·c•"l1::11, :-tlln·c•lln etc.), 
and is construed with a fem. ptcp., cp. 716 ; Kon. iii. § 252 l. It is 
hardly necessary to read M1J!!ll Kr.-n:,~nno 11•,, c•,•~~n ,11110:,J The v. seems 
to speak of three things, (a) burning coals of fire sending out torch
like flames between the nrn, (b} the fire again, diffusing light, presum
ably the fire mentioned in 107, (c) the lightning which issued from the 
fire, distinguished from the torch-like flames between the n1'n, because it 
flashed outside the group of figures. Clearly n:iS:-tno 11•,,, which refers to 
rPN, is not right, for the fire did not move to and fro, but was continu
ally burning at the centre of the square, 107• l!li- gives a consistent 
sense by reading ws 5,f,,5 11.aµ,ird.owv rrurrTpH/Joµ,evwv pro b.= n,:,Snnc c•i•!J~ :,1110:i, 
omitting 11•:, and ',, in c•,•!hn (a dittogr. of the preceding :-t) ; the 
irregularity in the gends. can be the more easily admitted, as the ref. 
is to 111,~::i rPII •~m. But how are we to account for ;f!!l's n:iSrmo wn ? The 
fem. pron. does not seem to=id est, introducing a gloss (Peters and 
others), because 'no is not an alternative or an explanation; rather, 
n:,')nr,o 11•n looks like a correction made by a reader who took n:i,nno to refer 
to the coals of fire, and not to the torches. m: 11::in,nri,o 11nrPM ' the :flaming 
:fire,' prob. reading n:iS:-tno rPN (Co. I29).-r4. Ni~l] Hardly the inf. abs. 
of r1,, which is fii, but a mistake for 11i~; ; then read the proper idiom 
::iilli) 11i~; 111¥~, as Gen. 87 ; G-K. § n3 s note. Kr. reads :iillii Nii.;, but the 
fin. vb. is wanted. .56 freely, ' and the living creatures were running 
and not turning.'-;mn] Recensions of '1!r guess: 'A d.iroppo,115 ~ aKT<vos 
or al. ws doos aKrtvo5 ci,npa1ri)s 0 w5 doos -roii f3•t"tK, so codd.AQ_ "©: llp"lJ 11•n:, 
'.ET fulgur coruscans; similarly TB. ]fag. 13b, 1$.im., taking it as=pi::i. 
By an ancient slip of the pen , was written l. Cohen, Am. ]SL. xl. 
(1924) 163, tries to defend ;f-til by the use of pi:; in Rabbinic; but in 
the Mishn. and Midr. p1::i=crush, crumble; where it is used of lightning, 
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the sense is prob. taken from the present passage.-15. ;ii;n n1•nn k,k,] Qlr 
and daughter Vrs. Kal Wov Kai loov=mn kik1, as ro•; see v.•. The 
omission of n1•nn, though an improvement, is not necessary.-JaiiN] So 
109

; abs. st. wij;b__patha}.l (et. JQiNO v.10), as noted by the Mass., ~im. Mikhlol 
155b; cp. Sr,,rpo v. • n. F_or ,nk J!)1tt see 87 n.; Ro. Ho. follow $ tl'J!)1k.
l'l!) Ml/:l1N'i]. Read 11;19,:.7!.(r, Qlr TO<< Tlrnrnp,;,v l!,$~. A copyist first wrote 
C.MJIJik,, then corrected the form to JMJ/J1k? wiJ;hout erasing the o (cp. 
1• 131:i for 1•:i1 r S. 418 Wellh.) ; to io was added 1 from the following 
1111101 (so Qlr{!I;$), and ,io was corrupted to 1'l!); Co.-16. 11"c;,1n] Qlr Oapoei<, 
so Cant. 514 ; ~0 Dan. 106 ; $ here and ro• 2813 , Ex. 2820 3913 . In 10• 28n 
l!lr renders 'n by tJ,vOpal;, perhaps taking C1•c;,1n as=Carthage, and identify
ing the stone with the Carthaginian carbuncle (Pliny HN. xxxvii. 25), 
so 1L in 109 carbunculus. The rendering Oa'Aaoua by Qlr in Dan. 108 is 
prob. due to Jewish in.Jluence, for ;:,•c;,,n was used, at any rate by the 
later Jews, as a Hebr. equivalent of Oa'Ad.oo,oe (1="-), on account of 
the similarity of sound, e.g. TJ. Meg. 74a (Levy NHWB. i. s.v. 01p•,:i11); 
this explains 'ET's quasi visio maris here; cp. Qlr Is. 231. Other renderings 
are vri.KLP0o< ~ here and 108, Ex. 2820, Ct. 514, hyacinthus 1T Ct. 514 ; 

beryl in EV., but Or, chrysolite AVm. Ez. 2813 ; Or, chalcedony RVm. 
Ex. 2820 ; Or, topaz RVm. Ct. 514• Neither beryl, however, nor chalcedony 
can be justified ; for the beryl had much in common with the emerald 
(Pliny Le. 20), and the chalcedony, so named because found in the 
copper mines near Chalcedon (Pliny l.c. 18), was also a green stone.
intt n1011] So 1010• If the mas. is right, tr. ' and the likeness of one,' 
the adjectival numeral being treated as a subs. in gen. ; cp. intt Y,N 21 24 . 

intt n,31; Is. 3017• But ink may be a slip for nnk.-o,,•r,3101 ... fMJ/J1N?]. 
In this and the foll. vv. the genders interchange Karlt rrvPeo1>. Thus 
here both words refer to the wheels, but to the wheels in connexion with 
the nrn; CP,. on', v.• and the suffs. in 3423 37 3 - 5a. 5h-s; Kon. iii. § 249 e.-
17. ,:i,• c.n:iSJ 1n•J1J7 MJIJ1K ?JI] Prob. ?JI here=on, at, Qli ln-i; the suff. in 
),7'JIJ1 refers to the }_layyoth; the subj. of 1:i'i• and of 1::io• is the wheels. ',y 
might='iN towards, see v.•0 n., but with 1n•J1J7 this would hardly be in
telligible. on:i',::i (i.e. the wheels) is om. by Qli$, and should come at the 
end of the v., where, however, Qlr recognizes and $ implies in:i',J (i.e. the 
}_layyoth); but the fem. su:ff. cannot be right. Prob. the ending of this 
v. has been made to correspond with that of v.12 • See Sprank Le. 34.-
1Jo• tt'i] Some Hebr. MSS JC.$'!'• K~,, an improvement.-18. onJii ... 1,,•:ii,] 
The ,jJJl = be rounded, curved, ra~sed ; hence the derivative :ii is applied 
to any convex object, e.g. the back Ps. 1298, Qlr ol vwT01 a&rwP here and 
in 1012, r K. 733 , .$ here and in 1012 ; a mound 1624 • 31. 38 , so in Aram. 
e.g. ,,,;:i~, KJJ'l the height of Sepphoris, Midr. R. Ber. § 98 ; the curved 
part of a wheel, rims, here and in 1012 (emended), r K. 7 33 ; cp. also 
the related meanings in Lev. 149, Job 1312 1526• In the plur. the mas. 
is mostly used (6 times), but the fem. also occurs, here and in Lev. 149• 

ni:.i,, however, is the better attested form in this v. ; on, n:ii1 ,,,'JJ1 seems 
to be merely a miswritten repetition of on, m:ii1. See 4313 , where again 
there is a confusion between J~ and i'l.;111 (the true reading).-□,,~ nKi•1] 
must mean 'they felt fear,' not 'they inspired fear,' for nN,' is always 
used in a subjective sense. Qlr Ka! laov o.vn£, .S=nn,1; 1T horribilis aspectu, 
taking n11,• both from Ki' and from nNi I The word is corrupt ; read 
either on, n1:ii nin, kiK1 partly following eli (Be. Ro.), or ni:i, 1111<1 c.,,, n1Jl1 
□m::ii (Co. partly, Sprank) ,-!MJIJ7Kr,] The suff. prob. refers to nm.-20. 
1:i,• ... iwN 'll] For the prep. r,31 with 7,n cp. 1 S. 2 11, 2 S. 1520, 1 K. 
20°, Jer. r• ; similarly with l!lll 96 4413 , and with n~y 417, r K. 68• A 
tendency is noticeable in Sam., Kings, and especially in Jer. and Ez., 
to use ~ll in the sense of ',11, and ?tt in the sense of ,v. ' It is probable 
that this interchange, at least in many cases, is not original, but due to 
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transcribers'; Oxf. Lex. 41 a. And for these reasons: (a} ',JI and ,11 
are interchanged in the same verse, e.g. 2110 4413, Is 2215, Jer. 1811 etc.; 
(b) in parallel phrases in different books, e.g. 2 S. 610 II I C. 1313, 1 K. 22 6 [i. 
2 C. 18•, 2 K. 182 ' II Is. 3612, Mic. 41 11 Is. 2•; sometimes in the same book, 
e.g. Ez. 112 -,11111 ,11 and v.20 ,11111 ',JI, v. 3 and 3322, 188• 11 and v.15 ; in some 
cases the MSS differ, e.g. 23 42 44' 3 4519 ; (c) @Ii as a rule has e'll'i when 
',11=',JI. Berry, in Am. ]EL. xxxiv. (1915) 25, observes that the inter
change is more marked in the last section of Ezekiel than in the earlier 
chs.; for example, in chs. 1-3 'i11=unto 22 times, =upon once; 'JI= 
upon 14 times, =unto twice; whereas in chs. 40-48 'i11=unto 73 times, 
=upon 39 times, and 'Jl=upon 40 times, =unto 3 times; thus in the 
sense of upon ';,11 occurs almost as often as 'JI in the chs. last named. 
In the original text of Ez. ':>v and ',11 were distinguished, but by the 
beginning of the 2nd cent. B.c. the soft sound of JI lost its force and 
became identical with that of N. The Mass. text of Ez. belongs to the 
period of confusion. Peters ib. xii. (1893) 52. For 0111 I. l'TPj)~. @Ii o~ a, n• 
.;, veq,{J,,'t/, EKe! Ta 'll'PEVµa, Tou 11'opeue<T8o.,, with 11 v•q,lJ,,rJ added to make the 
meaning clearer.-□nDJl'i] parallel to them, 313 1019 u 22 (of the wheels and 
liayyoth) 42' 456• '4813 • 18 • 21.-l'T'nl'T m,] Following @Ii 1rv•vµ.o. twiis (so v. 21 

I017 ), Hitzig renders ' spirit of life• ; but this would be □"n,; m,. In all 
three places Ho. would read n;lJ lJl1 ' a living spirit • ; so Sprank Le. 63, 
who finds here the initial stage of the process by which the Ophannim 
came to be personified. Kr. nnN m, ' one impulse• ; but that is 
sufficiently expressed by the text as it stands. n•n is either a coll. sing., 
or distributive, ' each living creature,' the writer thinking of the one 
beside each wheel (Be.).-22. n•n,; •11111, 'JI] 1. n1•n,; 'll'Ni ',JI. @Ii.$ 11111, ?JI, 
as in vv.25 • 28 101 • For n•nn 3 Hebr. MSS Vrs. n1'nn.-~'i?1] The form 
implies a pass. sense, like 11'17~, IJ'\79, 11'1R etc. In ];(al lli'"'= (a) to stamp 
611 258 , and trans. stamp upon 2 S. 2243 ; (b) to make firm e.g. the earth, 
Is. 42• 4424, Ps. 1368 • In Piel the word means to hammer out metal, 
overlay, hence ~1;;,7 plates Num. 173, and Phoen. J/~19 plating, NSI. 75 f.; 
in Hiph. it is applied to the skies Job 3718, as solid and wide. But it 
is the Pi. which expresses the idea of extension, while the Jj:al denotes 
rather firmness, and ir;,, is derived from the Jj:al. See Skinner Genesis 
21 f.-n,p,i] ice; so in Akk. ~arttyu=be cold, ~arbu=cold; Klauber 
Am. ]SL. xxx. (1914) 278.-1C11ir,J Kr. ni;r-p was seen, cp. 101b; but a 
verb would hardly be idiomatic in this position.-23. m,,i, n10:io □'nll' 111•11';,] 
The repetition gives a distributive sense ; but the repeated words 
are prob. a dittograph, and om. by 12 Hebr. MSS @li'a. Moreover, 
in the second sentence the grammar is strained : ' covering them
their bodies,' with the accus. in appos. to mn'i. @Ii for both sentences 
has simply iKrJ.<TT'J! ovo e1r,Ko.XwTou<T<1.t ra. <TJµ.o.Ta o.VTwv i.e. n1□:ir.i □'nll' eo•tt', 
c,i'n'u nN, om. m:i~; S:, implies □n'n'u 1111 n10:io □'nll'1 nin, n,o:io □'nll' Tt''N\ om. 
r•1CS1 and the second m,,':,, but maintaining the repetition. @Ii points to 
the original form of the text. How, then, did nin, get in ? It may 
have been a marginal note, referring to the second pair of wings already 
mentioned in v.11, and from the margin it slipped into the text; finally 
the whole sentence, with ;,i;,', in it, was inadvertently recopied. QliA 
after T'.<T'. o.VTwv adds T{i, <Twµa,n Ta 1rp6<Tw1ro. o.VTwv, i.e. each had a pair 
covering their faces, making six wings in all : an attempt to conform 
the description to that of Is. 62 • On the form nic1~ see v. 5 n.-24. QliB 
om . .iino . . . '711' 'i,;,:i, but @li.o.Q i:.s q,wv11v !KavoG lv T{i, 1ropeuea0o., o.VTa 4>wv11 
Tou M-yov ws <j,w•11 1ro.peµf30Xiis, a hexapiaric insertion from 0 ; with this 
interpretation of :,~on as=Xo-yos, i.e. n'.rt;itt m:51, and Jews agree; 'F multi
tudinis, i.e. pon. In Jer. n 10, the only other place where the word 
(n~oq) occurs, @Ii renders 1rep,Toµ.ijs avTijs=i'l?iz;i;:i, G: and Rashi as=pr.m, 1,F 
lG,m. as=il~tt- In Ar. the ,J~on=to weep copiously; it is also used 
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of the sky shedding continuous, but not violent rain ; this hardly suggests 
noise, which the context here and in ]er. requires; hence storm-wind is 
only an approximate rendering.-nnnr;,] 1. nnnr:i }$:al, as Qlr KaTfravo, a! 
1rTepv"1•• auTw,, QlrA in v.•• a,k,To al 1rT, avTw,, so m: in both places; ~lJ is 
fem. and should govern the vb., while nrn is mostly construed with mas., 
e.g., □,ov:i, □nJ,:i, □ ,,'!llJ (cl. a).-25. The whole v. is om. by 6 MSS Kenn. 
and 3 de R., cl. b by 3 MSS de R. Q!rB Kai ioou q,w•TJ (v.26) 111r,pa.,wo,, 
Tau <TT<pewµ,arn,, QlrAQ0 i!:UE supply the remainder of the v., see Co. 69, 73. 
Thus Qlr recognizes only ':>1p mn in v.26, and ffi's ,,p •,,,, may well be a 
corrupted form of ,,p nini, which again was originally mn, alone. Herrm. 
accounts for □wx, ?l/ ,wx y•p,, ,vo ,1p •n•, as a gloss from the margin, re
ferring to JM'!lD ni•!Jin □ioy:i v ... "; the gloss, with the words to which it 
referred, found its way into the text. But this does not explain why Qlr 
rendered ,,p mn, and no more.-l1'Pl7 ,11:;i] So Gen. 1'; ,11:;i chiefly in late 
passages, Jon. 46, Mal. 1 6, but also 1 S. 1739 ; the more classical idiom 
uses? 'lllal? v.26, Gen. 22•, Is. 62 • ,11:;i (Jo+,ll) became first an adv., then 
a prep. by the addition of ~. cp. ~ nJJl!II?, ~ f1nl?, G-K § n9 c.-26. xo:i nm,] 
Qlr 6µ,olwµ,a 0pbvov e1r' avroD A ctVT{i,, transferring l'':>l/ from cl. b.-,,':>vo,o 1•Sv] 
upon it (the throne), 'fVPwards; ,•,v epexegetical of xo:i n,o, ,v. The com
bination of ,v wifu_n':>vo,o is in Ez.'s manner, cp. v.22b 1019 II22 378.-27. 
:i•:io n':> n•:i iux nNiO:i] ;:i~ n•;, constr. st. before a prep., as \07 MGQ Ps. 58 6 ; 

but it is better to point n:;.., Kon. ii. 3u; n~ refers to iux. For n:.i= 
holder, receptacle cp. Ex. 25" 2629, I K. 1832 • The rendering within, 
QlrA 'A0 l<Tw0e, avToii m: r.17 l'~I?. has no support from usage ; within is ~ n•;..1? 
Ex. 2633, r K. 78 etc. QlrB om. the entire sentence, which may be a 
faulty repetition of :i•:io ,, ;m1 ll'N ;rNio:i in cl. b.-28. nwp,,J Only again 
Gen. 913• 14 P=rainbow; Qlr T6/;ov; in Rev. 48 101 ip,s. 

A Note on the Vision. 

A man sees that which by temperament and training 
he is prepared to see. In Ezekiel's case, we may believe, 
a natural sensitiveness to the reality of the invisible world, 
and the habit of reflecting upon the holiness and supremacy 
of Jahveh, enabled him to see the vision which changed his 
life. The symbolic figures of the vision took shape in his own 
imagination, though, at the same time, he experienced 
the contact of a Power outside himself; just as in other cases, 
the word which the prophet has to deliver comes from God 
and yet bears the stamp of the prophet's own mind. Here, 
we may suppose, the form which the vision took was 
created by the prophet himself, and determined by the 
influences which affected him. What were they in the present 
case? 

Probably they were the influences in which he had been 
brought up. At any rate the accompaniments of the theophany, 
cloud, fire, light, thunder, were derived from Hebrew sources 
(see pp. ro, 15, 20). And the same may be said of the throne, 
~upport~d or attended by supernaturaJ be~gs (see p. 2?), an 
idea which must have been familiar to Ezekiel, not only m the 
current phrase 'Jahveh enthroned on the cherubim,' but as 
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outwardly embodied in Solomon's temple. There the two 
Cherubim stood in the inner sanctuary, guarding the ark with 
their outstretched wings (r K. 623-28). Some think that the 
ark itself was supposed to represent the throne of Jahveh, and 
Jer. 31st. lends a certain plausibility to this view; perhaps, 
however, this was not the original conception, and the Cherubim 
supporting the mercy-seat (kapporeth) represented the throne; 
then the ark, properly a chest and not a throne, must have been 
introduced later, and given more significance, until the angelic 
supporters of the kapporeth-throne became mere decorative 
additions on the lid of the ark. Such is the view put forward 
by Hans Schmidt;* but whether it be accepted or not, the 
divine throne and the Cherubim belonged to the common 
tradition. There was nothing, however, quite like the four
faced bayyoth in the temple at Jerusalem; yet mixed human 
and animal forms were widely used as religious symbols in 
Egyptian and Babylonian art (cp. r K. 729 ), and reminiscences 
of these may have coloured the prophet's thought. t 

Ezekiel, like Isaiah, saw Jahveh sitting upon a throne; but 
in Is. 6, the throne is stationary, here it is seen to travel. The 
difference corresponds with the situation in each case. Isaiah 
was in the temple at Jerusalem, Ezekiel far away in Babylonia; 
and when he saw Jahveh approaching on the throne of heaven, 
his imagination pictured wheels to account for the movement ; 
a naive device, but in keeping with the characteristic habit of 
his mind. Whether the wheels were suggested by some 
object or idea familiar to the prophet is an open question. 
Bertholet (12 f.) points to the four-wheeled stands or wagons 
in the temple, ornamented with lions, oxen, and cherubim 
(r K. 729 ) t; Gunkel thinks of the popular tales in which Jahveh 
was supposed to journey in a heavenly chariot (Das M archen 
im A.T. r92r, 59 ff.); Reitzenstein, of current speculations, 
influenced by Iranian symbolism, on the movements of the 
heavenly bodies;§ yet another recent theory has been alluded 

* Eucharisterion i. (1923) 132 ff. The text of Ex. 2510 -22 30•, Num. 
789 P has to be treated somewhat freely to yield this sense, as Schmidt 
allows. 

t Schmidt I.e. 124 n., and Sprank Studien. z. Ez. (1926) 42 f., question 
the direct influence of Babylonian sculptures. 

t See the illustrations in Burney Hebr. Text of Kings go ff. 
§ Das iranische Erlosungsmysterium (1921) 248 f. He refers to the 

activities ascribed to the supreme Persian deity, called in Gk. Alwv, 
and quotes the following verse from Nonnus Paraphr. of St. John's Gosp. 
x. 102 (4-5 cent. A.D.) : eirrbKe µ.lwn a.irroµl1.ro.,s a:.j/irriv !-?u~ KvKJ\ovµ.evos 
Aldiv. In R.'s opinion, Nonnus borrowed the image, not from his Bible 
reading, but from the store-house of Alexandrian poetry, which was 
tinged with Iranian mythology. R. also mentions Alwv6q,OaJ\µos as a 
title of ,.,,..X,£,,,,ros Alwv. In a full-length review of Reitzenstein, Gressw.ann 
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to above (p. 24). None of these explanations 1s quite 
convincing. 

The preceding notes have called attention to Herrmann's 
view (1924) that the first draft of eh. I consisted only of 
vv. 4• 6• 21 • 28, and that this was filled out later by the prophet 
himself. Similarly Holscher (1924) draws a distinction between 
the vv. which mention the bare fact of the vision and those 
which describe it in detail. But he pushes his argument 
further: vv. 4 • 28 give the authentic record; Ez. saw only the 
storm-cloud flashing with light, and fell to the ground in terror, 
but, like St. Paul on the way to Damascus, he had no sense of 
the details; vv. 5- 27 were added long after by an editor who was 
merely drawing upon literary sources. Certain features of Ez.'s 
vision, it is true, resemble other descriptions of a theophany in 
the O.T. ; but the literary sources furnish no precedents for the 
combination of wonders portrayed in this chapter. 

The vision as a whole revealed to the prophet an awful 
indication of the divine purpose. The fact that it occurred in 
Babylonia proved that Jahveh is not confined to any one place. 
And if He can thus travel outside the land of Judah to visit 
the exiles, though now it is to warn them of coming judgement, 
at another time it might be to restore them to their home. So 
far, perhaps, an element of hope, though a faint one, enters 
into the revelation ; but the main object of Jahveh's self
disclosure is to summon the prophet to denounce the sins of 
Israel, and to proclaim that punishment is about to fall. 

No attempt to paint a picture of the vision can ever be 
successful, for the reason that the imagery is symbolic, not 
pictorial (cp. Westcott Epp. of St. John 335). Raphael, with 
the instinct of an artist, recognized this ; in his well-known 
picture at Florence, now in the Pitti Palace, he treats the 
description freely, and selects only such features as can be 
reproduced on canvas. Representations of the Cherubim and 
the throne in early Christian art have been collected, in a 
remarkably complete form, by W. Neuss Das Buch Ezechiel in 
Theologie u. Kunst bis z. Ende d. xii. Jahrhunderts (Miinster in 
Westf. 1912), pp. 154 ff., 159 ff., rgo ff., 230 ff. The same work 
illustrates from sarcophagi, mural paintings, and illuminated 
MSS, the temple-vision (eh. 8) and the vision of the dry bones 
(eh. 37). 

Ch. 2, 1-7. The prophet's commission. And he said unto me, 
Son of man] So v. 3 31• 3. 4• 1° in this section. The ti1:1e son of 
man (ben 'adham) has a special emphasis in Ez.; 1t occurs 
with less caution declares that in Ez. I 15 - 21 we have the earliest evidence 
of _the effect_ produced by Iranian beliefs upon Jewish apocalyptic: 
Zeitschr. f. Ksrchengesch. xli. (1922) 172 f. 
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87 times, when God speaks to the prophet. According to 
Hebr. idiom son of denotes a member of a class (e.g. son of a 
foreigner 449 ; son of a prophet Am. 714 etc.), and the second 
word is a collective. Outside Ez. son of man=mankind in 
general, e.g. Num. 2319, Is. 5112, Jer. 4918, Ps. 85 r41, Job 256 ; as 
applied to an individual it is peculiar to Ez. ; Dan. 817 is based 
upon the present passage, and the Aram. equivalent in Dan. 713 

has a different meaning, as the context shews. The title 
answers to Ez.'s habit of thought: as a creature he receives 
from his Creator a designation which is all that a mere man can 
claim ; as a prophet he is the mouthpiece, and nothing more, of 
the divine will.-stand upon thy feet] ' It is man erect, man in 
his manhood, with whom God will have fellowship and with 
whom he will speak' (Davidson). Jacens sermonem Dei 
audire non poterat, says Jerome, and refers to Ex. 342, Dan. 1011 • 

Cp. Acts 2616.-2. And a spirit entered into me] The divine 
impulse (see 1 12 n.) is often noted by Ez. in connexion with his 
ecstasies; thus 312· 14 • 24 83 n 1 • 5 • 24 371435 • The spirit instigates 
his bodily movements, but does not, except in n 5, convey the 
divine word; that is imparted through visions. See Jepsen 
Nabi (1934) 27.-according as, or when he had spoken unto me] The 
construction as in Gen. 79 1833 2013 etc. (!]'di.,<,! om. the words, 
substituting' and lifted me up and took me,' from 314.-and I 
heard one speaking unto me] Almost a repetition of 1 28b; but 
that is not a sufficient reason for treating 21. 2 as a later expansion 
(Holscher Hesekiel 52). The two passages may well describe 
different stages in the prophetic apprehension. When the 
vision ended he fell upon his face, and only heard a mysterious 
voice; now he has risen to his feet, prepared to listen, and he 
hears one speaking words which he can understand. Not 
unlike this is Samuel's advance in apprehension at the time of 
his call, 1 S. 34 •10.-3. I send thee] So of prophets, Is. 68, Jer. 1 7 ; 

of apostles, Mk. 67, Mt. 105, Lk. 92 cp. 101----unto the sons of 
Israel] '1li unto the house of I., which is the usual phrase on Ez., 83 
times, as against sons of I. IO times Jeremiah shews the same 
preference, though not so strongly marked, house of I. 20 times, 
sons of I. 9 times ; in Amos and Hosea the occurrences are 
about equal. Perhaps Babylonian usage, e.g. Mt Jjumri (' house 
of Omri '), bit Ammanu (' house of Ammon') had some influence 
upon J er. and Ez. Though the prophet could only reach his fellow
exiles, his mission is to the nation as a whole, at home and in 
Babylonia; see Introduction, pp. xxiii. f., and cp. 311 and 4 .----unto 
the rebellious nations] The Hebr. is not strictly grammatical; and 
nations can only mean heathen, not Israel and Judah (as in 3613 

3722). '1!rl!.. om. nations, reading' who provoke me,' which makes 
good sense, though confusing rebel(;,,;,) with provoke (il,r.i}. We 
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may read therefore unw the rebellious ones, cp. 2038 and 1715 ; it 
is possible that nations was inserted to avoid calling Israel 
'rebellious ' the first time that the name appears; Geiger 
Urschrift 267, and Co., who cps. 2 S. 1214.-they and their 
fathers have transgressed against me] Ez. can see no signs of 
goodness in Israel's past; a theme which he develops in chs. 16 
and 23. Jeremiah took a similar view, e.g. Jer. 2 20 7 24f, 2221 3230, 
and it comes out in the Dtc. compilers of the historical books. 
But Ez. goes further than any of them in unqualified condemna
tion.-ro this very day] Again 242 bis 401 ; lit. to the bone i.e. 
inner substance (cp. Ex. 2410, Job 2123), of this day; the phrase 
was evidently current in priestly circles, for it occurs 5 times in 
H, Lev. 2314• 21· 2s-3o, and was adopted by P, Gen. 7 13 1723• 26 etc. 
(9 times).-4. ($BU., om. the first half of the v.; it interrupts 
the connexion, and may have been added from 37• After they 
and their fathers have been condemned in v. 3n, it seems need
less to single out the sons for blame. With stiff-faced !not 
again) cp. stiff-necked Ex. 329 RJE 33 BJ 6 RJE 340 J, Dt. 9 6· 1a, 

Acts 751.-thus saith Adonai jahveh] Cp. 311• 27, where again 
Ez. is told to begin his prophesying with these words. The use 
of the two-fold Name Adonai jahveh is one of the remarkable 
features of the Book; it has been made the subject of detailed 
investigation by Herrmann in AT Studien dedicated to R. Kittel, 
1913, 70-87, Die Gottesnamen im Ezechieltexte. The double 
Name occurs 217 times, and, according to Herrmann's analysis, 
(a) in the announcement of the divine message, 122 times; 
(b) at the conclusion of a prophetic oracle, 81 times; (c) when 
the prophet addresses God directly, 5 times. There remain 
nine instances: Jam A.]. 5 times, the word of A.]. 3 times, the 
hand of A.]. once. At the same time it is to be noticed that 
Jahveh alone is used just as often, 218 times, (a) in the formula 
I am J ahveh, they (or thou, ye) shall know that I am ]. , 87 times ; 
(b) in the gen. after a construct state in such phrases as the 
word, the hand, the glory of]., 131 times. Thus we can make 
out a certain distinction in the usage, as Herrmann maintains : 
where a special emphasis seems fitting, as at the beginning and 
end of a prophecy, or in addressing the Godhead, the Name is 
Adonai Jahveh; on the other hand, where Jahveh Himself is 
speaking, or where the reference is to a property of God, the 
Name is jahveh alone. Yet it may be questioned whether any 
such distinction was always felt or intended; for why should 
thus saith ]. be used 4 times as well as thus saith A.]. 122 times, 
'tis the oracle of]. 4 times and 'tis the oracle of A.]. 81 times, 
I am f. and Jam A.]. both 5 times? Herrmann would explain 
these divergencies from the normal usage as due to error in 
the text. 
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When we tum to the Greek Version, we find that the two
fold Name, so far from being reproduced consistently through
out, is translated in different ways in different sections of the 
Book. The full equivalent of Adonai J ahveh would be 1<vpwc; 
,c,,pw, ; but to take efiB alone, in I 1-2038 1<vpwc; ,cvpw, seldom 
occurs; in 2039-3022, only now and then; in chs. 31-39 it 
predominates ; in chs. 40-48 there is no uniformity, though in 
chs. 43 and 44 Kvpio, o 0«5c; comes into use (,cvpw'> once), while 
in chs. 45-:-48 1<vpw, 0E6, appears in every case. Altogether in 
efiB Adonai ]ahveh is rendered by Kvpwc; ,cvpio, 56 times, and by 
1<vpw, 159 times. This variation in the rendering shews, 
beyond doubt, that the Gk. translation was made by several 
hands, a fact which has been established by Dr. St. J. Thackeray, 
and supported by other evidence (ITS. iv. 1903, 398-4u); 
independently Prof. Herrmann, in the treatise referred to above 
(1913), arrived at the same result; though Thackeray postu
lates two collaborators, i.e. in 1-27, 40-48 and 28-39 (excepting 
3624 - 38), instead of Herrmann's three. 

From the figures which have been given it will be seen that 
:f:fl and efiB agree in less than a quarter of the cases where 
Adonai ]ahveh occurs; and the question arises, which of the 
two forms of the text, the Hebrew or the Greek, is the more 
faithful to the original? In other words, Did Ezekiel himself 
write the two-fold Name, or is the usage to be ascribed to his 
editors and copyists ? Herrmann believes that in all the 217 
instances ~ represents the original, and the variations of e!i 
are due to the preferences of different translators; Cornill and 
Rothstein, on the other hand, only allow Adonai J ahveh to be 
original where e!i gives ,cvp1os Kvpw, ; and Cornill makes the 
suggestion that in chs. 43-48, where e!i renders Kvpw, o ()£6, 
(43-44) and ,cvp10, 0£oc; (45-48), the original reading was Jahveh 
Elohim, a view which has not met with acceptance. But there 
is another possibility. Adonai Jahveh may be a sort of scribal 
direction to pronounce Adonai where J ahveh stands in the text 
(see Blau Jewish Enc. xii. u8, Thackeray Sept. and Jewish 
Worship 121 f.). The custom of substituting Adonai for the 
ineffable Name began earlier than is often imagined; it can 
be traced perhaps as far back as the fourth cent. B.C., at any 
rate to a time before the Greek Version was made, for, as 
Thackeray points out, the translators constantly render Jahveh 
by Kvpwc; i.e. Adonai. But when the text of Ez. assumed its 
present form the rule had not yet become rigid ; neither the 
Hebr. copyists nor the Gk. translators felt at liberty to enforce 1 

it in every instance; so that what we seem to discover in 
Ez. is a tentative, early stage of the movement which ended in 
the punctuation of Jahveh everywhere in the O,T, with the . 

3 
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vowels of Adonai or Elohim. It is possible, of course, that 
the prophet himself used the two-fold Name now and again 
(Cornill, Thackeray); but if such were the case, later scribes 
have so greatly extended his usage that it can no longer be 
recovered, and Qli cannot be relied upon for any help towards 
identifying the actual instances.-5. hear ... forbear] So 
v.7 311 ; cp. 327 ; forbear lit. cease. Of the alternatives the 
second is the more probable, as the next clause implies.-a 
rebellious house] Such is Ez.'s invariable estimate of his country
men, repeated I5 times, 25• 6• 7 [corr.] 8 39• 26 • 27 r22 bis 3. 9, 25 

1]12 243 446 [corr.]; cp. Acts 751• The phrase may have been 
adopted from Is. 309 rebellious people ; the post-exilic term is 
rebellious sons Num. 1725 [lOJ P.-they shall know] by the fulfil
ment of his predictions that a prophet has been among them: 
Ez.'s version of the test proposed in Dt. 182lf·, cp. Jer. 289• 

Neither his fellow-exiles, nor his countrymen left behind in the 
land of Israel, would listen to him, or if they listened would not 
take him seriously (see v. 4 37 21 5 ; r222 • 27 ; 33ao-32). It was 
always a prophet's lot to be in opposition, and to deliver a 
message which his people did not want or expect (cp. Is. 610, 

Jer. 1 17fl· ). But here Ez. is comforted with the assurance, 
repeated at the beginning of his second period (3333), that the 
truth which he utters and his Lord reveals will in the end be 
recognized: they shall know that a prophet etc. finds its counter
part in they shall know that I am J ahveh, which echoes through 
the Book.-6. But thou, son of man] So v.8 ; 23 times in Ez., 
and usually to introduce a new topic; see v.1 n.-be not afraid 
of them] Cp. Jer. I 8.-and of their words be not afraid] An 
unpleasing repetition, which may be avoided by reading with 
Q1r be not dismayed, thus making cl. a correspond with cl. b ; 
cp. 39 • The use of the verbs afraid, dismayed in parallelism is a 
point of style affected by the literature of the time, e.g. Dt. 1 21 

318, Josh. 81 rn25, Jer. 23 4 3010 4627 ; and imitated in I and 2 Chr. 
-though briers and thorns be with thee] There is an alliteration 
in the Hehr., cp. rgl3 23 33 ; and for the expression cp. Gen. 318, 

Is. 56 724r.. The meaning of the first noun, which occurs only 
here, is inferred from the context; that of the second is well 
supported, cp. 2824 a pricking thorn (Qli uK6"A.oif:). The Vrs. 
render the two words differently; see phil. note.-and thou 
sittest upon scorpions] So rather than dwellest among. The 
prophet must expect hostility even from his companions in exile. 
-7. And thou shalt speak] Repeated 311.-At the end of the 
v., 27 Hebr. MSS Qlr,S read' for they are a house of rebellion,' the 
usual phrase, v. 5 n.; house has fallen out by accident, cp. 446• 

Ch. 2, 8-3, 3. The manner of the prophet's inspiration. 
~- be not thou rebellious] Cp. the Servant's words in Is. 506,-
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hear ... unto thee] Cp. 310 445.-and eat] See on 31.-----9. And 
I looked, and behold] See I 4 n.-a hand stretched forth] Cp. Jer. I 9• 
In Jererniah's case the contact was direct, in Ez.'s indirect. 
The two prophets have much in common, but in temperament 
and religious attitude they were not alike, and the difference 
comes out in the manner of their inspiration.-the roll of a book] 
Cp. Jer. 362· 4, Ps. 408 l7l; a long and full roll, probably of skin; in 
Egypt papyrus was used, but not in Palestine or Babylonia. 
The normal length of a roll was 20 to 30 ft. (Maunde Thompson 
Gk. and Lat. Palaeogr. 46). (Iii'. renders Kec{>all.ls {3i{3Atov (see 
phil. n.).-10. written within and without] Cp. Ex. 3215, where, 
however, the wording is different, and Rev. 51• A roll was 
usually written on one side only; this was so full that its 
contents ran over the front and covered the back. *-lamenta
tions and mourning and woe] Lamentations (Mnzm)=elegiac 
utterances generally, not merely elegies written in the ~tnd 
measure (I91• 1 4 272 322 • 16); mourning, only again Ps. 909=a 
sigh, Job 372=a rumbling of thunder; and woe implying a 
slight correction of the text, cp. Am. 516, Jer. 99• The prophecies 
of the first period, 593 to 586 B.c., are filled with denunciations 
and threats ; then, in the second period, they speak mainly of 
restoration and the new age; it would follow, therefore, from 
the present description of its contents that the roll was occupied 
with the burden of Ez.'s message during the first seven years of 
his ministry. Holscher, on the other hand, believes that the 
' genuine ' Ezekiel dealt only in threats, and prophesied only to 
the people of Jerusalem; everything in the Book that speaks of 
restoration and is addressed to the exiles comes from an anony
mous prophet of a much later age (Hesekiel 40 ff. 51 f. ; and 
briefly to the same effect Gesch. der isr. u. jud Religion, I922, 
§ 60). No doubt the Book has been enlarged by later additions, 
such, for example, as the passages which seek to relieve the 
threatened doom with a ray of hope, 1660 -63 I880 • 32 2040 -u; 
but Holscher pushes his theory too far, and fails to do justice 
to the contents of chs. I2-24, which seem rather to shew that, 
while Ez. insisted upon the approaching punishment of Jerusa
lem, he tried also to make his hearers perceive the justice of it. 
See further Introduction, p. xxx. 

Ch. 2, 1. 11i;,k] The prep. n~ with su:ffs. is thus pronounced in Ez. rg times 
(6 times defect., 13 times plene) ; the same pronunciation is met with 
in Jer. (12 times) and in I K. 20--2 K. 8 (II times), and occasionally in 

* Mediaeval theologians found a significance in the writing within 
and without ; thus, ' Liber scriptus intus et foris : foris quantum ad 
s!=lnsum litteralem; intus vero, quantum ad sensum mysticum sub 
littera latentem.' Nicolas de Lira, Prol. to the works of Walafridm;; 
Strabus, Migne PL. t. cxiii. p. JJ· 
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later books. It seems to represent a real variation in popular speech, 
though without special significance ; for the usual pronunciation, ~J;llj etc., 
is· also found in these books ( r 3 times in Ez.), even in the same verse, 
e.g. r K. 2224, 2 K. 616 , If the peculiarity were due to a mere whim of 
the scribes it would appear over a wider area. See Kon. ii. 296 ff.-
2. n1, •:i 11:im] ~+Ket! aveXctfUv p.• Kctl ,!ff)plv p.e, an explanatory addn. from 
314, cp. 323 n.-'~!! ,;i;r,, M!! l/Q!f~l] The sign of the accus. with an in
definite obj. may be intentional, to define and yet to leave something 
undefined; see 1 28 n. ~ ctVToO XctXovVTos ?=i;i1r;i \nit, a constrn. usually 
avoided in Hebr.; if ctvTou be not a corruption of Tou, cp. v.8 (Co.). ,;i1r,, 
Hith_p. ptc~, cp. 438, Num. 789 , 2 S. 1413• In meaning, however, the 
ffitlip-:- can ardly differ here from the usual Piel ; the vocalization prob. 
originated in some such fanciful reason as Rashi gives in lac. : ' i;i1r,i 
would be used of a man speaking to his companion face to face, but 
,;i;r,, of the Shekin.1 speaking in his own presence in glory.'-3. •J::t ',11 
',11,rv•] ~ 1rpos Tov oiKov Tou 'I., as in 35 5 3721 437 449 • i.; and vice vers.1 
'Ill' n•:i ~ ol i,iol 'I. 31 1224 3718 • This seems to shew that the Hebr. text 
which lay before the Gk. translators used the abbreviation ';,11,111• '::i; 
further evidence is to be found in the rendering of ?N11V'::t by olKos ToD 'I. 
in 1223 206 and by ev ro1s ulo1s 'I. in 4428• For the abbreviation of n•::i cp. 
;,inrvl,'J='ll n•::i Josh. 21 27 with minll'l/ 1 Chr. 668 [711.-0•,,10;, o•u] The 
omission of the art. in a case like this can sometimes be explained ; see 
Dr. § 209 (2), G-K. § 126 x; but since there are other objections to c•u 
besides the grammatical one, it is better to om. the word, with (!Jill.,. 
The alternative is to read •u (G-K. Le. Kr. Ro. etc.}; but imto a nation 
of the rebellious ones is not a probable expression, and 'lJ is hardly ever 
used in the constr. st. before a gen., Zeph. 2 • being the only clear instance, 
? Is. 182• 7.-•:i lJllli!l] ~U, Co. Ro. etc. om.; but :1/:IR is supported by 20•8• 

-5. 131,'1 ... ;,om] See Dr. § 123 (a}. Qlil!,il om. ,,om, so Co. Kr. 
(metri c.}; the pron., however, adds force to the sentence.-1,,n• oici] 
~ 1) 1rT0718w,11v, so U.il'!, and similarly in v. 7,? =1,70; or 11:io.'.; but in 311 

,!v/5w,nv, 307 ci,mOelTw, shewing that ~ understood ,',,n• correctly. Perhaps 
in the copy before ~ ',in• was written indistinctly here and in v.7 ii 
throughout renders afraid, under the influence of l!li. trr: in each case, 
' whether they will receive instruction, or whether they will withhold 
themselves from sinning.' trr: generally tries to tone down the wickedness 
of Israel.-;,•;,] "1i ei uu, so !L.S, prob. exegetical; but in 3333 i}v, ii 
thou ; .fill is to be preferred.-6. 11,•n ,11 on•i:i,01] l!li p.71 /ie huT?i a1ro 
1rpo,rc/,1rou ct'"wv=nnn 'iN o,i'lDOl, so 11,,S ( =nnn 'i11), vary;ing the verb, 
rightly; but ffi's on•,:i,01 may be retained, to avoid nnn ~N □n'J!ll:11 twice 
in the same v.-7n11e o•i,,o, c•:i,o •::t] •::, concessive; cp. Is. 5410, Jer. 4so 
1412 etc. For o•i,,o cp. Aram. 11)~!;1 thorn in Targ. and Talm. ; o•:i,o prob. 
has the same sense. The .,tJio does not occur in O.T. ; but in Hebr. 
Sir. 42 'iicn 011 :i,on ',11 it=contradict., 41 2 {?) ; in Aram. it=contradict, 
tell lies. The latter meaning is adopted by the Vrs., which treat the 
two words as ptcps., ~ 1rr,potuTptJ<rouu, Kai e1r,uv<rTtJUOPTa, e1rl ,r/ ' they will 
contradict and set against thee,' .$ ' they gainsay and reject thee,' i.e. 
0•~01 o•:;i7b, taking o•:io from ri',o Ps. n9118, Lam. 1 15• But Hebr. idiom 
requires a subj. before the ptcp. ; so in spite of the uncertainty about 
c•::i,o, the traditional rendering briers, implied by ftl!, may stand, and it 
agrees well with o•:i,pl/ in the next cl. For 7n,11 l!li freely i/1rl ue KUKA'fl.
::ie-• ;,n11 ci•:iip31 'i111] Sometimes ',11 is used with verbs which denote not 
motion towards, but rest by or at, e.g. 310 (with :ii:>•, cp. 1 K. 1320

) n 11 

178 317 4018 43 8 477 ; in some of these cases 'iic='ill, and here 'iv beside, upon 
gives a realistic touch. Qli ev µ,l<r'f/, so U.trr:.S=7ln:i; Toy Kr. suggest nic with 
as the original prep.-8. 7•',11 . . . 31olll] ~ ILKoue Tou XctXovVTos 1rpor ue 
as in v.•, 0111, 'JI! 11?11; ffi is supported by 446.-9. 1::1 .iin1] Su:ff. mas., 
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though referring to a fem. noun ; such disagreement is apt to occur 
when the words are separated, e.g. I K. 1310, Jer. 224 319. l!li xo.l lv 
avrv, so .SF in qua ; but it is unnecessary to alter ffi.-,DO n?Jr.l] l!li 
KErf,aJ\ls {J,ffi<iov, cp. in l!li 31 - 3, Ps. 398, 2 Esdr. 62, Heb. 107 (with West
cott's note). The use of KEq,aJ\ls=roll seems to be confined to l!li and to 
quotations of the present passage and of Ps. 398 in the N.T. and Fathers. 
e.g. Apophthegm. Patrum, Migne PG. t. lxv. 168, ci;,,ylJ\wv r6.-yµa •.. 
txov l,rl xeZ,,as KErf,aJ\loa, rovd<1r1 r6µov -ye-ypaµµlvov ifrrw8<v xal ttw0tJ>, quot. 
by Gardthausen Griech. Palaeogr. i. 141. How 1«q,al\ls came to=roll 
is uncertain; perhaps it was an Alexandrine variant of K<<f,6.J\o.wv= 
division of a roll, so a roll. The explanation that K<q,aJ\ls=the knob 
of a roller, then the roll itself, is improb., for the knob was called xlpas 
(Maunde Thompson l.c. 47).-10. n•':,;c :nn:i] For the idiomatic ?K after 
:inJ cp. Jer. 302 362 51•0 • The predicate coming first is in the sg., 
although the subj. is a compound one and D'l'j) is pl. For other instances 
of a pass. ptcp. sg. with a compound subj. see 810 4017 411• 46""· In 
the latter reff. the ptcp. may be explained as impersonal and the nouns 
in the accus. ; but JlnJ here cannot be impersonal. See Kon. iii. § 348 o. 
□ •rp] Pl. mas. only here, usually n\J'jl ; cp. n'?nn pl. □•'mn and m,:in. 
l!]i:S0 0p~vos, so JL~\j!(=:ifP., cp. sing. JlnJ; this is adopted by Co. Ro. 
He. Ho.-:i~ry] A segholate noun from :i', root, as n~J 1633, :,i~ Ezr. 101, 

n~:;i Ps. 81 4 , :,¥i?. Is. 27 : new forms created on the analogy of the strong 
forms, 11?1? etc.; B-L. 579. Barth, however, maintains that these are 
not segholates, but ftfal forms, and should be vocalized :,~\'.! etc. ; 
Nominalb. § 12.-'m] l!li Kai oval, so ~<aF et vae, i.e. •1111 133· IB or '1K1 1623 

246• • ; but a noun such as •:ii is more suitable here than an interjection. 
Kr. believes that vv. •·• are composed in metrical form; he finds two 

strophes, vv. 3- 5 (omitting 4•«) and •·7. with nine lines of four beats in 
each. The scheme looks symmetrical, and some of the vv. undoubtedly 
have a rhythmical sound, e.g. 6 • •· 7 ; but it may be questioned whether 
a strictly poetical form can be imposed upon the passage as a whole, 
which seems rather to stand on the border-line between the higher prose
rhythm and the measured rhythm of poetry. 

Ch. 3, I. that which thou findest eat, eat this roll] Ez. is ac
customed to think and act in symbols (see eh. 41 • 3 n.) ; he 
receives his message also in a symbolic form. Cp. 2 Esdr. 1438 - 41 

(based upon this passage), where inspiration is imparted by the 
act of drinking. The command to eat has been given already 
in 28, and is twice repeated here: three times is too much, 
and since that which thou findest eat is om. by ~ and looks like 
an imitation of Jer. 1516, it may be no part of the original 
text; eat this roll, however, is wanted to resume and define 
the command in 2 8 after the interruption of 2 9• 10.-and go, 
speak to the house of Israel] The prophecies written o~ the roll 
are intended for Judah and Jerusalem, though delivered to 
the exiles ; cp. 2 3 n_-2. and he made me eat ' the' roll] It is 
in keeping with the realism of Ez.'s thought that he imagines 
the substance of his message as something objective, and 
conveyed to him in this manner; with characteristic self
effacement he regards himself merely as the organ of the divine 
decrees.-3. The , prophet obeys, and inwardly digests the 
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scripture. In Ps. 1911 uoi n9103 the words of God are ' sweet ' 
in themselves ; here they are the reverse, and only found to 
be 'sweet' when the bitter truth is obediently received. 
Rev. 1010 quotes this v., but gives it a different turn by the 
addition of 'and when I ate it my belly was made bitter,' 
drawing a contrast, which Ez. does not make, between my 
mouth and belly; cp. Dante Purg. xxxii. 44 f. 

This passage throws some light upon the nature of prophetic 
inspiration. On the one hand, a prophet does not discover 
the truth by any reasoning of his own, it is revealed to him by 
a Power external to himself ; on the other hand, it is revealed 
only to one who has been specially called to receive a word 
from God. Again, a prophet's inspiration, so far from over
whelming his natural faculties, quickens and uplifts them : 
not only the language which he speaks, but the particular truth 
which he has to proclaim, is coloured and to some extent deter
mined by his own individuality. He responds with something 
of his own to the divine approach ; so that the truth which 
emerges is due neither to God's action alone, nor to man's 
effort alone ; it is due to both. 

Ch. 3, 1. 11~1:1n] findest in an indef. sense, meet with, light upon as in 
2 K. 228 232 • etc. The }$:al can hardly have the sense of Hiph. in 
Lev. 912• 13• 18 which is presented to thee (Ehrl.).-~11,111• n•::i] 22 Hebr. 
MSS l!lr£FI! '111• •i::i ; but see v. • and 2 3 n.-2. n11;i111J l!lr o,-fi,o,~e•, per h. 
to harmonize with the 3 p. in the next vb. There is no need to alter 
fflll.-mon] has crept. i,u from v.1 ; l!lr om. and most moderns.-
3. 11~1,;i;i ... ~~!!P] The'jussive in 2 p. is very rare, except after ,11; cp. 
1 S. 108, Dan. 926 ; Dr. § 50 (-y) Obs. l!lrlL point the vbs. N~~lJ ••• ~~lin, 
so F venter tuus comedat, et viscera tua complebentur ; the change is 
no improvement.-,~ ]Ml 'lit 111111] l!lr freely ri)s lldioµ,l1111s els cre.-ii~?N!] 
i.e. J:l~?N!, (!Ii Ko.l t<f,o.-yov o.ll'T-fiv. G-K. § 49 e.-p\nr;,7] The adj. may be 
neuter, lit. a sweet thing, G-K. § 132 a note; but it is better to point 
as a subs. pi;,b Jud. 911 or pi;,i;i Pr. 1621 27•. For ?=in respect of, limiting 
the comparison, cp. Gen. 4119, Ex. 2410, Dt. 341011, 

Vv. 4--9. The prophet's mission.-This passage repeats 
2 3 -7, but with greater emphasis on the contumacy of the house 
of Isr.: they are worse than the barbarians; foreigners would 
listen, but Israel will not ! As the text stands, the prophet is 
warned, both before and after his act of eating, that the mission 
on which he is sent will be a difficult one ; and it is quite con
ceivable that the double warning belongs to the original 
narrative. This, however, has been questioned. Kr. sees in 
34 -0 an alternative version of 2 3 -7 ; but though the main idea 
is the same in both, it differs in expression, esp. i~ 36

• 6 • 7a._ 
Accordingly Ho. finds in this and similar cases evidence of 
successive enlargements of the text, and regards 34

-
9 as earlier 

than 2 3 -7 , because superior in style, and connects it directly with 
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2 1. 2. The problem will meet us constantly throughout the 
Book: we have to choose between a theory of parallel recensions 
(Kr. Steuern. etc.), or of later editorial expansions (Ho.), and the 
possibility that Ez. himself made additions to the first draft 
of his narrative (He.). A good deal can be said in favour of 
each of these explanations, but any one of them may be pushed 
too far. In the present instance there is no sufficient reason 
for denying Ez.'s authorship of both passages.-4. hence! 
go unto the house of Isr.] See on v.1 and 2 3 ; .S feeling the 
difficulty renders, 'go unto the exiles, to the house of lsr.'
and speak about my words] An unnatural expression and contrary 
to idiom; perhaps, with merely a change of pronunciation, it 
should read and speak when I speak, cp. v.27 (Ehrl.).-5. The 
prophet is not sent to a nation which talks a barbarous language. 
A people of deep lip and heavy tongue means a people whose 
speech sounded guttural and thick to Hebrew ears; the Greeks 
called foreigners f3dp/3apo1 for the same reason. The phrase of 
deep lip occurs in Is. 3319 and may be taken from there; of 
heavy tongue, again in Ex. 410, though in a different sense,' slow 
in utterance.' See crit. n.-unto the house of Isr.] The words 
are not properly attached to the sentence, shewing that they 
are a gloss, recognized, however, by all the Vrs. The mention 
of Israel is not in place till v .7 .-6. The prophet is not sent to the 
heathen world in general. V. 5 speaks of nations whose language 
sounded barbarous, v.6 of nations whose language was not under
stood; cp. Dt. 2849• The words of deep lip and heavy tongue seem 
to be accidentally repeated from v. 5 ; they spoil the contrast 
which is drawn in the two vv., and are om. by .S.-verily, had I 
sent thee unto them, they would hearken unto thee] The ambiguous 
Hebr. must be rendered in this way to suit the allusion to 
many nations in the preceding clause; they, unlike Israel, 
would not reject the prophet's mission. Elsewhere Ez. charges 
Israel with surpassing the nations in wickedness, 56f- 1647 f• ; 

cp. Mt. u 21-24.-7. But the house of I.] Now comes the contrast; 
cp. Is. 1ab.-they are not willing to hearken] Cp. 208.-hard
browed and stiff-hearted] Cp. 2 4• The first expression, lit. ' hard 
of forehead,' suggests a pushing ox or ram, cp. Jer. 53, Is. 48 4• 

The prophet will meet with fierce opposition from his own 
countrymen.-8. Yet he receives encouragement : God will 
give him hardness equal to theirs. For the thought in this 
and the next v. cp. Jer. 1 8• m. 1520, Is. 507.-hard ... hard] 
Perhaps there is a play on the prophet's name, Ezel_del=God 
strengthens, hardens.--9. As adamant] A figure for hardness, 
Zech. 712, or sharpness Jer. 171 ; elsewhere the word=' a 
thorn' Is. 56 724f•.-The passage ends in the same way as 
zM. To denounce without flinching the sins of the nation, 
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and to proclaim the inevitable punishment-such 1s the hard 
task laid upon the prophet. 

Ch. 3, 4. •1;7.; l;17J71] '::i iri=sPeak about, Dt. 6' II 19 etc., Lex. 181, 4.c. ; 
i;1f ,f'! Dt. 326, ·1 K. i31•, but in senses whi~h .cannot be intended here. 
The Vrs. imply •1;rnt', but may be rendenng freely; if this were the 
original reading, why was it altered to t\1e difficult •1;7:;i ? Ehrl's sug
gestion to point '7f'Ji' is ~h~refore plaus1ble.-5. pw, •i::i:n n!lw 'POJ/ OJ/] 
i!JiB J.o.o• fJo.06-yJ.w,nro,, om. ', :ii. For the s_g:_~_Clll. v,,ith_pL adi. cp. v.16, 

1 S. 1316, Is. 91 • For 'w II '', cp. Is. 2811 3319 ; both aie in The genit. of 
specification { =Arab. accus.), cp. 1626 173• •· ' etc. Kon. iii. § 336 h. 
Some would ·om. pw, •,::i::i, with i!JiB as an explanatory gloss from Ex. 410 ; 

but the repetition of the phrase in v. 6 favours its presence here.-n•::i ?N 
\>w11:1•] The asyndeton is harsh ; ON •::i is wanted to give the necessary 
antithesis ; clearly a note from the margin.-6. NS] i!li oalol=N,1, so 
J!,$1:T neque.-miw 'POJ/] i!li aAAoq,,J,vovs 1) aJ.J.oyJ.,J,,r,rovs, an alternative 
rendering, cp. i!li 1 23 99 1311 1614 etc.-i•nn,111 c,,,',N N';, CN] After a 
negative N? CN expresses an antithesis, but, e.g. Gen. 24 an,, Ps. 131U. ; 
when no negative precedes it introduces an asseveration, e.g. 511 356 

36 6
• ' ; taking it in either sense, 1>1', ON would mean that Ez. was sent to 

the nations, which is against the context. Literally N', ON=' if (it be) 
not (so)-' leaving the aposiopesis to be supplied in thought by 'may 
I forswear myself ' ; but this is to push the literal meaning too far. 
It is better to suppose that N? ON had lost its strict sense, and had come 
to be used for an emphatic surely; so G-K. § 149 b; Ewald Synt. § 358 b. 
Then the clause which follows must be taken as a virtual hypothesis, had 
I sent thee unto them; Dr. § 154. The Mass. tradition is against the 
pointing N' □~=the later 1~~ J;{oh. 66, Est. 74, suggested by Ktin. iii. § 
390 x. It 'has been proposed to read Cl:(J (!Ji Ko.1 ei iLlJ, or to om. ON and 
read N,, 0 6q,cJ.ov, but the text need not be altered.-8. c•pm] Pl. with 
□'l!l, cp'. 21 21, Gen. 4 6!,, Is. 29 ... -pm 1n1'D nt11] i!li Ko., To veiKos o-ov Ko.n,rx6,rw, 
as in v.7 q,1MmK01 confusing n~,;i with ,,,r,i, and taking pm as i'!O!l (so Co. 
Ja.).-9. ,•1::111] i!li ii,a ,ranos=1•1::n; the confusion of , with, is frequent 
in l!li, e.g. ro11 164 1912 21 12 23 3 • 21• (!JiB om. 7m,o •nm, so Co. Ja. Ro. ? 

Vv. 10-15. The prophet's mission: he goes to fulfil it.
Vv. 10• 11 may be understood as a final charge to the prophet. 
He has received his message (28-33), and twice he has been 
warned to look for opposition (23-7 3M); his mission to the 
house of Israel (3 4) is now renewed in the form of a mission 
to the Gola, 310- 11• The vision departs, and the prophet sets 
out, still under the influence of his ecstasy, so that when he 
reaches the chief colony of the exiles he continues for some 
time unable to speak or move, 312 -15_ The repetitions here, 
vv. 4 and 11, 2 4• 5 · 7 and 311, raise the question whether the text 
can be in its original state. Holscher finds three ' sendings,' 
2 3 34• 11 ; he reduces them to one, and accounts for the other 
repetitions in 2 3-316 as also due to successive redactors. But 
it is an exaggeration to speak of three 'sendings ' ; at most there 
are two, vv. 4• 11, the one general, the other particular. Ez. 
himself may have added a sentence here and there to emphasize 
certain points ; the passage can reasonably be explained very 
much as it stands. 
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As he recalled this crisis in his life, the prophet was more 
concerned to give a faithful account of what happened than to 
write a perfectly coherent narrative. He was overwhelmed 
by the vision ; he could not at first realize the nature of his 
task; it needed explanation and his doubts and fears had to 
be met, more than once. The same hesitation, and the same 
divine forbearance, is recorded in the case of Jeremiah (1 4 -10• 
11-19), 'Daniel' (108 -21), and others; cp. Acts 910 -16• In the 
present section v.13 appears to be a later insertion.-Io. all 
my words which I shall speak unto thee] As Kr. points out, the 
commission to prophesy doom (28 -10) must not be interpreted 
too narrowly ; other revelations were to be expected. Cp. 
Acts 2616.-thy heart] In Hebr. psychology the heart is the 
seat, not of the emotions, but of the intelligence (e.g. Is. 610, 

Ps. 9012, Job 3410• 34), and of moral purpose and resolve (e.g. 
1 S. 7a, 1 K. 858· 61).-II. to the Gola, to the sons of thy people] 
The prophet's mission was to the house of Israel generally, v. 4 ; 

but in practice it was necessarily confined to the exiles, his 
fellow-countrymen; the sons of thy people as in 1317 332• 12• 17 • ao 
3718, Dan. 121 (all). The latter may mean the people of Judah 
as distinguished from the people of Israel (2 K. 1733 ) ; but 
this is not certain; both may be included.-thus saith Adonai 
]ahveh] See on 2 4.-whether they will hear etc.] Cp. 25 n.-12. 
and a spirit carried me] Cp. 22 n. Sometimes the divine impulse 
lifted the prophet above the earth, 83 n 24 ; but here the context 
implies (v.14) that he was borne along, still under the influence 
of the ecstasy, so perh. n 1 435 ; the word can have both mean
ings (e.g. 1 K. 1812, Is. 4024 4116 ), and there is no need to cut 
out the phrase here, retaining it only in v.14• Cp. Lk. 45 

&vayayll)v, Hermas Vis. i. 13 Ka), vvwp.,ri p.,E V..a/3Ev Kai a1T~veyK.!v p.,E, 
referring to an exaltation of the spirit, not to a bodily lifting. 
-behind me] Shewing that he had already turned and started 
on his way; hitherto he had been fronting the vision.-the 
noise of a great earthquake] made by the departure of the divine 
throne as it left the ground; cp. v.13 377 3819 • Elsewhere an 
earthquake marks the approach of a theophany, 1 K. 19m·, 
Zech. 14 4f•-Blessed be the glory of]'. from his place] suggests 
an anthem of the heavenly host, but we are not told that it 
was uttered or heard. Can his place by itself (et. Mi. 13 ) mean 
heaven ? The vagueness of the term was understood by the 
Rabbis to imply that God's place is unknown and unapproach
able, Talm. B. ljagiga 13b. The text must be at fault. With 
a slight change, proposed independently by Hitzig and Luzzatto, 
read b•rum for baruk, and tr. when the glory of ]'. rose from its 
place; cp. ro4- l&f. 19 and 128 n. In the morning service of the 
Synagogue the sentence is used at the ~edusha (Prayer Bk. 
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edn. Singer 39).-13. As the text stands, and the noise must be 
governed by and I heard in v.12• The v. seems to be the com
ment of a reader on the noise of a great earthquake v.12, interpreted 
to mean the noise of a great roar, and to refer to the noise made 
by the wings of the Living Creatures (cp. 1 24) touching one 
another, though the word used, lit. causing to kiss, does not 
imply a loud sound. At the end of the v., the words of v.12 
on which the comment was written have been copied into the 
text, along with the comment itself.-14. And a spirit carried 
me] Or, Now a spirit had carried me; but the change in the 
usual narrative form, v.12, may be intended to give variety; 
so prob. rr24• The prophet felt himself to be under Jahveh's 
direct control as he set out to the scene of his future ministry, 
overpowered by what he had seen and heard. For the effect 
produced by the divine spirit see Giesebrecht Die Berujs
begabung d. A.T. Propheten (1897) 146-8; he proposes to om. 
the reference to the spirit in v.12• Cp. 83 n.-and I went bitterly] 
lit. in bitterness (see phil. n.), describing the reaction which 
followed a state of strong excitement ; the fuller form would 
be more intelligible in bitterness of (my) soul as in 27 31, Is. 3815, 

Job 711 101• But the word, though forcible and unusual, is 
not above suspicion; (!]?$ omit it, and many regard it as a 
gloss on the next phrase (Hi. Co. Toy He. Ho.).-in the heat of 
my spirit] Cp. Jer. 611 1517.-and the hand of]'. upon me was 
strong] Elsewhere the hand of]'. produces the ecstasy (1 3 81, 
Is. 811, 2 K. 315), or superhuman strength (1 K. 1846 ) ; here 
it exerts control over mind and body.-15. And I came unto 
the Gola at Tel Abib] Up to this moment, we gather, the prophet 
had been living in an unnamed colony on the banks, or in the 
neighbourhood of the Grand Canal (11); and there he had 
seen the vision. Now, in obedience to the divine command 
{311), he goes to the colony at Tel Abib, the principal seat of 
the exiles (note the elders of Judah, of Israel 81 141 201 • 3); 

apparently this was also beside the river Kebar, if the text be 
right; here he remains and settles in a house, v.24• Tel AMb 
'house of green ears' is merely a Hebrew-sounding form of 
the Bab. til-abubi ' hill of the storm-flood,' a common name 
in Babylonia at all periods, and given to the sand-hills on the 
plain which are thrown up by the action of wind and water; 
see, for instance, Code of }Jammurabi col. xliii. 1. 79 ; prism 
inscr. of Tiglath-pileser i., KB. i. 22, 26, 34 etc. Within a 
radius of five to ten miles E. and N. of Nippur many such 
mounds exist, and have disclosed traces of Jewish settlements. 
A conspicuous mound, about a mile to the E. of the ancient 
bed of the Shatt en-Nil, Hilprecht thinks may be the site of 
Ezekiel's Tel Abib (Explors. in Bible Lands 4rr). For other 
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Bab. place-names of this type cp. Tel Melal), Tel l;larsha Ezr. 2 59 

=Neh. 761 ; Tel' Assar 2 K. 1912=ls. 3712.-that dwelt beside the 
river Ke"bar, and (i.e. namely) who dwelt there] One or other of 
these sentences must be a gloss, though ~ recognizes both. 
The first has been questioned on the ground that it contradicts 
cl. a, which implies that Tel Abtb was at some distance from 
the scene of the vision, cp. v.23 433 ; but the Grand Canal 
flowed for many miles through the country, and, as explained 
above, Ezekiel's earlier dwelling-place (1 1) as well as his later 
were apparently both in the neighbourhood of this great water
course. The second sentence raises more serious objections; 
it is weak both in grammar and sense, and looks like an 
explanatory note ; 2 MSS and £ om. it.-and I sat there seven 
days awe-struck] lit. skewing terror; cp. Ezr. gar.. The prophet 
took time to recover from the prostrating effects of his call; 
cp. Acts 99• No special significance need be found in the 
number seven; in the parallel case 2 Esdr. 1368 it is 'three days.' 

Ch. 3, 12. l/DEtk1] (§B Ka.! ijKov,:ra. •.. Ka.l ijKov,:ra., an accidental repetition; 
cp. in (§ 2028 3226 4018 4728.-111:i] In the old writing :i and o might 
easily be confused. Geiger Urschrift 318, thinks that 11,:i was deliber
ately altered to 011:i to avoid the mention of God as ' rising ' ; but such 
an alteration is more recondite than the other instances which Geiger 
quotes. To make sense (§A inserts "Jwy&11rw11, .iS saying (as elsewhere 
in .iS, e.g. 302 362., see Co. 150).-13. ~1p1] (!Ji, Ka.! Wov q,wvf//1, so ii.I!; 
pro b. a corruption of Ka., !oo6.-n1p•t1>0] (!Ji, Trnpv,:r,:roµ,l vwv flapping ; see 
123 n.-14. io] For the adverbial accus. cp. 2730, Is. 337, Zeph. r 14 (?). 
(§B.jS om. ; but (§AQ µ,erlwpos (so El!) ? =□") or 0110, cp. (§ 1018• 19 1723, 

though perh. introduced from v.15• Ja. after Hi. treats ,o as part of 
•111, ,o:i, which was intended to be a correction of •mi non:i. The latter 
is iv opµ,fi r. 1rv. µ,ov in (§, cp. 2342 j1DM rl.pµ,ovia., 2711 MDm Bpµ,os, the Hebr. 
word being both transliterated and made intelligible in Gk. ; Thackeray 
Gramm. of O.T. in Gk. 38. Ho. regards v.140 as an interpolation, on 
the ground that the opening words repeat v.12 (but see above), and 
that m, is used with a different sense in the two halves of the v. ; but 
what other word was available ?-15. :l':lk ~] l!Ji,, not recognizing the 
pr. n., renders µ,erlwpos Ka.I 1rep,fiMov, connecting with M~n (cp. Kpeµ,6,,:rw 
1723 ',,',n) and :i:10.-1:i'i ',k o•:iEt'M] Sometimes ~N occurs after vbs. not 
implying motion, in the sense of at, by, see 2 6 n.; in these cases 
~N need not be a substitute for ',y, as (§m; take it here. The ptcp. 
is separated from its subj. rather awkwardly by the intervention of 
:l')N 'm, and some would om. the latter, but without sufficient reason.
DEt □ ':lll'l' .io,, it1>t1l] Kt. ; (!Ji, -rous 5vra.s t!KeZ= □W MOM iEtN, The Q. :i;i~J is 
impossible, though adopted by m: n•ni, and I settled, '.ET et sedi ubi illi 
sedebant (a double rendering). For 1 in "!EtNl=namely, introducing a 
gloss, cp. Is. 17 8 ; G-K. § 154 note.-□ 'l;l!fl;l] The Hif. is inwardly transitive; 
see G-K. § 53 d and § 67 cc. Some would point □P.WJ? Poel ptcp. intrans. 
appalled, as in Ezr. g3f,, Job 21•. (!Ji, has rl.va,,:r-rpeq,oµ,evo~, the usnal rend. 
of :i1Et, but this is inconsistent with the foregoing iKall<,:ra,. The later 
recensions give 'A 1,peµ,a1wv, 2: &,8'1/µ.ovCw, 0 Oa.vµ,a1wv. '.ET moerens. 

Ch. 3, 16a. The date of the symbolic acts in chs. 4 and 5. 
Two insertions, vv. 16b-21 and 22-27. At the end of the seven 
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days' stupor the prophet receives a command to perform the 
thr(le symbols, 41 •3- 8 -17 51-4, predicting the siege of Jerusalem, 
the hardships it will bring, the destruction and scattering of 
the inhabitants. With this message of doom the First Period 
of Ez.'s ministry begins. V. 16a, we must suppose, originally 
led up to 4 1:11. ; the connexion has been broken by the two 
insertions, vv. 16b· 21 and 22 · 27 • In the middle of v. 16 the 
Massoretic text has a space (pislJ,ci), to shew that the context 
is interrupted at this point. Vv. 16b· 21, which repeat, sometimes 
verbatim, the language of 337 •9, and add nothing essential to 
the thought, have been inserted here with the object, it would 
seem, of stating at the outset a conception of the prophet's 
task which was not realized till a later stage. Where the two 
passages are compared, vv. 16b· 21 appear to be the less original; 
they do not spring naturally out of their context, and they 
expand the terms of 337 •9 in a way which suggests the hand of 
an editor. Vv. 22 · 27 can only be made intelligible if they are 
connected with 44• 5• 8, and then with 2426• 27 3322• 23 ; like 
vv. 16b- 21 they belong to the end of the First Period. They 
have been inserted here by the editor who understood the 
symbol of the exile in 4 4• 5 • 8 to refer to the siege of Jerusalem, 
and so grouped it wrongly with the three symbols at the 
beginning of the First Period. It was the same editor who 
broke the connexion between 2426• 27 and 3321. 22 by inserting 
the prophecies on Foreign Nations, chs. 25-32. This clue to 
the perplexities of 316-5 4 was first suggested by Rothstein 
Comment. 877 ff., 935 f. ; it has been worked out by Sellin 
Gesch. ii. 39 ff., and adopted by Eissfeldt Einl. 419. See 
Introduction p. xix.-17.=337• I have appointed thee a watch
man] Cp.-33 2• 6, 1 S. 1416, 2 S. 1334 ; and fig. of the prophets, 
Jer. 617, Is. 5610• The designation implies that the prophet is 
charged not only with a message to the nation, but with the duty 
of warning individuals. This conception of the office, first met 
with in Jer. l.c., was specially impressed upon Ez.; it corresponds 
with the doctrine which he expounds in eh. 18. 1J here and in 337 

renders 'speculatorem dedi te.' *-18.=338 • and thou hast not 
warned him, nor spoken to warn the wicked man from his wicked 
way] The text has been filled out by the doubling of warn and 
wicked. Originally perhaps it ran as in 338 and thou hast not 
spoken to warn the wicked man from his way ; ('Ii and .$ om. 
some of the tautology. These verbal additions may be due 
to scribes or readers; they do not look like the expansions 
in vv.20 - 21, which come rather from the editor who introduced 

* The phrase is applied to St. Hilary of Arles when he was made a 
bishop: ' speculatoris suscepit officium,' says his biographer. Vita 
Hilarii viii. II (PL. 1. 1229). 
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the fragment of eh. 33.-to cause Mm to live] Not in 338 ; a 
scribal addition.-he, wicked man, shall die because of his iniquity] 
So 338 ; but ($- implies a better reading, that wicked man etc. 
Tr. because of rather than in: this seems to be required by 
1817 'because of the iniquity of his father,' 224 'because of thy 
blood'; tr. similarly in v.19 1818 338• 9 ; cp. 417 n.-19.=339 

with the addition of from his wickedness and . . . wicked. 
In cl. b, though ($-'s reading is preferred by some, the text of 
;ilEl has the support of 339.-20. The case of the righteous man 
who turns apostate: if he has received no warning he shall die, 
and the prophet shall be held responsible. An elaborated 
form of 3313• 18.-and he commits injustice] The expression occurs 
again in chs. 18 and 33, elsewhere only in Lev. 1916 • B5, Dt. 2510. 

-and I put a stumbling-block before him] The righteous man 
has turned apostate, and Jahveh puts occasions of stumbling in 
his way, not to test his loyalty-he has gone too far for that
but to bring about his fall and punishment. The severity of 
God's justice was always uppermost in the prophet's mind. We 
may find the idea contained in the text harsh and repellent: 
but it was not the time to dwell upon other aspects of the divine 
Nature. Cp. above p. 44 and 2026 n. ; and the conception of 
judgement in St. John's Gospel, 939• The stumbling-blocks 
are specified in 719 (money), 143 (idolatry), 1830 (immoral 
conduct), 4412 (worship at the high places).-and his righteous 
acts which he hath done shall not be remembered] So 1824 3313 

similarly, but without which he hath done, om. by (lliB here.-
21. Three cases have been put, vv. 18• 19• 20 ; now comes a fourth. 
Strictly, the counter-statement to v.20 should be : if the erring 
righteous has been warned and yet sins, he shall die, and the 
prophet shall not be held responsible. Instead of this, another 
possibility is suggested : if the erring righteous has been warned 
and he sins no more, he shall live, and the prophet shall not be 
held responsible. There is no equivalent to this in chs. 18 and 
33.----if thou hast warned him, the righteous man] An improbable 
construction; read with Vrs. if thou hast warned the righteous man. 
-that the righteous man sin not] The word righteous man has 
slipped out of its proper place ; rd. with (!Ii- that he sin not, the 
righteous man shall surely live. The rest of the v. may be 
rendered lit. for (in that case) he will have been warned, and thou 
wilt have delivered thy soul. The responsibility of the watchman 
is emphasized here more strongly than in 331 •9 ; in eh. 18 it is not 
mentioned. 

Ch. 3, 16. •;,., , .. ':1'1] The sequence betrays a disturbanc~ of the original 
narrative; Ez. normally writes n•n ... ,.,,, 261 +five times, cp. 1 1 n. 
The second w, is not in (!Ji'; .S:.=n•n.-17. n,nm, •.. n)IC11'1] A virtual 
hypothesis, cp. 716 1810-u 33s 391•; Dr. § 149.-18, mini,, K~l] anticipate$ 
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', i•i'Ttn~ n,::i, ic'n, and one or other must be an addition ; (!Ji.$ recognizes 
both; the parallel in 338 shews that ,n,m:, 11',1 is the added phrase. 
Again i'TJIW111 ,:i,,r.i l/171 can hardly be right ; l!liIL.$ om. :i)lll/1:i, which does 
not appear in 338• Before ,:i,,r.i eJi inserts rl1rorrrp'1pa,=Jiro, (cp. v.H), 
merely, perhaps, to make the sense clear (Co. 101). After n)lro;:, comes 
a further addition, not in 338, \ni•r:i7 in eJi roiJ Nrra,=in\•i;i~. The fem. of 
l/l!'i only here and v.10.-lllll, 11111] So 338 ; the second word must be 
epexegetical of the first, a questionable piece of grammar. (!Ji a 11.voµai 
i!Ke'ivas, in 338 avros o 11.voµ,os i.e. 111:,,, l/1!11:-r, cp. v.19 l!li.-lllJl:l] For the 
causal sense of the prep. cp. further Lev. 2639, Dt. 2416, Jer. 31 80.-

19. 11111 11J!rtli,, ,:i,,01 1)11!'11:l] The parallel 33• shews that ', wro,r.i and n)lllli:, 
are additions. (!Ji recognizes them, however, reading rl1ro rfis dvoµlas avroD 
Kai ri/s boov, o 11.voµ,os i!Kei'vos ,c.r.~. =111:,n )lllli:i i;,i,,01 iyro,r.i; but this makes 
cl. a end rather weakly.-20. ,,rov1 ... :iiro::i] For the constrn. cp. 516 

1216 138 1828• 
24

• 
26 3927 438 etc.; Dr. § u8.-1pi¥t:1] In Ez. PJ~ only again 

in 4510, and with a special meaning; rd. inRll!Q as in 1824 3318 , the form 
proper to this coi:mexion. l!li implies this, rl1r/J rwv 01Kato<1vvwv aorav.
mp,~ 11:im 11':>1] Kt. sg., Q. pl. agreeing with the pl. vb. .$ reads both 
vb. and noun as sg. For the Kt. cp. 1824 3313 ; but Q. righteous acts 
is to be preferred ; the pl. denotes the acts which carry out the idea 
of the sg., G-K. § 124/. Cp. Is. 646 , Jer. 5110 (of man}; Jud. 511, 1 S. 127 

(of God).-21. p•,~ 1n,11m] The noun identifies the allusion made by the 
su:ff.; cp. ro 3 11''11:-r 111:i:i 144 342 3719 447 ; but in most of these cases the 
text is uncertain, and the explanatory noun has been inserted. Kon. 
iii. § 340 n. The Vrs. read p•,¥ J;llt11cl--P'1¥ 11!:ln •n':>:i':>J eJiIL.$ transfer p•,~ 
to cl. b; thus eJi ,I lllKa,os twii Nrrern1=:-r•n• 1'n p•ii.. £ om. ,,n and it has 
been proposed to rd. n•n• 111;,:, P'1¥11 (cp. v.19 l!li) ; but n•n• 1•n is a standing 
phrase in this context, 189• 17• 19, 21• 28 3313. 15f-.-n',i.:, ... ,mi •:i] For 
pf. =fut. pf. after •:i cp. 1 S. 1410 2022 ; Dr. § 17. 

Vv. 22-27. The text as it stands raises insuperable difficul
ties: v. 25 seems to be a variant of 48 ; v. 28 contradicts v. 27 ; v. 27 

I will open thy mouth must be related in some way with 24 28• 27 

33 21• 22, probably as an editorial connecting link. The prophet 
is told to shut himself up in his house, and to enact in dumb 
show the duration of the exile, which will last so long as he lies 
bound upon his side, each day counting as a year. When the 
news of Jerusalem's fall arrives he will be set free; he will no 
longer be a reprover, as he had been since his call. The episode 
thus belongs to the close of the First Period of Ez.'s ministry; 
in the Second, his prophecies deal with restoration and the ideal 
future. The entire passage, according to the solution proposed 
above, originally stood in the following order: 3 22 • 24 44• 

6
• 

8 3 26 

2426• 27 33 21• 22.-22. the hand of Jahveh came upon me there] 
<!ti: om. there ; probably it is no part of the original text, but a 
harmonizing addition.-go forth to the valley] the wide plain of 
Babylonia, with mountains in the distance. This is the proper 
meaning of bil/d, cp. Gen. n 2, Josh. n 17 ; other words, such 
as gai' or 'emet, are used for a valley among the mountains. 
Ez. distinguishes the visions in the valley-plain (8' 3711·) from 
bis inaugural vision beside the river Rebar (v. 23 r 1ff, ro15• 20• 2:i 
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43s).-23. Alone and in the open country he sees again the 
glory of J ahveh standing, i.e. the manifestation of the divine 
Presence in light and splendour ; cp. 1 28 n. This time it was 
the glory only, as in 93 104 43 2:f'f-, apart from the throne and 
its accompaniments.-and I fell upon my face] Cp. 1

28
• It 

is difficult to say whether these acts, the going forth, the fall
ing down, the standing up again, took place in the body or 
in the spirit. Probably all such movements are to be under
stood as visionary, at any rate where it is said that the spirit 
of Jahveh came upon the prophet; he fell into a trance, and his 
actions occurred in that condition, as here and in eh. 1.-24. And 
a spirit etc.] See on 21. 2.-shut thyself within thy house] The 
public ministry of the prophet is suspended ; he is to carry out 
the symbol in private.-25. they shall put cords upon thee and 
bind thee] The subject is the people, as the context implies; 
but no definite acts of hostility are recorded in the Book. The 
v. is a mistaken form of 48, where it is Jahveh who binds on the 
cords.-26. I will cause thy tongue to cleave to thy gums] A figure 
for speechlessness, as in Job 2910, Ps. 1376 ; cp. Ps. 2216 [151, 

Lam. 44.-and thou shalt not be a reprover unto them] At his call 
he had been charged with the task of denunciation, vv. 4 -9, cp. 
Am. 510, Is. 2921 ; that task is now suspended while he carries 
out the symbol of the exile during the days indicated in 44• 5• 8• 

-for they are a rebellious house] The hardened wickedness of 
the people makes punishment inevitable.-27. This v. seems to 
be an attempt to relieve the difficulty raised by vv. 25 - 26• Some 
reader wished to point out that the speechlessness was inter
mittent only, and broken off whenever I speak with thee; other
wise how could the prophet have uttered the speeches which 
belong to the next seven years? But the reader's difficulty 
vanishes when we recognize that vv. 25• 26 belonged originally 
to the end of the first seven years of Ez.'s ministry, and not 
to the present context. Note that the repetition of the rebellious 
house comes unexpectedly after v. 26 has brought the indict
ment to an end.-He that heareth let him hear etc.] The prophet's 
word will tend to confirm men in their attitude, whether of 
obedience or of neglect; see 2 5 n., and cp. Dan. 1210, Rev. 2211. 

Various attempts have been made to solve the problems of 
this eh. One in particular deserves notice. In the Theol. 
Stud. u. Krit. for 1877, pp. 391 ff., Klostermann tried to show 
that Ez.'s speechlessness (325• 26 ), his seven days' stupefaction 
(315), his falling to the ground (128 323), his prolonged rigidity 
(44 -8), were all symptoms of an organic nervous disease, which 
Klostermann calls catalepsy, though physicians have now 
abandoned the use of the term. At first sight the argument 
looks plausible ; yet even on Klostermann's own grounds of 
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medical science, it is open to the objection that an organic 
disease of this kind would be inconsistent with the spiritual and 
intellectual elevation of such a man as Ezekiel. His experi
ences, in fact, belong to the region of psychology, not of 
pathology. Like other prophets, and to an unusual degree, 
he possessed a temperament keenly sensitive to the influences 
of the unseen world, which rendered him liable, in moments 
of heightened meditation, to lose his ordinary consciousness 
and pass into a state of ecstasy. Such a state, however, was 
brought on by activity of the spirit rather than by bodily 
disease. No doubt it was accompanied by outward mani
festations;* but the speechlessness referred to in v.26, so far 
from being the pathological condition known as aphasia, 
indicates under a figure the suspension of his liberty of utter
ance; and similarly, the opening of the mouth v.27 represents, 
not the healing of his organs, but free, unhindered speech, as it 
means elsewhere, I663 2427 2921 ; cp. 1 S. 21• 

Holscher (58 ff.) takes the view that vv.16b- 22 -26, with the 
possible exception of v.24b· 'go shut thyself within they house,' 
come from the redactor who planned the Book in its present 
form, and invented the episode of Ez.'s dumbness in order that 
a period of literal silence might be followed by a period of free 
utterance, and that in this way a place might be found in the 
Book for the prophecies of restoration, chs. 34-37. If such 
were the redactor's purpose he did not set about it in a very 
obvious fashion. But there is no need to resort to any such 
tortuous explanation, nor does Holscher support it by any 
convincing evidence. Dumbness, as shewn above, means 
abstaining from the prophetic task of being a reprover ; and it 
may be admitted that Ez.'s own prophecies have been ex
panded and altered by later hands, e.g. in chs. 8-11, without 
assigning the greater part of the Book to an imaginary collector 
of anonymous prophecies ; cp. above p. 35. 

Ch. 3, 22.- ,tiitt] = ;i1;1~. see 21 n.-23. i1JJ::i] er; K11llws 715p11,m Kill K11llws 71 06~11, 
an exegetical addition; cp. in '1!r 22 9• 258 2813 3118 43•.-25. 1lN] Prophetic 
pf., here beginning a description of the future; Dr. § 14 a. The subj. 
of this and the next vb. is the exiles, understood from the context, and 
referred to in c::iinJ. e!il:T imply llN, The Eth. Version reads both vbs. 
in the rnt pers., probably on the analogy of 48 ; but there is ,no support 
for this in the textual tradition, though some adopt the readmg.-71,c111J 
The Vrs. render the pl. as if the subj. were 'the heavenly powers.'
□JinJ] '1!r fK µitFov alrrwv, perh. confusing J with o; cp. in '1!r 2733 ~vpes ( =n~i.o) 
for MNl,J, 4417 482•.-26. 7Jn 'iN jJ'iJNJ '1!r (FVV07JUW, paraphrasmg.-nO~Nl1] 
Dr.§ 104. 

* For the activity of the characteristic sort ~f co~sciou~~ess which 
takes place in mystical experiences see the note 1n Kirk Vision of Golf 
(1931) 197 f. . . 
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b. PROPHECIES IN ACT, 41-517• 

In the present text there are five: a, the prophet mimics the 
siege of a city, 41 - 3 ; [b, he lies bound for a long time, first on one 
side, then on the other, vv. 4 -5 • 8] ; c, he eats coarse and scanty 
food, vv.9 -11 ; d, he is told to eat food cooked in an unclean 
way, vv.12 -15 ; e, he shaves his head and beard, and treats 
the hairs significantly, 51 - 4_ Each of these symbolic acts is 
explained: thus a represents the siege of Jerusalem, 41b, 7 

55 -10 ; b, the exile of Israel and of Judah, 45b, 68 ; c, the 
scarcity during the siege, vv.16• 17 ; [d, the pollution incurred 
by the exile, v.13] ; e, the destruction of the ungodly, their 
dispersion, and the judgement which will pursue them, 511 -16• 

This analysis shews that the text has undergone alteration 
or enlargement. The symbols of the siege and its consequences, 
a, c, e, are interrupted by the symbols of the exile, b, d ; 41 

belongs naturally to vv.1 • 3, and vv.16 • 17 to vv. 9 -11• Various 
attempts have been made to recover the original form of the 
narrative. Cornill rightly distinguishes the symbols of the 
siege from those of the exile, but his re-arrangement of the 
text on the basis of this distinction is too arbitrary to be con
vincing. Kraetzschmar finds parallel versions in vv.10• 11• 16• 17 

and vv.9 • 12 -15, though scarcity, one would think, could hardly 
be regarded as an alternative to uncleanness ; he shews that 
v.7 belongs to vv.1 - 3, and detects a metrical form in the vv. 
mentioned. Herrmann proposes a more intricate theory. He 
believes that the symbols in 41 - 3• 4 -s. 7• 8, in vv.9• 12 -15, and in 
51 • 2-three in all-originally referred to the siege of Jerusalem. 
Then, at a later stage, the prophet adapted these symbols to 
the actual course of events, and introduced allusions to the 
exile by inserting the left (side) in 44, and including Judah by 
the addition of vv. 6• 9b ; further, the eating of mixed grains, 
due to the hardships of the siege, vv.1or. iar., was converted into 
a sign of the defilement caused by the exile, v.13, and made 
a definitely unclean act by vv.12 -15, In this way the three 
original symbols were increased to five when the siege of 
Jerusalem was followed by the exile of Judah. Holscher 
arrives at a similar result by a more direct method. Starting 
from 324, he finds the original text in 41 • 2• 9a. io. 11 51. 2, which 
turn out to be a poem of three strophes, each containing eight 
lines of three beats ; this is all that can be assigned to Ez., 
and it refers only to the siege ; the symbols of the exile and of 
the defilement caused by it (44 -6 · 8 • 13) were added later. So 
was 5a, 4 : the last symbol (51. 2 ) has been enlarged so as to 
apply to the godless members of the community, such as we 
read of in Malachi and Third Isaiah. 

4 
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The view adopted here is that the symbol of the exile, b, 
was enacted while the prophet lay bound in his house, 326• 26 ; 
it has nothing to do with the symbols of the siege, a, c, e, and 
belongs to a different and later period ; the numbers of the 
days=years in 46b- 9b were added by a reader who wished to 
make definite what the original text had not defined; 412 -15 

has been turned into a symbol of the exile by the insertion of 
v. 13• Originally, therefore, three symbols only were described 
here, and all three portray the severity of the siege and its 
consequences. 

Ch. 41 I-3. The prophet mimics the siege of a city. Else
where Ez. makes use of symbolic actions to enforce his message, 
e.g. 611 123 •12 2416 •24 3716 •20 ; and other prophets did the same, 
e.g. I K. nao:tt. 2211, Is. 202•4, Jer. 131-u 1911I. 2721I. 2810-14 

35 21I., Acts 186 21101·; in some cases, perhaps, these actions may 
have been intended to produce upon persons at a distance the 
effect of sympathetic magic, e.g. 2 K. 316 1316ff·, Jer. 25161!·; 
the curse was supposed to exert a similar influence ; so Sellin 
Gesch. ii. 36. Usually Ez.'s actions were performed in the 
presence of onlookers ; at other times they took place only 
in the prophet's imagination or vision, as perhaps 3716 - 20, 
and Jer. 25 15t1., Zech. 117 - 14• Here the dialogue in vv. 18 -16 

suggests that the prophet was in a state of trance when he 
heard and answered the divine voice ; and we may suppose 
that he remained in this condition while he performed the 
actions described. 1. And thou, son of man] The formula 
introduces a new topic (26 n.), of which the sub-divisions are 
marked by and thou vv. 3 • 4• 9.-a flat brick or tile] of soft, 
kneaded clay, on which the Babylonians drew their plans 
and maps; see illustrations in Toy Ezek. rno f. The Hebr. 
word l•bhena=' brick' or 'pavement' (Ex. 2410) may be 
borrowed from the Bab. libittu pl. libndte, with the same mean
ings.-and portray upon it a city] Cp. 2314 of figures portrayed 
upon a wall. Probably it was the ground-plan, not the model, 
of a city which Ez. was told to represent. The drawing and 
writing on the clay would be done with a triangular-pointed 
stylus, usually of wood ; a unique specimen in bone from 
Kish is now in the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford.-Jerusalem] 
Appended to the indefinite city in a way which suggests an 
early explanatory addition.-2. and set siege-works against it, 
and build a rampart against it, and throw up a mound against it] 
All prob. delineated on the plan rather than modelled in clay. 
For these operations cp. Dt. 2020, Mic. 414, Is. 293 (siege-works) ; 
eh. 1717 2127 268 (rampart, mound). The rampart was used for 
the wheeled towers, from which the breakers were worked, and 
archers shot arrows and stones ; the mound, of earth thrown up 
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(lit. poured, 2 S. 2015, 2 K. 1932) out of baskets, connected the 
rampart with the city walls, Jer. 3224• Assyrian bas-reliefs 
shew in vigorous detail how a siege was carried on ; see illustra
tions in Toy IOI f.; Gressmann Texte u. Bilder2 ii. Abb. 132, 
134.-and set breakers against it] Beams shod with blunt iron 
points or spear-heads, see Meissner Bab. u. Ass. i. 108 ff. ; the 
word occurs only again in 2127 ; in form it is identical with a 
Hehr. word for lambs, but it comes from a different root=dig 
through. The Assyrians did not use arietes; 1J was no doubt 
thinking of the Roman battering-rams ; one is represented on 
the arch of Sept. Severus at Rome, A.D. 203. Qli- gives /3£Aoa-raaw; 
i.e. batteries where catapults were stationed, « outlook-posts 
(or -men). Qli-'s rendering of this v. should be compared with 
Lk. 1943.-3. a plate of iron] The saucer-shaped pan or griddle 
used for baking, a household utensil which would be close at 
hand. The cake-offerings of the min?i,d were prepared on it, 
Lev. 2 6 614 79 (all).-and thou shalt set it as a wall of iron between 
thee and the city] The meaning of the symbol is not at once 
clear. The plate of iron may stand for the fortifications or 
walls set up between the besieging host and the city (Rashi 
etc.), and thus denote the iron severity of the siege; or it may 
be intended for the invincible barrier between God and His 
city erected by the people's sin, cp. Is. 592 (Ibn Ezra etc.).
and thou shalt settle thy face against it] i.e. against the city. 
The phrase set thy face occurs frequently in Ez. (62 etc.) with 
a hostile sense ; but here the word is stronger, settle, fix. The 
prophet acts the part of Jahveh, and besieges Jerusalem with 
a fixed determination which nothing can break down, as though 
an iron wall surrounded the city. The iron plate, therefore, 
seems to represent the severity of the siege : it becomes a 
symbol to the house of Israel. The barrier of sin does not 
strictly fit the context.-and it shall be in the (state of) siege, and 
thou shalt besiege it] i.e. the city. The language is redundant 
and inexact; the word which in v. 2=siege-works, here and in 
vv.7• 8 52=siege; be in the (state of) siege is a weakened form of 
enter into the (state of) siege, 2 K. 2410 252• As so often in this 
Book, the question arises, whether Ez. himself is responsible 
for these faults of style, or whether they are to be put down to 
his editors. Holscher takes the latter view, and very likely 
he is right.-the house of Israel] means the nation as a whole, 
except in vv. 4 •6 and 3716, where the context makes a distinction 
between the N. Kingdom and Judah. See Introduction, p. xxiii. 

Vv. 4-8. The duration of the exile.-Originally, we 
are to suppose, these vv. stood between 324 and 26• And do 
thou lie upon thy left side] The left indicates the North, i.e. 
Ephraim, the Northern Kingdom of Israel; see 1646, and 
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cp. Gen. 1415, Josh. 1921 .-and set the iniquity of the house of 
Israel upon it] i.e. upon the left side. What can this mean? 
Elsewhere, as at the end of this v., and in vv. 5 • 6, the phrase 
is bear the iniquity; and so Co. Toy would read here, om. upon 
it. Closer to the traditional text is Wellhausen's suggestion 
(in Sm.) to read and I will set ... upon thee; so Kr. Ro. 
Sellin, no doubt rightly. The Hehr. 'awon is used both for 
iniquity, e.g. 719 148• 4• 7, and for the punishment of iniquity, 
e.g. Gen. 413, Is. 402 ; and to bear 'awon means either to bear 
punishment for one's own iniquity e.g. eh. 1410 4410. 12 (cp. 
1668), or for the iniquity of others as in this and the following 
vv., also in P, e.g. Lev. ro17 1622, Num. 3016 r151_ A significant 
parallel to the usage here occurs in Is. 5312 he bare the sin i.e. 
the consequences of the sin of many. See further Driver 
LOT. 9 50. For the understanding of the symbol it is im
portant to see that the reference is not to the period of Israel's 
sinning (Ra. 1}:im. and Jews*), but to the period during which 
Israel undergoes punishment for sin.-the house of Israel] i.e. 
the whole nation, see on v. 3. After (for) the number of the days 
(!jjB has an addition (om. in a few cursives and edns.) a hundred 
and fifty+days cod.A. We need not suppose that this was 
originally in Ji;!; it seems rather to be a calculation inserted 
by a Gk. scribe, and obtained by subtracting the 40 years of 
Judah's captivity (v.6) from the total 190 (Qii v. 6).-5. And I 
assign to thee the years of their iniquity] The prophet is not told 
how long the exile is to last, but how long he is to suffer for 
Israel's guilt. Some student of prophecy, however, was 
tempted to supply exact figures, and to distinguish between 
the exile of Israel and the exile of Judah (v. 5). Accordingly 
he inserted three hundred and ninety days, so m'..S1J. It is 
incredible that any man could lie prostrate on one side for such 
a length of time and retain his senses. In India, as is well 
known, Hindu ascetics perform astonishing feats of self-torture 
and endurance t ; but the analogy carries little weight, for Ez. 
was not a mentally deranged fakir. Still, the annotator's 
390 days=years (v.6) has to be accounted for. Assuming, as 
the whole description suggests, that the reference is to the exile, 
we notice that the number in v.9b represents the entire period; 
and since elsewhere the restoration of Israel and Judah is 
imagined as taking place simultaneously (16 53 3610 37161·, 

Jer. 318), the 390 years must include the 40 years of Judah's 
exile (v.6 2911) ; i.e. 390=350 for Israel+40 for Judah. But 
what can be the starting-point of this reckoning ? Israel was 

* ' God chastised Ezekiel in order to wipe away the sins of Israel,' 
TB. San. 39a. 

t See J.C. Oman Mystics, Ascetics, and Saints of India (1903) eh. ix. 
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not in captivity for 390 years, or for 350 years before Judah. 
From the fall of Samaria in 722 B.c. to the fall of Jerusalem 
in 586 B.C. was 136 years ; on this reckoning, therefore, :flllt 
is clearly wrong. (!Ji has 190 both here and in v.9b, a more 
reasonable figure. If the starting-point was the deportation 
by Tiglathpileser in 734 B.C. during the reign of Pe).{al). 
(2 K. 15 29), and if Ez. was writing in 593 B.c., the year of his 
call, the interval amounts to 141 ; in round numbers 150 years 
of Israel's captivity were gone, 40 years for Judah were still 
to come. On these assumptions we can account for (!!i's figure; 

· at any rate it is intelligible : why, then, was it altered to 390 in 
:flllt ? Perhaps some scribe, thinking that the whole period 
referred to Israel's sinning (see on v. 4), felt it to be more appro
priate to count the guilt of the Northern Kingdom from the 
time when the breach took place under Rehoboam, c. 890 B.c. ; 
from that date to 586 B.c., according to the chronology of the 
Books of Kings, was 394½ years, or 390 in round numbers. 
It will be noticed that :flllt's figure implies a date after the fall 
of Jerusalem 586 B.c., and not the year of Ez.'s call 593 B.c., 
as we should gather from the context. Herrmann gives up 
the number altogether, and believes that vv. 4 •6 originally 
continued vv. 1 - 3 : 'Jerusalem will be besieged for ... days, 
corresponding to the years of the house of Israel's i.e. judah's 
guilt'; everything outside this theme comes from the hand 
-probably Ez.'s own-which adapted the symbolism of the 
siege to fit the exile ; traces of the adaptation can be discovered 
in vv. 4 (the left inserted) 6 • 9b. 13• Holscher regards the sym
bolism of the exile and all connected with it, i.e. vv.12 -15 53 -43., 

as the invention of a much later age. The view adopted here 
is that the symbol of the exile belongs to the description in 
3 24, and was followed by 326 2426• 27 3321 • 22.-6. thou shalt 
lie upon thy right side a second time] i.e. towards the South, 
cp. 1646 471• 2, Ps. 8913 c12.1. The word a second time, om. by 
(!Ji£, is superfluous and evidently a gloss ; in fact the whole 
of this v. must be regarded as secondary, and part of the 
intruded comment.-forty days, each day for a year] Forty years, 
obviously a round number, seems to have been equivalent to 
a generation, the traditional period of the wandering in the 
wilderness (Am. 2 10 525 ; so in D and P, e.g. Dt. r 3 P, 27, 

Num. 14 aar. P), during which an entire generation died out. 
It is possible that Ez. himself added at a later time the forty 
days for Judah (so Herrm. Sellin) ; at any rate he forecasts a 
similar period for the punishment of Egypt, 29llf. Ez.'s calcula
tion is often supposed to be inconsistent with the seventy years 
mentioned in Jer. 25llf, 2910 ; but Jeremiah is referring, not to 
the exile, but to the period of Babylonian supremacy in Syria, 
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609-538 B.c. Strictly, the exile of Judah may be said to have 
lasted 59 years from the first captivity, or 48 years from the 
second, 597 or 586-538 B.c. Here for the first time occurs the 
pregnant use of a day for a year; it was adopted by P, Num. I434 ; 

and this veiled method of counting prophetic periods was 
carried further by the apocalyptic writers, e.g. one week= 
seven years, Dan. 924• 27 • See Box Ezra-Apoc. II5 f.-do I 
assign it to thee] Cp. v. 6• It must refer to the iniquity of Judah ; 
but the pron. is not recognized by ~.SJJ, and should be omitted. 
-7. This v. has been thrust out of place by the insertion of 
vv. 4 "6 ; it belongs to the symbol of the siege, vv.1 •3 • The 
prophet is to fix his face, as in v. 3, and prepare for action with 
bared arm, his outer garment being removed, like a warrior 
stripped for the fight, cp. Is. 5210• And not only by act, but 
by word also he is to threaten the city ; from this eh. to the 
end of eh. 24 denunciation forms the burden of his prophesying. 
Clearly this symbol implies that he is not reduced to silence ; 
see 3 26 n.-8. And behold, I put cords upon thee] The original 
form of 326, where the binding is attributed to the people. 
The binding by J ahveh must, of course, be visionary ; on the 
other hand we can imagine that the symbol was literally per
formed. It is possible that both interpretations are to be 
combined: what he had experienced in vision the prophet 
carried out in act.----until thou have finished the days of thy siege] 
Some MSS and edns. read the plur., which :f>:iml;li explains as 
referring to the sieges of Samaria and of Jerusalem; but the 
plur. form is merely due to accident or misunderstanding. 
The word is the same as in vv. 2• 3• 52 ; but the meaning siege 
does not agree with the symbol of the exile. Etymologically 
we might render binding (so Siegfr. Be. Ho.), though the word 
is never actually used in that sense; perhaps it has been 
substituted for a different word conveying the sense of restraint, 
bondage.-9-1 I. Second symbol of the siege : coarse and 
scanty food. The prophet is told to make bread of mixed 
grains, wheat, barley, beans, lentils, millet, spelt. This has 
been understood to involve ceremonial uncleanness ; but 
the law against unnatural mixtures, Dt. 229 •11, Lev. Ig19, 

contains no such prohibition, nor does the Mishnaic tract 
Kil'iiyim, which deals with the subject. Jewish commenta
tors would have been quick to recognb:e an infringement of 
the law; but lbn Ezr., :f>:im., Abarbanel, explain the strange 
mixture as indicating the hardships of the siege : hunger 
would drive the people to live on food not usually eaten in 
this way or cooked in one vessel. V.9a belongs to the series 
vv.1 • 3• 7• Four out of the six kinds of grain are mentioned 
in 2 S. I7 28 ; millet only here ; spelt (Ex. 932, Is. 28 25) is a 
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cereal very like wheat, and used for bread (Dillmann on 
Ex. 932, Nowack Hebr. Arch. i. 111 n.). For lentils cp. Gen. 253 4, 

z S. 2311.-9b. The reference to lying on one side for 390 (($-
190) days does not belong to cl. a ; probably it was introduced 
as a later interpretation ; see on v. 6• Herrm. thinks it 
significant that the allusion here to the 390 days of vv. 4• 6 

makes no mention of the second period of 40 days for Judah, 
v.6 ; the latter, therefore, must have been inserted after the 
addition of vv. 4• 5.-Io. The food is to be not merely coarse but 
scanty, twenty she'IJ,els a day. Taking the she].-:el as=c. 224 grains 
by the heavy Phoenician standard (cp. 45 12 n.), this would 
amount to a little over 9 oz. In England, during the Great War, 
the ration of staple foods for men on sedentary work was 10,¥- oz. ; 
Times, 30 Jan. 1918.-at stated times thou shalt eat it] So v.11; 
i.e. at a certain time on one day and at the corresponding time 
on the next. The phrase only again in I C. 926, prob. in the 
same sense, which is that found in the Talm., and given by 
Jewish interpreters, who explain that the food was to be eaten, 
not twice in the day, but once in the twenty-four hours (J.{im.). 
RV.'s from time to time is not in accordance with Hehr. usage.
II. The allowance of water was to be equally scanty: a sixth 
part of a kin. The Mn (($- d'v, but xov, Lev. 1936 ) was a liquid 
measure=c. 1½ gallons, so that one-sixth=c. 2 pints. Josephus 
Ant. iii. 8, 3; 9, 4says that the Mn=two Attic choes, hence Jerome 
here :-porro HIN duos xo&., Atticos facit : quos nos appellare 
possumus duos sextarios Italicos, i.e. roughly 2 pints. '.fhe 
word Mn seems to come from the Egypt. hwn=' a jug,' so a 
measure, which, however, was much smaller than the Hehr. 
Elsewhere the Mn is mentioned in connexion with the oil (Ez.), 
and the oil and wine (P), which accompanied the minb,d, 
Ez. 4524 465• 7 • 11• 14, Num. 154 - 7 2814 etc.-Vv. 12-15. A further 
hardship: food cooked in an unclean way. And (as) a cake of 
barley thou shalt eat it] What can it refer to ? Obviously not 
to anything in vv.10• 11 ; the nearest antecedent is the mixed 
food in v.9• Verses 12-15 belong in fact to the description in 
vv.9 · 11, but add a fresh particular: the prophet is told to eat 
food cooked in a revolting manner which involved pollution, 
v.14 (see Dt. 2313- 15 l12 · 141); this has been explained in v.13 

to signify the defilement caused by the exile, quite out of 
keeping with the context. The barley-cake would be baked on 
hot stones (cp. 1 K. 196) ; and for fuel the prophet was told 
to use human excrements. This he was to do before their eyes, 
as in 123 · 7 21 11 l61 37 20 43 11• Ez.'s symbolic actions always 
take place in public, either literally, or, as here, in imagination. 
-13. The v. reads like a gloss or later addition; it breaks the 
connexion between the end of v. 12 and the beginning of v. 14• 
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Ez. writes And jahveh said unto me or And he said unto me, 
but, curiously enough, never And Jahveh said. ($- has And 
thou shalt say, Thus saith Jahveh the God of Israel; but this 
formula, with the second divine Name, is not used by Ez., 
though it occurs in ($- v.14 4318 and 2047A; we may retain, 
however, ($-'s version, except the God of Israel. The words 
their bread, whither I will thrust them are om. by($-; the former 
may be an explanation of the indefinite unclean, and the latter 
a phrase copied from Jer. 249 (+six times), and not used by 
Ez. Thus, on the basis of($-, the text of this inserted v. will read 
And thou shalt say, Thus saith jahveh, so shall the sons of Israel 
eat unclean (food) among the nations. Illustrate from Dan. 1 8, 

Toh. 1 10 -12• A land where Jahveh is not worshipped must be 
unclean, Am. 717, and the products of the soil unclean also, 
Hos. 93f·; according to the old idea, Palestine alone is Jahveh's 
land.-14. Ah! Lord Jahveh] So 98 n 13 21 5 ; the cry of 
Jeremiah when he is expostulating with Jahveh, Jer. 1 6 410 

1413 ; cp. also Josh. 77, Jud. 622• With ($-'s MTJ8a,uw~, Kvpt€ 
cp. Acts 1014.-my soul has never been made unclean] i.e. defiled 
by eating /iime' (forbidden food). Ez. pleads the dietary laws 
which, as a priest, he had scrupulously observed. He mentions 
particularly two kinds of unclean meat, the dead body of an 
animal which has died of itself (n•bhela), and flesh torn by wild 
beasts (Prepha), prohibited mainly no doubt because the blood 
could not have been thoroughly drained, Dt. 1216 and 
Lev. 1711 •14• 16f•. The rule against eating Prepha goes back 
to the Book of the Covenant, Ex. 22 30 c311 ; in D n•bheta may 
not be eaten by an Israelite, though it may be given to the ger 
or sold to a foreigner, Dt. 1421• In the later legislation both 
kinds are absolutely forbidden to priests, Lev. 228 H and 
Ez. 4431 ; for others the rule appears to have been less stringent, 
Lev. 1715 H, 724 P.-nor hath there entered my mouth [any ($-lJ] 
abominable flesh] According to Lev. 197 H, 718 P, the flesh of 
the peace-offering, when three days old, becomes abominable 
or refuse meat (piggul), i.e. unclean and not to be eaten; in 
Is. 65 4 this technical term is applied to the flesh of unlawful 
sacrifices eaten in secret cults (R. of S. 3 343); here it is used in 
a wider sense of food ceremonially unclean. The barley-cake, 
though it was to be cooked in a way which involved pollution, 
could not properly be termed n'bhela or t'repha or piggul ; the 
exaggerated language betrays the prophet's consternation at 
the mere thought of such defilement.-15. The protest wins a 
concession. Dried cow-dung or camel-dung is still used for 
fuel by the Bedouin and fellal:)in. The substitution would 
not make the food clean, for all food among the heathen must 
be unclean (v.13) ; but it would save the act of cooking from 
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uncleanness.-16. This and the following v. connect with 
vv.10. 11• I break the staff of bread] The figure as in 516 1413, 

Lev. 2626, Ps. 10516, cp. Is. 31 (prob. a gloss based upon Ez., 
with a different word for staff). The language of vv.10• 11 is 
repeated here with heightened emphasis; cp. 1218 • 19, Jer. 4923, 

Josh. 2224 (horror, anxiety).-17. and that they may be horrified] 
or awe-struck, a word characteristic of Ez. and Lev. 26; see 
phil. n.-and they shall rot away because of their iniquity] So 
2423 3310, Lev. 2639 ; and see 318 n. These two vv. may well 
have been appended later, on the strength of Lev. 2626 • 39, to 
add some extra terrors to the symbol of the siege.-Ch. 5, 1-4. 
The third symbol: the prophet's hair burned, cut up, and 
scattered. Having portrayed the siege and its hardships, a 
and c, the prophet now deals with the fate of the inhabitants, 
e, that is to say, with what happened before the exile; hence 
b and d, which refer to the exile, interrupt the chronological 
sequence, and most likely were inserted later.-a sharp knife] 
The usual rendering sword would be unsuitable, as, for instance, 
in Josh. 52r.. Perhaps the word was chosen because it veiled a 
threat; see 218 -10, 13 - 51.-as a razor of the barbers thou shalt 
take it to thee] Explaining the sense in which sword is used. The 
explanation is not altogether superfluous ; at the same time 
it may be a gloss (Ho.). The three-fold take to thee rouses a 
suspicion of the annotator's hand in this v.-and thou shalt cause 
it to pass over thy head and beard] See Is. 720 ; shaving by the 
king of Assyria meant making a clean sweep of the inhabitants. 
Among the Hebrews and the Babylonians shaving was some
times a figure of disgrace (2 S. ro4) or of mourning (Is. 152, 

Jer. 415 48 37 ) ; both ideas may be hinted at here.-weighing
scales] Because the hair was to be measured into equal parts.-
2. The treatment of the hair signifies the fate in store for the 
people left in Jerusalem, fire, sword, expulsion; by one means 
or other not a soul would escape. Such seems to be the primary 
thought: As Isaiah in his inaugural vision (613"), Ez. con
templates a total annihilation.-burn in the flame] There is no 
need to read fire (Co. Ro.), for the sake of agreement with 
v. 4 ; cp. Is. 319 4416 4714 (flame).-in the miitst of the city] 
To omit the words as a gloss on in the flame (Ho.) leaves the 
situation undefined. If this symbol is connected with the first 
41 -3, as when the days of the siege are fulfilled suggests, then we 
must picture the city as that which was mapped upon the clay 
tablet. We need not, however, press the point: all is taking 
place in vision.-and thou shalt take the third, smiting with the 
sword round about it] i.e. the city. In the Hebr. the syntax 
does not run naturally ; it is relieved by the omission of thou 
shalt take, which may have come in from v.1 ; round about. it 
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is a conventional phrase from the context, vv. 5• 6• 7 etc., and 
the antecedent of the pron. stands a long way off. Further, 
the v. has been filled out by the addition of and the sword I 
will draw out after them from v.12 : it introduces a disturbing 
rst pers. and injures the unity of the symbol. Though the 
Vrs. follow ;ifHt, we may restore the text thus: and the third 
shalt thou smite with the sword, and the third shalt thou scatter 
to the wind.-3. And from there] i.e. from the last third, where 
it lay strewn.-in thy skirts] With Vrs. read in thy skirt, lit. 
extremity (cp. r68 ) of a long, flowing garment, which could be 
drawn up and used as a pouch, Hag. 212.-4. Of the hairs 
secured in the skirt some are to be thrown into the fire, not 
the flame of v.2, for these are not in the city, but scattered to 
the winds. Though some of the inhabitants escaped at first, 
a further judgement would pursue them in their flight, and 
destroy them, see v.12 2034 "38• Yet not all: some of the hairs 
are to be burned, the rest, it is implied, remain safe. The 
wholesale extermination portrayed in vv.1. 2 is slightly modified 
in vv. 3• 4a; just as some survive the judgement in 20341!, 40 • 44• 

Possibly this modification, together with the idea of a further 
judgement, was an after-thought.-from it shall come forth a 
fire unto all the house of I.] From it (mas., in (!Jim:'. wrongly fem.) 
seems to refer generally to the last act of judgement ; the fire, 
since it goes forth against all the house of Isr., cannot be the 
fire mentioned in cl. a. The text as it stands conveys no clear 
meaning ; we must follow (!Ji and thou shalt say unto all the 
house of I., transferring the words to the beginning of v. 6• 

This, however, leaves v. 4 with the weak ending from it shall 
come forth a fire ; which may have been no part of the original 
text, but intruded on the basis of 1914 (Co. Ro. He. Ho.). 

Vv. 5-17. A.commentary on 4L54 : explaining symbol a, 
vv. 5 •10, and symbol e, vv.11 •15.-5. This is Jerusalem] See 41 • 3.

in the midst of the nations I have set her] The idea of Jerusalem 
being the central city of the earth is here first put into words, 
and more definitely in 3812 ; it sprang, we may think, from a 
prophetic interpretation of Israel's choice and destiny among 
the peoples of the world. It was taken up by later mystical 
writers, e.g. Eth. Enoch 26lf, 'I went from thence to the 
middle of the earth, and I saw a blessed place in which there 
were trees ... a holy mountain ... a stream'; Jub. 812• 10 

' Mount Zion, the centre of the navel of the earth.' Similarly 
in Rabbinic theology, ' the world was created from Zion ' 
Talm. B. Yoma 54b; 'the Sanhedrin sits on the navel of the 
world,' because it sits in the temple, San. 37a. Influenced, no 
doubt, by the Jewish belief, but for an additional reason, 
Christian writers of the middle ages adopted the same view ; 
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e.g. Dan~e I!"f• xx~iv. u4 speaks of Jeru~alem as the colmo, 
the culmmatmg pomt of the northern hermsphere, because our 
Lord died there, at the centre of the world. From the 4th cent. 
onwards Ps. 74 [1:J 73] 12 was quoted in this connexion, e.g. 
Jerome on the present v. See also the Mappa Mundi illustrated 
in Enc. Brit. 11 xvii. 638 f., and the material collected in J. 
J eremias Golgotha, 1926, 40 f.-lands] The plur. is characteristic of 
Ez., cp. v.6 68, in all 27 times; Lev. 2686• 39 ; in P 6 times ; in 
J er. 7 times, and in no other prophet. The usage thus belongs 
to the later literature. Driver LOT9. 297.-6. and she skewed 
rebellion against] For the verb cp. 208 • 1 a. 21, Dt. 126 • 43.-in doing 
more wickedly than the nations] The accusation as in v.7 1647f., 
cp. u 12 ; Jer. 21or. 1813, 2K. 219.-The next two phrases recur 
in Ez. and H : rejected my judgements 2013• 16 cp. 24 ; Lev. 2643 

cp. 16 ; walk in (my) statutes v.7 u 20 189• 17 etc. (18 times in all); 
Lev. 188 • 4 2023 263 ; compiler of Kings, 1 K. 38 etc. (4 times) ; 
Jer. 4410• 23• The two words judgements and statutes (ltu'fJIJoth) 
are often combined in Ez., e.g. v.7 u 12 • 20+8 times, in H, e.g. 
Lev. 184• 5 • 26+5 times, and especially in D, always in the 
order statutes (ltuMtm) and judgements, e.g. Dt. 41• 5- 8 • 14• 45+ 
18 times; et. Jer. 116 412 judgements alone. There is a distinction 
in the meaning of the two words ; judgements are the provisions 
of civil and criminal law, statutes, lit. things engraven, and so 
fixed, are positive enactments or institutions, moral, cere
monial, civil. See Driver Deut. 62.-7. Because ye were· a 
multitude (?)] So the Rabb. explain ; but the vb. occurs only 
here, and most modem scholars accept Bottcher's slight 
emendation, because ye skewed rebellion, the word used in v.6• 

The Vrs. imply the reading of -.-and according to the judge
ments of the nations round about you ye have not done] For judge
ments we might render laws, ordinances; see above. The very 
heathen act up to their lights, but Israel has not been so con
sistent and loyal ; a more emphatic version of the thought of 
v.6• Some 30 Hehr. MSS .S:E, however, omit the negative: 
and the statement would be equally true, see II12 ; but the 
omission of the negative is more easily accounted for than the 
insertion, and - has the support of <!li-. For the nations (goyim) 
round about you cp. vv.14• 15 u 12 364 • 7 , Lev. 2544 ; in Dt. 614 138 

peoples ('ammim).-8. Behold, I even I am against thee] A 
common phrase in Ez., e.g. 138 218 [3J 263 etc., eleven times, 
always followed by ... and I will ... or an equivalent; 
Jer. 211a 5125, Nah. 214 35 (all).-and I will do judgements] See 
crit. note, and v.10 n. The prophet insists repeatedly that the 
divine judgements on Israel are to take place in the eyes of the 
nati'ons both as an example, and to vindicate Jahveh's Godhead 
and essential Nature before the world: 209

• 
14

• 
22 • 41 2216 2826 
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3823 3927, Lev. 2645 • Cp. vv.14• 15.-9. And I will do ... not done] 
Cp. the similar threat in Is. 717.-10. Fathers shall eat sons] 
Illustrating the horrors of the siege, cp. Dt. 2853, Jer. 199, 

Lev. 2629 ; they seem to have been actually realized, Lam. 410, 

cp. the incident 2 K. 629.-J will do on thee acts of judgement] 
A phrase characteristic of Ez., cp. vv.8 • 15 rr9 23 10 2511 2822. 26 
3014• 19, of God's acts; once of man's, 1641 ; only besides in 
Ex. 1212, Num. 334 P, cp. 2 C. 2424.-and I will scatter ... 
to every wind] So vv.2· 12 1214 1721, perhaps from Jer. 49a2. 36. 
Cp. the similar phrases scatter among the lands 68 1215 etc., and 
among the nations Lev. 2633 etc.-all thy remnant] sh•'erith. 
Ez. holds no doctrine of a remnant among the people of Jeru
salem who will survive the coming disaster; on the contrary, 
they will be scattered and destroyed, 98 rr13 (cp. on v. 4 

above). So far he agrees with Jeremiah, e.g. Jer. 69 83 159 248 -10 

4215 -17 - 19 -224412. 14• 28 • Jeremiah, however, combines with this 
relentless view the prospect of mercy and restoration for the 
remnant 23 3 317 ; so, too, Zeph. 313, Zech. 86 • 11 rr12, 'Mic. ' 212 

47 56• 7, 'Is.' rr11 -16• In earlier prophecy, Isaiah, though at times 
he looks forward to a total destruction of people and city 
(611 -laa 51 3f. 2214 291 -6, ? 329 -14), yet at other times he believes 
firmly tha:t a remnant (sh•'dr) will return and be converted to 
Jahveh, 73 1020 - 22 (? Is.), 285 (? Is.). Ez. fixes his hopes for the 
future, not on any survivors from the overthrow of Jerusalem, 
but on the faithful among the exiles in Babylon : out of them 
the new Israel will be created, chs. 33-37. Cp.on rr14-21.-1 I. As 
I live, is the oracle of Adonai Jahveh] This solemn asseveration 
in the mouth of Jahveh Himself occurs 13 times in Ez., e.g. 
1416· 18 • 20 etc., far more frequently than in any other prophet; 
it is in accordance with his austere conception of the reality 
of the divine Being and of the divine resentment against sin. 
Cp. the similar As I live, 1719 203 3327.-because thou hast made 
my sanctuary unclean] The vb. is fem., the subj. being Zion or 
Jerusalem understood. Both Ez. and the Law of Holiness 
cherish a peculiar reverence for the sanctuary ; they dread any 
act of profanation, e.g. 86 23 88f· 25 3 437ff- 447 cp. 2421, Lev. 1930 

203 2112• 23 262• In this connexion P speaks of my dwelling 
Lev. 15 31, my sanctuary Num. 1920.-detestable things] Hebr. 
shiMufi, false gods and their rites and images, cp. 720 rr18 • 21 

201. 8. 30 3723, Jer. 41 7so, Hos. 910, Zech. 9'; cp. she/J,q 310, 
applied to unclean beasts, and see W. R. Smith Kinship 309. 
QliB om. the word here. The form implies what is hateful and 
hostile to God, like piggul 414, gillul, !Jibbu~ Is. 5713, sakkuth 
Am. 526 .-therefore also I will withdraw] Apparently intended 
to mean withdraw my eye i.e. my favour, cp. Job 367 ; but this 
use of the vb. without an obj. expressed is highly questionable. 
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A slight variant appears in IO MSS (and Q0
', Baer p. 108) 

I will cut down, so 1 m'.1J confringam ; but nothing in the 
context suggests jelling trees. The word must be corrupt ; 
some strong expression is wanted, such as I will loathe thee, 
cp. 1645, implied perhaps by (!Ji &1rwrrol'-a{ rr£, 11 abjiciam te, %.
and mine eye shall not spare] So, of God, 74 • 9 818 910 (with 
nor will I pity, as here), 2017 ; of man, 95 165, Dt. 716+four 
times, Gen. 4520 E. The repeated use of the phrase implies 
that the contrary is Jahveh's usual attitude (He.).-12. The 
third part of hair burnt in the flame v. 2a is here explained 
to mean death by pestilence and famine; the treatment of 
the two other thirds requires no explanation, so v.2b is merely 
repeated. The triad pestilence, famine, sword (611f- 715 1216 

1413• 17 • 19, cp. 3327 } Ez. adopts from Jeremiah, who uses them 
as a standing formula, e.g. Jer. 1412+14 times; the sword and 
the pestilence also in Lev. 2626.-and the sword I will draw out 
after them] A further judgement awaits the fugitives; they will 
be not only scattered but put to the sword ; this is hinted 
at in v.4, and stated in almost the same words in Lev. 2633. 
For the thought cp. Am. 94, Jer. 915 159• The expression I will 
draw out, lit. empty, the sword again in 1214, cp. 287 3011, Ex. 159.-

13. and I will wreak my fury upon them] lit. bring my fury to 
rest, cp. 1642 2122 {171 2413• The prophet is fossessed by the 
idea that the fall of Jerusalem is a token o Jahveh's anger, 
equally pitiless and just; only complete destruction will 
satisfy it. The conviction is prominent at this period, see 
73 •9 818 95· 10• (!Ji om. J will wreak, but the vb. may well stand. 
-and I will take vengeance] lit. I will obtain ease by disburdening 
myself of anger ; cp. Is. 1 24• Again (!Ji om. ; possibly the word 
is a dittograph of the preceding I will wreak.-and they shall 
know] Jahveh will be recognized as the true God by the accom
plishment of His word spoken by the prophet. To give solemn 
attestation to a threat, Ez. frequently closes a sentence or 
paragraph with I J ahweh have spoken (it), e.g. vv.15· 17 1721 2I22. 37 
r11. 321 2334 2614 2810 3012 3424 363& 3714 39s. The prophet lays 
stress upon jealousy as the motive which determines Jahveh's 
action in two opposite ways : it incites Him to punish His 
people, lest they should think Him indifferent to sin, 1638 • 42 ; 
it leads to their restoration, lest the heathen should question 
His power, 366fl, 3819 3925 "29 ; cp. Is. 5917.-14. There is some 
uncertainty about the text of this v. Thus, instead of and for 
a reproach among the nations (!Ji reads and thy daughters, perhaps 
owing to an obscurity in the Hehr. MS; among the nations 
which are round about thee belongs properly to v.15, and may have 
been accidentally written here. The v. gains in force if we 
read and I will make thee a desolation in the eyes of every passer by 
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(Ro. He. Ho.); cp. Lev. 2631 (desolation); and v.8 above, 3634, 
1 K. 98=2 C. 721 , Jer. 1816 198 4917, Zeph. 2 15.-15. and she 
shall become] Read with Vrs. and thou shalt become, to agree 
with the rest of the v.-a reproach and a taunt, a chastisement 
and a devastation] This piling up of synonyms can hardly be 
original. (!Ii: recognizes only two words out of the four, but 
which two cannot be determined. The words for taunt and 
chastisement (?=' admonition,' 'warning example,' not again 
in this sense) are both open to doubt. It was to be an added 
humiliation that the heathen should look on and mock at the 
fate of Jerusalem.-when I do acts of judgement on thee] See 
v.10 n.-in anger and wrath and rebukes of wrath] The first couple 
again in Mic. 514, the second in eh. 2517, and in both connected 
with vengeance, which some propose to substitute for the first 
wrath. (!Ii: reads the whole in the rebuke of my wrath, and this 
is perhaps the best that can be done with the sentence.
/ Jahveh have said (it)] The divine dixi (He.); see on v.13. 

Vv. 16. 17. These vv. seem to be an appendix made up of 
conventional phrases, which do not connect with what goes 
before, and add nothing to the exposition of the symbols in 
vv. 0 -10• 11•15• Why is famine singled out in v.16, when all four 
plagues are named in v.17 ? The language bears marks of 
inaccuracy and repetition.-the evil arrows of the famine among 
them] Read my evil arrows among you; though/amine is attested 
by the Vrs., it is prob. a miswritten form of the Hehr. the evil; 
my arrows (!Ii:.$, cp. Dt. 3223 ; a change in the pron. at the end 
is required by the context.-which have become a ruin] Read 
with l!tt and they shall become; for ruin (lit. an abstract, de
struction) cp. 96 21 36 1311 2516, Jer. 5 26, Ex. 1213 P.-which I will 
send to destroy you] A marginal gloss or various reading inserted 
into the text ; the same applies to and famine will I bring upon 
you in addition; both claus·es are omitted by l!tt, and must 
have found their way into 11s! later than (!Ii: ; at any rate, they 
were not in the Hehr. MS which l!tt used. For break the staff of 
bread see 416 n.-17. The four plagues, famine, evil beasts, 
pestilence and blood, sword, are mentioned again in r421, and 
perh. borrowed from there; cp. the four in Jer. 158, and the 
three in v.12 above; pestilence and blood (in Hebr. an alliterative 
phrase, 2823 3822 ) are prob. intended for a single plague.-evil 
beasts and they shall make thee childless] So, almost in the same 
words, Lev. 2622 ; (!Ii: paraphrases and I will punish thee. For 
the threat cp. Ex. 2329 , Dt. 3224r.; and see 2 K. 1725.-and a 
sword I will bring upon thee] Similarly 63 n 8 1417 298 332, Lev. 
2626 ; not an expression used by other prophets. 

This eh. raises in an acute form the question, What is the 
relation between Ez. and Lev. 26 ? How close it must have been 
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appears from the preceding notes; in fact, so striking are the 
parallels of thought and phrase that Ez. himself has been 
suggested as the author of Lev. 26. This opinion, however, is 
no longer held. Rather, we may suppose, the Law of Holiness 
(Lev. 17-26) was once in existence as a separate document 
before it was combined with the Priestly Code, and, together 
with fragments of a similar character,* passed from hand to 
hand in the priestly circle to which Ez. belonged. Since he 
knew and made use of this body of laws and instructions, it 
probably took shape before his time, but not long before, and 
in much the same period. Such is the result of Driver's careful 
discussion in LOT9. 147-152; he gives a list of other parallels, 
which occur especially in chs. II, 24, 34, 36, 37. See also Car
penter-Harford Comp. of the Hex. 277-284. 

A different view, however, must be mentioned. Holscher, 
in accordance with his general theory, regards the whole of 
eh. 5, except vv. 1 and 2, as the work of a redactor, and not as 
prophecy at all : it is ' literary rhetoric post eventum ' (Hesek. 
60 cp. 30 f.). The points of contact with H, therefore, are not 
due to the prophet Ez., but to this redactor, who wrote, long 
after Ez.'s time, in the style of the older priestly school which 
produced the Law of Holiness. The argument is both weighty 
and, at first sight, plausible ; but the effect of it is to empty 
eh. 5, and similar passages, of all serious meaning. The 
characteristics which Holscher assigns to the redactor may just 
as well belong to Ez. in his less impassioned moments, when he 
is enlarging upon the revelations conveyed to him in the 
prophetic trance. It is not denied that the text has received 
additions at the hands of successive editors and readers, which 
to some extent are responsible for the longueurs of the Book ; 
but can we draw the line between the work of the redactor and 
that of the prophet so decisively as Holscher does ? The very 
rigour of his argument rouses a distrust of his far-reaching 
conclusions. 

Ch. 4, 1. c,w,,• n11] The def. obj. in appos. to the indef. i•y is strictly 
ungrammatical, and betrays the annotator; cp. Is. 717 ,1w11 ,,o nM, 20.-

2. ,,~o] =either a state of siege vv. 3• 7• 8• 52, Dt. 2019 , or siege-works Dt. 
2020 ; the latter is meant here, as the works are specified.-p:~] in form 
an Aram. ptcp. of p11=in Aram. look out, watch (Aph.); hence Rabb. 
tower (Ibn. Ezr. in loc.) ; but 2 K. 251 = Jer. 524 suggests a rampart; l!li-
1rpoµa.xGm1.s, F munitiones. 11~!lw1] The Akk. §ipku {noun) is similarly 

" The following passages should be compared : 
Ex. 51-s 74 1212. 1a with Ez. 510. 1o 11 20 etc., 20 •. e. 10. ••· sa. u 351 

471<; l 115 254, 10 3324 362, 3. •. 
Ex. 311a. 14' with Ez. 2Ou. u. 18. 20. 21. 24 228. •• 2 3•8 44•4. 

Lev. 10••· 10- 11 with Ez. 4421 ; 2226 4423 . 
Num. 15 37 - 41 with Ez. 69 • 
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used of earth-works; Del. Ass. WB. 679.-n1Jnr.i] pl. (so Vrs.) of extension, 
the whole as made up of many parts, G-K. § 124 b.-tl'"1J] from ,1J=dig 
through, t1'"1J lambs from ,,J. The word in 269 is different.-3. n;iqp] for 
no~QP .Jn::in ; (!Ii always T7J""favov = frying-pan. Cakes baked on this were 
called tl'8:;l!J 1 C. 931.-ritil•~q)] only here for the normal \l\i•;iql; see Baer 
Ezek. in loc.-For SN,tt" n•::i~ i!li: To'is vlo,s 'I., perh. implying '::iS=n•::iS or 
'JJ\ cp. on v.13 , and 2 3 n.-4. nD171J Co. Toy prps. MN11?J1 ; Wellh. 7'~JI for 
1'?Jl.-"1!lor.i] according to the number, an idiomatic use of the accus. of 
limitation, v. 9", Ex. 1616, 1 S. 64

• 18, Job. 1•; G-K. § rr8 h. In all these 
cases (!Ii has Ko.f ap,0µ.6v, to suit Gk. idiom.-5. ci,y 'JI:' nNJ e!ii!LS their two 
iniquities, misunderstanding ~ ; et. 15 4 Ko.T' i111aVT6v, and cp. similar con
fusions in eli 1J11 1911 • 14 21•0 t 3 •J 23 16 27• 41 6 4712.-,!lor.iSJ ~ of norm, cp. 
Dt. 328 Josh. 4 5• 8 2 C. 357.-t1'J117M1 niicr.i 11?',11?] By the Rabb. method of 
gematria, 390 makes the phrase ,,r.i 'D' (v. 8• 5 2), see B-L. 70. But it is 
questionable whether this use of the consonants as numerals, met with 
first on the Mace. coins, ever occurs in the 0.T.; Gen. 1414 (318="1IJl'?N) 
is highly doubtful. Moreover, not even Rabbinic ingenuity could make 
-isc ',':l' last 390 days; for acc. to 2 K. 251 • 3 =Jer. 391. 2 52•·•, the siege 
of Jerusalem lasted c. 1½ years, or c. 530 days.-6. nJJl71 ... n•',J1J Cp. 
513, Lev. 16 20 ; Dr. 187 n.-•rr.i•ri] Kt. only again 2 C. 317 Kt.; •~:;i;o Q. 
is more usual.-,"1Jl7? t11• ;ui:,S t11'] The reduplication gives a distributive 
sense, cp. 10• 144 • 7 24• 4621, Num. 1434 • QJi om. the repeated phrase 
here and in ro• 246, Lev. 248, Num. 13• 1434, as contrary to Gk. idiom; 
reproducing it, however, in 144 • 7 4621, Num. 711 1717, Is. 62.-i•nni] The 
suff. is not recognized by QliS:,'.£1, but it is idiomatic in Hebr., e.g. 720 

327 • 8, Gen. 131•.-7. rt!l111'n] QJi aup,wam, so t!LS, prob. paraphrasing.-
8. mm] eJiB=riiri 'JN\ (!!iA\ll 'Jlni.-;u;,\~.i] QlieS=niS:p.--'!'ll~r,>J Some nouns of 
the form -,\~9 depress o to u in a toneless syll., e.g. ,1ir,-•11J9, c\ir,,-•r;irn;i, 
o\J(Hionr;i; B-L. 193. The plur. might be explained as G-K. § 124j., but 
better as an accidental slip.-9. r~n, c•,Jli:>, tl'DDJ, t1•11",J/] plur. of result, 
i.e. threshed wheat, barley, spelt, podded lentils, G-K. § 124 m. )'en, '17, 
'J, 'll from sgs. with fem. ending, nr;,D etc.; cp. tl'll' 71 • from riJ1'. For the 
pl. ending r' under Aram. influence cp. )'NI'! 261", B-L. 517; et. c•cn 4513• 

-rn,J iL"ll., meaning clear from Ar. and Aram. e.g. NJ•n,, Num. 1519 '(![;J, 
-t1•:;,9:p] from nr,,i;,:p cp. n,i~i:t Neh. 27 from n11~- The .Jcc,=shear, clip 
4420 , related to co-i, Ps. 8014, and Akk. kasdmu=' cut in pieces'; perh. 
the grain was so called from its smoothness as compared with bearded 
barley, for instance. Spelt is near enough as a rendering, though perh. 
not the exact equivalent, Enc. Bibl. col. 1532. (!Ii 6'J,,vpa, in Is. 2825 tfo, 
as 'A~ here. The AV. fitches =Ar. karsanna 'vetch ' is not correct.-
1n11 '?J:t] (!Ii Els ,l-y-yos eJJ 6aTpaK<VOV, with an explanatory addition as else
where in Qli, e.g. 123 106, 1 1624 1823 27. 6 371.-10. ',p170:i 1l?:tNn "11:'N 7S:i1eo1J 
i!li Kai To fJpwµ.a aou rj,d-yeam iv aTa0µ.4)=?pll?DJ ?JNM 7?:i1101, a smoother con
strn. than flil's. .S has only and thy food shall be.--0\•~ for every day, i.e. 
daily, 4325 45133 4613 and in P Num. 711 28 3 • 24, Jer. 3721. I C. 2617 (all). 
-MJI ,y nJID] Cp. Talm. B. Zeba'/;iim 74 b ny', nyr.i n:i•,~. In Hebr. ny =not 
time generally, but a particular time or moment.-11. ri,11:10::i] v. 16 of 
measure of water; Lev. 1936, 1 C. 2329 of measure in general (all) ; the 
derivn. is uncertain.-IZ. m,,Nn 1 11' nJJ/1] ' and as a cake of barley thou 
shalt eat it,' accus. of specificati9n, cp. Lev. 69, Kon. iii. § 332 k: i.e. 
' in the manner of a barley~cali:e cooked on hot stones, as distinguished 
from a wheaten cake cooked in an oven.' But this is not clearly ex
pressed, if such be the meaning; ? I. ?JNn .S. The suff. may be a miswritten 
form of the next two letters. For nJJI QJi e11Kpvrj,lav i.e. a cake hidden 
under hot ashes, F subsinericium.-nJJ)ln ... ic•m] Casus pend., with 
p~rs. pron. as subj., cp. 9 10• 301 sh 3317b; N',11 is om. by Qli'.£)" ? .S, perhaps 
missing the idiom.-'N Mt(~ .i,~p] ,i,z~ v.li for ')') from ?], cp. ;',~~ Job 207 ; 
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possibly a dialectical form, B-L. 556. n~~ from :ii;ci Dt. 2314, elsewhere 
:ii;c~ Is. 44_ etc., .jic,~; ~ by dissimilation of the 6 vowel, G--K. § 27 w. 
For the 1!,i!lath form from 1'y stem cp. :'l:;r~. :,~~. :'IJ'<!, Kon. ii. 164 ; the -;;- is 
immovable in constr. st. In v.16 nN~ is om. ; here it may be a gloss from 
the margin, ~ om.-:iii,~;r;t] So Baer, following Mass. ; it must be, like 
:ii?JNn, 2 m. s. with suff. from .jl1Y denom. from :ill(, so m; ; (l]i i-yKpuf«s 
avrcl. ; the vb. only here. The weakened ending :ii -;,' for ,,) ,' may be 
dialectical, B-L. 404. The form is discussed by Jµm.l:J.i; he mentions 
the right explanation, but adopts the wrong one, viz. that it=•VJ1Yl;I 
3 f. pl. ' women shall bake.' Kon. i. 496 f.-13. :,1;,• ,::i1e•1] (l]i Ka, ipe'is 
•raM Xi-y•1 Ktip,os o 0eos 'Iopa,i"l\. This title, which is not used by Ez., 
appears again in (l]i v.u and 4318, also in 20 47 cod. A; it seems to imply 
that the Hebr. MS. which lay before the translators used abbreviations 
for the tetragrammaton which were expanded in various ways ; here 
Kvp,os o 0eos 'lop. points to '• • • for :,,n• ; (l]i 3820 shews that one yodh 
was taken as=m,,•, cp. 41 .. ; and '• could stand either for ':>ic,w• e.g. 458 

(l]i, or for :i,w e.g. 3719 (l]i. The rendering here and v.u 4318 makes it 
clear that •iiic was not in the Hebr. text used by (l]i. See Thackeray 
Sept. and Jewish Worship 122.-icr.il:l con~ nic ... 1,:iic•] shall eat their bread 
as an unclean thing; the adj. is an accus. of condition, i.e. a tertiary· 
predicate; cp. 2411, Gen. 372, Num. 1437, DaVlasori Syn. § 32 Rem. 2; 
Kon. iii. § 327 v. But (l]i implies a better text.-14. ni:,• •iiK :'!MN] (l]i 
M'1oaµws, K6p« 0ee 'I<rpa,jX. (l]i similarly 20 49 [Hebr. 21 6] M'1caµws, K6p1e 
Kvp«·, but 98 Olµo,, Kup«, u 13 Olµo, al1t9,, Kvpu. See on v.13.-Ml;l9t?I? i,c';,. 
It is rare for K' to stand before the ptcp., whether the ptcp. be 
predicative as here, Dt. 2861, Job 132, or attributive e.g. eh. 2224, Jer. 22, 

Dr. § 162 n. (l]i 06 µeµlana, iv cl.Kal/ap<Tiq."? =MNDl:lJ MKDl:ll:l K?; so ·co. Ro. ; 
but (l]i may be merely attempting to give a fuller rendering of the pass. 
(He.)-?1l!l illl'J] (l]iF + ';,J. The pointing ?Ull may be intended to suggest 
r1~r:i detested thing 511 etc.-15. •v.•~¥] Kt. '!l'\l¥ Q. a.x. The meaning is 
clear from the Ar. and Eth.-16. M"\111l'l:lJJ m; '•l'.11 with desolation, et. v.11 

where m; renders 'o:i rightly 1tC,•::ioJ. In 516 m: renders ic10 by 1,~. and here 
evidently confuses :ii111l'r.i with ,010. Co. 129, however, supposes that m; 
here read n?~i;i:;i.-17. 1,cn• JJID?J $ only the conjn. for JYl:l?, as 
frequently, e.g. S 1411 16&< etc., Co. 148.-1owi1J The vb. cr.iw in Ez. 
25 times, in Jer. ro ts., in 2 and 3 Is. 10 ts., in Lev. 26 (and not 
elsewhere in Hex.) 7 ts. Ez. prefers the noun ni;i:;,.;; 22 ts., Jer. 15 ts. ; 
Jer. prefers :,~~ 24 ts., Ez. once (2333).-Ch. S, 1. :i,n Jin] Is. 49', Ps. 57 6, 

Pr. 54.~,inpn □'J~J:, ,vn] Of the two accusatives, the second, specifying 
the further object, is put first for emphasis; cp. with □ 'Ill' 176 19•, 
Gen. 2737, Ps. 816, and Num. 15 20, Is. 261 ; Kon. iii. § 327 u. v. il/n is 
rendered as though iym, prob. to bring out the sense, by QJi inrep (? for 
il,<T1Tcp} ~uplw Kaupcws ~lL. c•:i,i a.x. perh. from the Akk. galdbu; in Phoen. 
cJC,J barbers attached to a temple, :i,l a pr. n., NSI. 20Au 27 6 ; in 
Aram. :i,i shave.-2. n•w,w] (l]i throughout the eh. To .,-frapTav because in 
v.u iJ, and :il/, were counted as two judgements, whereas }I:! treats them 
as one. The Gk. translators sometimes deliberately alter numbers in 
}I:! for exegetical or harmonistic reasons, e.g. (l]i 1021 41• 42 1 43 22 

4514• 15,-nN?DJJ Ges. § 74 h.-n:m 'w:, nK nnp'n] The impf., attached 
without waw, forms a circ. cl. denoting concomitance, cp. 2-1;11 □ ~Ii'. I~ 3 2

• 

29• ; but the constrn. is awkward here ; and nnp':>1, thougn recogmzed 
°!>Y (l]i, should be regarded as an insertion. R~ad n:in n'll'?lll'nl c<;>rrespond: 
1ng to :,iin n•lll'C,lll'n1.-n•n,J•:ic] $ supplies the c:ity; Co. 149. (l]i mserts Ka, 
Ka,TaKav<T«i a,;.,.0 ev µforp a6T-ijs, Kai .,-i) .,-ern()TOV, to bring up the number of 
acts to four, in accordance with the theory of four judge1:1ents. In (l]il! 
the clause is marked as an addn.-m,,] m; n1, ?JC,, conformmg to vv. 10• u 
etc.-6. 'o nK i:;,1;11]_The Hiph. of n,o is construed sometimes mth :p of the 

5 
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person, e.g. 208 13• 21, Ex. 23 21 , but more often with the accus. ; the 
Vrs., misled by the latter constrn., render as though the word were pointed 
i:;,r;n and she changed, tlr.$ ~0. (l]i gives Ka, ip£<<=7D[.:Jn, ; the translators, 
of course, used a Hebr. text which was unpointed ; and though as a 
rule they adhere to the customary vocalization and sense, they sometimes 
break away from the tradition, or were uncertain about it; e.g. (l]i 7u 
{'DJ.;'q, for '!;l_.'f'::,1 often, or for 'f:li'lil"1 2914) 9 2 1310 (':>!ln} etc., 163"· •i. 61 

32 30 {71:1N).-m1w+J Inf. constr. in fem. form, cp. nJ.,.:~. n.:,•':>.-c.,J ... n,pni] 
For the disagreement in gend. cp. 13 20 1668 1810 2016 42•• 11 4311• 

Kon. iii. § 14.-7. c:;i11?t1 ll/:] Inf. constr. after )JI', as often in Ez. (15 
times), with 6 in the second syll., not in the first, cp. Ct),'.)l;l Josh. 22 16 ; 
from 101i, supposed to be denom. from pc,, multitude, a verb which was 
not in use. Kon. ii. 1z8 f. would explain the form as a noun (cp. 
Jito, i\70, 1i~1) from ,,on roar, be turbulent, Ps. 464, 83 3 ; but /ll' as a prep. 
before a noun is most unusual (only v.9 and Hag. 19); moreover, a 
verbal form is required by 0•1i1i 10. The Vrs. had JF['s reading before 
them, but render variously, (l]i ii arf,opµ/f/ vµ,w, t!r pnJn, ~':>n .$= □;1i;i1i~::, from 
mo 'A =eo quod numerati estis 1T quia superastis. Clearly the text must 
have been corrupted early, prob. from an original □ :;ii;ii,90 cp. v. 6• In 
Ez. (l]i translates po,, by 1r"i\1)0os (712 · 14A 2613 etc.) or tuxil< (32 12• 10. 18 

etc.) ; ii M>opµiJ, again only in Pr. 99, 3 M. 32, was chosen perhaps to 
shew that there was something strange in the Hebr., and at the same 
time to hint at the idea of wealth, riches contained in 1io;;r (For aq,opµiJ 
see Steph. Thes. i. col. 2695 ed .. Paris 1831).-8. 'JN ci] Not recognized 
by Qli.$, perhaps because hardly translatable ; for omissions in .S see 
Co. 149. For the emphatic pron. cp. 'JN •n:, 63 341 1. 20 ; Ges. § 135 e.-
□ '1:l!ll:IO ... •n•i:-yiJ Prob. a slip for the usual □ '1:l!li:- ... •n•i:-vi vv.10. is. 

See 1722 n.-9. 7•nJJ1m ':>:i !JI'] Cp. Hag. 1• •n•J ill' ... no lY'; see v.~ n. 
lffi Kara miv-ra r/-,. ~o. ? =':>:i:i.-1 r. i;,.:~u ... 1!1'] Ez. uses both Jll' alone with 
a pf., e.g. 158 2016• 24 etc., and 71:'N !JI', e.g. 16 43 21 9 26 2 etc.; in both 
cases (l]i renders by av0' wv, as here; so there is no need to alter ;1/ifl's lY' to 
7<!/N lJ/'.-lliiii 'JK □J1] ? read with (!Ji 7i?Jijl;( 1646• For □ii after Ill' cp. 1648 2o••r 
23 35, because ... therefore also.-oim;, ti':>] Ges. § 72 r.-K':> •iii □ ii] .Sl:T 
101 (!Ji KO.')'w=N? 'JK1. jJ:lf('s 'JN □ l may be repeated from the previous cl.-
12. 7•ni:-,w] For 7n•1:-':>1'-'; cp. similar errors in 7'n'JW 1653 1•n1:-r.in Lev. 52<. 
(l]i counts iJ, and JJ.li separately, and so renders n•~·,1:1 by rb rfraprov 
throughout.-n1mJ with '~ for '!1, the e vowel being preferred to a with 
ii before a sibilant, cp. c,.J/,9~1 Zech. 714 ; Ges. § 52 n. Some edns. give 
n,.J!!, but wrongly, as the parallels 121 4, Lev. 2633 shew; the Mass. 
requires n,.19 only in Jer. 31 10 • The Orient. variant reads l):al for Pi. 
"111;(, (!Ji O"Kop1r,w avroiir= □'!j\l.-□n•inK p•iN :i,m] The same metaphor in 
Akk. kakke ittabbaku=' the weapons are unsheathed' lit. 'poured out, 
emptied,' Del. Ass. HWB. 699 b. From 51 • to 63 the Gk. text has been 
found on a papyrus fragment of 4th cent. containing the diacritical 
marks of Origen, publ. by Grenfell An Alexandrian Erotic Fragment etc., 
1896. This papyrus follows (!!iQh as against (!];BA in placing Ka, r/:, rhaprav 
uov ,,.,uoOvra, iv poµ,rpalg. KUKA</? uo11 (marked with * and assigned to 0) 
after 7:imJ ,S:i• JJ.liJ, and omitting it after ,,,111. See further Co. 86.-13. 
•n1nin1 ... n?:i1] See 46 n.-'f:l1?!J!"1] Hithp. with n assimilated, cp. •n.:_.,;:i 
3710 , N~l~ Num. 247, Dan. II 4 ; the-=-- is changed to -:, before a guttural 
with d.f. implicit. for the sake of dissimilation, cp. cow Dt. 3236, Ps. 
u9 62 .-•n~,p;i] is connected by the accents with •niJi, which, however, is 
generally the closing word in this formula; hence Kr., disregarding the 
accents, would point 'JJtili,~; but the inf. constr. of this word requires 
a further obj., e.g. 2 S. 21•. t1r gives O"pii,=•n::pni, objecting to Jahveh's 
jealousy, perhaps on the strength of 1642.-14. nJ7n?1 1't!l,n?] Qli'. cir lp'l]µ,ov 
only.-15. 'rn :i!lin] For the four words Qli has uuvaKT1/ Ko.l il71"i\a10"TiJ, which 
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do not occur again in '1!i-. Co. suggests m:irio, noiit ; but see 418 n. For 
nDi,, point ,,~1;~ as elsewhere, Is. 43 28 etc. m: seems to have read a word 
like· n,m, _ __!Ji ~11::iJ Again '1!i- represents the four words by two, iv iKo<KtJITfl 
/Jvµov µou=•non nn:llnJ; .S also=•non. For 'n nin:in::i, m: ll, ~,pn::i,, so in 25 17, 

wrongly connecting mn:in with n:i.-16. •n,w::i] cannot be parallel to •n,w)l::i 
in v. 15, because •n;::i, '• 'lK intervenes and marks the close of a period. 
V.16 is thus a fragmentary note, out of construction with what precedes, 
and equally disconnected with what follows.-□'Jli.r Jyin •~~] '1!i- Ta.s [3o'J\i/5as 
µau ToO X,µoD Sb ' my evil arrows of famine • ; but if '¥~ is right, JJl,n must 
be omitted, as grammar requires (Dr. § 193). For on:i read □ :i::i, and for 
vn. ,wK_ read ,.,,, ~th '1!i- Ka! foovrn,.-~P.i!] though ISt pers. is pointed as 
a 1uss1ve, cp. ~gK K? Dt. 1818, Hos. 916 : merely a Massoretic fancy for 
the normal ~~N, Ges. § 109 d ; but B-L. 279, 3or n. regard the form as 
a jussive.-In vv.a. 16• 18 '1!i- represents the Hebr. text as it probably 
was before ffl had become overloaded with later additions. The witness 
of '1!i- is often valuable in this respect, e.g. in '1!i- 8I8h rru. 12 1 31b 1 720b. 21 

20 26h 28h etc.-17. □J'?ll] l!li i,r! IT€, sing. as in the rest of the v. The 
interchange of plur. and sing. in ill!'l betrays the carelessness of the 
annotator.-11,;iw1J '1!i- ""'' nµwprwoµal IT€, as in 1416 ; a free rendering, 
F usque ad internecionem .S 'and I will destroy you.'-□,,] Co. om. as 
unsuitable to ,:iy•, and making five plagues instead of four; but the Vrs. 
recognize it.-1''ll K'JK] '1li-+,cu,c'J\60cv=J'J□o, a conventional addn. 

c. AGAINST THE MOUNTAINS OF ISRAEL, 61·14• 

Ch. 6. In chs. 4 and 5 the prophet has announced the siege 
of Jerusalem and the exile of its populace; now he takes a 
survey of the whole land. He launches his threats against 
the mountains of Israel as contaminated by the popular worship, 
against the high places where the sanctuaries stood, against the 
idols and altars connected with them. Nominally the worship 
was offered to Jahveh, but in practice it could hardly be dis
tinguished from heathenism. Ezekiel was not the first to 
realize the dangers which were undermining the religion of the 
people. Prophets before him had denounced the high places ; 
according to 2 Kings 23, a reformation had been attempted 
by Josiah in 621 B.c., with the aim of cleansing the land and 
centralizing worship in Jerusalem: but Ezekiel makes no 
allusion either to his predecessors or to Dent. 12. It is unsafe 
to draw large conclusions from his silence. He was far away 
in Babylonia ; the one thing which absorbed and excited him 
was the state of religion in Israel as he knew it before he left 
the country in 597. Holscher assigns eh. 6 to a redactor 
writing some r50 years after Ezekiel ; but so far as we can 
judge, an attack on the local sanctuaries and their idols would 
have been beside the mark just before the time of Nehemiah, 
when the circumstances had wholly changed. 

By way of contrast, eh. 361 -15 should be noticed: the 
prophet again surveys the mo,untains of Israel, and, in altered 
tones, utters a promise of restoration. 

It is clear that several hands have been at work on the 
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present chapter. The original address can be followed in 
vv.1 - 4 and 1a-14 ; vv. 5 -7 do little more than repeat what has 
just been said; vv.8 -10 deal with the exiles abroad, not with the 
people at home; while vv.11 and 12 stand by themselves, a fierce 
comment on vv.1 - 4• 13r. or vv.8 -10, and no part of the address. 

Ch. 6, 2. Set thy face against] One of Ez.'s phrases, e.g. I317 

2I2. 7 [2046 2I2] (9 times), expressive of his habitual opposition to 
the beliefs and practices of popular religion.-the mountains of 
Israel] Characteristic features of the country; here and 3328 

inviting a judgement, but, in the prophet's later period, a 
blessing 3413r. 361• 4• 8 3722 ; at other times remembered with 
pride and affection I99 3512 388 392• 4• 17 • The phrase is peculiar 
to Ez. (I6 times).-3. the mountains and the hills, the ravines 
and the valleys] Again in 358 364• 6• Mountains and hills are 
generally mentioned when the prophets speak of idolatry, 
e.g. Is. 214 657, Jer. 220 32 • 6, Hos. 413, Dt. I22 ; ravines lit. 
channels (oftener in Ez. than in other books) and valleys were 
frequented for impure rites and the cult of Moloch, e.g. Is. 576, 

and cp. ' the valley of Ben Hinnom ' 2 K. 2310, Jer. I92ff·.-I 
am bringing a sword upon you J Cp. 517 n. The land itself is 
involved in the guilt of its inhabitants ; an idea which occurs 
elsewhere in the O.T., e.g. Gen. 317 J, Num. 3533 P, Is. 246, 
Jer. 32, Ps. rn638 ; in the N.T. see Rom. 820 -22.---your high 
places] Hehr. bamoth, the special name for the local sanctuaries, 
founded in many cases by the Canaanites, and from them 
taken over by Israel and used for the worship of Jahveh, e.g. 
IS. 912ff-, I K. 34 I819ff·. But the bamoth were associated with 
traditions and practices which tended to degrade the religion 
of the people, as the prophets saw, Am. 79, Hos. 413 I08, and in 
Josiah's time an attempt was made to get rid of them; in the 
interests of reform the higher religion aimed at the centralization 
of worship, Dt. I22ff·. This aim was no doubt Ezekiel's too, 
for he seems to take for granted the principle of a single 
sanctuary, though he says nothing about the law in Deuteronomy. 
Strictly bamd denotes a high place, and the local sanctuaries 
are called ' houses ' i.e. temples ' of high places ' I K. I2 31 

I3 32 ; but often the word is used for the sanctuaries themselves, 
· and such verbs as to make Moabite Stone 1. 3, 2 C. 2I11, or build 

2 K. I79 , or pull down 2 K. 238 , are found in connexion with it. 
The derivation is unknown ; a play on the form bama, not 
an etymology, is given in 2029• Probably the word was borrowed 
from the Canaanites, and belonged to the common Semitic 
vocabulary ; thus the Assyrians used it in the literal sense of 
heights, e.g. bamdti sa sadi ' heights of the mountains ' KB. i. I8, 
and cp. Dt. 321 3, Am. 41a, Is. 5814.-4. your altars] See 2 K. 2Ia; 
formally the mountains are still addressed, though the people 
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are in the prophet's mind.----your ba'al-images] Hehr. lzammdnim 
i.e. prob. images of Ba'al l;larnman=the glowing Ba'al, a title 
which occurs in Phoenician, and countless times on the Punic 
tablets from Carthage ; NSI. 104. These lzammdnim, corre
sponding to the 'Aµµovve't, of the Phoenician temples (Philo 
Bybl. Fr. Hist. Gr. iii. 564), were introduced into Israel towards 
the end of the 7th cent., to judge from the use of the word in 
the O.T., first here and v.6 , then Lev. 2630, Is. 178 and 279 

(with 'asherfm), 2 C. 14 4 [sJ 34 4• 7• In 2 C. 34 4 the lzammdnim 
are said to have stood upon the altars, and hew down is the 
verb applied to them, as in v.6 below. The rendering sun
images Rashi etc., RV., is due to a mistaken identification with 
the late Hehr. word for ' sun,' lzammd Is. 2423 3026 ; at the 
same time these images may have been connected with the sun
worship in the temple, 816f·.----your slain] i.e. those slain upon 
you, viz. the mountains.-before your idols] to shew how helpless 
they are, and to defile them with corpses. The word for idols, 
gillulim, seems to have gained currency through Ez. (39 times, 
only besides in Lev. 2630, Dt. 2916, Jer. 502 and six times in 
the compiler of Kings). The root means to roll, but how it 
came to be used of idols ('-'Ii frequently el'.8w.\a) is far from clear. 
Perhaps, from the primary sense of something rolled, the name 
was given to an unworked block of stone regarded as the 
dwelling-place of a spirit or demon ; cp. geUloth=a group of 
sacred stones, Josh. 2210• This is Baudissin's explanation,ZDMG. 
lviii. 395 ff. ; see also Gray Sacrifice 104. The pronunciation 
gillulim is merely artificial, prob. intended to express detesta
tion; see phil. n. and 511 n.-5. The first half of the v. is 
omitted by '-'JiB : it merely repeats and expands the substance 
of v. 4b. The second half cannot belong to vv.1 • 4, for your 
bones is out of place in an address to mountains ; moreover, 
the sudden change from the 3rd to 2nd pers. pl. (their idols 
v. 5a ... your bones v. 5h) can hardly be original. The sentence 
I will scatter your bones round your altars has a certain vigour, which 
suggests that it may have belonged to v. 4b see Jer. 81-2 ; its present 
position, however, is unsuitable, because according to v. 4 the 
altars have been destroyed. Prob. the whole v. is a later 
insertion on the basis of Lev. 2630.-6. The mountains are no 
longer addressed, but the people; there is nothing, however, 
to indicate the transition. The v. is secondary, and again 
based upon Lev. 26ao. 31.-in all your dwelling-places] So v.14 

3723 (? text) ; the phrase belongs to H, Lev. 233• 14• 21• 31, 

and P, Ex. 1220 353 , Lev. 317 726, Num. 3529.-the cities shall be 
laid waste and the high places desolated, in order that your altars 
may be laid waste and 'desolated'] The repetitions betray the 
hand of the annotator. The second desolated is read shall be 
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held guilty in ;ffi:; but the latter verb is always used of persons, 
not of things, e.g. Hos. ro2 141 ; a slight alteration in the Hehr. 
gives desolated, the proper parallel to laid waste: so m'.$1J:S. 
In (lJi the word is om.-your idols shall be broken and made 
to cease] The second vb. as in 3018 3328, Is. 173 • (lJi om., but 
prob. both vbs. should be retained.-and thy works shall be 
wiped out] Q!iB om.; the vb. not again in Ez.-7. And the slain 
shall fall in the midst of you] i.e. in the midst of those of you 
who survive ; then you will recognize that I am J ahveh. The 
latter is here a conventional expression, rounding off the inserted 
vv.s-7 ; it does not come properly till v.10, as the climax of 
the section. And the slain ... of you merely repeats v.4, 
though slain is in the sing. coll., as rr6.-Vv. 8-IO have no 
direct connexion with vv.1 - 4• 13 -14 ; they introduce a fresh 
topic, the remnant (v.8a), and the lessons of the exile (vv.9 • 10). 

There is no need to question the prophet's authorship; he may 
have added the vv. himself at a later time (Herrm.).-And I 
will leave a remnant, when there are among you those that escape 
the sword ... then (v.9) those of you that escape shall remember] 
Such appears to be the construction : ' when I leave a 
remnant ... then ... shall remember.' But the text is not 
quite certain: the verb translated' I-will-leave-a-remnant' 
occurs nowhere else in this sense; it requires a separate obj., e.g. 
' I will leave of them a few men,' 1216 ; (lJi om. the word. The 
following clause when there are among you is om. by $ ;· but 
the same construction occurs in v.13, and may thus be defended 
here.-scattered among the lands] Frequently in Ez., 1215 2023 

2216 2912 3023- 26 ; only again Ps. 10627 .-9. then those of you 
that escape shall remember] Ez. has no doctrine of a remnant, 
see 510 n. ; he is thinking of those who escape from the visitation, 
and in exile lay to heart the lessons of God's discipline ; else
where the restoration to the homeland produces this effect ; 
see 1661 • 63 2043 3631 (all with remember) ; and rr17 -19 392sr .. 
In this connexion remember means 'call to mind in the present,' 
not ' recall a memory of the past ' ; cp. Jer. 5150, Jon. 2 8, 

Zech. ro9, Ps. 427 [61.-The next clause but one should read 
'and I will break' their heart, as the Vrs. suggest. Here Jahveh 
breaks the heart in order to create penitence ; usually it is 
grief or penitence which causes the broken heart, Ps. 3419 

U 81 

5119 1171, Jer. 239 etc.-their heart which goes a-whoring ... 
and their eyes which go a-whoring] The zeugma after break is 
harsh, and only tolerable because some words intervene. This 
metaphorical use of go a-whoring, in the sense of deserting 
Jahveh, was most likely derived from the licentious customs of 
Canaanite religion ; see chs. 16 and 23, and Driver Deut. 339 f. 
-and they shall feel a loathing against their own selves J So 2043 
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3631.-on account of the evils which they have done, in short, all 
their abominations] One or other of these phrases seems to be a 
later addition. QJi.B om. the first, which, however, is supported 
by 2043 ; the second has more the look of a scribal note, based 
on the similar idiom in Lev. 1616• 21.-10. And they shall know 
that I am Jahveh] One of Ez.'s most characteristic expressions; 
with. the vb. in the 2nd or 3rd pers. it occurs 63 times. The 
effect, often indeed the motive, of Jahveh's action, whether in 
punishment or in pardon, whether directed towards Israel or 
towards the heathen, is to bring about a recognition of His 
sole Godhead and supreme power. As a rule the sentence 
comes at the beginning or end of a decree of judgement (e.g. 
vv.13• 14 74· 9 • 27 u 10• 12 etc.) ; but on occasion it sums up a 
promise of restoration (e.g. 2042 3427 3611• 38 371ar. 3928 ). Like 
a refrain it sounds throughout the prophecies. See Driver 
LOT. 9 295.-not in vain have I spoken] The accents in :lJ.lll treat 
this clause as separate from the preceding ; ~ reduces both 
to one, and they shall know that I the Lord have spoken, then 
cp. 513 n. The shorter form of text, however, is not invariably 
the more original, and in favour of :lJ.lll is the unconventional 
wording of cl. b.-Vv. I I and I2 stand by themselves as a 
dramatic aside, rather than as part of the address: they begin 
with the formula which marks a fresh section. The symbolism 
recalls chs. 4 and 5, and the two vv. may have been transferred 
from eh. 5 ; the threats repeat those of 512 -17.-Smite with thy 
palm and stamp with thy foot] Gestures of malignant satisfaction; 
cp. 2119 • 22 ru. 111 2213 256• The prophet can even exult over 
the coming vengeance.-and say, Aha !] Cp. 253 262 362• An 
exclamation of joy rather than of pain: (/Ji- E~ye etye. It is 
the German Schadenfreude, the Greek i:1nxaipeKaK{a (Arist. 
Eth. Nie. ii. 7, 35), for which English has no equivalent. Unlike 
Hos. and Jer., Ez. betrays little pity for his countrymen ; he 
is wholly on Jahveh's side.-for all the abominations of evils 
of the house of Israel] To make grammar om. of evils with Qli-. 
Of course it was not the abominations which made the prophet 
exult, but the fenalty which was sure to overtake them. In 
the language o heat or irony this can be taken for granted; 
there is no need to omit all the abominations (with Kr.) in order 
to save the prophet's logic. For the three plagues cp. 512 n.-
12. the distant ... the near] So 225, Jer. 2526, Est. 920, Dan. 97, 
but with the order inverted, as (!ii here.-and he that is left and 
he that is preserved) (!ii om. and he that is left, which may well 
be an early gloss on the next word. This was taken by (!ii 
to mean besieged, a sense which is sometimes, though wrongly, 
given to the word in Is. 18, Jer. 416 ; but besieged does not 
suit the present context. The proper rendering is preserved, 
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lit. watched (for watch cp. Is. 263, Ps. I28 17l 327 etc.), and so 
the word was interpreted in the gloss preceding it. The v. 
should be compared with Is. I315.-and I will spend my fury upon 
them] Similarly 513 78 208 • 21, cp. I315.-Vv. I3 and I4 go back 
to the subject of vv.1 - 4, and point the moral: the destruction 
of the high places and idols, and the desolation of the land, 
will convince the disloyal that Jahveh is very God. V,Iaa repeats 
the substance of vv. 4h and 5h.-A nd ye shall know] The 2nd pers. 
plur. follows naturally after v.4, but not after v.12• The 3rd 
pers. pl. their slain etc. does not suit an address to the people, 
and (!Ji. reads the 2nd pers. pl. throughout. Perhaps this was 
altered to the 3rd pers. when v.13 was placed where it now 
stands.--on all tops of the mountains . . . and under every 
thick terebinth] has a more original ring (cp. 2028 ) than upon 
every high hill ... and under every green tree (Dt. 122, 1 K. 1423, 

2 K. 164 1710, Jer. 220 36 ), which may be a conventional gloss, 
though the latter, and not the former, stood in the text which 
(!Ji. translated : the two together can hardly be original. Like 
the Canaanites before them, the Hebrews regarded certain 
mountains as sacred, and generally built their sanctuaries on 
hilltops. Such well-known holy places as Mi$pah, Geba', 
Gibe'ah, Gibe'on, Ramah, Nob, Shiloh, and Jerusalem itself, 
were all on hills, as the first five names imply; see Jud. 2119, 

1 S. 18 75rr. roa· 5• 10 21lff-, 2 S. 57 62, 1 K. 34• Worship under 
sacred trees, believed to be inhabited by the numen, was very 
ancient, and still goes on in Syria ; illustrations abound in early 
literature, e.g. Gen. 126 181 J, 354, Ex. 32, Josh. 2426 E, Jud. 46-11 

611 937, 2 S. 524 etc. See Frazer Folk-lore in the O.T. iii. 52 ff., 
64 ff.-the place where they offered a soothing odour] Cp. Lev. 2631 ; 

place, as in Arabic, may denote a sanctuary, cp. Gen. 126 J, 
22 3f- 9 2811 E 19 J; (!Ji.r om. The phrase a soothing odour, 
lit. 'a smell of rest,' belongs to the ancient terminology of 
sacrifice. It occurs in one early passage, J's narrative of the 
deluge, Gen. 821, and the Babylonian original of the story uses 
a similar expression, 'the gods smelt the savour' (ildni i!jinu 
irisa, Gilgamesh Epic xi. 160 f., KB. vi. 240); both accounts 
describe a sacrifice offered with the aim of propitiating the 
Deity, in the belief that the sacrificial smoke would have a 
soothing effect upon the divine anger. Such was the crude, 
primitive idea ; but later on it underwent a change. In P 
the phrase is used constantly (38 times) in connexion with the 
regular, daily sacrifices, which were not offered to make a 
propitiation, at any rate that was not their main intention. 
Accordingly the soothing odour must have lost its old significance, 
it was no longer thought of as appeasing the divine wrath, 
but had become a symbol of the divine pleasure in an act of 
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worship faithfully performed ; hence the rendering in (!Ii 
oup.TJ EvwUa~. See Gray's discussion, Sacrifice in the O.T. 76 ff. ; 
Skinner Genesis 157. Ezekiel uses the term four times ; in 
three of them, 613 1619 2028, he is speaking of sacrifices offered 
to idols ; very likely the idea of appeasing wrath was present 
in such cases ; we cannot feel sure that the same should be 
said about 2041, where Jahveh Himself promises to accept 
Israel as a soothing odour.-14. And I will stretch forth my hand 
against them] Ez. is fond of the expression, e.g. 149 · 13 1627 etc. 
(8 times) ; it appears occasionally in the earlier and later 
literature, Is. 525 2311, Zeph. 14, Jer. 5125 (cp. 612 156 Hiph.). 
Ex. 75 P.-and I will make the land a desolation and a desert] 
So 3328 • 29 353, and with slight variations 2333 3216 357• The 
phrase and I will make the land a desolation is frequently used 
by Ez., e.g. 158 2912 etc. (7 times), and seems to be based upon 
Jer. 910 3422.-from the wilderness to 'Riblah '] i.e. from the 
farthest South to the ideal boundary in the North; the latter 
was usually described as ' the entrance to I;Iamath,' 4716 481 ; 

but Riblah, c. 50 miles S. of I;Iamath, is named here instead, 
perhaps for the sake of its painful associations, 2 K. 23 33 

256 • 2or,. iifl and (!Ii read from the wilderness of Diblathah, but 
no such place existed; the correction was suggested by J. D. 
Michaelis; see phil. n.-in all their dwelling-places] See v.6 n. 

Ch. 6, 3. n\xJ~1 Kt., n•i;h Qere (Baer). Normally the pl. abs. of M:• 
would be n\M;4 2 K. 216 Kt. ; but for ease in pronunciation the M was moved 
so as to separate the palatals g and y; hence ni'l;i 716 3112 32• 364• 6 

and 2 K. 2 16 Q., the -;;- being perhaps retained from the sing. M;,-tt•;, 
Zech. 144 or M'~ Is. 4ot. In the pl. constr., however, there was no need 
to transpose the M, as the short vowel (e.g. in n\:11,;,) would coalesce with 
the y to form the diphthong ai, A, hence n\M•;,,* li'J;,\x•1 358• The omission 
of the yodh in n\xi~l Kt. is probably a mere scribal error. See Kon. ii. 58; 
B-L. 582.-'lN •iin] See 58 n. Some MSS om. •ix, so perhaps($: loo6.
•r:i·p~]] ($: i1;0)..00prn81wna., probably=1,;i.1;1, so He. ; but :ffl suits the context 
better.-4. □J•mn 1"\J1:>i1J ($: om. the verb, and renders □J'Jr.>n Ta Teµi,71 v
µw,, as in v. 6• Elsewhere($: renders the word vaguely, Ta ~u)..tva. XELpo1rol7JTr,, 
Lev. 2630, fJoeMyµ.r,,Tr,, Is. 178 etc.; possibly here 'ir.,n looked like 'Jon, and 
this was both transliterated and made into a Gk. word; cp. 3 14 72• 

21 31 la•J 473, notes. The long vowel in c•~IJ was originally 6, to judge 
from the Phoen. 'Aµ.µ.ovve,~, 'AfJo-fiµouvos ( = 1tin,:iJ1), and the Lat. Hammoni 
Jovi, NSI. 104.-c•71'r~] An artificial pronunciation, intended to suggest 
r,~J1i. As in Hebr. the unhewn sacred stone came to be given the form 
of an idol, so in Aram. ',7,, M77~ was used for stone, not in the natural 
state, but drafted, or shaped ·into a pillar, e.g. Ezr. 58 6•; in the 
Palmyrene Tariff i. 9 MSSJ:i=O"T7/A11 )..10£,17 Gk. text i. II; NSI. 334. The 
trn. rolled, blocks of stone, mentioned above, goes back to Gesenius 
Thes., who thought that the word was applied in derision to dei lapidei. 
The Jews, e.g. Ibn Ezr. on Lev. 2630, connect with c,11., •',',J 412• 16 dung; 
so recently Kr. ($: gives various equivalents: ev0vµ.-fiµ.r,,m, the most 
frequent, 146 • 7 etc., dow)..a. 64 • 6, 01r,,•o1/µr,,Tr,, (-o,a.) 143 • 4 , {Joi/\uyµa.To, 3013 

codA, and l1r1TTJOEuµa.ra 6' 146 etc. The last rendering implies a confusion 
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with n':"~ll (see 20431• <!li), and may shew, as Thackeray points out, that 
the Hebr. text was read aloud to the Gk. translators, and the l of o•S,Sl 
mispronounced as JI (Sept. and Jewish Worship 33. 39). Other instances 
of this confusion in <!lie are 13 6 77l mispronounced as 77)1; 27• □''.>Jl as 
□•Sy:i; 27 20 '7l:JJ as 7'JIJJ; 27 28 mwiir., as niWJ17(r.>). Some further examples 
of mistakes in <!lie, perhaps due to dictation, may be collected here : 
69 '1"17Jll'l o,uw,uoKa='l"IJJJWl; 1314 ;,:nn:i ,uei <'Xt''l'xwv=nirmn:i; 3512 S:i r,js 
q,wv,)s=~,p; 411• 'J'Mt:t OLaKV11"TflV=~Pt:t; 48 10 n•;,1 Kai TO tpos=71"11.-6. n~r,,w•r;,] 
as though from ,Jaw• (I;{im. Rad. Lib. s.v., Kon. i. 436), a root which is 
only known in one derivative, po•w• waste. The usual Hebr. for be desolate 
is □011'; so point l"IJ9\1'll for 'c'ti, like □.;ill 1210 197, Gen. 47 19 ; G-K. § 67 
p. dd; Stade § 536 a.-,oWN'l] l. 1e,;i:.1 =Irr pi,•, ~ Ka1 <'upav,,;0w,n. <!Ii: om. 
□J'll'JJO mm, . . . m:iwi, . . . 1DWN'l. It is not always certain that the 
shorter text of <!lie represents the original more faithfully than ffl. In 
cases where f!lfl has clearly been glossed, the omissions of <!lie point to 
a purer state of the text, e.g. 514• 15 • 16 ; but here the thr.ee terms do 
not seem to be explanatory additions inserted in an earlier text; the 
whole v. is secondary, and existed in a longer and a shorter form.-
8. •n,n1n1] as the text stands, may be taken as the protasis to 1,:m v.•; 
but the syntax is cumbrous, and the meaning of •n,m,11 questionable. 
A temporal clause with the infin. m•,,:i follows •111n1;,1 immediately in a 
way which is contrary to Hebr. idiom, though v. 13 has something similar. 
Either •,77n,m or □ :i':, nl'"J must be struck out : of the two □ :iS nw1:i has 
the support of <!lie and i!r ; Fin vobis, probably=ffl rather than =□JJ. If 
we om. '1171111"11 with (!]iB, we must suppose that the word was inserted to 
form the beginning of a fresh sentence ; then nrn:i might be attached 
to the end of v.7, 'they shall know ... when there are among you 
some who survive'; but v. 8 has no connexion with v.7, and introduces 
an entirely new topic. To relieve the grammar, Co. Toy suggest n,•,1:i ,, • .,, 
□ :iS, cp. Gen. 48, 1 S. 1616· 23 ; it is better simply to admit the uncertainty 
of the text at this point.-□;_to\1i::,;1] For the ni' of the inf. constr. treated 
as a fem. pl. cp. ,:oii:pc 1631 ; sometimes in nouns n1' is treated similarly, 
e.g. 1J'.01ljll 1616, and n•'--c- e.g. ,:o•:;iir 1663, and n'-:;:- e.g. 'l'O~li?' 3511 (s.v.l.); 
B-L, 253.-9. □ :iS nN •111:iwi 711'N] The Niph. cannot be right, though a word 
beginning with J is implied by (!Ji 6µw,uoKa, see v.• n. ; W 'A~e •m:i.:i; 
F quia contrivi; SS probably=•i:iw:i (Co.). Read •ni:i"'1, and with QJr om. 
711'N as repeated by mistake from 1:iwi "lll'N. Then nN will be the sign of 
the accus., and not a prep. ; Kon. iii. § 288 o.-,o "lWk] '1li om., rightly. 
For •:,yr., ,,mn cp. Hos. 91.~eplJ] for 11:liPll Niph. of l:l1p, cp. Job 101 ,,\l~J 
( =M~j;J) for ,,\liPJ, and 1ei7\ 1ei.'.l, 1eii:.1 for 1r.,\1:., 1oi1:.1 (Niph.) Ez. rn1,. 15. 10 ; 
G-K. § 72 dd; B-L. 404. An i'll root mp, probably a by-form of f'P to 
loathe, is established by 2043 3631 □Qb°pJ, ? 1647 l:lR, Ps. 95 10 1:11pN, also by 
the Akk. fpifu, na/Jdfu with the same meaning (Fr. Delitzsch Beitr. f. Ass. 
i. 246 and 242 f.). The attempt made by Eitan Journ. Pal. Or. Soc. 
iii. 137 f. to postulate a ,._/1:ll:lp II jl:lP, Eth. !Jafi!=' thin' is unconvincing; 
see on 1647.-□n·n:iy,n ~:i~] For S:i, at the end of an enumeration, as 
regards all, in brief, cp. 449 , Jer. 1913 , Lev. 1618· 21, Gen. 910 P {19 or 
20 times) ; Lex. 514 b. Perhaps S may be not the preposn., but an 
emphatic particle, like the Ar. lei, Akk. li1=surely; G-K. § 143 e.-Io. 
□Jcr1>t(] ll..X. ; G-K. § r 19 ii.-I x. nNJ With He. Ho I. M'<$Q=eia {exclam.) 
as in 25 3 z62 362 etc. In 1810 21•0 nit occurs in a text which is corrupt.
.,.,., n•:i n1J17 m:iyin] Hehr. idiom requires 111!17 to be taken as a gen., 
'abominations of evils,' fJo,/u1'l'µa,;1, KaKiwv e; but om. n,11, with (!Ji; G-K. 
§ 128 c.-IZ. n10•] <!lie ,;wuXeo-/1,j,;era,=n,:i• (512), which, however, does 
not go well with •n•S:;, immediately following.-13. □ny1•1J Sb harmonizing 
reads ll/7'1.-□ n•S,n] The suff. denotes a partitive gen., ' the slain of them'; 
so Num. 31 8, Josh. 13 22, Is. 34 3.-nn:iy .,,N S:i nnn1 ... □'7nn 'WN1 ~:i:i] 
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The absence of the conjn. with ~JJ is another reason for taking this to 
be the primary text ; there was current also py, fl/ S:i 11r1n, :,r:,, 1'1J/Jl ~J S!I, 
as represented by QliB ; then came the combination of both in ;f!lfl.
,wN OiFr,>] G-K. § 130 c; «!Ii oii, but in some MSS ro,ro, ou, so S:,h.-oin•;J In 
form an inf. Po'lel from n1i, strictly nin\J, then by dissimilation of vowels 
oin•;; cp. ii,•~ from i•:i, fi~•; from f~l; B-L. 475, Kon. ii. 489; differently, 
Barth Nominalb. § 142. The verb ndlJu, Pi. nu'/J!JU=' bring to rest,' is 
used in Akk. <1-S the technical term for appeasing the angry deity; KA T3 
610 n.-14. ,io?;i'l i:.7sir.>J cannot=' from the wilderness of Diblathah,' as 
tlre punctuation intends, because the second word is an accus. =' to 
Diblah,' not a gen. ; I. ni;,?:17 ,:;q1er.,. «!Ii Aeff)"i0a, (so J er. 529 • ••· 27, 

4 Regn. 23 33 cod.A) follows :t'lil, shewing that the mistake was ancient; 
the letters r and d are easily confused both in the archaic and in the 
square character, cp. 39 n. S5 (edns. Walton, Lee) 'desolate more than tlre 
land of Dablath,' but in the Ambr. and other MSS 'and I will make 
the land a destruction and an astonishment from the wilderness of 
Dablath;' Co. 140 f. 

d. THE END IS COME! 71 - 21. 

The chapter begins with four short oracles, vv. 2 - 4• 5 -9• 10-11. 12-1a, 

which strike the same note of warning, and pass it on from 
one to another-the end is come, the #me is come, the day is near, 
the day approaches. Thus vv. 5-9 partly echo and partly repeat 
vv.2 • 4 ; vv.12 -13 take up the refrain of vv.10 -11 ; while the last 
two oracles have words in common with the first two, v.10 with 
v.2, v.12 with v.7• The rest of the prophecy, vv.14 -27 , develops 
the theme in detail. How are these repetitions to be explained ? 
Vv. 2 - 4• 5 -9 seem to be little more than alternative versions of a 
single oracle (Co. Be. Kr. He.} ; Ho. thinks that vv.2 • 4 come 
from a later hand than that of the first redactor, to whom he 
assigns the eh. as a whole. The question does not admit of 
any clear answer ; we may perhaps suppose that Ez. uttered 
several oracles on this subject, and that they have been grouped 
together as a kind of prelude to the longer discourse, vv.14" 27 • 

The reiteration of such terms as the end, the day, my wrath, 
my fury seems at first to connect the overthrow of Jerusalem 
with the final catastrophe of all things. Some of this language 
goes back to the beginning of written prophecy (e.g. Am. 82 ), 

some of it comes from Jeremiah (see on vv. 5• 15• 26), some of it 
is used elsewhere in this Book (see on vv.7• 15 · 21 ) ; particularly 
the allusion to the four corners of the earth v.2b suggests that 
the disaster is world-wide, and concerns more than the country 
of Israel v.2a. Yet, as compared with Is. 24, for example, the 
chapter does not deal with eschatology properly speaking ; 
rather it shews that, in the inevitable course of the divine 
judgements, Jerusalem is doomed to fall. 

Originally, no doubt, the four oracles were composed in a 
rhythmical form, which can still be recognized here and there ; 
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thus v. 3 contains four lines in the 3: 3 measure, and similarly 
v.4, ifwe omit the first upon thee with <!Ji; vv.10 and 12 are remark
able for their 2 : 2 rhythm. Attempts to find a strophical 
plan in vv.1 •1a have not been successful, probably because none 
ever existed. In many places the text is corrupt and un
intelligible (see on vv.6 • 7 · 10• 11 · 13 · 16), and contains numerous 
glosses, a sign of early disorder. <!Ji gives a different arrange
ment from ;9lll, in the opening verses; thus ;tlB 3-5=($- 7-9, 
;tlB 6--9= Qli 3-6; the general effect in ($- is to bring the parallel 
passages together, 2 in ,tit being followed by 6a, 8 and 9 by 3 
and 4. Co. in the main reconstructs the text on this basis, but 
the result only leaves the impression that ;9lll,'s arrangement is 
better. 

The chapter stands under the date given in Iu., 593 B.C., 
six or seven years before the capture of Jerusalem; this, 
however, is too early, for the prophet sees the disaster actually 
approaching, as it did in the year 588-7 B.c. We are therefore 
led to conclude that the date at the head of a section does not 
necessarily cover everything that follows until the next date 
is given (Kr.). 

Ch. 7, 2. And thou, son of man, 'say'] adding s~y with ($-$; 
this is in Ez.'s manner, cp. n 5 3917 .-concerning the country 
of I. (There is) an end!] The catastrophe is local, and 
affects Palestine: the country of I. as often in Ez., e.g. 
n 17 I219 etc. (I7 times).-the end is come upon the four 
extremities of the earth] From another point of view the cata
strophe is world-wide; for Jahveh's judgements surpass the 
boundaries of place and nation. The use of the phrase in Is. n 12 

(cp. Job 373 3813) shews that the earth rather than the land is 
the right translation. The universal, however, passes at once 
to the particular, for v. 3 goes back to Judah and Jerusalem. 
The inconsistency, such as it is, should not be pressed : it 
often happens that the prophets, especially when their outlook 
becomes apocalyptic, view the local and particular on a back
ground of the universal. Something of the kind appears in 
St. Mark I3, where the fall of Jerusalem (vv.14 " 23 ) is connected 
with the end of the dispensation (vv.24-27 ). Amos was the 
first to announce the end is come (Am. 82), and from him the 
phrase came to be associated with eschatological ideas, vv.2• 6, 
Hab. 2 3, Gen. 613 P, Dan. 817 · 19,926 (!Ji, n 27 • ![here renders' the 
punishment of the end,' conforming to 21 30• 34 £2 5 • 291 355.-

3. Now is the end upon thee] The fem. pron. refers to the country 
of I. v.2 , or to Jerusalem understood.-and I will send forth my 
anger against thee] So Ps. 78 49, Job 2023. There is no need to 
alter the text with .$ 'I will pour out' v.8.-and I will judge 
thee according to thy ways] So v.8 183° 2414 3320 3619.-and I will 
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lay upon thee all thine abominations] To the Hebr. mind guilt 
carried with it the punishment of guilt. This pregnant idiom 
is characteristic of Ez., cp. vv. 4• 8 • 9 2349 ; and the similar 'put 
their way upon their head' 910 n 21 2231.-4. mine eye shall not 
spare . . . pity] See 511 n.-5. An evil, one evil! Lo, it is 
coming 1] Probably intended to mean 'an evil, a final evil'; 
one may perhaps have this sense when the context requires it, 
e.g. I S. 268 one, i.e. a final, stroke ; and one may be rendered 
unique when applied to Jahveh, e.g. Dt. 64, Zech. I49 (Cant. 69 is 
ambiguous); but final, supreme, is too much to read into the 
word here. Moreover, the text is open to doubt: some 
30 MSS and m: give · an evil after an evil ; and, following $, 
Toy renders calamity on calamity ; in each case writing question
able Hebrew. Kr. thinks that originally the text ran an evil, an 
evil, with the word repeated for emphasis, as in 2I32 l27l 357, and 
that one was inserted by a reader to mark the crowning disaster 
of 586 B.C. No doubt the prophet had that calamity in mind ; 
but the exact wording of this sentence must remain doubtful. 
Lo ! it is coming ; the subject is left undefined, and all the more 
fearful; so elsewhere, vv. 6• 10 2I12 l71 309 33 33 398 ; and without 
behold 2414• Perhaps the phrase was borrowed from Jer. rn22• 

The whole of cl. b is om. by (!!i:.-6. An end is come, come is 
the end] Repeating v. 2b, All that (!Ii: has of this v. is come is the 
end.-it is awakened against thee] In the Hehr. there is a play 
on the words for the end and awakened, ha/{/Je$ he'/Ji$, which 
favours the originality of the expression ; similarly Am. 82 

plays on /ie/f ' end ' and Jiayi$ ' summer fruit.'-lo, it is coming !] 
See on v. 5• Co., after (!Ii:, would reduce 5 and 6 to the end is come. 
Rather than attempt to construct a perfectly consistent text, 
it seems better to suppose that the prophet delivered several 
oracles on the same subject in much the same language : the 
grouping of these oracles together has led to confusion and 
redundancy in detail. - 7. The meaning of this v. is very 
doubtful. (!Ji. om. the first sentence, which contains the obscure 
word /f"Phird, repeated in v.10, where again (!Ji. om. it; textually, 
therefore, the word is suspect. The root from which it appears 
to come means to plait, interweave, as in the Arab. 4,afara ; in 
Mishnaic Hebr. the verb is used of a basket-maker plaiting 
a round, and the noun denotes the rim or border of a basket, 
e.g. T. Jer. Shabb. vii. fol. rnc, viii. fol. nb ; hen~e com~s the 
word li"Phird in Is. 285, and clearly means somethmg p~aited,_a 
chaplet. And this meaning has been adopted here, either m 
a literal sense, e.g. by ® 71'.\oK~, which is not quite impossible 
in v.10, or more frequently in a metaphorical sense, e.g. by 
~V. doom, with the marginal renderings the turn, or the crown
ing time, for which there is not the slightest authority. The 
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versions and early interpreters only guess ; see phil. n. Since 
neither Arab. nor Aram. offers any sure clue to the meaning, it is 
possible that the word may be of Babylonian origin. A verb 
$aparu has not yet been found ; but in the Amarna Tablets 
158, 23. 30 and 43, 4 the noun fiapurtu and the adj. !japru occur, 
apparently in the sense of slander, slanderous (Knudtzon, p. 1503). 
The verb perhaps conveyed the idea of maltreating by word or 
deed, and a derivative might well mean mischief or injury, 
which would suit the present passage and v.10• This, however, 
is hardly more than a suggestion.*-' upon ' thee, 0 inhabitant 
of the land] So Is. 2417, in an eschatological context.-come is 
the Time, near is the Day] Usually the prophets write near is 
the day of Jahveh, 303, Is. 136, Jo. 115b 2 1 414 [3H], Ob. 1s, 

Zeph. 17• 14, Zech. 141 ; but here the Time, the Day are used in a 
sense too well known to need further definition, cp. v.12, Jo. 1 15a, 
Mal. 319 [41), Dan. 121, Heb. 1025• At an earlier period, and in the 
popular mind, the day of J ahveh meant His appearance in power to 
overthrow the enemies of the nation t ; indeed the day came to be 
almost another name for a defeat which meant a victory for 
Israel, e.g. the day of Midian Is. 93, of Jezreel Hos. 2 2, of Egypt 
Ez. 309 • But the prophets, as far back as Amos, made a stand 
for a different interpretation; they insisted that the Day would 
bring, not Jahveh's victory over the enemy outside, but Jahveh's 
judgement upon Israel itself, e.g. Am. 518, Is. 2 12fl'- 139, Jer. 307, 

Ez. 719 135 3633, Mal. 319 [41]. By Ez. and other post-exilic 
prophets the word was used with an additional significance : 
the Day was to consummate the overthrow of heathenism, 
Jer. 4610, Ez. 302ff- 3810• 14 398• 11• 13, Zech. 143, and usher in the 
age of blessedness, 3922, Mal. 320 [42).-The rest of the v. is 
textually uncertain. After the Day a word seems to have fallen 
out ; . probably we should read ' a day ' of panic, as Is. 226 ; 

so RV., in part following {l'.LHJ prope est dies occisionis.-and 
not of joyful shouting, upon the mountains] So RV. attempts 
to render; but the grammar and sense are so doubtful that the 
sentence is best left untranslated. The Vrs. afford no help.-
8. A repetition of v. 3, except that for the end is upon thee we have 
here soon I will pour my Jury upon thee ; for and I will send 
forth (v. 3), here and I will accomplish.-9. Repeats v. 4 almost 
verbatim. Probably vv. 3 - 4 and 8 -9 are merely doublets of our 
oracle.-(who) smites] Not in v. 4 ; the Hebr., though supported 
by Qli, is ungrammatical and corrupt.-10. In a brief, poetical 

* Made by Mr. G. R. Driver, privately. 
t Holscher Gesch. d. isr. u. jud. Rel. (1922) 105 quotes as a parallel the 

Assyrian invocation of the fire-god : ' may thy dreadful day overtake 
the foe.' He questions, as against Gressmann, the antiquity of 
eschatological ideas and language among the Hebrews, ib. 154. 
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form this v. gives the substance of the prophecy; we have in 
fact here one of those summary oracles which, it would seem, 
furnished the prophets with a starting-point for their discourses. 
The rhythm at once attracts notice. As the text stands, the 
v. contains five lines with two beats in each-

a Behold the day! 
b Behold it comes I 
c Gone forth is the !i"PMrd I 
d Blossomed, the rod J 
e Sprouted, the insolence ! 

Now a verse containing four lines, or six lines, in the 2 : 2 
measure is by no means uncommon, e.g. Ps. 467 C61 482 m, 
Is. 214, or Is. 42 21 3• 7 {see Gray Forms of Hebr. Poetry 167) ; 
but a group of five lines in this measure does not often occur, 
though we find it again in v.12 if the text is right, Is. 21 5 and 
? Ps. 48 3 r21• Further, the parallelism here is complete in the 
case of lines a and b, d and e, but owing to the uncertainty of 
the word !i"PMrd {see on v.7), we cannot tell whether line c is 
parallel to b or to d. The line thus introduces a disturbing 
element into the metrical structure, and probably formed no 
part of the original text. It is omitted by (!P.-In veiled 
language the oracle announces that all is ripe for judgement: 
the tree has burst into leaf and flower ! Lines d and e are 
somewhat enigmatical. The word rod can be applied in more 
than one sense; it may mean the branch of a vine, for instance, 
as in 1911 -14, or the staff of a ruler, e.g. Jer. 4817, Ps. 1102 ; here 
apparently it symbolizes the royal power, the dynasty of 
Jerusalem, either as an offshoot of David's line (cp. 1911fl·, and 
Is. 111 where, however, a different word is used), or as holding 
the sceptre of authority. The rod may also be a weapon, as in 
Is. 105• 24 3032, and the Rabbis think of Nebuchadrezzar {Ra. 
~im.); there may be a hint of castigation in the choice of 
the word ; but the prophet has Israel in mind, not Babylon, 
and Israel as represented by its chief. Similarly with line e. 
The figure is continued by the verb sprouted, though the abstract 
insolence does not make a good parallel with the concrete rod : 
it is a dark allusion to the ruling class, Zedekiah and his court. 
Again the Rabbis refer to 'the wicked Nebuchadnezzar' 
(Ra.), and quote Jer. 5031 in support of the interpretation 
(~im., following ~) ; on the contrary, it is Israel's arrogance 
which has reached the climax ; the instruments of judgement, 
the Babylonians, are not mentioned till vv. 21• 24• If line c 
belongs to the original text, and is not a gloss from the margin, it 
i:nay be rendered so as to fit the figure of the tree, 'sprung up 
Is the (? mischief),' the verb as in Is. 111, Job 142.-1 I. No 
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satisfactory sense can be extracted from this v. The translation 
given in RV. and margin runs, ' Violence is risen up into a rod 
of wickedness ; not from them, nor from their multitude, nor 
from their wealth : neither shall there be wailing for them ' ; 
this is enough to shew the hopeless state of the text. The 
corruption must have begun early, for the Vrs. imply more or 
less what we have in .iE{. A clue towards an intelligible mean
ing is given by (!P, which renders the opening words and he shall 
break in pieces the support (lit, rod) of the wicked ; an incongruous 
clause follows, and the last is omitted. Perhaps the v. originally 
contained something of this kind : ' the branch of wickedness 
shall be broken in pieces, and their tumult shall be brought 
low.'-12. The Day (cp. v.7 ) will overwhelm all social institu
tions. As the text stands, this v., like v.10, contains five lines 
with two beats in each, supposing that the fifth line runs for
anger (is) on-all-her-tumult. But this line has probably been 
inserted from vv.13• 14, and in all three cases it is om. by C!!i8 ; 

the omission not only produces a more normal measure (see on 
v.10), but restores the connexion of v.13 with v.12a. To judge 
from the mourning of the seller, there seems to be an allusion 
here to the forced sale of hereditary lands, a matter which was 
apt to rouse strong feeling in Israel, I K. 213· 6 ; cp. eh. 4618, 

Lev. 2523, Num. 367 • For the buyer and the seller cp. Is. 242.

I 3. For the seller shall not return unto the (? land) sold] Since 
the time of Jerome the words have been understood to refer 
to the jubile year (so ~im.), when the original owner is to 
return unto the lands which he has sold, Lev. 2513 • 27f•; we have 
no evidence, however, that the jubile existed as a social in
stitution before the fall of Jerusalem, and the present passage 
is too vague to prove that it did. The connexion with v.12a. 
goes below the surface : we should expect ' let not the seller 
mourn-because he cannot recover his property ' ; instead of 
that, the prophet says ' let not the seller mourn, mourning will 
be useless-because in the break-up of the nation there will 
be no returning to ancestral lands, property and inherited rights 
will disappear.' In this way the text may be explained (Toy) ; 
otherwise we must suppose that v.13a is the gloss of a reader 
who saw that, in the coming judgement, it would be impossible 
to carry out the jubile law (Be. Kr.).-A corrupt line follows: 
lit. and still in life is their life. How can this possibly mean 
' even though he were alive at the time of the jubile ' ? The _ 
words must have crept into the text later than the Gk. version; 
perhaps they are a miswritten form of the last sentence of the 
v.-for a vision against all her tumult shall not return] Again 
a corrupt line, and again not recognized by C!!i8 ; it is made 
up of words incorrectly repeated from cl. a (shall not return) and 
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vv.12b- 14b.-and each man-his life is in his iniquity-they shall 
not strengthen themselves] llli:B reproduces this in the form 'and 
a man shall not hold fast to the iniquity (llli eye) of his life.' 
The original text is beyond recovery. On the basis of Co.'s 
conjecture, Ro. proposes for the whole v. : 'For the seller shall 
not return to the thing sold, And the buyer shall not retain 
the thing bought.' This at any rate gives two parallel and 
rhythmical lines-all that ll!iB represents in this v.-14. Appar
ently the text says, they have sounded the trumpet and prepared 
everything, but no one goes to the war. Again we can only resort 
to conjecture. A plausible emendation of the v. is, Sound ye 
the trumpet, and prepare the weapons of war, see phil. n. ; the 
divine Speaker summons His army to execute the judgement ; 
for the idea see Hos. 58 , Jer. 45, Jo. 21, and Is. 134 ; with 
preparing weapons cp. 387, Nah. 24• The last sentence of the v., 
for my fury is upon all her tumult, may be original at this point, 
and from here copied into vv.12 ·13, though llli:B leaves it out 
in all three places.-15. the sword ... and the pestilence and 
the famine] Cp. 3327 and 512 n.-in the field . . . in the city] 
Cp. Jer. 1418• The whole v. echoes the language of Jeremiah.-
16. In 512 the scattered are to be pursued by the sword; in 
68f· the remnant that escape will 'remember me' and repent; 
here the fugitives can only look for some miserable fate, such 
as may be illustrated from Jer. 4ollf- 4r16f-, after the fall of 
Jerusalem. But the text in detail is open to question: lit. it 
runs And if their fugitives fly, they shall be upon the mountains 
like doves of the valleys, all of them growling (!), each because of 
his iniquity. This cannot be right. We may turn doves of the 
valleys into moaning doves, cp. Is. 3814 5911 ; but the words are 
not attested by llli:B, and may be an explanation of the following 
phrase, after it had become corrupted. The verb in all of them 
growling is used of bears or dogs, e.g. Is. 5911, Ps. 597 · 15 [6· 141, 

and does not suit the context here ; llli reads all of them I will 
put to death, S6 preferably all of them will die, agreeing well with 
each because of his iniquity (cp. 318 n.). Originally perhaps the 
v. read somewhat like this: 'and their fugitives shall fly 
upon the mountains ; all of them shall die, each because of his 
iniquity'; though it may fairly be objected that death comes 
too soon, if the next vv. continue the description of the fugitives. 
-17. All their hands shall drop, and all knees shall flow down in 
water] i.e. shall be as weak as water: repeated in 2112 [7J; the 
first phrase in Is. 137 Jer. 624• The people referred to in vv.17 "18 

seem to be the fugitives of v.16 ; if so, the reading of llli:$ in v.16, 
which threatens them with death, must be understood as 
anticipating their fate.-18. Girding with sackcloth, and making 
baldness by shaving the front of the head or plucking out the 

6 
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hair, were signs of humiliation and misery; cp. 27 31 442
~. 

Is. 152r. 2212, Jer. 4837, 1 K. 2031• They were also accompam
ments of mourning, e.g. Gen. 3734, Jer. 166, Mi. r16 ; but sorrow 
for the dead is not referred to here, nor penitence for sin (et. 68f•). 
-and shuddering shall cover them] Cf. Ps. 556 l51 • - 19. The 
prophet turns from the fugitives to the inhabitants of Jerusalem 
reduced to desperation in the siege: they spurn their idols; 
the gold lavished upon images becomes an unclean thing. The 
word marks the extreme of impurity. In the Law it is a 
technical term for ceremonial defilement due to menstruation 
(Lev. P and H, so Ez. 186 2210), or to the touching of a corpse 
(Num. P) ; here it is applied to the defilement of idolatry, 
as in v.20 3617 ; cp. Zech. 131, Lam. 117 , Ezr. 911, 2 C. 296• 

The prophet speaks with the horror of a priest.-their silver 
and their gold ... the wrath of Jahveh] A quotation from 
Zeph. 1 18, inserted after the Gk. version was made.-because it 
had become a stumbling- block of their iniquity] The gen. is 
objective, ' a stumbling-block which leads to iniquity ' ; the 
phrase again in 143 • 4 • 7 1830 4412.-20. And the beauty of its 
ornament ' they ' have turned into pride] Referring to the silver 
and gold of the image, v.19• £)!l reads he (i.e. Jahveh) has 
turned; but the Vrs. make the verb plur., and this agrees 
with the plur. vb. which follows, they have made therefrom.
and the images of their abominations' '] ffl adds their detestable 
things, a gloss, as the absence of the conjn. shews; Qli:B om.-
21. And I will give it into the hand of strangers] So n 9 ; the 
reference is to the gold and silver of vv.19• 20• The strangers are 
no doubt the Babylonians, 2810 3012 3112-in Ez.'s mind the wicked 
of the earth (cp. v.24), or as he calls them elsewhere 'the terrible 
ones of the nations,' i.e. the most terrible, or terrifying nation, 
287 3011 3112 3212 ; indeed (!Ji by its rendering Toi:s- Aoiµoi:s TT/~ 

y~s- implies that the terrible ones was read here for wicked (so 
Co. Toy). The prophet thinks of the heathen world as godless, 
and of the Babylonians as the worst among them.-for a spoil] 
So 23 46 257 348 • 22 , but in each case of persons, not things.-
22. And I will turn away my face from them, and they shall 
defile my treasured (place)] from them, i.e. the Israelites; they 
shall defile, i.e. the Babylonians, the robbers of cl. b. It happens 
that turn away my face is nowhere else used of Jahveh; but 
no exception need be taken to the phrase in itself (J ud. 1823, 

1 K. 814, 2 K. 202 ).-my treasured (place) or my hidden (one)] 
Jerome explains rightly, ' arcanum meum, quod signi:ficat 
Sancta sanctorum,' and refers to the violation of the temple by 
the Babylonians, Antiochus Epiphanes, Pompey, Vespasian, 
Titus ; I~im. adopts the same interpretation. There is sup
pressed emotion in the word ; though it is not again applied 
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to Jerusalem or the sanctuary, similar terms of endearment are 
found in 2421 • 25.-enter into it] i.e. the city (fem.).-23. The 
first two words have been rendered make the chain, on the 
strength of a similar noun in 1 K. 621, Is. 4019 and the vb. in 
Nah. 310 ; and the prophet is supposed to be called upon to 
perform a symbolic act. In that case the summons ought to 
be prefaced with 'the word of Jahveh came to me, saying,' 
or something of the kind ; moreover, the chain is not suggested 
by what follows. But no reliance can be placed upon ill!t; 
Qli.S:, attach the words to the end of v. 22 , reading and they shall 
make. We cannot be sure how the text originally ran.-the 
land is full of a sentence for bloodshed] Cp. 23 45 Dt. 198 2122• 

Qli, however, does not recognize a sentence for, and it may be a 
gloss on the obscure word translated chain : its omission im
proves the sense and parallelism. Then cp. 99.-24. Going 
back to v.2ir-, the v. threatens the houses and sanctuaries in 
the city. And I will bring in the vilest heathen] See on v. 21 • 

($BJ!, om. cl. a, perhaps by an oversight, for both cl. a and 
cl. b begin with words of similar form.-and I will put an end 
to the pride of ' their strength'] So 1 MS and QJiB; ill!t the pride of 
(the} strong, so m'.S51J; but the pride of their (your, her) strength 
is Ez.'s usual phrase, e.g. 2421 306• 18 3328, Lev. 2619.-and their 
sanctuaries shall be profaned] Not the temple, for that is pro
faned by Jahveh Himself, 2421, but, as the plur. shews, the 
private sanctuaries on the roofs of houses and in the gardens 
(Kr.).-25. Shuddering comes!] The noun occurs only here; 
but the root, which means to roll up, can be applied to the skin 
wrinkled through fear, as in S$ Ps. n9120 for the Hehr. bristle up. 
With the end of the line cp. 1310• 16 from Jer. 614 811.-26. Ruin 
upon ruin shall come] Like the succession of disasters which 
befell Job, see Job 62 • The form of the sentence is perhaps 
imitated from Jer. 420.-and rumour upon rumour] lit. report, 
in an ominous sense; cp. 2112 m, Jer. 1022 51 46.-The revelation 
of Jahveh's will is no longer to be communicated through the 
usual channels: a sure sign of irreligion and despair, cp. 
1 S. 31 286• 1 5• This part of the v. seems to be based on Jer. 1818, 

with elders for wise man, cp. Lam. z9r.. And they shall seek a 
vision from (the) prophet; we must supply in thought 'and 
shall find none ' ; some would restore the missing word or 
words to the text. The parallelism would be improved by 
reading ' and the vision shall be cut off from the prophet ' ; 
but perhaps the text may stand. instruction shall perish from 
the priest; such is the meaning of tora here, rather than law in 
t~e sense of a written code. Priests are frequently associated 
With prophets as representatives of religion in Jerusalem before 
the exile ; cp. 2225 f-. The elders are the men of position called 
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in to advise the king or the people, e.g. 2 K. 231, Jer. 2617.-27. 
The king mournetk] QJiB om. the words, and it is a question which 
text we are to prefer. Ez. uses the title of king when alluding 
to Jehoiachin 1712, and to the kings of the past generally 437• 9, 
and to the one king who will reign over the one people hereafter 
3722• 24_ But he avoids the title when he is speaking of Jehoahaz 
and Jehoiachin 191, and of the reigning king Zedekiah 1212 

21 30 12 51, and even of the future David 3424 3J2 5 ; he calls them 
prince, niisi'. We notice in Ez. a tendency, hinted at in 
Dt. 1714-2°, to lower the claims of the temporal power; cp. 
Zech. 31 •8, 69•15• The head of the ideal community in the new 
Jerusalem is consistently called niisi'; 443 may come from Ez. 
himself, at any rate the allusions to the prince in 457t- m. 22 

46211 • 1611• 4821f- shew that the priestly successors of Ez. were legis
lating on the principle that Jahveh alone is the King of Israel 
(cp. 1 S. 1212• 19 ). And QJi- goes even further in getting rid of the 
title king ; 1712 is the only passage in which (!Ji- allows it to 
remain ; in the other passages Jpxwv is substituted 3722 - 24, 

oi ~yovfLEvoi in 437 • 9, in the present v. the king mourneth is left 
out altogether. It would seem, then, that (!Ji- tries to enforce 
the theocratic principle more strongly than Ez., and for this 
reason :ff)ll's text is preferable to t'ii's; the reference to the 
king has been deliberately passed over; see Holscher Hes. 68; 
Hemtrich Ezechielprobl. 122 ff. Moreover, :ff)ll's reading balances 
well with v.26 ; three classes are mentioned there, and here we 
have the king, the princes, and the common people. For niisi' 
in this sense, 'members of the ruling class' (sing. collective), 
not necessarily of the royal family, cp. 2117 [121 226.-shall clothe 
themselves with terror] For the word, cp. 197 (vb.), 2333 2616 (vb.); 
it also means devastation 614-the people of the land] The use of 
this expression has a significant and varied history. In the 
earlier literature the people of the land are referred to occasion
ally, and mean the common people, of Egypt for instance, 
Gen. 426 E, Ex. 55 J, or the natives of Canaan, Num. 149 JE, 
cp. Gen. 237•12 P. It is in 2 Kings, however, and writers of the 
exile period, that the phrase becomes frequent, shewing perhaps 
that, in the later days of the monarchy, class-divisions began 
to be more conspicuous than before. Thus here and in 2229 4522 

the people of the land are distinguished from the king and the 
leaders of the nation, cp. 2 K. n 14• 18 •20, Jer. 5225 , Hag. 2 4, 

Dan. 96 ; in Zech. 75, Sir. 5019 [Hehr.] they are distinguished 
from the priests ; or, without distinction from any other class, 
they represent the general population of Israel, e.g. 3913 463 • 9 

(cp. 2 K. 1616), Lev. 202 • 4, 2 K. 2124=2 C. 3325, 2 K. 2330= 
2 C. 361, and this is the sense which Ez. has in mind when he 
speaks to those left behind in Judah, as well as to his fellow-
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exiles, I219 332• Then in the age of Judaism the phrase 
is applied, with a touch of contempt, to the unclean and un
reformed people of Palestine, Ezr. 44, cp. Ezr. rn2• 11, Neh. rna1 

(plur.). Finally, in the Mishna it means the multitude who 
know not the Law (cp. Jn. 749), the vulgar herd, e.g. Aboth 
ii. 5 [6] 'no one of the people of the land is pious.' See further, 
Schurer Gesch. d. jiid Volkes 3 ii. 400.-' according to ' their way] 
so with (!H.L.$1J for on account of their way ;ifl!l; cp. vv. 3• 8.

and by their own judgements will I judge them] So 2324 4424 Q.; for 
the idea cp. Lev. 262ar., Ps. r827b [26bl. 

Ch. 7, 2. nr.i,11~ ] For the? of relation after a verb of speaking cp. 21 8, 
Gen. 2013b 21', Ps. no1.-fp] i!li llt'pas 1jK«, 2 Hebr. MSS 11:i yp WlT, 
inserting the vb. ; 55 freely 'the end is come upon the land of I.' But 
the brevity of iflR is impressive, and to read r p,, N:J N:J fi' as in v.• rather 
spoils the effect.-y,11n m!lD l'IJl:J1N] Kt. has a fem. numeral with a fem. 
noun, cp. 40 2• n; G-K. § 97 c : Q. gives the normal v:iitc, Lit. the four 
wings of the earth ; the same idiom was current in Akk., kippdt saml 
(u) ir§iti, Del. Ass. HWB. 340. i!li here and in Is. II 11 al rfrr,apes 'lfripu
')'H -rijs ')'i)s, et. 37• and Rev. 71.-3. 1:1 '!lN •nn~ll'l] i!li om. '!lN and renders 
1:1 i'lfl r,t=1'~J/. In the next phrase ;•:i,,:i is misread ',:i, so v.• [Hebr. 8]; 
for the confusion of :i with J cp. i!li 1910 2038.-4. i!JiB om. the first 
l'~J/, and the omission gives a 3: 3 line; cp. v.9.-1•:i,, ':l] 12 MSS i-:i,,:i 
as in v.9 ; but normally in this expression thy ways is the direct obj.
For the pl. ye shall know i!li,S read the sing., which suits the context 
better.-5. nv, nnN ny,] The Rabbis take nnN in the sense of complete, 
unique; thus Ra. • a disaster complete and unique above all others, the 
destruction of the temple ' ; so ~m., who also mentions the reading 
of m:: ,n11. The Hebr. for ' one evil after another ' would be no~ no~~ nsn, 
cp. Is. 271 •, }$:oh. 727 • 55 implies. nnn ; this would mean ' one evil in 
exchange for another,' cp. Ex. 21 23 11•, 1 K. 2039• 42 • None of these 
emendations gives a satisfactory text.-,1NJ m,i] The ptcp. normally 
requires the subj. to be expressed, Dr. § 135 (6) ; but in this phrase it is 
not defined, and the fem. is used to convey the idea of indefiniteness, 
cp. 1226 1wr.in, 3333 i'Ti-t:JJ, 3816 n•nn. The sense in which the phrase is used 
elsewhere makes it prob. that ny, is not to be taken as the subj. ; thus 
FP in v. 6 and 01' in v. 10, both of which are mas., cannot be subjs. of the 
i'TNJ which follows in each case.-6. $ reads the whole v. • the end is 
coming, and it has brought distress upon thee ' (four words) ; i.e. 55 om. 
rpn N:J and i'1NJ m:i-it frequently om. repetitions (Co. 149 f.)-and reads 
f'p,, as ;,•1<:i.-7. :,i•.i1<,1] 1T here and in v. 10 renders by contritio, $ by an 
Aram. word of similar sound :;iphrayii=he-goat; Ra. and ~m. explain 
of the light and splendour (Is. 28 6) of the dawn (Aram. $aphrd), hence 
the AV. morning; 'A~ 1rpMKD'lf"l"'s, which Jerome explains contempla
tionem et prospectionem, while he himself prefers to render tne Hebr. 
contractio. m; gives 11ni:i,r.i kingdom, obtaining this sense from Is. 28 6

• 

The Arab. 4,afara, it may be added, also has the meaning ' to &o quickly, 
spring, leap in running,' which may be the sense of the vb. m Ju_d. 73 

decamp (Burney in loc.).-no,nr.i 01•,, :11,pJ Acc. to the accents near is the 
day of panic, impossible grammatically. Disregarding the accents, 'o 
may be taken as a nom. (not a gen.) in apposition to orn, G-K. § 127 g. 
It is better, however, to restore the text :ir.i,nr.i 01• 01•,1 Jlip, (l!r supplies 
a negative as the missing word, 06 µ.eTa 0opu{3w• cp. v.11 ; so Lag. Kr. ; 
~hen :ir.i,,,r.i must=noisy revel, as in Am. 39.--ll'1i'T in N~l] The translation 
Joyful shouting is based on the guess, which goes back to the Jewish 
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commentators, that ,;, li.'/.., is another form of 11•;, a joyous cry, of those 
who tread the grape or win a fight, Is. 169!., Jer. 25 80 4833 51 14• o•;,;i ,;:, 
'a joyous cry on the mountains' might be an extreme instance of the 
objective gen., though usage (Ges. § 128 h) hardly warrants such an 
explanation. To read C',;;tD 7!1 relieves the grammar, but does not 
account for ,n. QI; ov µ,rit willvwv is an attempt to make sense of a 
corrupt text. Some Vrs. treat 7tl as ,in splendour Ps. 454 ; so 'A Kat ouK 
e1r,iloi;lm1,, 0 and F et non gloriae montium. $ om., m: ' and there is 
none to be saved in the strongholds of the mountains.'-8. J11pr.i] of time, 
a rare usage; cp. Dt. 3217, Job 206 (' of short duration ').-9. 7•J;1J] 
QI; o,6r, riis ooous crov '.IJ sed vias tuas i.e. 7'J11 'J as v. •. $ combines 
both=',, 'J.-n,o] The ptcp. without the art. at the end of cl. b arouses 
suspicion : Is. 52• 669 shew the correct idiom. As Toy says, the word 
may be a miswritten form of ,011 nJ at the beginning of v. 6, before which 
v. 9 =v.• seems to have stood.-10. (!!iB on the basis of vv.•• •• reads 
.i:l.toTL Td.o, '/,./-yEt K6pio, 'liio/, TO ,rlpM 1/Kei, loo/, 11µ.<pa Kvplov i.e. 10N i'D ,, 

n,n• □l' ,,m ypn 11:i m,, .,in•. Qli's 1/ 11µ.fpo. Kvpiov is a weak equivalent of 
Ez.'s impressive □1•n cp. vv. 7• 12.-M~:i mn] (!liB om.; fem. ptcp. with 
indefinite subj.; see v.• n.~,i!lsM mes'] (!!iB om.; l!]iAQ 'A0 ei;ijMe, 71 
7rAOK7J. Jer. here renders (!liA egressa est complexio; et. his rendering 
in v.7. m:'.IJ as in v.7.-m:ion ys] (!liB ei Kal 11 f,d.~ilos 1)v011Kev. What el 
Ko.£ represents is not clear; the combination occurs again in eJi very 
rarely, Num. 1629 ='1 ... □ N, Job 31•0 ='1 ... ON, Jer. 2 28A=□N, Ez. 
21 18 usJA fr, el Kal=cJ □ 11 no,. Perhaps, then, ,i Kai implies □J or □ 11. 
Co. thinks that el is attested as original in (!liB by the variant loou TJ 
-iJµ.lpa Ku«Q i.e. Kii ( = Kvplov) +«. See Co. 80f.-11. J/Wl nDO? □ p □□nn] 
For'S □,p cp. 1 S. 22 13, Mic. 28, Zeph. 38 ,~~ •01p (6$); but in each case 
with reference to a person, not to a thing such as ni:io. It is possible to 
render J/1:'1 mio a rod against wickedness, for the genit. see G-K. § 128 h; 
but in v.10 nDo prob. has nothing to do with chastisement; the word 
ought to bear the same meaning in both vv. 'A cio,Kla avicrn1 <is f,afHJov 
ci0,o-£as, ~ 1/ .,,.'/..,av,~la l<TT'l/K<v ,ls 1rpO<TKA«nv (.iiio from nDi =incline) ci,oµlas, 
'.IJ iniquitas surrexit in virga impietatis, so $, i!r ' robbers have risen 
up to support the wicked '-all attempting to make some sense of the 
unintelligible ffl. 6 gives ""' <TVIITplifm crr1Jp,-yµ.a av6µ.ou i.e. J/1:'1 nt:io i:ii;,1 
cp. in '1li- 418 518 1413.-There. can be no doubt that □,,o 11\, and □ ,,ono 11,,, 
as also □i1ono 11,1 and □ i'!:i ,,i 11~,. are respectively dittographs. Nothing is 
to be made of c;iono. Ra. 15:im., followed by AV. marg., render ~i' wailing,' 
as though from nni Mic. 2•; some modems compare Ar. n'aha='be 
eininent,' so RV. eminency, cp. (!li-A e wpaiiTµ.os iv a&ro,s, ~ iK Tov Ka.'/..'/..ovs 
ailTwv, all resorting to precarious guess-work. About 18 MSS read oi, 
hence $'.IJ requies. (!liB om. the dittographed words, c;i:i ;u N?1, as often 
in similar cases, cp. v.12a. 12•· 26h 513 etc. (!liB represents the last half 
of the v. by Kai ov µ<Ta 0opu~ov ovoe µ.,Ta ,r,rov8i)s, conforming to v. 4 eJi 
=7 3tt. For the entire v. Ro. suggests □i1o;i (? ,;irt) ?!lt'i n!lo (? ,:,If:) ;:iri,i, 
perhaps as good a restoration as any. For i!r's paraphrase, ' not of 
them [nor of their sons, Reuchlin MS], nor of their tumult, nor of 
their sons' sons,' see Co. 134.-12. pin] ='llin v.14• i!r •cip JO 1i,, 
characteristically avoiding the anthropomorphism.-13. □n•n C"n:i 11v1] 
Perhaps a miscopied form of the line wn 1J1Jl:l 111•111. $ renders freely, 
' and again there is no life in their life,' inserting a negative, as in 
114.-niion ,, ,11 pm 'J] A corrupt repetition of ,,i,o.i ?J \,11 pin in v. 12\ 

cp. v, 14h,-1pmn• 11? ,n,n 1l1J/:l l:''111] (!Ji Ka, li,0pw7rOS iv 6q,0a'/..µ.cp _twi), aVToO 
ov KpaT~cr« i.e. p•m• 11\, ,n•n I'll:! 111•111 (cf. 6 Zech. 56, Ps. 727), '.IJ et vir in 
niquitate viae suae non confortabitur, neither Vrn. recognizing the suff. 

in 1~1v:i il:l!l ; the Hiph. implied by l!li's Kpar1Jcre,, and $; ' hold fast,' is 
an improvement on the Hithp. of ffl. Ro. conjectures for the whole 
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v. p'!O,'. ii, n;r,,r;,:;i ,iJiPti] Jlll'' 11, ,:icr.m 'i11 ,:i,cn •:i ; Co. for the last line 
p•in• 11, l!lC:J j'JPJ nJ1pn1. Toy renders ' and no one shall strengthen his 
life by iniquity' i.e. p•m• 11, wn JlllJ w•111; but ':i p•1nn means • lay hold 
on, seize npon, retain,' not ' strengthen by ... '-14. l1iPN WR!)] There 
is no such word as l/ipr:,=' trumpet.' The text seems to have been 
influenced by J er. 6 1 ,~it:i lJIP.r:i 11ip;,:;i.i • And in Te)i:o'a sound ye the 
trumpet.' 2 MSS eJi :l::a)v1rlc1aT~ ev a-d)v,nyy, 1£F canite tuba treat the 
vb. as imperat., cp. Hos. 58, Jer. 4 5, Jo. 2 1 • Co. suggests 11ipi:, lJIP,r:i 
• sonnd continually,' with the inf. abs. as in Is. 69 ; but the Vrs. imply 
,~i.r;i w~r:i, so Ro. He. Similarly .:b=rn:., though reading the vb. as 
perf.-~~o r;i;;rl] ffi intends the vb. to be in£. abs., anomalously for tJ;;T\ 
after the preceding perf. ; but 'they have prepared everything' is a 
weak and prosaic remark in such an impassioned speech (Jahn). 
Again eJi writes an imperat., Kpivan Tii. c1op,1rana, but .confuses u•:i;i with 
w,; the same confusion occurs in Ps. Sol. 817 #Kp,v• for ~roip,af• (r, for 
p:in) ; cp. 23 23 ,PaKovK 3612 ml -yevv-fic1w for :i confused with , by Qli. 'A0 
fro,p,dO"aT•. Co., following his restoration of the preceding cl., emends 
J;>;;r ll'J;;T! • and prepare continually.' But the corruption prob. goes 
deeper. On the basis of m::•s ' preparing instruments of weapons 
(11l'l 'lDJ rip110), and there is none that goes to battle,' Ro. proposes 
ni;io'.,r,, •~;i ll'J~1 ' and prepare weapons of war ' ; it is not difficult to see 
in iii!l's ', ,,,, r-111 a dittogr. of ,:in i". eli 8 om. ni1cn ,:i ,11 •i,,n 'J, but the 
sentence is wanted here (Co.).-15. rm:i] eJi takes over non,o from v.1 4, 

v 1ro'/..,p,or ev pop.,Paii l~w0ev. Some would read ymo, but eJi and m:: do not 
necessarily imply this.-nS:i11•J eJi c1wTeMc1et m:: n•i•~•w• ? =H~;,; Co. : a 
needless change.-16. 1'cl ••• 1c?!ll] For the construction cp. 317 n. 
The }5:al of c'i!l only here.-ni•11Jn •i1•:i] I. ni•,h □'Ji',ll. This lies behind l!JiA 
ws 1rep,c1upa, p.eAET1)Ti ml (for p,illeT1JT<Kal 0=meditantes, Jer.), cp. Is. 38", 
where ,,in11 is rendered p,e'/..ETw.-nmn □ 'i:i] The grammar alone, mas. 
subj. with fem. ptcp., arouses suspicion. eJi:B m£nas d1r0Knvw=n•o11 D?J, 
,S =mll:I'. The whole v. may be read 1mo• □?:J □ •in;-1 ?JI 1•,,1 □n•c•?!l 1c?D1 
lJlJIJ w•11 ; but they shall be upon the mountains is a poor expression ; 
and Jahn would om. 1•;11 as a scribal attempt to improve the con
struction of a text already injured. No confidence can be placed in 
any restoration.-17. □'1:1 m:i,n] For the accus. of specification cp. Jer. 
917 1317, Jo. 418 ; G-K. § n7 z •. eJi: paraphrases p.o/\vv071rrovrn, irypac1las, 
referred to by Ephrem Syrus as a reading of ' the Hebrew' (!) ; see 
Co. 146. m'..Sfollow flrl.-18. o,,•c,Ni 'i:i:i] '1li=w11, ?:i ,in; cp. Jer. 48 37.-

19. nw n,iS] eJi paraphrases with the unusual word u1repa,P071c1eTa,, all 
the more remarkable because in v. 20 n,i, is rendered Eis &.Ka0apc1lav. 
Co. ro2.-lllJ'l/P. for □•Tl!.9, cp. Barth Nominalb. 21 ;_ B-L. 240, 588.-
20. 1'1)1 'J•J eJi: loosely h'/..eKTii. K6c1p,ov .. :!: Tov Ko<Ip,ov Twv 1r,pi0,p.Mwv a0wv 
=D;1l/ '•, so ,;6,-i;ir,it] Pausal form with za)i:ef lj:atou. Vrs. in1tt. m: l'l'JJ;lcl'. 
· she· has made it' =U'l~;;' or 1ni;i~1", cp. ::i•1:h~ r5•=1ni;,~;,~.-rnm] Prophetic 
pf., cp. 1•nni1 v. 21.-21. y,11n 'JIWi] The adj. in constr. st. before a gen. 
to denote the superlative degree, cp. v. 24 □•u 'Jli; G-K. § 132 _c; _133 h. 
eJi: T, '/..o,p,o'is T, -yfjs may=y,11n ,,,,v, but eJi: may be merely thinkmg of 
Ez.'s usual □•un ,,,,JI ; there is no need to alter the text.-ni':,';,.ii] Q. 
1n1':>~;:i1 with mas. suff., as 1•nm1, better than ;;iiS~;:i1 Kt.-22. pn,J Of wealth 
hidden or stored up, Ps. 1714, Pr. 1322, Job 2026• eJi: r~v-hr_,rrK01rfiv p,ov, 
as though •~ came from n!l,.-1NJl ... 1SSn, ... •n:io:-:1] Agamst normal 
usage, Co. takes the vbs. as pfs. with weak waw, ' and I have turned 
away ... and they have defiled . , . and entered,' making the two 
latter vbs. refer to the Israelites defiling the temple by their idolatry; 
and he om. o•,•i!l as a misplaced form of ,,,,JI (for •vw,) in v. 21 • Qli's 
~- €lc1,1',uuovTm el, m)T/i. &.q,v'/..a.Krw, hardly= □•,•i!J n:i 11c11, for □ '•'",!l was not 
1n Qli's text, &.rpvMKTws being merely a descriptive addition; but c•s•,!l 
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(Kt.0• c•si!l ? □•n~ breaches) is wanted here. For 1,,m (!Ii gives K. µ,avova-1v, 
which may represent ll!f;>l:J) (so Co. Be.), since 1,\.n1 in cl. b and v.u is 
rendered K. flcf3riAwa-ov.-,v aimi. The three-fold 1S,m, however, is impressive. 
23. p1r-ri;;r ;,wll.] In 1 K. 621 Kt. n\p•i;,1 Q. nipir-,1, of the golden chains 
before the inner sanctuary ; in Is. 401• niP{11- (!Ii K. 1ro1~0-oua-, q,vpµ6v 
' and they shall make confusion,' .$ 'and they shall pass through the 
bricks,' prob. a corruption of • and they shall act with violence ' (Co. 
156), free renderings of ;fflfl, like l:T's fac conclusionem; trr and Jews 
render • chains.' Kr. proposes i'\J:l:l:D 'i?ll, or better pmJ •7\:'ll). from Pl'.!:Jl 
16'"=Akk. butd{Ju • cut down.' Co. pip:;ii :i'iJ!.-D'ci tl!ll.l'l:l] (!Ii 'Aawv= 
□ 'l:lll, cp. 9•, (!liQ 1<p!a-,ws alµ&.rwv.-24. 'lf,n;i;:t]] (!Ii as often vocalizes •n:iF,iq) 
K. &.1roa-rpl,f;w, so .$ here; cp. (!Ii 12'" 1641 23 27 • 48 341°; but Kara:\va-« 
2613 ; .i1ro'Aw 3010, 13 ; a,j,anw 34 26.-a•ry p11i] I. c111 pi-ci. trr, however, 
J'Jl'l.l'i, implying the existence of matres lectionis in the Hebr. text of the 
time; Co .. 128.-1,;:;~1] after the analogy of the strong vb. for l~Ol1 
Niph. of ,':>n; cp. T;l~Ol) 22 16 ; S,;t, 253 , G-K. § 67 g, u.-DQ'W'iPR] is pointed as 
Pi. ptcp. ' they who sanctify them'; but 1. co•w~pz;i; G-K. p. 2721.-
25. ,ii!lp] For the vb. cp. Is. 3812 roll up, hence illP. Is. 1423 etc. porcu
pine. (!Ti <'~i'Au.-µ6s confusing :ii!lp with (o•) :i,!l~ ; but' A 0 .-uvox~ 2: riOvµla. 
For (!!i's frequent confusion of , with , cp. 13• b, ,rr,,10.t~, 161 1ro'A«r 
1rbJ..,wv, 20•• ~'Youµ,vov etc. After /'li!lp l. :i11:i or ic:in for N:J. Herrm. 
conjectures ,i;tv.~ for ,ii!lp, and refers to 9 1, Is. 103 .-26. :ii:i] Only 
again Is. 4711, instead of the usual form :iio=chasm, then figuratively 
destruction, from ;ii;, lit. to fall; both in Ar. and in Syr. nouns with this 
meaning are developed from the root. (!Ii, not understanding the word, 
transliterates with ingenuity oval brl or',r,,l, cp. 314 6 4 notes.-H1>pJ1] 
Ehrlich followed by He. alters to 111'J1;i1, cp. Jo. 1 12 (but?). Co. keeps 
1111;,J1, but inserts 111so• i-c,, or r111 after N':JJIJ.-27. tlJi,o] on account of 
their way; for il:l cp. in•,:io 166 ', 1'!111JIIIO 3511, m111 lll'NIJ 45•0• But iji Kara. 
ra.s ooovs r,,urwv 'IL.$'.F =ClJi1J, 

e. THE VISION OF IDOLATRIES IN THE TEMPLE; PUNISHMENT 
BY SLAUGHTER AND FIRE ; THE FINAL DEPARTURE OF 
]AHVEH FROM THE SANCTUARY, Chs. 8-II. 

A fresh date marks the beginning of another section of the 
Book. The main topics of chs. 8-II form a connected whole. 
(a) The prophet is transported in vision from Babylonia to 
Jerusalem 81 - 4, and (b) shewn the idolatrous worship going on 
in the temple itself 85 -18 • Then (c) he witnesses the approach 
of the supernatural ministers of punishment : one is to set a 
mark upon the godly, the others are charged with putting the 
idolaters to death 91 •11 ; (d) the former is told to strew fire 
upon the city ro2 •7• Finally (e) Jahveh, on His throne supported 
by the cherubim, takes His solemn departure from the temple, 
and the prophet is carried back to Chaldaea II22 -25 • The last 
section of the Book provides the counterpart of (e) : the prophet 
sees the return of Jahveh to take up His abode in the restored 
temple 431 - 9• 

Such may be considered the nucleus of these chapters. 
But additions have been made to it, possibly by the prophet 
himself, possibly also by later hands. Thus (f) in ro1• s-11 
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appf:ars a description of the heavenly thr?ne, repeating many 
details of eh. I. (g) In 1019 -22 the cherubim make movements 
as if about to depart, though the actual departure does not 
occur till n 22 -25 ; apparently the passage has been inserted 
at this point owing to the addition of (h) u 1 •21, which introduces 
an assembly of twenty-five princes engaged in a mischievous 
plot, and claiming to be the true Israel as opposed to the exiles ; 
the prophet denounces them, and his words take effect with 
awful suddenness vv.1 •13 ; a prophecy of restoration follows 
vv.14-21• The analysis of these chs. reveals a lack of order 
which seems to indicate an expansion of the original draft. 
Stray notes or alternative accounts bearing on this vision were 
current, we may suppose, and room was made for them in 
chs. 8-11. Thus (h) must be one of such insertions, for according 
to 91 -11 102.-7 the ungodly have been extirpated and the city 
reduced to ashes ; (/) may have been suggested by 84 ; and 
(h) because the scene is the same as in (b). 

Ch. 8, 1. And it came to pass in the sixth year, in the sixth 
month, on the fifth day of the month] i.e. Aug.-Sept. 592-1 B.c. ; 
(!Ji reads the fifth month i.e. July-Aug. The last date mentioned 
(rlf,) is June-July 593-2, a year and two months earlier. It 
has been suggested that the present date was arrived at by an 
editor, who added the 7 days of 316 to the 390 of 4 5 • 9 , i.e. 397 days 
in all. But a year and two months=413 days, 16 too many ; 
or, if we follow Qli, a year and one month=383 days, 14 too 
few; moreover, no reliance can be placed upon the number 
in 45• 9• Probably, then, Ez. ·himself was responsible for the 
date. Nothing is gained by adopting (!!i's alteration: the 
fifth month may have been assimilated to the fifth day (Toy).~ 
as I was sitting in my house, with the elders of Judah 
sitting before me] Cp. 2 K. 632. The elders of Judah were 
evidently living close at hand in the Jewish colony. These 
elders of Israel as they are called in 141 201• 3, seem to 
have been leading men or representatives of the Gold (cp. 
Jer. 291), not elders in the official sense of former days 
(see 726 n.).-that the hand of Jahveh .fe,ll upon me] Producing 
the ecstasy : so of the spirit of J ahveh in II 5 ; et. came upon 
me in 13.-2. a likeness as the appearance of' a man'] ;fll!t reads 
of fire ('esh), but (!Ji of a man (Hehr. 'ish) ; the reading of (!Ji 
is to be preferred, because it corresponds with a likeness as 
the appearance of man ('adhiim) in 126• This was' no messenger, 
no angel' (Is. 639 Qli).* As at the inaugural vision, so now, 

* Many have taken the description to refer to one of Jahveh's 
messengers, like the angelic guide in 40 3 • So Hans Schmidt in his com
mentary Hesekiel (1923) 404 and in Eucharisterion (1923) i. 125. But 
40• describes a being of inferior splendour. 
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it is Jahveh Himself in human form, glowing with supernatural 
splendour, who appears to the prophet, and speaks to him 
(note my sanctuary v.6, to provoke me v.17), and announces the 
hour of visitation 91. The prophet's perception is at once 
' dim but definite,' and his language betrays the hesitation of 
profound reverence; cp. I 6• 26 notes. (!Ii omits as the appearance 
here and in tte next phrase, thereby improving the flow of the 
verse ; on the other hand, the repetition is characteristic, 
cp. I 1af. 26f- ro1 403 4211 43 3 . Like the divine Form in I 27 , 

the lower part seemed ablaze with fire, and the upper part 
flashed as the appearance of shining, as the gleam of electrum, 
see I 4 n. (!Ii again abbreviates, and reads only as the appearance 
of electrum. But the fuller text of :!!El may well be original, 
though the word for shining (zohar, of the sky) is rare and late 
in Hehr., and occurs again only in Dan. I2 3 ; it is a stronger 
word than brightness (nogah) in I 4• 27.-3. the figure of a hand] 
Cp. rn8 ; a somewhat unexpected use of the word generally 
meaning image v.10, Dt. 416 -18, Ps. rn620 ; and in P, the pattern 
or building plan of the tabernacle or of an altar Ex. 259 • 40, 

Josh. 2228 ; so 2 K. I610, Ps. I4412 etc. The Vrs. here and I08 

render as though the word=likeness.-And he took me by a 
lock of my head] In his trance the prophet imagined himself 
miraculously transported from Babylonia to Jerusalem; · at 
the end of the vision he is carried back n 24• He makes the 
journey again, also in a state of trance, 401. 2 ; cp. 314• 22 371• 

Such visionary movements are sometimes recorded in the case 
of prophets, e.g. I K. I812, 2 K. 526, Is. 2I6, Hab. 2 1 ; cp. Mt. 4 1ff·, 
Lk. 41ff·, This is the only account in the O.T. of an ecstatic 
experience which speaks of being carried by the forelock ; * 
and from this passage is borrowed the story of Habakkuk's 
transportation in Bel and the Dragon vv.36• 39 ; perhaps also 
the verse from The Gosp. according to the Hebrews quoted by 
Origen PG. xiv. col. I32, where Jesus is made to say, 'Even 
now has my mother the Holy Spirit seized me by one of my 
hairs (l>,af3l. JU ••• lv 1-wi, TWV rpixwv µ,ov), and borne me to 
the great mountain of Tabor.' In Moslem legend Gabriel is 
related to have carried Mohammed by a single hair. and a 
spirit lifted me up ... and brought me] Cp. 312 • 14 nl. 24 436, 

I K. I812 ; and Zech. 59, 2 S. I89, I C. 2I16 between the earth 
and the heaven. The distinction between the hand of J ahveh 
and the spirit seems to be that the one gave the impression of 
a visible, the other of an invisible agency : the hand appeared 

* A parallel from Assyria is published by Ebeling Tod u. Leben nack 
den Vorstellungen der Babylonier (r93r) 6: the tablet relates how an 
Assyrian king dreamt that he descended to the Underworld, and felt 
himself seized by the forelock and brought before the god N ergal. 
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to grasp the prophet by the forelock, the spirit impelled his 
movement. Both are mentioned together in 314 371• Some 
find here two parallel versions, one assigning the movement to 
the hand of Jahveh, the other to the spirit (e.g. Steuemagel 
Einl. in d. A.T. 582). Ho. regards the spirit as introduced on 
dogmatic grounds to soften the expression, and makes Jahveh 
the subj. of lifted me up and brought me, altering the vbs. from 
fem. to mas.; he would treat 312 · 14 n 1 371 in the same way. 
But it is quite intelligible that, in the prophet's imagination, 
both the hand and the spirit had each its effect upon him. See 
Giesebrecht Die Berufsbegabung (I897) I47.-in visions of God] 
Cp. 402

; i.e. visions granted by God, the plur. denoting the 
series of visions, as Gen. 462 ; (!I: rightly here ' in the vision 
of prophecy,' similarly in II24 402• Cp. Milton Par. Lost xi. 
376 f. ' so both ascend In the visions of God,' and ib. xii. I2I, 
6n f. ; Iliad i. 63 Kal yap -r' 6vap lK 6.tos lunv. The phrase. has 
a different meaning in I 1. All happened in vision: his body 
remained at home in the presence of the elders, his spirit 
travelled to Jerusalem.-to the entrance of the gateway of the 
inner court which looks northwards] The word ' court ' has to 
be supplied, as in 42 4• This inner court (103, I K. 636}, standing 
on a higher level than the rest, was known as the court of Jahveh's 
house (v.16, I K. 712), because it contained the temple; it is 
distinguished from the other or the middle court (I K. 78, 2 K. 204), 
which contained the palace; and again, from the outer court 
(I05) or the great court (I K. 712}, which enclosed the whole 
group of buildings. See the plan given by Benzinger Enc. 
Bibl. col. 3527, after Stade Gesch. i. 3I4. The temple itself, 
then, in pre-exilic times had only one court, and both were 
included within a larger court; in contrast with this plan, 
Ez.'s ideal temple has two courts of its own, and there are no 
secular buildings within the enclosed area, chs. 40 f. 437r.. The 
present description mentions not only the inner court, but a 
gateway on the N., apparently the altar-gateway of v.5, the 
upper gateway of 92 ; there was another on the E. I019 ; and 
probably a third in the S. wall, communicating between the 
palace and the temple, 2 K. II19, 2 C. 2320• Each of the N. 
and E. gateways was faced by a corresponding gateway in the 
outer court. There is a distinction to be observed between 
the gateway (shd'ar), a covered building of some size, like a 
college lodge, and the entrance or door (pethalt} within it. 
Probably we are to understand that Ez. was set down within 
the inner court, and south of the entrance to the N. gateway: 
~his seems to be implied by v. 5.-where was the situation of the 
!mage of jealousy that makes jealous] We gather, then, that the 
image stood where Ez. was set down, on the inside of the N. 
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gateway of the inner court ; yet he does not notice it till v. 5, 

and there the image is seen, apparently, outside the N. gateway, 
in the outer court. Thus the image is mentioned here too 
soon, and placed in a different position from that described in 
v. 5• Moreover, the text is not above suspicion. The word 
rendered situation, though used once of a city 2 K. 219, properly 
means dwelling-place; ll1i omits it, together with jealousy, and 
reads that makes jealous differently. The sentence, in fact, 
seems to be a marginal note on v. 5b, and out of place here 
(Co. Be. Ro. Ho.).-4. And lo, there was the glory of the God of 
Israel] This is not inconsistent with v. 2 : there Jahveh had 
grasped the prophet by what seemed to be a hand in order to 
transport him; here the prophet sees, in the temple, the 
outward manifestation of the divine Presence, cp. 1 28 n. The 
exact position implied by there is left undefined ; it was some
where near the N. gateway, v. 3.-according to the vision ... 
in the valley-plain] See 323.-5. Ez. was standing within the 
inner court, and when· he looked in the direction of the north, i.e. 
through the gateway, he saw on the north of it, i.e. in the outer 
court, the image of jealousy. Such appears to be the situation. 
It must be the N. gateway (v. 3) which is here called the altar 
gateway, so named, perhaps, because it was the one used by 
the people on their way to the altar, and the victims were 
driven through it; cp. Lev. 1 11.-this (?) image of jealousy in 
the entrance] What particular god was represented is not known. 
The word for image (semel) only occurs again in Dt. 416, 

2 C. 337• 15 ; but it was in general use among the Phoenicians 
for a statue of a god or goddess, and the form changes gender 
accordingly ; e.g. the 4th cent. inscriptions from Cyprus, 
NSI. Nos. 13, 23, 25, 27. In 2 C. 33 the word is applied to 
the image which Manasseh set up in the temple, called in 
2 K. 217 'the graven image (pesel) of the 'asherd'; Manasseh 
afterwards removed it, according to 2 C. 3315• This may be 
the very semel : to his horror Ez. found that it had been put 
back ! He names it the statue of jealousy, i.e. which rouses 
Jahveh's jealousy, as the gloss in v. 3b explains. Idolatry of 
any kind was bound to kindle Jahveh's indignation, as Ez. 
frequently asserts, e.g. 513 1638 • 42 366 3819 ; and here was a 
heathen image actually within the precinct of the temple ! 
Cheyne declares that a statue of jealousy is ' not a possible 
title' (Enc. Bibl. col. 749) ; the only objection to it, and not 
a serious one, is that all the heathen figures in the temple 
(v.10) would equally incur Jahveh's wrath. This, i.e. the above
named (v. 3 ) should be omitted, as connected with the gloss 
y.ab; the Hehr. for in the entrance is unique, and perhaps 
mcorrect, but some word of the kind is wanted. llJiB om. the 
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latter part of the v., possibly by some accident.-6. Dost thou 
see what they are doing ?] The question and the occasion of it 
as in Jer. 717 .-great abominations 'they are' doing here] So 
(!]?, omitting ;f)R's which the house of Israel, prob. a gloss from 
the margin. For doing abominations cp. vv.9 • 13• 17 94 I81a, 24 

3329 438 4413
, perh. from Dt. 2018 ; also Jer. 4422 , 2 K. 2111, 

2 C. 368 .-that (I should) go far from my sanctuary] The subj. 
is not expressed. We might tr. that they should go Jar from my 
sanctuary, by offering worship in the outer court ; but it is 
better to make Jahveh the subj., as the whole series of visions 
prepares the way for His departure from the temple, n 22r. __ 
greater abominations] There is an ascending scale in vv.6• 13 • 15• 

Vv. 7-13. Much of the detail in this vision escapes us, but 
the main features are intelligible. The prophet is shewn a 
dark scene of idolatry practised in secret by a company of 
leading citizens within the temple gateway. He is told to 
take them by surprise from behind. 7. And he brought me to 
the door of the court] This must be the door of the gateway 
mentioned in v. 3 ; the subj. of the vb. is Jahveh. Ez. was 
standing within the inner court (v. 5 ) : now he is brought to 
the interior of the gateway, which had a large chamber, or 
chambers, attached to it ; cp. the similar arrangement in the 
restored temple 4044• Here he sees a hole in the wall, and then 
(v.8) he is told to dig through the wall: apparently this means 
that he is to enlarge the existing hole so that he can climb 
through into the chamber v.9 • Having digged through the 
wall-in his trance he can perform feats impossible to him 
when awake-he sees a door opening into the chamber, perhaps 
opposite to the hole through which he had looked at first. 
With a certain lack of imagination, Co. objects to the absurdity 
of digging through the wall only to find the door of the chamber ; 
he would delete v. 7b, and get rid of the whole of v.8 ; but he 
does not account for the existence of v.8, which all the Vrs. 
support. (!Ji: makes the action less extraordinary by omitting 
v.7b and through the wall twice in v.8 ; yet it recognizes dig, 
and I digged, so that the relief gained amounts to little. 
Steuernagel (Einl. 582, 596) thinks that vv.7 and 8 are different 
versions of the same episode : according to v. 7 the hole is 
already there, while in v. 8 Ez. is told to make it. This is hardly 
fair to the language, however; the two vv. can be combined 
at least as easily as they can be set at variance. Fantastic 
though the action seems, the purpose of it is intelligible : the 
prophet was to come upon the idolaters in the rear, and catch 
them ftagrante delicto.-8. Dig through the wall] at the place, 
we imagine, where he saw the hole. For the vb. cp. 12 5- 7- 12, 

Am. 92, Job 2416 ; Gunkel (Schop/ u. Chaos 140) would give it a 
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more general meaning ' force through,' but without any real 
support from Jon. 113• Thedoorprob. connected the chamber with 
the gateway.-9. the evil abominations] ~n om. the adj., which 
may have come in from the margin : it is superfluous, and not 
found in v.17.-10. Incised on the wall or carved in relief, the 
prophet sees the objects of this idolatrous worship. He calls 
them every kind of detestable thing, and all the idols of the house 
of Isr. The former is explained, no doubt rightly, by a gloss 
which ~ om., to mean a representation of reptiles and beasts. 
The word for detestable thing (she/J,e$; cp. shilJ,/J,u$ 511 n., 
applied to gods of the heathen) is the term used in P for anything 
ceremonially unclean Lev. 721, and for creatures forbidden to 
be used as food Lev. n 1011·; and since the two visions which 
follow disclose the worship of Tammuz and Shamash, it is 
likely that here also we have a cult imported from Babylonia 
rather than from Egypt: the figures on the wall, snakes, 
scorpions, mixed human and animal forms might have been 
borrowed from either Babylonian or Egyptian sources, e.g. 
Gressmann T. u. B.2 ii. Taf. ix. x. cliii.-viii. The word incised, 
engraved, is used of Babylonian figures in 2314• Gunkel 
would go further, and identify the objects mentioned here with 
the dragons of chaos, especially as the rites were practised in 
the dark, v.12 (Le. 141). There is no record of these things 
having been removed from the temple by Josiah, 2 K. 23 4 •14, 

so probably they were introduced after his time, and indeed 
recently, when Zedekiah and his counsellors were driven to 
desperation by the approaching siege of Jerusalem. Such a 
degraded form of idolatry shews that the national religion had 
completely broken down. See S. A. Cook in R. of S. 3 625 f., 
and ib. 357.-II. And seventy men] Probably not elders in the 
strict sense (J26 n.), but chief . citizens or prominent men. The 
governing class would be the most inclined to adopt Babylonian 
rites for political reasons (Kr.). Seventy is no doubt a round 
number; e.g. Gen. 4627, Ex. 1527 241 etc. The chamber must 
have been a large one.-and Ja'azaniah the son of Shaphan 
was standing in the midst of them] Evidently a well-known 
person of the time ; prob. not the son of Shaphan the scribe, 
Josiah's chancellor, 2 K. 22 3 • 8, for three sons of his are alluded 
to in the history of Jeremiah, Jer. 2624 293 3610 -12, and Ja'azaniah 
is not one of them. Nor can he certainly be identified with 
Ja'azaniah hen 'Azzur n 1.-This parenthesis is followed most 
awkwardly by standing (plur.) before them. ~ om. the first 
standing, and reads the second as sing., making before them refer 
to the elders. This does not cure the disorder. The best 
remedy is to transfer the preceding parenthesis (Kr.) ; then 
everything falls into place: and seventy men of the elders of 
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the house of Isr. were standing before them (i.e. the sculptures), 
each with his censer in his hand, and Ja'azaniah the son of S. 
was standing in the midst of them. That before them refers to 
all the idols of the house of Isr. v.10 was clearly seen by l 1rpo rwv 
ypo.cf,wv JJ ante picturas.-and the smoke [cloud] of the incense 
was going up] The bracketed word is pro b. an explanation of 
the a.A. rendered smoke. ($- om. cloud. Incense was freely used 
in the religious practice of the Babylonians, Assyrians, and 
Egyptians (Meissner Bab. u. Ass. ii. 84 f. ; Wilkinson-Birch 
Anc. Eg. iii. 398 ff., 414 ff.) ; but it does not appear to have 
found its way into Israelite worship before the 7th cent. B.c., 
when many imitations of foreign rites came into fashion. 
Jeremiah is the first to mention it, and then as a costly, alien 
addition to the normal offerings ; he calls it l'bh6nd rendered 
frankincense, a kind of resinous gum, Jer. 620 1726 41 5 ; so 
Lev. zu. rn. 511 etc. Here the word is J?.•toreth, which properly 
means a burning, the smoke of a sacrifice Is. 113, Dt. 3310 

Wt6rd), 1 S. 228, Ps. 6615 ; and then becomes in P and later 
literature the regular term for incense, a compound of fragrant 
powders, e.g. Ex. 3034ff·, Lev. ro1 1612, Num. 7141I-, 1 C. 6S"', 
2 C. 28• Thus the earliest reference to J?.•toreth as used by 
Israelites in worship occurs in the present passage, and, sig
nificantly, in connexion with a heathen rite. It was not till 
later that incense came to hold a recognized place in the worship 
of Jahveh.-12. Dost thou see, son of man] So vv.15• 17 476.

are doing in the dark] By omitting in the dark, ($- seems to make 
the idolatry not secret but open, and practised in the gateway, 
not in the chamber, and to imply that the walls of the former 
were sculptured with figures v.10• Yet ($-'s representation is 
not consistent, for it includes the sentence ' each of them in 
their secret chamber.' Co. follows ($- to a considerable extent, 
but fails to produce a satisfactory text ; in the dark is too 
expressive a feature to be cancelled, and it agrees with the 
situation in vv.7• 8 , and with the saying which follows.-each 
in the chambers of his imagery] Text and meaning are equally 
uncertain. With the least of changes the sing. may be read for 
the plur. ; but is it likely that each of the seventy elders had 
a chamber to himself? The rendering imagery, i.e. sculptured 
stone, though supported by Lev. 261, Num. 3352, can hardly 
be extracted from the root, nor is it found in the Vrs. They 
all render ' in his (Gi their) secret chamber ' ; this may be a 
~uess or a paraphrase; it is not a translation. If the text is 
Incorrect, we may plausibly alter it to 'each in the chamber 
of his hiding-place,' i.e. where he is hidden.-For (they) are 
s~ying] The omission of the subj. makes bad grammar; a 
shght emendation is desirable.-Jahveh sees us not, Jahveh has 
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forsaken his land] Ez. frequently quotes current sayings which 
reflect the state of the popular mind among both the exiles and 
the multitude at home. There are some thirteen in all, 99= 
312 ua. 16 1222. 21 132 .25=2s 21 5 3310. 24. ao 3512 3711. A feeling 
of recklessness and despair runs through most of them : the 
outlook indeed was hopeless. Jahveh sees us not, cp. 99, Ps. 947 ; 

Jahveh has forsaken his land (cp. 99): those who say so are 
driven to seek comfort elsewhere. Calamity applies its searching 
test. The superficially religious abandon their faith, like these 
elders, cp. Is. 4914 ; and Jahveh affirms that He has in truth 
forsaken them, Jer. 127, Is. 547• But the saints hold fast, 
even in their despair, and turn to God, Ps. 222 m, Lam. 520, 

and admit that God was just when He forsook His faithless 
people, Neh. 928, 2 C. 2420 ; cp. Dt. 3117.-14. The wailings 
for Tammuz at the N. gateway. The spot may have been 
chosen for a special reason : was it because ' evil shall be let 
loose from the north,' as l):.iml)i suggested ? The modern 
Assyriologist remembers that the north had a fatal significance 
in the myth of Tammuz: the summer solstice, which brings 
the annual death of the god, brings the sun to its farthest point 
north of the equator (cp. Jeremias OTLAE. ii. 290). The prophet 
is still at the N. gateway; but now he is brought outside the 
door, into the outer court, where the image of jealousy stood 
v. 5• Here, within the very precinct of the house of Jahveh, he 
witnesses another outrage : the women sitting weeping for 
Tammuz, in the attitude of mourners, cp. 2616, Job 2 13, Lam. 210• 

We may infer from Ezekiel's discovery that the worship of 
Tammuz, who is mentioned by name only here in the O.T., 
had lately been introduced into Jerusalem. It came from 
Babylonia, and can be traced there as far back as 3000 B.c., 
so that it is one of the oldest forms of religious worship in the 
world, and has not altogether disappeared even now. Tammuz 
(Akk. Daza, from the Sumerian Dumu-zi=' faithful son'), the 
youthful husband or son or lover of Ishtar, was looked upon 
as the god of vegetation and beneficent floods. Every year, 
at the time of greatest heat, when plants withered and rivers 
ran dry, he was believed to vanish into the Underworld, and 
in the following spring to return again ; thus among the 
Babylonians, like Osiris among the Egyptians, he embodied a 
hope of resurrection and a return to material life. The time 
of his departure was celebrated with public dirges (Akk. bikUu 
=' weeping,' from the same root as the word used here) : many 
of these survive in Sumerian and Akkadian forms, for example : 

" Alas, 
Alas, 

0 hero, lord of healing. 
my lord, my Damu. 
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Alas, god of wailing and shining eyes. 
He has gone, he has gone to the bosom of the earth. 
Thou hast gone on a journey that makes an end of thy people. 
With sighing for Damu, the lord, 
Has the hero gone unto the far away land which is not 

revealed." * 
Traditionally the wailings took place in the 4th month (June
July), called Tammuz both by Babylonians and by Jews t ; 
and the question arises whether it was this annual ceremony 
which Ez. witnessed. A negative answer seems at first to be 
required by v.1, which dates the vision in the 6th month, 
'Ehll=Aug.-Sept., or, according to Qli's text, the 5th month, 
'Abh=July-Aug. This consideration, however, is not decisive; 
for the period of the wailings was determined in Babylonia 
by the rising of Sirius, and it has been calculated that in Ez.'s 
day, owing to the sun's progression, the star would appear in 
'Abh (see KB. ii. 248, r6 kakkabu 'f}asti 'the bow star '=Sirius), 
a month later than in the remote age when the 4th month was 
chosen for the rite.t But, as we have seen, no reliance can be 
placed upon '-'li's reading the fifth month v.1, nor do we know 
that the ceremony was held in Jerusalem at the same time as 
in Babylonia; moreover, in the vision all the acts of heathen 
worship are going on simultaneously, as though they had been 
grouped together for the occasion. We cannot, then, feel sure 
that the prophet's vision was timed to coincide with the annual 
ceremony. 

The cult was widely spread in ancient times. Some char
acteristic features of it appear in Egyptian religion, especially 
in the rites of Osiris-Isis, and among the Phoenicians in the 
worship of Adonis (Phoen. 'adon=' lord,' hence the Gk. •A8wm). 
But it was not till the 3rd cent. A.D. that Tammuz and Adonis 
were actually identified, and then first by Origen : 'he who 
is called Adonis among the Greeks is said to be named 
Thammouz among the Hebrews and Syrians' (PG. xiii. 797). 
Jerome in his commentary on the present v. takes the same 

* Abbreviated from the Hymn to Tammuz in Rogers Cun. Parallels 
to the O.T. 180 f. These dirges have been collected by Zimmern Sumerisch
Babylonische Tam1izlieder (1907) ; Bab. Hymnen u. Gebete (1910) 10-20; 
Langdon Sum. and Bab. Psalms (1909) 299-341 ; Bab. Liturgies (1913) 
97-103. 

t i!];J Gen. 85 ; m; Cant. 1 7 ; i!r ii. Esth. 37 • The Jews kept up the 
mournful character of the month by substituting national disasters for 
the heathen associations; see TB. Ta'anlth iv. 6. . . 

t See Langdon Tammuz· and Ishtar (1914) 166 ff. Fothermgham m 
L'!-ngdon ib. 169 calculates that in the latitude of Arbela, N.E. of 
Nmeveh, Sirius was rising c. 21 July in the 7th cent. B.C., c. 40 :years 
before Ez.'s time. · · 

7 
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view, no doubt on the authority of Origen : ' quern nos Adonidem 
interpretati sumus, et Hebraeus et Syrus sermo Thamuz vocat'; 
and he goes on to say, 'et anniversariam ei celebrant solernni
tatem, in qua plangitur a mulieribus quasi mortuus, et postea 
reviviscens canitur atque laudatur.' Thus from Jerome, and 
ultimately from Origen, comes the rendering in 1J here, 
mulieres sedebant plangentes Adonidem, et. 1L plangentes 
Thamnus, and ('JiQme OP17vovo-at Tov "A8wvi, and the common 
confusion of the two divinities, e.g. by Milton Par. Lost i. 446-
457 ; Comus 999 ff. In the historical forms of their worship 
they were quite distinct ; Adonis was a local Phoenician god, 
and Tammuz, whose name has not been found in Phoenician, 
came from Babylonia ; nevertheless the religious ideas associated 
with them grew out of a common root, far back in the time 
before the separation of the Semitic races.* 

The- worship of Tammuz survived well into the middle ages. 
Arab historians of the 10th and 14th cents. A.D. relate that 
the Syrians of l:farran in N. Mesopotamia were accustomed 
to keep in the month Tammuz the feast of the mourning women 
(el-bukat) in honour of the god Ta'uz.t In a disguised form 
the worship goes on at the present day among the Yezidis of 
Kurdistan, descendants of the ancient Assyrians, the emblem 
of whose rite is a bronze peacock (in Gk., rnws), which they 
call Melek Ta'us, i.e. prob. Tammuz.f 

There may be an allusion to Tammuz or Adonis in Dan. n 37 

(the desire of women), and in Zech. 1211 (the mourning of Hadad
rimmon), more doubtfully in Jer. 2218 (Alas! Adon) and in 
('Ji 3 Kingd. 1224m (oval Kvpt<, cp. l K. 1413).§ Cp. also Is. 1710 

(Adonis-plantations), and the pr. n. All6n-bakuth Gen. 358.-

16. Ez. is now led from the outer court, where he saw the 
weeping women, to the inner court which contained the house 
of Jahveh: we are not told where he was stationed.-at the 
door of the temple] not in the doorway, because the porch would 
intervene; but in a general sense, at the entrance. The word 
for temple, hekal, was borrowed from the Akk. ekallu, which 
again goes back to the Sum. e-gal=' great house,' i.e. palace, 
and only rarely temple; in the O.T., however, it is used more 

* See Baudissin Adonis u. Esmun (19u), a work in which much 
illustrative material is collected and handled with sound judgement; 
see pp. 96 f. 367 etc. Also Zimmern Der Bab. Gott Tamuz in Abh. d. 
konigt. sacks. Ges. d. Wiss. (1909), 701-738. 

t Baudissin III f. quotes Chwolson Die Ssabier u. der Ssabaismus 
(1856) ii. 27, 607 f. ; see also Frazer Adonis Attis Osiris (1907) 189. 

:t: Lidzbarski ZDMG. li. (1897) 598 n. ; Church Quarterly Review 
Apr. 1904; ib. 1908, 125 ; Wigram Cradle of Mankind (1923) eh. v. ; 
Luke Mosul and its Minorities (1925) eh. ix, 

§ Baudissin 1.c. 91. 
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often in the sense of temple than of palace. The choice of such 
a word shews how deeply rooted in the Semitic mind was the 
monarchical conception of the Deity ; God has His palace on 
the earth, just like the king. Here hekal denotes the nave of 
the temple, as distinct from the porch ('uliim) and the adytum 
(d8bhir), cp. 411• 4• 201'1-, 1 K. 65• 17• 33 etc.-between the porch 
at the E. end of the temple, 1 K. 63, and the altar of burnt offering, 
1 K. 864• This was the place where the priests offered prayer, 
Jo. 2 17 • Before the exile the inner court might be entered by 
the laity, esp. by the kings ; in Ez.'s ideal temple laymen are 
excluded altogether.-about twenty-five men] 2 MSS (!Ji about 
twenty men, perhaps rightly, because twenty-five is not a round 
number in Hehr.; the five may have been added from n 1 . 

It is true that twenty was the number of the Bab. sun-god 
(Jeremias I.e. 291) ; but this is hardly a reason for preferring 
(!]i's text.-their backs toward the temple] The priests offered prayer 
with their faces toward the temple, Jo. 217 ; these idolaters 
turned the other way to mark their renunciation· of Jahveh ; 
cp. 2 C. 296, Jer. 724• For the Rabbinic explanation of this 
attitude see TB. Yoma 77a.-and they were worshipping the 
sun ' '] ;fll!t inserts a second eastwards superfluously; (!JiB om. 
In early times the worship of the sun, Shamash, had been 
practised in Canaan, and probably here and there even by 
Israelites ; so much is implied by the proper names Samson, 
Beth-shemesh, 'En-shemesh, city of I:Ieres; but in an Assyrian 
form it was introduced into Israel by Ahaz and Manasseh, 
Jer. 82, 2 K. 23 5• 11• The present passage shews that the cult 
was revived in the temple just before the fall of Jerusalem, 
with the hope of propitiating one of the chief Babylonian 
deities; * Torrey maintains that the prophet is describing from 
hearsay the idolatry of Manasseh's time (Pseudo-Ez. 66). An 
allusion to this v. occurs in the vivid account of the ceremonies 
at the feast of Tabernacles given by TB. Sukka v. 2-4: 
' when they reached the east gate they turned their backs 
from E. to W., and said, " Our fathers who were in this place 
turned their backs on the temple and their faces towards the 
E., and worshipped the sun towards the E.; but we, our eyes 
are towards Jah." R. Jehuda says, They repeated again and 
again, "We belong to Jah, and raise our eyes to Jah" ' ; the 
whole ceremony was a relic of nature-worship, thinly veiled. 

* Evidence of sun-worship in the temple has been found in the name 
parbar (r C. 261"), the chamber of parvd of the Herodian temple (TB. 
Midd. v. 3), on the supposition that parbar comes from the Sumerian 
barbar 'shining,' t-barbar ' shining house,' the sun-temple at Sippar, 
Babylon, etc. ; Gressmann ZATW. 1924, 323, Box Clar. B., O.T. v. 228; 
the view, however, is dis:puttcld, S. A. Cook Rel. of Anc. Pal. 1343• 
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Thackeray Sept. and Jewish W orsh. 63 f. ; Oesterley in Myth and 
Ritual r34 f.-17. Is it too light a thing ... the abominations 
which they have done here] The four acts of idolatry are com
mitted here, in the temple precincts : but the following act 
is the crowning insult, typical of that outrage (biimiis) against 
Jahveh which fills the land. The word l;,iimiis commonly 
means violence done by man to man, e.g. Gen. 613, where it 
stands for the three cardinal sins, adultery, idolatry, bloodshed 
(Midr. R. Gen.§ 31, 5); but Ez. sometimes uses it of wrong 
done to Jahveh Himself, 723 1219 2226 (vb.).-and they have yet 
further provoked me] Though om. by (ffiB:JL, the words lead up 
to the final act of disloyalty.-they hold forth the twig to their 
nose] Some offensively idolatrous rite, the nature of which is 
not known. The word Z6m6rd means twig or branch in 152, 

Is. r710, Num. 1323 JE, and comes from a root=to prune (a 
vine), Is. 56• Jeremais (I.e. 29r) suggests a reference to the 
magic plant of life mentioned in Bab.-Assyr. hymns, but gives 
no proof that the smelling of this plant was an act of homage. 
According to Jewish interpreters, their nose is a silent correction 
for my nose, and z•mord signifies ventris crepitus. Ho. (p. 74 f.) 
would render the phallus. Such meanings, however, are merely 
deduced from the context, which no doubt implies some 
peculiarly insulting act. No help is to be obtained from the 
Vrs.-18. I also will act with wrath] Cp. 2325• Qli adds towards 
them, which is wanted.-and mine eye shall not spare] Ez. knows 
of no mitigation ; punishment will be pitiless. See 513 n., 611 n.
and they shall call in my ears with a loud voice] clashes with 91 

and he called in my ears with a loud voice ; it is accidentally 
repeated from there. The remaining cl. and I will not hear them 
is based on such passages as Jer. II11, Zech. 713• QliB om. the 
en tire half verse. 

Ch. 8, 1. 
1nm, ... :it-,• 'lK ••• •n•i] The circumstantial cl., by its position 

before the principal vb. 'i!lni, draws attention to the moment when the 
event occurred; cp. Gen. 42 3•, I K. 13 20, 2 K. 2 11 ; the ptcp. in these 
cases is used like the ptcp. absolute in Gk. and Lat.; Dr.§ 165.-□i:> '?JI ?!lm] 
«!Ji rnt fyeveTo •1r' •JL•='?J/ •11m, the more conventional or reverent ex
pression.-2. C'N 1TN10J n,r.i,J «!Ji oµ,oiwµ,a, dvopos li,welng,=l:''K n,r.i,. ~·s i.;~ 
may be a deliberate change to avoid applying i:>'K to the divine Form, 
Geiger Urschr. 343; or it may be assimilated to ll'K 1111,1:1::i 1 21b. m:~'.EJ' 
follow :Ill[. m:•s NnZIN ,rn n1c, shews that ll'H could only have been read 
r.;I!, not !Iii:( which would be written 11''1:(, Co. 128. Ho. reduces the whole 
v. to And I saw the likeness oj a man, supposing the rest to be glossed 
from r a7 __ M?1;i\!'M] The toneless n -'r implies that the Massora. regarded 
~:;,llioo 1 4 as the correct form; with -=- retained in pause, cp. '?:;,m:i Ps. 7847, and the list of pausal =- and -;_:- in Baer Ezech. n7 f. The 
final M,:- has no special significance ; it may be intended for emphasis 
or ornament, or it may be merely a slip; cp. 11~tlft1 21 81 Mji~t;il:liJ 4019 ; 
B-L. SII. It can hardly be the Aram. art. (Ho.), for in all three cases 
the Hehr. art. is already written.-3. 'll'Ki nJ•i.:iJ Here 'i;=a lock of hair, 
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but in Num. 1538· •• the tassels attached to the flowing ends of garments, 
et. Dt. 22 12• In Aram. the word is used in both senses, e.g. m; Cant. 
52 •11i n'1''1' 'the hair of my locks,' and m; Num. Dt. ll.cc. 'tassels.' 
liere, however, {!l;j:\ render by a different word. f!li om. n1''1':J and reads 
•w111::i, 1<a, dv0,af3•• µ,: r,)s 1<opv,p,)i µov, cp. Bel and the Dragon 36 1<0.l 
bri>-.a{Jero o ll')'-yeXos 1<vpiov r?)s 1<apv<f,r,s avrou. 'A0 here rau i,pa,nr<!oov r,)s 
1<apv<f,i)i µov (Co. 105). In Num. 1538f• f!li uses 1<pda-1re/Ja for n1''1', hence 
1<pda-1re/Jov Mt. 9 20 1438 etc.-'11 nni,r.i::i] 7 MSS and the Vrs. read the sing. 
nKir.i::i. Some would om. as a gloss, but on insufficient grounds.-ww 
n'D'J!li'T] Understand, not supply, i1'n (Dr. § 209, 1); or read •r.i•J!ln ,ywn; 
in either case the general sense is the same.-nipr.in :i11ip:, ,r.io] Sometimes 
K'? vbs. are inflected as n',, G-K. § 75 qq, and niwi;,tr may be a careless 
writing of K',Ri.-tr or Kli2?tl (so {!J;'.F) added to explain mup:i. f!li misled 
by the anomalous form gives -Ii <,rfil\71 rov 1<rwµ,vov=1'1/i1~,J ' □. S:\ alone 
does not recognize the word.-4. ,11,w• •,,,11 11::i::i] So in this vision 93 
1019 II 22 and 43 2 (all}; but 2 MSS f!liJL ?Kill'' •,,,11 n,,,, 11::i:i, combining 
the phrase with m:,• 11:D, which also occurs in this vision 10'• 18 n 23.-

5. 7'l'JI Kl KW] Cp. Dt. 327 41•.-1,i] in the direction (accus.), specially 
common in Ez., e.g. 21 2 40•• 10• 22 etc. (28 times) ; elsewhere 1 K. 844 • • 8 
=2 C. 634• 38, Jer. 411, Job 241•.-n::i10:, iyw,] f!liB /1rt r11 , 1ru">-.rw rr,i 1rp/Js 
dvaroXds lL ab aquilone ad portam orientalem S:\ ' of the eastern gate.' 
f!liB may have read n,1r.1:i for n::i1011; but Ez. always uses c,p, or variations 
of it, for East, e.g. v. 18 1019 n 1· 23 ; and the eastern gateway would 
not suit the context v.3 .-1'1Nlpn ,oo] For the obj. gen. cp. Num. 510• 18 
n11ip nmr.i, 29 'p n,,n; G-K § 128 h. The emendations suggested by 
Cheyne (Le.) JK1':J 'o or p•::i, and Gunkel Schop/. u. Chaos 141 nJ~O ' □ cp. 
Ps. 68 31, do not commend themselves. There is more to be said for the 
latter's further proposal, adopted by Be., to read 'p:, 'o n.ar~ ,~w? Ji!l~o. 
It gets rid of the altar-gateway. There were many idolatrous altars in 
Jerusalem (Jer. u 13), and this ,co may have had one.-m;r] Orn. as 
dependent on the gloss. v. 3b.-,,t$'.;1J] 11.X., more correctly ,,~•:;.~ 18 MSS 
Kenn., cp. :ip, :,~•}, 1'11'Q, etc.; Kon. ii. 165. Gratz, followed by Cheyne, 
suggests Ki::i~:.i, the usual word for entrance. f!liB om. the entire sentence 
i'TKJ:J ... ;rJ,11, and thus only refers to -Ii <,rfi">-.71 rou Krwµevov in v. 3 • 

f!liA restores the missing line, rendering the latter part of it e• r<i, 
el<,,ropd;,<,0a,/ [<,e] mlr11v T1JV {J">-.frov<,av 1rp/Ji dva,ro">-.ai. Cp. ~<a 'at the 
eastern gate of the corner lo, the idol of jealousy in its entrance,' so 
~.-6. :ir;,t:c n~1q] l!1i iwpaKai, hence Co. ti•iqq; but cp. '1li 3917 ri0v1<a= 
i:i;;ii ';!f.-DIJI?] Kt. cry ,,9 Q. For the coalescence of :ir.i, only here before a 
guttural, cp. o:;i?O Is. 316, nio Ex. 4 2.-?K111'' n•:i ill'11] f!liB om., and as 
there is no art. with m?,l m::ii11n, the omission is prob. right. f!li often 
om. explanatory glosses in il:lfi, e.g. vv.1o. 11 (Jlll} 413 516 720.-Sl/O :,pn,~] 
Inf. constr. with fem. ending, cp. :,~on~ 166, ,i!l,O? 21 16 ; G-K. § 45 d. The 
absence of the subj. is particularly harsh; Ew. cps. Jer. 2710 et. 16, a 
less extreme case; Synt. § 304 a, and see 136 phil. n. Toy would rd. 
'•~t!~~ 'to remove me.' f!li rou d1rtXE"0a' 'A0 roil µaKpvv0fjva, imitate 1!!, 
but imply ' that (they) should abstain, be removed.' pn, }5:al with Syr.i 
as in u16 4410, Jer. 26 ; the prep.=from attachment to, cp. 69 14 6

.

::i1111n 11)11] f!li Kal fr,, ignoring ::i1ll'n, so vv. 13• 15. In the case of the second 
111~,l 'n the context implies the comparative degree, so vv. 1 ~· 16 ; Kon. iii. 
§ 308a.-7. •nK 11::i•1] The subj. is prob. m,,•, who speaks m vv. 5

• 
6

• 
8
.-

1n11 in] The use of ,nK here and in v.8 'K nn!l, almost like an indefinite 
article, though occasionally found in earlier literature, becomes more 
frequent later, e.g. 110 92 177 332, Zech. 57, Dan. 83 • 

13 106
; Dav. Synt. 

§ 19, 1. QliB om. cl. b, but f!!i.A. 0 UF have it.-8. ,nK nn!l] f!liB 0upa 
(!Ji.A.Q 0upa, µla. Elsewhere in this eh. f!li renders nn!l ra 1rp60vpa, distin
guish the '!l of the gateway from the '!l of the chamber. f!liB om. ,•p::i 
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twice; (tliA once, after ,nmn, an improvement in style.-10. c,o, n•iJn ~J 
f PII' ,,crr::11] (tliB om. ':n . . . 'n SJ, (tliA supplies a rendering 1rii,rn. ~µoiw,m 
ip,uroD Kai KT71vovr, so 0. The last word fPI:' must be in appos. to the 
two preceding nouns, an awkward construction which suggests that 
rtOrtJl 1101 n•nn have been inserted as a gloss from Dt. 4171•• r pi, is rendered 
µd.ra,a f3oi/\v7µ.ara by (!Ii, prob. a corruption of 1ra.PTa rcl. {Jo. (Co.) =fPII' SJ. 
m: pl. rs1pi,. Then 11;:mo pass. ptcp. sing. with a compound subj. may 
be explained as ::nn:i 2 10 n. There is no need to get rid of f P"' (Ro.).
;•p,, Sv] (Iii !1r' a~roD, but with no antecedent.-::i•:io ::l'JD] Cp. 37• and 
frequently in chs. 40-43, 2 C. 43 • The second KVKA'IJ is inserted in the 
marg. of (tli8.-u. ,,,•irn•] (tliB 'I,xo,lar, so in u 1 (!JiA here 'Ie10,lar.-
1i•::i 1m1:lpl:l W'N1] Cp. 92 408 473, Zech. 84 ; Dr. § 159. M"J!,1P.l:l only here and 
2 C. 2619 for censers; P uses ,,i;,?;;i lit. pan, shovel, e.g. Num. 1611 17•.
nit.ip )ll/ ,nv1] The meaning of ,n)I Ii..:\. can only be guessed from the 
context; Q!t a.rµ.lr lJ vapor ~ 'athro Qi; y•fur=' column of smoke.' Lev. 1613 

has 'p pv. n11:lp from ,op in Pi. and Hiph. =burn a sacrifice, both in early 
andlaterliterature, e.g. 1 S. 216, Am. 4 6, 1 K. 22 44, 2 K. 1613• 15, Ex. 3020, 

Lev. 2•. In eh. 1618 23n 'p denotes a perfume; so Pr. 27•. By a natural 
extension 'p came to mean both the smoke and the powder which produced 
it, e.g. Ex. 3037, Lev. 1613 , sometimes· o•oo 'p Ex. 258 307• Phoen. uses 
the same word, e.g. NSI. 448• In Akk. the form is {lutrinnu.-12. iwn:i] 
(tli om. (tliA~h',! add woE=rt!l, conforming to vv.•· '· 17. 'A0 iv r,e rrKfrrfl 
1; iv rrKorw•,e.-WJWD ,,,n::i wit] Cp. Lev. 261 n'JWD fJN II rtJ~; Num. 33u 
c~:;,;p;;i II C(l~!ill;l •r.iSs ; Pr. 25 11 ~DJ ni•:;,ipr,i ; these passages imply that n'JWO 
was some kind of figured stone or carving. The root, however, does 
not=' to carve,' as its use in Aram. and late Hebr. shews: NJD, ,iJil'= 
'to look out, hope'; hence 'c is supposed to mean' an object at which 
one looks, which attracts the gaze.' In Is. 2 16 11,onn m•Jw may perhaps 
have the sense of •imagery'; in Ps. 737, Pr. 1811 n'JWD is used meta
phorically, • expectation, imagination.' The Vrs. do not recognize 
the meaning figured stones either here or in Lev. Num.: (tli renders 
ev r~ Ko,rwv, T~ Kpv1rr~ avrwv, and similarly ~F in abscondito cubiculi 
sui; m:: n•JJWl:l n•::i f1WN:J I =1:JJrio ,,n:i. Possibly we should read i,i;,~i;, "1')i;9 
' each in the chamber of his hiding-place,' without necessarily giving 
the phrase a distributive sense.-tl'1DN •:i] The ptcp. normally requires 
the subj. to be expressed, v. 13 2032 21 5 33 24 ; Dr. § 135 (6). In the other 
cases where Ez. appears to break the rule, viz. 137 3613 3711, the text 
cannot be trusted. Here 1. 11011 •~ as in 99, or c•,ctt c,, 'J--1lnN ;,Ni ,, l'N] 
eJj aux op(j i, Kvpws, om. unN as 99, Ps. 94'.-14. nmis;, ~N] The nc;, indi
cating an accus. of direction, has so far lost its significance that it can 
stand after a prep., cp. 34 21 40<10. ••; G-K. § go e. Qlt Ti), {3"/l.e1rau1,'l/r 1rpas fJoppfi.v 
ll., cp. m:: • which opens toward the north.' Prob. r. fJ"/1.. was added merely 
to ease the construction in Gk., cp. (tli 4019 469-Cl'&'l;"!] (!Ji 7vva<Ker, not 
recognizing the art,-Hll>!lu] is derived from the Sum. Dum£i-zi or Diimii
zi. In Akk. Diimii-zi is reduced to Dii'iizu and Duzii. The primitive a 
vowel has been preserved in Hebr., Syr. Thiimuzli, Arab. Ta'uz; but in 
Hebr. it is shortened, and the m doubled to secure the shortening. The 
latter feature is peculiar to Hebr. and to writings dependent on this v., 
so (!Ji 0aµ,µ.oq, 0aµ.µ.aur, 7 MSS Holmes & Parsons, 0aµ.f3av, no. 239 H-P. 
Further, the initial d has been sharpened to t in Hebr. and Arab., as 
already sometimes in Akk. Tamiizu, e.g. KB. vi. go, 47 (the Descent of 
Ishtar) and ib. 168, 46 (the Gilgamesh Epic). The name with the art. flll>!lu 
is found only here, imitated by (!Ji rov 0aµ.µ,ov 1 and cS5 Thiimuza t!i: N)lll>f:l. 
This curiosity may have been due to some Jewish scholar who derived 
the word from an imaginary Hebr. root, on the analogy of such forms 
as 11!lll/, ~1\,z:i etc. (Kon. ii. 150), and fancied that it must have been an 
appellative noun which required the article to turn it into a pr. n., like 
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\,~~~ Jud. 632
; rq!i~p I K. 1633 ; ]~jl';:i Job. 16 ; Ji1t$i;T Ex. 2317.-15. c,k p] 

After this, eJiA lL'! insert the clause n!l 11:111 ••• ,;,in from v. 11a.-16. 
,, \,:i•:i nn!l] Accus. loci, cp. ',:,kn nmi Gen. 181• 10 etc.; eJi correctly br! 
,,.c,,, ,rpo8upwv.-□ 71N::;1] In !'ill the pronunciation varies between c~1k, c;,~ 
(4o7 • 16• 

39
-

49 etc.; r K. 63 7') and ci'!l, c7!! (401G·31). The etymology is 
uncertain. If the word comes from the Akk. ellamu ' front ' ' before ' 
-Kr. prefers Elamtu, i.e. 'the Elamite (hall) '-the initial vowel was 4, 
not u, and □;[']!! the correct and older form; and this probability is 
increased by eli's transliteration a.lMµ in every case. Then we must 
suppose that a by-form □7[1]11 was introduced, perh. under the influence of 
□~111 but, a1;1d that □7[']!! survived among the Babylonians, from whom 
Ez. heard 1t (Kr.). On the other hand, as Toy points out, □7[']!! occurs 
in that section of the Book, 4016 • 36, where f:lfl is specially corrupt and 
the architectural terms uncertain ; so that 4 may be a later pronunci
ation of a. See 407 n.-□1T•,n11) eJi ,,.,,, o,rluO,a. a.irrwi,, so 3 Kingd. 713 
[=r K. 7 26]. eJiA+o•owKo-res. '.ET dorsa habentes, from~ txo,,ns.-1li;>7P.] 
presupposing a form □ ')P., Barth Nominalb. § 21 c; et. ni;,•7~ 111.-noni] ·m; 
J1l'N kill= □Jn1 v. 17 .-m1•m111:10J explained by the Jews as a' mixed' form, 
made up of □•mni:>o and cn•1n111:>n; Jµm. Rad. Lib. 380. But in spite of 
Kon. i. 566 f., the form is merely a scribal error for C'1!)/;l~I?, which is 
actually found in 15 MSS.-17. nlWl/t:l ':,• n•:i', \,pin] Strictly n,1:111 is the subj., 
cp. 1 K. 1631 i197 ?j;!~Q •i:r;l; but here the subj. is strengthened by JO, which 
logically is redundant. Is. 496 offers the closest parallel, 1:i11 •? 'JI11'no ',;,i 
'thy being my servant is too light a thing' ; elsewhere the infinitive
subj. is strengthened by \., e.g. 2 K. 2010• The counterpart of ,;,i in 
this construction is :i,, which occurs both with the infin. alone, e.g. Dt. 
r• 2•,and with the infin.+10, e.g. Ex. 9 28, 1 K. 12 28, cp. eh. 446• See 
Kon. iii. § 406 u.--lN~R] Ez., like Jer., uses 'o in a trans. sense, 103 2816 

3011 (? text), 43 6 444 • So Jer. 1618 194 2324.-e!lN ?k ,,,,cm nk c•n'ii:>] For 
n',1:1 hold, stretch forth cp. 1 S. 1427 , Jo. 413• According to the Massora, 
C!lN is one of the 18 C'7!lJ□ •i1p11 for '!lN. Kr. suggests that n,101 may be an 
opprobrious term for heathen sacrifices as a whole. Toy conjectures n,1 
from ,,,, 'a loathsome thing,' as in Num. n•0• l!JiB guesses a.irrol ws 
JJ,VKT7/plto/lHS, l!JiA aurol fKTEl/lOV<Ttl' -ro KXf;µa ws JJ,VKT'f/Plto/lTES, ~ KUL ws iup!EPres 
ei<T(/1 ~01' ws iuµ.a. OU:£ TW/1 µvK-rf/pwv avTWP, 'A , • , ,rp/:Js JJ,VK'T7Jpa. aVTwv, 0 
... Eis ,,.3,, µvKrfjpa avrwP. 11 'snorting with their nostrils,' i![; ' they 
bring forth the stench to their noses,' '.ET applicant ramum ad nares 
suas. In Palestine of the 6th cent. there could not have been an 
imitation of the Persian custom of holding a bunch of fragrant herbs 
before the mouth when at prayer, apparently to avoid defiling the 
glory of the sun. See Bartholomae Altiran. Wiirterb. (1905) 947, s.v. 
baresman. 

Ch. 9. The punishment of Jerusalem : the faithful are 
marked and spared, the guilty are put to death. 

V. I. And he proclaimed in my ears] A voice from heaven I 
The prophet hears it, though he is not himself addressed. The 
proclamation is best taken as a command: Approach, ye 
~xecutioners of the city! It might be rendered The visitations, 
1.e. punishments, of the city approach, but elsewhere the plur. 
of the abstract noun visitation is applied in a concrete sense, 
?Verseers, officers, e.g. 4411, 2 K. n 18, Jer. 5211

; and persons 
nrunediately appear in response, v.2.-each with his destroying 
weapon in his hand] An erroneous repetition of the similar 
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sentence in the next v.-2. And behold six men] Heavenly 
beings in human form ; with the man clothed in linen making 
seven. The number came to be regarded as significant of 
angelic rank ; thus Tob. 1215 speaks of ' Raphael one of the 
seven holy angels,' who in Enoch 201 -s are distinguished by 
name and duty, cp. 815 872 9021t,; these are 'the seven angels 
who stand before God ' Rev. 82• 6• Unconscious memories of 
the seven gods of the planets, venerated throughout the ancient 
East, no doubt determined the number and, in the later 
literature, the fnnctions of these supernatural beings. See 
KAT. 3 404 f.; Jeremias I.e. 293.-came by way of the upper 
gate which is turned towards the north] Probably the upper gate 
(2 K. 1535, 2 C. 273) was the N. gateway of the inner court, 
which stood higher than the rest of the temple enclosure (cp. 
4034 ; see 83 n.). The N. was the quarter from which, at this 
period, hostile forces would come, 267, Jer. 1 13r.; but perhaps 
a threatening hint is not intended: the N. gateway offered the 
readiest access to the scene of the vision.-each with his club in 
his hand] Jer. 512011• illustrates the use of the club lit. shattering 
weapon, ($; Tr-0 .. vf.-and one man in the midst of them clothed in 
linen garments] Cp. vv. 3 • 11 ro2• 6• 7 ; hence, in apocalyptic 
literature, Dan. 106 126• 7• The colour of the clothing would 
be white, cp. Mk. 165, Rev. 156• Among Israelites, as among 
Babylonians (KAT. 3 591), priests and priestly persons wore 
linen garments when engaged in the sacred offices, e.g. 1 S. 
218 2218, 2 S. 614, Ex. 2842 etc.-with a writer's inkhorn at his 
waist] vv. 3 • 11• An eastern scribe, both in ancient times and 
now, carries his writing materials in this position ; cp. Hymn 
to Gilgamesh, ' the mighty one who has the writing tablet 
in the girdle of his loins,' KB. vi. 268. The word for inkhorn 
(keseth) occurs only in this chapter: it seems to be a loan
word from the Egyptian, gst=a scribe's palette. Different 
tasks are assigned to the seven angels. Six have the duty of· 
punishing the ungodly ; their office recalls that of the destroying 
angel at the Exodus, and in the plague of David's time (Ex. 1223, 

2 S. 2416) ; and one, furnished with the materials of a scribe, 
is to write a mark on the brows of the faithful. The idea of 
a heavenly scribe was common to the Jews and their neighbours 
in Babylon and Egypt. Representations of Nabu, the writer 
of the Book of Fate, with a stylus in his hand, are specially 
frequent during the neo-Babylonian period ; in Egyptian 
religion Thot exercised the same fnnctions as Nabu: KAT. 8 

404 f. The present narrative must have influenced the curious 
account of the seventy angel-shepherds in Enoch 895911·, who 
are to destroy a certain number of the sheep, while 'another,' 
i.e. the guardian angel of Israel, probably Michael, is told to 
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'observe and mark everything that the shepherds will do to 
those sheep,' and to ' record against every individual shepherd 
all the destruction he effects.' See Charles Enoch 200 f. and 28. 
Later Jewish interpretation identified the celestial scribe of 
Ez.'s vision with the angel Gabriel; TB. Yoma 77a, Shabbath 
55a.-Before starting on their errands the seven angels took up 
their station beside the altar of bronze. This was Solomon's 
altar (1 K. 864, 2 C. 41), which had been moved to the N. of the 
stone altar set up by Ahaz (2 K. 1614) ; the space between the 
latter and the porch was occupied by the sun-worshippers 816 ; 

so the angels had to stand beside the old altar.-3. In 84 the 
Glory of Jahveh appears in the temple-court at a spot indi
cated vaguely by there, probably at or near the N. gateway: 
now the Glory appears on the cherubic throne, dismounts, and 
moves to the threshold of the temple, that Jahveh may give 
instructions to the seven angels. At the earlier appearance 
(8 4 ) no mention is made of the Cherubim and the throne, but 93 

rather implies that they were present then as now; for the 
Glory is referred to as occuying its accustomed place upon the 
cherub(im), and leaving it to take up a fresh position. Whence 
came the Glory and the throne? From heaven, according to 
eh. 1, which describes the vision seen in Babylonia ; but here 
the prophet has been transported to Jerusalem; and we may 
well imagine, with the m; and the Jewish commentators on this 
verse, that the Glory came from the inner sanctuary of the 
temple, where it had always been since the ark was first brought 
in under the wings of the Cherubim, 1 K. 86 • 7 • This old opinion 
has been revived by D. H. Milller, Kr., Schmidt (Eucharisterion 
i. 125) ; they would omit 104 as a doublet of the present v., 
otherwise they follo'Y the text : J ahveh moves to the threshold 
(g3a}, while the Cherubim with the vacant throne wait at the S. 
side of the temple (10 3) until Jahveh remounts and departs 
(1018). As a rationale of the situation this is intelligible, but we 
must not overlook the complications of the existing text. 
Thus in eh. rn, vv. 3 -6 have been interpolated, and, as Herrm. 
points out, they take no account of 93a; he maintains that 
both 93a and rn 4a interrupt their respective contexts, and that 
both can be removed without disturoing the narrative. This is 
true of 104a ; but 93a is not altogether out of place as a paren
thesis between vv. 2 and 3b; possibly it may have stood origin
ally elsewhere, e.g. before v.1 ; at any rate, it supplies a state
ment which is wanted here, to account for the position of Jahveh 
and the presence of the Cherubim in rn2• 7· 18.-And the glory 
... was taken up from upon the cherub(im) upon whom it rested] 
Ct. 104 and the glory rose. For the cherub(im), here sing. in 
the Hehr., see the note on rn2.-(and moved) to the threshold] 
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The threshold (ro4• 18 471) is not mentioned in I K. 6 f., but from 
the description of Ez.'s temple, which reproduced the main 
features of Solomon's, it may be inferred that the house stood 
upon a platform reached in front by a flight of steps, cp. 418-11 

and 4049a; the threshold would be the space at the E. entrance, 
on this platform.-and he called to the man] resumes v. 2, after 
the parenthesis which narrates what had happened meanwhile, 
v. 3a..-4. And 'he' said unto him] So ~; :fllf( Jahveh; but 
the indication of the subj. is superfluous after v.8b.-set a mark 
upon the fore heads of the men who moan and groan for all the 
abominations] So there were a few faithful left in Jerusalem ; 
this is the only allusion that Ez. makes to them. The mark 
was intended to distinguish these from the idolaters, and also 
to shew that the person who bore it was under Jahveh's pro
tection ; in both respects, therefore, it resembled the blood 
on the lintel and door-posts of the Israelite houses, where 
Jahveh passed through to smite the Egyptians, Ex. I223 J. 
The protective value of the mark has its analogy in the sign 
given to Cain, Gen. 415 J, which may have been tattooed on the 
forehead. And just as slaves and cattle were branded by their 
owners, the idea of divine ownership as well as protection was 
probably symbolized also ; e.g. Code of ]jammurabi §§ 226 f., 
Assouan Papyri No. 28, 4. 5 ed. Cowley; 1 K. 2041, Is. 446 ; the 
signs referred to in Lev. 1928 21 5, Dt. 141 indicated that the 
bearer belonged to a certain deity. This three-fold signifi
cance of the mark is applied metaphorically in the N.T., Gal. 
617 (UTlyp,aTa), Rev. 7af. (<r,j,payfo·wp,£v ••• mt Twv P,£Tw7rwv, 141, 
from here), 13161• etc. (xapayp,a). For illustrations from 
heathen and apostate Jewish practice see 3 Mace. 2 29 ; Philo 
de Spee. Leg. i. 8 ; Herod. ii. n3 ; Deissmann Bible Studies 
350 f. ; W. R. Smith Rel. of Sem. 3 334 n. And cp. Dante 
Purg. ix. n2 f. The form of the mark is suggested by the 
word used, tau, the last letter of the Hehr. alphabet, written X 
in the ancient script ; the simplest of signs to make, and as 
such it served to attest a document among both Hebrews 
(Job 3135) and Babylonians (Meissner Bab u. Ass. i. 263 and 
Abb. 134, 135). Naturally such a sign was given a mystical 
interpretation by Christian writers. Jerome's note, repro
ducing Origen's, is of special interest. After noticing Gi's /lo,; 
crqp,£'iav, and the more literal rendering of 'A ® Kat u7Jp,nwuw, 
To Oav, he goes on to remark that tau, the letter which ends 
the alphabet, denotes the complete devotion of those who 
grieved for the national sins ; and that tau, as the initial of 
t6rd, denotes those who lived according to the law ; and since 
tau, ' in the ancient Hebrew alphabet, which the Samaritans 
use to this day,' bore a likeness to the cross, it was a prophetic 



symbol ?f the sign imprinted on the foreheads_ of_ Christians! a 
sign which they frequently use. The haggad1c mterpretahon 
of the passage in TB. Shabbath 55a is also worth quoting : 
' The Holy One said to Gabriel, Go and mark on the foreheads 
of the righteous a tau in ink . . . and on the foreheads of the 
wicked a tau in blood .... And why a tau? Tau means thou 
shalt live (tilJ,yeh) and thou shalt die (tiimuth).'-5. And to these] 
i.e. the six destroying angels.-let not your ' eye ' spare, and do 
not ye pity] Hehr. text eyes (!Jim'..$; Hehr. marg. eye, many 
MSS lT. See v.10 and 511 n.-6. Five classes of victims are 
named. Ez. is fond of groups; cp. 1639 (five vbs.), 2723 (five 
names); sometimes the,group is made up of four 1421 164· 10 ; 

more often of three 516 169• 12• 19 • 40 • 49 • 65 etc. Without regard 
to age or sex ye shall slay with a view to destruction (lit.).-and 
begin from my sanctuary] Heathen worship had penetrated even 
to the temple: this was the crowning act of apostasy. Cp. 
1 Pet. 417.-and they began from the men, the elders, who were 
before the house] i.e. the sun-worshippers between the porch 
and the altar, 816 ; the elders may have been added to include 
the idolaters of 811 (Co. Be. al.), who are certainly meant by 
(!]i's reading within the house.-7. Defile the house and fill the 
courts with slain] Such a command, given by Jahveh Himself, 
is dreadful enough to imagine ; but we cannot feel sure that 
it belongs to the original narrative. It comes too late. Accord
ing to v.6b the slaughter has begun already, starting from the 
sanctuary, so that the precincts have already been defiled with 
bloodshed. It has been suggested that the house means, not 
as in v. 3 the temple itself, but the out-buildings; that v.6b 

speaks only of beginning, while v.7a describes the continuation 
of the slaughter ; that instead of courts (IJ,iifier6th) we should 
streets (IJ,u!j6th) with (!Ji, Such attempts at making v.7a fit 
the context are better abandoned : it is either an alternative 
version of vv. 6r. (Kr.), or a latter addition, Ho would say 
inserted to ratify the act of desecration by an express order of 
Jahveh.-The rest of the v. Go out, and they went out and 
smote in the city needs some correction : prob. it should 
run And he said unto them, Go out and smite in the city, 
following hints from (!Ji and .$.-8. And it came to pass while 
they smote] continuing the corrected form of v.7b.-that I was 
left (alive)] Cp. Gen. 72a. (!Ji om.; and some would strike 
out the words on the ground that the remark is self-evident 
(Co. Rost) ; but if not original, how did it find a place in the 
te;Ct ?-and I fell upon my face and cried out] As a rule Ez. sides 
with J ahveh against the people : this is one of the rare occasions 
-II13 is perhaps the only other-when the prophet's feelings 
overcome him, and he intercedes for his countrymen; like 
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Abraham for the cities of the plain, Gen. 1823 ·32 J, like Amos 
for the house of Jacob, Am. 71 •6, like Jeremiah for the people of 
Judah, Jer. 14 f. With all his sternness, Ez. is not inhuman ; 
when the time comes he can deliver a message of restoration, 
full of sympathy and hope, chs. 34-37.-Ah! Lord Jahveh] See 
414 n.-art thou going to destroy all the remnant of Israel?] Since 
the end of the N. Kingdom in 722 B.C. Judah was the remnant 
of Israel, and Judah had been reduced by the captivity of 597; 
it seemed as though Jahveh intended to destroy all the 
survivors of that disaster. Cp. u 13• {$- and some mods. om. 
all ; but the exaggeration belongs to the fervour of the plea. 
-9. the iniquity of the house of Israel and Judah] The combina
tion is unusual, and Kr. He. omit and Judah, for the reason that 
the house of Israel must have the same meaning as the remnant 
of Israel in v.8, in which case and Judah is superfluous. In v.8, 

however, Israel in itself, and apart from the word remnant, 
refers to the whole nation ; here the inclusive sense is emphasized 
by and Judah.-and the land is filled with bloodshed] Some early 
editions read violence, but the bulk of MSS bloodshed, i.e. judicial 
murders, one of the causes of the exile, 2 K. 2116 243f-, Jer. 2 34 

76 22 8 ; and child-murder in the service of idols, a prevalent 
crime, eh. 1620t- 222 n.-and the city is full of perverted iustice] 
lit. ' that which is perverted.' The noun occurs only here, and 
its meaning is inferred from the verbal term' to pervert justice' 
Ex. 236, 1 S. 83 ; so m:. It may be questioned, however, whether 
that which is perverted can by itself mean 'perverted justice.' 
Prob. the text is at fault ; if bloodshed be the right reading in 
the previous clause, violence may be read here; cp. 723.-they 
have said, Jahveh has forsaken the land] Behind this popular 
saying (see 812 n.) lay the inveterate belief that Jahveh was 
bound to His people, as it were, by natural ties. So long as all 
went well, there was nothing to shake this conviction; but 
when calamity came, like that of 597, it was taken as a proof 
that the national God could not, or would not, defend His own ; 
He had, in fact, deserted them. The whole aim of the higher 
religion, as taught by the prophets, was to moralize the relation 
between Jahveh and Israel, and to maintain that it depended 
on the people's righteousness ; national calamity was a punish
ment for national sin. Though the prophetic doctrine seemed 
to have fallen on deaf ears, this passage shews that it had 
lodged itself in the consciences of men (Davidson).-10. mine 
eye shall not spare, nor will I pity] See 511 n.-I will lay upon 
them a recompense for their deeds] lit. ' I will set their way upon 
their head' ; an expression characteristic of Ez., n 21 1643 2281, 

cp. 1719, 1 K. 832=2 C. 628• The metaphor is similar in his 
blood shall be on his head 334.-II. The linen-clad angel brings 
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back a report to Jahveh that his task has been carried out; he 
does not say that the other six have done theirs. Kr. suggests 
that the painful details of the execution have been deliberately 
cancelled. According to Ho., vv.8 •10 is an addition: the 
prophet's intercession comes too late, and is based on Am. 71n., 
and makes use of conventional terms. On the other hand, 
it may fairly be regarded as an unusual and impressive 
feature. 

Ch. 9, 1. i•3.m n1,p!l 1:i7R] Taking the vb. as ]:(al imperat. 2 pers. plur. 
with o for i, cp. 1:rf'r,i 32•0, •~~r,i Jud. 910,G-K. § 46 d; so iS. The Mass. 1::i7iJ: 
is pro b. intended for ]:(al pf. 3 pers. pl., the visitations of the city are near; 
so (!Ji i/ry<Ke11 ii iKoiK'l)11,s T.71'. ( =n~R!/ n:ic7;,;.,) Qr'.f)' appropinquaverunt; it 
might also be Piel imperat. 2 pers. pl., bring ye near, but this is less suit
able.-inr,irf'r,,J From n'trtf'r,, v. 8 518 etc., with '----;- reduced before an added 
syll. ; see B-L. 332, 534.-2. P'~Jln ,vv] A few nouns were treated as 
definite enough in themselves to dispense with the art., e.g. i31v 40• 43• 
and ,sn 4028 • 81 ; but not always, e.g. 1Jlt:tn 4016• 19 • 21 • Cp. Dr. § 209 (1).

,,J!)I? ilt'N] The Hoph. ptcp. only here; prob. the c was written by mis• 
take. Read either nJ!al ilt'N like 431 (but ? text) ; or nJill'.I (!Ji T,Js [:Jll.e1Co611'1)s, 
the usual expression 83 n 1 etc.-1s!lc •':>::i] f~r,, only here, cp. fl!l;l Jer. 
51 20 ; .Jf!ll=Akk. napd$U 'shatter, slay,' in conjug. ii. 'slaughter.' (!Ji 
,,,.,xvf • A:3 11uiJos oia11Kop1C«1p,ofi aUToiJ.-□'T• llis37] The construction varies ; 
the pass. ptcp. may be in the abs. st., with its complementary noun in 
the accus., so v. 3 □ '1::11'.1 i:i;:t~!:l cp. 1 S. 2 18, 1 K. 2210 ; or the pass. ptcp. 
may be in the constr. st., with its noun in the gen., e.g. □ ''l:.11'.1 lli;:t7 v. 11 

10•• •· 7, Num. 244, Is. 3622.-i!lo,, nop] The derivation of 'p from the 
Egyptian is due to D. H. Miiller; the old explanation of ncp=ni!lp has been 
given up; see CAH. iii. 424. (!Ji, not understanding the word and point
ing ,~o. gives tcfw'IJ 11a1rq,elpo11, so ,$ ' a loin-band of sapphire • ; but Qr 
• a scribe's tablet ' 1:T atramentarium scriptoris. 'A0 Ka11T11 "/paµ,µ,a-r,ws 'A 
also µ,eXa11oooxefo,, "IP, Hippolytus of Rome (died c. A.D. 235) speaks of 
Jesus Christ o To Kt1<TT11 Tofi -ypr,,µ,µ,aTlws ,,,.,p, T-1/• &rq,w q,opw• Kr,,I Ta [:Jao/5111 
-rov 1rol1"Xov xm:;,,a i11oeo11µ,,vos, Comm. in Dan. iv. 57; Eisler OLZ. I930, 
585 :ff.-3. n?Jll 1

1?' 1 11 i1J:n] The vb, could be tr. as plupf., • Now the 
glory . . . had been taken up ' ; but this rendering disguises the real 
nature of cl. a, which may be an intrusion into the text (He.). '1li Ka! ••• a.••f:l'IJ 
11,,!,'!, not appreciating the Niph., for which cp. Ex. 4088!•, Num, 9 17 • 211. 

1011 P.-1'?J1 ... :ni:in] The sing. is prob. to be understood as collective ; 
see on ro•. (!Ji &.1r/, -rwP xepo11[:Jelv ••• e1r' aOTwP, i.e. on•':>ll ••• c•:i,,:in, 
which some would read. For 'Jn in!ll:l ?N l''ll n•n ilil'N iS implies ?JI n•n ,wit 
':in llT!ll:l; but l'?JI must refer to :i1,:in.-1n!lr.i] '1li S -r/J at0pioP, i.e. atrium, so 
104• 18 cod.A 471 'A:3 TwP 0Mw11 1:T limen.-i!lcn ncp) (!Ji om. i!lc,,.-4. 1,R] 
Kt. ,•Sit Q.; 3 MSS '2!'.t, a variation reflected in m; n•, and '' (W-) ; cp. •11:iJ 
and 11t:i:i (6 MSS) 43 8.-1n n•w11J Thevb. is adenominative of in, and occurs 
only here ; I S. 2114 is corrupt, '.B' et signa thau m: Nin □1,vn, $ • and 
set a mark' (rushm6'),--e,v,,• 71n:i i•yn 71m) '1li om. i•yn 71n~; if either of 
the two terms is to be cancellec, the second looks more hke a gl. than 
the first (Co.).-o•pi11in1 c•niitin] The .Jpiit only again 2:f17 2616, Jer. 51_n. 
For the paranomasia cp. 61' ; and for the play on different vbs. ahke 
in sound cp. Is. 22•, Nab. 211.-5. •iiit:i] (!Ji a.Ko11av-r6s µ,011. The only 
other instances of the genit. abs. in '1li Ez. are 101 • I56 2610 ? 388• iS • in 
my eyes.'-crin ?JI) Kt., 'n ?N Q. Qr; cp. the tendency to ignore the dis
tinction between the preps. ?JI and ?N, 11 ' n.-6. imJ lPl) (!lij:i 'J1 jpt. Ez.'s 
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fondness for groups of five, four, three has been illustrated from the (?) 
contemporary Law of Holiness, where the laws are sometimes arranged 
in groups of five, e.g. Lev. 18 31- 19131. 161• 171• ; Paton Am. J. of Bibl. Lit. 
1897, 41 f. The parallel seems to be rather far-fetched.-n'nll'o, mnn] 
, here defines the aim or result of an action; cp. Is. 584 :i•,,, Ps. 63 10 

mnr.',, 6922 •Mo~,. For 11•n17r.i see 516 n.-'7'M ,J Sv] Sv=,N 111 n. There is 
no need to om. '7'k, on the ground that women were marked as well 
as men; for l&''N ,J here=' each,' 'every one.' e!i rightly tirl ir&.vrns ;4>' 
oVs.-in,,] (§ TO <r7/µeio• 'A0 F TO 0a.u, thau--D'lpin C'l&'lll:!] (!]jB diro T, d,/lpwv 
T. 1rpe<r{Jrnlpwv. (§A d1ro T. 1rp,<rfJvTepwv which is marked as an addition 
by @liQ.-7. nmnn] e!i=niliin,,, prob. from n• Ta.s ooous.-i'l/.'.} u1;:i1 1M¥;1 lN~] 
The pfs. with weak waw, though the construction can be defended 
(Dr. § 133), are unusually disagreeable. @!i's text exhibits variations, 
but it treats iJ,,, as imperat. ; thus B £Kirop,v6µe110, Ka.I K61rreTe, with the 
hexaplaric addition of Kai irarc£faT, T-1/v 1r6X,v in some MSS. Other MSS 
read eKiropeue<r0e Kai KO'IrTETE' ,:a! lfi/\06nes i!nnrTov T-1,v iroX,v. j:; ' go forth, 
kill in the city.' ~ agree with ffl. A satisfactory reading can be 
obtained by pointing 1llcl), and om. 111li'l as a dittogr. of 1Mli. So Wellh. 
and most mods.-8. iN'7Ml1] Kt., .,~!/l1 Q. It is hard to see what the 
Mass. intended by the latter. The Kt. was prob. understood as a fusion 
of "11;(efl1 and ittifti!, the ptcp. being altered to imp£, c.w.c. to avoid intro
ducing the apodosis with n7~tl! ; Kon. i. 266. J.(iml)i offers two explana
tions, equally impossible; in his Comment. in loc. he argues for a mixed 
form of Niph. pf. ,~ef➔l and I>:al impf. i~efl;(l; in Mikhlol 54a, cp. Rad. Lib. 
364, he prefers a combination of I pers. plur. and sing. I>:al impf,, i~efi 
(plur. of majesty) and ,~efl;(. The puzzle is due merely to the slip of a 
copyist; B-L. 357. We may read either "11;(efl) Niph. ptcp., a circumst. 
cl. with the ptcp. before the subj. for emphasis,' I being left,' cp. ,i1 nnJtl'll 
Is. 231o ; or i!!iftll Niph. imp£. c.w.c. introducing the apodosis, with the 
pron. subj. after the verb, cp. 'JII ini1n I K. 1910 ; Dr. §§ 159, 78 n.-n~\l~!] 
The cohortative c.w.c. is rare in the prophets; only again 1611, Jer. n 18 

329 , Zech. II 13 , Dr.§ 69 Obs. Ro. ?ill;C! as 1 28 II 13.-\'Jf1t~f'-] through thy 
pouring; for :i in a causal sentence cp. 438 □nn:i, 441, Kon. iii. § 403 a. 
The daghesh lene is written in infinitives with suff. 2 mas. sing. and 
plur., e.g. \'Jf'-?if Dt. 67, tlt',l'?I;( Lev. 2389 ; but i:11:9, ;:i:;i.;,ef etc.; B-L. 344.-
9. ,110 ;l(r.JJ] This is one of the phrases characteristic of P which begin 
to appear in Ez. (cp. 4 4 n., 510 n.); elsewhere only 1613(?), Gen. 172. e. 20, 

Ex. 1' P. In the form ,i.o ,110 it occurs eh. 3710, and both in P Gen. 710, 
Num. 147 and in earlier literature Gen. 3043 J, 1 K. 747 (Temple docu
ment), 2 ·K. 104 . i!r (Lagarde) 11,n, 11,n,, recognizing the duplication, so 
in 1613• F here and in 3710 nimis valde, in 1613 vehementer nimis.
□r.in fiMi'l 11,oni] So Baer's text, following the earliest printed texts, 
Soncino 1485, Brescia 1494; and 7 MSS Kenn., I de Re. Otherwise the 
MSS read □•r.i,, which is implied by (§ >.aw11 iroXXwv, □•o, being misread 
C'0J/ as in 7 23• J.(im. in loc. recognizes the reading con, but notes that o•o, 
is found in some accurate copies. Modern edns., except Baer's, print 
□•o,.-ml)r,i] li./\. The Hiph. of nt:1J with t:l!lZ"O=' pervert justice,' e.g. 1 S. 8• 
etc., and even without D!lWO Ex. 23 2, Mal. 3 6 ; but the noun from the 
pass. stem can hardly mean so much. (§ doiKlas Kal «Ka0ap<rlas, perh. a 
double rendering (cp. 1 28 n. 38 n.), implying or.in=do,,:/a 459, Gen. 611• 13 

etc. Ehrl. He. conjecture nl',)ir.i yoke, so oppression Is. 588• 9 • Prob. the 
word is corrupted from con, Co. Ro.-1,011 •:i] Pf., as u 16 3310 ; usually 
in these quotations, a ptcp. pres.-ro. 'l'JI ••• •i11 □ll] See 412 n. (§B 
om. the pers. pron. in this construction, Kal o,l <f,el<reTa<, but (!JiA i-yJ, eiira 
i-yw elµ,,. j:; implies □ ;,•\.JI om11 MS. i!r •io•o om11 N~ Nlll i111 to avoid the 
anthropomorphic 'J'Jl.-•nni] Pf. of resolve, cp. 219 ; Dr. § 13.-n. "1'71D] 
Kt. MSS Vrs. ; il!'M ,JJ Q. and some MSS-an unnecessary correction, 
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Continuing the narrative of the vision, Ch. 10 records two 
grave incidents, Jahveh's command to strew fire upon the 
city, vv.2• 7, and Jahveh's departure from the temple, vv.18 • 19• 

The rest of the eh. is made up of fragmentary notes which 
comment on the scene. Thus vv.1• 8 "17 reproduce parts of 
eh. I; vv. 3 • 6 explain how the Cherubim came to be standing 
within reach of the linen-clothed angel, and where the Glory 
was stationed; v.20 cp. v.15 identifies the cherubim of the 
present vision with the !Jayyoth of eh. 1 ; and a postscript is 
added in vv. 21. 22 • Yet when these secondary elements are 
singled out, the remainder, vv.2• 7 • 18• 19• 1 20, hardly represents 
an original form of the text; for vv.7• 19 shew signs of adaptation 
to the context, and after v.7 nothing is said about the execution 
of the sentence, et. 911b, but see note on v.7. Several hands 
must have been at work upon this chapter, probably at various 
times ; so that it becomes difficult to trace an intelligible order 
in the progress of the vision as a whole. No one line of inter
pretation can be more than an experiment; that proposed 
by Kraetzschmar, and modified here and there by Hans 
Schmidt and Herrmann, offers perhaps as good a clue as any 
through the tangle. 

Ch. 10, I. And I saw] The v. interrupts the connexion be
tween 911 and 102 ; it belongs to the series vv.8 •17, which takes 
over certain features from eh. I, but arranges them in a different 
order : thus the firmament or platform here comes before the 
cherubim and the wheels, et. 1 22 .-like sapphire stone] As in 1 26 , 

jJlff, implies that the throne was made of sapphire, and (!JiB 
agrees, by reading br' avrwv, i.e. upon the Cherubim; while 
(!JiA br' avnil, i.e. upon the sapphire stone, follows the inter
pretation of (l]i in 1 26.-as the appearance of the likeness of a throne] 
The throne is empty, and the attendant Cherubim are waiting 
till Jahveh is ready to mount and leave, 93 102• 18• 19 : this 
suggested to the annotator a description of the Cherubim 
based on eh. 1.-2. And he said] The speaker is Jahveh, as in 
97• 9 ; the original connexion has been broken by 911• The 
second and he said should be omitted, with "1i:.---unto the man 
clothed in linen] In eh. 9 this angel is the protector of the 
faithful (94 n.) ; now he becomes the agent of destruction. 
As leader among his six fellow-ministers he is chosen for a 
task of peculiar awe: to approach the centre of the Cherubim, 
and take of the holy fire, and strew it upon the city. Thus 
all seven angels inflict the divine judgements, cp. Lev. 2621. 24 

and Rev. 151• Ho. argues that since vv.2 and 7 contradict 
eh. 9, both in the task assigned to the angel and in the command 
to destroy Jerusalem, they must have been inserted after 
?86 B.c. ; so interpreted, the vision is robbed of all significance, 
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-Go in between the whirling wheels] RV. The Hehr. galgal, 
lit. a whirl, is used of a whirlwind, Ps. 7719 us1 8314 [l3l, but 
also of war-chariots, eh. 2324 and 2610 (sing.) ; Is. 528 and 
Jer. 478 (pl.). The RV. rendering might be appropriate if 
the throne were in motion, but here it is stationary ; hence 
wheel-work, as the Germans translate, comes nearer to the 
meaning. The use of galgal for wheels, instead of the usual 
'ophannim, was felt to require some explanation, v.13.--under
neath the cherub(im)] The four wheels were lower than the 
Cherubim, which stood perhaps at the height of the axles, 
cp. I 15 n. For the sing. cherub (cp. v. 4 93), e!i,S1J give the plur.; 
but the sing. can be used in a collective sense, just as living 
creature is used in vv.15• 17 • 20 I 20 n. From this point onwards, 
however, the plur. occurs.--coals of fire from beneath the cherubim] 
See 1 13 ; and cp. Ps. 1813 u21=2 S. 2213.-and strew (them) 
upon the city] Jerusalem is to be treated like Sodom and 
Gomorrah, Gen. 1924 J ; cp. eh. 3822, Ps. n 6• Ez. seems to 
have had in his mind the judgement on the cities of the plain; 
see 98 n. and 1647.-in my sight] Cp. v.19• The prophet's 
position is not stated ; he was near the spot where the Glory 
stood {93a), and either at the S.E. of the temple (Kr.), or perhaps 
rather in the outer court, from which he saw the cloud (v. 3) 

and heard the voice (v. 5 Ho.). 

A Note on the Cherubim. 

The source and meaning of the Hehr. k8ru_bh, k•rubhim, may 
now be considered fairly well ascertained. From the Akk. 
verb karabu=' bless, pray, intercede' come the forms karubu, 
karibu=' one who prays, intercessor,' applied to the winged, 
human-headed bulls, the sedu and lamassu, which were set at 
the entrance of temples and palaces, and, as inferior divinities, 
were believed to intercede before the great gods. In the 
Babylonian Epic of Creation and elsewhere the title karubu 
occurs with the meaning of' intercessor.'* The Hebrews, then, 
borrowed the name, and to some extent the functions, of the 

* To Prof. Langdon belongs the credit of establishing this point, 
Epic of CYeation 1923, 190 note. In addition to Tab!. vii. I. 5, where 
kaYubu is applied, it seems, to a statue of Ea, he quotes three other 
passages: (r) ·,iu karibu who is at the right side of the door of the shrine 
of ... ,' King Chronicles conceYning Early Bab. Kings ii. 84, 16, in an 
inscr. c. 990--955 B.c. ; (2) lamazziiti u karibiiti (fem. forms), images at 
the gates of a temple in Susa, prob. contemporary with (1), Schei! Textes 
Elamites-Semitiques iv. 167, 6 ; (3) '1" La!Jme '1" kuribi, at two sides 
of a gate, 7th cent. B.C., Messerschmidt Keilschrifttexte aus Assur 75, 24. 
Langdon's explanation has been adopted and developed by Dhorme and 
Vincent in Revu,: Biblique 1';~7<v. (1926) 328 ff., 481 #. · 
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k•rubhim from Babylon, while they purged and elevated the 
conception. In the O.T. the Cherubim (a) are guardians of 
a sacred spot : they keep the way to the tree of life, Gen. 324 ; 

according to another version of the Paradise-legend, they 
inhabit Eden, the holy mountain of God, Ez. 2813• 14• They 
have shed their Babylonian character of intercessors, and their 
Babylonian form of four-footed monsters. As represented 
in Solomon's temple, the Cherubim retain their function of 
guardians, standing with outstretched wings in the inner 
sanctuary, facing the nave, as though to repel intrusion and 
protect the ark, 1 K. 623 -28 87, 2 C. 313, 57r.. The same motif 
was carried out in the decoration of the walls and doors, 
1 K. 631 - 36, and of the moveable lavers, 1 K. 729, a tradition 
which Ezekiel continued: Cherubim with two faces, a man's 
and a lion's, alternate with palms on the walls of his ideal 
temple, 4118 - 20• The form of these symbolic figures is nowhere 
described ; they were winged, they stood upright, and so far 
their aspect was human, and, we may suppose, their faces too. 
But another idea (b) was associated with the Cherubim in the 
sanctuary ; the imagination pictured them as supporters of 
Jahveh's throne. God was thought of as 'sitting upon the 
cherubim,' 1 S. 44, 2 S. 62, Is. 3716=2 K. 1916, Ps. 802 Ul 991, 
1 C. 136 ; see Gunkel Die Psalmen 429. Some recent scholars 
hold that the kapporeth or 'mercy-seat' was originally the throne, 
before it became merely the lid of the ark.* (c) A different 
conception of the Cherubim is implied by Ps. 1811 1101 =2 S. 2211, 
cp. Ps. 1043, 1 C. 2818 ; they personified the wind and cloud 
of the hurricane, and thus served as the chariot of Deity. 
(d) In P's account of the tabernacle, the decorative tradition 
is followed, Ex. 2681 368 • 35, but we notice a change in the treat
ment of the figures. Two golden Cherubim, fronting each other, 
spread their wings over the ark, and were attached to the 
kapporeth, towards which they bent their faces, as though 
contemplating the mysteries which it covered, Ex. 251s-2o 
377- 9• The design resembles Egyptian rather than Babylonian 
types, though ultimately the winged guardians of an Egyptian 
shrine can be traced to Mesopotamia. t But the attitude of 
the Cherubim bending over the ark suggests a fresh conception: 
like the Seraphim of Is. 63 (cp. Ps. 291• 2• 9, Job 387 ), they were 
thought of as engaged in adoration. 

Most of the ideas connected with the Cherubim are repre
sented by the supernatural beings which Ezekiel saw. At 

* Hans Schmidt Eucharisterion i. (1923) 137 ff.; Dhorme and Vincent 
I.e. 488. Cp. r C. 28 11 ' house of the kapporeth.' . .. 

t See illustrations in Gressmann Texte u. Bilder2 
11. Abb. 391 ; 

Rev. Bibl. xxxv. 487. · · 
8 
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first, when they appeared in Babylonia, by the Grand Canal, 
he could only call them 'fJa,yyoth, for want of a better name ; 
he had never seen or heard of anything quite like them. But 
when he saw them again, this time in Jerusalem and beside 
the temple, he realized what they were. True, the ark was 
not present, nor the kapporeth; but these mighty forms, 
attendant on the throne of Jahveh and giving it the motion of 
a chariot, must be none other than the Cherubim of the inner 
sanctuary, 1020b ! 

In later literature, such as the Jewish Apocrypha (e.g. 
En. 207 6110 717), the }Jayyoth and k•rubhim of Ezekiel's visions 
became an exalted order of Angels, and reached their fullest 
development in the (cpa of the Christian Apocalypse, engaged 
in perpetual worship, Rev. 4611• 5611• 6111• 711• 

Ch. 10, 3. How came the Cherubim to be accessible to the 
man clothed in linen ? What happened to the throne when the 
Glory left it and moved to the threshold of the temple, 93 ? 
Some explanation is wanted; it is given here. The Cherubim 
with the empty throne were standing on the right side, i.e. the 
south, of the temple, waiting for Jahveh to remount. Whence 
the throne came we are not told : perhaps, as some think, from 
the inner sanctuary, where Jahveh was believed to sit enthroned. 
This attempt to clear up the situation forms part of a parenthesis, 
vv. 3 -8, which breaks the connexion between vv.2 and 7, and 
betrays the hand of an editor.-and the cloud filled the inner 
court] Cp. v. 4 1 4 n. ; a token of the divine Presence, as in 
Ex. 3391• E, 1 K. 810f·. For the inner court see 83• 16 n.-
4. The Glory now leaves the Cherubim, and takes up a position 
on the threshold of the temple. This has already been stated 
in 93a : if both passages are to hold good, we must suppose 
that in the meanwhile the Glory had remounted the throne, 
and then dismounted again to take up the same position as 
before. It is impossible to credit such an undignified series 
of movements. Moreover, v. 4 does not come naturally after 
v. 3, but merely repeats it in an exaggerated form. Clearly 
the entire verse is an after-thought. Kr. would cancel it as 
a doublet of 93 ; with more insight Herrm. points out that the 
entire section, 103 -6, which is itself a later addition, takes no 
account of 93, and does not presuppose it. V. 4 must be a still 
later insertion in the secondary passage 108 -6.-the cloud ... 
the brightness] Cp. v. 3 and 1 4 • 27.-5. the sound of the cherubim's 
wings . . . like the sound of El Shaddai when he speaks] See 
for the sound or voice of God Ex. 1916• 19 E, Dt. 433 52411-, 

Ps. 293ff-, Job 372 • 5 409• The divine Name El Shaddai occurs 
in P, Gen. 171 28a 3511 4314 (RP) 483, Ex. 63, and perhaps in J 
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Gen. 4926 (read either El Shaddai with Qli .Sam . .S, or Shaddai 
alone). By itself Shaddai, without El, is found in I 24 ((!!;: 
om.) and in J Num. 244• 16, thirty-one times in Job, and six 
times elsewhere. The usual rendering God Almighty has a 
certain suppor:t from Qli, which sometimes gives -rra.vroKpaT<np 
(I4 times in Job), and from 1J, mostly omnipotens; but it is 
uncertain whether this is really the meaning. The pronuncia
tion Shaddai, which goes back at least to Qli (la.330.{, here 
only) and m:'. {always), implies that the word was derived from 
shadhadh=' destroy,' e.g. 3212 ; so that it ought to mean 'the 
Destroyer,' not 'the Almighty.' To avoid this conclusion, 
however, the Jews resorted to an impossible etymology, and 
explained Shaddai as a compound, ' (he) who is sufficient,' 
iKa.v6,, as 'Al® render it here and elsewhere ; see Rashi on 
Gen. I71• It may be questioned whether the traditional 
pronunciation is correct. Probably it was Shiidhai, and the 
origin of the Name is to be found in the Akk. sadu, the common 
word for 'mountain,' which sometimes occurs, along with the 
name of a deity, to form a pr. n., e.g. Bel-sadua, Marduk
sadua=' Bel, Marduk, is my mountain,' cp. ' my rock' in 
Ps. I82 [al. See Driver Gen. 404 ff. ; Skinner Gen. 290 f. ; 
G. R. Driver The People and the Book 9I. Evidently there is 
some connexion between this v. and I 24• On the one hand, 
like the voice of Shaddai in I 24 has been added from here, for 
the Name occurs nowhere else in the Book, and the scribe who 
used the form El Shaddai belonged to a later age than Ez.'s; 
on the other hand, he drew upon I 24 for the noise of the wings, 
and exaggerated it : even though the Cherubim were standing 
(v. 3), their wings made a noise, dreadful to hear, reaching to 
the outer court (83 n.). The v. has all the marks of an inter
polation.-6. This v. seems to be merely a variant of v.2 : 

there the man clothed in linen went in between the wheel-work; 
here we have the same again, with the addition of and he stood 
beside one of the wheels.-7. The text of this v., which continues 
v. 2, has suffered from editorial scruples. That ' the linen
clothed' should himself take fire from between the Cherubim 
seemed an act of presumption ; accordingly, one of the Cherubim 
was made to take the fire and give it to the man. The first 
stage in the process of alteration is seen in (!!i's text, the final 
stage appears in ;ffE:t. Originally perhaps the v. ran: and he 
stretched forth his hand unto the fire which was between the cherubim, 
and he took it, and went out. Nothing is said about the destruc
tion of the city. Was the narrative cut short to spare our 
feelings ? Such an assumption is not necessary ; for it often 
happens, as Ho. points out, that a prophet mentions a command 
without describing the execution of it; see for example Is. 81, 
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Jer. 191. 10 272f,, Hos. 14• 6• 9.-8. A long insertion begins here 
and extends to v.17 . Some regard it as a fragment of another 
version of eh. 1, which was thought worth preserving on account 
of its variants (Kr.). More probably we have to do with a 
case of borrowing. For when the two passages are compared, 
eh. 1 gives an impression of being the more original by the 
logical order of its arrangement and the superiority of its text ; 
while 101. s-17 suggests a transcriber making use of older 
material with a good deal of freedom, even of carelessness, 
e.g. vv.11b, 14• * The main object of the insertion was, perhaps, 
to identify the cherubim, first named by Jahveh in v.2, with 
the bayyoth of eh. 1 (Toy). And there appeared belonging to 
the cherubim the figure of a man's hand] This note is connected 
with the alteration which introduced the hand of the cherub in 
v.7, and comes from 1 8• For the figure of a hand see 83 n.-
9=115· 16a, with the cherubim for the living creatures.-like the 
gleam of tarshish stone]=116, with the addition of stone.
IO=l16b.-u. The first half of the v. must refer to the wheels 
(=117 ) ; but the second half is so carelessly expressed that the 
reference may be either to the Cherubim (cp. 1 12) or to the 
wheels. We may tr. in whatever direction the foremost (cherub) 
faced, they (the other cherubim) went after him; then v.12e. 
will follow naturally with further particulars about the 
Cherubim. Or we may tr. in whatever direction the front {wheel) 
faced, they (the other wheels) went after it; this has the merit 
of making the whole v. refer to the wheels, but does not connect 
properly with v.12a.-they turned not when they went] The repeti
tion, as well as the uncertainty about the subject referred to, 
shews that the v. is made up of fragmentary notes or glosses.-
12. The text declares that the Cherubim as well as the wheels 
were full of eyes ; t but in 1 18 this is said only of the felloes or 
rims of the wheels. The v. seems to be merely an exaggeration 
of 118 in a confused form due to glosses. And all their flesh 
and their backs and their hands and their wings] <!tr om. and all 
their flesh, but the omission does not help matters ; and their 
backs is a misunderstanding of the form rendered and their 
felloes in 1 18• At the end of the v. the text reads (belonging) 
to the four of them (were) their wheels, i.e. the four Cherubim 
had their wheels beside them. But (belonging) to the four of 

* Sprank's attempt to prove that, on the contrary, eh. 1 has been 
interpolated from 101• 8 • 17 is ingenious but not convincing; Stud. z. 
Ez. (1926) 56--68. 

t A remarkable illustration of this idea is given by a small bronze 
figure of the Egyptian god Bes, found in the Serapeum at Memphis: 
the figure has four extended wings and four arms, and the body is covered 
all over with eyes ; on each side of the head are four heads of animals. 
See Gressmann Texte u. Bilder-a ii. 162 and Abb. 567. 
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them comes from 118, where it refers to the felloes: their wheels 
must be struck out, as a miswritten form of and the wheels at 
the beginning of the sentence, or as a gloss from the margin. 
Read then and the wheels were full of eyes round about the four 
of them.-13. An explanatory note on the word galgal, i.e. 
wheel-work, which is applied to the wheels first in v. 2, and 
again in v.6

• It has found its way into the wrong place; for 
here it interrupts the account of the Cherubim vv.12 -u. Kr. 
suggests that it should come after v.6.-14. This v. continues 
v.12, and is based upon 110 ; but, owing to accident or inatten
tion, the text as it stands neither makes sense, nor follows 
its original correctly. Thus in cl. a we read each had four faces, 
but in cl. b the face of the first (being) the face of the cherub, and 
the face of the second the face of a man, i.e. each had a single 
face, a different one in each case, contradicting cl. a and 110 ; 

moreover, the cherub is actually written by mistake for an ox. 
The Rabbis wondered what had become of the ox of 110 : 'Resh 
Lal_ci.sh said, Ezekiel besought the Merciful One with regard to 
it, and He changed it into a cherub'! TB. lfagiga 13b. At 
any rate, with the help of .S, cl. b can be brought into agreement 
with cl. a by reading the first (being) the face of the cherub, and 
the second the face of a man, thus conforming to the rest of the 
sentence, and the third the face of a lion, and the fourth the face 
of an eagle. It will be noticed that the faces do not come in 
the order of 110• The whole v. is omitted by (l!iB_-15. Since 
the Cherubim are described further in v.16, and do not raise 
themselves for their departure till v.19, this v. must be regarded 
as a later gloss; both parts of it occur again in vv.19• 20- 22• 

More than one hand has been at work on the additions made 
to this chapter. Raised themselves vv.17 • 19 is a different vb. 
from were lifted up, or lifted themselves up in 119• 20• 21 ; perhaps 
the writers of the present v. and of v.17 took the word from 
v.19, where it may be original.-V. 16 is an expansion of 119, 

with k•rubMm for ftayyoth.-the wheels did not turn, they too, 
from beside them] In v.11 19 • 12• 17 they did not turn means, they 
had no need to turn round in order to face the direction in 
which they were going ; but here the meaning seems to be, 
the wheels did not turn away from beside the Cherubim. By 
omitting they too, from beside them with (l!iB it becomes possible 
to give the wheels did not turn the same sense as elsewhere. 
Moreover, Gi writes they too in cl. a, the wheels, they too, went 
beside them, and this is an improvement ; from beside them 
in cl. b has been accidentally repeated.-17=121 in a shorter 
form. The use of the word the living creature(s), instead of 
the che-rub(im) as in the rest of this eh., shews that the annotator 
was copying 1 21.-18. The Glory of Jahveh now moves from 
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the threshold of the temple and stands upon the Cherubim, 
ready to leave. If, as seems probable, 93a formed part of the 
original narrative, we must suppose that there had been no 
change in the situation between 93a and 1018 .-from the threshold 
of the house] So (!nA; but (!? from the house, as though the Glory 
had been stationed, not on the threshold, but within the 
sanctuary. In v. 4, however, '1tt agrees with~. and represents 
the Glory as on the threshold.-and stood] Again in v.19 and 
n 23 : hardly original in all three places. Ct. the phrase ' sitting 
upon the cherubim' (p. n3).-r9. As we now read the narrative, 
Jahveh's departure takes place in two stages: first, the Glory 
moves to the E. gateway and stands there, v.19b; then the 
Glory ascends ' from the midst of the city,' and stands on the 
E. hill outside, n 22• But when vv.18 • 19 are compared with 
n 22 • 23, it will be seen that they describe the same thing; so 
that what lies behind the present text is not two acts of departure, 
but one. Originally, we may suppose, it took place at this 
point: the Glory stood upon the Cherubim, v.18 ; the Cherubim 
lifted up their wings, and the wheels beside them, v.19a; the 
Glory ascended from the city, and, after a pause on the E. 
hill, vanished out of sight, rr23 • The two and a half vv. 
preserve all the fragments that remain of the original narrative. 
The latter, however, received the addition of rr1 •21, and, 
according to rr1, the incident occurred at the E. gateway of 
the temple ; so the moving throne was made to pause there 
(ro19b), and thus allow n 1 • 21 to be included in the vision.* 
Then the narrative had to be resumed (n22 ) from the point 
where it had been interrupted (ro19a); hence arose the present 
form of the text, which gives the impression that the departure 
took place in two stages. In other words, ro19b and n 22 are 
secondary, and due to the insertion of n 1 •21• t-and they raised 
themselves from the earth] The vb. as in vv .15• 16• 17 , where, 
perhaps, it has been adopted from the present passage, which 
is earlier than vv.8 •17.-as I watched] Cp. v.2.-when they went 
forth] i.e. from the inner court to the outer. Co. would om. 
the words as a reader's addition, but without sufficient grounds. 
-and he or it stood] The sing. implies that the subj. of the 
vb. is the glory of Jahveh, v.18 ; on the other hand, the context 
suggests that the cherubim are the subj. ; so to make sense 
l!tt.S change the sing. to pl., and they stood. But to do this 
is to obliterate the origin of the clause ; the lack of agreement 
in number between cl. a and cl. b is one sigu among others 
that cl. b is a later addition ; the scribe who made it took the 
vb. from n 23.-at the entrance of the eastern gateway] Prob, 

* Steuernagel Ein/eitung in d. A.T. 582. 
t Sprank I.e. 67. 
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within the court, <!li: e1rl. ra 1rp60vpa, see 83 n. Through this 
gateway Jahveh was seen returning to the temple, 43rn·.
zo. The identity of the cherubim has already been recognized 
in v.15• There the remark occurs in the section which reads 
like a later comment ; here, at the close of the vision, the words 
are appropriate, and may well come from the prophet himself 
(Herrm.).-Vv. 21. 22 form a postscript to the foregoing, 
prob. by the editor who thought it necessary to reproduce parts 
of eh. I on the present occasion.-four faces ... four wings] 
Cp. I 6 · 11.-and the likeness of human hands] Cp. v.7 I 8.-

22. the faces which I saw] <!li: adds 'beneath the glory of the 
God of Israel ' ; one of the more considerable additions in 
<!li: (cp. I 4 2414 2826 407 42 5• 16 ), which seldom, if ever, inspire 
confidence.-their appearance and themselves] Supposed to be 
explanatory of they were the faces which I saw ; but the grammar 
is barely possible, and the text corrupt. ($:B gives simply Kal. 
aimi, which may be right : and as for them, each went etc., 
cp. I9b. 1211, 

Ch. 10, 1. litt mn, n1t11t1J ~ om. m:,1 as in v. 9, and litt; but this need not 
imply a different text, Co. 149. For ?K eli- gives br<iPw, i.e. ,11 or ?J.1D'.:l.
ntt,i ... ntt,r.iJJ (Iii om. both; ~0=.ffl. Perhaps n1111:lJ should be read 
before 1'.!lC pit as in 1 26.-2. The first 1011•1 has for its subj. ;iw under
stood from 'Jn•13 911.-c•,:i,i] (Iii riiv ,no'Ariv vv. 6 • 7 ; et. rov 1rooiJp'1/ 92• •· 11• 

-The second 1oi,c•1 is om. by eli- and most mods.-nll'J] The fem. pl. shews 
that the prep. t•:i was originally a noun, cp. m:i•:ic 2826 etc.-,,?,] The 

· same form in Aram., Dan. 7• ; but not on that account due to Aram. 
influence (Sprank Stud. z. Ez. 63) ; the form is good Hebr., Stade§ 236 a; 
Barth Nominalb. § 138.-:i,,:i, nnn ?1ot] eli- r. rpoxwv rwv u1r0Kfrw rwv 
x•pov[Mv '.ET quae sunt subtus cherubim; an accomodation to Gk. and Lat. 
idiom, not necessarily implying c•:i1,:i? nnn 11&'1t.-3. !&''No 111:i:i] The suff. 
with the inf. constr. anticipates the following genit; cp. c•i;i:in ctt:i::i 4214, 

11J 1':>;'IJ Job 293 ; }5:im. in loc. cps. Ex. 26• Prob. in these cases the second 
word has been inserted as an explanation; Kon. iii. § 284 a. The Vrs. 
ignore the suff., and imply 111:i:i ; so some mods.-4. c1•1] Ct. 11,11i 9 3

,

J11Jn ?IID] (!Ii <i1ril rwv xepou{Jelv, as in 9 3 ; {!I; ' with the cherub ' in both 
places.-jn!lD,, ':>11] (!Ii ds ril atop,ov=?K in a pregnant sense' (and moved) 
to the threshold '; so '.ET:& ; see 9 3 n.-5. $, which often om. one of two 
synonyms, om. Shaddai.-6. □•,:in ;,;i',] eli- here and v.7 rt7v crro'A11v rii• 
a:ylav et. riiv crro'Afw v. 2 ; an explanatory addition such as eli- sometimes 
inserts, e.g. (!!i- v. 22 17 -° 23 44 • &. 14 99 etc.-im~n] Hehr. says the wheel, using 
the art. with the sing. to denote not the whole, but that part of the 
whole which belongs to the case in point; G-K. § 126 t. ; (!Ii rwv rpoxwv. 
-7. :im;i] Here the sing. must mean the cherub nearest to' th~ man•; 
et. v. 2, where the sing. :i,,:i, is collective. This change of meamng m~y 
well be an indication that the word is secondary; it was not found m 
the text which (!liB rendered.-□ •:i11:i;i nu•:io ... □ •::i,,:i, nii•:ill] The doubling 
reveals an annotator's hand. When ::i11Jn was inserted, c•:inJ~ mJ'Jll was 
required to make the action clear ; (!Ii om. For ':i,, nu•:io 1. ':i':> nu•::io with 
c. 17 MSS, as in vv. 2• •.-c•,:i,, ... Kl&''l] This part of the expansion 
must have been made already in the text which lay before the Gk. 
translators.-8. 1ti•1] (!liB Ka1 foov=Kl~). so $; (l!iA Ka< ioou=nim.-, n•i:in] 
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(!Ji' bµolwµu x••pw,, cp. 18 Q. •i•i.-9. mn, 1"111,111] See v. 1 n.-,~11 111 iti\11 
'11 Jl"1:i:i] See 115 n. The second inl! has no art., the numeral being 
definite in itself, cp. 43 16 YJ"ll! nmp,, (?text); G-K. § 134 l. The repeti
tion of the phrase gives a distributive sense; 46 n.-i:,•i:,in p11 i'Y:1] l!lr ws 
6,t,,s "Xl0ov {J,,0puKos, et. I 16 Oap<Tefr. The Gk. d.v0puf=hot coal points to a 
stone of red colour, such as the red garnet. In Ex. 28 18 3911 [l!lr 3618] 

l!v0paf=1!tli.-xo. □ ,,•11,01] Casus pendens; cp. v. 22 164, Dr. § 197 Obs. 2.
in11 mo,J See 116 n.-II, lJ □' 11,] bis, some MSS and the Vrs. '• 11,r-□1po:i] 
Though an accus. of place can follow ,,,,, Gen. 27•, 1 S. u 14t• etc., yet 
such an accus. placed for emphasis in this position, must be either a 
pr. n. or have the ending :,T, e.g. 1 K. 226 121 ; Ex. 1 22, Josh. 216 ; see 
Driver on I S. 58• Read therefore □1pr.m ,11 (!Ji' ,is ov a, rlnrov, so QI::i\, 
cp. Gen. 22• 3025 etc.-w11,:i] lit. the head or the leader, cp. at his, their 
head Am. 6?, Mic. 213, 2 C. 2021 ; (!Ji' -ii ripxr,; ii takes the ref. to be to the 
Cherubim, 'but to the place towards which their principal head was 
going, they followed it'; this appears again in i\ 111 .-1•,n11] Sprank I.e. 
57 would treat this as a noun : in whatever direction the front (wheel) 
faced, its kinder (wheel) went, o•,n11 being pl. in form but sing. in mean
ing, and construed with a pl. vb. (G-K. § 124f.). Elsewhere, however, 
'"IMII is a prep. or conj.-in 2 S. 2 23 the text is doubtful; so the rendering 
can hardly be admitted. Moreover, the wheels did not go in pairs ; they 
were independent. For 1•,nli' l!lr gives 1/ µla i.e. ,m, ; for the confusion in 
l!lr see 3" n.-u. □ ,,:iii] for □ irJJl and their backs; see 118 n., where the 
form is to be corrected to □n:!l1 and their felloes.-□ n'JDll! onv:iil!SJ (!Ji'B ro!s 
rl<T<Tap<T<• rpoxo,s= □ 'J!l111,, n)IJ"III', and similarly QI:; merely tautologous after 
the preceding clause. If □,i'J!llN is not a miswritten form of □'J!l111m, it 
may be a marginal catch-word referring to v. 13• Kr. would place the 
latter v. after v.6 ; then □ :"T'l!llN may be an altered form of j!llNn at the 
end of v.•, and a catch-word intended to connect that v. with v. 13 

(Sprank).-13. □nS □ 'J!llNS] Cp. 1 S. 920, 2 S. 623 ; Dr. § 197 Obs. 1.-
11,ip] Only besides in ii. Is., 488• 12+four times; prob. a pass. form of 
}5:al, rather than a Pu'al ; cp. n,:p 164, nJH 1634 ; G-K. § 52 e ; B-L 286.
';,J':>in] l!lr I'e"X-yl"X as though a pr. n. ; et. v. 2 ol rpoxol. Cp. I 16 Oap<Tds, but 
10• 28 13 {iv6pa,E. 14. •irt:i 'J!l ••• ,nic:, 'J!l] Twice 'l!l has been inserted 
wrongly ; L •ir,:,m . . . inl!n. i\ om. the two erroneous 'J!l, ' the first the 
face of a cherub, the next etc ... .'-:11,~;i] Not only the word, but 
the art. with it is a mistake, carelessly copied perhaps from vv.•· 7• •. 

Sprank I.e. 38-5r tries, unsuccessfully, to shew that the Cherubim origin
ally had one face each, and that later speculation increased the number 
to four.-x5. ll:l"l'.1] Cp. vv.17· I9; the Niph. of the l'Y vb. is conjugated 
as Y'Y, cp. l!lf'i) 69 n. (!Ji'B -/j<Tuv, as Co. suggests, may be corruption of 
(i!?r)i/pa,v e]iAQ __ ,,,nn N',i] The pron. resumes the subj., and its gend. is 
determined by that of the pred. ;i•nn. Cp. v. 22 n.; G-K. § 145 u. -'!l ini:i] 
For J of proximity cp. v. 20, Josh. 513, r S. 29 1.-r6. c,~11] (!Ji' Kai ouro, 
ixoµ,110, uurw,.-,::io• 11~] F non residebant ~ ovK dn>.El-,,.ovro, hence Co. 
1:ii:,• I!',, Kr. ,,o• N?; but the change is unnecessary if the following □,, □l 
□ ,~110 be om. with (!Ji'B. i\ om. □,, □J. l!lr renders □'l!lll!n by □n'J!llN,-
17. 09\,:p] Ct. □1,~ v.10; G-K. § 72 q. □ii is used here for l!ll'J_ 1 21.~□nll!= 
□r;i1:1 eJi µ,r' uv-rwv, see 21 n. i\ expands, 'when the cherubim lifted up 
their wings, the wheels lifted themselves up with them.'-19. □'l!lll!;'!l □ Ml!~:i] 
i\ implies '~n □nl!s:i, F et illis egredientibus ; smoother, but not necessary. 
tinl!~J is struck out as an editional addition by Co. Siegfr. Kr. Ro., 
although the word is well attested.-n,)lr.i,o] Cp. 1 26 n., where l!lr renders 
l!vw6,v; here t'nrEflc!.vw, and in u 22.-20. '!l ini:i] See v. 16 n. In v. 22 the 
more usual prep. ';,y is used; in all three places l!lr brl 'F juxta i\=J v.16, 

='Y vv. 20 , 22.-21. 'ic', '!l ny:iil! ,iJJJ1N] The repetition is prob. due to a 
copyist's error; if the words were intended to be distributive, the correct 
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idiom would be imi~ ·o•J!) nv:i,11 O'J!l nv:i,11, as in v.•, Is. 62, Ex. 3636, 
Num. 13 2 etc. l!li renders only one nv:i,11, as in r•.-□'!ll:i l/:liN1J l!li wrongly 
oKTW 1rdpv-yes, as though "ll'! meant four pairs of wings; et. l!li 1 8.-
22. O'J!ln n~n Ol"l'l!l nm,1] The pron., resuming the casus pendens, is 
attracted mto the number of the pred. tl'J!ln; cp. v. 16 n., Kon. iii. 
349 h.-•n•11, il!!N] l!li+v1rar«hw rijs o6f'}S eeau 'Io-pa,j)\.-On11<1 tl1'1'Ni,:,J is 
governed by •n•11, ,1:111, and must be accus. ; □n11ci cannot be nom., as 
];{im. takes it, comparing (wrongly) Ex. 51•. l!li om. □n'Ni,::i, and renders 
nr.m1, so ~o. Ro. On the other hand, !'lll is implied by i!i, ;6 ' and this 
was ~heir appearance,' '.B' et intuitus eorum et impetus (= □Cll~)- Be. 
ingemously suggests that □n11<1 is a miswriting of onN~l cp. v.19, 'and 
their appearance when they went forth was (this) .. .', so Kr. 

Ch. II, 1-21, an appendix to the Temple-vision, chs. 8-rn; 
vv. 22-25, Jahveh's departure from Jerusalem, and the prophet's 
return in spirit to Babylonia. The section vv.1 -21 falls into 
two parts. Vv.1 -13 disclose within the precincts of the temple 
a group of leading men engaged in conference, when suddenly 
one of them falls down dead. Such a gathering comes un
expectedly after what has gone before, the annihilation of the 
ungodly (eh. 9), and the burning of the city (eh. rn). If the 
vision really belongs to the preceding series, room might be 
found for it after 815 (Rothstein), but even then it would be 
out of keeping with the other visions, which reveal acts of 
idolatry, not, as here, a sinister design. It is probable, therefore, 
that vv.1 -13 were attached to chs. 8-rn merely because the 
scene was laid in the temple and the prophet felt stirred to 
denounce the coming judgement. The vision may have been 
seen just before the catastrophe of 586 B.C., and written down 
rather later, after the events at Riblah, vv.9• 10• The second 
part, vv.14 -21, conveys a message of hope to the exiles: appar
ently a still later addition, loosely connected with vv.1 -13, and 
awkwardly expressed. With regard to the remaining vv.22 -25, 

it has been pointed out above, p. n8, that the original account 
of Jahveh's departure is to be read in rn18• 19a. n 23 ; when u 1 -21 

was inserted, it became necessary to resume the narrative with 
v,22. 

Ch. I 1, I. And a spirit lifted me up and brought me] Cp. 8 3n. 
The phrase introduces a fresh incident, not a sequel.-the eastern 
gateway of the temple which looks eastwards] Cp. rn19 441 ; here 
used as a place of meeting, cp. Jer. 2610• For the gateways 
and court of the pre-exilic temple see on 83 • which looks east
wards is superfluous, and may be a gloss (Ehrl. He. Hi:i.), 
perhaps to make it all the clearer that in this respect the old 
temple corresponded with the new, 441 461. 12 472

• The twenty
five men here are not the same as the twenty-five, or twenty, 
sun-worshippers in 816.-Ja'azaniah ben 'Azzur ... and 
Pelafiah ben Beniah] Evidently conspicuous persons, and known 
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to Ez. and his circle. In 811 a Ja'azaniah ben Shaphan is 
mentioned; if 'Azzur was the grandfather, this may be the 
same man ; we cannot be sure. The ungodly have not been 
exterminated; the present vision, therefore, was not originally 
meant to follow that in eh. 9.-princes of the people] Again 
2 C. 2423 ; leading men or notables, addressed as the house of 
Israel in v. 5 , and called elders in 811.-2. devising iniquity] In 
Mic. 21 of schemes for the oppression of the poor ; here the 
sense is prob. less restricted. What the evil counsel was 
depends on the meaning given to the next v. The words in 
this city cp. v.6 shew that the city had not been reduced to 
ashes, as 102• 7 implies.-3. who are saying] Cp. v.15 and 812 n.
the time is not near to build houses: it (i.e the city) is the pot 
and we are the flesh] Apparently the first sentence expresses a 
defiance of Ez.'s warnings, and the second a feeling of security; 
so the Jewish commentators. There is not going to be any 
destruction of the city, no need, therefore, to think of re
building the ruins ; we are as safe in Jerusalem as the flesh in 
the pot ! But this requires a good deal to be supplied in 
thought. The text of the first sentence can hardly be correct ; 
(!Ji reads it ' Have not the houses lately been rebuilt ? ' 1J 
nonne dudum aedificatae sunt domus?: the princes congratulate 
themselves on the restoration of the city after the disaster 
of 597 B.c.; we are perfectly safe nowt But v.2 speaks of 
an evil plan, and this v. ought to say what it was. Something 
like Shall we not at once build houses ? would give the meaning 
we want, a determination to ignore what the prophets had 
threatened, Ez. 57·17 6llf. 96-10, Jer. r51-4 2r9f. 24s-10 2916·19. 
The second sentence has the pith and homeliness of a popular 
saying ; it expresses security cp. v.11, and at the same time, 
perhaps, a further notion : we are the flesh, the valuable part of 
the nation; the rest, the exiles, are but refuse l V.7 suggests this; 
the prophet flings back the words in an opposite sense (He. Ho.). 
In 24at1. the figure is applied differently,-5. Then the spirit of 
Jahveh fell upon me] Only here; in 81 it is the hand of Jahveh 
that falls. The prophet was already in a state of trance, gazing 
on the vision: while still in his trance he receives an inspira
tion to prophesy. Coleridge's line ' A dream remembered in a 
dream ' (Poems ed. r856, 228) speaks of a similar experience.
and your thoughts I know] lit. the things that come up in your 
spirit, cp. 2032 ; the heart is more usual in this phrase, r43 • 7 3810, 

2 K. r26 etc. No secrets are hidden from God, Jer. r710, Pr. r511, 
r C. 289, cp. Is. 2915 .-6. Ye have multiplied your slain] Probably 
alluding to the execution of political opponents, cp. 99 n. and 
723 226 ; these judicial murders had filled the streets with 
corpses. There may be an element of exaggeration in the 
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charge ; and it is suggested that the slain were the victims of 
Babylonian atrocities in 597 or 586 B.C., for which the Jewish 
leaders, by their evil policy, were indirectly responsible (He.) ; 
or that the slain is to be understood figuratively of the oppressed 
(Kr.); but neither explanation does justice to the language.-
7. Your slain ... they are the flesh, and it is the pot] it means 
the city. The prophet retorts upon the leaders, v. 8 : your 
victims were the men of worth ; the place of safety is for the 
ill-treated members of the nation! The flesh in the pot re
presents the slain; a rather forced application of the figure, 
it may be admitted; hence Kr. renders the wounded, i.e. the 
oppressed, as in v.8 ; but the context implies more than that, 
cp. 67 3011• Without pressing the figure in detail, the general 
sense is that positions will be reversed.-and you 'I' will bring 
forth] as refuse, to be cast away.-8. A sword ye feared] You 
feared to be treated like the exiles ; you fancy yourselves safe 
in Jerusalem; but you will share the fate of your countrymen t 
For the prophetic antithesis cp. 358, Is. 668b 4&. Rothstein would 
omit vv.8· 9a on the ground that security, not fear, is in the 
mind of the leaders, and that the sword comes in v.10 ; but the 
connexion of thought between this v. and the preceding can be 
traced as suggested above.-9. For the strangers see 721 n., and 
for acts of judgement, 510 n.-10. on the border of Israel] See 
614 n. The reference is to the tragedy at Riblah, 2 K. 2518"21= 
Jer. 5224"27 • This v., at any rate, and perhaps v.9, must have 
been written after 586 B.c.-Vv. I I and 12 are om. by <ffiB: a 
scribal note on vv.9 • 10. It shall not be has no proper antecedent; 
pot ... flesh reproduce the words of v.7 ; v. 11b=v.10a; v.12a= 
v.10b. In v.12 it is the heathenism of Israel which calls for 
judgement, whereas in v.6 it is the blood-guiltiness of those in 
power. Moreover, v.12 does no more than repeat the language 
of the Law of Holiness; see 56 n.-I 3. While Ez. is delivering his 
prophecy, vv.4·9, Pelatiah suddenly dies; cp. Acts 55• It is to 
be remembered that everything happened in vision. The 
prophet was shewn the· leaders plotting together ; still in his 
trance he felt himself moved to prophesy; he saw Pelatiah fall 
down dead; startled and dismayed he cried for mercy-all in 
vision. The narrative gives us to understand that the death 
of Pelatiah in Jerusalem occurred at the very moment when 
Ez. in Babylonia saw it happen, and that the vision was con
firmed when news of the event arrived later on. The prophet, 
in fact, was endowed with what we should call second sight ; he 
could see things at a distance and in the future ; as, for example, 
the day on which the siege of Jerusalem began, the death of his 
wife, the moment when his dumbness should cease, 242• 16• 27 ; in 
each case the exercise of this faculty is assigned to the divine 
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inspiration. *-and I fell upon my face] Cp. 1 28 n.-Ah ! Lord 
Jahveh] See 414 n. ; and for the prophet's intercession, 98 n.
' art' thou going to make a full end] So 2017, Jer. 518 3011 4628, 

Zeph. 118.-Vv. 14-21 hold out to the exiles a promise of restora
tion, and denounce the people of Jerusalem. The connexion 
with the preceding vision is far from clear. Perhaps it was the 
prophet's question as to the future of Israel, v.13, that induced 
some later writer to supply the kind of answer which Ez. would 
have given. The people left behind are wholly undeserving of 
pity, vv.15b- 21 ; the hope for the future lies with the dispossessed 
and scattered exiles, who will be brought back, and become the 
true people of God, vv.11 -20• A prophecy of consolation is out 
of harmony with Ez.'s tone at this period; and he cannot be 
responsible for the clumsy sentences of the present passage, 
which, however, does reflect his view of the exiles as compared 
with the inhabitants of Jerusalem ; see 510 n. and Jer. 24.-
14. And the word of Jahveh came to me, saying] Cp. 61 71 121• 

The formula, introducing a fresh section, shews that vv.15 -21 

were not the original sequel of vv.1 -13.-15. This and the next 
two vv. form one long sentence, which is twice interrupted by 
therefore say, Thus saith Jahveh vv.16& 17&. To make the con
struction intelligible, translate : Thy brethren . . . of whom the 
inhabitants of Jerusalem say .•. (v.16) ••• because I removed 
them . . . and because I scattered them . . . and became to 
them .•. (v.16) ••• therefore will I gather you (v.17 ). In v.16 

the sentence is held in suspense, v.16 resumes it, v.17 introduces 
the apodosis.-thy brethren' ', the men of thy' captivity'] See 
crit. note. Ez.'s fellow-exiles are meant, perhaps, too, the exiles 
of 586 B.c.-and the entire house of Israel] Cp. 2040 3516 3610; 
apparently the descendants of the Northern Israelites who were 
taken captive after the fall of Samaria in 722 B.c. The Jewish 
commentators find a reference in these two clauses to the 
captivities of the 8th and 6th cents.-have said, 'They are' 
far away from J ahveh; to us the land is given for a possession] 
:1llll be far away, imperat.; read the pf. The people of Jeru
salem claimed to be the rightful heirs and owners of the land ; 
see 3324• Their words shewed that the crude old idea was still 

* Herntrich Ezechielprobleme 1932, 87 ff., thinks that the explanation 
given above is incredible at the present day. His general view is that 
Ez. prophesied not in Babylonia, but in Jerusalem; accordingly, the 
prophet is here telling what took place in the temple before his bodily 
eyes ; he was moved to denounce Pelaµah so strongly that the man 
fell down dead on the spot. Herntrich argues with much force, but his 
view involves the assumption that the narrative owes its present setting 
to a later editorial theory, which turned the prophet of Jerusalem into 
a clairvoyant in Babylonia, and made the episode occur in a vision. 
It seems less hazardous to take the narrative as it stands. 
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current: exile from the soil meant exile from Jahveh; cp. 
IS. 2619.-16. I have scattered you among the lands] So of the 
past 2023 2826 3619 ; and as a threat 2216, Dt. 2864, Jer. 916• 

Ez.'s phrases are used throughout this section.-and I became 
to them a sanctuary in small measure] Usage elsewhere shews that 
the advb. but little, in small measure has reference to degree 
rather than time, cp. 2 K. rn18, Zech. 1 16• The exiles were 
deprived of Jahveh's Presence and of the sacrificial worship in 
the temple, yet they had not forfeited His protection, and it 
was His purpose to bring them back ; for though God did not need 
the temple, the people did, cp. 2 Mace. 519• m:: paraphrases 'And 
I gave them synagogues which rank second to my temple' ; hence 
the mediaeval Jewish name for a synagogue, 'little sanctuary.' 
-among the lands whither they are come] So 1216 3620- 21 • 22 (the 
nations for the lands).-17. therefore will I gather you] The 
promise is frequently repeated, e.g. 2034• 41t. 2825 2913 3413 3624 

3721 388 3927 • Ez. takes up the language of Jer. and Deut.; see 
Jer. 233 2914 [? Jer.'s] 318f, [? Jer.'s) 3237, Dt. 303 • 4• With the 
later prophets this gathering of the exiles is a constant theme, 
Is.43 5t, 547 568,Hos. 810 (prob. an addition), Mic. 212 46, Zeph. 319r., 
Zech. ro8• 10, Neh. 19.-and I will give you the country of Israel] For 
the idea, in varying phraseology, cp. 2042 2825 3413 3721 3928• Again 
an echo from Jer. and Deut.; see Jer. 233 2914 3112 -14, Dt. 305• 

-18. Restoration is to be the signal for reformation. The 
first task of the exiles on their return will be to put away the 
detestable things out of the land; so Jer. 41, Zech. 97, and see 
511 n. The abominations of idolatry must be removed before 
the ideal nation of the future can come into existence ; cp. 
146 1830t, 2043 3625• 31 4310.-19. And I will give them one 
heart and a new spirit] Parallel to Jer. 3239 one heart and one way, 
where (.IJi [Jer. 3939] reads 'another way and another heart,' a 
doubtful improvement on ;!llfl. Similarly here & reads ' an
other heart and a new spirit,' while 3 MSS and .$ give a new 
heart and a new spirit, in conformity with Ez.'s phrase else
where, 1831 3626 , cp. Ps. 5112 uoi; and m:: writes the same 
epithet ' fearful ' in both clauses. If this be original, ;!llfl 
may have been altered- to match Jer. 3239• According to 
Hehr. ideas, heart and spirit together constitute man's inner 
being, the heart his mental activities, the spirit his conscious 
life ; but spirit has associations with the wind or energy of 
God (e.g. v.6), so where used of man the word suggests the 
presence of a divine element in human consciousness. As a 
whole, the expression means that God will bestow a new energy 
or will on sinful men.-in the midst of ' them'] So many MSS 
and the Vrs. ; ;!]lfl in the midst of you.-and I will put away the 
heart of stone ... a heart of flesh] If the home-coming Jews 
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put away the external obstacles (v.18), Jahveh will put away the 
internal. For the figures cp. 3626, Zech. 712, 2 Cor. 33 ; Milton, 
Par. Lost xi. 2-5. Ez. always teaches that the community of 
the future is to be built up of converted individuals.-20. walk 
in my statutes and observe my judgements] Cp. v.12 56 n.: the 
Deuteronomic ideal of religion ; though walk in my statutes is 
a characteristic phrase of H.-and they shall become to me a 
people, and I will become to them a God] So 1411 3628 3723• 27 • The 
relation between Jahveh and Israel is conditional; it depends 
upon the people's loyalty. According to the popular idea, 
common to Semitic religions, the Deity was bound to His 
people by natural ties, so to speak; the prophets and law
givers, on the other hand, insisted that the bond was a moral 
one; cp. Hos. 19• This double formula first becomes current 
in Jeremiah's teaching, e.g. Jer. 723 rr 4 247 3022 311• 33 3288 ; it 
is found in Dt. 2912, cp. 2617 • 18 2 S. 724=1 C. 1722, Zech. 88 ; then 
in H, Lev. 2612 ; and once in P, Ex. 67• Elsewhere P drops the 
correlative they shall become to me a people, Gen. 177• 8, Ex. 2946, 

Lev. rr 45 , Num. 1541, similarly in H, Lev. 2233 2588 2646 , Ez. 3424, 
for P carefully avoids any suggestion which would make the 
covenant a contract between two parties ; it is wholly a self
determined act of God.-21. • But these, after' their detestable 
things ... their heart goeth] So Co. and others for il:llt's un
intelligible but unto the heart of etc. After v.20 a change of 
subject is wanted; v.21 should be a final sentence on the in
habitants of Jerusalem. Their heart goeth requires the prep. 
after, cp. 2016 3331 ; so m'.F.-22. When vv.1 -13 with the addi
tions in vv.14 -21 were inserted, it became necessary to pick up 
the thread of the narrative from the point where the break 
had occurred; hence the present v. repeats the words of ro198• 

To make the link complete the editor ought to have written 
and the wheels beside them 'raised themselves from the earth,' so 
Co. Toy Kr.-and the glory ... above] From 1019h.-23. And 
the glory went up from over the midst of the city] The temple where 
the Glory had appeared was not in the midst of the city ; but 
perhaps the words, if correct, need not be taken literally, 
though from over the eastern gateway ro19b is what we should 
expect.-and stood upon the mount which is on the east of the 
city] i.e. the Mount of Olives, as m: explains; cp. Zech. 144• The 
Glory paused, as if unwilling to depart, or, perhaps, waiting 
for some movement on the people's side. There is a suggestive 
comment in the Midrash: 'R. Jonathan said, Three years and a 
half the Sheldna stayed upon the Mount of Olives, in the hope 
that Israel would do penance; but they did none,' Midr. R. 
Lam. fol. 82; TB. Rosh Hash. fol. 31a enumerates ten stages 
by which the Shekina withdrew-' from the mercy-seat to the 
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cherub, from the cherub to the threshold,' and so on. The 
vision closes with the Glory standing outside the walls ; J ahveh 
has abandoned His sanctuary and city. Lk. 1941 • 44 offers a 
N.T. parallel.-24. Then a spirit lifted me up] The same divine 
energy which had transported the prophet in his ecstasy to 
Jerusalem carried him back to the Gola; see 83 n.-in the vision 
by a spirit of God] The second term by a spirit of God looks like 
a gloss on the first, though both terms stood in the text which 
lay before (!Ji; again, as in 83, m:: renders ' in the spirit of 
prophecy.' It is possible, however, that by a spirit is the gloss, 
and that originally the phrase ran in visions of God, as in 1 1 83 402• 

-went up from me] So of God after appearing in vision Gen. 1722 

3513 P.-25. And I spake to the Gola] When the prophet returned 
to his normal state, he told his vision to the elders sitting before 
him, 81• With the words which Jahveh had caused me to see, 
· · · · A 1 J 321 1.e. m VlSlOn, cp. m. 1 , er. 3 . 

Ch. II, I. 'n1 o•,1:1!1] (!Ji 'about twenty-five'; no improvement, for 25 
is not a round number in Hehr. Cp. (!Ji gu ws ei'Koo-i.-l'T'llll'] (!Ji 'Iexov!av 
as in 811.-3. o•n::i mi::i ::i,,p::i 11\,] :11,p::i, only here, seems to=:mpo 7•, Dt. 
32 17• (!Ji ouxl 1rpoo-rp&.rws oiK006µ'1/PTa1 al o!Kla1; for olKoMµ.,vrn,B pf. indic. 
pass.=<iK006µ'1/vm1Ar, see Thackeray Gramm. of O.T. in Gk. § 16, 4. (!Ji 
implies o•n:111 u::ii ::i1,p1:1 N?l'T, for which we might read □ •n::i ,,ni :mp::i 11\.n 
(Ho.), as ;6 'have we not built houses in the midst of it?' (=:-mp::i). 
If the sentence is a question, 11, must be corrected to x,,,.-5. n,.,, nii] (!Ji 
1rvevµa.-□:im, m\.!11:i] Usually ::i\, 'll ,,\,ll[n] 143 etc. (!Ji freely Ta. 01afJ06A1a 
T. 1rve6µaTos vµwv. n•ny,• has a sing. fem. su:ff. referring to a plur. 
antecedent; G--K. § 135 p.-6. on11\.r.i1 ... m•\,\,n on•::i,n] Two pfs. coupled 
by weak waw, because in sense they express a single idea, cp. Is. 514• 

43 12, Ps. 3820, and see 36 n. (!Ji renders □ ::i•,\,n T. veKpous vµwv ?=□J'nl:I. For 
□nk?l:ll the Or. schools write □'nk?l:l1, noting that the yodh is superfluous.
,\,n] Vrs. o•\,\.n.-7. onr.i1:1J We expect a stronger word, and (!Ji writes one, 
i1raT<ilauB (? a corrupt form of &a;au, Co.), t<j>ove6o-auA; there is no 
need, however, to substitute □n•:in or □ni,,, for i!ifl.-k'n1J Or. Kth. 111::,1, 
k'cl1 Q.-11•~1nJ Inf. abs. ; but c. 50 MSS read k'lllk rightly, cp. v. 9, and 
(!JitJr.Sr imply it. 1$:im says '11•~,n in place of 1!'~111.'-10. ~m 'Y] (!Ji £7rt 
Twv opewv, a mistake for oplwv; cp. in (!Ji 1 Regn. 102 5pe1 Bev,aµeiv, Jud. 
2• cod.A, Ps. 77 64, and conversely Mal. 13, Ps. Sol. 2•0 bi T. opewv 
[I. dplwv] Al:yv1rTou.-I1. k',i] i.e. i'l/,, understood from the su:ff. in n::i,n:i v. 9.,,,,n □nk1] II~ must be supplied, (IJ;AJb'.fT. Sometimes the influence of the 
negative may extend from one clause to another, e.g. r6°a, but hardly 
in such a case as this.-12. (IJ;A gives a rendering of v.11 and of the first 
sentence in v. 12, omitting the rest. ;6 om. □n'l:ll/ ... 'D!l1:11:1:i1 by homoio
tel. 1!rF =_illll.-13. ,,n11J (!Ji orµ.01 oi'µo,, et. 414-nk l'TWl/ nnk n\,::i] The 
omission of the interrogative particle is harsh; l. n~~q. G--K. § 150 a note. 
In this phrase n11 is the prep., as Jer. 518 shews.-15. i•mt i•ni-t] An 
accidental repetition ; 5 MSS (!Ji:1£1! read the word once.-,n~kl 'tl'Jtt] 
cannot mean• the men of thy kindred'; for n?kl=redemption Lev. 25 24, 

Ru. 47, or the right, the price of redemption Lev. 25 26• ••, Ru. 46, etc. 
(l};Jl.,;6 imply the correct reading ;;i;,~il or ;ii;,171.-n,:i ,11,1:1• n•::i ?:i] Ez. 
sometimes writes ~:i with a su:ff. after the word qualified, 14 • 29 2 3212• • 0 

36• 3816 3918, cp. Ps. 88 67 4 • • ; and, to give additional emphasis, even 
when ~:i comes before the word, 20•0 3515 3610, cp. Num. 168 P, Is. 1418 , 
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Jer. 3016• It is not surprising that eJi misread ri~ll=i';,i, as :,\,ii 11'UPTed)w1ra, 
{.$ similarly 'they shall come to an end '), 2040' and' 3610· ,is Tt!'J..os, 3516 
""' <!!;ava'J..w8,jl1'•Ta,. For ipq) I. 1;:,n,.-r,1m mm 11•:, ii':>] The pron. anticipates 
the subj., cp. Ps. 876 ; Dr.§ 201. r Obs. eJi does not tr. im,-ml'im':>] Outside 
Ez. 25 4 • 10 33 24 362 • 3 • • the word only occurs in Dt. 33• and Ex. 68 P.
I6. ib~] Orn. 8 MSS .$m'.:'.!:T.-1i110 ll'ipo':,] eJi ds a-ylauµ,a µ,,Kp&.11 .$ ib. '.!:T in 
sanctificationem modicam. m:: 'and I gave them synagogues inferior 
(i;~r:i) to my sanctuary, and they but few in the cities whither the people 
were exiled,' to avoid calling God directly a wipo.-I7. ib~J Om. 10 MSS 
.$5\a".-□ J':> •.• □Jnt1] eJi aorntis .•• avTo<s. ffl is preferable.-•n~:ip1] See 
1313 phil. n.-□JJ¥ □i;,i.-i~1] So 2034• 41 ; cp. □!)t:ip} 2043 3631 and et. •i:,jiot 
Is. 50 6

; the Tiberias tradition inclined to change unaccented o to u, 
the Babylonian kept the o ; B-L. 193. eJi oil iJtll1'1r«pa aVTo~s iv a&ra,s ? = 
□•m~•!m.-I9. 1m1 ::i',J eJi Kap{iia11 bt!pa11 1!, car aliud. For the confusion of 
,n11 and 1n11 cp. in eli 177 l!TEpos, 3718 /Jeurt!pav, Gen. 4213, Jud. 937B, Jer. 
3939, Zech. n 7.-o:i::i,p:i] The Or. school and the Hillel text read □:i,p::i, 
so Soncino and Complut. Bibles; Strack Prol. Grit. n5.-2I. ::i\. ,111] eJi Ko.l 
ds r11• Kap5lav . . . ws ,;, «apola aUTwv i1ropeu<To, with the same text as ffl 
and equally unintelligible. n\.111 may have been miswritten \.111, and :i':> 
added under the influence of the following □ ::i':>.-22. □'i!l111n1J cannot well 
be a second subj. of 11111''1; rather than supply in thought another vb. 
like 11111''1, it is better to add from ro19• 'y':, '11:, r111n 10 n:w,.-23. i•y,, 71n ':,yo] 
eJi iK µ,t!<Tr,s r>is ..-o'J..ews.-1,,n ':>v] QI: 1tn•1 110 ':,y; cp. t!i'.'s explanation of Ill 
3014 and PJ'M ,~n 471•.-24. •i11:in1 •in11wi m11] might be rendered Now a 
spirit had lifted me up and brought me, i.e. the prophet had been trans
ported home before he recalled the vision in chs. 8-rn. The impf. 
c.w.c. can express the continuation of a plupf., when the context 
indicates that the writer goes back to describe .what happened before 
the stage at which the narrative has arrived, e.g. Gen. 31 34 , 2 S. 1818 • 

But the present context does not make this clear ; and 'JMllll'l m,, need 
not express a plupf. at all, for the subj. with 1 often precedes a pf. 
merely for emphasis; Dr. § 76 Obs.-no•,1a1J] So 1629 23 16 ; G-K. § 90 c. 
eJi Eis 'Y'7" XaMalwv, similarly trr;,$$.-n11,on ,,yo 'J1'1] eJi ,:a.l avi!(:Jr,v ci:rr~ T1/S 

opa.<F<ws, so lL='on ',yo ~JJ111, and this is ad9pted by Hi. Co. ; but eJi may 
have made the change for dogmatic reasons. 

f. PROPHECIES AGAINST JERUSALEM, Chs. r2-r9. 

Chs. 8-II have disclosed the guilt of Jerusalem and the 
punishment in store : now follows an enlargement of the 
theme in a series of detached oracles, chs. 12-19, which, though 
standing under the same date (81), do not necessarily belong 
to the year 592/r B.c. ; internal evidence shews that some 
have been altered or inserted later. 

The cycle begins with two enacted symbols 121 •20, repre
senting a certain change in the point of view. For whereas 
the prophet had been shewn in his trance the annihilation of 
Jerusalem and its idolatrous inhabitants (chs. 9, 10), he is here 
told to predict the captivity of the people and their king (121-16), 
and the distress in Jerusalem during the final siege (vv.11 -20). 

Ch. 12, I-16. An acted prophecy of the exile, referring 
primarily to the inhabitants of Jerusalem, but adapted later 
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to the fate of Zedekiah. At Jahveh's bidding, Ez. in the sight 
of all, plays the part of an exile; in the daytime he collects 
his bundle of necessaries, digs through the wall of his house 
as though forced to find an exit, and in the evening sets out 
on his journey. Such was the symbol as actually performed ; 
but when he came to write it down some years later, Jerusalem 
had fallen (586 B.c.) : the city was broken through, and 
Zedekiah was captured while attempting to escape by night, 
and carried off to Riblah, where his eyes were put out, and 
afterwards to Babylon, where he was thrown into prison, 
2 K. 25 4 • 7=Jer. 392 • 7 521 •11• In the light of this tragedy the 
prophet looked back upon his symbolic actions six years before ; 
he saw the hand of God in them ; what he had represented 
as happening to the people could be applied to Zedekiah too, 
and he made such changes in his narrative as were required 
to bring out its full significance. Thus interpreted, 121 •16 is 
neither an exact prediction of Zedekiah's end, for it is not the 
way of prophecy to forecast the future in detail ; nor can we 
regard it as a vaticinium ex eventu, though some adopt this 
view (e.g. Sm. Ho.) ; the passage is to be understood in accord
ance with the analogy of prophecy, as Giesebrecht has shewn 
with admirable insight (Die Berufsbegabung u.s.w. 1897, 166-
171). Glosses and corruptions obscure the text in places, but 
there is no great difficulty in distinguishing the original form 
of the symbols from the subsequent adaptation. 

Ch. 12, I. And the word of Jahveh came unto me, saying] The 
formula is repeated six times in this and the following sections, at 
the head of each, vv.8 · 17 · 21. 26 131.-2. thou art dwelling in the 
midst of a rebellious house] The exiles at Tel A bib were no 
more inclined to heed the prophet's warnings than the people 
of Judah, cp. 326f·. In the words that follow, which have eyes 
to see and they see not etc. there may be an allusion to the acted 
prophecies in eh. 4; Jeremiah uses the same language, 521. 
cp. Mk. 818 and Is. 69f, .-3. furnish thee to go into exile] Lit. 
mc.ke thee vessels of exile; again an echo from Jeremiah, see 
46rn. For make in the sense of prepare cp. Jud. 619, Neh. 137 ; 

the tressels or baggage would be such necessaries as exiles carry 
in bundles on their shoulders.*-' ' by day in their sight] 
ffi!l prefixes and go into exile, merely an accidental repetition of 
the word before. The symbol was to be acted in daylight so 
that all could see ; to make any impression on the ' rebellious 
house ' publicity was essential, and at this time Ez. had some 

* Trains of captives with their scanty baggage, escorted by soldiers 
to Assyria, are vividly portrayed on the sculptured panels from Kouyunjik 
(8th cent. B.c.); Layard Monuments of Nineveh StJcond Series 18,5J, 
plates 18, 19, 26, 33, 34 .. 

9 
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hopes of his countrymen. But the emphasis on publicity 
seems exaggerated; in their sight (lit. before their eyes) occurs 
six times in vv.3 -6, in some cases no doubt by accident.-to 
another place] Not necessarily far away, but far enough to 
show what the action meant.-4. And thou shalt bring forth] 
i.e. out of thy house, a detail added to the command in v. 3.

and thou shalt go forth in the evening before their eyes] The baggage 
is prepared and brought out of d_oors in the daytime ; at 
evening, when the air grows cooler, the exile is to start. Later 
on the evening was seen to have a further significance, v.12.

as men go forth into exile] Lit. as goings forth of exile, abstract 
for concrete; cp. 2610 as men enter (lit. as entrances) into a city, 
and similarly 3331• The words may be a gloss on the previous 
sentence.-5. In their sight dig thee through the wall, and 'go' 
forth by it] Houses in Babylonia were built of sun-dried bricks. 
The word for wall here is /Jzr, which generally means the wall 
of a house or chamber, e.g. I S. 1811, Am. 519 , eh. 87 ; the wall 
of a city is };6md, e.g. 26 4 • 9ff., Jer. 398• The prophet is told 
to force an exit from his house instead of leaving it by the 
usual way: a sign of ruined homes and desperate efforts to 
escape, cp. Am. 43 • As events turned out, the sign was read 
in a literal sense, v.12• The causative form bring forth in ;£-la 
should be changed to the intrans. go forth Vrs., to avoid anticipat
ing v.6 thou shalt carry; a similar change in the same vb. is 
needed in vv.sa. 7b.-6. in their sight] should come at the end 
of v.5, as in vv.aa. 4a and b. 7b, in each case at the end of a clause. 
--in the thick darkness thou shalt ' go ' forth] The noun is very 
uncommon, and outside the present passage (vv.7• 12) occurs 
again only in Gen. 1517 JE. It does not seem to be in place 
here ; for Ez. was told to go forth in the evening, when people 
could see him (v. 4 ) ; thick darkness would render his action 
invisible. Properly the word is connected with the allusion 
to Zedekiah's attempted escape under cover of night, v.12 ; 

it may have been inserted here and in v.7 when the prophet 
discovered what his going forth in the evening really meant.
thy face shalt thou cover and not see the land] How can this symbol 
be applied to the exiles ? Giesebrecht thinks that it represents 
their grief, since it was the custom to cover the head (a different 
vb.) in time of calamity or sorrow, 2 S. 1530, Jer. 143r., Est. 612 

78• But nothing is said about grief in the instruction to the 
prophet: he is to cover his/ace, i.e. his eyes, and not see the land; 
clearly alluding to Zedekiah, not to the exiles. The whole 
sentence has been incorporated from v.12 together with the 
latter's incorrect not see (for not be seen) and the gloss the land. 
It will be noticed that this piece of symbolism is not mentioned 
in v.7, which recapitulates the actions. ordered in vv, 3 -6b,-
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for I appoint thee to be a sign] See v.11 and 2424 • 27 ; cp. Is. 818 

203, Zech. 38. Persons and deeds, as well as the spoken word, 
are sometimes used by God to convey the prophetic message. 
-7• And I did as I was commanded] Similarly 2418 377.-I 
digged me through the wall by force] Lit. by hand, which, as 
Is. 282 shews, can have a figurative sense, by strength, or power, 
but hardly in prose as here. (lliB$ Co. Toy He. om. the word. 
-in the thick darkness I 'went' forth] Inserted here, as in v. 6, 

to make the reference to Zedekiah more explicit.-8. in the 
morning] Cp. 2418.-9. The ' rebellious house,' i.e. Ez.'s fellow
exiles (cp. v.2 n), had apparently asked the question on the 
previous evening, when the performance was over. For a 
similar enquiry and explanation cp. 2419 -21.-10. Say unto 
them] This and the next v. begin with the same word Say; 
the sentences which come between, though they may be based 
upon a saying of Ez., do not agree with their present context. 
The text reads lit. the prince (is) this utterance in [or against] 
Jerusalem and all the house of Israel which are in the midst of 
them. See crit. note for the plausible explanation suggested 
by Herntrich. The prince comes too soon, for at this point 
the prophet is going to explain that his symbolic acts apply 
to the people and their captivity.-11. Omitting, therefore, 
the whole of v.10 except the first two words, and Say in v.11, 
we may restore the text as follows : Say unto them (the colony 
at Tel Abib), I am a sign to you: as I have done so shall it be 
done to them (the people of Jerusalem) ; into exile, into captivity, 
shall they go. This attempt to recover the original connexion 
follows Rothstein's conjecture in the main.-12. In this and 
the next two vv. the allusion to Zedekiah becomes plain. After 
the catastrophe of 586 B.C., Ez. recognized the full meaning 
of what he had prophesied in 592/1 B.c. : the symbols denoted 
not only the flight of the people from their ruined homes in 
the evening (vv. 3 - 5 ), but Zedekiah's attempt to escape from 
the shattered city in the dark. As originally performed the 
prophet's actions gave no hint of Zedekiah's disguise and 
blinding; these particulars are now mentioned vv.12 • 13, and 
anticipated by insertions in vv. 6• 7 • And the prince who is in 
the midst of them] Ez. avoids the title of king (melekh) when 
speaking of Zedekiah, and always calls him the prince (han
nasz') ; cp. 727 n.-he shall carry (his belongings) on the shoulder] 
as about to go into exile, v. 3 n.-' and' in thick darkness he shall 
go forth] See v. 6 n., and cp. 2 K. 254, Jer. 394 527 by night.
through the wall they shall dig to bring ' him ' forth thereby] The 
plur. subj. of dig will be Zedekiah's attendants. In the history 
it is said that the king fled by way of the gate on the S.E.-a 
trifling inconsistency ; at the same time the prophet knew 
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that a breach was made in the city, 2 K. 25 4, Jer. 392 527, and 
recognized the point of forcing an exit v .7 .-his face shall he 
cover ' in order that ' he may not ' be seen ' visibly ' '] So we 
must read the text, with some help from IS. Lit. ffel runs his 
face shall he cover because he shall not see with the eye, he, the 
land. Not only is the grammar impossible, but the mention 
of Zedekiah's blinding premature; at this moment, while the 
king is trying to escape, the land must be Palestine, not 
Babylonia; the blinding does not come till v.13, when he is 
carried off to Riblah. jlf( was led astray by reading the verb 
as active, he shall not see ; but (l!i knew the correct pronuncia
tion, as well as the correct form of the preceding conjunction, 
and read in order that he might not be seen by the eye : Zedekiah 
covers his face, hoping by the disguise to elude recognition ; 
cp. Job 2415• This makes excellent sense, and at the same 
time offers a clue to the text as we have it. Once on the wrong 
track, ;W( had to provide an object for he shall not see, and 
wrote the land, suggested by v.13, adding he in reference to 
Zedekiah; while (l!i, having started correctly with not be seen, 
but finding £:lll's addition already in the text, was driven to 
complete it with 'and he the land shall not see.'-13. And I 
will spread my net over him, and he shall be caught in my snare] 
Repeated in 1720 cp. 198 (of Jehoiachin), and in 323 (of Pharaoh); 
for Jahveh imagined as a hunter cp. Hos. 712, Job 196 ; here 
the significant thing is that He uses His implements, as in 
218 Cal He draws His sword, against Israel. The figures 
describe the capture of the king by the Babylonians.-and I 
will bring him to Babylon] Again in 1720 ; see 2 K. 257, Jer. 397 

5211.-but it he shall not see] The Jewish king, who had broken 
his oath of allegiance (171 -21), had his eyes put out not only 
as a punishment, but to render him unfit to rule. This kind 
of barbarity was more characteristic of the Assyrians (e.g. 
KB. i. n3) than of the Babylonians; but the neo-Babylonian 
empire shewed that it would not be merciful, as the Babylonians 
had often been in the past (Roger;, Hist. of Bab. and Assyr.6 

ii. 520).-14. his 'helpers'] So (l!i 11.'1!:$; ;£1lll reads his help, 
the abstract used in a concrete sense, as in Gen. 2 18• 26• The 
army of Zedekiah will be incapabfo of defending him.-and all 
his troops] An interesting word, because pure Akkadian, agappu 
=' wing,' and only used by Ez., always in a metaph. sense like 
the Lat. ala; 1721 (of Judah), 386• 9• 22 394 (of Gog).-J will 
scatter to every wind etc.] See 510 n. 12.-15. See 2023 n. This 
v. refers to the people of Jerusalem, and so continues v.11 ; 

it has been separated from its context by the insertion of 
vv.12 -14• And they shall know etc. is the formula which brings 
the decree of judgement to a close ; 610 n.-16. And I wilt 
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leave of them a few survivors] Lit. men of number, i.e. men few 
in number; for the idiom cp. Gen. 3430, Dt. 427 , Ps. 10512 ; 

and especially Jer. 442s; see 68 n. In the catastrophe which 
is coming upon Jerusalem, those who are not destroyed will 
be scattered among the nations and thus preserved, not for 
their own sake, however, or for the sake of the heathen, but for 
the sake of Jahveh's honour: to let the world know that the 
fall of the Jewish state was due to Israel's sin, and not to 
Jahveh's inability to protect His own. If Ezekiel so far 
mitigates his forecast as to allow that some few will escape the 
general ruin, his sole concern is to vindicate the ways of God. 
In his passion for the honour of Jahveh the prophet may seem 
both more and less than human ; but only men of his stamp 
could save the true religion. Probably this v. is an after
thought, parallel to 1421 •23 ; for I will leave of them a few survivors 
can hardly refer to those mentioned in v.15, who are already 
dispersed and have escaped destruction ; moreover, v.15 has 
ended the section with the concluding formula {Herrm. Ez.
studien 95).-and they shall know] i.e. prob. the Jewish survivors, 
not the heathen: the subj. is the same as that of they shall tell. 

Vv. 17-20. The prophet now represents symbolically the 
hardships of the siege. He had done this before, 410r. 16f•, and in 
much the same way; lhus eating with anxiety, drinking with 
dismay, the desolation of the land and people, v.19, have their 
parallels in 416• 17• But the actions, though similar in aim, 
are designed to bring out different points, in eh. 4 the scarcity 
of provisions, here the terror which accompanies the meal, 
so that the present symbol cannot fairly be• described as a 
weaker version of the other; the prophet may well have 
repeated himself with a different emphasis in detail. Cp. the 
symbolic action in 21llf- l&f.l.-18. thy bread shalt thou eat with 
shaking] The word ra' ash is generally used of an earthquake, 
e.g. 312 377, and, poetically, of forces in battle which seem to 
shake the earth, e.g. Is. 94, Jer. 47 3, Job 3924 4121 

; only here 
of a person, but cp. the verb in 2728 • Gi renders p,ET' o/lvv?7,.
and thy water . . . with trembling and anxiety] Gi has both 
words, but in v.19 only the second is repeated; perhaps trembling 
and are a scribe's addition.-19. concerning the people of the 
land] Those left behind in Judah, the general populace ('am 
ha-' are$) as distinct from the prince and ruling classes, 2229 

4522 463 • 9, Jer. 3419 etc. The phrase does not refer to Ez.'s 
fellow-exiles.-to the inhabitants of Jerus. in the country of Isr.] 
has the look of an explanatory gloss on the preceding term.
their bread . . . wi"th anxiety and their water with horror . . . ] 
Cp. 416• For anxiety cp. the vb. in 1 S. 95 102.-in order that 
' their ' land may be desolate (and emptied) of its fullness] A 
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pregnant construction, as in 3215, lit. desolate from its fullness, 
so as to be no longer full ; <!? ~ YT/ a-vv 1TAYJpwµart avTTJ• and in 
3215• An easier, but not necessarily more correct, form of 
the expression occurs in I97 3012 (the) land and its fullness ($ 
Kal ro 1rA~pwµa avrYJ,. In ;tffil's her land the pron. must refer 
to Jerusalem as representing the nation; better their land.-
20. And the inhabited cities shall be ruined] Cp. 35 4, Lev. 2631 " 33• 

The next sentence merely repeats v.19b. 

Ch. 12, 2. ,,,::i,, 11•J 7mJ] l!i'i •• µhr'I' rwv tiil,K,wv avrw•, a free rendering; :CR 
is supported by cl. b, cp. 2•· 7 etc.-D'J1NJ Vrs. '1<1. .S om. 1111d, and 
JIOW,, as usual in similar cases; Co. 150.-3. ;;:,Ji] Dittogr. of 11,1; ; the 
word anticipates n•:,;1 in cl. b and 1<s11 in v. •.-11•',J1J .S om. and the follow
ing c,,•l'll', cp. v. 2 n.; indeed the whole sentence tll1'l'll' ... 11•',;1 may 
be an explanatory gloss on cl. a (Herrm.).-11<1• ,,,,.] (!Ji, l/1rws elilw,nv 
wrongly.-4. 'l '7JJ] l!i'iIL om. the particle of comparison-□,,'l'JI' J1l/J] 
l!JiB,S om. the second word, which, however, makes the phrase parallel 
to □ ,,'l'll' □r.ir in cl. a.-,,';,u '11s1r.i:i] For the plur. in comparison cp. Gen. 
21 18 • (!Ji, ws h1ropd1em, a,x,c,M,wros (?=,,?.H) .S 'as in captivity' F sicut 
egreditur migrans. Ro. suggests ,,7i~:;i Nir;i, but there is no need to alter 
t:lrl. Herrm. would om. □ n'l'l/7 :11',,i 'Ns1DJ as a gloss; v. 6, however, seems 
to require □ ,,'l'Ji':> at the beginning.-5. 1111s1,,1J The omission of an obj. 
is harsh; I. J;IN~;].-6. □ 11'l'J/7] .S om., 1E=7•',:i, which Ro. inclines to 
adopt.-110',J.1:i] 'llJl l!i'iILcl:i ; 'Ji prob. by metathesis from the root which 
occurs in Arab. ghafala=' become covered with clouds.' (!Ji KEKpv,c,,c,evos, 
so vv. 7• 12-N's111] I. 1111c1 cp. v.12 ; see v.• n.-7. •i:i•.,~ ,;r~~] (!Ji Ka.Ta 1rrfvra 
i!rra ivenl~a.ro w cl$ 'as he commanded me' F sicut praeceperat mihi 
Dominus; but £lit is supported by 241 ' 377-,•J] may be a miswritten 
form of i•p:i. Kr. Ehrl. prs. 711•J, not very happily.-'11Ks1,, 'JiJ] I. •1111s• 'y:i 
with Vrs. ; (!Ji,$ 'J1Jt-ro. ,,,.,. 'Jiic] (!Ji Kupw• K6pws. In chs. r-20 this 
rendering occurs again only five times, 13 20 146, 20"'· 39 • 40 .-icwo,-r 11•wi., 
.,in] may be rendered the prince is (the subject of) this utterance. In 
this sense Nc>O does not occur elsewhere in Ez., and Herntrich Ezechielpr. 
123 accounts for it by comparing Jer. 23 33 (sic) Nc>o:i □11N ... :ii,,, Nc>o 110; 
Ez. adopts Jeremiah's word-play, but applies it to Zedekiah, whom he 
deliberately styles ll'Wln, not 7',o.,. The Vrs. imply the existing text : 
(!!iB 6 lf.pxw• Kai o tiqnrrov,c,€vos ev 'frp., which (!Ji,A corrects to [ el1rilv] r{i, IJ.pxovn 
K.T. atfY'l"(ovµh4J (see Co. 70) (I;; 'upon the prince is laid this burden' 'F 
super ducem onus istud ,$'the prince shall bear this burden.' To recover 
the original form of vv.1°· 11 it is better to adopt some such explanation 
as is suggested in the commentary; emendations, e.g. it°f, Niph. ptc. 
(Be.), N;)J,:1 (Kr.) for N'c>l,,, do not go below the surface.-□J,nJ ;;r.,:, iwN] 
It will be noticed that CJl11J 11:'N, which make no sense here, stand with 
11·win at the beginning of v. 12, where they are in place. The pron. after 
the re!. (.re:, iwN) is not in itself objectionable, cp. 43 1', Dr. § 199 Obs.; 
but for tlJl11J 1. ;rJ,nJ if the word belongs here.-1 r. tJ:ll1mD 'JN] your symbol, 
addressing the audience. (!Ji, does not recognize the suff., i"(w dparn 
1ro,w.-1:i~• ... □,,, .,wy• r:i] referring to the people of Jerusalem. The 
sudden change from 2nd to 3rd pers. is awkward, and (!Ji did not under
stand it, o/J-rws frra., avri;,. For uniformity $ turns □,,~ into □ J', and 1J~' 
into 1:i,11, destroying the sense.-'Jc>J :,',1iJ] The asyndeton creates sus
picion ; the second word may be an alternative from the margin.-
12. cJmJJ .S=□JJ,nJ, cp. v. 11 n.-Ni•1 ,,;i',;.,J] Dr. § 125 defends the con
struction as an instance of the impf. with 1, instead of the pf. c.w.c., 
introducing the apodosis, in the thick darknes,, then he shall go forth-, 
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and cps. 31 11 1:'!lmc1, 33 31 1N:i•1; but the present case is so unnatural that 
most prefer to read K,' 'll:11 with, e]i,$ ; 1J om. the conjn., in caligine 
egredietur.-win-J eli,$ ,nn'.-K's1:i?] eJi Toil ,~,M,,v a.urov=MNJ? Co. and 
many, .S=K~,1; better 1N'1'1:i, Kr.-,wK jY'] always=because, generally 
followed by a pf., once by an impf. 4412, and then of a frequentative act 
in the past ; but here because he used to see is impossible. Hence Co. 
and mods. read ,1:1K 7J1c"=eli. 5,rws and ~ similarly, which Ez. uses else
where 20 26 31 14 3630 4618.-j:J17 ,,1;1T ii,] eJi 8,rws µiJ opa.Oii oq,0a."llµcp, preserving 
the true pronunciation ;,1;111. Niph. r~~ not by the eye, but after.the manner 
of the eye, visibly, 7 of norm, cp. Is. u•, and the phrase :i,n '!l?, and D:l'J/? 
r S. 167 if=as the eyes (see).-fiK:i me K1:i] The erroneous punctuation ,,!;("): 
required an obj., and r,N;i nN was suggested by ;,Ni' 11, ;,n1N1 in v. 13 ; to 
make the subj. clear 111:, was added, Qli rn! a.uTos r11v-yiiv ouK 6it,,rn,, merely 
rendering ;f)ll's addition, with an addition of its own. ~ om. m,, l'J/7, 
and renders that he may not see the land, but the reference to Zedekiah's 
blinding comes too soon. m; implies :llffl,'s ,i:i11 ill', makes )'ll'=i1Y', and 
transposes 111:,, ' because he was guilty, and he shall .not see the land ' ; 
Co. 130.-13. •n,1sc:i] From ,J11s to hunt, so an implement for hunting, 
a net 17 20, Ps. 6611 (?text); also, by transference to the thing hunted, a 
prey, eh. 13 21 , In the Pss. :,')1,9 comes from a different ,J11s=fastness, e.g. 
Ps. r8 3 ; this word is also written ,,7is9 Is. 297 and 119 plur. ni119 eh. 
199 33 27 , hence eJi here iv Tij 1r,prnxfi µov. .$ simply "1:;i.-0•11:1:i f1N] Accus. 
of direction, cp. 011n!l f1K 2914 ; usually '11 ,11, e.g. 174 19• 40 2.-14. :i,1~] 
Q. ii111; l. 1'1]i/ eJi Tous /jo110ovs a.uroil.-P!ll11] For the Akk. agappu cp. an 
inscr. of Tiglath-pileser ii. 'winged birds of the heaven whose wings 
(agappesunu) were coloured purple,' Fr. Delitzsch Ass. HWB. 17. The 
word found its way into Aram. as N~!, 11~Jti, ~! (Syr.) =wing, Qii para
phrases here rous ani/l.a.µfjavoµlvov$ a.uToiJ, and elsewhere in three different 
ways, 386 n. m; 'his army,' $ 'those who strengthen him.' Rashi and 
~iml;ri explain rightly, O'!lD pw,.-15. •n•,n ... 's'!l,i:i] See 3 20 n.-16. 
'm :i,ncJ See 512 n.-1N:i] The pf.=a future pf.; Dr.§ 17.-18. 1:1yi:i] Ro. 
would alter to n,v,:i, a less exaggerated term.-19. :i11Soc ns,~ o~e] The 
vb., as in 197, may come from c~; (Oxf. Lex.), cp. 7iJ,: Is. 1016, iji,, Ps. 49•; 
but more prob. from □cw (Ges.-Buhl. Lex.), cp. 1lT Is. 74, i;;,_, Is. 24•; G-K. 
§ 67 p. See 66 phil. n. For n~,K 8 MSS read oi.'111. In :iN',1:lr., the 1c is 
privative, cp. Is. 1018 23 1 62 10 ; for the construction with cow cp., besides 
3215, Lev. 26 43 • Some would read here n11Sc1 □s,11 or 11K,r.11 f7K as 19' 
3O12.-ccncJ Here 10 is causative, cp. Gen. 491', Is. 53•. eJi iv da',fjdq. -yap, 
confusing c and J; cp. in eJi 166 31' 32•· 12 48 29 phil. notes. -yap occurs 
only twice again in Ez., namely, 31 17 3910.-20. o•iim1J eJi K. a.1 1r6Xm avn;,, 
iL=C:i'i)/1. 

Ch. 12, 21-14,11. Prophets and People.-A collection of five 
oracles, dealing with the popular attitude towards prophecy 
(vv.21 -25 ) ; the misinterpretation of Ez.'s message (vv. 26 -28 ) ; 

the falsehood of certain prophets and prophetesses (131 -16· 11 - 23 ) ; 

the delusion of enquirers whose hearts were with their idols 
all the time (141-11). 

22. Ez. takes up a proverbial saying (mashal cp. 1s2r. and 
812 n.), which puts into words the popular idea that because 
the prophecies were not fulfilled they could be ignored.
What mean ye by ... ] Cp. 182 3718, Ex. 1226 , 2 S. 162.-the 
days grow long, and every vision has perished] A similar argument 
from delay is heard in N.T. times: 'all things continue as they 
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were from the beginning,' 2 Pet. 34 and Mt. 2448 25 6 ; see also 
eh. II 3 n. Here vision is not that · which was seen by the 
prophet in his ecstasy (v.24), but the message conveyed to him, 
as in 726, Hos. 1211, Hab. 22• Each prophecy, whether a threat 
or a promise, has become a dead letter.-23. / will put an end 
to] The tense is a perfect, marking the resolve. (§: and I will 
reverse vocalizing differently, see 724 phil. n. ; ffi!l is more 
expressive, in view of they shall no more utter it.-the days draw 
near, and the contents of every vision] There was an element of 
truth in the popular saying, and Ez. seems to admit it in his 
reply : there has been a delay, but the fulfilment of the prophecies 
is close at hand. Such a declaration deserves to be noticed. 
It is only when religion and morality are concerned that the 
prophets speak with certainty ; as a rule they do not profess 
to say when their words will be verified on the lower plane 
of history. The use of dabhar lit. word for contents has no 
exact parallel elsewhere, though something like it occurs in 
Is. 21 • the word which Is. saw,' Am. 11 , Mic. 11 ; to match 
draw near, a verb would no doubt be suitable, and .S actually 
gives ' the whole vision shall come to pass ' ; but the very 
strangeness of :f):lf( is arresting.-24. there shall no more be any 
vain vision or flattering divination] So Toy renders; for the 
language cp. 136 -11. 23 2134 1291 2228, Jer. 1414, Zech. 102• The 
characteristic of vain or deceiving prophecy was that it merely 
echoed the wishes of the people, cp. Is. 3010• This v. does 
not naturally follow v.23, and deals with a different matter; 
it stands by itself, and may have been introduced to form a 
link with eh. 13 (Herrm. Ez.-stud. 19).-25. Continuing v.23 : 

there will be no delay ; the present generation will see the 
fulfilment of whatever prophecies J ahveh may vouchsafe.
for I Jahveh will speak what word I will speak] This Semitic 
idiom, known as the idem per idem construction, is used when 
'the means, or the desire, to be more explicit does not exist,' 
e.g. 3620, Ex. 314 3319 ; see Driver Sam. 2 185 f. for further 
illustrations. A variety of the idiom (with pf. tenses) expresses 
resignation or a resolve, e.g. Gen. 4314, Est. 416, Jn. 1922.-it 
shall no longer be postponed] The subj. is left undefined: the 
general scope of the prophecies ; cp. 75 n. 

Vv. 26-28. A parallel to vv.21 -25, but not a mere variant. 
Ez. turns to the colony of exiles, and again starts from a current 
saying which expresses the popular attitude, this time towards 
his own prophecies. The people refuse to take them seriously 
on the ground that they refer to the distant future (cp. Jer. 512 

1716). The plea is not unlike that in vv. 21 -25, and the answer 
is much the same. Unspiritual minds think only in terms of 
time, while prophecy insists upon truths which have nothing 
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to do with ' sooner ' or • later ' ; but to meet the people on 
their own ground, Ez. brings his message within the time
sphere : there will be no postponement, the divine words will 
take effect at once, v.2s, cp. v. 25. 

Ch. 12, 22. pin S:i 1:i:,i] qJj_ om. S:i, so Hi. Co. Kr., changing the sense; but 
£:lfl is supported by v. 23.-23. 'T;IJ'fc] (!Ji Kai d:rrolfTf)E'fW='l:,":1,;iQ). This 
read as 'T:l.tifi'.'l would be in Ez's manner; see -1313 phil. n.-71)1 1~11/0• KS1] 
(!Ji brings out the sense by supplying an obj., Kai ovKin p.71 d,rwlftv T1JV 
,rapafJ/i:\7Jv TO.UT'1JV, Co. 102 gives other illustrations of this freedom; cp. 
v. 11 phil. n.-SK717':i] l!li o!Ko, Tov 'Icrp., pointing to the use of ':i as an 
abbreviation of n•:i or •n, cp. in eJi 20• 44 28 ; in~ Josh. 21 27 n11117Jl:1 nN1 
with I C. 6 66• The frequent interchange of '17• •n and '17• n•:i is to be 
explained in the same way; ':i might stand for either. Cp. v. •• n. and 
Thackeray Sept.]. W. 123.-pin S:i 1:111] (!!i K. M-yos ,rd.lf7JS opa.1Tew,, 2: K. Ka.po,. 
Such verbs as 1m Co., 7QJ;ll Kr., pjn Ro. have been suggested for 1:11,.-
24. p~i;, □Pi?l:l] Constr. st. before an adj. treated as a noun, cp. jtip:i •S:i 
Is. 22 24, ?:ii n~•~ ib. 28 4 ; G--K. § 128 w. The form oopo only again 
137• l!li p.avnvoµ,evos= □{>~.-1717' n•:i] (!!i '717' 'P, so t[.$'.!:T. Cp. on v. 23.-25. 
fnn• 'JK •:i] Prob. the Masson'l. intends by the (purely fanciful) stop over 
:iw to make the phrase mean for I am jahveh (so AV.), and thus to 
enforce the distinction between Jahveh and the false seers (]3:im.).-
1:i, 7:17K 71711 nll ,:i1KJ Similarly v. 28 • 1:11 at the end is doubly remarkable; 
it resumes the obj. with emphasis, and it follows when it ought to 
precede the relative. The nearest parallel is Am. 5 1 m•p □:i•S;; lli7l •:iii\ ii·K; 
for partial parallels see Jer. 141 461 471 4934 ; Kon. iii. § 414 q. l!li's 
Xa.1'?)1Tw Tovs :\6-you, µ,ov Xah?)lfw does not necessarily imply a different 
reading, for the Hebr. could hardly be reproduced in Gk. .$ om. 717K nK. 

Many question the correctness of the text (Co. Toy Ro. He.), without 
sufficient grounds.-:ii;'l/'.)] l!li.$ imply ni;'.\l,!/1--,!?,f1J Ii?] The sudden change 
from mas. (n17Jl'1) to fem. is undoubtedly harsh ; (!Ji,$ imply ,~9i;c t[ '1W'f:, 
and all read N',1; but ffi is supported by the repetition in v. 28 • For 
the fem. of the vb. to express an indefinite neuter cp. Jud. u 39 •11111, Jer. 
731 ,,nSy; Kon. iii. § 323 f. ; cp. 7 6 phil. n.-□'71:lK '117' n•:i] l!li oIKos 'I. o 
1rapa1riKpalvwv ;\/-yovro, M-youlftv, inserting •;r:,n and ,DK\ perhaps only 
expanding,-z8. ''1:17 7J 117Dn K7) Here, et. v. 26, the fem. sing. vb. is 
construed with a pl. mas. subj.; the pred. coming first is neuter, cp. 
41 20, Ps. 37 31 ; Kon. iii. § 348 e (:J. l!li=D'7D' iiT=il7D\-n17J1'1 1:i, ,:i,K 7<7K) 
Cp. v. 26 n.; impf. with ) resuming the casus pendens, cp. Jer. 1310••, 

Ps. n57 ; the pf. c.w.c. is more usual, Dr. § 123 (o.). For ,:i, ,:i,to l!li 
:\a.h?)lfw Xa1'?)1fw, and for :'117J/'1 Kai 1ro,?)1Tw. 

Ch. I3, I-I6. Against the prophets.-Ezekiel allows them 
the title ; he does not deny their prophetic gift, but he charges 
them with abusing it. They have deceived themselves (v. 3 ) 

and misled the people (vv.6• 7!-), proclaiming peace when 
Jahveh meant the opposite (v.10). They professed to speak 
in Jahveh's name, but they only said what the people wanted 
them to say. In 141 •11 Ez. gives further reasons for the false
hood of these misguided men. 

As it stands, the passage is full of inconsistencies, which 
are best explained by supposing, with Rothstein, that two 
distinct oracles have been combined. In the one (A). 
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vv.2• 7• 8 · 10• 12 -16, the prophets are addressed in the 2nd pers.; 
they seem to belong to the Jewish colony in Babylonia, where, 
as we learn from Jer. 2981 · 21 -23, such mischief-makers were 
busy. Their delusions about peace (vv.10· 16), and the fate 
which is predicted for them (vv.12 -15), show that the final 
destruction of Jerusalem has not yet taken place. To drive 
his lesson home Ez. uses a simile. He compares the people 
to a wall which is being daubed with whitewash : the wall 
will collapse when the storm comes, and those who daub it 
will be buried in the ruin (vv.10b- 12 -15 ). Such is the earlier 
oracle, fairly entire by itself; v.11, which breaks the connexion 
between vv.10 and 12, may be considered a scribal note. 

In another group of vv. the prophets are referred to in the 
3rd pers., vv. 3 · 5 • 6 • 9 (B). The catastrophe is over; those in 
Jerusalem who should have met the crisis with spiritual forces 
failed in their duty (vv. 6• 6 ) ; their prophecies have turned out 
false (v.6) ; they themselves are gone into captivity like the 
rest, and their punishment will be exclusion from the Israel 
of the future (v.9 ). Again we have a connected whole, setting 
aside the parenthesis in v. 4• This later oracle, written after 
586 B.c., has been interwoven with the other in a way which 
mars the uniformity of the passage, but completes the treatment 
of the general theme. 

Both oracles are metrical in form, to judge from those vv. 
where the text is sound. Thus vv. 7 • 9c-r. 15 contain couplets, 
v.12 a triplet, with three beats in each line; vv.10ab. 13• l4ab 

couplets with four beats; v.8bc is a couplet with five beats. 
When restored, v. 2 forms a triplet with three beats in each line; 
but owing to the state of the text, many details of structure 
and rhythm are quite uncertain. 

2. Originally perhaps the v. ran 

Prophesy 'against' the prophets of Israel, 
'Prophesy,' and say 'unto them,' 
Hear ye the word of Jahveh. 

£l[ reads the second line' who prophesy, and say to the prophets 
out of their heart.' (!JiB, however, suggests that the ptcp. who 
prophesy should be altered to the imperat., and prophets out of 
their heart placed in the next v., and unto them substituted here. 
Then we obtain a line like n 4 (with the repeated word) 342 

379.-3. Oracle B now begins, referring to the prophets in the 
third person. With the help of (!Ji we may restore the v. thus: 
Ah! the prophets ' who prophesy out of their own heart,' ' ' 
and concerning things which they never saw i.e. these prophets 
were not inspired by Jahveh; they uttered the promptings of 
their own minds ; they never saw the visions on which they 



professed to base their words. See v.17 and Jer. 2316 ; cp. 
I K. I2 33, Neh. 68• jllt's text is ungrammatical and corrupt; 
lit. ' Ah ! the senseless prophets who go after their spirit and 
by that which they have not seen.' The word for senseless 
may be a miswritten form of out of their heart. Grammar and 
usage are against who go after their spirit ; (!liJL om. the sentence ; 
as a continuation of it and by (or to) that which they have not 
seen cannot be right, though, apart from the preceding clause, 
the words by themselves may mean according to (or concerning) 
things which they never saw.-4. Like foxes among ruins (are) 
thy prophets, 0 Israel' '] jllt thy prophets, 0 Israel, have been; 
Qli- om. the verb. This sudden address to the people falls 
outside the denunciation of the prophets, and reads like the 
exclamation of a scribe or student written on the margin. The 
point of comparison lies rather in the mischievous, destructive 
character of foxes, than in the fact that they haunt waste 
places.-5. And 'they did not stand' in the breach ' ', (nor) 
build a fence about the house of I sr., for (it) to stand in the battle, 
in the day of J ahveh] So Qli-, reading the verbs as 3rd pers. pl. ; 
this v. goes with vv. 3 and 6, in which the prophets are spoken 
of, but not addressed directly. Jahveh charges them with 
having failed in their duty at the crisis. They did not stand in 
the breach: 22 30, Ps. rn623 shew that this is the proper expres
sion; jllt ye did not go up into the breaches, nor did ye (Qli- they) 
build a fence about i.e. to protect ; cp. 22 30, I S. 2516• Dropping 
the figures, these men, who should have been the spiritual 
leaders at a time of utmost need, contributed nothing in the 
way of foresight or encouragement to stop the invader or 
defend the city. Cp. Is. 5I18.-in the battle, in the day of Jahveh] 
when Jerusalem was sacked by the Babylonians, 586 B.C. 
The first word, which is not recognized by Qli-, should prob. 
be treated as a gloss (Co. Toy Kr.). For the day of Jahveh 
see on 77.-6. They have seen falsehood and 'divined' lies] 
jllt and divination of lies; but a vb. (i!lilT) improves the parallels. 
A similar account of the prophets comes again in 2228 ; it is 
not denied that they saw visions (et. v. 3 above) ; but what 
they saw was the creation of their own deluded minds, and 
therefore false. The word for divine means, as Arabic usage 
shews, to obtain an oracle from a god by drawing lots (see 
2I26 1211 n.), which in certain circumstances was legitimate 
enough, e.g. Num. I717fl-, Josh. 714r.; but the desire to gain 
knowledge of secret things easily led to superstitious practices, 
which were not legitimate in Israel, e.g. Ex. 2217 1181, Num. 2323, 

Dt. rs1or., Lev. I9 31 ; and the word, both verb and noun, came 
to be used in a disparaging sense of the oracles given by the 
' false ' prophets, cp. vv. 7 • 9 • 23 2r 34 [291 2228

, Is. 32
, Mic. 36 • 7 • 11, 
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Jer. 1414 279 298, Is. 4425.-who say 'Tis jahveh's oracle] using 
the formula of true inspiration, cp. v.7, Jer. 23 31.-while Jahveh 
has not sent them] Cp. Jer. 2321 2931, Neh. 612.-and they hope 
for the word to be confirmed] i.e. by Jahveh. The 'coming' 
of the word is the test, Dt. 1820 - 22.-7. The v. continues v.2, 

oracle A ; the prophets are addressed in the 2nd pers. 

Have ye not seen a vision of falsehood, 
And spoken a divination of lies? 

The first oracle brings forward the same charge as the second, 
v.6• Cp. 1224 n.-and are saying ... spoken] This half of the 
v. is om. by l!li8 , and may be a gloss repeating v.6 2228 , Co. Ro. 
He.-8. Because ye speak ... therefore] A mode of expression 
frequent in Ez., vv.22r. 57t- 1636f, 2219 etc.-behold, I am against 
you] See 58 n.-9. From oracle B: the state is fallen; the 
prophets in exile. And I will stretch forth my hand upon] 
So l!li Kal lKrww, conveying a decided threat, as in 614 149• 13• 

;fflll reads and my hand shall be or come upon; but Ez. uses this 
phrase to describe the inspiration of the true prophet, 13 n.
in the company of my people they shall not be] The word sodh 
here means council, not counsel ; cp. Gen. 496, Ps. 898 

C
7J III1 • 

In vv.9 •23 my people occurs six times: the true Israel as dis
tinguished from the apostates.-and in the register of the house 
of Israel they shall not be written] The burgher-roll, which will 
contain the names of citizens in the coming age: such a register 
has been preserved in Ezr. 2=Neh. 7, purporting to be a list 
of those who returned from Babylonia, but actually a census 
of the post-exilic community in Palestine. It was natural to 
attach a religious sense to the civil register; the false prophets, 
says Ez., will never be entered on the roll of faithful Israelites. 
An earlier and similar conception is that of Jahveh's book, 
'the book of life,' first mentioned in Ex. 3232:r. JE; cp. Is. 43, 

Mai. 316.-and into the country of Isr. they shall not enter] Ez. 
is contemplating the time when the scattered exiles will return 
to their ancient home : these prophets will have no part in 
the restoration. Evidently oracle B dates from the later 
period of Ez.'s ministry, chs. 33 ff.-and 'they' shall know] 
So (!Ii rightly, in agreement with the rest of the v. ; £R has 
the 2nd pers.-V. 10. continues the address to the prophets, 
v.8 (from A) ; but owing to the insertion of v.9 from B, the 
2nd pl. verb and prons. have been altered to 3rd pl. (Rothstein). 
Because, yea because 'ye' led astray] The conjn. is repeated to 
give a solemn emphasis; again 363, Lev. 2643.-saying Peace, 
when there is no peace] v.16 ; the expression is first used by 
Jeremiah, Jer. 614 811.-and he (my people) is 'as' one building 
a ' wall,' and ' they ' (the prophets) are daubing it with white-
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wash] So the unintelligible text of ffl may be mended, reading 
as with m'., and they with ($:; the contrast between the two 
sets of labourers thus becomes clear. fa has and he is building 
a partition, and behold them daubing; the strange word for 
partition is known only in post-biblical Hebr. and Aram., and 
seems to be a later variant of watt (cp. 125 n.), the word used 
in vv.12n,, and implied by ($: here. Ez. compares the people 
to a mason putting up a wall, and the prophets to those who 
whitewash the outside, and add nothing to the solidity of the 
work. The same figure comes again in 2228, with the same 
application. The word tiiphel ' whitewash,' which occurs only 
in these passages, is to be explained by a kindred root tiiphal, 
which means 'to plaster over,' and, in a metaphorical sense, 
'to flatter, use hypocrisy,' Ps. n969, Job 134 ; cp. Mt. 2327 

Tricf,ot, K£Kovia.µivoi,, Acts 233 rn1)(£ K£Kovia.µl,,.. The render
ing ' untempered mortar,' AV., RV., is based upon a mistaken 
etymology.-V. II betrays its origin by the break which it 
introduces between vv.10 and 12 ; it is a scribal comment on 
vv.12• 13• The text can hardly be translated. Say to the 
daubers of whitewash ' '] ;!llil adds and let it fall (w•yippol), 
a dittograph _of the preceding word (tiiphel), and om. by ($:.$.
there 'shall come' a flooding rain, and ' ' hail-stones shall fall] 
ffel there came ; but the form ought to be the same as in v. 13, 

on which this v. is based, there shall be or come, ($: Kd lCTTa.t 5:\ 
' and I will give' 1J erit enim. ;!llil reads the next sentence and ye, 
0 hail-stones, fall, with a sudden apostrophe out of keeping 
with the context; for and ye ($: has Ka., Sw<rw, 5:\ does not recognize 
the word, {!I; gives only a part of it ; we may strike it out as due 
to some mistake.-and a tempestuous wind shall ' burst forth'] 
Again from v.13.-12. And lo, if the wall has fallen, will it not 
be said ... ?] Who is to blame for the downfall ? The people 
have been ruined by the prophets.-Where is the daubing] The 
noun means simply coating, equivalent to the whitewash of v.10• 

-13. and so I will cause a tempestuous wind to burst] lit. a 
wind of tempests {intensive pl.). The figure of the wall is 
continued: a tempest, the instrument of Jahveh's wrath, will 
be launched against it ; cp. Is. 296 4116, Sir. 3928.-and a flooding 
rain] Cp. 3822, and for the figure of the building overwhelmed 
by storms, Mt. 727, Lk. 649.-and hail-stones in wrath 'shall 
fall '] Elsewhere the divine judgements make use of hail, 
e.g. Ex. 922 -26, Is. 2817 3oa0, Job 3822r., Sir. 3929• The word for 
hail is found only in this passage and 3822 , perhaps in Sir. 465

; 

a curious form ('elgiibhish), which is not Hebr., but may be 
Babylonian ; it has been identified with the Akk. algamlsu, 
which prob. means 'crystal.' At the end of the v. f1N reads 
for annihilation; but a verb is wanted, as Qli felt, and inserted 
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one, lv 0vfJ,<f bra.[w d9 CTvn.fAnaF, S6 'shall perish.' Co. makes 
the happy suggestion that shall fall was the original ending, 
as in v.11 , which transcribes most of this verse.-14. The wall 
collapses, and the prophets are buried beneath the ruins.
and I will bring it to the ground] Similarly Is. 2512, Lam. 2 2.-

15. I will consume my fury] 612 n.; with an impressive change 
from the intrans. form in v.14 ye shall be consumed.-and I will 
say J But the words which follow are unsuitable in the mouth 
of Jahveh; so read, merely altering the vowels, and one says 
or and it shall be said (as in v.12) {!!:$6 Co. Ro. He.-' where' is 
. . . and ' where ' are J An exclamation of the onlookers, cp. 
v. 12• This slight change gives a more forcible text than jR's 
no more is ... and no more are, which may have been altered 
when one says was vocalized I will say (Co.).-I6. This v. 
interprets the figure; it is attached to v.15 without any con
necting link. Co. Toy Kr. question its originality. The 
general destruction announced in v.15 brings the oracle to a 
striking end, without this rather tame explanation. 

Ch. 13, 2. Sid. ?JI Q0
' Vrs.-□ •x;m:r] Niph. ptcp., elsewhere pointed □'1:qq 

v. 18 38 17 etc.; l. M~F' imperat. QliB Kai -..po</Yf/T€M«s. On the hexaplaric 
additions in QliA see Co. 70.-□J?O •w::ii,] An extreme case of the constr. 
st. before a prep.; cp. Is. 289, Jer. 23 23, Hos. 76 ; but Qli 1rpos atirovs= 
o;,.',;i; the correct form of the phrase is prob. q~r,i □ •~;iii', which belongs 
to the next v. ttl's reading may be a gloss based upon vv. 3• 17.-3. ~JI •1:-r 
□ '?JJ:-r c•wJi;i] As applied to the prophets, ':>Ji would mean insensible to 
Jahveh's benefits, as in Dt. 32 6 (of Israel). But i!li sugg~sts a more 
forcible expression, roes 1rpo<f,r,uvov1J"<V a1ro KapiJia, atiTwv= □~\>i;, □•~;i,D. It 
will be noticed that 1,,::1',o, u':>o is connected with a verb in v.1', r K. 1233 

Q. Neh. 68 • ffi's □ •1s•::ii:-r, which i!li om., should be retained.-□ •::i':,:, i<!';i 
□ni, imt] The grammar can hardly be defended; in a re!. sentence the 
pers. pron. is required before the ptcp. or adj., i.e. □ •::i';,;, □,, i<!'.i; Dr. § 199 
Obs.; Kon. iii.§ 60. The ptcp. after i<!'M has scarcely a parallel; Is. 24 2, 

~oh. 812 may be similar, but Gen. 39 22 , Is. 30 24 are different. in;i ;':,:-r 
nn can hardly mean going after their own spirit; the words may be tl:ie 
careless jotting of a scribe.-lN1 •nS::iS1] Apparently a rel. clause with S, 
taking up in.i. But •nSJS=Tou µ.r,, so as not to, and is followed by the 
impf. Ex. 2020, 2 S. 1414, or by the inf. constr. v. 22 209• u. 15. 2•; 

where a pf. is found, as in Jer. 23 14 2718, the text is at fault. Dr. 
§ 4I Obs. would read the impf. here, 1.i,• ·nSJ':, ' so that they (i.e. the 
people) should not see' ; but the context shews that the prophets claim 
to see visions, not the people. Qli renders Ka< ro Ka.06/\ou µ.11 ffht1rov1J"iv. 
This suggests that •n':>JS here may be a more emphatic N? (as in r S. 20 26), 

and not the negation of a final clause as it usually is ; then we must 
suppose that the rel. is omitted, as in Is. 65 1, Jer. 2 8 , and the prep. a S 
of reference, ' in relation to, concerning, things which they never saw.' 
So G-K. § 152 x. On this interpretation the words may be kept in the 
text: 1.i, •n,::i,1 oJ~0 c•;i::ii,, □ 'N'W1 )JI •1,, will then be a triplet of two-stress 
lines.-5. nm!lJ □n''JI N?] i!li OVK {IJ"T>J/J"O.V ,!v IJ"T€pewµa.Tt =r!lJ 111:>JI N,. \[:,Sp 
have the sing. r!l; the pl. ending arose from the initial letters of the follow
ing word.-.,,i 111Jn1] Sometimes the influence of the negative extends from 
the first cl. to the second, as in 1647 ; G-K. § 152 z. The neg. is repeated 
by :::e,S(!liQ, and Ro. would read m; N'.'1; but JIil is supported by (!Ii Ka, 
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<rvv,i-ya-yov 1ralµ,v,a, confusing ,,J with i,y, see 64 Phil. n.-'r::·• ':i 'li] For 
?Ji in this sense cp. 1 S. 25 16 u'?Ji r,, :io,n.-,oJ,1,] for it (i.e. '.:,• '~) to 
stand; the subj. of the inf. constr. is not expressed, but implied by the 
context; cp. v.•, Gen. 138 ,,n• 11::11:1,; Davidson Syn. § 91, Rem. 1. (!Ji oiJK 
dvi<TT'f/<Tav o1 "J,.,!-yovns, perhaps taking o! l\i-yovres from v.•. Co. suggests 
that the rendering points to a dittograph ioNI:> rn:,J,1 N?, cp. 21 20 [? in 
l10':-=N?] l!li.-6. :m cop, N1C' nn] (!Ji {3l\frovres ,f;wofj, µavrevbµ,<vo, µ,arn,a, 
Co. prs. □ bRl ... iir;r inf. abs., cp. Jer. 2314 ; better ,O~il1 .. _ . nr;r F et 
divinant. l!r renders by ptcp., ,S om. the whole cl.-,~~ □~~? l?c];l] The 
pf. with weak waw occurs rather often in Ez., e.g. v. 8 9' (? text) 1718 

1912 2022• 37 25 12 37 2 • '· 8- 10 40"• 36 41•• •· 1 3 .1 5 42 15-a mark of transition 
from the classical to the later style. The same tendency appears in 
2 Kings and Jer.; Dr. § 133. c·p the Pi. of □ip is used only in the later 
books, and here for the first time; Ru. 4', Ps. n92 •- 106, Est. 921. 29 ff-, 

Dan. 6• (Aram.). The subj. of the in£. constr., understood from the 
context (v. 6 n.), is changed from that of the governing vb., they wait 
(for J ahveh) to confirm; cp. 1620 24' i!lJ,I ,,,y mo:i~ ... ,,,n:i~w N';,, Is, 5 2• • 

□':llJ,1 n11:1J,1? 1p•1 ; the construction is often best rendered by the pass. in 
English; G-K. § II5 e. For ,:i, □ •p cp. 1 K. 1216, 2 K. 23 8 ; S5 'to 
establish the word of captivity.' If NlC' lln counts as one beat, the v. 
contains four lines of three beats.-7. c•ioNi] Ptcp. without a subj.; see 
8 12 phil. n. This makes the whole cl. suspicious {Co.).-8. p,1] '1li adds 
el1r/Jv = ,bi$, in Ez.'s manner, e.g. II'· 16- 17, 1210.---cn•rn, •.. □ :ii:i, ll/'] 
See 320 phil. n. (!Ji renders ', ol M-yo, vµ,wv, and :ir:i 'm Kai a, µ,avdia, vµ,wv 
µarn,a,. Can the latter be an irresistible word-play? cp. in N.T. Acts 
8 30, Heb. 58• There is no reason to suppose that (!Ji read the Hebr. 
differently from f!II, though (!Ji transposes NlC' and :i1:i (~in and N11:1 go 
together in vv.•· '· •, 12 24), and S5 the two vbs. S5 om. the second p?.
□ :l'?N of course= □ :•?J,1 Vrs. Omitting 'l"N, which is generally an editorial 
addition (2'n.), v.•1

~ forms a couplet in the 3: 2 measure.-9. nn•m] 
1. •n•oii, removing the ambiguity of the phrase in j!fl_-,,o:i] (!Ji t, ,mo«'l-= 
,,o:i as if from io•. For the confusion of , with, in (!Ji cp. vv. 18- •0 (,,1,) 
and 725 phil. n.-::ti:qi] The form is Aram., elsewhere only in late writings, 
e.g. Ezr. 262 , Est. 1 22 =Hebr. ::tNQ; Lagarde Bild. d. Nom. 175; Kautzsch 
Aram. im AT, 44£.-The last four lines of the v. fall into two couplets 
with the 3: 3 measure.-10. pr::i1 jY'] Q:: ingeniously 'because they pro
phesied falsely, and because they led my people astray'; Co. 122.-
1),10:i] 1. □nvo:i. The vb. only here and perh. in Cant. 17 ; an Aramaizing 
form of the Hebr. ,,yn-y-n ni:i 1<1n1J (!Ji m1 oi'>ro~ oiKoiJoµe"i ra"ixov, using 
the same word for wall as in vv. 12• 14- 15, where the Hebr. is i•p, I![ 
found r-n in ffl, but recognizes a comparison, N,n•o •i:i,~ 10, f1l'Nl=f':TJ ',:q) cm1. 
But f'" is unknown in classical Hebr.; in the Midr. and Pal. Aram. 
i;,·n, more commonly ,,,·no (Talm.), =' a partition, screen' ; and so }Sim. 
here ' a thin partition.' Perh. for i•p :ii::::i 1<1:ii ; the antecedent of N1n is •oy 
in cl. a.-~·no ci,,1J l, 'o ,,o:i,, in contrast to Nl,il ; (!Ji Kai a&ro1 al\,lq,ovrri, 
a&Tov.-~!ll;l] From a root akin to ?!lo=' to plaster over,' Akk. japdlu=' he 
SJlleared,' used similarly in a metaph. sense ; the Rabb. and Aram. 
N?;~, ~?P?=' plaster.' The word ?!Jl;l=' tasteless,' n;~T:l=' unsavouriness,' 
in Job 1 22 66, Lam. 214 =Ar. tufalun 'spittle,' though spelt in the same 
way, is etymologically distinct. m; paraphrases 'unmixed clay without 
straw,' F luto absque paleis; hence the renderin~ in Evy. and 
0 aq,po~u•n- (!Ji, not understanding the word, tr. each time, and m 22 28, 

.,..,,,,,Tcu=?2T:l; cp. v.11 mi /Jwrrw=mmo, and 9 2 11 16 ph1l. notes.-The 
number of Aramaisms and words belonging to late Hebr. m vv.•· 10 

is remarkable, c·p v. 6, :in:i v. 9 , nJ,10, y-n v. 10 • Holscher regards this as 
evidence of a very late handling of the passage after the Book had 
taken its present shape. The word y-n certainly sugii-ests son1ething of 
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the kind.-n. □Vl :i•:i] l. :,,:,, as in v. 13 l!Ji=:,•m ,S 'and behold I am 
giving' m; 'there shall be.'-:ilB~l] ~ =:i;i;,~1, F et dabo, ,S does not 
recognize the word, m; 'J'N '11 n:1=n~1- Some copyist's error lies behind the 
word: I. 'n'J)N 'JJK1, taking the vb. as 3rd. pl. fem. For V'Jl?N see next 
v.-l/m~l:1] The Pi. requires an obj., as in v. 13 ; point :l'P.;Jl:1 Niph., cp. Is. 
356, Job 268. So ffi K. pa,7~rrerru.-r2 . .,DN' ~,s:i ... ?!ll :,i:i] For the 
hypothetical pf. with :ii:, cp. 14 22 r5 4 , 2 S. r811, Hos. 98 ; Dr. § 154. 
Here the apodosis is expressed by an impf. with an interrogative, cp. 
Num. 1214 JE., Am. 38 , Job. 7 20.-13. •n:v;,J1] It is in Ez.'s manner to 
begin a divine decree with a pf. c.w.c., e.g. II 17 1669 25'" 30•• 10 - 13 32 3 

3411 35"; cp. 12 23 phil. n. The decree is prefaced with :,,:,, -,i:,11 :i:i, in 
3511 with a solemn asseveration.-m,:vo m;J G-K. § 124 e.-1:-"Jl?N 'JJN] 
The Hebr. version of Sir. 46 5 reads w[':tl]S[1t1 .,,]:i. 'JJNJ. Some MSS write 
here rit'Jl"?N, but the best authorities w•JiS11 (Baer Ez. 82). The word used 
to be explained from the Arab., i.e. 'al+gibsun, cp. l:''JJ Job 2818 = 
crystal; so Oxf. Lex. ; Kon. ii. 131, 417 and Hebr. u. Sem. (1901) 94 ; 
but see G-K. § 35 m. More prob. the origin of the word is to be looked 
for in Akk. ; algamisu was first read in a bilingual hymn to the war
god, Ninurta, Abel-Winckler Keilschrifttexte (1890) 60 11. r8 and 28, 
transl. by Langdon Sem. Myth. 123; the identification, suggested by 
Hommel ZDMG. 1892, 570, is accepted by Zimmern Akk. Fremdw. 60; 
in Egyptian the word now transcribed ir{1bs, a precious stone, corresponds 
in form; Millier As. u. Eur. 236. ffi in v. 11 writes "/\i/Jovs 11"erpo{Jo"/\ovs eh 
rous eva.!i;µavs o.6rwv (cp. 3 Regn. 610), a double rendering, the first a 
guess, the second an attempt to derive the word from ?1t+rit'JJ (? =11''1J 
Ex. 22 6 or= □ '!lJ Hab. 211), I!, et dabo lapides magnos in juncturas 
eorum. In v. 13 ~ gives r. "/\l/Jovs rous .,,.,rpo/%"/\ovs, but in 38 29 "/\I/Jo,s 
xo.Mt'l/s lL lapidibus. 1J renders in v. 11 lapides praegrandes, in v. 13 

lapides grandes, in 38 2 ' lapidibus immensis ; m; simply V'JJ?N in all three 
places.-:ir.nJ] oS=•non:i which makes a good parallel to '!lltJ; the form, 
however, occurs already in cl. a.-,,,:i,] Cp. 2 C. 1212 for this adverbial 
use of S; but the word is prob. a miscopied form of ni,!ln v. 11.

This v. seems to be a quatrain with four beats in each line.-14. 
:iJ,n:i . . . :i\>!JJl] Fem., though the antecedent ,•p is mas. ; perhaps 
because the prophet's mind passed from the figure to the thing figured, 
viz. Jerusalem; Kon. iii. 252 f. Some would correct to rnn:i . . . ~ml. 
ffi µer' e"/\f7xwv=nn:i1n:i. The measure of the v. is 4: 4 and 3: 3.-15. 
,r~i-1)] l. ii;ll;(! or ,9~:].-J'ltl ... 1•11] I . .i'Nl ... ,i•N cp. v. 12• Haupt (in 
Toy) suggests that l'N actually means where ? a· later modification of 
j~ 1 S. ro14 ; cp. Akk. anu=bo~h where? and there is not, Ar. 'aina. 
If such is the case, why does not the usage occur oftener ?-The v. falls 
into two couplets of 3 : 3.-16. pm] ffi om. But if the v. is rhythmical, 
pm is needed to complete the measure. 

Ch. 13, 17-23. Against the prophetesses.-Perhaps among 
the exiles in Babylonia, certainly at home in Judah, there were 
women who claimed the gift of prophecy (v.17), and pretended 
to be inspired by Jahveh (v.19 ). Prophetesses is too good a 
name for them ; witches or sorceresses would suit the description 
better. They played upon the credulity of the people by 
magic arts, designed to injure the good and benefit the bad, 
contrary to Jahveh's will (v.19 ) ; they are denounced as enemies 
~o religion (vv.20 - 21). Magic was always rife in ancient society; 
it was practised by women in Jerusalem, as Jer. 718 4417 • 111 
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seem to imply ; and in Babylonia it haunted all minds and 
penetrated everywhere; see the Ma~lu-texts quoted by Jastrow 
Rel. of Bab. and Ass. eh. xvi., and cp. Mowinckel Psalmenstudien 
i. (1921) 59 ff. With Am. 41 - 3, Is. 316-41 329 •12, this makes one 
of the four passages in which women come under the prophets' 
scourge. The discourse ends with the customary formula : 
the two following vv. may be a later addition. 

17. the daughters of thy people] See 311 n.-who play the 
prophetess out of their own heart] See on vv.2• 3_ The form of 
the vb. differs from that in v.2, and gives a touch of contempt, 
cp. 1 K. 2210, Jer. 1414 2926• Only women who possessed the 
true gift are mentioned by name in the O.T., Miriam, Deborah, 
Huldah, Noadiah; besides these at all times were women of 
the kind described here, as 1 S. 28 shews.-18. Ah! the 
women who sew bands upon all wrists] From v.20 'I will rend 
them from off your arms ' it may be inferred that the bands 
(only here and v.20 ) were tied on the wrists of the sorceresses, 
perhaps to symbolize the binding power of their prayer when 
the Deity was invoked for an omen. So Ephrem Syrus in his 
comment on the v. (Op. t. ii. 176 E, ed. 1740, Syriac text): 'these 
are like amulets which they (the women) bind upon their arms, 
and bring forth an oracle for those who enquire of them from 
their arms, like magicians and soothsayers who utter cries ' -
an explanation which was not Ephrem's own, but derived from 
tradition, for Origen in the Hexapla notes that o 'Ef3pa.Zo, has 
ouat Tat<; ?rOIOU<Tat<; <f,vAaKTryp,a; see w. R. Smith I ourn. of 
Phil. xiii. (1885} 286 f. Another tradition, represented by the 
Vrs., took the word bands to mean pillows, (!ii- 1rporrwf,,LAaw, 
so the Jews and EVV. Recent discoveries, however, point to 
a different explanation. The phrase upon all wrists refers 
more naturally to the people who came in numbers to consult 
these women, than to the women themselves ; so it would be 
the enquirers whose hands were bound, with the idea, we may 
imagine, of fastening the magic influence upon them, or of 
symbolizing the power to bind and loose which the sorceress 
claimed. This would agree with what we know of ancient 
magic : the tying and untying of knots was a regular trick 
in witchcraft (see Jastrow Le. 270} ; and sometimes a small 
leaden figure was handcuffed to inflict an injury or a curse by 
proxy : sixteen such figures, with wire twisted round their 
arms or ankles, have lately been unearthed at Tell Sanda}J.annah 
near Bet Jibrin, N.W. of ij:ebron (Bliss and Macalister Excavs. 
in Pal. 1898-1900, pp. 154 f. and Pl. 85; also Harvard Excavs. 
at Samaria (1924) i. 384, No. IO and ii. Pl. 76 y). There is, of 
course, a difference between the latter practice and that which 
seems to be alluded to in the text; here it is the enquirer, ~o~ w . . . . . 
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the intended victim, who has his wrists bound ; but in either 
case the principle of sympathetic magic was brought into play. 
If this explanation is correct, there must be some mistake in 
v.20, as Co. suspected: perhaps we should read J will rend 
them from off their arms for your arms.-and make ' ' coverings 
for the head (of persons) of every stature] This kind of magical 
property was pl~ced on the head, and apparently varied in 
length according to the person's height : but the wording is 
so improbable that we may well adopt the slight correction 
for the head of every diviner (fem.). The meaning of the word 
rendered coverings (only here and v.21 ) is unknown in Hebr., 
but in Akk. the root=' loose,' 'dissolve'; hence the deriva
tion of the names for these two amulets suggests that the one 
was used to bind and the _other to loose (Herrm.), the former 
on the wrists of the enquirer, the latter on the head of the 
sorceress. A magical text from Babylonia illustrates the 
references in this v.: 'White wool which in spinning is doubled 
to his bed at the top and the foot bind. Black wool which in 
spinning is doubled on his left arm bind ' (Haupt Akk. u. 
Sum. Keilschrifttexte 90 f., quoted in Del. AHWB. 678 as K. 246). 
See also Dante Inf. xx. 121-3.-to hunt persons] The plur. of 
nephesh does not mean souls, but persons, e.g. vv.19 • 20 1717 

184 2227 ; in H Lev. 1829 ; in P Gen. 366, Ex. 124, Lev. 272 

etc., or, with suffixes, our-, your-, them-selves, e.g. Gen. 95 P, 
Dt. 415, Josh. 2311, Jer. 379 etc. ; similarly in the sing. 184 336, 

Dt. 247 2725, Prov. 2817 • The object of the prophetesses was 
to make victims of those who consulted them ; to say that 
they practised the form of withcraft known as ' hunting souls ' 
is to read too much into the language, and Frazer's comment 
on this passage in Folk-Lore in the O.T. ii. 510 ff. is largely 
beside the mark; see also S. A. Cook in R. of S. 3 635.---ye 
hunt the persons of my people, but your own persons ye keep 
alive] Meaning and text are both uncertain. As rendered, the 
sentence describes the malicious, self-interested designs of these 
women, who victimize others by witchcraft, and make a living 
by it for themselves. This sense, however, is not very naturally 
expressed, and we might tr. Do ye hunt the persons of my people, 
and keep persons alive for yourselves? i.e. do ye make victims 
of people, and restore them to health for your own advantage? 
This anticipates v.19, which, moreover, shews that the counter
part of keeping alive is putting to death, not hunting persons ; 
accordingly some would treat the text as corrupt, and read here 
as in v.19, ye put to death for ye hunt (Co. Ro.). On the whole 
the first rendering is preferable; Toy can make no sense of 
the passage and strikes it. out.-19. And ye have profaned me 
among my people with handfuls of barley and crumbled pieces of 
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bread] The sorceresses pretended to speak and act in Jahveh's 
name ; it was gross profanity ; in the minds of the people 
Jahveh had come to be associated with unholy superstitions. 
The reference is to divination with barley and crumbs, chosen 
for the purpose because both were used in the sacred offerings. 
It is true that P requires fine flour (soleth) for the min[id, and 
barley is mentioned in only one type of meal offering (Num. 515), 

yet the latter was probably often accepted at the sanctuaries ; 
while custom required the cakes of unleavened bread to be 
crumbled for the min[id (Lev. z5l·). Omens were sought by 
these means to find out whether the offering was accepted or 
not ; a widely spread practice, known to the Greeks as 
&.>..<ptTop.avTEla and «pi8op.avrEi.a. W. R. Smith lac. cit., who 
first discovered the meaning of the passage, quotes a reference 
made by Bar Bahlul (middle of rnth cent.) to divination of 
this kind: 'men who give oracles with barley bread or the 
stones of fruit' (Payne Smith Thes. Syr. col. 3705). The older 
interpretation, that the women plied their trade for handfuls 
of barley and morsels of bread (as the Hehr. can also be rendered) 
i.e. for the smallest fee, may be given up.-to put to death persons 
who should not die, and to keep alive persons who should not live] 
When an offering was made on behalf of the sick, the sorceress 
would consult the omens of barley and crumbs, and declare 
whether the patient was to recover or not. Those who should 
not die are the righteous (cp. vv.20• 21), those who should not 
live are the ungodly.-20. I am against your bands ' wherewith' 
ye hunt the persons ' '] Other prophets denounce the magic 
and divination which were rife in Israel, e.g. Is. 2 6 819, Jer. 279, 

Mic. 511 ; the opposition of the Law is equally emphatic, e.g. 
Ex. 2217 usi E, Dt. 1810• 11, Lev. 1926• 31 206• 27 H. Such 
practices were invariably mixed up with heathen beliefs, and 
based upon superstitions wholly foreign to the ethical standards 
of Jahveh's religion. ;fjll[(!Ji read where, but the sense requires 
the slight change to wherewith t!r.SlJ. At the end of the sentence, 
and again at the end of the v., ;fJll[ adds into flying ones i.e. for 
them to fly away ; the word is om. by (!Ji.$ on the first occasion, 
but recognized by all the Vrs. on the second ; it seems to be 
a gloss, more Aram. than Hehr., in both places.-and I wil,/, 
rend them from off your arms] The bands, then, were fastened 
on the arms of the sorceresses ; but if the second explanation 
given above (v.18) be adopted, we must read their arms i.e. the 
arms of the persons just mentioned. A copyist who did not 
understand the practice referred to might easily make the 
mistake, the more readily because 2nd pers. suffixes predominate 
in the context. If fl-Hl be retained, the first explanation given 
on v.18 may stand.-and I will let the persons whom ye hunt go 
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'free' ' '] So Co. brilliantly corrects the ungrammatical 
text of jl:l, which reads even persons : for the phrase ' let go 
free' cp. Dt. r512r. 18, Jer. 349r.. At the end jl:l adds the gloss 
into flying ones.-21. and they shall no more be in your power 
as things hunted] Lit. in your hand. It was to gain an unlawful 
influence over their dupes that these women practised divina
tion. things hunted or a prey, with reference to vv.18 • 20 ; in 
r213 r720 the word means an implement for hunting, so a net.
Vv. 22-23go back to say again what has just been said in vv.11 -21, 

and repeat phrases from vv.1 •16. There are other instances of 
a summary being attached to the end of a discourse, e.g. 516 • 17 

r663 (cp. v. 54) r8 32 (cp. v.23); but we cannot be sure that the 
repetition is always due to the prophet himself. In 516• 17 we 
found reason to suspect a later addition; the present vv. seem 
to be of the same character ; there is no connecting link to 
join them to what precedes, and v.21 brings the discourse to 
an end in the usual way.-22. Because ye 'have pained' the 
heart of the righteous [falsely], although I have not pained him] 
jl:l reads because of discouraging the heart etc. ; but the same 
verb is wanted in both clauses, cp. Gen. 96, Is. rn14a, Jon. 41or. 
etc., and is read by QliJL([; the restoration involves only a 
slight change. QliB om. falsely; it may be a word of explana
tion.-to strengthen the hands of the wicked] Cp. Jer. 2314.

that he should turn from his evil way] Cp. 319 r823 339• 11.-to 
keep him alive] Qli1L%1J seem to have read the intrans. form, 
that he should live, Ka2 (iJCTai auT611 lJ et viveret.-23. ye shall not 
see falsehood] Apparently copied from vv.6 •9, where the prophets 
are referred to.-nor shall ye practise divination any more] 
Another echo of vv.6• 9.-and I will deliver etc.] Repeated from 
v.21. 

Recent criticism tends to regard this chapter as the work 
of a writer living in Jerusalem, not in Babylonia; e.g. Torrey 
Pseudo-Ez. 35 ; Herntrich Ezechielprobleme 99 f. Holscher 
treats the whole as a literary fiction expressing the contempt 
of a post-exilic age for the kind of prophecy which was in vogue 
at Jerusalem just before and after 586 B.c., Hesekiel 85 f. But 
the situation may well be that implied elsewhere (see pp. 35, 67, 
123 f.) : Ezekiel among the exiles is watching with grief and 
indignation the state of affairs at home. A fresh and discerning 
study of 'false' prophecy in Jepsen Nabi (1934), 2m ff., 217 ff. 
does much to explain the attitude of Jeremiah and Ezekiel. 

Ch. r3, 17. l'l1N:llnD"J The Hithp. of N:Jl only here in Ez. ; the form in 
3710 may be otherwise explained. In Arab. tanabba' a (V. conjug.) = 
'he claimed to be a prophet.'-18. n\n9;i] Pl. of nr;, from ,1c), as 
n>';!, n\n~i from ,,,,; Kon. ii. 177. The meaning is to be explained 
fromj Akk. kasit=• bind,' kasitu=' band,' 'chain.' Del. AHWB. 34~ 
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distinguishes another ,./kasu=:io:i=' cover,' whence kusttu=' garment.' 
Etymologically, then, mno:i might mean either garments or bands ; the 
context makes the latter more probable.-'7' •',•~it ,,] lit. 'joints of hands,' 
i.e. wrists, l1!: ~m., or elbows ()Ji,S ; only again in J er. 38 12 =armpits. 
In eh. 41 8 ;,',•~it s.v.l. seems to be an architectural term. '7'= □'7' (so a 
few MSS m'.~), cp. 'm Ps. 459, 'DJ/ 1442 ; the mark of abbreviation, if it 
were used in some MSS to indicate a du. or pl. ending, might easily be 
overlooked by a copyist; B-L. 517. '11i'=7'.-nm:ic:,i:iri] The a.rt. is out of 
place (Be. Toy). The noun must be connected with the Akk. ,.,lsapa!Ju 
=' loose,' ' rend asunder,' Del. l.c. 507. In Lev. 136 ff. nn!lOD=the scab 
of leprosy. '1lr fa,[:36/\m«=' coverings,' so m:,s; '.!J cervicalia.-r.'iti ~JI 
noip ~:i] Dr. S. A. Cook suggests ;il?~ip, Enc. Bibl. col. u41. ()Ji~ 'p':i', ,, ?l/. 
-'i 111,',] The Po'lel of ,1~ (cp. v. 21 ri,,,.~ and 1213 n.) only here and 
v. 20 ; ()Ji roO o,ar,rperpe,- y,ux6-,, in v. •0 trl'rYrpeq,eTE, htrrpefq,ere, confusing 
11s with iiS=trvtrrpoq,fJ Hos. 419 ; cp. v.9 phil. n.-'Dl/? m,1,sn /11'7!:)lri] 
The first letter may be either the art. ;ffl()Ji~'.!J, or the interrog. m:. m,,,sn 
cp. :,i',1:mm v.19 with -;;-'for --;, , according to the best texts and edns., 
Baer Ez. 82. In 'DJ/? the prep. ', may be used as a periphrasis for the 
gen., belonging to my people, because the word is separated from its 
governing noun, cp. Am. 5 3 ; G-K. § 129g.-rii:i, mtl'!m] Again the prep. 
may be equivalent to a gen., persons belonging to you i.e. your own 
persons; or it may express the dat. commodi, persons for yourselves 
i.e. for your advantage, with the pron. in the same pers. as the vb., cp. 
r K. 2034", 2 K. 5'. '1lr om. rii:iS, and some would om. 'DJ/? also, as two 
explanatory glosses ; the construction of both words is certainly harsh. 
For the form .o"Tj1~ = 11~ (which does not happen to occur) see 111 and 1 • 
phil. notes. '1!r's rendering al y,uxal o,er,rp6-q,"f/trav roO /\aou µ,ov, ,ea, if;uxa, 
1rep,e,rowfino does not afford any help ; but the other Vrs. tr. in accord
ance with the context : ;6 ' the souls of my people ye hunt, and your 
own souls ye keep alive ' ; m: ' the souls of my people are ye able to 
destroy and to preserve ? Are ye not able to preserve your own souls 
(1:i', ,, pntU!ll) ? ' '.!J et cum caperent animas populi mei, vivificabant 
animas eorum l-19. •nit mS?nn1] See on v. 18. $ rends. ' and ye polluted 
my people,' apparently to avoid dishonouring God, cp. ~ 20 21 ; with 
the same rp.otive m: tr. 'and ye profaned my goodwill towards my people'; 
Co. 124-'>ll.:e/] from ',~;:i not ~Jlb' which is declined i'Jl.li' Is. 4012 etc. ; perh. a 
dialectical form.-riji;m:ir;i] Cp. :,ll?'•'.11;1 Mic. 212, ,7i¥1!lJ;I Zech. r 17 ; the best 
authorities om. daghesh in the nun; G-K. § 72 k. m: here incorporates 
two renderings, one taking the forms of nm and ri-n as trans., and the 
other taking them as intrans., in either case presupposing the text of 
;ff[; Co. 130 f.-□:iJ1:i:iJ With mas. suff., though the subj. is fem., cp. 
cnit, □ :0•11y1~1 v.•0, □:i·nm:oo v, 21; similar inconsistencies occur in 23• 5• 47, 

Jer. 919. The distinction of genders was imperfectly grasped, or at least 
tended to disappear in ordinary speech; e.g. 56 

I 668 1819 etc. l!li para
phrases ,, r<i, a.1rort,0t!-y-yetr0a, vµ.il, . • . µ,6-r,w.1, a1roq,0e')!µ,arn, the word used 
by '1!r elsewhere for oracular utterances, Mic. 512, Zech. ro•. For 'DJ/~ 
'1!i';6 □v'i.-::io. ,7JJ•nmo:i] For the suff, cp. ;ii,~ v.18 , m:ino1 23 48r. ; see 1 11 

phil. n. cw] '1!r her, but l. □:i.-nmi!l7 bis] For the ', cp. Job 3916 ;i';, itS,, 
Ps. 48 4 • The ,..,fniD is the usual word in Aram. for flying; it is not 
found elsewhere in Hebr.; see Kautzsch Aramaismen 105, 109.-□0il] 
The gend. of the antecedent requires JDil; but see v. 19 n.-c,•nvrn] For 
the mas. suff. cp. □:i:11:i:i v. 19 • Co. brackets '1 ,J/D; ? I. □ ri•nv111 Ro. in Kitt. 
Bibl. Hebr-nmso □nit] If □J;l~ (et. mnK in cl. a) is not. a mere slip, the 
mas. form may be due to assimilation to the D followmg, cp. Num 349 

nit,~_ □l'1!l;i, Is. 351 1:no □11:'tU'. B-L. 248.-□ 'tl'!ll _nit] Doublf anomalous: 
nit 1s not written with an indef. accus. (for possible exceptions see G-K. 
§ II7 d, Kon. iii. § 288 g), and the pl. of 1U!:1 is nlr.'!ll. Co's emendation 
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~-~~;:t JON has won general acceptance. ('!; ras y;uxas aVTwv=DW!ll so m:'. ; 
$5 om.-mn,!lS] ('!; <is i5tMKap-.:urp,ov. Though recognized by the Vrs. 
here, the word is prob. not original in either place.-21. n,1i.o,] ('!; els 
<rvrrrporprw, keeping up the connexion with otatrrpirfmv, trV(Trpb/mv in 
vv. 18• 20.-22. 1111,:,:, ill'] The Hiph. of :i11:i does not occur again; the 
Niph.=' be cowed'; 1. :l'~~;:t, cp. v.• for the inf. constr. after iJI', or the 
pf. cn::111:i:, cp. 511 etc.-,pw] An adverbial accus., in falsehood, falsely, 
cp. Ps. 3519, u988 ; Dr. § 193 Obs.; but the word is prob. not original here. 
-prn,1] The sense of the inf. constr. is determined by that of its ante
cedent, cp. 1 S. 8111·, Jer. 1710, Ps. 10421 ; Dr. § 206.-in'~P~] ? 1. in•i;,~.-
23. For cop many would read :ir:i II 111w as in vv.•· •. 

Ch. I4, I-I I. Against idolaters who consult a prophet : 
continuing rz2L1323• Ez. has dealt with the false prophets; on 
this occasion he denounces the false-hearted people ; the two 
reacted one upon the other. Though he addresses the exiles, 
his words are intended for Israel at large. Those who are 
idolaters at heart, when they consult a prophet, will receive no 
such oracle as they expect, but a direct and dreadful answer 
from Jahveh Himself, vv. 3 • 5 • Sometimes, however, the 
prophet is deceived and a deceiver ; again, the answer will 
come from Jahveh Himself, and both prophet and enquirer 
will be cut off from the community, vv.1 -10• Let Israel, then, 
turn from false worship, and enter into right relation with God! 
vv.6 • 11• Such seems to be the connexion of thought. Resem
blances will be noticed between v.8 and 139 (oracle B), v. 3 

and 203. 
I. certain of the elders of Israel] So 201 ; in 81 called the 

elders of Judah: leaders of the Jewish colony. It is not said 
that they came to consult the prophet on any particular point, 
though £ inserts ' to enquire of the Lord ' ; they were in the 
habit of sitting before the prophet (cp. 33sor. ), waiting for any 
word that might be given him, perhaps hoping that he would 
have something to say about affairs at home.-3. these men 
have raised their idols in their heart] lit. have caused . . . to 
ascend upon their heart, so only here and vv. 4• 7 ; in the intrans. 
form the phrase means ' to rise up in the mind,' ' occur to,' 
3810, Jer. 316 731 etc., hence the trans. form might be tr. cherished. 
It is not certain that Ez. is accusing the exiles of idolatry ; 
the vv. which follow shew that he is thinking of the house of 
Israel as a whole; cp. 64ff•-the stumbling-block of their iniquity] 
See 719 n.-4. Speak with them and say unto them] So 324 203• 

m: suggests Prophesy and say unto them, which is in Ez.'s manner, 
342 3712, but not necessarily more correct here.-Every man of 
the house of Isr. who] v.7 : a formula characteristic of H, 
Lev. 173• 8 · 10• 13 202 ; it seems to invoke the authority of the 
Law to support the prophet's appeal.-and shall come unto a 
prophet] In this case a true prophet; for vv.7ff· state another 
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case, in which the prophet is a deceiver.-! Jahveh will impart 
him an answer ' by myself'] Instead of the ordinary form, the 
reflexive (Niph.) stem of the vb. is used here and v.7 to bring 
out the special character of the answer : it will come direct 
from Jahveh to the enquirer, without any intermediary, and, 
as the context implies, it will take shape in deeds, not words. 
An enquirer who is divided in his allegiance can have no fellow
ship with Jahveh, and therefore no knowledge of His will 
conveyed by an inspired prophet. :£:R reads at the end lJy it, 
with the marginal correction coming i.e. ' when he comes ' ; 
but neither is right; rd. lJy or through myself as in v.7.-accord
ing to the multitude of his idols] God will take him at his own 
vain word. Not in v.7, and possibly a gloss, though the clause 
is recognized by the Vrs.-5. in order to seize the house of I. 
by their heart] Jahveh's answer is a threat of punishment; it 
is designed to strike the people with terror.-who are estranged 
from me] Some would pronounce the vb. as in v.7, who have 
apostatized from me.-6. turn ye and shew a turning] Or and 
turn (your faces), supplying in thought the obj. expressed in 
cl. b ; but the former rend. is supported by 1830 • 32.-all your 
abominations] See n 18 n.-7. Every man of the house of I., and 
of the sojourner who sojourns in I.] See on v. 4• For the sojourner 
(ger) i.e. the resident alien, 227• 29 4722r-, see Driver Deut. 165 f.; 
the use of this standing phrase makes it clear that the prophet 
has in mind Israel as a whole, not his fellow-exiles alone. As 
the ger enjoyed the privileges, so will he share the punishment 
of Israel, Lev. 202.-who shall apostatize from me] lit. ' dedicate 
himself away from following me'; cp. Hos. 910.-that he may 
raise his idols] See on v. 3• At the end of the v. tr. to enquire 
of me for him i.e. for the person who consults the prophet.-
8. And I will put my face against that man] Cp. I57 • Another 
phrase common to Ez. and H, cp. Lev. 1710 203• 5 • 6• The man 
who is at heart an apostate, and yet fancies that he can obtain 
an oracle from Jahveh, will be repudiated.-and I will make 
him a sign and 'a proverb'] For sign=a warning example cp.· 
Num. I7 25, Dt. 2846 • :£:R has proverbs; but the plur. is unsuit
able, and (ffi- reads a sing., though in a different text, 'a desert 
and a desolation,' from 614 353• For the idea cp. Dt. 28 37.

from the midst of my people] Cp. I39.-9. Ez. here goes deeper 
into the causes of false prophecy. Not merely self-delusion 
(133• 6), and the influence of idolatrous clients (v.7

), may lead 
a prophet to utter false oracles, but the divine will itself : J 
J ahveh have deceived that prophet. Such a statement is only 
intelligible when we remember that ancient habits of thought 
overlooked secondary causes, and attributed events dir~ctly 
to the action of God; see Am. 36, Is. 457 • As a matter of fact 
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the false prophet had been guilty of previous sin ; he had 
abused his spiritual faculties, and brought on himself spiritual 
blindness as the result ; and because the consequences of his 
sin, no less than the moral law which he had violated, were 
God's ordinance, his spiritual blindness and deceit could be 
attributed to God. This line of reasoning, however, suggests 
no excuse for the guilty man ; he is in no way relieved of 
responsibility, as may be seen from the parallel case in 1 K. 2221t-. 

The lying spirit in Ahab's prophets is ascribed to Jahveh's per
mission, but obviously not to find an excuse for them ; they 
had misused their prophetic gift by merely echoing the king's 
desires ; their oracle is exposed as false. The problem is well 
discussed by Joyce Inspiration of Prophecy (1910) 130-137. 
There is no injustice, then, Ezekiel argues : deceived himself, 
the prophet has deceived others, and will be punished accord
ingly : J will stretch forth my hand upon him, and destroy him 
from the midst of my people, cp. v.8 and 614 n. Moreover, the 
lying prophet will be used for the further purpose of punishing 
Israel for their apostasy: they shall undergo their punishment, 
enquirer and prophet alike, v.10• The responsibility is mutual_; 
both are equally to blame; lit. they shall bear their iniquity, 
see on 4 4.-I I. This extirpation of idolatry and false prophecy 
is designed for a twofold purpose : to prevent Israel from 
leaving the path of loyalty, and to secure its right relationship 
with God. For go astray from following me cp. 4410 4811 ; nor 
make themselves unclean by all their transgressions cp. 3723 and 
207• 18, Lev. 1824 • 30 H n 43 P ; and they shall become to me a 
people see n 20 n. 

Vv. 12-23. The absolute justice of Jerusalem's 
punishment.-First of all_ a general principle is laid down, 
vv.12 -20-: when God punislies a guilty people, though the men 
most eminent for righteousness were living among them, the 
judgement will not be averted ; the righteous men will be 
delivered, but no one else. Then the principle is applied to 
Jerusalem, vv.21-23 : God is about to inflict His judgements on 
the city ; and since there are no righteous in it, no one will 
escape. Moreover, a miserable remnant will make their way 
to Babylonia, only to serve as specimens of the people of Jeru
salem, and to shew how richly they merited their fate .. The 
prophet is so keen to insist upon the divine justice, that he does 
not pause to consider how there would be any survivors at all. 
Vv_12-2o may be compared with Gen. 1822b·33 ; underlying both 
is a plea against indiscriminate judgement, but in this case the 
verdict is more severe. Jer. 716 151 - 4 affords a closer parallel: 
not even Moses and Samuel, famous for their intercessions, 
wontd obtain a hearing if they prayed for mercy! • No doubt 
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the present passage suggests inferences on the responsibility of 
the individual and the merits of the fathers ; but such matters 
do not seem to be in the prophet's mind; his concern is to 
vindicate the justice of Jerusalem's punishment (so Ho.). 
Some think that the passage must have been written after the 
catastrophe of 586. Yet there is evidence that in the earlier 
period of his ministry, 593-588, Ez. contemplated the entire 
destruction of Jerusalem and its inhabitants, e.g. 512 96 •10 

102 • 7 n 7fl·, and this seems to have been his settled conviction, 
though he varied the details from time to time ; cp. 94 with 
213!- sr. [2047f· 213f-J. 13. A land, when it sins against me] The 
case is stated with legal formality, cp. v.9 phil. n.-in committing 
transgression] A phrase current in priestly circles, 158 1720 1824 

2027 3926 ; ten times in P, e.g. Lev. 515 • 21 [62]; here probably for 
the first time. The four plagues enumerated in vv.13 •19 have 
already been threatened, 51ar.; for break the staff of bread see 
416 n.-and cut off from it man and beast] So vv.17· 19 • 21 251s 298 

cp. 218 £3J 357 ; an expression which may go back to Zeph. 1 3, not 
long before Josiah's reformation.-14. The prophet names three 
typically righteous men, who, on account of their righteousness, 
were enabled to achieve a work of deliverance: Noah delivered 
his family, Gen. 68 71 J; Daniel, his companions, Dan. 1 6 •20 ; 

Job, his friends, Job 427 •10 ; but the righteousness of all three 
together could not deliver the present generation. Ez. is not 
teaching any doctrine about the merits of the fathers, or the 
efficacy of their prayers, or the responsibility of the individual ; 
he is simply heightening the picture of Jerusalem's guilt. His 
allusions must have been readily understood. Noah, of course, 
was familiar to readers of J's narrative of the patriarchs; the 
stories of the other two were current, so far as we know, not 
in writing but on the lips of the people. Daniel, we may 
suppose, was a Jew who, by his integrity and wisdom (28 3 see 
note), rose to a high position at the Babylonian court; he may 
have lived near the time of Ezekiel ; some features of his story 
were used by the author of Daniel to edify a later age. Similarly 
the author of Job made use of a popular tradition to provide 
a setting for his subject; in the Prologue and Epilogue he 
kept to the outlines of the story closely enough for us to under
stand Ez.'s allusion.-15. 'Or if' I cause evil beasts to pass 
through] A second case is put. With a slight correction the text 
conforms to the type of vv.17 • 19.-and 'I' bereave it] So 2 MSS 
Qlil!.,1J; and they (sing. coll. in Hebr.) bereave it. The remainder 
of the v. echoes the language of Jer. 99• 11 ; cp. Zeph. 36, Is. 3410, 

~016 and eh. 3328.-16. 'though' these three men] The conjunction 
1s wanted, and found in many MSS Qli~.-they alone shall be 
delivered] In eh. 18 Ez. works out his doctrine of individual 
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responsibility, and logically it may be inferred from his words 
here ; but the passage as a whole is concerned with something 
else.-17. Or if I bring a sword ... man and beast] So 298

; 

for the sword cp. 63 n 8 332.-19. Or if I send a pestilence •.. 
with blood] The two together in 517, and both are recognized 
by the Vrs. ; but with blood comes late in the sentence, and 
may be an after-thought; it does not occur in the recapitula
tion v.21.-to cut off from it] Cp. v.21 1717 ; the phrase and the 
position of it recall Jer. 920 447 47".-21. How much more when 
I send] The argument is a fortiori : even if any righteous 
could be found in the city, they would not save it ; as there 
are none, the sterner will be its punishment !-my four sore 
acts of judgement] Mentioned as hypothetical in vv.13 -20, now 
declared to be imminent. Perhaps Jeremiah was the first to 
draw up the list, Jer. 152r. ; it is repeated with variations in 
Lev. 2622 - 26, and incorporated, it would seem from here, in 
the secondary passage eh. 517• The number four implies com
pleteness, with a hint at the four quarters of the earth ; cp. 
Job 1 15 -19, Zech. 2lf, [1181·], Rev. 913 -15• Haupt compares the 
Lion, Wolf, Famine, Pestilence in the Gilgamesh Epic xi. 4, 
20-24. For acts of judgement see 510 n.-22. Strictly speaking 
the prophet is inconsistent. Here and elsewhere he prophesies 
the slaughter of the ungodly in Jerusalem (v.21 51 - 4 911I·). At 
this point it occurs to him to add a drastic touch : some might 
escape, but it would be only to exhibit themselves as object
lessons to their countrymen in exile. And behold, should there 
be left in it survivors who 'lead out' sons and daughters] So Vrs., 
ffl who are led out, (even) sons and daughters. Some would 
omit who lead out as superfluous before who come out. If the 
word be retained, the meaning is that the survivors, lit. the 
company escaping, will bring their children with them into 
Babylonia ; if omitted, the children are the survivors, the 
elders having been put to death.-ye shall see their way and their 
doings] In Ez. doings always has a bad sense, and, except in 
2129 (241 , is always accompanied by way(s), v.23 2043r. 2414 3617 • 19• 

The phrase comes from Jeremiah, Jer. 418 73 • 5 1811 2613.

and ye shall be consoled] i.e. be satisfied in your own minds 
that the punishment was just ; cp. 3116 32 31.-even all that I 
have brought upon her] Co. would om. as tautologous; but the 
repetition is impressive, and the Vrs. recognize it.-23. And 
they shall console you] The fugitives will convince the exiles of 
Jahveh's justice; this is the point to which the prophet has 
been leading up. It was due to Ez., more than to any one else, 
that the best religious thought in the times which followed 
held firmly to a conviction of Jahveh's righteousness in spite 
of all trials to faith: however much Israel might suffer, Jahveh 
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was not to be blamed. This comes out in such confessions of 
national sin as Lam. r18, Ezr. 916, Neh. 933, Dan. 97• 14, Baruch 1 16 

2 6, Pss. of Sol. 2 15t. 31:11. 92•4_ 

Ch. 14, I, C'll'lll ... 111:l'l] For the sing. cp. Num. 96, 1 K. II 3 ; but 
prob. a scribal error for 1111:i•1 6 MSS Vrs., cp. 111:i 2O1.-'JplD '11] Cp. Jer. 
2617.-3. c•,1?JJ In vv. 3• 7 '1!i rends. o,avo-f,µaTa vv. 3 • •, ivBvµ-/iµaTa vv. 6• 7, 

bnTrJoeuµaTa v.•; see 64 n.-cn, ll'iill w,,11n] For i;,,i:r::i, perhaps due to 
the influence of the following form. ~m. in loc. thinks that II was 
written for n to make the pronunciation easier; see also B-L. 323 n. 
But a scribe may have copied the word twice, and we should read only 
£i·n~P (Ro.). For the Niph. tolerativum cp. 203• 31 3637 ; , of the agent 
is idiomatic after a pass. vb., e.g. Gen. 25 21b, Is. 65 1• ,S!, 'and I will 
exact punishment from them,' to avoid applying the Niph. of 111,, to 
God; cp. v. 7 n. and ~ in 20 3• 111 3637.-4. cni11 ,:i, p,J i!r pn, •:un11; see 
203 n.-ll''N ll''N] every one, each severally; Kon. iii. § 90.-1:i', ?N] so v. 7, 
OJ? ,v v. 3, (§ hrl each time.-11•:iin ?NJ Engl. uses the indef. art., but 
Hebr. the def. art., because the person is present to the writer's mind; 
G-K. § 126q. S:,h'.£)' add interrogans per eum me='l 1, ll'ii? from v.7.
n:i ,, 'M'lJ/J] Niph. v.' with a reflexive sense, suggesting internal action, 
like the Gk. Middle, followed by the dat. incommodi. The pf. denotes a 
resolve, which will take effect in the future; Dr. § 13. Kt. ;:,:;i is prob. 
intended to refer collectively to the idols, by them lit. it ; the Q. 11:;i ptcp. = 
when he comes with the multitude of his idols, so i!r 'JJlfl ' as he comes,' 
Kon. iii. § 412 i; an improb. construction. Read 'l v.', reinforcing the 
reflexive element in 'n'JVJ, m:: 'iD'Dl ' by my word.' '1li renders 1•':>1,i :i,:i ,,J 
ev ols i••xern, ii 01Civo,a aVTov, and similarly in v.'; perhaps ou:!,o,a is 
a mistake for o,avo-lJµaTa= □•\,1':,i, In JiJ the prep.=' according to,' of 
measure, cp. ':,,pwo:i 410 ; but 'i lil looks like an explanatory addition, 
Co., Kon. iii. § 340 n.-5. w~n ivo':>] The use of ivo':> with inf. constr. is 
characteristic of Ez. (ten times, e.g. 21 15 22•· •· 12• 27 etc.) and of Jer. 
(ten times, e.g. 710 , 1 • etc.). '1!i lhrws ir:\a")'<&..r11 'that he may turn aside,' 
wrongly.-'~li9 11iJ] From ,,,=' be a stranger'; the Niph. only again 
Is. 1 4 (?). •\,vo is more expressive than 'lDD Job 1913 • Co. Be. Kr. point 
i,p Niph. of ill=' dedicate,' in v.' followed by •,n110; and '11im:: render 
by the same vb. in both places. The punctuation of ~. however, agrees 
better with the prep. •1ivo.-c,:i cn•,1':>i:i] See u 16 n. l!li om. c,:i.-6. 1:i•111:i1] 
An inwardly trans. or intensive Hiph., G-K. § 53 d; in o:i•1~ 1J•ll'n cl. b 
the Hiph. has its usual trans. sense.-7. iu• iwic iJ,1O1] Elsewhere the 
formula 'll 11''11 ll''N is continued with i)0 iii:rp~i. and the rel. clause is 
introduced by ,w11, e.g. Lev. 1710 - 13 etc.; here, however, the usual 
sequence has been diverted by the rel. in iii• ill'II 1ino1 ; to follow this 
immediately with 11:• ill'N would be clumsy (but see Lev. 178) so ilf'.1 
was written instead ; it was meant no doubt to express a relative, 
as (!)i-S!, perceived, though strictly it can do nothing of the kind. Co.'s 
alteration to ,1i• ill'N is unnecessary.-•inllo iU~] Niph. of ill; for JD= 
aloof from cp. Lev. 22 2.-?li:J] Dr. §§ 62, 172.-'J 1':, w,,,J The subj. of the 
inf. is the prophet, ,':, refers to the client. For J w,, when the reference 
is to Jahveh cp. 1 C. 1014, 2 C. 3426• S:, 'to consult hinl 'i.e. the prophet, 
and om. •:i; cp. v. 3 n. '1!i iv cl, <i•ex,rn, i• aVT<i}=1l, cp. v.4 n.-:iivi 'JM] 

See on v. 4 ; for the ptq>. in apod. cp. Is. 1 16, Jer. 222, Ps. 27•.-
8. 'J~ •nnii] To avoid 'J!l ~ paraphrases ' my wrath,' similarly S:, ; cp. 
157. 2336 n.-1:i•nowni] The Hiph. of □ 'b' only again 21 21, Job 4 20 (? text). 
Many edd. point ,:i•noeim from coei, but the meaning is unsuitable. '1Ji 
"· 0-firJ'oµa, aVT6,=1n•now1, so Vrs.-c•,wo':>, n,11':,] Pl. intensive, G-K. § r24e; 
but 1. ':>woSi. l!li e/s eprJµo• ml ,ls ~q,a-.rJ'µ~v=nOll'D?1 noow1,, apparently from 
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614 35•.-9. :,n~• •:i w:iim] For the order cp. v. 13 18 5 • 18 33•· 6 • •; it is 
characteristic of the legal phraseology, e.g. Lev. 1 2 4 2, Num. 6 2 9 10 ; 

Davidson Syn. § 130, 5. (ffiB 1r?..o.,,jo-11=n~;i;, and om. 1:n.-•m1!l '• 'JN] Dr. 
§ 136 (o).-ro. py:i ... pJl:i] Usually in this idiom the first is like the 
second, e.g. Gen. 44 18; Dt. 1 17 ; here the second is like the first, cp. 
Jud. 8 18 , Is. 24 2.-1 r. NS lllr.,\,J 199 25 10 26 20 ; outside Ez. only Zech. 127, 

Ps. 1191 1. 80 1253 • Elsewhere N\. iwN wr.i\, 31 14 3630 4618 ; outside Ez. 
only Num. 17•, Dt. 2018.-r3. Nllnn 'J pN] The protasis begins with these 
words, and is resumed with p;,i v.u; the apodosis comes at ,\,,J• 's:i :,r.,n 
v. 14• For the construction cp. 33 2-•, Num. 9 1•r·.-14. ,,si•] The Pi. =strip 
off, spoil, Ex. 3 22 12 36 ; the Hiph. =deliver. Either with (!Ji point 1\.¥;: 
o-wO,jo-ona<, or better l. 1\,•~:, as in vv. 16 • 18.-15. ,\,] Read 1N=Or if, cp. 
l S. 2610, Dr. § 143.-.ii,\,:iwi] Read n•n\,:iw, (!Ji "· nµ,wp,jo-oµ,ai avdv.-16. 
nw\,w] Read '11>1, as in vv. 18 • ••.-1,•s•] (!Ji o-w0,jo-o>rn<=1S¥J\ cp. v.u.-non] 
(!Ji d?..X' 1) avTOi, so $F =nr.,n •:i, as in v, 18.-r9. f1N.r \,11] :ffl0 • ';r \,31 (!Ji brl.-
20. nr.,,, □ 11] .S+•:i, as in v. 16.-n:i ... p] eli=nu:i ... □ 'JJ, as in v. 18.

,,,,, ... 1\,•s•J (!Ji inro?..wt,Owo-,v .•. f,uo-ovro.,.-21. :i:i •:i] (!Ji om". 'J.-When 
'J ~11 refers to a preceding sentence it denotes (a) yea, when i.e. how much 
more when, as here and 15 6, 2 S. 4101. Pr. 21 27 ; (b) yea, that i.e. how much 
more or less, e.g. 1 S. 1430, 1 K. 8 27 , Pr. II 31 • In the former case 'J has 
a temporal sense, in the latter, it strengthens •111.-22. :i,n,i nim] For the 
hypoth. pf. see 1312 n.; here it is followed by the ptcp. □ '11,1• □in in the 
apod., instead of the more usual impf. (e.g. Am. 38 , Job 7 20).-□ •~11e;:,J 
Agreeing with ,1ll?!l in thought, not in form. But □•~1\e,:r (!Ji o! lfd-yovo-,v 
<!i mni)s (+nior.i) u1mls K.r.?..., eS~F, gives a better construction; the word, 
however, may be a gloss, Kon. iii. § 4II d.-ci:i] .S=,,r.i,,1 m; 7u•11.
□111S•Sy 11111) (!]iB om. the sentences between this and 'J/ MN1 in v.•a, by 
homoioteleuton.-onr.im1] (ffiA "· µ,ernµ,,?..rweo-Oe.-•nx:i:, iwx ~J nx] A summary 
of the preceding thought, added loosely in the accus. of relation ; Ew. 
Syn. § 277 (2), cps. Jud. 20 ... ••, Jer. 45 4 . (ffiA=1w11 ny,~ ?J/.-23. 1oni1] 
QliA "· ,raparnMo-ovo-,v vµ,ii,.-om x,] Many MSS cm ~11 11,, as 610. 

Ch. 15, 1-8. The Parable of the Vine.-Vv.M contain a 
little poem on the wild vine, which produces no wood of any value, 
and can be used only for fuel; similarly the inhabitants of 
Jerusalem are fit for nothing but to be thrown on the fire, vv.6 •8• 

Other prophets and poets compare Israel to a vine, but to the 
cultivated, fruit-bearing sort, and in order to shew how Israel 
has disappointed its early promise, Dt. 3232, Is. 51fl-, Hos. ro1, 
Jer. 2 21 (Gen. 4922, Ps. 809 •16 [s-151 are exceptions). But Ezekiel 
goes further: from the first Israel was worthless, and is now to be 
treated as it deserves. Characteristically he takes a despairing 
view of Israel's past and present, a view which he elaborates 
further in the next chapter. When freed from additions, vv.2 • 5 

seem to fall into a lyric of four stanzas, remarkable for the skill 
of its parallelism, with two beats in each line, except in v.3b 

(so Holscher). In vv.6 - 8 no metrical form can be made out, 
though there is a certain rhythm in the language, due to the 
phrases taken up from vv.2 • 5_ As elsewhere, Ez. appears to 
have delivered an oracle in verse, and then to have used 
it as the starting-point or text for his moral; cp. 710, eh. 17. 
21 14-22 [9 ·171 2332-34 etc. 
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2. The first stanza may be thus restored: 

How· does the wood 
Of the vine surpass 
All trees ' ' of the forest? 

The vine is in the forest, not in the vineyard; we are to think, 
therefore, of the wild vine and its trailing stalks as compared 
with the trees that grow timber. After All trees (sing. coll.) there 
follows in jJlfl the twig which it is among the trees, evidently added 
to explain the nature of the vine; the sentence is awkwardly 
expressed, and it spoils the metre. 1$8 om. the twig.-

3. Is wood from it taken 
To use for work? 
Can a peg from it be taken 
Whereon to hang any vessel? 

For the second line cp. 1 S. 816, Ex. 3824 ; for the peg cp. 
Is. 2223r.. 

4. Lo, if for the fire 
To devour it is given, 
Both of its ends 
The fire devours, 
And its mid-part is burned; 
Can it serve for work? 

The wild vine is only good for fuel. Holscher would cancel 
the first two lines ; but metrically they are sound, and give or 
become for devouring (or food) is a favourite expression in 
Ez., v.6 z1a7 [321 23s1 295 345. s. io 3512 394; similarly in H, 
Lev. 256 ; in P six times, Gen. 1Wf. etc. Both of its ends is a 
touch to complete the picture, not a veiled allusion to N. and S. 
Israel, as some prosaically think. Cp. Is. 74.-5, With trifling 
omissions, the v. runs : 

See phil. note. 

' ' When perfect, it was 
Of no use for work : 
Much less, when devoured, 
Is it useful for work. 

6. The application of the parable. J ahveh Himself is the 
speaker: the inhabitants of Jerusalem are like the wood of the 
vine, which I have appointed for the fire, by a law of nature, 
as it were ; they shall be burned up, wholly destroyed. Such 
was the dreadful prc,spect which Ez. had constantly in h~s mind; 
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though at times he hoped that the godly might be spared, 
e.g. 94. and see 510 n., yet his prevailing view contemplated 
no relief: Jerusalem is doomed to perish in flames; cp. 102• 7 

1638 • 42 2217 •22 2347 249 •14.-7. And I will put my face against 
them] So 148.-Have they escaped from the fire? then the fire 
shall devour them] i.e. if any shall have gone forth from the burn
ing city, yet they shall be burned in the end ; there will be 
no survivors ; though some may escape for the moment, their 
fate will overtake them, as Ez. says elsewhere, 54• 12 2325• This 
gives a better sense to the whole v. than the rendering from the 
fire they went forth, and the fire shall devour them, which makes 
the first clause refer to the exile of 597 B.c., and the second 
to that of 586.-And ye shall know] Ez. here addresses his 
fellow-exiles, who will recognize the justice of Jahveh in the 
fate of the city.-When I set my face against them] Elsewhere 
always of the prophet, see 62 n.; in cl. a put my face.-8. And 
I will make the land a desolation] see 614 n. ; and for committed 
transgression see 1413 n. 

Ch. 15, 2. c,11 P] '11i+1Co.l O'V.-1JN! rv·~:tl:) 1!lJMTY nw·nDJ lit .• how does 
the wood of the vine become more (useful) than all trees of the 
forest? • The particular to which more refers is not expressed, but is 
left to be supplied by the reader; cp. Is. 1010 (in number), Job II 17 (in 
brightness) 2818 (in value). For the adverbial use of nD=how? cp. 
Gen. 4418, Ex. 1026, 2 K. 443.-,-rn ,w11 n,1r.im] The first word (cp. 817 , 

Num. 13 23
) must be in appos. to J!lJM yv, and not the direct subj. of n•n, 

which is mas. The pf. n•n here seems unsuitable.-3. n,~;o] '11il!r=mi;':o 
as in cl. b.-4. jni ... nm] See 1312 n.-,,~:i11~] See 23•7 n_...:_,.msp •iw n11j 
'1li T11• «o.-r' i!vto.vrov «a0o.p,n>, misunderstanding •ir, two as=years, cp. the 
converse in 4 5 'JZ" years rendered ros ouo, and 1•msp as though • prunings.' 
A-2:0 tr. correctly.-,i;i~J Niph. of ,,n, Jer. 6 .. ; elsewhere 70l Ps. 69• 
102•; Kon. i. 368.-5. 1nw1:i nin] .:6 implies ':i1; neither ~ o&M nor '.ET 
etiam recognizes mn; and the metre favours its omission. The use of 
ni•n with a prep. is characteristic of Ez., e.g. nrn:i 68• 13 16 22 [cp. •0 • 31] 

37 18 ; m•n', 178 • 14 2012 277 363 41 8 447 (elsewhere frequent only in Chron.); 
nw1 JY' 221• 296 348 35 5• For Qli's rendering o.vToil ~vTos see 95 n.-'J ')II] 
After a neg.=' how much less when,' see 14 21 n.-,i;i:.l] Pausal form, cp. 
1,0, 24 10 ; the word is tautologous after 1,,n~J11 Z"N, and is better removed. 
& €Is TD1.os, as in v. •. Qli's rendering of vv. • and • is noticeably free.-
11!1 .ir,JIJ1] For the pf. c.w.c. involving a question see Dr.§ II9 ('y), § 123 (/J). 
& et i!<Tra1 fr, eis eneulo.v ; i![; 7Z"J'.i ii ' how is it fit for,' perhaps implying 
.ivim, an easier construction, but not necessarily more correct. Neither 
!6 nor '.ET recognizes ,,v.-6. p~] Qli+,,:-~.-w•.i fJ/:t] Some MSS '11iil (+~:i) 
'.ET ',, •~v::i. But the sing. can be coll., as in v. 2 (restored), and need not 
be altered.-rnm] Co. prs. IN as in v.•; unnecessary.-7. 'l!l nic] ii bis 
' my wrath,' so i![; on the second occasion.-o',J11n r111n1 111~• r111no] The 
form of the sentence as rr 8 11•:i1< Jin, cn11,• :i,n, Job 194 ; cp. also eh. 35•. 
For the hypothetical pf. see Dr. § 154, and cp. the pf. with m,, v.• supr. 
'1li read ui~; as 11<¥:. ; easier, but not so forcible. i![; paraphrases ' and I 
will lay my punishment on them for the words of the law which were 
given from the midst of the fire ' etc.-□nJ1i•1J (!Ii =1)17'1 ; but how shall 
they hnow, if all are burned up 1 
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Ch. 16. The Unfaithful Spouse : an allegory of Jeru
salem.-The theme of eh. 15 is taken up and carried further. 
(a) Vv. 3 "14• HH3_ Again the prophet starts with a poem, 
vv. 3 •14, this time based on a popular story: a babe, exposed 
after birth, was found by a traveller, who saved her life, and 
then left her to grow up in the wilds ; when he next passed by 
she had developed into maidenhood ; thereupon he wedded her, 
and she became his queen, renowned for her beauty far and wide. 
Probably Ez. did not invent the story, for it is one of those tales 
which have always been popular favourites; moreover, some of 
the details hardly fit the application ; but he used it for the 
purpose of his allegory. The foundling who becomes the king's 
bride is Jerusalem, i.e. Israel; though dowered with love and 
gifts, she proved unfaithful ; her licentiousness passed all 
bounds ; she deserves to be put to death as an adulteress. In 
other words, Israel throughout its history has shewn a vicious 
taste for the religion and morals of the Canaanites, and has 
forfeited its true position by seeking alliance with Egypt, 
Assyria, Babylon in turn. The hour of doom has arrived, 
vv.16 " 43• (b) Another discourse follows in vv. 44 "62 • The 
allegory changes. Jerusalem is now taunted as the 'sister' 
of Samaria and Sodom ; all three had broken their ' marriage ' 
vows, and sunk to the level of the Canaanites, but Jerusalem to 
a degree which made her ' sisters ' appear righteous in com
parison. (c) When the time of restoration comes, the shame 
of Jerusalem will be all the deeper, for she will see her 'sisters,' 
whom she used to despise, reinstated before her, vv. 53 - 5s_ 
(d) Yet, such is Jahveh's mercy, in spite of ingratitude and 
breach of faith, the ancient covenant will be renewed; the 
' sisters' will become ' daughters,' and Jerusalem, penitent 
and forgiven, will be bound to God for ever, vv. 59 •63 • 

With regard to the date of these discourses (a) belongs to 
the period before the catastrophe of 586 B.C., because the 
punishment is still in the future; the same may be said of 
(b). The last two sections, which hold out the prospect of a 
restoration, agree with Ez.'s altered tone after the city had 
fallen, and especially with eh. 37. 

Prophets before Ez. had used the figure of marriage to 
represent Israel's relation to Jahveh, e.g. Hos. 2 4•25 L2 - 231_ 

Jer. 2 2 31fl·, cp. Is. 545, and that of adultery for Israel's un
faithfulness, e.g. Is. 1 21, Jer. 31. 8• The first discourse is, in fact, 
an expansion of the theme of Is. 1 21 and Hos. 2 ; we can scarcely 
doubt that Jeremiah's allegory, Jer. 36 -26, was in Ez.'s mind; 
but the passion with which he elaborates the argument is all 
h_is own. Jeremiah indeed confessed that Israel had been a 
smner from its youth, 325 32a0 ; yet Ez. goes beyond his pre. 
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decessors : while they looked back to a purer, happier age in the 
past, e.g. Is. 1 26, Hos. 2 15 910 n 1, Jer. 2 2r., he can see nothing 
in Israel's history but an inbred bias towards heathenism; 
what else is to be expected from one whose very origin was 
heathen, vv. 3 • 45 ? This conviction of the nation's sinfulness 
marked out the prophets from other men ; herein lay their 
originality ; and among the prophets none went so far or so 
deep as Ezekiel (see on 149 and cp. Mic. 38). He returns to the 
subject again in eh. 20, and in the allegory of the Two Sisters, 
eh. 23. 

There is much in this eh. which is repulsive to our taste. In 
the case of the poem, vv. 3 •14, it must be remembered tha:t 
Oriental story-tellers, both ancient and modern, observe no 
sort of reticence about physical details which, in the West, are 
considered unsuitable for a place in literature. 

Ch. 16,2. Make]erusalemknowherabominations.] Especially 
the worship of Baal and the horrid rites of Moloch ; popular 
religion assimilated the service of Jahveh to these native cults : 
it was sheer apostasy in the eyes of the prophets, cp. Jer. 323°·35. 
-3. Here begins the poem, composed, it would seem, in 
distichs or tristichs with four beats in each line, though lines 
with three beats occur in vv. 5 • 7 • As elsewhere, e.g. eh. 15, 
owing to later additions and changes, the recovery of the 
original form of the text must be largely a matter of experi
ment. To Gunkel Das Marchen im A.T. 1921, n3 ff. and to 
Hans Schmidt Die grossen Propheten2 1923, 428 f., belongs the 
credit of recognizing the origin of the poem in one of those 
romantic stories which never lose their interest, and in all ages 
have been the delight of young and old. Most likely Ez. 
himself turned the story into verse ; no popular source would 
have contained such a couplet as the first. 

Thy breed and thy birth were of Canaan's land: 
Thy father-an Amorite, and thy mother-a Hittite I 

From the religious point of view Jerusalem, i.e. Israel, had 
been heathen all along ; its infidelity was in the blood ; father, 
mother, stand for the stronger and weaker elements which pro
duced this race of sinners. Literally there was enough truth 
in the prophet's language to give a sting to his sarcasm. For 
though the Hebrews came of an Aramaean stock (Dt. 266 

cp. Gen. 1022 P), and were immigrants into Canaan, yet they 
had a racial kinship with the natives, who were known as 
Canaanites (J's name, e.g. Gen. 1019 126, Josh. 79, Jud. 1 1ff·) or 
Amorites (E's and D's name, e.g. Gen. 4822, Num. 2113• 21 • au., 
Josh. 77, Jud. 610), just as the land is called Amurru and Kinal;z-"f:,,i, 
[{ina{ma,in theAmarna letters (Knudt2:on El-Am. Tajeln IIJ2ff.) ., 
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And the natives themselves were of mixed race. One of the 
non-Semitic elements which they had absorbed was the Hittite, 
according to Hebrew tradition, v. 45, Gen. 27 46 z81, Josh. 1 4 P. 
Of course the Hittites in the lists of the nations of Canaan (Gen. 
1520 etc.) cannot be identified directly with the great nation of 
Cappadocia, Carchemish and N. Syria, which had almost faded 
from Hebrew memory: they are generally supposed to have 
been settlements left behind in Canaan after Hittite invasions. 
But it cannot be proved that Hittite influences ever reached so far 
as Palestine ; and the suggestion is now made that by Hittite, 
here and elsewhere in the O.T., we should understand a loose, 
unhistorical term for what was properly speaking Subaraean, 
the non-Semitic people of the land of Subartu, as it is called in 
ancient Bab. documents; a vast territory N. and N.W. of 
Babylonia, which included the lands of the Amurru, and ex
tended into Palestine at least so far as to leave behind it traces 
which can still be followed (Ungnad Die iiltesten Viilkerwander
ungen Vorderasiens 1923, 6 f.). With regard to Jerusalem 
itself Ez.'s taunt had a basis of literal fact. The earliest 
known governor, Abd-}J.iba or Arad-l)iba, has a name which 
we ought apparently to call Subaraean rather than Hittite 
or Mitannian, for it implies that he was named after the 
Subaraean goddess ]Jiba or Ifepa; perhaps the same designa
tion should be given to Urijah the Hittite and Araunah (z S. u 3f. 

23 39 2418ft.); on the other hand Malki-;;edel,<. (Gen. 1418 ), Adoni
;;edel,<. (Josh. 103• 5 , cp. Jud. 1 5ff· )-all names traditionally con
nected with Jerusalem-are pure Semitic; moreover, there is 
reason to believe that for a long time Jebusites lived in the 
city side by side with Israelites. This shameful account of 
Jerusalem's origin led the older translators to tone down the 
language; for the word rendered breed, lit. extraction or 
place of digging (only again 21 35 [aoJ 2914), (5;$1J give thy root, 
£h ~ aocrt~ [crov]; l![: transforms the entire sense, ' I will drive 
out the Amorites before you and bring the Hittites to nought.' 
According to R. Eliezer b. Hyrcanus in the Mishna the whole 
chapter was not to be read or translated in public, Meg. iii. IO 

(Geiger Urschrift 346 f.).-4. 
And thy birth-on the day wherein thou wast born 
Uncut was thy navel, none washed thee with water, 
Nor rubbed thee with salt, nor swathed thee in bands. 

Heathen by parentage, the child received heathen treatment 
at its birth; it was denied the most elementary care, and 
left to perish out of doors. In the East, female infants are still 
sometimes exposed; the ancient Arabs even buried them 
alive, :£5:ur'an 81, 8. In connexion with childbirth, Dr, Ma,,sterman 

n 
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describes present-day customs in Palestine: 'As soon as the 
navel is cut the midwife rubs the child all over with salt, water, 
and oil, and tightly swathes it in clothes for seven days; at 
the end of that time she removes the dirty clothes, washes the 
child and anoints it, and then wraps it up again for seven days
and so on till the fortieth day,' PEFQSt. 1918, 118 f. Jerome 
in loc. writes, ' tenera infantium corpora dum adhuc uteri 
calorem tenent . . . solent ah obstetricibus sale contingi, ut 
sicciora sint, et restringantur.' This seems to be the common 
sense of the allusion to being salted, though Kr. discovers an 
act of dedication to the Deity by' a covenant of salt' (Lev. 213, 

Num. 1819, 2 C. 135 ). Lit. the Hehr. runs, with water thou wast 
not washed, nor salted at all, nor swathed at all. After thou 
wast not washed ;fllll adds a word, l•mish't, of unknown meaning 
and dubious form; '1r: renders it 'for cleansing,' 'A® Ek uwT'l]p•av, 

1J et aqua non es Iota in salutem, which suggests to Jerome a 
reference to baptism. The word may be a gloss miswritten; 
QJiB.S omit it, and most modern scholars. As rendered above, 
the v. is a tristich, with four beats in each line; but this metrical 
form is secured only by retaining And thy birth, which some 
would strike out as a mistaken variation of the following words, 
and by omitting t•mish'z.-5. 

No eye had compassion ' ', or took pity upon thee ; 
Thou wast thrown on the ' 'field, so abhorred was thy person, 
On the day wherein thou wr,ist born. 

The child was cast on the field i.e. the open country, exposed 
to wild beasts and violence, cp. 3327 , Ex. 22 30, Dt. 211 etc. For 
no eye had compassion . . . pity see 511 n. ; more literally, so 
as to take pity upon thee, and 1. 2 in the loathing of (i.e. felt for) 
thy person ; the noun loathing is found only here, but the verb 
occurs in v. 45 and repeatedly in Lev. 26, vv.11• 15 etc. In ;fllll 
there is another upon thee after compassion, and the prosaic 
addition to do for thee one of these things, and on the face of the 
field; as restored, the v. contains two lines with four beats in 
each, and one line with three.-6. 7. 
And I passed ' ' and beheld thee struggling in thy blood, 
And I said unto thee, 'In thy blood live,' ' ' 

' And grow up' like the herb of the field ' ' ! 
So thou didst grow up and wax tall, and arrive at 'full maidenhood,' 
And 'thy' breasts were formed, and thy hair grew ; 
But thou wast unclothed and uncovered. 

Gunkel suggests that in the story, as the people would tell it, 
the traveller was a magician; his word gave life to the perishing 
babe. Having saved the child, he left it to grow up like the 
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flowers, in a state of nature. In thy blood live i.e. with thy 
blood upon thee continue in life ; for live in this sense cp. 
2 S. 1222 • But live might also have the sense recover, revive, 
as from sickness or likelihood of death, e.g. Is. 389 • 21• The 
rendering in spite of thy blood (Dav.) is possible, e.g. Lev. 2627 , 

Is. 479, but less appropriate. Again there are obvious mistakes 
and enlargements in the existing text. In I. I ~ inserts upon 
(by) thee; and gives I. 2 twice over, a mistake which is not found 
in 5 MSS <!ti-l!..S.-7. In 1. 3 the reading and grow up is based upon 
l!li.S; ~ has and myriads with the addition of I made thee; 
this spoils both sense and metre. The fourth line contains 
the meaningless words and thou didst enter into an ornament of 
ornaments ; though the Vrs. imply the same text, it cannot be 
right ; with a small correction read thou didst enter into the 
time of menstruation, or better, with $, into the menses. With 
unclothed and uncovered, lit. nakedness and nudity, cp. vv.22 • 39 

2329 ; there is a paranomasia in the Hebr., cp. 614• The 
third and sixth lines contain three beats, the rest four.-
8. Omitting later additions, we may render: 

And I passed ' ' and beheld thee, and 'twas thy time for love. 
So I spread out my skirt ' ', and covered thy nakedness, 
And I sware unto thee ' ', and thou becamest my own. 

When the traveller passed that way again, he found the child 
a lovesome maid, and, with the customary symbolic act, he 
claimed her as his bride. For the symbol cp. Ruth 39, and see 
W. R. Smith Kinship etc. 87; Rel. of Sem. 3 674; Sale's transln. 
of the Koran (Warne) 56 and note; Ruth (Cambr. B.) II. 
After sware unto thee some prosaic editor added and I entered 
into a covenant with thee, saith the Lord J ahveh; marriage 
as based upon mutual pledges could be described as a covenant, 
cp. Mal. 214, Pr. 2 17 • But apart from metrical considerations, it is 
too soon to reveal the identify of the Traveller Unknown; that 
does not come out till the end, v.14b, and the reader is mean
while kept in suspense. In 1. I the Hebr. phrase is lit. thy time 
was the time of loves, the plur. denoting an abstract idea, as in 
2317, Prov. 718 ; with the end of l. 3 cp. 234.--9. 10. 

' ' And I washed off thy blood ' ', and anointed thee with oil, 
Clothed thee with broidered-work, and shod thee with leather, 
Gave thee a turban of linen and a robe of silk. 

There was blood again (cp. v.6), for by this time the babe 
had grown to maturity. She had lived as a wild thing in a 
a state of nature ; now she enters civilized life, and her deliverer 
prepares her for the bridal, In JR the first line begins with 
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And I washed thee (rab,a$) with water, probably an addition based 
on v. 4 ; the true text has I washed off (shataph), a word used 
for rinsing the hands or a vessel, e.g. Lev. 15nr., 1 K. 22 38, not 
of bathing the body. For anointing at the toilet cp. Ru. 33• 

Broidered-work or variegated cloth was highly prized, v.13 2616, 

Jud. 5s0, Ps. 4515 [141• The exact meaning of ta!i,ash, rendered 
leather above, is uncertain ; the word may be identical with the 
Arabic tu!i,as, the dugong or sea-cow, a kind of porpoise common 
in the Red Sea, the skin of which is used by the Bedouin for 
sandals; or it may be a loan-word, and represent the Egypt. 
ths=' leather.' Delitzsch connects it with the Akk. tahsu ? = · 
'sheep,' used for the inflated skins underneath a raft ; but the 
form and meaning of the Akk. word are questioned. The outer 
covering of the tabernacle was made of tab,ash, Ex. 25 6 2614 etc., 
rendered sealskins in RV., with the marg. porpoise-skins ; the 
AV. badgers' skins comes from the mediaeval Jews, who prob
ably took over this sense from the Talmud, where the word 
is explained as meaning a ferret or squirrel, Shabb. 28a. The 
third line lit. runs And I wound thee about with linen, referring 
to head-gear; see the vb. in Ex. 299, Lev. 813• The word for 
linen, shesh, v.13 277, Ex. 25<1 28 6 • 39, seems to be borrowed from 
the old Egyptian s(e)s, which has this meaning; linen was 
worn in Egypt by persons of rank (Wilkinson A nc. Egypts. 1854, 
ii. 73), as in Israel by the high priest, Ex. 28 39• lffi renders 
f3vuuo,;;, and similarly ::6, i.e. linen or cotton, a word which 
was adopted into Hebrew in the form bu$ as a later equivalent 
of the more ancient shesh, Est. 16 etc. ; see further Dillmann 
Exodus 274 ff. The rest of the line is lit. and I covered thee 
with silk. So Rashi explains the Hebr. meshi, only again v.13 ; 

it corresponds to the French soie. If silk is right, the material 
was not known before Ez.'s time; among Gk. writers uipir<os: 
ITT/Ptr<os: (cp. Rev. 1812) does not make its appearance before the 
Macedonian conquest. The Vrs. were evidently uncertain: 
lffi rptxa-rrTOv=' made of hair' or 'fine as hair,' lrr: 'coloured 
garments,'.$' fine linen,' 1J" subtilia, in v.13 polymitum.-I I. 12. 

And I decked thee with ornaments : ' ' bands on thy wrists, 
And a chain round thy throat, a ring on thy nostrils, 
And hoops in thy ears, and a crown ' ' on thy head. 

She was given everything that could gratify desire and excite 
admiration; see Judith rn 4• For decked (lit. ornamented) 
with ornaments cp. 2340, Is. 6!10• The bracelets, the nose-ring, 
the crown made up the bridal jewellery, cp. Gen. 2422 • so. <17 ; 

according to Cant. 311 it was the bridegroom who received a 
crown for his wedding, here it is the bride; cp. also Rev. 212• 

;JJl!l: has a crown of splendour, as in 23 42, Is. 62 3, Prov. 1631 cp, 
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Jer. 1318 ; the descriptive term may be merely a convention; 
it overweights the verse.-13. 

' ' Fine-flour and honey and oil were thy food: 
Surpassing in beauty, thou didst rise to be queen! 

The bride was not only richly adorned, but nourished on the 
three typical gifts of the divine beneficence, see Dt. 32131·, 

Hos. 2 10• Fine-flour, soleth, (!Ji creµ,{3a"A.i,;;, 1J simila, was the 
pure wheat separated from husk and bran, and as a rule provided 
for guests and the king's household, Gen. 186, I K. 52 ; it was 
offered in the min[,,d, 461 4, Ex. 292 • 40 etc.* Moreover, since her 
deliverer turned out to be a prince, the bride was advanced to 
royal estate, lit. thou didst prosper to royalty. Though the 
words are not found in (!Ji (see J27 n.), and in ,Sh are marked 
with an asterisk, there is no reason for omitting them ; indeed 
they are wanted to bring the story to its climax. ·Jerome in 
loc. explains that (!Ji left out the words for fear of offending the 
king of Egypt by alluding to the royalty conferred by God on 
Jerusalem l He interprets honey as the mystical gift of the 
Spirit, and in this connexion quotes the famous line from the 
Gospel according to the Hebrews, 'Even now has my mother 
the Holy Spirit seized me,' cp. 83 n. At the beginning of the v. 
jJltL has and thou didst deck thee with gold and silver, and thy 
clothing was of linen and silk and broidered-work. Though 
recognized by the Vrs., this sentence only repeats with variation 
the text of vv.10 · 11 ; there the adorning is the work of the 
princely lover, but this makes it the work of the bride herself; 
the former alone is consistent with the rest of the story (so 
Gunkel, Ho.).-14. 

And thy Jame went forth among the nations for th,y beauty: 
Perfect it was through my adornment which I laid upon thee
'Tis jahveh's oracle. 

So far all is well. The foundling has become a queen, renowned 
for beauty and splendour ; from first to last she has owed 
everything to her deliverer, now her husband, who is none 
other than Jahveh Himself! In vv.15 -34 the unhappy sequel 
is unfolded, still keeping to the outlines of the story, and 
adapting it to Israel's career. As a woman famed for her 
beauty Jerusalem is spoken of in Lam. 2 15, and Tyre in eh. 27 3 

*Seethe careful investigation by Dalman inAlttest. Studien fur R. Kittel 
1913, 61-69, Die Mehlarten im A .T. From reff. in the Talrn. and modern 
Palestinian usage he shews that s8/eth was the pure inner substance of 
the corn, ground either coarse or fine, as distinct from the meal which 
contained the outer and darker skins of the wheat-berry. 
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2812 • Similar expressions, beauty, adornment, prosper (v.13), 

are used of the young king in Ps. 45. 

Ch. 16, 2. imi] l!li- /5ui,µ.aprvpm =,.,r;, wrongly.-3. a:oi:it;>J As the sing. 
is ,,1?9 2914, u might be expected in the pl., e.g. n1i~r,i, ni,1~9; the pl. of a 
process, as in n,':>o, nu,~,r:, Mic. 5 1, nn:~,n Ps. 6821 . The root 11::i pro b.= 
dig, bore, Akk. kdru=' fell' (trees).-7•n1,0J =kindred Gen. 121, or off
spring ib. 48 6.-For •ivi:in L Jl/l:l with Vrs., and for •7011,, I. •1011 as l!li-, as 
in v. 46.-4. 7•m,,101J A casus pendens resumed by a synonym, cp. 110 

1010 33 2 ; Kon. iii. § 341 J.-n,',1,1] Kt., n~~;;r Q. v. 6, Hoph. in£.; for the 
acc. after a pass. cp. Gen. 40 20 , Ex. 277 ; G-K. § 121 b.-7~., n~:i 11';,J n~:i 
is best taken as a pass. of !):al, cp. 11,,p 1013 n. For the doubled , see 
l):im. Mikhlol 57 a; Driver Sam.• Addenda xix. f. gives a more complete 
list. The doubling of , is usually not indicated in :fill; it must have 
been suppressed later than l!li-, which still writes -:iappo., Xo.ppav, l'oµ.oppa 
etc. Qli'B oOK €/511,ro.s rous µ.a<rrous <rov ( =7'11:' cp. 39 n.), but AQr M-,,,rav, 
which is supported by Orig. non alligaverunt ubera tua. The transl. in 
some codd. ouK frµ.1/&11 o oµq,aMs n-ov is a late correction of l!li- by 11.l ; 
Deissmann Bibl. Stud. 151 f.-'J/<l'DSJ The .J,1Jlt.:'=' to behold'; and Kon. 
ii. 1 II n. defends for my beholding. Others explain the last syll. as a Hebr. 
form of the Aram. nominal ending n•'~. '1C's 11,pin·11', for being cleansed 
is prob. a guess ; and this transl. has been maintained by connecting 
the word with the Akk. misu=' to wash'; but the Hebr. equivalent 
of misu is ,,oo Ps. 67, in Hiph. Josh. 148, not JlziD. The curious rend. of 
'1JiA rou . xp<<rrou µov='n"<l'O may be due to a Christian interpolator.
n',nn 11', ',nnn] Hoph. and Pu.; G-K. § II3 w. The vb. only here; the 
noun in 30•~. Job 389.-5. For 11', l!li-.S read 11,,. The first 7''JI is super
fluous.-n79~7] Inf. constr. cp. \n;r,:ri Hos. 74 ; G-K. § 45 d.-n,r.:-n 'l!l ,11] 
I. n,r.:- )JI; 'J!l overcharges the line, though it is recognized by l!li-.
,.,~l ?J/l:JJ Objective gen., cp. Is. 23•, Ob. 10.-6. noo1:ino] The Pil. = 
'tread down,' Is. 63 18, Jer. 1210 ; the Hithpal., only again v. 22, makes the 
action reflexive, and denotes the blind movements of the infant's limbs 
(Oxf. Lex.); l!li- 1r,,t,upµ.fr-,,e=' disordered, mingled.'-7•r.,1:i] 1. 701:i l!li-1L.SF 
and v. 22 .-"n 7•01:iJ Again read the sing. Qli l!K rov atµa.r/Js <rov !;w1,, i.e. 
10,0, ::i and o being confused, cp. 12'" n. The second "11 ••• ,0111 is a 
dittograph ; i!C ingeniously finds a significance in the repetition : ' I 
said to you, By the blood of circumcision I will take pity on you ; and 
I said to you, By the blood of the passover I will deliver you ' ; cp. 
m: v. 23 21".-7. ;i:i:i,J QliB 1rX-,,0vvov, QliA,:6 prefix and; so l. •.;171 or n•:;111, 
continuing the speech. Then Tnm must be om. with .:6, though l!li- has 
it.-□"1JI •,y:i] i.e. the finest ornament, F ad mundum muliebrem. But 
'1J/ is used of jewels, e.g. v. 11 7 20, not of bodily beauty. Read D'~J/ n~f, 
though this gives one beat too much; so better with ,:i:, o•w~. cp. Is. 64 6, 

lit. times. l!li els 1r6Xns 1r6?.,wv, so :1£.:6 and prob. i!C, confusing , and , ; 
cp. 7 26 n,-0'1<1'] 1. 7'7CI Qli1L.:61f.-n•1,t11 □iJI] Two abstr. nouns, forming the 
predicate; Dr. § 189(2).-8. □•,, nyJ For the pl. cp. O':llJ/ 33•H., o•:i:,11 
Hos. 89, Pr. 519 • (!ii Ka, Katpos KaraXvovrwv= □'7' cp. v. 7 n. 'A Ka<p/Js 
<rvvaX?.a,,;Js i.e. ' sponsalia,' 0 K. µ.a<rrwv, 2: K. d')'d1r11s.-'!ll:i] .:6 ' my hand,' 
perhaps as less unbecoming, i!C 'and I let down my word upon thee.'-
9. ,•~y,:,J Prob. an addition, like 1•Sv in vv. 6 • •· 8 .-a~~~.1] The raphe 
implies that dag. f. is omitted, i.e. that the 1'J1 vb. is treated as J/'JI, cp. 
iai: 1015• 17 .-10. 7',vi111J Denom. from ~Jll sandal; the Hiph. in 2 C. 28 16 . 

-7□:1111] l):im. in loc. notes the exceptional '1 with the imp£. r sing., and 
cps. 2 S. r 10 1nnnr.1n; see Dr. § 66 n. 2.-For •~•o Del. Ez. xiv. proposes 
a°: Akk. etymology, masu=' become bright, glisten.'-1 x. '1J/ 7iy111J For 
this type of constrn. cp. r S. 1726 2017 , Jer. 31 3 ; Kon. iii. § 329 e.-mnin] 
Explanatory, as 7•nm v. 7 and Jnin v. 12• Qli 1r,pd0,]Ka= □ '<l'll1 Gen. 24 47, but 
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in v. 12 lowKa.-For □·1•□, cp. also Num. 31•0 ; 1•:i1 only again Gen. 41°. 
-12. cii] nose-ring Is. 321 ; but also ear-ring Gen. 354, Ex. 323• 3, prob. 
Jud. sn•-, and so .Shere' rings of gold in thy ears,' substituting' beryls 
on thy forehead' for hoops (Num. 31 50) in thy ears.-ml-1,m 111t:i111] I. "")t;>;.>.J.-
13. '11'11'] Kt., an error for 11'11' Q.-•r;,~;ii;] This form of the pf. 2 f.s., with 
the old fem. ending, cp. 'l'l!! Kt. 3613 , is used throughout this eh., e.g. 
vv. 18 • 22 • 31• <>. 47

• "'• side by side with 11"1'1 v.22, 11J/JII' v. 28I,; so often in 
Jeremiah, e.g. 2

20
• "'· 3 4• • etc. The Mass. alters it as a rule to the ordinary 

form. The final i was generally unaccented, and therefore dropped ; 
but S?Il1;etimes it was lengthened, and retained, perhaps as a dialectical 
peculianty_; G--K. § 44 h; B-L. 3rn.-•~•r;,)) With the tone drawn back 
under the mfluence of waw consec.; l):im. Mikhlol 124 a; Rad. Lib. 144. 
Cp. 'l'!.-•ND 1NDJ) See 99 n. The doubling overloads the line, I. 1ND.,,,,,r.i, -n,~m] For the ? after n,~ cp. 15 4, Jer. 137 • 10 (in the sense 'to 
be good for ').-14. •;1n:i] l!li: has a double rend. i, ,orrperr,ii f• rii wp,uor11n. 
Cp. in (!Ii' vv. 3~- 31 (T111i:i:i) 38 cod.A, ••; and 13•· Uf, phi!. n . .S 'because 
of the crown (N'.>'SJ) of thy beauty.' 

Vv. 15-34. The story applied.-15. It is hard to tell 
whether the poem originally ended at v.14, or went on to describe 
the degradation of the ' queen ' ; so far as the measure goes, 
the present v., a couplet with four beats in each line, continues 
the rhythm of the preceding vv.; but the formula at the end 
of v.14 seems to mark the conclusion of the poem, and v.15 
the beginning of the application. Thou didst wax confident 
in thy beauty and go a-whoring on account of thy fame. In this 
figurative way the prophet alludes to the time when Israel 
settled in Canaan, and took to frequenting the Canaanite 
sanctuaries, cp. 2028• Jeremiah dates the national decline 
from the same period, Jer. 25 " 7 ; elsewhere Ez. carries it further 
back, to the days of the wandering zo23f-, and even to the 
'youth' of the nation in Egypt, 232f-. Pride led to Israel's 
fall, as it led to the fall of the king of Tyre, 2817 ; in each case 
the gifts which nourished pride were not the reward of merit, 
but wholly due to the divine bounty.-to every passer-by] 
,1,.;, mfna ,.cfpollov, in <!li only again v.25 , 2 S. 124 ; in ~ 
Jer. 148 w, mfpo8o,=<!li w, a.vTox0wv. The use of mipo8o,, 
properly 'a passage, a passing-by,' in the sense of 'a way
farer,' is unknown to literary Greek, and found only in sepulchral 
inscriptions on the W. coast of Asia Minor and the adjacent 
islands ; it is so remarkable as to raise a doubt whether the 
Gk. version of eh. 16 can be Alexandrian work. Dr. Thackeray 
believes that the original translators passed over this chapter, 
for the reason which induced them to omit the Uriah episode 
in 2 S. u 2ff- ; Sept. and Jewish Worship 26 ff. ; see also Deissmann 
Light from the Anc. East 296.-At the end of the v. occur the words 
that it might become his (?) ; QJiB $ om. ; they are suspiciously 
like the end of v.16, and prob. no part of the original text.-
16. A more explicit allusion to the seats of idolatry and 
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unchastity : the garments bestowed by the divine Lover, 
vv.10· 13, were used for base purposes; thou didst make for thee 
high places decked with various colours, referring to the variegated 
curtains of the tents set up on the high places, c!9 EWwA.a fw:,rTa; 
see 2 K. 237 'houses for the 'Ashed.,' and cp. Is. 5711·.-Nothing 
can be made of the last words of the v. : ? (the like things) shall 
not come, neither shall it be (so). The Vrs. imply more or less 
the reading of :IT, (ffi- Kat ov µ~ EluiA.0r, ov8£ µ~ yiv'f}mt, 1J sicut 
non est factum neque futurum est. The words may represent 
a partly illegible note on the last words of v.U•.-17. The 
ornaments lavished by the Spouse, vv. 11 "13, were used to make 
idols; cp. Ex. 322n. E, Jud. 824 "27 ; here, no doubt, images 
of the Baals.-18. Similarly the choice raiment, v.10, was turned 
to an unworthy use, cp. v.16 • On festal occasions the heathen 
Semites dressed up their idols and the sacred poles; cp. Jer. I09• 
-and my oil and my perfume thou didst set before them] In 23 41 

these are set on the table for the anointing of guests at a 
luxurious banquet, cp. Pr. 279 ; so here, they were set before 
the idols with a view to anointing them. Oil was used in this 
way, e.g. Gen. 2818 3514 ; see Rel. of Sem. 3 232 f., 582 f. The 
word rendered perfume generally means incense, 811 n., except 
in the passages just quoted.-19. The same perverted use was 
made of the food mentioned in v.13 ; cp. Hos. 27 • 10 [5 • 81. The 
clause fine flour and oil and honey I gave thee to eat, though 
recognized by the Vrs., seems to be an insertion from v.13 ; 

it does not fit into the structure of the sentence. Read And 
my food which I gave thee thou didst set before them for a soothing 
odour; cp. 613 n. ;ffl adds and (so) it was, Q!i-1]; but the 
Hebr. word is prob. a faulty repetition of the preceding letters; 
.S om.-20. which thou didst bear to me] (ffi- gets rid of the 
anthropomorphism by om. to me, m: by paraphrasing ' from 
whom a holy race was destined to come forth before me.'
and thou didst sacrifice them unto them (the idols) to be devoured] 
Cp. 2337 .-The last words of the v. may be taken in connexion 
with v. 21, and rendered, Was it of thy whoredoms a small matter 21 

that thou shouldst slay my children? But the construction is 
awkward, and a small thing of thy whoredoms may be a query 
from the margin. Here and in the next· v. Ez. deals with the 
sacrifice of children, as he does again in 2026 • 31 23 37 "39• This 
barbarous rite, though known to the primitive Semites, as we 
may infer from Ex. 2228 [291, and occasionally practised in the 
historical period (e.g. Jud. II 39, 2 K. 327, Mic. 67), was really 
an abuse of later times, revived or introduced by Manasseh, 
2 K. 216• 16 244, and stamped out by Josiah, 2 K. 2310• But 
the allusions in Jeremiah (731 195 3235-the authorship of the 
last two passages is doubtful) and Ezekiel seem to shew that, 
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in the desperate days before the capture of Jerusalem, a revival 
of deep-seated superstitions took place ; ordinary sacrifices 
were unavailing ; the only hope seemed to lie in a more powerful 
and costly kind of offering. It was presented to Jahveh as 
king, melekh, pronounced in :fffit with the vowels of bosheth, 
' shame.' The technical phrase is to make to pass over to the 
Deity, v.21 , cp. Ex. 1312 J, generally with the addition by fire, 
eh. 2031, 2 K. 163 ; that is to say, the victim was first slain and 
then burnt, eh. 23 39, Gen. 2210 ; not in the temple, however, but 
outside, in the ravine below, at the place called the topheth, 
2 K. 2310, Jer. 732 • The object of the burning was to get rid 
entirely of what was too sacred to be left unconsumed. Such 
a victim was not burnt on the altar, for it could not be thought 
of as the food of the Deity ; by a ' false logic,' as W. R. Smith 
says, the gift-theory of sacrifice was strained to cover rites 
to which it had no legitimate application. These sacrifices are 
expressly forbidden in Dt. 1231 1810, Lev. 1821 202• See 
Rel. of Sem. 3 375, 394 f., 630 f. ; Moore Enc. Bibl. col. 3184; 
Burney Judg. 331. Torrey Pseudo-Ez. eh. iii. argues that the 
allusions in Jer. and Ez. refer to the time of Manasseh, not to 
a revival in the latter days of Jerusalem.-21. And thou didst 
slaughter my sons and give them up] 8 MSS and eli thy sons, 
perhaps to soften the expression, as in v. 20 ; give them up i.e. 
to the idols, v.20.-in making them to pass over] Usually by fire 
is added, 2031, 2 K. 163 1717 216 2310.-22. ' This in addition to 
all ' thy whoredoms !] iffit and among (?) all thine abominations 
and whoredoms; but the use of the prep. among is unpre
cedented; all thine abominations may come from v. 43, which 
repeats some of the language here. QliB implies a better text, 
TovTo 1ra.pa 1ra.ua.v T~v 1ropve{a.v uov. Then continue with eli ' and ' 
thou didst not remember. The rest of the v. alludes to the poem, 
vv. 6• 7.-23. And it came to pass, after all thine evil-woe, woe 
to thee! saith J ahveh-24 that thou didst build] A parenthesis 
of this kind is unusual in Hehr., and Q!iB om. woe, woe to thee. 
Apparently after all thine evil refers to the adoption of Canaanite 
rites described under figures in vv.15 - 22 ; the prophet now turns 
to alliances with Egypt and Assyria, and gives them the same 
ugly colouring; vv. 241 • will therefore represent, under the 
figure of harlotry, the overtures made by faithless Israel to 
these foreign powers.-24. that thou didst build thee a mound(?) 
and make thee a raised height (?) in every street] The word ~endered 
mound (gabh) occurs again in vv. 31. 39 , and each time m paral
lelism with a raised height (rdmd). By etymology and usage 
gabh ought to mean a rounded protuberance, see 1 18 phil. n. ; 
rdmd occurs only in this eh., for 1 S. 226 is doubtful; both words 
have been taken to refer to some kind of erections for purposes 
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of unlawful worship, e.g. m:' heathen altars,'£' altars' vv.24 • 3i, 
'idol shrines' vv.25 • 39• The other Vrs. understand the words 
differently; thus '1li: renders gabh oiKYJp..a 1ropviKov v.24, To 

1ropveZov vv. 31. 39 (so l® v.24), £ 'brothel,' 1T lupanar; and 
rdmd, f.K0eµ.a=' a sign' v.24, Tri 1ropve1,a v.25, f3aaw vv. 31. 39 , 

1T prostibulum vv.24• 39, signum prostitutionis v.2 5, excelsum 
v. 31• Jerome in lac. explains both words on the lines of l!li:. 
These renderings may be only an inference from the context; 
on the other hand, they may preserve the sense given to gabh 
and ramd in popular speech ; and without forcing the etymology 
gabh could mean ' a vaulted chamber,' and rdmd ' an erection, 
booth,' possibly 'a raised sign.'-25. at' ' the head of' every' 
road] (!Ji{![:, as in v. 31, cp. 2124• 26 [19 • 211; ifll at every head of 
a road.-thy beauty] Cp. vv.13• 14.-The repulsive figure for 
Israel's alliances with foreign nations is used again in 238 • 

17
• 

3o.4o; in Hos. 24ft. E2ff.J 41a, Jer. 220 32 57!. 1321, Is. 577!- it is 
applied to Israel's intercourse with the Baalim; in Assumptn. 
Moses 53 to the Maccabaean agreements with Rome.-26. And 
thou didst go a-whoring to the sons of Egypt] The policy of seeking 
help from Egypt had a natural attraction for the small states 
of Palestine, especially when they were threatened by Assyria 
and Babylon. Thus in Isaiah's time it was the policy both of 
the N. Kingdom (2 K. 174) and of Judah (2 K. 1821 ; Senna
cherib, Taylor Cyl. col. ii. 11. 73 ff.), in spite of the opposition 
of the prophets on religious as well as political grounds, Is. 206 

301 • 5 311 • 3, Hos. 711 122 m. The futility of expecting any 
advantage from an alliance with Egypt had been proved so 
often that it passed into a proverb, Is. 307 366, 2 K. 1821, Ez. 296r·. 
Yet when the Babylonian army appeared, Jerusalem turned 
once more to Egypt, and this time Pharaoh did march to the 
rescue, but only created a temporary diversion, 1715 •17, Jer. 376 •1• 

-gross in flesh] Cp. 2320, also of the Egyptians: a coarse fling 
at the power of Egypt, cp. 179• 17 .-to provoke me to anger} 
The word and rhythm recall the Dtc. style, cp. Dt. 425 918, 

Jer. 7 18 3229 , 2 K. 1717 216.-27. The prophet has spoken of 
overtures to Egypt; he turns next to the Philistines, and shews 
how Jahveh had used them to chastise Jerusalem by diminishing 
her portion (strictly, her allowance of food, cp. Gen. 4722 , 

Pr. 308 3115), i.e. by occupying her territory. The Philistine 
raids in the time of the Judges and Saul cannot_ be meant, for 
they took place long before Judah began appealing to Egypt 
for help ; we must come down later in the history. It may 
well be that the prophet refers to what happened in 701 B.c., 
at the time of the Assyrian invasion, as Sennacherib records 
it: 'his [Hezekiah's] cities which I had plundered I separated 
from his land, and gave them to Mitinti king of Ashdod, Padi 
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king of El_<ron, and $ilbel king of Gaza, and diminished his 
land' (Taylor Cyl. col. iii. ll. 22 ff., KB. ii. 95); cp. Is. 17 • 8, 

2 K. 1813 and 2 C. 2818• There could hardly be a better comment 
on Ez.'s language ; it removes all doubts as to the historical 
accuracy of his allusion. The bearing of this piece of evidence 
upon the present v. has been pointed out by Eissfeldt 
in Palastina-Jahrbuch xxvii. (1931) 58 ff. Jerusalem was 
delivered to the greed of the daughters of the Philistines, and 
even those heathen were put to shame by Israel's infidelity; 
for greed lit. soul cp. Ps. 2712 41 3 l21 ; and for daughters of the 
Philistines cp. 2 S. 1 20, or, if the word denotes cities, as is probable, 
cp. Is. 162, Ps. 4812 l111.-b_y reason of thy disgraceful conduct] 
lit. thy way in lewdness. The word zimmd is specially used of 
unchastity, and most often in Ez., vv. 43 • 58 229 • 11 2321. 27 • 29 ; in 
H Lev. 1817 1929 2014, and occasionally elsewhere.-28. Under 
the same figure Ez. denounces past overtures to Assyria, such 
as were made in the days of Ahaz, 2 K. r67ff-, 2 C. 2816, and by 
the N. Kingdom also, 2 K. 1519f·, Hos. 513 711 89 122 [ll; cp. 
eh. 2312• The first half of the v. is repeated in the second, 
as though alternative forms of the sentence had been copied 
into the text. Read therefore, And thou didst go a-whoring 
to the sons of A., nevertheless thou wast not satisfied, omitting 
and thou didst commit whoredom with them without being satisfied. 
£ often om. repetitions, and does so here; C!li=:ffl.-29. And 
thou didst multiply thy whoredom' s ' (and go) to a land of com
merce, to Chaldaea] The reference is to intercourse with the 
Babylonians ; cp. 2314ff-. One such attempt is mentioned in 
the time of Hezekiah, 2 K. 2012 -19=Is. 391 •8 , 2 C. 3231 ; but 
it was not the only one. Instead of whoredom :ff{, Q!iB with 
many Hebr. MSS and edns. reads the plur., and tr. Tos lh0~Ka, 
CTov: the translation is wrong, but the allusion is rightly under
stood. The word for commerce is Canaan, used not in the 
geographical sense, but as an appellative noun ; cp. 174, 
Hos. 128, Zeph. r 11 and Is. 238 ; Pr. 3124, Job 40 30 (' the 
Canaanite'). This usage grew up from the fact the Canaanites, 
i.e. the Phoenicians in particular, were traders; and so were 
the Babylonians, who are referred to here. From the earliest 
times they had a wide reputation for business and the organiza
tion of commerce; the great merchants lived in Babylon, 
and employed traders to distribute their goods abroad by 
caravan. See King Hist. of Bab. 181 f.; Jastrow Civilizn. of 
Bab. and Ass. eh. vi. ; Meissner Bab. und Ass. i. 358 ff.-in 
spite of this thou wast not satisfied] For this meaning of the prep. 
cp. Lev. 2627 , Ps. 27 3.-30. Apparently :ff( intends the opening 
words to be understood How weak is thy heart!; the Vrs. read 
them in a different way. Adopting the sense which the phrase 
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would have in Aram. and Akk., we may render How am I filled 
with wrath against thee, and continue because of thy doing all 
these things; see crit. note.-the work or conduct of a headstrong 
harlot] The adj. lit.=domineering; perhaps as in Arab. it 
means here clamorous, foul-tongued, so .S 'insolent.'-3r. Cp. 
vv. 24f•.-and thou didst not become like a harlot in 'gathering' 
wages] A deeper degradation: instead of taking pay from her 
' lovers,' Jerusalem actually paid them ; this is enlarged upon 
in the vv. which follow. iR reads in mocking, an error for in 
collecting, <!tr :S tTvr,ayovcra, .S.-32. Tr. The wife who commits 
adultery against her husband takes ' wages ' ; so <!tr µitT0wµaTa, 
~ takes strangers (t). The v. appears to be of secondary origin; 
it does not agree with the context, which is in the form of an 
address.-33. Jerusalem reversed the common practice; the 
gift came from her side ; she had sunk so low as to bribe her 
lovers, and spend her marriage-gifts on them. A reminiscence 
of Hosea, who had used the same metaphor for N. Israel's 
unfaithfulness in purchasing the support of foreign nations, 
Hos. 89 cp. Is. 579 ; with lovers cp. Hos. 2 7 • 9• 12• 14 [5• 7• 10. 121, 

Jer. 2220• 22 3014, Lam. 1 19• The words for gift and marriage
gifts occur nowhere else in the O.T.; they are borrowed from 
Akk.-in thy whoredoms] Om., as an intrusion from the next 
v. or from the margin (Kr. He.).-34. And in thee has taken 
place the contrary from (other) woman in thy whoredoms, ' ' 
that thou gavest hire, and hire was not given to thee ' '] Enlarging 
on the previous v., in Ez.'s manner; but he need not be made 
responsible for the further repetitions, which look like alternative 
forms of the text, and after thee no such whoredoms have been 
committed, and . . . and thou art become the contrary ; .S om. 
both these sentences, cp. v.28 n. 

Ch. 16, 15. 7r.ii:, 'JJ] For the prep. cp. 28 17 7nJ1!l' ,JI, Gen. 249, Num. 6 21-

7•nmn] The pl. suff. is added to the sing. by false analogy, as though n1' =ni'; 
similarly vv.•0 • ••· 26 , ••t. 36 23"· etc.; cp. 68 n.-•n• 1,] To express 
purpose the juss. requires a preceding waw, which is rarely dispensed 
with, Dr. § 64 Obs.; here, however, the construction is impossibly harsh. 
(!JiA i, ouK fo-rn, =n·;,• K? Hex. Q aim;i ,ylvov=n"n ,,. Kr. suggests 1'? nr,,,, cp. 
v. 8 • Co. transposes the end of v. 16 to this place, and reads i;,•:o \~) ni-c~ \5; 
but 1m is not used of the woman.-16. mi-c?ti ':i] Only again Gen. 3032!!

=sPotted, Josh. 9•=patched.-o,,•,J1] Mas., though the antecedent is fem.; 
cp. 37 2• 4, G-K. § 135 0.-18. •nm] Kt., see note on- •n:,:,i,i v. 18.-19. 
m•nm, ... •r.in,1] Cas. pend. resumed by pf. c.w.c. in a frequentative 
sense, Dr. §§ r29, r97(r) ; Kon. iii. 367 h. But such a construction is 
so unexpected here, that it is better to read ,,,•nm, or simply •nm as in 
v. 18 ; £F om. the '1, though (!Ji has Ka< l0TJKas avra.-20. ~1:ii-c~J for devouring 
i.e. to be devoured; the active inf., here with the subj. suppressed, is 
equivalent to a pass.; cf. 136 n., n11:'J/~ ,,r.i Is. 5 4, 2 K. 414, Ex. 29•&, Num. 
24 22, Josh. 2 6 ; Kon. iii. § 399 a; G-K. § II4 h k.-;•nmnr:i ~Jlr.l;rJ Followed 
by •~t1·f~l v. 21, cp. Josh. 22 17, Dr.§ 76 (a). The )1:l is partitive rather than 
comparative; Kon. iii. § 406 m renders it because of, unsuitably. (!Ji wr 
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P-'"P" e/;e1rOp><mrrir.-21. on, 011111 ,•:i;,,,:i] e!r ev r.; a1rorpo1r,&.fecr0a1 ere avTcl. 
auro'i,, led astray by the omission of ll'NJ ; similarly ;ib, om. □ ;"T,.-22. 
7,nmn, '11 ,:i 11111] I. 7•nurn ,:i ,;, 11111. For the confusion between 111n and ni-n 
cp. 4312 n,,n 11NI el, Ka/ Tt/V o,a-ypaq,f/V, 47lS, 19 11Nl e!, raura, TOUTO, 17 

11 111 e!r KaJ Tit, ii =11111.-N,] I. 11,1.-7•,1;,i •o•J Here and in v. •• e!,B om. •o•. 
-n":i] is superfluous after 7111•:i:i, ;6 om. rightly. e!r n,,,cras =11"11, which 
will then be repeated incorrectly from "n 7•0,J v. 8.-23. ,:,,,] ~ •:,• 110, 
perhaps implying tl';"T' ;"T0,-7n;,i] 1 MS and e!rcS read as pL-71:, 'lN •111] W 
interprets the repetition as involving a double sense; cp. w•:i1 ill' 1310 

363 W; Co. 121 f.-24, ;"Tt:>i] Some would alter to m;:i in each case cp. 
v. 18 ; but this is unnecessary.-25. 7noi] 1 MS and e!r,:6trr: read the pl.-
26. 11:'J ,,,1] For the genit. cp. 36 n.; G-K. § 128 y. •~7, from 'JI properly 
' becoming great ' Gen. 2613, 1 S. 2 2• ; perhaps intentionally varied from 
•~"!) to convey the idea of ' swollen.'-27. '11'tll nm1J e!r tcl.v M r!Krei,w. 
;ib om. :ii:i.-7•111101:' ll'~JJ] l!rS i•:i, eJx 7•11Jll'.-;'!Ol 7::i-,10] Cp. 241• and Dr. 
§ 193; the second word, as the Ar. idiom shews, is in the accus. Qlx, 
not understanding the construction, renders iK r11s oooii aov, ~cre~r,uas. 
There is no need to strike out nm as a gloss (Toy Kr.), or to read 
;11111n ,,,o (Ro.).-28. '11 'JJ] e!r ~ rcl., 0v-yan!pas, corrected to roi'•s vious 
Q etc., cp. 'o •;J v. 28.-□ 'lll:ll a!'l/;l\1 •r,,~:.i;i] Omit; •n,:io with the inf. occurs only 
again in Num. 14H, though Dt. 9 28, Is. 5 13 (•\,:ir.,) are similar. □'1181 with 
an accus. suff. instead of ';,11 or •in11 is most unusual; again in Jer. 31 . 

e!r'F imply 'l)l:ll. All three words are om. by .S, whose evidence, however, 
must be received with caution, for it is the habit of ,S to om. synonymous 
expressions, e.g. v. 34 ;ib; see Co. 150.-For □ i, nevertheless, connecting 
two sentences which imply a contradiction, cp. 2016, Neh. 58 , l;Coh. 61.-

29. no•iw:i ivi:i f1N ,ic] e!,B 1rp6s -y17v XaMaiwv, A,rpl,s -y17, Xava,aiwv [QXav<Lo.v J 
1<al XaMaiwv (Hexapl. addn.) F. Some om. ll/l:l with e!,B; but it is difficult 
to see why the word should have been inserted in 1!!, whereas e!r may 
have left it out as unintelligible. The Mass. Or. gives fiN ~J, Kt., 
'11 ,11 Q.-MNIJ] Cp. J in n111 ,:iJ Is. 911 etc., ,:i,:i, 32', :i,:i 479.-30. ,,,r.i11 ;"Tl:l 
711:i,J ~r.,11 elsewhere only in Pu'lal, e.g. Ps. 63 ; the fem. n:i?=heart does 
not occur. e!r ri 5m0w rhv 0u-yarlpa <Tov, taking n,r.i11 as impf. 1 sg., and 
pointing '!J!'J:;J.~, so cS 'why should I judge thy daughter? '; ~ iv riv, 
Ka0ap,w rt,v Kapoiav crou '.£J' in quo mundabo cor tuum l[: 'how strong was 
the wickedness of thy heart!' But '!JD:;t~ n~~t;< ,,)? (,,,o=N?O G-K. § 7sqq) 
may be used in the sense found in Aram., e.g. □ :m:i, )'?O, 7n:i, 11\>o ' full of 
wrath against you, thee,' Cowley A ram. Pap. Nos. 37, II. 41, 4; 11',o n:i~ 
' full of wrath,' ic,,':1 •n:i, no, ' why is he full of wrath against me,' 
Lidzbarski Altaram. Urkunden aus Assur No. r, 19. 20; this meaning goes 
back to the Akk. libbdtu (pl.) ' wrath,' anaku libbati sa a!Jiya amld ' I am 
filled with wrath against my brother,' Muss-Arnolt Ass. Diet. 476; the 
suff. in ,n:i, will have the force of an obj. genit. G. R. Driver JTS. xxix. 
393, and xxxii. 366.-ntl',ll' ,,i11 1'11:'N] For nwN cp. Jud. 44, 2 S. 1518 203• 
The Ar. salifat is used of a loud-tongued woman; @ misunderstanding, 
Kai i~e,ropvwuas rp<<Tcrws='!JD1l)f:\ l;l~~I?', which ,Sb asterisks.-3x. 7'11llJJ] By 
false analogy the n,' of the inf. constr. is treated as fem. pl., cp. 68 n. ; 
but some MSS and Wi\'.£1' l. 1n1i:i:i. e!r has a double rendering iv r. 
0v-yarp&.u,v <TOU • • • <tJKOooµr,uas, cp. V . 14 n., and trs. JJ ,ropve'iov. see V. 24 n.-
7110,,] e!r K,T. ~&.cr,v <Tou, so v. 39 ; et. {K0eµ.o. v.• 4.-'n'lll~] Pf. contin?ing inf. 
constr., cp. v. 38 258 ; Dr. § uS. But .S om. 'M'll'Y, perhaps nghtly.
'M"1'1 11',1] e!r misses the point, and om. the negative.-D~R~] The vb. = 
to mock, and is used only in the Hithp. 22 6, 2 K. 2 23, Hab. 110 • Read 
01~7 S::\.-32. n~Nmn] e!r adds oµ.oia cro,, as noted in S:,h.-0•,1 nN npn] In 
most cases where 1111 stands before an indeterminate accus. there is 
?,Oubt about the text, G-K. § II7 d. e!r=u',W;<, which in ~ has been 
lilconectly copied. ~ al\Xorpiov,.-33. n;,JJ So Mass., Kim., Baer, Ginsb.; 
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other edd. 1'1')J; see 2 10 n. The word is found in Ar. naday =' rain,' 
then' gift,' Lane Lex. 3030, but goes back to the Akk. nidnu, nidintu= 
• gift.'-1•i,i] is the Akk. nudunnu=' gift,' but specially the gift of 
husband to bride at marriage, e.g. Code of ljam. col. 28, 82. 29, 7. 37; see 
S. A. Cook Moses and Ijam. 82; Delitzsch Ez. xiv. The Talm. 11;mi 
is a bride's outfit given by her father. The Akk. naddnu=' give' is a 
form of ini.-',Qi;iT;ll] With rare o vowel in impf., G-K. § 64 c; et. •r;,pipr;,1 
v. 21.-7•nmn~J I MS and ~.S read sing. here and in next v.-34. j!l:i] 
Only again Is. 29 16 (?).-□ •win] The art. denotes the whole of the class, 
G-K. § 126 l.m.-', nm 11~ 7•,n~1J The pass. used impersonally, cp. k")'i' it 
was called 1013 , Dt. 21 3 • •, Is. 1610 ; G-K. § 121 a. For the pass. form. 
1'1JH cp. nsi' v. • n. .S om. the clause, and ~ om. 11S, perh. not under-
standing the sense.-l!l,,S •,,m] .Som. · 

Vv. 35-43. The judgement on the harlot.-35. For the 
address cp. 6 3.-36. Because thine excess (?) was poitred out] 
Again Ez. seems to have borrowed an Akk. word nub§u= 
' abundance,' ' overflowing ' of the Tigris, rain etc., but to have 
given it a bad sense, extravagance, prodigality; cp. 23 40 - 42 

for luxurious expenditure out of the wages of iniquity. In 
form the word n•"f;toseth is identical with the ordinary Hebr. for 
bronze, hence (lJi ltexrn, Tov xa..\Kov <Tov. m::, however, interprets 
'thou didst uncover thy shame,' parallel to the following 
clause ; and most scholars (~im., Rashi etc.) adopted this 
sense before the Bab. derivation was suggested by Delitzsch 
Ez. xiv. f.-and on account of all the idols of thine abominations, 
and ' by reason of' the blood of thy children which thou gavest to 
them] i.e. to the idols, cp. vv.20 • 21 : an insertion, but an early 
one, for it is represented by the Vrs. The direct mention of 
idolatry does not suit the allegorical treatment which is main
tained throughout the passage ; moreover, the context deals 
with foreign alliances, not with false gods.-37. By way of 
punishment, all the nations with whom Jerusalem has made 
friends will be gathered to look upon her humiliation and assist 
in carrying out her doom, cp. Lam. I 8 ; they are to be the 
executioners of the divine judgement. In eh. 25, however, 
Ammon, Moab, Edom and the Philistines are denounced for 
the part they took in the overthrow of Judah; similarly at 
an earlier time, Isaiah hails Assyria as the rod of Jahveh's 
anger, and then denounces the arrogance and savagery of the 
instrument, Is. rn6 -17 .-with whom thou hast been pleasant] 
Cp. Ps. rn434 ; but a stronger expression is wanted, and with 
a slight change we may read on whom thou hast doted, the word 
which Ez. uses in this connexion, 23 5• 7• 9.-in addition to those 
whom thou hast hated] i.e. become wearied of, as in Dt. 2213 • 16, 

2 S. r315.-38. And I will pass on thee sentences due to women 
who commit adultery and shed blood] On each crime the sentence 
would be pronounced, hence the plur. (lit. ' judge thee with 
the judgements of') ; but in the parallel 23 45 the word is sing., 
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though repeated in each case ; perhaps it is simpler to read 
the sing., with the Vrs. Death would be the penalty for fornica
tion and child-murder, Lev. 2010, Dt. 2222 and Gen. 96• In 
23 45 the judgement is given, not by Jahveh, but by 'righteous 
men.'-and 'I will lay on thee' wrath and jealousy] The text 
gives and I will appoint thee blood of wrath and jealousy, which 
cannot be right. The suggested emendation involves a minimum 
of change, and is supported by 2325 ' and I will lay my jealousy 
on thee,' cp. v. 42 below. '5- recognizes blood, but betrays 
uncertainty about the reading.-39. give thee into their hand] 
Cp. rr9 239• 28• For thy mound (?) ... thy ' raised place ' (?) 
see v.24 n.-they shall strip thee] So 2326 ; the punishment 
threatened in Hos. 2 5 131• For unclothed and uncovered cp. v. 7• 
-40. they shall bring up a company against thee] The word 
'/piihiil occurs fifteen times in Ez., especially in the sense of a 
multitude gathered for hostile purposes, e.g. 2324• 4sr. ; the 
ecclesiastical sense of the word is later.-they shall stone thee 
with stones] The punishment of an adulteress, 23 47 , Dt. 2221.

and cut thy limbs in pieces] The word only here, but found in 
Akk. and Arab. in this sense, cp. o,xoroµ,E!I' Mt. 24 51, Lk. 1246 ; 
(!Ii Karar:r,;f,a/;ouu-[v r:r.-.-4 I. acts of judgement] See 510 n.-before the 
eyes of many women] who look on at the punishment, and take 
warning, cp. 2310- 48 • Ez. lays emphasis on this feature of 
Jahveh's judgements : they take place before the eyes of the 
world, by way of a public example ; see 58 n.-42. I will wreak 
my Jury on thee] Cp. v. 38 and 513• The passion of Jahveh's 
anger is described in strangely human terms: He will only 
feel relief when He has given full vent to it.-43. Cp. v.22.

and thou didst ' enrage me'] So Vrs. ; ;£:lll rage at me.-therefore 
also, behold, I have (or will) set thy way on 'thy' head] i.e. I will 
lay on thee a recompense for thy deeds ; see 910 n. 3 MSS 
and '5-HJ supply the required thy.-Apparently the Hebr. 
text is intended to mean And I will not do (proph. pf.) wicked
ness on account of all thine abominations i.e. I will not incur 
blame by allowing Jerusalem to go unpunished, a most unnatural 
expression. The Hehr. marg. gives and thou hast not done 
wickedness in addition to all thine abominations, which can only 
make sense by being read interrogatively. '5-55 omit not. 
The whole sentence may be an addition, incorrectly worded. 

Ch. r6, 36. ~mum 1!le"n )JI'] Akk. nu!i,su from vb. na!i,~su=' abound, 
luxuriate.' Both @: (ed. Lag.) TIWT:t n•~Jm,, ~~n and .S beca:1se thou 
didst give thy divination' perceived that no:im here has not 1_ts usual 
significance. l):im. tries to establish {!i;'s rendering from Talmudic usage, 
a_nd Geiger Urschrijt 391 ff. carries the atte_mpt further; but the ~pplica
tions of no:in1 in Tahn. throw no light on its meanmg here. Geiger for 
~~f;:i prs. tQ rl!ad la'f'~ 'thQu cliclst strip,' cp. {!I;, and for ;i7/Bl to read '?JN 
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with ;i;,, supposing that the original text has been deliberately softened 
by ;fl!l ; the alterations are accepted by Co. Ro. He., but seem to be 
hardly necessary. For jnwm Orelli, Ro. prs. 111w:i=m:.-,,1,y :i?J] v.3' 22 10 

23 10 • 18 • ••, Is. 47 3 and frequently in H, Lev. 18 and 20.-'t:i ~v 1•nm11:i] 
1. 'o ':>11 with (l)i, the prep. after ,,i1 vv.••· ••t•-j'JJ •oi:i1] Many MSS and 
(l)il[]:J •o,:i1, which is preferable. Co. prs. 1•rn, cp. v. 33 , but the {inserted) 
sentence refers to idols, not to the ' lovers.'-37. y:ipo] (l)iB brnrn•a.'i'w, 
but A e,rl <Jc <Jv>a'i'w, adding 7•':,v, perhaps rightly.-n:i,v] (IJi ,!,reµ<'i'7J', but 
perhaps 1. 11:i:v.-,wl! ,:i ?JI] For the prep. cp. v. 43 end, 25 10, Is. 32 10 etc.-
7nnv •n•~Ji] (IJi a.,roKa,Mww T<« rn1<la,s <Jov=Tnl;;i, perhaps for decency; the 
change is actually made in :ff{ v.6'.-38. 'J 't:i!lwo7•mi!lw1] The cognate acc. 
with a following gen., as in 23 45, Davidson Syn. § 67 b. For 'o!lwD 1. o!lwD, 
(IJi ho,K1/<lfl m:;;;..-m:in en 7•11m1J 1. ,,on 7:i •nni, Toy, Ro. ; Co. non 7''J.' •11:i!lw,, 
om. c, m!lW1 as a corrupt form of •J1J!lw1 and oi•J v. 3•. (!JiB K. 81/qw <J< <• 
a,fµ,a,n Ovµ,oiJ A K. OfJ<Joµ,a,[ <J< l, T'fl a,fµ.aTI <rov K. ow<Jw <JE ei< a,lµ.a OvµoiJ.-39. 
7•no,] 4 MSS and (IJi read sing., as in v. 31.-40. 10Ji1] in H, Lev. 20 2 • 21 

2414· 18• 23 and P, Num. 1410 1535!-, Josh. 725 ; D uses ,po, Dt. 22 21, 

Josh. 725 .-7,pn:ii] Akk. batd~u=' cut through, off'; hence biti~tu 'cutting 
off, damage,' Code of ljam. 13, 45; Arab. bataka=' cut.'-41. :imo 7•n:iwm] 
For p:i with a noun instead of an inf. ('1 n1':io, e.g. Jer. 31 36) cp. Jer. 42 2 

48 2, Ps. 83 5 ; (IJi &,,rouTpt,f;w ue=1•,,::i:,7q1, see 724 n.-42. Co. Siegfr. Toy om. 
from '!11!lp ,,,o, to the end, on the ground that the pacification of the 
divine anger comes too soon before the promise in vv.••11. But this 
is to misunderstand the strong anthropomorphism: Jahveh's fury is 
such that He will not be pacified until it has run its course. 43. 
•nnJ ... ,w11 Jll'] Proph. pf. instead of pf. c.w.c.; et. 511 ; Dr. § 124.-
For m, ... JJI' see 511 202 • 1• n.-'? •;i7r,,1] 1. '7 'P7l:1! Hiph., cp. Jer. 5034, 

Job 126.-1!;:i] In Hebr. only again Gen. 4723 J =Aram. N,J; for the usual 
m;:i, J;:i. So understood by (!Ji~; {[1)' om.-'D'i?'l/ 11"i1J Kt. ; n•wy 11,1 Q l!r:. 
To make the sentence interrogative 11S1 must be altered to 11',:i. (IJi KCl< 

06rw<=J;1; ;i;, =1WN Sv, a free rendering; both om. 11',, as they do in 32 27 • 

Vv. 44-58. The Allegory of the Sisters.-To humiliate 
her further Jerusalem is classed with Sodom and Samaria, 
all related together by a like career of guilt, worshipping the 
Baals and sacrificing children to Maloch, though Jerusalem is 
more guilty than the others. The allegory occurs again in eh. 23, 
but with two sisters, Samaria and Israel, instead of three. 

44. Every one who speaks in proverbs shall use a proverb of 
thee] The noun mashiil has various meanings (see 1222 n., 172 n.), 
which are reflected in the vb. derived from it. Here the vb. 
is used in a contemptuous sense, as the noun in 148, Mic. 24, 
Hab. 2 6, Is. 144.-Like her mother is her daughter! The short 
but pithy by-word is expanded by the prophet in the next v.-
45. that loatheth her husband and her children ... who loathed 
their husbands and their children] Who can the husband and 
children be ? asks Co., and strikes out both clauses; it may be 
answered that they are introduced to fill out the figure.-the sister 
of thy sister's'] The plur. is given by the Vrs.-a Hittite ... an 
Amorite] Taking up the damaging account of Israel's origin 
in v. 3 • {['. again has a long paraphrase attempting to get rid of 
the accusation.-46. Samaria is the elder sister, as representing 
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the N. Kingdom, larger and more powerful than Judah, cp. 23 4• 33 ; 

Sodom the younger, as being a less important place; the daughters 
are the dependent towns.-on thy left] i.e. the north, Gen. 141 5, 
Josh. 1927

; on thy right i.e. the south, 1 S. 2319, Ps. 8913 a21.

The N. Kingdom was looked upon by Ez. and others as having 
largely succumbed to Canaanite influences ; while Sodom, 
after its overthrow (Am. 411, Is. 1 9 etc.), remained only a name 
of notorious wickedness.-47. Jerusalem has outdone her 
'sisters' in guilt; for the thought cp. vv.48 · m. 5s 2311, Jer. 311 2314, 

2 K. 219 !J 2 C. 339
; also Mt. rr23r., Lk. I012.-and according to their 

abominations thou hast (not) done] The influence of the negative 
in the preceding clause extends to this.-within a little' ' thou 
hadst dealt more corruptly than they] Such seems to be the 
meaning of the Hehr., though it does not suit the context, 
which insists that Jerusalem was not almost as bad as Sodom, 
but worse, v. 48• After within a little follows an unintelligible 
word, perhaps merely a faulty repetition of the letters which 
precede. See phil. note. The original form of the text at this 
point is uncertain.-49. The particulars of Sodom's guilt seem 
to be inferred from Jerusalem's, rather than from the tradition 
in Gen. 19. The reference to pride in Ecclus. 168 is probably 
derived from here ; fullness of bread and prosperous ease may be 
based upon the description of the Circle of Jordan in Gen. 1310 ; 

for prosperity cp. Pr. 1 32• (!JiB's rendering of the latter phrase, 
ev Ev0YJv{'l- [ +oivovA] eCT-iraTaAc,w serves to illustrate the language 
of Ecclus. 2115, 1 Tim. 56, Jas. 55. With strengthened not the 
hand cp. Zech. 1413.-50. and I removed them as soon as I 
saw it] Cp. Gen. 1821 'I will go down now and see.' So ($:B,S ; 
but the anthropomorphism gave offence, and the vb. was taken 
to be 2 fem. sing, by 1 Hehr. MS and (!liQ 'A~@ Ka0w,, E!SE<;, 1J 
sicut vidisti.-5r. Samaria's sins are not enumerated, but, 
grievous as they were, Jerusalem is said to have doubled them, 
and made Samaria to appear righteous, relatively speaking, in 
comparison; cp. v. 52 , Jer. 311 2314.-52. bear thy shame] when 
thou seest how much better thy ' sisters ' are ; the phrase is 
peculiar to Ez., v. 54 322«· 30 etc. (ten times).-in that thou hast 
decided in favour of thy sister's'] i.e. passed a favourable verdict 
on them as being righteous compared with thyself. The vb. 
pillel means strictly 'to intervene,' e.g. 1 S. 2 25, Ps. rn630. For 
the sing. I. thy sisters, Vrs.-Possibly cl. b, which merely repeats 
cl. a, is a variant text ; Co. om., so He.-53. A further humilia
tion for Jerusalem: when the restoration comes, she will find 
herself treated in the same way as Sodom and Samaria, whom 
she had formerly despised, even standing in the third place 
after them. The prophet so far mitigates his severity as to 
speak of a coming restoration ; but he lays no stress on it, and H , . . .. 
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mentions it only to add another drop to the bitter cup. There 
is no real parallel between this passage and n 14 -20.-and I 
will turn their fortunes] Lit. turn their captivity, as in Ps. 147 852 Ell 

1261 ; but the phrase had acquired a figurative sense in 
Jeremiah (e.g. 2914+eleven times, Dt. 303, Hos. 611, Am. 914), 

before Ez. used it (six times).-54. when thou comfortest them] 
Ironically meant, as in 1422r. 3231 cp. 3116• Jerusalem will be 
ashamed (v. 52) to find Sodom and Samaria restored with her, 
and they will take comfort from the fact that Jerusalem, who 
had treated them with scorn, has been restored only in their 
restoration.-55.,our former estate] Cp. 3611.-56. And Sodom 
was not mentione in thy mouth] The sense is suitable, but the 
Hebr. word, lit. report, tidings, never means 'a thing mentioned.' 
Sometimes it is used in a bad sense, ' an evil report,' e.g. 726 2112 ; 

and if such is the case here, we may render Was not S. ill-famed 
in thy mouth?, treating the sentence ·interrogatively, for which 
there is some support in Qli Kat El µ.71• Jerusalem in the days of her 
pride spoke of Sodom as a by-word for wickedness.-57. before thy 
• nakedness ' was uncovered] i.e. before thy time of humiliation ; 
continuing v. 58• .ilff thy wickedness, Qli Ta~ KaK{a~ crou, an 
intentional alteration, see v. 37 ; Geiger Urschr. 390.-' as now 
thou art become' a reproach to the daughters of 'Edam'] So 
perhaps the first words are to be restored with the help of QJr 
ilv Tpo1rov vvv JmSo~ Et . .ilff reads as at the time of the reproach 
of the daughters of Aram. Apart from the doubtful grammar, 
the historical allusion can hardly be correct ; the time of Aram's 
(Syria's) hostility was much too ancient to be mentioned in this 
connexion. No doubt for Aram we must read Edam, with 
many MSS and .$; the two names are apt to be confused, 
e.g. 2718, 2 S. 812, 2 K. 166 242 etc.-and (to) all round about her, 
the daughters of the Philistines, who do despite unto thee] The 
daughters will be the five Philistine cities (v.27}; they were, of 
course, far from the neighbourhood of Edom, so probably all 
round about her has crept in by mistake ; $ om. Ezekiel uses 
despite to stigmatize the attitude of Edom and of the Philistines 
at the time of Jerusalem's fall, 256· 15 366 ; the word is peculiar 
to him, 2824• 26 • It appears, therefore, that Jerusalem had shared 
the fate of Sodom and Samaria; her nearest neighbours were 
exulting over her ruin, cp. 2512 -14· 15 -17 351-367 ; we may conclude 
that vv. 44 -ss were composed after 586 B.C., and attached later 
to the Poem and Allegory, vv.1 -14• 15· 43.-58. thou shalt bear 
them] i.e. suffer punishment for them, see 4 4 n. ; pf. of future 
certainty. 

Ch. I 6, 44. QJi renders freely Tctu-r&, i,rnv ,r&,na. il<Tct el,ra.v Ka.Ta. <Tou ;,, 
1rctpo.J30;>..£, but does not imply a different reading.-,~N :i'f~:P] So Baer's 
text, with the Mass. note that the first :-i has raphe, '.e. that it is the 3 f. 
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suff.; cp. 246 before a ':i, 4710 before a 'n; G-K. § 91 e. (!!r does not 
recognize the suff. in no10.-46. N'n] Kt.or 1t1;r Q. 1t•n.-fmo1:1 ?JI] (!!r i~ 
e/Jwvvµ,wv o-ou perh.='oin;i, so !i:,, corresponding to 7J•r.i•o,-7r.io] ;i:, om.; it 
is not written after the previous ;r'mJ;r,-47. 1,,•n,:iy1n:n] 1 MS and l!lri\'.B' 
'J N?l, unnecessarily; G-K. § 152 z.-•nn,:,n, l:lp l:lJIOJJ For the imp£. c.w.c. 
after an advb: cp. E:i:c. 1634, 1 S. 15 23 (after a conjn.); Dr.§ 127 ('y). Else
where l:lJ/1:lJ like a little, almost is followed by a pf., e.g. Gen. 2610, 
Ps. 94 11 II987

, iip cannot be derived from !l1P=' loathe,' 69 ; some would 
treat it as a particle strengthening !lJ/DJ, so }51m., and compare the Ar. 
~af=' ever' (but see Wright Ar. Gr. i. 286) ; Eitan thinks it is a genuine 
form from iiiip syn. with 1iip, cp. Ethiopic ~atit=' thin,' journ. Pal. Or. 
Soc. iii. 137 f.-7;rr.iJ 10 with the 3 f. pl. suff. 'only, as it happens, again 
in v. 62 .-48. 7nin11] (!!rB om.-49. ;r•n n1 ;u,,J (!!r 1r/l.71v rouTo? =nl 711. Neither 
(!!r nor ;i:, trs. n•n.-iip,:,n ni?,:,J Inf. abs. as a noun in gen., cp. Is. 1423, 
Pr. 1•; G-K. § rr3 e.-n•nu:i,1 ;r~ n•n] Qli gives a double rend., cp. v. 14 n.
np•mn] In Vrs. plur.-50. ;r~i;ti1)1'1l] Ba. Ginsb., ;rJ',~i1)1'1l other edd. and }51m. 
Mikhl. 19\ who notes the form as irregular for nir;i:;I)l'll; it is assimilated 
to nr~v..m, G-K. § 47 l; Kon. i. 288.-!i;ti;,~] The normal form, cp. Jtiil v.••.-
51. ninr;i] So 42•; cp. ;rirr~ 1•· 23 42•. 2 MSS ni~i;,.-;inin~] Kt., a:oin~ Q. 
There is some confusion about the plur. of nin1;1 with suffixes. From the 
form a:oin~ Q. here and vv. 65 • 61 it may be inferred that the plur. was 
nin1;1, cp. Akk. abate, Eth. 'aoath, with the original third radical entirely 
lost; but since this form was identical with the sing. it was generally 
avoided, and ni•i;r~ used instead, with the third radical restored, cp. Ar. 
'a[;awath, Syr. 'a[;wotho, following the analogy of nouns in -atu, pl. -ayatu; 
with suff. 11:oi•r;il:! (incorrectly ;ioi•q~ v. 62); see B-L. 616. 52. 7nmtt?] Vrs. 
=1!:0\'r;il:!~.-l'!Jp,sn] Qli=i'w')¥T;ll, so Co. He.-,r,;~~¥i1] from ni4~¥ inf. constr. 
with fem. ending ; G-K. § 52 p.-;ini•1111] Incorrectly written for !i:oi•r;il:! 
3 MSS; see on v. 51.-53. 1nn•:i,:,J I. 1nn1:i,:,, so l!lr treating the word 
as pl. ; but in the rest of the v. n•:ir., Kt., n,w Q. ; the latter form 
should be preferred throughout.- 7•n•:i,:, n•:i,:,1] A mistake for )l!ll:ltf' 'l'!:?!1) 
(J!;_fil;JT, !ib='J:l':;I\1]; see 68 n.-nJ~;i\n:j!J Cp. r K. 737 nir;i~?~ also in pause, 
the only other instance of this form of 3 £. pl. suff. for J,c'; cp. ni,,•n•1J 
1 11 n.-54. 'Nlt'n iJIOSJ ;i:, •11wm; see 417 n.-1n11 71:JniJ] li:i~ only here, et. Ji;tJ;I~ 
v.•0 , 11;ti;,i11 23 47, ,"IJ{l\11 342 1. 'A £P T<p 1TO.p7J'YOpi1v (T€ aura, ::t: 1raprryopofJo-a 
aura,, but (!!rB ev r,ii [Ao-,] 1rapop"'/lo-a1 µe, probably, as Co. thinks, a 
corrupted form of •A ::t: and an attempt to make sense of it. ;i:, follows 
Qli.-55. 7•nm111] See v. 01 n.; 17 MSS and l!lr!ibF read the sing. ~uint11.
Curiously the two forms ,1:;i~!;l bis (cp. 35• Q.) and ,"1)':;t~T;l occur in the 
same v., G-K. § 72 k.-(]iB om. 1nr.i,p~ ... p,0,:,1 by homoioteleuton, 
AQ supply the missing clause.-56. For 11,~, I. 11\~q, or 11'1 □ i::1, as Qli perhaps 
implies.-7'JlNJ c,•:i] (Iii iv ra,, 71µ,t!pa,, inr,p7Jq,avla, o-ou=lllNJ 'l:l':J. Several 
MSS l. lllNJ; cp. the similar mistake in 7•i1;r 27••. The plur. of J111l does 
not occur in Hebr., though it was used in Phoen., Plautus Poenulus ii. 
67 Gune balsamem=□r.iw,v:i 'J111J (exclamatory).-57. alJJ/;J] I. ,mr,v,.-
0,11 ':i mi,n nv 11:lJ] ? I. □7~ ':i 'n n•::;r "!;lll \o;i. But it must be allowed. that 
10J is poetical and open to question; for nJI l. J;il/, as the Mass. itself 
proposes in 23°, Ps. 74 6 ; n","I is required to complete the sense. F follows 
Qli.-nmNvn] Ptcp. from 1'J1 root, as Aram. Dllt'=' hold in contempt' proves, 
e.g. \[0 Gen. 25 34 Nm,1:i:i n• llt'J/ !lll'l; the N is not radical, but a vowel 
letter; Kon. ii. 346, G-K. § 72 p. The noun ii1;1~ 25 1 • 366 (but DN!v' 256

) 

shews that the strengthened form !llllt' was taken incorrectly as the 
root.-,,•n:i•:i□ SJ] Om. with most mods.; !ib=n,i:i ?J1, om. '0.-58, □ 'nNlt'JJ 
Suff. mas., though referring to fem. antecedent; see 1319 n.-

Vv. 59-63. Encouragement for the future. -The 
promise of an everlasting covenant (v.60 ) links this sectio.p. to 
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such passages as 3425 3726, which give expression to Ezekiel's 
change of view after the fall of Jerusalem; the vv. must have 
been appended later than vv. 44 - 58.-59. For thus saith Jahveh: 
And I will do with thee as thou hast done] So :1]R; but this agrees 
neither with the preceding vv., which imply that Jerusalem 
had suffered for her guilt, nor with the promise of God's mercy 
which follows. Hence Co. proposes, Thus saith Jahveh: When 
I have done with thee ... then will I remember (v.60). The 
alteration is slight, and QJi: does not recognize For at the begin
ning.-in that thou didst despise the curse in breaking the covenant] 
There is no art. in the Hehr., but clearly the words refer to 
the covenant between J ahveh and Israel, and to the curse 
attached to it, e.g. Dt. 2815 -68 , Lev. 2614 - 43 ; cp. Lam. 2 17 , 

Mal. 2 2, Dan. 911• In 1716· 18 the language is similar, but the 
allusion different. If Israel fails to keep the terms, the covenant 
is broken on each side, e.g. 447, Gen. 1714 P, Lev. 2615 H, 
Dt. 3116• 20, Jer. n 10 3132 (Israel) and Jer. 1421, Lev. 2644 

(Jahveh).-60. then will I remember my covenant] The first 
pers. is emphatic, as in v. 62 'and I will establish.' For the 
promise cp. Gen. 915 P, Lev. 2642 • 45, also Ex. 65 P.-in the 
days of thy youth] See vv.8 • 22 • 43.-and I will establish for thee 
an everlasting covenant] The conception goes back to the teaching 
of Deuteronomy and the prophets of the exile period. They 
interpreted in a spiritual sense the traditional belief as to the 
relation between J ahveh and Israel : the sole condition of 
fellowship with God lay in Israel's observance of the moral 
law. And they looked forwards to a deepening of the relation ; 
to what Jei:emiah calls a new covenant (31 31 ), and Ezekiel 
(3726 ) and the second part of Isaiah (55 3 5921 618 ) an ever
lasting covenant, the outcome of Jahveh's faithfulness, nothing 
less than the indwelling of God and of God's law in the hearts 
of the faithful. This lofty conception may be said to mark 
the climax of the religion of the O.T. Outside the prophets, 
and except 2 S. 235, an everlasting covenant is a term which 
belongs to P; it sealed the promise to all flesh (Gen. 916), and 
to the family of Abraham (Gen. 177• 19, Ps. 10510=1 C. 1617 ) ; 

it prescribed the ordinances of circumcision, sabbath, and 
priestly dues (Gen. 1713, Ex. 3116, Lev. 248, Num. 1819 ). 

Characteristic of P also is the verb to establish (so v.62 ) in con
nexion with a covenant, e.g. Gen. 618 99• 11• 17 etc., while Ezekiel 
uses the older phrase to make lit. to cut, 1713 3425 3726• In fact 
there is much in the language and thought of vv. 59 - 53 which 
recalls a later idiom, and suggests the probability that they 
are an appendix added after Ez.'s time.-61. Jerusalem will 
be moved to shame when, at the restoration, she recovers her 
pre-eminence, and the 'sisters' become her 'daughters.' She 
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will then be the centre of a new community, which will include 
Sodom and Samaria ; cp. for the thought 3926.-when thou 
receivest thine elder sisters together with thy younger ones] ii= 
'when I receive,' which some prefer; but :fflf['s reading gives a 
suitable sense.-though it be not on account of thy covenant] 
The phrase is ambiguous: it may mean 'not on account of 
thy covenant with me,' Jahveh, but of my grace; or ' ... 
with them,' the daughters, who had not been before in such a 
close relation to Jerusalem. The latter meaning seems more 
in keeping with the context.-63. that thou mayest remember 
and be ashamed] The emphasis on remember is impressive, cp. 
vv.60• 61• Reflexion on the divine ordering of their history is 
to produce a marked effect upon the people; the idea and 
language are similar in 2042 - 44 3631. 32 3926:11'-.-an opening of 
the mouth] to confess thy shame; in 2921 to utter praise and 
thanks to God; in 2427 3322 the phrase has its primary, natural 
sense.-when I purge thee of all that thou hast done] Here kipper 
refers to Jahveh's action, cp. Dt. 218, Jer. 1823, Ps. 7838• When 
the subject of the verb is God (cp. further Dt. 3243, Ps. 65 4 l3J 

799 ), the purgation will be carried out by Him, without any 
ritual act on man's part; otherwise the word means 'to make 
expiation' by a ceremony of purification. See 4320 n. 

Ch, 16, 59. n'i?'l/)] Kt., erroneously for 'J'.l';;"l/1 Q. Vrs. The pf. c.w.c. at the 
beginning of a sentence, after a solemn adjuration, is certainly in Ez.'s 
manner; see 1722 n.; but here prob. 1. 'l'.l'i?'l/ •;1. As in v.•0 7mN=,l;H:t.-:i7t;t] 
~ ra.ura.=,7~1!, cp. vv.•0 • 81 ~ and 58 n.; also Ps. Sol. 811 µera 5pKov for 1repl 
To6Twv, conversely.-n•,:i] ~=•n•,:i.-60. 'JN •m:in] Cp. v. 62, and see Dr. 
p. 202 n.-61. 7•:i,,J ~ r71v ooov <ro11.-,:1Jin~] See v. 61 n.-nmip;; ~N] 'N='ll 
=together with, cp. c,:i 'll 33 25 , c•i:i Sy ON Gen. 3212.-11\i~~] ~ el~ olKoi5oµ1w 
=nii:;i~. cp. v. 59 n., 179 n,-711•1:io] For io=on account of cp. Josh. 22 24 

11JN71:l, 2 S. 23 4 mio etc.-63. 11~] ~ii=l'~.-,:iSJ ~=S:i:i, ii=S:i. For~ 
iv rci, e(tA<t<TKE<T8a.l µe <TO<=l' •7~:JJ see Dodd ]TS. xxxii. 357. 

Ch. 17, 1-21. A parable and its explanation, vv. 1-10 
and I 1-21.-The parable, like the 1/i,nd in eh. 19, sets out the 
course of recent events under a disguise. By' the great vulture ' 
is meant the king of Babylon, who carried off Jehoiachin in 
597, and placed Zedekiah on the throne with the status of a 
dependent chief; the position was intended to be humiliating, 
but it secured the safety of the Judaean kingdom. Zedekiah, 
however, grew restive, and broke his pledge to Nebuchadrezzar; 
he had lately sent an appeal to Egypt, the 'other great vulture ' ; 
his conduct is denounced as a breach of faith, certain to bring 
down the vengeance of Babylon. 

The prophet repeats the method of eh. 16 ; he starts with 
a poem containing the parable, vv. 3 •10, and then proceeds to 
drive home the application, vv.11-21. The poem may be divided 
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into six stanzas, with couplets or single lines in the 2 : 2 : 2 
measure (vv.3 • 6 • 7 • 8 ), more often in the 3: 3 (vv. 4 • 5. 6 • 7 • 9 • 10); 

but any attempt to recover the original form can be little more 
than guess-work. The explanation of the parable, vv.11 •21, is 
also in verse, with a prose passage introduced (vv.16 "18). 

Holscher regards vv.11 •21 as secondary on the ground that the 
events are not given in historical order, and that the meaning 
of the parable is too transparent to need a clue. The last 
objection might be brought against Mark 413-26, and is largely 
a matter of taste; it seems more reasonable to treat vv.1 - 21 

as a whole. 
The political common-sense of the prophets deserves notice. 

In relation to the Babylonian power Ez. takes the same line 
as Jeremiah (eh. 27) : it is useless to dream of independence; 
the only wise course is to accept the situation and to interpret 
it as revealing the divine purpose. Ez. sympathizes with the 
lot of Jehoiachin (v.'1 I98t·), but he does not chafe under alien 
rule; on the contrary, he recognizes the leniency with which 
the Jews had been treated (vv. 5 •7), and the justice of the 
punishment which will follow any breach of faith (vv.9• 16 

2I14ff- [911.1 2025). Zedekiah must have taken his oath of 
allegiance before Jahveh, for the prophet lays emphasis on the 
sacredness of the act: it is 'my oath,' 'my covenant.' He 
invests international agreements with high moral sanctions, 
which are binding upon nations as much as individuals. 

The revolt of Zedekiah took place c. 588 B.C., and the present 
discourse may be dated in that year, since it alludes to negotia
tions with Egypt, vv.7• 16• 18 ; cp. eh. ZI introdn. The date 
given in 81 does not, therefore, cover all the contents of the 
section till the next date is mentioned, 201 ; eh. I7 is later than 
592-I B.C. 

At the end, vv.22 - 24, a short passage of Messianic char
acter has been added. It is based upon the foregoing poem, 
but the style and ideas point to a later time than Ezekiel's. 

I7, 2. propound a riddle and utter a parable] For the com
bination cp. Ps. 495 r4l, 782• The word Jpzdha, riddle, here means 
a figurative speech, charged with a significance beyond that of 
the actual language; in Jud. I412 it has the sense of a 'con
undrum ' ; elsewhere it is used of ' hard questions ' I K. rn1, or 
of an 'ethical problem' Ps. 495 r4l, Pr. I 6• The other word, 
miishal denotes a 'similitude,' 'allegory,' as in 243, Is. I44 ; it 
also means a' by-word' eh. I644, a 'popular saying' I222, and 
technically a ' sentence of ethical wisdom' Pr. rn1.-3. 

The great vulture, 
Thick feathered, 

with great wings, 
parti-coloured, 

long pinions, 
came to Lebanon. 
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The great vulture is Nebuchadrezzar; Jeremiah uses the figure 
in speaking of the Babylonian armies, Jer. 413 cp. 48 40 4922 • 

The Hebr. nesher, in vulgar Arab. nisr, means the griffon vulture, 
not the eagle, to judge from the descriptions in Mic. 1 16, Job 3930, 

Mt. 2428• It is doubtful whether the great vulture should be taken 
as a play upon the great king, for the title is Assyrian (cp. Is. 364) 

rather than Babylonian ; at any rate it does not occur in the 
inscriptions of Nebuchadrezzar.-Thick feathered] lit. full of 
plumage, cp. v.7, Job 3913.-parti-coloured] lit. to whom (belongs) 
the variegated work, usually embroidered or woven cloth (e.g. 
1610) ; but the primary sense of the root seems to refer to 
colour ; hence the noun could be applied to a bird's feathers, 
and even to marble 1 C. 292• Perhaps Ez. was thinking of the 
coloured reliefs on the walls of Babylonian temples and gates 
rather than of the natural vulture (Herrm.)-Lebanon] A figure 
for the hill country of Judah, just as the cedar denotes the house 
of David: 

And took the crest of the cedar, 
4 Plucked off the top of its shoots, 

And brought it to a land of commerce, 
Planting it in a city of merchants. 

The last line of v. 3 belongs to v. 4.-the crest of the cedar] i.e. 
Jehoiachin, 2 K. 2410 -16• The word for crest occurs only 
again in v.22 and in the allegory on Pharaoh, 31 3• 10- 14, which has 
several points of contact with the present poem. Dante applies 
the figure of the eagle stripping the cedar to the Roman 
emperors who persecuted the Church, Purg. xxxii. n2 ff.-4. For 
shoots lit. suckers cp. v.22 , Hos. 147, Ps. 8012 tm, in the last two 
passages figuratively referring to Israel.-a land of commerce] 
lit. land of Canaan, see 1629 n. ; the allusion is to Babylonia. 
To take Canaan in the usual sense (Winckler Altor. Forsch. iii. 
142) makes havoc of the interpretation.-merchants] Here, of 
Babylon ; in 27131I. those trading with Tyre.-5. 

Then he took of the seed of the land, 
And put it in a seed plot, 
' ' beside many waters, 
Planting it as a (?) willow. 

the seed of the land] A member of the royal family, cp. 1 K. n 1 4, 
2 K. n 1. - When J ehoiachin was carried into exile, his uncle 
Zedek.iah, son of Josiah Jer. 371, 1 C. 315, was made king by 
Nebuchadrezzar 2 K. 2417, 2 C. 3610• The metaphor of the 
cedar-sprig is dropped, that of a vine now takes its place.
a seed plot] lit. a field, or soil, of seed i.e. suitable for sowing ; 
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comes destruction by the forces of nature (v.10), and then, 
without dropping the figure, destruction at the hands of 
Nebuchadrezzar {v.9).-IO. The east-wind (£ • the sultry 
wind ') has a blasting effect upon vegetation in Palestine, cp. 
1912, Gen. 416, Hos. 1315, Jer. 411• Babylon, it must be remem
bered, lay almost due E of Jerusalem.-In the last line wither 
occurs three times, twice by mistake.--9. Shall he not tear up] 
The subject of the verb is not named; but every conscience 
would know that the prophet meant ' the first vulture ' (Rashi, 
~iml)i). Not, of course, Pharaoh.-and strip off] The word is 
otherwise unknown in biblical Hebr.-In the third line wither is 
again repeated by mistake ; and at the end :fflft adds and with 
a great arm and with much people, a sentence which properly 
belongs to the interpretation v.17, not to the allegory.-When 
it is pulled] lit. in pulling it. The form is more Aram. than 
Hehr., and perhaps questionable ; but some word of the kind is 
required. 

Ch. 17, 3. 'i, □ '!llJn Sm] See 36 n,-,ll;C] Constr. st. of ,"l.l;I, cp. i;f Is. 
14 ; elsewhere always of the feelings, Ex. 34 6 etc.-,,~im] Cognate with the 
Akk. na~u (sing. collective, like ;r~ii) in the phrase na~ kappia 'the 
feathers of my wings,' uttered by the eagle in the Etana myth, KB. 
vi. II2, n4; Langdon Legend of Etana and the Eagle (1932), 45.
,,op,n 1~ il!'11] The re!. is perhaps prosaic, and Ro. thinks the clause 
corrupt ; Ho would omit it as a gloss on the rare ;r~ii. But the metre 
requires the two beats ; and a poet might well use ;mp, in an uncommon 
sense. (!Ii' rl, ~)"'f/p,a ?=MDJ1n cp. Ps. 68 28 (!Ii' (Co.).-nin~J must be con
nected with 1!;)¥ wool, perhaps by the woolly appearance of the tree
top (Oxf. Lex.). In Syr. derivatives from 'amar mean wool and grass 
hay. (!Ii' Ta ~,,-0,eKra .$ 'choice ones,' perhaps corruptions of Ta 1rlo.hTa. 
and~ 'thickets' (Co.).-4. 1•n1p•i•J Prob. a mistake for l'QiPl; v. 22 etc.
fVlJ '11 711] (!!i'B els 1'~• Xavaav, A XaMalwv which B gives in ·162D.-c•\iJ11•1,1:i] 
(l!i interprets wrongly of Jerusalem, els 1r6luv un,x<<Jµe»w? =n,,~:i '1,1:i.
io17J setting it, pf. in circl. clause, cp. v. 5 193 • 6 • 6• 12 ; Dr. § 163.-
5. np] looks like a fragment of np•1, which, however, has occurred in the 
first line; Ro. 1,,m:J.-n!ll!l~J From ~!l~. (!Ii' i1r,~Xe1r6µevov .$ 'watch tower,' 
as though from M!l~; 'A:1;0 i1r,1r0Xaiov 'on the surface' F in superficie, 
as though from ~11; 2 K. 66• Thus there is support for the text of ;ff'[, 
but no tradition as to the meaning of it.-6. '•'.1'.l n:;¥~1] 1. ';:t'l n:;¥'.1 juss. 
with waw ; Ew. Co. and many. To make the idea of purpose still 
clearer, this line might be transposed so as to come third in the quatrain 
(Ro.) ; ? necessary.-nn,o T!ll~] The .jn,o =go free and loose; cp. 23 16 n. (!Ii' 
paraphrases a<T0<voi)<Jav, similarly 'A~0; Ji:, 'a tender vine,' cod. Ambr. 
' a drooping vine ' ; F in vineam latiorem.-i•n• , . . ') ... nm1S] Cp. 
Is. 102b; Dr. § n8.-1'nnn] The suffixed pron. is to be taken as reflexive, 
cp. Ex. 1629, Jud. 721 etc.-mli1!l] So 31 8 • u. 1 3 according to Baer and 
old edd. ; ~m. notes that , is written before 11. But the root is probably 
,11!l Dt. 24 20 ; hence n·1,Mil eh. 31 •· 6, Is. Io33 would be more correct.-
7. in11] 1. ;er~; for the confusion cp. 196 and see n 19 phi!. n.-Ml!l:i] 
The Mass. tradition varies; 3 MSS0

' give 1T!JlJ in the margin, Baer I09 ; 
a Petersb. fragment has M!llJ in the text with m!lJ in the margin, Kahle 
Mas. des Ost. 45. (!Ii' 1r<p<1r<1rlo.e"tµivri+1rpos a.&rov Kal? =•,lW, F quasi 
mittens=nJe;p. As emendations n~1~, ,i;:i, MJ~t;), have been suggested; 
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better than these would be some form of ~!)J bend Is. 58 5 =Akk. ikpup, 
e.g. ,,~~f or "i\!)f,-~\?"Jrii] G-K. § 9 v; B-L. 184.-1•':,p for r':,N e!r.-l'm•':,,, a 
mistake for :i•m•':,,, e!r.55; seven times in Ez., only Jer. u 16 besides.
m1,110] 1. nnyo and in v. 10 • The word contains two accents, which are 
required by the measure. F de areolis germinis sui, and similarly in 
Cant. 513 6 2.-8. :,~inti1 N•:i takes up ,,,,nw mm from v. 10.-n,iN] eJr 
µ,-yaXrJv 1L'.ET grandem. Prob. e!r's rendering here suggested the addition 
in eJrA v.• <is llµ1r,Xov+JJ-EraXrJv,-10. :,':,1n111 :iim] In ~ the subj. is far 
away, but by transposing v. 10 to follow v. 8, the ptcp. is brought into 
close connexion with n,,11 f!)l':,. For the constm. of n':,:m,, after m,, cp. 
2 K. 7 2 ; similarly after ON Job 1414, Dr. p. 132 n.-1:'J' i:>J'n] The infm. 
abs. after the fin. vb. prolongs the action, an effect which is unsuitable 
here. Orn. WJ' with eJrBi\1f.-nlill) Point as sing., cp. v.'.-At the end 
om. i:>J'n with eJrAi\.-9. ,011) e!r+a,&. rovro i.e. p',, as n1•. 17 etc.-n':,i.:n] 
The omission of the interrog. particle (see II 13 n.) cannot be defended 
here; some Hebr. MSS read n~:;m□, and e!rF imply it. But the word 
comes from vv. 10 • 15 , and, like the preceding formula, does not belong to 
the original text of the poem.-pm'] eJr misreads, rf)s d,ra.Ab77Jros airrou= 
1•npir. Cp. 1661 phil. n.-001p•] Po. of oop IU,., allied prob. to r~P and 
Ar. l;la§§a. eJr <T<1.11"1J<T<Ta.t i\ ' shall rot away,' from the Talm. sense of 
cop ' to become sour,' of wine.-i:>:J'1) Sing., G-K. § 145 o.-•1i7r;i) G-K. 
§ 93 m; here in the sense of the Aram. N!)"IO=' fresh leaf.' In Hebr. ~1!;1 
=' booty,' from a different root. See Kautzsch Aramaismen 35 f.-
1:':J'n] An incorrect repetition; (!Ji om.-mNi:>DS] An Aram. form of the 
infin. constr., cp. 111:>o', Num. 424, l.lDD? •• 11,pc':, Num. 102, m':,1:10 Est. 
919 ; G-K. § 45 e; Torrey Ps.-Ez. 88. For the in£. with ':, giving closer 
definition cp. v. 18, Num. 14 ••b, 1 S. 12 17, 2 S. 3 10 etc. ; see Burney 
Judges 423 n. The Vrs. do not connect the form with Nl:'l, but they 
translate an inf. with ':,, eJr roii b,.,.,,.&,.,.a, ~ ,ppc':, 1f ut evelleret ( =pnr in 
cl. a); but i\ 'he will uproot it.' In the restoration of the text attempted 
above some suggestions have been adopted from Giesebrecht Or. Lit. 
Zeit. 1900, 457 f., and Rost ib. 1904, 392. 

Vv. u-21. The parable explained.-II. 12. An intro
duction in prose marks the transition.-12. Say now] ~.$ 
prefix Son of man, cp. v 2.-the rebellious house] Both fellow
exiles in Tel-Abib and fellow-countrymen in Jerusalem; see 
on 2 5.~know ye not?] For the question cp. 129 and Mk. 413• 
Teaching by parable is meant to set people thinking.-the 
king of B. came] See 2 K. 2411ff·, Jer. 241 292

• ~. misunder
standing the allusion, makes all the tenses refer to the future, 
down to v.15.-and the king thereof] i.e. Jehoiachin. This is the 
only place where ~ allows the title to stand; see 727 n.-I 3. 14. 

Then he took one of the seed royal, 
And concluded a covenant with him, 
And made him enter into a treaty; 
And the chiefs of the land he took; 

14 Jn order to humble the kingdom ' ', 
That his covenant should be kept (and) hold good. 

The key to the preceding poem ; for the language and rhythm 
cp. vv. 5 • 6 .-one of the seed royal] i.e. Zedekiah ~ lit. seed of 
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royalty, again in 2 K. 2525= Jer. 4I1, Dan. I 3• Though only 
the late source, 2 C. 3613, mentions it, a pledge of allegiance must 
have been given by Zedekiah when Nebuchadrezzar set him on 
the throne.-enter into a treaty] lit. an oath ; the phrase in 
Neh. rn30 ; for oath II covenant cp. vv.16• 19 I6 59, Gen. 2628 J, 
Sir. 4I19 (Hebr.), and for the verb cp. I68, 2 C. I512. Inter
preted literally, the language implies the ancient ritual de
scribed in Gen. I59 -18 JE, Jer. 341sr.: both parties had to 
pass between the pieces into which the sacrifice was cut, prob. to 
symbolize that they were taken within the mystical life of the 
victim. See W. R. Smith Rel. of Sem. 3 480 f. 69I f. Whether 
there was a sacrifice or not, Zedekiah would have invoked the 
name of Jahveh as witness to the covenant, v. 19 n.-the chiefs] 
lit. the rams, in a fig. sense, cp. 3111 3221 3417 ; the princes of v.12• 

The line is perhaps dependent on 2 K. 2415.-14. to humble the 
kingdom] Lit. that the k. should become humble. Nebuchadrezzar 
was determined to put a stop to further revolts (z K. 241), 

and no doubt insisted upon humiliating terms v.6, which 
Zedekiah agreed to accept as a condition of being made king. 
For the language cp. 2914 (of Egypt). At the end of the line 
a gloss on humble has found its way into the text, that it should 
not raise itself, perhaps from 2915, where the neighbouring words 
are similar.-his covenant] i.e. Zedekiah's.-hold good] lit. stand; 
cp. Is. 5410, Ps. 8929 [281--15. 

' But he sent ' his messengers to Egypt, 
To grant him horses and legions. 
Shall he prosper, escape, who does this, 
And break (his) covenant, and escape ? 

Hezekiah had appealed to Egypt when Jerusalem was 
threatened by the Assyrians, and Isaiah denounced his policy 
as faithless (Is. 301 • 5 311 "3 ). Experience always proved how 
vain it was to look for help from Egypt (Is. 366, Ez. 296• 7 ) ; 

but when once more the situation became desperate, no other 
course seemed open, and again the prophet of the day declares 
it to be ruinous. Zedekiah's appeal, however, was so far 
successful that Pharaoh l;Iophra' sent an army to the relief of 
Jerusalem, and compelled the Babylonians to raise the siege 
(588 B.C.) ; but he had to give way when they arrived in force 
for the final assault (]er. 375 •11 ). Egypt itself was not 
conquered by Nebuchadrezzar, 568 B.c., as the prophets 
expected, 2919, chs. 3I-32, Jer. 438 •13, 4430 4620 - 26, though its 
ambitions received a check (Kittel Gesch. iii. 5).-f[lff has 
But he rebelled against him in sending, a prosaic explanation 
from z K_. 2420 ; 'But he sent' may have been altered 
to in sending when the preceding verb was introduced 
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(Ro.).-To grant him] i.e. that Egypt should give him.
horses] Judah could raise no such cavalry as Egypt possessed; 
see Ex. 149 P, 151 • 21 JE, Dt. 1716, 1 K. 1029 , Is. 311. 3, Jer. 
464• 9.-and legions] lit. and much people, so v.9 probably from 
here.-Shall he prosper?] Echoing the language of v.10.

escape] i.e. avoid punishment.-Vv. 16-18. A prose comment on 
the poem, developing its veiled threats and repeating some of 
its words in a rather clumsy style. 16 begins with the same 
phrase as v.19.-with him shall he die in the midst of B.] See 
1213, Jer. 5211.-17. shall Pharaoh deal with him in the battle] 
Pharaoh's host and numerous company will be quite inadequate 
when the fighting comes; for deal with in a friendly sense cp. 2044, 

Jer. 21 2, Ps. 10921• On the other hand, deal with can have a 
hostile sense, e.g. 221 4, 2325 • 29 ; if this is the case here, Pharaoh 
must be a mistaken gloss, and the first part of the v. as well as 
the second will refer to Nebuchadrezzar: 'he will need no 
large forces to besiege Jerusalem, it will fall an easy prey' (so 
Kr. He.). The former explanation seems to be more in keep
ing with the context.-when {one) throws up a mound and builds a 
rampart] So 42 2127 l22l, cp. 268• The indefinite subj. with an 
active verb is equivalent to a passive,' when a mound is thrown 
up' etc. ; the reference is to the siege of Jerusalem by the 
Babylonians.-to cut off many persons J These words, standing 
at the end of the sentence, recall 1419 • 21• For persons see 1318 n. 
-18, he had given his hand] Either as a pledge of consent, e.g. 
2 K. 1015, Lam. 56, Ezr. 1019, or in token of submission, e.g. 
Jer. 5015, 1 C. 2924, 2 C. 308.-he shall not escape] The tone is 
decisive ; the usual conjn. is dropped; cp. 1828.-19-21. 
Omitting later additions, the text may be restored as 
follows: 

20 

21 ' 

As I live, surely my oath which he has spurned, 
And my covenant which he has broken- I will lay 

it on his head ! 
And I will spread over him my net, and he shall 

be caught in my snare; 
' All his troops shall fall by the sword, and the 

remnant be scattered ' .' 

Four lines in the 3 : 2 measure.-19. The strophe is introduced 
in ffl by the editorial formula Therefore thus saith [the Lord] 
J ahveh. As I live . . . spurned has been copied from here 
in v.16 ; see 511 n., and for spurned in this connexion see 
~um. 15 31 P.-my oath ... my coven'!nt] Zedeki~h must have 
mvoked Jahveh to witness his promise of allegiance and to 
punish any breach of it. Political arrangements of this kind 
could not be completed with.out a reli~ious sanction ; the:y 
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were under Jahveh's protection; to break them was to dis
honour the sacred Name, cp. Hos. I04• For illustrations see 
Gen. 21 32f- E, 3146 "49 J, Ex. 3415 JE, Josh. 91sr. P, Jud. n 11, 

2 S. 53• Outside Israel the same practice was observed; the 
treaty between the Hittites and Egyptians in the time of 
Ramses ii. invokes all the gods known to both races, and 
similarly the treaty between the Hittites and the Mitanni, 
and the Assyrian treaties (Miiller As. u. Eur. 330 ; Cowley 
Schweich Lects. 1920, 44 f. ; Meissner Bab. u. Ass. i. 139 f.). 
There was another occasion on which Zedekiah and his princes 
broke a covenant ; it is described with indignation by Jeremiah, 
348 •22.-J will lay it on his head] Usually his or their way is the 
object, see 910 n. ; here it refers generally to the oath and 
covenant.-20. And I will spread ... snare] The same words 
in 1213a, perhaps taken from here ; at any rate the rhythmical 
form of the line suits this context and not the other.-The 
rest of the v. is in prose, and therefore no part of the original 
oracle; it is omitted by (!Ji:B.-And I will bring him to B.] 
Probably based upon 1213b.-and I will hold judgement with 
him there] A conjugation of the verb to judge is used which 
suggests the examination and reply of the criminal ; so 2035f-

3822, Jer. 285• As a matter of fact, Zedekiah was judged at 
Riblah, and thence taken to Babylon, 2 K. 256f·, Jer. 529 •11• 

-•for' his transgression etc.] See 1413 n.-2I. £R reads at the 
beginning And as for all his fugitives; but the text is insecure. 
(!!iB om. the words; irr:.Sb imply his choice ones, which some 
scholars adopt, cp. 237 (sing.), Dan. II15 (plur.). It is probable 
that the words belong to the prose addition in v.20, and were 
incorrectly copied when moved into their present position. 
Originally the line began All his troops, omitting the prep. 
with which stands in jfR. Cp. 1214 n.-and the remnant be 
scattered] £R adds the conventional to every wind, cp. 1214 

510 n.; the addition spoils the measure of the line.-The poem 
is closed with the solemn attestation and ye shall know that I 
J ahveh have spoken (it) ; see 518 n. 

Vv. 22-24. The promise of a future king.-It is con
veyed in highly figurative language, drawn from the poem 
vv. 3 •8, and from Ez.'s other writings. The prince of the future, 
a descendant of the royal line of David, will be brought back 
from exile to revive, on Israelite soil, the fallen kingdom of his 
ancestors (v.22 ), which will become strong enough to protect 
its subjects, and far wider in extent (vv.23· 24). Such a prospect 
Ez. certainly had in mind, for he alludes to it obscurely in 
21 32 [271, and expressly, at a later period of his ministry, in 
3423r. 37m. ; while in the final period, represented by chs. 40-48, 
a different ideal has taken the place of the Davidic king. The 
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present passage, however, can hardly be Ez.'s work; it seems 
to have been added by a later hand to mitigate the severity of 
vv.13 "21, and implies, as Holscher says, that a descendant of 
David was living at the time; see the genealogies in 1 C. 319 •22 , 

Ezr. 82 • 3, Zech. 1210 •14• Some have thought of Zerubbabel 
(Zunz ZDMG. xxvii. 678; Winckler Altor. Forsch. iii. 142 f.), 
but his date would be too early. The text has been filled out 
in places, though not sufficiently to disguise its rhythmical 
character ; three stanzas can be detected, with lines in the 
3 : 3 measure, written in a poor, imitative style ; note the 
repeatedmountain,plant, dwell.-22. 23. The poem is introduced 
by the formula which Ez. uses: Thus saith [the Lord] Jahveh. 

And I will take of the crest of the cedar ' ', 
From the top of its shoots ' ' I will pluck (one), 
And I will plant (it) on a high ' ' mountain, 

23 On the mountain-height of Israel will I plant it. 

The figures of vv. 3• 4 are copied, but with a difference: what 
had been an act of violence will be turned into an act of grace; 
the pron. is emphatic, I will take, I will plant ; J ahveh, instead 
of Nebuchadrezzar. After cedar .:ffl has two words the lofty, 
and I will put ; Qli:B om. both, .$ the second. The epithet is 
conventional, and the verb needs an object and does not fit 
into the sentence.-the top of its shoots in v. 4 is Jehoiachin, but 
now a scion of David's house; cp. the Righteous Shoot of 
Jer. 23 5f- 3315, Zech. 38 612.-J will pluck (one)] The object is 
readily supplied from the previous words ; .:ffl gives a tender 
(one), alluding no doubt to the depressed condition of the royal 
family, cp. Am. 911, Is. n1, Zech. 99• But this is implied 
clearly enough in the context ; the word was not recognized 
by Gi:.$, and may have been written by mistake.-on a high 
' ' mountain] i.e. mount Zion, cp. 402, Is. 2 2 =Mic. 41

• .:ffl 
has on a high and heaped-up m. The second word, found only 
here, adds one beat too many to the line, and is perhaps a 
corrupt repetition of and I will plant.-23. The first line of 
this v. forms a couplet with the last line of v.22• The mountain
height of Isr. is another designation of Zion, which occurs in 
zo4o 3414; cp. Jer. 1712 3112 __ 

And it shall bear foliage and be fruitful, 
And become a glorious cedar ; 
And all ' beasts' shall dwell underneath it, 
'And' all birds ' ' shall dwell in ' ' its branches. 

~he language of the first two lines comes from v.8 (be fruitful 
ht. yield fruit), but the cedar from v. 3• The future revival of 
the Davidic family, at present living in obscurity and shorn of 
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its honours, is pictured similarly in Is. n 1.-all 'beasts'] lit. 
every kind of beast. :flit reads bird ; but birds are mentioned 
in the next line, moreover, they do not dwell underneath trees. 
The correction is suggested by ($A 1rav 01pwv, and adopted 
by Gr. Co. Kr. In the fourth line m reads every bird of every 
wing, cp. Gen. 714 P, and with slight variations eh. 394 • 17, 

Dt. 417 (soi, here), Ps. I4810• The rhythm makes it probable 
that of every wing is an addition from Gen. I.e. m further adds 
in the shade of before its branches, perhaps on the basis of 3I6 • 12• 

The beasts and birds represent the subjects of the Israelite 
king, and the wide-spreading branches, the extent and security 
of his rule. For the image cp. 3I6• 12, Dan. 49• 18 [12• 211, Mk. 432, 

and the following sentence from Nebuchadrezzar's inscription 
No. 9, col. iii. 'in its (Babylon's) eternal shadow gathered all 
men for their welfare ' (Langdon N eubab. K onigsinschr. 94) ; 
cp. Baruch I 12.-24. 

And all the trees of the field shall know 
That I am J ahveh : 
I have made humble the lofty tree, 
Made lofty the humble tree, 
Have withered the sappy tree, 
Have ripened the withered tree. 

all the trees of the field] See 3I4 • 5 • 15 ; they stand for the heathen 
in contrast to Israel ; the kingdom of the future will tower 
over other kingdoms, as the cedar over other trees. Ez.'s 
customary phrase (513 n.) is modified to suit the figure: the 
trees . . . shall know ; the heathen shall be convinced of 
Jahveh's divinity and power by the change in Israel's fortunes. 
There is no thought of conversion to the true religion.-that I 
am J ahveh] So the words are to be rendered, to suit the rhythm ; 
not as m punctuates, that I, Jahveh, have made humble. Israel's 
restoration will lead the world to recognize Jahveh as He truly 
is, the only Lord of human life and the Controller of Israel's 
destiny; cp. Is. 45 3• 5 • 6 and Jer. I621 • Here, perhaps, this 
little appendix ended. The last four lines seem to be a still 
later addition, marked off by a group of artificial antitheses, 
which are based on the language of vv.6 • 10• 14 ; for the sappy 
tree as opposed to the withered cp. 2I3 [2047 ] and Luke 23 31• 

Contrast the superior style of 3636 .-1 j ahveh have spoken, and 
I will do (it)] One of Ez.'s formulae, 2214 3636 3714 ; similarly 
2414• Cp. v.21 above. 

Ch. 17, 13. inirn;:1] Kr. would point ii:i!l N:J;l, as 168, to secure the customary 
with him, IS. 208, 2 C. 23 1 ; but Jlll is preferable.-•\>•1-t] Cp. Ex. 1516 and 
in Phoen. NSJ. No. ro, 2. 150, 5(?).--q. wi:J mi ii;w\,] lit. that [he] should 
~ee:p his coven(lnt. The ii;if. ~than unnamed sub~. ma?' be rendered b?' 
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a pass., cp. 136 1620 notes.-n,oy'?J that it should stand, with a change of 
subj. The Bab. school gives ,,oy', Q. i!t =iis1J1~; e!i- Kai i,11·,iv«v a.vTTJV = 
n,•09n',. The suff. must refer to w,:i (so e!i- ::!:), not to n:i',r.,r., (RV.).
K!llinn •n',J',] For the inf. in a pass.-refl.exive sense after •:i', cp. 20• 24 •. 
!6 places these words before 'ro 'o nrnS.-15. n',e,', lJ ,,r.,•1] For the constrn. 
cp. v.1". ~utyerhapsl. n',ro•, (Ro.) .-M\?JIQ] with irregular {!ere, G-K § 93 rr; 
the vocalization may be meant to imitate the constr. st. in nh: n;f11 Dt. 
18° etc. e!i- freely /, iro,wv ivavria.-t1,oi1 n•iJ ,!ln1] might be tr. if he 
break covenant, shall he escape? Dr. § 149; but the context suggests 
that the words are parallel to the preceding interrog. sentence, Kon. 
iii. § 415 v. For 'q extending over a second clause cp. 1318 " 20•0 etc. 
Sb om. the words; eJi-(!j, render as though the text read ip;1, and tl~,-;,q 
(so F).-16. 11;~ ... 7',r.,n 01pc:iJ As in 113 (?) 1010- •• the resumption of 
the casus pendens is not exact; Kon. iii. § 341 i. Ehrl. He. would ignore 
the accents, and read ,~x w,:11 and his covenant with him ; but the form 
of the sentence, which is clumsy, requires a resumptive pron, at this 
point.-inH 7·',r.,r.,n] Ptcp. referring to the past, cp. Gen. 27 33 35 3 , Ps. 137•. 
-17. non',o:i] Vrs. om. the J, perhaps because they did not understand 
how nx Mll'J/ could have a friendly sense; 1n1K=\i;~- It is hardly necessary 
to emend the text, but J.1'11'1' for n111y• would remove -all ambiguity.
'J1 7!l!VJ] Sb ' but with ambushes and towers,' inserting ' but,' and thus 
changing the sense; Sb sometimes indulges in free translations, Co. 
148.-n1:i, n1ll'!ll] e!i- om, 'i.-18. ,:in', ... mJ1] Cp. v. 16 ; for the pf. with 
weak waw see 136 n. eJi-» Kai -1/Tlµ.wllEV, but A on ,;,, Sb ' because'= 
MTJ ':l.-jni] eJi-B MowKa, AQmg O<!iiwKe.-Mll'J/] e!i-+aurtp, perh. explanatory.-
19. p',] eli-+,b!l,-,•~~] So Ps, 3310 ; a slip, i!l~ comes from ,,!l, G-K. § 67 v.
rnm1] For the constrn. cp. 4410, Is. 5661-, Jer. 2711 ; Dr. § 123 (a). e!i
K, liwllw a.vTiJv !6=,i•nm,, which is preferable.-20. 1'?110 ell' ,n~ •nti!lll'J1] 1',yr., 
is not the direct obj., but an accus. specifying the sphere in which the 
action takes place, cp. 1 S. 12• (? text). The constrn., however, is harsh, 
and 9 MSS read ,',pr.,:i, 1 MS 17J,1D ,11 so Sb ; either would be better than 
~- 1T in praevaricatione. (!!iAQ supply a translation of the second half 
of the v. omitted by eJi».-21. in,:io ';,:i m11J Kt., the plur. 1•ni:10 Q. and 
many MSS. G--K. § 117 m includes this among the cases in which nK1 
stands before a nominative, to give emphasis. Undoubtedly it became 
common in Mishnaic Hebr. to use nK as a demonstrative before a noun 
not necessarily in the accus., Segal Mishn. Hebr. Gr. § 75; and 43 7, 

Neh. 9 19• 3 4, Dan. 9 13 seem to be clear instances of the usage in the 
O.T. But many of the supposed occurrences given in Lex. 85 No. 3 
rest upon doubtful texts; e.g. in 2016 35 10 44 3• ,ill is not supported 
by the Vrs. Kon. iii. § 270 c.d prefers to explain nx in all these instances 
as marking the accus. of the sphere. Not only is the grammar 
questionable, but the form ,n,:ir., was read 1•,n:io by i!t.S. The whole 
phrase, in fact, is corrupt; it belongs to v. 20 , which perhaps ended with 
:iinJ □ II' n,r.,•1, or something similar.-1'!llK ',:iJ] Cp. 12 14 n. The prep. is 
perhaps part of the corrupt words which precede. eJi-B l!v 1rlr.,rq, 1ra.paTCii;e. 
mlroiJ AQ Kai ,r,iqa,r q,vya/ieia.s a.vroO (so ::!:, =1'n-,:ir., ~:n) iv ircillrJ TrJ 1rapa.T<ite< 
o.uro0.-22. ,011 n,J eJi-B]L'~+P' eJiA+a,a TOV'TO ,r1rov. Cp. v.• n.-•nnp,1] 
The pf. c.w.c. at the beginning of a sentence, without any preceding 
incpf. to determine its meaning is rather frequent in Ez., cp. 25 13 30•· 10 

32• ; similarly after a divine oath or its equivalent, 58 
21• 3411

• 
20 3511 

4412• Cp. Dr. § II9 (o.).-'lH] Sb om. both times.-n,oso] eJi-» iK Twv iKA<KTwv 
AQ i1r,"l-.eKTwv Sb 'from its choice one'; see v. 3 n.-·nm, noin] e!i- om., 
.S om. 'i,; in v. 3 1,K:i has no epithet. To read 1•n11tii1 (Gr. Be.) anticipates 
•n~r,r111.-'llli'H ,., 1•mpi• wine] Cp. v. 4 • e!i-!6 pass over 1,, which may be a 
miswritten form of the beginning of 'Jtlj)tt. Co. insists on the originality 
of the word, which 'A:l::0 render drrt1Mv; if retained, it must 1:>e hyphened 

13 
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with 'Jt:lPII to count as one beat. l!!r <K ,rnpvtpfis Kapolas atn"wP a1ro,cv,w .S 
' and from its top I will pluck its heart.' Co. suggests that Kapolo.s atn"wv 
may be a hexaplaric corruption; he notes that :Z renders n,c, b7.: 
<"'fl«ipo,ov in v. 3 31 10 and by Tas Kapola.s atn"wv in 31 14 ; if :Z rendered ii 

here in the same way, a hexaplaric conflation may have produced the 
curious version of l!!r. After iK Kopv,j,fjs supr., e!rAQ insert Ka.l ow.-w ci1ro 
Ke,PaXfjs 1rapa.q,uaowv a.tn"fjs from e in the Hexapla ; Co. 73.-',1',m] Pass. 
ptcp. of ,,n, whence ,r:i e.g. 315• l!!r rnl Kpeµa.-w a&rov=l'J:t'~J)l, which may 
be a dittogr. of •n'mwi.-23. 'w' □1,c ,:-r:i] S5 om. 01,,-:,; but then 'w• 1:-r will 
meau' the hill-country of Isr.' Josh. u 16• 111 • Ro. would om. ,,, ; but then 
the phrase will not correspond with 20 40 3414.-•i!J :-rw;,1] So 1!!r; altered 
to :-r111b boughs v. • by Co. Be. Kr. Ro. on the rather prosaic ground 
that the cedar is not a fruit-tree.-1•111 1111':>] l!!r'iLF =?17l '11~, cp. v. 8 .n.
After i·nnn mw, read :-r;o ~ll (Gr. Co. Kr.), and continue rm•,,:i 11!Js ',:11.
']lJ ?J 's ':>J] l!!rB 1rii.v 6pv,ov Kal ,rii.v ,reTu•o• lL, A,rii,11 (J-fJpw11 Ka.l ra 1rer,iva, 
not understanding the Hehr. Orn. ']lJ ',:, Ro.-m:iwn rnr,, ',s:i] In ;,Jllt?<' 
the 3rd cons. of the root coincides with the n of the termination ; cp. 
32 16, Gen. 423 etc. (!Ii has a double rendering, {nrb rr,v .-K,av a.OTOu ava-
1ra.v.-era1· Ta KA-fiµa.ra atn"OU a,roKaTO.<TTa.0-fio-e-ra., ( =:"Tl:JWn); cp. 1311 r614 n.-
24. •n•wy, •n,:ii] The pf. c.w.c. with no determining antecedent ; it has 
assumed the functions of an impf., Dr. § II9 (a.). 

Ch. 18. The absolute justice of God, shewn in His 
treatment of the individual.-The popular view is wrong ; 
national misfortunes are not to be explained by the sins of the 
fathers, vv.1 - 4• There can be no question of the divine justice. 
Each man will be treated exactly as he deserves ; he is re
sponsible for himself, and no one else can take his place, vv. 5 •20• 

Each is free to determine his conduct, unfettered by his own 
actions in the past; he can make what change he pleases, 
vv.21 -29• And God wants men to repent; He has no desire 
to punish ; for He is benevolent as well as just, vv. 30 - 32 • The 
chapter forms a connected whole. Some regard vv.26 - 29 as a 
parallel text to vv.21-25 (Kr. He. Steuern.); but this may be 
only one more of the repetitions which occur throughout (Ho.). 

In a style which reflects the labour of his thought, the 
prophet is feeling his way towards a general principle. He 
starts from a saying which was current in Jerusalem (Jer. 3129), 

and had reached Tel Abib: 'The fathers used to eat sour 
grapes, and the children's teeth are blunted.' So the people 
were accounting for the disasters of the times : the present 
generation were not to blame ; they were paying the penalty 
for the sins of Manasseh and the rest ; for they took it for 
granted, as most men did, in spite of recent protests (Dt. 2416, 

2 K. 146), that guilt could be transmitted from father to son. 
If we are being punished for the sins of the fathers, what avails 
the moral struggle ? And is it just ? A note of self-acquittal, 
fatalism, despair, can be heard in the people's voice, and some
thing deeper still, a question of God's justice. Ez. detects 
the point at once, and argues it out. 
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God deals with men as individuals responsible for their 
conduct ; neither the sins nor the righteousness of others can 
affect the issue ; the bad will ' die,' the good will ' live,' that 
is, forfeit or enjoy God's favour, as each deserves. And 
similarly in the case of each man's life: there is no such thing 
as a bondage which cannot be broken ; each is free to renounce 
his past, whether for good or for evil. And the sinner can 
always repent; the door is open; God is ready to welcome the 
sinner who turns to Him. How, then, can God's justice be 
questioned ? 

It is not easy at once to reconcile this treatment of the 
individual with Ez.'s teaching elsewhere, his sweeping con
demnation of the entire people in chs. 16, 20, 23, his forecast of 
a judgement which will fall on good and bad alike (218• 9 [a. 41), 
and permit of no escape (512 710 -27 95 -10 u 7 -12 1412r•). Yet 
against this picture of wholesale punishment may be set a 
few passages which anticipate the teaching of eh. 18 ; thus 
the righteous are to be marked out by a sign (9 4) ; they would 
at any rate deliver themselves (1414• 16• 18 • 20) ; repentance was 
still possible (146• 11 ). Thoughts on the divine justice had 
already dawned upon the prophet's mind, and now, at the 
instigation of the popular saying, he proceeds to develop the~. 
In so far as the people were laying the blame on others, they 
were grievously mistaken; as for their being better than their 
fathers, they were worse (cp. eh. 8); Ez. had no good word 
to say of the reigning prince (chs. 15, 17). Yet he recognized 
a measure of right in the protest against indiscriminate punish
ment which underlay the common talk ; and he argues that 
only the guilty will be punished, only the righteous will be 
spared ; the judgement will fall upon each man as it finds him. 
To vindicate God's justice is the prophet's chief concern; but 
incidentally his argument gives a new value to the individual, 
shewn by the treatment which each receives at the hands of 
a righteous God. The subject is taken up again in 3310 -20 ; 
cp. 31s-21. 

This line of teaching was not entirely strange. Jeremiah 
had seen that the old tribal conceptions must give way to a 
more spiritual religion, based upon personal relation to God 
(Jer. 14, 15, 1710 3131 -34). Both prophets quote the saying about 
the sins of the fathers; but whereas Jeremiah declares that it 
will cease to be uttered in the ideal future, Ez. says now.* The 
nation was on the verge of ruin. According to popular beliefs, 

* Holscher Die Profeten (1914) 414 f. is surely right when he maintains 
that in vv. 1-20 the prophet is not laying down an abstract dogma, but 
dealing with an actual situation. See also Kessler Die innere Einheil
lichkeit d. B. Ez. (1926) 71 f. 
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if the nation fell to pieces, the national religion would perish 
too ; it was urgent, therefore, to insist that each man, however 
much involved in the general ruin, could enter into direct 
fellowship with God. Yet neither prophet dreamt of teaching 
a purely individualist type of religion ; their aim was to build 
up a nation out of converted individuals. 

Ch. r8 attempts to clear the air at a time of crisis, rather 
than to formulate a doctrine: from the latter point of view it 
is hardly successful. The problem has not been thought out 
in all its bearings. For instance, as Smend observes, the 
prophet thinks of the judgement as overtaking men unawares; 
it would therefore leave them no time to repent. Moreover, 
Ez. states his case without the qualifications which the facts 
of life suggest: obviously the individual is affected, for good 
or evil, by the society to which he belongs (see I62 • 3 ) ; 

obviously, too, he has to pay the penalty for his own wrong
doing in the past. But it is not true that he is sub
merged in the mass, or held in the grip of a fate from which 
there is no escape. The responsibility and freedom of the 
individual lie at the root of all moral living ; to have pro
claimed this as the outcome of God's justice and desire for 
man's recovery was Ez.'s great achievement. He makes a 
distinct advance upon his predecessors, Jeremiah (as above) 
and Habakkuk (see Hab. I 2• 3 • 13 2 4), who had asked how the 
righteousness of God was to be reconciled with the sufferings 
of God's people.* After Ezekiel, the author of Job takes up 
the problem, which in the meantime has become even more 
urgent. It is worth while to compare the two. Both start 
from a deep conviction of God's justice, both try to reconcile 
their creed with the sufferings of their times, both dispute the 
current explanations. But Ez., though he secures one valuable 
position, hardly realizes the complexity of the problem; 
Job pushes his search much further. To the question, Why 
do the righteous suffer ? Ez. would reply, God discriminates 
between the good man and the bad; that is exactly what Job's 
friends maintain (Job 47 820), and it is shewn to be pitifully 
beside the mark ! Incidentally some important considerations 
are suggested (Job I 9• 12 26 • 10 517ft. 368 -11) ; and in the end 
Job finds, not a solution of the problem, but satisfaction in 
a new vision of God (Job 42 5f·). Similarly Ez. closes his argu
ment with a call to turn and enter a new life of union with God's 
will (vv. a1. a2 ; cp. 2424). 

Ch. 18, 2. What mean ye by repeating this proverb] See 81Z n. 
I222 n.-in the country of I.] Cp. r222• The saying, current in 
Palestine (Jer. 3r29), had reached Babylonia, and it seems that 

* See Oesterley and Robinson Hebr. Reli~ion (1930), 221 f. 
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the exil~s were quoting it, v. 26• l!1i: has among the sons of I., 
cp. v. 3 in !.-The fathers used to eat] The verb is impf.; in Jer. 
perf. ; in both places l!li:.S imply a perf.-the children's teeth 
are blunted] Cp. ~oh. ro10• m:: paraphrases, without reproducing 
the proverb, 'the fathers sinned, the children have been 
smitten.' Compared with the evil days of Manasseh, the age 
of Josiah and Zedekiah seemed vastly better, and the people 
imagined that they themselves were not to blame for the 
disasters of the times. They held to the traditional belief in 
the transmission of guilt, for which high authority could be 
invoked (Ex. 347, Num. I418 JE) ; at the same time they 
insinuated a protest against it, and in this respect Ez. took 
their side, as indeed Jeremiah had already done. The old 
idea was too firmly planted to be easily dislodged ; it was 
still recognized officially even when it was being modified by 
the advance of religious thought, cp. Ex. 206 R 0

, Dt. 59, Jer. 3218 

with Dt. 2416, 2 K. I46• The author of Job repudiated the idea 
altogether, Job 2119 · 20.-3. No more shall this proverb be repeated 
' '] ~ adds by you, Qli.$ om. Jeremiah had prophesied that 
the proverb would cease in the great Hereafter (Jer. 3I27 - 30 ) ; 

he may have thought that the popular belief (above) was too 
deeply rooted to be given up before that time. Meanwhile 
the crisis had become graver, and Ez., on divine authority 
(511 n.), declares that the proverb must be dropped at once. 
The judgement is about to fall on the existing generation ; 
they are not to throw the blame on the fathers ; but no one 
will suffer without just reason.-4. all persons are mine . . . 
the person of the father as well as the person of the son] So, rather 
than souls . . . soul ; for the reference is not to the spiritual 
part of man, but merely to a man as such. ' Every individual 
person stands in immediate relation to God, all belonging to 
Him alike ... each is treated by Him independently,' Driver 
Ideals of the Prophs. 66. For the plur. in this sense see 1318 n. 
--it is the person that sins who shall die] Jer. 3130 'each shall 
die in his iniquity.' Die (vv .13• 18 etc.), like its converse live 
(vv.9• 17 • 19 etc.), has a mystical sense in this eh. The physical 
event of death comes to godly and ungodly alike ; but only 
the former live to enjoy the future restoration; the latter die, 
they have no share in it.-5. Ez. now proceeds to illustrate 
the principle laid down in v. 4• He takes three cases : the 
righteous man who perseveres in the ways of virtue (vv. 5 - 9 ) ; 

this righteous man's son, who does not follow in his father's 
steps (vv.10 -13) ; his son again, who renounces the father's 
wickedness (vv.14 -17 ). In each case it is affirmed that the 
individual, and no one else, bears the responsibility for his 
conduct and for the treatment which he receives. Possibly 
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Ez. had in his mind the three generations represented by 
Hezekiah, Manasseh, and Josiah; or Josiah, his sons, and his 
grandson the exiled Jehoiachin. Two points may be noted. 
The sins enumerated are moral, rather than ceremonial offences, 
unless we alter the text in vv.6• 11• 15 ; and the appeal is made 
to a familiar standard of right and wrong. The prophets 
always take for granted a tradition of morals, such as is found 
in the early Codes. Here the influence of Deuteronomy is 
marked (e.g. vv.7 • 8 • 9 • 16), and affinities with H appear, as 
elsewhere in Ez. (e.g. vv. 6· 7 • 12· 16 ). Similar lists of sins and 
virtues are given in 226 •12 23 37 • 39, Is. 3315r., Ps. I5 243 •6 ; add 
the striking catalogue in the Babylonian Shurpu series, where the 
exorcist questions his client about the moral and ritual offences 
he may have committed when possessed by demons; see 
Rogers Cun. Parallels r70 ff.; Gressmann T. u. B.2 i. 324 ff.
Now a man, if he be righteous, and do justice and righteousness} 
A general statement, coming before the analysis. The form of 
the sentence is characteristic of the regulations in H (e.g. 
L-ev. r920 2214. 21 2411. 19 2526. 29) and in p (e.g. Lev. r340 r51s 

272• 14, Num. 278 303). Ez. adopts a phrase, do justice and 
righteousness, vv.19 • 21• 27 3314· 16 · 19 459, used by Jeremiah and 
his school (Jer. 22 3• 16 235 3315, 2 S. 815, I K. rn9). (!Ji- here 
8i1<awuvvriv alone, but in vv.19• 21 /l[K. 1<at V,ws, in v.27 1<p[µa 
1<at /l[l<.-6. hath not eaten upon the mountains] vv.11· 16 229 ; 
i.e. taken part in sacrificial meals at the high places. Though 
the offence is not alluded to elsewhere in these terms, and at 
an earlier stage would not have been regarded as an offence 
at all, yet Ez. denounces the semi-idolatrous worship on the 
mountains, 63f- 13 I616 etc., cp. Hos. 413, Jer. 2 20. W. R. Smith 
suggested that eating upon the mountains should be read, with 
a slight change, eating with the blood, in accordance with 3325, 

where the context is much like the present one (R. of S.3 343). 
This act is forbidden in Lev. 727 I926 cp. Zech. 97 , and no doubt 
would be looked upon with horror by Ez. But the correction, 
though widely accepted, is not necessary; it introduces a 
ceremonial transgression into a list which is chiefly, if not 
entirely, made up of moral offences ; and it requires us to 
suppose either that the text has been intentionally softened, 
or that a copyist has written the word incorrectly, on four 
separate occasions.-the idols of the house of I.] For the gilluUm 
see 64 n. ; the worship of images is forbidden in Ex. 204 • 23 E 
3417 J, Dt. 415ff• 5sr. 725 2715, Lev. Ig 4 261• The sin of adultery, 
vv.11. 15 2211 3326 is forbidden in Ex. 2014 E, Dt. 5 17 2222, Lev. 1820 

2010, also by implication in the stories of J, Gen. 1214 •19 268 •11 

391 •12 and E, Gen. 205 •18• The impurity mentioned next, 
cp. 2210 3617, is more of a ceremonial nature, and may be an 
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addition, as it does not occur when the list is repeated vv_llf. ; 
for the law see Lev. 1819 2018 H, 1519 - 3o P.-7. oppression, 
vv.12• 16 227• 29 458 4618 ; a different word for the same thing 
occurs in v.18 practise extortion, and both are used in the earlier 
legislation, Ex. 222or. [2If.J cp. 239, Dt. 2317 l161 2414 cp. Jer. 76 

223 ; the connexion with H is specially close, Lev. 1913• 33 

2514• 17 • 1T et hominem non constristaverit, a rendering which 
suggested to Jerome in loc. a reference to the Gospel according 
to the Hebrews (see 1613 n.), in which, he says, it is placed 
among the greatest sins ' if a man have grieved the spirit of 
his brother.'-his pledge' 'he restores] vv.12 • 16 3316• The duty 
of restoring pledges, e.g. a poor man's garment, is insisted upon 
in Ex. 22251 • [2sr.1, Dt. 2410 -13• 17 • :fill his pledge (which is for) 
debt, a difficult piece of grammar ; debt is better omitted as a 
gloss or dittograph.-Robbery with violence, vv.12 • 16 2229 3316 

cp. Jer. 22 3 ; this is forbidden, Lev. 1913 in H, and Lev. 523 

in P; cp. Ex. 2015, Dt. 517 (theft).-Humanity towards the 
needy v.16 is ordered in Dt. 151 -11 cp. Dt. 1429 2419 -22, Lev. 1991 • 

2322, Is. 587, Job 311311 •• -8. interest ... increase] vv.13 • 17 

2212, Ps. 156, Prov. 288 ; forbidden in Ex. 2224 [251, Dt. 2320 [191, 
Lev. 2535 - 37 _ The reference is to interest on charitable loans; 
D allows this in dealings with a foreigner, Dt. 2321 [201 ; but Ez. 
condemns it altogether. Interest in the modern sense, i.e. on 
money lent for commercial purposes, is an entirely different 
thing; see Driver Exod. 232 f.-truejustice] Cp. Jer. 7 5, Zech. 79 ; 

commanded in E, Ex. 231 • 3• 6 •8, in D, Dt. 1618 • 20 2417 251 2719 ; 

in H, Lev. 1916 • 35.-9. in my statutes 'he has walked'] v.17 ; 
see 56 n. :fill walks; but the pf. (Vrs.) agrees better with the 
next cl.-he has kept my judgements to do 'them'] So ($- and 
2021 ; :fill to do truth. A Dtc. expression, Dt. 51 711 n 32 121 

cp. 2 K. 1737.-he shall surely live] vv.17 • 19 • 21 2011 3316 cp. 
Am. 54 ; live not merely in the physical sense, but live to enjoy 
the better time coming; cp. die, v. 4 n. The ideal of the 
righteous man given in vv. 6 -9 is expressed in terms of practical 
conduct. ' The ancient mind fastened on the outward acts 
as revealing the inward state, while the modern mind goes 
directly to the internal condition,' Davidson in loc. ; see also 
W.R. Smith R. of 5.3 676.-Vv. 10-13. The second generation: 
the wicked son of the righteous father.-10. And if he beget a 
violent son, a shedder of blood] For the first epithet cp. 722 robbers, 
($- il.oip.ov. What follows is corrupt: lit. and he do alas! even 
one of these, (rra) and has not done all these; in each case these 
must refer to the virtues just enumerated, yet do and not do 
i~ applied to them! The simplest way to make the text intel
ligible is to omit v.10b as inserted from Lev. 42, 'and he do even 
one of those,' which may have been written on the margin as 
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a parallel, and to leave v.11a as it stands. 0i gives 'a shedder 
of blood and one that commits sin, (rr) in the way of his 
righteous father he has not gone,' continuing with v.11b ; this 
looks like an attempt to make sense of an uncertain text.
IIb. 'but' has eaten etc.] The list in vv.61I. is repeated.-
12. has oppressed the poor and needy] So 2229 ; see v. 7 n.-has 
committed ' robbery ' with violence] So with a slight correction 
to agree with vv.7 • 16.-' has' not 'restored' the pledge] JI does 
not restore; the pf. is read by 0£.-has committed abomination] 
Esp. of idolatrous practices, as 1650 3326, Dt. 1315 174• Co. 
strikes out the phrase as too general, and added from v.13 ; 

but the Vrs. found it in the text before them.-13. shall he 
live? he shall not live] Here comes the apodosis of the hypo
thetical sentence beginning And if he beget v.10 ; but the 
syntax is improved by following (!Ii he shall not surely live.
he shall surely ' die '] vv.21. 28 3315 Qli4 ]L£ ; JI be put to death, 
perhaps under the influence of Lev. 209• llff •• -his blood shall be 
upon him] Cp. Lev. 2027 and eh. 335, Josh. 2 19 eh. 334 etc.
Vv. 14-17. The third generation: the righteous son of the wicked 
father.-14. Wickedness need be no more hereditary than 
righteousness.-16. has not taken a pledge] This goes further 
than vv.7 • 12.-17. has withdrawn his hand from 'iniquity'] So 
Qli-, as in v. 8 ; Jl!t from the poor.-18. practised extortion] 
Cp. 227• 29, Lev. 523.-in the midst of his people] Plur., i.e. his 
fellow-tribesmen, a sense which the plur. frequently has in P, 
e.g. Gen. 1714 258, Lev. 720, but not in Ez. Probably the sing. 
should be read ; cp. <I? ' my people.'-behold, he has died because 
of his iniquity] <!?=' then he shall die,' as in v. 26a. 3318 ; so Co. 
But 1bl may well be right.-19. And ye say] vv. 25 • 29 3317, 20, 

Mal. 1 2 and often in Mal. The prophet directly attacks the 
belief that one generation is punished for the sins of another. 
Here and in v.20 the expression used is not merely bear the 
iniquity (see 44 n.), but bear (part) in the iniquity; cp. Num. 
rr17, Job 713. 'God will deal with each according to his 
own doings, not according to the doings of others,' Church 
Village Sermons, 2nd Series 299.-20. The principle to which 
the foregoing argument has led can now be stated : the 
moral freedom of the individual. Though Jeremiah and the 
Dtc. school were moving in this direction (Jer. 3129f-, 

Dt. 2416), Ez. was the first to work out a theory on the 
subject, in opposition to current beliefs (vv.5 "9 ) and to the 
authority of the law (Ex. 206). His teaching did not at 
once meet with general acceptance ; for even Lev. 26, which 
is otherwise full of his spirit, adopts the traditional view 
(Lev. 26 36 • 39 ) ; and opinion remained divided for centuries. 
The law itself spoke with different voices in Ex. 20 5 and Dt. 2416, 
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as the Rabbis did not fail to notice ; * and an attempt was made 
to get over the contradiction by supposing that, in the case of 
the wicked children of a righteous father, punishment would 
be held in suspense, while the wicked children of a wicked 
father would be punished at once (Mechilta of R. Simon ed. 
Hoffmann 1905, 106). But Rabbinic opinion tended to side 
with Ezekiel, e.g. Talm. B. Makkoth 24a, 'Moses said," Visiting 
the iniquity of the fathers upon the children"; Ezekiel came 
and cancelled it, " The soul that sinneth, it shall die." ' On 
the other hand, the strictly legal, as distinct from the prophetic 
view, still found supporters, whose opinions are illustrated 
by Schechter Some Aspects of Rab. Theol. 188 f. Ezekiel's 
doctrine raises further questions on the subject of inherited 
guilt and original sin which lie outside the scope of a com
mentary. One adaptation of the present v., however, may be 
quoted as evidence df Jewish belief in the time of St. Paul 
(Rom. 512t1-), Apoc. Baruch 5419, 'Adam is not therefore the 
cause, save only of his own soul. But each one of us has been 
the Adam of his own soul.' See also Charles Eschatology, eh. v.; 
Williams Fall ana Original Sin 72 ff.-Vv. 21-25. The prophet 
turns to another side of the question. If a man does not 
necessarily inherit the consequences of what his parents have 
done, neither does he lie under the ban of his own past : he' 
is free to change his conduct. And Jahveh's prevailing desire 
is that he should turn from sin to righteousness ; for God deals 
with men, not on the principle of mechanical retribution, but 
as a Person quick to perceive any change of attitude which will 
bring them into right relation with Himself. These vv. must 
have been in the mind of Origen when he wrote on the meaning 
of the divine forgiveness (in Rom. lib. ii. 1), a passage which 
goes to the root of the matter. It is quoted by Rashdall Idea 
of Atonement 273 ff.-21. And the wicked man, if he turn back] 
i.e. from evil; the basis of fellowship with God is moral conduct, 
as the prophets always maintain. For the form of the sentence 
cp. v. 5 n.-22. None of the transgressions ... shall be remem
bered against him] For the thought and language cp. 3316.-

23. Do I indeed desire the death of the wicked ... and not that 
he should return ... and live?] Cp. v. 32 3311• 'The most 
precious word in the whole Book of Ezekiel' (Kr.). It leads 
directly to the positive affirmation of the N.T. in 1 Tim. 24, 
2 Pet. 39.-24. which the wicked does ' '] ~ adds (if he) does 
(them), shall he live? cp. v.13• But the words are omitted by 
@~J\; they injure the sequence of thought.-shall not be 
~emembered] Cp. 320 331a.-transgression ... ] See 1413 n.
in them] Or, on account of them, cp. 3313.-25. The way of the 

* Midr. R. Num. § 1914• translated in Schechter Le. 186 f. 
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Lord is not equitable] lit. adjusted to the standard, a figure 
from the scales; cp. v. 29 3317, I S. 2 3• The way of Adonai is dis
tinguished from the ways of the people ; in v. 29 .:ffl the distinction is 
not observed, but@ in both places keeps to the sing. The popular 
saying (cp. v.19 ) implied a questioning of Jahveh's justice, which 
Ez. resented and did his best to combat.-Vv. 26-29 do little 
more than repeat, in a rather shorter form, what has just been 
said about the fall of the righteous (v.26 = 24), the conversion 
of the wicked (v.27 =21. 22 ), the popular complaint (v.29=25). 

Some think that the vv. are an alternative text or doublet 
of vv.21f• 24r. (Kr. Steuern. He.) ; Holscher, that they are only 
one more instance of the ' rambling style ' of the ' redactor ' 
(Hes. ro5 n.) : rather, we should say, of the writer's labouring 
thought.-26. he shall die because of them] But the doom of 
death is announced in the next clause, and them has no obvious 
antecedent. The sentence gains in clearness if the words are 
omitted.-' in it' he shall die] So @; the addition of in it is 
wanted, cp. v.24.-27. Forgiveness is promised on the condition 
of repentance or turning back ; cp. Hos. 61 r42n., Is. r 18 (?), 
Jer. 312 -14.-and has done justice] The tense implies a definite 
act in the past ; Vrs. and do, missing the point.-he shall 
preserve himself alive] In the sense of vv.9 • 17 ; in a different 

•sense Ps. 22 30 r291.-28. And he has seen] Perhaps imitated 
from v.14, and to be omitted with @8 .-c-30. The house of Israel 
as a whole is rebellious, and the ·object of divine punishment, 
see r412-23 (pp. r52 f.) ; but looked at as a group of individuals, 
each will be judged as he deserves, and each is capable of new 
life if he repents (He. Ezechielst. rz8 f.). The latter view should 
be connected with 331 -9, closely related to the present eh., 
where the prophet is charged with the office of a watchman 
responsible for warning individuals ; so in the parallel 317 ff-.
turn ye and shew a turning] See r46 n.-With a slight correction 
read and tr. and 'they' [i.e. your transgressions] shall not 
become to you a stumbling-block of iniquity ; the latter is the 
phrase elsewhere, see 719 n.-31. make you a new heart] Ct. 
n 19 3626 I will give you. Putting the opposite statements 
together it becomes clear that man's effort and God's grace 
are both needed in the work of regeneration. Phil. 2 12r. says 
the same.-why then will ye die?] So 3311• For the idea cp. 
Prov. 836, Wisd. r12 • 13.-32. I desire not the death of any] lit. 
the death of him that is to die. For the Hehr. idiom cp. 33 4 

' and if the hearer hear,' cp. Dt. r76, Is. r610• The great word 
of v.23 is repeated. 

Ch. 18, 2. e!i.S prefix □,11 f:J.-l:l'Si:,o □m, □ :iS :-to] For the ptcp. in this 
constrn. cp. Jon. 1 6• Prob. □n11 was introduced to provide a subj. for the 
ptcp. (so accents), rather than to strengthen □ :i? (He.). eJi om. □•,vo □nl! 
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n11.-'~• no,11 ',,11] elr='c,• 'JJJ, so Co. Ro., regarding llll as an exegetical 
alteration.-,oJ] Is. 18 5, Ar. basara=' to do a thing before the proper 
time.'-m•rrpn) A noun p•;ip was read by elr'(![;.S in Am. 46 for llll p•pi. In 
Aram. (Targ. and Talm.) 11,,p=Hebr. ;,,,J grow dim.-3. m;r 'on ',i:ir,i] 
Davidson Syn. § 90 a. Gi'(![;.$:i read ',t!'t:- as ptcp., so Co. Be. The word 
need not be questioned, though it is not followed by n11, et. v. 2.-4. 1,,] Gi 
/J-r, .S because='J.-t!'!lJJ1 .. t!'::iJJJ Varied from the usual 'J .. 'J; 
cp. Josh. 141 1, I S. 302•, Dan. u 29.-6. 0•1;;;-r ',11] so v. 11, in v. 15 ',11; 
eJi brl each time. W. R. Smith prs. 01;-r Sy. In Lev. 1926 Gi renders 
i,r, rw• oplw,.-□'l'l/ llt!'l] So of idolatry vv. 12 - 1 5 23 27 332•; of true worship 
Ps. 1231 ; in other senses Gen. 397 , Ps. 121 1 .-n,i ;rt!'11] lit. a woman, 
uncleanness, in apposition; see Dr. § 189 (1); but 1. ;,ii;,1,J cfll with eJi i• 
dq,Uip4J auua,, cp. Lev. 15 20.-7. Jm ,n',Jn] Possibly his pledge (as to) 
debt, an extreme instance of the constrn. seen in ;re, 7J11 1627 ; Dr. § 193. 
But Jm, though recognized by the Vrs., and used in Mishn§. for debt, is 
not found again in O.T., and does not occur in the repetitions vv. 12• to, 
Co. prs. :iii:i, but no in£. abs. stands with the other vbs. in v.'h. For 1n',:in, 
vv. 12 • to have ',:in.-nS1i] So vv.1 2 (corr.) 16 - 1 • (corr.) 3316, Is. 31 4, Lev. 5 23 • 

-7l:J rro:i•J (!JiB 1rep,f3a-Xci, ~o v. 18 ; cp. Mt. 25••· ••· 43 ; the one Gk. vb. 
represents both Hebr. words. .S renders ,iJ here, but om. in v. 16.-

8. 7:ui:i] eJi prefixes 1!lo:i1, Lev. 25 37, Ps. 156; an explanatory addition.
&:"11', iu11 j'J] The constrn. as in 22 26 3411 4rts. eli=1cl/7 1•:11, .S=m,11,',.-
9. 7',n•] 1. 7',;r Gi 1re1rapeuera.,.-nr.,11 "1t!'J1',] 1. □n11 l11t!'l/', eJi ; .$ combines 
llll and eli. For the mistaken transposition of letters in llJl cp. 21 27 ninJ 
for n,~:i; 3814 111n for 111n; 4311 n1,~ for n1in, with eJi in each case.
,, '11 □11i] Gi -Xi)'H Kup,as, similarly v. 32.-10. ,,',,m] For the conditional 
constrn. see 317 n. The apodosis comes in v. 18 ,,•n• 1b 1•n.-;r',11r::, ,n110 n11] 
In 611 21 20 m1 is a passionate exclamation; here, and in v. 18, merely a 
scribal error. '(![; in both places treats it as=•mn11 his brother, so .SF 
in v. 18 ; here Gii\l:T omit. 71J~P.=71Jt( strengthened by 10 partitive, which 
is logically redundant; so Lev. 42 513, Dt. 157 cp. eh. 48 22 n. The prep. 
min is used similarly in Ar., Wright Ar. Gr.3 ii.§ 48/, Rem. b. 'A here 
dq,' i,o, d,r,) 1r&.vrw, rotrrwv. SF =;,itlP. 7CJ\(. For 101'.t before 10 cp. 4617 • 
Rost Miscellen in OLZ. 1904, 480 f. attempts to reconstruct the text 
of vv. 10 • 11 by an intricate theory of glosses and catch-words. Rothstein 
prs. ;,',11 ?J n11 niu,111 111:11 ;,,;,. 0111, which does not fit into the scheme of the 
context.-u. □ l 'J] There seems to be no reason for the emphasis given 
by oi., eJi ci-XM Kal, 'A 8n Ka£,.,, .S:, and, 1T sed; Toy Kr. plausibly 
□ 1< 'J.-I2. 111~ll] 1. .,,u, '1li, l!p?ra)'µ.a.,-',Jn] v. 16 3315 (all) ; fem. v.'. 
The word is found in Akk., }Jabultu, }Jabulu=' debt,' Code of t[am. § 48; 
then 'interest due upon a debt,' as 11;~111;:i in Aram.; Johns Ass. Deeds 
and Docs. iii. 27 suggests a connexion between }Jabullu and }Jabalu=' to 
ruin,' cp. Engl. ' damages.' In Akk. rubu is another word for ' interest ' 
=n•:i,n vv.s, 13,-J't!''] 1. J'r.ic eJi d1reliwKEY. j:, impf.-13 .. 1;,;i: Ii? 'l!l] 
The pf. c.w.c. must be taken interrogatively; Dr. § II9 h). But 'n1 

is hardly weighty enough to introduce the apodosis after a sentence 
which started at v .1° ; Gr o~ro, /;wfi ov /;~uera., i.e. ,,•n• II? \•i;i 111:i or 
n•n• 11', :i•i;i as vv.•· 17. 1•. 21. ••; then see Dr. § 149. -no1• nio] eJiB 
Oa.vo.rwlhjuera,. The Hoph. often in this phrase, but Ez. uses the :!;(al 318 

338• 14.-:i•n• TJ Po,] Though pl. in form, 1•0, is sg. in sense; Kon. iii. 348 b. 
-I4. ,•',,:, :ii.i,] eJi Uw lie 'Y""~ur,. ;,i;,1 sometimes nearly=if, e.g. 1 S. 
9 7, 2 S. 1811; cp. 1n1 Ex. 4 1.-,7\(7:l] So Baer's text, without Qere. 
According to the Mass. Job 42 16 is the only place where 11,., Kt. has 
;,111•1 Q. But elr Ka.t ,pop718y U,F shews that the text originally had 111•1, 
which must have been altered to ,1111•1 by scribes on their own account, 
not by the Mass. It is curious that 111•1 and c111•1 should be found in the 
same v.; cp. ;"Tt!'l/'l v. 19, nK7'1 v. 28.-;,t!'l/'] Better ni.1>11 after ;,111•1.-1;;,i'] So 
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Baer, after 1$].m., cp. o,,;, 2 K. 1716 (pause). Some MSS, Edd. m;,, cp. 
o;i;, Job 164 (]Sim.).-r5. Many MSS Vrs. n;:,11 n111.-r6. 1l:J no:i] See 
v. 7 phil. n.-17. ,,, :I'll',, 'JYl:i] I. ,1y1:1, 2 MSS Kenn. m:_s insert a neg., ' from 
the poor he has not withdrawn his hand,' to agree with their interpreta
tion of the phrase; Co. 134, 154.-'D!lran:i] eJi o<Kawo-uv?)v.-)lll:J] ' because 
of,' v. 1• 31• n.-18. 1•::i11J e:Ji.$ '111, perh. rightly.-riN ,,l ,rl) l. n71~ ,.!ll; 
nN is a vox nihili, v. 10 n.; n~,;~ is the form in v.', seen. eJi 1<al ap,rao-11 
l:l.p1ra,.µa; ll,.$1)' also have the conjn.-1'1:ll] In H 1•1:1y1:1 occurs in an 
established phrase, Lev. 179 198 ; but in Lev. 1916 211, 4. 14 • 1o the pl. 
is doubtful.-no mni] Pf., not ptcp., because m,,, has no suff. ; e:Ji=no,, 
.$=no, both om. nin. For jlif( see Dr. § 160 Obs.-19. on,01<1) Cp. 
vv. 26· 19 3317• 20. The pf. c.w.c. amounts to no more than an impf.
Nll'l 11, l/11:1) Dr. § 19.-n'rt' n•n ... n;:,y ... p,,1] A virtual hypothesis, 
Dr. § 154.-20. l/11'1 Kt., l/ll''lM Q. When J/11''1 and P''11' occur together or 
in contrasted clauses, the art. is omitted with both or written with both, 
e.g. vv. 24-27 318-U 1322 3312 ; J/17'1 ... p•,i.n is therefore exceptional, 
and Q. rightly emends the text. e:JiB oi1<a10crrl,.,, iJ,Kal'I) . . . avoµla avoµ'J) 
=l/11'1 ny;:,, ... P'11' np,1' would be equally correct.-21. mo• N,] Some 
MSS and e]iAQ;i:\l)' ,, N,1.-22. ,., ml'] Dat. incommodi. e:JiU. om. 1,, 
which, however, is represented in the three Gk. recensions (Hexaplaric 
addition).-23. F!lrlN f!lrtM]=r!lnll N, v. 32 ; cp. 2 s. 7• with l c. 17', 
and 1 K. 12 16 with 2 S. 201.-n,o] The parallel in v. 32 and 1::i1;:,::i in cl. b 
suggest nio:i, read by 20 MSS.-n•m ... 1:i1ll'J] Cp. v. 24 and 3 20 n.
\'J'lio] Without Kt., according to Mass.; but 1:i,,o e:Jilri\ and 33 11• 

e:Jii\=lrl/'ln ',0.-24. 'rtl n;:,y•J The first word perh. repeated from rtll'l/, 
and •n, added from v.13.-mp,1' ,:i] Kt. sg., .$; but Q. pl., agreeing with 
pl. vb., e:Ji, and 320 3313• After i'll'lJ!n .$ adds ,, cp. v. 22.-n,o• o:i] Dr. 
§ 123 Obs.-25. mn• ... OJ'J'1'1] (I!; sg.; cp. pn• v.••h.-26. on•';,y no,] 
.$ om., eJi om. o,,,i,y; n1:11 may be a mistaken repetition of n,o•, and 
011•,y a miswritten form of 1':,,y:i (Kr.) or of [1°,ll] n10• (Co. Be. Toy).
i,)ll#] 3313 from '!ll, constr. st. '!JI 28 18 which is then inflected like ~~9-
-nio•J eJi iv a.or,;; a1ra0aveZra,='• 1:i, or ,.i,y '•; the former agrees with Ez's 
usage.-27. ,,wy 'lll'N] i\ om,-bll'.1 ... ::i1~:;i] Cp. 363 i,l/,m, 447 l'lP.l;ll sic; 
Dr. § u8 Obs., Kon. iii.§ 366 h. For Wl/'1 eJi Ka.l 1ra,170-11 q[:,$1)' et fecerit= 
nwy,_-111n] .$ om.-28. ,,~Tl] G-K. § 75 t.-::1111'!1] Kt., a slip for :i~:1 Q. 
-29. 1,1:1111] So 3317 ; cp. on v.19 supr.-u~n• 11, •:,-11;,J l!liJl sg. ; so He., 
agreeing with v. 26b.-pn• 11, OJ'Jii] I. mn• many MSS m:55, as in v.2&b; 
G-K. § 145 u. Four MSS eJi1£'! read ,, sg.-30. OJ'Vll'!l ,:io] l!.: ' and put 
away from you the worship of idols,' i.e. ,vo for ,:io, as in 14•; so Co. 
-pll ,1wJo, □::i~ nw 11,1] jlif( treats jlll as subj. of n•11•. It is better to 
ignore the accents and read 1•n• l!li, with OJ'l/ll'!l as subj. The position of 
l'll shews that it is gen., eJi Eis Ko\a.criv <io,Kia.s.-31. □ ::i □nl/ll'!l] eJi='J, rightly; 
cp. Jer. 33•.-32. non n11:1:i] For the idiom of the cognate ptcp. see G-K. 
§ 144 e; Driver Samuel2 132.-1•m 1::i•;:,,,1] e:JiB om., perhaps rightly; if the 
words are retained 1. 1:i1w1. In e]iAQ0 they are inserted. 

Ch. 19. Two laments over Israel's princes, Jehoahaz and 
Jehoiachin vv.2 •9, Jehoiachin vv.10 •14• Ezekiel could write 
fine poetry when he chose, and on this occasion the impulse came 
from a mixed emotion, his pride in the royal house of Judah, 
and his pity for the misfortunes of the young princes. He gives 
expression to his feelings in two laments, and, as he often does 
when roused to passion, he disguises narrative under a veil of 
allegory, and pictures the lioness and her whelps vv.2 •9, the 
vine and her rods vv.10 -14• Both poems are composed in the 
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ttna rhythm, frequently used for the elegy, e.g. 2617 27Bb•1<J&. 25b•3& 
2812 •19 (in part) 293 322b. 18b- 19, Am. 52, Lam. 1-4; each line falls 
into two unequal parts, with three beats in the longer and two 
in the shorter. The characteristic form is well sustained 
throughout both these elegies, though obscured here and there by 
the accidents of transmission. 

When once we realize that the mother in vv.2• 10 is Judah 
personified, and that vv.10•14 were written later than vv.2 •9, the 
meaning of the allegories becomes clear. The first poem 
describes the youthful promise and melancholy fate of Jehoahaz 
and Jehoiachin, the one banished to Egypt (v. 4), the other 
carried captive to Babylon (vv.8 • 9); this may well belong to the 
general period of the present section, 592-1 B.C. The inter
vening king Jehoialp.m does not come into the elegy, because 
he did not share the misfortunes of his half-brother and his son, 
2 K. 2386-246• * In the second poem we have a fresh allegory; 
it pictures the collapse of the nation as a whole, and again the 
fate of Jehoiachin (v.12c), but this time with an allusion to the 
final ruin of the dynasty owing to Zedekiah's revolt (v.14), 

which shews that the poem must have been written after the 
events of 588-6 B.c. 

The two poems are usually treated as one, and the lioness 
is taken to represent I:lamutal, the wife of Josiah, and the 
whelps her two sons, Jehoahaz and Zedekiah ; but this inter
pretation, though it may suit vv. 2 -9, cannot be carried through 
vv.10 •14, and it has raised a number of difficulties. Holscher 
has succeeded in removing them and making both allegories 
intelligible. He would assign only the first to Ezekiel; the 
second, he thinks, is the composition of a later redactor, chiefly 
on the ground that the images in vv.10 -14 are borrowed from 
17 5 •10, and used inconsistently; how can the vine, after its 
destruction v.12, be planted in the wilderness v.13 ? But there 
is no sufficient reason for denying' Ez.'s authorship of vv.10 -14 ; 

he was merely making use of his favourite images drawn from 
the vine or the cedar (172 •10 318 "8 ) ; and a poet must be allowed 
freedom in the play of his metaphors. We may conclude, then, 

• J. Lewy, Forsch. z. alten Gesch. Vorderasiens 1925, 47, _agi:ees that 
the mother vv. 2• 10 is Judah, but he makes vv. 8 ' • refer to Jehoia\C1m, who, 
he believes, was deported by Neb. in 6o1 B.C., 2 C. 366. But the evidence 
of 2 C. I.e. hardly outweighs that of 2 K. 2410-16 , and the year 601 for 
the supposed exile of Jehoial,im can only be obtained by altering the 
text of Jer. 52 29 • A more prob. explanation of the dates in Jer. 52 28

•
30 is 

suggested by Begrich, Chronologie 1929, 199, 201, viz., that vv,1l•. 30 both 
refer to the captivity of 586 B.c., according to di_fferent reckonings. 
J. Lewy also adopts the Chronicler's view that Zedekiah was the brother 
of Jehoiachin, 2 C. 3610 ; so Jos. Ant. x. 7, 2. See, however, 1 C. 3n, u 
(Z. was heir, not son, to Jeconiah) and 2 K. 2411

• 
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that Ez. himself added the second poem, which is entirely in 
his manner, when the fate of Jehoiachin was completed by the 
exile of the nation and the downfall of the royal house in 
586 B.C. 

Ch. 19, 1. take up a lamentation] Hebr. fdnd, cp. 2617 272 2812 

322, Am. 51, each time followed by a poem in the elegiac rhythm
over the princes of I.] Jehoahaz and Jehoiachin; Ez. calls 
Zedekiah also prince, see 727 n. For the plur. (19 gives the 
sing., and many adopt the reading in view of the sing. pron. thy 
mother v.2 ; but jlll is prob. correct, as will appear.-2-4. 

How was thy mother a lioness among lions ! 
She couched in the midst of young-lions, rearing her 

whelps. 
3 And she brought up one of her wheps, till he grew a 

young-lion ; 
And he learnt to tear the prey, devouring men. 

4 But nations ' shouted against ' him ; in their pit he 
was captured ; 

And they brought him in hooks to Egypt's land. 

The allegory begins with a striking figure, which represents the 
nation as a mother of mighty kings. For the metaphor(@:' the 
congregation of Israel') applied to the land or race cp. 163-U 

(Hittite), 232, Hos. 2 4• 7 45, Is. 501 (Israel), Ps. 875r.. Among 
modem scholars Sm. Dav. Ho. Herzog (Die ethischen 
Anschauungen d. Proph. Ez. 1923, 75 n.) understand mother in 
this sense; others, however, interpret literally of l:Iamutal, 
wife of Josiah, mother of Jehoahaz and Zedekiah, 2 K. 23s1 2418 

(Be. Kr. Ro. Schmidt He.). But in v.10 thy mother must be a 
personification of Judah, and so most naturally here.-a lioness] 
The figure (cp. Num. 2324 249) would at once conjure up a 
familiar sight, for lions were common in ancient Palestine; 
there are no less than five "different words for them in Hehr. 
(Job 410• 11), three of which occur in this v. ; they haunted the 
thickets by the Jordan (Jer. 4919 5044, Zech. n 3), the recesses of 
Mt. Hermon (Cant. 48), and the desert S. of Judah (Is. 306). The 
lion is believed to have disappeared from the country after 
the Crusades.-couched] Cp. Gen. 499, Ps. 10422.-her whelps] 
For the metaphor cp. Gen. 499 (Judah), Dt. 3322 (Dan); Shake
speare Henry V. i. 2, 108 ff. 

' Whiles his most mighty father on a hill 
Stood smiling to behold his lion's whelp 
Forage in blood of French nobility.' 

3. one of her whelps] Jehoahaz, 2 K. 23311f-, Jer. 2210 •12.-a 
young-lion] The k•phir seems properly to mean a half-grown 
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lion Jud. 146, old enough, however, to hunt prey for itself 
Is. 529 314, Am. 34, Mic. 57 etc.-to tear the prey] v.6 2225• 27, a 
phrase only in Ez. ; the verb and noun are cognate.-4. But 
nations 'shouted against' him] lit. caused (a cry) to be heard, 
like hunters or beaters trying to rouse a lion by their shouts ; 
cp. the image in Is. 314, where shepherds make cries to induce 
a lion to give up its prey; so Iliad xviii. 161 f. Here the nations 
are Pharaoh-necho and his troops, who bound the young king 
in Riblah during the Egyptian campaign against Babylon, 
2 K. 2333• :ffl· has hearkened unto him, or possibly heard about 
him ; but neither sense fits the context. ~ reads K<lT• avTov 'l, 
contra eum {!L ' against him ' ; hence, with a slight change 
in the vocalization of the vb., Hitzig and most modern scholars 
render caused to be heard (i.e. a voice or cry) against him.-in 
their pit] v.8, cp. Ps. 716 [151 916 [Iol 357 ; pits and nets used in 
hunting are mentioned in the Gilgamesh Epic, Tablet i. col. 3, 9 f. 
(KB. vi. 123).-And they brought him in hooks] v.9, cp. Is. 3729 ; 

in hooks has two accents in the Hebr.; see crit. note.-to 
Egypt's land] See 2 K. 23 34, Jer. 2210 -12 (1 C. 315). Ez., like 
Jeremiah, feels a keen regret for Jehoahaz.-5-7. 

And she saw that [baffied], undone, was her hope. 
Of her whelps ' another ' she took, making him a 

6 And he prowled in the midst of lions, 
young lion. 
till he grew a 
young-lion, 

And he learnt to tear the prey, 
7 And he 'couched in his dens' (?) 

Dismayed was the land and all in it 

devouring men. 
and ' terrified the 
flocks ' (?) ; 

at the sound of 
his roaring. 

baffied] is merely a guess, based upon ~n &1rw<TTai A &1ro<r,r-a.mi. 
The Hebr. ought to mean waited, e.g. Gen. 812 ; tarried would be 
possible, but hardly strong enough. No emendation is quite 
convincing. The subj. of both the verbs seems to be her hope. 
-another] <I? a'..\..\.ov, :ffl one. The allusion is to Jehoiachin, 
597 B.c., 2 K. 248 -16, Jer. 2224 -ao; so Sm. Co. Be. Toy Ro. Ho. 
Others, with less probability, think of Zedekiah, Hi. v. Or. Kr. 
Schmidt He.-making him] As in 175 planting.-6. prowled] 
@ rlve<rTpl<{,ern, lit. walked about, 2814• The rest of the verse 
repeats v. 3.-7. The first line is corrupt in ;We, lit. And he knew 
his widows, and their cities he laid waste. Even hyperbolically 
the lion cannot be said 'to lay waste cities' ; it haunted their 
ruins and attacked wanderers, Jer. 2 15 47 56•. With the least 
alteration the text may be read And he couched in his dens, and 
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terrified the flocks ; for the first half of the line cp. Am. 3 4, 
Nah. 2121·, Ps. 10422 ; for the second, Mic. s'. The Vrs. imply 
the language of JF(, but do not elucidate it.-Dismayed etc.] lit. 
the land was desolated and the fullness thereof; cp. r219 n.-
8-9. 

And the nations laid against him ' snares ' round 
about, 

And spread their net over him, in their pit he 
was captured. 

9 And they put him in a cage ' ' and brought him to 
Babylon's king ' ', 

That his voice should not be heard ' ' on the mountains 
of Israel. 

Another lion-hunt is described. In v. 4 Egyptians are the 
hunters, here Babylonians ; but neither nation was particu
larly devoted to lion-hunting. Both descriptions are best 
illustrated from Assyrian sources, which record, in writing and 
sculpture, the exploits of the kings in pursuit of their favourite 
sport. See Meissner Bab. u. Ass. i. 73 f.-lnstead of snares, 
.:ffl reads from provinces, ~ EK xwpwv, which have nothing to 
do with the allegory; snares is Ez.'s word in 1213 1720, where 
again it is parallel with net. For the latter cp. v. 4 n., and the 
illustration in Meissner l.c. no. 49.-he was captured] 2 K. 248-18• 

-9. in a cage] Hehr. sugar=Akk. sigaru. Both name and 
thing come from Assyria ; thus the Rassam cylinder of Asur
banipal (c. 645 B.c.) declares that the king put a captured 
prince into a cage (sigaru) to watch the eastern gate of Nineveh, 
col. viii. line II ; also ib. l. 29 and col. ix. I. III (KB. ii. 217, 219, 
229). The Assyrian kings kept lions in wooden cages for 
hunting; a fine relief from the palace of Asshurbanipal is shewn 
in Otto Weber Ass. Kunst Abb. 4r. To explain the foreign 
word in a cage some early scribe inserted an equivalent in 
Hehr. in hooks (cp. v. 4). Another gloss follows. In JF( we 
read and brought him to Babylon's king, and brought him into 
strongholds : of the two sentences, which is text and which is 
gloss? Probably and brought him to B.'s king belongs to the 
poem, because it forms an excellent counterpart to v. 4b and 
they brought him in hooks to Egypt's land; and clearly the 
stanzas aim at the effect produced by repetition (vv. 3b and 6b, 
4a and 8b). Some critics, however, prefer to treat and brought 
him into strongholds as the original text. The Assyrians at any 
rate, and the Babylonians to a lesser degree, were accustomed 
to treat their prisoners with barbarous cruelty; Meissner Le. 
III ff. and Abb. 38. 69.-should not be heard] Jill adds any more, 
<!? om. rightly. For the mountains of l. see 62 n. 
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Vv. 10-I4. The allegory of the vine and her rods. Again we 
have a picture of the state and pre-eminence of Jehoiachin; but 
his subsequent fall is set against a wider background. The 
nation has been carried into exile; Zedekiah's policy has 
brought about the ruin of his house. As compared with the 
other, this allegory is not so true to nature, nor are the images 
handled with the same skill. 

10 Thy mother was like a vine ' planted near water; 
Fruit and foliage she bore, through plentiful water. 

11 ' One ' of her strong rods became a rulers' staff; 
His stature waxed high among the thick-branches, 
And appeared in his height, with his plentiful boughs. 

IO. The allegory has much in common with 175 •8 .-Thy mother 
was like a vine] For the comparison of Israel to a vine see 
Is. 51-1 272r., Ps. 8osuo1, Mk. 121·9=Mt. 2133•41=Lk. 209·16. 

Thy mother forms a link between the two poems, and shews that 
vv.10 •14 must have been written in dependence upon vv.2 • 9 (Ho.); 
for while a lioness could naturally be spoken of as a mother, a 
vine could not, without the clue given by v.12• After like a vine 
:ffl has the impossible in thy blood ; at first sight the old emenda
tion in a vineyard, supported indirectly perhaps by 4?, looks 
attractive, but it does not inspire confidence. ~~ imitate Jlf[ ; 
'QI:, followed by the Jewish commentators, renders 'in thy 
likeness,' hence RV. marg.-planted near water] Cp. 175 ; the 
language as in Jer. 178 , Ps. 13 ; see also Gen. 4922, Num. 246, 

Is. 444 for well-grown trees beside water.-Fruit and foliage 
she bore] lit. fruitful and well-foliaged she became. The v. 
reproduces the language of 178.-I I. ;ffl reads And her strong rods 
became staves of rulers. But the plur. does not agree with the 
sing. verbs and pronouns which follow: 4gB)L';! read the sing., 
which may have been altered in ;ffl through a misapplication 
of the figure to the several princes of the royal house. With 
her strong rod vv.12• 14 cp. Jer. 4817 , Ps. no2 ; with a rulers' 
staff v.14 cp. Is. 145, Gen. 4910, Zech. ro 11, Ps. 457l61• Toy 
would read rulers also as a sing., cp. v.14• Many interpreters 
think that the strong rod is Zedekiah; but Jehoiachin is more 
probable, on account of v.14.-His stature waxed high] Again in 
the allegory of the cedar, 313• 10· 14 ; for stature cp. 176.-among 
the thick-branches] lit. interwoven foliage, © ,v µ/.en.,_, unAExoiv; 
again in 313• 10• 14, where, however, the reading should be clouds, 
which would not be suitable here.-boughs] The same as the 
Word rendered branches in 176 • 7.-The second and third lines 
of this v., and the first of v.12, are written in the 2 : 2 rhythm.
Vv. I2-I4. The overthrow of the national life and the exile of 
Jehoiachin, for which Zedekiah was to blame, 

14 
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12 But she was plucked up in fury, being cast to the earth : 
And an east wind withered her, breaking her 'shoots',· 
Her strong rod 'was' withered, fire devouring him. 

13 And now in the waste she is planted, in a land of 
drought ' '. 

14 And fire has come forth from 'her' rod, devouring her 
shoots ' ' ; 

There remains in her no strong rod, no staff for a 
'ruler.' 

12. plucked up] Especially of the nation, Dt. 2927 , Jer. 1 10 1214, 
1 K. 1416 ; the figure as in 179b.-in jury] The divine anger 
against the house of Israel, which Ez. had often threatened, 
513• 15 612 818 1313 • 16.-an east wind withered her] Cp. 179c. 10• 

The force of destruction came from Babylon ; apparently an 
alJusion to the captivity of 597 B.C., 2 K. 2410 -16.-breaking her 
' shoots '] .:ffi her fruit ; hilt the sing. noun does not agree with 
the plur. verb (lit. were broken off), nor does the word suit the 
figure ; so restore the word used in 176 • How easily the two 
could be confused is seen in v.14.-Her strong rod' was' withered] 
See v.11• The plur. verb in ;fll must be corrected to a sing., 
cl? lf'YJpav0'YJ. Jehoiachin, though carried away to Babylon, 
was not put to death, but kept a prisoner, 2 K. 2527 ; so fire 
devouring him must be taken metaphorically.-13. Here the 
allusion seems to imply the captivity of Israel after the final 
destruction of Jerusalem in 586 B.C. Transplanted to a barren 
soil, the vine can no longer flourish.-in a land of drought] 
;fl1 and of thirst, a commonplace, added for the sake of the 
assonance in Hehr. ; it spoils the rhythm, and is not recognized 
by 4?.-14. Interpreters are agreed that the verse refers to 
Zedekiah's rebellion (see 1716 n.), which gave the Babylonians 
an excuse for taking extreme measures. So the fire which 
destroyed the vine came from a rod of her own ; the royal 
house itself brought both nation and dynasty to ruin. The 
first line of the v. refers to the past, not the future ; the destruc
tion of Jerusalem has taken place. fire has come forth from 
'her' rod] Cp. the image in Jud. 915• A slight change of 
punctuation is needed to make the sense and metre clear : 
.:ffi reads from the rod of her shoots, her fruit it has devoured. But 
her fruit spoils the figure, and seems to be a dittograph of her 
shoots; the two words are much alike in Hehr., cp. v.12 n.; 
cl? om. the second.-no staff for a ' ruler '] So cl? implies ; the 
small change gives a form which agrees better with v.11 than 
:flll's staff for ruling. This poem ends like the other {v.9 ) with 
the sigh of a patriotic heart, though the prophet does not think 
of Zedekiah with the emotion which he felt for Jehoahaz and 
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Jehoiachin. A colophon is attached in prose: It is a dirge, 
and a dirge it is become i.e. the Mna is finished ; similarly 3216 ; 

cp. the subscription at the end of 3I18• 

Ch. 19, I. ;imii] @liA,$~ add cik 1:i.-2. k'J? ioic ,10] In an exclamatory 
sense no is used with adjs. and vbs., e.g. Gen. 28 1', Is. 527, not, as here, 
with a noun-subject ; but the construction is intelligible. To render as 
an interrogative, What was thy mother? gives an unsuitable sense ; Toy 
suggests therefore ic•:i';,';, 'k m;,"1 thy m. was like a lioness, cp. Cant. 29, a rather 
tame sentence. Haupt thinks that no is used like the Akk. adverbial 
md, simply to introduce the orat. recta, A lioness was ... ; Ges.-Buhl16 

s.v. no. The Vrs. imply the word, but find difficulty in understanding it: 
@Ji ,,-/ 7/ µ:fJT'f/P crov; crK6µ,vos• l!., quid mater tua catulus ,$ ' what was thy 
mother, (thou) lion's whelp '-free renderings, not necessarily pointing 
to n•,M ,u in the text. The Mass. grammarians, thinking that N'J7 must 
be mas., have given it a purely artificial fem. form M;J7 (:i::.?), to suit 
the fem. vbs. and suff. which follow. But k'J?, though mas. in form, 
denoted lioness (Job 411 3889), and did not receive a fem. ending because 
the difference between a lion and a lioness was sufficiently manifest to 
the eye ; cp. c1e, )111N, Sn,. In later speech, however, it was felt necessary 
to add the fem. ending, e.g. Arab. labu' at etc., Samaritan n•:i~ for k'J':, in 
Gen. 499 etc. ; Noldeke Beitr. z. sem. Sprachw. 1904, 70. According to 
Kon. iii. § 24 7 e k'J? was common in gender ; but Dt. 33 20 is not decisive 
for the mas. sense.-;i~:i,J Ignore the accent, and transfer to the second 
line of the couplet.-3. S;ini] Hiph. 3 fem. ; @Ji K. a1/'nr11ll11crev .$=~11•1 
}5:al 3 mas.-The pfs. dvvvllfrws here and in vv. 5 • •· 12• 14 express a sub
ordinate thought ; see 174 n.-4. l'7k ll/011''1] l. 1'711 111•ow•1 Hiph., with ';,,;, 
understood, as in Jer. 5029 51 27 .-cnnw:i] @Ji wrongly iv rii ll,aq,0opi avTwv 
lL. For @]i's confusion of different meanings in similar Hehr. words cp. 
vv. 11• 14 l:lJW=<t>vM; see 4 6 n.-c•nn:i lr'lkJ'l] Instead of recognizing two 
beats in c•fm:i, some think that a word has fallen out, and obtain the 
3 beats by inserting ni,,~o:i from v.• (Rost OLZ. 1904, 392 f.), or , .. n,:i 
(e.g. Ro.) cp. 29 4 384 • @Ji here and v. 9 renders o•nn:i lv K'f/µ,,i 'in a 
halter.'-b~i;,J] v.8 is the correct punctuation; some edd. b~i;i; i.e. pf. 
not ptcp. Niph.-5. M,ni] ,$ adds 'his mother.'-riSnuJ Niph. of ,n•= 
to wait. As an equivalent to eli's a1/'wcrrn, n11?vl was removed far off has 
been suggested (e.g. Ro.), but the word only occurs in Mic. 4• and is open 
to doubt. The other Vrs. imply ,,i,~IJJ, connecting with ,,Sn be sick, 
'A frpw(J.,, 'was wounded' ~ 71cr0lv.,,,nv .$ 'became sick,' (cp. 344, Is. 
1711 n~CTJ Niph. ptcp.) F infirmata est; m:: po!l 'was cut off' perh. = 
~~Q,l, Ps:•10923• Sm. suggests a connexion with the Syr. 'aw[!el=' to 
be enfeebled' ; Co. n~!:iil=' had become foolish' cp. Num. 1211, Is. 1913 ; 

Kr. nSni.-,nN] 1. ,ott, as in 17• n.-7. i•niiD~k v,•i] mo',k usually means 
widow, so '.l:J' didicit viduas facere; but in Is. 13 22 palaces (read, however, 
,i•mioiN). so qj; here, changing 11,•1 to 111:1 Hiph. of vv, ' hurt,' ' destroyed ' ; 
but, except in Ps. 743 , the Hiph. of JIJ/i always takes a person as ~bject. 
~ K. l11lµ.,ro ,,.,;; 0p&.crn a&Tou i.e. v,•, from riv, ' to pasture,' and 'k m the 
~ense of Aram. k(11P'~tt= 'strength'; so lL:::\. The most plausible con
Jecture is that of Hitz. Co. etc. 1•piii119·\,~ PTl, Others suggest for 
the vb. PP'l Kr., i11i•1=' growled' Jer: 51 38 Ro.-:r,n,, □ n•,111] What 
can the suff. refer to ? Ro. He. plausibly ,,,nn □•,1111. Vrs. follow :ffl.
□ttim] See 1219 n.-8. ,•~v 1in•1] i!ri\F 'were gathered,' as though un•, 
could mean 'set (themselves) against him'; but it must have an obj., 
and the parallelism suggests a word like cnw,, e.g. 111,1~9 snares (v.&), 
for the impossible nii•,oo.-J'JC] The accents join the advb. with □•u, 
but the context requires it to go with snares, (!Ji iK xwpwv KvKM8e11.-
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9. iJ10] to suit Akk. §igaru should be pronounced il'O, Hebr. 0 some
times=Akk. §, e.g. f1kO=§enu, pc=§aknu, ,rio=§ipru, ru,c=Sargdnu. 
The Vrs. recognize both iJ1c:i and □ •nn:i ; (l]iB K, W,vro auro11 iv K'1/J-'I' K. 
[1/veyKav aorovAJ ,!v "iaAEa,ypq, • in a halter and a cage ' m; 11:>111111:i r,,,p:i 
'in a collar [col/arium] in chains' cp. Talm. ,,ic=' a collar,' Fin caveam 
in catenis ; but ,$ 'in a cage' am. □ •nn:i.--in~:;i;l] (l]iB f,Mev 11, (l]iA om.
niiJi;,J in~:;i;] A gloss. Baer, Ginsburg point nii1r,, here and in 33 117, 

the pl. of 119 I C. II7 =' a hill fastness,' ' stronghold,' from 11x, cp. 
J'l19 Pr. 619 from ri, Barth Nominalb. § 16zc. Other edns. point niii.9, 
Kon. ii. I41 ; but in Ez. the form is :i11~9 IZ13 1728 when snare is meant; 
pronounce therefore ni,¥9, and so read in v.8.-k, 7yo,] See I411 n.-
10. 70,:i] i!r: connects with no,, 'the congregation of Isr. in doing the 
law is like (k•o1) a vine ' ; so Ra. explains as J1'07 i,111, ; but there is no 
such noun as □:! ,llr,>'!. (l]i ws livOos iv poq, 'like a pomegranate flower' 
i.e. po,:i, cp. ~ zo 38 for J confused with J, and v. 111 for, confused with , ; 
this suggested to Calmet (Ges. Thes. 342) the emendation :;97:;:,, actually 
found in one Hebr. MS ; hence □1?~ l~!~ Toy Kr. Ro. Schm. But 
there is no analogy to the expression in the 0.T.-n!lll/1 n•i!l] (l]i /, Kap7ros 
aurijs "· /, fJXa,nbs aurijs.-u. Read 1l/ m:io n, •:,•1, (l]iB K. i"tiv<ro a~r'1 
p&.fJoos, am. tl/ lLI!! ; (l]iA K, i"llvovro allr. p. laxvos. i!r:.$11' follow ~-
'llJII' ',k] (l]i i1f'1 q,v)\-fiv, cp. v. 4 n.-□•n:iy p 'Y] I. 'y ':i ,k as 31 18• 14 

□•n:iy from n:iy 'interweave,' in 31 3 • io. 14 confused with m:iy 'clouds' 
from JlY.-12. 11il;r;i1] Not Hoph., but pass. of }):al ; similarly □~: Gen. 
4u, nrn: Gen. 184 , Jl:1: 1 K. 2 21, all J'!l verbs, without Hiph. and 
Hoph. in use ; cp. ro13 n. G-K. § 53 u. ; B-L. 286.-1pi!lmi n•,!J] 
The first word seems to be a miswritten form of n•1J (v. 14), (l]i rit lKAEKrit 
aurijs; !l and J were readily confused, e.g. 21 2 ~!ln in <!li'=!lJn; 368 

□ :JlllY, in (l]i= □ :JJll/; also , and ,, e.g. the next word 1pi!ll1n, misread 
11p!ln:, by (l]i <!/;eo,Kr,0'1<Tav [A <!/;eo,Kr,0'1]; cp. 39 n. For the Hithp. in a 
pass. sense see Kon. iii. § IOI. With n•,:i restored, and disregarding 
,;, the plur. vb. follows correctly.-1111:i•i] 1. w;i;J pf. with weak waw, 
(l]i i/;'1p&.v0'1, cp. 2I 12 398.-13. :i,in111 nny1] Ptcp. without a subj. ex
pressed, as sometimes after mn, e.g. 710 ; perhaps nn11, was regarded in 
the same way as mn; Dr. § I35(6). (l]i has 1f'<rf,~r<uKav avrr,v=n,Sn111.-
14. :,•;:i mioo] (l]i '" p&.{Joou iKXhrwv avri)s ,$ ' from her choice rods' ; 
but n•,:i is wanted for the second half of the line ; so point o~~:;,. and 
ignore accents, making :,•;J obj. of n\,:ik. (l]i om. n•i!J, as in v. 12• 

-n,:ik] (l]i Kai Karlr/>a"i<v, objecting to the asyndeton, which, however, is 
idiomatic; see v. 2 n.-n:i :i•n NS1J To be treated as bearing one stress. 
i'\+11J1, as in 3410.-Siwo\, llJ17] Inf. constr.; but I. l:>11110\, '111, as in v.11, 
Co. Toy Kr. (l]i points to this reading, though Inisunderstanding it, rf,vl\71 
<is '/f'apa{Jo),.r,v = \,1110,. 

g. FURTHER DENUNCIATIONS, Chs. 20-24. 

The discourses fall into two classes: (a) fresh indictments, 
of Israel and the exiles eh. 20, of Jerusalem eh. 22, of the nation 
in the past eh. 23 ; (b) interpretations of current events, 
Nebuchadrezzar's advance against Jerusalem eh. 2I, and the 
beginning of the siege eh. 24. There is a momentary glance 
into the ideal future 2040 • 44 ; a poem in frenzied language has 
been introduced into eh. 21, vv.14 • 22 rn-11J_ 

Ch. 20. Certain elders of the Jewish community in Babylon 
had come to the prophet seeking a divine oracle ; but instead 
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of giving them the response they wanted, he reads them the 
lesson of Israel's history. If v. 32 is to be taken literally, a 
movement was on foot among the exiles to assimilate themselves 
to their heathen surroundings, and some such tendency is quite 
conceivable. But people who were intending to 'become as 
the heathen ' would hardly have resorted to such a person as 
Ezekiel; so perhaps the eh. is best understood in the same 
way as 141 -11• Though the prophet is speaking to the exiles, 
his words are aimed at a wider audience ; he has in mind 
Israel as a whole. An old Jewish interpretation of v.32 has 
lately been revived: the elders (v.2) wanted to know what the 
prophet would say about a plan for setting up an altar and 
temple to Jahveh in Babylonia. In v.32 Ez. denounces the 
proposal; his own scheme for the future was very different, 
chs. 40-48; Rothstein Comment. 919 ; Menes ZATW. 1932, 
272 f.; Eissfeldt Eint. 1934, 420. This interpretation, however, 
reads too much into the language of v.32, while the context, 
vv.29• 32b, seems rather to have in view the state of religion at 
home (Sellin Gesch. ii. 27). 

In all essentials the eh. seems to be constructed on a plan : 
Israel in Egypt vv. 5 -9 ; in the wilderness vv.10 -14 ; in the 
wilderness and in Canaan vv.15 -22 • 23 -26 ; at each stage dis
obedient, yet spared by Jahveh. Israel in the present is no 
less idolatrous vv. 3o-32 ; and once again is to be led into the 
wilderness, and closely scrutinized vv.ss-39 ; only those 
found faithful will enter a new life in the restored Zion 
vv.40-44. 

This despairing view of the nation's history has already been 
elaborated in 141 -11 and eh. 16; it will appear again in eh. 23; 
it agrees with the verdict of the Dtc. compilers of the historical 
books, e.g. Jud. 211 -2s, 2 K. 2110 -10• In thought and language 
the eh. contains much in common with D and H. Its style 
is monotonous, and reflects the gloom of the outlook ; yet the 
very repetitions produce a solemn impression. Some of these, 
however, may be later additions, e.g. the six allusions to the 
sabbath, based upon Ex. 3113 P from H, and vv.21 -29, which 
stand outside the scheme. It is true that vv.29 • 32 suggest 
Palestinian conditions, but not necessarily that they were 
addressed to people in Palestine; Ez. is speaking immediately 
to the exiles, but including the nation in his survey. As an 
imaginative relief the prophet pictures a second scene in the 
wilderness vv. 33 -39, and for a moment lifts the veil of the future 
vv. 40 - 44 : the divine purpose for Israel will not be defeated ; 
J ahveh is bound to vindicate His character before the world ! 
Some think that the dispersion and gathering referred to in 
VV.23• 41 imply that the general exile had already taken place, 
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and therefore that the eh. was written after 586 B.C. ; this, 
however, is by no means clear. 

Ch. 20, I. in the seventh year, in the fifth month, on the tenth of the 
month] i.e. July-August 591 B.c., eleven months after the last 
date mentioned, 81.-certain of the elders of Isr.J See 141 n.
to enquire of J ahveh] They had some particular question to ask ; 
et. the elders in 141 • Among the Sephardic Jews vv.2 •20 are 
read as the prophetic lesson accompanying Lev. 191-2027.-

3. shall I let myself be enquired of?] v. 31 3637• A similar refusal 
is given in 143.-4. Wilt thou judge, judge them?] The inter
rogation has the force of an imperative ; the vb. is repeated out 
of impatience, as in 222 cp. 2336• Only in these passages is 
the prophet called upon to judge his countrymen, and each 
time the context explains what is meant-to set out the case 
against them.-Vv. 5--9. Israel in Egypt. Jahveh resolved to 
bring Isr. out of E. vv. 5 • 6 ; gave them orders v.7 ; but they 
refused to obey v.8a; He intended to punish them, [but relented] 
v.8b; and for His name's sake did bring them out v.9.-5. when I 
chose Isr.J God's choice of Israel, only here in Ez., is mentioned 
first in D, Dt. 4 37 7 7 1015 142 ; hence Jer. 3324 and ii. Is., 418 • 9 

etc. See Driver Deut. roo.-1 lifted up my hand] The gesture 
enforcing an oath, vv.6· 16. 23. 28. 42 367 4412 4714 cp. Gen. 1422. 
The first I lifted up my hand is not followed, as everywhere else, 
by a clause giving the substance of the oath ; the second does 
not go naturally with I am Jahveh; while the third (v.6a) is 
in its proper place. The three together can hardly be original. 
Hi. Co. omit the two sentences in v. 5, Be. one or other; Kr. 
thinks that v. 5a is a doublet of 6b.-the house of Jacob in parallel
ism with Israel denotes the whole nation; cp. 3925 , Jer. 2 4 • The 
only other occasions when the name of Jacob is used in Ez. are 
2825 3725.-/ let myself be known to them in the land of Egypt] 
See on v.9, and Ex. 429 • 31 J; cp. eh. 3511 3632 3823 , Is. 1921.

J am Jahveh your God] vv.7• 19, Jud. 610 E 2 : an allusion to the 
revelation at the Bush, Ex. 36 E 'I am the God of thy father.' 
The formula is characteristic of H (21 times), e.g. Lev. 182 etc. 
-6. to bring them forth from the land of E.] vv.9 • 10 ; again a 
reminiscence of Ex. 36n·. The phrase occurs in all the docu
ments of the Pentateuch, but especially in D (20 times).
which I have spied out for you] A strong anthropomorphism, et. 
Num. ro33 JE, but supported by Dt. 1 33• The Vrs. soften the 
language, (©B TJToi11-acm A J11-017a ijl;§si ' I have given,' cp. 3818 n. ; 
some scholars would alter the text in favour of the weaker 
word, cp. v.15.-flowing with milk and honey] v.15, Jer. u 5 

3222 ; not again outside the Pent. ; in J and JE eight times, 
in D seven, in H once, Lev. 2024.-the beauty of all lands] Not 
only the religious associations, but the natural charms of their 



country were a source of pride to Jews in the later period, 
cp. Dt. 81 •10, eh. 259• The expression comes perhaps from 
Jer. 319 ; it is used also in Dan. 89 n 16 • 41• 45 (of Zion) ; cp. 
'the pleasant land' Jer. 319 1210, Zech. 714, Ps. 1062\ Enoch 89 40 

' a pleasant and glorious land.' -7. the detestable things of his 
eyes] to which his eyes turned in worship, vv.8· 30 188, 

Num. 15 39 P.-defile not yourselves with the idols of E.] vv.8 • 18· 31 

237• 
30 3618 3723 ; cp. Lev. 1824 • 3o_ For idols see 64 n.-8. 

But they shewed rebellion against me] vv.13· 21 56 n. No act of 
rebellion in Egypt is mentioned in Exodus, unless the people's 
protest against Moses and Aaron can be so regarded, Ex. 521 J. 
-would not hearken unto me] Cp. 37.-the idols of E. they did not 
forsake] Except in Josh. 2414 E, there is no other allusion to 
Israelite idolatry in Egypt; eh. 23 3 refers more to politics 
than to religion; and all three passages have a rhetorical 
character. When Ez. and Jer. (e.g. 725t-) spoke of Israel's 
disobedience from Egyptian days, they may have been thinking 
of the wilderness period. In Egypt itself, the Hebrews, like 
other Semitic immigrants, no doubt practised the rites which 
were common to their race; many of these would have seemed 
heathen enough to the prophet. The evidence of archaeology 
suggests that the early Hebrews made use of Egyptian objets 
de piete in private life, but there is no proof of any widespread 
apostasy ; at the same time the literary evidence goes to shew 
that Egyptian mythology had an influence upon Israelite (and 
Phoenician) ideas on such matters as the creation of the world, 
the origin of man etc., and at an earlier period than the corre
sponding BabylQnian myths (see Yahuda Die Spraehe d. Pent. 
in ihren Bez. z. Agyptisehen i. 1929 ; Ed. Meyer Geseh. d. Alt.2 ii. 
2, 1931, 176-186; also S. A. Cook Rel. of Ane. Pal. 1930, 90-100). 
Ez.'s language probably gave rise to the later Jewish belief 
(2nd cent. A.D.) that some of the people at any rate abandoned 
their religion: the three days of darkness, Ex. 1022t-, concealed 
from the Egyptians the death and burial of wicked Israelites, 
Midr. R. Exod. § 14; Moore Judaism ii. 362 f.-and I thought] 
intended, lit. said i.e. in my heart, vv.13 · 21, cp. Ps. 10623 etc.
to pour out my Jury ... to spend my anger] v.21 78 ; for the 
first term cp. vv.1a. aa. 34 98 1419 2222 3016 3618, Jer. 102", 
Is. 4225 ; for the second cp. 513 612 1315 (spend my Jury). Here 
we must supply in thought but I did not or but I relented ; there 
is a similar omission in v.13b; only in v.17 is the fact stated. 
The Gk. translators felt that something was wanting, see v.14 

crit. note.-9. I wrought for my name's sake that it should not 
be profaned in the eyes of the nations] vv.14• 22 cp. 44

• Jahveh's 
Name expresses what He is, or has shewn Himself to be. If 
He did not lead His people out of Egypt, the nations would 
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say that He lacked the power (Num. 1416, Dt. 928), they would 
not recognize His Godhead, and so His name would be profaned ; 
therefore Jahveh delivered His people. But while the prophet 
looks back upon Israel in the past, he is addressing the Israel 
of his own day ; and the question arises, How is Jahveh to 
vindicate His moral character by punishing rebellion, and at 
the same time preserve His honour in the eyes of the world ? 
The answer which the prophet arrives at is this : the disasters 
which have befallen Israel, and the still greater disasters soon 
to come (if the eh. was written before 586 B.c.), are the punish
ment for Israel's rebellion; Jahveh is bound by His moral 
character to inflict them ; but in the course of time a restoration 
will take place, a striking act of power, which will prove to the 
world that Jahveh is the one holy God, vv. 40 • 44• Much the 
same argument is used in Num. 1413 •17, which probably owes 
something to the present passage. The idea of Jahveh acting 
for his name's sake seems to occur first in Jer. 147• 21, and 
then to have been taken up by Ez. and ii. Is., e.g. Is. 489• 11 

etc. To profane the name of Jahveh means to cherish thoughts 
of Him, or attribute deeds to Him, inconsistent with His 
character as holy and unique ; cp. v. 39 3620 -22 and 397• 25 437 • 8 ; 

similarly in H, Lev. 1821 1912 203 216 222• 32 .-the nations ... 
in whose presence I iet myself be known to them] i.e. to the 
Israelites, v.5 ; the Egyptians were looking on while Jahveh 
executed His intention to bring Israel forth out of the land.
Vv. ro-14. In the wilderness. Jahveh brought Isr. into the wilder
ness v.10 ; gave them His laws vv.11• 12 ; but they refused to 
obey v.13a; He intended to punish them, [but relented] v.13b; 
and for His name's sake did bring them into the wilderness v.14• 

-10. So I brought them forth out of the land of E. is almost identical 
with the closing words of v.9, and omitted by (!?n. Some would 
strike out one or other of the two sentences (Co. Ro.) ; but the 
redundancy belongs to the style of the eh. (Toy), and the 
omission in ®n may be due to homoioteleuton.-II. And I 
gave them my statutes and my judgements] See on 56• The allusion 
is to the giving of the Law at Sinai.-which if a man do, he 
shall live in them] v.21 ; cp. Lev. 185, Neh. 929• For the thought 
see 189• 17 • 19 • 21 3315, Rom. IQ5, Gal. 312.-12. Moreover, I gave 
them my sabbaths] The sabbath was observed in old Israel both 
for religious purposes and on humanitarian grounds, Am. 85, 

Is. 113, 2 K. 423, Ex. 208 E 0
, 3421 J, Dt. 514 ; and after the exile, 

for the same reasons, Is. 562 5813, Neh. 1315 -22, Jer. 1719 -27 and 
Ex. 3113·17 P. During the exile the sabbath acquired a new 
importance as marking the difference between Israelites and 
the surrounding heathen ; it was a sign of dedication to Jahveh's 
service, v. 20, Ex. 3113 : herice the reff. in Ez. to profaning my 
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sabbaths 228• 28 2338 and sanctifying my sabbaths 4424, and the 
corresponding keep my sabbaths in H, Lev. 193• 30 262, strike a 
new note. But the emphasis on the sabbath in this eh., 
vv.12r, 16• 2or. 24, is so disproportioned as to suggest the handi
work of a later scribe, zealous for the Law. Thus the present 
v. is merely a quotation from Ex. 311 a P from H; the same 
may be said of v.20• Whether the phrase profaned my sabbaths 
vv.13• 

18
• 

21
• 24 has also been interpolated is not quite so evident ; 

but in each case the wording of the clause hints at a secondary 
origin. Jahn and Ho. regard all six references to the sabbath 
as additions. The references in 461. 4• 12 come in one of the 
supplements to the Book.-that they may know that I am Jahveh] 
One constant purpose can be traced in all God's dealings with 
His people (vv.12• 20• 28 ) ; it will determine the future in store 
for them (vv. 38 • 42 • 44) :-that Israel shall learn to know Him 
as He is. Again and again Ez. insists upon reading the national 
history in the light of this divine purpose (610 n.) ; his argument 
prepares the way for the still larger revelation given in Jn. 173• 

-I am ]ahveh who sanctifies them] cp. 3728 • The phrase is 
characteristic of H, Lev. 208 218 • 15• 23 229• 16• 32, Ex. 3113.-

13. Cp. v.8.-in my statutes etc.] vv.18• 19• 21 and see 56 n.
and they profaned my sabbaths exceedingly] The history mentions 
only two instances of sabbath-breaking in the wilderness, 
Ex. 1627 f• J, Num. 1532ff- P.-and I thought] See on v.7.-14. 
Cp. v.9.-the nations etc.] So v.22 ; cp. v.8 n.-Vv. 15-22. Israel in 
the wilderness. J ahveh resolved not to bring them into Canaan, 
because of their disobedience vv.15• 16 ; but He relented, and 
did not entirely destroy them v.17 ; their children He charged 
to obey His laws vv.18 • 19 ; but they refused v. 21a; He intended 
to punish them v.21b; but for His name's sake withheld the 
blow v.22.-not to bring them] This time Jahveh carried out His 
resolve to punish ; He did not allow the older generation to 
enter the Promised Land, Dt. 1 35 216, Num. 1429• 30 P. See 
on v.6.-16. Jahn, followed by He. Ezechielst. 22, regards this 
and the next v. as a gloss introduced by because, in the 
annotator's manner. V.16, it is true, repeats v.13, but v.17 is 
necessary to the argument.-after their idols their heart goeth] 
See n 21 n.; their idols vv.24• 39 ; et. the idols of Egypt vv.7f-. 

Israel in Canaan might have deserved this sweeping condemna
tion, but not Isr. in the wilderness; only two outbreaks of 
idolatry during the wanderings are recorded, Ex. 321

-6 E, 
Dt. 916 (the golden calf) and Num. 251 - 3 JE, Hos. 910 (at Baal
peor) ; Ez. agrees with Hosea's view of the latter event.-
17, But mine eye spared them] Cp. 511 n. J ahveh so far relented 
as to preserve the younger generation.-a full end] See n 13 n.-
18. And I said unto their sons] See Dt. 1 39 , Num. 1431• 33 P. 
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-19. Cp. v. 6• keep my judgements and do them is a Dtc. phrase, 
cp. 189 n.-20. Sanctify my sabbaths] See on v.12 ; for the 
command cp. 4424, Ex. 208, Dt. 512, Neh. 1322, Jer. 1724· 27.

that they may know] See on v.12.-2I. The children, however, 
were no more obedient than their fathers; see on vv.8• 11• 16• 

-22. But I drew back my hand] outstretched to smite ; cp. 
for the figure Lam. 2 3, Ps. 7411. @~ om. the clause ; the 
corresponding vv.9 • 14 begin with and I wrought.-Vv. 23-26. In 
the wilderness and in Canaan. Jahveh resolved to punish 
them by dispersion [when they settled in Canaan] v.23, because 
of their disobedience v.24, and even forced them to incur His 
punishment vv.25• 26.-23. But I lifted up my hand] The threat of 
exile from the land of Canaan is said to have been made to the 
people in the wilderness; the prophet, however, is writing from 
the point of view of Dt. 427 2864, Jer. 916, Lev. 2633 i.e. before 
or during the exile; for his language, disperse ... scatter, 
cp. 1216 2215 3619 also 2912 3023• 26 (of the Egyptians) ; 
add 68 u 16• Probably Ps. 10626 • 27 is based upon the present 
verse.-24. Cp. vv.18• 16.-25. Therefore also I gave them statutes 
which were not good, and judgements in which they could not live] 
A curious piece of casuistry, only intelligible on the writer's 
assumptions. In His anger God reversed the normal purpose 
of His laws (vv.Ub- 21a), with the object of leading to defilement 
and terror: He ordered the sacrifice of first-born children v.26• 

This caused the people to revolt against a God who could make 
such a demand, and so they incurred His punishment. A 
similar line of reasoning is met with in 149, Is. 610 : God could 
use the words of His prophets to make the people fatally blind. 
St. Paul argues that Law itself came in i'va 71"A.rnv&un -ro 
7rapa.7r-rwµ.a Rom. 520• t!l:: distorts the text, 'They made them 
decrees which were not right, and laws by which ye cannot 
be established.'-26. And I defiled them through their gifts] 
vv. 81• 39 ; in D and P of offerings made to Jahveh, Dt. 1617 

(sing.), Ex. 28 38, Lev. 2338, Num. 1829• As the people had 
made themselves unclean by idolatry vv.7 • 18 • 30• 31, so Jahveh 
made them unclean by these horrible sacrifices ; cp. Lev. 2623 • 24, 
Ps. 1827 [261.-in that they caused to pass over [by fire v. 31] all 
that first openeth the womb] See Ex. 1312 J 2228 [291 E, and the 
note on eh. 1620• Among the Israelites child-sacrifice had long 
been abandoned in normal times ; it is expressly forbidden in 
Dt. 1810, Lev. 1821 ; and an animal substitute was allowed 
Ex. 3420 J; hence it is remarkable that Ez. interpreted the 
law Ex. 1312 2228 [291 to require the sacrifice of children, and 
that he understood it to have been ordered by Jahveh. The 
phrase all that first openeth the womb is found in the early docu
ments Ex. 1312• 15 3419, and in P, Ex. 132, Num. 312 816 1815.-
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that I might horrify them] Cp. 417 n.-in order that they may 
know ... ]ahveh] As here expressed, the phrase (v.12 n.) does 
not occur elsewhere in the Book ; probably it is a late insertion, 
and is om. by ®B.-Only a man of rare spiritual intensity could 
have written these two verses, as Kittel points out, Gesch. d. 
Volkes Isr. iii. 1927, 169. The old popular idea that Jahveh 
brought about evil as well as good (see 149 n.) was founded 
on a belief in His all-mightiness; but Ez. carried this further. 
To him God was all in all. Let the world go to ruin, let the 
nation, the individual, perish, so that God remain and His 
honour be exalted! Such heights of religious passion lie 
beyond the reach of the average man, only the heroes of religion 
attain to them ; and Ezekiel belonged to the heroic type. 
There is no sufficient reason to deny him the authorship of 
the most strikihg feature of the present discourse; both thought 
and language are in keeping with the prose passages in other 
parts of the Book.-The case is different in vv. 27-29. Holscher 
may be right in regarding these as an addition. The subject 
is the worship at the high places, which comes rather late in 
the catalogue of offences. The settlement in Canaan has been 
alluded to already in v.23 ; v.28 takes us back to the early days 
of the entrance into the land. Two or three expressions are 
without parallel in Ez., blasphemed me v.27, the provocation of 
their offering v.28 , poured out their libations v.28 ; the incongruous 
play on the word bdma v.29 is not in Ez.'s manner; but most of 
all Therefore speak unto the house of I. v.27 clashes with Therefore 
say unto the house of I. in v. 30, which ought to follow v.26• The 
phraseology of these vv. agrees with Prather than with Ez.
Therefore speak unto] The only parallel is Therefore speak with 
them in 144 ; usually the formula runs as in v. 30.-again in this 
respect your fathers have blasphemed me] The verb (cp. 2 K. 196= 
Is. 376 ) is not used by Ez.-in committing transgression] See 
1413 n.-28. And I brought them in ... to give it to them] 
Cp. v. 42 4714• The phrase is found in P, Ex. 68, Num. 1430.

every high hill etc.] See 613 n.-and there they gave the provoca
tion of their offering, and there they set their soothing odours] 
© om. the provocation ... they set ; some later annotator prob. 
expanded this by and there they set their soothing odours (sing. 
©). The plur. does not occur elsewhere; for the sing. cp. 
v. 41 and 613 n. While the victim or the wood of the sacrifice 
might be set on the altar (e.g. Gen. 229, 1 K. 1823), the word is 
not appropriate to odours. Ez. uses provoke in 817 1626, but 
!lot provocation ; their offering, Hebr. torban, is a common word 
m P, but not used in Ezek. (? text of 4043).-and there they 
Poured out their libations] There is no other reference to this 
practice at the bdmoth, though Jeremiah mentions it in connexion 
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with idolatrous rites, Jer. 718 I913 4417!1., cp. 2 K. 1613.-29. 
And I said, What is the bama whereunto ye are the comers?] 
The question seems to be asked in contempt : were these 
(v.28 ) fit places for Jahveh's worship? At the same time it 
is so worded as to suggest a fanciful etymology of bdmd, ' a 
place to which people come (bd'im) ' ; the explanation is given 
by cl. b, imitating the form of similar word-plays, e.g. Gen. 1937!-

2633, Dt. 314, Josh. 59, Jud. 624 etc. The real etymology is not 
known, see 63 n. There is no need to treat the verse, or the 
latter half of it, as a gloss; the whole section vv. 21 -29 seems to 
be an addition.-30. Therefore say] Here the words come in 
their proper place, et. v.27 , introducing the divine command 
after the reasons for it have been stated, vv. 5 - 26.-Jn the way 
of your fathers do ye pollute yourselves?] An emphatic question 
asked in surprise, not doubt ; equivalent to 'ye have indeed 
polluted yourselves.' Apparently the prophet accuses the 
exiles of idolatry, cp. vv. 32 • 39 ; but he may be thinking chiefly 
of the people still at home.-detestable things ... go a-whoring] 
vv. 7• 8 and 69 n.-31. namely, by bringing your gifts, by causing 
your children to pass over by fire] So the sentence may be rendered, 
as explaining the way in which ' ye go a-whoring.' But it is 
most improbable that the exiles, if they are referred to, were 
guilty of child-sacrifice in Babylonia; the words are probably 
a gloss, derived from v.26, on do ye pollute yourselves v. 30• The 
text says by all your idols, the construction as in Num. 52 

96• 7 • 10 ; but o_riginally perhaps the sentence belonged to the 
end of v. 30 ; in that case transl. in respect of all your idols unto 
' this ' day (;WI unto to-day) .-and shall I be enquired of by you?] 
The question takes the hearers back to v. 3, and comes with all 
the more force after the long indictment.-32. And your 
thought] lit. that which comes up in your spirit, cp. u 5 n. : the 
intention to adopt heathen objects of worship. That the exiles 
planned to set up a sanctuary for Jahveh in Babylonia, contrary 
to the Dtc. law (Schmidt Die Grossen Proph.2 425), is by no means 
clear; above p. 213.-forasmuch as ye are saying] This move
ment is described ironically, as though the exiles were intending 
to worship mere lifeless blocks, wood and stone; for the language 
cp. Dt. 428 2836 - 64 2916, 2 K. 1918=1s. 37111, Jer. 2 27 • Herrmann 
treats vv. 32 -u as an independent section, added after the fall 
of Jerusalem; but v. 32 seems to be connected with what has 
gone before, and with the enquiry of the elders v.1 . The 
prophet gives them a striking answer : J ahveh will demonstrate 
His sovereignty, and lead the would-be idolaters into the desert, 
and judge them there vv. 30 - 39.-33. Jahveh intends to act as 
King, with a strong hand and outstretched arm, v. 34, a Dtc. expres
sion, Dt. 434 515 719 u 2 268, Ps. 13612 cp. I K. 842, Jer. 21s; 
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the earliest form perhaps is the outstretched hand of Is. 9 and 
10.-with fury poured out] See on v.8.-J will be king over you] 
Occasionally elsewhere of J ahveh as reigning over Israel, 
IS. 87, Mic. 47 cp. Is. 2423, over the heathen Ps. 479 lSJ; only 
here in a threatening sense.-34. I will bring you forth from 
the peoples ... ] The promise so often charged with hope and 
encouragement, e.g. v. 41 n 17 n., is repeated for a different 
purpose.-35. And I will bring you into the wilderness of the 
peoples] Not for deliverance, but for judgement. A second 
desert-scene (vv. 34 "39 ) in contrast to the first (vv.10 •26); a 
fresh encounter between J ahveh and His people ; this time 
with anger on the one side and guilt on the other ! The idea 
of leading Israel again into the wilderness may be taken from 
Hos. 2 16 · 17 ; there, however, Jahveh's purpose is to renew the 
appeal of His love, here to vindicate His outraged holiness. 
Jer. 312r. has been quoted as another parallel; but 'the wilder
ness' may be a figure for the exile-the interpretation is 
disputed. The wilderness of the peoples sounds ominously 
vague : the desert between Babylonia and Palestine.-and I 
will hold judgement with you there] v. 36, see 1720 n.; face to face, 
see Gen. 3231, Ex. 3311, Dt. 54 3410, Jud. 622 : on each occasion, 
of a personal contact between God and man in circum
stances of peculiar awe.-36. the wilderness of the land of Egypt] 
The desert beyond the E. frontier of Egypt. Various names 
are given to the desert of the wanderings, Shur Ex. 1522 E, 
Sm Ex. 161 P, Stnai Ex. 191r. P, Paran Num. 1012 f>, ~in 
Num. 201 P, but never the one here. Accordingly 49A~ turn 
an unusual expression into a conventional one, with an addition, 
' in the desert, when I brought you forth out of the land of Egypt,' 
a correction too obvious to be right.-37. I will cause you to 
pass under the staff] The figure is that of a shepherd collecting 
his sheep to count them and sort them out; cp. Jer. 3313, 

Lev. 27 32.-and I will bring you into the bond of the covenant] 
Such apparently is the meaning of :flll ; but the word for bond 
does not occur again, and the covenant is out of place in this 
connexion. ;llt!l's reading can hardly be trusted ; 49 has 
simply by number, cp. Is. 4026 etc.; i;, the chastisement of the c., 
so Co., omitting the covenant as a miswritten form of the word 
which follows in v. 38.-38. Logically the gathering should 
come first. The rebels and transgressors (cp. 23 n.), collected 
out of the land of exile, will be separated as by a refining process, 
and not allowed to share in the future restoration. For Jahveh's 
Purging judgement cp. Is. 125, Mal. 32r.. Elsewhere the land of 
their sojournings means the land of Canaan, and is found only 
in P, Gen. 17s 28 4 367 371, Ex. 64.-39. Adonai Jahveh] From 
this point to 3022 49 renders, sporadically, Kvp,o'> KJpw'> ; see 
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the note on 2 4.-go, serve each his idols] The imperatives are to 
be understood ironically, cp. 1 K. 2215, Am. 44, Nah. 315• The 
idolaters may go where they please; only the faithful will 
remain.-and afterwards, if ye do not obey me--!] A strong 
threat : the blank is left to be filled by the imagination. For 
the idiom cp. Gen. 3027 5015, Ex. 3232.-my holy name ye shall 
no more profane] See on v.9 ; first in Am. 2 7 • In the later 
Pss. and Chron. Jahveh's holy name is honoured by worship, 
e.g. Ps. 1053 10647 14521, 1 C. 1610• 35 2916.-by your gifts and your 
idols] See v. 31 23 38 • 39.-Vv. 40-44. The scene in the wilderness 
changes to a scene in the land of Israel, when idolatry has been 
rooted out, and true worship made possible: a message of hope 
is attached to a threat of judgement ; in n 14 •21 1722 - 24 this 
has been done by a later hand, perhaps here also. Or Ez. 
himself may have wished to counterbalance what he had pre
viously written.-in my holy mountain] Only here in Ez.; the 
phrase occurs in the Pss., e.g. 26 35 151 etc. and Is. n 9=6526 

567 5718 6511, Ob. 16, Zeph. 311• It is explained by the addition 
of the mountain-height of Isr., see 1723 n., perhaps a gloss (Ho.). 
-the entire house of I.] See on n 15.-in the land] *~ om., 
and many modems. It is true that Ez. insists upon the close 
connexion between the land and the worship of Jahveh, e.g. 
3726f-; but the word comes in awkwardly, as if it were an 
after-thought ; the place of future worship has been indicated 
clearly enough already.-there will I accept them] i.e. when 
they worship, v.41 4327 ; cp. 2 S. 2423, Hos. 818, Jer. 1412• And 
Jahveh will not merely accept, but ask for, seek, the offerings 
of His people: a remarkable expression, cp. Dt. 2322• The 
only other prophet who uses the word in a similar way declares 
that Jahveh asks for moral service, not material gifts, Mic. 68• 

Ezekiel, however, lays the stress upon worship; he was the 
last person to ignore the moral claim, but he took it for granted 
that faithful worship would be the natural expression of a 
faithful life. The prophets were often led to denounce the 
outward rites of religion in the interests of morality ; but the 
full life of religion will offer sacrifice as well as practise righteous
ness, and admit no rivalry of obligation between the two.
your contributions and your best gifts] Two technical terms. 
The contribution or obligation, Hebr. t•rumd, was something 
lifted off a larger whole and dedicated to religious purposes, 
such as land for the temple 451• &r. 488 •20, or dues for the priests 
4430, or material for the public sacrifices 4513• 16• See Driver 
Deut. 142. The other term is more difficult : 'the re'sh:Uh of 
your gifts.' In Hebr. re'shfth lit. beginning, chief has a general 
sense, and may refer either to time or to quality, the first or 
the best. Thus it is used of the first-ripe or first-gathered produce 
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of the soil Dt. 184 262 • 10, or the first portion to be taken from 
the mass e.g. the sacrificial cake of dough or coarse meal 
Num. 15aot. P. Yet in each case the best would be an equally 
good rendering, and certainly the right one in 44 30 ' the best 
of all early fruits,' ' the best of your dough,' 4814 ' the best of 
the land ' ; similarly in the ancient law Ex. 3426 J =2319 E. 
But here it would not be correct to tr. the best of your gifts, 
because the whole, and not a part, was given ; the meaning 
must be your best gifts, cp. Dt. 1211 'the choice of your votive 
offerings ' i.e. ' your choicest votive offerings.' See the thorough 
investigation of Eissfeldt, Erstlinge u. Zehnten 1917, esp. 16-22. 
The word for gifts, mass•'oth, is used only here of offerings made 
to Jahveh; in 2 C. 246• 9 it is the name of a sacred tax. In 
whatwa y contributions differed from gifts is not known ; Eissfeldt 
suggests that the former may have been binding, the latter 
voluntary.-as (or consisting of) all your holy things] i.e. holy 
gifts of all kinds; for the term cf' 3638, I K. 1515 ; in H Lev. 21 22 

22211-; in P Ex. 2838, Lev. 51 , Num. 59r·.-41. In a soothing 
odour I will accept you] Most naturally, the smoke of sacrifice, in 
a literal sense, continuing the mention of offerings, v. 40 ; see 613 

n., Eph. 52• The words might be tr. As a sweet savour RV.; but 
the figurative sense is less probable (Dav.).-when I 'bring you 
forth] See v. 34 n.-and I will skew myself holy among you in the 
presence of the nations] By this act of power J ahveh will prove Him
self to be the one holy God; the restoration of Israel is to have 
an effect upon the heathen. shew myself holy is characteristic of 
Ez., 2822. 25 3623 381&. 23 3927 ; cp. in H Lev. 2232, in p Lev. rns, 
Num. 2013, and Is. 516.-42. when I bring you in] Cp. v.28 

n 17 n.-lifted up my hand] v. 5 n.-43. And ye shall remember 
there J See 69 1663 n. The restoration will impress not only the 
heathen (v. 41), but Israel itself; it will awaken penitence 
(vi. 43), and a fuller belief in Jahveh's nature (v.44). Thus in 
spite of disloyalty in the past, and disloyal tendencies in the 
present, Jahveh's purpose will triumph.-yaur ways and your 
doings] v 44 ; 1422 n.-and ye shall feel a loathing against your
selves] See 69 n.-44. when I deal with you] act, in a friendly 
sense; see 1717 n.-for my name's sake] See v.9 n. and 3622.

:ffl ends the chapter here, so 'Ql:~Ambr. ; but (!p~'}J continue 
it down to 21 5• 

Ch. 20, r. 111::i ... •1'1'1] See r 1 n.-'nS ,,:uv:i nwon::i] f!lr r1) 1rEPreKa,oeK&.r!I 
roi) }J.,'IJPOs, misunderstanding.-'i11,w•] f!lr+n•::i.-'• nN wi,',] (ffi inpwr1)11a, r. 
Kvp,ov, v.3, cp. I Pet. 3•1 e1r<pWT'IJµ,a <is 0,6,, and Gore Holy Spirit 126 n.-
3. n11 ,:ii] l. ',11 ',, with 32 MSS f!lrWJ:T.-'i11,w•J f!lrA+n•J .$+•i::i.
l'-li111 ON ••• w,,'in] For the rhetorical form cp. Jer. 45•, Is. 819• The 
Niph. tolerativum as in v.• on~ y,111, see 148 n. .$ in each case 'I will 
not give you a word ' ; Co. 155.-4. t,i,wnn 'M !li,wnn] f!lr el iKo,K1111w atlrous 
EKO<K-f/11<1, In chs. 7-23 iKo<Kiiv always=!ll,1!' (six times); only three times 
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elsewhere in (!Ji.-CJ)l'11:i] (!Ji a,aµ.&.pTvpa, avTovs=Cl'.T'l/i;t.-5. xw1t1 ... •;rr:i cr:i] 
The constrn. as in 47 8, Driver § 127,8.-,1tiE1'J] (!Ji Tov oXKov 'I., shewing 
that ':i might be taken as an abbreviation of n•:i ; see 1223 n.-•,• 1tE11t1] 
The first time (!Ji renders K. i-y•wplrrOt1•, the second and third times 
a•T<Xa,86µ.rJV rfi X"Pi µ.ov, but in vv. 16· 23· 28• 42 correctly [tfl,Jpa dw x•i'p&. 
µ.ov. The variations point to some obscurity in the text of v. 6. The 
second,,, 1tw1t1 certainly interrupts the sentence, and may be an accidental 
repetition.-6. •mn] Following m'..S, Co. Toy Ro. He. read •nni.-n:i1] (!Ji+ 
y,11, so in v. 16.-•:i•] Cp. 25• (of Moab), Is. 1319 (of Babylon), 23• (of 
Tyre). (!Ji renders K17pfov=~l•, confusing :i with !l, cp. 3411 c-n-1p:i1= 
brwKE,f,oµ.a, avT&. (c'nip!ll). In Dan. 89 (!Ji renders •:is ,Boppiiv=p!ls; cp. 1912 n. 
-,:i':>] ', of relation or sphere; Kon. iii. § 330 r.-8. E1'1t] (!Ji,$ om.; the 
word may have crept in from v.1.-9. El)ltt1] ;ii here and in vv.14· 17• 22·" 

' I pitied '=0in~J. A late corrector of (!Ji'B would read Kal ovK i1roi-rwa.
',m:r] vv. 14• 22 Niph. inf. constr., with -;;- to compensate for omission of 
d.f. (:i~ry), cp. ·,~r:m Lev. 21•. In all these places Toy Ro. point ':>o;;r Hiph. 
inf. constr. ; the inf. after •n';,:i':, is indeed often act., e.g. 13 22 22 30 2915 

46 20 ; but sometimes re:fl.ex.-pass., e.g. 1714 248.-c:i1n:, :iD,, ,i:ott] .Som.-
11. •n1 .. :'IC'JI' -w11] vv.13• 21 , Dr. 131.-12. CJll] suggests the beginning of a 
gloss; cp. Cl in Hos. 56 611• (!Ji does not recognize Cl here and in v.1 6.-
13. •:i 1iD•1J (!JiB seems to have read this as V,,N), and to have adapted 
the sentence accordingly as far as 1:i':>:i. (!Ji'A carries the adaptation down 
to c:i:i •m, and continues with a doublet reproducing ;ff!. But the text 
of ;ff! is to be preferred; it agrees with vv.8• 21 .-,i-eD] .Som.; Co. 150.-
14. ,iE1)11t1] (!Ji'A 'A Kal ovK i1roit1rr« ~. cp. v. 22 and the late correction of 
(!Ji'B v. • ; an attempt to supply the missing statement ' but He relented,' 
' He did not carry out His resolve.'-15. CJl'I] but, adversative, 16 28, 

Neh. 58 ; so CJ v. 23.-'nnJ] c.;', has fallen out; it is supplied by 4 Hebr. 
MSS (!Ji$1J. (!Ji as in v.• adds fill, unnecessarily.-16. 1c1tc '1:l!lEID:J ill'] 
As a rule the vb. follows !JI' immediately, but Ez. sometimes puts 
the obj. first for emphasis, v. 24 511 34n 368 ; only again Lev. 26••.
c:i:i 1:i',:, 1t, •mpn nN1] Here apparently nic stands with the nom. ; see 
17 21 n. But the reading is uncertain : (!Jili,}J =•n1pn:,, .S om. the clause, 
m: alone represents nit. For □ :i:i ... •ni1,n see 5• n.-1,,nJ 15 Hebr. MSS 
.$ add iND v. 13.-,,,, □:i? c.,,,,,i •;nit] (!Ji=1::,':,:, c:i':, •':,1',1 •in111; no improve
ment.-17. □nnrvo] !D with inf. constr. to express a negative consequence, 
cp. Is. 811 21 3, Jer. 131<,-18. •m1n:jt] For short u written with shure).c 
cp. 1'f;'lJ~ 23 41, G-K. § 9 o.-lltD!lcn ',11] (!Ji /J,1/ r,v11a,aµ.lrr-yerr(h Kai µ1] µ.,al11errO,, 
a doublet, cp. notes on v. 13 eJiA, 1723 (!Ji.-21. c•J:i,, •:i 1;r.,•1] (!Ji K. 

1rap,1rlKpav&.v µ.e Kal Ta. Tfrva avrwv, inserting □l, an improvement, and 
reading □;rJ:J.-'11' nit] n1t1 cod. Petrop. (!Ji]l (cod. Weing.) i\F. i\ om. 
□!'l''Jl.-22. •n~wm] Pf. with weak waw, as the following ii'~!:() shews.
E1)11t1] .S =ClnNl. (!!;Ai{ Kai o&K i1rol17rra as in v.14.-23. 'JN Cl] but, cp. 
Ps. 1292 and Cl1 v. 16, which is read here by some MSS and edd. (!Ji Kfll 

l~ijpa ? ='J 'Jto.-24. 10ND •mpm] In spite of v. 13, •mpn:i1 would be more 
usual, v.16 58, Lev. 2616· 43 etc.-For ell ••• !V' because ... therefore 
also (v. 26) cp. 511 1643 23 35.-25. 'JN □Ji] (!Jr.S='J1t1, as in vv. 16• 23.

c•:iill 11', □ •;in] For the neg. adj. cp. Is. 65 2, Ps. 366, Pr. 16 29.-l'n' it':>] Dr. 
§ 37,8.-26. i':J)l,1:J] scil. ElltJ v. 31• (!Ji iv T{i, o,<11ropd,errOal µ.,, a mistaken 
interpretation; et. (!Ji v. 31.-cDwtt IJIO'] The Hiph. of □ci:o followed by 
acc. of person=' strike with terror' cp. 3210, Jer. 49 20 5046

; with acc. 
of place=' devastate' cp. 3012• 14, Lev. 2631- 32 etc. (!Ji ~1rws a<f,avlrrw avTous, 
but 0 f.eK<v ,r'A7Jµ.µ.e/\ei<1s avTw11 connecting with c;ii;t, so 1T propter delicta 
sua, ~ tva 1rXriµµe/\-fir,wr,1v, .S ' and I will destroy them.'-ipi• iwtt JJID~] 
Not so again in Ez. (!Ji'A supplies the omission in (!JiB. i\ ' and they 
shall know,' similarly 'it JJID~ in 3680 i\.-27. n111 11,11] Again 3637 cp. 
Job 3312 ; n111 is an adverbial accus. The whole cla1,1se anticipates 
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'l, o~vo:i, cp, Ex. 9 16, Josh. 4 3 ; (!Ji ~wf ,ourov='I ,11 .S=mtl:J ,,11.
•n11 1!ru] The noun from this stem in 515• .S='lll~ i!lil and QI;' have moved 
me to anger' •o,p ll'Ji11; cp. 1319 n.-07;,_i;,:;i] Inf. donstr. ~ii~ Num. 5•; 
cp. tiinf eh. 4039 and Dl,lt)'f. 23 30.-28, .,. n11J (!JiB T•W xiipa, T-111' x,i'pa µ.ou, a 
dittograph, corrected in codd.AQ_-ni:iv] See 613 1911 n. (!Ji Ka,TclcTK10, 
'A /Ja,cru 0 ,L\crwlJH.-ti:-r•n:11 n11] (!Ji TO<$ 11.o,i a,6Tw•, perh. a corruption 
of Tas OvcriM a,uTwv. ~ (cod. Weing.) =l!li,-131,-,] (!Ji K. fra,~a,v, a free 
rendering, or?_ = 1:i,v• (Ro.). .$? =1:1•,p•,.-01:110•111•1 oi:i,p ov:i] For the subs. 
in constr. st. mstead of an adj. to emphasize a particular attribute cp. 
Is. 116 3724s. .$ om. 011:i, (!Ji om. the clause, 0 with * 011µ,/Jv IJc!,pwv a,vrwv 
Ka,I tO,vro fK<i'.-o:i•mn•i n•i] Cp. Lev. 26•1; with sn:ff. only again 
Num. 28 2 (ref. to Jahveh).-29. i:;,i!J] Ew. Sm. ,:;,1$1, cp. 1316 n.; but it is 
better to take the v. as it stands.-no:i ... :io:i:i] (!Ji transliterates dfla,vd, 
'A r/J ~y,wµ,a, ~ f,a.µ,d .$ p•rako =' an idol's shrine ' 1T excelsum. The form 
:io:i Akk. bamati presupposes .jo,:i; Barth N ominalb. § 3 b, cps. n:;q1, Syr. 
biib'thii. Ro. would read o11~r;i o•~~ o~tc n~.i. to us a better form perhaps, 
but not necessarily to the Hebr. writer.-0•11:i:i] The art. with ptcp. as 
predicate, cp. 1 S. 416, Is. 669, Zech. 78 ; an awkward construction, 
used for the sake of assonance with :-ro:m. QI; • whither ye come to 
behave foolishly.'-30. ,,,:i:-r] For the interrog. expressing an unquestion
able certainty cp. 1 S. 227 , 1 K. 22•, Job 20 4 ; G-K. § 15oe. Co. om. 'q, 
on the ground that the sense requires 11~:,; but '□ is supported by the 
textual tradition.-0•~•';'1,ll] v. 31, cp. o•~~i;l!, 0•~111 (but 0•19113 2); B-L. 541. 
-31. 'o n111:1:i1J The conjunction may be explicative, • that is to say,' 
Lex. 252 b; Kon. iii. § 360 d. (!Ji KU,l ... Ta1s a...-apxa<S TWV ooµ,aTWV vµ,wv 
i.e. 'o n•11111,:11 (v. 40) ; so Co. He. ; but 1't is supported by the parallel 
,•:111:i:1--11111:i c:i•i:i i•:iim:i] (!Ji •• Tots atf,op,crµ,ois al$ ••• ="lli1N m11ll'O:J ; perhaps 
(lli's rendering has been assimilated to that ofv.40 (Co.). In v. 28 (Iii renders 
the text correctly.-0•11ot:ii on11J The words in v. 30 on which the gloss was 
written have been incorporated with the gloss itself; Rost Miscellen in 
OLZ. 1903, col. 405.-01•:, i11] 1. m:, 01•., ,11, as v. 29 ; (Iii l!ws T?)f cr-fiµ,,pov 
iJµ,lpa,s, so t!r. The same correction is needed in 2 K. 1027.-1:1,itc 'JN1] 
A question without the interrog, particle, dependent on the tone of 
voice; cp. Jud. n 23, 2 S. n 11, Jer. 45 6 ; G-K. § 150 a . .$ 'and ye wish 
to ask of me? ... I will not give you a word'; cp. v. 3 n.-32. Qli
connects the opening words with the end of v. 31, and inserts Kai before 
'n tc, i•n, • I will not answer you, nor shall this rise upon your spirit.•• 
And it shall not be-the manner in which ye say' etc. l!l: 'that which 
mounts in your heart is revealed before me.' Both are free renderings. 
-,1:111] The rel. conjunction here has a causal force, • in that,' • since' ; 
cp. Gen. 31 49, Josh. 47 • 2 3 etc., Lex. 83 b. l1!i- 6v Tpo..-ov ~ quemadmodum? 
=i1:111:i.-33. ~ adds at the beginning IJ,a. TavTo=p,.-11, 011] Perhaps 
tav µ.-fi fell out of Qli-'s text on account of the following iv x. Kp., Co. 99.-
34. op~l!ltJ v. 41 n 17 n. Rost l.c. regards v. 34 as a gloss on v. 33, incor
porating the phrase n:ii!lll' ... ,•:i on which the gloss was written. In 
this case, however, a gloss is not so probable as in vv. 30, 31 ; the repetition 
may belong to the redundancy of the style.-37. ~:11:1:i] Qli-1)' =•t:i:1111, 
similarly m; 'the decree of my judgement ' : explanatory.-n•,:i:, nioo:i] 
Perhaps n1□r;i=n1b~g from 1011 • bind,' with II dropped and the first 
vowel lengthened, Stade Lehrg. § II2 a. G. R. Driver, JTS. xxxvi. 297, 
suggests n19b:jl from ,o• chastise, so ~; but ,~io~ would be more correct, 
s_o Co. (!Ji ev ap10µie =ii:oo:i, om. n•,:i:, (' A0 r,js a,,,,0,js11s), which looks 
hke a variant of •n,i:i, v. 38 ; the other Vrs. imply the text of ffl, thus .f, 
' the chastisement of the covenant ' 1T in vinculis foederis t!r ' into the 
tradition [Aram. masoreth] of the covenant.'-38. •:i] (!Ji a,o-r1='J; for 
the confusion of :i with :i by (!Ji see 73 1910 n,-111:i'] an error for 1111:i•. 
This is one of the 14 conjectur~ci tirrors (r1•:io) in thti ti;,-t 1;m1m~ra.ttl\l 

IS 
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by the Mass. on Lev. u 34.-:i,:i'] (!n-B K,ipws id,p,os, the only place in 
Ez. where (!&-B gives this rendering of m.,,; (!n-A K6pwi o o,os Q K6p,os.
·39. ,,in• •mi] 6 K6pwi K6p,os, see on 24.-1,.:1)1 1:i'i] 6 i!i;dpaTe, for which 
Co. suggests 11'.JJl:i, cp. Zech. 13 2 ii;apw=,'.JJIN, 1:i'i being repeated from ,,,,~J ; but :fli1 is forcible.-1n1t1] Adv. of time, followed by a vb. 
Though this usage occurs in older writings, it is specially frequent in 
the laws of P, e.g. Lev. 148• 19 15 28, Num. 526 6 20 197• 6 re. µ,Ta mvTa . 
.$ om.-O'l/01:' o:ii•it oit] For the suppression of the apod. see G-K. § 159 dd; 
for the ptcp. in prot., Dr. § 137. It seems a pity to weaken the language 
by reading o:iw• OR 'will ye not obey me ? ' Hi. Co. Be.-40. E'liiN] 6 
bnrrK<,j,oµa, .$, hence Ro. ipDN; but the Vrs. may be only paraphrasing.
:io,,n] In Ez. 21 times, in P 40 times, in H once, in D thrice; 6 
here T. ,brapxas uµwv, elsewhere &.<j,alpeµa, d<j,op,rrµ,os 488• In connexion 
with the sacrifices, 'n is the breast or leg which formed the priests' share 
.of the peace offering Lev. 714• 32• 34 ; the word does not imply any rite 
of elevation (,i!llll1).-n'wNi] In Akk. rbstu, pl. rbseti, is similarly used 
of the choicest offerings made to the gods, the best oil, dates, produce ; 
Del. Ass. HWB. 606 f.-o;,•oifi/il;?] Sg. 11!!\l'r;> Jud. 2040, constr. nt<if't;I 
Gen. 43u, pl. ni-t\l'I;? ib.; B-L. 614. The word is used in the Phoenician 
·tariffs for payments, NSI. Nos. 42, 1. 43, I. 6 renders 'c ', inaccurately 
.T. &.1rapxiis Twv &.<f,op,rrµwv vµw,.-c.:i,w,p 'i:i.:i] Prob. :i essentiae; G-K. 
§ u9i.-41. nm•i n•,::i] maybe an instance of ::i essentiae, cp. v. 40, Is. 4810, 

.which, however, would imply an improbable metaphor. 6 i!v vrrµii 
,&wolas.-43. o:i•n1'i•'iJ1 'i:i] 6 briT'IJOEuµaTa (om. 'i:i), so v. 44 21 24 (:flil 29), 
36 31 ; see 6 4 phi!. note.-o:i'l!l:l Omlpi1] 6 K, K6if,,rr01i ru. 1rp6rrw1ra vµwv (as 
in 69) 'A lJvrraperrr118~rr,rr8< 1; µ,Kpol ipa,~rr,rrO, iv avro,s 0 1rporrox01iin 
Kariva,n a&rw,.--en•i,JI iE'N] 6 om., perhaps rightly; 'A 0 supply.-
44. 'nlWl/:l] e&-+oi!rns, explanatory.-•ov !JIOS] 6 51rws TO ~voµd µov µ-i/ 
fi•fN\wOii, again an explanation.-'.'N1W' n·.:i] 6 om. 

Ch. 21. The Sword of Jahveh.-Four oracles can be 
distinguished: (a) Judah will perish, like a forest burnt up 
by fire, Jahveh's sword will be drawn for its destruction, vv.1 •12 

[2045-217]; (b) the Song of the Sword, the king of Babylon is 
-to execute the divine judgement, vv.13 "22 18 •171 ; (c) the sword on 
its way, Nebuchadrezzar arrives at the cross-roads, and the lot 
directs him to Judah, vv.23 " 32 118 •271 ; (d) the sword of Ammon, 
·vy, 33 • 37 12s-a21. · In (c) the allusion suggests a date in 588 B.C. 

when the king of Babylon set out to punish revolts in Tyre, 
Ammon and Judah. The situation is much the same as that 
which lies behind eh. 17, but it has become more threatening; 
the exiles watch anxiously from a· distance ; in Jerusalem 
people try to discredit the rumour of Nebuchadrezzar's 
approach; the prophet, however, exults in _the coming doom, 
which he regards as an act of justice. Section {d) must have 
:been added later, since it is based upon the three preceding 
ones, and mentions the shameful behaviour of Ammon after 
the fall of Jerusalem, v. 33 [281, cp. 25 3• In many places the text 
of the chapter is extremely uncertain. The Sword-Song (b), in 
particular, has suffered so much at editorial hands as to be 
beyond recovery; still! the few -µpalterec;l Ii11e~ that remain 
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give us some idea of a poem pitched in a key of excitement, 
almost frenzy, without a parallel elsewhere. 

Ch. 21, 2 [20, 46]. Set thy face in the direction of the south] 
i.e. towards Judah, as the context shews. Geographically 
Judah lay due west of Babylon, where the prophet was living, 
but from the point of view of the coming destruction Judah 
lay in the south (cp. 267, Jer. 114); and it is Nebuchadrezzar's 
line of march that Ez. indicates at Jahveh's bidding. Three 
words for south occur in this v., the first two are used especially 
in chs. 40-48, the third, negeb lit. the dry land, means the barren 
region which stretches from the hill-country to the desert at "the 
lower end of Palestine.-and drop (thy word)] The utterance of 
a prophet in his ecstasy sounded like water dropping from a 
tilted vessel, hence the verb came to be used of the prophetic 
discourse generally, v.7, Am. 716, Mic. 26• 11 ; Holscher I)ie 
Profeten 150.-At the end of the v. read either the forest of the 
field i.e. of the open country, or the forest of the south as in v. 3 ; 

by combining both :ffl requires the questionable transln. · in 
the south. The land of Judah was more thickly wooded in 
ancient times than it is now (G. A. Smith Hist. Geogr. 80), but 
it can never have been covered with forest in our sense of the 
word ; the prophet generalizes the aspect of the landscape for 
the purpose of his metaphor.-3. Behold, I am about to kindle a 
fire, and it shall devour] Jahveh used this instrument to destroy 
his enemies, cp. 308 • 14• 16 396, Am. 1411 •• A forest-fire suggests 
the image in Is. 917 1017 •19, Jer. 2I14, Zech. n 1 ·a, Ps. 8315 c141; 
the form of expression comes from Am. 1 14, Jer. 1727 2114 4927 

5032 cp'. 4312, Lam. 411.-every moist tree and every dry tree] i.e. 
all trees alike; cp. 172 4, Lk. 23 31.-with unquenchable blaze 
of burning] Two synonyms are connected together to em
phasize the meaning common to both; the alliteration gives 
further point to the phrase, cp. 614 n.___:and all faces from south 
to north shall be scorched by it] i.e. the faces of those who are 
watching the conflagration ; a similar idea in Is. 6624• The 
vb. is unusual, but its sense is clear.-4. And all flesh shall see] 
Cp. vv.9 • 10• In Jer. and 2 Is. all flesh is to be judged (Jer. 25a1 

45 5, Is. 6616), or to recognize Jahveh's glory and act of salva
tion (Is. 405 4926 6632 ) ; Ez. introduces all flesh to heighten the 
impressiveness of Israel's disaster.-5. Ah I Lord Jahveh] See 
414 n,___:They are saying of me, Is he not speaking in figures?] 
See _812 n. The people could hardly fail to understand Ez.'s 
figurative language ; what they refused to believe was its 
application to themselves. Their attitude was represented by 
the deluded Hananiah, Jer. 28.-6. The English Versions, 
followjng 49$5111, male eh. 21 begin here.-7. Set thy face] 
See. v-2° ti.-' asainst its' sanctuaries] :ffl unto sanctuaries. The 
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plur. refers to the temple and its precincts, cp. Jer. 51 51, Ps. 7317 ; 

but the indeterminate plur. in :ff1 cannot be right; @ ,l1rt Ta 
ayia al,T<uv.--prophesy against the country of Isr.] Cp. v.8 72 n. 
1219 366.-8. Behold, I am against thee] See 58 n.-I will bring 
forth my sword] The prophet varies the figure which he had 
used before, vv. 3t., to make his point clearer, in view of what 
the people were saying. For Jahveh's sword cp. v.10 3024!- 3210• 

The use of the figure may have started from the conception of 
Jahveh as a God of war, who fights on behalf of His people, 
Josh. 513 -15 J. The prophets develop the idea in their own 
way: Jahveh's sword defeats the enemies who, at different 
periods, threaten Israel's existence, Is. 318, Jer. 5035, Zeph. 2 12, 

Dt. 32411-. In a wider sense it is a sword of judgement on the 
ungodly, Jer. 25 31, Is. 6616, and thus becomes a feature of 
apocalyptic imagery Is. 345• Here the application is note
worthy. Jahveh's sword is drawn against Israel, and turns 
out to be the sword of the king of Babylon v.24, cp. 1213=1720• 

See further Gressmann Eschatologie 76 ff.-and I will cut off 
from thee righteous and wicked] Cp. 1413 n. This contradicts 
Ez.'s previous teaching (p. 195); but he is not now working out 
a theory, as in eh. 18, or gazing on the symbolic actors in a 
vision, as in 94 -8 ; he is in a passionate mood ; he can think 
of one thing only-the sword and its victims. @ here and in 
v.9 reads tl'.StKov Kal tl'.1,0µ.ov, an interesting attempt to get over 
the contradiction; see the notes on 1 20 45 727 for other modifica
tions of the text made by @ on theoretical grounds.--9. Because 
I will cut off] Hehr. I have cut off, the perf. tense denoting a 
fixed resolve.-all flesh from south to north] This shews what is 
meant by cutting off righteous and wicked: wholesale destruction. 
The moral problem does not present itself. But in v. 3 all 
flesh is looking on at the fire, and in v.10 is to recognize an 
act of God ; here it is put to the sword ; and since most of this 
v. repeats v.8, the whole of it may be a gloss or doublet, possibly 
based on a misunderstanding of scorched v. 3 as burnt up; so 
Jahn, Herrm. Ezechielst. 22, Ho.-Io. Herrm. Le. regards cl. b 
as part of the gloss, but perhaps without sufficient reason. See 
v. 4 n.-II. A prophecy in act. Jerusalem's fate is so certain 
that the prophet expresses the emotion with which the news will 
be received. For the symbolism cp. 1211 -20.-Groan, with 
breaking of loins] To signify emotional distress; cp. Lam. 
1 4• 8 11• 21f-, and for the metaphor 2383 (corr.), Ps. 2215 c141 
6924 c2a1, Is. 3813, Nah. 2 11, Dan. 56.-with bitterness ... before 
their eyes] Cp. 2730, Is. 337, Zeph. 114 and eh. 412 n.-I2. It is 
for the tidings, because it cometh] Cp. 726 1666 2414• 24 ; and see 
3321f- for Ez.'s behaviour when the news did come.-every heart 
shall melt] Cp. Is. 13'.-hands shall drop ... knees shall flow 



down] See 717 n,-every spirit shall grow faint] usually dim, of the 
eyes, Gen, 271,-it is coming and it will be brought about] An 
emphatic statement, again in 398, No subject is named, but 
the context shews that the fate of Jerusalem rises before the 
prophet's mind. Cp. 75 n. 

Vv. 13-22. The Song of the Sword was attached to vv.1-lU 
probably on account of v.8, where Jahveh's sword is mentioned. 
Only traces of the original poem can be discovered behind the 
notes and alterations which have been intruded into the text. 
Such lines as appear to be intact are written in the 3 : 2 measure; 
the six translated below fall into tolerable couplets ; but it is 
hardly possible to detect any arrangement of the couplets in 
strophes, though there seems to be a break between vv.17 and 19, 

And who is the speaker ? If the poem could be restored to its 
original form, we should most likely find that it is the prophet, 
not Jahveh, who utters this language of wild exultation. Later 
scribes, however, did not hesitate to alter the poem in such a 
way as to make Jahveh the Speaker, and thereby to give an 
impression which the poet never intended. These scribal 
annotations must have been introduced before the Versions 
were made, for the latter presuppose the existing text of ~. 
though they afford little help towards correcting it. Equally 
disappointing in this case is the method of emendation by 
conjecture; only a few of the experiments will be mentioned 
below: the text, in fact, is beyond hope of recovery. 

An ancient parallel to the poem may be read in the Song of 
Lamech, Gen. 423r.; for a modern one we may recall Siegfried's 
Song at the forging of his sword in Wagner s opera (Siegfried 
Act i., Scene 3). 

13-14a. Editorial introduction.-14b. 

Sword, sword! sharpened and burnished too ! 

The repetition strikes a note of emphasis and impatience, 
cp. 204 222 3311 ; burnished vv.15• 16, lit. made smooth, bare, e.g. 
2918, Is. 506, of bronze I K. 745, of the Ethiopians' polished 
skin Is. I87.-15. A prose expansion of the previous line: 
in order to commit slaughter it is sharpened, in order ' to flash ' 
lightning it is burnished; ~ in order that lightning may belong to it, 
which needs the correction suggested by Ps. 1446

• The rest of 
the v. yields no sense : lit. or we will rejoice, the sceptre of 1r1,y 
son despising every tree, cp. v.18• The Vrs. imply the text of :ffl. 
-16. 

And it has been given to the ' slayer ' to wield with 
(his) hand. 
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JIil And he (or one) gave it to burnish; but the sword is already 
burnished, v.14 ; some word like slayer is wanted. The rest of 
the v. consists of marginal notes : that is, sharpened is the sword, 
and it is burnished to be put into the hand of the killer.-17. Cry 
and howl, son of man] Jahveh bids the prophet utter exclama
tions of grief, cp. 98, Is. 152 • 5 167, Mic. 1 8, Jer. 4820• 31._;_For 
it is come against my people] With the language cp. 2 K. 2420.-it 
is against a_ll the princes of Israel] An expansion of the foregoing 
sentence; possibly it may here=id est, as in v.16.-Victims of the 
sword are they, together with my people] lit. thrown down unto the 
sword, the vb. only again Ps. 8945 [441; together with etc. repeats 
what has just been said.-Therefore clap on the thigh] In sign of 
morning, cp. Jer. 3119• Some of these phrases have both vigour 
and rhythm; but it is not likely that any part of the v. belonged 
to the original poem, for two reasons: Jahveh is the Speaker; 
the call to shew grief and mourning does not agree with the 
fierce satisfaction which the poem itself expresses.-18. The 
text gives no intelligible sense : for the trial has been made, and 
what if even the despising sceptre shall be no more? (lg implies 
:ffl.-19-2I. 

19 And let the sword be doubled, yea 'trebled,' and 'com-
pass ' them round, . . . . . . 

20 Jn order that many may stumble at every 'gate'; 
. . .. .. . . . 

Sword! turned into lightning, grasped for the slaughter ! 
21 Cut sharply to right ' and ' to left, wheresoever 

' ordained ' ! 

19. The v. begins And thou, son of man, prophesy, and smite 
palm on palm. How much of this belonged to the poem it is 
difficult to say; the gesture of exultation (see 611 n.) seems 
inconsistent with the action which follows.-Let the sword be 
doubled, yea ' trebled'] i.e. Smite with repeated strokes ; .:ffl a 
third time (?) ; but a passive vb. is wanted, l) ac triplicetur. 
Then :ffl continues with an explanation which separates the two 
halves of the line : it is a sword of the slain, sword of the great one 
slain. Some think that the great one slain means king Zedekiah, 
cp. v. 30 ; but the Hehr. is ungrammatical and corrupt.-and 
' compass ' them round] :ffl which compasses them round ; the 
sense is improved by a slight alteration based upon (lg Kal 
lKCTTl)CTEl'> ai'.,Tou-.. The verb occurs only here, but its meaning 
is clear from Ar. and Aram., go round, encompass.-20. The 
translation above is based upon such parts of the v. as fall into 
intelligible lines. JIil In order that heart may melt, and many be 
the stumblings at all their gates. The first clause cannot be 
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right ; stumblings might be altered to stumblers, implied by 
d§i, ; at the end d§'s l1rt 1,a,rnv 1r11A:l]v seems preferable to ;ffl. 
The words that_ follow are meaningless : I have given ? sword ?
Sword! turned into lightning] lit. made into, cp. v.15. Ro. and Ho. 
agree in finding a 3 : 2 line here. The word rendered grasped 
occm:s again in Is. 2217 ; its meaning is obtained from the 
Arabic: unsheathed would be possible, from a different Arabic 
root.-21. Cut sharply to right 'and' to left] lit. sharpen thyself, 
probably to be connected with sharpened in vv.14· 15• After 
to right :ffl has a word which is not recognized by i8i (tlr:)~; it 
is merely a miswritten repetition of to left.-wheresoever 'or
dained'] lit. whither thou art appointed ; cp. Jer. 241 . :ffl 
whither thy face (mas.) is appointed (fem.).-22. And I too will 
smite my palm on my palm, and will wreak my Jury; I J ahveh have 
spoken (it)] For wreak lit. cause to rest see 513 n. The meaning 
intended is that Jahveh will do what His prophet has done, 
and exult over the coming vengeance (v.19), and carry out the 
threats which have been uttered. Ez. himself perhaps would 
not have shrunk from ascribing such language to Jahveh, see 
2213 ; but it is difficult to believe that the author of the poem 
could have written this rather prosaic interpretation (so Ro. 
Ho.). If the v. was added as a foot-note, then Jahveh was not 
the Speaker in the original form of the song. 

Vv. 23-29. Nebuchadrezzar at the cross-roads: Jerusalem 
or Ammon, which is it to be? The oracle points to Jerusalem!-
24. Make thee two ways] The prophet is told to perform a 
symbolic action, as in chs. 4 and 5. He is to trace on the sand, 
we may imagine, two roads starting from the same point and 
leading in different directions.-for the sword of the king of 
Babylon to come] The meaning of the Song, vv. 14• 16• 19 -21, is now 
revealed.-from one land let both of them proceed] i.e. from 
Babylon. As far as the Orontes valley the road to Jerusalem 
and Ammon would be-the same; S. of Riblah it was bound to 
diverge, one branch leading S.W. into Palestine, the other 
S.E. to Rabbath-Ammon. Damascus was the point at which 
the ancient trade-routes separated;. but Ez. was probably 
thinking of some spot in the Lebanon country.-and a sign-post 
' 'at the head of the way to a city 25 shalt thou make] The text of 
:ffl is confused and corrupt : and a sign-post cut out at the head 
of the way to a city cut out 25 a way shalt thou make. Evidently 
cut out is a miswritten form of at the head; there is only one 
letter's difference between the two in Hehr., moreover cut out 
means to cut down (trees) Josh. 1715• 18 ; it is therefore used 
incorrectly. The second cut out should be restored to at the 
head, thus producing a repetition of the phrase at the head of 
the way, and the form of the text which is given by@. If this 
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be adopted, then two sign-posts are set up (so Co. Kr.), an 
excess of detail which is not favoured by the intentionally vague 
direction to a city. It seems best, therefore, to treat the 
repetition as a gloss, which has carried with it the incorrect 
word cut out to which it referred (so Ro. He.). For sign-post lit. 
hand cp. 1 S. 1512, 2 S. 1818 (monument) ; for the head of the way 
cp. 1625, where the roads diverge, called the mother of the way 
in v.26.-25. That the sword may go 'against' Rabbd of the 
Ammonites] The capital of Ammon, cp. 2 S. 1226 1727 , Dt. 311, 

Jer. 492, called Rabba for short 25 5 etc., in Graeco-Roman times 
Philadelphia, now 'Amman. It lay on the E. of Jordan, 
near the source of the Jabbok, 25 m. N.E. of the Dead Sea. 
The Ammonites were regarded as akin to Israel, but with 
feelings of repugnance, Gen. 1936ff-. They had been plotting 
with Judah to throw off the yoke of Babylon, Jer. 271 • 3 ; so 
Nebuchadrezzar had as good reason to march against them as 
against Jerusalem.-and 'against' Judah 'and' Jerusalem 
' into the midst thereof'] ® lv p.l:u'!? ain-ijs, .:ffl incorrectly fortified; 
perhaps Is. 252 2710 or Is. 361 came into a reader's mind and 
suggested the epithet.-26. For the king of Babylon stands at the 
parting of the way, at the head of the two ways, to obtain an oracle] 
In vv. 24• 25 we have had a symbolic action with its meaning 
explained ; now we have the description of a symbolic scene. 
Ho. denies Ez.'s authorship of this passage on the ground that 
it is not so logically constructed as the narrative in chs. 4 and 5. 
But the prophet may be allowed to vary his method. In 
Hebr. the parting is lit. the mother of the way, a metaphorical use 
of the word found both in Akk. and in Ar. to denote origin or 
source. The expression, however, was so unusual that a gloss 
has been added to it, at the head of the two ways. A halt is made 
to obtain an oracle or to practise divination, cp. 1224 136• 9 - 2 a, 
Dt. 1810, 2 K. 1;17 ; the same word /Jasam is used in Ar. of 
divination by drawing lots. Here the general term is followed 
by three particular kinds of divination.-he shakes the arrows, en
quires of the teraphim, looks at the liver] Among the Arabs 'in 
the times of ignorance ' it was the custom, especially before a 
campaign, to seek divine guidance by drawing lots (~asam and 
ista!Jsam) with headless arrows inscribed with names ; these 
' were placed in a quiver, and whirled about, and the one 
which first fell out was supposed to express the decision of the 
god,' Driver Deut. 223 f. Like Rachel, Gen. 3119, Nebuchad
rezzar had taken the teraphim with him, as being private 
property, cp. Jud. 175, 1 S. 1913 • 16 ; perhaps small images in 
human form, 1 S. I.e. The present v. connects them with 
!Jesem (so 1 S. 1523, Zech. 102), shewing that they were used for 
obtaining an oracle, just as they are associated with the oracular 
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ephodinJud. I814• 17 · 20, Hos. 34, and withnecromancyin2 K. 2324, 

and with barbarous magic, Jerusalem Targum on Gen. 3119 (trans
lated in ]udg. Cambr. B. 160), doubtless based on tradition. 
Nothing certain can be said about the derivation of teraphim; for 
a suggestion see phil. n. : the word occurs only in the plural, 
and may refer to a single image, e.g. IS. 1913 · 16• It would be 
possible to render the phrase used here either enquire of (e.g. 
Jud. 11

, 1 S. 2210• 13 • 15 ), or enquire through (e.g. Num. 2721 P, 
1 S. 288, 1 C. 1013) ; in the latter case the teraphim will be the 
medium rather than the source of the response; Burney ]udg. 
426. The third method of divination, inspection of the liver, 
was practised regularly by the Babylonians, prob. not so often 
in Israel, for it is mentioned only here in the O.T. According 
to primitive ideas the liver was the seat of life, because it is 
filled with blood ; hence to obtain omens, from a living organ as 
it were, a sheep was first sacrificed, and then its liver was ex
amined to find out the colour and marks which appeared on it. 
The clay model of a sheep's liver, divided by cross lines and 
inscribed with omens in each division, may be seen in the 
British Museum; it is photographed in Cuneiform Texts vi. Pl. 1 
(frequently reproduced). Typical specimens of omens derived 
in this way are accessible; e.g. the ancient text from the 
time of Sargon king of Agade, c. 2650 B.c., translated in King's 
Chronicles concerning Early Bab. Kings ii. 25 ff., and, of a much 
later date, the cylinder of Nabonid, 555-538 B.c., No. 7, trans
lated in Langdon's Neubab. Konigsinschr. 265-271*.-27. In 
his right hand is the oracle •Jerusalem'] i.e. the arrow marked 
with the name. ® misses the point: 'the oracle against J.', 
so ~'}}.-to set breakers] The words belong to cl. b, where they 
properly stand; either a copyist or an annotator has inserted 
them in the wrong place.-to open (his) mouth with a 'cry'] 
So ®, parallel with to lift up (his) voice with a shout; cp. the 
verb in Zeph. 114, Is. 4213• The letters in :ffl with a shattering 
have been accidentally transposed.-to set breakers etc.] For the 
language see 42 n.-28. But they regard it as a false ' divination '] 
lit. it becomes to them as ... in their eyes; the people of Jeru
salem choose to believe that the oracle is false, and that 
Nebuchadrezzar is not really on his way. In ;ffl divining 
(vb.) should be read divination (noun).-The next words hardly 
make sense ; lit. those sworn with oaths are to them, which has 
been taken to mean 'they have among them those who have 
been bound by oath,' referring to Zedekiah's pledge, 1716 -18 ; or 

* For a full discussion of this subject see Klauber Pol.-Rel. Texte 
aus dey Sargonidenzeit (1913), xxviii. ff. ; also M. Jastrow Jr. An Omen 
School Text in O.T. and Sem. Studies in Memory of W. R. Haypey ii. 
(1908) 281-325. 
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'they have oaths of oaths' i.e. the most solemn oaths, referring 
to the vow made under the stress of the siege, Jer. 348II-. But 
the word for oath might be rendered seven or a week, and this 
is the old interpretation, 'QI;~ 'A®, some MSS of cl&, Rashi ; thus 
~ ingeniously 'sabbatorum otium imitans,' the Chaldaean is 
taking his time, think the people in Jerusalem, 'they have 
weeks upon weeks'; so Ew. Sm. The words, however, are 
om. by ~~. and it is best to treat them as a marginal note 
on to them in the previous clause, intended to remind the reader 
of Zedekiah's oath; both the note and the word on which it 
was written have been copied into the text.-but he brings 
iniquity to remembrance, that (they) may be seized] This obscure, 
condensed expression seems to mean, that however much the 
people in Jerusalem may deceive themselves, Nebuchadrezzar 
is charged to punish them for their misdoings, and will lay 
hands upon the city. The term he who brings iniquity to re
membrance, i.e. before a judge, has a forensic sense, equivalent 
to' the prosecutor,' cp. v.29 2916 and similarly Num. 515, l K. 1718, 

Is. 626• Perhaps seized or arrested is used in the same way, 
cp. v.29, Num. 513 ; the subject of the vb. is left to be inferred.-
29. Because ye bring your inquity to remembrance] i.e. before 
Jahveh.-when your transgressions were uncovered, in the revela
tion of your sins] Cp. 1636 • 67 • The reference may be either 
to Zedekiah's breach of faith, or generally to Israel's disloyal 
behaviour.-because ye are remembered] Perh. to be read because 
ye bring (them) to remembrance; a rhetorical (Kr.}, or, more 
probably, an accidental repetition.---ye shall be seized by hand] 
i.e. forcibly arrested. ® reads in them, which some prefer to 
by hand.-Vv. 30-32. The prophet turns to the prince of Israel, 
and threatens him with deposition and the overthrow of his 
kingdom.-And thou, dishonoured, wicked one] So ~; but 
the construction of the same words in the plur. v. 34 suggests 
that dishonoured among (the) wicked may be more correct. 
For the meaning dishonoured or defiled cp. Lev. zr7• 14 ; the 
rendering to be wounded or slain cp. v.19 is possible, but not so 
suitable.-prince of Isr.] Zedekiah; cp. 727 n. 1210.-whose day 
is come] v. 34 cp. 1 S. 2610, Ps. 3713 for day (of visitation) applied 
to a single person; the earlier prophets apply it to the whole 
people, e.g. Am. 518.-at the time of the iniquity of the end] v. 34 

355, when iniquity shall receive its chastisement in the captivity 
of the prince and the fall of the state. The oracle 72 - 4 has 
much in common with this; see also 44 n.-3x. Remove the 
turban, and lift off the crown!] Cp. the apostrophe in Jer. 1318• 

Elsewhere the turban belongs to the priestly, not the kingly 
office, Ex. 284 296, Lev. 89 • For the royal crown see Jer. 1318, 

2 S. 1230= r C. 202 ; and, a different word, 2 S. 1 10, z K. rr12, 
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Ps. 8940 r39l 13218.-this is not this! down with the high, up with 
the low !] Proverbial expressions for a complete upset of the 
familiar order : this is no more this ; everything is turned 
topsy-turvy. Cp. 1724, i S. 27, Ps. 758 C7l.-32. Ruin, ruin, 
ruin will I make it] Cp. the verb in Is. 241 ' turneth it upside 
down.' Lam. 39

• The substantive is repeated to express a 
superlative degree; cp. 76• 6 357, Jer. 614 811.-The words 
which follow cannot be right: lit. this (fem.) has not been (mas.). 
49 has 'Woe to her! Such shall she be,' referring to Jerusalem 
in ruins (so Co. Be. Ho.) ; ~ om.-until he come to whom the 
right belongs, and I will give it 'to him'] A hint at the coming 
of one who will have the right to wear the crown, who will be a 
true king: for the right in this sense cp. Dt. 2117, Jer. 327 • 8 ; 

the rendering cujus est judicium Y l does not suit the context. 
Perhaps Ez. had in his mind Gen. 4910 ' until he come whose 
it is,' with shiloh read or understood as shello ; and 4? seems to 
have noticed this possible allusion by rendering £w, o~ V1.8y ; 
Ka0~rn. m: finds in this and the previous v. a reference to 
Ishmael the murderer of Gedaliah : 'it [Zedekiah's crown given 
to Gedaliah] shall remain to him only until I bring upon him 
the vengeance of Ishmael son of Nethaniah, and I will deliver 
him into his hand.' Rashi and ~iml,ii are influenced by this 
interpretation; but later Jewish exegesis paraphrases in a 
Messianic sense, e.g. 'Our Rabbis say that this lifting up [v. 31] 

means that Jehoiachin shall have Shila from his seed, that is, 
Zerubbabel; the complete lifting up shall not be until there 
come from his seed the king Messiah ; and to him will I give the 
complete lifting up' (Me§udoth David in loc.). A word appears 
to be missing at the end of the v., lit. and I will make him ... 
or I will give it . . . The simplest plan is to adopt the latter 
rendering and supply to him (He.).-Vv. 33-37. A threat against 
the Ammonites: though they had been passed over for Jeru
salem (vv.23 " 32 ), in the end they will fare worse. This oracle 
improvises freely on the theme of the Sword-Song vv.14 •23 ; but 
now the sword is Ammon's, not the Chaldaeans', as v. 35 shews; 
deceived, apparently, by false prophets, Ammon has drawn it 
against Israel in the hope of conquering Israelite territory after 
the fall of Jerusalem. The verses seem to be the work of 
an imitator, rather than of Ez. himself. Ammon's turn does 
not come till 251 •1.-and concerning their reproach] i.e. the 
reproach which they cast upon Israel when they treated it 
as an easy prey; cp. 25a, 6 and 3616, Is. 511.-Sword, sword, 
drawn for slaughter, burnished in order to 'flash lightning'] 
Based upon vv.14• 15• ;fl1 has an unintelligible text, to cause 
to devour (?) or to contain in order to (!) lightning; the Vrs. try 
to make sense of this, but give no help. Co. Kr. emend, ' in 
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order to make lightning shine'; Ro. better,' to flash lightning' ; 
cp. on v.15.-34. while they see for thee visions of falsehood, 
divine for thee lies] The Ammonite soothsayers were holding 
out deceptive hopes of conquest. The parallelism as in 136r· 23 

2228.-to lay 'it' upon the necks of the dishonoured wicked] ~~ 
to lay thee i.e. the sword ; but to make the reference clearer read 
it. The dishonoured wicked must be the princes and people of 
Israel (cp. v. 30, of Zedekiah} ; they have indeed defiled them
selves, but, as the next v. shews, their punishment is not to 
come from Ammon. For whose day see on v. 30.-35. Return 
(it) to its sheath] This leaves no doubt that the sword (v. 33) is 
in the hand of the Ammonites ; but their greed and malice will 
be thwarted, and Jahveh will judge them in their native terri
tory. For the phrases in cl. b see 163 n. and 2813• 16.-36. And 
I will pour upon thee my indignation] Cp. 2231 and 208 n.
with the fire of my wrath will I blow against thee] Similarly 2221 ; 

cp. 22 31 3819 ; an unusual application of the verb, cp. Ps. 105 

(of scorn).-and I will deliver thee into the hands of brutal men] 
Cp. 721 n. ; brutal as in Ps. 948, from brute, cattle Gen. 4517, 

Ex. 224 ; ~ av8pwv /3a/30.pwv, see phil. n. According to 25 4• 10 

these ' savages' were Arabs from the desert, the Ben~ ~edem.
forgers of destruction] For the forgers or smiths see Is. 5416, 

Zech. 2 3 ; destruction, 516 n.-37. Fuel for fire shalt thou become] 
lit. for fire shalt thou become for devouring; see 154 n. Ch. 27 
closes in a similar strain.-thy blood shall be in the midst of the 
land] In the very place where the Ammonites plotted to shed 
the blood of Israel ; the lex talionis will be carried out, cp. 
1 K. 2111J. Moreover, Ammon will no more .be remembered 
cp. 2510 : a fate worse than that in store for Egypt (2913 ff-), 
and in striking contrast to Israel's destiny (Kr.). The 
neighbouring nations and their religion led to nothing ; 
whereas Israel, in spite of many failures, both survived and 
grew, a clear proof of the distinctive character of Israel's 
faith. 

Ch. 21, 2. The three words for south aremo•n with redundant:,-,,- locale, 
□,,, with the rare ending om from cim (Stade Lehrg. § 295), and :m; 
all three are taken by (l!i as pr. nn.-i~o] (l!ii\=lll,Q.-Jll ;mm ,11•] Jll 
must be an accus. of place ; but the accus. by itself is rarely used in 
this way without a following gen., e.g. ~:,11:, nn!l; l. either ,rn11:, ,11• or 
Jll/"t ,11-. The Bab. school read ,,i'i~ (Baer 109); .,,111,, may be a correction 
or gloss. (l!i implies JIil, 71')'06µ,evo, Nci'Y•/3 (,111 for ,i,111), i\=JllJ ill'11, 
so Ro.-3. ,,,,,, 'l,11] '11,B Kvpd:,s Kvp,6s A 1rnp,os o 0,os 'fo-pa,lX, see on 
2039 and 2 4.-,;J:in 11~] Impf. in circl. cl., Dr. §§ 162-3.-n:in~II' n:i11SJ 
For the constrn. cp. 1•,v •J~ 7''0, o•,1:il •SM 3221; Konig iii. § 309 k. But 
this is an extreme instance, and '~ may be a gloss on '~111, or vice versa.. 
ri:i:,~z, occurs again in Job 1580, Cant. 8\ Sir. 51'; a similar form is 
common in Aram. for flame, from :i.,~~ • ./J:i7 only in the Shaphel form, 
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though without a causative sense. In the O.T., however, n::in',t:1 is not 
necessarily an Aramaism, but a rare survival from antiquity, which 
Aramaic brought into common use ; other Shaphel forms in Hebr. are 
probably Sfolll, ni,,vpiu, G--K. § 55 i ; Ges.-Buhl1 6 s.v. ; Wright Comp. 
Gr. 204 f. In Akk. the Shapel is the normal causative stem, Del. Ass. 
Gr. §§ 120-124 a. Barth objects to this explanation, but on grounds 
which are not convincing ; he would connect with the Ar. shihdb ' flame,' 
with inserted , ; Etym. St. 1893, 49, Wurzelunters. 1902, 59; but this 
would require nJ:,~fl>. The Vrs. paraphrase, (!Ii .;, q,ME .;, iEaq,INiua j5 
' the flame that is kindled ' 1lr. ' to a destructive flame ' :ET flamma succen
sionis.-1::ii,J] The vb. only here, noun Lev. 13 23 • 2s 'burning ulcer,' 
adj. Prov. 1621 , =Akk. ;ardbu 'burn'; the Ar. if,arima, Aram. ,o, 
' burn' are variations of the same root; Barth Wurzelunters. 41.-JJJ0] 
eJi here and v,• d,ril a1r')ALwro11 'from the east,' prob.=iJJ0; the 
confusion of J with , in (!Ii occurs again 2810, 2916 =n1:i,, 356A=CJ'K.-
5. non] j5\!r=Cln.-'o ',ll'or.>J Cp. 18s. For Kin j5 has 'thou.'-:,. eJi 
prefixes KJJn p,, which is in Ez.'s manner, u• 3712 3814.-c•vipo ~K 
1. •;,'~ii;il;I ,11 Toy Kr. ; -4. MSS j5 cw,~r,i. l!r=.ffi.-8. mn• Y.lK 11.J] (!li:B 

om. ; but B corr. A '{.j5q(;J:T supply '• 'l1K ir.itt n.J, so some Hehr. MSS.-
9, t:i' ... ie-11 JJI'] So 262f, ; cp. J.J' ... ill' 2991 • 362f, 131,. The constrn., 
then, is in Ez.'s manner; but (!Ii for p, gives ourws, which 13 times in 
Ez.=JJ, and 'I. noticeably in agreement with QliA begins the v. with 
cl. b ; so shall my sword go forth from its sheath ; the textual evidence 
thus lends a slight support for the omission of cl. a. Otherwise the Vrs., 
with the exceptions noted, represent ;flfl.-•n,::i:-i] Pf. as in 14•b; Dr.§ 13. 
-For J1!l~ I. nii!li, as in v.•.-10. ::iiwn tt,] Q]iAQj5;!='n i-c~,.-u. n1~rr] 
Pausal form of ~J~IT--□·mo 'w:i] QJi iv <Twrp,fJfj ouq,6os <Tov, cp. Ps. 
Sol. 86 uvv,rplfJ'1 '1/ Mq,vs ,.,011.-m,•,,:i::i,J The noun Ii.A. (!Ii K. iv oavv,us, 
prob. a free rendering; ?=□•1•,:ii.-12. niotti] j5+' unto them.'--c/;ll)] 
Niph. of ooo with -;;- for -=- to mark intrans. sense, cp. n~p~ 262.-ni;,,mJ 
Pi. with intrans. sense, G--K. § 52 k; but point as J5:al ,,i;,Q~1 Dt. 34 1.

(!li expands m, ,::i to 1rii<Ttt uapE rn! ,..a, ,rveiJ/,Ltt.-nn•m, n11:i nin] nK:i is 
the prophetic perfect, and nn•n31 is pf. with weak waw because co-ordinate 
and simultaneous with nKJ cp. 1912 ; Dr. § 132; Kon. iii. § 370 f. (!li:B 
om. nn•ni,, so Co. For the indefinite fem. see 12 26 n., and for the two 
verbs see Pr. 1312• 1•.-14. :i,n :iin] See Konig Stilistik u.s.w. 156. 
m; makes the repetition refer to two swords; cp. 168 n.-n,nin] Hoph. 
pf. 3 s.f. from ,,n.-For nQ1,r,i I. m,n:i Pu., or J5:al pass., pf. 3 s.f., to agree 
with the pf. preceding; so vv. 16• 18• G--K. § 20 i.-15. o::ir;i 1llQSJ See 
146 n.-;:i~ n:g 111r.i7] As an inf. constr. n:.g for n\•g is impossible; 1. pi:p'Ro.
mnb] Pausal form with d.f.; B-L. 287.-'i, ll''ll'l lK] It has been suggested 
that 111=Akk. 'K ' come then,' a cry of excitement, Kon. iii. § 355 e. 
eJi- eis 1rttpa.Av<Tiv (? = m:-mt, j5) · uq,a.fe, l~ovlilvn, cbrw6oiJ 1rav fu\ov (? = 
•ci-co •1:i •nJD). i!C paraphrases, 'because the tribe of the house of 
Judah and Benj. rejoiced over the tribes of Isr. when they went into 
captivity, because they worshipped error and turned themselves to go 
astray after wooden images,' cp. I[ vv. 18 • 31 • •• for the historical allusion. 
-16 . .imc Jn'l] Indef. subj. ; :ET dedi= rntti.-nt:i,o~J J5:al inf. constr. 
with n-:;:-: l. on~~ Be. Kr., or o;,it:i? Toy.-i.J::i !t'!lnS] eJi roil Kpare'iv 
xe'iptt tturou ( =1!lJ~).-:i,n n,n,,, i-c•,~] Anomalous constrn., with pron. 
before the vb. anticipating the subj., cp. Ps. 876\ Ezr. 7•,L2 C. 3212

• 
30

; 

but i-c•n is prob. explanatory,=id est.-17. ~.JJ 11•:-r] j5=1JJ1, so Kr.
:i,n ~N •11Jo] G--K. § 130 a; J5:al of ilo only here. eJi 1rttpo,K~<Tolllnv (iu) . 
.$ om. pS ... •11Jo.-1,• ~K] QJi t,rl T'I" xe,pa. uo11=11' ~JI; cp. 39 n, 23 34 (!Ii. 
-18. JO'.lt] Either Pu. pf. 3 s.m. (Abulwalid), or a noun (J5:jml).i) ; 
G--K. § 64 d.-t:i:ii:- ol 011 no,] For CK i!C ,0•11=1DN. Kr. conjectures 
'!'IK gi-co ll'.li:> 'lK l;!l QNON ,,on:i '.J, .,S =' Smite the palm, sine~ this is 
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justified ; and if the tribe is rejected, shall it not be? '-19. Read 
c;;r~ o/]'J!1P1 ,1f?!f1 :i.10 ?!;!:)llJ). He. Ho. :ffl nc,fii'~'f', apparently the fem. of 
the adj. 'll''?ll', with a meaningless n7 attached. For the vb. ,iif'p~ cp. 
1 K. 1830.-Smn ??n :i,n] Should be 'Jn ??n.i 'n ; the omission of the art. 
in c•,,1on C'1l 2 3 , m1•n :i,n Jer. 4616 is not strictly parallel.-ri,,, n,,n,i] 
? in a hostile sense; ,,n=Syr. badar, Targ. ,in 'go round,' Ar. !J,adara 
' descend.' The Vrs. transpose to ,,n, substituting a conventiona_l word 
for a rate one, (!!i=JY]1!:!D1 l!r.S=nnh;:r '.ET qui obstupescere eos facit.-
20. :i, 110\, jJIO?] Inf. constr. with ? after ll/D? is found nowhere else; 
J? l10? may be a miswritten form of !YD?. (!Ji lhrws µ71 8pav8fi 'f/ Kapola, 
shewing that ? in llD~ was read as It', cp. ,ov\, 13 5 o&K ri.viuT7Jua•, 
rr,::i, 2343 ovK iv rov-rou.-1:l'?ll'JD,, n:i,m] :i:.7;:r1 inf. abs; is here used in 
continuation of the inf. constr., Jio\, , so r/! .,l;'~\lZ:17. and Ra. ~m. in loc. ; 
(!Ji lhrws . · .. Ka< 1rh7J/Jw/Jwu.- implies this ; G-K. § II3 e (Kon. i. 536 
is to be corrected by iii. § 218 c). For C'?ll'JDrt, usually in a fig. sense 
e.g. 320 7u 143'·, (!Ji gives o, do-lJ,.ouvus .S=' the sick,' i.e. C'?f7~CT. which 
would be suitable, but the change is hardly required. Read perhaps 
iy;g·\i:j! c•7i:';,~cr ni:q;:r J!Jr;>~.-n11 :i,n nn:i11 •nm] The second word is a 
mistake for nn:il:l, (!Ji ,rapao,oovra, els uq;&."{1a poµq,ala<. nN, as in 1810 • 18, 

is a vox nihili ; (!Ji ,1) -yl:-yovEP ,ls uq;a-yiJv, ev -ye-yovev Eis ,nlh{Jwaw, 
transposing pi:i? and n:iti\ and taking n11 as exclamatory, cp. 611, 

so t!r=(ev 'Yf'YovEv for ,v-y,).-,,~Jl9] Pu. ptcp; f. of rtl:ll/, cp. Is. 22 17, ,Ar. 
·'a!a=' grasp'; or to be pointed nr;iv,9 }$:al ptcp. f. of l:ll/D=Ar. maa!a 
'extend, draw a sword.' There is no need to read rrr;i1,9. For n:il:l? 
see on v. 33.-21. '1Q!!~l'.I] Perhaps an incorrect form for '"!IJJ;ll'.I Hithp. 
-imper. £. of :iin=i,n. A root in1t=in• is unknown in Hebr. (!!i=:ffi 
o,a1ropd,ov ofvvov i.e. ''!IJ •n~ (Co.). Some MSS •,n11n:i.-'D'll'rt] Hiph. of 
D'C', a dittogr. of •7•,;,r.p;:i=•~•~i;,\l'!:I [I. ':,1 (!Ji], cp. 2 S. 1419.-ni,vo 7'l!l] D'l!l is 
always mas. in the O.T.; moreover, the word stands outside the metre. 
Perhaps I. J;l']j/l,i Pu. pf. 2 s.f. of ,v•, Ro. Ho.-22. •non •n,mm] The addition 
of □ J is wanted. (!Ji iva.q,-fir,w, only here in (!Ji, et. r,vvnXl:w 513 etc.-
24. :i,n N1::i', c•Jii] v. 26 ; the inf. constr. with a noun expresses an 
attribute, cp. Gen. 2423, 1 K. 5""h, Dan. 925 ; Kon. iii.§ 400 c.-,nN yittr.i] 
Strictly 'from a land of one,' cp. r•• n. (!Ji h xwpa, µ«is.-N1:;J.] Pi. cp. 
·2347(?) ; om. as dittogr. of the following z,111:i. The second M1:J is to 
be read C'tti::i, and connected with C'll'n v. 25 ; thus □'ll'n ,.JI i,, c,11,::i ,.,. 
This restoration is based upon (!Ji, but without (!!i's repetition, i!v ci.pxfi ai'iofi 
1r6X,wr i!1r' dpx-iis Mofi oiaT&.~m. Co. keeps both sentences, supplying ,•v 
in the second; Kr. similarly, but omitting 7'!1 in the first; the repeated 
clause will then have a distributive sense. It is simpler to regard the 
second ,,, z,111::, as a gloss on Ni:i, after the latter had got into the text 
by mistake.• So He., who, however, om. i•Jl.-25. nM, ... n11 ... Nl:J?] 
I. ',JII ••. ?JI (!Ji,$, required after 111:i,. rir n:i,o [ =nKD], but ',,, n•:i, ,v,. 
-□?W11•::i] I. ,,,,, (!!i.S=',, ?J/1.-rr,,s::i] The omission of the art. shews 
that the word is not correct ; I. m;iin~. r/!,S'.ET =.ffl'.-26. 71:>J/] This 
and the following pfs., describing the immediate past, are best rendered 
by the present; Dr. § 10.-1,,:i c11J Cp. Akk. ummi !J,arrdni lit. 
'mother of the way,' of capital devoted to a business expedition or 
undertaking, Del. Ass. HWB. 85; Wright Arab. Gr. ii. § 81 quotes 
'ummu/-!ari/:1 lit. ' mother of the road' i.e. the main road. (!Ji i1rl rriv 
ri.pxa.la.v ociov.-o•sn::i ',p',p] For :i with the obj. see G-K. § 119 q. (!Ji Tou 

· cr.•a.{Jp&.ua., f,d{Jciov 'to eject the rod.'-ri•!lin:i ?1tll'] (!Ji e1r,pwT-ij1Tat iv roi's 
'YAV1rTois, Ball, quoted· by Burney Judg. 421, suggests that C'!l,n like 
D'tt!li may go back to the Akk. rapa or rabCt, used of the sinking of the 

· heavenly bodies into the underworld ; see also Oesterley and Robinson 
Hebr. Rel. 61.-27. ni:,:i n!l nM!l?] The noun ', only again Ps. 42ll, 
W • to open .gates that slayers may go up through them,' taking ', in the 
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sense of • murder,' as often in Hehr. $:; ' and his mouth is opened in his 
strength.' <!Ii iv f3017=n11:µ.-28. ,,-;11] Pf. with weak waw; the subj. 
is cop,, v.••. <!li=k1111.--01opJ] Kt. and Q. take the form as in£. constr. ; 
(!Ji wr ,i1tvr<vowvos=C9\pf; $:i =cr;i~;,. which is better.--co? n\J1t1'f 'llt1f] 
The first word is ]):al ptcp. pass. ; but the :]):al of Jl:l"' is not in use. 
Kr. understands both words as forms of ,iJll:l~ oath ; so Klln. iii. pp. 176 f. 
The old interpretation implies n\JIJW nil:?\" weeks of weeks, (!JiQ0* if300µ.a.1o•r•s 
if3l'ioµa/ias ~~roi's 'A i1rra. if3lio,io./J,'s 1tino,s. i!! ' and they did not know 
that 49 times he had lain in wait, and received an answer (?) con
cerning the matter.' Ro, conjectures c•n~!! nJ,t::ii;i • and the oath of 
God is . to them a false divination,' ref. to 1718°-19 ; but cop in this 
passage 1s connected with the Babylonians.-ll'!ln:'I~] For the inf. constr. 
with subj. to be supplied from the context cp. 13 5 n.-29. c:n~ro Jl.':] 
See 57 n. The Hiph. inf. with -:.- for •-;-,implying an intermediate --::-; 
Kon. i. 234.-nu,,,,',] Dr. § 205.-eJ•n,',•~JI ?J::i] 2 MSS and $:i ',J1. (!Ji 
gives a double rend. tv 1rdu11,s r. duef3,f1t,s uµwv K1tl iv r. ,,,.,,,.,,,o,vµ11uw 
vµwv, cp. 2013 • 18 n.-□~7~!•' il1:] Niph. inf. constr. ; the words prob. 
repeated by mistake, and the vb. pointed as Niph. for variety. ~ om. 
-'!J:l] & iv rouro,s=c,,::i.-30. Jl;;i") ??O ni;r~J] (!Ji Kai r,v, d,11oµe f:J•fJriXe, 
But two adjs. in apposition are hardly ever found; read prob. J/;;i1 ~1211 
like c•v.;;i7 •~70 v. 34 , the gen. denoting the class to which the preceding 
word belongs, G-K. § 128 l. Konig, however, explains Jlln as an accus., 
'thou who art to be wounded as a wicked one,' and cps. 1 S. 31 1, 2 K. 5 2 ; 

iii. § 333 s. Possibly Jlw, is a gloss (Ro.). In Hebr. ~•m represents two 
roots which in Ar. are distinguished, to profane and to wound, pierce, 
Dr. p. 231.-31. Point infs. abs. throughout, ',;iifiJ ... o,;;r ... 1!;lQ; 
G-K. § II3 bb.-nk! k? mu] (!Ji cuir17 o~ ro,av,,.,,, fora,, $:; om. mn is 
fem. neuter; the Jews make it refer to nil:lJI (l):im.), or to ,,v, understood 
(Me$, David). - n'.?e;vri] with final ,,--:;:- unaccented, therefore not really 
a fem., see 8 2 n. But l. ~~~iJ.-32. ;11;, ni;, nlJI] G-K. § 133 l. The Vrs. 
treat ni;, as=J19 or ~,JI, and vary in the way they reproduce ;ffl; thus 
Qli:B dil,Kla.v ter, QJish has * against the first, (!JiBhA'I,$ om. the second ; 
$ ' yea this I will make a crime and a villany,' without rendering n•,, 11,. 
-n•,, "' n111 cl] Subj. and vb. do not agree. (!li'B oua, aurij· ro,aVT71 lr,rn, 
=n•nn mm n, '1k (Co.). (!JiA 'ou rowvr71 forn,.-!)!lll'On ,, ,wtt 11::i iJI] 
Gen. 4910 n',•w l'J' •::i ,JI (!Ji fws a, EX0'(1 ra ciroulµeva auTci,, with variants, 
e.g. ij, droK«ra, in some MSS of (!Ji and Fathers.-l'nm,] I. ,, l'MJ1, 
cp. llr=i,•::i 1'nnll. (!JiB Kai ,r11p11owr,w aurri.J A avri/•. Occasionally the 
suff. with rm refers to the remoter object, but Is. 27 4, Jer. 9 1 are hardly 
parallel.-33. n:;i~?] As in v.•0 apparently meant for o:aii;i7; l. n:;i~~. G-K. 
§ 45 c.-p1~ Jl1Q~ 1:r;ii;i~] In form ,•;i,J~ is Hiph. inf. of ',1J =to. contain 23 32 • 

The Vrs. treat as=n,::i~ (!Ji ,is r,vvreX«a• (so II 13 1313 201'), or as=n~;,7 
t: nM~•w, 'to consume,' '.B" ut interficias; the word.has also been regarded 
as=,'Jk,,,, G-K. § 68 i. $:; om. Co. Kr. p'i:µ J!.'Q( ,ry,J~ cp. v. 15 n; Ro. 
better i'l~ p'i:µ 1l1,;,5. Of course Pl~ 12;;,7 j4ll is impossible. (!Ji E"feipou 5,rwr 
r,riXf3Tls, ? '"f• a second attempt to make sense of S•::in½.-34. 111111] The 2nd 
pers. alluding to ::i,n after the 2nd i:1ers. alluding to Ammon is awkward ; 
I. "'Clitt with most mods. For ,k I. ,JI l!li irf.-c•vw, ,,Sn] The constrn. as 
C'1J 'JI, 724, C'1J ·~',JI 287 ; G-K. § l 32 c. (!Ji E7rt Tpaxv)\ovs rp1tvµar,wv a.vo,uwv 
S 'wicked sinners.'-35. ::i~;;r] l. ::i;;v inf. abs.; G-K. § 72 Y; ~-L. 405.
"'1~l3"'t<l (!Ji ,<11 KaTaMr,'(ls=i:rllli;I ,!!', against the context.-;;'!\ □ipr;,:;i] G-K. 
§ 130 d.-li:JJil?Q] Plur., as in 163 n. $:; adds ' and there.'-36. n•~k] 
(!Ji iµ<f>wvr,w =15'.ti.l n!ll 37\ Gen. 27, rendered by fK,PVIJ'~(J'Q;t in 22 201 .-c•,v::i] 
The Gk. translators use a word of similar sound to the Hehr., probably 
because they were in doubt as to the meaning; cp. 314 473 n. Thackeray 
Gram. of O.T, in Gk. 37 f.-37. ,,•nn] Strictly "nn would be more correct, 
and the plur. 7'01 for blood spilt, cp. 99 n. 
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Ch. 22. The indictment of Jerusalem, set out in three 
distinct oracles: (a) vv.1 •16 ; (b) vv.17-22 ; (c) vv.23 " 31. The 
first (a) enumerates the crimes which have defiled the city of 
bloodshed ; there are points of contact here with eh. 18, and 
with the Law of Holiness. The second (b) draws a moral 
from the smelting of ore : the fire of Jahveh's visitation will 
be no less searching. Some of the details are a trifle obscure, 
owing to disorder in the text, and vv.21. 22 seem to be a later 
comment. Oracles (a) and (b) may well belong to the same 
date as eh. 21, the eve of the final catastrophe. In (c) the 
fall of Jerusalem is imminent, and in vv.3°. 31 it has actually 
taken place : the land is blighted ; every class, from highest 
to lowest, has not only failed in duty but is steeped in sin. 
This oracle, perhaps, comes from a later hand than Ezekiel's ; 
it abounds in familiar phrases ; the charges brought against 
different classes are based upon Zeph. 31·4• 8 ; at any rate, 
vv. 30· 31 were added after 586 B.c. Holscher, indeed, who 
assigns the whole chapter to his late 'redactor,' considers (c) 
to be later still; he takes whose princes v.25 4?, like the princes 
of Israel v.6, to refer to the Judaean kings of the distant past, 
and thinks that the author of (c) denounces a bygone age in 
order to conceal his actual date. But it is much more likely 
that the princes are those alluded to in 191 •14 or 2117 [121, the kings 
from Jehoahaz to Zedekiah. The general truth of Ezekiel's 
verdict on Jerusalem in its last days is fully borne out by 
Jeremiah, who is every whit as stern; see Jer. 526 ·31 (prophets, 
priests) ; 628 ·30 (the smelting) ; 74 •20 261·6 (the coming destruc
tion) ; 1719-23 (sabbath-breaking) ; 2210 -ao (princes) ; 231. 2 
(leaders) ; 239 -4o 2714f• 281ff• (prophets). 

V. 2. wouldst thou judge, judge, the city of bloodshed? then 
declare unto her] See 204 n., and cp. 2336. The last days of 
Jerusalem were darkened by bloodshed, repeatedly mentioned 
in this eh. : the murder of children in the service of idols, and 
murders committed under the pretext of policy ; cp. 1620• 21 ; 
72a 23s1. a9 246, 9 332s 3618; 99 n.-3. 'Woe to' the city which 
sheddeth blood in the midst of her] The addition of Woe to, which 
is read by~ and found in the parallel 246, improves the sentence; 
on the other hand, in the midst of her belongs more suitably to 
the end of the v.-that her time may come] Cp. 77• 12 213°, 34 [25. 291, 
Is. 1322, Jer. 277 ; it is the time for her to be judged.-and 
fashioneth idols for herself to become unclean] lit. upon herself 
i.e. as a burden, cp. 3310 ; but ~~ in the midst of her, perhaps 
rightly ; then the words could be omitted in cL a. to become 
unclean recalls the idiom of H, e.g. Lev. 1931.-4. Because of 
thy blood] See 318 n. ; not as ~ lv rot', aip.aa-w ailTwv.-and 
thou hast brought near thy days] i.e. thy full number of days; but 
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the sing. would be more forcible, thy day, as in 213° [251, the day 
when the city will be destroyed, 'the day of thy breaking up' 
m;.-and ' the time of' thy years is come] Again, thy full number 
of years. -~ t~ou art come unto thy years ; but the Vrs. give 
the better readmg time for unto, which involves only a slight 
change (so Kr. Ro. He.) ; 491'1 also read thou hast caused thy 
years to come (so Be. He.).-For reproach ... derision cp. 
16•7 2133 r2s1 and Ps. 4414 r131_-5, The near and the distant] peoples 
or places, cp. 612 n.--unclean in reputation and abounding in 
tumult] For reputation lit. name cp. 1614f-, and for tumult cp. 
J1, Am. 39, 2 C. 15 6 ; '19$ 'in iniquities.'-6. The general 
description of Jerusalem's sinful state is now followed by 
particulars. The princes of Israel, Zedekiah and his immediate 
predecessors, have used their power to commit acts of violence, 
lit. have been each according to his arm in order to shed blood, cp. 
vv.9• 12• 27 • Judicial murders seem to be meant, cp. 2 K. 2116 244• 

-7, For treating father and mother with contempt see the laws 
in Ex. 2117 E, Dt. 2716, Lev. 209 H ; for extortion and oppression 
see 187· 18 n.-8. my holy things thou hast despised, and my 
sabbaths thou hast profaned] The vbs. are in the sing. fem., i.e. 
Jerusalem is addressed directly, as in vv.12 · 13 ; the rest of the 
oracle adopts a rather different mode of reference. For this 
reason, and on account of the brevity of the sentence, some 
regard the v. as secondary, Co. He. (?) Ho., perhaps without 
sufficient cause. ~ turns the vbs. into the 3rd pers. plural. 
For contempt of my holy things see on v.28 ; for profaning the 
sabbath see 2020r- n. ; both were especially sins of the priesthood, 
v.26.-9. Informers have been in thee] lit. men of slander. It 
was a common practice at the time to get rid of persons obnoxious 
to those in power by means of false accusations, Jer. 628 93• 

The crime is forbidden in Lev. 1916.-they have eaten upon the 
mountains] Prob. referring to idolatrous feasts at the 'high 
places' ; see 186 n.-they have committed lewdness] Hebr. 
zimma, v.11=' unchastity,' 1627 n. ; sometimes in a figurative 
sense, of false worship; but here literally, as the next vv. 
imply. Forbidden in Lev. 1817 1929 2014.-10. The nakedness 
of a father ' they ' have uncovered] The allusion is to marriage 
with a stepmother; Lev. 187f• 2011ff·, Dt. 231 [22 30] 2720 ; see 
Driver Deut. 259. ~ one has uncovered ; but the Vrs. read the 
plur., which agrees better with cl. b.-a woman unclean from 
her impurity] See 186 n.; Lev. 1819 2018.-II. For the sin of 
adultery see 186 n., Lev. 1820 2010 ; for defiling a daught~r-in
law see Lev. 1816 2012 and cp. Gen. 3816 E; for humbling a 
sister see Lev. 189 2017 and cp. Dt. 2722, 2 S. 1312r·.-12. Bribery, 
!ike slander v.9, has been the cause of bloodshed; it is denounced 
m the older codes, Ex. 238 E, Dt, 1619 2725• For interest and 

JQ 
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increase see 188 n.-and thou hast made gain of thy fellows by 
oppression] lit. hast cut off, implying violence, cp. Jer. 613 810 ; 

Jerusalem is addressed.-and me thou hast forgotten] Cp. 2336• 

Social morality depends upon the remembrance of God.-13. 
And lo! I smite my palm] A gesture of scorn, cp. 611 n. 
2119• 22 !l4. 171.-----on account of the gain which thou hast gotten] 
vv.12• 27 • For gotten lit. made cp. 28 4 3812, Gen. 125 P 311 J, 
Dt. 817.-14. Can thy courage endure] lit. thy heart, cp. 2 S. 1710, 

Ps. 2714.-in the days that I will deal with thee] lit. make, do, 
in a hostile sense ; cp. 1717 n. For the threat at the end of 
the v. see 1724 n.-15. disperse ... scatter] See 2023 n.-16. 
And thou shalt be profaned through thyself in the eyes of 'the' 
nations] i.e. the nations will look upon Israel as profaned by 
being cast out of its own land ; a barely intelligible idea. 
Elsewhere we read that Jahveh profanes His people by giving 
them over tq the Babylonians (Is. 4328 476), but not that the 
heathen would regard this as a profanation. With a slight 
change of text, from the 2nd to the ISt pers. (so Vrs.), the 
sentence may be rendered And I shall be profaned through thee 
in the eyes of the nations i.e. it will be Israel's fault if Jahveh 
is dishonoured for casting out His people : the heathen will 
say that He was unable to protect His own; cp. 209 3620• 

This hardly seems to follow naturally as part of a threat, but 
perhaps it is the best that can be made of a difficult expression.
Vv. 17-22. A parable from smelting: Israel is the raw material, 
Jerusalem the furnace, Jahveh smelts the ore, and Israel comes 
out as dross ! Other prophets make use of this figure to 
illustrate God's testing or purifying action, e.g. Is. 122 • 25, 

J er. 627 -ao 96, Zech. 139, Mal. 321 • ; Ezekiel, to shew the baseness 
which the approaching judgement will reveal. He has in mind 
a silversmith's furnace; but his attention is fixed on the 
preliminary smelting, not upon the refining of silver. In 
ancient times silver was obtained by a two-fold process, and 
it holds good now-a-days, except when chemical means are used. 
First came the smelting of the argentiferous lead-ore, which 
was placed in a furnace provided with a forced draught by 
means of bellows. The ore was mixed with fluxes to ensure 
fusion, and melted with sufficient heat; then the furnace was 
tapped ; the metallic lead was run out with the slag, which 
would float on the top, and, when cool, could easily be removed. 
The slag or dross contained the sulphides of copper, tin, iron, 
lead, and the other impurities of the ore. This is as far as Ezekiel 
goes, and he points to the result of the operation. A further 
process, however, was required to obtain pure silver. The 
metallic lead produced by the smelting was cut up and placed 
in a cupel, or crucible, made of bone-ash, and heated ; the 
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cupel absorbed the baser elements, as a sponge absorbs water, 
until silver alone remained ; if necessary this second process 
was repeated to get rid of all impurities, see Ps. 127 [61, Jer. 629, 

Mal. 33
• The present passage is complicated by the repetitions 

in vv.18 "26 ; but the further repetition in vv.21 -22, which speaks 
of melting silver, not of dross, may be due to a later hand. 
r8. The house of Isr. is become dross to me] The dross is the 
refuse produced by smelting, and thus a symbol for what is 
worthless, Ps. n9119, Pr. 25 4 2623 • The people are like the crude 
ore which is put into the furnace-a compound of various 
minerals ; the result of the firing, which has been anticipated 
at the beginning, is mentioned again, and in its logical position, 
at the end of the v. : dross silver they are become i.e. silvery 
dross, almost a contradiction in terms. Perhaps silver has been 
misplaced, and should come first on the list of metals ; the 
sentence will then agree with v.20, all of them are silver and 
copper and tin etc. ; so Ro. He. Ho. The metals are in their 
natural state, cp. 2712, Dt. 89.-r9. because all of you are become 
dross, therefore, behold, I will gather you] Again the result of the 
process is put before the process itself. Holscher would strike 
out vv.18b and 19a., to relieve the Fedundancies of the passage ; 
it is better to endure them as characteristic of the writer.-
20. 'As' silver and copper ... are gathered] Not inconsistent 
with v.18, but merely repeating it in the author's prolix manner. 
-to blow fire upon it so as to melt it] This was done by the 
bellows, cp. v.21, Ecclus. 43 4 [Hehr.] 'a furnace blown upon.'
so will I gather (you) in my anger and in my jury] Cp. 2514, 

similarly 21 36 [311 ; the combination occurs often in Jeremiah, 
e.g. 720 3231. 37 4218 446.-and I will put and melt you] The 
first vb. does not suit the context, for the ore has already been 
put into the furnace. Read perhaps, with a slight change, 
and I will blow, the form which comes in the next v.; so Ro. 
Ho.-2r. And I will assemble you] This and the v. which follows 
do little more than repeat vv.19b- 26, with some variation of 
language ; probably they were inserted by an annotator who 
wished to give further emphasis to the threat (Jahn, He. 
Ezechielst. 23, Ho.). The word for assemble, et. gather vv.19b- 20, 

belongs to the later literature, e.g. Ps. 337 1472, :&oh., Esth., 
Neh., 1 Chr. ; only again in this Book 3928 ; and though not 
decisively an Aramaism, is normally used in Aramaic.-and I 
will blow upon you with the fire of my wrath] CJ?. v. 31 ; imitated 
from 21 36 r:n1_--4nd ye shall be melted in the midst of her] As in 
v.22, her must be Jerusalem, v.19 ; the distance between the 
pron. and its antecedent is another sign of interpolation.-
22. As silver is melted in the midst of a furnace] The writer is 
no doubt thinking of the process described in vv.18 "20, but his 
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allusion is not quite exact. The parable speaks of the resulting 
dross; here, however, the melting of silver is referred to, and 
it has suggested the inference that, after all, an element of 
good existed in the people of Jerusalem. But that is to read 
too much into the language ; the writer insists upon the divine 
wrath, v.21 ; he gives no hint that any will escape the fire. 

Vv. 23-31. A vindication of Jahveh's wrath against sinners 
in Jerusalem, princes, priests, nobles, prophets, common people, 
designed to impress upon each class a sense of guilt and deserved 
punishment; cp. r423• It seems that the oracle was delivered 
after the day of indignation v.24 ; at any rate the tenses in vv. 301• 

refer most naturally to the past. Much of the language, and 
the general treatment of the theme, is borrowed from Zeph. 31 • 4• 8 

(prob. post-exilic).-24. Thou art a land not 'rained upon' nor 
wetted] A drought, as it were, lies upon Israel; Jahveh's blessing 
is withdrawn; cp. 3426, Lev. 264, Dt. u 14, 1 K. 8351•. The 
earth itself seems to suffer for the guilt of its inhabitants, 63 n., 
Is. 245, Rom. 822• ~•s reading n~t rained upon suits the 
parallelism better than not cleansed ;ffl.-in the day of indigna
tion] The day of Jerusalem's overthrow, when Jahveh's indigna
tion took effect, v. 31 21 36 1311 ; it was felt to be a day of Jahveh's 
wrath 719, Lam. r12 21• 211., Is. r313.-25. 'Whose princes' in 
the midst of her] (!?8 ~~ o1 acfnryovp.Evoi. The list begins at the 
top of the social scale and ends with those at the bottom, 
v.29 ; cp. 726f-. The princes (pl. of mist) are members of the 
royal house, as distinguished from the official class or nobles 
(sdrim) in v.27 , cp. 1712 ; the difference is marked in Zeph. r8 • 

:ffl has Her prophets are a conspiracy in the midst of her; but the 
prophets come in v.28 ; it is not likely that they would be singled 
out twice ; moreover, conspiracy does not agree with the figure 
which follows.-are like a roaring lion tearing the prey] From 
Zeph. 33 'her nobles (sdrim) among her are roaring lions': 
this shews that @'s reading in the previous clause is correct. 
For tearing the prey cp. v.27 ; rg3• 6 supplies a model for this 
and the next phrase.-persons they devoured] Either literally 
referring to bloodshed, or figuratively, to cruel extortion ; cp. 
Mic. 33, Ps. r44.-wealth and precious things they 'have seized'] 
So @A'Qt'~Y, .:ffl seize; but the other tenses in the context are 
perfects. Cp. Jer. 206.-her widows they have multiplied] By 
the murders which were frequent in Jerusalem's latter days, see 
on v.2 and cp. u 6• The circumlocution for murder Ex. 2223, as in 
Jer. r58, Ps. rn99.-26. Her priests have done violence to my law, 
and have profaned my holy things] From Zeph. 34• Properly 
my law is my direction, cp. Dt. 3310 ; it had to do with the 
matters specified in the clauses which follow. 'They make 
money out of giving direction,' says Mic. 311 ; that may be the 
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offence alluded to here; 'profaning holy things' (cp. v.8) means 
especially the unlawful eating of sacrifices, Lev. 198 2215.

Like Jeremiah, e.g. 2 8, Ezek. denounces the priests for 
neglect of duty. It was their business to declare the divine 
requirements on such matters as clean and unclean food, the 
fitness of animals to be sacrificed, and ceremonial purity, 
Lev. 1010 n 47 2025 ; they had to see that the sabbath was 
observed (cp. 2012 n.), and to instruct the people in ceremonial, 
perhaps also in moral, ordinances, 4423r. ; the latter passage 
implies that the priests took part in the administration of 
justice, cp. Dt. 17sn.. For the expression di'sregarded, lit. hi'dden 
their eyes from, my sabbaths cp. Is. 1 15, Lev. 204• It is not the 
Name that is profaned (see 209 n.), but Jahveh Himself.-
27. Her nobles] From Zeph. 33 ; sarim i.e. heads of important 
families, holders of office, cp. Ex. 1821r, E, Dt. 113 -18• In 
Oriental communities the official classes were apt to be self
seeking and corruptible, Is. 1 23, Hos. 510, Mic. 73.-like wolves] 
Zeph. compares them also to lions; cp. v.25.-in shedding blood, 
destroying persons] See notes on vv.6• 26 1318• ~ om. the second 
phrase, and so Co. ; but there is no reason to regard it as a 
gloss to exaggerate the crime.-in order to make gain] Cp. 
vv.12r., Jer. 61 3810, Hab. 29.-28. And her prophets] Cp. Zeph. 34 ; 

these are accused of hypocrisy, delusion, superstition and false 
pretences; see notes on 1310 2128.-29. The people of the land 
have practised extortion] For the language cp. 727 1219 and 
v.7 1818• One would expect the common people to be objects 
of oppression and not the oppressors ; Co. accordingly places 
v.29 after v.27, making nobles the subject; but it is quite possible 
that the commons followed the example of their superiors, 
and Jeremiah mentions the indifference of the humbler folk to 
Jahveh's warnings, Jer. 372 .--Poor and needy ... the stranger] 
Cp. v.7 187 n.-with injustice] Cp. Jer. 2213, Pr. 1323 168.-30. 
And I sought from them one who would build a fence and stand 
in a iweac~] To protect and reform Israel was specially the 
task of the prophets, 135 ; but they, and all the natural leaders, 
failed when the crisis came. It is over, and the land destroyed, 
cp. 3011• The same bitterness of disappointment finds a voice 
in other prophets of the time ; e.g. Is. 5118 5916 63 5.-on behalf 
of the land] i.e. offering intercession for it, cp. 4517 • 22 , Jer. 716 

n 14.-31. So I poured upon them my indignation, with the fire 
of my wrath ... ] Reminiscent of Zeph. 38 ; cp. vv.2

1. 
22 21 36 n. 

-I have laid upon them a recompense for their deeds] See 910 n. 

Ch. 22, 2. l:l!lZ-M] 4 MSS 65b give the word once.-:min,m] Pf. c.w.c. 
with the force of a command; Dr. § ug (/3).-3. nJ!lZ' •,•JI] 6-, as in 24•, 
n 1r6J"s='V •11<.-1<1:i~] l1r 111:10=11:i, not recognizing the ~. which, how
ever, it renders correctly in 111101:1~; but there is no certainty that ~ 
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found 11:1 in :m.-l'lnll'J/1] Pf. c.w.c. continuing a ptcp., cp. 33 30 388 ; 

Dr. § II7.-:i·5J1] '1lr Ka.0' a.irrijs, but t[:;:I ml:l=:"IJ,n::i.-:ii;::;11~] 44". This 
form of the inf. constr. of NOD only in H, Lev. 18 28• 23 rg•i" 228, and in P 
Lev. 1533.-4. ~:Q;] l. ~Qi•.-i•mill' ,JI 111::im] The vb. in ffl=•i:<i:1r;n, an 
instance of the 2nd. sing. mas. being written after a 2nd sing. fem., cp. 
23 32 ; G-K. § 47 k. But 2 MSS Q.0 ' and Vrs. read nJI for ,y, cp. v. 30 n. 
3322 and 167 n. ; then 111::in1 will be 3rd. sing. fem. and nJI its subject, 
trr:.$. The Hiph., :Jiowever, is read by '11rF i.e. •i:c.:;i1;11.--t1•uSJ Many MSS 
and edd. c•1i:i.-:i9]il] Only here, D~j:/ Ps. 4414.-5. 'im 111:i,p:i] '11r.S insert 
1•SK after 'p,,. The subjs. are fem., but the vbs. mas., perhaps to avoid 
a 3rd. pl. fem. form, G-K. § 145 t; or because the prophet is thinking 
of the inhabitants, Kon. iii. § 205 e.-,cSpn•] 2 K. 2••, Hab. 1 10.

'r.m n:i, Cl!',, nKotiJ See 36 n. For m:i1:io:i Ro. prs. m~m 162• ; but '1Jr.$ may 
not have had any different text from ffl.-6. 1'il 131,1~ ll''N] S of norm, de
noting the principle according to which an act is done, e.g. p,1'S Is. 321, 

cr;i{l~ 2 S. 1511 etc. '1JrB rpos rovs <Tuyyeve,s a,,;.,.oo <Tvveq,upaPTo, cp. '1lr Hos. 
4u, Ps. Sol. 810-a free rendering based upon a mistake (iJl7l, so .S) ; 
but 'A~0 ,. {Jpa.xlov, O.IJ'TOV.-7. pll'l/:1 1Wll] m: NOl1K 10lN=Pl7J/ ,pwy, as in 
v. 29, but not necessarily a difference in the text of ffl; Co. 134f.-. 
8. •;i1i;!] So v. 28 448, '1'~11?. Dt. 1228 , c•;o1i2 Ex. 2937• The punctuation 
varies between 'R and 'R.- The methegh shews that the Mass. intended, 
wrongly, the vowel in the first syll. to be pronounced ii; G-K. §§ 9 v. 93 r. 
-----<J. ~-:i, •zo1N] The second word is an abstr. noun, elsewhere in the accus. 
after 1Sn. '1Jr wrongly 11,,apes X!)<TTa.£.-i:r,:i:i S11] '1Jr ir! r. opewv. Some 
would alter to c,n S11, cp. 33••, Lev. 1928 ; but as in 18°· 11• 15 the altera
tion is not certainly right.-Ii. nwv and :"IJJI are read as plur. by '11r.S, 
and ICl:l!l by '1JrA.-iz. nnpS] '11ri\=1:I inpS.-7•y, 'JIJJm] S=□n•y, 1JIJ:1'1. 
eJi, <Tvvere\e<Tw <TvvdXHa.v (JIJ:l Zech. 49) rnKlas <Tov=7l1ll,. Perhaps 1'Jl1 is 
sing., cp. 2 S 1211 ; G-K. § 93 ss.-13. m:i1J '1lr ia.v M .S\! •1111.-'!lJ •n•J:i] '1JrB 
frd.fw xei'pd. µ,au l1r 'n'nK ? = 'DN~;:r to soften the expression. '1JrAQ,Sh,$ = 
'!lJ ~JI '!l::I •n'Jn conforming to 21 19• 32.-,r.i,] I. 1•r.i1 to agree with ,,,,. 
~ 'the blood which is shed.'-I4. ,nut] '1lr ,,, .,.of, i\ om.--t1•o•SJ ~ of time, 
cp. Mal. 317 ; Le:,:. 516 f.-15. 7r-o ... 'ntll"ln1] ,$ om. '1lr K. eKXEl,fm . ••• -
I6. \'l71J;t)] Niph. pf. 2nd sing. fem. from ~,n, the ll'll verb J;>eing con
jugated on the analogy of a strong verb, 1;170; standing for ;1?1JP; B-L. 
434 ; cp. 1?cp1 724 n. But perhaps I. 'l:l?IJJ). '1lr K. Ka.Ta.KX11pavoµ,fJ<Tw iv <Ta£ 
'A K. K(1,Ta.K'J..1]pOoOT{J<TW (both from Sm) ; 2:: K. Ka.Ta.Tpdi<Tw <Te e K. fie{J7J\w-
071<T!7 (both from SSn). l1r 'and I will be sanctified' .$ ' and I will 
admonish thee.' Kr. prs. l;l1i~;:n-□ •11 'l'J/S] Many MSS Vrs. 0'1ln •~--
18. □111 1::i] '11r+~i:i.-Jio~] Kt. l'D~ Q.; elsewhere always plur. c•i•o.
'ni □?J] I. 'ni1 ')DJ cSJ, as in v.•0-')DJ C'J'D i1J iin:i] As it stands, ')DJ D'l'D 
must be an instance of apposition, the second word denoting a character
istic displayed by the dross, not the actual substance of it; so Dr. § 
188. The explanation is hardly convincing here. '1lr •• ;,.fori, dfYYvpfou 
d.vaµeµ,-yµivos <<TTiv=i•,, □ 'l'D ')DJ 11n::i, a questionable improvement. Jahn 
')DJ ,,n::i; but in the parable iin:i belongs to ,,::i and c~w,,..-I9. •;;:, p~ ... JJSJ 
The second p~ with •;;:, resumes the first pleonastically, so I636• 37 286t-
298· 10 and cp. 363 • •· 8• After pS1 '11i+elrov, i\ om. pS2-n,,,, 'J7N] '1JrB 
Kup1as A K6pias Kvpws o lle6s Q Kupws Kup1os.--ll'JDS cJ?J nl'n] '1JrB eyt, • .,.e, els 
<TuvKpa.<T1v µ,la.v= □Jnl',,, varying the trn. of D'JD, et. v. 18.-20. 1DJ nJ:ip] 
Cogn. accus. after r::ip •im v. 1•, cp. 1638, Is. 33•, Jer. 22 18 etc. ; so F 
congregatione argenti. But on account of the following JJ the structure 
of the sentence is improved by reading n~fil; or f:li?~ '1lrllr$ ; cp. 
v.n. 23" 3412 3515.-nn.i?] From n!ll 21 88, Ecclus. 43' nl!ll ,,:i; in 
Akk. napa!Ju=' blow upon,' nappa!Ju=' a smith,' often in Bab. con
tracts.-,-m,,~J Hiph., with 1 retained, cp. Jud. 2031, G-K. § 66/; some 
would point as Niph. ~m;:r7 '1lr Tau xwveu0ij,a, .S ; but the Hiph. corr~-
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!ponds with the Hoph. form in v. 22.-pp11J Obj. understood; .S!, supplies 
oJIIN unnecessarily, as the word comes at the end of the v.-'nnim] 
!6 om., (!Ji K. <Twcl.i;w=•ncrn, and om. in v. 21 ; but the equivalent f::IPN i' 
has just ?ee~ stated. So 1. 'l:''ialdl Ho. or 'T:ll);ll'.11 Ro.-21. o,n11 •norn] 
(!Ji$ om.; mB1bl. Aram. iiiJ:;i, the word used by eS to render y:ip in vv. 1a-:o_ 
See Kautz~ch Aramaismen 107.-22. '!Jll'lry:ll] A {lufut noun formed from 
the ~oph. mf., '!111'1~ passing into '!Jli'lry by dissimilation of vo;Nels; Barth 
Nominalb. § 102 d; cp. the abstr. nouns formed from the Piel, ~1,,, fl1ll?', 
etc. (!Ji a, Tp61ro11 xwvfqera, rip-yup,ov, Ro. needlessly alters lJl'l' ... 1Jll'll'.11J 
to 1:ii;i~l'I • , • !J!Jl,,:p N1ph.-24. w,, M1DCl1,l K~] Pu. ptcp. from 1m:i; for 
11~ before the ptcp. cp. 414 n. But (!Ji i, au /3pfxoph11 suggests a pass. 
form of ,co, either n11,1~ Pu. pf. or, as the Hiph. is in use, :i1i,ir,i,7 Hoph. 
pf. .S!, recognizes both readings, • thou, land, art not clean nor 
moistened.' 11•,1 may have been added when '1:10 was treated as a 
ptcp.-;:i:;iift K~] So ~ass., a combination of :i91ff and i'11?ft for 'i:ii 
(B--L. 567), a noun with suff. ; but syntax requires a verbal form, so 
point n:;iiy~ Pu. pf. corresponding to ;i11,1~; for the vb. denominative 
from c~~ cp. Jer. 1422 (Hiph.). Some MSS and the Vrs. read K~J; the 
conjn. is wanted.~lll 01•:i] .S!, om.; Ehrl., followed by He., prs. 011 cr:i ; 
but 011 denotes a torrential storm, not a beneficient rain (Ho.) .-25. 
:,•11•:iJ 1&>;,] eJi»=n'N'£1l 11:111.-~,c ... •111::i] (!Ji renders by plur., cp. Zeph. 
33 .-El!ll] Sing. collective; see 1318 n.-1p•1 ion] (!Ji i, ouva<Tulq, Ka! nµas 
Xap,{3dvovns, misunderstanding iCi""I, et. Jer. 20 6 (!Ji, .S!, • they have 
devoured persons by their violence.'--in~:J 1. mR?, (!JiA iMµ.(3a,ov 
m;.S!,'.E)"; (!JiB Xap,(3cl.vovus.-1:i,;, irmio~N] Co., who takes c, 7!l£1 in this 
eh. metaphorically, tr. 'her palaces they have multiplied,' with the 
questionable support of Is. 13"' and .S!, .' their palaces they have taken 
away ' ; but .S!, misunderstands the sentence.-26. •n,1n ,con] With an 
accus. Dl:ln denotes physical or ethical wrongdoing, or both; cp. Jer. 22 3, 

Pr. 83•.-,~•,::in 11~] Cp. 4220, (!Ji ou otlO"reXA.011, cp. Ps. Sol. 2••.-1v•,1,, ic?] 
(!Ji again ov otlO"Te:>..Xov.-Sott)] Niph. of S,n cp. v. 16 ; the vowel of the 
second syll. is either --;-;- or ~ ; G-K. § 67 t. (!Ji» ifje{J.,,"/,.auµ.11v, but (!JiA 
Ta <Td{J/30.Td µ.ov ef3ef311:>..ovv, as more reverent; cp. notes on (!!i's renderings 
81 n24 381• 43 2.-28. ?!ln) (!Ji 1re<Tovvra,, see 13 10 n.~'7011 ... □ '!:lop .•. c•in] 
These ptcps. determine the subj. as secondary predicates, cp. Jer. 2 27 

1726 ; in Arab. they would be in the accus. defining the state, and so im
plicitly in Hebr. ; Dr. § 161(2). After c•in s+c,,,.-29. jJl:'l/ lj:>£111 f1N,T Cl/) 
The sing. coll. takes a pl. vb.; G-K. § 145 c; not as (!Ji Xaov Tijs 'Y'?S 
EK1r1etovvus, Jib, for the context shews that ',, cir is the subj. (m:'.F), not 
the obj. of the vb.-1;,£11/ 7l,, nic,] As 1p£1l/ has just occurred, many 1. 1£1l1 
cp. v. 7, and take n11 as prep.; for nN M£1ll deal with, cp. v. 14 1717 n. (!Ji 
may imply this, K. 1rpos TOV 1Tp00"'1/hVTOV OVK avaO"Tpe<f,op,evo, µ.ETa Kpiµ.o.TM.-
30. i:iiJJ!'.!)] Bomb. edn. '111, so m: • and I will seek.'-,iJ ,si] Cp. 135, Hos. 
28, (!Ji freely dvaO"Tpe<f,6µ.,110, op6ws.-f7!l:t ,011] (!JiB fO"TWTa •.. iJXoO"x•pws 
Qn,g ,. OtaK01T17 <f,pa<Tµ.ov.-r,"n 7ll::1] i!JiB iv Ka<r.0 [nv:i] Tijs 'Y'I' A Tijs op')'ijs 
µ.ou. For , and n confused cp. v. 4 n.-:inn£1 •n?:i?J The active in£. with an 
indefinite subj. has a passive sense, cp. 2011 Snn •nS::i, and 136 n.-31. c,,.,v] 
(!Ji br' aUT'l/>.-0£1N7:J 1:1:m] (!Ji plurals. 

Ch. 23. Ohola and Oholiba: an allegory, vv. 1-27.
In general treatment eh. 23 follows the same lines as eh. 16, 
and with even more repulsive detail ; but the theme is different. 
In eh. 16 it was the seductions of Canaanite religion which had 
degraded Israel ; here the ruin of her character is put down 
to political alliances. Ever since the early days in Egypt the 
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two sisters, Ohola (Samaria) and Oholiba (Jerusalem), defiled 
themselves by making overtures to the heathen, vv. 3 • 4 ; then 
Samaria sought alliance with the Assyrians, vv. 5 • 6 ; Jerusalem, 
with the Babylonians, vv,11• 14 -17 ; now Jerusalem has thrown 
them over, and is grovelling to Egypt once more, vv.19 "21 i 
but the only gain she can look for is the vengeance of her 
rejected partner, vv.22 •27 • 

The punishment is further described in three paragraphs, 
vv.28 • 31 ; 32 •34 ; 36, which do little more than give additional 
emphasis to vv.24b· 26• 27 • 

Then comes a judgement-scene, vv. 36 " 49 • The allegory is 
still kept up, but applied in a different way. Instead of being 
treated separately, the two sisters are brought together for 
judgement, v. 36 ; their offence is more religious than political, 
it amounts in fact to adultery, vv. 40 • 44, and as adulteresses 
they will undergo the legal punishment, vv. 46 • 47• In several 
places the text is obscure here, especially in vv. 42 • 43 • This 
closing section appears to have been designed as an appendix 
to the poetical passage vv.1 "27, and based upon it; other 
instances of the same arrangement are found in n 14 • 21 156 •8 

1 659-&3 20 40-44 213a-31 [2s-32J 222a-31. 

The allegory itself, like the companion piece in eh. 16, was 
written in the form of a poem ; this is clear from the rhythms 
and parallelisms which can be detected behind much alteration 
of the original text. But though Ezekiel writes in verse, he 
is more of a preacher than a poet. He makes use of imagery, 
but his images are not of the kind which constitute poetry. He 
is in deadly earnest; he can only think of Israel's career as 
one long tragedy ; and he is determined to sting his people 
into an adi:nission of their guilt. 

The thorough-going criticism of Holscher has set the com
position of this chapter in a new light. He is careful indeed 
to claim no sort of certainty for his reconstruction of the poem, 
but he shews good reason for distinguishing primary from 
secondary elements in the text. Thus he points out that v. 5 

is repeated in substance by vv.7 • 9 ; v.6 occurs twice again with 
slight variations in vv.12• 13 ; the entire group vv.7 "10 seems 
to be made up of repetitions and enlargements; v.18 does not 
form the proper sequel of v.17• At the same time we must 
beware of judging an ancient author by our own notions of 
consistency. We need not be so positive as Holscher that Ez. 
had nothing to do with the section vv.28 "35, or accept the view 
that vv. 36 "49 were dictated by the criminal procedure of later 
Judaism. 

2. There were two women, daughters of one mother] When· 
the nation is thus personified, it is generally in a bad sense, 
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cp. 1644f-, Jer. 314• 22 494.-3. And in their youth they went 
a-whoring in Egypt] Cp. v.19, and et. Hos. 2 17 n 1, Jer. 2 2 34 • 

Throughout vv.1 -27 the figure is used to describe Israel's efforts 
to make terms with foreign powers. A small nation situated 
between two great empires, and liable to become incidentally 
the victim of their rivalries, was always tempted to sue for 
the favour of one of them. But the prophets kept a keen eye 
on Israel's independence, for on it hung the distinctive character 
of the national faith. There is no record of any attempt to 
make alliance with Egypt in the days of Israel's youth; the 
prophet may be generalizing about the time when the tribes 
sojourned in Egypt under friendly conditions, Gen. 4510 462 -s E 
471 - 4- 6b J, Ex. 1 8 E; but, as in 208 {see note), the language is 
rhetorical.-it was there that their bosoms were pressed, and there 
that their virginity was deflowered] Cp. vv.8 • 21 • ~ paraphrases 
the last sentence well, iKet omrap8evev8'¥J<Tav, so ~.-The first 
half of the v. forms a couplet with 2 : 2 beats ; the second, a 
couplet with 3: 3 beats.-4. And their names were Oholri the 
elder, and OhiJUM her sister] The names are figurative, cp. 
Is. 73 83 I022 624, Hos. 1 4 • 6, and coined to suggest a bad sense. 
Both mean tent, the second with a slight increase of emphasis, 
in allusion, probably, to the tents set up on the high places for 
religious prostitution ; see 1616 n. The point is that the 
sisters were alike, as in name so in guilt. Names of similar 
sound were occasionally given to children in Semitic families ; 
Ewald cps. J:Iasan and J:Iusein, the two sons of 'Ali.-and they 
became mine, and bare sons and daughters] Jahveh is the Husband 
of the sisters and the Father of the children; cp. v. 37 168 • 20, 

Is. 1 2, Hos. 21. The relationship between Jahveh and His 
people is so intimate that only the symbolism of marriage can 
express it (cp. Jer. 2 2, Hos. 2 21 ) ; Ez. develops the idea with 
unflinching realism.-and their names were, Samaria Oholri, and 
Jerusalem OhoUM] An explanatory addition; the original poem 
would have left this to be inferred.-5. Then Ohola while she 
was mine went a-whoring] lit. Ohola under me i.e. while under 
the husband's authority, cp. Num. 519 • 20 • 29 and ~ iirravopo~ yvv~ 
Rom. 72 ; }$:.ur'an 66, 10 'the wife of Noah and the wife of Lot 
were under two of our righteous servants.'-and she lusted after 
her lovers the Assyrians] The worst interpretation is put upon 
Samaria's efforts to buy the favour of Assyria Hos. 711 122

, 

and her enforced payment of tribute 2 K. 173 • 
4

• The vb. 
lusted after or doted on occurs only again in vv.16• 

20
, Jer. 430, 

the derived noun in v.11 3332• For lovers i.e. foreign allies cp. 
v.22 1637, Jer. 3ou, Lam. 1 19. After Assyrians comes a word 
which must be transferred to v.6 ; the v. will then be a couplet 
with 3: 3 beats.-6. 'Warriors' clothed in purple] The first 
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word is written at the end of v. 5 in ;flll, and given the meaning 
near; but the Assyrians were not neighbours of Samaria. 
Grammatically the word belongs to the beginning of this v., 
and the sense required is warriors parallel to horsemen ; this 
may be obtained either by inference from late Hehr. and 
Aram. usage, or by altering the word slightly into an Akkadian 
form here and in vv.12• 13• It need not be an objection that 
the word is not found elsewhere in this sense. With clothed in 
purple cp. v·12 384 and 277 • 24, Jer. rn9 ; the colour of the stuff, 
frequently referred to in Ex. and Num., is that implied by 
~•s fiaKlv8111a.-captains and commanders] Together again in 
vv.12. 23, Jer. 51 23, 2s. 57, Dan. 32r. 27 cp. 68; 18, ~yovphov,; Kat 
uTpa'T'f/yov,;; both loan-words from Akkadian. The first, pab,oth 
=district governors in Ass. inscriptions, is used in the O.T. of 
military officers under the kings of Assyria and Babylon, e.g. 
2 K. 1824=Is. 369 and 11.cc., more frequently of governors 
appointed by the Persian kings, Hag. 1 1, Neh. 2 7 514 etc. The 
second word, seganzm, is used similarly of Ass., Bab., and 
Persian prefects, e.g. Is. 4125 and 11.cc., and even of Jewish 
officials in Neh. 2 16, Ezr. 92 etc. ; the title was adopted into 
Aramaic, and became localized in the Jewish community at 
Elephantine, Cowley Aram. Pap. 8, 13. rn, 13. 18. 26, 9. 21.-all of 
them fine young men] lit.young men of desire, vv.12. 23; cp. Am. 511, 

Is. 3212.-cavaliers riding on horses] vv.12• 23 384 • The Assyrian 
cavalry, like the Babylonian, excited both admiration and 
dread in Israel; see Is. 227, Nab. 321·, Jer. 429, eh. 267 • 10• 

Rhythm and sense are improved by arranging the clauses in 
the order of v.12 (Ho.) ; the lines will then be 2: 3: 3: 3.
Vv. 7-10 probably do not belong to the original poem: v.7 

repeats the substance of v. 5 (Ho.) ; all of them the choicest sons 
of Assyria is a variant of the phrase in v.6 ; the defilement 
by idols cp. vv. 30• 37 • 39 lies outside the subject-matter of the 
allegory.-8. The v. goes back to Egyptian days, and adds 
nothing to v. 3.-9. Therefore I gave her into the hand of her 
lovers] The formal Therefore belongs rather to the application 
of the poem than to the poem itself; I gave etc. cp. v.28 n 9 

1639 2136 [311; her lovers cp. v. 5.-into the hand of the sons of A.] 
An explanatory addition.-10. With the opening words cp. 
vv.18• 29 1636 phi!. n.-and she became a byword] lit. a name, 
cp. 16141·, here in a bad sense, though without the adj. which 
determines the meaning in 22 6, Dt. 2214· 19, Neh. 613.-and they 
did on thee acts of judgement] See 510 n., and cp. 1641.-I I. The 
original poem again. Two lines at any rate fall into metre 
(3 : 3) : There her sister Oholiba saw (it), And outdid her in 
profligate lust ; the third line, and her whoredoms more than the 
whoredoms of her sister, merely enlarges upon the second, and 
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looks like an annotation. Samaria had polluted herself by 
alliances with Egyptians and Assyrians; Jerusalem, not only 
with them, but with Babylonians as well ; her guilt was so 
much the greater.-12. This v. can hardly belong to the poem; 
it is made up of phrases borrowed from vv. 5• 6, and it disturbs 
the order of events. So far Samaria has been denounced for 
making friends with Assyria ; now it is Jerusalem's turn, and 
her dealings with the Babylonians, vv.1 4-17• Probably, then, 
v.12, with its allusion to the sons of Asshur, goes with the line 
added at the end of v.11.-After the sons of Assyria she lusted] 
Though Jerusalem could be charged with making overtures to 
Assyria, e.g. in the time of Ahaz 2 K. 1671'1-, yet the context 
shews that the prophet has now come down to his own days, 
when Babylon was the ruling power ; the words are merely 
imitated from v. 5.-For near we should read warriors as in 
v.6.-clothed in perfection (?)] Again in 384, also of warriors; 
perfection is supposed to mean gorgeous attire, in which sense 
the pl. occurs 2724• It is tempting to assimilate the text to 
that of v.6, as 'Qt:~l@ do; but e!gl) recognize a different word 
here.-13. And I saw that she was de.filed] By alliance with the 
Babylonians, v.17 173r., not necessarily by adopting their false 
worship.-way] Of moral action in a. bad sense, cp. v. 31 1647 • 61 

1823 2043, Jer. 2221.-14. And she saw men .figured on the wall] 
Cp. 810• Most likely the Babylonians had the same fashion 
as the Assyrians, and decorated the walls of their larger rooms 
with marble panels, carved with bas-reliefs and coloured, to 
a height of IO or 12 ft. above the ground ; Meissner Bab. u. 
Ass. i. 325 £.-images of the Chaldeans] Perhaps a note from the 
margin ; the mention of the Chaldaeans comes too soon, 
anticipating v.15 (Ho.).-.figured in vermilion] The language 
seems to imply that the background of the sculptures was 
painted. In Jerusalem at this period vermilion was introduced 
on the walls of the palace, in keeping with a foolish attempt 
at magnificence, as Jeremiah notes, 2214.-15. The v. seems to 
fall into two couplets, with three beats in each line: Girt with 
a belt on their loins, Swathed in turbans on their heads, All of 
them looking like officers, A picture of Babylon's sons! For the 
warrior's belt or loin-cloth cp. Is. 527 ; Gressmann T. u. B.2 Abb. 
142, 336; Meissner Bab. u. Ass. i. Abb. 17, 20. Swathed in 
lit. to go free, hang over, cp. 176 ; here perhaps bulging or pro
truding, of the thick folds of the turbans lit. things winded round, 
only here. The etymology of shdlishltm suggests the third in 
rank ; the title is used of Egyptian and Israelite military 
officers Ex. 147 154, 2 K. 72 1025• A picture, or in likeness of 
adverbially as Is. 134 • At the end of the v. stands an annota
tion, Chaldaea, the land of their birth, a traditional phrase 
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Gen. n 28 247 J 3i13 E, Jer. 2210 etc.-16 .... the moment 
she saw them] lit. according to the sight of her eyes, cp. Is. n 3, 

J.{oh. n 9.-she sent messengers to them to Chaldaea] The occasion 
is unknown; Kr. suggests that it was after the battle of 
Karkemish 605 B.c., when Nebuchadrezzar defeated Pharaoh 
Necho, and Jehoia~im made his submission, 2 K. 241.-17. 
The alliance with Babylon was degrading to Judah, cp. v.13. 

-her soul was alienated from them] lit. was dislocated, Gen. 3226 ; 

a figurative application of the word, cp. v.18, Jer. 68.-18. The 
text of cl. a in the Hehr. arouses suspicions. @ agrees with 
;ffl, while m; varies the verbs and treats them both as passive, 
'was uncovered ... was seen,' cp. 1637, Lev. 2017• But 
since she uncovered her whoredoms is not the usual phrase, the 
clause which follows may be a gloss or a variant (He.).-and 
my soul was alienated from her, as my soul had been alienated 
from her sister] In the context, vv.17• 22 • 28, this revulsion of 
feeling is ascribed to the lover, here to Jahveh. Such a trans
ference need not be ruled out as unfitting, but the words give 
the impression of being a comment on v.17b.-20. The allusion 
here is to Judah's overtures to Egypt for help when threatened 
by the Babylonians; cp. v.27 , Jer. 2 18 377, Lam. 417 • The 
prophet denounces this humiliating policy, as he had already 
done in 1626 177• 15 n., cp. 2916.-and she lusted after their para
mours] i.e. the profligates among the Egyptians; elsewhere 
the word is only used of women, concubines ; the Vrs. mis
understand or paraphrase. For the comparisons, which had 
become proverbial, see Hos. 89, Jer. 2 24 (the wild ass), and 
Jer. 58 1327 (horses). The prophet describes the Egyptians 
with greater repugnance than he feels for the Babylonians, 
vv.14f- ; the lasciviousness of the Egyptians was abhorrent to 
the Hebrews, cp. 1626, Gen. 39711• J.-21. And thou didst seek 
after the lewdness of thy youth] The sudden change to the 2nd 
pers. makes it probable that this v. did not belong to the original 
poem (He. Ho.) ; seek after, only here in a bad sense, et. Is. 2616 ; 

thy youth goes back to the time mentioned in v. 3.-' when the 
Egyptians squeezed' thy paps] See on vv. 3• 17• In trying to 
soften the language, :ffl gets rid of the sense as well, in making 
from Egypt thy paps (!). Similarly with the next phrase: 
'pressing' the bosom of thy youth has been altered to for the 
sake of the bosom etc. The same attempt to modify objectionable 
words is made by @; cp. the renderings of @ and$ in v.17 • 

(crit. n.).-22. Nowcomestheretribution, vv.22 -35_ Four threats 
are announced, each beginning with thus saith [Adonai] ]ahveh, 
vv.22-21. 2s-a1. 32-a4• 35 ; the second repeats the first in more 
general terms ; the third introduces a new figure of judgement, 
the cup ; the fourth echoes a phrase of the second. Holscher 
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thinks that only vv.22-27 (except 22aa. 23a/lb) were written by 
Ezekiel ; but the evidence is hardly decisive ; it is possible 
that the prophet himself may have added vv. 28 -36 to emphasize 
the theme of vv.22 -27 , and equally possible that later hands 
have been at work on this addition.-Therefore ... behold, I 
am about to] As in 1637 2219 25 4 • 9, and cp. v.28 below.-stir up 
thy lovers . . . from every side] Cp. vv. 5 • 9 1633• aG. 37 .--alienated] 
Cp. vv.17 • 18.-23. So much of the v. as repeats the language 
of vv.6• 

12 may be regarded as secondary (Ro. Ho.) ; note that 
the sons of Asskur are brought in again, with the Babylonians ; 
see on v.12.-Pe'fi,od and Sk6'a and ..{(6'a] Pel.5:od (cp. Jer. 5021 ) 

was the name of a powerful Aramaean tribe inhabiting the 
plain on the E. of the Tigris, not far from its mouth ; in Ez.'s 
time the district was conquered by Nebuchadrezzar, and 
therefore belonged to the Bab. empire : KB. ii. 13, 41, 71, 107 ; 
Langdon Neubab. Konigsinschr. 146 f. mat Pu~udu. The other 
two races (for Sho'a cp. Is. 22 5) are most likely to be identified 
with the Sutu and the ..{( utu, who lived also on the E. of the 
Tigris, a good deal N. of the Pu~udu. The Sutu are mentioned 
as nomads of the Syrian desert in the Amarna Letters (16, 38. 40. 
122, 34); in the nth cent. they entered Babylonia, and then 
were forced into the plains E. of the Tigris ; in alliance with 
Aramaean tribes they were constantly at war with Assyria, 
and never completely conquered : KB. ii. 55, 63, 69, 71, 73. 
The ..{(utu appear on Assyrian documents of the 7th cent., and 
as forming part of Babylonia in the time of Cyrus: KB. ii. 
129, iii. (2) 127. Thus all three names would be known to 
Ez., and in his time Pel.5:od certainly, and Sho'a and J;{o'a 
probably, were within the Bab. empire, though at an earlier 
period the two last, as being further north, would have belonged 
to Assyria. Hence we may suppose that all the sons of Asshur 
with them is an addition to the v., which is concerned only 
with Oholiba and the Babylonians. For the remaining clauses 
see the notes on vv. 5 • 6 ; here, however, ~ gives renowned 
cp. Num. 116 269, instead of warriors.-24. And they shall come 
against thee in multitudes (?)] The meaning of the last word, 
which occurs only here, is a guess from the context. d9 gives 
dn-o f3oppa (so Co. Gr.) ; but from the north is hardly so appro
priate here as in 267 ; the other Vrs. did not understand the 
word.-chariots and wheels and with a company of peoples] Cp. 
the description of the Babylonian assault in 2610 ; for wheels 
cp. Is. 528 , Jer. 47a; company again in vv. 46f· 1640 n.-shield 
and buckler and helm] The first two words in the parallel passage 
384 ; they go together in 399, Jer. 463, Ps. 352 

; the former 
was the large shield sometimes carried in front of the warrior, 
l S. 177• 41, or fixed on the ground as a screen, eh. 268 ; the 
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latter was worn on the arm. The word for helm is found only 
here and in 1 S. 1738.-they shall set against thee round about] 
As in the siege of a city, 42, Jer. 5014.-And I will hand over 
judgement to them] lit. put judgement before them, cp. Dt. n 26, 

I K. 846 • The heathen are to be the judges; Jahveh commits 
to them the right to punish His people. Judah had been 
faithless to their covenant with Babylon, a natural result of 
their faithlessness to Jahveh; cp. 177ft, 19.-and they shall judge 
thee by their judgements] Cruel and savage, as the next v. 
describes; cp. 727 • The present v. falls into six lines (4+2), 
with three beats in each.-25. And I will lay my jealousy on 
thee] Jahveh's jealousy means the same as His anger (cp. 1688) : 

the Babylonians will give effect to it. For deal with thei cp. 
v.29 1717 n. ; and 818, Mic. 514.-they shall take off thy nose and 
thy ears] The Babylonians were a milder race than the Assyrians, 
but they could mutilate their prisoners with equal barbarity ; 
see 1213 n. Among the Egyptians it is said that an adulteress 
was punished by having her nose cut off, Diodorus Sic. i. 78.
and they that survive of thee shall fall by the sword] Cp. Am. 42 91 ; 

the latter passage may be imitated here.-they-thy sons ... 
they shall take] seems to come from v.10.-and they that survive 
of thee shall be devoured by fire] See 157 n., cp. Zech. 94• The 
repetition suggests that the second half of the v. is either a 
variant of the first (Kr. He.), or a later insertion (Ho.).-
26. This v. is borrowed from 1689, and out of order; the stripping 
would come before the mutilation.-27. The v. falls into two 
couplets, with three beats in each line. With I will make to 
cease cp. v.48 1641.-Vv. 28-31. A second threat of punishment, 
not quite so harsh as vv.22 ' 27 • The Babylonians are not lovers, 
but those whom thou hatest v.28 ; the punishment of the adulteress 
differs from that described in v.25, she is to be unclothed and 
uncovered v.29 ; in other words, the devastation of Jerusalem 
is near at hand (against Ho., who regards it as already past).
Behold, I am about to ... ] See on v.22.-deliver thee into the 
hands of] Cp. 721 n. 21 36 [311 and Jer. 2225.-alienated] See on v.18.-

29. deal with thee in hatred] See on v.25.-unclothed and un
covered] See on 167 .-all thy produce] As the fruit of toil, cp. 
Jer. 205.-The last two words of the v. should belong to the 
next v.; the Vrs. lend some support for the transference.-
30. ' Thy lewdness and thy whoredoms ' have procured unto thee 
these things] The wording and thought as in Jer. 418.-because 
thou didst go a-whoring after the nations, for the reason that thou 
didst defile thyself with their idols] The poem deals with foreign 
alliances, vv.11· 14 -17 • 19r.; secondary elements in it refer to 
defilement by idolatry, e.g. v.7 ; here both seem to be combined. 
-31. In the way of thy sister] Reminiscent of v,13.-so I will 
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put her cup into thy hand] The cup is filled with Jahveh's wrath; 
to drink of it brings madness and ruin. This figure, which is 
further developed in the next section, appears first in Jeremiah's 
vision of a great feast, to which all the nations, beginning with 
Jerusalem, are summoned, Jer. 2515:lf-, and then in ib. 4912, 

Hab. 216, Is. 5117 • 22, Lam. 421, Obad. 16, Ps. n 6 759• The cup 
always belongs to Jahveh, and it is He who gives it ; cp. Mt. 20211 

2639 , Rev. 1410.-Vv. 32-34. The third threat: the cup of wrath. 
In form the passage is metrical, and contains a stanza apparently 
of five lines in the 3 : 2 measure ; but glosses and corruptions 
make it difficult to recover the original text. 

Thy sister's cup thou shalt drink, the deep and wide one, 
holding so much. 

Samaria was punished long ago : now Jerusalem will share 
her fate. At the beginning of the second line ~ reads she 
shall be for laughter and scorn, a marginal gloss not represented 
by llgBJ(. ; the words do not suit the description of the cup 
which holds so much lit. containing much (with the change of a 
vowel point).-33. 

Thou shalt be filled with 'breaking' and sorrow, with a 
cup of ' ' terror. 

The text has drunkenness, which, however, does not go well 
with sorrow; a slight change gives breaking, used of violent 
emotion 2111, Jer. 1718 (Co. and many). The rest of the line 
has received additions : ~ with a cup of horror and terror, the 
cup of thy sister Samaria. The word for horror is common in 
Jeremiah, but not in Ez., who uses the cognate form terror, 
cp. 727 n. ; the other meaning of the word, devastation, is not 
suitable here, see 614 n. 49 recognizes only one of the two words, 
Kat -ro 1roT~pwv acpavur,,_ov. the cup of thy sister (~) seems to 
have been added to explain what has just been stated in v. 33 ; 

but the original form of the line is uncertain. See phil. n.-34. 
And it thou shalt drink and sup up, and ' consume to 

the dregs' ; 
[And tear out thy breasts] 
F6r i have spoken it: 'tis Jahveh's oracle. 

drink and sup up] As in Is. 5117, Ps. 759 [81, of the cup of Jahveh's 
wrath. The next sentence in Hebr. runs and the potsherds 
thereof thou shalt break; but the vb. means properly to break 
bones, Num. 248• The text cannot be right. The rendering 
above is based partly upon m:: ' thou shalt finish,' and partly 
upon Ps. 759 [81 the dregs thereof; so Ehrlich, He. Another 
possible emendation is · that proposed by Co., ' thou shalt 
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swallow the dregs thereof,' cp. Job 392"----and tear out thy 
breasts] In madness, 'through drinking the cup of reeling,' says 
~imlJ_i ; a violent phrase without parallel elsewhere, and not 
recognized by ~ ; perhaps a note from the margin, since the 
rhythm of the v. seems to exclude it.-With the concluding 
formula cp. 2810 395 and 513 n.-35. A still further threat, 
cp. vv.22 • 28 • a2, summing up those which have gone before. The 
language has a somewhat conventional tone ; forgotten me cp. 
2212 ; cast me behind thy back cp. 1 K. 149, Neh. 926 ; bear thy 
lewdness etc. i.e. its consequences, cp. vv.8 • 27 and the phrase 
bear iniquity 44 n.-Vv. 36-49. A new address, based upon the 
preceding poem, but developing its ideas in a different direction. 
The crimes to which the allegory now refers are Moloch-worship, 
defiling of the temple, sabbath-breaking, vv. 37 - 39 , though the 
foreign alliances are hinted at again, vv. 4o-H. And a further 
contrast appears. In vv.1 - 35 the two 'sisters' are dealt with 
one after the other, following the course of their history; but 
here they are contemporaries ; they will be judged together ; 
and their punishment has not yet taken place. The text 
presents difficulties owing to glosses and corruptions, especially 
in vv. 42 · 43 • It will be noticed that in vv. 36 - 4oa. the verbs and 
pronouns are plural, while in vv. 40b·45 there is a mixture of 
plurals and singulars; in one set of passages Jerusalem is 
addressed or spoken of alone, vv. 4ob, 41. 42a. 44a.; in another, the 
two 'sisters' are combined, vv. 40a.. 42b· 44b. 45 • How is this 
to be explained? Kr. would say that two parallel versions 
have been incorporated side by side; so Steuernagel Einl. 596; 
but in view of the uncertain character of the text, it seems more 
likely that a single version has been expanded by notes from 
the margin. 

This new address, then, was added as an appendix to vv.1 -as, 
perhaps by Ezekiel himself, to fit a new situation which had 
arisen. What the circumstances were is not known; but those 
who heard or read the prophet's words would have under
stood him well enough (so He. Ezechielst. 23 ff.) ; the de
plorable practices which are mentioned point to a time of 
desperate straits just before the destruction of Jerusalem, 
rather than to any time after 586. This seems more probable 
than Ho.'s view that Ohola and Oholiba represent, not Samaria 
and Jerusalem, but two typical women, whose punishment is 
intended to be a warning to the community in the days of the 
Second Temple.-36. And jahveh said unto me, Son of man] 
The exact form of expression is found only here; it is, however, 
merely a variation of And he said unto me, 17 times; and he 
said unto me, Son of man, 15 times; and Jahveh said unto me, 
twice.-Wilt thou judge?] See 204 n. Tbe two sisters are to be 
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judged together, et. vv. 5 •6 and vv.11 "19.-and declare to them 
their abominations] Cp. 162 20 4 222 ; with declare cp. 4310.-

37. They have committed adultery, and blood is in their hands] 
Cp. v. 45b 1620• 38 ; referring to the slaughter of children in the 
worship of Jahveh as Moloch. m: tries to soften the people's 
guilt : ' behold, there are adulteresses among them and shedders 
of innocent blood,' cp. m; 2 5 • 7 311.-From and with their idols they 
committed adultery to the end of the v. there follows what looks 
like a gloss on cl. a; see below on v. 39 • The expressions are 
taken from v. 4 1620- 21 ; with to be devoured lit. for devouring 
cp. 154 n.-38. Again this they have done to me] Introducing 
a gloss with again, cp. 2027 n., and interrupting the connexion 
between vv. 37a and 39 (Jahn, He. Ho.).-made my sanctuary 
unclean] Cp. 511 n. .ffl adds on that day as in v.39 ; ~ om. in 
both places. Perhaps the annotator knew of some special 
occasion,, and expected the reader to remember it (He.).
profaned my sabbaths] See 2012 n. 13• 16 • 21. 24 228.-39. The v. 
forms a continuation of v. 37a, so that, omitting the insertions, 
we may read, "For they have committed adultery, and blood 
is in their hands by their slaughter of their sons" etc. (Jahn 
partly, Ho.). Then the prophet goes on to say that, after 
offering sacrifice to Jahveh as Maloch, they entered the sanctuary 
to defile it ; their mere presence was a desecration. Such 
sacrifices were resorted to when all others seemed unavailing, 
see 1620 n. ; they could not ,be distinguished, however, from 
sacrifices offered to false gods, see Ex. 3415 JE, Lev. 1?7 H, Dt. 
3217 JE, Ps. 10637 .-and behold, thus did they within my house] 
Probably, like the similar words at the beginning of v. 38, a later 
addition.-40. So far, false worship has been alluded to under 
the figure of adultery ; now the figure changes to that of 
harlotry, which in vv.1 •27 stands for foreign alliances. The two 
are connected by the opening words, ' (As if this were not 
enough) furthermore they send.' Though the general sense 
is clear, it is awkwardly expressed: Furthermore, they send for 
men coming from afar, to whom a messenger was sent, and behold, 
they came. Interpreting the figure as in vv.1 • 27 , this will refer 
to a petition for help dispatched to some far-off people, appar
ently beyond the desert v. 42 ; the tense of they send denotes 
the past either as vividly present or as often repeated, they 
used to send. J er. 27 3 speaks of messengers from nations 
outside Palestine coming to Jerusalem for the purpose of 
organizing a revolt against Babylon ; something of the same 
kind may have happened from the side of Jerusalem when the 
Babylonian invasion was expected. For ~•s readings see 
crit. n.-Jor whom thou didst wash, paint thine eyes, and put on 
thine ornaments J At this point begins the series of 2nd pers. 

17 
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sing. verbs, seep. 256 above; Jerusalem alone is pictured. The 
sudden change from plur. to sing., and the clumsy attach
ment to the context, shew that this new sentence is either a 
variant or an addition from the margin. wash ... orna
ments, as a bride in preparation for marriage, 169 -11, Ru. 33• 

paint thine eyes i.e. with !Jol;l, the Aram. and Ar. word repre
sented by the vb. here ; it was a black pigment usually made 
from powdered antimony, and painted round the eyes to 
increase their brilliance; cp. 2 K. 930, Jer. 4a0, Job 4214 where 
the word is puk. <!? l<rn/3{(011 TOV~ orp0aAµ.ov~ <TOll.-41. And 
thou didst sit on a 'tapestried' couch] So <!?~; see Prov. 716, 

which explains the description. :ffl on a glorious couch.-with 
a furnished table before it] i.e. a table set out for a feast in front 
of the couch; cp. Is. 21 5, Pr. 92.-and my oil and my perfume 
thou didst lay upon it] A quotation from 1618.-42. The first 
half of the v. is unintelligible in ;ffl, lit. and the sound of a tumult 
at ease (is) in her, and unto men by reason of the multitude of men 
brought in drenched with wine from the desert. The words for 
brought in and drenched with wine (Nah. 1 10, Pr. 2320 ) are 
suspiciously alike ; the second is probably a miswritten form of 
the first. Read, therefore, And the sound of a tumult at ease is 
heard in her, by reason of the multitude of men coming in from 
the desert. The v. pictures the crowd of ' lovers ' who arrive at 
the invitation of Ohola and Oholiba, and adorn them with 
jewellery, such as would be given to a bride or courtesan; 
cp. 1611• 12. The men from the desert would be Arabs or 
Moabites etc., cp. Jer. 27 3:t'f·-43. The v. is untranslatable. 
On the basis of <!? Co. emends as follows, with general approval: 
And I said, Like this have they not committed adultery? after the 
manner of a whore they go a-whoring. The RV. and RVm. try to 
render~. but without success.-44. And 'they' went in unto 
her] So 1 MS and Vrs., cp. v. 17 ; :ffl reads the sing. one went 
in.-a woman that is an harlot] So 1630, which has influenced the 
language here and in v. 43 (restored)-' to work' lewdness] @ Tov 
1rot~<rat avop,{av, .:ftll incorrectly women of lewdness, ~'tl.-45. 
And righteous men, they shall sentence them with the sentence due 
to adulteresses and murderesses] The double crimes, as in v. 37 ; 

and the Judgement as in 1636:t'f,. But who are the righteous men? 
In vv.22-27 • 2s-31 the punishment is carried out by the Baby
lonians, the heathen ' lovers ' ; similarly in 1636 t1- ; but could 
they be described as righteous men, even to give an added sting 
to the humiliation of the ' sisters ' ? It is better to take the 
righteous men as representing the moral sense of the community, 
the /Jiihiil in v. 47 1640• There is still enough conscience left 
in the nation to condemn the national guilt.-46. Bring up a 
company against them] For the !Jahiil see 1640 n.; in Ez. gener-
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ally of a company assembled for hostile purposes. Ho. thinks 
that the later Jewish ecclesia is meant; but the absence of the 
article (see Ezr. rn12• 14, Neh. 82· 17 ) renders this doubtful.
And tl}ake them an object of terror and a spoil] The phrase make 
an obJect of terror or shuddering, is used especially by Jeremiah, 
Jer. 15 4 249 2918 3417 ; for a spoil cp. 721 n. and Jer. 214 3016.-

47. And they shall stone thee with stones ' '] The punishment 
for adultery, cp. r6 40, Dt. 2121 • ;§lll at the end adds a company; 
but the word is superfluous.-and cut thee down with their swords] 
The vb., which denotes cutting down a forest, Josh 1715• 18, does 
not go naturally with swords; perhaps the rare word used in 
1640 should be restored here.-and their sons . . . slay, and 
burn their houses] A combination of v.25 and 1641.-48. I will 
make lewdness to cease] Cp. v.27 1641.-and all women shall take 
warning] Cp. v. 10 1641• Jahveh's judgement is to be a public 
example; see 58 n.-49. they shall lay . . . upon you] Cp. the 
idiom in 910 for requiting in recompense.-bear the sins of your 
idols] i.e. penalty for the sin of idolatry, cp. Lev. 2020 and the 
frequent bear iniquity in Ez. 44 n.-and ye shall know] Mas.; the 
prophet is thinking of the people, not as in an allegory, but as 
they are. 

Ch. 23, 2. If 1•,, be omitted, the v. forms a couplet with 2 : 2 beats, 
beginning 'l c•n.:>.-3. m] (!Ji~ om. ; but the measure, if 2 : 2, requires 
the word.-m:i,:,J Th~ ;,.;:- locale has lost its significance, as in 32 2•I. 48"°. 
-1:iJI/?] Pu., Pi. ll29? v. 21 (rest.), !;Cal. ptcp. r S. 267, Lev. 22 24 (all).
FT'~1n:i ,,, 1.:>)I c,:,iJ lit. they squeezed the paps of their virginity, indef. subj. ; 
the vb. is found only here and in vv.•· 21 (rest.); Ar. furnishes an 
equivalent, ghashiya. Some think that ,,, has been inserted to tone 
down the expression ; but Geiger argues that CT! itself was felt to be 
so objectionable that it was altered to Cl''J7 love in v.17 16", Pr. 71 • etc. 
moreover, if the metre is 3: 3, the beat on ,,, must be kept. (!Ji$ para
phrase, so that it is uncertain whether the word was in their text or 
not. (!]iQ* Tt0o1 1rap8ev,lwv a.uTwv ;!:; nT8ol ,ra.p8evlwv a.6T;js '.ff mammae 
pubertatis earum.-4. :-,~•~m! ... ,171!!!] (!Ji 'OoXXa. .•. 'O6-,.,,(3a.. ,,~111$ is 
the fem. of ~ON, invented to form a woman's name; cp. n~ioq 391• 

(si v.l.). The ,, of the final syll. has no mappi¼:, it is therefore not the 
suff. of the 3rd fem. sing. ; what could her tent mean ? On the other 
hand, in ;,~•fol! the final syll. probably contains the preposition with 
suff., although no mappi¼: is written in the n ; for this name has a 
parallel in ;:i~-•1110 the pleasant one, lit. pleasure (is) in her, 2 K. 21 1, 

Is. 62 4 ; hence i,:i-?;iK would mean the tented one, lit. tent in her, the 
•-;- in each case being the binding vowel, rather than the suff. of the 1st 
pers. sing.; so Gray Hebr. Pr. Names 85, Sm. Be. Kr., as against Konig 
ii. 417, Ro. Other pr. nn. compounded with ?cK are :i11•,,,11 ~x. 31 6 P, 
the ·Phoenician 7~0~;,11, ~Jl:i?,iK CIS. i. Nos. 50, 54, the Edom1te noJ•,n11 
Gen. 362 4r P, the Sabaean ,nn)l~nK CIS. iv. No. 434; in Sabaean 
,,,N=family.-5. •nnn] (l!ii[:$6 render as though •nnn,'.l, cp. Hos. 412

; but 
there is no need to alter :ffl.-Jal/1:ll] Bab. Massora :lJJ/Bl, G-K. § 63 m. 
The vb. in Ar. 'agiba=' wonder, ·admire.' For '"' 1. ?)1.-Cl'Jiip] near. 
(!Ji To0s iyyl!;ovTa.s a.uTfi, so i[:$6, i.e. ;:i~ □ •.;r-m, unsuitable in meaning, 
Either connect the word with :i.1R battle Ps. 789, Job 3823 etc., Syr. ~•robo, 
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Jer. 21 4 $$, or read o•;ip=Akk. l}urddA 'bold men,' • warriors,' Haupt 
(in Toy). Co. suggests 0•1mp v. 23 for this v. and v. 12 . Ehrl. He: interpret 
• those near' the king, as in Est. 114.-6. nin!l] From :ii;i;i, fem. of office, 
G-K. § 122 r. The pl. is generally nirr~, but sometimes ni1ni:1 Ezr. 836, 

Neh. 27 • 9 , as in Aram., Dan. 3 2 etc.; Akk. Pabdtu=(r) 'district,' (2) 
• governor'; in the latter sense abbreviated from bOl pabati • lord of a 
district,' e.g. KB. ii. 54 f. 60 f. 126 f.-o•iio] From Akk. saknu, e.g. 
K.B. ii. 40 f. 46 f. 72 f. In loan-words the Hebr. D sometimes=Akk. s, 
see 19• n., and the Hebr. l=Akk. k, e.g. '!l nSin= Tuklat-p., pi,o=Sar
ukin.-7. IJ'()1l]J:i.] For uth =6th in this word see 1615 n.-,,Jll,' ,e-11 SJJ] The 
vb. ought to be followed by □ :i•SJI, cp. vv. 6• •. QliS imply SJ Sv; but ffl 
is supported by the appositional "n SJ:i.-8. 'rv ,,n,11 •J] For i'll;'~. see 21 n. 
and Driver on 2 S. 1314.-9. pSJ I Ms and S:\ prefix :ii:i.-10. □ e-] Qli 
MXr,µ.a, only again in Qli 363, 3 K. 97, Tob. 3• cod. 11. .S:\ renders □ i:- twice, 
as □11 and □,;i, cp. 437 S:,, Co. 155.-□ 'lll!lrv] pl. of !li!l? 2 C. 20• (? text); l. 
Cl't;'~cr- Q!iB adds at the end of the v. <is TUS 0u-yarlpas+ aor?), AQ, a gloss, 
perhaps suggested by 1641 lvclnrwv ')'uva,Kwv 1roXXwv.-II. :,ir.,r., nmiv nn•un,J 
lit. and corrupted her lust more than she (did) ; the noun, only here, 
from the vb. in v. 5.-:w,mn n111J The accus. is governed, like ,inJiJI, 
by nrrrvM1; the prosaic MIil seems to indicate an addition (H6.).-12. Sit] 
l. Sv v. 5 .-S,SJD] In Ps. 502 ,,~z:i=perfection, in eh. 27 24 □ •~~~t;/=splendid 
stuffs. Q!iB here dnrdpvq,a ' fine garments,' A •v1r6pq,upa F veste varia.-
14. :iP,~r,, 'W~l!I] Pu. ptcp. used as a substantive; cp. the adj. in 11~t;1 'P. 
Ps. 7310 ; G-K. § 128 w. But a slight change gives a better construction, 
□'wR□ O'IPl~. Qli /J.vopas ei;wypaq,r,µ.lvovs, so (l!S:,F viros depictos. :im~□ 
may have· been suggested by 810.-,w\1] Perhaps from Akk. serser(r)u,;,, 
'red paste,' KAT 3 • 649. In Jer. 22 14 Qli renders µ.lXros=' red ochre' 
F sinopis (i.e. from Sinope, whence the colour came) ; here Qli para
phrases iv ')'parj,Uh (cp. 3 K. 6 28) irrS ' in powders' F coloribus. H6. 
reduces the v. to ,rvrvJ □ •ppn □ 'e-J11 11,m.-15. '11 •-,_ilq] The adj. ;iii;i (so 
l}:im.) only here; pt. '"J.Uq.-o•S1:ill •mi□] lit. ' overhanging in respect of 
turbans,' cp. Ex. 2612f· of the curtain of goat's hair overhanging the 
back of the tabernacle. The ,.jSJo is found in Ethiopic=involvere, cir
cumplicare, Dillmann Lex. Ling. Aeth. col. 1225 ; this root is distinct 
from S::ill=dip, dye. QliB here 1rapa,f3a1rni.=dyed, A rnJ.pa, f3a1rral :3 1rep1-
f3ef3Xf,µara 0 xo.M.rrµa,ra, o.vao•oeµlva F tiaras tinctas.-c•c,•':,c,J Sometimes 
explained as the third man in a war-chariot ; but the Egypt. and 
Ass. representations shew only two men. See Driver on Ex. 147• The 
word may have been borrowed from Akk., at any rate salsda=' third 
in rank ' may be compared ; perhaps the Aram. '!'l?J; Dan. 57 has this 
sense. Qli 6,f,,s rp,rrrriJ 1r&.vrwv, misunderstanding.-o•,i:-JJ is connected 
by accents with SJJ 'J:l ; it belongs rather to what follows, Sm. Be. 
Kr. He. H6. Qli om. SJ:i •n.-16. Jal/J:11 Kt. cp. v. 6 is to be preferred to 
:i:;,.~l/1'11 Q. cp. v.•0, in which the cohortative n7 is written abnormally 
with the impf. 3rd pers. ; G-K. § 48 d.-nwvJSJ Strictly, , of norm, cp. 22 8 n. 
_,,r:,•ie-J] Qli Els ')'?/V X., so m:s, explanatory.-17. □•,, :JJe'l.lSJ Qli eis 
Kolrr,v K/J,TaXvo•rwv i.e. Cl'l;I for tl'1\ so 168 ; cp. 3• n. ~ 'to lie with 
her,' cp. v.• n,-JliWl from YP', which seems to be a parallel form of 
ypi vv.1•. ••· 28 ; cp. Ar. wal}a'a=' fall, befall.'-18. 'y n11 Sin, 'n ~in,J 
The inconsistency of Ml! after the second Sim and not after the first 
reveals the annotator. irr=111ei . . . ~lT:11.-,,vpi . . . Jlpn,J N6ldeke 
Neue Beitr. z. sem. Sprachen (19II), 198 f. considers that JIP' and ypi 
vv. 22 • 28 were two distinct roots, as it is unlikely that the language had 
formed a pf. from l'!l and an impf. from •'!l . Hurwitz Root-Determinatives 
in Sem. Speech (1913), 21 f. takes :,l/i?~ to be a Niph'al of llP' in process 
of formation, like 1Sl.l Jud. 5 5, ,,~:;il Is. 19•. l}:im. Rad. Lib. s.v. llP' 
recognizes two roots, vpni from YP', and :iypi Niph. of Vlljl.-19. n11:m] 
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Q.0 ' ::i1i;i1. i!li takes this and mm as 2nd pers.--c•iso f1NJ] i!li i• Ai-y{nrrt;J. 
Ginsburg 'o y,110.-,Jl~] Dr. § 205.-20. n:;a.l!Gl] Impf. 3 f.s. with 
cohortative ending; see v. 18 n.-□IJ'i;iJ7;i] So Baer's text, in accordance 
with the M<1;ss. ; the forms ';';,;1, r.;l~~ have no Massoretic authority. 
The word, evidently of common gender, is found in Aram. 11np~[']!l pl. 
rnp~!l, Gk. 1rcl.XXaE, ,raXXaK/2, 1raXXa.Kis, and Lat. paelex, pelex, pellex : 
a foreign word, as its form indicates, and from a speech which used the 
ending-s for the nominative, and had connexions with eastern Armenia, 
SYf!..~• Palestine, i.e. probably the Hittite, as Jensen argues, ZDMG. 
xlvm. (1894), 468 ff. The Vrs. paraphrase; (!Ji brl rolls XaMalovs t[ 
'and she desired to become a concubine (11!:l,r.,w) to them' {I;, 'and she 
doted upon their doings.'-nr.:m] Only here; from the same root as □1J. 
i!li alooia.-21. •ip!ln1] r Ms. ip!ln,. {I;, 'and I visited thee,' a mistake 
corrected in cod. Ambr. ' and thou didst visit' (seek after), Co. 57. 142.
a'.'l'l □ '.1¥!11;l nii:']!,il] To be restored ', □ '.1¥1;l ni<Pl/f', as in v.•. {I;, ' when thou 
wast deflowered in E.' '.B' quando subacta sunt in Aegypto ubera tua, 
both as in v. 3 ; i!li also='~i;,11. For i!li's a e,ro£e~s e, Al-yu1rrt;J ,, r{e 
KaraXuµ,arl ,rov=,, for ,, see on v.17.-jl/r.>~] I. ~~r.,~ Pi. or aiii;,~ }Sal, 
so i!JiA (cp. i!li v.3) fl;,'.B'. i!JiB o1i ol µ,a.-ro, ve6r-qr6s ,rov attempts to 
make sense of _;ffl.-23. y1p, y,w, 11p!l] The identification of y1w and y,p 
with the Sutu and f<utu, also called Su and Jf u for short, was :first pro
posed by Fr. Delitzsch Wo lag das Parad.? 235 ff., and, though questioned 
by Winckler Altor. Forsch. ii. 253 ff., is now generally accepted; Hebr. 
added ll and Akk. t as expletives to the original Su, ]fu. Qf;B <PaKouK 
K. ~oue K. 'TxoDe A Kai <l>oua K. :l::oull K. Aoua cp. 2710 306 . J( Phacouth et 
Sue et Couth {I;, 'and Put and Lud and }Soa.' 'A invents a translation 
e,ri,rd,rr-qv K. rvpavrov K. Kopvif>ai:ov, hence 1T nobiles, tyrannosque et 
principes, on which Jerome notes, pro quibus in Hebraico habetur 
PHACUD et SUE et CUE,-'11 'JJ ~J] Qf;Jlfl;,=~J,, but the text cannot 
properly refer to Assyrians serving in the Bab. army ; the words are 
best regarded as an addition.--cmN =□~I/ as in vv. 26• 29 .-24. 1~n] 10 MSS 
Kenn. 1~11. The derivation from the Akk. e~in[-si] =' collect, heap up,' 
suggested in Baer Ezech. xi., is questioned; Haupt in Toy Ezek. 77 points 
out that the root is p-i", not l"N· The emendation jioq, which many 
adopt, gives the sense required, but the word should be in the accus. 
j\ov, not in the constr. st., as the rhythm shews. W ' with weapons ' 
{I;, 'as armed men' 1T instructi, RV. 'with weapons,' after Rashi, I:(im. 
-S~;,:i,J Q1r =';,:i.-po, m~J t[ rS'lJ)J i.e. m" only (cp. 268) ; in 38• ili: 
renders both words.-11:i1;,J 1 S. 1738, elsewhere JJJ1J 2710 38 6 etc. The 
word comes from a root no longer extant in Hebr.=' to be hollow,' cp. 
Akk. [labu 'reservoir,' [labutu=I1llJR 'cup,' Ar. kab'un 'cowl, hood'; 
G. R. Driver JTS. xxiii. 409. (!I. seems not to have understood 'p, 
and renders K. f3aXi, if>u">-.a1<71v e,rl ,re KVKAtiJ, hence Co. prs. ';1 io•w• □ •,:ii; 
but j!! need not be altered. Qf;Q;t:0 1rep11<eif>al\alas[-av] i!r roS,;, 'helmets' 
( =□'~1:J!l v. 15), so fl;,F.-25. ,rip• '::i, 1'lJ non] For the order cp. 1819 • 27h, 
Dr. § 208 (3).-27. •n::iwni] Q1r K. cl.,ro,rrptif,w as often, see 7"' n.-1nm·n111] 
I. 111mm, the form used in this eh. and in eh. 16 ; 1111 with the 
second accus. and not with the first, though this occurs again in 
v. 36, hints at a mistake in the text.-Tl'J/ •11wn] See 188 n.-28. "l~i] 
A rare form of the suff. for "-;;-, perhaps to bring out the verbal force of 
the ptcp., cp. 25 4 ; G-K. § gr e.-'w iwN i•::i] For the construction of the 
re!. in the gen. see G-K. § 138 e.-29. 7ll'J' ~:i] Q1r 1rcl.vras rous 1ruvovs ,rov 
Kai ro~s µ,6xOovs ,rov, a double rendering, cp. in i!li 161< 17 23 2018 268 

32 29A 3414 etc.-,,~lli] A mistake for nn~m.-7•111iin, 7non] Qfrgll end the 
v. with 7non, and Q1; makes 'im govern ,"!Wl/ in v.3°. It is better to transfer 
both words, and to read 71101 'F.-30. ni:'JI] Inf. abs. governed by 'in, 'oi ; 

for the construction see G-K. § II3fj. A few MSS I. 1i:'JI, an easier 
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reading; so Jer. 418 • The Vrs. naturally translate by a finite vb.-
7nm:i] Inf. with :i expressing the cause; Kon. iii. § 403 a.-nN,.,t:iJ iwN ~ll] 
Parallel to the preceding construction; the pf. states a fact of definite 
occurrence, cp. 3618, Jer. 3014 ; Dr. § n8. (!!,QI:~ imply nN,.,tm cp. 320 1216 ; 

smoother, but not necessary.-31. 'nni1] Pf. c.w.c. without a direct 
antecedent; so especially in th_reats or promises, Dr. § II9 (0.).-7,,::i] 
3 MSS "1:i:~ plur.-32. iv,,, ;,n~~ n-.,nJ The change to the 3 fem. sing. 
reveals a gloss; the spelling ;,n~, cp. Gen. 21 6 =;,nw Jer. 48 261 ., · does 
not occur outside the Pent., except in Jud. 1626 (1. ;,nw•1). l!JiAQS supply 
a translation.-n~7r,,J A noun of this form=much does not occur else
where; pt. ,,.:n:;, Hiph. ptcf 1., cp. Ex. 366 , 1 S. 112 etc.; so !; ,;, iroHoils 
xwpovcra. F quae est capacissima. (!Ji wrongly connects with the following 
v. TO irXeovci5ov Tov crwTEAccro.i µHJrw, so I:(im.-33. ]ii;~] So Vrs., 
cp. 39 19 ; but 1. Jli.'.lJ~ 2 MS!3.-)1l'l] <!JiB K, cKMcr,ws, perhaps a corruption 
in the Gk. (Co.) ; l!JiA K. hxcw 8irws.-'N?/iT:IJ 2nd pers. f., subject Jeru
salem; Co. Kr. N>~r-i 3rd. pers. f., subj. 01:i, which would follow well 
after v. 32h; but there is no need to alter the traditional text, which makes 
01:i accus., and in apposition to the two preceding words.-noow, no.:> 01:i] 
I. ,,oow 01:, <!li='t:' 0,:,1; a 3 : 2 line is thus obtained.-piot:' 7mnN oi:i] 
<!JiB om. 1not:', '1:a.µo.pcla.s, however, has been added by a later hand. 
l!JiA transposes the ::lauses Ka< To irod1pwv T1/S tlJi,Xq,fis crou '1:o.µo.pfio.s 
irorripiov aq,o.v,crµou. An alternative guess at the second half of the 
line would be to om. n::,ow1 now 01:, and p,ow as glosses, thus leaving 
7n1nN 01:i. The textual evidence alone does not decide the point ; on 
the whole the reading adopted is preferable, as noo;i, 01:, gives a good 
parallel to pi:,w1 JU'.--34. n•~oi] <!JiB K. Tas fopTcls=n\:i,';;1. l!JiA K. hcrTpa.yy<E<s, 
so 'A'l:0 as noted in Q ~--·o,in n•win nN1] (!Ji K. Tas veoµ71•lo.s a.~T-i)s 
&...-ocrTpbf,w=•n,,.,J n•t:'in nx, (cp. 21 17 n.) F et fragmenta ejus devorabis, 
both imply ~. as do also 'A!;0 K. Ta 6cr-rparn o.uroO Ko.rnTpw~E<s ws 
6crTEa. ~ freely ' thou shalt cut off thy hair.' i!r rimn cp. (!r.r 
• thou shalt make an end of,' and though ioJ occurs only in the 
Pss., the word is at any rate suitable here. Co. prs. 'N!?,l;l swallow, Pi. 
as in Job 39 24, Hiph. Gen. 2417 • For n·w,n 1. ;;r•19.p.-35. ,,1n• ... p,] 
~ om.-MN oi1 ... nn:,w ill'] See 511 n.-71l ,,nx] (!fr oirlcrw Tou crwµaTos 
crov cp. 1 K. 149 (!tiA, Neh. 9 26, perh. confusing 1l with n•1J 11 1. 23 etc. 
i!r to avoid an unbecoming expression • thou hast put far the fear of me 
from before thine eye'~ ' and hast yearned after thy false gods,' cp. 148 n. 
-7'nmM nx, 7nor] Cp. Gen. 219, 2 K. 15 37 etc. Konig iii. § 288 i supposes 
that the first of the two objects being nearer to the vb. was felt not to 
need the accus. sign so much as the second and more distant one. In 
v.27 a different explanation is suggested.-37. 1.!lNl 'J nx1J For the constrn. 
cp. Jer. 3' 29 23, Lev. 2010 . The MN is either the sign of the accus., so 
Kon. iii. § 2u h who cps. Pr. 632 , or the prep. In MN :i:iw (also □ JI) the 
Mass. regarded MN as marking the accus., e.g. Gen. 34 2 etc. Here the 
words are a gloss on l!lNJ1.-□ ,,SJ scil. the idols; Bomb. edns. rn, wrongly. 
-n~:iNSJ As the parallel ,:i11S 1620 shews, ,,,:iN~ is inf. constr. with the 
fem. ending, see Jer. 12• and cp. Is. 569, and with a verbal force. (!fr i'h' 
lµir~pwv ~ =WNJ, as in 2031 .-38. 11)1] (!r.r~=11J/1.-'~1;,0J (!fr plur. here 
and in v. 39.-Ninn 01':i] (!tiQ gives a rendering supplied by 'A:l::0.-
39. ot:in~J1J If the clause is joined directly to v. 37

& the conjn. must be 
dropped. For 011qi;i cp. 20 27 n. and 1621.-Nin,, □r:i] '1JiB om., but A • and 
they entered my sanctuary unguardedly, aq,vXciKTws, on that day ' ~ 
• my sanctuary and its secret places ' ; interesting additions, to mark 
the unlawfulness of the act.-;,i;,1] (!fr Kal /in ~ om.-40. •:, ~Nl] lit. also it 
is that, quin etiam, cp. Hab. 25 (si v.l.) ; the context here does not admit 
of the usual meaning, quanto magis or quanto minus. (!tiB Kai /Jn A Ka.I 
S5l=~N1, connecting with the end of v.••.-mn,~MJ (!Ji om., Co. Be., an 
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obvious way of easing the construction.-niSI:' 1xSoJ <!li~=1nS::- o•:ixSo, 
clyyO,ous. e~a1rfoT,X1\ov.-il:'XS] As the text stands, resumptive of o•c·ixS, 
and equivalent to on, i!.','I!, ' to the men ... to (those for) whom thou 
didst wash;• . But the word can hardly be fitted into the preceding 
sentence ; 1t mtroduces the marginal variant. (!li ,Mus (? a corruption 
of ofs), hence ~ • directly.'-nSm] The same root in Aram. and Ar. ; 
in Gk. the paint is called ,n,[3, or <TTlµ.1«=Lat. stibium; Thackeray 
Gram. 107.-n•,v,J Dr. § 132.-4I. nw•1) Pf. with weak waw, as the 
pf. ~o"" cl. b shews.-;r~lJlJ] u with shure~. cp. 2018 n.; the adj. only 
agam Ps. 45 14. But I. n1lJ'] eJi e<TTpwµ.l,r,s ~.-,,•i!lSJ m:=on'J!lS ~ = 
in•i!lS l:T "'." 7'J!lS (so 5 Hebr. MSS).-n•S11 no""] ,•,v would be more correct, 
as in""' 1s mas.; ~=j,i•Sv. eJiB d•rppalvo11To lv a&ro,s= □,,J ,no"", cp. 
Pr. 27•.-42. po,, Sip] eJi rpw•~• apµovlas, possibly a transliteration, cp. 
notes on 3u 21 36 ; Thackeray ib. 37 f. 7,on=both sound and a mob. 
~'the sound of their (fem.) rejoicing had gone away,' a free transln.:,~ ,~w] One of the three instances in which final , or • softens the following 
letter ; the others are Is. 3411, Ps. 68 18 ; G-K. § 21 c. (!li para_Ehrases 
aVEKpovo11To.-0•11J10 0•1c110J The Kt. 0•1:9io is an incorrect form of O'l:!l::tljl 
Nab. 110, ptc. pass. of x:io=' drink largely,' hence eJiA olvwµe.aus 0 ; 
the Qerll o~:;i9 with-:;- retained as in O'J/,fi, nWi'W, □ '/llr,l, is perhaps intended 
for the name of a tribe, so ~ 'men who came from Sheba'; m:= 
:i•:io ::i•:ioo; but the word is prob. a dittograph of o•x::111'.l, and is om. by 
(IJiB. For 0•11::111'.l the Vrs. give the rend. come. The text may be corrected 
to iJior:i o•ic:i □ '!.','JN Jir:i n:i 111'.l""l 1SII' iv:in S,p,,-un,J The subj. most 
naturally is O'l:'JX. For FT'i' Sx 1. '• Sv many MSS eli.-43. O'!lXJ :,~JS ,mn] 
Apparently intended to mean, ' And I said to her that is waxen old in 
adultery• ; ,,S:i must be an adj., as in Josh. 9•r., and O'!lNJ an accus. 
connected with it by a bold usage more Arabic than Hebrew, cp. Is. 725 

and see Wright Ar. Gr.• ii. § 44 d; old by reason of adultery. But (!liB 
gives 1ml ,t,ra OvK •• To&ro,s µ.o,x,uou<TLV ; which poirtts to the reading 
l!l~l :,~~:;i NS!'.) V,,il); for 'x:;i l. nJ\9 cp. Is. 668 , Job 162 • ~ 'And I said, 
In these they have committed adultery,' agreeing with <!li. 'A renders 
Toil KaTaTp'iif,r,,, µ.o,x,lr,,s (Field), with which it is interesting to compare 
the different reading noticed in Midr. R. Lev. § 33 'Aquila translates 
,ra'l..a,i ,r6pv71, which means a wasted harlot ' (the Gk. words in Hebr. 
letters).-x•m n•num ;rJp rtll] Kt., 1ir n1;1l1 Q. eJiB Kai lp-ya ,rrlp•')s Ka, 
a.lT¾ ef,,ropv,u<Tev, similarly ~ ' and with the works of a harlot' etc., 
though not recognizing ic•m; these suggest ;r~•111;1 nJil '!?ll/;l, or 'Wi!,i;':P (~= 
'o;n), cp. 1680 ; the '1 must be omitted from 'l:'JIO as repeated from 1!lxi, 
and x•m as a dittogr. of x1:i•1 v.••. In ~ n•n,iin ,,i;, the vb. is followed 
by a cognate accus.; the text as emended :ii•im '1 '1:'J/1'.l gives a con
struction of the same kind. m: paraphrases 'Now she will cease from 
her idolatry and return to serve me; but she has not returned•; Co. 135. 
-44. x1:i•1] The subj. of the sing. must be x:;iri understood; but I. 1xJ•1.
nivi:t] as a pl. of n\VI:! is found nowhere else; 1. nbJl}.-45. 1ll!ll.','' no:, ... o•tt'JM1] 
Cp. 367 ; Dr. § 199. (!Ji aVTo, Kai <KO<K,',<Tou<T,v. ~ om. the pron. 
-0,;11;1\i;t] Mas. for fem. The usual form with 3 pl. m. suff. is oi;,il, 
!arely ooi;,~ (5 times) ; conversely, the usual form with 3 pl._ f. suff. 
1s Joi;,~ e.g. v.•• 1660, once lvi1i~ v. 40 , once p;iil 1654 and nJi;i,ic 34 21 ; 
G-K. § 103 b. The Vrs. naturally render by fem., and some MSS 1. 
l•Jl)~ 'as v. 46.-'i ll!lWl'.l ... 11:l!l!.',''] Cp. 1638 ; Davidson Syntax § 67 b.
o, l'tl:l!lW ll!l!.','01] (!Ji K, edi<K'}<T" atµ.aTos.-46. •:i] eJi om.-,,~Jln] Inf. abs. 
used for imperat., 21 31 n.; G-K. § u3 cc.-n)J!,1] lit. trembling, terror, so 
an object of terror, The form, like n\~!, ought to come from ,Jn'~; but 
a ._i':iv1 is not found; the vb. therefore must be y11 };{oh. 12•, Est. 5•, 
common in Aram. The l/ and , have been transposed for ease in pro
nunciation, cp. :-11\IW Pr. 1 27, Kt. Out of the eight places where the 
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word occurs it is twice written (here and Dt. 28 25) and five times read 
M)J/J (Jer. 11.cc. 2 C. 298) ; the more correct form ;i,1i1 (cp. ;ii::i~ Pr. 
1 27° Q.), pointed ;,!/!), is allowed to stand once, without Qere, Is. 28 19.-

47. S"iip j:111 7;,•SJ1 10m] e!r imperat. K. "il,1Jof3M,71rrov, which suggests OiJ;] 
inf. abs. continuing n,,,,, v.••, cp. Num. 1536 P. For p11 accus. cp. 
Lev. 24 23 , Josh. 7••, 2 C. 24 21 ; et. p11J 1640 . The subj. S;,p is 
awkwardly placed, and leads e!r astray, "lli/Jo,s ~x"ilwv ; its position may 
well shew that it has been inserted to point out that ,.,p v. 48 is still 
the subj. (He.\.-N"J.:;t1) Cp. 21 24 n.; Pi. inf. abs. continuing pf. c.w.c., 
cp. Jer. 131•<!, Zech. 1210h; I. ah:;t1.-1Ql;,i\!] Usually 1Q{l~. see v. 45 n. 
The inconsistency of the suffixes throughout this passage illustrates the 
instinct to avoid fem. forms, and the hesitation felt in using them.-
48. 'ilJl7m] e!r K, ri:,rorrrpbf,w, as v. 27 .-1,9111] Nithpa'el, only again in "1;!:;!l 
Dt. 21•; in both cases with a reflexive-passive meaning, 'shall be dis
ciplined,' 'take warning.' The Nithp. is common in Mishnaic Hehr.; 
see Segal Gram. of Mishn. Hebr. 66, Yellin Journ. Palest. Or. Soc. iv. 96. 
Some grammarians would remove these forms out of the O.T., and point 
1ir;>iJ], .,~?1; G--K. § 55 k, Stade § 169 b.-cI:;i;iis!~] The 2 pers. pl. f. 
suffix in ;ip' occurs only in Ez., v. 49 1318• • 0 (out of pause) ; see 1 11 n.-
49. 1JN]] W=UT;IJ] ~=•J:1i::i~1--nr~,1;,] So Baer, following l):im. Rad. Lib. 
227 ; other edns. nr11t,1;,; the form is modelled on that of n', verbs with 
' phonetic, G--K. § 76 b. 

Ch. 24. The beginning of the final siege ; the death of 
the prophet's wife; the coming change in his ministry.
The chapter is headed by a date which both prophet and people 
had good reason to remember, the tenth of the tenth month, 
588 B.c., the day on which Nebuchadrezzar began the siege of 
Jerusalem. Ezekiel had long foreseen the event; now he 
feels himself inspired to repeat once more the burden of his 
message ; and, as generally happens when his emotions are 
deeply stirred, he delivers a parable and performs a symbolic 
act. (a) The copper pot is set on the fire to boil flesh; then 
it is emptied, and set on the fire again th_at it may be melted, 
rust and all : a: parable of Jerusalem and its inhabitants and its 
blood-guiltiness, vv. 3 "14 • (b) The prophet is told that his beloved 
wife is about to die, and that he is not to observe the customary 
rites of mourning ; the blow falls on the evening of the same 
day: a prophecy of the coming disaster, a sign that the people 
will be too stunned to indulge in grief, vv.15 "24 • (c) The news 
of the city's fall, when it reaches Babylonia, will transform the 
prophet's ministry: he will be released from the limitations 
which have hitherto constrained him, vv. 25 •27 • 

While the general sense is clear enough, in detail much 
remains obscure. At the base of (a) lies a poem which can be 
traced, at any rate experimentally, beneath the handling of 
later scribes. In (b) a few lines of vv.16 • 17 seem to fall into 
rhythm ; but to obtain an orderly sequence, the narrative 
needs a good deal of re-arrangement : after all, the text can 
be made to yield a tolerable sense as it stands by supplying in 
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thought the links that are missing. With some minor cor
rections (c) becomes quite intelligible; the passage holds a place 
midway between 32

->-27 and 3321. 22 ; see pp. 44. 46. 53. 
Vv. 1-14. The parable of the rusted pot.-The dates in 

this Book are reckoned from Jehoiachin's captivity; so the 
tenth of the tenth month in the ninth year v.1 will be Jan. 588 B.c. 
The same day is mentioned in 2 K. 251. Jer. 391 524. During 
the exile, until 518 B.c., it was observed as a fast, Zech. 819 ; 
and again after A.D. 70, at any rate by the Jews in Babylonia : 
' the fast of the tenth month, that is on the tenth of Tebeth 
(=Jan.), when the king of Babylon leaned against Jerusalem,' 
Talm. B. Rosh hash-Shana 18b. It is possible, as Giesebrecht 
suggests (see below), that this date was observed because Ez. 
mentions it, and that 2 Kings and Jer. mention it because it 
was observed as a fast.-2. Write thee down the name of the day, 
this very day] The prophet has just become aware of the actual 
siege of the city : to have the date in writing will serve as 
evidence that his presentiment was correct, ' the people would 
know that there had been a prophet among them' (~im.). Can 
the day, this very day be original? The two terms make a 
clumsy expression, and one or other may be supplementary. 
The text of .:ffl is hardly supported by the Vrs. ; thus Q9 does 
not recognize the name, though it has day twice ; s~ give the 
name of this day. The latter reading is all that need be said 
here, since on this very day comes at the end of the verse (Co. 
Toy). Ro. goes further, and reduces the whole to this day; 
but in view of what follows, it seems better to keep the name.
the king of B. has invested Jerusalem on this very day!] lit. has 
leaned against i.e. leaned his weight against, or upon Q9 ; the 
word is used only here of besieging a city or delivering an 
attack in force : this very day (see 2 3 n.) will then be the day 
on which the first attack was made. How did the prophet 
know of what was happening in Jerusalem hundreds of miles 
away? He had reason to believe that the siege was imminent; 
and as he was brooding over it, he heard Jahveh's voice (v.1) 

communicating to him the news, and bidding him write it down. 
As a rule it was a message of doom or of restoration which Ez. 
received in his moments of prophetic ecstasy, but now and 
again he was permitted to see actual events taking place. At 
least one such occasion has occurred already, n 13 ; this, we 
may suppose, was another. Ez. in fact possessed the gift of 
second sight, which was intensified and directed when I he 
passed into a trance. Some, however, deny this explanation 
altogether; see pp. 123 f. Thus Giesebrecht, Die Berufs
begabung der Alttes. Propheten 1897, 161, 171 ff., thinks that 
Ez. obtained the date by reckoning back after the news of the 
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city's fall arrived, and that his calculation was divinely affirmed 
by the coincidence of his wife's death on the same day. But 
there is no need to regard the present passage as a vaticinium 
ex eventu; it is much more naturally explained as an instance 
of Ez.'s peculiar faculty for seeing remote events happening 
before his eyes, e.g. 811• 16.-3. utter a parable] Cp. 172 n. 

Set on, set on the pot, 
And pour in water too : 

4 Lay 'pieces of flesh ' therein 
Fill up with loin and shoulder ' ' I 

Set on, a word from the vocabulary of domestic life, cp. 2 K. 438• 

The prophet has been made aware of the opening attack on the 
city, and his mind is full of it as he sits down in front of the pot 
to boil a lamb for his meal ; then the divine word comes again, 
and turns into a parable the menial act on which he is engaged. 
So, with Hans Schmidt, we may picture the occasion. It was 
not unusual for a prophet's inspiration to come while he was 
engaged in ordinary pursuits, or in connexion with homely 
scenes, e.g. Am. 715, Jer. 111• 13 182ff·, 1 K. 1713r.. The cooking
pot and its contents stand for Jerusalem and its population; 
in n 3 the same figure is used, but applieq differently.-4. The 
lamb (v. 5) had been already cut up into pieces, rendered above 
pieces of flesh to bring out the sense; cp. Ex. 2917, Lev. 16 820• 

:lflll reads her pieces i.e. those destined for the pot (fem.) ; but 
her is better omitted with ®§s,. After therein :lflll has inserted 
each goodly piece, obviously an explanation. Another 
superfluous phrase occurs in the last line of the v., which reads 
with loin and shoulder, the choicest bones, fill up; apparently 
the redundance is nothing more than a scribe's mistake; the 
choicest ... the bones has been copied into this v. from v. 6• 

Each line of the poem contains three beats.-5. 

Take the choicest sheep, 
And pile the ' logs ' beneath it I 
Boil, ' boil,' and ' seethe' 
Its bones within it I 

The contents of the pot are to be well cooked : severe treat
ment is in store for the people of Jerusalem !--pile] A rare word, 
which properly means 'to move in a circle ' ; it is best taken 
as a verb with an imperative sense. ® renders and kindle, 
perhaps guessing. In the third line :lflll has boil its boilings. 
The meaning boil is clear from Job 4123 cp. 3027 ; but the 
combination boil its boilings is questionable ; the noun does 
not occur elsewhere, and many favour the slight correction 
its pieces (vv. 4 • 6); ~. however, gives a rendering which repeats 
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the same word twice, and this may well be right ; the repetition 
matches v. 3 effectively. Instead of :ffl and seethed are its bones 
within it, the context requires another imperative sing., not 
a perfect plur. ; the last line will then have two beats.-6. At 
this point the formula Therefore thus saith J ahveh marks a fresh 
turn in the parable. A new figure is introduced, the rust on 
the pot, to be further developed in vv.9b, 11 ; but the last half 
of the v. goes back to the contents of the pot, and states what 
is to be done with them. Evidently there is some disorder 
here ; the simplest cure for it is to transpose the two halves of 
the v. (Jahn, Schmidt) ; cl. b will then complete the imagery 
of the cooking, and cl. a will begin the new figure of the rust. 
Read, therefore, cl. b immediately after v. 5, 

One-by-one ' take out ' the pieces, 
Casting no lot thereon. 

The flesh is cooked, and the pot can now be emptied : in other 
words, the siege is followed by the expulsion of the inhabitants. 
The second line can only be understood by supposing that, 
when the deportation of 597 took place, lots were cast in some 
instances to decide who should go and who should remain : this 
time, says the prophet, there will be no alternative; every
body will have to go. For take out (imperat.) ffl gives he has 
taken it out. Cl. a, 

Therefore thus saith ' ' J ahveh : 
Woe to the city of bloodshed ! 
The pot whose rust is in it, 
Whose rust is not departed. 

The opening formula is perhaps editorial; but the words fit 
the metre and may belong to the poem. Woe to the city of 
bloodshed] Alluding to the judicial murders and sacrifices of 
children which had become an ugly feature in the life of the 
city just before the siege. The words occur again in v.9, where 
they are probably not original; see also 222• 3 23 37 • The rust is 
the blood-guiltiness which cleaves to Jerusalem, and had not 
been expiated : only the sternest measures can get rid of it.-
7. Jerusalem's blood lay in the midst of her; she set it on the 
bare rock, and did not pour it on the earth that it might be covered 
with dust. Her guilt was open and unashamed ; she paid no 
heed to the fact that blood uncovered calls for vengeance; 
cp. Gen. 410, Is. 2621, Job 1618, Enoch 471. 4• See Schwally 
Das Leben nach dem Tade 52 f.; W.R. Smith Rel. of Sem. 3 417. 
For the bare rock, perhaps lit. shining in the sunlight, cp. v.8 

26 4• 14.-8. I have put her blood upon the bare rock] In v.7 it was 
Jerusalem's deed; here it is Jahveh's, in order that vengeance 
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may be taken. Both vv. are probably explanatory additions; 
to bring up wrath does not occur elsewhere in Ez., to take revenge 
only in 2512 (subj. Edom).-9. The first half of the v. repeats 
the opening sentences of v.6, and was probably added in con
sequence of the interpolated vv.7• 8; <19B om. Woe to the city of 
bloodshed! In cl. b the poem continues : 

' And ' I too will make the pile greater ! 

The conj. <19 dyw, adds just the weight to the antithesis 
which is wanted. In v. 5 the prophet is told to pile on logs to 
boil the meat ; here Jahveh declares that He will kindle such 
a fire as will melt the pot itself! For the pile see on v. 5 ; the 
same form is found again in Is. 3033.-10. multiply the logs, 
kindle the fire, make an end of the flesh] It is hard to see how this 
can be fitted in with what has gone before : according to v. 6b 

the flesh has been cooked and emptied out of the pot ; in v.9b 

Jahveh declares that He will take the matter in hand Himself. 
The second half of the v. is corrupt ; lit. and spice the spicings, 
and let the bones be burnt up; for spice cp. Ex. 3025 • 35, where 
the word is used of mixing the holy oil and the incense, 2 C. 1614 ; 

Kr. ingeniously emends to empty out the broth, cp. Jud. 619• 20 ; 

the last and rather meaningless phrase let the bones be burnt up 
is om. by <19BJl (cod. Wire.). The whole v. seems to be secondary 
and out of keeping with the context.-u. Read perhaps as 
follows: 

And ' I ' will stand it empty on ' the ' coals, 
That its brass may become red-hot ' ', 
And be melted, ' ' while its rust is consumed. 

The pot will be set empty on the fire, that the inevitable result 
may come about : there is no way of getting rid of the rust 
except by melting the vessel to which it clings ; to purge the 
city Jahveh will destroy it altogether. The same intention is 
declared in the poem 2117 • 22 [12 -rn. ~ reads the imperat. 
stand it; but Jahveh, not the prophet, is now dealing with the 
pot, so I. and I will stand it, continuing v.9b. After become red
hot ~ has and burn ; the word is both ungrammatical and 
outside the metre. The words which follow and be melted in 
the Hebr., in the midst of it, its uncleanness, should be omitted 
as an interpretation. Schmidt proposes a different way of 
restoring the passage, keeping And its uncleanness shall be 
melted in the midst of it, and omitting while its rust is consumed ; 
but of the two sentences, the latter has the more original flavour, 
and the rust is better left with its significance to be guessed ; 
moreover, melted in the midst of it has occurred already in 2221• 
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-12, The whole v. is secondary and in part unintelligible. 
The first two words repeat the end of v.11 ; the cl. which follows, 
and its rust goes not out of it, contradicts what v. 11 has just said; 
the last two words, in the fire of its rust, do not fit the context.-
13. This v., like the preceding, is an addition, laying further 
stress on the impurity of Jerusalem: it seems to be a footnote 
on the theme of v. 11• The Vrs. shew that they were uncertain 
about the text and sense. In thy uncleanness (which is) lewd
ness] Cp. 1627 229 n. The words do not belong here ; they 
stand outside the construction of the sentence, though ~ 
implies them.-because I have purified thee] It would be possible 
to render I will purify thee, the perfect denoting a divine resolve, 
cp. 219 [41 n. ; but a resolve hardly suits the next cl. and thou art 
not purified, which declares that Jahveh's judgements in the 
past have produced no effect.-from thy uncleanness thou wilt 
not be purified any more until I wreak my fury upon thee] So 
JN, connecting from thy uncleanness with what follows, rather 
than with the preceding vb. ; cp. 513 n. @8 om. because I 
have purified thee, and thou art not purified, from thy uncleanness. 
-14. Here apparently comes the conclusion of the poem, 
following v.11: 

I J ahveh have spoken, ' and ' it comes ; 
And I will do it, I will not refrain nor spare : 
According to thy ways and thy deeds ' I ' will judge thee, 
Is the oracle of Adonai Jahveh. 

'and' it comes] @$ add the conjunction, which is wanted; 
usually the phrase runs Lo, it is coming, 75 n. Some would 
strike out it comes (Jahn Ro.), but it gives a touch of emphasis 
to Ez.'s formula I have spoken and I will do (it), r724 n.-After 
nor spare .:ffl has and I will not repent, which @ om. For 
refrain lit. break off cp. Prov. 833.-thy ways and thy deeds] 
See 1422 n.-' I' will judge thee] So some MSS and the Vrs., 
in agreement with the context ; .:ffl they have judged thee, 
prophetic perfect.-The poem in vv.6 -14 can be restored in 
more than one way ; the above experiment is mainly based 
upon Hans Schmidt Die Grossen Proph. 1923, 441 ff.-Vv. 15-27. 
The death of the prophet's wife, and the coming change in his 
ministry. Ez. has been made aware of the day on which the 
siege began; now he learns, from the same divine source, of 
two momentous incidents which will affect him deeply, the 
death of his wife, and the end of his period of ' dumbness ' : 
both are brought into close relation with the fall of Jerusalem. 
From the prophet's behaviour, when 'the desire of his eyes' 
is taken from him, the people will learn how the final catastrophe 
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will plunge them into grief too stupefying for words or rites 
of lamentation ; and when the news at length reaches the 
colony in exile, all restrictions on the prophet's ministry will 
be withdrawn. The narrative is much compressed; but it 
may be taken as it stands, without attempting to arrange it 
in a more logical order ; the interpretations offered by Hans 
Schmidt and Kittel are here followed in preference to the . 
rearrangements of Rothstein and Herrmann.-16. Behold, I 
am about to take from thee the desire of thine eyes] The 'phrase 
alone reveals that there was a fountain of tears sealed up within 
the breast of this stern preacher,' Skinner Bk. of Ez. 210. The 
desire of thine eyes means that which thine eyes delight in, 
vv.21. 25, 1 K. 206, Ecclus. 3627 4512 (Hebr.).-by a stroke] i.e. 
a sudden and fatal disease, cp. Num. 1437 ; the word usually 
denotes a plague, e.g. Ex. 914, 2 C. 2114 etc.-The prophet is 
told to check his natural instincts when the blow falls ; he is 
not to lament with loud cries or weep ; the two together as in 
v.23 , Gen. 232 , 2 S. 112, cp. Is. 2212, Joel 212, Est. 43 .-nor shall 
thy tear(s) come] A prosaic gloss, om. by <!&.-As in the case 
of Isaiah (81 • 4• 18 ) and Hosea (12 •9 31 - 4), so with Ezekiel, an 
incident in his private life is made to bear a wider, prophetic 
significance. The Talmud appreciates the point, but applies it 
wrongly : ' The Holy One chastises Ezekiel in order to wash 
away the iniquities of Israel,' TB. San. 39a. Ez.'s suffering is 
to be, not an atonement, but a symbol. With a like intent, 
Jeremiah was forbidden to enter the house of mourning, Jer. 166• 

-17. The opening words apparently mean Groan, keep still, or 
Groan, sigh ; for the first cp. 94 phil. n., for the second cp. 
Ps. 45 [41 3013 [121, Am. 513, Lam. 2 10• But this does not agree 
with the command to abstain from, all expression of grief ; 
moreover, there is something wrong with the sentence which 
follows, dead, mourning thou shalt not make. The transposition 
mourning for the dead is too obvious a remedy ; the error in the 
text must be more deep-seated, and earlier than the Vrs., 
which imply the consonants of ;ffl. Co. boldly conjectures 
Restrain thyself, be astonied, mourning thou shalt not make, cp. 
Gen. 451, Is. 421 4, 5916, Ps. 1434 ; eh. 315 ; at any rate this gives 
the sense required, and keeps near to the Hebr. words.-thy 
turban bind upon thee] For the turban see 4418, Is. 6I3· 10 ; in 
mourning it would be removed, and dust scattered upon the 
head, Josh. 76, IS. 412 • The sandals were taken off, cp. 2 S. 1530, 

Is. 202 ; and the moustache, the lower part of the face, was 
covered, cp. the covering of the head 2 S. 15 30, Jer. 143 and 
Lev. 1345.-and ordinary bread thou shall not eat, lit. bread of 
men, on the analogy of Dt. 311, Is. 81 an ordinary cubit, stylus; 
we know too little of the common speech at this period to rule 
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out the phrase as incredible. An easy correction is bread of 
sorrows, Hos. 94 cp. Dt. 2614, Ecclus. 412 (Hebr.) ; but if that 
were the original reading, why did the scribes turn it into the 
difficult bread of men ? The allusion is clear enough : friends 
and relatives were accustomed to assemble in the house of 
mourning for a funeral meal, which, it is probable, the deceased 
was supposed to share, Jer. 167, Tobit 417 • Schwally Das 
Leben n. d. Tode 21 ff.-18. And I spoke to the people in the 
morning] What the prophet spoke is not told us; but from 
the context it seems most likely that he communicated to the 
people the divine word v.15 which he had received that morning 
(cp. 129), viz. the announcement that he was about to lose 
the desire of his eyes and yet was to abstain from all outward 
signs of grief; hence we may render And I spoke (it) or (thus) 
i.e. the substance of vv.16• 17 • Rothstein, followed by Herrmann, 
proposes to read And thou shaft speak, continuing the divine 
command, and to insert here the speech vv.21. 24 ; this involves 
the further transference of vv.25 • 22 • 23 to follow v.1sa11 and my 
wife died in the evening. No doubt the rearrangement places 
the narrative (vv.18afl. 19 • 20a) and the discourse {vv.25 from 
shall it not be, 22 • 23 ) in a more logical sequence; but the text, 
which the Vrs. support as it stands, can be understood sufficiently 
well without so much alteration.-and my wife died in the evening] 
The prophet had not long to wait for the fulfilment of Jahveh's 
word : that very evening his wife died.-and I did in the morning 
as I was commanded] We must take this to be the next morning 
after his wife's death; so~' on the morning of the next day.' 
We can feel the tension of the brief words which record the 
facts. No private tragedy is allowed to interfere with his 
prophetic charge ; he carried out his instructions ; he had 
come into deep waters, and the tide was ' too full for sound 
and foam.'-19. The people were accustomed to visit Ezekiel 
in the expectation of receiving some divine message from his 
lips or unusual acts, cp. 81 141 201. They had listened to the 
announcement of his coming loss ; not many hours later the 
news went round that his wife was dead ; and when they 
visited him early the next day, they found him exhibiting none 
of those marks of sorrow which custom and ordinary human 
feeling led them to expect. Naturally, as on other occasions 
(e.g. 129 2112 ), they asked what his behaviour was intended to 
mean.-20. The prophet explains, and in doing so goes back 
to the word which he had received on the previous day : then 
it was the desire of his eyes, now it is the desire of the people's 
eyes which will be taken away, and the loss will be too grave 
for tears. The discourse reaches to the end of v.24.-21. I am 
about to profane my sanctuary] i.e. by the action of the heathen 
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foe, cp. 724 25 3 447, Dan. n 31• It was the habit of the Hebrew 
mind to overlook secondary causes ; the profaning of the 
sanctuary could be ascribed to J ahveh Himself.-the pride of 
your strength] Cp. v.25 , Lev. 2619 ; and see 724 n.-the desire 
of your eyes] See on v.16• The next phrase reads the compassion 
of your soul i.e. the object of your soul's compassion. The _Vrs. 
indeed recognize this sense, but the word occurs nowhere else 
as a noun, and it is suspiciously like desire ; in the repetition 
v.25 uplifting of your soul, i.e. that for which your soul longs, 
is the reading, and perhaps it should stand here too.--your 
sons and your daughters] From this we may infer that some 
members of the families in exile had been left behind in Jerusalem ; 
cp. on v.6 .-shall fall by the sword] in the general destruction; 
cp. 2325 n.-22. And ye shall do as I have done] Mourning will 
be out of place in the presence of a disaster so complete. Strictly 
speaking, the words are unsuitable in a discourse which begins 
with Thus saith Jahveh v.21 ; but Ez. is expounding the oracle 
of vv.16f·, rather than delivering it for the first time. The 
language is formally inconsistent both here and in v.24, but 
readily understood. For the phrases see on v.17 .-23. and ye 
shall rot away because of your iniquities] Cp. 417 n. and Lev. 26 39• 

-and ye shall utter groans one to another] In this sense only 
again in Ps. 389 l81, Pr. 511 ; lit. the word denotes the roar of 
a lion or of the sea, Is. 529r., Pr. 2815• Cp. Keats, ' Here, 
where men sit and hear each other groan ; Where but to think 
is to be full of sorrow And leaden-eyed despairs.'-24. And 
Ezekiel shall be a sign to you] For the sign cp. v.27 and 126 n. 
In v.22 he expounds, here he quotes the word of Jahveh v.15, 

which, we may suppose, contained some such expression as 
' thou shalt be a sign unto them.' It sounds strange at first 
that the prophet should mention himself by name ; but if he 
is repeating what Jahveh had said to him, the language is 
natural enough, without requiring a rearrangement of the text 
into a speech of Jahveh (vv.21• 24) and a speech of Ezekiel 
(vv.22 • 23), or treating v.24 as an alternative version of vv.22 · 2a 
(Kr.) ; see on v.18 above.-when it comes] The fall of Jerusalem 
is in the prophet's mind, though alluded to only by the indefinite 
it; cp. v.14 2112 l7l n. (!? inexactly oTav l>..0y Tawa.--ye shall 
know that I am Jahveh] The divine character will be vindicated, 
and Jahveh recognized to be the one true God, even at the 
cost of national disaster ; the people are to find their consolation 
in that, as Ez. himself had done. Cp. the climax in Job 42 5• 

-25. The catastrophe will bring a change in the prophet's 
ministry; it will release him from all restrictions; see 322-21. 

The day in this v. is clearly the day of Jerusalem's fall; in v.2s 
it is further defined as the day when the news reached Babylonia; 
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that will be the day for the 'opening of the mouth' v.27.

their place of refuge] Here of Zion and the temple, cp. Dan. n 31 ; 

the latter is expressly named in v.21, which the present v. 
repeats.-the joy of their beauty] i.e. the beautiful object of 
their joy; of Zion, Ps. 48 3 c2i, Lam. 215 ; of the temple, Is. 607 • 

-that for which they long] lit. the uplifting of their soul or desire ; 
the meaning is explained by Dt. 2415 'lifts up his soul (desire) 
towards it,' and Jer. 2227 4414 ; uplifting should prob. be read 
in v.21.-their sons and their daughters] come awkwardly after 
the preceding clauses, as though in apposition to them ; the 
words have prob. been added from v. 21.-26. The text implies 
that the day in vv.25 • 26 • 27 is the same throughout. But it is 
impossible that the day of Jerusalem's fall (v.25 ) should be the 
day when the fugitive arrives (vv.26f-) ; according to 3321 it 
took nearly a year and a half, at any rate six months (see 
note in 3321 ), for the news to travel. How, then, is the text 
to be explained? Some think that v.26 was inserted by a 
reader to point out that the day referred to in vv.25• 27 was 
really the day of 3321t- (Herrmann Ezechielst. 75 f., Holscher 57). 
A simpler explanation is to read in the day for In that day, 
and to regard the present v. as continuing v. 25, defining it 
more closely, and forming the antecedent to v. 27 , thus: in 
the day that I take from them (v.25 ) ••• in the day (when) the 
fugitive shall come (v.26) ••• in that day shall thy mouth be 
opened (v.27 ). So Ro., Kittel Gesch. iii. 155. Through mis
understanding or carelessness the beginning of v.26 was made 
to conform to the beginning of v.27.-a fugitive] Hebr. says 
the fugitive, as present to the speaker's mind, though as yet 
unknown ; Engl. does not use the definite article in such cases. 
-to cause ears to hear] The form of the verb in ~ is more 
Aram. than Hebr.-27. thy mouth shall be opened with the 
fugitive] i.e. in conversation with; (I? more suitably towards. 
Perhaps with the fugitive should be treated as a gloss (Ro. He. 
Ho.). For the opening of the mouth in the sense of free, un
hindered speech, cp. r663 2921• It is remarkable that Ez. 
should have foreseen this; another instance of the capacity 
noted in connexion with vv.1 • 2 and 16• 17.-thou shalt be dumb 
no longer J See 326• 27 3321 and pp. 46. 48. He can now become a 
watchman, in the pastoral sense. His prophecies of doom will 
have been confirmed ; he will be free to devote himself to 
building up a new community.-and thou shall be a sign to them] 
This connects vv. 25 -27 with vv.15 -24 (He.). 

Ch. 24, 2. -1~·J\nf] Kt., the scriptio plena is most unusual; cp. Hos. 812, 

Ps. 8929, B-L. 306. The Q. alters to the normal ,~-J~l).-NI 0,•n Dr.\' nN 
nm □1•., 03JI] The second cl. in appos. to the first, an awkward construction 
which suggests a gloss. i!li ds ~µ,lpav ,bro -ri/s ~µlpas munrs offers uo 

18 
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improvement. §s>, followed by F, may have omitted o•;, osv nN merely 
because §s, avoids repetitions (e.g. v. 3) ; its evidence, therefore, is not 
decisive. Nevertheless it seems best to regard ,WT ••• ow1 0111 nN as 
original, and on1 □SJ/ nN as an intrusion from the end of the v. (so He.). 
-100] Intrans., as Ps. 888 ; 1. Sv for ~N. For the pf. has leaned see Dr. § 9. 
-m;, 01•;, OSJ/J] eJi ,bro Tijr 71µ/pas Tijs ,J"fiµepav, as in 2•.-3. nEra:t ... nEw] 
eJi om. the second MW, and §s, as often in such cases, Co. 150; but 
there is point in the repetition, cp. 20 4 22 2 379.-b]? 1. ;:i~, as ,,c is fem. 
v.~. 2 K. 438, though mas. in Jer. 113.-4. n•nni] l. o•ni;,, eli§s> Kr. Ro.
J1!l nm S:i] §s, om. 'i S:i, and Ro. Ho. the whole phrase.--O'OSJ/ ,n:io] Prob. 
from o•osvn ... in:Jo v. 5. eJi lK(]'e<ra.pK<(]'µfra. &.1ra Tw• MTwv ' fleshed 
off from the bones,' ? ="IW?1? §s, ' whose bone is extracted ' ; both Vrs. 
om. 11,0.-5. in:Jo] eli§s> =io;ii.1;1, which some adopt.-o•osvn ,1, □J1] ,1, 
may be a noun, cp. n,,,o v.•, or a vb. derived from a noun; taking it as 
a vb., "ll'I is either an imperat., or an inf. abs. for ii'I. In Is. 22 18 29• 
"11'1~ may come from a different root. eJi inr6Ka.«, so 1t (cod. Wire.) 
§s, ; hence Schm. Ro. IJ\"1~1 for ,,, □J\ but the change is unnecessary. 
For o•osy,, I. □'Jl!iJ cp. v. 10, where F I. conversely ossa.-i;l''Jt\l nt11] Many 
l. i;l'tt1;q ',. eJi tre(]'€P ~jf(J'fP, hence Schm. Ho. nm nl,1.-17J¥i.!] The 
abrupt transition from the imperat. to the pf. can perhaps be defended, 
Dr. § 14 'Y Obs. ; but 1. ';,;v~ Ro. Schm. He. Ho.-W paraphrases the v. 
' Bring near kings of the peoples, yea muster the troops with them. 
Hasten her time, and let her slain be thrown down in the midst of her ' ; 
similarly v. 10.-6. iitii;c?r;i] So Baer, with ;,' raphe=3 f. suff.; but l. mlr;i 
eJi los. The word is found only here and vv. 11· 12 ; Hebr. Sir. 1210 
11•Sn• 1v1, n111ni:i 'like brass his evil causes rust.'-;,11•n; ;,•nni, ,;•nm,] 
Both the duplication and the prep. give a distributive sense, cp. 48 n. 
and 1 S. 292. eJi Ka.Tei µ€'11.os arm)r 1t (Sab.) per partes suas. i'll;C'Si,:, was 
prob. intended by the Mass. to be a pf. with the 3 f. sufl. referring to 
,,9; but it suits the context better to omit the mappi~, and to take 
;,i;c•~i,, as the lengthened form of the imperat., continuing the imperats. 
in v. 5 (so Ho.) ; the object will then be left undefined, though inferred 
from 'i? 'i,. The transln. given above is an adaptation to Engl. idiom, 
and not quite literal; but it seems unnecessary to obtain a direct obj. 
by reading □N•s1;, n•nm n•nm (Schm.).-;,•Sv SEi 11,] Pf. a(]'vv8hws in 
circumst. cl., 'without one having cast,' Dr. § 162. The fem. suff. in 
n•Sv ought to refer to i•c, but it may allude generally to the contents.-
7. rrns] The ,.Jnns=be dazzling, e.g. Is. 184 , Lam. 47 .-inn:iEra:t ... 11inoi:,] 
eli'Jt (cod. Wire.) point as 1st pers., ? from v. 8.-"IEJ/ r~v mc:i~] lit. 
that (she) should cover over it (with) dust; the active inf. with a subj. 
gathered from the context is equivalent to a passive; see 13• n. 
The constrn. is made clear by Lev. 1713 "l!lYJ ,,,c:i, 10, n11 7!lll'1.-9. 
o•o,,, ,•v •111] eJiB'Jt (cod. Wire.) om. ; eJiA 'A8 ova, ,r6/us -rw• a.lµi:iTwv. 
-'JN □ l] One MS oi,, eJi ; cp. 818 910 21 ••, Am. 48, marking a new 
sentence.-,,ii;o;,J eJiB ro• ~aov ? a corruption of Tov oaMv AQ.-

10. n~l!:I] This and the following vbs. are either imperat., or inf. abs. 
used as an imperat.-ooi;,J Hiph. of o□n=either' do away with' cp. 2210, 

or ' finish (cooking) .'-tTO~l'&D nill!:11] In 1 C. 9 30 the }5:al occurs with 
the cogn. accus., but the Hiph. nowhere else ; 3 MSS read Pri")!:I. The 
rendering 'spice the spicings' must be regarded as conjectural, for in 
Job 41 23 ',o ='anointment pot.' Kr. proposes i'1'lli:I p,m Hiph. of ;:m, 
which reproduces most of the consonants. The Vrs. render freely or 
guess, eli K. i~aTTw8fi o 5wµ6s §s> 'and the boiling boils' =nn, v.• F et 
coquetur universa compositio 'A li/t'fJ(]'<~ 8 (]'Keva(]'/a..-1,0.: nio~J/.i'.11] Niph. 
of ,,n cp. 15 41 • For the disagreement of gends. see G-K. § 145· u. Rost 
OLZ. 1904, 481 f. proposes : piot1 p,111 mo~vm ,w:in cn11; then there will 
be no burning of the bones, but an emptying of the caldron. {II: para-
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phrases in much the same way as in v. 5.-11. The text of the transln. 
given above will be 

:,pi o•Sni:, 'ill :,i•r.>lllll 
:inll'MJ onn wr.i'i 

: :im,Sn □nn :i:im, 

For ~i•r.,ll:ii :ffl 1. il~'l;l.l',~ or i1'!'1")1;l.l',:!),-:ffl bas ,ii;, o•}i;t~ 'll, but the 
suff. 1s superfluous; l!lrBJl (cod. Wire.) imply □ '?0,l~ SJ1, and om. ,,;,,, 
which, however is required by the figure ; l!lr.A represents :i;,, by l/;1J,f,1/01J 
?=:i;,,, Lam. 419

; (11,Q etc. by KfV1J </;1Jif,1/07J, rendering ,,p, twice (Field); 
fib 'boiling '=nni, as in v. 10 ; F super prunas (so fib) vacuam.-:i,n, 
disagrees with the fem. vbs. on each side, and disturbs the metre.
nn11,n □nn ,,n11::,o 1rnnJ :i:im,] The words 'o 'nJ may have been inserted 
in :ff( on the suggestion of v. 7 and 22 21 ; QJiB=11nJ Qli'.A=:,:i,n:i, □r;,r;, 
from □r.,n with d.£. in the first radical, cp. □r.1: 47 12, G-K. § 67 g; the form 
is a compromise between □i:lr;, and □ 1nr;, (as though 1'Y). The impf. 
Mvvohws is idiomatic, denoting concomitance, ' its _rust being con
sumed,' Dr. § 163; cp. 5 2 n. The Vrs.=:ffl.-12. n11,., □ •J11n] A ditto
graph of ,,n11,n □nn v. 11, and om. by l!lrJl (cod. Wire.). 'A e ra,r«Pw01J
<Tera, o i6s. l!I: n~'?l;ll;l't:t=n11Sr.,_ fib'!: 'like sickly figs' =niSh O'+t<T;I, Co. 
57. F multo labore sudatum est.-1'1J;l~?lJ n:.1] On the analogy of 
nr.,1,,r.,:, nJi 22•, o•JJ n:i, 1 S. 2•, this should~' she that is plentiful in her 
rust,' Ew. Syntax § 287 (1) n., G-K. § 132 c, not as QJi ,ro\vs o l/Js aurijs; 
but the text of this v. is so corrupt that the constrn. here is open to 
doubt.-nn11'in WID] (lJi rnrni<Txw01,ireTm ( =11°1~) o ios auTijs l!I: ' in the 
fire she shall be burned by reason of the multitude of her sins ' fib ' her 
punishment shall be completed' F neque per ignem (om. 'Sn). Rost 
OLZ. 1903, 444 thinks that the words were originally a gloss on v.•, 
which has carried ,,n11Sn[1] with it.-13. ,,::,1 7n11r.,!:lJ] l!lr8 aP0' w, o!µiai,ou 
<T6. Ka.I Ti, taking '!:lJ as in£. constr. and J as=' by reason of,' and reading 
:i1;n 'and what?' for nr.,1 (Hi. Co.). An attempt to improve on this 
rendering is made by l!Ji.A 'Al:8 <• Tfj arn0a.p<Tli <Tou !;eµµa. fib takes '!:l~ 
as Qli'B, ' because thou didst defile thyself by harlotry.'-13. 7•n,:i!:l ill' 
ini-ir.i!:lr.> n,,i!:l 11'11] l!JiB om., Qli.A 'Ae Kai ouK ha0api<T071s i,,,rl; aKa0ap<Tlas <Tov, 
om. i•ni;,!:l ll'', flb=.:ffl. ~ 'and because thou art cleansed,' Co. 57.
,w •inon xS] l!lrB €/w µ11 Ka.0ap,irOiis fr, .A Kai fr, l<TTai r!i,v µ71 rn0ap,<T0fjs.
I4- n11:i] Ptcp. fem. ; Qli'flb ='1i-t:i1.-yi!l11 11,] The imp£. without the 
conjn. may be rendered as a circl. cl., ' without refraining.' Dr. § 162. 
l/"1!l lit.=' let go, let alone ' ; }5:im here ' I will not turn back ' i.e. from 
what I have determined, quoting the Talmudic )li!lr.iS xi1p,, ' he who 
reads backwards.' Another Rabb. explanation is ' I will not undo the 
judgement decreed' cp. Ex. 32 25 ; see the Comment. of Mosheh b. 
Shesheth, ed. Driver, 59.-cni11 11S1] l!liflb om. ; Co. Schm.-71ti!lw] Cp. 
23 24 • 45 • Some MSS ~•r;,i;ii;!f1, (lJi KpLPw <Te 1!rflbF =~~'il'?~--At the end of 
the v. l!li adds {ha TOVTO ""(W Kpivw IT€ Ka.Ta Ta atµa.ra <TOV, Kai KaTa Ta 
iPBvµ.7/p,aT<i uov KptvW ue, d,c&,OapTo~ '!1 6110µ.arTr1] Kai 7roAA1} roV 1rapa:1nKpalPftP 
=•,r.,n n:i,, ow,, ni-imi 7!:l!lWII 7•m,•Sy:11 i•r.i,:i 7n,i-i tl!lWK •ii-i pS, mere1y 
based upon the preceding words and 22 5• If the sentence had been 
originally in the text, it is difficult to see why ;ffl should have over
looked it; Co. 101, 332,-111:,• •ni-i t!Kl] l!lrJl (cod. Wire.) om. 'J,i-t.-
16. iia~r,,] So Baer, cp. ,iar;ir,, v. 21, with d. Jene to emphasize_ the beginning 
of a new syllable, G-K. § 13 c; this pointing, however, 1s reJected by 
Ginsburg Introd. 121. Against Jahn's suggestion, adopted by Holscher, 
that 1'l'l/ ,on::, refers to Jerusalem, not to the prophet's wife, i~ is sufficient 
to refer to Kittel Gesch. iii. 156 f.-'1£1Jr.>J] (lJi iv ,rapa.rcJ.;« Jl m praepara
tione =1'£1lll 1721.-111)/r.>"1 K1J/l 11,1] 0 in (lliQ ovo' OU fJ,1) A0TJ oaKpua <TOU. 
-17. c•no o, pJ11,1] In a careful analysis of the stems dam and diimam 
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Schick in the Am. Journ. of Bibl. Lit. xxxii. (1913) 219-243, finds 
no sure evidence of the meaning be silent, and distinguishes cm, with 
its by-form nr.i,=stay, from or.i,, nr.,, =mutter, moan=Akk. damdmu 
'lament ' in a low voice, Del. Ass. HWB. 220. (!J;B O'H•"-'Y/L/,s aZµaTOs, 
oO'rp~os, 'lrEv/Jovs fr« A fora, ailni=~lN o•inr.i o, npiN m; 'Groan and 
keep silence ' :iii ' but torment thyself for the blood of the dead.' F 
recognizes SJN o•nr.i, but rends. mortuorum luctum, which can O'llly be 
obtained by reading o•nr.i SJN. Co. argues forcibly against the trans
position, and conjs. ';1 S:iN oi;;,r-,.p1;1 o"i p,115i;,ry, cp. oi;;,\rv:;, 3u.-7•Sv v,:in 7,11.i] 
i!li ouK fora, To Tplxwµa O"ou O"vv.,,.,.,,.)1.,-yµevov i1rl O"!, misunderstanding 
nvyn N~; et. v. 23 .-□.iv S.11 1'1DJ)n NSJ i!li ou /L?/ 1rapaK"A.?1flfis iv xei:\eO'<P 
a,n-w•=On.iv, and guessing, cp. v 22 ; or ..-apaK)..'1/fliis may be a corruption 
of 1raparn"A.vrp0fls (Co.). :iii follows Qlr, similarly F nee amictu ora 
velabis.-D'IYJN onSJ eJi apTov cl.viipwv, so :iii. m; i'S'JN o•nS F cibo 
lugentium seem to support the emendation o•i,1:1 on~ Hos. 9•, but may be 
an inference from the context. Wellhausen (in Sm.) suggested D't?rt\ 'S, 
so Schwally; but !YUN=' incurable' 'wounded,' not 'dead.'-18. ,:1,N1] 
ip:i:i 0.1111 ~k Ro. would emend 'i, 1;17~'11. Qlr inserts after these words, 
5v -rp6..-ov ivenl)..aTo µo, i<T1rtpas, omits· •nv1< nr.im, continuing with Kai 
brol'l}O'a -r/, ..-pwl 5v Tp67rov i'lrETa'Y?/ µo,. Co. has acutely perceived how 
this text arose ; it was due to a mistake in the Hebr. MS used by the 
Gk. translators. Turned into Hehr. (!!i's text= 

ip:i:i Olin SN ,:1,N1 
:11,t.':1 ~n.,.,~ 13-'M:l 

•n•1l1 ,vN:i ,p:i:i lYJlk1 

The Hebr. copyist glanced from the first ,p:i:i to the second, and wrote 
•n-,~ 7Vk:l after the first ; then he noticed his error, but he forgot to 
substitute •nvN non, for •n•,~ ,~·1<:i, which was thus left standing twice 
over in the MS.-19. 0.11,, ... l1Dk'l] For the plur. vb. see G--K. § 145 c; 
some MSS io1<•1.-'J1 •:i ,iS ,,S1t ,iD] The idiom as in I S. 11 6, Is. 22 1 ; 2 MSS 
give ,vN for •:i, and (!Ji]( (cod. Wire.) :iilF use a relative, but do not 
necessarily imply any different text.-21. 'll'ipo] i!li ra. ii-y,a µov, cp. 
23 38 n.-o;;.p~, Sr,ii;ir,i1J For the pointing see on ,r,ii;ir,i v. 16• i!li v1r,1, wv 
q,eUiovrai al if,vxal uµwv :iii ' the pity of your souls ' F super quo pavet 
anima vestra ; but ~r.inr.i may be a mistaken form of ,onD, and we should 
read N~Q.-23. !l:;r})j~1] For □1 •,.)l~I, cp. o1J; Ps. 134 2. :iii freely ' your 
hair shall not be shaved,' et. v.1' :iii ' gird thy clothes upon thee.'-onr.i11J1] 
eJi K, 1rapaKa)..e1TETE ~ K. 1rapaKA'l}flr,1Teofl, :iii ' ye shall be comforted '= 
0~90,1. But e O'-revafen F gemet.-24. onv,•, nN1:1:i] For pf. c.w.c. 
after inf. with f cp. 1 K. 1331 1412 , Dr. § 123 fJ. :iii om. :'IN1ll.-25. 
□m1:1.in IY1t7D OJVD n1<J Massoretic tradition points OJJ/1,l 'their stronghold,' 
as though from lll/=' be strong'; but the word sliould be derived from 
l1l/=' to flee for safety' and the d.f. omitted; G-K. § 85 k., Buhl16 438. 
eJi T~V lO'XVP ,rap a,n-wv, T~V 1!1rapO'tv T?7S KaVX1/0"€WS ao-rwv, apparently 
reading NIYO ( =-r11v /!,ra.pO'tv below) for v,vo, perhaps by confusion. :iii 
'the strength of the joy of their glory,' om. the suffix in 01vr.i. F forti
tudinem eorum et gaudium dignitatis. ID;=:ffl, with the addition of 
' the house of their sanctuary.' The evidence, however, is hardly 
sufficient to throw doubt upon the text of ;ffl.-o,,•mrn o:-i•i:i] 'C[ ' which 
was better to them than their sons and their daughters '='::101 1:10. This 
may be due to a mistaken repetition of the last letter of DIY!ll (Co.), or 
merely an attempt to make sense of the awkwardly appended words.-
26. t:i•S.in 1<1:i• 1<l:'ln 01•:i] l. '.in 11iJ; o\•f· For the omission of the rel. and 
constr. st. before the impf. cp, Ps. 56 10 102 3, Lam. 3 57 ; G--K. § 130 d. 
For the art. in t:i•S!ln see ib. § 126 r.-ll'ltN n,yoll',"IS] Hiph. inf. constr. 
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in the Aram. form, cp. the Hithp. inf. m,f~J;li:t Dan. II n; G-K. § 53 !, 
B-L. 362, 505. This curiosity is too interesting to be corrected; 1t 
may be due to a copyist, or to the influence of Aram. speech. Ez. 
himself would prob. have written 1'lTICI v•cw,,~. The Vrs. render freely, 
j!Ji rou ava-y-ye,Xal .-o, cis ra. wra 11i: ' to cause thee to hear the tidings ' 
ii '.and he will cause thee to hear with thy ears.'-27. ll'?!ln nK] '9i:= 
'!l,, ':>K; (!i;='!ln K:i:p perh. explanatory. 



PART II. 

ORACLES AGAINST FOREIGN NATIONS: CHs. 25-32. 

a. Against Ammon, Moab, Edam, the Philistines, Ch. 25. 
b. Three Oracles against Tyre, Chs. 26-28. 
c. Seven Oracles against Egypt, Chs. 29-32. 

:79 



PART II. 

ORACLES AGAINST FOREIGN NATIONS: CHs. 25-32. 

THIS Group separates the chapters which denounce the sins 
of Israel (r-24) from those which promise restoration and 
describe the community of the future (33-39, 40-48) ; the 
arrangement, therefore, seems intended to suggest that, as a 
prelude to the ideal state, enemies must be put out of action, 
and Israel made secure in its own land (3428f·). Seven nations 
come within the circle of denunciations, the number possibly 
signifying completeness (cp. 315 92 and Am. r-2, though Am. 2 4r. 
may be an addition) ; and all seven are Israel's neighbours, 
whether near, as Ammon, Moab, Edom, the Philistines (eh. 25), 
or farther off, as Tyre and ~idon, and Egypt (261 2824 291 

3232 ; cp. Jer. 2519-26 ). Babylon is not included in the list; 
but Babylon, though the chief aggressor, stood apart from the 
rest, as being the instrument of Jahveh's justice, ordained, in 
the prophet's eyes, to punish Israel. Fourteen oracles can be 
counted; and with regard to their dates, the first four pre
suppose the destruction of Jerusalem in 586 B.c.; so does the 
fifth, 262• The first of the seven oracles against Egypt belongs 
to the year before, 291 ; while some years after, in 571 B.c., an 
appendix was added, 2917 •21• Thus the oracles have been 
arranged according to their subject, originally perhaps by Ezekiel 
himself; the rearrangement out of chronological order may be 
assigned to his editors. 

A difference of treatment is to be noticed. The first four 
are modelled upon the same lines ; they are short, and com
posed of recurring phrases; those against Tyre and Egypt, on 
the other hand, are long, magnificent poems, full of colour and 
fire. Holscher assigns only the poems to Ezekiel, the rest 
he puts down to later redactors, for reasons which are not 
convincing. The difference of treatment can be otherwise 
explained. In this Group are collected occasional prophecies, 
delivered as circumstances called for them ; why limit 
Ezekiel to one style of utterance ? Sometimes he would 
be short and stern ; at other moments he would be roused to 
impassioned verse, especially when he thought of the pride and 
luxury of Tyre, and the pretentious heathenism of Egypt. This 

181 
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is not to deny that the oracles have received late additions 
in a good many places, as will appear in the notes. 

It was characteristic of the prophets to survey the nations 
outside Israel, and to regard them as under Jahveh's control, 
and as instruments for carrying out His purpose. If Israel had 
to be punished, for the sake of the true religion it had to be 
preserved; and from Israel the nations were to learn the 
truth, or acknowledge it by submission, otherwise they perished. 
This prophetic interpretation of history, limited as it is from 
the Christian point of view, yet in essentials can be said to stand: 
a nation's rank among the peoples depends upon the contribu
tion which it makes to God's purpose for mankind, and upon 
its homage to His universal rule. 

a. AGAINST AMMON, MoAB, EDOM, THE PHILISTINES, Ch. 25. 

Ch. 25. Beginning at the N.E. of Jerusalem, where the Am
monite country lay, the prophet turns S. to Moab and Edom, 
then W. to the Philistines, thus describing a circle, and hurling 
denunciations as he goes. Vv. 1-7. Against Ammon. From 
early days the Ammonites had been hostile, Jud. n 4ff-, I S. n 1ff•. 
I447 , 2 S. 3121. rnlff·, Am. I 13 -15, Zeph. 2 8 -10• During the 
Babylonian invasions they seem to have followed a double 
policy, allying themselves with Nebuchadrezzar against Judah 
2 K. 242, and later on joining with Edom, Moab, Tyre and Sidon 
in an attempt to persuade Zedekiah to revolt Jer. 271 ff·. After 
the fall of Jerusalem they seized the territory of Judah Jer. 492, 

and took the Babylonian side again Jer. 4014 4110 -15 ; the oracle 
in ck. 212 3-27 [28 • 321 may refer to this latter period. Here Ez. 
denounces their malicious joy over Israel's misfortunes.-2. Set 
thy face] See 62 n.-3. Because thou saidst Aka!] Cp. 262 362, 

Ps. 3521 • 25 • This form of sentence Because ... therefore, 
behold is followed throughout the present Group of oracles, 
vv.6f. sr. 12r. (without behold) 15r. 286f• 296 -8 ; cp. also 348 •10, 

355r. 363f•.- concerning my sanctuary that it has been profaned] 
A connecting link with 2421• Kr. treats the four oracles in 
this eh. as metrical. Rhythm there is, no doubt, and some
times, e.g. in vv. 4• 5, an orderly metre ; but no clear system 
can be made out.-4. give thee up to the sons of the east] The 
tribes of Arab and Aramaean stock who roamed the desert E. of 
Ammon, cp. Jud. 63 • 33, Is. n 14, Jer. 4928• Moab is to share 
the same fate, v.10.-and they shall settle their encampments in 
thee] The noun is used of Bedouin camps, e.g. Gen. 2516, Num. 
3110 P, cp. Ps. 6926 [251 , 1 C. 639, and implies a rude enclosure 
of stones. Doughty Arabia Des. i. 261 says that the Bedouin 
circuit, in some cases their oasis settlement, is called dfra by the 
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Arabs of to-day. The v. contains three couplets with three 
beats in each line.-5. I will make Rabba an abode of camels] 
For Rabba, in full Rabbath-bn~-'Ammon, the capital of the 
country, see 2125 

[201 n. ; and for abode Is. 3413 357 6510.-and 
the sons of A. a Place for sheep to lie down in] Cp. Zeph. 215• The 
O.T. ~iters nearly always speak of the sons of A., even when 
refernng to the land ; Ps. 838 m is an exception, and 1 S. n 11 

(to be corrected).-6. Strike the hand and stamp with the foot] 
Gestures of Schadenfreude i cp. 611 (with smite for strike). In 
Is. 5512, Ps. 988 to strike the hand is an expression of joy, not of 
malice.-and thou didst rejoice with all despite in soul] See 1657 n. 
The phraseology is unusual; see crit. n.-7. I will stretch forth 
my hand against thee] Vv.13 · 16, cp. 614 n.-a spoil to the nations] 
Cp. 265 3428.-Cut thee off ... cause thee to perish] So v.16 ; 

with from the peoples ... from the lands cp. n 17 2oa4• 41 341a. 
After the latter sentence :ffl adds, without any connecting and, 
the superfluous I will destroy thee. This and the preceding v. 
seem to be an addition, made up of Ez.'s phrases (so Ho.). 
The threat against Ammon is formally concluded by v. 5b; in 
in vv.a-5 the 2nd pers. fem. is used, in vv.6• 7 the 2nd pers. mas.; 
the language, esp. strike v.6, and constructions suggest the 
work of a rather careless annotator.-Vv. 8-1 I. Against Moab. 
Oracles against Moab are to be found in Am. 21 - 3, Is. 15, 16, 
Jer. 48. In Zeph. 28 • 9 Moab is denounced along with Ammon 
for their insults and greed.-8. Because Moab' 'said] JlJl add 
and Seir, which ©B om. Seir belonged to Edom, not Moab ; 
the name may be a miswritten form of the corrupt words in 
the next v.-behold, like all the nations is the house of Judah] 
A significant remark. The Moabites must have known that 
Judah claimed to be superior to themselves in possessing a God 
who would defend His own; to their surprise and satisfaction, 
Judah was no better off than other people; cp. Lam. 412.-

9. I will lay open the shoulder of M oab] i.e. by destroying the 
cities, and so leaving the way open to enemies; the shoulder is 
the high ridge or tableland of Moab as seen from Jerusalem; cp. 
the use of the word in Is. n 1 4, Num. 3411• After Moab follows 
from the cities, from his cities, from his extremities; the second 
word, om. by ©, is merely a dittograph of the first, which may 
be read from 'Aro'er (so partly Kr.); the last word may be 
given the meaning in its whole extent, a condensed expression 
for 'from one end to the other,' from south to north, in fact. 
'Aro'er, prob.=Ara'ir, a ruined site on the northern edge of 
the Arnon ravine, marked the limit of Moab's territory on the 
south; see Dt. 236 312, Josh. 122 139 • 16 ; Mesha' says that he 
fortified it, Moab. St. 1. 26. North of this lay the other three 
towns : the beautiful land of Beth-haj"shimoth, cp. 206 n. and 
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Num. 3349 , Josh. I2 3 1320 ; the name survives(?) in the Wadi es
Suweme, 1½ m. N.E. of the Dead Sea; Ba'al-Me'on, Num. 3238, 

Josh. 1317, Jer. 4823, Moab. St. 11. 9. 30, now Ma'in, 4 m. S.W. 
of Madeba; jf irjathaim, Num. 3237, Josh. I319, Jer. 481• 23, 

Moab. St. 1. ro, now perhaps ~ureiyat, 7 m. N.W. of Dibon
but the name is a common one.-ro, To the sons of the east 
' ' I have given it] i.e. Moab, cp. v. 4 ; so with a slight correction 
<!?$ ; ;ffl reads to the sons of the east (connecting with I will 
lay open ... v.9 ) ; and I will give it. In each half of the v. 
:ffl contains a gloss, in addition to the sons of Ammon cl. a, the 
sons of Ammon cl. b. The latter properly reads that it ' ' 
should no more be remembered etc. The two glosses must have 
been inserted earlier than @.-II. do acts of judgement] See 
510 n.-Vv. 12-14. Against Edom. The' perpetual hatred' (355 ) 

of Edom for Israel was all the more bitter on account of the 
traditional kinship between the two, Num. 2014 JE, Dt. 2 4• 8 

238 ; see further Am. 1m·, Is. 345t•, Jer. 491 •22, Lam. 42u-, 
Joel 419 [319], Mal. 1 8 • 5 • At the time of Jerusalem's fall the 
ancient feud broke out with a virulence which the Jews could 
never forget, Ob. 10ff•, Ps. 1377, Ecclus. 5026 (1. Seir); and, 
as Ez. notes in his other prophecy against the Edomites, eh. 35, 
their greed shewed itself in a particularly offensive way, 
3510• 12ff· ; cp. also 3229.-12. Because E. hath acted in taking 
vengeance] The elaboration of the phrase gives emphasis, and 
~ imitates it exactly, cp. v.15• i!i>, however, simplifies the 
construction, ' Because E. hath taken vengeance,' so Co. ; but 
the unusual reading is to be preferred.-and committed lasting 
wrong] The form of expression denotes an irreparable injury; 
cp. Lev. 519b.-13. cut off from it man and beast] See 1413 n.
make it a desolation] Cp. 514 354, Lev. 2631.-from Teman ' ' 
to Dedhdn] i.e. from N. to S. Teman was a district in N. or 
N.W. of Edam, Am. 1 12, Ob. 9, Hab. 33, Jer. 497• 20• Euseb. 
and Jerome mention a Theman 5 Roman miles from Petra, 
Onom. 155 f., 260, but no trace of the site exists ; Lagrange 
would identify it with Sh6bek, 7-8 hours N.E. of Petra (Rev. 
Bibl. 1897, 217). Dedhan is here opposed to Teman as S. to 
N., within the territory of Edom; similarly in Jer. 497f. The 
Onom. n6 places Dedan 'in regione Idumaea' 4 m. from the mines 
of Feno, now Khirb. Fenan, N.E. of Sh6bek; but the present 
passage and Jer. l.c. point rather to a situation in the S. of 
Edom. This Edomite Dedan is to be distinguished from the 
more important Dedan, much farther S., which Is. 2113r., 
Jer. 2523 connect with Terna. The site of Terna, S.E. of the 
Gulf of 'A\{aba, is well known; and recently discovered 
Minaean and Lil;iyanite inscriptions seem to shew that this 
Arabian Dedan was situated in the neighbourhood of el-'Ela 
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(so pronounced, written el-'Ula=' the heights'), not far S. 
of T~ma. In the same way the (North Arabian) Dedan, 
mentioned in 2715 as trading in ivory and ebony, is to be regarded 
as a different tribe from the Dedan in 2720 3813, whose geo
graphical connexions are with South Arabian tribes, 1>,:edar, 
Sheba; cp. Gen. ro7, 1 C. 19 and et. Gen. 252r., 1 C. 132 • See 
Meyer Die Israeliten u.s.w. 1906, 318 ff., and especially Jaussen 
et Savignac Rev. Bibl. 19ro, 525 ff., Miss. Archeol. en Arabie 
ii. (1914) 75 f.-they shall fall by the sword] Cp. 2421 ; the 
subj. is the inhabitants understood.-14. I will put my vengeance 
against E. into the hand of my people Isr.] Perhaps a later 
addition. The vengeance, which Jahveh Himself will execute 
according to v.13, is here handed over to Israel; an idea which 
does not agree with Ez.'s conception of the future, and may 
reflect the hatred of a later day, He. Ho. ; Jahn even thinks 
of the Maccabean age.-according to my anger and my fury] See 
2220 n.-Vv. 15-17. Against the Philistines. Other prophetic 
oracles on Philistia are Am. 16 -8 , Is. 911 1429 - 31, Zeph. 2"·7, 
Jer. 47, ? Ob. 19• In Joel 4" [3 4] the Philistines are classed 
with Tyre and Sidon ; but beyond the present passage there 
is no record of their hostility in 586 B.c.-15. acted with revenge] 
Similarly v.12.-and took vengeance with despite in soul] See on 
v.6.-for destruction with a perpetual enmity] lit. so that it (i.e. 
Israel) should be a destruction; for the abstract noun cp. 516 n., 
and for the last phrase, 35 6.-16. I will cut off the Kerethim] 
With a play on the name, cp. Am. 55, Mic. 110- 14r., Jer. 61• 

The Kerethim were a tribe which had settled in the S. of 
Palestine, 1 S. 3014 ; in David's time they formed part of the 
royal bodyguard, 2 S. 818 1518 207 ; here they appear to 
be Philistines. 4198 renders Kp~n,, as in Zeph. 26 ; and 
opinion tends to favour the identification. Hebrew tradition 
connected the Philistines with Kaphtor, e.g. Am. 97 (419 lK 
K,11r'IT0.ll0Kfo.,), Dt. 228, Jer. 474, probably identical with the 
Egyptian Keftiu, which seems to denote the Aegean islands, 
if not Crete itself ; so Macalister The Philistines 1914, eh. i., 
Burney Judges xciv. This, however, is rendered doubtful by 
the discovery (1930-31) of the pr. n. Krt, i.e. prob. Kereth, 
in the Ras Shamra tablets. Krt was a semi-mythical king of 
~idon, connected with the Negeb (cp. l S. 3014); perhaps then 
the Kerethim were not Philistines or Cretans, but Phoenicians. 
See Jack Ras Shamra Tablets (1935), 38-4r.-and the rest of the 
sea coast] Cp. Zeph. 25, Jer. 47".-17. I will do great acts of 
vengeance] lit. vengeances, an intensive plur., cp. Jud. II36, 2 S. 
48, Ps. 1848 1471 941.-with furious rebukes] Cp. 515

; 419 om. 
Ch. 25, 3. ;,011 JJ/'] See 57 n. For ~11 1. ~JI 4§.-4. lilillJ See 2318 n.

"f oq•n\1•ii 1:irh] The Pi. of :11'7' only here in O.T., but common in the 
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Mishna. d§ K, KaTct<TK'1•Wcrava-tv =l:1t;1 ~ ' and he shall dwell.' d§ renders 
',•o £V 1'~ a..-apuli avTWV=' their' chattels.'-1:1,n 1ntl"] l!l: 70:i'J J11'.l' ?= 
i'>•n ,ow•.-5. n:1, nNJ d§ T~v ..-o?uv Tau 'Aµµw,, explanatory.-f:1,r.i'>] The 
same word in Akk., e.g. Code of ];Jam. §§ 266 f. tarba~im=' sheepfold.' 
-6. 'il1,R11 ,; 'i!\':il, ] :£5:al inf. with Ii for o, G-K. § 61 c. Nnt> is more Aram. 
than Hebr., e.g. Dan. 2 341 . 4 32 • Kautzsch Aramaismen 54 f. notes that 
,, Nnt> pro b. =strike the hand on the knee, for instance, not hand on hand. 
-W!ll'.l 70Nw '>:i:1 nr.iwni] '19 K, E11'<xapas iK ,j;vxf/s crov Jl (ed. Ranke) et 
insultasti in anima tua ~ ' and thou didst rejoice in thy soul ' ; hence 
Co. om. 7t:iNw '>:i:i. Toy om. '>:i:i nr.iwm, and reads W!ll'.l 70Nw1 (in£.), because 
l11'1xalpetv is used by '19 for t:lNW v. 15• But ~ may be reproducing ~ 
in a brief form, while making the transln. of ~Nw agree with that given 
in v. 15 (He.; similarly Kr.). Jlll is certainly inelegant, yet on the whole 
supported by Vrs. Thus m: ' and thou didst rejoice with all passion of 
soul ' 1:T et gavisa es toto affectu =Jlil ; 'A ev a,.11 rii o,aOfoe< uov 
(? =in•w) 0 a-/Jv ... aa-, TO<S µera <TOU ( ='i~~t;i) imply 7t:lNW '>:i'.l, ~\lNW for 
'i~ISt;i, B-L. 535, a subs., as in v. 15 36 5• See r6 5 ' phi!. n.-'>N] I. Sy '19. 
-7. p'>J ~+m,,• ,r.iN .1:i.-•n•t:il 'll,i] The pf. must be prophetic, on the 
analogy of 'JJ,, and ptcp., vv. 4 • 9 • 18 ; cp. 366 • d§B om. •n.i.-i:i'>] Kt., 
a scribal error for 1:i'> Q. Vrs., due to the following □ •u:i (sic).-□ •,i'>] 
Some MSS and '19 'i:i.-7,•r.iwN] (!? a7rw?..d,;,:. ~1:T et conteram, inserting 
conjn.-8. i•yw, :iNir.iJ d§B om. _,•vw,, c!gAr 'A~0 Kai '1:.11dp. Perh. a 
mistake from o•,v;ii:, :iNm v.".-';,:i:i :,in] c!?='>:i:i N'>.i nin, an improve
ment.-,,,,:,, n•:i] f!9=,,,w, S11,w• n•:i. l!l: softens the taunt, ' What is 
the difference of the house of J. from all the peoples ? ' cp. 'Qr'. 23 31._:_ 

9, ,,,~pr.i r,vr.i □ •iimr.i] d§B 0.71'0 ..-6?..ewv aKpOTTJplwv C,VTOU A d..-o TWV 11"0?..ewv 
a11"0 1r61'ewv K,T.1'., hence Co. :1¥ilQ □ '7J/P 'without cities from end to end,' 
rr.i privative, as Is. 78 23 1 ; for n¥~Q cp. Gen. 19•, Jer. 51 31 • Kr. in
geniously m~p,"J ,v,v □ •,;,,'J ' without cities, Arner at its end ' ; this may 
be improved by regarding ,•,vr.i □•iy,,o as a corrupted form of ,t,llp,, 
and m1roi;, can be kept, cp. Is. 5611, or read :,~1~:;,. The extraordinary 
rendering of ~ ' from cities the extremities of his bowels ' is due to the 
corruption of '19 TWP 11"0?..ewv into Twv Ko,?..lw,, Co. 51 .-mr.i•w•:, n•::i] d§B 
olKov 0aa-,µov0 A ,Be0aa-,µov0.-.1on•ip1 1un:, ',y::iJ (!pB ,!7rapa-yw,,fjs 7ro1'ews 
7rapa0a?..aa-a-las corrected to hrrl.,w 71'1j')'f/s B corr, AQ=1•;,r., ',;,r., and □' n•ip, 
so m:~. supporting :ir.i•n•ip Q. for ;,i:,n•,p Kt.-ro. pt>JJ •i::i '?v] Orn. as a 
gloss; ~ hrl Tovs vlovs 'A., ',y=' in addition to• cp. 7 28 1637, 43 44'. 
~='JI •i:iS1.-,,•nm1] I. ;,•nm 48}~.-'v •i:i i:itn NS] The disagreement in 
number and gender shews that 'v 'l'.l is an intrusion; the subj. of ,::iin 

is Moab (fem.). ~='V •i:i n:i, ,:im NS.-□ •u:i] 4!1}B om., incorrectly; 
A 'A 0 iv ro,s #Ovecrw.-12. □ pi □ pi:i 'N niwv ill'] Cp. v. 15 m:ipi::i ... nwv /V'; 
':i ,,wv elsewhere with a noun, e.g. v. 16 22' 23 25 • 29 , though not with 
an inf. ; for □ pi □pi cp. 248 , Lev. 2625, Jud. 1628• (!? avll' wv ,!7ro/Tfa-e, 
1/ 'Ioovµala iv Tep t!Ko<K7Ja-a, a~rous <!KoiKTJ<Tiv. ~= □pi 'N mwv JV', cp. v. 17.

□,:9 lOi;>J1 • . • lDl?~'.l] Grammar requires 11:li;>rl • • . 10,Pl;l;L so 1 MS and 
Vrs. For the imp£. c.w.c. of a definite act, after an inf. constr., 
cp. vv.•.1o 1634- 38 348 ; Dr.§ u8. c!g K. ii;e5tK11""" oiqv?= □ipJ 1r.ipJ'.l 
para!. to olit;t 1r.i,q19 (om. □ n::i), Co. Be. Toy He. ; see G-K. § II3 r. 
~1:J =C/l'.l,-13. •n•t:il1] Pf. c.w.c. after f::i'> , .. n,wy /JI'; cp. 35 101., 

Kon. iii. § 415 g.-.rn71J Ignore the accents, and om. the conjn., though 
d9 61wKoµevo, ? = □•,,, or 1,"r, recognizes a consonant before ',. In 
:i1,1 the .,, locale is''written with e for a, G-K. § 90 i.-15. 48} tua TOUTO 
=!~', wrongly at the beginning of an oracle.-;iopi:i ... -n,wvJ ~= 
'i 'll, as in v.12, cp. v.1'.---□ pl 1opi•1] For the cogn. acc. after Niph. cp. 
Jud. 1628• ~ K, li;av!a-TTJ<Tav iKi5iK1j<TLV ='J 1r.i•p;1 Co. or 'J 11:ljp'.l :£5:al as 
in v. 12, Ro. He.-W!ll:l t:>Nw:i] '19 ,!,rixaipo,us t!K if,1,xfis '1:- ii; 51'TJs ,Pvxfis 
1:T toto animo. l!l:~=W!ll 'w:i.-n•n11•1:>S] ~=• so as to become,' normally 
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after a vb., but in poetry and later prose without a vb., cp. Mic. I u 
Nah. 1 7, Zech. 47, Lam. 43 . As the accents shew, o~,v nJ•tt is in the 
accus., not gen. For 'JJ '11 'r.il, ~B gives rnu ci;o.)l.e'iy,o., fws fros, cp. 98 ~ ; 
lws ivos is a corruption of fws o.lwPos AQ, ~ ' that they should destroy 
the perpetual friendship,' so Ephr. Syr., prob. a free rendering; Co. 147. 
-16. c•n,:i] ~A KptTas Z,owvos, cp. 3 14 64 n. m: 'the people that ought to 
be destroyed '= •ni:i the usual form, and explaining it etymologically; 
Co. 122 .-0•11 ~,n n•,11w] ~ Toils KO.Ta)\obrous Tovs KO.TOtKovvras r71v 1rapa)\iav, 
exegetical. 

b. THREE ORACLES AGAINST TYRE, Chs. 26-28. 

Ch. 26, 1-28, 19. Against Tyre.--No other prophet 
devotes so much attention to Tyre as Ezekiel, and the reason is 
to be found in the absorbing interest of the moment. Tyre was 
about to undergo a siege by Nebuchadrezzar: would the proud 
city share the fate of Jerusalem? On patriotic and religious 
grounds the Jewish exiles felt themselves to be involved in the 
issue. Ezekiel has no doubt that it will end in Tyre's over
throw and extinction (26) ; he anticipates its ruin in a magnifi
cent dirge (27) ; and threatens its king with retribution (28). 

For some time Tyre, with $idon and other states of Palestine, 
had been restive under the Babylonian yoke ; they formed 
an alliance to throw it off ; but they could not act together 
promptly, and the movement came to nothing. This was in 
594-3, the 4th year of Zedekiah, Jer. 271 - 7 (corr.). Then in 588 
Pharaoh I;lophra' set out to measure forces with the Baby
lonians in the north ; he began by attacking Tyre and $idon 
and other Phoenician cities, and compelled them to submit, 
(Herod. ii. 161; Diod. Sic. i. 68). This Egyptian supremacy, 
however, was shortlived. Ithobal II., the new king of Tyre, 
with his confederates, determined to free themselves from 
Egypt and at the same time attack the Babylonians. Their 
intention did not escape the vigilance of Nebuchadrezzar at 
Ribla (2 K. 2521, Jer. 529). After he had sacked Jerusalem he 
resolved to punish Tyre, and laid siege to it for thirteen years, 
585-573, according to the Phoenician sources quoted by 
Josephus Ant. x. II, I; c. Ap. r, 21. The siege appears to have 
been inconclusive, at any rate the Bab. inscriptions pass over 
it in silence; probably the city capitulated on favourable terms. 
Ezekiel had to admit later that the king and his host gained 
' no reward for their hard service ' 2918• 

Ch. 26. The chapter falls into four parts: (a) Jahveh decrees 
the overthrow of Tyre vv.2 -6 ; (b) the forces of Nebuchadrezzar 
are to destroy the city vv.7 -14 ; (c) the effect of the disaster 
upon the onlooking nations vv.15 -18 ; (d) Tyre's descent to 
the Underworld vv.19 - 21 • Oracles (a) and (b) have a good deal 
in common, cp. v. 4 with vv.9• 12 • 14, and v. 5 with v.14 ; (c) anti-
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cipates some of the ideas and language of 2732 - 36, and (d), those 
of 3114• 16 3218• 24 • 29 • Kr. believes that (a) and (b) are alter
native versions of the same poem ; Ho. treats the whole chapter 
as a compilation from Ezekiel's writings made by a late redactor. 
Neither view is adopted here. The oracles do not give the 
impression of being mere literary hack-work, they are composed 
with too much force and originality. It seems best to regard 
them as preludes to the longer poem in eh. 27, altered here and 
there by later hands, but in the main the work of the prophet 
himself. V. I. in the eleventh year on the first of the month] 
the eleventh year will be 587-6; but in v. 2 the destruction of 
Jerusalem is referred to as a thing of the past, and according 
to 3321 the news did not reach Ezekiel till the twelfth year, 585. 
Both dates cannot be right ; and since 3321 need not be changed, 
the date here must be read twelfth (Steuernagel). The number 
of the month has fallen out ; probably it was the eleventh or 
twelfth, Febr. or Mar. 585, i.e. later than Jan. 585, when the 
news arrived.-2. Tyre, in Phoen. and Hebr. $or=' rock,' was 
the most famous city of Phoenicia. In ancient times it stood 
upon a small rocky island, some 142 acres in area, half a mile 
from the mainland ; ' dwelling in the heart of the sea,' as it was 
described both by Ezekiel, 27 4• 25 282, and by the Assyrians, 
ashib !Jabal tamtim (KB. ii. 168 cp. 170, 172). This position 
was favourable for trade by sea, and a great security against 
attack; indeed, except by fleets, Tyre was almost impregnable, 
and even when cut off from the mainland the city itself often 
escaped capture. After Alexander's siege, 332 B.c., what was 
once an island became a peninsula, at the N. end of which the 
modern $fir (6---'J thousand inhabitants) keeps alive the historic 
name and site. Other prophecies against Tyre are Am. r9f-, 
Is. 23, Jer. 2522 474, Joel 44!, [34f·J, Zech. 92 - 4 .-Because T. 
said against Jerusalem] The indictment takes the same form as 
253, 8. 12. lo. 

Aha! broken is the door of the peoples, 
Passed over to me ; I will fill me with ' the wasted one ! ' 

Now that Jerusalem is broken, caravans will no longer have to 
pay toll there. For Passed over i.e. into another's possession 
cp. Jer. 612 • JM reads I will fill myself; she is laid waste; 
vigorous, but not idiomatic ; with a change of vowels the vb. 
can be turned into an adj., as above. @m: suggest 'the full 
one is wasted,' which would be suitable.-3. 

Behold, I am against thee, Tyre ! 
And I will bring up against thee many nations, 
As the sea 'comes up' with its waves, 
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I am against t~ee] ~P- 58 n.-many nations] Perhaps Nebuchad
rezzar _and his allies, Jer. 341 ; but the expression may be 
figurat!ve and general.-comes up] So Vrs. ; JM brings up, 
<:ausative stem. The metre is not quite regular; the second 
hne has four beats, the other lines three.-4. 

And they shall destroy the walls of Tyre, 
And raze her towers; 
And I will scour her dust from her, 
And make her a bare rock. 

Scour] The vb. only here; the noun ojfscouring in Lam. 345 __ 

a bare rock] v.14 ; see 247 n.-5. 

A spreading..place for nets she shall become in the midst 
of the sea. 

Again the words are repeated in v.14• For spreading-place 
cp. 4710, and the vb. in Num. n 32 ; for the nets cp. also 32 3, 

Hab. 1 15ff·-a spoil to the nations] See 257 n.-6. 

And thy daughters which are in the field by the sword 
shall be slain. 

The daughters are the Phoenician settlements on the mainland, 
such as that called Palaetyrus by the Greeks under the im
pression that it was older than the island-city. The Assyr. 
name of the long line of suburbs which have been found on the 
coast opposite Tyre was Ushu (KB. ii. 229; KAT. 3 97. rS]); 
probably the natives called it Usu or Uzu.-by the sword etc.] 
The rhythm and language recall 2310 and Am. 91• As the text 
stands, vv. 5• 6 seem to contain a couplet in the ~dna measure; 
but in v.6 which is om. by c!gB, and in the repetition, v.8 ; then the 
line will contain four beats, not five.-Vv. 7-14. Another poetic 
oracle against Tyre, with a prose introduction, v.7• In vv.2 -s 

· Jahveh brings up the forces of destruction, and the language 
is highly figurative : the present oracle shews that a definite 
occasion is in the prophet's mind, the siege by the Babylonians. 
7. Behold, I am about to bring] So 287 298 .-Nebuchadrezzar king 
of Babylon] 605-562 B.c. The contemporary prophets, Ezekiel 
always and Jeremiah (from Jer. 212-275 and from 2921 onwards), 
spell the name rightly; in Bab. Nabu-kudurri-U$Ur i.e. 'Nebo 
protect my boundary' (KAT. 3 407). The title king of B. is 
that used by N. himself in his inscriptions, e.g. Langdon Neub. 
Konigsinschr. 71, 79, 81 etc.-from the north] So frequently in 
Jeremiah of the quarter from which invasion comes, Armenia 
or Babylon, Jer. 1 14 46 61 1320 472 503 • 41.-king of kings] A 
title not used by N., but adopted by the Per:ii~n kings, e.g. 

19 
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Ezr. 712 and the inscrr. NSI. 38. 200. It is true that the Assyrian 
kings from noo-626 B.c. occasionally call themselves sar 
sarrdni (KB. i. 16, 56; ii. 150, 258), but the usual style is sarru 
rabu=' the great king,' cp. Is. 364• The fact that N. is here 
alluded to as king of kings, as he is in Dan. 237, suggests that 
the present v. comes from an age after Ez., and is due to the 
editor who collected his oracles on Tyre. A different view has 
been put forward by Torrey, who regards Neb. king of B. as an 
insertion, and I will bring upon T. a king of kings as the original 
reading, referring to Alexander the Great, and the following vv. 
to the siege of 332 B.c. Torrey believes that the entire Book of 
Ez. is a composition dating from the Greek period; Marti's 
Festschrift 1925, 284 f.-with horses ... and much people] 
Perh. taken from v.10 ; cp. 384• 15• At the end~ reads and with 
a company of much people, which may be right.-8. 

Thy daughters in the field with the sword he will slay, 
And set against thee a rampart, 
And throw up against thee a mound, 
And erect against thee a shield. 

Thy daughters] Cp. v.6• For the rampart and mound cp. 42 1717 

2127 [221. Siege-works, of course, were as useless as horses and 
chariots (vv.7 • 10) against the island-city; but Ez. pictures an 
attack from the mainland ; and his description, so far from 
being ' fantastic,' as Ho. calls it, agrees exactly with what 
Esarhaddon did in 673, and Asshurbanipal in 668 B.C., when they 
besieged Tyre (Rogers Cun. Par. 358; KB. ii. 169). The city 
itself could only be taken by a blockade from the sea, or by 
building a mole from the mainland. Sennacherib tried the 
first method in 701 without success, according to Menander 
(Jos. Ant. ix. 14, 2); Alexander the Gt. adopted the second in 
332, and thus brought up his troops and engines to the walls, 
but even then not without help from a fleet (Diod. xvii. 40-46). 
-The shield, cp. 2324, was the large screen, like the Lat. testudo, 
fixed on the ground, under cover of which the walls of a city 

· could be undermined ; see the Assyr. types illustrated in 
Meissner Bab. u. Ass. i. 97; Gressmann T. u. B. 2 Abb. 132. 
134.-9. 

And the blow of his siege-engine he will set against thy walls, 
And thy towers he will break down with his weapons. 

Neither blow nor siege-engine occurs again in the O.T., and the 
transln. is only inferred from the meaning of the roots to smite, 
to oppose. In Akk. the words would mean ' the fury of his 
battle ' ; but the parallelism here suggests some kind of instrn-
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ment of attack; cp. breakers 42 2127 [221.-weapons] lit. swords, 
in the wider sense of tools, cp. Ex. 2025, Jer. 517 .-10. 

From the surge of his horses their dust shall cover thee; 
From the noise of horsemen and wheels and chariots 
Thy walls shall quake, when he enters thy gates, 
As one enters a breached city. 

surge] lit. abundance, of men or animals, 2 K. 917, Is. 606 ; or, 
metaphorically, an overflowing as of water, Job 2211 3834, the 
sense which the root has in Aramaic.-From the noise of horse
men] Cp. Jer. 429 , and for wheels and chariots, eh. 2324.-As one 
enters] lit. as the enterings, acts of entrance; so the sing. in 3331• 

The first three lines have four beats in each, the last has 
three.-11. 

With the hoofs of his horses he will trample all thy streets, 
Thy people with the sword he will slay, 
And thy strong pillars shall come down to the earth. 

with the sword] Cp. v.6.-Thy strong pillars] Such as the (TT~Aal 

llvo, dedicated to Mel~arth the Baal of Tyre, which Herodotus 
saw 'in the temple of Herakles' (ii. 44); they are mentioned 
also by Philo Bybl. (Fr. Hist. Gr. iii. 566}; cp. also NSI. 102.
come down] Cp. Dt. 2020 28 62 , Is. 3219.-12. 

And they shall plunder thy wealth, and spoil thy merchandise, 
And raze thy walls, and break down thy pleasure-houses, 
And thy stones and timber and dust 
They shall lay in the midst of water. 

~ reads all the verbs as sing., he shall plunder etc. ; Herrm. 
considers this to be original, and that the text was altered to 
get rid of the exaggeration. For merchandise cp. 28 6• 16 • 18 ; 

raze, break down as in vv. 4• 9.-13. 

And I will stop the tumult of thy songs, 
And the sound of thy harps shall be heard no more. 

For I will stop ~ has KaTa.\vcm, continuing its treatment of 
the passage. The tumult of thy songs may be borrowed from 
Am. 52a.-14. 

And I will make thee a bare rock, 
A spreading-place for nets thou shalt be ; 
Thou shalt not be built any more; 
For I, J ahveh, have spoken it. 
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The verse repeats vv:1b- 5a_ Many Hebr. MSS <.19A Vrs. omit 
Jahveh; but the word is required by the measure. 

Vv. 15-tS. Another oracle, marked off by the usual heading, 
v.15, cp. vv. 3 • 7 • 19 ; it describes, as a preliminary to 2728 - 36, 

the impression which will be made, far and wide, by the over
throw of Tyre. Like the foregoing oracles, this is composed 
in verse, though the metrical form can only be recovered by 
disengaging it from later additions. The ~infi. measure seems 
to prevail throughout.-15. 

At the sound of thy fall shall not ' ' the coast-lands 
quake? 

Between the two halves of the line ~ has when the wounded 
groans, when the sword slays (<.19) in the midst of thee. Rhyth
mically these words, read with the line above, form a couplet 
in the 3 : 2 measure ; but the two clauses, each beginning with 
when, look like additions, and they hardly suit the description 
of a fall which sounds throughout the Phoenician world. For the 
wounded groans cp. Jer. 51 52 ; <.19 gives the correct reading 
for :ffl's when one is slain with slaughter, which thus becomes 
a repetition of the phrase in vv.6• 8 • 11.-The coast-lands are 
the shores and islands of the Mediterranean with which the 
Tyrian merchants traded; cp. v.18 27 3• 6 • 7 • 15• 3 6, Is. 232. 6• 

The language of the line recalls v.10 3116, Jer. 4921 ; fall, downfall 
is common in Ez. e.g. v.18 2727 3116 3210 ; in 3113 the word means 
ruins, cp. Is. 2313.-16. 

And they shall descend from their thrones- all the 
princes of the sea, 

' ' And strip off thefr garments of broidered-work, clothing 
themselves with tremors ; 

On the earth shall they sit and tremble, ' ' and be 
astonied at thee. 

For the imagery of the sea-kings cp. 2735, Is. 149.-At the 
beginning of the srcond line Ji! contains the gloss and they shall 
remove their robes, for which <.19 gives 'and they shall take off 
the turbans from their heads,' cp. 2417.-strip off] Cp. 4419 

and 1639 236 ; for broidered-work cp. 1610.-clothing themselves 
with tremors] This figurative use of clothing is found in 727 , 

Is. 5917 , Ps. 3526 10929 • Instead of tremors {pl. only here), 
some would read darkness, cp. Is. 503, Mal. 31 4, i.e. the dark 
apparel of mourners: suitable, but hardly necessary.-Sitting 
on the ground was the attitude in mourning, e.g. Is. 326 471 

Job 2 13, Lam. 2 10.-After tremble ~ has every moment, perhaps 
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imitated from 3210.-be astonied at thee] So 27as 2819, Lev. 2632, 

-17. 18. 

And they shall raise over thee a lament, 

How art thou ' ' passed from the ' sea,' 

' ' ' She ' who struck with ' her ' terror 

18 Now shall the coast-lands tremble 

and say 
of thee: 

0 city 
renowned! 

all 'its' in
habitants! 
'in' the day 
of thy fall. 

These two verses have been much expanded by glosses ; the 
above attempt to recover the original text is based mainly on 
(!i!;.-a lament] Cp. 27 32 and 191 n.-How art thou passed from 
the sea] So <!i5 ,rw, Kan>..v071<; lK 0a>..aa-CJ"71<; 'I.'Zl; ~ reads how 
hast thou perished, inhabited from the seas; the first vb. is a 
gloss on the second which had become miswritten. Though Ez. 
frequently speaks of seas e.g. 274• 25ff-, the sing. is required by 
its inhabitants in the next line. For passed lit. made to cease 
cp. v.13 66 etc.-renowned] lit. praised; cp. Is. 238.-After the 
second line ~ contains the prosaic gloss who was strong on the 
sea, she and her inhabitants, om. by (!i!;B. The third line follows 
(!i!;, its {mas.) inhabitants i.e. those of the sea (mas.) ; :flll reads 
the unintelligible who struck (plur.) their terror on all her in
habitants, for the expression, lit. set her terror cp. 3223ff•.-I8. 
~ adds a tame sentence, repeating cl. a, and the islands which 
are in the sea shall be affrighted at thy going forth, om. by (!i!;B __ 
Vv. 19-21. Tyre's descent to the Underworld. A. conclusion in 
prose, with one line of verse at the end; closely resembling 
chs. 31, 32 in phraseology. 19. a city laid waste] Cp. 2912 

307 (of Egypt).-like cities etc.] Perhaps from Jer. 226 ; cp. 
Jer. 68 2016, Job 1528.-when 'I' bring up Phom upon thee] 
The Vrs. add the 1st pers. pron. Phom, the nether sea, is 
almost a proper name here, as in 3115, Am. 74.-20. I will bring 
thee down (to be) with those that are down in the pit] i.e. the 
inhabitants of the Underworld, as often in Ez. 3114• 16 3218• 241 • 
291., Is. 1419 3818• The pit, a synonym of She'ol, was imagined 
as a vast subterranean cave with a narrow mouth like a well, 
Ps. 6916 [151. For bring down in this connexion cp. 288, Gen. 42 38 

4429 J, 1 S. 26, Is. 1411· 15, eh. 3116 3218.-to the people of old] The 
ancient dwellers in She'ol, cp. Lam. 36, Ps. 1433.-in a land of 
lowest depth] So 3218 • 24, cp. Lam. 355, Ps. 887 [&J; an inversion of 
the phrase 'lowest parts of the earth' Is. 4423 etc.-like the waste 
places from of old] Cp. Jer. 259 4913, Is. 5812 6r".-be inhabited] 
lit. sit, used figuratively of a city in 2911 359 Kt. 3635• The 
words which follow are corrupt, and I will make glory; <!i5 
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'and thou shalt not stand' i.e. exist, cp. 2 S. 21 5, which is the 
sense required.-21. 

And I will make thee utterly terrified, ' and thou shalt 
vanish for ever. 

So the line (2 : 2) probably ran, as in 27 36b 2819b; lit. And I 
will make thee terrors, and thou art no more for ever; for terrors 
cp. Ps. 7319, Job 1814• The sentence and thou shalt be sought 
and not be found has been inserted between the two clauses ; 
~Born. 

Ch. 26 1 I. At the beginning of this eh. the Mass. notes' half of the book,' 
and ~ cod. Ambr. has 'the latter portion of Ezekiel,' shewing that this 
MS or recension was deliberately conformed to the Mass. tradition, 
although the middle of the Book comes at the end of eh. 24 ; Co. 144 f. 
In @ Thackeray has found that the dividing line falls at 281, and that 
chs. 26-28 betray a mixture of the two styles which are characteristic 
of the several translators, Sept. and Jewish Worsh. 134£.-n•n ... ..,.,] 
See 11 n.-'e, n,t1-v •nl!tyJ] Steuern. Einl. 576 corrects to 'e, 'v •nt1-J. Others 
retain the text, and alter 33 21 to •nw;,J ; but see Steuern. ib. 539. Ho. 
is opposed to any correction in either place; vv. 1 • 8 he regards as the 
work of a redactor who took the number from the tradition lying before 
him, and did not notice its inconsistency with v. 2• After :,it, @B µ.,(i 
rou p.')vor=1't, but @A µ.,(i rou µ.')vor rou 1rp<hrau=j11t1K,J, which can 
hardly be right. To complete the date we need either t1-in ,tl';t •ne,y::i= 
Feb., or t1-,n ,e,v 'Jtl'J =Mar.-2. ,ii vv. 3 • •· • 27 2 28 2 29 18 or ,i~ v.16 
27•· •· 32 2812• (I& -X.6p ten times in 26. 27, and 'fupor in 28. 29. Jr. Sor 
26. 27, and Tyrus 28. 29. 1T Tyrus. Cp. Onom. Sacr. Lagarde 71. 296; 
ib. Wutz 425.-mnl:>, n,J1:1i] The subj., pl. in form, is sg. in sense, and 
the pred. is sg. ; cp. Ex. 21 •· 29 • G-K. § 145 h. ~ a1ro:\wXev r<t Wv.,,, 
perh. corrupted from 71 ,rv:\'1 or 111 1rvX11, Co,-ni1~1 for ni'i;l, cp. Niph. 
forms of V'V vbs. with-;;-, 'P.l 817, or;,t 21 12.-11:,1()~ nl;(?Wl:(] See Kon. i. 614. 
The second vb. is Hoph. pf. 3 fem., pausal form of n:;i7i;tiJ ; but the two 
vbs. aeruvofrws make an improbable construction ; pt. either ni171Ju 
noun, or n:;i;.q:1 adj. @ 711rA-!,p')r 1/pf/µ.wrm trl:=',, ,,~~9ll--3· i•l:>JI:> c•n mS1mJ] 
<§i!l'.~F =ml:>yJ, i•SJ~ with ~ of norm . ' according to its waves,' or 
distributive 'wave by wave,' cp. n•nm';, 246• Kon. iii. 243 1 explains 
the S as denoting apposition to the genit. c•n ' as the coming up of the 
sea, namely its waves'; but Josh. 1716, 2 K. 168, Jer. 1 18 are hardly 
parallel.-4. n•~ilr.i] '1&=1•S1Jr.i.-5. m;,vr;,] B-L. 546 explain as constr. 
st. of ,:iio,vt;, 47 10, the final o being weakened to a, cp. ii!l¥-C'");I¥, ,·p1~-h~1R. 
The same form in Arab. =a spreading-place for figs or grapes, Enc. Bibi. 
col. 1568 and note. '11i y,iryµ.6s=' a drying' F siccatio, not the real 
meaning of the word.-7. ,~ SN] 1. 's Sv. '1& br! eri, -X.6p.-,~N,,J1:J.JJ In 
Jer. 276-29 3, 2 K. 24 and 25 and in the later Bks. ,~NJ,J1JJ, by dis
similation to avoid two r's; Kon. ii. 465. In ~ Na.(3ovxooovoer6p, but 
Strabo xv. 1, 6, Jos. c. Ap. I, 20 Na.(3oKoopMopos.-c•::,~o 7Sr.,J For the idiom 
cp. 167 4413• (/&=Ni,, 'r.,'r.i.-::i, Cll,'1 ~.,p,] (!1jB µ€Ta •.. Kill O"UVll'}'W'}'T)S 

i!Jvwp 7rOAAWV o-q,oop« .A er. :rro:\A'ijs t'l/vw•=ll'::11 [l'/:,J/ ~.,p::11 or ::i, Ill,' 'Jl--
8. JnJi] Elsewhere mJ is the vb. with p•, ; so i1l'. here.-l'~V 1!l-1i] 
@ K«l :rrep1a1Koooµ.fio-e1 K«I :rro,fier« ,,,., er/ KuKAI/J, a double rendering, 
cp. 23 29 n.-nl~ 7•Sy □ •p,,1] (§ Kil< 1rep£errner1P 61rXwv, perh. a corruption 
of K, 1rep,errfJer« era, 61rXov, Co.-9. 1~;:iil '1:1!?1) A ,jnnr.,=strike evidently 
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existed in Hebr., e.g. Num. 3411 P, as well as the commoner rn,~=Aram. 
NnD,_ see 25• n. In Hebr. S;i;;, Aram. S;.~=lit. be opposite, usually 
receive ; as a subs. \ip must be a loan-word from the Akk. kablu= 
'battle.' It is interesting to find both words togetherin Gilg. Epic i.i.l.130 
(KB. vi. 238) itta~ak mettu abubu ~abla=' the storm (melti1), the deluge, 
the battle, spent itself• ; meyu is often used of fury in battle, e.g. ina 
milt~ ta[!azisumu=' in the fury of their slaughter,' Del. Ass. HWB. 397; 
for ~abla=' battle'. cp. idkd ~abalsu='he summoned"his battle' ib. 579. 
[Prof. Langdon]. 1\1~ from S.i·p, like 'l~~ 1 K. 1210 from f!()°P, for iS;iR, 'l\lR; 
the sh•wa was then strengthened to -:;:, , which was pronounced as 
a full short i5, and to secure this pronunciation the following cons. 
was doubled. Cp. B-L. 582. @ freely K. Ta< :>.o,,xas avroiJ a,rfvavTl «ro, 
ow«ret, understanding ';, in the sense of the Aram. prep. S;;i~, in front of. 
-10. ,,~~1 rii1i1] The vocalization rii"J\l for w,, is prob. intended as a 
binding form, to exP.ress the close connexion of the two terms, cp. 
nitn no:;ii;i Is. 33•, P11 n~'l Is. 35•; Ewald Synt. § 339 a; Kon. iii.§ 337 s. 
@~=1:i:i; •SJSJ1 1•~,!l ~,po; there is no need to alter the text.-1N1:i:i] 
~ •lrnropwoµevou avrou, cp. 9 6 n,-,'lJ/j)JD '1')1 'Nl:IDJJ In 27 3 the pl. is 
nki:ir;, places of entrance ; the mas. may denote acts of entrance, cp. 
:;S1J •1mo 12'; for the pl. in comparisons see Kon. iii. § 264 b. @ ws 
el«r1ropeuoµevos els ,ro:\1v h ,reolou ( =i'.IJJR:;11;,), so~- For the rendering of Eth. 
Vrs. see Co. 39.-11. ,,n ... 'JI m:iso] Fred. sg. after a compound subj., 
and influenced by the gen. sg., cp. 31 16, Num. 1913• • 0, Is. 211, Joel 1•0. 
For ,,n ~ KaT&.fe,, so QI;~. hence Co. Ro. He. '1''11' ; but note the }5:al 
of ,,, in ll.cc.-14. m:in ... :;•.in] The Vrs. take as 2 pers. ; for the 
mas. vbs. after fem. subj. (understood from i•nnl) cp. 22' 23 82 • 

G-K. § 47 k.-15. l"),, l'),;ti] So Mass., }5:im. Rad. Lib. 83 ; Niph. inf. 
for l"J,;tp;i, but prob. tile J;Cal was intended in this and similar cases, 
G-K. § 51 l. @ ev T'f' 1T1rCi«raL µ6.xa,pav i.e. :i1i;i liy,il.-16. □',, 'N'e'l] 
c§ o! llpxovres <K Twv UJvwv T, Or,,:\,, explanatory.-0.i•S•vc nN 1'1' □m] @ K. 
arj,e:\ofivraL TaS µ1,Tpas a,ro TWP Kerj,a:\wv avrwv. ~ =;flf!+ □ ::iD.-',, m;in] 
Pl. intensive, cp. m::i,:i v. 21• ~ iK«rTa«rfL EK«rT'f/lJ'ovra,, ~~F also have 
a sg. noun; hence Kr. Ro. He. m,7~. Kohler in Marti's Festschrift 
1925, 174 f. less happily n\il!] girdles.-□•imS] @ T1JV a,rw:\iav auTwv 
cp. @ Job 20 6, and eh. 3210 T1JV 1rTw,,,v avrwv= □lffl; similarly m:11'; 
~ 'and shall not rest' =□'J/l"] iiS.-17. □ 'C'D n:i~u ni:iN 7'N] I. □;t;) r:,~,rJ 11'~
;flf! n.iif\J Niph. ptcp. f. of :iv•. Rashi mentions a variant pointing o•r;,:r;, 
'of old.'-:;~71/P 1'l/,;t] According to the accent, Pu. pf. 3 f.s. with the 
article; but prob. the }5:al ptcp. pass. was originally intended, rather 
than Pu. ptcp. without 'D, Barth Nominalb., 273.-::i•:iw•1 ... ::in•.i ,~N] 
c§A0 give a transln.-'l1 1ml i!PN] I. 1•:1~1• SJ, ,in•nn mm ,~N. c§ 7/ ilou«ra 
Tov ,p6{3ov avr17s ,,.a.a-, Tois KrLTOtKou«rw avr'f/v, but ,i•:i~r does not make 
sense; a mas. suff. is required to agree with □'. ~=ffl, but ~ cod. 
Ambr.=m: 'how were all her inhabitants given up to destruction'; 
Co. 142.-rS. J''.~i:'] See G-K. § 87 e; but prob. a copyist's slip for □''.~:;, 
cl. b.-'o oi•] Accus. of time; but elsewhere the prep. occurs, ''J, 27 2' 3210• 

@ acp -/iµepa•= □1'c, the other Vrs. =□1'J.-11l)NJ!t;,] i.e. 7w~i nNsc, but 
without t,!lJ or m,, Gen. 3518, Ps. 1464, this use of Ns' is hardly intelligible. 
-19. 71□J1 ... •nn:i] See 3 20 n.-m,vn:i] I. •mSv::i:i.-□i.in nNJ Like a 
pr. n. with the sign of the accus. and without the art; cp. ,1N~.-',,, □ •c::i] 
c§='i'o.-20. i1J ,,,1, nN] Perhaps I. SN c§; but the vb. may be taken 
in a pregnant sense, cp. 3218• For ,1:i @ f360pos, as in 31 14 3218, perh. 
chosen because it sounded like the Hebr.; cp. 21 36 n.-1•n:i~1::i1] m:= 
7•n1owm.-m•nnn fiN] The adj. used as a subs. in genit. to give heightened 
force; et. n•nnn 311<, 16• 18.-m:i,nJ] Cod. Bab. 'n:i ; Baer Ez. 92. c§ 
ws t/J'f/µov alwv,ov.-•:is •nni1] I. •::i,:i;in1 Ro., governed by the preceding neg. 
-2r. m::i,J] Pl. intensive; for the abstr. noun see Dr. § 189 Obs.-
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•1t,1:>n i,r~, ,.:,p~n,J A commonplace, 1 S. 1021, 2 S. 1720, Is. 41 42.

C~1JI~ 71!1] 1. 'll 7J/ ~-

Ch. 27. A Lament over Tyre, connected historically with 
eh. 26. In this poem, one of the finest of Ez.'s compositions, 
Tyre is pictured as a gallant ship, manned by sailors from the 
Phoenician cities, and sailing proudly on the high seas, when 
it is overtaken by a storm and wrecked with all on board; 
seamen and merchants on every coast utter lamentations over 
the disaster, vv.8b-9a.. 25b-36• The poem is cut in two by a 
prose passage, vv. Db-25&, giving a catalogue of the merchandise 
which was brought to Tyre. As a record of Mediterranean 
commerce in the 6th cent. B.C. it possesses great interest and 
value, but it is not Ez.'s work; it has nothing to do with the 
allegory of the ship, and it has no prophetic significance. Some 
early reader wished to enlarge upon the glory of Tyre at the 
height of her prosperity. He had the poem before him, for he 
borrowed some of its language: e.g. perfected thy beauty 
vv.4 and 11 ; wares vv.2711 and 12• 14 etc.; mariners vv.29 and 9b; 

abundance of wealth vv. 33 and 12 • 18 ; goods vv. 34 and 9b- 13 etc. ; 
traffickers vv. 36 and 12• 15 etc. The passage may be compared 
with the list inserted at 2813• 

2. raise a lamentation] Cp. 191 n. The poem is written in 
the ~ina measure.-3. Concerning Tyre that sits at the entrances of 
(the) sea] The plural need not be pressed, but it may refer to 
the two harbours, the ~idonian on the N. of the island, the 
Egyptian on the S.-a merchant with the peoples to many coasts] 
The word merchant, trader, is taken up and used frequently in 
vv.13 -24.-After this editorial introduction, vv.1 -aa., the poem 
begins at cl. b : 

Tyre, thou hast said, I am 

Cp. 2812, Lam. 215, eh. 1614.-4. 

perfect in beauty. 

On the high seas were thy borders ; ' ' they perfected thy 
beauty. 

The island-city, bounded only by the sea, suggests the 'picture 
of a ship under sail. For the first phrase cp. vv.25:tl- 282, Ex. 158, 

Ps. 463 121• Before perfected ;ffl inserts thy builders, or, as some 
MSS and d&l pronounce it, thy sons; but the word is not wanted; 
it may have been taken from the next v. The subject is in
definite, men perfected; the ship, not the town, is in view.-5. 

Of firs from Senz, they built-for-thee all ' thy ' planks ; 
Cedar from Lebanon they took to fashion a mast ' '. 

Senir was the Amorite name for I:Iermon, according to Dt. 39 ; 

cp. Cant. 418, I C. 523 ; in Akk. Saniru, 'a peak in the region of 
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Lebanon' (KB. i. 141, temp. Shalmaneser ii., 860-825 B.c.); 
the Arab geographers give the name to the mountainous district 
N. of Damascus, i.e. Anti-Lebanon.-----;ffl reads all planks, dual, 
as running parallel on the deck, or corresponding on either side 
side of the ship; the suffixed thy is required by the sense. 
At the end of the line Jtf[ adds upon thee, which probably belongs, 
in a corrected form, to the next verse.-6. 

Of 'timber' from oaks of Bashan 

Thy boards they fashioned of ' pines ' 

they fashioned thy 
oars; 
from the isles of 
Kittim. 

Of timber] lit. logs, pl. of wood. So Ro. conjectures for upon 
thee v. 5 ; by transferring the word a line of five beats is 
obtained.--oaks of Bashan] Cp. Is. 2 13, Zech. II2• Bashan, 
Batanaea (Josephus), now eu-Nul,rra, was the name of the 
prairie land E. and N.E. of the Lake of Galilee, famous for its 
rich vegetation.-Thy boards] A coll. sing., the word used in 
Ex. 2615ff• for the beams or frames of the tabernacle ; here of 
the deck of the ship. In ~ pines (bith•'asshtMm) has been 
wrongly divided into daughter of 'Ashurim (bath 'ashtMm), 
and ivory (shen) has crept in by mistake, perhaps from v.7 linen 
(shesh). It is not certain what the t"'asshur (see 313 n.) was; 
probably some kind of conifer, such as the cypress (Is. 4119 

RVm.); many think of the sherMn, as the Arabs call the 
Lebanon juniper. The traditional rendering box tree (Is. 4119 

6013 RV.), though favoured by Tristram Nat. Hist. of the 
Bible 339 and the Enc. Bibl. col. 601, is unsuitable here ; box 
wood might· be inlaid with ivory for small ornamental articles, 
but if ivory goes out as an intrusion, there is no reason to keep 
the traditional box wood, which could not be used for ship
building.-the isles of Kittim] Strictly Kittiyyim, the people of 
Kition, on the S. coast of Cyprus, who gave their name to all 
the inhabitants of the island, see NSI. 56. The name then 
acquired a more general sense, and the isles of K. came to mean 
the islands and coasts of the Mediterranean, Gen. 104, Num. 2424, 

Is. 231• 12 etc., especially of Greece, Dan. n 30, 1 M. 11 85• l1 
here de insulis Italiae 'Qt: 'from the region of Apollonia' (var. 
'Italy ').-7. 

Of linen with broidered-work was thy sail ' ', 
' ' And of purple from the isles of 'Elisha was thy awning. 

For linen (Hehr. shesh) and broidered-work see 1610 n. ; Egypt 
was famous for weaving this fine material; it was used for 
priestly vestments and for hangings, e.g. Ex. 2839 25 4 P.-sail] 
lit. spreading out, in Job 3629 of the clouds; cp. the verb in 
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Is. 3323 • The text adds to be to thee a banner; but, to judge 
from representations in art, ancient ships did not carry a pennon 
or flag, see the relief photographed in Clar. Bible O.T. iv. 81 ; 
the word, then, must mean sail, which, however, has just been 
named. The sentence is a gloss on the rare word for sail ; it 
may be based on Is. 3323• In the second line .:ffl reads of blue
purple and red-purple ; the metre shews that blue-purple (see 
236 n.} is an addition for the sake of completeness, as the two 
words generally go together (26 times in Ex.). Redfurple, 
<@ 1rop<{>vpa, was extracted from the murex, the shells o which 
are found to this day in large accumulations near Tyre. The 
Phoenicians were supposed to have invented purple dye, and 
they certainly produced and exported it; why, then, was 
purple from the isles of 'Elisha used in preference to the native 
Tyrian ? Perhaps because it was richer in colour and more 
costly. 'ElisM., one of the 'sons' of Javan Gen. I04, must 
have been somewhere on the Mediterranean coasts. It has 
been identified with the Alasia i.e. Cyprus of the TA. letters, 
Nos. 33-40; 'questionable, but possible,' says Knudtzon, who 
thinks rather of Carthage, traditionally founded by Elissa 
(Dido} the Tyrian princess (El-Am. Tafeln 1077 f.); so E. Meyer 
Gesch. d. Altert.2 i. 673. 'QI; paraphrases 'from the cities of 
Italy ' ; Eusebius identifies with Sicily (On. Sacr. 163, 40 f. 
Lagarde, ib. 250 Wutz). In KB. vi. 507 Jensen looks to the 
far west, N.W. Africa or beyond Tarshish, and suggests a 
connexion with the Gk. Elysium. Purple from the murex was 
obtained from most of these places, as Pliny shews, HN. ix. 60. 
-awning] or more vaguely covering, for shelter; used of the 
ark Gen. 818, and of the tabernacle Ex. 2614 etc.; in Eg. and 
Assyr. ships it was made of cloth (Co.).-8. The crew of the 
ship, drawn from dependent cities, vv.8 • 9a. 

Dwellers in $idon and 'Arwdd were thine oarsmen; 
Wise men ' of $emer' were in thee, they_ were thy sailors. 

$idon (see 2821 ), on the coast 25 m. N. of Tyre, had been in 
early times the chief city of the Phoenicians, who were known 
generally as the $idonians (NSI. 54) ; but in the 6th cent. 
$idon had become subordinate to Tyre, as this v. implies. Both 
cities had been forced into submission by Pharaoh J:Iophra' in 
588 B.C., and both were attempting to recover their independence, 
Jer. 278 ; in the end they yielded to Babylon, cp. Jer. 47 4• 

Later on, under Persian rule, $idon took the place of Tyre as 
the leading state of Phoenicia; Herod. vii. 89, viii. 67.
'Arwdd v.11, Gen. 1018=1 C. 116, Aradus of the classical writers, 
~ow Ruad, lay considerably N. of $idon; the city stood on an 
island near the coast, and formed with Antarados and Marathos 
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on the mainland a single state. Its inhabitants had a reputation 
for being bold seamen ; so Strabo describes them, 1rpoui0euav • • . 
cpth07TOV{av 1rpo~ Tr,v 0a>..auo-ovpy{av, xvi. 2, 14.-Wise men • of 
$emer '] The text reads Thy wise men, 0 $6r; but the senators 
of Tyre could hardly be sailors in the ship which represents 
Tyre ! The context speaks of a crew furnished by subject 
towns ; and Kr. conjectures $emer, l{p..vpa, S. of Aradus, and 
mentioned with the latter in Gen. 1018 ; read then the wise 
men of$. (He. Ho.).-sailors] Only here and in vv.27-29, Jon. 1 6 ; 

lit. rope-pullers.-9a. 

The elders of Geoal ' ' were in thee, repairers of thy 
seams. 

The leading men of a famous Phoenician city acted as ship
carpenters on the proud vessel, cp. v.27 • Gebal, the Gk. Bublos, 
now Jebel, half-way between Tripolis and Beriit, held a place 
of prominence from very early times (see crit. n.). In recent 
years some ancient Phoenician inscriptions have been found 
in its cemetery; Dussaud Syria v. (1924) 135 ff., vi. (1925) 
101 ff. ; Vincent Rev. Bibl. 1925, 183 ff. ; Montet ib. 1926, 
321 ff.; Gressmann T. u. B.2 189 f. Taf. ccliv. ~ reads The 
elders of G. and her wise men were in thee; either and her 
wise men or were in thee must be regarded as an expansion if 
the measure is to be preserved; cp. v.8.-repairers of thy seams] 
Cp. 2 K. 126:ff· 13 225.-At the end of this line the poem is inter
rupted by an allusion to the merchant-ships which crowded the 
harbour, v.9b, and to the mercenaries in the Tyrian army, 
vv.10• 11• Then follows the long catalogue vv.12 •25a; in v.25b. 

the figure of the ship appears again, and the poem is continued 
from v.9a.-9b. and their mariners] Only here and vv.21 - 29, 

Jon. 1 6 ; an interesting word, because the Hebrews, who were 
not a sea-faring people, borrowed it from Aramaic, ultimately 
from the Babylonians.-to barter for thy goods] This phrase, 
which occurs repeatedly with variations in this eh., vv.13 • 17 • 19 • 

2sa. 21a. asb, points to barter as the principle upon which ancient 
trade was carried on. The different nations brought their 
goods-for-barter to Tyre, and exchanged them for Tyrian products. 
-10. I I. The mercenaries in the army of Tyre : barbarians 
from distant countries v.10, and contingents from Phoenician 
states near at hand v.11.-Pdras and Lud and Put were in thy 
host] Paras 385 most naturally means Persia, as often in Chr., 
Ezr., Dan., Est. ; and there is no reason why the author of 
vv.9b-25a should not have heard of the Persians even before 
Cyrus came upon the scene. Tyre may have employed them 
in her army. Lud, as in Gen. 1022 P (119 Aov8} will be the 
Lydians (119 AvSo[, so Josephus) of W. Asia Minor; or possibly 
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the Akk. Lubdu between the upper Tigris and the Euphrates 
(KB. i. 177, 199; Winckler AF. ii. 47; Skinner Gen. 206). 
Put is certainly the Egyptian Punt, old Pers. Putiyd, Akk. 
Pufa, i.e. the African coast of the Red Sea, Gen. 106 P (Muller 
As. u. Eur. n4 f.). The names thus have no geographical 
connexion ; they are chosen to shew that Tyre was powerful 
and rich enough to supply her army from the most distant 
lands ; the assonance Lud and Put probably decided the com
bination, cp. 306, Jer. 469, which would not offend the vague 
ideas of geography current in ancient times. On the other 
hand, some maintain that all three names represent Egyptian 
or N. African tribes, on the ground that in Gen. 1013 J =1 C. 111 

the Ludim belong to Egypt, and that late classical authors 
mention the Perorsi and Pharusii as N. African races (Pliny 
HN. v. 1 and 8; vi. 35; Strabo ii. 5, 33; xvii, 3, 3). Paras is 
a possible equivalent of Pharusii (so He. 165. 304) ; but in view 
of the established meaning of Paras, it seems much more likely 
that the former explanation is right. Toy alters the text to 
Kush, Lub and Put, cp. 306, but without sufficient reason. 
~ always and wrongly gives Alf3w; for Put (in Is. 6619 <I>ov8 1. 
Put for Pul).__:__thy men of battle] Cp. v.27 , Is. 4112, Jer. 5030.

they hung in thee] i.e. on thy walls, v.11 2324, Cant. 44, 1 Mace. 457 • 

-they gave thee splendour] The subject is the foreign troops.
II. The sons of 'Arwad and ... ] See on v.8• :ffl has and 
thy host, apparently copied by mistake from v.10• After 'Arwad 
another pr. n. is wanted; Co. suggests lf ethlon 4715 481, in the 
neighbourhood of I:Iamath ; Halevy, with only a slight change, 
lfelek i.e. Cilicia, Akk. ffilakku; the name occurs on coins of 
Tarsus (4th cent.), NSI. 344. 407; but the context implies 
a town nearer to Phoenicia.-and Gammadim were on thy towers] 
These people are not mentioned elsewhere ; they may be the 
same as the Kumidi of the TA. letters, Nos. n6, 129, 132 etc., 
who lived perhaps in N. Syria; see Knudtzon 1214 f. They 
were evidently a Phoenician state, as their association with 
'Arwad suggests. The Vrs. guess : ~ cpuAaw;, so ~ ; Qr: 
'and also Cappadocians,' so 'A; :$ &,\Aa Kai M178oi; 11 sed 
et Pygmaei. Lagarde proposes Gomerim, from Gomer, the 
Armenian name for Cappadocia; Co. $emarim Gen. 1018.

their bucklers] Cp. 2 S. 87 , 2 K. n 10, 2 C. 239, Jer. 5111, Cant. 44• 

~~11=' quivers,' but this is not. the meaning of the word.
perfected thy beauty] So v. 4.-12. Tarshish] Most probably 
Tartessus, a Phoenician port in the S. of Spain, see 116 n. ; 
here and in 3813, Jer. 109 mentioned on account of its exports 
from the Spanish mines; for the list of metals cp. 2218 • 20, 

Num. 3122 P. Strabo iii. 2, 8 f. and Diodorus v. 35 ff. speak 
of the silver, iron, tin and lead found in the region of 
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Tartessus. ~ renders Kapx1J8avwi, cp. ~ Is. 231• 6. 10• 14 ; 1:) 
Carthaginienses.-was thy trafficker by reason of (thy) great 
wealth of every kind] Cp. vv.16 • 18• 21. 36• Tyre's wealth attracted 
commerce from the furthest regions.-silver . . . they exchanged 
for thy wares] An accommodation to Engl. idiom; Hebr. puts 
the prep. for with the object given in exchange; for silver etc., 
so vv.13

· 
17

• 
22

; in Engl. this/or is untranslatable, and~~ om. 
it here. Again, Hehr. says they gave, but uses the common 
word in a special sense when speaking of trade; the equivalent 
in Engl. is they exchanged for. The countries named in vv.12 •26 

brought their products in ships or caravans, and gave them in 
exchange for the wares (vv.12• 14 etc.) or goods (vv.9 • is etc.) 
of Tyre: the two latter words are synonymous, e.g. vv.27 • aa. 
-13. Javan, Tuba[ and Meshek] The three together, Gen. 102 P, 
Is. 6619 ~; the last two in eh. 3226 382 391• Javan is the name 
of the Ionians of Asia Minor; in Akk., Jamnu, Jamanu, ]avanu 
(Meissner Bab. u. Ass. i. 18, 100). This is the earliest mention 
of them in the O.T. ; ~ renders ~ 'E,\,\ci'.~, the later sense, e.g. 
Zech. 913, Dan. 821• Tubal and Meshek lay in E. Asia Minor, 
on either side of the Anti-Taurus range; thus they are named 
together, as in Sargon's Cylinder Inscr. KB. ii. 41, and by 
Herod. iii. 94, vii. 78 Mouxoi, Ti/3ap1Jvo{. For Tabal see further 
KB. ii. 21, and for Musku ib. i. 19 ; and Rogers Hist. of Bab. 
and Ass. ii. 166 ff..--persons of men . . . they exchanged for 
thy goods] Lit. souls of men, i.e. slaves, cp. Gen. 125 366 P, 
I Mace. 1033, Rev. 1813 (from here). In Joel 4 [3]6 there is 
a reference to Jewish slaves sold to the Greeks.-14. Beth
T6garmd] Probably Armenia; in Gen. 103 one of the 'sons' 
of Gomer; in eh. 386 Gomer and B-T. are said to be 'in the 
recesses of the north.' From N. Asia Minor, then, came horses 
and #eeds and mules, cp. 1 K. 1028. The word for steeds generally 
means horsemen, e.g. 236• 12, who would be out of place here; 
but occasionally the word seems to be used as a synonym for 
horses, e.g. Joel 24, and perhaps Is. 2828, Jer. 464• ~n om. 
and mules, hence Co. believes that only two kinds of animals 
are intended ; he would keep the mules and drop the steeds. 
A copyist might easily confuse the words, which are much 
alike; but there is some support for the rendering steeds, and 
therefore the text may be kept.-15. The sons of Dedhan were 
thy merchants] As Dedhan comes later, v.20, in its natural place 
among the Arabian lands, most modems follow ~n viol 'Pooiwv, 
and change the text to Rodan i.e. the Rhodians ; and this 
agrees with the situation of the countries just mentioned. But 
ivory and ebony came from Africa and India ; it is most unlikely 
that they would be brought to Tyre by way of Rhodes. The 
text should be retained, and the sons of Dedhdn understood as 
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an Arab tribe dwelling in the territory of Edom v.16 (for Aram 
;flit), see 2513 n. ; the Dedanites may have traded from a district 
in the S. of Palestine, far from their original home near Teima 
in N.W. Arabia, v.20• Rev. Bibl. vii. I910, 527 ff.-many coast
lands were traffickers in thy service] Lit. were the traffick of thy 
hand, abstract for concrete, if the text is right, cp. v.21 ; hand 
sometimes=power e.g. Is. 36 ; but the idea seems to be not 
under thy control, as though the coast-lands were subject, but 
rather that they were contributors to Tyre's wealth ; from 
the Red Sea ports ivory and ebony would be carried overland 
to the great Phoenician market. Ivory is lit. horns of ivory 
(I K. 2239), ® o86vrn, V,«pavr{vov,, the word in I K. 1022 is 
different; ebony, so l 1) ~im., Hehr. hobnim probably from 
the Egypt. hbn, was imported from India (Virgil Georg. ii. n6) 
and Ethiopia (Herod. iii. n4), the latter country producing 
the most highly prized variety, Pliny HN. xii. 8 ; it is the 
heart-wood of the diospyrus ebenus, a tree which now grows in 
S. India and Ceylon.-they rendered in gift to thee] The noun 
occurs only here and in Ps. 7210 ; it seems to have been borrowed 
from Akk.-I6. 'Edom' was thy trafficker by reason of the 
abundance of thy 'goods'] ;ffl reads Aram, l® -:Zvp{a, but Syria 
(Damascus) comes lower down, v.18 ; 6 MSS 'A~ and modems 
read Edom, which is implied by ® ; the two are often confused, 
cp. I657 n. For ;ffl thy works I. thy goods ®, cp. v.9 n. and v.12• 

-garnet, red-purple and broidered stuff and byssus and coral 
and red-jasper (?) they exchanged for thy wares] It is surprising 
to find fabrics among precious stones; the latter might well 
come from the mountains of Edom, but hardly the former. 
How did the text arise? ~ om. red-purple and byssus, con
tinuing with Kat 1roiK{Aµ.ara lK ®apCTd,. The last word is the 
name of a precious stone in I 16 109 2813 ; hence Co. ingeniously 
suggests that broidered-stujf (rroLK{Aµ.arn) may be a corrupted 
form of the word for rock crystal 2813 ; then the v. will refer 
only to gems. Many adopt this emendation. On the other 
hand, it is possible that two texts have been combined in ;IIR, 
one relating to Edom and its mineral products, the other, to 
Aram and its fabrics (so Toy). We do not know enough about 
the commerce of Edom to feel confidence in the proposed 
alteration of the text. The garnet, Hehr. nophek 2813=av0pat 
®, was a stone in the second row of the high priest's breast-plate 
Ex. 2818=3911, probably of a red colour, but not the ruby or 
carbuncle (2813 1'), which were unknown in ancient times. 
For red-purple cp. v.7 n. Byssus, Hehr. bu!j=' fine linen' ; it 
has been supposed that this was the Syrian variety of the 
Egyptian shesh v.7 ; but if we read Edom for Aram this dis
tinction vanishes; in later Hehr. buii seems to mean the same 
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as the older word shesh, and probably linen rather than cotton 
(Enc. Bibl. col. 2800). According to Rabb. tradition the Hehr. 
ra'moth denotes coral, which is found in the warm waters of 
the Mediterranean and in the Indian Ocean · but the identifica
tion is uncertain. @8 transliterates Ao.p,w0 A 'Po.p,p,wO. Red
jasper is a conjectural equivalent of the Hehr. kadkkodh ?= 
'sparkle'; only again in Is. 5412, where t9 renders 1o.cnn, l 
Ko.px11B6vwv; here c!gB transliterates Xopx6p A Kopxopv,. Suppos
ing that the r is right, the rendering Kapxri36vwv points to the 
Carthaginian carbuncle of Pliny HN. xxxvii. 25; at any rate 
it was probably a red stone (Myers Enc. Bibl. col. 4810).-
17. The products of the land of Israel: cp. Gen. 4311 J, 1 K. 525, 

Acts 1220.-Wheat of Minnith and pannag] In Jud. n 83 Minnith 
is the name of a place in Ammonite territory, which could 
hardly be intended here. None of the Vrs. recognize a pr. n. 
By re-grouping the consonants, and with a slight addition Co. 
reads wheat and spices i.e. gum tragacanth, Gen. 3725 4311• 

Pannag is a word of doubtful meaning; it may be borrowed 
from Akk., in which pannigu=a kind of meal or cake; Zimmern 
Akk. Fremdw. 38 f.-and balm] Cp. Gen. 3725 ; it came especially 
from Gilead, Jer. 822 4611 ; @ P1JT{v11v i.e. resin.-they exchanged 
for thy goods] Cp. v.13.-18. Exports from Damascus. The 
clause for the abundance of thy works is omitted by @, and 
seems to be a gloss on the following by reason of the abundance 
of all kinds of wealth, cp. v.12 .-wine of lf elbon is mentioned 
twice in inscrr. of Nebuchadrezzar (Langdon Neubab. Konigs
inschr. 90 ll. 22 f, 154 ll. 50 f.). The name survives in the 
modern 1:{elbun, three hours N. of Damascus, on Anti-Lebanon; 
vine-culture is still carried on there, Baedeker Pal.7 298. Strabo 
xv. 22 speaks of the wine of Syria called the Chalybonian, 
which was drunk by the Persian kings.-and tawny (?) wool] 
For wool cp. 343 4417 • The other word is doubtfully explained 
from the Arabic as meaning whitish-red, cp. Jud. 510 'tawny 
she-asses.' ~ 'wool of Miletus,' m: 'fine (or, Milesian) wool 
wrapped up,'~' white wool.' For the two words Co. suggests 
and $immin, a place from which wine came, mentioned next 
to I;Ielbon in the neo-Bab. inscriptions just referred to.-19. 
:flfl reads the first half of the v. W•dhan and Javan M•'uzzal 
they exchanged for thy wares. Clearly the text is corrupt. At 
any rate they exchanged for thy wares must be transferred to 
v.18 with @, as the phrase elsewhere stands at the end of a 
verse. Of the various attempts to elucidate the remaining 
text, two may be considered. (a) In the above-named inscrip
tions a place Izallu occurs along with I:Ielbon etc., and this 
may underlie m•'uzzal, which must then go into v.18 : wine of 
lielbon and ~immin wnd '!zzal they exchanged for thy wares. 
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The unintelligible W•dhan and J avan may be supposed to 
conceal the name of some place in Arabia which produced iron 
and spices ; W addan between Medina and Mekka, though 
unknown to antiquity, would meet the requirements; v. 19 

will then read 'From ' W addan bright iron, cassia and calamus 
were (brought} for thy goods. Or (b) v.19 may begin with M•'uzzal, 
read with some MSS and "9~ from 'Uzal, a place in Arabia, 
Gen. 1027 J =l C. 121 (so Co.); w•dhan and yavan may be mis
written forms of Dedhan v.20 and yeyn 'wine' v.18 which have 
been copied in here by mistake; then v.19 will read From 
'U zal bright iron, cassia and calamus etc.-The epithet in bright 
or smooth iron is uncertain both in form and meaning ; the 
vb. is used figuratively in Jer. 528• Cassia was imported from 
S. India ; calamus (~'})) usually denotes a reed; in RV. ' sweet 
calamus '=~•ne bosem Ex. 3023 ; ' sweet cane '=i;liine Is. 4324

, 

Jer. 620• These spices would be brought from Arabia rather 
than from Damascus.-20. Here Dedhan is associated with 
'Arabh, ]f.edhar, She"bhd, i.e. with the l;lejaz, not with Edom as 
in v.15• This Dedhan may be the ancient name of el-'Ela, near 
Teima, where a Minaean inscr. has been found commemorating 
a certain El-wahab 'who died at Dedan,' Rev. Bibl. vii. (1910), 
522. See further on 2513• From this district, near the N.E. 
coast of the Red Sea, were brought garments of l;i.obhesh for 
riding, i.e. saddle-cloths or trappings. The meaning of lz,obhesh 
is not known ; the corresponding word in Akk. denotes some 
kind of clothing.-21. 'Arabh and all the princes of ]f.edhtir] 
'Arabh, cp. 306, Jer. 2524, is a collective name for the .nomad 
Bedouin of N. Arabia; in later times it was extended to the 
tribes, the 'Arbim, of the whole Arabian Peninsula, who traded 
in gold and silver and sheep, 2 C. 914 (cp. 1 K. 1015), 1711 211~ 

221 267• If.edhar was also a nomad race in the Arabian desert; 
Gen. 2513 P, Jer. 210 4928 , Is. 4211, renowned for tlieir archers 
and flocks, Is. 2116!· 607• The land of Aribi is mentioned in 
Assyr. inscrr. from the 8th to the 7th cent., e.g. KB. ii. 31, 55, 
131, 215 ff. ]f.edhar also comes into Asshurbanipal's campaign 
against Arabia, ib. 217, 223.-they were traffickers in thy service 
with lambs and rams and goats] Cp. v.15 n. and 3918, Dt. 3214, 

Is. 111, Jer. 5140 ; these ministered to Tyre's wealth, and brought 
the animals used for sacrifice.-with them (the lambs etc.) were 
thy traffickers] The phrase may stand either here or in cl. a ; it 
is not wanted in both places, though ~ agrees with ;ffl.-22. The 
merchants of Shebha' and Ra' emd, they were thy merchants] The 
first word can hardly be right ; Co. would substitute If av'ilti, 
which is named along with the two other countries in Gen. 107 P. 
Shebha' is the designation of a people living in S. Arabia, c . 

. 1200 miles S. of Jerusalem, alluded to in the O.T. as remote,_ 
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and famous for the gold, frankincense and precious stones in 
which its merchants traded, 3813, I K. 10lf, 10, Is. 606, Jer. 620, 

Joel 48
, Ps. 7210• 15, Job 619 • Most of these references come 

from literature of the 7th-6th cents. In the 8th cent. Shebha' 
is mentioned as paying tribute in the inscrr. of Tiglath-pileser iii. 
and Sargon, KB. ii. 21, 55 ; the latter references, and Job 115, 

imply that there were Sabaeans living in N. Arabia. The 
Sabaean inscrr. discovered by Glaser (CJS. iv.) reveal the 
wealth and importance of the state ; they are written in a 
language which resembles Ethiopic, and cover a long period, 
from c. 700 B.c. to the 6th cent. A.D., when the kingdom was 
finally destroyed. See KAT. 3 148 ff., Driver-Gray Job 16 f. 
Ra'ema l!eB 'Pa,u.a AQ "Pay,u.a is coupled with Shebha' in Gen. 107 

(' P£yx,u.a. and 'PEy,u.a) =I C. 19 ; it is no doubt the place mentioned 
in a Minaean inscr. as Ra'amat. The inscr. records that a Minaean 
caravan was attacked by hosts of Saba and J:Iaulan on its way 
between Ma'an and Ra'amat in the S. of Arabia; see critical n. 
-the chief of all spices and all precious stones they exchanged 
for thy wares] Spice, Hehr. bosem, Gk. {3a1,.uap,ov, was brought to 
Solomon by the queen of Sheba', 1 K. 102• 10, cp. 25 ; the word 
occurs also in the description of the anointing oil, Ex. 3023 P. 
For precious stones cp. 2813, 2 S. 1230, 1 K. 102• 101·.-23. lf aran 
and Kanne and 'Eden] We pass from the far S. to the far N. 
lfardn was an ancient city in N.W. Mesopotamia, 60 miles E. 
of Carchemish ; it lay at the parting of the trade-routes to 
Carchemish, Nineveh and Damascus, a position which made 
it commercially important from the earliest times down to the 
middle ages. See Gen. u 31 1241• P 27 43 J 2810 E 29 4 J, 2 K. 1912 

(note sons of 'Eden in the context). In Akk. ffarranu means 
'way,' 'caravan,' 'joint undertaking,' indicating the character 
of the place. Kanne is the Akk. Kannu', probably in 
Mesopotamia, but not identified. Elsewhere in the O.T. 'Eden 
is called B0ne-'Eden 2 K. 1912 =ls. 3712 and Beth-'Eden Am. 15, 

the Bit-Adini of the Assyr. inscrr., a district inhabited by 
Aramaeans on either side of the Euphrates, due S. of J:Iaran. 
See KB. i. 65, 105, 107 (9th cent.), and KAT. 3 39 £.-After 
'Eden Jlll adds merchants of Shebha', who are out of place in this 
connexion; the words have been erroneously copied from 
v.22 ; read with 49 they were thy merchants.-Asshur 'and' 
Kilmadh were thy 'merchants'] To judge from the context, 
Asshur is not the Assyrian empire, but the town situated on 
the W. side of the Tigris, between the points where the Upper 
and Lower Zab join the main stream, now the ruined site 
1$:al'at Ser~at. Kilmadh, apparently a land or town near Asshur, 
is quite unknown ; for a suggested change in the reading see 
crit. note.-24. with splendid apparel] Cp. 2312 384

• l!e om. 
io 
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-with mantles of blue-purple and broidered cloth] The word for 
mantles, g•lomzm, is found only here, and is derived, prob. 
through Aram., from Akk. cl?B recognizes only blue-purple.
and with carpets of coloured-stuff] The two words only here: 
the meaning of the first is clear from Aram., that of the second 
from Akk.-bound with cords and made secure] The last word 
can be explained from Arabic ; it resembles the word for 
cedars, hence cl? K1J'1rapl<rawa ~ cedros. At the end of the v. 
Jill reads (were) in thy place-of-merchandise i.e. market; dividing 
the consonants differently, read perhaps with them, i.e. the 
articles just named, (came) thy merchants.-25. Tarshish ships 
' travelled for thee with ' thy goods J Vessels large enough to make 
the long voyage to the W. of the Mediterranean, cp. r K. ro22 

22 49 , Is. 216 231. 14 etc. ; these brought their cargoes to Tyre. 
:flll's reading thy travellers thy goods needs two slight corrections; 
the vb. only again Is. 579.-The second half of the v. resumes 
the poem from v.9a, and continues the description of Tyre as 
a great ship. 

And thou wast filled and heavily laden on the high seas. 

Cp. v. 4 ; lit. in the heart of the seas.-26. 

By many waters they brought thee, 
A wind from the east hath wrecked thee 

those rowers of thine. 
on the high seas I 

Disaster overtakes the great merchant-ship ; though capable 
of long voyages and manned by skilful sailors, it is broken by 
the east wind. For break i.e. wreck cp. r K. 22 49=2 C. 2037, 

Jon. r 4 ; for the east wind, specially dangerous at sea, cp. 
Ps. 488 171.-27. As Jill stands the v. reads Thy wealth and thy 
wares, thy goods, thy mariners and thy sailors, repairers of thy 
seams, and traders for thy goods, and all thy men of battle who 
were in thee, and in all thy company who were in the midst of 
thee, fall into the heart of the seas in the day of thy fall. Obviously 
the greater part of this is so much expansion, based upon the 
language of vv.8 • 9b. 10 and 2618• The sailors come in the next 
v. Perhaps the v. originally contained the single line (so Ho.). 

Thy wealth and thy wares sink down in the heart of the 
seas. 

For sink down lit. fall cp. v. 34.-28. 

At the sound of the cry of thy sailors the suburbs (?) quake. 

The word rendered suburbs, originally pasture-ground (r C. 516 ), 

seems to be used in Ez. and P for the land round a town in 
which the community had rights, a common, 452 4817 , Lev. 25 34, 
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Num. 352n-, Josh. 2111ff·. If this is the meaning here, the cries 
of the drowning sailors must be supposed to reach the shore; 
but the ship founders on the high seas, v.26b. Some word like 
the depths is wanted.-29-31. 

And they come down from their ships, 

Mariners, all sailors of the sea 
30 And over thee utter their voice, 

And cast up dust on their heads, 
31 And make themselves bald for thy sake, 

all that handle 
the oar, 

stand ashore. 
and bitterly cry, 
rolling in ashes, 

and gird them 
with sackcloth, 

And weep over thee with bitterness, in bitter mourning. 

The whole shipping world laments the loss of the splendid vessel. 
For the acts of mourning cp. the similar scene in 2616 : casting 
up dust, cp. Josh. 76, Job 212, Lam. 210 ; rolling in ashes, cp. 
Mic. 1 10, Jer. 626 2534 ; making baldness by plucking out the 
hair, cp. 718 n. ; girding with sackcloth, cp. 718 n.-32. 

And over thee raise ' ' a lamentation, and lament over 
thee: 

'How' is Tyre 'destroyed' in the midst of the sea I 

raise a lamentation] Cp. v.2• Before the noun .:ffl inserts in 
their woes, cp. 2 10, 11 carmen lugubre, or, as some MSS and 
cl& pronounce the word, their sons ; a gloss, which breaks the 
measure.-and lament] Cp. 3216, 2 S. 117 333.--ftl reads the 
second line Who is like Tyre that is brought to silence?] cp. 
Ps. 3118 117l; but the form of the vb. is uncertain; the text 
needs a slight correction, for How ... cp. 2617, Is. 144• 12, 

Ob. 5 ; destroyed cp. Is. 151, Jer. 47 5, Ob. 5.-33. 
When thy wares went out by sea thou didst satisfy 

' 'peoples 
With thy plentiful wealth and goods thou didst make 

kings rich. 

by sea] lit. on the side of seas, seawards.-ftt gives many peoples, 
to heighten the effect ; 4? om. the adj .-plentiful wealth] Cp. 
vv.12. 1s. 21_-make kings rich] lit. enrich kings of (the) earth. 
-34. 

'Now thou art wrecked on' the seas, in the depths of the 
water; 

Thy goods and all thy crew in the midst of thee sunk! 

.:ffl lit. in the time of (thee) broken, i.e. what time thou art broken, 
a doubtful construction. Changing merely the vowels, 3 MSS 
and the Vrs. read as above; cp. v.26 n.-all thy crew or company, 
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cp. v.27.-~ reads from the seas i.e. (and banished) from; but 
the prep. in is more probable, t9; cp. v. 32b,-35. 

Alt the dwellers on coast-lands 
Their kings are greatly ajjrighted, 

are astonied at thee ; 
' their ' faces down
cast (? ). 

The dwellers on coast-lands are those who traded with Tyre, 
cp. vv. 3• er. ; for their sympathetic grief cp. 2615 • 18 ; astonied 
as in 2616 2819 , Lev. 2632 , Jer. 198.-' their' faces downcast] 
A conjectural rendering, from the Arabic, of the vb. which 
usually means to thunder, rage ; see crit. n.-36. 

Traffickers among the peoples hiss at thee: 
Utterly terrified thou art become-and vanished for ever. 

The last v. of the ~infl. has a couplet with four beats in each 
line, as in 2819• Or the text may have been expanded from a 
3: 2: 2 couplet: 

' Their' traffickers hiss at thee : thou art become utterly terrified
And vanished for ever. 

The word for utterly terrified is an intensive plur. noun, see 
2621 n.-And vanished for ever] Cp. 2621 n. In 2819 the ~infl. 
ends thus ; and ~ supports ;ffl. 

Ch. 27, 3. •n:iw•n) Kt., ptcp. fem. with termination in £, adding dignity 
to the form, cp. Jer. 1017 22 23, Lam. 4 21 • The art. =relative, Vrs.
□• nk1:io ~J/] @ i,rl Tilt el<Tooou r,J, 0aM<T<T1J< Jl:i>JJ =□•,, k1:io SJ/ ; perhaps 
a free rendering.-', 1

1<1 S1<1]@ d,rcl "1""'v ,ro\Xw•= □ "kJ:l, :i>='1<11.-'lk n,,:,k nk] 
Wellhausen in Sm. suggested the insertion of n•;k after nil.lk to make 
the reference to the ship more definite at the start ; but the image is 
clear enough from the context.-'!l' n~•S:i] See 3 6 n. @ <'')'w ,rep«071Ka 
ip.aVTfj Ka.XXo, µou=''.Q; •1:1~'1-~.-4. □ •o• :i,:i] Cp. the Akk. 'Sidon which 
is in the midst of the sea,' KB. ii. 125, r45.-7•Sm] Be. Kr. etc. un
necessarily 111S~~- @ Tfi, {Jee\dµ=o•SJ;::.S, a mistake perhaps due to 
dictation, i being confused with lJ ; see 6' n.-5. □ :JJh.)>·Si' n~] Dual 
ending attached to the plur., Kon. iii. § 258 a; for ~:i nk before an indef. 
accus. cp. Gen. r 2• 8 21 2 S. 61 etc. ; I. l!'.Di'l,(, @ Tcu,ia, <Taelowv ':fillets 
of planks' JJ tabulatis maris= □' n,mS. Perhaps 1111, also indefinite, 
should be read 1Jr]l;l.-litt] t1r:i>= □ •1,11, but @ has the sing. collective.-
1,n] @ l<TTou, e\cirlvous, cp. Is. 3017 33 23 @.-1•S11] is read by @:i>JJ 
before rin ; but the word is outside the measure, and should be read 
•~Q,. or 'l"?l/, and transferred to v.8.-6. 0•;1S1<1) @ connects with r111 v. 6• 
-1WJJ 11:1,p 7•.i11:10 11:ill) The chiasmus is rare in Ez., cp. 3 20h, Is. 10•~", 
Am. 518h, 23 ; Konig Stilistik u.s.w. 1 44 f. The form t:>iiv9 et. i:l\l!it;i v. •• 
from i:lll:' is supported by I;Gm. in loc., though t:iiivr;, was also found (Baer 
Ez. 92) ; it belongs to a class of nouns, like iiO]t;), Silli:;io, in which an 
original prefixed '9 is thinned to 't;,, in this case followed by d.f. ; 
Kon. ii. 153, B-L. 538. For ;1:1,p @ gives a double rend. Tas Kc/,,ra, 
""" ro. iepa. qou (=i for,, cp. v. 35 23 34 n.).-□'1.:'k n~ 1111 11:111] I. c•,~~l):P 
a~ one _word, l!i: Ra. l}:im. and mods. ; thy boards they made of ivory with 
pines, improbable both in grammar and sense ; om. 1w as perhaps a 
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miswritten form of ww in the line below. @ guesses or1<0vs a.J.<Tw8ns 
for 'wKnJ, 55' om. m:: has a doublet, but points to the true text by giving 
as one of its rends. J'l/'1~1ftl') • of box trees,' see Co. 132. Rost OLZ. 
1903, 444 f. rearranges the line ,wy 7w,p o•nJ "110 o•,1111tnJ.-O'.T:1~] The 
Or. Mas. has the Kt. 0''.T:1:., a nom. gent., c!9 -rw• Xe-r-rei•. In Gen. ro•, 
Num. 24 24

, Is. 231 , Dan. rr•• 0'N', elsewhere o•:r:i:.; Skinner Gen. 199. F 
de insulis Italiae.-7. l:'WJ @ fJv<T<Tos, cp. v.u n.-oJS ,, nrnS] c!9 -roO 1rep,ee'i:vai 
<Tot Kai 1rep1fJa\e'iv IJ'E, a free rend. of (1} OJ=' signal, standard,' and 
{2) the letters of the text corrupted to ,i;\o:;>~; at any rate c!9 implies 
:ffl.-p:m111 nSJn] c!9 MK<>IJov K. 1ropq,vpa•. Both words in Hebr. are 
prob. borrowed from the Akk. takiltu=' blue purple' and argamannu 
=' red purple.'-ni,•S11] c!9 'EXe,<Tai, on which cod. Q notes evµ,oO i1rlKA'l/<TtS, 
a corruption of 0w0 µ,ov friKA'l/<T<s and S11+J11W; cp. Onom. Sacr. 6 1.5718 
Lag.; ib. 513 f., 677 Wutz.-8. t11'i] On the name see 28 21 phil. n.-,1,11] 
Also mentioned in TA. letters, Nos. ror, 105, 149 Arwada, Knudtzon I.e. 
n99; and in Egyptian documents, Muller As. u. Eur. 186; and in Ass. 
inscrr. from the 9th-7th cents., e.g. KB. i. 109. 125. 173, KB. ii. 21. 91. 
149. 171-3 Armada and Arwdd.-,,~ 1•0:m] L ,o~ •o:in. This ancient 
and important place occurs in the TA. letters S.umur Nos. 85, 105, 149, 
Knudtzon Le. n38 f., in Egyptian i)amara, Muller Le. 187, in Assyrian 
Zimarra, S.imirra, KB. i. 109 ; see KAT." 181 n. 186 f.-9. S:iJ] In 
the TA. letters Gubla, Nos. 68-140; in Egyptian Khn, Kbl, Millier Le. 
188; in Assyrian inscrr. from the 9th-7th cents. Gublu, e.g. KB. i. 109. 
143, KB. ii. 21. 91. 149. 241. Its people are mentioned in Josh. 13 6, 

1 K. 5 32 [18l. For S:il 'li'l @B gives o! 1rp<<TfJv-rcpo, BvfJAlwv with var. 
B,fJXlwv, F senes Giblii ; Thackeray Gram. 96.-n•o:im] Perh. intruded 
from v.8.-1;,,:i •p•ino] c!9 evl<Txuo,· -r11v fJou\-fiv <Tov, in v. 27 o! <Tvµ,fJov\ol 
<Tov, a guess from the context.-n~:;,=Akk. mala!Ju 'mariner,' e.g. 
Gilgamesh Epic xi. KB. vi. 234. 236. 246 etc. Prob. the word came 
into Hebr. through Aramaic; Kautzsch Aramaismen 59.-1:i,310 J1J/~] 
:J1ll=(I) take on pledge, .with accus. of the person, i.e. go surety for, 
Gen. 43• 4432 J, with accus. of the thing, Pr. 22 28 ; (2) giue in pledg~. 
with accus. of the thing, i.e. as a mortgage, Neh. 5 8, Pr. 1718 ; (3) exchange, 
in trade, with cogn. accus., vv.•b. 27b; so :iivo Jnl giue goods in exchange 
vv. 13• 17. c!§ here i1r! avlJ'µ,as au<Tµ.wv( =:i,310 west, Is. 43 6 etc. @) ; 
l!awKav r11v eµ,1roplav <Tov v.13 ; ol <Tuµ,µ,uaol <Tou ( =J1JI mixed multitude, 
Jer. 2737 32•. 10 c!§) vv.17· 10. 26. 2,. ssr.-u. ,~•n1] Co. TiSi;ti;t); Halevy 
,>oJ.-J'JO] @B 55' om.-o•,011] c!955'= □•,ow or o•ixi t!I: 'N/J!:ll!lp ')111.-
12. 1•11:1131 1mi ... ')O:i:i] The noun Ti:i!ll cp. ti:ilv. pledge, B--L. 517, 
only in this eh. ; @ d.nvp,ov • . • lowKav r11v d.-yopd.v IJ'ov. jnl with :i = 
• to give one thing for another.' The construction varies: (a) the J 
stands with the object giuen in exchange, vv. 1"· 13 - 17 • 22, cp. vv. 2•• 21. 2•; 

(b) the object taken in exchange is in the accus., vv.1 2• 1a. u. "· 22; 

(c) :J stands with both, vv. 1"· tM• (corrected) ; (d) J is omitted, and 
both objects are in the accus., v. 14, a construction which is to be ex
plained on the analogy of the other passages. This :i is a variety of the 
betk pretii and stands with the thing by means of which the exchange 
is carried out, and, as a rule, is used with the object taken, e.g. Dt. 14 20, 

Joel 43, Ps. 15•, Lam. 111 ; et. (a) and (b) (d}. A noteworthy parallel 
to the technical use of Jnl and p:i1y is found in Akk., where naddnu= 
· give,' and uzubbu=' a payment' for a specific purpose, e.g. money 
paid to a wife when she is divorced, Code of ijam. §§ 139, 141. In this 
eh., however, J1JlJ/ is not used as in Akk., for it means waues, like its 
syn. J1JI0, as is clear from vv. 27 • •• : both are cast into the sea. How 
'll came to have this sense is uncertain; was it something left (:iry) by 
the caravan in the market? Hoffmann suggests that 'll=JJJt i.e. J¥Jt 
'commercial gains,' Job 2019 (?), and that it was borrowed from Phoenician, 
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Ueber ein. pkon. Insckr. 1889, 15. See also G. A. Smith Enc. Bibl. col. 
5r95.-r3. 11t'tl1 S:11n p•J 49 ;, 'E.\Ms, Kai ;, !T11µ,1ra(J'a (=S;ifl Nah. r 5

), 

Kai ra. 1rapanlvovra ( =aWl.l), which Thackeray trs. ' Greece, both the 
mainland and the adjoimng islands,' Sept. and Jew. Worsk. rr8 n.; 
elsewhere l!li gives 0ofJe.\, 1\fo(J'ox, Mfoox.-0,11 lt'!Jl::i] Cp. Akk. napsdti 
lit. ' souls,' used esp. in connexion with sale of slaves, Johns Ass. Deeds 
and Docs. iii. 389 f., and TA. letters No. 62 I. 33.-14. 1Ttl1i1n n•:J/.l) 
(lp i~ o!Kou e,u,,paµ,a A eep,,11µ,a ; perh. =Akk. Tilgarimmu in Melitene, 
Cappadocia; Del. Paradies 246.-1•i1::i1v 1ini ... 0•010) The constrn. of 
Jnl with two accusatives is to be explained on the analogy of the passages 
in which Jnl takes ::i ; see v.12 n.-c•,i!J1] Co. regards as a faulty trans
scription of o•c-1!11.-15. pi] Cp. Gen. ro7 =1 C. 19 @ Ll.aadv, an Arabian 
tribe. In ;1!I the o•ni of Gen. 104 have become the c•i,1 of 1 C. 1 7, the 
latter being the true reading. For ulol 'Poolwv c@B here, A reads ulol 
'Apo.oiwv, a corruption.-1•S:ii] 49B=c•~:i,.-,,• nine c•::i, □ "11] As a noun 
,,,no occurs only here; the phrase=,,• •,no v. 21 ; Co. Ro. I. a:oi,qb. 
@ dir<I vfJ(J'wv e1r'/\1Jl111vav r-1,v eµ,1roplav (J'ou, turning c•::i, into a verb, and 
rendering freely. With,, inD cp. the Akk. idd sa!Jdru 'to come over to a 
person's side,' ' to support,' e.g. KB. ii. 102. 142 ; such a sense would 
be suitable here.-c•i::i,,11 Kt. o•i;i;;r1 Q. c@ K. ro'is e/(J'a')'oµ,evo,s, confus
ing with D'lli1tt ; m; =' and peacocks,' thinking of 1 K. 1022 ; ii,= 
nm~, jtll:' nu,p.-11:ir.:,11) Cp. Akk. iskaru 'fetter, yoke, tribute'; KAT.• 
649.-16. c,11] 49 avl1pdnrous=D111. • A 'Eowµ,.-1'1)Jl/.l] cl? TOU (J'IJ/J,JJ,lKrov <J'OIJ 
=7J1l/tl Vv, 17• lD etC.-f'1J.1 ,1tlp11 il.ll111 1!Jl::l] c!)B UTrJ.KTi/V (? =n!ll} Kai 
1ro,Kl.\µ,ara h @ap(J'«S (A 811ppe/s}, 8 iv aq,fr, 'A <ruva'/\'/\a')'rJV (J'ou, ~ 1ro'/\u
µ,1ra. l!li's Kai 1ro1K!Xµ,ara=,,op,,, which Co. regards as corrupted from 
npi::i,; hence he prs. ;:,,c,,m np,::i, 7!llJ. It is difficult, however, to 
account for p::i, .. 1oi,11 on this supposition. In I C. 29• 1Ttip, is 
applied to some kind of variegated stone ; but the context here clearly 
requires the usual sense. On the whole, the text had better be kept. 
i!r:i, =ftl.-i:i,:i, n,01111] m; ' coloured figures (i'11''S=1Ttlpi in 1610 etc.) 
and goodly stones and gems,' a double rend., ii, ' silks and brocades,' 
F sericum et chodchod.-1•i1:i1v::i. um] Some MSS and ~ 1J1Jll/; there 
is no need to alter ,ff[, see on v. 12.-17. S11,c,• r,111] l!li Ka, oi viol rou 'Iup., 
against the context.-n•J/.l •on:i] ~ ev <rlrou 1rpa.(J'EL Fin frumento primo. 
Co. prs. nl!:J}1 O't;in;i.-i,~1] ~ Ko.l µ,upw• . Kal KMiq; m: 11•~1p=' fat of 
wheat• ii, 'millet• F balsamum. Ra. and l}:im. explain as denoting a 
sweet balsam found at Jericho, hence the name of the town from n•,. 
Mosheh b. Shesheth (c. A.D. 1190) ed. Driver iS, 63 says 'according to 
some, sugar cane.' Co. followed by many mods. reads Jl\''1 wax ; un
necessary.-18. 7'1:'Jltl J,JJ Orn. as explanatory.-p,, S::i :iiti] ~=1l1,, S:i ::iir.i, 
~=7l11T :iiti.-1ini 'Tl/J 19 • • . )lJ~n i"J] See (c) on v.12 • ~B olvor 
eK Xe.\fJwv A Xe{Jpwv. The Bab. equivalent is karanam . . . (mdtu) 
!Jilbunim, karanu ... (mdtu) qilbunu.-,ns ,o~J For the Ar. ~u[lra, 
~a[ltir, see Burney Judg. 124. l!li lp,a e" M«.\,jrou (? corr. of JJ,1/'llwrou 
Co.), m:: 11i•;i:i nS•1.1 11:ll/. Co. prs. 1~.-= (mdtu) ~imini, mentioned next to 
F.Ielbon in Nebuch.'s wine-lists referred to p. 303 ; then ins can be 
struck out as a dittogr. of 10s miswritten ,os.-19. 1im 1•i1:i1v:i 'm110 p•1 711] 
l!li ml olvov eir r11v a')'opclv ,rou {owrnv. 19 if 'Au.,,'/\ •.. The alternative 
reconstructions given in the note on this v. will read: (a) 10~ p:i~n r":i 
'J1 n11:'l/ S1,::i. mi;, 19 ; llnl 1'l1Jll/J. ~1111, and (b} : 1lnl 1•m111:i 1os1 p::i.Sn l"J 
'i1 nTl:'V Sn::i ~!111,;> 19• To secure greater emphasis the pausal niitkiinu 
is pronounced niitkonnu, cp. 1~i, Jud. 51• B-L. 218.-ni;;J/ 'iTll] For the 
adj. nii.:iJI I. the ptcp. m;;l/; the vb. only again Jer. 5ll8, a noun n~ll 
Cant. 514• ~B ulo.,,por elp')'a<rµ,fros=•,wv F fabrefactum.-1'1,p) c@ om. 'A 
!T7rll.prlov :!: uraKrf/v e "a,ood i!r~=' cassia.'-,iip1] ~ Kai -rpox!11s.
,,,., 1::iiyr.i::i] So @B, A lowKav iv T~ (J'Vµµ,iKT'IJ uou, m:: 1::i,i• for 1'1'1'1, ~= 
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·1Jil/O iini <l;S v.17_. If n•n is right, and it is well supported, the sentence . 
must. begm with From Wadddn (a) or From 'U zal (b) ; if um is 
substituted, Wadddn or 'Uzal, without the prep., must precede.-
20. ll'Jn '1JJ) ~kk. !Jibsu, !Jip§u, ta!Jabsu. 6i µ,era. K7,ivwv hAEK7WV = 
f!ln •ipJ, m: with clothing of splendour' ip•, =f!ln, ~ ' a multitude ( = 
J1 for nJJ1?) of finest cattle,' 'ET in tapetibus.-nJJi?J A nomen actionis 
from JJ1, or an inf. with fem. ending, G-K. § 45 d. 6i ds iipµaTa 'ET 
ad sedendum.-21. 11• •ino} 6i lµ,1ropo£ o-ov il,a. Xe<pos 0-011 m:=l'ino.-□ •iJJJ 
m: J'1mJ= □ '1!lJ. . @ KUJ.li/Aovs, and for □ •1,n11 aµ,vovs. ~ om. cl. a, making 
11, v.•0 the subJ. of v. 21b.-1•1nc □J] The subj. is reinforced by the prep. 
with sufi.,_cp. 18 24

"" 3318• II} iv of, iµ1ropeuo11To.l <1e. It has been proposed 
to read either ,"l.01?1?~ cp. r K. Io16 or 1•1nc □n; either would be an im
provement, but the words may be an accidental repetition of ,,, •inc ,,o,,. 
The first word of the next v. is prob. corrupt.-22. For •~J, Co. prs. 
n71q.--11Jw in the Sabaean inscrr. KJo.-10111] The inscr. is Halevy No. 
535, given in Hommel Sud-Arab. Chrest. 103 f., and partly translated 
in ib. Anc. Hebr. Trad. 249; see further Margoliouth DB. i. 133 b.-
1•'iJ1 non] ~ om. ; @=:§lfl.-□c>J ',J c-1n:i] For the constrn. see v, 12 n. (a); 
for ll'K1 to express the superlative cp, Ex. 3023, Cant. 414 and n•c-K, Am. 66• 

cei:i comes, perhaps through Aram., ultimately from Akk. ba§umu ' per
fume.'-23. 11n] The r is doubled in Akk., Syr., Ar. J;larrdn, and in l!}B 
Xappa A Xappav.-nD] For the Akk. Kannu' see Vorderasiat. Schriftdenk
maler Heft. i. p. ix. @ gives only the two names Xappri, and Xo.vri.a, om. 
j1)11.--11:i.1:1 •',Ji] I. with @ l'?J'.1 nr.in.-10',:i] I. ,o~J, @ Ko.1 Xo.pµriv. G. Smith 
suggested an identification with Kalwddha near Bagdad, Del. Paradies 
206. Js:im. in loc. says that his father explained the name as= □•11a7 
' trained in commerce ' ; hence Hitz. Co. ,r.l'r7 1~\1. m: gives 'J9\ and 
this led Mez Gesch. der Stadt J;larrdn 34 to propose •10 )J1 ' and all 
Media,' so Be. Kr. He. Ro. ; but m: prob. gives merely a familiar for 
an unknown name (Co. 135) ; ft, om. Winckler prs. ~,J i.e. Kullimeri, 
capital of Lubdi; Jerernias A .T. im Lichte des a. Or. 591 .-,.-J~:,'i] I. 
,:~;i1 @m:. He. ljlJ~?l, as at the end of v. 24 {?).-24. 1'?Ji ;,r.,,,J * q,JpoPTes 
eµ1ropla11, so ~.-,,op11 n,~n •01',;:i o•,,~oJ] 'D is a variety of ~~:;i:;i complete
ness. 0•01',J Ii.A. is found in Aram. as 11r,i•7~ mantle in 2 MSS of m;o Gen. 
25 26 and in Est. ii. 816 r,:i, 110•,;; it comes from Akk. gulinu, gullimu (?) 
' mantle,' frequent in the Neo-Bab. and Pers. periods, the syll. in 
passing into im; cp. Akk. isinu 'granary,' Aram. KlDK, Hebr. □011. 
For the usage of the word in Akk. see Langdon Rev. d'Ass. xxviii. 13. II} 
does not recognize •o,,i:i, @B has only vdrn,OoP ..i.+Kat 'IIopq,opo.v Q+Kai 
1ro,K,Mav 'A::?:e.-0•01:i 'lll:ii] For •m cp. m: Est. i. 1 3 11n',•r., 'lll 'carpets 
of fine wool.' This is a different word from the common □ 'llJ 'treasures,' 
Est. 3' 47, which @ understands here, O,i<ro.vpovs hAeKTou,, so ~- The 
meaning of 0•01:i is clear from the Akk. burrumu 'particoloured,' birmu 
' coloured apparel,' e.g. KB. ii. 16. 72. 78. 184.-□ •11111] Ii.A. In Ar. the 
,J =' to draw together, make firm,' with the adj. 'ariz ' firmly rooted.' 
~ rends. ' ships of juniper ' (Co. 139) .-1n',J10:i] The form only here ; 
1. ,n7;17 o:ii or ,c17:,-, c:;i as vv. 20 • 23 ; or ,:~;il □ :;i Ro.-25. 1:1•1:1,n n,•JK] @B 

'll"Ao,a lµ1ropol <1ov A 'IJ'Aofo,s Jv au-ro<s Kapx,ioovrn, (µ,'IIopol <1ou eapo-os i!µ,1ropo£ 
o-ov-a double rend. Cp. v. 12 *· ,;i1x,12 ,:oiijV] I. 'q;!lJ/J2fl '11~ n\iip Kr., the 
vb. being intrans. cannot take an accus. suff. ; the ptcp. pl. from ,,., 
=Akk. §aru 'to pass along, take o.ne's way,' Ar. sa·ra ' march, travel,' 
sayya'rat 'caravan'; the same ,J is used in Palmyrene for a caravan, 
NS[. 271. 6i •• T'l) 'IJ'Ai/0« ,v T'l) <1vµ,µlK7<tJ <rov, cp. I S. 97 n,,ion='ll"Aetov. 
~ ' in ships of the sea they rowed, bringing thy merchandise • ~ ' sons 
of Tarshish who are in thy western part brought thee cargoes' ; both 
render freely, but recognize a vb. 'A 1rAooo. t;ap<1«s t!AE17oune1 <1o<='qln7£'. 
so Eth. (Co. 47). '.F naves maris principes tui. Ra. l}im. explain as 
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caravans.-26. o•:;,c·n] Cp. v.•. Qi; 11::11 ' who plundered' i.e. C'DkrtJ,, 
(16 67 etc.), which is actually read in many MSS, Co. 163.-0•1;,n nn] To 
supply an adversative particle Ro. prs. 'pn '1 711.-27. 7:i1yoJ @F 'oi.-
7p1:i 'P'lMO] 49 Kai oi ITUµ{Jovl\oi ITOV, et. v.9 @.-,J1J/O •:J"lJ/1] @ real oi 
ITuµµtKTOl ITOV €K TWJI 1TVµµj,1<TWJI ITOV, et. V." 49.-7:J 1W11] 49B oi fV /TO[ A. ~ 
om., Q om. ol, ~h asterisks ,.,,.11.-'p ~:m) Many MSS, 49i![~ 'p SJ1, cp. v.H. 
-7Jm::i 11&111] 49 om. 11&111.-28. nich1t;, 1ivJl,T] J;{im. notes the f:tolem in 
niiv1~i;i ; the Mass. and codd. give this pointing, except cod. Baby!. 
niiv,;o ; the usual vocalization is c•~im, n•iv1w. But the word is 
co~~pt; Toy prs. ,n~:i,i;,Josh. 19 29, Jer. 5'1•; 1'1'. 'i,\~~i;i,Ex. 15 6,Neh. 911 • 

49 q,6/3',J tf>o{hifJfµTovra1=nf~lY 1iv.11,T, so Co., but nwir,o does not occur. 
F classes.-29. owo '!&'!in] Cp. 38', Gen. 4 21 J, Am. 210 ; 1:i1ivr,i et. o"nfr,i 
v.8 n.-~11] I. ~11 i!IJ.-30. ,no 1;,;,r1] Adverbial accus., cp. ,,-,,io Is. 5 28, 

10 ib. 33', Kon. iii. § 332/.-1w5,in• ,!lllJ] In Akk. palasu=' dig a 
hole, bore,' in Syr. ' dig, break through.' The original sense became 
weakened ; ' to make a dent in the earth,' • roll in the dust,' as 
an act of mourning. Exegetical tradition was uncertain about the 
meaning: (r) 'sprinkle dust' Iii} nro/Ja11 1Trpw1Tovra, cp. Jer. 6 26, Mic. 110 

@, 'i!J: always 'sprinkle ashes' ~F; (2) • roll in dust,' 'A here 1<vl\11T8t,.
crovrai ; (3) ' cover oneself, withdraw,' Jer. 25u 'A Z u11"01TTD,A<1T8<; 
(4) ' mourn' Jer. 253 4 @ 1<011"Tecrfh.-31. ,in,;, 7•~11 ,n,-,pm] Cp. the 
Hoph. 2918 • For 7'~N bis I. T~ll i!IJAQ, ,,n,p is the Western reading, 
11n1p the Eastern ; J;{im. follows the latter.-W!ll 10::i] Cp. Is. 3815, 
Job 711 rot, Kon. iii. § 244 a.-i!loo .. 1::1::11] On the analogy of 
Sm •::i::i n::i:i Jud. 21 2 etc. @B om. the whole of this v. (l§AQ (=8) supply 
a rendering.-32. □•TJ:P=DlJ'c1J:;I, from 'c'!, G-K. § 23 k. Z ,,, µlA«; but 
II MSS. o;;i'lf i!1J ol viol aVTwv, so ~ ; 'i!J:=D;;i'J'ilf· The gloss may be 
based upon 2 S. 1 18 ',,, 'J:J, eh. 321 • tl'un n1J:i.-;,9·p ,111;, •t:;i) The Mass. 
notes that the o is without d.f., i.e. treats the form as a noun from □o,, 
'one silenced' fem., e Kara1T<"frilJii1Ta, a questionable derivation ; 1. 
;-i97, i111 'll'~ Niph. pf. mas. from ,101. ll9B /Jp1wriµa Z6p, and om. the 
rest ; ll9AQ rls C:,cr1rep Tupos 1<ara1Tt'"y'fJ/Jii1Ta ,!,, µl,rt,J 8aAa,r1T'rJS ;-33. 
o•o•o 7'J1JlJI n1111:i) i!1J 1r61To11 n,a. <vpes µ11T8ov a'ffb r 11s 8a11acr1T'fJ•; reading 
n111,;i; for the confusion of :i and o cp. v.•• 326 n. 121• n. 'A~8=n11s:i. 
For □'O'O @~F =O;r,i; but :ffl need not be altered ; for 10 of position 
cp. pln19, Olijl;l etc.-1•i1n) @~ sing. ; the plur. of p,, doest not occur 
elsewhere; it may be due to ,-i1::i1v and 7':J1JIO in the context.-rw•Jl:,r.,] 
With one beat; @ '11 'o ~J. Some (Ro. Ho.) would om. 1•:i1vo1, and treat 
'11 'o as containing two beats; but all the Vrs. recognize 'JJOl.-34. n1:i,a;-'1 n11.] 
The omission of the subj. with the ptcp. is irregular, Dr. § 135 (6) Obs. 2; 
point r;q::i,p~ ~JI 119 vvv crvverplf3'fJ• F nunc contrita es.-□ '11)'.l;l] Lex. -578 a 
defends the pregnant construction; but I. O'!!l'..:I @ ,!, 0aMcr1T'/I- For the 
confusion of o and :i cp. v. 33 n.-1,!li] Cp. v, 27 b; 119+0! ,:w1r'f/Mra, 1Tou.-
35. ,J) To give a weightier beat Ro. prs. 10,JJ are ashamed.-1iJV1 n;w) 
The cognate subs. instead of the in£. abs., cp. 3210 and 25 15 n. -~ 
om. ,vw.-□ •J~ 11:l;,1) I. □'1'J!l '1. All the Sem. languages have a .J□v,, to 
thunder, rage of the sea Ps. 9611 987 ; in Aram. it develops other senses, 
e.g. to murmer in Ithpaal W Ex. 16 2, to be indignant, complain in Ethpeal 
~- In Arab. the vb. usually takes its meaning from the noun rdgham 
=' earth, dust,' e.g. in the phrase• his nose was abased to the earth' 
i.e. he was humbled (Lane Arab. Lex. 1u3 f.) ; this may be the 
meaning in I S. 1• • in order to abase her' (Driver in Ioc.), and in the 
present passage it would be appropriate, their (119~) faces are abased. 
ll9B K. ,!o6.Kpv1Tev rb 11"p6a-w1roP av-rw•, so ~=lJ/01 Jer. 1317, Sir. 121• (Hebr.). 
'i!J:' their faces were marked '? =10p, F mutaverunt vultus? =11'o,,. Ro, 
prs. 11117, Ehrl. He. 1DJl,l.-J6. o•ov::i 0•1noJ ~ =□'OJJc'□. To obtain a 3 : 2 
line □,1•1no has been conjectured ; but the alteration is unnecessary. 
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· :Ch. 28, 1-19. Prophecies against Tyre.-(a) vv.1 •10, 

the punishment of the ruler of Tyre for his self-exaltation ; 
(b) vv.11 -19, a dirge over the king of Tyre, whose arrogance will 
shortly bring about his fall. In both passages the prophet is 
thinking, not so much of any particular individual, as of the 
nation whose character is embodied in the person of its chief; 
see vv. 4

• 5 • 18 293:tI-, and cp. the taunt-song, Is. 144 "21• (a) The 
ruler of Tyre has been led to imagine himself as more than 
human, and his city as impregnable, like the seat of the gods, 
vv.2

• 
6

• 
9

; such insolence will be punished by a shameful death 
at the hands of the Babylonians. Nothing is said of any 
outrage against Israel, et. 262 ; but it is taken for certain that 
Jahveh, the Lord of all, will punish wickedness outside Israel, 
wherever found, cp. Am. I and 2. The language shews a good 
many points of contact with other parts of the Book, especially 
with chs. 27 and 31 ; Holscher indeed treats this section as 
the work of a redactor ; yet there are original features about 
it which suggest rather a trial-piece or first draft composed 
by Ez. himself. Taken as they stand, vv.1 •10 are best regarded 
as unmetrical, though some of the lines fall into rhythm. The 
case is otherwise with (b), in unity and structure a poem of 
highly imaginative quality. Ez. here adapts to his purpose 
a version of the Paradise-story which was evidently current 
in his day ; it differs in many respects from the narrative of 
Genesis 2 and 3, especially in retaining a larger and cruder 
element of mythology, as might be expected in a popular 
tradition. Again, Is. 14 4 "21 affords a close parallel; there 
the king of Babylon is compared, almost identified, with an 
astral myth ; here a Paradise-myth provides the setting ; the 
guilt and punishment are alike in each case. See also 3218 "27 • 

2. The ruler of Tyre] This title, niigidh, frequently given to the 
Israelite prince, cp. also Dan. 925r., is used only here of a foreigner. 
According to Josephus c. Ap. i. 21, Ithobal ii. was king of Tyre 
during the great siege, 585-573 B.C. ; the prophecy seems 
to date from a time just before the siege.-Because thy heart 
was high, and thou saidst, I am a god] Pride and self-deification 
are the sins of Tyre personified in its ruler, the outcome of its 
wealthy trade. For high i.e. proud cp. vv. 5 • 17 1650, and the 
parables 1724 1911 3110• I am a god, Hehr. El, is hardly a boast 
of divine descent (Frazer Adonis 13), but a blasphemous word 
of self-exaltation, cp. v.9.-on the seat of Elohim I sit in the 
heart of the seas] To its ruler the island city (27 4 n.) seemed as 
unapproachable and secure as the seat of God. The rock upon 
which Tyre was built suggested the mountain of God vv.14• 16, 

the mountain of assembly, as Is. 1413 calls it in the Babylonian 
manner. Another interpretation of the phrase is possible, but 
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more conjectural. The seat of God may have been an empty 
throne in the temple of Me~arth at Tyre, which the king 
presumed to claim ; see S. A. Cook Rel. of Ancient Palest. 21 f., 
and cp. 2 Thess. 2 4• The word in its Aramaic form occurs in 
certain Nabataean inscriptions which refer to the god Dushara 
and his seat, perhaps a symbol of the deity's presence; but this 
meaning has been questioned, see NSI. 220 ff. 243.-3. Lo, 
thou art wiser than Daniel] Intended ironically, unless with Q9 
we read Art thou wiser, .. ? Tyre's wisdom consisted in 
amassing wealth by trade, v. 4• Daniel is mentioned in 1414• 20 

as famous for his righteousness, here for his wisdom ; both 
qualities are illustrated by the Daniel of Dan. 1 6 -20 2 48 415 511• 14• 

But the Daniel of Ez. may have been a patriarch, like Noah 
and Job; so Charles Dan. 17. Perhaps he was the Daniel 
(=' justice of God') known to the proto-Phoenicians of Ugarit, 
c. 1400 B.c., as the hero who ' renders justice to the widow 
and orphan,' Jack Ras Shamra Tablets 1935, 22f.-no secret 
thing can resemble thee] The vb. occurs once again, 318, where 
the meaning is be compared with, as the parallelism shews ; 
but this does not agree, either in sense or in grammar, with 
no secret thing, a sing. subject with a verb in the plur. Q9 gives 
'wise men did not instruct thee,' and some such word as prudent 
men or magicians (Co.) is wanted. The verb has been taken 
in a different sense which is found in Aram., and once in Hehr., 
Lam. 41 , 'grow dim': 'no secret thing can grow dark (plur.) 
for thee' ; but this will not suit 318, and the grammatical 
difficulty remains.-4. Thou hast gotten thee wealth, and 
gotten . .] See 2213 n. The second gotten is om. by 4913; 
'QI::~ substitute gathered. The poor style and repetitions of 
vv. 4• 5 betray what seems to be an explanation of the nature 
of Tyre's wisdom; for by thy merchandise v.5 cp. 2612.-6. 
Therefore introduces the sequel of v.2, where the accusation 
begins; then the construction is taken up again in vv.6b, 7• 

Because ... therefore.-7. behold, I am about to bring] See 
267 n. By strangers are meant the Babylonians, as in 721 ; the 
most terrible nation, as in 3011 3112 3212.-and they will draw out 
the sword against the beauty of thy wisdom] See 512 n. Throughout 
the passage material wealth and prosperity are referred to, so 
that swords against beauty is not such an incongruous phrase as 
it sounds. There is a resemblance between the words for beauty 
and splendour in the next clause which raises a suspicion about 
the text; but the two terms occur together in v.17.-8. To 
the pit] i.e. to She'ol, Job 3322• 24, Ps. 5524 [231.-with the violent 
death of the wounded] Hehr. deaths, intensive plural; for wounded 
cp. 2615 3024.----9. Elohim am I] Cp. on v.2.-before 'those' 
who kill thee] So many MSS and Q9~, parallel to those who 
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wound thee; JN reads the sing.-10. the death of the uncircum
cised thou shalt die] A death of peculiar shame, see 3118 3219 • 
21. 24n.. The Phoenicians, who practised circumcision (Herod.ii. 
104), would look upon the uncircumcised as mere barbarians.
for I have spoken it] Cp. 2334 n.-Vv. u-19. A dirge over the 
king of Tyre. Ez. makes use of a popular story which, we may 
suppose, ran somewhat like this : Once there lived in the garden 
of God, with the cherub who kept it, a glorious being, blameless 
by nature, gifted with wisdom and beauty; and he roamed 
at will among the flashing stones of paradise. Then came the 
tragedy. Elated by these tokens of favour, he grasped profanely 
at yet higher honours. Punishment followed swiftly : the 
cherub drove him from the garden on the sacred mountain, 
and hurled him to the earth. Just such another, says Ezekiel, 
is the king of Tyre, who for the same offence will meet with 
same fate. The story belonged, no doubt, to the common 
stock of Semitic myths, some of them preserved in the Babylonian 
epics, some in Phoenician traditions. A select few are to be 
found in Genesis, purged by the genius of Hebrew religion ; 
in Ez. the purifying process has not gone so far. Certain 
features of the story as given here, the mountain of God, the 
stones of fire, the gemmed robe, can hardly be of Hebrew 
origin ; they come rather from Babylonia ; not that Ez. 
borrowed them directly, but the folk-lore upon which he drew 
had been steeped in Babylonian mythology from early times. 
It may be implied, but it is nowhere stated, that the chief 
character in the story was the first man.-12. Raise a lamenta
tion] Cp. 272• The poem is written mainly in the Mnd rhythm, 
though it cannot strictly be described as a dirge.-the king of 
Tyre] Ct. v.2• This title has not so far been found in Phoenician 
inscriptions ; but we now know that at least as early as the 
10th cent. B.C. the ruler of a Phoenician state was called king ; 
in monuments of the 5th-4th cents. the designation is usual. 
Josephus gives a list of the kings of Tyre in the 6th cent. (c. 
Ap. i. 21), and Herodotus mentions the king of Tyre as second to 
the king of $idon in the council of Xerxes, 5th cent. {viii. 67).
The first line of the poem pictures the king, who is identified in 
the next v. with the mythological hero of the paradise-story. 

Thou art 'wise to perfection,' ' ' perfect in beauty I 

m reads Thou art sealing the measure, which is supposed to mean 
' Thou showest complete proportion.' Though the Vrs. follow 
m, the text must be corrupt : seal is never used in this meta
phorical sense, and the word for measure only occurs again in 
4310, where it probably means pattern, model. Wise is the 
attribute required (Kr.) ; and an early reader felt this, and 
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inserted full of wisdom, a gloss which is om. by @ ; instead of 
measure we might perhaps read to perfection, with a small 
change ; wise to perfection will then become a good parallel 
to perfect in beauty, for the latter cp. 1614 273, Lam. 2 15• For 
the wisdom of Tyre cp. vv. 3 • 7• 17, for its beauty cp. v.17.-13. 

In Eden, God's garden, thou wast; 
Gems of all kinds were thy covering; 

. . . and of gold 
Was the work of thy tambours and ouches.(?) ' ' in the 

day thou wast formed ' ' 

The story of the favoured inhabitant of paradise: the king of 
Tyre is identified with him, just as the king of Babylon is 
compared or identified with another mythic figure, Is. 1412• 

For Eden and the garden of God cp. 319· 16· 18 3635, Gen. 28 ff, 

31f· 23f-, Joel 2 3 , Sir. 4027 • Etymofogically Eden is to be con
nected with the Akk. edinu=' a plain,' not as a desert, but as 
capable of irrigation and fertility. To Hebrew ears, however, 
the name would suggest, by a play on the Akk. word, the idea 
of delight, dainty food, e.g. Gen. 4920, Jer. 5134, Ps. 369 181; 

hence (Ii$ ,v Tfj Tpv,j,fj Tov 1rapa8e[<rov Toi, 0,:ov, and similarly in 
319 • 16 , 18, Gen. 323r., Joel 2 3 ; Philo Leg. Alleg. i. 45 'E8iµ, TovTo 
Si l<rT1 Tpv<f,~ ; and Origen's mystical application to the Church 
as Paradisus deliciarum (Bigg Christ. Platonists 268 n.). So far 
the myth of a divine garden, an abode of bliss, has not been 
found in Babylonian sources (cp. KAT. 3 520); the nearest 
resemblance is ' the mountain of cedars,' the dwelling place of 
the gods,' see on v.u.-gems of all kinds were thy covering] lit. 
every precious stone was .. , cp. 2722• This inhabitant of 
paradise was arrayed in a gorgeous robe decorated with jewels, 
like a heavenly being, cp. Dan. ro5f- and Gressmann Eschat. 
109 n. This conception may have come from Babylonia, where 
it was the custom to array the statues of the gods, especially 
of those who were associated with light, in garments ornamented 
with precious stones ; a list of seven or eight such stones on a 
robe is given in an inscription copied from a much earlier one, 
KB. iii. 1, qo f., and cp. Meissner Bab. u. Ass. ii. 85. At this 
point in the text of JN a catalogue of the gems has been inserted 
by some reader who was tempted to specify them, and borrowed 
the names from the well-known list of stones on the pouch or 
'breast-plate' of the high priest, Ex. 2811-2°=3910 -13, which, 
of course, has nothing to do with the robe worn in paradise. 
Of the twelve stones taken from Exodus three dropped out, 
and some were rearranged. This probably happened after 
qp's version was made ; for in (Ii$ the list is complete, and stands 
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word for word as (19 in Exodus, with the exception of one 
phrase (see crit. n.) ; moreover, the changes in :ffl can be 
accounted for as due to dissatisfaction with (!9's version ; ~ 
had given equivalents which involved a clash of colours, and 
to avoid this some rearrangement was made, and three of the 
twelve stones dropped out in the process. Hence it appears 
that the text in :ffl is later than (19; on the other hand, it is 
earlier than m: and Y, both of which agree with :ffl in giving 
nine stones; ~ keeps eight. In Rev. 2119r. the list is also 
taken from the breast-plate of the high priest, but adapted to 
fit a square ground-plan, three stones being set on each of the 
four sides. The textual history of the present passage is thus 
explained by Myres, Enc. Bibl. col. 4803 ff., and the following 
attempt to find equivalents for the Hebr. names is based upon 
his investigations: red jasper (or carnelian), chrysolite (yellow), 
chalcedony (or rock crystal, white), yellow serpentine (or yellow 
jasper), malachite (green), green jasper, lapis lazuli (blue), 
garnet (red), rock crystal (white, or beryl green). It must be 
understood that these identifications are in many cases far 
from certain.-. . . and of gold Was the work of thy tambours 
and ouches] Owing to the long prose insertion, only a fragment 
of the third line has survived; grammatically of gold seems to 
belong to the words which follow. Their meaning is obscure. 
The noun rendered tambours usually means a small drum or 
timbrel, Ex. 1520, Is. 512 ; but in Jer. 314 it appears to denote 
an ornament, shaped like a tambourine. The second word 
ought to mean piercings, grooves, Y foramina; perhaps it was 
used for some kind of jeweller's work, such as settings for 
precious stones.-in the day thou wast formed] lit. in the day of 
thy being created, cp. v.15, Gen. 52 P ; from the time of his 
creation this inhabitant of paradise was clothed in splendid 
raiment; contrast Gen. 2 25 J. The text as given by :ffl has 
suffered from additions, lit. in thee in the day of thy being created 
they were prepared ; in thee may be an accidental repetition of 
the end of the preceding word ; ~ has in thee, and closes the 
verse, ~Y om.; they were prepared is not recognized by (19~, 
and was probably added as an explanation.-14. Nothing can 
be made of :ffl thou (art) the cherub anointing(?) that covers and 
I will place thee. Obviously the denizen of the garden cannot be 
identical with the cherub. © points to a better reading: 

With the cherub ... I· placed thee, 

i.e. as his companion, or under his charge. The word which 
follows cherub may mean anoint, so @ KEXptcrµfrov, or extend 
(Aram.), so 11 extentus, or measure (Akk.), sol Karnp.£p.ETfY1Jp.ivos i 
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it may be an attempt to make some kind of sense out of a word 
which had become illegible ; and the cherub . . that covers, 
again in v.16, arouses the suspicion that the cherub of paradise 
has been assimilated to the cherubim of the ark (so ~im. Ra.), 
Ex. 2520 379, I K. 87• "9 om. both anointing(?) and that 
covers.-

On the ' ' mountain of Elohim thou wast, 
Among stones of fire thou didst walk. 

The text has the holy mountain, but see v.16 ; the epithet is an 
intrusion ; this mountain has nothing to do with ' my holy hill 
of Zion ' ; its counterpart is rather the Babylonian ' mountain 
of assembly in the recesses of the north' Is. 1413, or the moun
tain where the gods assembled to determine the decrees of fate 
(KAT. 3 592), or 'the cedar-mountain, dwelling place of the 
gods, shrine of Irnini' (i.e. Ishtar), seen by Gilgamesh and 
Eabani (Gilg. Epic v. 1, 6 ; KB. vi. 16r). In Ez.'s story, 
then, the garden was situated on the mountain of Elohim,* a 
conception wholly foreign to the paradise-myth of Gen. 2. What 
can be meant by ' walking among stones · of · fire ' ? Again 
Babylonian mythology affords an explanation. In the Epic 
just quoted, one of the tablets, now much broken, appears to 
narrate that Gilgamesh came to the garden or park of jewelled 
trees, which lies by the eastern ocean (Gilg. Epic ix. 6; KB. vi. 
208 ff.). Jensen suggested in 1900 that the present verse 
contains a reminiscence of this Babylonian paradise (KB. vi. 469), 
and the hint has been developed by Fr. Burrows in Orientalia 
xxx. 1928, 13. 15 f., who would place the garden and the 
mountain in the Island of the Blessed. The stones of fire will 
thus be the gems which gave splendour and brilliance to the 
garden. It is no new interpretation after all; for J:(im}:ii in loc. 
tells us that his father used sometimes to explain the words 
in the sense of ' walking among precious stones, such as car
buncles, giving light like fire, which lead the way before thee 
in the place of lamps, to give light by night.' Perhaps the 
description of the mountain-throne of God in the Book of 
Enoch is ultimately derived from the stones of fire: ' I saw a 
place which burns day and night, where there are seven moun
tains of magnificent stones,' each one a coloured gem, and the 

* In Eden, God's garden . ... On the mountain of Elohim thou wast. 
Ez's description suggested the idea of the Earthly Paradise or Garden 
of Eden being situated on the top of a mountain, Dante Purg. xxviii., 
cp. Par. xxvi. 109 f., xvii. n3, and similarly in Moslem traditions, Asin 
Islam and the Div. Com. 122 ff. In the same way Milton describes 
Paradise as a plateau on the summit of a hill, • the champain head Of 
a steep wilderness,' PL. iv. 134. 
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middle is like the throne of God, and all are encircled by fire, 
Enoch 186 • 9 241 25 3.-15. 16. 

Blameless wert thou in thy ways from the day thou wast 
formed, 

Till vice was discovered within thee, 16 ' ' and thou 
didst sin. 

So ' thou wast ' disgraced from the mountain of Elohim, 
And the ' ' cherub ' destroyed ' thee from the midst of 

the fire-stones. 

From his creation (cp. v.13 ) this favoured being lived a per
fectly moral life, until he committed sin ; what that was is 
told in v.17, here it is simply called iniquity ('awel) ; then he 
was cast out by the cherub as profane, and his blissful existence 
in paradise came to an end. The parallel to Gen. 3 is obvious; 
but there the first man is not called blameless (tamlm, cp. 
Gen. 69 171 P), because his character was undeveloped and had 
to be proved; moreover, Jahveh Himself inflicted the punish
ment, which is here carried out by the cherub. A gloss from 
v. 5 2612 2712 • 18 has disturbed the text at the beginning of v.16, 

which reads in .:ffl by reason of the multitude of thy merchandise 
they filled the midst of thee with violence ; this not only breaks up 
the metre, but it anticipates the application to the king of Tyre 
which begins at v.17.-16. and thou didst sin] belongs to the 
last line of v.15.-thou wast disgraced] lit. profaned, cast out as 
profane from ; sin was an outrage against the sanctity of the 
mountain. .:ffl reads and I disgraced thee; but the 2nd pers., 
which was read by ©, suits the context better; it may have 
been altered to the ISt pers. on account of Gen. 324• For 
profaned cp. vv.7• 18 7m·.--Jbl reads the next line And I destroyed 
thee, 0 covering cherub ; but this only carries on the confusion 
introduced by ;ffl in v.14 ; cherub is to be taken as the subject 
of destroyed, and covering must again be omitted, with 119 in 
each case. The rhythm of the last two lines seems to be 3 : 4 
(=2: 2).-17. 

Thy heart waxed high in thy beauty depraving thy 
wisdom; 

For thy splendour, ' the mass of thy wickedness,' I will cast 
thee to earth, 

to gloat over thee. Will deliver thee up unto kings 

The favoured and arrogant hero of the paradise-story is none 
other than the king of Tyre, whose pride will shortly ?e punished 
by a shameful overthrow. The language of vv.2 •7 1s taken up 
and fitted to the story.-depraving] lit. thou hast ruined.
the mass of thy wickedness] The words are placed here by 41?; 
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in JIil they stand at the beginning of v.18, where ~ gives them 
a second time, wrongly.-/ will cast .. will deliver] There 
was no mention of Jahveh in the story; but now that the 
application of it is reached, He is introduced as speaking ; the 
verbs are in the perfect tense (so vv.18 • 19 ), to denote a resolve 
and a certainty. For cast thee to earth cp. 1912.--unto kings 
to gloat over thee J lit. to see (their desire) on thee, look on thee with 
exultation; for the idiom cp. Ob. 12• 13, Ps. 549 !BJ etc., and the 
similar language of the Moabite Stone 1. 12 ' for a gazing
stock to Kemosh and to Moab' ; see also Is. 1416• The kings 
represent the most terrible nation of v. 7.-18. 19. 

' ' By thine iniquitous merchandise thou hast profaned thy 
sanctuary (?) 

So I will bring out a fire from the midst of thee ; it shall 
devour thee ; 

And I will make thee dust on the earth, for all to behold 
thee. 

19 All thy friends in the nations are astonished at thee : 
Thou art become utterly terrified, and vanished for ever! 

The prophet turns from the king to the city, and predicts the 
ruin of Tyre itself. Holscher indeed makes the entire poem 
refer to the city; but, throughout, the king has been merely the 
embodiment of the state, and in applying his moral the prophet 
passes naturally from the one to the other. For the opening 
words of v.18 in~ see above on v.17. The text of this line is 
uncertain. Would a Hebrew prophet accuse a heathen city 
of profaning its holy places, or thy holy place, as some MSS read ? 
Not much is gained by altering the text to thy holiness, ~ Co. 
Toy ; for that seems to include both the dweller in the sacred 
mountain and the city, whereas the context shews that the 
latter only is now in view. ~ reads I have profaned, too obvious 
a way of overcoming the difficulty. We cannot in fact be sure 
how the line originally ran, though its sense is clear : the 
wealth and pride of Tyre will be its ruin. As in v.17, the verbs 
denote prophetic certainty; to make this intelligible, they 
must be rendered by the future.-a fire . . . devour thee] 
Cp. 1912 and Am. 14!1·, Jer. 48 45, Lam. 411.-dust on the earth] 
Clearly the city is meant.-19. All thy friends] lit. all that know 
thee. For are astonished see 2616 n.-The poem ends with the 
same line as the ~ina in eh. 27. 

Ch. 28, 20-26. Against ~idon.-This is the only passage in 
the O.T. which treats :;iidon independently of Tyre ; et. Is. 23, 
Jer. 474 , Joel 44 ·s, Zech. 92 • 4 , The oracle is worded in general 
terms~; it may date from the time when :;iidon, along with 
Tyre, was makin~ an effort for freedom, see 2t n., i.e. before 
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the siege of Tyre ; or it may have been delivered after the siege, 
which ended in 573, and before the latest year in Ez.'s Book, 57l 
(2917 ). Though the siege was raised, it left Tyre exhausted, 
and $idon appears to have become the leading state of Phoenicia, 
and perhaps just as offensive in the eyes of the prophet ; at 
any rate, in 32 30

, the $idonians are included among the enemy
nations in the underworld. The oracle itself consists of a couple 
of lines, vv.22a, 23a; the rest of vv.20 -2a is in prose, made up of 
standing phrases (so Ro.). It may well be that Ezekiel himself 
added this brief warning to round off his prophecies against 
Phoenicia; v.24 gives the impression that the group is thus 
brought to an end. A second ending seems to have been added 
later, vv,25• 26 , introduced with the usual formula. When 
Jahveh has given proof of His Godhead to the hostile world, 
Israel will be free to enter upon a new age of security and 
peace on its own land : this is the theme developed in chs. 
34 36 f. 3926 

•
29

• 

2 I. Set thy face against $idon J Cp. 252 62 n. For the name 
see phil. n.-22. The first line of the prophecy in its original 
form seems to have run: 

Behold, I am against thee, $idon ; and I will get me 
honour ' by' thee. 

The measure is 3 : 2. By the punishment of this heathen 
power Jahveh's glory will be recognized, cp. 391s, Is. 2615, 

Ex. r4 4 P ; and for the opening words cp. 263 58 n. Jlll in 
the midst of thee, but by thee ~~ is more in accordance 
with usage.-and they shall know . . . acts of judgement on her J 
The disagreement in persons is to be retained, for it marks the 
difference between the original oracle (cl. a) and the later 
enlargement. fl? for uniformity turns the third persons into 
S;econd. For the language see 67 and 510 n.-and I will shew 
myself holy, or get me holiness, by her] Parallel to get me 
honour, cp. v.25 2041 n.-23. The second line of the oracle, not iIJ. 
the same rhythm as the first. 

And I will send on 'thee' pestilence and blood in 'thy' streets. 

Here the third person of fill her should be altered to the second 
thee, thy, to agree with the second persons in v.22 a.: For the 
language see 517 n.-and the slain shall fall in the midst of her, 
by the sword against her round about] The phrases are customary 
in Ez. : cp. 67 304 3222 fl· and r633 • 37 2322.-24. The figure of 
the pricking thorn and the painful brier is used to describe the 
enemies of Israel in Num. 3366 P, Josh. 2313 Rn (not the same 
words as here), and the opponents of the prophet in eh. 2 6.

among all their neighbours who do despite to them] Repeated in 
iI 
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v.26 ; cp. 1657 • This verse concludes the prophecy against 
~idon.-25. The destiny of Israel when repatriated and freed 
from enemies. The customary terms are used ; for the gathering 
see n 17 n. ; for the recognition of Jahveh's holiness by the 
heathen cp. v.22 209• 41 n.-land .. to my servant Jacob] 
So 3725 , cp. 3628 • For the promise to Jacob see Gen. 2813 J, 
3512 P, Ps. 10510f•=I C. 1617r.. In the Synagogue eh. 2825-

2921, which is concerned mainly with Egypt, furnishes the 
prophetic lesson or haphtarah to Ex. 62-986.-26. They shall 
dwell in__ it securely] A feature emphasized in pictures of the 
coming age, 3428 388• 11• 14 3926 ; similarly Lev. 25181·, 

Jer. 236 32 37 3316, cp. Zech. 1411.-houses .. vineyards] Cp. 
Jer. 296• 28, Is. 6521, Am. 914• For the remaining expressions see 
on vv.22• 24• These last two verses were evidently attached 
after vv.20 -24 had been appended to the prophecies against 
Tyre. 

Ch. 28, 2. □,N r:iJ 49BI.izl+:in1n; but for :ffl cp. vv. 12• 21 , the commoner 
usage.-~N N~, . . 'JN ~NJ 49 both times Oeos, e laxvpos, m; N~n, ' an 
idol,' lit. 'an object of fear.'-•n:ir.:>• 'it Jw,oJ The cogn. accus. with JII'' only 
here, cp. 1 S. 44 , and the accus. with pr.:> Is. 33• 5715.-3. ,inN □:in ,,i:i] 
49=:'11;'1:1 □;iop.-~im] Kt. here and 1414• •0, Q. ~N.'.J;J ter; the latter is the 
form in the Book of Dan.-1,oov NS □ino ~:i] The concord is harsh, if 
not impossible ; the passages quoted by Kon. iii. § 346 i are either not 
analogous, or textually uncertain. For □in□ ~:i 49 <roll)oi= □ 'r.l:in Be. Toy 
He., □'o!lin Co., □ 'l1Jl ~:i Ro. The J□ov=Ar. 'amma 'bind together,' 
' include,' hence the prep. Mli'l(~ beside, a trans. vb. =resemble, equal, 
so 31s; here ~ has ovK inrepijpl <r<, e of.lK v1r•p•<xi IT<. Another ,J□o,11 
=Ar. ghamma 'cover,' 'conceal,' Lam. 41 □~r. 'become dim,' in 
Aram. ' grow dark,' 11[:0 Lev. 136• 56 =Hebr. :i,J;;J; as the vb. is intrans. 
the suff. in 1100,11 must be taken as a dat., not accus., ' grow dark for thee,' 
an improbable construction. 49 ITOl!)ol of.II( t!1raiow1Tav IT< TD f1r1<rTf/µ-[J 
avrwv, starting with □•o:in and then rendering freely; $ill ' hidden things 
thou hast seen by thy wisdom ' ; both connect 1no:in:i v. 4 with the 
end of v.3.-4. ':inJ1 ':in:i] So (§; $ill ':in:11 only.-6. 1::i~ .•• inn rv•J 
Cp. 22 19 25 31 • 81 • 151•. 55> om. p':>.-7. □•u •~•,v] Cp. □•1J •v, 7 .. , G-K. § 133 h. 
-•~;] Constr. st. of •~:. cp. •r;rp Is. 38 10 • Some think that '!l' is a corrupt 
anticipation of 7n,t1!l', but see v.17. c!P evidently felt the need of a personal 
object after 'n 1p•,:i, and gives t!1rl ITE ,ea,! e1rl Ka;\;\os.-1nv.i•] The noun 
only here and v.17 ; the vb . .t''!l1:'1=to shine forth, Dt. 33• etc. ; Jewish 
Aram. uses the Peal and Aph. and the noun n1,11~i,,. The Akk. it!l1, 
Shaphel supt1.=' make to shine.' 49 Kai <rTprJ,<rou<Tiv TO KriMos <rov e/s 
d1rrJ,;\eu:tv, a corruption of TpW<ro111T1v 3l vulnerabunt ; e {JefJ-q;\w1To111T, 
F polluent ; Burkitt Rules of Tyconius p. ex. in Texts and Studies iii. 
(1894).-8. 'n •n,oo ,,no1J The cogn. accus. with nm as in v. 10 Num. 23 10 ; 

cp. also Jer. 164.-9. 7i,~J I. 7•i,.,.-;i•~zp:;, i::;i] The Pi. not elsewhere; 
l. Po. '!'?~~:;,. Is. 51•, Job 2613• $i!IF in manu occidentium te. All 
MSS of 49 end the v. at-,it x',,. c!9B begins v. 10 with iv 1rM10ei d1rep,Tµfrrwv 
i.e. reads :ii:i for ,•:i (cp. 21 3 n), and om. •n,o 1•\,Sno; but !§A 0 t!v 1r;\fiOe1 
rpa.vµa,n!;6VTwv <re. The text of :ff'[ is preferable.-10. 'n o•'nv •n10] 
Cp. v. 8 n. ; •n10 in the plur. to suit □•,,v, not as in v.•. 55> ' by the hand 
of uncircumcised strangers thou shalt die,' transposing :ff'[, Co. 152.
{2. ,,~ 7\,0] Kings of Gebal are nientioned in the Phoen. inscrr. lately 
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found at Jebeil~Byblos, Dussaud Syria v. 1924, 135 ff., vi. 1925, 101 ff. ; 
Dunand Rev. Bibl. xxxix. 1930, 321 ff. These inscrr. have been assigned 
to the 13th cent., more prob. to the rnth. For the title king in the 
5t_h-4th cents. see NSI. Nos. 3, 4, 5, 12, 13.-n•;;il;I cr.,in ,,l;115] Some MSS 
or.,,n a seal, so~ d11"Mrj,pd-y111-,;.a oµ.o,wrrews (=? n•i:in), 'A rrrj,pa-yls fro,µarr,wv, 
m:: ' t~ou art hke _a vessel (1rn:i=NlNl:l} with a figure on it,' ~ ' the seal 
of a likeness,' 1T s1gnaculum similitudinis; but this rendering is foreign 
to the ~ontext. n•Dn from ✓pn=' to measure' 33 20 cp. j;;r-i Ex. 5is. 
Kr. conJs. n•i:in □ :in nnic ; better perhaps n•7~i:,? □;,o ,,o~ perfectly wise, 
cp. Ps. 139 22, Job 28 2, with \, of norm, Is. 28 26 32 1 .-nr.i:in itSo] A gloss 
on the obscure 'n omn; @ om. 'A~8 'll'A1/p71s O"o<J,ias. Ho. would cut out 
the allusions to wisdom, merchandise, and sanctuaries v. 18 ; they do not 
indeed belong to the paradise-story, but to Ez.'s application, and so 
are indispensable.-\.•\,:i] @ O"rl<J,avos=Aram. \.•\,:i 'crown.'-r3. Acom
parison between three rows of stones in Ez. with the four in Ex. reveals 
the following changes : (a) □Sn• takes the place of np,:i, {b) the second 
row of Ez. =the fourth row of Ex., (c) the third row of Ex. has disap
appeared, (d) the last row in Ez. =the second in Ex., with 7!ll i'!l0 for 
,'!lo 7!ll and np,:i for □\.,,•. These changes seem to be due to ~•s version 
in Exodus. The interpolator of Ez. took objection to some of @'s 
renderings in Exodus, particularly to O"µ.d:pa-yoos=np,:i. This identifica
tion had already led to a disturbance of the Hebr. text in Exodus, and 
1'1!ll:", which origina!Iy stood 6th, as it still does in @ Ex., had been sub
stituted for o:,.,. the 12th stone. But the interpolator of Ez. was not 
satisfied with this alteration ; he put o\.n• into the place of np,:i ; and 
in order to keep n~w• in its original position as 6th, he inserted the fourth 
row of Ex. between the first and second rows of Ez., with the result 
that the third row dropped out. The latter is rendered in cli$ Ez. +Kai 
tip-yvpwv Ka.1 xpuO"iov+Ka1 X,'Yvpwv Kai tixtir71v Ka.1 tiµ.e8urrrov, the addition 
being intended to explain )..,-yupwv as=ij)..eKTpov i.e. a mixture of 
gold and silver; perhaps :i,,n, which in :ffl occurs after the list of 
stones and is recognized there by @, may also have introduced an 
element of confusion (Myres, I.e. col. 4811) .-'l~;i~r,i] So Baer, Ginsb., 
with :i raphatum, cp. n~':?1? Pr. 151&, in accordance with Mass. tradition, 
implying a derivation from ✓110 to anoint; but the context requires 
'lNl?? from ✓1:io to cover, 119 ,'v/Wierrai, ~.-Jnn] as it stands, can be 
explained as an accus. of limitation (Dr. § 193), referring to the 
ornaments which follow; but originally the word no doubt belonged to 
a preceding clause, now lost owing to the insertion of the catalogue.-
7::i 7•:1pJ1 7'!ln n:i11~0] For 'o cp. Ex. 35 33"·; 119~ take it as a vb.=nN~O, 
ivfr)..71rras. The next two words are guessed by the Vrs.; @ rous 8710"avpo6s 
rrov «a.1 ras ti11"oiJ1/Kas rrov ~ ' thou didst fill thy treasuries, and with 
precious stones thy storehouses' ; lJ, however, opus decoris tui et fora
mina tua :Z lp-yov rov rvµ.1ravou O"ou. i'!i: is misled by the Aram. N~i?J=hole, 
' thou hast not well considered thy body, that thou wast made with 
sockets and holes needful for thy preservation.' For :ipi=goldsmith's 
work, Scheil Rev. d' As,. xvii. 210 f. quotes the Akk. na!Jjbu=a plaque 
engraved or decorated with gold, a bezel. 7:i may be a dittograph from 
l'Jj.>l'l-llji~ 'l!!'.l~~ □ i•:;i] B-L. 373. cli$ begins the next v. with d,fl i)s 'r/P.l:pas 
iKrl0"8rJs, and om. ·,m:i, so ~ ; fl9Q 'A:Z8 recognize the word, which was 
pro b. added to supply a predicate for 'pi1'!l11, - r4. 7:io,, nroo :i,,:i nit] 
For :ffl r;,~ 1. the prep. n~ ~ µera Toil x•poufJ, so~- nll'oo If..)... from nwr., i. 
=anoint, or from nwo ii. =Akk. masdhu ' measure,' ' extend,' as in Syr. ; 
hence Ra. and }5:im. explain n1,o •wi11. ·m::=:ffl, and thinks of the Cherubim 
in the temple, ~ ' anointed and covering' F tu cherub extentus et 
protegens.-7•nm1] The pf. c.w.c. is unsuitable; ?m. the waw with cli$.
c•,,'?x w,p 1;i:i] The Vrs. =ffl, but w,p is to be omitted as an early gloss. 
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-n:iS:in:, 1:1N 'l:lN 7111:i] For EIN 'l:lN cp. Akk. aban isdti ' a stone of fire,' 
syn. with lfipindu? ='pearls' or 'coral.' Del. Ass. HWB. 8, 286; 
Hommel Die Insel der Seligen 1901, 34 f. The plur may denote' sparkling 
gems.' Kr. Ro. conjecture SN •i:i Ps. 291 897 ; but there is as little justi
fication for the change as for Frazer's imaginary ' fire-walk at Tyre,' 
Adonis 88. For m?:in.i cl9 1. e-yev~o.,,, some codd. bropeu0.,,, and con
nects with v. 15, so :i,.-r5. 7':i,,:i] Co. Kr. om., but without sufficient 
reason ; cl9 lv rai's 11µl:pa,s <Tov.-1~7#•:,] Pausal form, cp. 71"):;>[fn Dt. 
28 24 • 45 - 6 1. 61 ; usually ",;;:-.-:ii;,,wl So Hos. rn13 , Ps. 92 16 Q. 125 3 ; 

:ii;,?il Ps. 92 16 Kt., Job 5 16 ; the old accus. ending with fem. noun, G---K. 
§ 90g. Kon. iii. § IIO explains the constrn. with the mas. N~i:>J as an 
instance of the accus. after a pass. vb.; it is better to read ?).J/ mas., 
the form used by Ez. e.g. v. 18 3 20 188 etc.-16. o::,n 7:i1n ,So 1riS:i, :ii:i] 
A gloss on .inSw v. 15, disturbing both sense and measure. 1,9 for 1N~P. 
(cp. 39 26), which is read by some MSS; cl.9:il =ijN~Q, better. 7:i,n cl9 Ta. 
Taµ,e'i:ri <Fov I[: 7;~1N, explanatory.-'D 7,SnN1] For the pregnant constrn. 
cp. 46 18 • ('9 Kai t!TpavµaTl<T0'is=?~~l;ll; the act. form and 1st pers. of 
;l'!f( may have been influenced by the following 7i:iN1 misunderstood, 
as well as by Gen. 3"'.-1;ii.iv :iii:p 11:lt~U As pointed the vb. is Piel 
impf. 1 sing., for ":~~~J with N elided, G---K. § 68 k., and 'o,, ':i is in the 
voc. ('9 reads Kai -f/-ya-y,!v <Fe, making ':i the subj. and om. 'o,, as in v.u; 
1. :i1,:p 11']~1:'J Piel pf. 3 sing.-Gunkel Schop Jung u. Chaos r 48 thinks 
that a parallel myth is hinted at in Job 15'· 8 , and renders ;,,im v.6 

'and didst thou steal wisdom for thyself? '; the Urmensch was admitted 
to the divine council, and then tried to possess himself of a higher prero
gative. But J/'1l can hardly mean more than to monopolize.-17. i;io~] 
('91[::i, treat as pass., /3ieq,0rip"f/ 11 e,riJTTJ/1'1 <Fov.-Read the second line, 
ignoring the points 7'n:i?w:-i fiN Sy 7'l1;> :i-,::, 7n;>!l' Sv. So Co. Kr. The pl. 
of p;, is usually miiy, but the mas. appears in later writings, Is. 64 6, 

Jer. 147 ; or I. 'JJill,.-7:l niNiS] This form of the inf. constr. only here,= 
niN77 (so I MS) ; cp. the infs. :"T'.7::)j!, :-ii;tt;.i, and the noun :"!)!\~· In the 
Moab. St. I. 12 11''1=n:l:(7. ('9 liiwKri <TE ,rapaiiei-yµan<FOfivai.-18. 7'l1l/ :i,o] 
To be transferred to v.17 with 49, which, however, renders the words 
again here.-?JJI] Constr. st. of Sw, G-K. § 93 u.-7'll'ipo n,Sn] The pl. 
may denote a single sanctuary with its precincts, cp. 21 7 n. Many MSS 
and edns. 71:1,;,o. Z rov cl.-yla<Tµav <Tov=71:1,;,. l'9 .!(3,(3ryl\w<Fa Ta lepri <Tov 
=•nSSn. Prof. Bevan JTS. iv. 1903, 500 ff. defends il!l, and thinks 
that Ez. treats the king as the occupant of the Tyrian sanctuary, and 
that the sanctuary itself was traditionally regarded as a symbol of 
paradise. But the present text is too insecure to bear the weight of an 
elaborate argument.-'J)~~J . . . N~iNJ] ('9 renders by futures. For 
N~iNJ cp. 11~~l 31 16, Kon. iii. 87 note. 21. p,,~J In the TA. letters 
Ziduna, Nos. 75, 85, 149 etc., and ;jiduna No. 92; in Ass. $idunnu, 
KB. ii. go {Sennacherib's campaign against Phoenicia in 701 B.c.); 
Eg. D'i-(d)u-na; Phoen. 1,~. usually □i,~ (the people). $idon is prob. 
to be connected with the deity $id, found only in pr. nn., cp. ,j,1~ to 
hunt; NSI. 91.-22. 7:i1n:i] I. 1:i 49:i,.-ll/1'1] l'9 Kai -y,w<T11.-:-i:i bis is 
read 1:i by some MSS and 49 ; but ;§!fl is to be preferred.-23. ,,:i 'nn?tl'1] 
1. 7:i '1:11 in agreement with v. 22•. «19B om. A Kai .!~a1ro<TTel\w i,rl <TEaVTTJV. 
-S,!lii] I. ,!ll1 with 4 MSS; the mistake is due to the foll. ,,n. cl? K. 

ore<TovvTai, so :i,.-.,:i,n:i] So 'AZ0, ('9 om.-'oo irS11] l'9 iv <Toi orepiKVKl\<p <Tou, 
but ;§!fl is to be retained.-iv,•i] (!9B=.1fi, (!9A Kai -y,w,,.11.-24 . .,,~::,r., 'o] The 
vb. only again Lev. 13 6H- 1444, of leprosy. cl? <TKDl\otf; ,ru<plas Kai ti.Ka,ea 
oiivv"f/~.-on:i•:io ,:io] @=om. ,~, as in v. 26 .-25. 'II'' n•:i n~ •~:ip:i] ('9 K. 

<Twri~w Tov 'fop, so Co. Kr.-D:l l~!ll] Many MSS and @m: 01:1 'i. Cod. Hillel 
gives □:i, Strack Prol. Crit. n5.-26. □:-i•:-i,N] @ adds ml o 0eos TWP ,raTl!pwp 
civrw,, possibly in the Hehr., Co. 101, · 
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Chs. 29-32. These Prophecies against Egypt are divided 
into seven sections, all of them dated, except 301 -19 • They 
belong to the period, Jan. 587-Mar. 585 B.C., which witnessed 
the fall of Jerusalem ; 2917 •21 stands outside the sequence, as 
it was added later, and bears the date 571 B.c. The general 
tone is hostile and threatening, due to the part which Egypt 
had played in Israel's past and recent history; moreover, 
Hebrew religion detested the gross idolatry of Egypt. It is 
difficult to assign Ezekiel's share in the composition of these 
chapters. Holscher allows him five poems, namely, 293• 4 3021 

313 •3 322 3218 - 27 , and puts down all the rest to later hands. No 
doubt the prophet delivered his oracles in poetic form ; but, 
as seems probable in other cases, he may have used them as 
starting-points or texts for the application which he wished to 
drive home (see pp. 79. 156. 167. 181. 256). At the same time 
it is evident that later editors have altered and added 
much. 

Ch. 29, 1-16. Egypt's great crocodile is caught and dragged 
ashore, and its carcase left in the desert to be eaten by beasts 
and birds, vv. 3 • 5 • The prophet begins with an allegory, 
composed in verse ; the rest of the passage interprets and 
applies the theme. Egypt had always been delusive or dangerous 
as an ally of Israel; now it is to share Israel's fate, havoc and 
dispersion for forty years, vv. 5 •12 ; after that Egypt will be 
restored, but never again to its former state and territory, 
vv.13·16. 

I. In the tenth year, in the tenth (month), on the twelfth of 
the month] i.e. Jan. 587 B.c.; perhaps about the time when 
Pharaoh's army advanced to the relief of Jerusalem, Jer. 373tr •• 

Already, in 261, the eleventh year has been mentioned ; the 
present date, therefore, does not follow in chronological order, 
probably because the oracles on Egypt, delivered at various 
times between 587 and 585, have been grouped together to 
form a collection. '1?8 gives the twelfth year, apparently to 
correct the sequence after 261 ; but 3020 311, both referring to 
the eleventh year, shew that jlll is to be preferred.-2. Set thy 
face against Pharaoh] i.e. J:Iophra', see 177 n. and 62 n.-3-6. 
Lo, I am against thee] See 58 n. The opening sentence belongs 
to the adaptation of the oracle; king of E. is om. by '1?8 

; cp. 
3021 n. 

The great monster that lies amid his Nile-streams! 
Which says, Mine is the Nile ' ' I have made 'it' 

myself. 
4 I will put hooks in thy jaws, and hitch (them) ' ' to 

thy scales, 
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And hoist thee from amid thy Nile-streams, 5 and 
leave thee to the desert ; 

. . . . . . . 
6 And all dwellers in Egypt shall know that I am Jahveh. 

In some such way, following Ho. in the main, we may attempt 
to restore the oracle. The great monster, tannin, is the crocodile, 
typifying Pharaoh, who again represents Egypt; cp. 322

, 

Is. 271, Ps. 7413• ® renders the dragon ; and Gunkel, Schop/. 
u. Chaos 69 ff., interprets the figure here and in 322n. as alluding 
to the fabled dragon of the sea ; but mythological associations 
are foreign to the context.-Nile-streams] Plur. of the word for 
Nile, meaning the branches or canals of the main river, cp. 
Is. 718 r96 3725 .-Which says etc.] The boastful pride of the 
Pharaohs is abundantly illustrated by their monuments at 
Karnak and elsewhere; e.g. Gressmann T. u. B.2 i. 21-25, 
83-88, 90 f. :lflll reads mine is my Nile, but the suffix my is 
not recognized by the Vrs. Again, :lflll reads I have made myself, 
as though Pharaoh claimed to be the author of his own existence, 
like Re ' the sun-god who has begotten himself ' (Gressmann 
l.c. 3); but the text is better corrected to I have made it ($) 
or them (®) i.e. the Nile or its streams, cp. v.9 : quite a sufficient 
piece of arrogance to incur Jahveh's resentment.-4. I will 
put hooks in thy jaws] The same threat is uttered against Gog, 
384 ; cp. r94 • Herodotus describes how crocodiles in the Nile 
were captured with a baited hook, ii. 70. After this sentence 
:lflll has and I will cause the fish of thy Nile-streams to cleave to 
thy scales ; so the Vrs. ; but the general sense and the metre 
are improved by omitting this exaggeration, which we may 
suppose was added to heighten the picture. All that need be 
omitted, however, is the fish of thy Nile-streams ; the remainder 
will then refer to the hooks understood, and I will cause (them) 
to cleave or hitch (them) to thy scales. For scales of fish cp. 
Lev. n 9ff-, Dt. r49f-, of armour I S. 175.-and hoist thee] The 
verb in 323, Gen. 3728.-At the end of the v . .:ffl adds and all 
the fish of thy Nile-streams; to thy scales they shall cleave, a 
badly constructed sentence derived from cl. a ; it is om. by 
®B~_-5, and leave thee to the desert] The words should be 
connected with v. 4 (restored), to complete the rhythm ; lit. 
leave (and banish) thee to the desert; cp. 324 leave thee on the 
earth, a different construction. JN adds for the third time 
thee and all the fishes of thy Nile-streams.-The rest of the verse, 
though appropriate and not without force, seems to be an 
enlargement ; the phrases occur elsewhere and the lines are 
unmetrical, at any rate they do not agree with the rhythm of 
the poem. On the open field thou shalt drop, so partly 32 4, 
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imitated in 395 ; thou shalt not be gathered nor collected, apparently 
from Jer. 82 25 33 gathered nor buried; Pharaoh's body will 
undergo the last indignity, and forfeit the rites of burial, cp. 
Is. I420 ; and be given for a prey to the beasts and birds, cp. 
324 345

• s. 28 394 and I K. I411 164 2I24, 2 K. 910.-6. And all 
the dwellers of E. shall know] Such is the purpose of Egypt's 
visitation in the person of its king-the acknowledgement of 
Jahveh's Godhead ; the poem in 1722-2 4 ends in a similar way, 
and the idea is repeated in 3215• Holscher would conclude the 
oracle with leave thee to the desert v. 5 ; but the application is 
needed, and it is given here. The oracle, as restored above, 
will thus consist of six lines, all in the same 3 : 2 measure.-
6b. Because they have peen the staff of a reed to the house of Isr.] 
The people now take the place of the king. This and the next 
v. expand vv.sa.sa in the sense of 2 K. I821=1s. 366, where 
the same figure is applied to Egypt: a later addition, carelessly 
fitted into the context; they i.e. the dwellers of E. The Vrs. try 
to improve the connexion by rendering thou hast been.-7. 
When they grasp thee by the hand, thou dost break] They i.e. the 
house of Israel. In 2 K. 1821 the reed is broken and penetrates 
the hand ; here it is grasped by the hand and pierces the 
shoulder.-and thou shalt cause all loins among them to 'tremble'] 
Cp. Ps. 6924 1231_ ft\ by mistake reads cause to stand.-Vv. 8-12. 
The prophet develops and applies his oracle vv. 3 -sa: Egypt 
will be laid waste and its people scattered, punished in the 
same way as Israel; like Israel, too, it will be restored after 
an exile of the same duration, but not to a blessed future.
I will bring upon thee a sword] See 517 n.-cut off from thee man 
and beast] See 1413 n.-9. a desolation and a waste] Cp. I220 

14151 • 364 • The terms seem to go back to Jer. 427 2511. 18 446• 22 

(? Jer.), and correspond with those in Lev. 2631. 33.-because he 
or one said] Better because thou sayest @~l'; cp. 25 3· 8 3510.

the Nile is mine, and I have made (i"t)] See on v. 3.-IO. Lo, I 
am against thee and thy 'Nile'] Cp. v. 3 • ftl has thy Nile
streams, but the sing. suits v.9 .--make E. 'a waste' 'and' a 
desolation] Cp. 514 2513 354, Lev. 2631 ; :ffl wastes, a waste, a 
desolation ; the second word is a dittograph of the first, which 
should be read as a sing., @m:~. in accordance with Ez.'s usage. 
-from Migdal 'to' Syene] The two places mark the e~treme 
limits of Egypt from N. to S., cp. 306• The name Migdal= 
'a tower,' a loan-word in Egyptian (ma-k-ti-ra), was given 
to several frontier fortresses in the eastern Delta; but there 
must have been an important Migdol which was known to the 
prophets, e.g. Jer. 441 4614 ; it has been identified with Tell 
el-Her, about half-way between Pelusium and Thel, on the 
N. border (Peet Eg. and the O.T. 141 f.). Syene, the Gk. form 
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of the Hebr. S•wen, 306 cp. Is. 4912, Eg. Sun, Ar. 'Aswan, 
marked th~ southern limit, and the border of Kush i.e. Ethiopia ; 
Joseph. War iv. IO, 5; Strabo xvii. 1, 3; Pliny HN. v. IO. 
The town stood on the right bank of the Nile, and is frequently 
mentioned in the Aramaic papyri found on the island of Yeh 
or Elephantine opposite, e.g. Cowley Aram. Pap. Nos. 5, 6, 30, 
31.-11. Egypt is to be not only devastated, but emptied of 
inhabitants, cp. 307 3213 2620 n. ; the time-limit, therefore, 
introduced at the end of this v. and in v.12, seems to be out of 
keeping with the threat of wholesale destruction, at any rate 
we do not expect such a vital qualification to be mentioned 
almost in parenthesis. Herrmann suggests that the forty years 
were added as an inference from the next section, vv.13 -16 ; 

Ezechielst. 30 f. ; this may well be the case.-12. a desolation 
in the midst of desolated lands] Egypt will become like the 
Arabian and Libyan deserts on either side of it; moreover, 
its people will be scattered abroad, cp. 2023 n. Much of the 
v. occurs again in 307• Perhaps not merely the forty years, 
but the whole of vv.11• 12 is secondary; the repetitions and 
poor style betray the annotator.-Vv. 13-16. A restoration after 
forty years ; but the Egypt of the future will be · a humble 
kingdom, limited to the southern half of the country. Similarly 
in Jer. 4626 Egypt is to be repeopled after its capture by 
Nebuchadrezzar ; cp. Is. 1922 • 25 .-at the end of forty years] 
The number recalls the period of the Jewish exile, 46• Not 
that Jews and Egyptians wiU be restored at the same time, 
for it is not said when the exile of the latter will begin.-/ will 
gather ... ] See u 17 n.-14. And I will turn their fortunes] 
See 1653 n., Jer. 303.-bring them back to the land of Pathros] 
Cp. Jer. 29H 441 . Pathros, Eg. P-to-res, Akk. Paturisi, 'the 
south land,' was the native name for Upper Egypt, i.e. the 
country between Oxyrhynchus and Syene, of which the capital 
was Nel).bet (now el-Kii.b) and its twin city Nel).en on the 
opposite bank of the Nile. Here it is described as Egypt's 
mother-land, or place of digging, cp. 163 n. ; it was more dis
tinctively Egyptian than the northern territory of the Delta. 
-a humble kingdom] v.15a, cp. 1714 n.; only half its former 
extent.-15. neither shalt thou be lifted up] Cp. 1714.-diminish 
them] Cp. Lev. 2622, Ps. 10738.-16. they shall no more be an 
object of confidence to the house of I.] As in the Assyrian crisis, 
Is. 311 - 3 3641I·=2 K. 18191I-; and now in the Babylonian, 
Jer. 37 5 •10.-bringing iniquity to remembrance] i.e. before 
Jahveh, by turning to Egypt for help, instead of trusting to 
Him ; cp. 2128 • 29 123 • 24l.-when they, the house of Israel, turn: 
after them, the Egyptians; cp. the allegory in 1?7.-Vv. 17-21. 
These vv. were added as an appendix to the prophecies collected 
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in chs. 29-32 : such at least is the inference to be drawn from 
the d<;1-te given here, New Year's Day (Apr.) 57I B.C., the latest 
date m the Book. Ezekiel's confident expectation of the fall 
of Tyre (~63 -18 2726 - 36 2818f·) had not been fulfilled; he admits 
as much m v.18 ; but he allowed his words to stand, because 
at this later date he looked for a further development. Though 
the Babylonians had earned no wages in Jahveh's service 
against Tyre, they will be fully compensated by the spoils of 
Egypt, vv.19• 20 • The present section belongs to the period 
between 573, when the siege of Tyre was raised, and 567-8, 
when Nebuchadrezzar set out to invade Egypt. How far he 
succeeded we cannot say, for the tablets which record his 
expedition are broken off (KB. iii. 2, I40 f. ; Rogers Cun. 
Par. 363. 367) ; but there is no evidence that the Babylonians 
inflicted the complete disaster which Ez. had foretold, and 
again his prophecy was not fulfilled, at any rate not in the 
way expected. Like the prophecies of the fall of Tyre, this also 
was allowed to stand. The editor who collected the oracles in 
Part II. wished to preserve every scrap of Ez's utterances and 
made room for vv.17 - 21, although in point of time they break 
the sequence of the Egyptian prophecies.-18. caused his 
army to serve a great service] See p. 287. The hard labour 
spent upon the siege of Tyre is vividly suggested : every 
head was made bald by carrying loads, and every shoulder 
was rubbed bare by the chafing of the weights ; for the 
language cp. 27 31, Is. I82• 7.-no wages] The Babylonians 
were serving Jahveh's purpose, but they gained no pay: they 
failed to capture the city.-19. In compensation Nebuchadrezzar 
will be able to pay his troops out of the booty taken from 
Egypt.* He is mentioned by name as the agent used by 
Jahveh; cp. 3010- 24r. 3211, Jer. 431or. 4430 4613.-and he shall 
carry off her wealth] The context, as in 304• 10, requires the 
meaning wealth, rather than multitude ; cp. Ps. 3716, l;Coh. 59, 

I C. 2916 . But ~B, as in 304, om. the sentence; in both places 
it is probably an addition.-spoil her and plunder her] So 3812f-

3910, Is. 106 ; cp. eh. 3024 «1?.-20. As his recompense for which 
he served] So the Hebr. ; ~$, however, understood the words 
differently, 'for his labour which he served against Tyre.'
(jor that) which they wrought for me] A gloss, without grammatical 
connexion: 4l?B$c:zl om.-21. In that day] i.e. the day when 

* Similarly the Assyrian monarchs paid their soldiers from the spoils 
of a captured city, e.g. Tukulti-Ninurta i. (c. 1260-1225 B.c.) is made to 
say with reference to Babylon, ' I counted the property of that city ... 
into the hands of my people, and they took it away for their own wages.' 
King Records of the Reign of Tukulti-Ninib i. II7 I. 47. By favour of 
Mr. G. R. Driver. 
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Jahveh gives Egypt into Nebuchadrezzar's hand, vv.19 • 20• 

The words refer to what has just been said, cp. 242sr. 309 ; 

they have a different meaning in 3810• 14• 18!, 3911, which refer, 
as in the earlier prophets, to the coming age of judgement or 
blessing.-/ will cause a horn to sprout for the house of I.] After 
its period of depression, Israel will be restored to vigorous life. 
The same expression occurs in Ps. 13217, where, however, the 
allusion is to the revival of the Davidic dynasty, cp. the sprout 
of Jer. 235 3316, Zech. 612• Here the promise is made to the 
people ; cause to sprout has a figurative sense as in 2 S. 236, 

Is. 458 6111, Jer. 3315, and horn, as often, is a symbol of 
might or vigour, cp. 1 S. 21, Am. 613, Ps. 9211 llol. ~im}:J.i sees 
a reference to Cyrus and the return; but the v. contains no 
prophecy of the ideal king. Whether Israel's recovery is to 
coincide with Egypt's restoration after the forty years of exile 
(vv.11 •16) we are not told.-and to thee will I give an opening 
of the mouth in the midst of them] Them must refer to the fellow
exiles of the prophet, though they have not been mentioned. 
Israel's revival will mark the fulfilment of Jahveh's words, 
and the prophet's mouth will be opened to utter a thanksgiving 
in the presence of those who had doubted and criticized, cp. 
1663• Holscher is probably right in thinking that there is no 
reference to the enforced silence mentioned in 326 242sr. 3321r .. 
The v. thus looks forward to the blessed future in store for 
Israel, after the divine judgements have been carried out
the theme which Ez. develops after the fall of Jerusalem. 

Ch. 29, 2. ~~:i a•,~o] See I r 15 n. Some edns. ii)~), against the Mass. ; 
Baer Ezech. 94.-3. ,:n] (85B om.-ll'l0D=lhe jackals, a slip, repeated 
in 322 , for j'!Bcl read by many MSS, i!l:$5> ; (85 TiJv ilpaKovTa. F draco; 
~Q notes that the Hebr. =TiJ K1}To, and refers to the crocodile.-1'1K'] 
$5> =□',K'.-"1K'] 1. 1K'. The word means merely river, from the Eg. 'iotr, 
'io'r, and so generally takes the art., as denoting the Nile ; but cp. v.•, 
Is. 197 23 3, Zech. ro11• ~=oi 7rOTa.µoi, t!C$5>F =1K'.-'ln'lt'J/] The suff., 
if used in a reflexive sense made myseZf, is most anomalous, hardly less 
so if it is taken as a dat. made {it) for myself, G-K. § n7 x; I. 1•n'lt'J/ $5> 
or □ 'n'lt'J/ ~. agreeing with 1K' or □'1K' ; •n'lt'J/ with the object understood, 
as in v.9, would be equally correct. QI: ' mine is the kingdom, and I 
have subdued it.'-4. □"nn •nni1J Dr. § ug (a.). (85B Ka., i')'w owa-w 1ra.')'loa.s 
= ? 'n 1nK 'JK1, $5> also has the ISt pers. pron., but @A om .. l')'w. □"nn 
Kt. a slip for □ •nn, $5> ' a bridle ' F frenum.-'lt'p:i 7'1N' nli •n;:,:nni] 1. 
'lt'PJ •np::ii;,1. For 7'1K' (@~ give the sing. ~ renders 'tt'p 11'TepV')'as.
'K' ni, ~:i nK1 . , . 7•n•Svni] For the constrn. see Driver on r S. 5 10• But 
'N' ', SJ nK1 is prob. an addition, and should be om. with ~B:zl.-;:,::i,n 'lt'i'J] 
@ii: om.-5. niJi,:::,;, 7•nlt'lll1] For the pregnant constrn. (~7 locale) cp. 
Ps. 1610 . cl? iv Taxe,=~,.,□.-'K' ', ~J nN1 7niK] Again, prob. an 
addition ; (85 does not recognize 7niK ; for 1'1K' @~F read the sing.
ppn K~, ~□Kn NS] The phrase in Jer. suggests that the second vb. should 
be ,~;in, so some MSS and m:. KS @ K~1.-f"'K~ n•n] So 32• 34 28, as 
in P Gen. 1 24'· • 0 etc. and later writers e.g. Ps. 79 2, Job 5 22 et. u; 
the older usage is rnlt';i n•n eh. 3r•• 13 +five times, Gen. 21>!, 31 J, and 
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commonly.-6. on,•,, ill'] c8li3ii>F ="Jl11'n IJ/'.-7. "1~~=!! Kt., Q. ~~~ many 
MS? and edns. W "l'J © =O!lJJ; 3ii, 'when they took hold of thee by 
their hands ( =On'!lJJ), thou didst pierce their hands,' om. y1,n.
□JJ/&>0n1] With a play on 11ll/WD. In 2 K. 18 21 70□•.-mo11n1] I. T;l")J.'r,>n], 
so @ uuvfrXa.o-as $5>F.-9. "10N JJI'] I. :17:;:!:i 1~:.-,N' without art., see 
v. 3 n.-•n•w11] The omission of the sufl. is idiomatic, G-K. § n7f. ©= 
o•n•wy . . □ '"lN', conforming to "'· 10 ; 3ii,F =1'n'WJ1,-10. l'"lN' S1t1 1•,1t] 
1. 7"lN' )J/1 1')J/. © fri ul Kai brl 1ravras r. ,rora,wvs uov. $5>=1"lN'.
.,oow Jin n1Jin':>] 1. m,i;i;i1 .,~70~- ©B ds /!p7Jµ.ov poµ.q,aiav Kai d,rwXiav. 
@A om. f,oµ.q,alav, $5> (Co. 149).-,\l;li;,J @ &.,ro '.1-1a,-owXov Q Ma;-oovllov. 
A}; d,,-1, irupyov.-n;,o] The Semitic equivalent of the Eg. Sun, Swn, 
is p□, as the Aram. papyri shew ; the ending, therefore, is the n locale, 
and the form should be pointed n1,9. Perhaps the Mass. punctuation 
was influenced by the Gk. };v,jv7J, © Kai };., $5> 'from the tower of S.' 
F a turre Syenes, misunderstanding the Hebr. form.-11. ,,J ,,vn it':>] 
3!!>'.! om. the repetition of the phrase.-12. □ •is□ p1t nN] @ r71v rii• avri)s. 
-noow j"nn] @B om. 'w A. dq,av,uµ./Js /!urn,.-14. 'i:>:Jj?G)] @1l3ii>'F =•t:9~i;:i1, 
cp. 724 n.-'!l yiN] Accus. of direction, cp. 1213 n. r MS @1l3ii>'F '!l yiNJ, 
5 MSS edns. '!l 'N ,x. @B <l>a8wpiis A Ila0oup1)s, similarly 3014.-ow 1'ni] 
@ Kai frrnt.-15. 'w 'n rm,o□,, 1□] For the superlative thus expressed cp. 
Jud. 5 24 , r S. 15 33 , Ps. 45 3• I!§ om. n':>!lw ,,•,,n and connects mJ,□o,, 1□, 
read '□n ,,c, with the end of v. 0 ; no improvement.-nm •n';,J',] ©= 
n,Ji ''• cp. 21 3 n.-17. n•n ... •,,,,] See r 1 n.-18. n1Rt/] Hoph. with-;::-, 
cp. 164 32 32 46 22 , G- K. § 53 s.-n,,vn Sv] The prep. may mean either 
on account of or notwithstanding; for the latter sense cp. Job ro7 34 • ; 
Lex. 754.-20. ,,, ,JJ/ iwNJ n::i most naturally refers to 1n~J/!l; Tyre is 
too far away (v. 18) to be regarded as the grammatical antecedent.
•~ 1Wl/ "lt'N] Outside the construction of the sentence, and barely 
translateable.-21. n•o~NJ I!§ avar<Xd F pullulabit. m: ' I will bring 
deliverance.' 

Ch. 30 (a) Jahveh's day for the destruction of Egypt ap
proaches, vv. 1 •19 ; (b) Jahveh will use the Babylonians to 
break the arm of Pharaoh, vv.20 -26• The first of these sections 
(a) seems to be a footnote to the previous chapter, the work of 
a writer who wished to add details to the announcement of 
Egypt's doom in 298 •16 • 11 -21• The fact that no date is given, 
the poverty of the language, the haphazard enumeration of the 
cities, all point to the secondary character of vv.1 •19_ On the 
other hand (b) contains a dated oracle in rhythm (v.21), which 
is developed and applied in the following vv., probably by 
Ez. himself. With (a) cp. Jer. 441 4614fi. ; with (b), Jer. 4310 4430• 

2. Howl, alas for the Day!) Cp. Is. 136, Joel 1 15 ; the Day 
is used in a pregnant sense, of the coming punishment of the 
heathen, v. 3 ; see 77 n.-3. near is the ' ' Day of jahveh] So 
@I!, the form elsewhere, Is. 136, Joel 115 414, Ob. 15, Zeph. 1 7• 14 ; 

· .:ffl expands it to near is (the) Day, and near is the Day of Jahveh. 
-a Day of cloud, the time of the heathen shall it be] The first clause 
is perhaps copied from Joel 2 2, Zeph. 1 15 ; the time in the sense 
of 71. 12; cp. 2130. 34 E25. 29l 223 355, Is. r322.-4. the sword shall 
come] Cp. 298 333- 6 .-anguish] Cp. v. 9, Is. 21 3, Nah. 211 (all).
and her wealth shall be captured] Lit. and (men) shall take. The 
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context here and in v.10 2919 requires the meaning wealth rather 
than multitude, cp. Ps. 3716, :f5:oh. 59, r C. 2916 ; but, as in 2919, 

49» om. the sentence, which is prob. an addition in both 
cases.-5. A list of Egypt's provinces and allies, fatended to 
enlarge the scope of the approaching disaster ; see 2710 n. 
The v. seems to be a note jotted down on the margin; hardly 
an attempt is made to work it into the context.-and all the 
mingled people] or mixed company. The word ('ereb) is used 
of non-Israelites attached to Israel, Ex. 1238 J, Neh. 133, and of 
foreigners attached to Egypt or Babylon, Jer. 2520 5037 • So 
® 1ra'.vT£, o1 l1r{µtKT01, agreeing with ;!ffll ; other Vrs., however, 
pronounced the word differently, all the Arabs ('A rabh), 'Al ~ 
and many modems, cp. 2721 n., Acts 2 11• A proper name is 
certainly expected, but the weight of tradition supports the 
former rendering ; in Ps. Sol. 1717 the mingled people are 
mentioned along with the sons of the covenant.-and Kubh] An un
known name, which should prob. be read Lubh, with ®, the 
people who inhabited N. Africa, W. of Egypt; Nah. 39 , 2 C. 
123 168.-the sons of the land of the covenant with them] Appar
ently, the other people who were federated with Egypt. But 
the text is not certain ; ® has the sons of my covenant and om. 
with them, implying a reference to the Israelites ; so Jerome 
explains, de populo Judaeorum (cp. Acts 325 ) ; it is unlikely, 
however, that Israelites would be mentioned in such a casual 
way. Many follow ®, and altering covenant (b•rith1) into the 
K•rethites (k'rethi), Co. Siegfr. Toy Kr.; see 2516 n. It is 
better to leave ;!ffll as it stands, and to regard the whole v. as 
originally outside the text.-shall fall by the sword] Taken from 
the next v.--6. Thus saith jahveh, And the upholders of E. shall 
fall] The introductory formula marks a new section, as in 
vv.2• 10• 13 ; it should not, therefore, be omitted with ®· The 
upholders are prob. the foundations mentioned in v. 4.-the 
pride of her strength] cp. v.18 724 n.-jrom Migdal 'to' Syene] 
See 2910 n.-7. And they shall be desolated] The plur. refers to 
the upholders in v.6 ; but in cl. b we find his cities. To make 
smoother grammar .:ffl should be corrected : and she shall be 
desolated ((I?) ... her cities. This v. repeats most of 2912a.-
8. lay fire to E.] cp. vv.14• 16.-9. messengers' 'shall go forth in 
ships] The v. seems to be based upon Is. 182 ; messengers are 
sent out from Egypt to warn Kush of the approaching catas
trophe. Ethiopia is ' a land which rivers divide,' so the 
messengers travel in ships. After messengers .:ffl has from 
before me, a dittograph which (lg omits. The word for ships 
suits the context, and, if correct, comes from the Egyptian ; 
the Vrs. read it' hastening.'-to terrify Kush (dwelling) securely] 
An awkward expression, but just possible; ® om. securely.-
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anguish] See v. 4 n.-in the day of E.] 1.e. of E.'s overthrow; 
cp. 'the day of Midian' Is. 93, Hos. 22, and see eh. 77 n.
behold, it comes] cp. 751· 10.-10. wealth] See on v. 4• Nebuchad
rezzar is named as Jahveh's agent in the spoliation of Egypt, 
cp. 2919 n.-II. he and his people with him] The phraseology is 
reminiscent of P, e.g. Gen. 618 77, Ex. 2921 ; Driver LOT.9 132, 
no. IO.-the most terrible nation] See 287 n. ; draw out their 
swords, 512 n.-12. There has been some dislocation of the 
text here; perhaps the v. originally ran And I will make Nile
streams dry ground, and devastate the land and its fullness, and 
sell the land into the power of strangers. See crit. note. For 
dry ground cp. Gen. 722 , Ex. 1421 J etc.; the land 'and its fullness 
cp. 1219 ; sell into the power of cp. the phrase of the compiler 
inJud. 214 38 42 etc.-Vv. 13-19. The destruction of the principal 
cities, three belonging to Lower, and five to Upper Egypt ; 
they are named without any sense of their geographical position, 
as though the writer knew of them only by hear-say.-And I will 
cause idols to perish] Vv. 13 -19 refer to the cities and possessions 
of Egypt, not to idols ; ll9B om. the words, which seem to 
be addition suggested, perhaps, by 207f-, Jer. 4312.-And I will 
exterminate 'chiefs' from Noph] So <I? µeyurrava, (='eltm), 
for ff[ / alse-gods ( = 'eUUm), a word not used in this Book ; the 
verb as in v.10 724 etc. Noph v.16, Jer. 441 4614· 19, Is. 1913, 

written Moph in Hos. 96, is Memphis, Judith 110, Eg. Mennofer, 
M ennufe, Gk. Meµrfas, the principal town of Lower Egypt, on 
the left bank of the Nile, 10 miles S. of Cairo.-And 'princes' 
from the land of E.] The plur. (119) suits the context better 
than :ffl's sing. ; what prince could be meant ? Then continue 
with the plur., they shall be no more 119.-and I will put fear 
in the land of E.] Not in 119; a weak expression, added later; 
fear does not belong to the vocabulary of the Book ; in 118 

the reading is doubtful.-14. Pathros was the native name of 
Southern or Upper Egypt, see 2914 n. $o·an is the Hebr., and 
Tcfvis the Gk. form of the Eg. S'nt, in Lower Egypt, now $iin, 
an important city in the Eastern Delta, Num. 1322 JE, Is. 1911 

(? post-exilic) 304 (8th cent.), Ps. 7812• 43, Judith 110• No', 
Eg. Net,=' city,' was the capital of Upper Egypt, called by the 
Greeks Thebes, on the right bank of the Nile, about 400 miles 
S. of Memphis; vv.15 • 16, Jer. 4625 , Nah. 38 No' of 'Amon; from 
the latter designation comes ©'s ~io, ,ro.\.i,. With lay fire to 
cp. v. 8 ; for do acts of judgement v.19 see 510 n.-15. I will pour 
out my fury] Cp. 208 n.-Sin the stronghold of E.] One of the 
fortresses on the north-eastern frontier ; but ~ could not 
identify it, and merely transliterates, probably because in the 
2nd cent. B.C., its importance had declined and it was no longer 
a garrison town, The identification with Pelusium, l) and 
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Jerome, though widely accepted, is based upon a doubtful 
etymology, see crit. n. ; at the same time it is likely enough 
that Sin lay in the neighbourhood of Pelusium (23 m. S.E. 
of Port Said) ; see W. M. Muller Enc. Bibl. col. 4628 f.-the 
wealth of No'] Cp. vv. 4• 10• As the text stands, No' is mentioned 
three times in vv.14 -16 .-16. a fire] Cp. vv. 8 • 14.-Szn shall 
writhe in anguish, and No' shall be breached] The writer goes 
from Lower to Upper Egypt, from the Delta to Thebes! For 51n 
~ gives Syene, v.6, which many prefer: two places which 
belonged to the same part of the country will then be mentioned 
together. But No' is repeated in this v., and why not Sin? 
For writhe in anguish cp. Jer. 522 ; for breached cp. 2610, 2 K. 25 4• 

-The end of the v. reads and Noph distresses by day, which 
requires a verb to be supplied, e.g. shall have; but the text is 
corrupt. Co. ingeniously emends and its walls shall be broken 
down, re-grouping the consonants, with a change in the last 
word; so Reuss, Toy, He.-17. And the youths of ' 'On' and 
Pibeseth] Both in Lower Egypt. 'On is Heliopolis (<1.9), 7 m. 
N.E. of Cairo, Eg. 'nw, Akk. Unu, one of the oldest cities in 
Egypt, and famous for its temple of the sun-god ; hence it is 
called Beth-shemesh in Jer. 4313• ft[ intentionally alters the 
pronunciation to 'Aven i.e. 'nothingness,' but 'On is kept in 
Gen. 41 4•· 50 4620• The youths were perhaps those in attend
ance at the temple, or neophytes in course of training by the 
priestly astrologers. Pibeseth is a Hebrew adaptation of the 
Eg. P-ubasteft, ~ Bov,8a<TTo,, Y Bubastus, about 40 m. N.E. 
of Cairo, now Basta, near the station ez-Za¼:azi¼: ; the cat
headed goddess Ubastet was worshipped there, Herod. ii. 66 f. 
-and they shall go into captivity] The pron. and vb. are fem., 
and apparently refer to the two cities.-18. And in Te!Japhne[ies 
the day shall 'grow dark'] So the Vrs. for :ffl shall withhold (its 
light): the city called in Jer. 2 16 437• 9 441, Judith 19 Tal;lpan}J.es, 
<!.9B T,iq)llat A Taqmi,. (the form elsewhere) t::.acf)llal Herod. ii. 30, 
now Tel Defenneh, IO m. W. of el-~antara on the Suez Canal. 
Its situation close to the old caravan route from Syria afforded 
a convenient place of refuge to Jewish immigrants, Jer. 437• 

The three cities named in vv.17 • 18 all belonged to the Eastern 
Delta. For an account of recent explorations on the sites see 
W. M. Miiller Enc. Bibl. col. 3770 and 4887.-when I break there 
the bars of E.] The bars (mototh) were the wooden pegs which 
passed through holes in the cross-beam ('ol yoke), and kept it in 
position on the animal's neck; hence the bars of the yoke 3427 , Lev. 
2613 ; the pegs were tied below by thongs (Is. 586), and thus made 
a rough kind of collar. But bars and yoke seem to denote the same 
thing in Jer. 2]2 2810-13, and perhaps here. Both words are used 
as a figure of tyranny, and of Egyptian tyranny in particular, 
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Lev. 2613 (on which the present v. may be based). The Vrs., 
pronouncing the word differently, give rods; the sing., however, 
is used when the word has a figurative sense, e.g. Is. 106b- 24 • 26 __ 

pride of her strength] Cp. v.6 n. 3328-a cloud shall cover her] Cp. 
327.-19. Cp. v. 14b.-Vv. 20-26. An independent prophecy, dated 
three months later than 291 . It refers to a defeat inflicted 
upon Pharaoh }:Iophra', v.21, apparently the reverse spoken of 
in Jer. 375 -s cp. 3421b; the proph~t now foretells the total ruin 
which is in store for Pharaoh and Egypt. V. 21 contains the 
oracle in rhythm, vv.22 •248.- 25b the development of it; vv. 24b-

25a- 26 give four lines of the latter re-arranged-a suggestion 
from the margin.-The date is Apr. 587 B.c.-21. The poem may 
be restored, with Holscher, thus : 

I have broken the arm of Pharaoh ' '! 
And lo, it has not been bound up, 
With use of medicines (and) bandage ' 
To brace it for holding the sword. 

Son of man at the beginning stands outside the rhythm. The 
perfect I have broken might be treated as prophetic, and rendered 
I will break ; but the general sense of the oracle requires an 
allusion to the past : Pharaoh has lately been defeated, his 
final overthrow is still to come. After Pharaoh :ffi adds king 
of Egypt, which is om. by 49 ; for breaking the arm cp. Jer. 4825 

and IS. 2 31 ; With use of etc. lit. putting on medicines or heatings, 
setting a bandage, cp. Jer. 3013 4611 and eh. 164, Job 389 (' swad
dling band'). :ffi adds to bind it up, a superfluous word, om. 
by (!?, perhaps due to 2913.-22. Therefore introduces the 
application, as in 156 246 298.-and I will break his arms] 
Taking up the figure in the poem, the prophet threatens a 
more severe defeat cp. 2917-21 3211 ; the singular in v.21 is 
changed to the plural. Some matter-of-fact reader has added 
a gloss, the strong (arm) and the broken: Holscher is equally 
prosaic in his criticism of these vv.-make the sword drop] 
Cp. 393.-23. disperse ... scatter] So 2912

; elsewhere the 
threat is applied to Israel, 2023 n. Ho. thinks that if refers, 
not to the future, but to the past, and that the writer, long 
after Ez., has in mind the conquest of Egypt by Cambyses in 
525 B.C., and the deportation of Psammeticus iii. to Susa. 
Ho.'s interpretation depends on his view that the present 
passage is the work of a redactor.-24. strengthen the arms] 
Cp. Hos. 715.-J will put my sword into his hand] For Jahveh's 
sword see 218 n. Sometimes it is drawn against Israel, 218 • 10 

r3 - 5i, Jer. 1212 ; here, against Egypt, 298, Jer. 4610
• 14, and the 

king of Babylon wields it, cp. -v. 4 2124 n. 3211
• The idea goes 
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back to Isaiah, but it is carried further: as Assyria had been 
the instrument which Jahveh used to punish Israel, Is. 106, so 
Babylon is the instrument used to punish Egypt. The con
tinuation of v.243 is v.25b.-and I will break the arms of 
Pharaoh] Repeating v.22b. The marginal or corrected version 
begins at this point ; the text is arranged in a more logical 
order-breaking the arms of Pharaoh (v.24b), strengthening 
those of the king of Babylon (v.25a), the dispersion of Egypt 
(v.26 ) ; whereas in the primary text the dispersion of Egypt 
(v.23) comes before the strengthening of the king of Babylon's 
arms to use his sword (vv.24a. 25b).-and he shall groan with the 
groans of the wounded before him] Pharaoh falls mortally wounded 
before Nebuchadrezzar. ~ reads clause b differently, 'and 
he will bring it upon Egypt, and will spoil her and plunder her,' 
cp. 2919• This may be yet another alternative version.-
25aa=v.24aa I will strengthen ... Babylon.-and the arms of 
Pharaoh shall drop] A variation of the phrase in v.22 ' I will make 
the sword drop.'-25b belongs to the primary version, repeating 
for emphasis part of v.24a.-z6=v.23• 

Ch. 30, 2. 01'~ ,,:, ,S•S•n] @ •n /ii fiµlpa, om. ,,,,,;,; :ii ' howl and say' 
cp. 312 n. .in, only here, is prob. a mistake for .i;;i~ Joel 1 16.-3. 
nwS or :m;,, o,• :m;, •:i] Orn. ,, □,• :iii;,, which, if the true reading, would 
require 01•,,.-n11 flll 01•] @B]l (Tye.) fiµlpa, 1rfpa.s, om. Pll, and explaining 1111 
by 76 21 30• 34 etc. In i,)h fiµ<pa.v veq,O,:qs ('A~0) is marked as an addition 
to&, F dies nu bis. See Burkitt Rules of Tyconius ex. f. in Texts and Studies 
iii. :ii o~. ,i•:i'.-4 .. ,&:ii] Dr. § no (5).-.iSnSn] Reduplicated form from 
Sin, cp . .i7t;)/t;l, ',;;,~;i ; the word is chosen to give a play on the following 
SSn.-,!llJ] @B Ka1 <ruµ,,reqouvra, AQ Kql ,rwoOvrn,? =S!li1.-m1,:):, in;,,,] Ren
dered by &A 'A~0.-5. :irn .. ,,,, 1:ll!l1 r&>i:i] @ Ilfpqa1 Ka1 KpiiT•s Ka, 
Av8o1 Kai AlfJvH, cp. 2710 &. The AlfJvH ( =:i,S,) take the place of ~•s 
:mi, and precede K. 1ra.vTes ol ,1rlµ,,Kro1.-n•1:i>1 fik •i:i,] @ Ka.I Twv vlwv rijs 
8,aO~Kr/S µou=•n•,:i •i:i,, for which Co. al. read •n,:i,, •ni. This cer
tainly makes good sense, and gets rid of an unparalleled expression.-
1S!lll ,i,n• ir.iN .i:i : ,S!l'] &=,S.!lli : ,1:i ,S!l•, reading ,;~ as '"f, and om. 
m,;• 101!.-6. ,~!lll] For pf. c.w.c. at the beginning of a sentence cp. 
vv. 10- 13 17 22 n.-'r.i 'JDC] & Ta. &,vn<rTr,pl-yµ,a.Ta, 'A~ ol u1ro<rTr,pi!;ovns.
ni1i;,] Point nw;,, &B gws ~vfivr,s.-7. 1'1;> ... \l:lli'll] I. i''1l/ ... 11rwi1, 
l@i ep71µwfJ{iO'cTa, . . . a.I 1r61'e,s avTwv.-n\:ri1:1~] Niph. ptc. pl. f., cp. 
sing. n:;i1t:12 2619 ; --:; is changed to -;;- because the tone is thrown forward, 
cp. ½i;i.;-1S~?,.-9. 'lD~r.i O'Jl!So] The second word is prob. a mistaken 
repetition of the first, though recognized by 0.-0'li:.] Plur. of '1 Is. 33 21 

=Eg. t'ai; the form should be □•;; Dan u 30, though 0•1 occurs in 
Num. 24 24 <t>, F here in trieribus. But l@i q,rcvoovre, ~ ev i!1rei~n 0 
elJ'O'tfJ, :ii ' quickly,' implying a different text, ? □ '~1$ ' (as) hastening 
ones,' Dr. § r6r (2) ; for rk cp. Josh. ro13, Jer. 171•.-nr.i:i w1J nN 1•1n,1~] 
Intended for a pregnant constrn., with JW' implied (:ii inserts it), cp. 
Gen. 34 26 . But nr.i:i may be an addition from the margin.-□P:i] So 
Mass., Baer 95 ; not 01•:i as m: and some edns.-10. •n:ir&>111J See. v. • n.
i•:i] by the agency of, cp. v. 12\ Ex. 163 , Jud. 638 etc. ; et. 1•:i into the hand 
of v. 12•.-11. 'N;i 111! 1NS01J See 817 n. ; & K. 1r1'r,8-f,O'Ha,1 iJ -yq.-12. 0'11!'] 
~m::=o:i•1N-.-,,;nc] So in Pent. and 2 K. 2 8, Hag. 2• from :i111 i.=be dry, 
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to be distinguished from ,,#10 ruin 25 13 29• etc. from :i,r, ii. =be in ruin, 
waste.-c•v, ,•:i f1N'1 nx •n,Jo1J \![58 om. ; ,'J here =into the hand, but in 
cl. b ~y the hand ; 0•111 is hardly the word expected, and looks like a 
m~swntten form of c•,1. ~ may be accounted for in some such way as 
this : the sentence had dropped out, as @ shews, by accident ; then 
y,x;i nx 'n1J01 plus c•11 1•:i (corrupted to 0•111 1•:i) was written in the margin, 
the latter words indicating the place in the text to which the missing 
sentence belonged ; then the entire marginal note, 0•111 ... •n1Jo1, was 
copied into the text in the wrong half of the v., and this must have 
been done after the Gk. version was made. So Herrm., plausibly.-
13. ,ox '1J] @='N nJ 'J.-'J •n,:ixm] Cp. v.• n.; @AS give a rendering. 
-□•~•S11] I. Cl'~!$, 1713 31 11 32 21 .-x•1n1J l. tl'N'Wl1, @8 rn! lipxo•rns "Miµ<f,,ws 
A Tdvews.-rr,1• xS] 1. ,•n• x~. @ KCI< ouK foonai ~ ' and there shall no more 
be a prince in the land of E.,' om. 'r., r1110 and ,,x,• •nm, (Co. 150).
□•1~0 .. •nm,] @8 om.-14. o,,n~J @~F =':l y;x, a correct explanation. 
-1)1~] F Taphnis.-NlJJ @ h A,os rroAH, the name current at the 
time, Strabo xvii. 1, 46 a! 0fjfja, KaJ.,,rn, oe viJv 11.,os rr6"1l«. 'A t!v Bavw 
~ b N6 e t!• No, l!C:F Alexandria, cp. u 23 ,,m m:.-15. roJ @8 ~alv 
A Ta,lv. The identification with Pelusium, Il']Aou,no• from tr>]AOS mud 
(Strabo xvii. 1, 21 ,Jwoµa,ncu li' ri.rro Tov rr>]"iloiJ), was prob. suggested by 
connecting i' □ with the Aram. 1:1? mud, a very questionaple etymology. 
The Eg. name, underlying !'□, is not known.-16. S•n1;1 ':,m Kt., better 
Sm1;1 'n Q. ; the inf. abs. should be Sin, G-K. § 73 d.-J'P] @ 2:V'f/•'l = 
Pi? or ,1)10 v.•.-11;,:i;,S ;,•,,n 1m] Dr. § 203. @8 t!, D-<os rr6"/\« t,na, hp>]µa 
(lKP'l'l/1-a AQ) .-□OP •,~ 'Jl1] For constr. st. before an adverb see Kon. 
iii. § 318 c. But the omission of the vb. leaves too much to be 
understood. \!l5 K. oiaxv0-,j<Tern, i!llarn? = □:I? 1~\:lJ]. ~ Ka1 t!v Meµ<f,« 
rro"/\eµio, aJ0']µcp,voi attempts to make sense of ~. ~ ' and Memphis 
shall become a ruin. And like water ' (v.1'). With Co. l. ~•()bin 1~")~~) 
cp. 2 K. 1413 , Neh. 1 3 etc.-17. l),t;( ':i] @ ,mvl<rKot 'H"illou rro"llews, 
shewing that il,t;( was understood as JiN ; so @ Gen. 11.cc., Ex. 111, 

Jer. 5013 [43 13]. In Phoen. 1x, NSI. gr. ~ 'and like water (v. 10) 

shall be the young men from Pibeseth,' om. '1 pN.-mm] @ K. aE -yvva<Kes, 
an inference from the fem. pron. ; it is unlikely that @ found □•wi,,, in 
the text ; m; p,,•nS!l,. Ro. prs. :-,•nm.,, but Jil'nll::11 would be required 
-too remote from :-ii:-,1 to be probable.-np~i;J Pausal form with -=, 
cp. ,iJ?N'l:1 Is. 1316, G-K. § 291.-18. "~OJ So the Mass. here and on 
Gen. 399 ; J:(im says in loc. Sxow:i N1pi1 ('•w:i. But @ <rv<rKord<r«="-''O 
t:~F.-ml:lir.,J @ <rKfJtrrpa F =nil:lQ, ~=:"1l;)Q.-:"1JDJ' p;, x•:-i] For the pers. 
pron. as subject in cas. pend. see 412 n. @F =N',,,, ~ om. x•:-i. 
Kt.0 r x1:-i Q.0 , x•;,, so Bamberg edn.-20. :-,,:-, ... •,1•1] See 11 n.-21. 
11111 nx] @ ro/Js ,Spaxlova,, missing the point of the sing. here as contrasted 
with the plur. in vv. 22ff·-x? mm] ~=N?i.-mx;:,, nn~J To be read as 
one beat, to conform the line to the measure.-S1c1ryJ Only here; in 
Job 389 "T~t!. @ adds t!rr' avro,.-22. ni:ic,in n111 :-ipin,, nx] Obviously 
an attempt to smooth out the disagreement between y1,1 v. 21 and Pn111r 
here. The Vrs. felt the difficulty and tried to meet it, @8 by making 
the adjs. plural, T. fjpaxiovas a&rov rou, i<rxvpovs K, rous 'l'fraµl,ovs, 
@Ar dissatisfied with the rendering of n,wi add Kai Tou, <Tunp,{Joµhov,. 
'A TO• Kparn'iov Kai iJ1/r'IMv 0 TOP l<Txvplw Ka, Tov µ<-ydv. i!i: paraphrases 
' his strong powers by which he broke the kingdoms,' ~ om. the second 
adj., F brachium ejus forte, sed confractum, a sense which the Hebr. 
cannot fairly bear.-24. •n,::iw,J ~ 'and he will cut down' (pesa!J,).
n,pNl pxii] The vb. again in Job 2412 (?>; the noun in Ex. 2 2 • 6 6 P, 
Jud. 218 D 2 ; cp. the Akk. nd~u (med. waw) =' groan, lament.'-For 
i•J~? . . . ·n,:;.;,1 @'s text implies ,,,,w ,,w, m::i mi ~•,~o ?II nn,x N'J:"11, cp. 
2919 (Comment.).-25. 'r. •~ ~II] 1. ?II. 

22 
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Ch. 31. Another oracle against Egypt, in the form of an 
allegory. Pharaoh is represented as a lofty pine with well
watered roots and ample boughs, the king of the forest, vv.2 •9• 

Then the great tree is cut down, and becomes a prey to the 
creatures it had sheltered-a warning to the proud, vv.10 •14• 

The fall of one so high sends a shock through the earth ; and 
the Underworld receives the victim with mockery to a dis
honoured grave, vv.15 "18• The first part of the allegory, vv.2 •9, 

is written in verse, and probably the other two parts also. 
The poem cannot have ended at v.9 ; some account of the over
throw must have followed, and it is contained in vv.10-u and 
15 •18, though the text has been obscured by later hands. The 
chapter, then, may be regarded as a whole, and as written in 
a fairly uniform measure. So Gunkel treats it in Das Miirchen 
im AT. 1921, 21 ff.; Holscher will allow only vv. 3 •8 to be 
original and in poetry; Rothstein prints vv.2b•s as verse, and 
the rest as prose. The attempt which is made below to recover 
the text of vv.10 •14• 15 -1s claims to be nothing more than an 
experiment. 

The overthrow of Pharaoh (i.e. Egypt) is again the theme 
of 321 •16 ; and in 3217ff· we have another picture, more elaborate 
and weird, of his descent to the Underworld. Further, it is 
to be noticed that chs. 31 and 32 stand in close relation to 
Is. 144 • 20, the descent of the king of Babylon to She'ol, and to 
Dan. 47 -11 no-l41, the great tree in Nebuchrezzar's dream. 
What is the nature of this relation ? A comparison between 
Is. 14 and Ez. 31 and 32 might at first suggest that the priority 
is to be given to Is. 14, which is far superior to Ez. in poetic 
quality ; but the finer piece of literature is not necessarily 
the earlier (Gray Isaiah 252). More significant are the con
ceptions of She'ol and the life after death which both disclose; 
some of these find no parallels in the earlier parts of the O.T. ; 
they point to a comparatively late period ; and if, as is assumed 
in this Commentary, Ez. lived at the time of the exile, we may 
suppose that both he and the author of Is. 14 made use of 
ideas which were current in the 6th cent. B.c. Further than 
that we cannot safely go ; the question, On which side does 
the dependence lie ? is best left undecided. With regard to 
Dan. 4, and accepting the exilic date of Ez., it is only 
reasonable to conclude that the imagery in Dan. is 
borrowed from our prophet (so Charles Daniel 89) ; Torrey, 
however, takes the opposite view, and believes that Ez. 
is dependent on Dan., which he assigns to c. 245 B.c. 
(Pseudo-Ez. 98), 

I. The oracle is dated from 587 B.c., two months later than 
the preceding one, 3020 -26 ; it contemplates a similar prospect. 
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-2. Pharaoh .. and his multitude] So v.1s 3212. 16. 24-26. 31r. ; 
cp. 30 4 n. 

To whom art thou like in thy greatness? 
3 Behold, a 'pine-tree ' ' ', of beautiful foliage 

and shady growth (?), and lofty in stature; 
and among the ' clouds • rose its crest. 

4 Waters nourished it, T•hom reared it, 
' carried ' her streams around ' its ' plot, 
and sent forth her channels to all trees of the field. 

5 Therefore its stature rose lofty above all trees of the field; 
and its limbs increased, and its boughs grew long 

6 In its ' shoots • ' ' nested 
and under its boughs gave birth 
and in its shade ' had ' dwelling 

7 So it was beautiful in its height, 
for its root made way 

8 No cedars could match it 
No firs bore a likeness 
and planes were as nothing 

9 Beautiful I made it, 
And all Eden's trees envied it 

through plentiful water. 
all birds of the heaven, 
all beasts of the field, 
' ' many nations. 
in the length of its branches; 
to plentiful water. 
in the garden of God, 
unto its limbs, 
;omrared with its boughs 

in the mass of its branches, 
' ' in the garden of God. 

The poem is written in the 2 : 2 measure, and the lines fall into 
groups of three or two; cp. 173• 6 •8.-3. For pine-tree (t"'asshur) 
see 276 n. ;§l!l reads 'asshur i.e. Assyria, which is obviously 
a mistake ; that te' asshur was the original reading is proved 
by the gloss a cedar of Lebanon, which has been inserted in 
JN to explain the rare word.-and shady growth] lit. and a wood (?) 
giving shade ; the rendering wood, however, is very uncertain ; 
in I S. 2315:ll. the word seems to be a pr. n., in 2 C. 274 it means 
wooded heights (plur.). ~B om. the whole phrase, perhaps 
because it baffled the translators.-and among the clouds] So 
vv.10• 14, with a slight correction of the Hebr., which ought to 
mean interwoven foliage; see 1911 n., and cp. Is. 1414• For crest 
see 17 3 n., and the description of the tree in Nabuchadrezzar's 
dream, Dan. 47ff, [lOfl.J. The imagery seems strangely incon
gruous ; nothing could be less suggestive of Egypt than the 
trees and scenery of Lebanon; the poet, however, writes from 
his own point of view, and in figures which would appeal to 
his countrymen. It has even been thought that he reproduces 
an existing myth of the tree of Paradise, or some popular legend 
(Gressmann Eschat. 104 ff., Gunkel Das Marchen 24); but this 
is to make too much of the words Phom, Eden, the garden of 
God, Sh•'ol; they have, of course, their associations with 
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mythology, and they are used because they lend colour and 
impressiveness to the description.-4. The waters are those of 
the Nile and its canals. As the king of Egypt is personified in 
293, so here is the River, and called Ph6m=Tiamtu, the Bab. 
dragon of chaos (Gen. 1 2), a name which the Hebr. poets use 
as a synonym of the deep, especially the sea, e.g. 2619, Hab. 310, 

Job 2814, but nowhere else of the Nile. Phom is virtually a 
pr. n., and here fem., as in Gen. 711, Am. 74, governing the fem. 
verbs which follow. (!? ~ l1.f3vuuo,.-carried] lit. made to go, 
<I? ~yay£v, a necessary change of ;JM's it was going.-its plot] 
lit. its (i.e. the pine's) place of planting; ;JM her plot.-to all 
trees of the field] As the context refers to the irrigation of the 
great pine, some would read to all the (or its) field i.e. that in 
which the pine grew, supposing that trees has come in from the 
next v. ; but to all the field is not in itself quite intelligible, 
and perhaps the text of ;JM should be retained.-5. and its 
limbs increased] A rare word for branches, again in vv.6 • 8 , cp. 
Is. 176 2710• 4&B om. the clause ; but it suits the parallelism. 
-through plentiful water] If we are to insist upon symmetry, 
the words may be regarded as an addition suggested by v.7 ; 

they are hardly wanted after what has been said in v. 4• ;JM 
reads here in sending it forth, which belongs to the next v.-
6. In its shoots] The last word of v. 5, slightly altered in pro
nunciation ; with this change, the next word in its limbs ;JM 
becomes unnecessary, and is seen to be an intrusion from v. 5• 

For the description in this v. cp. 1723 , Jer. 2223, Ps. 10417 • The 
resemblance between vv. 5• 6 • 10 and Dan. 47 -14 [10 -17l is particu
larly noticeable; probably both writers were making use of 
the same mythology (see on v. 3); Ez. cannot be borrowing from 
Dan., unless we accept Torrey's perverse dates (Ps.-Ez. 98).
had dwelling] ;JM dwell, or used to dwell; the Vrs. agree with 
the slight change required. The reference is to Egypt's allies 
and dependants.-many nations J ;§Ill all many nations, an incorrect 
expression, due to all in the preceding lines ; Ps. 8951 [soi 

cannot safely be quoted in support of ffl.-8. No cedars could 
match it in the garden of God] For the verb see 283 n. ; this 
meaning suits the parallelism better than darken or eclipse. 
In 2813 the garden of God is referred to as an abode of splendour, 
here as famous for its trees, cp. Ps. 10416• ~ lv "To/ 1rapa/Mu'l' 
"Tl)V ®rnv as in Gen. 2.-planes] Only again in Gen. 3037 ; so nearly 
all ancient authorities ; ~ wrongly pines. The Oriental plane 
is common in the N. of Palestine and on the coast. m: under
stands the trees to represent powerful nations, as in vv.16f.; 
here, however, they are introduced to fill out the picture of 
the pine's gigantic size. In JIil the v. closes with an unrnetrical 
line, which seems to be addition based on the context : no tree 
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i:n t~e garden of God is like it in its beauty.-9. Beautiful I made 
it] 1s om. by 4?, followed by some moderns (e.g. Toy, Hi:i.) on 
the ground that the divine agency is out of place ; but it comes 
in vv.11

• 
15

. Of the two similar lines, vv.8b and 9a, the latter is 
rhythmically preferable.-Vv. 10-14. The second stanza, marked 
by the heading Therefore thus saith jahveh, describes the over
throw of the proud tree, and the warning which its ruin gives 
to others. 

1° For the reason that 'it' was lofty in stature, 
And set #s crest among the 'clouds,' 
and its heart rose in its loftiness, 

11 I will deliver it up to a heathen chief, 
' and he will ' do to it as its guilt (deserves), and ' drive ' it out. 

12 And strangers ' ' shall cut it down, and leave it on 
the mountains, 

And in all valleys its branches shall fall, 
And its boughs be broken in all ravines of the earth, 
And from its shade shall 'flee ' ~ll ~eoples of the earth 

13 And on its ruin shall settle all birds of the heaven, 
And unto its boughs shall come all beasts of the field; 

14 That no ' trees ' in their stature may rise aloft, 
nor set their crests among the 'clouds,' 
and none that drink water stan~ ' ' in their lofti-

ness 

There is much uncertainty about the text of these verses, and 
more than one way of attempting a restoration. The prevailing 
measure seems to be the same as in the first stanza.-IO. it was 
lofty] So ~lJ; the context requires the third pers. instead of 
the second, ~; cp. vv. 3· 5.-At the end of the v. comes a line 
which, as it does not fit the measure, may be an addition ; but 
the reference to pride of heart is appropriate, if not necessary ; 
for the thought cp. 286 • 17, Is. I413r., for the wording cp. Dt. 1720, 

Jer. 4829, Dan. n 12.-I I. I will deliver it up] lit. so I will give 
it into the hand of, cp. 721 n 9 ZI36 [all etc.-a heathen chief] 
i.e. Nebuchadrezzar, as ~im. notes ; lit. a ram of nations, in 
a figurative sense, cp. 1713 n.-The rendering of the last line 
is based upon a minimum of correction ; the text in ;ffl cannot 
be right, lit. he will surely do to him according to his guilt I have 
driven him out. See crit. note. For the idea of recompensing 
guilt cp. Ps. 28 4.-12. And strangers shall cut it down] The 
translation follows English idiom; in the Hebrew, however, 
the perfect or its equivalent is used, have cut it down, left it, 
have fallen, expressing a resolve or prophetic certainty. After 
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strangers an explanatory gloss has been inserted in Jn, the 
most terrible nation, see 287 n.-leave it on the mountains] This 
is said of the crocodile, i.e. Egypt, in 296 324.-valleys . . . 
ravines] Together in 63 358 364 • 6 ; and for valleys in this con
nexion cp. 32 5.-from its shade shall flee] From the protection 
of Pharaoh, cp. vv.6• 17 ; flee is a slight correction of Jfl's rather 
colourless shall go down. Cp. Dan. 411 [HJ_-At the end of the 
v. J¥1 repeats and they shall leave it, wrongly added from cl. a. 
-r3. The tree when felled is pillaged by birds and beasts, like 
the dead body in 29 5• For its ruin or downfall cp. 3210 (Egypt), 
2615 · 18 2727 (Tyre).-r4. The downfall of the great pine is to 
serve as a warning against pride.-trees J is wrongly written 
trees of water in Jfl.-stand in their loftiness] J¥l and that their 
chiefs (lit. rams, v.11) should not stand, all that drink water; 
but the introduction of a fresh subject, their chiefs, is awkward; 
the word is probably a miswritten gloss.-The warning can only 
be given to survivors who still remain on earth ; but the last 
part of the v. in J¥l speaks of the other trees as dead and gone 
below; the warning comes too late! For all of them have been 
given to death, unto the land below, in the midst of the sons of 
men, unto those that are gone down to the pit. These sentences 
are based upon vv.17 • 18, and belong in fact to the next stanza, 
where the scene is laid in the Underworld; they have been copied 
in here by misunderstanding.-Vv. r5-18. The third stanza 
describes the consternation caused by the fall of the giant tree, 
the descent of Pharaoh to the Underworld, and his shameful 
end. The allegory of the trees is kept up in vv.15 • 16, but gives 
way gradually, until in vv.17 • 18 no disguise remains. This 
time there is an addition to the introductory heading : Thus 
saith the Lord J ahveh in the day when he goes down to Sh•' 6l : 

I will make T 8h6m mourn • and will hold back her 
for it, streams, 

And (the) many waters shall and I will make Lebanon 
be stopped, sad for it, 

And all the trees of the field ' shall faint ' for it. 
16 At the sound of his fall I will cause nations to quake, 

When I bring him down to Sh•'6l, with those down in 

And on earth ' ' they shall comfort 
themselves-

The choice ones ' ' of Lebanon, 
17 They too shall go down ' ' to 

Sh•'ol, 
and his ' helpers who dwelt ' in his 

shade 

the pit. 
all the trees of 

Eden, 
all that drink water. 

to the slain by the 
sword; 

among the ' living.' 
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1s To whom art thou like? ' 
And thou shalt be brought down with to the land below ; 

Eden's trees 
among the uncircumcized thou with the slain by the 

shalt lie, sword I 
It is Pharaoh and all his multitude, saith Adonai Jahveh. 

This is only an attempt to make sense and rhythm of the text, 
without enforcing a perfectly uniform measure. The 2 : 2 line 
seems to prevail, as before.-/ will make T-h6m mourn] The 
tenses in vv.15 "17 are again prophetic in the original. :ffl reads 
lit. I have made to mourn, I have covered over him, Y.hom. The 
word I have covered is om. by @, and may have been added 
by a reader, perhaps from 327, who thought that Tehf>m might 
be 'covered' (cp. 2619 ), but could not be made to mourn.
her streams] Cp. v. 4 ; the allusion is to the waters of the Nile. 
-made Lebanon sad] lit. black or dark, used figuratively for 
mourning; cp. 327 • 8 • The poet derives his imagery from the 
land he knew, and with no sense of incongruity.-shall faint] 
The noun faintness in ;flll must be pronounced as a verb ; cp. 
Is. 5120, Jon. 48.-16. Is the scene laid on earth or in the Under
world ? The first two lines speak of the trembling which 
convulses the inhabited earth; but in the next two, according 
to ;flll, the trees are in the land below, and yet the cedars are 
described as all that drink water, which can hardly mean that 
they are dead. Perhaps the word below is due to a misinter
pretation founded on v.14 ; if with ~B it is omitted, the v. will 
then describe the alarm which spreads among the nations, and 
the exultation of the great trees over the fate of their rival 
-all on the earth above.-at the sound .. quake] Similarly 
2615 ; and cp. Jer. 4921, Hag. 2 6f•. In v.13 fall has been translated 
ruin, cp. 2615 n.-bring down . . . pit] See 2620 n. 288 3218 ; 

and Is. 1411· 15.-and on the earth they shall comfort themselves] 
over the fall of their powerful rival ; cp. 1422 n. ;flll and in the 
land below cp. vv.14• 18 ; but this brings the trees of Eden and 
Lebanon into She'ol, and does not agree with the rest of the 
picture; om. below with d§B.-the choice (ones) of Lebanon] i.e. 
the finest cedars ; cp. Is. 3724, Jer. 227 ; also Is. 148

• :ffl has 
the choice and good of Lebanon, a doubtful construction in Hebr. ; 
~ om. and good, rightly.-all that drink water] Cp. v.14• The 
phrase has been questioned on metrical grounds, but the Vrs. 
recognize it.-17. The doom of Pharaoh is to be shared by his 
allies. Persons are now in the poet's mind; the figure of the 
trees is dropped.-They too shall go down] Prophetic perfect. 
;flll adds with him, an insertion which disturbs the measure.
to the slain by the sword] Cp. 3220ll- 358 ; those fallen in battle, 
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who had received no burial rites ; they are imagined as lying 
undistinguishable in the nether world, and thus deprived of 
honourable remembrance.-The text and meaning of the 
second half of the v. are uncertain : lit. and his arm they dwelt 
in his shadow in the midst of nations. With a slight change 
and his arm may be read and his helpers (Gratz, Toy, Kr. etc. ; 
cp. Rashi and i):im. 'his arm and his helpers'), i.e. those who 
supported Pharaoh, cp. 308 3221• From hints suggested by 
~

8 the rest is made intelligible, who dwelt . . in the midst of 
the living, equivalent to 'in the land of the living,' 3224ff·.

I8. To whom art thou like? The poem ends as it began with 
a question, here asked in irony by the inhabitants of the Under
world, cp. Is. 1416• .:ffl adds the prosaic sentence thus in glory 
and in greatness with the trees of Eden, based on v. 2 ; a late 
insertion, omitted by ~.-and thou shalt be brought down with 
Eden's trees] Pharaoh and his allies, as in v.17; the same form 
of the vb. as in Is. 1411• 15.-in the midst of the uncircumcised] As 
the Egyptians practised circumcision, those who did not were 
considered outside the pale of civilization : to lie dead among 
them was the last indignity. Cp. 2810 n. 3219 • 28ff-, and Josh. 59 ; 

Gressmann T. u. B.2 ii. 52.-The subscription is like that in 
1914 3232. 

Ch. 3r, 3. 111:'N] l. 11w~1;1; the Vrs. follow .ffl.-piJS:J 11K] To b~ omitted 
as a gloss : it spoils the balance of the v.-•pY ,1!l'] See 173 n.-,~r.i win] 
The first word may come from the same root as the Akk. !Jursu=' a 
mountain planted with trees,' {Jarasu=' to plant,' Jensen in KB. vi. 580; 
Aram. Nl:'1m=' wood.' In Is. 179 the word is not o_riginal. S~r,i Hiph. 
ptc. of S',~, with -=-, G-K. § 67 v. ; cp. the Haph. S~9l'l Dan. 48 • 41P·0 
"a,' 1rvKvb, e" Ty <TKfrr, S5i ' thick with its shade ' 3:T frondibus nemorosus. 
-c•n:JyJ From n::i11=weave, wind, cp. 613 20 28 ; but ni:iJI from J1J/= 
clouds 2 S. 23•, Ps. 77 18 must be intended, and read also in vv. 10. u; * eir µ,<<TOP ve<f,e11wv.-4. c,~n] Without art., because almost a pr. n.
,1l/tl1:I •• +~] I. nti\!9 . . :i;i•~h. clP f/ya,yev KVKll(j) TWP <f,uTWP a.iirov ~ 
'and by streams she encompassed his growth.'-nie,,, •~11 S:i] Ro.'s 
1n,w S:i is better than n,w:i S:i.-:inSw] Cp. 177.-5. N,7:JJ p ',11] Some (e.g. 
Ho.) would om. p ',JI as a prosaic addition. Nn:JJ has the Aram. fem. 
ending, cp. Nn7p 2731, NS:i 366 , N,i•pmK 41 16, Kon. ii. 347.-rn~11,c] Ct. 
rn!ll/0 vv. 6• 8 ; the , inserted to ease the pronunciation, as in Aram., e.g. 
ND7:i, pwr.i,,, ll'Jiw, Selle De A ram. Libr. Ez. r7.-1n1K!l] Kt. Pn7N!l Q. v.•; 
but l'nN,~ vv. 8• ur, 178• The .j is 1N~, as the denom. ,~~ Dt. 24•0 shews. 
c!9B om. 'o 1'1l'J7nl, and renders '~ ,il:17Nm "· e1r'/\a,dw8,wa,p ol Klld.oo, a,,iroO, 
to which @.AQ add "· u,f,wfJrJG'U,V a,l 1ra,pa,<f,,vd.o« a,,iroO, so e, thus supply
ing a transln. of both phrases in jilf[.-inSw:i C'J7 □ •r.ir.i] It is possible, but 
not certain, that the first two words are an addition ; the third should 
be pointed 1i:r?1~. and transferred to the next v.-6. rn!lll0JJ Prob. an 
alternative to in',wJ, when the latter had slipped into the wrong place. -,,v S:i m;,J Cp. Is. 406 , Jer. 44 12, Kiin. iii. § 346 i.-l:i1~] l. 1::11;, 
with some MSS and the Vrs.-C'J1 c•1i ~:i] clP 1ro.v 1rM)00, ,Ovwv F coetus 
gentium plurimorum ; but thtl pleonastic SJ is better omitted with S5). 
-7. 'i''.1] So Ben Asher., ,,:1 Ben Napht.; l):im. Rad. Lib. 144 maintains 
that i;·1 is the correct pointing, cp. i11f''.l. The vb. again in 1613 •~•r;,1.-
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,., 1'11CI] @ a,11 ri, 1r)\'ijl1os TWV KA().QWV avroO, so 351 ='1 J'1J.-8. 0'Jl:)1Jl] 
Prob. connected with the Akk. uruma, trees in the mountains of Armenia, 
KB. i. 30, Streck ZA. xviii. 173.-rijih~f] So vv. 12• 1a 17• for ri;,iij!l:p 
many MSS and vv.•• •. The single word contains the two beats required 
by the measure.--9. 1111<Jp•1J With accus. only again Gen. 26" J, usually 
with J of the person, e.g. Gen. 301 E.-1WK i,v •sv i;,JJ @ om. ,J and 1wK; 
the latter is also om. by 351, prob. rightly.-10. n,'1Jl] So @, but I. :,;i~. 
For mJ1pJ 351 =1nl:l1pJ.-1o!JJJ 1JJ' 011] @ Kai dilov ( =Ml!'.tl] i• r{i, vif,w/Jfj,a, 
aiJr6v, o~. 1JJ,.-11. 1;i_l);I~)] Dr. § 125; Kon. iii. § 415f. Some 
would pomt 'N) ; but :ffl is prob. right.-o:1i '!et] Constr. st. of ,:!:(, 
usually ,•;,:c, as many Mss0 r write it ; cp. '~!! 32 01 for •~•!!. @ IJ.pxovros 
ilJvwv i!r351 ~•pn F fortissimi gentium.-wnw1J ll/11'1J ,, 11ruy• ,wv] Perh. 
I. 1~1~•1 iy~;:p ;, :ii'Jl/1, 351=o!WJ/1; :ffl's iruy may be a mistaken anticipa
tion of this. Many MSS and Baer's text read 1yw1J, other edns. 'iJ. 
wnruiJ is om. by @, but 0 gives Kal i(ifjal\ov a&r6v, i!rF =f!II. 351 • and 
will cause him to perish' (7JK), for which Ro. suggests ln'Jw:i,; the 
subj. is pro b. 0'1l ,ic, as @ perceives, Kal /,ro[71nv T1J• d1rwl\«av mlro0.-
12. 1,,n,J•1] The impf. c.w.c. is equivalent to the prophetic pf., cp. 
281", Dr. § 82.-',,11 'N] l. ,v @.-,JJ1] @=,JJ.-1nN1!l] v.1•=rn,ic!l, 
v.8 n.-'K;i 'r''!lN ,JJ] @ iv 1r&.vn ,reilitiJ rfjs -yfjs.-1,-,•1] So @, I. 11'1'.l, 
others 1110:1.-1,,rui;•i] Though recognized by @, is better deleted. Reist 
OLZ. 1903, 445 explains it as a catch-word from the margin, intended 
to shew that ,,, ,~so ,,1•1 really belongs to 111wii•1 in cl. a.-13. i•;iJ Ff. 
after mru• imp£. makes it clear that the whole description is prophetic. 
-14. ic, ,wic JVO'] The line runs better without 1ruic (Gunkel); 11, Jlll:l' 
is just as idiomatic; see 1411 n.-o•o •~y ,J] @B Ka, ..-&.,rn Ta ~ul\a Ta iv 
r{i, Vilar,, and om. NS in 171:ll/' 11,,. Prob. I. o•~v (Gunkel) ; the last two 
letters are dittographed in 1l!l.-o~•?!;!] Plur. of '!! ram, cp. 32 21• The 
word might be pointed o;;i•~t1 @B 1rpos a&r&. (A avr6v), or=□,;t'?l/., m; po1,. 
Fzl om.-15. oi:in JIii ,.,v •nCJ •n,Jll1'1] @ €1r€PIJ7J!TEV a&rov 7/ 11.fjvrrrros. The 
omission of 'ntlJ gives a line of 3 : 2 beats, which perhaps occurs again 
in v.17 (twice) and in v.iah (once) .-,1Rt<l] Normally i is retained in Hiph. 
impf. I sing. c.w.c., and written either plene, e.g. 7'Q\7t'l Am. 2•, or defec
tive as here and K~iN) 28 18 n. ; less frequently i becomes e, as Ji?i;tl 
Josh. 14'. G-K. § 53 n.-1•,JI] is recognized by @ all three times in 
this v. The 2 : 2 measure could be carried through by striking out 1•Sv 
in the first and second lines.-111~?,'.1] @ hwl\vrra=II~~~). to make the 
parallelism more complete.-M\J~Y,] From a form ~~ii with the ending 
,,-:;- = '-=-, cp. n~~, np~ ; Kon. ii. u8. But point 11~~ Pu. pf. 3 f. sing. 
The Akk. eliptu=' faintness.'-16. o•u •nwv111J @=1iiiJ1.~ 351 • the earth is 
shaken.'-'J •,w n11J The prep. is pregnant: 'so as to be with those 
who are gone down'; et. ';,N in v.".-n•1mn r,11::i] I. f'li:tll, @B •• 'YV+ 
Ktirw AQ __ ,, :iii;, 1n:io] Two constructs with waw before a gen. are most 
unusual, G-K. § 128 a note. Dan r • 0•1wJ 1,wS, 1!l0 seems to be the 
only parallel, for the text is uncertain in Is. I r 2, Pr. 1611 , Charles Dan. 13 
quotes the legend on Mace. coins o•iwn 7Jm i:-111. @ Ta hl\,..-rli roO A. 
+Kai ra ,c&.71.71.,rrTa 'A~8.-17. 011 □J] ~ Kai -yap aorol, see 1210 n. 1n11 
6 µ,r' a&rov is better omitted.-,,~J 1Jw• 1l/111] I. \¼;i. •~-r? 1'1!i-'l· 49 Kai 
TO !T11'€pµa avroi) (\J/7!1) oi KaTO<KOVVTeS IJ1!'0 T'l)V !TK€1r7JV miroiJ.-O'U 11nJ] 
can hardly mean• among (other) nations,' Kr. ; I. □"n 11nJ. 49 iP µfo"' 
rfjs {wfjs avrwv &,,rw)..ovTo, reading □,i"n, and adding a vb. to complete 
the sense. 'A~e ,, µfo~ rw, i0vwv.-r8. J,J/ ... 11J:i] a acc. to the 
Hexaplaric text renders ,, irrxu, (mJ), •• o6iy, iv µe-yal\«6T71r,, ev {671.o,s 
Tpv,Pf/s.-n,11,,1] @ Kardf$11IJ• Kai Karafj,fjd.rrlJ71n, which Co. Jahn adopt. 
i:,11,,1 ,,'), would be a forcible phrase, cp. 1J•w111 1:i1w 146 18°0 387 etc.; 
but '@•s · reading may be a case of dittography. With Karafj,f3&.rr071n cp. 
Lk. 1010 lws ,%/lov Karnfj,f3arr0*"YI (TR.). 
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Ch. 32. The sixth and seventh prophecies against Egypt, 
both of them dated in the year 585 B.c., that is· to say, after 
the destruction of Jerusalem. If the dating is correct, it 
accounts for the bitterness of the prophet's tone; Egypt had 
failed Jerusalem in the hour of utmost need. The first of 
these oracles, vv.2 -16, falls into two parts; vv.2 -10 describe 
the crocodile of Egypt, caught, slain, and devoured, vv.11 -16 

the devastation of the land by the king of Babylon, echoing 
the threats of 291 -16 3020 -26, 312 •9• The whole is called a (?'ind 
(v.16 ), in the sense not of a dirge, but of a tragic song, weighted 
with denunciations ; some of it is written in poetical form, 
vv.2 -s; the rest seems to be a prose enlargement of the theme. 
The second oracle, vv.17 - 32, is a lamentation over the descent of 
Egypt to the Underworld, a powerful work of imagination, 
and one of Ezekiel's most impressive compositions. The text 
has suffered a good deal at the hands of annotators ; but when 
glosses and corrections have been set aside (vv.20 • 21 • 25), the 
poem emerges in well-balanced stanzas, with lines in the 
4: 4 measure, vv.18 • 19 • 22 -24• 26 • 27 • Such is Holscher's recon
struction of the original form, and none better can be 
suggested. Vv.29 - 32 seem to be an addition made after 
Ezekiel's time. 

I. In the twelfth year, in the twelfth month, on the first of the 
month] i.e. the end of February, 585 B.C., after the fall of Jeru
salem (end of June, 586). But is the date correct? The Vrs. 
vary the figures ; only m;y agree entirely with .:ffl. Thus @BJ(, read 
in the twelfth year, in the tenth month, etc. ; @~ in the eleventh 
year, in the twelfth month, etc. ; while Jerome in loc. notes that 
other interpreters (e.g. Aquila) give the tenth year and the twelfth 
month. On the main point, the twelfth year, .:ffl has the support 
of (l?B, and is to be preferred, if only because the change to 
the eleventh year (@ ... $) was evidently made in order to date the 
prophecies before the fall of Jerusalem, and earlier than 3321.-

2. take up a lament] Hehr. (?1nd, cp. 191 n.-Young lion of nations, 
thou art destroyed!) The figure (cp. 1921I-) is applied to Pharaoh, 
as the ram of nations is applied to Nebuchadrezzar 3111 ; in each 
case the literal meaning has vanished in the figurative application 
(Sm.). The Vrs. render incorrectly thou art like (312 • 8 • 18). In 
form the sentence does not match the two next lines ; in sub
stance it is even more out of keeping with the figure of the 
crocodile which follows; but this lack of harmony may not 
have been felt by the writer. The line thus stands by itself, as 
an exclamation or preface, much in the same way as 273a 
312b. No convincing emendations have been proposed; and 
there is no need to cancel the line as a redactor's invention 
(Ho.). 
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And thou (art) as a monster in the seas, and didst snort with 

thy ' nostrils,' 
And didst trouble water with thy feet, and foul their streams. 

The couplet describes the habits of the crocodile, as in 293, 

not the mythical dragon of the ocean ; the seas . . . streams 
are the Nile and its canals, cp. 314• The rendering nostrils 
involves a slight correction of ~ thy streams, first suggested by 
Ewald, cp. Job 4112 ; for didst snort or spout lit. cause to break 
forth, cp. Job 4023 {intrans.), Jud. 2033 (trans.).-didst trouble] 
lit. make muddy, turbid; only again in v.13.-/oufj lit. trample, 
cp. 341sr., Prov. 2526 ; their streams are those of the water.
Vv. 3-8. The introductory formula ;marks a fresh section. The 
verses which follow have the rhythm of poetry, but not a uniform 
measure, though lines of three beats predominate down to v.8• 

So I will spread over thee my net ' , and hoist thee 
in my drag. 

4 And I will leave thee on the land, on the open field will I hurl 
thee. 

And I will settle on thee all birds of the heaven, 
And will sate with thee the beasts of all the earth. 

5 And I will lay thy flesh on the mountains, 
And fill the valleys with thy height (?), 

6 And water 'the' land with thine issue ' 
And ravines shall be filled with thee, 

1 And I will cover the heaven when thou art quenched, 
And will make its stars to be sad, 
The sun I will cover with cloud, 
And the moon shall not kindle its light. 

8 All the bright lanterns of heaven will I sadden for thee, 
And will lay darkness on thy land, saith Adonai jahveh. 

Holscher regards only the couplet in v.2 as Ez.'s composition; 
and vv. 3 •8 as the handiwork of a redactor. But the latter 
section, if not written by Ez., is based upon his language and 
thought: the prophet may have repeated himself with varia
tions in detaiI.-spread over thee .. hoist thee] Reminiscences 
of 1213 198, where the capture of a lion supplies the figure, and 
of 294 where the crocodile is brought ashore ; the net was used 
in hunting lions, the drag for catching fish, e.g. 265, Hab. 1 1511•• 

After my net ffl has by means of an assembly of many peoples, a 
gloss from the margin, based perhaps on 2324 ; ©8 om. l>y 
means of an assembly.-4. The treatment of the carcase is 
described very much as in 293 - 5_ Without dropping the figure 
altogether, the writer contemplates a vast scene of slaughter; 
he has Egypt and its people in his mind all the time, and this 
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accounts for a description which would otherwise sound extra
vagant.-hurl thee] Cp. Jer. 1613 2226 • 28.-settle] Cp. 3113, of 
birds alighting on their prey.-sate with thee] Cp. 394.-5. With 
this v. cp. 3112, where also the figure is developed until it be
comes incongruous ; in both places the author is thinking of 
the massacre of a whole nation; cp. 304• 11.-with thy height(?)] 
The word does not occur again : can it mean ' high heaps of 
bodies' ? The old alternatives are with thy blood @JL, and 
with thy worm~- Text and meaning must be left uncertain.-
6. water the land with thine issue] i.e. with the outflow of thy 
blood, a.A. The Jewish commentators explain, 'a land of 
swimming,' in which thou didst swim (Rashi), or on which 
the waters of the Nile swim (l,(im.) ; but they take a wrong 
view of the construction. .:ffl adds from thy blood, unto the 
mountains; either an explanation of the unfamiliar word 
outflow, with unto the mountains added to heighten the effect ; or 
from thy blood should come at the end of the v. in place of from 
thee.-and ravines shall be filled with thee] Cp. 3112 358 ; Co. Kr. 
substitute with thy blood from cl. a ; but the correction, though 
it gives a better balance to the line, is not necessarily right.-
7. The destruction of Egypt is on such a scale that it darkens 
the sky and the stars as with garments of mourning, cp. 3018 ; 

the hyperbole goes further than 3115• Parallels are to be 
found in descriptions of the Day of Jahveh, Am. 518• 20, 

Joel 210 34 [2 31] 415 [315], Is. 139f·, Enoch 1814 - 16.-when thou 
art quenched] lit. when (one) quenches thee; Pharaoh is compared 
to a light. The word is used of extinguishing a fire or lamp, 
Is. 423, 2 C. 297, and figuratively in eh. 21 3f•, 2 S. 2117 etc.-make 
.. sad] See 3116 n.-the sun .. cover] Cp. Am. 89, Is. 6019, 

Jer. 159.-and the moon . .] Similarly Is. 1310 6019.-8. the 
bright lanterns] lit. the luminaries of light, a pleonasm perhaps 
due to metrical reasons; it was desired to have a 3 : 2 
line here. For the heavenly luminaries cp. Gen. 1 14 •16 P, 
Ps. 7416 ; elsewhere (P) of the light in the tabernacle.-darkness 
on thy land] Cp. Is. 602.-9. This and the next v. are based upon 
chs. 30 and 31, and the chs. on the fall of Tyre, 26. 27 ; they 
appear to be a prose addition to the foregoing poem.-J will pro
voke] to hostile action against Egypt ; the word is commonly 
used of Israel provoking Jahveh to anger, esp. in D, Jer., 
and the compiler of Kings.-bring thy destruction among the 
nations] The break-up of Egypt is to take place among the nations, 
and they will witness it. @, however, gives thy captivity, 
which suits when I bring better ; for the captivity of Egypt 
see 2912 -14• 19 ,--11,pon lands] @ unto a land, the proper sequel 
to thy captivity ; for the language cp. Jer. 1514 1613 174 2228.

IO. For the widespread consternation caused by the judgement 
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on Egypt cp. 3116a ; the effect of the fall of Tyre is described 
in similar terms, 2616 -18 2735 2819.-when I brandish my sword] 
lit. cause to fly to and fro; elsewhere the vb. is intrans., of birds 
flying Gen. 1 20, or the seraphim Is. 62, or serpents Is. 1429 306• 

For Jahveh's sword see 218 n. 3024l--tremble every moment] 
Cp. 2616 n.-in the day of thy fall] Cp. 2618 2727 • Holscher 
thinks that the allusion in vv.9• 10 is not to Nebuchadrezzar's 
conquest, but to the subjugation of Egypt by Cambyses in 525 
B.c.-Vv. I 1-16. A new section, introduced by the customary 
formula, as vv. 3 •10 : judgement on the king (vv.11 • 12a) is 
combined with devastation of the land (vv.12b •15). The passage 
is clearly dependent on the short oracle v.2 cp. v.13 ; and, like 
vv.9• 10, seems to be an expansion of vv. 3 •8, but with the sig
nificant addition of the sword of the king of Babylon: some 
of the vv. fall into rhythm, and produce an impression of 
rhythmical prose rather than of poetry. Holscher takes 
the view that the entire passage is secondary; on the other 
hand, Ez. may have composed both oracle (v.2 ) and comment.
the sword of the king of Babylon] Cp. 2124 l191 298 . Jahveh's 
sword, referred to in the previous v., turns out to be the 
sword of Jahveh's agent; the same representation as in 
218• 14ff- r3 • 9ff-l 3024.f·-12. By the swords of mighty men] Cp. 3011, 

where the most terrible nation is also mentioned.-thy multitude] or 
throng ; especially characteristic of the Egyptian chapters, 
e.g. vv.10. 1Bff. 3010• 15 312• 18.-13. its cattle, from beside many 
waters] i.e. the cattle on the banks of the Nile, cp. Gen. 412r- ; 
see also eh. 298.-the foot of man shall not trouble them] A rather 
weak application of v.2• For the second trouble them <I? 
reads trample them, thus avoiding the repetition; cp., however, 
28 4 • 6 306 318 • The whole v. may be regarded as secondary 
in origin.-14. Then will I make clear their waters] lit. cause to 
sink down ; the mud settles and the water becomes clear (so 
Rashi), cp. 3418 clear i.e. settled waters; and of the Nile, 
Am. 88 96 • The pron. their must refer to the many waters in 
v.13, not to Egypt, which is treated as fem., her. The comparison 
of a smoothly flowing stream to oil occurs only here; in Job 
296, Ps. 5522 , Prov. 53 the point of the comparison is different. 
Clear water and smooth stream, undisturbed by traffic or cattle, 
are signs of desolation.-15. A further insistence on the disaster 
which is coming ; the v. is perhaps a later addition (Jahn, He. 
Ezechielst. 31, Ho.). ;1ltlt has when I make the land of E. a 
desolation and desolated, see 614 n. ; better, with the Vrs., 
when . . . a desolation, and the Zand shall be desolated ; for the 
rest of the sentence see 1219 n.-16. It is a dirge, and they shall 
chant it as a dirge] The subscription in 1914 3118 is similar, and 
closes a preceding poem; but vv.11-1 5 hardly constitute a poem, 
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and vv. 3 •8 are not written in the Mna rhythm. Both groups 
contain denunciations, or forecasts of calamity, so that Mna 
here must stand for a tragic poem rather than a dirge, which 
was sung after the blow had fallen. The subject of they shall 
chant is indefinite, 'people.'-the daughters of the nations shall 
chant it] Women were hired to act as mourners, Jer. g16f·. So 
stupendous will be the fall of Egypt, that it will cause lamentation 
throughout all countries, cp. 3116 and on v.10 above.--upon 
Egypt and all her multitude] The allusion is to the country, as 
in vv. 3 -s. 11 •15, rather than to Pharaoh representing the country, 
v. 2• This v., like the preceding one, may be a later addition.
Vv. 17-32. Egypt's descent to the Underworld. The text has 
been filled out and altered in places, with the result that the 
original form of the poem cannot be recovered with certainty. 
Holscher suggests a new way of dealing with the perplexities 
of vv.10-22• 25 ; the translation which follows is mainly based 
upon his experiment. In vv.23 • 26 the refrain must be restored 
for completeness.-17. Though the month is left out in the 
Hebr. text, a reader, with v.1 in his mind, would naturally 
supply the twelfth, i.e. Mar. 585 B.C., a fortnight later than the 
previous date. ~ inserts the first month, which is less probable. 
In a note on the margin of ~Q it is said that Origen marked 
Tov 1rp6)rnv µ11v6, with an obelus, and pointed out the un
certainty of the text .:i, 1ran11 &.,\6yw, 1rpocrKdµwov.-18. The 
poem probably begins with this verse. 

Lament for the throng of Egypt, and sink it down ' , 
To the land ' bdow,' with those who are down in the pit! 

19 Art fairer than any? Go down! and be laid 
With the uncircumcised, ' ' slain by the sword! 

. . . . .. . . 
22 There is Asshur and all its company, 'round its grave,' 

All of them slain, fall'n by the sword, 
23 ' ' Who caused terror in the land of the living ; 

[And they bear their disgrace with those who are down in the 
pit.] 

24 There is Elam and all its throng, round its grave, 
All of them slain, fall'n by the sword, ' ' 
Who caused ' terror ' in the land of the living; 
And they bear their disgrace with those who are down in the pit. 

. . . . . .. . 
26 There is Meshek ' ' and all its throng, 'round its grave,' 

All of them uncircumcised, ' slain ' by the sword, 
' Who ' caused ' terror ' in the land of the living ; 
[And they bear their disgrace with those who are down in the 

pit.] 
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27 So they lie ' ' with the mighty ones, fallen 'of old,' 
Who went down to Sh•'ol with their weapons of war, 
And their swords were laid under their heads, 
And their ' shields ' are over their bones ' '. 

28 So thou shalt lie ' ' among the uncircumcised, 
With the slain by the sword ! 

35I 

Lament] A rare word ; see 2 10 n.-the throng of Egypt] Cp. v. 12• 

The people is personified ; but Pharaoh seems to be thought of 
in v. 19 ; no clear distinction is drawn between Egypt and the 
monarch who represents it.-and sink it down] The prophet is 
to chant the going down of Egypt to Sh0 '6l, in accordance with 
Jahveh's threat, vv.10ff,; cp. 2620 (Tyre) 3116 (Egypt). After 
this line ;ff\ adds it {l. thou) and the daughters of famous nations 
i.e. the prophet is to join with the women who wail over the 
downfall of Egypt, a hardly credible injunction ; perhaps the 
words are a gloss suggested by v.16 (Ho.), though it must be 
older than d9.-to the land below] lit. land of lowest depth, a plur. 
word, v.24 2620 ; but the sing. should probably be read as in 
3114• 16• 18.-down in the pit] Vv.24f· 291. ; see 2620 n.-19. Art 
fairer than any ?] lit. whom dost thou surpass in beauty? cp. 
312• Pharaoh {or Egypt) is greeted with mockery; what is 
become now of boastful pretentious? When vv.20b, 21 are 
rightly understood, it will be seen that the question is not asked 
by the Shades, but by the poet ; in d§ it comes in v. 21.-be laid 
with the uncircumcised] Cp. v. 32 and 3118 n.-slain by the sword 
is taken over from v.20 to complete the line; so cl? (v.21).

Vv. 20. 21. Here the text becomes unintelligible. For v.20a. :ffl 
gives in the midst of the slain by the sword they shall fall, of which 
slain by the sword may be attached to v.19, and they shall fall 
be omitted as an addition to fill out the sense. Holscher shews 
good reason for believing that vv.20b, 21 formed no part of the 
original poem. Comparing the text of :ffl with that of @, 
the latter seems preferable at first, because it places v.19 after 
v.21a, and thus supplies the speech of the mighty chiefs {see 
below, v.21 ) which is missing in ;ff\; many scholars adopt this 
re-arrangement. But (!?'s text is no more satisfactory than 
:ffl's, as Toy perceives ; both go back to a marginal gloss which 
has been copied into ;ff\ and d9 at different points. The gloss 
was written to explain that the question in v.19 was asked by 
the mighty chiefs from the midst of Sh•' ol, i.e. the Shades of the 
mighty men who had overthrown Egypt, v.12 3111--obviously 
not the mighty men of v.27 , who are lying stiff and senseless in 
the grave; d§ partly reproduces this, vv. 20b, 21a, but the gloss 
itself became corrupted, perhaps when it was copied into :ffl. 
For v.20b ;l)ll reads a sword is given, draw her (down) and all her 
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multitudes ; ~, and all his strength shall be laid asleep ; both 
texts are corrupt.-2r. ;ffl The mighty chiefs shall speak to him 
from the midst of She'6l with his helpers; ~B's version runs 
' and the giants shall say to thee, Be in the depth of uproar 
[pit ~A] ; to whom art thou superior?' For mighty chiefs 
lit. rams of mighty men see 3111 n. ; but the Hehr. is ambiguous, 
it could be the plur. of Mighty God Is. 96 re1 ; with his helpers 
cp. 308 3117 n.-j¥{ continues they have come down, have lain 
(with) the uncircumcised; but after shall speak in the previous 
clause we expect the words of the speech, and ~ supplies them by 
placing v.198 here.-Vv. 22-27, The prophet, like Dante, conducts 
us through the regions of the dead ; but, unlike the scenes in 
the Inferno, these are peopled with the bodies of the slain, not 
with spirits in torment. Asshur, Elam, Meshek, once formidable 
powers, are now lying harmless in the ignominy of death : such 
is the fate in store for Egypt ! The three stanzas, when cleared 
of later additions, produce by their monotony an effect of 
inexorable doom. Again the text of Jll differs a good deal 
from that of ~.-Asshur] The Assyrian power comes first; 
its overthrow, twenty-seven years before the date at the head 
of this oracle, sent a shock throughout the world which Ez. 
and his countrymen had cause to remember. The fall of 
Nineveh, ' one of the greatest events in ancient history,' took 
place in 612 B.c. ; the city was assaulted by the Babylonians 
with their allies the Medes and Scythians; its capture sealed 
the fate of Assyria, though for a time the kingdom was trans
planted to t[arran; Gadd Fall of Nineveh 1923, 15 ff.-all its 
(lit. her) company] Hehr. lpihal 'congregation,' @, uvvayw}')]; 
in vv.24 • 26 the corresponding word is throng, multitude.
around its grave] ~ around him his graves; but the form in 
v.24 is the right one. The same correction has to be made in 
v.26 , in each case with the support of ~~--23, Clause a in 
~ is secondary, made up of (1) whose graves were set in the 
recesses of the pit, an explanatory addition, (2) and her company 
was around her grave, perhaps a marginal correction of the 
similar sentence in v. 22• Then in clause b comes a phrase 
repeated from v.22 , all of them slain, fallen by the sword. Thus 
the only fragment of the original poem that remains in v. 23 

is who caused terror in the land of the living, and this is all that 
~ gives ; for ~ has inserted the rest of :1r( in V. 22• But originally 
the v. cannot have been so short ; and to complete it Ho. 
restores the refrain and they bear their disgrace with those who 
are down in the pit, v.24.-Who caused terror] The word for terror 
is peculiar to this eh. and 2617 .-24. Elam, after Assyria, the 
next most formidable state, associated in Israelite minds with 
constant warfare ; see Gen. 141. 9, Is. 21 2 226, Jer. 2525, Dan. 82, 
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The Elamites inhabited the great plain E. of the lower Tigris 
and N. of the Persian Gulf, together with the mountainous 
regi<:>n on the N. and E. (Del. Parad. 320); they were not 
Sermtes, though P in Gen. rn22 for geographical and political 
reasons makes Elam a son of Shem ; and, while they used 
cuneiform for writing, they spoke a language of the Turanian 
type. In the 8th cent. B.c. Is. 226 mentions Elam as providing, 
it seems, a contingent in the Assyrian army which was marching 
against Jerusalem. About 650 B.c. Asshurbanipal subdued the 
country, and celebrated his conquest on the sculptured slabs 
now in the Brit. Museum (Nineveh Gallery, nos. 45-56); in 
the post-exilic period Elam formed the nucleus of the Persian 
empire, Is. 212 ; and some part of the J cwish Dispersion was 
settled within its borders, Is. rr11, Jer. 4934ff·.-After fallen by 
the sword ~ has an addition, who went down as uncircumcised 
to the land of depths.-25. In <I? the v. is represented only by 
the words in the midst of the slain, which in :m stand both at 
the beginning and at the end. The whole v. is made up of 
phrases from vv. 24• 26 • The line and they bear their disgrace 
with those who are down in the pit preserves the refrain which 
is missing in v.23.-26. Meshek] Akk. Muski. The people of 
this country were evidently known to the Israelites as a warlike 
and aggressive race, who had given trouble to the Assyrians 
for ages; see on 2713• They may be regarded as remnants 
of the old Hittite population which was gradually driven to 
the mountainous region in the extreme E. of Asia Minor, marked 
Kataonia on Sir W. M. Ramsay's map; see Winckler Altar. 
Forsch. ii. 131 ff. ; KAT. 3 37. 68. 189. In P's genealogy Meshek, 
with Tubal etc., is counted among the sons of Japheth, Gen. I02, 

1 C. r 5 ; the two are generally named together, 2713 382f- 391, 

Is. 6619 <I?; and a scribe has inserted the second name here, 
but without the conjunction; the reading Meshek Tubal cannot 
be right.-' round its grave'] Corrected to read as in vv.23 • 24.

, slain' by the sword] So, with a slight correction, to agree with 
vv.20r._ The refrain should be added to complete the stanza.-
27. So they lie' 'with the mighty ones] The three great nations 
are now lying powerless in the grave, as dead as the ancient 
heroes of legend : and Egypt will soon be the same l ;ffl, 
however, reads they shall not lie, meaning that Asshur, Elam and 
Meshek will descend to a lower depth than the mighty ones ; 
but there is nothing in the context to suggest that the latter 
hold a place of dignity in She'ol, which will be refused to the 
three nations ; to humiliate them further is not the poet's aim ; 
he has Egypt in view. The negative in ft! was introduced 
apparently under the mistaken idea that the heroes, like the 
mighty chiefs of v.21, were ranked in the Underworld higher 

23 
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than the uncircumcised and those slain by the sword.-fallen 
'of old'] So (Ii!;; m fallen from (the) uncircumcised, which is less 
suitable. Co. proposed to read the N•philim of old instead of 
fallen (noph•lfm), cp. Gen. 64, Num. r3 33, which certainly adds 
a picturesque touch ; but there is no need to make the change, 
and from of old goes better with the verbal form fallen than 
with the noun N•phmm (Ro. Ho.).-their swords were laid . 
their' shields'] The dead warrior was recognized by his weapons, 
just as the dead prophet by his mantle, I S. 2814• For were 
laid the Hebr. gives they laid ; the active with an indefinite 
subj. (men laid) being equivalent to a passive. m reads their 
iniquities, so the Vrs. ; but the word does not suit the context, 
and the slight change to their shield(s), first proposed by Co., 
has been generally adopted; for 1?innd, the large shield, see 
2324 n. The v. ends with the line For the terror of (the) mighty 
ones was in the land of the living ; but the text is uncertain. 
Thus (li!jB 'for they made all men [A the giants] afraid in their 
life-time ' ; ~ ' for they wrought ruin by their might in the 
land of the living ' ; even if these renderings do not imply a 
different text, the objection remains that the line states a reason 
for this particular form of burial which is most improbable, 
namely, that the ancient heroes were a terror on earth. The 
sentence in fact is an addition, made up of borrowed phrases, 
and it destroys the symmetry of the stanza.-28. So thou shalt 
lie] m shalt be broken and lie ; but the first verb is unsuitable 
and looks like a corrupted form of the second ; ~B om. On 
the ground that the v. adds two lines to the four of the stanza, 
Ho. thinks that it does not belong to the original poem. But 
it drives home the moral, and effectively repeats the address to 
Pharaoh-Egypt with which the poem begins, v.19 ; cp. 3r18 n. 
-Vv. 29-32. The vv. were probably added later (Jahn, Ho.). 
Edom, the princes of the North, the $idonians, minor nations 
on the Jewish borders, could hardly be ranked among the 
mighty dead, such as Asshur, Elam and Meshek, states which 
had fallen and belonged to the past ; but here was an oppor
tunity to plunge into She'ol the detested enemies of the present 1 
-29. Edom] See on 25 12 -14.-her kings] Cp. Gen. 3631 P. The 
word is om. by (li!;B Co. Ro. al. ; it may be a gloss on and all 
her princes.-who were laid in their might with the slain] Or in 
spite of their might, cp. v. 30 ; Kr. al. But the expression is 
hardly a probable one, and in v.23 were laid or set goes with her 
graves ; so perhaps we should read here whose graves were set 
with the slain ; the difference in Hebr. is slight. cl9B implies 
the text of m.-they shall lie with (the) uncircumcised] Cp. 
vv.19• 21 (corrected). The Edomites were circumcised; but 
they are to lie with those who were not-a deep humiliation.-
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30. These are the chiefs of the north] i.e. of the Syrian lands 
bordering on Phoenicia. The word for chi'efs (n•stktm) is 
unusual, and belongs to the later literature, Josh. 1321 P, Mic. 
54• Col, Ps.8312 l111, Dan. rr8.-and allthe$idonians] A general name 
for the Phoenicians, e.g. Dt. 39, Josh. 134 • 6, Jud. 33 , 1 K. 1631, 
.used by the Assyrians, Greeks, and Phoenicians themselves ; 
see NSI. 54. 352.-with the slain] The prep. is perhaps pregnant 
(to be) with, or it should be corrected unto; cp. v.18. (le omits 
it.-in the terror they caused by reason of their might they are 
ashamed] The text is uncertain; in their terror (objective pron.) 
may be rendered in spite of their terror, cp. v.29 ; then by reason 
of their might will be an explanatory gloss, to which they are 
ashamed (41? om.) probably belongs.-and they shall lie uncircum
cised with the slain] The verb is prophetic; but the $idonians 
and the neighbouring chiefs were circumcised, unlike Elam and 
Meshek, vv.24· 26 ; read, therefore, and they shall lie with the 
uncircumcised, the slain etc., as in v.29, cp. v.19.-and they shall 
bear their disgrace] Imitated from vv.24• 25.-31. Them shall 
Pharaoh see, and be consoled for all his throng] In the Underworld 
Pharaoh will mark the wretched fate of these people, and will 
be satisfied that he and his, who share it, have met with their 
deserts: a sorry consolation! Cp. 3116 and 1422 n.-slain by 
the sword are Pharaoh and all his army] After shall see and be 
consoled the words are unsuitable; they are repeated in v.32b, 
and om. by ©B. A later addition.-32. For I caused his terror] 
So the Hehr. text and <I@; but in vv.23 • 24• 26 the subj. of the 
verb and the pron. with terror refer to the same persons ; 
accordingly the Hehr. marg. corrects to I caused my terror; 
the true reading should be he caused his terror.-in the midst 
of the uncircumcised] The most ignominious end conceivable, 
cp. v.19 311s n. 

Vv.18 -32 and Is. 144 -20 illustrate, more vividly than any 
other passages in the O.T., current notions of the Underworld. 
Thus (1) She'ol is a dark pit or hollow in the depths of the 
earth; (2) it is international; foreign and remote peoples are 
gathered there, as well as Israel's enemies and neighbours; 
(3) distinctions of race and rank, familiar on earth, are preserved 
below, and can be recognized; (4) the dead lie prostrate, harm
less and extinct, see on vv.20• 21 ; in Is. 14, however, the poet 
imagines them as having a shadowy existence, and capable of 
emotion and even of speech. With (r) cp. the Babylonian 
Arallu, sometimes a region, sometimes a great house, Jastrow 
Rel. of Bab. and Ass. eh. xxv., and Ps. 1610, Job 1021· 22• With 
(3) cp. Gilgamesh Epic, Tablet xii., 11. 20 ff., Langdon Semiti'c 
Mythology 264 f. With (4) cp. Is. 3818, Ps. 66 c51 3010 c91 

ss11-1a c10-121 n517, Job 311-19 1]16 zon 212a. These ideas 
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prevailed throughout the Semitic world ; and in the Homeric 
poems Hades has much in common with She'ol and Arallu, 
e.g. Od. x. 512 ff. and xi. 

Ch. 32, 1. ,;•,; .•. •n•\] See 1 1 n.-,1Jt:' n,wv •nwJ] For twelve 'JI □ 'JJ\1 
is more usual than 'll 'JJf, which occurs again only in v.17 33 21 , Josh. 
4 8 ; Kon. ii. 213 ; G-K. § 97 d. With ffi agree l!@BJl~h seve:ral Gk. 
codd. and cursives, Compl., (![:1:T; 13 Hebr. MSS 'JI •nt:-JIJ (cp. 261 40 49) 

l!@A* ev rip evil,Ka.rcp fr« ~ ; iv rip omfrcp fr« Sixt. edn. (H-P., Tisch.), 
'A~.-,n iwl) •iw:i] so l!@A* vid several codd. and cursives, Comp!., Ald., 
~QI;J:T 'A~ ; ev rip ilmircp 1-''I"' c!gBJl Sixt. edn.-2. n•o,i] The Niph. 
of ,i,".li =be destroyed, Is. 6 6 151, Hos. 46 ; ,,01 =be like in :£$:al 31 2 • •· 18 

etc. is another root.-□•;o~J As in 29 3 a mistake for r,0~. II@ <i>s ilpr:I.Kwv 
irr::1:T, • A Arnm8d.v.-nJJ;,l] from n'l, either :£$:al cp. !ll/;l r S. 25 14, or Hiph. 
(Stade § 549/) ; here in a causative sense with the obj. understood, snort 
(breath) or spout (water). The Vrs. paraphrase; I!? EK<pa.nt,s=' butt 
with the horns,' ~=' pierce,' F ventilabas cornu.-'1'i;,i,qJi1] © rots 
7rornµo<s o-ov, but I. 'l'Q\ir,:;i,-nl:,,m] The same ,J and usage in. Akk., 
dald1Ju=' trouble (water),' and in Aram., e.g. AbiZlar 1. II3 f'D n,7n :i,n 
(Cowley Aram. Pap. 216). Barth Wurzelunters. rr cps. Ar. falakha= 
contaminavit.-□ n,,,,i] <!?=1•m,,1i.-3. •nwi!li] Ff. c.w.c. after '1>t ,,:i; see 
1313 n.-', 'JI i,,,p:i] J of the instrument, as in v. 12 ; G-K. § rrg o. l!@B 
illKTva, Aa,wv '1l"OAAwP, A illKTV?V µov Kal cv iK«Xrwiq. X, .,,.,, similarly 'A0 
(without 1Cat).-7,l:,J1,i1] I. 7•n•,y,,, as in 294, 4§ rnl avci~w .,., 1:T et extraham 
te; the subj. was altered from the rst pers. to the 3rd when the 
gloss crept in.-4. 7'nwm1] © Ka,1 <Knvw .,., ? =7'n'!JJ1.-7,•!Jl>l n,w,, •m l:,JI] 
Cp. 29 5• If the line contains four beats, ,11wn 'l!l 'JI must be hyphened 
so as to give one. <!? 1reilia '1l"A1J<T8-/)o-,ml .,.,, apparently om. 'l!l and 
confusing 7l:,•!J1>t with 1>t,□,-;-□ •r.ie,;i '11J/ S:i] ®B om. cmw,,.-ril>l,l ,::i n•n] Not 
again; ~l1=yi1>tn S:i 'n ~:i.-5. 7n,01 m'l>tJn •Ml:,o,J For mr.i1 from □,, 
cp. n117 (constr. st. of nn7) from 111:, Prov. 4 24, and m:i:;i pro b. from 
J1w ; B-L. 506. The MSS vary between 1•mo,, 7•110,, and 7nr.i, ; the 
latter was pointed '11)?"'! by ~ and ~ rwP <TKwA-/)Kwv o-ou. ©BJl='19;1Q 
and om. nr1>ti;i, for which (!?A gives .,,.a_,rnp 'Y1P- For ·ni,,m {!!:~ =111Soi,. 
-6. Y,l>t •n•pwm] L f1N,., ',,,, so ®.-:;i;,~1] From ~,, to flow, Dt. II 4, 2 K. 6", 
Lam. 3 64 ; cp. ;i,?p, .,91 from 1'J1 roots, Kon. ii. 172. II@ mi '1l"onu0-/)u,ra, 
i/ 'Y1 am\ rwv 1rpoxwp11wfrwv <Tou ( ='ll)fF, ' thy excrements '), on which 
cod.Q notes (J'Q,<pf<Tnpov o ef3pa"ios a,ro TWP lxwpwv O'OU ix« 'thy blood,' 
~ rip lxwpl <Tov, m: 'the fat land,' ~'the land of thy watch-tower' (,1.is), 
1:T foetore. But the word is in the 2nd accus. after ;,pwn (so Gk. Vrs.), 
not in the gen. (~ and Jews) ; see Driver Mosheh b. Shesheth 1S, 71.-
1r.no] <!? a1ro rniJ 1rX-/)8avs <Tov? =7J7D; for r.i and J confused cp. v. 12 n. 'A~0 
=ffl--7□□ Jil>ll:,o• 'l>li] II@ q,d.pa-y-yas <v'1l"A7J<TW a'1l"o .-ou. Co. Kr. 7r.iir.i.-
7. '1i;,ini1] Pi. trans., with impersonal subj., equivalent to a pass.; II@ 
f!p rip <T/3,<TIJ1val <Te, similarly ~1:T ; hence Co. Be. Ro. '1i;,i:;i7;i :£$:al intraus. ; 
? necessary. m: ' when I quench 'Lhe brightness of the glory of the king
dom from the heaven.'-uo::il>l .. e•::ie·J Cp. v.•; Dr. § 197 (1).-8. ,,11>toJ 
In Gen. r 14 •18 the pl. has the fem. ending.-1si1>t] l!@=i'71>t,1, Co.-
9. 77Jt:-] ~F; ® aix_µaXw<Tfov <TOV='l'.1":;i.-llnJ11' 1>tl:, iw1>t msi!>l SJI] ®= 
nv,• .. Y,l>l 7N. The suff. in □ny,, does not agree in gend. with its 
antecedent. Co. thinks that ffl changed r,l>l to m,,x on account of c•u 
in the context, cp. 29 12 30•• etc.-ro. □'□JI . . •m::iw,11] Hiph. with 
accus. of the person only again Jer. 49•0 =5046 • I!? K, <Tr,ryvci<Tou<T<v • _ 
Mv'lJ.-7',ll nvw•] ©~ om. 1•,v.-·EmJ1::i] Pi'lel of ~\Jl=to fly ® <!v r{i, 
,r{rn<T0a.,, to be distinguished from ~TJl=to be dark.-,w!li5 w•ii mm] A 
more emphatic form of the ethic dat., cp. Josh. 9 24\ and Gen. 24• with 
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Dt. 4H. C!1I gives a free rendering, ,rpo,r/5ex6µ,vo, r17v ,rrwlTi> a.vrwv, 
in contrast to the literal rendering of the context; Co. 102. With r17v 
,rrw'.'iv o.&rwv cp. 2616 r11v ,hrwl\iav a.vrwv (o•yi,S as though □JmS), so 
1!! m both places.-r I. 1111::m] For the personal obj. as su:ff. with 111:i 
cp. Is. 28 16

, Ps. 44 18 etc. The final 1 is written with raphe instead of 
the usual d.f.-rz. mJ,nJJ l!!~=J,n:1.-,r.i1:1i1] C!1I 1Tuvrp,f3fi1Tero.,=,JC1l, 
cp. C!1I 308 • 18 • •u. etc. ; but r.i and J, , and , are often confused by 
C!!I, see v.• n. 27 33 n.-r3. □ nS,n NS 'J m□,!l1] G-K. § I45 k. C!!lllJ:l" = 
n□,!J1. For □n,,n <!i:1=1n□c,n.-r4. JN] C!1I oUrws r6re? =1N •::i.-1•Sm] <!si 
,ropeu,rono.,.-r5. f,N M] <!si om.-n,;w11J Niph. ptcp. fem., as in 
3634

•
3

• ; but the Vrs. imply n~Wl] Niph. pf. 3 fem., which improves 
th~ construction.-nNSoo] Pregnant constrn., with 1r.i privative, 1210 

ph1l. n., desolated (and emptied) of its fullness. <!si~F recognize the prep. ; 
but_ m; has the conjn. ,,NSo,, which some prefer.-•m:inJJ @ /Jro.v O<C1.<J"1relpw 
=•1:,17p. If the latter be original, it may have been altered to •nnn::i 
because the prophecy was not fulfilled.-16. N'n m•p] Keth. or. Nin; 
~ om. (Co. 150).-0ll!if:]] (!siB Ko.I IJp.,,vfin,s [A 0p'l)v11Tov,rw] a.&r6v ~ 
=c!;l)JiP], perhaps an intentional alteration of the more difficult 3rd 
pers. plur. The sentence is improved by reading mm <!i:l~ for nu:i.
niJ\pr;, bis] As the root ends with l and the fem. termination begins 
with i, the daghesh f. marks the assimilation of the two letters; so 
~im. Mikhl. 19b, Rad. Lib. 325. Strictly, the tone-syllable should have 
~ere, nilip~. so ~im. II.cc., and most edns., Kon. i. 453 f. ; but the best 
MSS and early edns. favour nJJipr;,, Baer in Joe., B-L. 404.-17. n,1:1y •n1:1J] 
2 MSS 'y •n1:1y:i, ~ ; but there is nothing to be said for this, unless 
'y •n1:1yJ be adopted as the reading in v.1. The year must be the same 
in each case. IIP=J11:1N,J.-r8. nni] The vb. only again Mic. 2•. @ 
/Jpfiv1JITOP e el,r/w µll\os m:=N;J)n ~=·n1 ol()/.-;:n;iiN] 1. n~~--,,,,,m,J The 
mas. su:ff. refers to po,,. <!i:, mrn/3,/3Mou1T,. a.vrfis (? for avrfiv) =y1,7i,11 
l!!L 111:in, ? =c"J:;>IP1 ~ =ffl. !IP continues riis Ov-ya.rtpa.s rh to,.,, veKpa.s, 
hardly translatable, but prob. meaning that the 'i nu:i are to be 
brought down to She'61, so F et detrahe ipsam et filias gentium robust
arum ~ ' and bring him down with it (Egypt) to the house (n•:i) of strong 
peoples.' On the rend. of □1,11 by ~ (~h) ouwro,xlfov see Co. 109.
nPnnn f,N] 8 MSS t:~ n•nnn 'N. @ eis ro (3a0os rfis -yfis.-,,:i ,,,,. nN] 
24 MSS c!ili 'J ,, SN ; but nN may be pregnant, ' to be with.' The ptcp. 
active in this phrase denotes a state or fixed character, those who are 
gone down, so o•S~i fallen, not falling vv.••a., G-K. § 116 d.-r9. nr.iyi •r.ir.iJ 
c@B rlvos Kpeirrwv ,! ; 4PA 0 t( uocl.rwv ev1rpe1roO,=nbY.t '1,1>1;), so ~ (of 
the waters of the Nile).-n,,] 4PB ,ea.I (A om.] «o.rdf3'l/J,.-,,:i::i1:1,·n] Hoph. 
imperat., G-K. § 46 a.-o•S,y n~J Add :i,n •SSn from v.•0•· 21b, @ Ko<µ.fi0'1n 
µ.,r,i a.,rep,rµ.firwv tv µfo4' rprwµ.o.nw• µa.xa.lpas.-20. 1S~• 'n 'n 1in:i] The 
first word may be om. when 'n 'n is transferred to v. 19 ; ,S;i,, which has no 
subject, was added to introduce some reference to the fall of E. into 
Sh•'61.-;nni J7n] ~ om. ; c@](.'! substitute \r-,i;t,-n•i,r.,n S:i, nmN 1::i1:1r.,] 
As pointed, 1:i;pr,i is imperat. with o, et. 1:i~:;, Ex. 1221 ; but the word is 
corrupt; t!P=ilir.,o·\1 J~ip\l); the sg. nm, is read by 8 MSS Kenn. 4 
de Rossi 'A l![:~\!(.-21. ,, ,,:i,•J <!i:l=+ '•.-□ •,,:ii •SN] <!i:, o! 'Yi-Ya.PTes m: 
N'7JJ •;i•pn ~ 'rulers of the peoples.' •S11=•~•~, cp. 171 •.-S1111:1 11nD] 
c@B c!, {3cl.0« /Jopuf3ov [ A {36/Jpou] -ylvov = n•n ,,:i •n:i,•:i cp. v. 23 , or ,,•n S1KC1 7,n:1 
(H6.).-1:i:i1:1 117• 1',lJ/ nK] c!ili om. P7lJ/ nN, and takes '1:1 '• as imperat., 
Ko.I «a.rci/3118, ""-' «o<µ.~0'YJn=,1JJ1:1n, ;,171, from v.19.-□ •S,y,,J The prep. 
nN C!1I is required, cp. v. 19.-'n °,1:>n] (!si ='n 'n 1111:i.-22. 1•n,:ip 1•n,:i,•:io] 
1. cO"J-?R ni:i•.:;ii;i v. 24• <!i:, ,rep,«v«l\'f' roil µvfiµ.o.ros a.vroO.-□•SDin □•SSn □ S::i] 
So v. 24. The ptcp. with the art., continuing □ •SSn which is to some 
extent defined by oS:i, namely those who are fallen, Dr. § 209 (2). But 
prob. I. □'7!Jl as in v. 28 • See v.18 n.-In this v. @=1¥1, but with the 
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addition, after 11S,,p, of the clauses n:,np •n•, ,,:i. •m,•J on,,:i.p1 Ul;IJ Olli' o•S:,n c~:i.1 
which in .:ff[ stand in v. 23, where@ reproduces only o"n y,11:i· on•nn um 11/i'K. 
Neither text can be taken to represent the original exactly.-23. The v. as 
restored will read 

O"n y,11:i n•nn um 11/i'K 
: ,,:i. ,,,,, nK cnr.iS:i ,11r1•1 

n•n,:i.p um 11711) @ he, i//6017<Tav, K11! 7/ Tct<p7J a&rwv.-'Jp 'o 'p ,,,,,j 
Rost OLZ. 1903, 446 suggests that w, was added to fit the context 
when the marginal note was incorporated into the text.-n•nn] 3 MSS 
and 4&Jli!l on•nn.-□"n y,11:i] m; here and in the following vv. S1nr1•i KJ/1KJ, 
perhaps to extenuate Israel and increase the guilt of the heathen; Co. 124£. 
-24. c•S.iln] 1. o•S!ll, as in v. 22.-nrnnn .. ,,,, ,r11<) The rel. clause, 
coming before another rel. clause (1mi ir111), betrays the addition. With 
Ci'?iJI ,,,, cp. o•:,iJli"t iJJlli' vv. 21• ao ; 'll forms a circl. cl., Dr. § 161 (3) ; it 
is not in the accus., to (the) uncircumcised, which would be expressed by 
'll[n] S11.-25. ,,, :i:iwr.i] This phrase is not taken from vv.••· ••; but it 
may be an erroneous form of S:in ir,:,r.i v.••.-nn,:i.p] Defectively written 
for ,,•mi:ip, G---K. § 91 k.-1ni] @ connects with v. 26, and implies the plur., 
so l.li:F; ~=i:iwni.-26. S:in 7170] @ M6uox Ket< BofUX, inserting the 
conjn., so Jl~F.-m,011) The sing. suff. implies that only one name 
has preceded ; @Jl'.!=mion.-1Pmi:ip 1•m:i.·:io] The disagreement of the 
suffs. in gender needs correction, 1. ,ao~i;> ni:i•~ljl @~. In @ follows 
1rd.vrer TpavµaTiae aDTov, a mistaken anticipation of the next clause.
'n •:,:,nr.i c•:,iy c:,:i) Varied from the wording of vv. 22 • 24• The Pu. ptcp. 
only here, but the 'r.i may be dittographed; 1. •:,Sn. Ho. would also read 
c•S.ii for c•,,JJ.-'nn ,mi •:i] @='nn 'i ,i:-11, as in v. 24• For cn•nn the Qere or 
~ read n•nn, v.•3.-27. mw• 1<S1] I. 1:i;i.p'.1. Cp. 1643 n. for c!i$~.-□ •',iyo □ •S!li] 
A combination not elsewhere in the poem. @l.'i!= □:,1yr.i, Co. prs. 
c•~•~1.-cnon,r.i •S:i:i] For the J of accompaniment cp. Gen. 3211, Jud. 
u 34, Is. 704, @B;!_ om. the su:ff.-□mi,y ,,,m] For the sg. predicate be
fore a pl. snbj. see G---K. § 145 k. But I. □N~ sg. coll., or coil~ ,,r;~l:ll,
O"n Y,KJ □ •11:ii n•nn) c!i$B e/;e<f,6(37111av 1rd.VTar [? corrupt] •• rii twii ain-w,. 
cS:iHQ -yi-ya,Tar for 1rd.nar. ~ =001i;q.i.-28. ,:;njr:,] Elsewhere the patha];I 
for ~ere only in pause, e.g. ~O~'.l Gen. 21 8 ; @B~ om. '1 i:iwn.-29. i"tr.111'] 
So v. 30 ; et. O\I' vv. 22 • ••· ••; the change, though trifling, points to 
another hand.-imi ,w11 .. n•:iSo □iiK '11'] 0 ~JllJ =,i•:i.~01 ; the absence 
of the conjn. may imply a gloss. 4&B EK€< e660wa• ol llpxones 'A<T<Tovp 
o! //6n€s, a double rendering of ,mi, first as Niph. and then as ~al. 
1A<T<Tovp may be due to □7',! read as □1~ cp. 271• n., and to a con
fusion of 2:vpo, with 'Au<Tvpw, cp. ~ Jer. 42 [~ 35] 11 ; or perhaps the 
Gk. translators interpreted vv.••· 30 as describing the fate of the Assyrians 
(v. •2). ~A 'Eowµ K11l ol /3a<T,Xe,s auTiJs, a hexaplaric insertion from e ; 
for @B renders cnK by 'Iiiovµaict 25 12• For ,ini ~=1:iwni, cp. v. 2 • n.
on,m:i] ~ in spite of cp. v.•0, Lev. 26 21 , Num. 1411, Is. 5 25 etc. 4§B 
rends. o! li6,ns TTJ• luxuJJ ailToiJ [mlTiJs AQ] l.=nm,::ii; perhaps I. o•o,;iR 
as v. 23 , or [□o·J;,011:;ii;>ll Ro.-'n 'n nK] cS:i='n 'n ~K.-'1:1• □ -~,v nN ,,on] @ 
ovTo< µITa TpctvµctTiwv fro,µ1J0riua,. ~ om. nr.in.-'J ,,, n111J Many Hebr. 
MSS 4&i!r om. the conjn.-30. nr.i1:1) See on v. 29 .-':J'□l) From lOl= 
install Ps. 2•, Pr. 8 23 ; Akk. nasdku=' appoint,' nasfku=' prince'; to 
be distinguished from 1oi=pour out and l□l=weave.-o~:i] ~B~ om.
•i,,] 1. c•i,, with some MSS and i!r~F et universi venatores (!). 4§ 
,ra.vnr 11Tp11T17')!0< 'Auuoup, misreading 'Ji, as 'li□, and turning the next 
word (it,K) into a pr. n.-□•~,n Jut ,,,•] ? I. 'n ?K ,,,,. cS:i om. the prep. 
rnra.(3ai,ovur Tpctvµ11Tia, cp. vv. 23• 24• ~=:i,n •~Sn nN. Cod. Petrop. gives 
the variant o•~,Jl.-□ •1:11::i onimo cn•nn::i) 4§ <TVJJ Tij, <f,6{11JJ a&rw11 Ka! TV i<Txu, 
i<vTw•. om. □ •1:11::i, which is read by' Ae; the second word seems to be 
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a gloss from v. 29, and the absence of the conjn. implies this. For □n·m1:1 
::!: gives 7JTT'l/1Uvns lT paventes? = □ 'J;lO. □ 011:1ji;i with d.f. omitted ; l):im. 
Mikhlol 41a cps . .,.,~_, Jud. 8 2 ; oftener with p, e.g. □zni)i;i; Kon. ii. 291. 
□ •1111:1 ptcp. with 6 retained, G-K. § 72 n.-TNl//'1 •• 1:1:i111•1J As the v. 
describes existing enemies, not the nations of vv. 22• 26 whose day is over, 
the impfs. c.w.c. must refer not to the past, but to the future, cp. 1:1:i111• 
v. 2~. @ om. the conjn. in 1:1:i111~.-31. 1111,!l] @ fJa,nAevs <t>.~,i,on] Q. 
1rn:,n, @=□J10,,.-,~•n ... -~~n] The clause added from v. 32h; 1':i·n 
varied from ,,m,,. In ~A a transln. has been inserted from 0.-
32. m•nn nN •nni] Kt., m; recognizes wnn ; Q. •n·nn; 1. 1ni.-□"n Y-,NJ] ~ 
r,rl ri)s twiis, cp. @ vv. 24 • ••· 27 and et. v. 23.-J~-?~1] Ct .. ,;i''?'\l v.19, G--K. 
§ 53s.-ni,on] @+JLFT' a&raii, cp.@ v.•0 • 



PART III. 

ISRAEL'S RESTORATION: CHs. 33-37. 

a. Transitional to Part III., Ch. 33. 
b. Israel brought back; its land transformed, Chs. 34-37. 
c. An Apocalypse, Chs. 38, 39. 
d. The Temple and Community of the Future, Chs. 40-48. 



PART III. 

ISRAEL'S RESTORATION 

a. TRANSITIONAL TO PART III., CH. 33. 

Ch. 33.-The chapter divides itself into four sections. 
(a) Vv.1 -9 ; the prophet is appointed a watchman, responsible 
for warning the house of Israel and every member of it. 
A similar passage has been placed at the beginning of his 
ministry, 316 -21, but belongs properly here, as the present 
context shews. (b) Vv.10 -20 ; each individual will be treated 
as he deserves by the rule of a perfect justice, and in 
accordance with God's good will towards man. The principle 
established in eh. r8 is re-stated. (c) Vv.21 -29 ; the news of 
Jerusalem's fall arrives. The prophet's utterance is set free; 
and his first word is directed to those who survive in the wasted 
land ; the only future in store for them is further ruin. The 
passage is connected with 324 - 27 and 2426f•, see p. 46. (d) 
Vv.ao-33; an oracle for the exiles. Hitherto they had listened 
with an idle curiosity ; in the future they will recognize the · 
truth of the prophet's message. Logically, perhaps, (c) and 
(d) should come before (a) and (b) ; but whatever the original 
order may have been, the four sections converge upon a 
turning-point in Ezekiel's ministry. 

Thus (a) impresses upon him the responsibility both of the 
watchman and of the people ; it was his duty to sound the 
note of warning, and theirs to act accordingly. For the past 
seven years he had proclaimed the ap~roach of judgement, 
and the people had refused to pay attent10n ; they must suffer 
the consequences. (b) This raised the question of divine 
retribution. He recalls one part of the conclusion reached in 
eh. 18, namely, that every man is free to change his life, for 
better or for worse. The opportunity is always open; and 
God desires not death for the guilty, but life for the penitent : 
a consideration which comes in appropriately at this point, 
when the prophet is about to turn from the divine judgement 
to the divine purpose of restoration. The section (c) which 
follows, though its contents are so important, seems to be 
introduced almost as a parenthesis. The prophet's tone is 
hardly altered by the momentous news ; he still denounces 
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the old sins in the old way; although his prophecies had been 
signally confirmed, it seems as if he could not at once adapt 
himself to the changed conditions. Yet in (d) a new prospect 
is opening ; the future, he knows, must lie with the exiles ; 
however disappointing their attitude had been, they would 
form the new Israel as described in chs. 34-37. This section 
is vaguely expressed. Holscher regards it as a polemic dictated 
by a later age, when the people of the land were engaged in 
controversy with the gala; Torrey treats (c) as an interpola
tion, and (d) as threatening a future judgement (Pseudo-Ez. 37 f.), 
but the explanation given above is equally possible, and more 
in keeping with the progress of Ez.'s thought. 

V. 2. the sons of thy people] Vv.12 • 17 • 30 ; see 311 n.-the 
people of the land take one of their number] lit. from the whole 
of them, cp. Gen. 472, r K. 1231• The discourse begins with a 
parable, vv. 2 -s, drawn from a familiar practice; in times of 
danger a watchman is posted on a tower or wall to give warning 
of the enemy's approach; cp. 2 K. 917.-Strictly speaking, this 
and the next two vv. form one long sentence ; the main hypo
thesis begins with When I bring a sword v. 2, and ends with his 
blood shall be on his head v.4b; the interval is filled with another 
hypothetical clause, and if he sees the sword coming on the land, 
and sounds the alarm and warns the people (v. 3), and any one 
hears . . and shall not have taken warning, and ' the ' sword 
shall have come and carried him off (v. 44). For the sword cp. 
1417 2r14ff- 24• [9ff. 191 ; for sounding the alarm with a trumpet 
cp. Am. 36, Hos. 58 , Neh. 413t. ; for his blood shall be on his head 
see r813 n.-5. but he 'gave warning,' he has delivered himself] 
The reference is to the watchman who had done his duty, cp. 
319• ftl and he having been warned, referring to cl. a, makes 
no sense.-6. and 'the' sword has come and carried off some 
persons of them] The case is only an imaginary one, but it is 
stated as though an actual occurrence had taken place.-he is 
taken in his iniquity J ' Cut off even in the blossoms of my sin ' 
(Hamlet i. 5, 76). Strictly, the moral condition of the unwarned 
citizen belongs to the application, vv.8 • 9 , rather than to the 
parable ; the allusion to it may be intended to lead over from 
the one to the other.-and his blood will I search/or] lit.' exact 
an equivalent for,' cp. Gen. 4222, Ps. 913 [121 ; the law on the 
subject is laid down in Gen. 95 P. Similarly, to seek, v.8 318• 20, 

2 S. 411.-7. The parable is applied. Jahveh appoints the 
prophet as watchman, with a responsibility towards both the 
nation and individuals. Vv. 7 -9 repeat 311 -19.-8. When I say 
to the wicked man, 0 wicked man] The repetition is probably 
accidental; it is not found in 318, nor in <I?$ here.-he, wicked 
man, shall die because of his iniquity J So 318 ; but perhaps l. that 
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wicked man.-Vv. 10-20. An expansion of the theme of vv.1 -9 ; 

the watchman as prophet is to proclaim God's desire that the 
individual.should live in the highest sense (vv.10· 11), and that 
he is free to determine his conduct (vv.12 -16 ). This brings up 
again the problem of God's retributive justice. The answer 
given in eh. 18 is repeated with renewed emphasis, though, of 
the two cases discussed in 185 - 20 and 1821 -29 , only the second 
presents itself now ; the first may be taken for granted. 
Herrmann points out that Ez.'s doctrine of retribution is based 
upon his interest in practical religion (Hesechielst. 141) ; it is 
the teaching of a pastor, not of a speculative theologian.
IO. As in eh. 18, the discussion takes its start from a popular 
saying (812 n.) : Thus ye have said, et. v. 24 are saying, and v. 30 

that talk together. Ez. may have been reminded of what the 
people said twelve years before, when the calamities were 
fresh ; cp. 99 where the verb is perfect. But the point should 
not be pressed. Our transgressions . . . how then shall we 
live? The disasters which led to the first captivity had con
vinced the people of Judah that they were being punished for 
the sins of the nation such as Manasseh had encouraged (see 
p. I97). They had a sense of guilt, b:;t little thought of 
penitence, and no faith in Jahveh's desire for their recovery: 
how then shall we live? In a later prophecy Ez. deals with this 
feeling of despair, 373 · 9f. ; for the present he insists on God's 
justice in punishing the sinful, and His mercy in willing their 
return. Impenitence despairs of life i.e. revival, faith prays 
for it, Ps. n977 · 116• 144• With we are rotting away in them cp. 
417 2423.-I I. For the divine oath see 511 n. God's desire is 
that men should repent and live, a re-affirmation of the great 
truth laid down in 1823.-Turn ye, turn ye] Cp. 18301 •• Ez. 
sometimes repeats a word to express impatience or passion, 
zo 4 n.; here to make the appeal more urgent. This emotional 
idiom is characteristic of the Second Isaiah, e.g. Is. 401 519• 12 • 17 

5z1. 11 and 5714 6210.-12. A man's past does not necessarily 
determine his future ; he is morally free either to sin or to 
repent. The principle has been laid down in 1821 -29 ; it is 
here applied to the hopeless attitude of the people, v.10.

and the wickedness of the wicked-he shall not stumble at it] 
Wickedness leads to stumbling, Pr. 419 2416

; repentance will 
arrest the fall.-The last half of the v. is awkwardly expressed : 
lit. and the righteous shall not be able to live by it in the day of his 
sinning ; it spoils the parallelism of the two in~tances alleged 
in cl. a, and seems to be an addition. The case of the righteous 
is dealt with in vv. 13 -15.-13. When I say concerning the righteous, 
he shall surely live J With some support from the Vrs. many 
read ' When I say to the righteous, Thou shalt surely live ' ; 
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cp. v.14 318.-and he trusts in his righteousness ... ] The case 
stated in 320 1824.-14. And when I say to the wicked .. 
and he turns] The case stated in 1827.-15. the pledge he
wicked man-restores] The reference to the wicked is om. by 
@~ ; it has been inserted from v.14• For the pledge and 
robbery by violence see 187 n.-the statutes of life] See 2011 n.
he shall surely live] See 189 n.-16. Penitence, testified by 
restitution and change of conduct, cancels past sin and secures 
'life'; 1822.-17. As always, the prophet is jealous for the 
divine honour; God's justice must not be questioned; cp. 
pp. 194 £.-the way of the Lord] Adonai, as 1829 • Some MSS 
here and in v.20 I. jahveh, which 'Qt: implies; @ Tov Kvpfov.-18. 
=1824.-19.=1827.-20.=1825 ; cp. ib. v.29 and v.17 supr.
each ... I will judge you] So 1830.-Vv. 21. 22. The news of 
Jerusalem's fall arrives in the twelfth year, in the tenth (month), 
on the fifth of the month, of our captivity : a memorable date in 
the prophet's life, because it marked the fulfilment of his 
warnings, and set him free to take up the task of reconstruction. 
The date given here, when compared with that in Jer. 392= 
526-7 (the capture of the city in the fourth month of the eleventh 
year of Zedekiah), seems to imply that it took a year and a 
half for the news to reach Babylonia ; hence many propose 
to read the eleventh year for the twelfth, a slight correction which 
has some support in Hebr. and Gk. MSS, and is found in ~ ; 
this will reduce the interval to six months, a much more 
probable length of time; cp. Ezra's journey of 108 days from 
Babylonia to Jerusalem, Ezr. 79 831• But there is no need to 
alter the text if, as seems probable, in Jer. and Kings the years 
are reckoned from autumn to autumn and the months from 
spring to spring, while in Ez. the Babylonian fashion of beginning 
the year in spring has come into use (r1 n.). Thus the eleventh 
year of Zedekiah will be autumn 587-autumn 586, and the 
twelfth year of our captivity will be spring 586-spring 585, the 
month of August belonging to 586 on either system. To 
Steuernagel is due the credit of this acute explanation, Einl. 
in das A.T. 539, 576; and it is adopted by Ho. 12 f. After a 
siege of two years and a half (241 , 2 K. z5U·), 'a breach was 
made in the city,' and the Babylonians entered as conquerors, 
July 586 (Jer. 392=525-7) ; the news reached Ezekiel in Jan. 
585.-there came to me a fugitive] Hehr. the fugitive i.e. the 
person whom the writer, not the reader, has before his mind; 
see 2426 phil. note, and cp. Gen. 1413• Ho. thinks that the sing. 
is collective, a party of fugitives; but the sing. verb hardly 
supports this view.-The city is smitten!] i.e. attacked and 
captured, as in Jud. r 8• 12, 1 S. 301 ; the event, recorded in 
i K. 25 4 , Jer. 392=527, came to be used as the date of a new 
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era, eh. 401 . The burning of the city took place a month later, 
August 586, 2 K. 258 •10=Jer. 5212-1 4 ; but that is not implied 
by the word smitten.-22. The prophet carries his narrative 
twe~ve hours back. Now the hand of Jahveh had fallen' upon' 
me in the evening before the coming of the fugitive, and he opened 
my mouth against (he) came unto me in the morning; then my 
mouth was opened, and I was no more dumb. This moment 
had been foretold in 24 26• 27 ; the sign given there is now con
firmed. While the general sense is clear, some confusion has 
crept into the text. On the night before the great news arrived 
the prophet was seized with an ecstasy ; the speechlessness 
which he had been undergoing (322-24 44 · 5 2426 • 27) passed away 
when the fugitive came to him in the morning. The narrative, 
however, is thrown into some confusion by the sentence and 
he opened my mouth against (he) came. It would seem that 
two glosses, or various readings, have found their way into the 
text ; thus and he opened my mouth anticipates then my mouth 
was opened, while against (he) came repeats before the coming ; 
remove these, and the text reads intelligibly before the coming 
of the fugitive unto me in the morning. The prophet was 
accustomed to receive a revelation when the hand of Jahveh 
fell on him ; but we are not told of any on this occasion, unless 
vv.21 • 22 stood originally at the head of vv.1 • 20, as Kr. and others 
think; the oracles vv.23 "29 and ao-33 seem to be subsequent in 
point of time.-Vv. 23-29. A fresh revelation, not communicated 
during the trance just mentioned.-24. The inhabitants of these 
ruins in the country of Israel are saying] The prophet takes up 
a current expression of the people's mind (cp. v.10 n.). Those 
left among the ruins of the land were claiming to be its rightful 
owners: if one man, Abraham, was allowed to possess it (cp. 
Is. 512), his descendants, now numbered by thousands, had all 
the stronger right. It is quality, not quantity, that constitutes 
the claim, answers the prophet. This report of what the people 
were saying could hardly have been brought by the fugitive, 
who had escaped when the city fell ; some time must have 
elapsed for the notion to have gained currency ; the change of 
tone from the despair of v.10 implies some interval, and agrees 
with the attitude expressed in u 15• How Ez. knew of this 
saying we cannot tell; it may have been brought by other 
refugees from Palestine, for intercourse between the two countries 
was probably going on throughout the exile-period. Again, 
the question arises, How could Ez. in Babylonia reasonably 
speak of the inhabitants of these ruins ? It must be remembered 
that we are dealing with a highly imaginative temperament. 
In thought, we may suppose, he is at home again among the 
survivors of the catastrophe. All along, while absent in the 
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body, he has been present in the spirit with the people of his 
native land, and has done his utmost to awaken in them a sense 
of their guilt and danger : one last word, before he turns from 
them to the Israel of the future!. The prophet's language can 
thus be interpreted in accordance with the situation which the 
Book as a whole describes. There is no need to infer that he 
was living in Jerusalem when he spoke, or that he never was 
in Babylonia at all (Torrey Ps.-Ez. 37 ff.). <I? indeed omits 
these, but the harder reading of ffl is to be preferred. The 
ruins of the land are enlarged upon in J er. 3310 (probably not 
Jeremiah's).-25-29. Apparently there is still occasion to repeat 
the denunciations of 186 • 10 -12 222 -e 23 37 - 39 _ In Ez.'s view the 
better elements of the people had been carried into exile, and 
there was no future in store for those who were left behind 
(cp. pp. 60. 124); the land which they claimed would become 
a complete desolation, vv.28 f•. Their ingrained idolatry is 
attested by Jer. 44 and the Aram. papyri of the 5th cent. 
(Cowley Ar_ Pap. xviii. f.). It is strange that Ez. should have 
chosen this particular moment to renew his charges against 
the people in Palestine ; and the dependence of the present 
passage upon eh. 18 and 512 6H has led some to think that we 
are listening here not to Ez. himself, but to an imitator (Toy, 
He.). Such a possibility cannot be denied. At the same time 
the position of these vv. may perhaps be accounted for on the 
lines suggested above.-Ye eat with the blood] i.e. before the 
blood of the animal has been drained off, see 186 n_ and cp. 
l S. 1432 ff, ; probably, however, we should read as in 186 • 11 • 15 

229 ye eat upon the mountains, alluding to sacrificial feasts at 
the high places.----ye lift up your 'eyes' to your idols] Cp_ 
186 • 12 • 15 ; for shedding blood cp. 1810 222 n. Moral and religious 
offences such as these disqualified from all rights of ' inheritance.' 
-26. Ye stand by your sword] i.e. support yourselves by violence; 
cp. v.19 by them he shall live; Gen. 27 40, Dt. 83• For doing 
abomination and committing adultery see 1812 • 6 n.-27. The v. 
recalls the three plagues of 512 1413ff·.-in the strongholds and 
caves] Used as places of refuge in troubled times, IS. 2314• 19• 29 ; 

the two together in Jud. 62.-28. a desolation and a desert] 
V.29 ; see 614 n.-the pride of its strength shall be put to an end] 
So 3018 ; see 724 n. For the mountains of Isr. see 62 n. ; with 
none passing through see 1415 n., and cp. Zech. 714.-29. The 
apostate Israelites will learn by this visitation to recognize 
the true Godhead of Jahveh ; cp. 610 and 438 4413

• As a rule, 
it is the heathen who are to learn the lesson, e.g. 209 257• u. 17 

3026.-Vv. 30-33. The future lies in the hands of the Gola, and 
the prophet turns to them, but with some hesitation. Since 
his prophecies had been fulfilled so remarkably, the exiles had 
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changed their attitude, and become eager to listen. But did 
the change go below the surface ? Will they rise to the new 
career which is opening for Israel? It is certainly coming. 
The passage thus leads up to Ez.'s prophecies of restoration, 
chs. 34 ff.-30. A vivid picture of Oriental life: excited groups 
talking in the shade of walls and houses. The construction of 
this and the next v. is as follows: The sons of thy people who 
talk of thee together . . . and each talks to his fellow . . . 31 they 
come to thee etc. See v.2 n. For talk together cp. Mal. 31 3- 16 

and Ps. n923 (in a hostile sense). Jill gives one with one, each 
to his fellow (lit. brother) ; the two phrases mean the same 
thing, and the first is om. by 11?, probably rightly. So far from 
being indifferent, these exiles are keen to hear the prophet's 
message, and admit that it comes from Jahveh. Cp. Jer. 2337 ; 

and for the current saying see v.10 n.-31. as the people come in] 
i.e. making a crowd, to hear the divine oracle, wi uvµ:1ropEu£Tot 
Aao; 119.-and they sit before thee' '] Like the elders, 81 141 201 • 

Jill adds my people, clearly a gloss, om. by @i;.,.-for 'lies' 
are in their mouth ' '] So @i;.,. ;ftll has an unintelligible 
for loves in their mouth they are doing ; the word for lies 
was miswritten loves from v. 32 , and then they are doing was 
inserted to supply a verb.-' and ' their heart is going after 
their profit] They are full of self-seeking, though a glorious 
prospect is opening before them ; cp. the incapacity for a 
larger view implied by the questions in Mt. 1927, Lk. 2224fl-. 

For going after profit see l S. 83, Is. 5611. Outwardly there is 
much enthusiasm, inwardly little to support it ; the situation 
may be illustrated by Is. 2913, Jer. 122b, Ps. 78361-, Mt. 158f-, 

Mk. 76r·, 1 Jn. 318.-32. And lo I thou art to them as a love
song] lit. a song of loves; for the latter word, which has an 
ignoble sense, see 235 n. and 2311 for another form of the noun. 
But the next sentence speaks of a singer rather than a song ; 
hence ftl should read like one who sings of loves.-and has a 
beautiful voice and plays well] Cp. 1 S. 1617, Ps. 333.-33. And 
when it comes] The subj. is left undefined, cp. 1225 n. Hitherto 
the crisis has brought judgement : now it leads to restoration. 
For behold it is coming see 75 n.-they shall know that a prophet 
has been among them] So 2 5. The prophet's function is to 
interpret history in the light of God's purpose for His people. 
However insensible and shallow the present generation, a new 
Israel will carry out God's purpose in the age which is about 
to dawn. Cp. Isaiah's declaration, Is. 2913· 14• It is hardly 
necessary to treat this v. and 2 5 as a redactor's additions 
(Herntrich Ezechielprobleme 127). 

Ch. 33, 2, n•,v .. r,tt] Dr.§ 197 (2).-mp,1 .. M'JN •~] Dr.§ 123 (,8). 4PJ:J 
=np,1 .. The sentence has a quasi-legal form, Lev. r 2 21 etc. ; cp. 

24 
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eh. 1413• 17.-3. :-nm] The second hypothesis begins here; see Dr. § 149 
and cp. 3916, Is. 21 7.-4. vr.ii:m vow1J The indefinite subj. expressed by a 
cognate ptcp.·; see 1832 n.-111:iin ,mi] The tenses picture an actual 
case; cp. v.•, 1 S. 17•• □p•i, Jer. 18' 1n1PJ1'1; Dr. § 148.-:i,n]·I. :i,nn 
@.-n•:,• 1ruw1:i ,r.i,J The apodosis of the hypoth. sentence beginning 
11•:i11 •:iv. 2 • It would simplify the syntax of these vv. if ,l'Drv;i JIDIP1 v. •• could 
be taken as the protasis of v.•b; but there is no parallel for a hypothesis 
expressed by ,,,,,, ... vr.i.-1; hence vv. 3• '" must be construed as sub
ordinate and parenthetic. 551 om. ;i•,i•.-5. ~1p 1111] @='P 1111 •:i.-,1;t1, 111;,1] 
Niph. ptcp., or perf. with pausal-:;:- (Mass.). But I. i•c11c1; the subj. of 
111,, is ,i!l11;i understood. ~=JIil; 551 om. cl. a, and reads □ 111 for 111,,1.
cSr.iJ The pf. expresses the certainty of the result, cp. Num. 1913• 20 11r.i!:l ; 
Dr. § 136 (I') Obs.-6. 11i:i);ll .. Jl~O iiS] .. ;,~7: •:;i] The same sequence 
as in v. ••; tenses denoting a completed act follow a tense denoting an 
incomplete, conditional act. For :i,n I. :i,n,, ~. as in v. 4 .-npSi mv:i 111n] 
The bare pf. in the apodosis is uncommon ; it expresses certainty and 
suddenness, cp. 1 S. 216b; Dr. § 136 ()'). For mas. 111,, @ has fem., 
referring to IP!lJ,-1r.ii1] '198 Kai r?J alµct A K.r. oJµa avr,)i (551). @'s 
rendering of vv. 5· 6 is free and marked by the use of ptcps.; Co. 102.-

7. •ioo 01111 n,mm] l!P om., though in 317 a translation is given, and 
supplied here by 'A0.-8. 1110• ••• 111:i, 11~1] and thou shalt not have 
spoken ... shall die; cp. the tenses in v.•; Dr. § 138 ii. (,8) .-'o• ':i Jl!Pi 111,,J 
Ct. v.•. cl§ auras o /1,oµos ? =J11Pi;i 111,, ; ? I. 11w1 Jlll'i,, =o 11,oµos he,vos 
!IP 318.-9. 1:i,,r.i :1;1> N~, nioo :i,ruS ,:i,,o] 551 as usual avoids the 
repetition, Co. 150. With the irregular fem. ,im':I cp. 319 nJlll'i,, 1:i,,r.i1. 
-10. □n,oN p] !IP <!Xalo.1Jt,ctre, cp. 99 11 16 3512 ; in the other quota
tions of popular sayings the ptcp. pres. (eight times) or the pf. c.w.c. 
(18 26 · 29) are used. For ,r.i11S on-ir.iN cp. v. 24 3512 3718 (11§551 om. ir.iN~ in 
each case); the same usage in Jer. 279• 14 29 24.-II. ,:i, .. 1:iw] 551= 
1:i•wn, 1:i,~. assimilating to 1sso __ ,:i,,o] ~AJllll+r,)s ,rov11piis.-□ •Jr1:,] 1!§8 

om.-12. □,11 p ,,11111] 11§B om.; but the words are not. out of place 
at the head of a fresh stage in the argument; cp. v. 10.-,,:i ~ru:i• N~ ',,, nl/Vli] 
For the cas. pend. cp. 1010• 22 ; Dr. § 197 Obs. 2. The Vrs. simplify; 
thus cl§ avoµla 0.t,ef3ous OD µi) KCLKW(I?) cturov so F ; 551 =Jli!'7,, for 'i:, ,, __ 
,7J nrn, . . p"T:.1] The words are superfluous ; :,:i has no antecedent. 
The Vrs. again simplify; thus @8 K, oiKa<os oil µ.i) ovv11rn, t,w01)va., 
(lil;A 'A0 +<!v +Jµlpfl a,µaprlas ctDrou. 551 =,i•n• N' ':.1.-1nNtin] Inf. constr., 
cp. MNSr.i 5 2

, G-K. § 74 h.-13. p,,:., •i.:,N:i] '' ir.iN ='JI 71:lN as in Gen. 2013, 

Jud. 964
, Ps. 33 .-:,'n• ,,•n] c!§B om. @A.Uh ?wfi !7/"II• F =ffl.

,,_,JI, .. nti:i 111,,1 .. •ir.i11:i] As a stative vb., nti:i can be followed by pf. 
c.w.c. ; or noJ may refer to a definite act in the past, then ;iw)/1 will be 
pf. with weak waw (Dr. § 132) ; but v. 14 3 20 favour the former view of 
the construction. @=nti:i 111;-r, 551=ntrn.-1np,:.J Kt. sing., Q. pl. as 
3 20 1/:! 24.-,~lJ/Jl] The conjn. is better om., with cl§'!, 18 26.-mr.i• ,:i] 
See 1824 n. 551 om. 1:i.-15. Jli!'1] }:0 supply 1rapdvoµos.-:,,1i] Either 
Yobbery by violence as 18'· 12• 11, or something robbed as Is. 314, Lev. 5 23 • 

-mo• N?J Some MSS Vrs. N?l ; but the asyndeton is characteristic, e.g. 
v. 18 187n. 17 2410 343 3636 etc.-16. 1nNran] Kt. sing., but the pl. ,•nNtin Q. 
Vrs. agrees better with the pl. vb. ; cp. l'JIIP!l 18 ... -Ntin] So cl§ ; II MSS 
and 551~ ;i;,J1=18 22.-1, mi:irn N?J So 18 22 ; cl§ om. 1~. }:0 render it. 
-,i•n• 1•n] ~ <• aVTct<S !7/t,ETal ~0 twv !7Jt,ETO.L.-I7. 171:lNl] Pf. C.W.C. 

cp. □mr.i111 v.•0 1819 n.-□ :i,, .ir.i,,] The pers. pron. is in casus pend., 
and adds emphasis to the suffix with the noun, cp. Josh, 2396, Is. 45 12, 

r C. 28 2 ; G-K. § 135f; Dr. § 197 (4).-18. nr.i, . . :i,ru:i] Ct. 
,i•n• N1:, .. :11111:i, v. 19 and the impfs. in vv. 13- 16.-□;i:i] The plur. suff, 
refers, not to any direct antecedent, but to the verbal idea contained in 
'i1v ,,wv; cp. □,,•?JI v. 19 18 2", Is. 3816 on that account, □n:i Job 22 21 by 
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such things, thereby; see further Kon. iii.§ r4. In these cases the plur. mas. 
may be said to express a neut. gender.-19. ni:iyi] In 18 27 i:iy•i, of a definite 
act.-,,•:,• Kin cn•',"y] on that account, cp. v. 18 ; for 'll in this sense cp. v. 23, 

Gen. 2740, Dt. 83 , Is. 38U (? text). Vrs. render as though c,,:i.-,•rn• Ni,,] 
Ct. n•n• i•n v. 18 ; c'9 ain-os i"ii<r<Ta<, but ~F om. Ki,,.-20. cmcKi] Cp. v.17 ; c'9 
K. ToVTo l<Tnv B d,mTE.-21. mw nitoJI •nto:i] 8 MSS Kenn. ~ 'VJ 'll •nr,:,y:i. 
c'9 second hand ev T<tJ owlJeK,iT'I' hn, some codd. ivoeKaTI/', some codd. 
and :2: O<KaTl/'.-•,•1:111::i] di$ ev T<tJ /Jwilmh'I' µ71vl, assimilating the number 
of the month to that of the year, cp. 261 c!i5A ; c!i5Q ileK<tTl/'.-un,,i,] 
So 401; cp. r• n.-22. nn•,, '• ,,,] The vb. is plupf.; Dr. § 76 Obs.-•,K] 
1. ''JI c'9~.-ii•,!ln Ni:i 'l!l'] The sentence is to be completed with ip:i:i '?K. 
@B 1rpiv e'll0,iv ain-6v A+1rpos µl, rendering freely.-'!l nK nn!l•1] Apparently 
a variant of •.;i no:i:1 in cl. b.--1m w] English idiom gives ,v before Ki:i 
the sense of against, lit. towards the end of, cp. Gen. 43 26, Ex. 22 26, 

Num. 1021, 2 K. 1611 with the subj. expressed in each case; so un::i 
would be correct here. The phrase is merely an alternative to !l'?!l,, N1:i 'l!l?. 
Various attempts have been made to obtain a suitable sense from 
the passage: Kr. regards ,y as a corrupt form of nJI (see 22 4 n), 'at. 
the time of (his) coming ' ; Ro. omits '!l nK nn!l•1, and gives ,y its usual 
meaning until, and reads 1N1:i ; He. renders W ' at the time when,' but 
allows that no 0.T. parallel can be quoted; Ho. makes v.••h follow v.21 
immediately, and treats v. 22 ' as an interpolation designed to shew that 
Ez. learnt the news supernaturally in the evening, before he heard it 
from the fugitive next morning.-24. ,;',1m m:i,nn] di$ Td.s fip71µwµ,vas 
(scil. 1r6'1lrn, Jer. 4010 @), 0 adds T<t6To.s.-,cN, c•ir.:N] The combination 
usual in Ez.'s quotations of popular sayings; v. 10 n.-,,r,:,,,c, f1N,, mni u',] 
For n21,1c see n 15 n., ~=l'TnN w,•i K? (i.e. N?n), prob. based on 11:1,•n y,1t,,1 
vv. 26 • ••.-25. @B om. this and the next v. except cn•?N icK p',; 
vv. 26 and 27 have almost the same beginnings; the translators over
looked the intervening words. @AQ0 supply the omission.-□,,, 'JI] 
For 'Jl=in addition to, accompanied by in connexion with sacrifices 
cp. Ex. r28 • 9, Dt. 163 • @A brl T<t' «Zµ,«n. But perhaps 1. c•i,,,, ?JI 
Co. Siegfr. Kr. Ro. Ho.-ml'll] With many MSS 1. c:i'J'J1.-ir,:,,•n f"lN,,1] 
The imp£. used interrogatively; Dr. § n9 ('y) n.-26. ,,:iv,n 1n•wv] For 
Cn'll'JI; perhaps to ease the pronunciation before 'n; cp. 'c,' po•r,:,m 448 

:,•,,n l"JI Mic. 312• A scribal error is also possible.-', nc,11 nN] @A~= 
', nN, om. nwK by homoioteleuton.-27. n,c• . . ,•nnl . . 1?!l' .. 1t':> □N] 
The pf. between two impfs, marks a strong resolution to be 
carried out in the future; cp. the pf. in r44", Jer. 3r 33 'nm; Dr. § r3, 
K5n. iii. § r31. Ni, □N @ El µ1,v, 348 3819 , and in Gk. papyri, for the 
classical 'fj µ1,v; Deissmann Bible Studies 206 f.-:i,n:i ni:i,n:i] Perhaps 
an intentional alliteration, cp. vv. 281• 514 1622 • •• 3017 • 21 etc.-n•n~] @ 
To<~ 017pia,~ Tov a-ypov.-rnm] @ ooO~r,em, F tradetur.-1?:iN~] @~lJ" = 
;r~~!;!~.-28. nowo, ,,c.':ll:'] @ lp17µ,ov, some codd. +Ka.l iJ<f>«V<r,µev7111 so ~h; 
other codd.+Kal a,rw;\e,<tv.-,:iw rK,':l] @ oil, TO µ71 Eivai 8rn,ropeu6µ,vov, 
:2: µ17/Jevos ,r«poo<uono~, see 3634 n.-30. 7:i c•,:i,i,i] Niph. reciprocal ; 
:f!,=about, as in I S. r9 4 , Dt. 67 II 19 Ps. 873.-The subj. 7,':ll/ •i:i 
is followed by a long relative cl. ,,,n, nNo .. c•i:i,in, and the predi
cate is introduced by weak waw with the imp£., as in 1212 31 11 ; 

Dr. § r25. There is no need to read ':iii Ille! Kr. Ro.-i:i,,] c!i5~F plur. 
-,ry~-n~ ,ry] The Aram. form 11J Ezr. 48 , Dan. 231 etc., not elsewhere in 
the Hebr. O.T. io~ for ,i;i~, as in Gen. 48 22, 2 S. r7 22, Is. 271•, Zech. n 7 

(all); so pointed for the sake of assonance. Etymologically 'a"fiadu is 
the primary form, which has almost been obliterated by iot;t, properly 
the pausal form ; B-L. 622. The sentence is prob. a marginal variant 
of i•nK n1i W'K.-i:i,n nc] c'9 om., Co. Ro.-31. 11t1:i•1] The predicate of the 
sus:pended subj. in v. 39.--lll/ 1t1:ic:i] For 'o=act of entering cp. 2610 ; 
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usually place of entering, 273 4618 etc. ; the constm. as in 12~ ;r~u •1m-,. 
$51=CJ/ 7•~1e 11e1::1•1, Co. 150.-'DJ/] is rendered by ~0.-□n'!l:J □'JJJI •:i] l. □•::11J, 
41} BT, ,f,eulios e11 T'f' oToµ,an a&rw,, so $51. 1rr=' mockery.'-□ '!IIJ/ no,,] Prob. 
inserted when tl'JlJ/ was wrongly copied into the text.-•,nic] 1. •inN, 
41}~1:T.-tll/~:i] ~ TWP µmoµ,&.Tw,. In 4? µ,!aoµ,a,=Su!l Lev. 78 [18l and 0•~1:,111 

Jer. 39 [32] 34 ; perhaps o;.,~::i suggested the latter. ~=' his counsels.' -,~n o::iS:] ~ om. the vb., which, however, is wanted to complete the 
idiom, n 21 2018.-32. □ ;r~ 7i;r1] 4i'S Kai -yiwu avTOis, so JL1T, perhaps freely. 
-tl'JlJ/ "T'll'J] The pl. is intensive and abstract, like □•,,, r68• For 1'11' 

some propose ,w ptcp., 2 S. 1936, Pr. 25•0 ; a better form, though it 
does not occur in the O.T. is i;~. Ew. The Vrs. confuse □ ':JJJ/ with :Jl1J/ 
a musical instrument, a reed-pipe ; thus 4? ws ,:Pw,71 ,Pa'}.n1pfov, l1i: r:;i.1:i~ 
'pan-pipes,' Jl quasi vox citharae, 1T quasi carmen musicum. ~ om. 
'J/.-S,p n!l'] Cp. 31 3 n.-33. ;iic::i ni;rJ 411+tpov(m. 

PART JIJ.-b, ISRAEL BROUGHT BACK; ITS LAND TRANSFORMED, 

CHS. 34-37. 

A new age is about to dawn : punishment will be followed 
by recovery; Jahveh's purpose is to bring back Israel to its 
ancient home, and there to create a nation, outwardly and 
inwardly renewed, which shall devote itself wholly to His 
service. Thus (a) in place of the greedy shepherds of the past, 
Jahveh Himself will feed His flock, gathered and safe in their 
native land, 341 -16 ; (b) the country will be transformed, made 
fertile and fully populated, 368 -15 ; (c) the re-assembled nation 
will be purified in heart and spirit, 3616-38 ; (d) Israel, as good as 
dead, will rise to new life, 371 -14 ; (e) the old division of the 
kingdoms will vanish, and a David will rule over a united 
nation, in the midst of which Jahveh's sanctuary will be set 
for evermore, 3715 -28• Under the circumstances of the day 
such a restoration could only be effected by great political 
changes, by the fall of Babylon, for instance ; but Ezekiel is 
silent on the subject; at the moment it was neither wise nor 
necessary to say how the deliverance would come ; enough, 
that J ahveh, the one true God, had the power, and could be 
trusted to save His own. 

Here and there later additions can be detected with more or 
less probability. The latter half of eh. 34 appears to be supple
mentary ; the prophecy against Edom, eh. 35, stands outside the 
scheme outlined above, and may have been inserted to sharpen 
the _threats in 361 -7• 

It is difficult to decide whether chs. 38 and 39 should be 
included in Part III. They picture the final assault and over
throw of the combined forces of heathenism, long after Israel 
has been settled under the conditions of the new age : an 
apocalyptic vision which took shape, it seems, at a period later 
than Ezekiel' s. · 
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Ch. 34. Jahveh's flock.-The shepherds of the past and 
the Shepherd of the future, vv.1 -16• The good and bad 
members of the flock: Jahveh will judge between them, vv.11-22, 

and will raise up a David to be shepherd and prince, vv.23 • 24, 

and will render the land secure and fruitful for the sheep of 
His pasture, vv. 25 - 31• Usually the eh. has been regarded as a 
unity, but recent opinion inclines to treat vv.17 - 31 as a later 
supplement to vv.1 -16, and for the following reasons: there is 
a falling-off in style, marked by the repetitions in vv.17b· 20 - 22 

and 18• 19 ; the figure changes unexpectedly, the ' shepherds ' are 
no longer the kings of vv.1 -16, but leading members of the 
community ; a judgement on Israel itself, designed to separate 
the good from the bad is alien to the temper and plan of chs. 34-
37; the 'one shepherd .. my servant David' is mentioned 
in vv.23r. only to disappear until 3715tr. ; the transformation 
of the land, vv.2.r-ao, comes again in 368 -12• The dependence 
of vv.17ff- on other literature is particularly noticeable; thus 
v.25 adapts the 'covenant' of Hos. 2 20 ; vv.25 •27a are almost 
identical in thought and language with Lev. 264 •6• These 
considerations, put forward by Steuernagel (in part), Jahn 
and Holscher, must affect our estimate of the chapter. 

V. 2. Prophecy against the shepherds of Israel] The prophecy 
is cast into an allegorical form, suggested, like other allegories 
in Ez. (cp. pp. 159 f. 249), by Jeremiah, in this case by 
Jer. 231 - 4 _ The shepherds are native kings and rulers, as 
often in ancient literature, both Eastern and Western, e.g. 
the Akk. re'u=' shepherd, regent' (a ptcp., as in Hebr.), Homer 
Od. iv. 532 'Ayaµ,lp,vova 7roipha Aawv, and often, ,Dante Par. 
xxvii. 55 f., Milton Lycidas II4 ff. ; so Moses Is. 6311, David 
Ps. 787U,, Cyrus Is. 4428, the Davidic prince infr. v.23 3724• In 
Jeremiah the figure is used most frequently of cruel and selfish 
rulers, e.g. Jer. 2 8 1021 2222 231. 2 2534 - 36, though also of those 
who are faithful to their charge, Jer. 315 23 4 ; in Ez. the usage 
is similar, vv.2 -10 and v.23 3724• Zech. 114ff- 15 "17 137 owes 
much to both prophets. See further on v.16.-say unto them, 
to the shepherds] The double direction can hardly be right ; 
omit either unto them with 41?B, or to (concerning) the shepherds 
with @A; the latter was perhaps the heading of the chapter, 
cp. Jer. 239.-Ah ! the shepherds of Isr. who have been feeding 
themselves] For the exclamation cp. 133 • 18, Jer. 231• Ezekiel 
had no respect for the contemporary kings, see 171 - 21 1910 -14 

21ao-a2 [25-27l, though he betrays some sympathy with the fate of 
Jehoahaz and Jehoiachin, 192 - 9• He shared Jeremiah's opinion 
of Zedekiah's immediate predecessors, Jer. 2210 - 30.-3. Ye 
eat the fat] 41?'}} pronounce the milk i.e. curd or cheese, cp. 
I S. 1718, which suits the context better ; the eating of fat 
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animals is mentioned in the next clause but one.--ye slaughter] 
The word generally means to sacrifice, to slaughter for sacrifice, 
here to slaughter for food, as in I S. 2824, 2 C. 182• Animals 
slain for food used to be presented at the altar, so that all 
eating of flesh had something of a religious character. In the 
course of time it became no longer possible to identify slaughter 
with sacrifice, as appears from Dt. 1220 -28, where a modification 
of the primitive custom is sanctioned ; and the word for 
sacrifice could be used simply for slaughter. See W. R. Smith 
R. of S.3 238.-4. The sickened ye have not cured, and the sick 
ye have not healed] The first sentence is regarded as merely a 
variant of the second by Co. Ho. ; it is not repeated in v.16 with 
the other epithets ; but see crit. n.-the lost ye have not sought] 
Cp. Jer. 506 ; and et. vv.11· 12 below. In the N.T. cp. Mt. 1812 -14, 

Lk. 154 1910.-but with strength ye ruled them, and with rigour] 
In Lev. 2543• 46 • 53 with rigour is connected with the harsh 
treatment of slaves, which may be alluded to here ; in Ex. 
1 13• 14 P with the oppression of Isr. in Egypt. * understood 
the sentence differently, ' and the strong ye overpowered with 
labour'; but ffl gives a better sense.-5. And they were 
scattered because there was no shepherd] For the idea cp. 1 K. 2217, 

Norn. 2717 P, Mt. 936, Mk. 634• ~~'}} give my sheep as the 
subject, perhaps rightly.-and became food for all beasts of the field] 
So vv.8• 10 ; see I54 n. 295 n.-At the end of the v. ffl repeats 
and they were scattered, which * carries over to the next v. ; it 
may be part of a marginal note.-6. My sheep wandered] The vb. 
is hardly correct in form, and * omits it ; my sheep ought to 
go with were scattered at the end of v. 5 • Looking at the text of 
vv. 5• 6 as represented by *• it will be seen that my sheep were 
scattered occurs three times, twice in identical words, and once 
with the same verb in a different stem (v.6b). The redundancy 
is best explained as due to a marginal note which has been 
incorporated into the text ; . probably the two vv. should be 
read, ' and my sheep (*~'lJ) were scattered because there 
was no shepherd . . . the field ; 6 on all the mountains . . . 
my sheep were scattered, with none to search and none to seek.' 
-on every high hill] See 613 n. 2028.-7. Therefore, shepherds, 
hear ye the word of Jahveh] So v.9, cp. 1635 364, Jer. 4215 442a __ 
8. As I live] See 511 n.-became a spoil] vv.22 • 28 266 364, Jer. 214 

4932.-became food] See v. 5 n.-and my shepherds did not search 
for my sheep] The kings of Isr., however selfish and neglectful, 
were nevertheless Jahveh's shepherds, responsible to Him 
(v.10), and ruling by His sanction. @U the shepherds, a 
weaker reading. Some (Co. Kr. Ho.) would cancel the whole 
sentence, and it certainly overloads the v. ; but ffl may well be 
original.--9. Repeats v.7 ; @B om. hear ye the word of Jahveh.-
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lo. ilehoid, l am against the shepherds] See 58 n.-I will search 
for . . at their hand] See 336 n. ; the meaning, ' require an 
equivalent for,' is not quite the same as seek out in v.U.-make 
them cease] See 2327 n.-deliver my sheep from their mouth] The 
human oppressors are pictured as ravenous beasts, cp. Ps. 
2222 r2ll, Lam. 216 046.-food] Cp. v. 5,~I :t. Behold, I even I] 
So v.20 ; cp. 58 63.-will search for my sheep and seek them out] 
Jahveh Himself will assume the functions of the neglectful 
shephetds. The ideal of a Theocracy, which Ez. cherishes, arose 
out of the unhappy experiences of the people under the 
monarchy ; as far back as the 8th cent. the conception rose 
before the mind of Hosea, e.g. Hos. 84· 10 rn3 r31or. ; it is 
definitely expressed in Jud. 823, 1 S. 87 ro19 1212· 17 E 2 (later 
than Hos.). The kings were felt to be responsible for most 
of the evils in the national life, even for the destruction of the 
state; and religious minds took refuge in the belief that Jahveh 
was the ttue King of Israel. Zeph. 315ff- should be noted in this 
connexion.-12. in the day when he is in the midst of his sheep 
which are dispersed] I. in the day when his sheep are dispersed ; 
see crit. n.-from all the places where they are scattered] Not only 
Babylonia, but Egypt must be meant (cp. Jer. 248 43 5 •7 4415· 26, 
Is. 2713), perhaps also Phoeniciaand S. Arabia. There is an echo 
of Jeremiah in the phrase, Jer. 83 249 2914 (? Jer.) 4012 (? Jer.), 
though he writes driven for scattered.-in the day of cloud and 
thick darkness] Prob. from Zeph. 115 (temp. Josiah), the source 
also of Joel 22 ; cp. Dt. 411, Ps. 972.-13. I will bring them forth 
. . gather them . . bring them into their own country] The 
promise of restoration is specially emphasized in this part of 
the Book; see the passages collected in the note on u 17. No 
doubt the language suggests a wider dispersion than existed 
in Ez.'s time, and Torrey believes that it points to the circum
stances of the Jews in the 3rd cent. B.c. (I.e. 33. ro6). But the 
Second Isaiah supports Ez., e.g. Is. 435r. 4912, and such passages 
as Is. u 12 (? exilic), Jer. 233 3237 : a certain imaginative freedom 
must be allowed to the prophets.-on the mountains of Isr., etc.] 
See 62• 3 • 6 n. ; the prophet speaks of them now in an altered 
tone; cp. 361fl.-14. on the mountain-heights of Isr.] Cp. 1723 n. 
(sing., of Zion).-shall be their abode] Especially the abode of 
shepherds or flocks, 2 S. 78, Is. 6510, also of camels eh. 255• 

The pastoral and agricultural tradition was never lost through
out Israel's history, and coloured the national ideals of the future, 
e.g. Is. 321s 3320, Jer. 3112· 24 3313.-upon a fat pasture they shall 
feed] See v.18 n., 1 C. 440.-15. I will feed my flock, and I will 
make them lie down] The first pers. pron. each time is emphatic: 
Jahveh Himself will act as the Shepherd of His people-a 
profound and moving thought, cp. v.11 n., Is. 4011, Jer. 319, 
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Ps. 231 741 7852 7913 802 lIJ 957 1003• Like much else in these 
chs., it leads up directly to the N.T., e.g. Jn. 1011, Heb. 1320, 

1 Pet. 225 54, Rev. 717• A Rabbinic comment is worth quoting: 
'he who is on the watch for (the Messianic) salvation, the Holy 
One, blessed be He, will make him to lie down in the Garden 
of Eden, as it is said in Ez. 3415,' Pesilfta R. xxxiv.-16. The 
divine Shepherd will care for precisely those who have no one 
else to care for them (cp. v. 4). This again receives fuller illustra
tion and point in the Gospels, Mt. 1812 -14=Lk. 153 - 7 1910, 

Jn. 1010 -rn. For the rescue of the lost and the driven out 
cp. Is. n 12 2713.-but the fat and the strong I will destroy] Some 
prefer the reading of <!?lil:1 I will keep, on the ground that it 
is more appropriate to the Shepherd ; but J¥( agrees better 
with the next sentence.-] will feed them with judgement] rather 
than 'as is fitting,' Herrm., who adopts <l?'s reading keep. The 
divine Shepherd, if merciful, is also just and can be stern ; 
for this use of feed cp. Mic. 56, Zech. n 4 -7, Ps. 211• Again the 
N.T. gives expression to the same thought, Rev. 227 125 1915 ; 

and cp. 616 'the wrath of the Lamb.'-Vv. 17-22. The figure 
changes: instead of the bad shepherds and the flock, vv.1 -16, we 
have the bad sheep among the flock ; kings and princes give 
place to powerful, oppressive members of the community ; the 
Shepherd of vv.11ff- is now the Judge, vv.20 -22 • This change in 
the application of the figure goes along with a difference in 
style which seems to betray another hand ; the matters dealt 
with also give the impression that vv. 17 ff• are not the sequel of 
vv.1 •16, but an appendix partly based upon the prophecies in 
chs. 36. 37. See above p. 373.-17. Here the sheep are ad
dressed; the shepherds have had their warning. The rams and 
he-goats mean the leading men among the people, named 
together as in 3918, Is. 346, Jer. 51 40 ; cp. c'z. 1713 (rams), Is. 149 , 

Zech. 103 (he-goats) ; acts of violence committed by the strong 
against the weak are mentioned in 2224 - 29 (? Ezek.). The 
threat of a divine judgement upon the community itself does 
not occur again in these chs., which picture an age of reforma
tion and peace for Israel ; and this is an additional reason 
for the view that vv.17 ff- have been added to the original 
prophecy (Ho.). The judgement which divides the sheep 
from the goats anticipates the parable in Mt. 25 31ff•-18. The 
people's natural leaders are charged with appropriating the best 
for themselves and damaging the means of life for others : 
it is the old prophetic protest, e.g. Is. 123 314f- 58, Hos. 47 -11 71 - 6, 

Am. 39t. 41. 6, Mic. 31-3.-ye feed upon the good pasture] Ct. v.14a. 
Hitherto, vv.2 -16, the word has been used in the sense cause to 
feed, tend, pascere ; here it is used in the sense feed upon, pasci 
(so v.14b).-ye trample .. ye foul] The images describe the 
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callous wrongs inflicted by the powerful classes, cp. v. 19 322• 13 -n. 
-19. And my sheep-that which your feet have trampled they 
feed upon] Jahveh's sheep are the helpless and weak, as dis
tinguished from the fat and the strong. The common rights 
of humanity are invaded by these selfish oppressors.-20. Be
hold, I even I] See v.11 n.-2I. thrust all the sickly with your 
horns] Cp. v.\ and Dt. 3317, 1 K. 2211, Dan. 84.-22. And I will 
save] Only again in this part of the Book, 3629 3723 • In Ez. 
the emphasis lies upon restoration rather than salvation, which 
2 Isaiah mentions so often. One chief difference between the 
Old Testament and the New is this: in the O.T. Jahveh is 
always the Saviour of His people (Is. 638), in the N. T. the Messiah 
is Saviour (Mt. 1 21).-Vv. 23-31. At this point the prospect 
widens out. After the sheep have been saved, and the good 
separated from the bad, a fresh epoch begins : the flock is united 
and secure under the charge of one shepherd, a David, ruling 
over a land supernaturally transformed ; and then the con
summation-it will be known that Israel is Jahveh's flock, and 
J ahveh Israel's God ! The figure in vv .17 -21 is developed further, 
and thus forms a link between the two passages ; but Holscher 
may be right in regarding vv.23 - 31 as a still later expansion, 
the work, perhaps, of more than one hand.-23. And I will set 
over them one shepherd] A significant phrase, associated in 
Am. 911 with setting up the fallen booth of David, and in 2 S. 712 

with setting up the seed of David. Taken in conjunction with 
3724, the one shepherd implies a single flock, the union of the 
kingdoms; cp. the pJa 7I"OlJJ,V'IJ, £r~ 7I"OlJJ,~V of Jn. 1016• A 
contradiction has been detected between this and v.15 : with 
J ahveh as the divine Shepherd, what room is there for a human 
shepherd ? But the latter is not set up until the restoration 
has taken place (vv.11·16 ) ; and if vv.~aff. were subsequently 
attached, the inconsistency, such as it is, can easily be accounted 
for.-even my servant David] Not David brought to life again, 
nor 'a king from his seed' (Rashi), for in 3725 David is to be 
prince for ever; but an ideal ruler such as David was (He. 
Ezechielst. 123). The conception is treated more fully in 3722-2 5, 

and goes back to Jer. 23 5r, 309 ; Zech. n 16 is founded upon 
both. :&iml;li agrees: David, he says, is 'the Messiah who 
shall arise from his seed in the time of salvation.' The hope of 
a new and better type of king seems to have sprung up in the 
closing days of the monarchy, when in despair of the present 
men looked to the future for relief ; prophecies of the ideal 
king belong to the time just before, during, or after the exile, 
e.g. Is. 96 n 1 (Gray Isaiah 214), 321, Hos. 35, Jer., Ez., Hag. 223, 

Zech. 38 612f• 99, Ps. Sol. 1723 • David is given the title of my 
servant, v.24 3724f•, like Jacob 3725, just as the historic David, a 
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man after Jahveh's heart, came to be so styled, 2 K. 819, Ps. 
894• 21 [a. 20i, and in the headings of Pss. 18. 36.-he shall shepherd 
them, and he shall be a shepherd to them] ~ om. the former of 
these synonymous phrases, of which only one can be original.~ 
24. And I Jahveh will become God to them] Cp. v. 31 and n 20 n.~ 
and my servant David prince among them] There was no desire 
for a restoration of the monarchy as hitherto understood ; but 
the nation must have a head, and in 3725 Ezekiel calls him 
prince, niist', and king, melek, only in 3722 • 24, In the com
munity of the new age the title is never melek, and the nasi' 
has a less prominent position than is assigned to him here, 
e.g. 443 etc. ; see 727 n. The ideal of the future has advanced 
in clearness from the vague hints in 1660 2132 1271; cp. 1722 - 24 n. 
-25. a covenant of peace] ensured by the extermination of 
hurtful beasts (cp. v.28), one of the plagues to which the country 
was liable, 1415• 21, Am. 312, Jer. 2 15 47, Is. 314• The promise, 
which is identical with Lev. 266, may have been suggested by 
Hos. 2 20, where, however, the covenant is to render wild beasts 
harmless, cp. Is. II6 "8 359 6525, Job 522 • 23 • A wider scope is given 
to the covenant in eh. 3726.-dwell in the wilderness securely] The 
emphasis on securely, vv. 25 • 27 • 28, shews how constant were the 
perils of life in early days.-and sleep in the forests] In ordinary 
times this would be dangerous, Jer. 56, Ps. 104201--26. And 
I will make them and the places round about my hill a blessing] 
A doubtful sentence. The context refers to the enhanced 
fruitfulness of the whole country ; it is therefore out of place to 
mention the people and mount Zion in particular. The Vrs. 
recognize round about my hill, but ~ om. a blessing ; the latter 
may have been taken up by mistake from the line below. The 
most probable emendation is And I will give to them showers in 
their season, parallel to the next clause. The showers (cp. Jer. 33) 

will be what is sometimes called the former rain, which in 
Palestine falls in Oct.-Nov.-and I will cause the rain to come 
down in its season] i.e. the winter rain (geshem, sometimes called 
the latter rain) from mid-December to March; it soaks the soil 
and fills the springs and cisterns before the dry season (May
Oct.) ; see Dt. n 14 2812, Zech. 101, Job 38261 •• The language 
resembles that of Lev. 264a.-rains of blessing there shall be] 
@ better (even) a rain of blessing.-27. the trees of the field ... 
increase] So Lev. 26 4 cp. 20, Zech. 812, Ps. 677 [61 8513 112l, 

The increased fertility of the land became a feature in Ez.'s 
descriptions of the new age, e.g. 36341• 471 •12.-and in their 
country they shall be secure] Similarly Lev. 265 ; see v.25 n.
when I break the bars of their yoke] See 3oi8 n., and cp. Lev. 261a, 
Jer. 2 20 2816ft, 308.-from the hand of those who made bondsmen of 
them] This expression, lit. to work by means of another, is applied 
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to slavery, Ex. 1 14 P, Lev. 2539• 46 , Jer. 2213, and to the forced 
payment of tribute, as here, Jer. 2514 277 308.-28. become a 
spoil to the nations] Cp. v.8.-they shall dwell securely, with none 
to make them afraid] See 2826 n., and the similar expressions 
in Lev. 266

• 
6

; the second occurs in Jer. 3010=4627, describing 
the future peace of Israel.-The close parallel between vv.26 "28 

and Lev. 264 "6• 13 raises questions which hardly admit of an 
answer : Was Ez. the author of both passages ? or do both 
come from a common source? Quite possibly Lev. was 
the original; and there are other grounds for questioning Ez.'s 
authorship of vv.17-31 (p. 373).-29. And I will set for them 
plantati"ons for renown] i.e. which shall be so productive as to be 
famous; cp. Dt. 2619, Jer. 1311, Zeph. 319r.. We might render 
a plant Is. 6I3, or a place of planting 177 314 n. ; in either 
case the sing. is probably intended to have a collective sense. 
If with ~ we read peace instead of for ,-enown, the meaning 
peaceful planting-places, plantations, will follow suitably the 
description in v.28.-carried off by famine] No more plagues, like 
those mentioned in 1413ff·.-the shame of the nations] Cp. 366 • 16 

and 1652 n. ; the shame of being despised by other peoples, 224.-

30. that I . . am with them] The wording has no parallel in 
Ez. ; when the idea is to be expressed fuller terms are used, 
e.g. 3726 -28 • Probably with them has been copied wrongly from 
ye (the same consonants in Hehr.) in v. 31.-and they are my 
people] Cp. Hos. 2 25, Is. 5116 638, taken up in Zech. 139• See 
1120 n.-31. And ye are my sheep, sheep of my pasture] The 
ideal relation between Jahveh and Israel, vv.11• 15, is estab
lished in the blessed future ; cp. 3724• 27 • ftl has an addition, 
which requires the rendering And ye my sheep ... are men; 
then the meaning will be, in :&iml).i's words,' Inasmuch as ye are 
the sheep of my pasture, because I fed you with knowledge and 
understanding and intelligence, so ye are called men, and not 
sheep or cattle.' But this reads too much into the language, 
and men is om. by ~ 8 JL; the word may have crept in from 
below, 352 son of man. For the sheep of my pasture cp. Jer. 231, 

Ps 741 7913 957 1003.-1 am your God] Without the conjunction, 
as often in H, e.g. Lev. 184 "6 ; but "9~l) supply it, and, with 
several MSS, give the full formula J ahveh your God. 

Ch. 34, 2. '11:"' 'J/17] For the Akk. rtu, rtil,tu 'government,' see KB. 
ii. 36. 82 (Sargon, Sennacherib) ; iii. 2, 32. 54 (Nebuchadr.).-c;,•,11 
c•v1S] For the prep. with su:ff. anticipating the word following cp. 144 

412• nin,, ,11 111•,x; both textually uncertain, as are the instances given 
in Kon. iii. § 340 n.-cnix C'J/7 1•11] Cp. 436 ; Dr. § 135 (5). @ wrongly 
JJ.1/ /30<lKOVO'<Y 1rolµ.EV€S iavrous; for Cln1N Cl'JI, cp. vv.8• 10, Ex. 510, Jer. 719• 

Occasionally, instead of the reflexive stem of the vb., the active is used 
with the objective nx and a su:ff. to express themselves ; here cn,11 is 
opposed to 1111111.-3. :J?ci~] @ "f<t\a 19' lac=:i~QiJ.-11N'i:i;i] li~F imply 
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':i;rn111.-111~"] Some MSS and ~ '~"1; 119 Kai TIL 1rp6~aTr/. µ,011='Jlll. Ml!\ 
so ][fr; but the asyndeton is to be kept, cp. 3316 n.-4. n\\,~icrn~] The 
Vrs. imply a sing., which agrees better with the synonyms in the rest 
of the v. Baer's text poi~ts the Niph. ptcp. with a daghesh lene (styled 
'orthophonicum ') in the ,, to call attention to the beginning of a new 
syllable; G--K. § 13 c. It is curious to find a Niph. ptcp. (cp. v. 21) and 
a ]}:al ptcp. (cp. v.16) of the same vb. so close together, but the association 
occurs elsewhere in Ez., e.g. v. 5 :;i•s1!ln1 and v. • 1>l!lJ, 1211• •• 20 3 38 23 ; 

]}:al and Hoph. 32 19 • "'; Pi. and Pu. 36 23 ; ]}:al and Hiph. 14• 1830.

'n 11~ n,;:ic-J,1] 7 with the obj., cp. Num. 1213, Ps. rr6 16 etc.-tl{):!Ftl] 
G--K. § 72 i.-7,!l:11 □n11 en•,, :-rwm::11] The two co-ordinate nouns with 
prep. are separated, and the second is added at the end; for sentences 
of this type cp. Gen. 28 14h E, Ex. 34 27b JE, Dt. 714b etc.; Driver 
Sam.• 55. If§ 1m, To lo-xt1po• KaTE!p-yr/.rn<rOe µ,6-x_04> i.e. :-rr;iJq;ii, so Co. Ro. 
He., on the ground that ,.m, like ~c-r.,, usually takes f with the obj., 
e.g. 2916 ; but in Lev. 25 53 it is followed by the accus. With ;flll cp. 
~ "· µ,era Kpfrovr ,1reTa1I<re-re avro'is eu,j,paw6µ,evo,. For 7i!l cp. Akk. 
pariktu, e.g. KB. ii. 146 ina parikti 'with violence.' H6 regards 7i!l:11 
(~ om.) as a gloss on :;pm:11 ; but ;flll is sufficiently supported.-5. 
:;JI, •~:ir., ;;rs1!l111] ([§~'.£1' insert 'JI!•. •~:itl has a causal force, as in Hos. 4•, 
Job 411 247, Lam. 14 ; so r11r., v.8.-'J11• 1JC'' •: m•xi!Jn1J ([§ Kai /i«1,1rap"f/ Ta 
1rp6~aTa µ,ov, om. 1lC'', which does not agree with the fem. plurals in the 
context, and ought to have a waw consec. (~); moreover, the word is 
never used of a flock ; prob. it was inserted when the present division 
of the vv. came into existence. ~ om. m•s1!l111, 0 recognizes u111•. 
Perhaps when 'JI!> fell out of v. 6, •i11• m'Xl!ll11 was written in the margin 
as a correction, and afterwards copied wrongly into the beginning of 
v.•; so He.-6. 'I!,, 'l!l ,:i] ([§B om. ~:i.-•i11, 1s!li] 119n om. •i11s, but the word 
cannot well be spared.-8. ;;J";;n1 .. nr" W] See 25 3 • 12 n.-,c-,,J ~= 
wi.-9. The sequence p, .. JJI' .. p~ vv.7-9 is found in 571, 138 

1636"· 22 19 2s•1. etc. ; Kon. Hi. § 415 g.-,,1.,• ,:i, 1)11:>c-J l!pA • A~e ~h 

supply a rendering.-ro. •ii.,] resumes the threat sworn in v.8 ; see 5• n. 
G--K. § 149c.-•nc-,i1] See 1722 n.-111• .. •n:ic-:-r,] 1!9='JJ:!~!'.!) Kai u.1ronpbf.w, 
but ~ "· 1rau<rw. Cp. 724 n. 23 27 n. @~=•;11s, ~+i1J1,-tlMll! .. 1)1i' 11~1] 
~ om.-ci:-rS] @~F +i1Y.-1 I. 'JN •ii,,] See 5• n. m'. •~Jnr., NJ11:, ' behold, 
I will reveal myself,' an attempt to reproduce the doubling of the 
pron. for emphasis, Co. 122.-'nc-,,1] v.•0, and v. 10 n.-□•n,p::11 'JIil<] 
Pl. mas. suff. agreeing with sg. fem. collective; the writer thinks 
of men while speaking of animals; cp. ci,,nN v.u, Num. 2717b P, 
I K. 22 17, Jer, 23 2·4. ([§ K, f7r!<JK€Y,Oµ,a, avra ? =tl'nijJ!l1, Jer. 23 2 @,-
12. :ill, n'1;i:q1] like a shepherd's seeking out, a verbal noun (only here) 
from the Piel stem, with an abstract sense, cp. ;;rp;i.i, m~i;tl etc. ; see Barth 
Nominalb. § 59. To read ,,Jl'l:J im;qi would be more normal but less 
interesting.-n,wi!ll u11J< 7m:i 1nr:-r □1':i] 1. n,111,!lJ 1JN> n,•,, 01•:i ; apparently 
7,n:i is a dittogr. of [1JnP;; ; the absence of the art. with n,111,!lJ 
favours the constrn. with n,•,,, cp. v. 2 n. As pointed n1zji!lJ=' made 
distinct,' Lev. 24 12 , Neh. 88 etc.; a mistake for n,w,!ll, 1721 etc. 
11? 5Tav f, 7vbtf,os Kai vetf,lX,, ev µ,fo(j) 1rpoparwv lirnKEXwp,rrµbwv, borrowing 
words from the end of the v. to make ;fll1 intelligible; /Jmv ii implies 
n,•,,. For '!lJ ... tl1':1 ~ gives ' in a day of tempest.' m: paraphrs. '!lJ 
by i\n7 zj,~r,i,, cp. l[O Gen. 3040 =i•i!l,i.-14. 'c-• 'r., ,,,,::11] 2 MSS and If§ 
sing., l[ 'the holy mount of Isr.'-□ m,J] Defect. for D,'.J'lt, apparently pl., 
but really sing., cp. tl,J)l Jer. 49 20 (? text), ciq~\i,c Hos. 76, Stade§ 351 c; 
G--K. § 93 ss. If§ K f<rovTa, ai µ,avopa, avrwv he'i Kai KOt/JiYJOfJ<rovTa, Ka, 
eu, ava1rau<rovm,, rendering ms:i,n tlllt twice; see 23 29 n,-:iJ1io1J ~F = 
'r:i:, ; but for the acc. loci after :il/, cp. v, is, Is. 30 23, J er. 5010, 
M1c. 7".-15. clii adds at the end of the v. ' and they shall know that I 
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am Jahveh.'-16. n~Dwn·nNi] cl9 om.-,·crvic] cf9 g,uM~w=iDrvic.-niyiic] The 
Vrs. insert and; but see v. 3 n.-o!lrvD:iJ =' in a right manner' Jer. r7u, 
Ps. II2 5

; but hardly here. 17. 'lNS: mnN1] 119B rn, fl/L<<s [raA] 1rpof3a.ra= 
jNS:n 1nic1.-'yS, □ •S•N,J In apposition to .,w,. Rashi expls. tl'!lmN •:,y:i 
i.e. the violent, lit. ' owners of fists.'-18. ,y,n .. tDD tll/D,i] As a rule 
after oy□n the vb. is preceded by •:i, e.g. Num. r69 • 13 , Is. 71 3, and the 
Vrs. supply it here ; the asyndeta are rather frequent in this eh., vv. 3 • 10• 

After □:ir: ~ adds o•yin.-ypw□] the clear water, lit. ' that which is settled, 
clarified' ; cp. the vb. in 3214, and om□ v. 19.-19. 'iN'l)] The athna:ti, 
marks a cas. pend., here without a personal pron. resuming the subject, 
cp. 407 43 1•· 17 , Neh. 13 24.-oD,o] lit. ' a place of trampling,' Is. 726 ; 

synon. with W!l1D, cp. 32 2.-20. □i'l':,NJ 119 om.-•no!lwi] Cp. v. 11 n.
p1 .. r:i] Ct. '~ .. r:i. vv.17· 22 44 23.-,,;;::i n~] lit sheep, fatness; but 
1. mf,J 'i:I v. 3 , with some MSS; Dr. § 188 (r} note.-nn] Only again 
Num. 13 20 JE.-21, fll'] cl9 om.-'!l,, ,wN iy n,~mn S:i] @ has only the 
equivalent of '!ln nSmn :,:i, translating freely.-nlmN] So Ex. 35 26 ; et. 
pn1N eh. 23 47 , tnN r6 .. , p;,i;,~ v. 23 below (the normal form}; G-K. § 103 b. 
For ,,s:,nn ~N cp. 814 n.-22. •nyrv1111 .. ill'] See Dr. § 123 (-y).-1:i.S ,,n,n] 
See v.8 n.-,,rvS] ~+□•,1nyS1 c•S•icS from v.1'.-23. in~. cnN, r,,nN, □n•Sv] 
The genders vary with the image before the writer's mind, now the people, 
now the sheep; cp. v. 11 n. 18 n.-,nN nyiJ (!?B 1rowba. lva., but (!?A 
1r. frepov an attempt at reconciliation with v. 15.-i•n] Plene in Hos. Am. 
I K. 3" II 4 • 36 (et. 94), Ezr. Neh. Chr. ; et. ,n v. 24 37 24• 26 ; the differ
ence is due to caprice.-□nK ,,y,, ic1,,J (!? om., 'Ae supply a rendering; 
prob. a marginal variant. For 1,,S many MSS give cmS.-24. ,,, •i:iy,J 
cl§=i1,1. For N'rvl (!? gives lipxwv, as in 727 121°. 12 3_72211 __ ,, '• 'lN] ~ 
om.-25. □,,,] 119 =,11,.-uc-•1] m: ppnyn•, =grow old (r~;) ; m: generally adopts 
the more prosaic sense of a word when possible.-□•,1y•:i] Kt., an incorrect 
form of □ "1l/'.~ Q.-26. ,,:i,:i •ny:iJ ni:i·:i□1 □niN •nnli] The construction of 
'01 □n1N after •nm, is questionable ; it should be '□ nN1 □niN •nm,. All the 
Vrs. om. the conjunction .in ' □,, and 119 renders Ka.i ow<rw avrov, 1rtp1K11Kll<;J 
rou 6povs µ.ov, 'Ae add drl\o')!ia.v, Z evl\o')!1JTOVS. i!r paraphrases 'n]l:Jl as 'the 
house of my sanctuary.' Read prob. iny::i □ •:i•:i, □ ;-ii:, 'nnll, or cny:i as 
Lev. 264 , but 1ny:i is nearer to '11J/:Jl ; for the sg. after □•:i•:i, collect. cp. 
Mic. 58 ; so Co. (partly) Be. (partly) Kr. Ro.-rn• ~m::i •owJJ <!? u,ri;v 
evl\o-ylM.-27. no::i, .. 1'111] 119 K. KaTOLK,jlTO!JULV • • EV el\1rli!1 €!()1/V'f/S, an 
exegetical rendering.-□Sy nmDJ cl§B rov ?;v-yov ~. 119AQ r. 1. roD KllowD.-
29. □zi, J/tlD] 119JE.~= □":iw ]/~:;,.-:i]/, '!l□KJ Davidson Synt. § 98 (b} ; for 
~□N=destroy cp. r S. r5•.-31. jl')t,:)] With !;,ere, ~im. Mikhlol 190a; the 
2 fem. pl. pron. is attracted to the gender of 'lNs; the form occurs only 
here, et. ,iJBt,: v.1' 1311• • 0 ; Stade § 28r c. Two MSS 1. □nN1. 119 1rp6/3a.rd 
µ.ou Ka.I 11'f>0,8a.ra 1ro1µ.viov µ.ou fore, i.e. om. 1nN1, reading fNS1, and om. □iN. 

Ch. 35. Edom denounced.-Two questions arise : Why 
should Edom be denounced a second time, when an oracle 
against it already stands in 2512 -14, among the prophecies on 
foreign nations ? And, How comes it that an oracle of this 
severe character appears in Part III., which is concerned with 
Israel's restoration ? It may be answered (r) that the present 
oracle goes more into detail, and is marked by greater bitterness 
of feeling than 2512 •14, as though in the interval Edom had 
aggravated its offences; and (2) that, while Part III. is mainly 
devoted to reconstruction, yet it lays down as a preliminary 
that the land must be cleared of all the hostile neighbours, 
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Edom among the rest, 361 •7• On such grounds as these the 
position of eh. 35 before 36 can be accounted for; and there 
is point in the contrast between the different future in store 
for mount Se'fr 353• 7• 15 and the mountains of Israel 361. 4• str .• 
On the other hand, eh. 36 speaks of all the neighbouring nations 
as hostile, but eh. 35 singles out Edom ; hence it has been 
suggested (by Jahn, Herrm. Ezechielst. 35 f., Ho.) that eh. 35 
was inserted after Ez.'s time to give the Edomites a more 
drastic treatment than they receive in 366• We can hardly 
do more than balance probabilities ; Ez. himself may have 
introduced the chapter to add emphasis to the threats in eh. 36. 
Herrmann in his Commentary has abandoned his earlier view, 
which Steuernagel also rejects (Einl. 589 f.). 

V. 2. Set thy face against] Cp. 252 62 n.-mount Se'ir] The 
mountain range E. of the 'Ara.ha, from the S. of the Dead Sea 
to the Gulf of 'Al,{aba, the home of Esau, Gen. 324 mi J 368 P, 
Dt. 2 41·, Josh. 244 E. Se'ir (lit. hairy i.e. covered with brush
wood) is sometimes used in a wider sense for the territory of 
Edom, which extended westwards from the 'Araba to the S. 
of Judah; Dt. 332, Judg. 54, Num. 2023 343r. P. See Buhl 
Gesch. d. Edomiter 22 ff.-3. For the expressions in this v. see 
58 n. 614 n.-4. Thy cities ... Jahveh] Similarly 1220.-5. a 
perpetual enmity] Cp. 2515• Edom's enmity was of long stand
ing ; tribal legends carry it back to the jealousy aroused in 
Esau, Gen. 27 41 J ; see also eh. 2512 n. For the rendering 
perpetual, in the sense of continuous existence, cp. v.9, 1 S. 2712, 

Is. 566, Ps. 7866.-deliver ... to the sword] lit. pour into the 
hands of the sword, cp. Jer. 1821, Ps. 6311 r1o1 and 759 1s1. 
Perhaps the Edomites joined forces with the Chaldeans in the 
final attack on Judah ; this seems to be implied by the words 
which follow: the time of their calamity, cp. Jer. 1817, Ob. 13, 

the time of the iniquity of the end, cp. 21 30• 34 126 • 291.-6. As 
I live, saith J ahveh, ' ' Because thou art ' become guilty 
through' blood, so blood shall pursue thee] For the form of the 
sentence cp. rr8• The blood-guiltiness of Edom was all the 
more unnatural because Edom was a brother-nation, Gen. 2523 J, 
Dt. 238 l71• :ffl reads because thou hast hated blood, for which :S 
gives thy blood i.e. thy blood-relationship, a meaning which is 
contrary to Hehr. usage. There can be little doubt that <19 
points to a better form of the text, through blood thou art 
become guilty, as 22 4• The end of the v. refers to pursuit by 
murderers, so Rashi. After says J ahveh ;l1lll has surely I will 
make thee blood, and blood shall pursue thee, an incorrect version 
of the words which follow, and om. by d? ; cp. the duplication 
in vv.14 · 15.-7. and I will cut off from it [mt. Se'ir] him who 
passes to and fro] A variation of the phrase 'cut off from it 
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man and beast' r413• 17 • 19• 21 251s 298, and 'cut off from thee 
righteous and wicked' 2r8[31; the comer and goer was evidently 
a familiar term, cp. Ex. 3227 E, Zech. 714 98.-8. And I will 
fil! ' . ' wi~h ' ' ~lain thy hills] :ff'( I will fill his mountains 
with his slain, thy hills . . . ; but Edom is addressed, and the 
3rd pers. pron. is out of keeping with the rest of the verse ; 
follow therefore Q? in omitting his mountains and reading slain 
or thy slain. For hills, valleys, ravines see 63 n.; and for slain 
by the sword cp. 3r17f, 3220 • 32.-9. perpetual devastations] Cp. 
Jer. 2512 5I26• 62.-shall not be inhabited] So Hehr. text, lit. 
shall not sit, see 2620 n. ; Hehr. margin shall not return, cp. 1655• 

-10. After the disaster of 586 B.C. Edom laid claim to the 
surviving population and territory, an act which the prophet 
regards as insulting to Jahveh, the real Owner of the land. 
If the future possession of Israel will not lie with the Jewish 
survivors, 3323t1., still less will it lie with the Edomites. The 
two nations are Israel and Judah (Ra. }$:im.).-we will possess 
it] Sing., because the two lands are really one (}$:im.).-although 
Jahveh was there] According to traditional belief, the land of 
Israel belonged to Jahveh, 2 K. 517, Hos. 93, Joel 218 4 [3]2, 

Lev. 2523, Ps. 852 [II ; and Zion in particular was His seat, 
437, Jer. 317, Joel 4 [3] 17 • 21• Though Jahveh had forsaken 
His land, n 23, it was only till a purified Israel should return 
and occupy it; then Jerusalem will be given a new name, 
reaffirming the ancient belief, 4835.-II. The punishment of 
Edom's spite. Indignant readers seem to have filled out the 
text; at any rate Q?B's 'and I will do to thee according to thy 
hatred ' is an improvement on the overloaded reading of :ff'( 
and I will do according to thine anger and thy jealousy which 
thou hast done out of thy hatred against them.-and I will let 
myself be known against 'thee'] So of Jahveh revealing Himself 
to the nations, e.g. 3823, Is. 1921 ; but also to Israel, 205 • 9 n. For 
:ffl's against them Q? has the 2 pers. sing.-12. all thy blasphemies] 
as here or revilings, but similarly Is. 373 =2 K. r93, Neh. 918• 26 ; 

with I have heard cp. Is. 3729=2 K. 1928.-saying, It is devastated!] 
So Hebr. text and 'Qt:; They are devastated Hebr. margin and~
~ The mountains of Israel are a devastation, but :ff'( may be kept.
to us they are given to devour] Cp. I54 n. The Jewish survivors 
made a similar claim, 3324.-13. And ye magnified yourselves 
against me with your mouth] Cp. Ob. 12, Zeph. 28• 10, Jer. 4826 • 42, 

Ps. 3526• ® reads the sing., thou hast magnified etc., which 
agrees better with the context.-and ye multiplied your words 
against me] lit. made excessive, an Aramaic, not a Hehr. word; 
the sentence is probably the gloss of an Aramaic scribe, and 
~ omits it.-14. :ff'( reads as all the land rejoices a devastation 
will I make thee. This corrupt text was emended on the margin, 
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whence the emendation found its way into v.15a, with the 
result that both forms of the same sentence have been pre
served; ~ recognizes v.14h and omits v.15a.-15b. mount 
Se'zr shall become a devastation is probably the meaning intended, 
because and all Edom all of it follows ; <I? renders ' A devasta
tion shalt thou become, 0 mount Se'ir.' 

Though the Edomites took a spiteful advantage of the fall 
of Jerusalem, they did not at once take possession of the land 
of Judah. On the contrary, their advance northwards seems 
to have been a gradual process, due to pressure from behind ; 
and it involved a simultaneous advance of the kindred S. 
Palestinian clans, such as those of Caleb, Jera}:imeel, Rekab, 
who in the end became absorbed into the Jewish community, 
1 C. 2 9ff, 413ff-. See Holscher Gesch. d. Isr. u. Jiid. Rel. 117, 
119 ; Kittel Gesch. iii. 70 ff. ; S. A. Cook Cambr. Anc. Hist. iii. 
405 f. 

Ch. 35, 3. 1S nioin] ]l om., 1198 om. 1~. b]!.t ai:T{i, is supplied by later 
hands, and AQ_-m;,• •iiN] !198 KVpw, Kup,os.-7'':>N] 1. 1•S11 ®ll.-nr:,wo1 MDDW) 
t19B ,is lp.,,µov K, ,p.,,µw811u11=tJi:ZW?--4. 1'"111] II@~ 'Jn, cp. v.•.-5. nr., jll'] 
Cp. v. 10 and 57 n.-'w• •i::i nN iini] 119 K. ev,dO,.-a, [iJl;ll] r{p oEK<;J 'Iup. 
ooX<;J, with r{p o(K<;J for ro,, viols on account of ,,.Kae,.-a, and ooX'f', 
added to give a bad sense. For 'J::i ;ffl =o olKos @ cp. cl? 37 21 43' 
449• 15 and 12 23 n. J;T et concluseris? =iioni Ob. 14 ; but 4P supports 
;ffl.-::iin ,,, ~ll] 4§B lv x«pl ix0pwv µaxaip!l', The unintelligible tx/Jpwv 
is marked with an obelus in Cod. Chisianus (87) ; originally c!?'s text 
ran ,!v rn,p{j, lx8pwv iv x«p< µaxalpo.s, as A writes it ; i.e. c1•1t n11::i was 
read c:;i:i( nJ;;i and then transposed, Co. 406 and 103. c,•N suggests a 
play on miN, cp. '1!J and c•i!JN Hos. 9 16 1316.-6. 'JN •n] After this 
invocation the oath should begin with NS □N, as in 511 1719 etc., not 
with c,S •::i (perh. =surely) ; the syntax thus shews that 7!Jii• .. □,S •:i 
is a corrupt form of the following sentence.-'l~;!T) G-K. § 10 h.
nNiw □,] 1. nowN c,::i, @ <is a.lµa ijµaprn. \1i: (cod. Reuchl., Co. r 18) 
explains ;ffl as 1tnS1;,1:,, Nr.>1 ' the blood of circumcision ' ; Rashi, as ' the 
blood of the traditional sacrifices,' and mentions 'thou hast hated thy 
brethren, thy flesh and blood.'-7. nr;i;i'!-'i ,,i;:i;,p~J Mistakenly written 
for M?Wl?I n:;>:;><?7 v.• 33 28.-Ro. He. regard v.7 as secondary on account 
of the 3rd. p. 1io,-:,; but the suff. can refer to ,•vw ,n=the territory of 
Edom.-JW1 1Jl/] ~ a.v/JpC:nrov, rn, KT1)V"1, conforming to 1418 etc.; cp. 
5 2 33 21 n.-8. 7•mJ1Jl rSSn r,,, nN 'n1tS::i1] lµm. tries to defend the change 
from the 3rd to the 2nd p. by referring to I K. 22 28 =Mic. 12 ; but 
the cases are not parallel. 4[$B=1•mv::u □•SSn •nitSo,; @B (correction) 
AQ a=1'~~n. Perhaps ,,,n was supplied from 364• •. \!i: has 3rd p. 
throughout ; Co. 135. As a rule after N~I;) the first object comes before 
the second, e.g. 102 II 6 32 6 ; but since the first object here includes 
three nouns, it was more natural to write with slain before thy hills and 
thy valleys and all thy ravines; for the unusual order cp. Nah. 213, 

Job 15 2.-□,,:i] Referring back to 7•n1)1Jl, cp. Ps. 893 , Dr. § 197 (2).-
9. moowJ As in Jer. ll.cc. @~ give a sing.; so t!i: here.-,,pw•o] Kt., a 
scribal error for npwr-,, or so written to prevent deriving the word from 
::i,w ; the Vrs. follow Kt. The Qere reads npici!;l from ::iiw. Co. would 
point ;,pr.;ir-, Hoph. Is. 4426 or npri,1:1 Niph. eh. 3610 .-onv,•1] *§!, sing.
JO, 'NM 'n""' nit, 'l,i •iw nNJ If the text is right, an instance of nit with the 
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nominative, see 1731 n. cll5 Ta Bvo l9v'I'/ rnl a.I ovo -x,wpa.<, ~F. The 
Vrs. do not recognize me; but how could they reproduce it ?-ni"nn] 
Fem. to agree with the nearest subj., Kon. iii. § 349 t.-mi!l'i•i] 
~m:~l:T =n•ne>ii.-11. 'n'lt'J/1 ... p, 11 ••• 1ir.>M fJ/' 10] For the construc
tion cp. 25 12• 

13
; Kon. iii. § 415 g; and for the pf. c.w.c. after 

an oath cp. r7•2 n., Ex. 6", Josh. 214 etc.; Kon. iii. § 367 x. After •n•eoy, 
cl9~ add ,,, rightly.-o::i 1•nMlll'r.> ... 7!)MJ] cf9B Ka.Ta T')P gxepa.v 
o-ov=1nMJll'J; cf9.A0=ffl. The form 'l'Oi;<li<I' is prob. a scribal error 
for 'IJ;l,tfi?'; cp. 68 n. @B om. c:i. - □J •nv,n] I. 1:i 'i c§.-12. 
'l'l;,i~rtr"wn~J A noun of [la,tfdl form, like :.,;i~. ,iww~. with a guttural as 
s~con~ radical, cp. n:;,i;,,1, G-K. § 84b e. c§='l l:,,p 11M, possibly due to 
dictation, see 64 n.-1oM, 'eo• •1n ,v n10M] See 3310 n. c§ ,l,ras. Ta. 5p.,, 
'Io-p. gp.,,µ,a.=:.:;,:;,~ 'II'' •,;;i.-,1:;,r;,,r] Kt., sing. referring to ~111'', cp. 2611 n. ; 
ior;,,.; Q., plur. agreeing with •,:., cp. the following nr;,; ; one of the 
fourteen places in which the Qere alters :.' to ,, ; in Ez. see 23 43 37 22 ; 

Ochlah No. n3. The word might also be read as a noun, n:;,:;,~.-13. 
CJ'!):i .. ,,•,in,] cl9=7'!):J .. ,,Jni.-cJ•i:i, •Sy omnyni] The Aram. ,nv=Hebr. 
1ll'll cannot be found for certain elsewhere in the O.T.; the text of 
Jer. 33•, Prov. 276 is doubtful. m:~ 'and ye multiply,' so Ra. on•:i1n. 
0 K, ,!fJo1/<5a.TE e..-' lµ,e M-yovs vµwv ?=□o\Jl,q. The pf. with weak waw 
makes it additionally probable that the words are a late gloss (Toy, 
Torrey, al.).-14. 'ii nr.,c-J] @ lv -rii ,u,ppo<,uvv ..-d,,.,,s rijs -yi)s fp"I/LD' 
,ro,1,<,w ""· ~' .. to mt. Se'ir, which is situated in the joy of the 
whole earth.' Both imply the text of ffl.-15. 'eo ,n n•nn ,100::,J The vb. 
is to be taken as 3rd fem., attracted to the gender of ,10011' ; Kon. iii. 
§ 350 b. cl9 tp"I/LOP fov, 5pos ~.-nSJ cntt ,J] For the idiom see I r 16 n. 
c§B.AJ( read ~~f as n~;,. ~ =Cl~M,.-w,•1] cl9 consistently nv,•1.-:.,n•] cll5 
adds o (hos avrwv. 

Ch. 36. Restoration : outward and inward.-The first 
half of the eh. (a) contains an address to the mountains of 
Israel, vv.1-15 ; the second half (b), an address to the people, 
vv.16 -38• In the earlier days of his ministry Ez. had set his 
face against the mountains of Israel, to denounce their idolatrous 
associations, 61 -7 ; now he turns to them with a promise of 
fertility and repopulation and deliverance from the heathen. 
Section {a) has been much expanded. In vv.2 - 7 the formula 
thus saith Adonai Jahveh occurs no less than six times; originally 
no doubt the passage formed a single sentence, constructed 
on the usual lines : Thus saith J ahveh, Because . • . Therefore 
. . . hear ye the word of J ahveh, Thus saith J ahveh • . . Belwld, 
I . . ., followed by the words of the divine oath. There are 
various ways in which a text of this kind may be selected out 
of vv.1-7 ; Holscher's suggestion is as good as any, namely, 
that vv.1. 2. 48.bfl. 6b/l. 7 represent the primary form of the section. 
(b) The land thus restored will be occupied by a regenerated 
race ; Israel, purified as by a rite of lustration and quickened 
by a gift of spiritual power, will then enter upon the ideal 
relation with Jahveh (vv. 24-28). The awful holiness of Jahveh 
had been profaned both by Israel and by the heathen (vv.16-23); 

it will be reasserted in a manner which cannot fail to compel 
25 
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attention ; Israel's restoration will produce such an effect upon 
the heathen that they will acknowledge the supremacy of 
Jahveh (vv. 33 - 36); the land will be repeopled with men as 
numerous as the sheep offered in Jerusalem at the great festivals 
(vv. 37 • 38). These last two passages, vv. 33 - 36 and 37 • 38, appear 
to be supplementary. In section (b) Ez. is feeling his way, 
as he had done previously in eh. 18, towards a general statement 
of principle ; his conception of the process by which Israel 
is to be regenerated foreshadows the fuller doctrine of the 
New Testament, especially that of St. Paul; see Davidson 266. 

V. I. Prophesy unto the mountains of Isr.] i.e. the land of 
Isr., of which mountains are the characteristic feature; cp. 'the 
mountain of Seir' i.e. the land of Edom, 352• The language 
reproduces that of 62• 3, in an. altered tone.-2. the enemy] 
In particular the Edomites, who greedily claimed the deserted 
country, 2512 3510 ; but so did Ammon, Moab, the Philistines, 
Tyre, 25a, 8 • 15 262 : these, the rest of the surrounding nations, 
are mentioned below, vv. 3 - 5 • 7 .-has said Aha! against you] 
See 611 n. 25 3 ; the spiteful exultation of Edom contributed to 
the shame v. 6, which the land had to bear.-and the ancient 
heights have become our possession] If the text is correct, heights 
must refer to the high level of the country, so Ra., l):im. ' higher 
than all lands'; for bri.moth in this sense (et. 63 n.), cp. Dt. 3213, 

Am. 413• But <I? suggests a more probable reading: the per
petual devastation has become our possession, cp. 359 ; in the Hehr. 
the verb is sing. For possession cp. n 15 n., Ps. 8313 [121 __ 

3. The opening words, Prophesy ... Because, repeat vv.1. 2 ; 

the whole v. may be secondary.-Because, yea because] See 
1310 n.-they devastated and crushed you] An uncertain transla
tion ; ~ ' because you were dishonoured and hated ' may be 
nothing more than a guess. As rendered, the first verb, which 
elsewhere is intrans., has been given a trans. sense; for crushed 
cp. Am. 84, Ps. 562 574 l3J_ Another rendering, which involves 
an emendation of the first verb, is they gasped and panted after 
you, as in Is. 4214 ; for panted cp. Job 55 72• Possibly we 
should transl. they treated you spitefully and crushed you. See 
crit. note.-that you should become a possession] repeats the 
end of v. 2.-and you have been slandered and abused by people] 
lit. you have been raised on the lip of the tongue, and an (evil) 
report of people; the first phrase occurs only here, but it is 
quite intelligible, for lip came to have the meaning of speech, 
e.g. Is. 1918, and tongue is used figuratively for slander, e.g. 
Jer. 1818, Ps. 576 csi 14012 cuJ; with (evil) report cp. ]er. 2010 

=Ps. 3114 Cl3l, Num. 1332 1436 P.-4. Therefore .. hear ye the 
word of Adonai Jahveh, Thus saith Jahvehrto the mountains .. 
and the valleys] See 63 n. ; the original continuation comes, 
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perhaps, in v.6h/l, Behold I will speak ... ; the rest of this v. 
seems to be a later expansion (Ho.).-the devastated ruins and 
the forsaken cities hardly belong to a discourse addressed to the 
mountains.-which became a spoil] See 348 n.-the nations which 
are round about] Cp. v.7 and 57 n.-5. Surely I will speak .. 
against the other nations] A strong asseveration of Jahveh's 
resolve. This and most of the next v. are made up of repetitions 
and enlargements, which have not been woven into the texture 
of the speech ; it is best to regard them as structurally inde
pendent.-in the fire of my jealousy] So Zeph. 1 18 38 • Jahveh's 
jealousy flashes out because the neighbouring nations have dared 
to seize His land (cl. b), and put His people to shame (v.6). 

In 513 2325 Jahveh's jealousy leads Him to punish His people, 
in 3819 to vindicate His sovereign holiness before the world, 
in 3925 to bring about the restoration of Israel.-and against 
Edom all of it] The context speaks of the other lit. the rest of the 
nations; some later hand has specified Edom in particular.
who assigned (lit. gave) to themselves my land as a possession] 
Toy's rendering ; give is used by Ez. in a great variety of 
senses. Cp. 3510, Ps. 8313 [121.-with joy of (the) whole heart, 
with despite of soul] Cp. 1657 256• 15.-in order to drive it out for 
a spoil] it i.e. the land, meaning the inhabitants of the land; 
but the text is suspicious, though the Vrs. imply something 
like it. See crit. n.-6. The v. down to thus saith Adonai 
Jahveh repeats much of vv. 3• 4, with the country of Isr. in place 
of the mountains of Isr. which are the objects of the present 
address.-Behold, I will speak in my jealousy and in my jury 
formed perhaps the original continuation of . . to the ravines 
and to the valleys, v. 4ab/l (Ho.). With speak in my jealousy cp. 
v. 5 513 3819 ; the verb (pf.) must be taken as expressing a 
resolution.--ye have borne the shame of nations] i.e. the shame 
of occupation by foreigners and of their contempt, v.2 1662 

3429 ; ye are the mountains.-7. Therefore ... I lift up my 
hand] Jahveh vows (cp. 205 n.) to treat the nations as they 
have treated Israel. @ om. thus saith Adonai jahveh, perhaps 
rightly; the formula stands in its proper place in v. 4b; here 
it may have come in with the insertions vv. 5 • 6.-Vv. 8-15. The 
address to the mountains (vv.1 • 2 • 4a. Gbfl. 7 ) is continued with 
promises of fertility and repopuiation ; contrast the future of 
Edam, 353. 7 • 15.---ye shall put forth your foliage] Cp. 178 • 23 
1910 313.-for they shall soon come in] lit. for they have brought 
near (proph. pf.) coming in; the subj. is my people Isr. A 
promise of return from the exile (cp. v.24), apparently in the 
near future. Ez. seems to have thought that the exile of Judah 
would last forty years, 4 5• 6 ; the prophets were apt to fore
shorten the time when their hopes would be fulfilled, so sure 
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were they of the fulfilment.-9. Behold, I am to you-ward] 
Elsewhere in a hostile sense, 58 n. ; but here Jahveh turns 
towards (similarly Lev. 269) the mountains with a promise 
that they shall be tilled and sown, cp. v. 34, Dt. 214, ~oh. 58 

and the combination of metaphors in Jer. 189 246, 1 Cor. 39.-

10. The v. begins in the same way as v.11 ; cl.bis inappropriate 
to the mountains, cp. v. 4b; as a whole the v. appears to be a 
secondary addition (He. Ho.).-the entire house of Israel] See 
n 16 n. ; the restoration of the Northern and Southern Kingdoms 
comes in 371611·.-With cl. b cp. v.33, Is. 5812 6I4, Mal. 1 4, 

Job 314 (?).-II. And I will multiply upon you follows v.9, 
where the mountains are addressed ; an increase of population 
is promised again in the second appendix, vv. 37 • 38.-and they 
shall be multiplied and fruitful] An insertion, betrayed by the 
sudden change of person, and om. by @ ; the two words are 
characteristic of P, e.g. Gen. 1 22 • 28 and eight times; cp. also 
Lev. 269.-cause you to be inhabited as in your former time] 
Cp. 1665, and Jer. 3018 ; the reference might be 'to your former 
state,' were it not for the parallel term in the next cl.-and do 
more good (to you) than in your past] The reference is temporal ; 
cp. Is. 4021 etc.-12. The mountains are still before the prophet's 
mind, upon you, but in cl. b they are referred to in the singular, 
as forming a range or hill-country. When ravaged by famine 
or wild beasts, they could be said to make the inhabitants 
childless, cp. vv.13• 15 517 1415.-13. Because 'they' say to 
' thee '] The land is now addressed as if it were a beast of prey 
which devoured its people, by not producing the necessaries of 
life, cp. Lev. 2638 H, Num. 1332 P. It was liable to drought, 
mildew, and visitations of locusts, Am. 47• 9, Joel 1, Hag. 110r, 2 17, 

1 K. 17111·, Jer. 141 -6• The nations round despised the country 
for its liability to famine, v.30• Slight corrections are needed 
in the Hebr.-thou dost make thy nation childless] The word 
nation (goi) is rarely applied to Israel and Judah in exilic and 
post-exilic prophecy; it is found again in v.14 2 8 (?) 3510 (spoken 
by enemies), 3722 ; it carries a tone of reprobation in Jer. 59• 29 

728 98 1217, though not in ib. 3135 332 4, Is. 262• 15.-14. thou 
shalt not 'make childless'] So Hehr. marg. and Vrs., cp. v.13 ; 

Hehr. text thou shall not cause to stumble; the mistake is repeated 
in v.15.-15. The shame of the nations was the occupation of 
the land by hostile neighbours, v.6, as well as its destitution 
and impoverishment, v. 30.-and thy nation .. 'make childless' 
has probably been copied from v.14 by an oversight; @ om.
Vv. 16-32; 33-36; 37-38; the coming salvation. Once again 
Ez. lays down the principle that Israel's disloyalty was bound 
to be punished by exile. But Jahveh cannot allow the exile 
to be permanent, because it leads to the profaning of His Name i 



for His oWn sake, therefore, not for Israel's, He will restore 
them; moreover, He will so purify and change them inwardly 
that they will become loyal to Him henceforward. The trans~ 
formation of the land and the return of Israel will have a 
profound effect upon the world at large and upon the nation 
itself. The Appendices emphasize the prosperity which is 
in store, the impression which it makes upon observers, 
vv. 33 "36, and the increase of the population, vv. 37 • 38• In the 
Synagogue vv.1s-3s are read as the prophetical lesson, the 
haphfarah, to Num. 191 •22 (the rite of purification) on the Sabbath 
called Parah, the Red Cow, in the last month of the ecclesiasti
cal year; TB. Megitah iv. 4.-17. they have defikd it] Cp. 
Lev. 1825 • 27r.. The connexion between the present passage and 
the Law of Holiness is noticeable, see on vv.19• 20- 28.-by their 
way and by their doings] Cp. v.19 1422 n.-like the defilement of 
a menstruous woman] A figure for idolatry; see 719 n. 186.-

18. I poured out my fury] See 208 n.-because of the blood which 
they had shed] See 222 n.-they have defiled it] For the defilement 
by idols, gilluUm, see 207 n. @BI. om. from because of the blood 
to the end of the v.; these sentences may be a late addition, 
enlarging on the figure used in v.17.-19. dispersed . . 
scattered] For the formula see 2028 n., Lev. 2633.-20. And 
'they' came to the nations whither they came] i.e. to whatever 
nations they came; for the idiom see 1225 n. In the Hehr. 
the first vb. is in the sing., probably by a slip, the second is 
in the plur. The Rabbis find this significant; they make the 
sing. came refer to God, in the sense that God went into exile 
with Israel; thus l),:im. quotes in illustration 'In all their 
affliction He was afflicted • ; and Rashi refers to Midrash R. 
Lam. (Introd. 15, fol. 38), which gives this imaginative com
ment, ' When Israel was in exile, God used to go round the 
houses of the nations to hear what they were saying. And 
what were they saying? "The God of this people punished 
Pharaoh and Sisera and Sennacherib and the like." The retort 
to this is, "But He is always young! " The words [i.e. of the 
heathen] made Him too old (to do wonders in the present), 
so Ez. 3620.' Cp. Abelson Immanence of God, 130. 134.-and 
they profaned my holy name] Here it is the heathen who were 
guilty, et. vv.21• 22r.; they declared that Jahveh was unable 
to protect His people; cp. 209 n. 39 n., Lev. 1821.-21. Here, 
and in vv.22r., it is Israel who profaned the Name, by coming 
among the nations as exiles punished for rebellion against Jahveh. 
He will vindicate, pity, Himself by taking action. @I. and I 
had compassion upon them ; but - is preferable, as the next 
v. shews.-22. Not for your sake am I about to act .. but for 
my holy name's sake] Act is here used absolutely, without an 
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object, in the sense of acting effectively; cp. vv.32, a7 209• 14• 22. 

The Godhead of Jahveh will be revealed in the coming deliver
ance. Both by the nations and by Israel His Name had been 
dishonoured. Israel had suffered dispersion, and the nations 
attributed the calamity to weakness on the part of Jahveh. 
Now Israel is to be gathered and brought home; and this act 
of power will convince the nations that Jahveh is no mere 
tribal deity, but the only supreme and holy {;od. Underlying 
the argument are the great conceptions that the revelation 
of the true God is conveyed through the history of Israel, and 
that God's ultimate purpose is to reveal Himself to all the 
world. In the N.T. these ideas are carried still further; e.g. 
Eph. 1 3 -10.-23. And I will sanctify my great name] i.e. Jahveh 
will assert His holiness by a revelation of Himself in power. 
For my great name see Mal. 1 11, Ps. 762 UJ 993, Is. 3321 "9,.
profaned among the nations] See on v.21.-and the nations shall 
know that I am jahveh] Cp. v. 36 296 n. 3728 397, Is. 3720 4926.

when I sanctify myself in you before their eyes] So 3816 ; see 
2041 n.-24. And I will take you .. gather you .. bring 
you in] See n 17 n. 3413 n. 3712 • 21 • Ez. conceives of Israel's 
return as from first to last the act of Jahveh alone. Not by 
the overthrow of Babylon, nor by leave of the dominant State, 
are the exiles to go free, but by the operation of Jahveh's will 
upon the heathen, moving them to acknowledge His claim and 
carry out His purpose. Cp. Meinhold Einfuhrung i. d. A .T. 3 269. 
The liturgical use of vv.24 "28 is of interest, and goes back to early 
times. Thackeray has shewn that in <I? these verses are dis
tinguished from the rest of the Gk. translation of Ez. by marked 
peculiarities of language and style ; and he suggests, with 
much probability, that the passage was incorporated from a 
lectionary of Jewish origin, and the work of the Palestinian
Asiatic school; Sept. and Jewish Worship 124. 129. Cp. v.16 n., 
and the ~ renderings of vv. 26 and 38 notes. In the Coptic Church 
vv. 20 - 29 form the seventh lesson for the Blessing of the Waters 
on the eve of the Epiphany*; in the Greek Church, vv. 24 "28 

are assigned to the vigil of Pentecost ; in the English lectionary 
vv.22 "36 stand as an alternative lesson for evensong on Whit 
Sunday (see v.27).-25. And I will sprinkle clean water upon 
you] The language, of course, is figurative; the cleansing is 
the work of Jahveh Himself, as in Ps. 51 4 • 9 12 • 71, an inward, 
spiritual purification of the entire people from the defilements 
of idolatry. R. 'A~iba gives the right interpretation : ' Happy 
are ye, Israel! Before whom do you cleanse yourselves, and 
who cleanses you ? Your Father who is in heaven, as it is 
written, I will sprinkle etc,' TB. Yoma viii. 9. There can be 

• The Blessing of Waters, Ld. Bute ar.:" Dr. Budge (1901), III f. 
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no allusion to any rite, such as those mentioned in Ex. 3011 - 21, 

Lev. 1452
, Num. 517 199 • 17, which were confined to special 

persons and_ occasions ; '{II;, however, interprets the prophecy 
by the law m Num. 19 : ' and I will forgive your sins, even as 
they are cleansed with the water of sprinkling and with the 
ashes of the cow of the sin-offering.' But though Ez. does 
not imply any ceremonial act, he remembered the priestly 
lustrations; he was priest as well as prophet, and in that joint 
capacity gave utterance to some of the deepest things in the 
O.T. (see He. in loc.). The nearest parallel to the present v. 
is ' the fountain opened for sin and impurity ' of Zech. 131 ; 

cp. also Is. 44• The N.T. application of the symbol may be 
found in Heh. 1022, Jn. 3 5.-I will cleanse you J Cp. v. 33 3723 ; 

and Jer. 338, which perhaps suggested the idea. On the use 
of this v. as a lesson in the Synagogue see 4512 etc.-26. I will 
give you a new heart and a new spirit] See n 19 n.; in both 
passages it is Jahveh who bestows the change; in 1831 His 
people are told to make it for themselves ; the full truth is 
arrived at by combining the two statements, as in Phil. 212 • 13, 

on which St. Augustine remarks, ' Nos ergo volumus, sed Deus 
in nobis operatur et velle; nos ergo operamur, sed Deus in 
:nobis operatur et operari ' (de Don. Persev. (tom. x. 838 ed. 
Ben.).-and I will remove the heart of stone .. and give you 
a heart of flesh] Incidentally it may be noticed {with Dav. in 
loc.) that the O.T. does not regard the flesh as something evil, 
or as the peculiar haunt of sin. This verse holds an important 
place in Rabbinic discussions on the ye$er ha-ra' ; it is the 
proof text for the belief that the evil inclination or tendency 
of human nature will ultimately be expelled by God. Two 
points are emphasized: (a) the process will be gradual, for the 
ye$er hii-ra' is like a high rock standing at the cross-roads, 
.which caused men to stumble, until a king had it broken up 
by degrees, and cleared away, Midr. Pesi~ta fol. 165a (ed. 
Euber) ; and (b) this rooting out of the evil impulse will take 
place, not in the present world, but in the world to come, 
Midr. R. Exod. § 41, Num. ~ 17, Cant.§ 2; Midr. Tanl).uma Exod. 
p. n4, Lev. p. 8 (ed. Euber). This passage also suggested the 
stone as one of the seven names of the ye:;er ha-ra', because the 
feet of Israel stumbled at it, TB. Berakoth fol. 32a, Sukkah fol. 
52a and b. In each of these references the present v. is quoted. 
For the Rabbinic treatment of the subject see Bacher 
Tannaiten ii. (1890), 273 f., 546; Porter in Yale Bibl. and Sem. 
Studies (1901), 130 ff.; Schechter Aspects of Rabb. Theol. 
(1909) chs. 15 and 16; Moore Judaism i. (1927), 493. Ezekiel's 
conception corresponds to Jeremiah's new covenant, in which 
Jahveh's law is bestowed inwardly, and written on the heart; 
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as some of the Rabbis perceived, e.g. in Midr. R. Cant.§ 2 and 
Midr. Tanl;mma Exod. fol. n4 (in some MSS) Jer. 3133 is referred 
to along with Ez. 3626.-27. And my spirit I will put within 
you] The new spirit in man is to be supplemented by a gift 
of Jahveh's spirit, the divine energy which acts on human 
lives; cp. Ps. 5112 -14 c10 -121• The gift or pouring out of God's 
spirit was a principal feature in the hopes of the coming age, 
e.g. 3714 3929, Is. 421 44a 5921, Hag. z6, Joel 31. 2 [22s. 29]; .and 
in later times it was associated with the coming of the Messiah, 
Mk. 17f-. The N.T. records the first stage in the fulfilment of 
the prophetic hope, Acts 216 -21 ; and St. Paul insists upon its 
continuance in the Christian Church, Rom. 823, Eph. 1 13r. 430• 

-and I will bring it about that ye walk in my statutes and do 
them] The opening expression is hardly paralleled in the Hehr. 
of the O.T.; the rest of the sentence recalls the language of 
H and D, e.g. Lev. 184 1937 208 2518 26 3 etc., Dt. 48 (keep and 
do them) 712 1612 etc., Josh. 236 ; see further eh. 56 n., 3724.-

28. ye shall dwell in the land] See 2826 n. The condition of the 
Jews' return to inhabit Canaan is faith and obedience to Jahveh's 
commandments, v.27 .-which I gave to your fathers] Cp. 2028· 42 

4714 ; so in Jer. 77 n 5, going back to Dt. 18 • 36 n 9· 21.-become 
to me a people .. become to them a God] See n 20 n., Lev. 2612 : 

the ideal relation between Jahveh and Israel will be established. 
-29. save you out of all your uncleannesses] A pregnant expres
sion, 'save by purifying you from' ; cp. v.25.-/ will call for 
the corn] For Jahveh's command and the earth's response cp. 
Hos. 2231 • ; also Jer. 3112• For the form of phrase, cp. 2 K. 81• 

Similarly in Gen. 1, plants and animals are called into existence 
at the divine bidding ; the earth was thought of as endowed 
with productive powers, Skinner Gen. 23; R. of S. 3 518.-30. 
The supernatural fertility of the soil is one of the tokens of the 
coming age; see 3427 n.-the reproach concerning famine] The 
nations derided the barrenness of Canaan, cp. v.15.-31. The 
v. is repeated from 20 43 ; see 69 n. 1663 n.-32. Not for your 
sake] See v.22 n.; let it be known to you is parenthetical.-be 
ashamed and confounded] A phrase of Jeremiah; e.g. Jer. 143 

2222 3119, though also in Is. 4111 4516 • 17 etc.-Vv. 33-36 seem 
to be an addition, for the section which begins at v.16 is brought 
to an end by v. 32 ; in the day when I cleanse you v.33 serves 
as a link between the two passages. This appendix describes 
the effect produced upon outsiders by the repopulation and 
fertility of Canaan, a proof of Jahveh's power and Godhead: 
thus it repeats the substance of vv.8 -16.-33. Cp. v.10• Here 
and in v.37 (!98 renders Adonai Jahveh by aowvai Kvpws (see 
also ~- 32 crit. n.); the only other place where (!98 has this 
transliteration is 1 Reigns [ =l Sam.] 111 ; in Ez. 28-39 the 



usual equivalent is Kvpw-. Kvpw,, rarely Kvpw, ; see further 
the notes on 24 413• 14• This remarkable appearance of the 
title aSwvai Kvpw-. points to a special source; and Thackeray 
has shewn other reasons, mentioned in the critical notes below, 
for his view that the Gk. translation of vv.24 - 38 was originally 
a version made for lectionary use {Le. I25).-34. shall be tilled] 
Cp. v.9.-in the eyes of every passer-by] See 514 n.; the travellers 
come from the heathen nations, v. 36.-35. as the garden of 
Eden] See 2813 n. 318 n.-cities ruined, and thrown down, and 
laid waste] Cp. v. 38 ; and illustrate from 304, Am. 914, Jer. 3310, 

Is. 543.-as fortified (cities) shall be inhabited] See 2620 n. and 
2 K. 1813 1925, Is. 252 2710• It is worth noticing that in the 
apocalyptic description of Israel in 3811 · the villages are not 
fortified.-36. the nations shall know] See on v.23.-have spoken 
(it) and will do (it)] See on 1724.-Vv. 37, 38. An appendix; 
like vv. 33 • 36, perhaps added by Ez. himself (He.); the future 
increase of population, cp. the vision 371-14_ V. 37 forms a 
link with the section vv. 8 •15.-37. still in respect of this will I 
let myself be enquired of by them] this refers to what follows, 
and the reflexive stem of the verb implies that Jahveh will 
respond to the people's petition; cp. 143 203 • 31.-to act for 
them] Cp. v.22 n.-1 will multiply them with men like sheep] 
Cp. v.11 3726.-38. Like sheep for the sacrifices] lit. sheep of 
holinesses; the latter word is applied to sacrificial animals in 
Num. 1817 P, 2 C. 2933• Again, as in v.25, the prophet's priestly 
training calls up the symbol. He remembered the flocks of 
sheep driven on the way to the temple for sacrifice: as numerous 
will be the inhabitants of Canaan in the new age.-like the 
sheep of Jerusalem in her set feasts] Illustrate from 1 C. 2921 

(David), 2 C. 74 (Solomon), 2933 (Hezekiah), 367-9 (Josiah) ; 
the Chronicler may be transferring to the past the custom of 
his own day, but in pre-exilic Jerusalem the numbers of animals 
sacrificed on the great festivals were probably very large. 
~ paraphrases, 'As the holy people, as the people who are 
purified and come to Jerusalem at the time of the set feasts of 
Passover, so shall the cities of the land of Israel which were 
ruined become full of men.' Ez. specifies no particular 
feast ; but ~ thinks of a lustration at the opening of the year 
in preparation for the Passover, and, as in v.25, interprets 
this section by the Pentateuchal lesson. Thackeray 1.c. 
128 f.-full of sheep (that is) men] sheep consisting of men; 
in Engl. 'men as numerous as sheep.' (lg imitates the Hebr., 
7rA~pEL, 1rpo/30.;-wv av0pomwv. The expression repeats with em
phasis what has been said at the end of v. 37 ; probably 
we ought not to read into it the ideas of Ps. 407 [61 5119 [17J, 
Rom. I21, 
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Ch. 36, I. '111• •i:, S11] clli ,,,., rl:,, 6p1) 'lap. =S11.-'lll' •i:,J clli ro,s 6pc<lLP rov 
'l<lp. =•,.,,. so $51.-.-n,,• 'l1N] is rendered Kup,os Kupws by clli in this eh., as 
normally in chs. 28-39, also Kupws four times, and twice aowval Kuprns 
vv.••· 37 ; see further on v.".-After n11,, $51 inserts 'and has said,' cp. 
301 n.-c,,11 mr.i::11] clli tp,,µ,a aiw><a='II niD";JP.; I. 'II n~;;,!? to agree with 
:in•;-i, ip1]µ,lav aiwv,011, 35•. clli om. the conjn.-3. )ll'J !l''] 1. ''JI fll'. as 
in 1310 ; clli uvr1 TOV, 2; uvrl TOV Kai avrl rov.-o;i;,i;c ~N;i) niowJ The first 
word must be inf. constr., because it is governed by jll', the second, 
released from the immediate presence of the prep., becomes an inf. abs., 
cp. 21 20 , Ex. 32• etc.; G--K. § u3 e. (a) ni~W is explained as I>:al inf. 
constr. from □r.,IQ conjugated as ,,,s, cp. n\J,J, •i:,\~IJ Ps. 77 10 , 11 ; G-K. § 67 r, 
B-L. 439 ; in this case □Dl!l=be devastated must be given the meaning 
devastate. (b) In form nioci is Pi'el inf. constr. of :,,::,c,, an unknown verb 
assumed to=throb with eagerness, related to □WJ=gasp; so Hitz., Sm., 
Barth Wurzelunters. 21 ; if such is the meaning, it would be better to 
read □b"t; then ~N~) □~/ would have the support of Is. 42 14 ~!:Cft:l c~'l;C, 
in the figure of a travailing woman; Dav., Toy, Kr. Apparently 'jNW 
represents two distinct roots, (i.) gasp, long after, (ii.) trample on, crush; 
the former suits (b), the latter suits (a). A third and better explanation 
(c) is suggested by Perles ]QR. 19u, uo, who takes niow as Pi. inf. 
constr. of noc>=have malicious joy in Jewish Aram. amd Arab. (shamita) ; 
in Jew. Aram. the Pa. =treat with malice, put to the ban. Dhorme Livre 
de Job 210 adopts this explanation for Job 167 (1. nb~';:i 'the malevolent,' 
cp. the form ii:i,rp). 119 gives clr,µ,auOi)va, Kai /J-L<l1J0i)va, ~µ,iis, which 
suits (c). $51 • ye were dishonoured and burned and reviled,' a double 
rendering of ~11c>+ 01ic>, Co. 155.----1,J/.1'!1} The pointing gives a mixed 
form, partly Niph. 1Swn, partly $:al i'ii.i:n; B-L. 425.-4. □'i''!l11'i] 
clli$5> '11,1 ; but as in 6 3 the words go in pairs.-1;,~] Some 1. r;i~ contempt, 
as a better parallel to JJI~. cp. Ps. 123 4 ; but n:i does not occur in Ez.-
5. •niJ, .. 11, 011] The pf. is rare after 11, t!N, cf. Jer. 15 11 ; Dr.§ 14 (a.) ; 
usually, the imt. e.g. v. 7 511h 35•, or pf. c.w.c. e.g. 1719 .-N~f 0\1~ SJ11] 
19 MSS Q. 0 r i'1;f• The Mass. note, however, keeps to the text, with 
the remark that II is in the place of n, as I>:im. also maintains, Mikht. 82b. 
But 11SJ is prob. merely a slip for ;,S:i, cp. 31 5 n. ; B-L. 252. For 
:,~:i after the word it qualifies see 14• n.-tiNc>J See 16 57 n.-JS S:i nnr.,c,:iJ 
with joy of (the) whole heart i.e. with whole-hearted joy; G--K. § 127 c. 
Elsewhere the usage is :i~ 'iJ:i, '!l SJ:i 2 K. 23 3, Is. 9u. SJ is not recognized 
by .@5!,.-1;,~ •"fllsl JJ1;;i7J Apparently ~Wlf:;> is an inf. constr., Aramaic 
in form, like w1pr.i, l/~~ Num. 102, Dt. ro11 ; G--K. § 45 e, Kon. iii. § 233 d, 
B-L. § 43 h ; but apart from the strangeness of the form, c>1J cannot 
suitably be applied to •~111. The Vrs. =JIil, clli rofi a<f,avluai iv ,rpo,aµ,ij 
(? =lJS □oc,;, 'S), l1i: ' in order to drive it out, to plunder it,' 5!, 'whom 
(i.e. souls) they take captive and despoil,' F et ejecerunt ut vastarent. 
Co. conjs. rJ 11~0,, Gr. Toy mS1 J11SS cp. v. •. Possibly ;i1111io woS is a 
miswritten form of mui,r.i~ o;,S in the line above, and r:i, of the next 
word p'i.-6. □'P'!lNSJ clli$5> '11,1, as in v. •.-m•11iS] clP ra,s v,hra,s, in v. 4 

ro'is Xetµ,dppo,s+ra,, vd1ra,s A, only again 6 3 in Ez. clli.-6. '111J1 •• 'JJ:,J 
The pf. after •ii,, is most unusual, cp. 25 7, Jer. 44 26 (? 3 22). As a 
rule 'JJ,1 is followed by a ptcp. ; the pf. therefore must express an inten
tion with special emphasis.-7. 11S □M] clli ,,../ $51 S;,, as though 11, 011 
were abbreviated '~ '11 and read as the prep. S11 (SJ/) ; possibiy·7vc,1• ,11 
2 K. 6 27 may='l' NS t!N; cp. 12 23 n. 4619 n. Thackeray Sept. and Jew. 
Worsh. 123.-ic>NJ l1i: 11::i, ?=□ •t:i111:m, Co. 133.-,,0,,J Cp. 23 46 n.-8. 
S11i1t1• •011S 111c>n □J"l!l1 ,inn t!J!llY] Some MSS □J'!lll/, but the pl. occurs only 
in Ps. son ; the form o;i~Jll from ~~l/ shews a tendency to follow the 
analogy of segholate nouns ; Kon. ii. 74, B-L. · 557. clli renders r~• 
<lTa<f,v]d/lf Kai r/:,, Kap,rov vµ,wv Kara<f,cl-yern, o Xa6s µ,ov, reading □JJll/, 
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and om. m,n and S11,iu•. @ thus gives one vb. for ~•s two; but the 
paralle~ 17• n11.:>S1 .. mz>Jh makes ;1ll's text preferable.-1Jip] Pi'el, cp. 
the ~1ph. Gen. I211 @ lXrE.1011,nv, a corruption of iyylfov,nv (Tye.} ; 
Burkitt Rules of Tyconius ex. f.-9. '!11 o:i•S11 •33:, •:i] For ,11 with a friendly 
sense cp. z K. 611, Hos. 3", Jer. 151b_ @B on liiov t;,w i<j,' uµ,ii.s, Kai 
bn{3Mif,w A lo_ov bnf3Xcif,w Jl quia ecce ego super vos, et respiciam ~= 
nJ~ 'H;:t) 'B" quta ecce ego ad vos, et convertar.-10. nS:i 'iu• n•::i S:i] See n 15 n. 
@ ... a. o!Kov 'Icrp. El< T<Xos, et. tTIJVTeTEXecrTat I 116. For ,riiv otKOP cp. 
~ )er. 1311

, Judith 415 ; Thackeray Gram. 175.-n. 'T:11~\-~1] i!C= 
'(11Jl;'t)).--OJ'nn:np] Pl. of extension over time, like o::i•nz,11,, o•o,,v etc. ; 
Kon. iii. § 260 k. The pl. of nr;,7p only here, but cp. •r;,,i2 Pr. 8 23.-'i:i:.11•01] 
For •1;91,l'i:!] Hiph. of ''!l vb. treated as ,'v, an isolated anomaly ; G-K. § 70 c. 
@{!l'.j, supply to you, Hebr. idiomatically leaves it out.--0::i•11JV11,o] Only 
here. @ CJtT1rep Ta lµ,,rpotTOev uµ,wv.-12. •n::iS,m] @B "· ;,evvfww Jl=•n,S1n1, 
~hich cannot be right; @A "· ow<Tw. i!C 'Jlil~l, perhaps under the 
influence of •n•::i-im v. 11 (Co. 135).-'iu• 'DJ/ nN □,N] The second acc. in 
apposition to the first ; as 0,11 is indef. it does not take ntt, otherwise 
the expression corresponds with Josh. 24 3 , 2 S. 5 2, Jer. 3211.__;;iw,.•i] 
From w1;, Ar. waritha, a by-form of iv;;; G-K. § 69 s. There is no 
need to change the sings. into plurs.; ~& render Karct <Tuve<T,v.-13. 
OJ? o•,oic ill'] The ptc., because of (men) saying, can hardly be defended, 
cp. 812 n. ; I. ll~ □1r,ii;t tll:, the inf. constr. after ill' as in v. 3 21 29 etc. ; 
Dr. §. 135 (6) Obs. 2. @ dvO' wv ef,rciv ""'• ~. referring to ritt understood ; 
for n7;ii-c □17 1. n~~~!? '!17--'l;l!t] Q., 'T:I~ Kt. retaining the original of the 
2 f. pron., as_in Syr., Ar., Eth. ; so six times in O.T. Cp. 'T:1~2~ ~t. 1613 n. 
-ll,i, Kt. sing., so Vrs., '!l'.:i, Q. pl., so in vv. 14· 1 •.-14. •~:Pin Kt., a 
scribal slip for •~lJ~J;l Q.-15. l'~N Jl'IJIUN] Cp. Jer. 492• d§ dKovOf,,,.era, 
.. ;,p uµ,ii.s 1. 7•Sv.-i,v .. 7•1J1] ~Q• supplies a rendering.-'~l!'Jn] See 
v.u.-17. 1Noo•1 .. c•:itu' 'tu• n•:i] The impf. c.w.c. introduces the predi
cate, the subj. preceding, cp. Ps. 10710-13 ; Dr. § 127 (a). c•::itu• is a 
circl. cl., expressed by a ptcp., while dwelling; Dr. § 161 (2) .-omS•~JJ::11] 
@ Kai ,v Tovs elliw~o,s a&rwv Kal Tai's drnOapala1s a&rw,, a double rend., 
cp. 23•• n. In v. 19 @8 aµ,aprla A a,oµla,, some MSS i1r<T'f/Oe6µ,aTa.-
18. mNoo 'rn .. □i;i l:>v] The clause introduced by Sv is completed by 
a perf., cp. Jer. 3ou; Dr. § n8; the awkwardness of the construction is 
accounted for if the words are an addition. ~A 'A0 supply a rendering.-
19. 1,1•1] @&=□"!!~).-20. TNJ .. 111::1•1] Some MSS and the Vrs. 1111::i•,, 
which is required,-otu 111::i iiui-t] j, om. ; Co. 150.-,011::i] d§ iv To/ 
).i;,,,,.Oa, avrovs=cir,i~:p.. & ' and the peoples were saying.'-22. o::i3J/O? 11,] 
v. 31 ; G-K. § 152 d; Kon. iii. § 352 m. d§ ovx uµ,iv i;,w rotw.-'p □tu,] 
For this use of ,, parallel in sense to jJIDS (Is. 43 26 48 11), cp. Josh. 
99 and 1 K. 8 41 ; also , in Is. 60•, Jer. 317.-23. ,,,;,•· 'J"lN □N3] @BJ(. 
om.; so Co.-□,,'l'J/? o::i::i] So Mass.; but some MSS and edns. m,:i, some 
OJ'J'J/? ; Strack PYoleg. Grit. r8. n5. The Vrs. follow ~. which is 
certainly more expressive.-24. 'Nn ?JO] 13 MSS and & '11n 10 as n 11 3413• 

-25. on-inr:i, c•,1;,o c•o] For the effective combination of different forms 
of the same root, cp. 1S:i;i'l l:>::i,, •inN Jer. 26, 2 K. 1715 ;· and Pr. 9•. & 
reads on-i,,r:i, as O;;l'T:l,~111, and om. □::inN "1,,oN; cp. v.•0 n.-26. □J:iip::i] @ 
iv ,',µ,,v, so v.••._:,27: ,izm ni-t 'n'tlll/1] The only parallel for ntltl/=to cause 
followed by the relative is ~oh. 314, where, however, the rel. occurs 
alone, without the sign of the accus. The use of 1!1/N ni-t after v,•, J/O!U, ieo 
is similar, e.g. Num. 228, Dt. 2916, Josh. 210 51

, 1 S. 222
, 2 K. 8 6

, Est. 511• 

Some would strike out ni-t, but for no sufficient reason. ~ rends. 1ro1,j<Tw 
r,a ••• 1rope6.,,,.0,, cp. Rev. 3• 1ro1,j<Tw avTou< t,a 1/tov<Tw, which may be 
illustrated by ~ eh. 20•· 14 i,ro/.,,,.a 81rws •• }!-7/, Is. 4218 • rpi{3ovs . • 
1raT,Jcra, ,roif,<Tw avrovs.--OnTJ/1] j,@Q+on,11, against Hebr. 1d1om.-28. 
'J1 n•,,11 'J3N1] Here '::llN instead of Ez.'s usual 'JN (138 times Oxf. Lex.), 
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because, since Hos. 19, ':Ilk was associated with this formula, Jer. II~ 
247 30•• (all); et. eh. u•• 1411 37 23.-29. Jl/i] 4§BAQ X,µ.6v, with Xo,µ,6, 
by the corrector of 4§B; a similar variant in Mk. 138.-30. 16 ill'N µt!:i'i] 
See 1411 n.-~=k' .. 1, cp. ~ 20••.-,111) 4§B om.-:i)li n!l"111] Objective 
genit., which in Engl. has to be expressed by a prep. cp. "1'lt Jl!:lw Is. 235, 

CJ/ Nelp 2611, i•n• ',~ Jer. 6u; G-K § 128 h. 4§B X,µ,of} A Xa.o0.-31. 
tll'1iJll 351+c11t.-tl'Jlti K'i iwK] ~ paraphrases 'infatuated.'-CJ'l!lJ 1:11'1tlpll) 
e 1rpwox1J,e'iTE KO.Ta. 1rpww1ro, O.l/TWJI (? I. avrw,=uµ,w• a.vrw,). This is the 
only instance of 1rp01Tox1Jlt«• in Ez.; et. 1<6,j,ona, [ra.] 1rplww1ra 69 2043 ; 

in the latter places 0 has 1rpo.-ox1Jitm.-32. mn• •JiK] 4§B 1<6p1os K6pws, 
corrected <iow11a, K6pws. See on v.83.-CJ? ;1i1•] For ', after l/11l cp. 206, 

l S. 6 3 , Neh. 49 .-CJ'J111:l] ~ + U,lOr, K?l Cl'l/'1n.-33. nliT' •liK] c§B aow11a.! 
Kup,os A .fi o IJs Q 11s ics Jl Adonai Dominus :J} Dominus Deus. In v. 37 

di}B dow,a.l Kupws A~ fi o IJs Q 1<"'i fi. Co. 173 explains the peculiarity as a 
Hexaplaric interpolation, and he is followed by Herrm. Die Gottesnamen 
im Ez.-texte (1913, in Kittel's Festschrift) 83; but Thackeray's explanation 
is more probable, and has much else to support it.-34. 111/k nnn] instead 
of its having been, cp. Dt. 2862, only here in Ez. ; more often because 
that, e.g. Dt. 2847• 4§ ave' w• lir,, a combination characteristic of the 
Asiatic school (Thackeray) ; in @B only in later portions of the Bks. of 
Reigns, 2 R. 12•· 18, 4 R. 1812 22 19, and in Dt. 2862.-,::11;1) c§B 1ra.poiie6ovros, 
so ~ in 33 28 ; et. iiwiie6ELv 514 1416 and om1rope6e.-1Ja1 33 28 3916• See 
1610 n. (Comment.). @A clioil«ionos.-35. ,il:lllti,, 11~,, !'•K:i] n511, the fem. of 
the strengthened demonstrativ.e :iJ~11, occurs only here; in 2 K. 4 26 the 
fem. is rfo. The order is most unusual; Kon. iii. § 334 rJ quotes 2 C. 110 

~1,J;, ,,m "]OJI as the only certain parallel; cp. 2 K. 113 t:l'WIYI n~ 1•i:il/; 
the text of Jer. 1310 is doubtful.-i,J/ p:i] @ ws 1<1)1ros rpvq,~s, but else
where in Ez., when the ref. is to the Ga1den of Eden, @ uses 1ra.pdoe1.-os, 
28 13 31 8 • •, as in Gen. 216 3 231·, Joel 2•.-n10111i,,1J ~ om., as often in 
the case of synonyms ; Co. 149.-1:1111' m,1i:i] Circl. cl., expressed by a 
ptcp. strictly in the accus.; in Engl. as must be supplied, cp. Is. 331 

i1111t 1r.in,,:i, Jer. 17 26 □ •:i:i, .. 0':JIII' □•,IQ; Dr. § 161 (z). :i>=' strong 
villages,' a free rend.-36. m:i• 'JK •:i] 4§B or, i-yw Kvpios A 15n t!-yw elµ,, 
Kvpws, the latter form characteristic of •!P in Ez. 28-39 outside this 
verse, e.g. 28 23 29• 376.-3.7. 111,ik nk1 i,yJ nNr an accus. of respect, 
2027 n. 11t1iK Niph. tolerat., 143 n.-C1k IK~J □nk :i:i,k] multiply, like vbs. 
of making, appointing etc., is followed by two accusats., the second being 
an accus. of specification, as the Arab. gxammarians call it; G--K. § u7 ff., 
Dav. Syn. § 76, Rem. 3. II@ 1rX111Jvvw a.vrovs ws 1rp6(3a.ra. d,Opw1rovs.-38. 
□ •i,i;7~] So Mass. As a rule methegh marks the long vowel in an open 
syll. two places from the tone; but the initial vowel of c•tuip is short, 
l}odhashim ; the methegh, therefore, must in this case, as in 1•~1,1?, y'~l!e 
176• •, have a different significance, and indicate that -; (¼:, l;ia1;uph) is 
written where ;: would be expected. With the art., always □ 'W7ii'11 
41• 42 13 etc. G--K. § 9 v ; B-L. 184.-□"ll! IK~J □iK a genit. in an apposi
tional sense, like oiK k1!l Gen. 1612 , fY1' k'.>!l Is. 9 6• That the construction 
is genitival may be seen from □'lk 'J1'Jk Is. 29 19, ll'iK •:i•oJ Mic. 5•, □ '1:ll/ •~JJ/ 
Ps. 6831, and from the analogy of Arabic, Caspari-Muller Ar. Gram.§ 460; 
Kon. iii. § 337 c. 

Ch. 37. Vision and Symbol.-(a) In vv.1 •14 the prophet 
sees in a vision the dry bones live; in (b) vv.1o-2s he foretells by 
a symbolic act the future union of the two kingdoms. The 
sections are recognized in 3Sl by a special title at the head of 
v.1 and of v.15• (a) As at the beginning of his ministry, Ez. 
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is supernaturally brought into a remote and solitary region, 
the plain of Babylonia, cp. 322 ; and there, in a state of trance, 
he sees the vision. Under the weird imagery of dry bones re
animated into living men is described a mighty act of Jahveh, 
who alone can do what to human eyes looks impossible, and 
bring to life a people which seemed to itself and others as good 
as dead. If Israel's restoration will be due solely to Jahveh's 
action (3622 • 24), so will be Israel's life in the coming age. 
The vision was intended to combat the despair which had 
settled upon the exiles, v.11 3310:tI-; Israel must learn that the 
present state is not the final one; life, not death, is God's will 
for His people (cp. 1832). And the message is for the nation as 
a whole, v.11• True, the Judaean exiles only are addressed; 
but they were the persons immediately concerned, and they 
must be roused from hopelessness if they were ever to take the 
lead in building up the future of the entire nation. Such in
consistency as there is can easily be understood ; and the same 
may be said of the change in the symbolism of dry bones on 
the plain to dead bodies in the grave, vv.12-1 4 (so He.). 

Two further points call for notice. The first is the curious 
mingling of the real with the imaginary. Before the physical 
eyes of the prophet lay visibly the familiar surface of the plain; 
but before the eyes of his mind, and just as visibly though, of 
course, not really there, lay the dry bones. This interchange 
of fact and phantasy is characteristic of visions of the kind ; 
see Holscher Die Profeten 47 f. Secondly, the vision refers to 
the present state of the living, not to the future state of the dead. 
Belief in a general resurrection had not yet arisen in Israel. At 
the same time the narrative must have produced a powerful 
effect on men's minds, and contributed towards the growth of 
such a belief as we meet with in Is. 2619 and Dan. 12 ; but even 
then the resurrection is confined to Israel, and regarded, not so 
much as an event in the future world, as the prelude to a new 
life in this. 

(b) It is to be a life in which the old divisions will have 
passed away. The prophecy of the two sticks follows the 
same lines as 128:tI· 9n. 2111• 12 c5 • 71 241on. 19• 211• ; there is the 
symbolic act, the enquiry as to its meaning, and the explanation. 
Hitherto Ez. had addressed himself to Israel or the house of I., 
with his eye chiefly on Judah ; but now he contemplates the 
sons of Israel as a whole, v.21• He had included Israel with 
Judah in his symbol of the exile, 44 •6, now he foretells that 
they will be united in the restoration: he must have known 
of exiles from the N. Kingdom, who had been carried to Assyria 
after 722 B.C. Jahveh will gather them, v.21

, with their 
Jw;laean kinsfolk, into one nation on the mountains of Israel ; 
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' and one king shall be king to them all.' Ez. uses the title, 
vv.22 • 24, which he deliberately avoids elsewhere, though in 
v.25 the David of the future is called nasf, as in 3424 ; this ideal 
prince will be a true shepherd, who will lead his people into 
ways of loyal, obedient conduct. Then the true relation 
between Jahveh and Israel will be brought about (cp. 3628 ) 

and secured by a perpetual covenant; and Jahveh will return 
once more to His ancient dwelling-place (cp. u 22-25). The 
chapter is thus connected closely with the preceding pro
phecies ; it brings to a fine conclusion the hopes and promises 
of Part III. 

On the whole the text is well preserved, except at v.16 and 
at vv.19 • 20, where glosses have introduced confusion. An early 
Latin version of vv.1 -14 (not that of JL) is quoted in full by 
Tertullian De Carn. Res. § 29 (Opera, Pars iii. 66 f., Vienna 
Corp.); the text shews a noteworthy dependence on Theo
dotion. 

The liturgical use of the chapter is ancient. In the Synagogue vv. 1• 14 

provide the haphfard for Passover and its Sabbath, corresponding to 
the Sidroth Ex. 33 12-34 2• and Num. 28 1•·• 5 ; vv. 15 • 28 are the prophetic 
lesson on the Sabbath 'Wayyigash,' read with Gen. 4418-4727 • In the 
services of the Church the passage vv. 1• 14 (' omnium Ecclesiarum Christi 
Iectione celebrata,' as Jerome says of it) was specially associated with 
Baptism at Lent and Easter ; thus in all the Latin rituals it formed one 
of the lessons read at the baptism of catechumens on Easter Eve (Duchesne 
Christ. Worsh. 308; see also Conybeare and Maclean Rit. Armenorum 
518. 523) ; in the Typicons of Jerusalem and Constantinople it is the 
prophetic lesson after mattins on Holy Saturday (Rahlfs Die A. T. 
Lectionen der Griechischen Kirche 133 in Mittheil. des Septuaginta
Unternehmens der k. Ges. d. Wiss. zu Gottingen, 1915) ; in some Syriac 
lectonaries it is a lesson for Easter Day itself, vv.16• 28 for Easter Eve 
(Burkitt Early Syr. Lectionary System 10. 30, Proc. of Brit. Acad., 1923). 
In some parts of the Church vv. 1· 14 have been used at the commemoration 
and burial of the dead, e.g. on Friday of the Departed among the 
Nestorians (Maclean E. Syrian Daily Offices 269), and formerly in Russia 
at the burial of a priest. In the Church of England (Lectionary 1922) 
they are read on Whit Tuesday at mattins. For the representations of Ez.'s 
vision in early Christian art see the reff. to Neuss Das Buch Ez. in Theol. u. 
Kunst given on p. 30 above. A remarkable painting of the scene, 
dated 5.56 Seleucid era ( =A.D. 244-5), has lately been found on the walls 
of a ruined synagogue at Dura-Europos on the Euphrates; RB. xliii. 
(1934) IIJ f. 

V. I. There came upon me the hand of Jahveh] The opening 
is strangely abrupt ; probably the date has fallen out ; et. 401• 

For the hand see 1 3 n.-and he brought me out in the spirit of 
Jahveh] For the spirit see 83 n. u 5• 24 ; the prophet felt himself 
to. be impelled by a divine agency. Some would omit the 
second of Jahveh, but the repetition is in accord with usage, 
e.g. Gen. rg24, Ex. 207, 2 S. 711, Hag. 1 13,-;-he caused me to alight, 
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lit. to rest] So 402, cp. 4430 ; or, with a slight change, set me down 
cp. v.14

• The place was the wide plain (bil/d) where an earlier 
vision had been granted, 322 : he must be alone, far from human 
habitations. To his mental sight the plain looked like an 
ancient battlefield strewn with bones of the slain (v.9).-2. The 
description is intended to shew how many they were, and how 
long they had been lying. If death had only just taken place, 
or if the soul had not altogether departed from the body, a 
revival might conceivably happen, I K. I717ff., 2 K. 418ff·, 

Acts 209ff, (Kr.). Ct. John n 23• 24 • 39.-3. The question and 
answer are calculated to heighten the wonder about to be 
related ; cp. Gen. I813, Rev. 713r.. It is obvious that the possi
bility of a revival did not occur to the prophet ; at the time 
there was no established belief in a resurrection of the dead. 
The v. is quoted in 4 Mace. 1817 (just before or after the 
Christian era) where the context shews that belief in a future 
resurrection had become accepted by Judaism.-4. ye dry bones 
hear] Inanimate objects are spoken to dramatically as though 
they were abl~ to respond; so the wind v.9, cp. 63 2I 3 [2047 ] 

361 • 4• 8, Mic. 62, Mk. 439 n 14• 23.-5. I will bring a breath into 
you, and ye shall live] anticipates, by a summary statement, 
what really belongs to the end. Cp. the breath of life Gen. 
617 722 P.-6. spread skin over you] The verb only here and v.8• 

Sir. 4320 (Hehr. ).-breath as in vv. 5 • s-10 is rua'JJ,, cp. Gen. 27 

n•shamd, Ps. rn430 rua'JJ,.-7. as I was commanded] See I27 n.; 
~ as he commanded me, so v. 10.-and there was a noise as I 
prophesied] One Hehr. MS and ~B om. noise, and many 
modems; then tr. and it came to pass as I prophesied. Perhaps 
noise was introduced as a gloss on shaking, suggested by 312 · 13, 

where the two words occur together.-that lo! a shaking} The 
word may mean an earthquake (see 312 n. and 3819), sent by 
God to accompany the prophet's speech, so ~ uwrp.o,, Co. Kr., 
Lex., or, as the words which follow seem to imply, the rushing 
noise made by the bones when they met and joined, Sm. Dav. 
Ro., cp. the shaking of the earth by a marching army Is. 94 151, 

Jer. rn22 , or by chariots Jer. 473, Nah. 32• The realism of the 
detail is characteristic of Ez.'s visions, e.g. chs. I 4 • 8.-8. and 
skin was spread over them] lit. and one spread over them with 
skin; the subj. is indefinite. But perhaps the passive should 
be read.--9. The bodies were complete but still prostrate: 
the final act of power, needed to make them live and rise, is 
introduced with special solemnity.-Prophesy unto the breath] 
i.e. the ruah of life (note the article), which comes ultimately 
from God, Gen. 2 7• It is summoned from the four quarters 
of the g1obe to breathe into the bodies, and thus to animate 
the whole people, The phrase four quarters or sides, Ut. winds, 
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had become an established expression in post-exilic Hehr., 
cp. 4220, Zech. 210 65, 1 C. 92 4, Dan. 88 n4, 4 Ezra 136, though 
it goes back to an Akkadian idiom ; this accounts for the use 
of the same word ruah in two such different senses. An alter
native expression is the four wings of the earth, 72 phil. n. See the 
application of this passage in the Odes of Solomon No. 22, ll. 8-rn. 
-and breathe into these slain] It was a battlefield, not a 
cemetery, that the prophet saw (Ho.); cp. v.10 army.-10. The 
breath] See vv.9 • 14.-an exceeding great army] See v.9 and 99 n. 
-' They stood upon their feet, uttered a song (1 S. 26), and died' 
is the Rabbinic comment, Talm. B. Sanhedrin 92b.-Vv. II-14. 
The Vision explained.-the whole house of Israel] The entire 
nation, not merely the Judaean exiles. The latter, however, must 
be referred to in the next cl.-the exiles whose saying reached 
the prophet's ears.-Lo ! they are saying] Cp. 812 n.-our bones 
are dried up] The metaphor as in Ps. 2216 r151 rn2 5 141, Pr. 1722• 

-and our hope is perished] Cp. 195 and the language of Job 
76 n 20 1419 1715 ; also Pr. rn28 n7, Ps. 919 [181. The omission of 
and with <!gJ[_'Q!; makes the three short sentences effectively 
abrupt.-we are quite cut off] Cp. Lam. 354 ; there is a touch 
of emotion in the Hehr. which cannot be reproduced.-12. I 
will open your graves] The application is not strictly consistent, 
for the bones in the vision are unburied, v. 2• The graves are 
meant figuratively, as the last cl. of the v. shews, ' I will bring 
you into the country of I.' Though an actual resurrection of 
the dead is not implied, the language may have influenced 
Job 1411 -14 1925• For the restoration to the land of Israel 
cp. vv.14• 21 3624 n.-my people] <19$ om.; the word may be a 
gloss here (Co.) and in v.13 (Toy Kr. Ro. He.).-14. I will 
put my spirit within you] The divine energy first bestows the 
gift of life; then, when the nation is at home again, a further 
gift, enabling it to live in accordance with God's will, is pro
mised 3627• Of course my spirit is not the same as the breath 
(or spirit) of v.9.-J will settle you in your own country] So 
Jer. 2711, Is. 141 (exilic or post-exilic).-J have spoken, and I will 
do (it)] Cp. 1724 n.-Vv. 15-28. Israel's restoration and unity. 
This is the chief passage in which Ez. re-affirms the social ideal 
characteristic of the prophets : an age of peace under the 
government of a righteous ruler. Cp. Is. 1 26 2 4b 91 -6 u 1 -s. 1s 

165 321, Hos. 220 1181 145 •8, Jer. 235 f- 314 • 6 3315• The prophecies 
in Mic. 51n,, Zech. 38 612 99• 10 are later than Ez.-16. The 
prophet is told to enact a symbol with two sticks, and to in
scribe one with the name Judah, and the other with the 1;3.me 
Joseph. The v. seems to have been filled out with explanatory 
notes which spoil the balance and harmony of the clauses, 
namely, and the sons of Israel his companions, the stick of 
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Ephraim, and the whole house of I. his companions ; so Holscher, 
who suggests that the annotator understood by Judah and 
Joseph the two tribes so named, not the two kingdoms ; the 
oth~r tribes associated with Ju~ah and Joseph must therefore 
be mserted. At any rate, the stick of E. is generally recogmzed 
as a gloss. When freed from additions the v. will run And thou 
son of man take thee one stick, and write on it 'Judah,' and take 
thee another stick, and write on it 'Joseph.' The symbol evidently 
made a lasting impression, for it is imitated in Zech. n 7, where, 
however, the two staves (a different word) are given names but 
not inscribed.-17,, The two sticks are to be joined lengthwise 
in the hand. The Hebr. writes bring thee them together, one to 
the other, into one stick, and they shall become one. Some follow 
~ and om. into one stick ; but the tautology, such as it is, 
makes the action all the more explicit. @ om. the last one; in 
the Hebr. the word is plural (!), which denotes either a few 
Gen. 2744 2920, Dan. n 20, or as here one and the same Gen. n 1.-

18. And 'it shall come to pass,' when the sons of thy people say 
unto thee, saying] The Hebr. requires a slight correction which 
@ implies. For the language cp. 3310• 24 n.-Wilt thou not tell 
us .. ?] So 2419, and cp. 21 5 • 12 [2049 217].-19. Jahveh explains 
the symbol: He is determined to bring about the union of the two 
kingdoms. Several additions have overloaded the text, which 
may be translated as follows, with the glosses in brackets : 
Behold, I am about to take the stick of Joseph [which is in the hand 
of Ephraim, and the tribes of I. his companions], and I will join 
them [unto it] 'unto' the stick of Judah, and will make them one 
stick, and they shall become one in my hand. The annotator, as 
in v.16, wishes to make it clear that Joseph represents Ephraim, 
and that the other northern tribes are to be included. In the 
next sentence them is written for it, because the people sym
bolized by the stick are meant, cp. v. 22 ; unto it is om. by @, 
and does not cohere with the words which follow. The end of 
the v. repeats the end of v.17, with the change of in thy hand to 
in my hand, i.e. Jahveh will Himself repeat the symbolic act 
which Ez. has performed ; it sounds surprising, yet it is no 
more than what the preceding part of the v. affirms. The 
prophet still clings to figurative language, though he is now 
giving the interpretation of the figure. @ reads in the hand 
of Judah, which Co. Ro. prefer to ~; another variant is in his 
hand one Hebr. MS '.)} Ew. Be. Toy ; but Q'?'s reading looks 
suspiciously like in the hand of Ephraim above, and may also 
be an explanatory addition. Sm. Kr. He. Ho. keep to~--
20. This v. seems to be out of place; it belongs to the symbolic 
action, note before their eyes cp. 412 n., rather than to the explana
tion. It may have been an alternative version of v,17 written 

iG 
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on the margin {Ho.).-2r. The divine promise to take and 
gather the dispersed, and bring them into their own country, 
is renewed, v.12 3624.-the sons of Israel] See 2 3 n. This ex
pression, instead of the usual house of I., becomes frequent in 
the last division of the Book ; it occurs five times in chs. 43-48. 
-22. The hereditary division between the kingdoms is to be 
done away and the nation united ; cp. Zech. 813. This had 
long been a hope of the prophets, e.g. Is. n 13, Hos. 2 2 [111], 
Jer. 318.-J will make them into one nation in the land] Cp. ll.cc. 
4el. in my land cp. 365 3816 ; but :ffi is more suitable ; on the 
mountains of I., a phrase charged with sentiment, gives all the 
definition required; cp. 3413f• 364 • 8-and one king shall be king 
to them all] as in the early days of the monarchy. Only here 
and in v.24 does Ez. give the title of king to the ideal ruler of 
the coming age ; even in v. 25 he substitutes prince, the title 
which he generally uses, hence 4? apxu•v vv.22• 24, see 727 n. ; but 
here, when contemplating the united kingdom he naturally 
speaks of its king. As a matter of fact the prophecy was never 
fulfilled in the way which Ez. imagined ; the visible head of a 
united people never set up his throne in David's place. Centuries 
after Ez. the Hasmonean family succeeded in winning national 
independence (Simon, 141 B.c.) and establishing a dynasty 
(Aristobulus assumed the title king, 105 B.c.); their rule lasted a 
little over a hundred years, from 165 to 63 B.C. ; it was a brief 
and disappointing copy of Israel's monarchy in the old days. 
The fulfilment of Ez.'s prophecy must be looked for in some
thing larger than the literal fulfilment of his language.-
23. make themselves unclean by their idols] See 1411 n.-and 
by their detestable things and by all their transgressions] See 
511 n. ; 4eBI. om. the clause, which may well be an insertion.
/ will save them from all their 'backslidings '] Cp. 3629• Jt!l has 
their dwellings, a copyist's slip; the word backsliding does not 
occur again in Ez., but Jer. uses it, e.g. Jer. 2 19 322.-J will 
cleanse them] See 3625 n.-a people ... God] So v.27 , see 3628 n. 
-24. my servant David (shall be) king over them] The ideal 
ruler is called David here and in v. 25, as in 3423• ~im. in loc. 
writes : 'the King Messiah's name is called David, because 
he shall be of the seed of David . . . ; or he alludes to the 
resurrection' (i.e. to David redivivus).-and they shall all have 
one shepherd] As the one king is to rule over a united kingdom, 
so the one shepherd will have a single flock, 3423 ; cp. Jn. 1016. The 
pastoral office was specially associated with David, both in the 
literal and in the figurative sense, 1 S. 1611 1734, 2 S. 78, Ps. 7872 ; 

similarly the David of the future will have a pastoral charge, 
to watch over the morals and religion of his people. The 
ideas put forward in eh. 34 are more fully developed in the 
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present passage; at ·the same time it is noticeable that in 
Ez.'s sketch of the new community the prince holds a less 
exalted place than the king and shepherd here ; he is over
shadowed by the ministry of worship ; his function amounts to 
little more than providing and attending the sacrifices on 
sabbaths and festivals, 443 461 •12 · 16-18• Perhaps the prophet 
was led to modify his conception of the chief office in the state. 
With the language of cl. b cp. 56f- n20 2011• 19 3627.-25. dwell 
in the land .. my servant Jacob] See 2825 n. 3628• For your 
fathers ®~ read their fathers, more in accordance with the 
context; with their sons etc. cp. 2 K. 1741.-my servant David 
(shall be) their prince for ever] See vv.22 · 24• Emphasis is laid 
on the permanence of the coming age. This passage is prob
ably one of those alluded to in Jn. 1234 ; cp. also Is. 98 m, 
2 S. 713, Ps. 894f- [ar.l, Dan. 2 44, 714• 27 .-26. And I will make 
a covenant of peace for them] There is to be no covenant with 
Israel ; the ancient covenant had been broken again and again 
(cp. 1659 ) ; but Jahveh promises to renew His intimate re
lations, and to grant a covenant for Israel, a gracious dis
pensation ensuring peace and security (1662 3425 cp. Num. 2512 P, 
Is. 5410, Mal. 2 5), when the nation is restored and the sanctuary 
established at the centre of the national life. See Torrey 
Enc. Bibl. col. 933.-an everlasting covenant shall it be] See 1660 n. 
Then follows with them and I will set them, a marginal note which 
has been copied wrongly into the text; freed from this intrusion 
the v. continues and I will multiply them etc., cp. 3610f- 37r., 
Jer. 3019.-and I will set my sanctuary i"n the mi"dst of them] 
So v.28, varied by my dwelling-place shall be above them v.27 , 

and I will dwell in the midst of them 439 • The latter term finds 
a close parallel in H, Lev. 2611 ; and then the establishment 
of Jahveh's sanctuary or dwelling-place in the midst of Israel 
becomes a leading principle in P, e.g. Ex. 258 2945

, Lev. 1531, 

Num. 53 • In the last part of the Book an attempt is made to 
carry into effect this announcement of the divine Will ; the 
territory of Israel is mapped out in such a way that the 
temple occupies the centre of the land, and thence radiates 
holiness throughout the nation, 439 488• 10• 21 ; cp. Jn. 1 14, Rev. 
218.-27. And my dwelling-place shall be above them] is probably 
to be understood of the physical elevation of the temple above 
the surrounding country, as Ez. saw it in vision 402, and other 
prophets too Is. 2 2 =Mic. 41• To interpret the words of Jahveh's 
dwelling in heaven above the earthly sanctuary is to go against 
the general sense of the passage. The prep. is certainly remark
able ; no wonder that ®~ alter it into the easier i"n them.-and 
I will become God to them] Cp. Ex. 2945 P, following 'and I will 
dweU i.p. the midst of the sons of l. '-?8. do sanctif1 I sraelJ See 
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2012 n. The nations will recognize the Godhead of Jahveh by 
the effects of His special providence over Israel. 

According to O.T. ideas of the blessed future, man is not 
translated to dwell with God, but God comes down to dwell 
with man, and His Presence transforms earth into heaven ; cp. 
on 471-12 p. 517. 

Ch. 37, I. :w:i] The pf. alone at the start of a narrative is so unusual 
that 119$51 instinctively render ;m•,i as though it were -.,r;,1. The tense is 
the same as in 401, but there it is introduced by the date.-,,,,,, mi::i] $51 
=1mi::i. Some om. mn• as explanatory, and read i:ni:;i Co. Toy Kr., but 
the Name is generally supported by the Vrs. ; @ K, N;YJ"fO."f'" µe tv wnvµan 
Kvpw•.-•,~Tl] If the sense is rather set me down, the form •,r.i•;:1 would 
be more usual; the same change should perhaps be made in 40 2.

'JJ 'o 11•,,1] Dr. § 160. @ orrT<wv rl118pw1ri,wv, so 1.i!r, a needless explanation.-
2. •i,•::iv,,,J Ff. with weak waw, as in vv. 7• 8• 10 ; see 136 n.-cn•~JI] Cp. 
o.,•~11, mas. su:ff. though referring to nm,JJ; .i:6 16 n.-J'JC! ::i•::i □] In 405-4312 

twenty-four times; see 810. ~ KVK'J..68<> KvK;\(,<>.-,,vp::in 'J.!l ~JI] $51 =i'TJIPJJ. 
-,,i,,1 ... mn1J ll9BJ. om. the second nim, F om. both ; for the first 
$51 gives 111~1. and om. the second. For ni,,1 2 Ro. suggests i'TJ<l1, like 
i.tim .. :ii.ii Zech. 18 ; but the repetition is characteristic, cp. 29 811• 

471t·, Am. 71 .-3. nl"nnn] nmi,JI is usually treated as fem. in vv. 3·•• 

(et. 2418b); in vv.•h•s the related su:ffs. are mas., because the bones 
are viewed as persons; see 118 n.-nv,• :ini.t '•] 119 Kvpie, rru brluT!J mum. 
-4. •~11 ;r.,11•1] 6 MSS Kenn., @Q1.+ □iN p.-5. □n"m nr1] @ ..-veuµa 
{w,j,, perhaps an interpretation, but adopted by Co. Be. Ro. (Die 
Nachtgesichte d. Sach. 200). In the present context 119 gives m, the 
sense of God's spirit, v. 6 owuw ..-veiJµ&, µov, v. 10 A TO 1r,euµa [w,j•. In 
ffl this meaning does not come till v. 14 •mi.-6. •nr.iip1J In Mishn. = 
' form a crust,' applied to wine, e.g. TB. B. Bathr. 95b c•,p,'TIZ' j",; ~JI; in 
Aram. =' overlay.'-7. •n11:rn] See v. 2 n.-•n•,i, it1111:i] @ Kallw, i!,eTei;\aT6 
µ01 (so @ 127) ='•l1 ':i 3 Hehr. MSS UF.-mm 'NJJ,;:, ':,,p •n•1J If ~1p is 
om., the construction becomes like that in Gen. 15 17 29 25, 2 K. 211 ; 

Dr. § 78 (2). For •11::ii;i:i many MSS 'in:p, but cp. n 13.-n1oi,y i:i,pm] 1. 
nir.,"llli1 nJ'.).li;>~l or lJ']P,:1. Perhaps the original reading was 1::i,p•1 mas. 
agreeing with m::i~y mas. vv.•· 8 ; this may have been altered to 1::i,pm 
to suggest ;-rJJ;pn, fem. agreeing with mr.,~11 fem. vv.3· •. Such artificial 
adaptation of the vb. to the varying gender of n10~11 was no doubt due 
to a reader or scribe, Kon. i. 170 note; G-K. § 60 a note. A similar 
irregularity occurs in Jer. 4911 ln!lJn 2 pl. mas. for 3 pl. fem. ; ~m. 
Mikhl. 19b. 20a. 2 Hehr. MSS <§ I. mr.,~Jln. *l!r$51 render 1::i,pm as 
transitive.-\O~JI ~11 C~JI] On the analogy of 1:i,11, ~11 t/l'N, denoting reci
procity; Kon. iii. § 34.-8. i\JI □ o'~l!, C!1P,'l] }5:al with indef. subj., and 
,1,11 in accus. But Niph. □'l.i?.l gives an easier construction, $51'.I:T extenta 
est in eis cutis. The Mass. requires the punctuation with Ji:. l;tatuph 
□1P,'.l for □ lP,'.l, although there is only a conjunctive accent, and not a 
mal/:J.ceph (as -S:;) ; }5:im Mikhl. 17a; perhaps to avoid -=-- before the 
initial guttural in □,,,~;,. G-K. § 29 i note.-9. nn:i Si.t] Cp. mo~11n·~y v.•. 
@ br1 Til 1rv.-n1rm 11::i,110] So in Akk. sari irbitti=' the four winds,' e.g. 
KB. ii. 76 l. 164 of the four sides of a palace; ib. iii. 2, 80 I. 52 ; 90 I. II 
the four winds that bring floods and rain. Del. AHWB. 635.-nm, 'IIJ] *B om. ni,,,, Q+Til ,rnuµa.-•n.;iJ From n.!ll=Akk. napd!Ju 'inflame, 
kindle,' used in connexion with the tl"n nr.,tvi Gen. 27• 49 rends. by 
tµ<f>vua, 21a1 22•0-t;, Gen. 27, 3 R. 1721, Tob. nu [cod. 11], Wisd. 1511; 
ill the N.T. Jn. :;?022 .-1•;:t;)] 8 MSS J{en!J.. l'l;i); Dr. § n2.-Jo, 'l)N;;l,;:t]J 
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Cp. v. 2 n; the Hithp. with n assimilated, cp. 11111Jn Jer. 2318, •r;,9i:,~,:1 
eh. 513

; G-K. § 54 c; B-L. 440. Usually the Hithp. of IIJl=' to 
prophesy with ecstatic gestures' Num. u:a•- 27, 1 K. 18 29, or 'to play 
the prop~et' eh. 1317 ; but sometimes 'to prophesy' without such 
accompamments, 1 K. 228• 1s (?), Jer. 2620 ; see further Jepsen Nabi 5 ff. 
In v:7. 4 • 

7
• • the Niph. is used ; but it is unnecessary to read •n11;;,1 here. 

Yellm Jo~rn. Pal. Or. Soc. iv. 91 argues in favour of a Hippa'el stem, 
•n11~1c11, an mteresting suggestion, though the alleged instances can be ex
plained as cases of n being assimilated, or due to textual corruption. 
-?'n] @ wrongly 1Twa:yw-y17, which=?Mp 32•• 381o etc.-i11r.i i11r.i ,,ii] 
l!ijB 1ron.;, <T<j,oopa A µ,e-ydXri O'<f,oopa 'A~e ,rrpoopa <r<j,oopa. ~ ' very many ' 
? =ittr.i :i,.-r r. ,,r.i,i ''ll' ':i '7:i] For the pron. following the predicate of 
Gen. 34 21 41 26 ; Dr. § 198. The gender of the pron. is affected by that 
of the nearest word, cp. 451 111,i w,p .• nr.i1,n.-□ •ir.i11 ni,,] Ptcp. with 
indef. subj.; see 818 n. Perhaps correct to '11 □l~l- The Vrs. alf supply 
a subj.-n,:i111] Dr. § 132 ; but l!ij &.1roXwXev i.e. ni:i11.-u, uim] For 
the reflexive or ethic dat. see G-K. § II9 s, Lex. 516 col. a. @ 
om1req,wv17mµ,ev, om. the dat., as l!ij Gen. 121 , Num. 2234, Josh. 710.

u. □1'1'711] l!ijB om.-13. 'Dll ... •m?im:i1] l!ij Tou &.va-ya-ye,v µ,e be TW> 
Td<j,wv Tov Xaov µ,ou.-16. ,m, fl' ... in11 fll] Two identical words 
repeated form a contrast, one ... another; Am. 4', Jer. 242, Zech. u' 
('11 without the article); Ex. 18•!., 1 S. 144, 1 K. 12•• ('11 with the art.). 
119 om. in11 1, and renders in11 • by /leifrepos i.e. ,n11 (so @ Ex. 184) ; ill'fT 
=in11 ... in11. But the Hebr. idiom should not be altered.-
~□1'7 ... nim-7] Hehr. uses 7 (lit. belonging to) where in Engl. we write 
the simple name, cp. Is. 81, and frequently on old Hehr. or Can. seals, 
e.g. □v:ii• i::111 11r.itu? Driver Schw. Lects. 1908, 91, and on Phoen. coins 
NSI. 360 f. See Lex. 513 col. b.-i,:;rq Kt. sing. coll., so v. 19 ; but 
1•1:iq Q. is more suitable; for the plur. cp. Jud. 2011 (adj.), Cant. 813.

np71] Ct. 77 n;:, in cl. a; so I. here 77 np1 with @. The ~ in np? could 
easily have arisen by mistake from 7?.-'tu' n•:i ?:i1], 1 MS and 1T 'e" '::i 7:i ?111; 
for n•:i I MS and @ 'JJ.-17. Jlii Pi. imperat. with --=- owing to the , ; 
l):im. Mikhl. 59 b quotes l~;l Ps. 55 10 and 10~ Job 362.-in11 F.117 77) 
~ om., and places the words at the end of the v., as the equivalent of 
ii•J in11 r.11':> 1•n1. @ follows ;ffl, but adds ToiJ /li),rm avrorls= □191$\ 
which suggests confusion with □•in11?.-D•inN? rn1] The pl. of in11 need 
not be questioned. l!ij's text Ka.< foovrn, ev Tii x«pi <Tou is rightly 
suspected by Co.-r8. ,:i, 19 ••• nDN' itu11:i1] A sentence beginning with 
itu11J1 and when of the future is contrary to Hehr. idiom ; I. '11• ituN:i n•n1, 
with @ Kal i<TTa., 5rnv At-yw~,v • Further, it is usual to continue n•,,, 
with a pf. c.w.c., not an imperat. (Dr. § 121 note) ; again @'s text implies 
the correct form, Kai .!peis =J;r'):a!1].-'1DN7 .. 11,')N'] See 33 10 n. l!ij~ om. 
,r.i11':>.-7':, n711 ,ir.i] For no after i•in in an indirect question cp. Is. 41•• 
and Num. 1318, Ps. 39•. 77 ,,o=what meanest thou.? as in 18 2, Is. z2l 
etc. ~ om. 7':>.-19. ,ii,n• FP n11 1'7JI] l!ij=n,1:i• fll 'JI, so ill ; this was 
miswritten r':>v, and then n11 was inserted to make ·,,, fP explanatory of 
1•,p, cp. n11 in Jer. 914 278 etc. In -eh.is v. l!ij renders fP by ef,vk,j, except 
in the last cl.-•i•:i] l!ijB [iv A] T-fj x«pt 'Iovoa1 •i•:i being read, or taken 
as an abbreviation of ni,n• i•:i.-20. ~='P'7 i,•:i np ... itu11 □•11;m,.-
21. mn• 'li11] @B Kvpws Kvpws A &.owva., KS ;, Os.-22. in11 •u':, □n11 •n'IVJ)1] 
For ':, introducing a new state or condition after ,,J!,')I cp. Gen. 12•, Ex. 
32 10, Num. 1412, Dt. 914. 119 om. in11.-7':,r.i':>] @JLWi.ro, ~ om., so Co. Be. 
Ro. ; but the repetition gives an emphasis which is not out of place.
:,•,,, Kt., rn• Q. and Vrs,-i,p 3 is rightly om. by @lJ; ill transfers it 
to the beginning of v. 23, and om. the i,p after 111r.i1a•.-23. 'll ':>:i:i, 't11:i1] 6)A 
renders the words, with Ta.,s fla<r,XEiau a&rwv, a corruption of ci.<ro{kia,s, 
for 'll; Q supplies a rendering from 0.-For c.:-rnJtlllr.i 1. c.:,•nJim, 61 
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,hoµ.,wv 0Jrrw11 1: (in Co.) a.1rwTpoq,w11 a&rw11. One Hebr. MS de Rossi 
□n'l/lU!l.-24. 1~0] ~=1~0•, but cp. v.••.-imi] & om.-25. o:i•m:iN] I. 
on•m:iN.-o,,y~ ••• o,,•rn :,r.,:,J 4[$B transls. ,10:,, and om. the rest of the 
sentence, which, however, is guaranteed by :ir.i,,. @A 'A0 supply a 
rendering of the whole.-26. □ •nm, □mK] @ µ.er' avrwv =□I;'~, against the 
general sense of the passage, and with §I> om. □•nm,. Herrm. accounts 
for the present text as follows: □'nm, □n,K is a dittograph of the sub
sequent 'nni, DmN ; by accident 'n':ii,i, had fallen out, and it was written 
on the margin along with □mK, and from there copied into the text; 
by an oversight •nm, □n1N was written twice, and became corrupted into 
□'nm, □mK. For o•nm, m;= □'1;1;r,;1, but the insecurity of il!I's reading makes 
it doubtful whether such a word ever stood in the text, Co. 135. 

PART III.-c. AN APOCALYPSE, CHS. 38. 39. 

The invasion and defeat of Gog: a final act of J ahveh. 
(a) The previous chapter closes with the promise that 

Jahveh's sanctuary shall be in the midst of Israel for ever. All 
danger from outside is past, for the surrounding nations have 
been put out of action {chs. 25-32) ; not a hint is given that 
any future crisis will occur when once the new age has dawned. 
Wholly unexpected, therefore, is the terrible invasion described 
in these two chapters. It takes place after God's people have 
been restored, 388• 111• 14• In other prophecies the overthrow 
of hostile powers is accompanied or followed by Israel's deliver
ance, which manifests the Godhead of Jahveh *; but here the 
order is reversed; and Jahveh shews Himself to be truly God 
by a vast defeat of heathendom. This conception of a final 
assault upon Israel in its state of blessedness came to have a 
profound influence upon later thought, e.g. Enoch 565 •8, 

2 [ 4 J Esdr. I3 5• 81•3 311•• The idea is taken over by the Christian 
Apocalypse, Rev. 207 •9, which foretells a last outbreak of 
hostility against the Church whensoever the thousand years 
shall end. With Ez. 392 • 4• 17 •20 cp. Rev. I616 I917 • 18 ; and 
see further Charles Rev. ii. 187 ff. 

(b) The invasion is to descend into Palestine from the far 
North, the immemorial home of mystery and peril. The 
countries named in 382 391 lay to the E. and S.E. of the Black 
Sea, while Gog, the leader, seems to have connexions with 
Asia Minor. None of the historical nations take part in the 
attack; the invaders are remote barbarians, outside the 
civilized world, and known only by hearsay or tradition. What 
suggested the idea that they should one day join forces to 
sweep d()Wll upon Israel ? It is significant that 3817 398 allude 
to words spoken in_ former days by my servants the prophets. 

* E.g. the deliverance from Assyria Is. 1024· 27 14•41., Nah. 21. • 
[1" 2•] 31s; from Babylon Is. 1319 1414314••1451· •· 13, Jer. 5033-40 51s-10, 
Hab. 3121. ; from the nations Is. 66101,, Ob. 16- 21, Mic. 714- 17, Zeph. 2 9-11, 

Hag. 2u1., Zech. 1418·11 ; cp. also Ex. 154-7• 
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Isaiah had announced the destruction of the Assyrian host 
at the very gates of Jerusalem (1028 -34, chs. 29-31 in part) ; 
Zephaniah (114 -18) and Jeremiah (11ar. chs. 4-6) not only 
foresaw but narrated an invasion by wild hordes from the 
North, Scythians, Herodotus calls them (i. 103. 106), on their 
way to Egypt; and these, though they do not seem to have 
made any direct attack upon Judah, left behind them a memory 
of terror, and in a later age came to be known darkly as the 
Northern One. At the time when Joel 2 20 was written, prophecy 
had begun to forecast a great and final conflict in the neigh
bourhood of Jerusalem, Joel 4 [3]9-21, Zech. 1z31I. 142· 3 . These 
predictions had not been fulfilled, but some fulfilment there 
was bound to be, and it is set out in the present chapters. 
They have a marked character of their own. The scale of the 
events, the vague outlines, the loosely-strung sequence of ideas, 
recall at once the features which belong to apocalyptic writings. 
And the language points in the same direction ; it is modelled 
upon foregoing prophecies, here naturally those of Ezekiel 
(e.g. 384-6. s. 12r. 1sr. 19. 22 394- 7-9) ; it reproduces some of 
Jeremiah's expressions (e.g. Jer. 4Gf. la. 24-2s 51s 61. 221. 1022) ; 

noticeable, too, is the prophetic idiom in the latter years or days 
(388• 16), in that day (3814· 18 398· 11), not found elsewhere in this 
Book. The two chapters, in fact, form an apocalypse, taking 
its rise from unfulfilled prophecy. Ezekiel was probably not their 
author, for, as noticed above, they do not fit into his plan for 
the coming age; and the order-restoration, attack, overthrow 
-finds its analogies in a later class of writings rather than in 
the prophets. If room had to be made for this insertion, a place 
between the promises of restoration (chs. 36-37) and the 
vision of the new community· ( chs. 40 ff.) seemed to be the most 
appropriate. At the close, 3925 -29 inay be a stray fragment of 
Ezekiel, or a later summary of his teaching ; it has nothing 
to do with Gog, and implies that Israel is still in exile. 

(c) The tendency of modern criticism has been to regard 
chs. 38 and 39 as the result of a combination of sources, parallel 
but distinct (so Toy, Kr., Gressmann Eschat. 181 ff., Steuer
nagel Einl. 591, Ro., He., Schmidt). It is pointed out that 
there are two accounts of Gog's invasion, 382 -4 and 391 - 2 ; in 
384 •9 Jahveh instigates the campaign, while in 3810-13 Gog 
comes of his own accord, simply to plunder; in 3818 -22 he 
is overthrown by earthquake and storm, in 391 -s he and his 
troops are still alive, and meet with disaster upon the mountains 
of Israel ; in 3911 -16 the corpses are buried, in 3917 •20 they are 
devoured by birds and beasts of prey. The incongruities are 
obvious, ltut no reconstruction of the separate sources, or of a 
common background, has been carried out with success ; 
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Rot}lst., Herrm., Schm., for example, all differ from each other; 
the hypothesis, in a word, has turned out to be unsatisfactory. 
The view that the chs. form a unity (with some additions) and 
describe the stages of a single drama, is now maintained by 
Holscher, who sets these contradictions and, prolixities in the 
right light ; they are just what we find in other apocalyptic 
writings ; the final catastrophe is looked at from various angles, 
without any attempt to trace a logical order in the sequence of 
events. 

(d) Some scholars hold that in these chs. Ezekiel himself 
foretells the overthrow of Babylon, re-echoing the threats of 
Jer. 50 and 5I (so Ro. He.) ; stress is laid on the word I will 
bring again or turn back in 384 392, which is thought to imply 
that Jahveh means to send Gog in the first place against 
Babylon, before turning him to attack Israel: a large con
clusion to draw from a slight hint, even if the word really 
means to turn back. Another form of the same interpretation, 
suggested by Ewald (Die Proph. d. Alten Bundes r868, ii. 53r) 
has been revived by Meinhold (Einj. in d. A.T3. r932, 268), 
namely, that Gag and his host represent Babylon itself under a 
disguise ; cp. Enoch 56 and 57, where the Parthians and Medes 
assume the role of Gag and Magog. It is indeed remarkable 
that Ez. nowhere utters a direct prophecy against Babylon ; 
on the analogy noted above under (a), we should expect the 
chief enemy of the time to be overthrown before Israel could 
be released; but Ez. probably had grounds of his own for 
keeping silence (see pp. 28I. 372). As for another and final 
invasion by Babylon, after that of 584-6 B.c., there is no hint 
in the rest of the Book that Ez. ever contemplated such a thing. 
For the reasons which have been stated, these two chs. are best 
explained as an apocalypse composed after Ezekiel's day. 

In the Synagogue 3818-3916 form the prophetic lesson read 
with Ex. 3312-3426, Num. 2926 - 31 on the Sabbath which falls 
within the festival of Sukkoth. 

2. Set thy face against] See 352 n.-Gog, land of the Magog] 
G6g is mentioned only in these chs. and in Num. 247 ~ ( =Agag 
m) 23 @ Lucian. The name of the leader may have been 
taken from that of Gyges, a powerful king of Lydia c. 660 .B.c., 
who is called Gugu by Asshurbanipal (KB. ii. r73); anqther 
possibility is that G6g, and Gugu too, may go back to the ancient 
Gagaia, alluded to in one of the Amarna Letters (no. r, line 38), 
as a land of barbarians (Knudtzon El-Amarna Taj. rni5). 
It has been thought that the author of these chs, came across 
the name in some myth or legend (Winckler AUor. Forsch. ii. 
r6o ff.; Gressmann Eschat. r82. 191;); but, as Herrmann and 
Holscher contend, Gog is too substantial a figure to be derived 
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from an incidental reference in a myth, even if such were known. 
The name was probably taken from tradition, and current at 
the writer's time. In :ffl Gog is followed by land of the Magog 
in loose apposition, which should be read toward the land of 
Magog, if a direction was intended; a pr. n. ought not to have 
the article. Here Magog is the name of a land, but in 396 

(prob.), Gen. 102 P=1 C. 16, the name of a people, northern 
barbarians, so Jubilees 719 98, Scythians according to Jos. 
Ant. i. 6, 1 and Jerome in loc.; '1? seems to have thought of a 
people, E71"L rwy Kat T~V y~v TOV Maywy, so ib 'toward G. and 
toward the land of M.' ; in any case (!?'s rendering prepared 
the way for the later view, which took Gog and Magog to be 
the names of two persons; and this is what they have become 
in Rev. 208• With d9 agrees Or. Sibyll. iii. lines 319 f., 512 
'Woe to thee, land of G. and M. ! ' Rabbinic literature mentions 
Gog and Magog several times as leaders of the enemy destined 
to attack the faithful in the Messianic age, e.g. TB. Aboda 
Zara 3b 'they march against the Lord and against His 
Anointed,' so Berakoth 7b; Targum Jerus. on Num. n 26 ' Eldad 
and Medad prophesied that, in the end of the days, Gog and 
Magog will come up against Jerusalem with their army, and 
will fall by the hand of king Messiah ' ; the Apoc. of Baruch 707 •10 

speaks in similar terms. For further reff. see Bousset 
Rel. d. Judentums 206; and for the general subject of a last 
invasion, Moore Judaism ii. 344. 348. As noted above, the 
words land of the Magog are not fitted into the structure of the 
sentence ; they look like a gloss, added by a reader who thought 
of Gen. 102 and was struck by the resemblance of Magog to 
Gog. Such is the prevailing view at present (Jahn, Ro. He. 
Ho. Schm.). If the words are a gloss, it is an ancient one, for 
all the Vrs. found it in the text. Outside the Bible Magog 
has not been discovered; in 396 (!? substitutes Gog.-chief of 
Rosh, Meshek and Tubal] So d9:i®, v. 3 391 ; this is the most 
natural way of rendering the Hebr. ; but (a) the name of a 
people or country called Rosh is not known, and the identifica
tions so far suggested are not convincing; (b) elsewhere in 
Hehr., Akk. and Gk. Meshek and Tubal are coupled together, 
271a 3226, Gen. 102 ; both countries were in the E. of Asia 
Minor, perhaps Phrygia and Cappadocia (Winckler I.e. 103 ff.). 
The Mass. text by its accents intends rash to be taken as=head, 
and the phrase to be rendered chief-head of M. and T., so m:: 
'A r'J.pxov-ra K(<paA.~~ ib1' principem capitis ; ~im. and many 
modems adopt this translation. The objection to it is a 
grammatical one; chief leader of M. and T. would be differently 
expressed in normal Hehr. Probably, then, chief is best regarded 
as an explanation of rash=' head' ; originally the text ran 
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head of Meshek and Tubal.-3. Behold, I am against thee] See 
58 n.-4. I will turn thee about] So 392, implying some degree of 
force. In 3927 , Is. 495 the meaning is to bring or turn back, 
which does not suit the present context (see above p. 408 (d)) ; 
to lead enticingly Is. 4710 is equally unsuitable.-/ will put hooks 
in thy jaws, and bring thee forth] Cp. 294 and 194 • 9 ; hooks in a 
figurative sense here. Jahveh will compel Gog to set out on 
the raid; cp. Is. 4317 • ® om. the whole sentence.-horses 
and cavalry clothed in gorgeous attire all of them] lit. clothed in 
perfection, i.e. either well-equipped or in panoply, cp. 2312 2724 ; 

® in breast-plates. With the phrase which comes next cp. 1717 • 

-shield and buckler, grasping swords all of them] The first two 
words have no grammatical construction; ® reads shields and 
helmets and swords ; the whole seems to be a gloss on gorgeous 
attire, which has incorporated the catch-word all of them. In 
v. 5a the same thing occurs again (so He.). The long shield, 
268 n., would be unsuitable for horsemen.-5. Paras, Kush and 
Pu/ with them all of them buckler and helmet] i.e. the Persians, 
Ethiopians and East Africans. Persians might be expected in 
the northern host, but the others belong to an entirely different 
part of the world. The names were no doubt borrowed from 
the groups mentioned in 2710 306 ; all of them betrays another 
gloss on v. 4a_ The last two words, like the similar ones in 
v. 4b, have no grammatical connexion with the rest of the 
sentence. The entire verse, therefore, has found its way into 
the text from the margin (Winckler, Jahn, Ro. He. Ho.).-6. 
Gomer] One of Gog's auxiliaries; in Gen. ro2=r C. r 5 side by side 
with Magog. It was the name of a people called Gimirrai by 
the Assyrians, and Cimmerians, Kiµ.p,e1JW1, by the Greeks (e.g. 
Homer Od. xi. 14), who came originally from the N. of the 
Black Sea. Together with the Mannaeans and the Asguza 
(? =the Scythians, KB. ii. 147), they formed an element in 
the Aryan immigration which descended by way of the Caucasus 
into Asia Minor (Herod. i. 15. r6; iv. rr. 12 ; Strabo iii. 2, 12 ; 
.vii. 2, 2). The Gimirrai first appear in the time of Sargon, 
when they attacked the kingdom of Urartu (Ararat, Armenia); 
thence they seem to have moved westward, and, in the time 
of Sennacherib, overran Phrygia, and later, c. 657 B.c., the 
Lydian kingdom of Gyges (KB. ii. 173). It was during the 7th 
cent. B.C. that their power was at its height, and the Assyrian 
kings made great efforts to check their advance and drive them 
westwards (KB. ii. 129. 147. 175 ff.). Soon after this they 
disappear; but they left behind them a memorial in Gamir, 
the Armenian name for Cappadocia (Euseb. Chron. tom. i. 
p. 95; tom. ii. p. 12 roµ.Ep, l.t ov Ka1rinf80KES, edn. 1818). 
Josephus identified them, wrongly, with the Galatians (Ant. i. 
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6, I) ; classical historians connected them with Cilicia (Strabo i. 
3, 2I), the_Rabb~s with Germania (?=Karmania, TB. Yoma rna), 
other Jewish writers regarded the name as equivalent to Magog 
or Togarma. See further Winckler Altar. Forsch. i. 484 ff. ; 
KAT.~ IOI ff.; ~kinner Gen. r96; Kittel Gesch.7 ii .. 403 n. 
Jerermas OT AE. 1. 276 quotes the letter to Sargon which first 
mentions the Gimirrai.-and all her troops] Vv.9 • 22 394 ; see 
I214 n.-Beth-Togarmd] Probably in the N.E. of Asia Minor, 
the country corresponding to Armenia ; 2714 n.-in the recesses 
of the north] Cp. v.16 392, Ps. 48a l21, Is. q 13 ; Jeremiah's 
phrase is the recesses of the earth, 622 25 32 3r8 5041 ; cp. Ps. Sol. 816, 

Pompey is he who comes ' from the uttermost part of the earth.' 
Esarhaddon mentions the Gimirrai as ' hordes whose dwelling
place is far off,' KB. ii. r29.-7. Be ready and make thee ready] 
Cp. Am. 412, Jer. 4614 ; and for the type of sentence cp. I46 

r830, Jer. r7u, Ps. rn227 [261.-and be thou to them a guard] 
Does this mean that Gog is to keep guard over his allies, lest 
they be taken by surprise (so Rashi), 49' as an advance-guard' ; 
or can we render, with an alteration supported by 49, 'and be 
thou to me kept in reserve ' i.e. in my service and under my 
orders ? The word certainly means a guard in the active 
sense, e.g. Neh. 4 3• 1sr. ; it may have here a passive sense, 'a 
force kept in reserve,' so Hi. Co. and many, though such a 
meaning is not found in use.-8. After many days thou shalt 
be mustered] Cp. Is. r34• In the previous v. Gog and his host 
are told to be ready, as it seems; this v. declares that the order 
to advance will not be given till the distant future. The 
apocalyptic idiom appears: after many days, cp. Is. 2422 ; in 
the latter years, elsewhere days, e.g. v.16, Is. 22, Jer. 2320 3024 

etc.-the land brought back from the sword (i.e. the ravages of 
the sword), gathered from many nations] The allusion is vague, 
in keeping with the air of mystery which invests the great 
peril of the future, cp. vv.11. 12• Israel's restoration has taken 
place long ago. For gathered see 3624 n.---upon the mountains 
of I.] Cp. v.21 392• 4 • 17 ; 62 n. The expression is inconsistent 
with the deliberate vagueness of the previous clause (He.).
a continual ruin] See 514 3324.-and it was brought out from 
(the) peoples] See 3413 n.; the subj. is the land i.e. the nation. 
-and dwelling securely all of them] Continuing brought back, 
gathered in cl. a; cp. v.11 3926 ; 2826 n. The text of this v. is 
overloaded and awkward in style; see crit. note.--9. And 
thou shalt ascend, like a storm thou shalt come] A figure of the 
invading host, as in Is. rn3 ; cp. Is. 2I1 282 .-like a cloud covering 
the land thou shalt be] Repeated in v.16 ; this figure seems to be 
taken from Jer. 413 (~ like a cloud), which describes the advance 
of the foe from the north.-10. And it shall come to pass.in that 
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day] V.18 3911 ; this prophetic formula does not occur again. in 
the Book. day is that of Gog's invasion, announced in vv. 3 -9.

matters shall rise in thy mind] lit. heart, as Jer. 316 7a1 4421, 

Is. 6517 ; Ez. uses spirit, n 6 2032.-devise an evil device] Cp. 
2 S. 1414, Est. 83 925, Dan. n 24f•; the combination is frequent 
in Jer. n 19 1811 4920 - 30 5045.-II. In this and the next v. 
Gog's destination is mentioned in veiled terms; in vv.14 -16 

the veil is removed. a land of unwalled villages] The meaning 
of the word is clear from Zech. 2 8 [4l, Est. 919 ; cp. Jud. 57• 

In the ideal age Israel would be living in unfortified towns, 
without fear of being attacked, cp. v.8 ; 3635 gives a different 
picture.-dwelling securely ... having no bars and doors] 
Imitated from Jer. 4931 ; in a fuller form, Dt. 35, 2 C. 85 146 ; 

cp. Sir. 4913.-12. The evil device is a campaign of plunder, 
v.13 ; cp. 2919 n. Like Sennacherib and Nebuchadrezzar, Gog 
has only self-interest in view; but, like them, he is the un
conscious agent of Jahveh's purpose; cp. Is. 105 •11• 16• 24 -26, 

Jer. 259 -12 276 - 8 4310.-to bring back thy hand upon] ~ my hand, 
more consistent, but not necessarily right : the writer forgets 
for the moment that Gog is speaking. The hand reached out 
to the spoil will reach out again to gather what is left : such 
is the meaning of the verb, cp. Jer. 69.-inhabited ruins] i.e. 
the ruined sites now occupied once more ; cp. 1220 2619 3610.

a people collected from (the) nations] Cp. v.8.-who have gotten 
cattle and goods] V.13• For gotten lit. made see 2213 n. ; cattle 
and goods together as in Gen. 3118 3423 366, Josh. 144 P. Israel 
once again at home is regarded as an agricultural people and 
self-supporting.-the navel of the earth] Hebr. fabbur ha-'iire!j, 
only again in Jud. 937 • There, as the context shews, fabbur 
denotes a height; but the meaning navel, given by ~ and °}J, 
op.cf,aAo,; "l• y~, umbilicus terrae, and well established in post
biblical Hebrew and in Aramaic, indicates the idea of centrality; 
the height was regarded as central in the land, i.e. the Canaanite 
hill-country. Here the people of Israel are said to dwell on 
the navel of the earth, just as, in 56, Jerusalem is set in the midst 
of the nations ; prominence may also be implied, for the ideal 
elevation of the land ::ind temple was a cherished belief, see 
3727 n. and cp. 206• '.Yhe expression must have been a familiar 
one, since it is introduced here without preface or remark. 
It represents an idea which was in no way peculiar to Israel. 
Several of the great nations were accustomed to think of their 
most famous shrine as standing at the centre of the world : 
among the Babylonians the clearest evidence of this is the 
ancient map, in which the centre of the universe is marked at 
a spot to the S.E. of Babylon, probably Nippur (see the illustra
tion in Jeremias Altor. Geisteskultur2, 1929, Abb. 89. 90 
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Langdon Sem. Mythology 1931, 217) ; among the Greeks and 
Romans the conical stone in the temple of Delphi was ' called 

· the mid-navel of the well-wooded mother (earth) ' Pindar 
Pyth. iv. 131 f. ; Aeschylus Eum. 40. 160 ; Livy xxxviii. 48 
quondam commune humani generis oraculum, umbilicum orbis 
terrarum. On the strength, no doubt, of the present passage, 
the Jews regarded the land of Israel and Jerusalem in the same 
way. Besides the quotations from Rabbinic literature given 
in the note on 5 5, the following may be added: 'as the navel 
is set in the centre of the human body, so is the land of Israel 
the navel of the world . . . situated in the centre of the world, 
and Jerusalem in the centre of the land of Israel, and the 
sanctuary in the centre of Jerusalem, and the holy place in 
the centre of the sanctuary, and the ark in the centre of the 
holy place, and the foundation stone before the holy place, 
because from it the world was founded' Midr. Tanl).uma 
If.edosMm § IO p. 78 ed. Euber; Jellinek Bet ha-Midr. v. p. 63 
'Jerusalem as the navel (of the world).' A similar expression 
might be expected to occur in Babylonian sources, but so far 
none has been found. Some authorities indeed hold that the 
designation 'bond (markasu or riksu) of heaven and earth,' 
used of the seat or temple of a god (e.g. KB. i. 52. 174), denotes 
a middle point, and thus offers an equivalent of the Hebr. 
term; so Jeremias Altor. Geisteskultur2 109. 141 f. ; Gressmann 
T. u. B.2 i. 135; Fr. Burrows The Labyrinth (1935) 46-59. This 
interpretation, however, is disputed. It seems that the sacred 
city or temple was regarded as a 'bond' (markasu) uniting 
heaven and earth in a theological rather than a topographical 
sense, as a miniature of heaven and earth in one; Langdon 
]RAS. 1918, 441 ff.-13. 'Gog's campaign seems to set in 
motion the furthest ends of the world ' (Jahn). Hope of plunder 
is the motive. For Shebha', Dedhan, merchants of Tarshish, 
see the notes on 2722• 20 - 12• There is no need to treat the v. 
as a gloss, although it repeats phrases of v.12 ; the exaggeration 
may be put down to the phantasy of the writer (Ho.).-the 
merchants of Tarshish and all her villages(?)] :ffl reads and all 
her young lions (kepMrtm), for which~ gives and all her villages 
(kephdr1m) ; but villages in connexion with Tarshish are out 
of place ; the word was probably corrupted before the time of 
~. and traders (as 2713) should be read, or travellers (as 2725).-

14. in that day ... shalt thou not know (it)?] The question is 
rhetorical, and, in a speech of Jahveh, amounts to an affirma
tion ; cp. Is. 4021 4319• 'In that day' connects the invasion 
with a final crisis, which will occur after Israel's restoration, 
vv.10 -12 • m; adds to know an object, 'the deliverance of my 
might ' ; by itself the word gives a poor sense, and @ suggests 
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the more forcible be stirred up, the verb used by Jeremiah in 
this connexion, e.g. Jer. 622 5041 ; cp. Is. 4r2• 25 4513, Joel 4 [3]12• 

-15. The description of Gog's army is repeated from vv.4• 6.-

16. Parallel to v.9.-it shall happen] The expression is most 
unusual, but not necessarily incorrect. Gog comes up of his 
own accord; at the same time Jahveh says I will bring thee; 
a divine purpose overrules, while it makes use of, the base 
human motive; see on v.12• The overthrow of Gog on Jahveh's 
own land will lead the heathen to recognize the holiness of the 
true God; for the idea cp. v. 23 3927 2041 n. At the end of the 
v. ~'J. cod. Wire. {Ii, omit O Gog, which comes in awkwardly where 
it stands. ~ inserts the name in v.17, where ::ffl does not have 
it.-Vv. 17-23. The overthrow of Gog on the land of Israel by 
earthquake, mutual slaughter and dire calamities. ' Thou art ' 
he of whom I spake .. by my servants the prophets] ::ffl reads 
Art thou he?, but the interrogative is om. by @'J.'}}, as the 
context requires. The allusion is to the prophecies of former 
days which had foretold an invasion on this fearful scale, such 
as Jer. 3-6, Zeph. r 14t1. 38• It is implied that a considerable 
time had passed meanwhile ; Ez. himself would not have 
alluded to the prophecies of Jeremiah in this way. For the 
reference to earlier prophets cp. Zech. r 4, Dan. 92 ; and for 
my servants the prophets cp. Am. 37, Jer. 725 (+five times) 
and the compiler of Kings (2 K. r713+three times), apparently 
a post-exilic designation; Jepsen Nabi (1934), 222.-who 
prophesied in those days years (ago)] i.e. the 7th cent. Apparently 
years is intended to express ' long years ago.'-to bring thee 
upon them] i.e. upon the sons of Israel.-r8. And it shall come 
to pass etc.] See on v.10.-my fury shall come up] Cp. 248, 

2 S. n 20, 2. C. 3616• I@ om. in my nostril, '1!:fli> paraphrase, to 
avoid the anthropomorphism.-19. in my jealousy and in the 
fire of my wrath] Cp. zr 36 365 n.-a great earthquake] Cp. the 
eschatological description in Zech. r4 4r .. -20. The earthquake 
follows upon the Presence of Jahveh; cp. the theophany in 
r K. 1911, Ps. 1816 [151, Is. 2 19 ; animate and inanimate nature 
are alike involved. The writer may have been thinking of 
Jer. 424 -26 and Zeph. 1 3• The language recalls that of P, both 
in the four-fold division of the animal kingdom, Gen. 92 (cp. 
r K. 513, Job r27• 8, Zeph. r 3), and in the phrases creeping thing 
that creeps, and al£ mankind, which is upon the face of the ground, 
Gen. r 26 714• 21 ,2"3 817 • The description of the final catastrophe 
in Orac. Sibyll. iii. 675 ff. is based upon the present passage. 
How Israel is to escape in the general overthrow is not con
sidered ; Gog and his army occupy the writer's thought.
the steep places] Only again Cant. 2 14 (sing.) ; ~ ai t/Japr1:yye,, 
~sl>=' the towers.'-~~- lt is not clear how the o:penin~ sentenc~ 
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is to be rendered : lit. perhaps, ' and I will summon against 
him_to (or, in respect of) all my mountains a sword,' the object 
commg last for emphasis; the nearest parallel is then Jer. 2529• 

Another, but improbable, rendering is, 'and I will cry against 
him, For all my mountains a sword ! ' then cp. Jud. 720• The 
text may well be corrupt ; on the basis ~B some would read 
' And I will proclaim against him every (kind of) trembling,' 
cp. I S. I415, a dubious expression, and, as a correction, not 
altogether convincing.-every man's sword shall be against his 
brother] As in a panic; illustrate from Jud. 722, I S. I420 ; 

cp. Hag. 2 22, Zech. I413 and Enoch 567 'they shall begin to 
fight among themselves,' of the last attack by the heathen, 
and 1001 ' brothers one with another shall fall in death,' suggested 
by this v.-22. I will hold judgement with him] See I720 n.
For pestilence and blood, rain and hail-stones, fire and brimstone 
see 517 n. ; I318 n., Gen. 712 J, Ps. 10582 ; Gen. Ig24 J, Ps. n 6 • 

The final overthrow of Gog is described in language borrowed 
not only from Ez., but from other prophetic writings (add 
Is. 2818, Joel 33 to the passages already quoted), and such 
narratives as Ex. g13ff, 18ff·. It is implied that God's people 
will be preserved as at the Exodus.-23. I will shew myself 
great and holy, and make myself known in the eyes of the nations] 
Cp. v.16 58 n. ; Jahveh will reveal Himself to the world by acts 
of power, as He had done of old; see Ex. 75 I44• 18 P I511• 14 -16 J. 

Ch. 38, 2. l1l Siq The usual prep. after '!l □'Ill, six times in Ez., Sv 29 2 

35•; c§ always hrl, but .flll should not be altered to l:,v.-mo,, y-,11] To 
make grammar 1. 'D :i~,11. and treat the words as a gloss.-SJn, ~ tt'Ni N'tt>l] 
If with ~ ~e ttiw, is taken as a pr. n., then N'tt'l is a constr. st. before 
three genitives, cp. Dt. 87, Is. 1 11 22 6 373, Jer. 33 20 ; but since tt>Ni is 
unknown as the name of a people or country, N'tt'J is prob. a gloss, 
explaining that lllN'1 here=leader. According to the accents, tuNi N'tt'l 
are two co-ordinate constructs, like p'~ nJ nS,nJ Is. 37••, Kon. iii. § 275 d; 
tuic, head will then be used as in the term tuic,:i 1,iJ 2 K. 25 18 ; so -m; ~•,. J"l. 
But the compound phrase tuN'1 N'tui does not readily admit of being put 
into the constr. st., and to avoid such a mode of expression Hebr. 
normally resorts to a circumlocution, e.g. ;;i,:,, 'J~o, Cl'D'ri ,,J, 1 K. 14•9 

etc., Num. 361, Josh. 19 61 ; hence the chief head of M. and T. would 
be ~Jin~, lfV1:l~ tuN,:i N'llll. Cheyne Enc. Bibl. col. 4162 for 111w, proposes 
to read o;'m, which follows 1'QD1 SJn in Gen. 10•; o,'n=Turusa, Tvp<T'l/v,ol 
(? ~E-trus-cans), prob. the name of Pelasgian pirates who invaded 
Egypt in the time of Merneptah; W. M. Miiller As. u. Eur. 356 ff., 
Enc. Bibi. col. 1242 n.-3. 'tui iii 7''N 'mi] Cp. 302•. * lliov i"l'w {,ri 
apxov-ra, om. m.-4. 7'nJJ1tu1] The intensive stem of J1W; (§ here and 392 

<Twdtw, ff;, 'I will gather thee' F circumagam te.-1nn1 ... 'nni1J ~ 
om., 0 supplies a rendering. After 7m11 ii, adds ' from thy place.'
SiSJo 'lllJSJ @ ivi'i,0111,dvovs OwpaKo.s et. l!P 2312• ff;) ' clothed in armour• 
F vestitos loricis.-p01 .ii,] Supposed to be 'an accus. of relation,' but 
this relation is expressed by ~. so :i>=tJDJl m~J. * has ,rD,rn, rn! ,rep,
K<<f,a"ila,o., m! µ.cixa,po.<=n1J'1n, l/J1J1 pr.i. The lack of grammatical con
structioll alld the uncertainty of the text s4ew that the si;inte:i:i.ce iii 
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a gloss based upon 2324 2710 399 and perh. Jer. 469 • The gloss has 
carried with it cl',:i from □S:i S,b:i, which it was intended to explain.-
5. li1!l1] @B rn! AlfJves (2710 n.) A K. Aviioi,-tin11J @ om.-':il 'l:l c',:i] @B 
..-dnes 1r<p<K<<pa1'alats Kai ..-{1'Tats (? construction), A ..-. ev 1rep,K. K.r.1', to 
make sense (so $51\!). cS:i is om. by $51.-6. ,i'!lJN S:i,] @ K. ,ravr<s o! ..-,p, 
avTov v." 39•; mus µer avTov v.•• ; rous KuKAl.fl avTov rzu; as though 
from ~l body, self. Ra. :,•:i.•:i.o ~:i; but 1!r 11:,n,,wD, so ~im.-:iDii,n n•:i.] 1!r 
N'DD1l ni•ir.i.-'s 'n:i,'] Accus. of place, Davidson Syn. § 69; @='i•:;, as 
v. 16-'i11 S:i nNi] A scribal error for 'JN S:i1 4&$5111'; neither the prep. n11 
nor the nota accus. is possible.-□'DV] I. 'v1 @i, the , accidentally om. 
after 1'!ll1t.-7. p:i, p:i] Niph. and Hiph. imperat.-□•S,,pi:, 7S,,p S:i] G-K. 
§ r45 c.; and cp. v. 13 , Num. ro7 P 2010 JE.-7•Sv] together i.e. in alliance 
with thee, cp. Jer. 318 ~V .. 1:iS•.-iD1t'OS □ :iS] 'r.i=' a place of confinement• 
Gen. 4217 as well as ' a guard ' ; if the meaning is • a force kept,' or 
possibly ' a watch, injunction' i.e. a body under injunctions=nil:lrvr.,, 
then •~ must be read for □,,S, with @.-8. □'□'r.i] jl:l temporal, as in Is. 
24 .. , Hos. 6 2• For n'irrkJ @i has '11:i.1, and reads the verbs as 3rd pers. 
instead of 2nd.-,p~1;] The Niph. of ip!l also=' be visited,' but the 
punishment of Gog does not come till vv. 1•· 23 .-:i.,rrr.i n:i.:i.,wr.,J @=;flfl ; 
tl;iere is no need to alter the points to :i.1n:;i or :,i1"11Jsl,-ns:i.po] @i 1,v.71;,µ.t,wv 
? gen, abs., 9 6 n.-'W' ,,:,J @i ;,11• 'I.-n1i,1,, ... ,,n ,w11J $51 om.-1:i.l//"1] Pf. 
c.w.c. continuing the ptcps. 'pr.i ... 'IUD in cl. a; Dr. § n7.-The text 
of this v. has raised suspicions; 111:i.n □'ilU:i '11:i. may be an explanation of 
ip!ln ', □'D'O ; :i,no n:i.:i.,wr., (Po'lal ptcp. of :i.,w, cp. Po'lel ptcp. :i.~\v9 Is. 5812) 

is considered to be an improbable expression, Co. al.; with more reason 
Herrm. treats 'It!' ,,,, ~V as a gloss; :i:rnn □'DVD 11'.11 repeats □ ':i., □'OVD 'p□ ; 
'JS 1:i.!t!"1 is loosely attached in an unskilful way. On the whole @ 
supports ;ff{. The long omission in $51 certainly gives relief (so Co. Ja. 
He.), but ~ is inclined to get rid of repetitions. Perhaps the text is 
best left as it is (Ho.),-9. 111:i.n :,11,w:i n•~v,J It is tempting to follow @ 
K, a.vafJf,1,9 ws veros, Kai 1ji;ei [AQ 1j/;mJ ws ve,plA'lJ, and thus improve the 
parallelism ; we must then ignore the accents, and strike out ,,,:,n (Co. 
Be. Ja. Ro.). But @B recognizes c•nn, though with the impossible con
junction, Kai fo« [or fo9J, corrected Kai ,r,!1,9 AQ; and :i•nn stands in v. 16 , 

where the sentence comes again. The text of ;WI is to be preferred.
n,o:iSJ Inf. with ~ in a gerundial sense, lit. ' in respect of covering • ; 
Dr. § 2O5.-;ii;,N] =,J;l~.-II. □'1:1pi:m 111:i.NJ 'tlm in appos. to '!l y,11 ~ll- A 
personal obj. in the form of a suff. can follow N1J=' attack, come 
upon,' e.g. 3211, but a substantive in the direct accus. is very rare, e.g. 
Is. 41 2

• {? text). The Vrs. naturally supply a prep.-n1:1:i.S 'Jtu'] Constr. 
st. before an advb., cp. □ l:li' •,~ 301& (? text) .-12. □ll ~111] Vrs. ='ll ~v,.-
11!1/ll] C'911r$51='WV para!. to 'JW\ but the sing. agrees with tll/,-j'li'] @8 

om., as in v. 13 ; according to Kautzsch Aramaismen 77 an Aram. word, 
which Noldeke disputes, ZDMG. !vii. 4r5. It denotes acquired pyoperty in 
general, not only agricultural wealth, and in Gen. II.cc. it is distinguished 
from nipD. Perhaps, therefore, Israel's wealth was acquired by com
merce (see v.13) as well as by tillage.-ii:i~J New Hebr. ,1:i'1;1, ,1:iip, Aram. 
Nll:J't;i navel, and figuratively the centre or highest point of Palestine. 
l1l: NDpin 'stronghold' (so in Jud. 9 37), $51 sufro 'the best.' Ra. and 
}S:im. explain the word to mean both navel and height.-13. tu'win •,nc1J 
C!§B lµ...-opv, Kapx'lJM,w, A Xa1'Kf,oovos ,l negotiatores Carthaginenses; see 
2712 n.-n•i•D:i S:i1] Cp. 19 2• 6 etc. F et omnes Jeanes ejus; Jerome in 
loc. says, ' error -12.erspicuus est.' @ 0 K, ..-a,,ai a, Kwµ.m am-wv ,(551 i.e. 
v'l~f Cant. 712, 1 C~ 27 26, a common word in Aram. 111~~. 11n~;i. Read 
;;t1JQ/) Is. 238 or ;;r'>;i7 or ;;t'i;,11,; eh. 27 2 •. ~ ' and all her kings.'-kJ cnNJ 
'l. cod. Wurzb. juvenis, a corruption of tu venis F, Co. 28.-@ om. 
j'li'1 as ~n v. 1 \ and ~,i; coI1(ormin~ to v. 12,-14. vin] cl§ t!;,ep0fi,,'!1 i.e. ,i,.-, 
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~iph. of ,1v.-15. '111 :imi] t§U do not recognize nnti, but the pron. 
1s wanted.-cS:i ti'o10 ':i:i,] For this type of sentence cp. 3918 3212 n 15 n.-
16. ,,,:in] @ lcrTai, taking 'n as 3 fem., with a neuter, impersonal sense, 
cp. 7111r.)n 1225

; G-K. § 144b. & 'thou shalt come' Feris, taking 'n 
as 2 fem.-nv, 1vcSJ Inf. constr. after J))r.lS nine times in Ez., eleven in 
Jer.; not common in other prophets.-o'un] 3 MSS and @ 'Jn S:i.-
17. '' •iiti] @ adds T{;, I'w-y.-,!PN Nm nnti:i] The interrog., if in place at 
all, should ~e 11Sn, as in v.u; perhaps,, was dittographed from the end 
of the previous word. The 3rd pers. pron. is here a predicate, cp. 1 C. 
;2,1~7 itttN 111n •i111; i~ both passages the change of person which follows 
1s in accordance with sense rather than strict grammar, cp. Jer. 4912 ; 

Dr. § 200 Obs. I. i!PN represents the common object of two sentences, 
•ni:ii and 7mN 11•:inS, cp. J er. 323 •, Dan. 92 ; Kon. iii. § 414 k.-o•ittt en:, □'C':i] 
C'JW must be an accus. of time, answering the question, how long ? 
G-K. § u8 k; cp. Dan. n• icv• □'Jttt N\:i1 'he shall refrain for (some) 
years' ; the text in 1 S. 293, Dan. u 13, quoted in Kon. iii. § 265 b, 
is not certain. The renderings in ~=□'i!Ul and 3!!,=:iSti:i □•i12t:i1 are 
attempts to ease the construction.-18. For the softening of expres
sions regarded by the Vrs. as unsuitable, see notes on 81 nu 20 
432 447.-19. n•n• .. 11S CN] A strong asseveration, expressed here by 
NS □N with imp£., cp. Is. 58, Jer. 22•, Job 111 25 31 38.-20. •~r,,J 4S5 a.ml 
1rporrw1rov Kvplov, perhaps implying the abbreviation'' •;~r,,; cp. Jon. 1 8 

•,:iv=5oiTh.o~ Kvplov, and conversely Jud. 1918 :,11"1' n•:i=Tov otKov µ,ov, 
Jer. 611 n,:,, ncn=-riw 0vµ,6v µ,ou; Thackeray Sept. and]. Worsh. 122; 
see also 3719 n. 458 n., which shew that '' might stand also for Stii'lt' or 
,•mi•.-nui,cn] From i,,, which in Ar.=' to go step by step, climb,' 
hence the noun=' step, staircase,' Aram. Nff!; etymologically, then, 
' ladder-like heights,' such as the KX'iµ,ru; Tvplwv. For the form :ir:r1r.i 
Barth cps. ,~l/1ae, n'i',,;;ir,,, ni.io1r.i, Nominalb. § 171 c. &=N~-ry9r,, is here dependent 
on m; 11;7711;1;' Co. ·155 gives other instances.-21. ::i.in ,,n S:iS ,,Sv 'nt1ip1] 
For the accent see G-K. § 49 l. The accus. of the thing after Nip= 
summon is unusual, but cp. Jer. 25 2•, Hag. 111, Ps. 10516• The second 
rendering, suggested by Kon. iii. § 354 b and p. 674, is hardly supported 
by Jud. 720 ; in a battle-cry sword should come :first. The text of @ 
witnesses to the uncertainty of the Hebr.: @B K. Ka.Ma-w ;1r' o.ilnl KO.< 1rav 
<f,o~o•, corrected to 1rcl.v-ro. <t,6(3011 µ,o.xo.lpo.s in AQ, from which the reading 
n,,n ,JS ,,,v •n11,p1 has been proposed; for S of the thing after Nip= 

proclaim cp. 2 K. 81, and for SJ before a collect. sg. cp. Gen. 29 rv SJ, 
7H ~lJ SJ i1!li S:i, 2410 etc. ; but SJ before an abstract word like :,'llQ panic 
is hardly in accordance with usage. m; ' and I will appoint him to fall 
by the sword upon the mountains of I.,' om. ,J, and reading 'ttt• ,,~ Sv.-
23. 'T:1-?'l~il~1 'l'l~,i;i~1 pointed with i for a, cp. Lev. n" 201 ; B-L. 328. 
4S5 adds KCU ;,i5o,o.rr01Jrroµ,o.,. 

Ch. 39, 1-16. The destruction of Gog and the burial of 
his host.-Vv.1 •16 repeat 382 • 4• 14 •17 • 18 "22, with variations 
in detail. The writer is describing, not a second invasion 
and overthrow, but the same events from a rather different 
point of view. Not content with one narrative, he must 
enlarge upon the subject, vv.1 -s, especially the numbers of 
the enemy, shewn by the quantity of weapons left behind, 
vv.9.10 ; and by the time it takes to bury the dead, for every 
trace of them must be removed to cleanse the land from 
pollution, vv.11•16• The repetitions are due to the prolixity 
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of the author, rather than to a duplication of sources (cp. 
pp. 407£.). 

V. 1. The formula as in eh. 38, introducing the same prodigi
ous theme; see on 382• 3.-2. I will turn thee about and lead thee 
in] Again the divine compulsion is put first, cp. 384• The second 
verb occurs only here, but its meaning is tolerably certain.
from the recesses of the north] Cp. 386• 15.-the mountains of I.] 
Cp. vv. 4 • 17 388 • Emphasis is laid upon the scene of the over
throw.-3. The invaders are armed with bows and arrows, like 
the northern horsemen in Jer. 429 623 ; and the Assyrians, Is. 528 • 

Jahveh strikes the weapons from their hands before any attack 
is made.-4. on the mountains of I. thou shalt fall] Similarly 
in Joel 4 [3]12ff-, Zech. 143 • 4 the last great conflict takes place 
in the neighbourhood of Jerusalem.-to birds of prey of every 
kind and (to) beasts of the field for food] lit. to vultures of birds 
of every wing etc. ; cp. v.17 I723 n. The expressions occur 
elsewhere in Ez., see 295 n. I5 4 n.-5. On the open field thou 
shalt fall] Again from 296• The concluding formula as in 
513 n.-6. I will send afire upon Magog] From Am. I 4ff-, Hos. 814 ; 

and see note on 2I3. Magog here seems to be the name of a 
people, parallel to inhabitants of coast-lands, 382 n. ~B against 
the context renders upon Gog.-and upon those who dwell etc.] 
The reference must be to the various races from whom Gog 
drew contingents for his army, 385 ; cp. 2735.-and they shall 
know] v.7 3816 • 23.-7. The destruction of Gog and his multi
farious host will be a revelation of Jahveh's holiness, both to 
the heathen, vv.6b- 7b, and in the midst of Israel itself, v.7a __ 

I will not let my holy name be profaned] See 209• 39 n.-1 am 
Jahveh, holy in Israel] The idea as in 3823, but the form of 
expression only here in Ez. Some MSS and ~A Vrs. alter to 
'I am Jahveh, the Holy One of Israel,' the title so common in 
Isaiah.-8. Behold, it is coming and it will be brought about] From 
2I12 ; the subject is impersonal; it means the dire event referred 
to in the context.-Vv. 9. IO. The numbers of the invading 
host may be judged from what they leave behind : their weapons 
will furnish Israel with fuel for seven years. The notion of 
burning enemy's weapons is imitated in Orac. Sibyll. iii. 725 ff. 
-they shall kindle and burn weapons] ~~ om. the second verb, 
which, however, need not be struck out; for the two are 
associated in Is. 4416, and there is a play on the words for burn 
and weapons. Usually kindle is followed by fire or an equivalent, 
as in cl. b and v.10, but the word is used by itself again in 
Neh. I035 ; for burn cp. Ps. 7821, Ecclus. [Heh.] 4321.-IO. spoil 
their spoilers] Cp. 2919 3812r., Is. rn6• Former relations will be 
reversed, as in Is. 142 SI221·, Jer. 3016 ; how grievous they had 
~en may be gathered from Is. 4222 476, Dt. 2833.-Vv, I 1-16, 
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The burial of Gog and his army : an event which will long be 
remembered in Israel, v.13• The bodies are so numerous that 
it takes the people seven months to bury them, for they cannot 
be allowed to remain where they lie, polluting the land. And 
to make sure that the work of cleansing shall be thorough, a 
commission is appointed to travel about and mark any relics 
that may have been left unburied. The place of burial is a 
gorge E. of the Dead Sea, within the Israelite area (v.11), yet 
not part of the Holy Land ; it will be known hereafter as the 
Valley of Gog's Host.-II. in that day] See v.8 3818 : the day 
when J ahveh will finally vanquish the forces of heathendom, 
v.13.-a place where there shall be a grave in I.] The words are 
to be understood in an ideal sense, for the next clause says 
that the place was E. of the (Dead) Sea, therefore outside the 
Holy Land strictly so called (4718), and in a district which 
belonged to Moab ; but it was sometimes held by Israel in 
former days (e.g. 2 S. 82, 2 K. 34 •24, Ps. 6010 [81), and had 
Israelite connexions (e.g. Ru. I 111· ). The Hehr. expression a 
place where is peculiar, but the change made by the Vrs., a 
place of renown, does not suit the context so well.-the valley 
of the passers through] So ffl, ha-'oblrtm; but this is not a pr. 
n., and the pronunciation should be ha-'abartm i.e. the mount 
or range of the 'Abiirim, a name which suggests a play on way
farers in the next sentence. It means lit. ' the parts beyond,' 
and at one time seems to have been given to the entire plateau 
E. of the Jordan, Jer. 2220 ; though in later writings it is applied 
to the southern part, between Wadi I;Iesban and the river 
Amon, of which Mt. Nebo was a conspicuous feature, Num.. 2I11 

['Iyye-'Abarim] 3347f-, Dt. 3249 P. Thus we are to think of 
the burial place as a valley in the mountain range N .E. of the 
Dead Sea, here called simply the Sea, as in 478, Is. 168, Jer. 4832 ; 

in eh. 4718 the eastern sea.-and it blocks the way-farers] Not 
the same people as the passers through, v.14, though the words 
are identical. If the text is right, the meaning seems to be 
that the valley ends in a cul-de-sac, and has no passage through 
it; at one extremity the gorge is closed. For this description 
cp. Zech. I4 5 ' and the valley of the mountains shall be stopped ' 
RV. marg. The verb rendered to block occurs again only in 
Dt. 25 4 of muzzling an ox, Ecclus. 4817 [Heh.] of damming hills 
to make a reservoir ; the noun means a bridle in Ps. 392 r11. 

Rashi, :[$:im]J.i and others adopt this explanation ; to suppose 
that the valley blocks the way-farers by the multitude of the 
corpses buried there is to anticipate what follows ; no corpses 
have been mentioned so far. Gressmann Eschat. 184 f. finds 
an allusion to a mythological ' valley of the dead,' outside 
geography altogethe:r; but the O,T, lends no support to such 
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an idea. <IP ' and they shall build up the aperture of the 
valley,' ~ 'they shall stop up the valley,' both om. the way
farers.-The gorge in the 'Abarim is to receive a new name, 
Htim6n-Gog. In this Book hamon, lit. sound, so a crowd, is 
specially used of a heathen throng, 2919 304 • 10• 16 312• 18 
3216. l8. 2o. 24ff•.-12. The vast scale of the catastrophe is again 
emphasized, cp. v.9 ; the burial will last for seven months.
in order to cleanse the land] The land of Jahveh was in a special 
sense holy, and bloodshed defiled it, 3618 222 n., Num. 3533r.; 
moreover, contact with the dead caused pollution, a traditional 
and primitive belief, e.g. 2 K. 236· 20• In the Pentateuch there 
are many regulations, based no doubt upon early custom, 
which deal with this particular kind of uncleanness, e.g. Lev. 52 

118. 24-2s 211-4. 1or. 224•7, Num. 52 66-12 9&r. 10r., cp. Hag. 21a; 
the ceremonial of the red cow, Num. 19, and the analogous rite 
in Dt. 211·9, were designed as a purification after defilement 
by the dead; according to the narrative in Num. 3119r. P, 
a national cleansing was rendered obligatory by the slaughter 
of the Midianites. These ideas and customs lie behind the 
present passage.-13. all the people of the land] Probably here 
the general population, without distinction of any particular 
class: see 727n. This burial will be a notable event in Israel's 
history, lit. shall be to them for a name, cp. 3429, Zeph. 319r.; 
in the day when I get me honour, or skew myself glorious, cp. 2822• 

-Vv. 14-16. A further regulation about the burial, reflecting the 
horror of ceremonial uncleanness felt by a legalist age. After 
seven months spent in burying the dead, men are to be ap
pointed with a continuous charge to search for and mark any 
bone that may have been overlooked.-14. men on constant duty 
lit. men of continuity; the phrase is explained on the analogy 
of continual bread Num. 47 i.e. bread which is always there, 
2 C. 23 141; continual burnt-offering 4615 i.e. an offering which 
is constantly repeated. For shall be set apart cp. Dt. 441 192 • 7, 
1 C. 251, as distinct from Dt. 108 (subj., Jahveh).-to pass 
through the land and bury ' ' those left] lit. as passers through 
and buriers. JM inserts together with those who pass through, a 
manifest addition, om. by ~~. confusing the commissioners 
(v.16) with the whole company of the nation; the former are 
to supplement and complete the work done by the latter (vv.12f·). 
-15. if one see a human bone he shall erect a sign beside it] 
i.e. a cairn, or single stone set upright; cp. 2 K. 2317, Jer. 3121 

('way-marks'). In Post-biblical Hehr. the verb is used of 
marking a sepulchre as unclean ; e.g. ' on the first of (the 
month) Adar .. graves are marked (i.e. with lime)' TB. 
ShetiiJ,im i. 1; Moed-f>.ti,fan 6a.-16. Moreover the name of 
(the) city shall be Hamonah] The burial-place of an immense 
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number of bodies cannot be a city ! Though ~l) support :ffl, 
the text is corrupt. Toy plausibly emends, ' and they shall 
bury there all his host ' cp. v.11 ; perhaps an early comment. 
Cl.band they shall cleanse the land may have belonged originally to 
the end of v.16.-Vv. 17-20. A great sacrificial feast. Holscher 
is doubtless right in believing that the account of Gog's over
throw ended at v.16 ; the invaders have been buried and cleared 
away; they are not mentioned again. The vv. which follow 
introduce a different topic, the great feast which Jahveh pro
vides, not merely a sacrifice ·but a sacrificial meal: Jahveh's 
guests are birds and beasts of prey, and the victims not holy 
flesh, but the bodies of warriors and princes. It is a brief 
apocalypse, supplementary to the other, dealing with the fate 
in store for enemies of the Jews, whether Persians or Syrian 
Greeks. The imagery is adopted by the Christian seer, who 
places the great feast at the end of the millennial reign, Rev. 
1917 ff-.-17. The new passage opens with the introductory 
formula, cp. 382t, 391.-all kinds of birds .. beasts] 'a flock 
of ravenous fowl,' Par. Lost x. 273 f. The present apocalypse 
has this point in common with the preceding, v. 4• Perhaps 
the idea of Jahveh's sacrifice was taken from Is. 346, Jer. 4610, 

Zeph. 17 • 8 ; but here it is greatly magnified. See W. R. Smith 
Rel. of Sem. 8 254 n. ; Gressmann I.e. 139.-upon the mountains 
of I.] The scene of Jahveh's tremendous act is the same as 
before, v. 4 388.-18. warriors .. princes of the earth] Cp. 
Enoch 464 "6• These are not members of Gog's army, who are 
described differently, 383-7 394• They may be the Persian 
forces which attacked Palestine and Syria in the 4th cent. B.C. 
under Artaxerxes Ochus (Jos. Ant. xi. 7, 1; c. Ap. i. 194); or 
the Seleucid host under Antiochus Ill., whose cam_paign against 
Syria in the 3rd cent. B.c., greatly alarmed the Jews (? Zech. 
91 •8 II1 • 3 ; Oesterley Hist. of Isr. ii. 140. 172. 205 f.).-The 
bodies to be devoured are spoken of as though they were the 
choicest sacrificial victims; see 2721 n.-fatlings of Bashan] 
Cp. Is. 111, Am. 522 • The rich pastures of Bashan (276 n.) 
made the district famous for its cattle, Dt. 321 4, Am. 41, Ps. 
221a £121.-19. eat fat to satiety and drink blood to inebriation] 
In the Law the fat and the blood of sacrifices, the holiest portions 
and regarded as the seat of life, were offered to J ahveh, not 
consumed by the worshippers, 4415, Lev. 311ll- 17, Gen. 94 P; 
here they are devoured by beasts, an added horror. In early 
times the fat and the blood were not allowed to be eaten, at any 
rate ; but it hardly follows that the writer must have derived 
this feature from early tradition, as Gressmann thinks, l.c. 
139. For the language cp. Is. 2318 552, Hag. 16.-20. ye shall 
be sated at my table] Jahveh holds the feast: His guests are 
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vultures and jackals ; perhaps render sated with my table i.e. my 
table-fare. See the note on 4416.-with horses and riding-beasts] 
The second word usually means chariots, but sometimes chariot
horses 2 S. 84=1 C. 184, or beast used for riding, such as the 
ass and camel Is. 217.-Vv. 21-29. These verses have nothing 
to do with the apocalypses 38L3916 and 3911-2°; they give a 
summary of Ezekiel's teaching and form a conclusion to Part 
III. b., chs. 34-37. There are indeed links between vv.21. 27 and 
v.13 3816 • 23 in the revelation of Jahveh's glory and holiness 
to the nations ; but the thought is expressed elsewhere, e.g. 
58• 10• The recognition of Jahveh's Godhead by Israel, and the 
recognition of Israel's guilt by the heathen, vv.22 •24, are alluded 
to in 2826 3430 3620 •23• Israel's return has not yet taken place, 
vv.25 "29 ; when it comes, it will manifest Jahveh's holiness 
and justice leading to a fresh proof of His mercy, a prospect 
already contemplated in 20431 • 3622 • 24• 27• The language shews 
signs of another hand than Ezekiel's, e.g. from that day and 
onwards v. 22, hid my face, their adversaries v.23, lands of their 
enemies v.27.-2I. Jahveh's glory is set i.e. shewn to the nations 
by judgements on them, cp. v. 13 3823 2822, and by recovering 
His people from the dispersion, vv.22 • 2.n. 3728.-22. from that 
day and onwards] i.e. the day of Israel's restoration, as the 
context implies, not the day of 3810• 18 3911 ; the phrase occurs 
again in Num. 1523 P, 1 S. 189.-23. because they have trans
gressed against me] Cp. 1413 n., and for the observation made 
by the heathen, Jer. 229• Here should follow v.248.-I hid my 
face from them] Cp. vv.24• 29 , Dt. 3117f•, Is. 817 548 646, Jer. 335, 

Mic. 34• These words and' the rest of the v. have found their 
way into the wrong place; they should come at the end of v.24 

(Herrm.).-gave them into the hand of their adversaries] Not 
again in Ez. ; cp. N eh. 927 .-fell by the sword] Cp. 2326 2421 etc.-
24. according to their uncleanness] Cp. 3625• 29• ~ reads the 
plur., which suits the parallelism better.-have I dealt with them] 
Cp. 1717 n. Here should follow v.23b and I hid . . . by the 
sword.-25. turn the captivity of Jacob] Meant in the literal 
sense; see 1653 n., Ps. 852 Cll, Jer. 3018• Ez. rarely uses the 
name Jacob, see 206 n.-and pity the whole house of I.] For 
the language cp. Jer. 3326, and for the idea, Is. 141, Jer. 1215 3120• 

-and I will be jealous] For Jahveh's motive in the restora
tion see 365 n.-my holy name] Cp. v.7.-26. And they will bear 
their shame] Cp. 1652 n. ; not indeed the shame of being trodden 
down by the heathen (3428 ), but an inward feeling of self
reproach when Israel remembers the past in the felicity of the 
present. The thought is unexpected and striking (cp. 1661); 

yet in spite of some uncertainty in the text, ;ffl's bear their 
shame has the support of the Vrs. The word bear might be 
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, read for get, which is simpler ; but bear their shame occurs as a 
standing phrase in Ez., and should not be altered. For the 
picture of settled peace in the second half of the v. cp. 3428 3726• 

-27. when I bring them back . . and gather them] See 384 n. and 
Jer. 5019

; eh. 3624 n.-the lands of their enemies] So Lev. 2636 - 39 ; 

only here in Ez.-J will skew myself holy among them] i.e. among 
Israel, et. 3816 among the heathen ; see 2041 n.-in the eyes of 
the ' ' nations] See 58 n., 3823 n. :ffl inserts many, but ~ 
rightly om. the adjective.-28. Through the experience of 
captivity and restoration Israel will recognize Jahveh as their 
God; cp. 2826 3430• Orie of the chief truths emphasized through
out the Book is that God reveals Himself in history, especially 
in the history of His people.-assemble them] See 2221 n., an 
unusual word instead of gather v.27 • @ om. this, and the 
remainder of the v.-and I will not leave any of them there 
still] i.e. as survivors in alien lands; cp. 68 1216.-29. I will 
no more hide my face] See v.23 n.--poured out my spirit] See 
3621 n. 

Ch. 39 1 2. ~'J:lk!flli)] Pi. of klVtlt ID .• , cognate with the Eth. sosawa=' enter 
in,' causative stem 'bring in'; the Hebr. sh frequently=Eth. s. di$ 
KaOo/'irrrf,,;w ,;e '.E)' educam te.-3. ''!lk] di$ Ka, Kara{Ja"J..w ,;e, and connects 
with the following v. ; ii om.-4. □•r.iv1] Many MSS m:il add □•::i,.
•p:i ,, i1!l:. ti'V'] The compound genitive ':i ,:i- ':. stands in apposition to 
the constr. st. o•v,, • to vultures, birds of every wing,' cp. 1 S. 28 7, 

Is. 37 .. ; G-K. § 130 e. di$ ooO'fi,;onru •l~ 1r'/\r,Ori op•iw-v. ii • to the birds 
of the heaven,' so v.17 i1Ambr. • to birds of wing,' as ;fill; Co. 143. 150.
n,11,n n'T11] The force of i, is carried on from the preceding cl., cp. Hab. 
38• 15, Ps. 141 9, Job 158 etc. di$='111n 'n i,,i,, ~J:, ,,i,, misunderstanding J!?. 
2 Hebr. MSS '111n 'n ,:i-1.-6. mr.i::i] t!P e1r! r~ A 1!1r£ ,;, r e1rl Ma'YW')'.-7. ,o~] For 'Oli, Hiph. impf. 1 pers. of ,,n ; G-K. § 67 g.-,nzr:; 1111,p] cBJB= 
;fill, but 8 MSS ~A1(.i1'.EJ't! '111' lliiiP,. m; 'I Jahveh the Holy One have 
caused my dwelling (Shek£nd) to rest in Israel.'-8. ,ir,\ii1 nNJ ni,,] The 
fem. is used for the neuter, cp. 3816 n. MN:J is a prophetic pf. followed 
by a pf. with weak waw in close co-ordination ; see 211• n. 1912 n. c§ 
paraphrases iooil ijK«, Ka< ,,vw,;r, /in (,;Tai, in 21 1• 1!9B loou lpx•rai AQ+Ka< 
foTa1.-□1•n N,.,] Not connected grammatically with 'J1 ,ikJ ni,,, but a 
separate sentence. Cp. 710 Mk:J ni,, c1•n ,,in, where nk::i agrees not with 
□,,n, but with n11, understood; Kon. iii. § 252 c.-9. pwi::i 1p•wni 1,v::11] cl9 
Kal KaMov,;iv ,!v ro'is li1rXo,s, apparently om. 1p•111n,; iv li1r'/\01s in imitation of 
the Hebr. prep., cp. cl9 Hos. 412• ii • and they shall kindle fire with the 
weapons,' supplying t01e after 11).tJ1, and om. 1p•ro.,1. Some follow 3 and ii, 
but without sufficient reason. 1p•111., from P~il'. with i:> doubled to com
pensate for the loss of ~. G-K. § 66 e; B-L. 368. Noldeke doubts 
whether pSw is identical with the Aram. p',c go up; ZDMG. lvii. 419.
nis, po,] di$ ,,-e"J..TC1.1s "· Kono,s ('pikes') ii 'shields and spears' '.El' clypeum 
et hastas i.e. n•in1 (?) for ni:.1. c§ om. niin in 384 perhaps not under
standing the word, but it is rendered Oupeol 2324 and /5,r'/\wv 268 • There 
is no ground for altering ~; po and ms go together in 384 2324, Ps. 35•.-
1 1• ,::iP. c~ □ipr,i] Constr. st. before a clause without a relative, cp. Is. 291, 
Job. is21. The construction is seen more clearly when the rel. is present, 
e.g. 2135, Gen. 39•0 403 ; G-K. § 130 c d ; Kon. iii. § 337 y z. ~ r61ro• 
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0110µ,auTbv '.F locum nominatum i.e. Cl!? 'o. 1rr • a fitting place.' ~ om. 
cru.-□',;i~;;r •~] 4§ TO ,rol,.vci11ilpw11 {' a common burying place ') rwv ~nMovTwv 
'.F vallem viatorum. In this passage 4§ renders N'J as iu Jer. 223 192• •, 

where the valley [of the son of Hinnom] is understood to be a place of 
burial; ,rol,.vci11ilpwv again 2 M. 9•· 14, 4 M. 1520• But point □'7,;?Q.H, Hi. 
Co. Kr. He. Ho.-c•;, no,;,] @ wrongly ,rpos Tfi OaMo-<rv.-□,,J,11;, nN N';i nocni] 
The order, with the subj. following the pred., shews that this is not a 
circuml. cl., which would be expressed by n1:1011 N\"11 ; it does not qualify 
the preceding sentence, but adds a fresh particular; Dr. § 160 Obs.; 
Kon. iii. § 362 e quotes Ex. 266 361a nk~7;:, n"i'-eP,G as parallel. N'l, usually 
mas., is here fem., cp. Zech. 14 •. 4§ K. ,r£pw,Koiloµ,-fio-ov,r,v To 1r£p,o-Toµ,w11 
rijs rpcipayyos, ~=11".1'1 nK 100111, om. c•iJ,11n.-11l i,1:1,, 11•1] ~B To TE, Ta 
,ro'AvciPi5pwv Toi! rw,-, a corruption of To ,-al A K.r.A.-12. 'IU' n•:i. c1iJp1] Cp. 
v.13; G-K. § 145 c. The suff. refers to nrn:,, ,J Ml m 1111; cp. ci;i1in~ 4618.

"1/'ltl 1.110,] Cp. 3816 n.-13. 1,:i.;,1] The obj. is supplied from the context; 
4§~=01,:i.p1.-01•] An accus. of time; cp. 2618 n., Hos. 75, Ps. 564.-14. 
i•1:1n '1UlK] Cp. also 4614 i•on c\>i,11 m;,n.-,~•,:i.•J Subj. indef.; G-K. § 144/.
c•i:i.;,o fiKJ c•iJ,11] A circl. cl. expressed by ptcps. as secondary predicates, 
cp. ]er. 41•, Cant. 28 ; Dr. § 161 (2). ~ £lo-.,,-opevoµe11ovs Tt/11 -yijv 6a,f,a, T. 
KarnA£A1µ,µ,evous gives the sense.-□'1JI/M nK] nK is intended to be prep. ; a 
gloss, Kon. iii. § 334 e.-15. '.1171 1,:i.111] 4§ ,r&s o o,a1rop,v6µ,,11os.-l'IJJ1 .. Mllil] 
Cp. 333 • • n. ; Dr. § 149.-jl'lf] From n•s or ms cp. Ji'?J/, 1i•7i;i ; the Syr. 
§'woyo 'a cairn' and the Ar. §Uwwat • a sign-stone,' pl. a • tomb,' are 
allied; cp. the Aram. 11mo NSI. No. 69, 13 and the Neo-punic iJ11's (?) ib. 
No. 56, 2. In the Talm. l','.lf Piel denom. is used. Margoliouth in Hastings 
DB. iii. 30 note thinks that p's may=the old Armenian siun 'a pillar.'-
1,:i.;, "Ill] The pf. here is fut. pf. @ fws l!rov Oay;w,nv.-16. m1on ,•v cru ci1] 
4§ Kai ,-ap [see 1219 n.] To l',110µ,a Ti)s ,r6l,.<ws IloXvavop,o• F nomen autem 
civitatis Amona. Toy conjects. m,on ,J nK ctu mp,. The annotator mis
understood the mas. suff. in mien v.11 as the fem. ending, and took the 
word to be the name of a city,-iioi;,1J 4§=m,Q,l\11 :£):al, 'become clean,' 
as in H and P.-17. ~lJ ,:i ,,~"'] ~ ,ran! opv•'I' 1r£rm{i,,, et. ~ v.•. ~ 
transposes '' '11 ,011 MJ to follow l'l"ttlll!; so Ro. He.-18. c~:i f!UJ 'l<"ir:i c',~] 
@ Ka< µ,6o-xo, eo-narwµ,Evo, mivres i.e. ':i CJ'K1i1:1 □'1~1. For c~:i see 3815 n.-
19. :i.~n] ~ alters to 'fl.esh.'-p1Jtu~ .• nv:iru,J The , denoted the principle 
according to which an act is done; Lex. 516 b. @ renders rmtu~ ,fr 
µ,Mrw, cp. Ps. Sol. 816.-20. •1n,ru ~V] For ~v=with in this context cp. Dt. 
83, Lex. 753 b.-:iJ,1 010] Accus. after □n,11:i.1111, cp. Is. 111 , Hab. 218 ; For 
:i.J,1 @ gives Kal a,afJaT'IJP cp. Dt. 201 , Ps. Sol. 1737 i.e. :i;ei), ~ ' and 
their riders' F et equite; an unnecessary change of punctuation; the 
two words in JB[ make a good contrast to 11:1 r.1"111 ,1:i1.-2z. CJ'1D] ~ 
wrongly ev uµ,,11.-23. □'lll'l] @='ln ~J.-ituK ,v] Cp. 3516, 1 K. 9•, Jer. 1611 

22•.-,r:ir;>lH] v. 24, see 3116 n.:_24. CJnKOl:l:J] I. ci;ikr,i~;i 4§.-□nN=tlJ;l!'.', cp. 7•7 1659 

etc.-om 1l~ inc111] Probably the catch-words, mdicating the point where 
the clause, which had accidentally been overlooked, should be inserted 
in the text; the omitted clause now stands in v.'", it belongs properly 
here.-25. SJJ @ om. ; it is not necessary to read ?l,'; en, is frequently 
followed by the accus.-26. 1wi1J =lll\l'J1, cp. 2816 n., so several MSS 4§ 
X1Jµ,y;ovTa., 1rr p~:ip•1 '.F et portabunt. The alternative is to point iiin '. and 
they shall forget,' J:Cal only again Lam. 311.-'J • , D?l,'o ~J nKl] Cp. v.••. 
The sentence may well be a gloss; ~ om. •::1.-27. •niJpl •• 'JJltuJJ For 
the construction cp. v. 28 and see 320 n.-CJl'l'J'N] ~=□'lls"t.-c•:i, D'1JM] 
The omission of the art. is irregular, and ,, should be struck out.-28. 
□nlN •m~1n:i] @ ev T[j, i1r«pa,ijo-a£ µ,£ a&ro,r, pointing as Niph. •i:i,?Jrt:;i. i!C~ 
render as though the form were Hiph. pf., 'JJ'~Ji'.1.-,iv] ~ om.-29. illlk] 
In the sense of iWM il-'' 1212 n., @ dv0' oil '.F eo quod.-•n1, n11 •nJ~IIIJ Not as 
@ rov Ovµ,611 µ,ov, but as '.F spiritum meum. 
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PART III.-d. THE TEMPLE AND COMMUNITY OF THE FUTURE, 

Chs. 40--48. 

In Part III. b. Ezekiel has portrayed his ideal of the coming 
age (see pp. 372. 390 f. 396 f.) ; now he takes up the task of carry
ing it into effect. He is the most practical of reformers, and not 
only a prophet, but a priest, deeply concerned with the organiza
tion of religion in the community of the future. We can imagine 
him poring over architectural plans and regulations for worship, 
when he fell into an ecstasy, and seemed to be transported 
from Babylonia to the land of Israel, and set down upon a 
mountain. There, in the spirit, he sees a building like a walled 
city ; it turns out to be the temple ; and in chs. 40--42 he 
describes its ground-plan, which is based partly on the lines 
of Solomon's temple, partly on the model of the walled and 
fortified sanctuaries in Babylonia. 

Much of the detail in chs. 40--42 is difficult and obscure; 
but certain features stand out clearly. (1) The entire picture, 
including a part of what follows in chs. 43. 44, is set within 
the framework of a vision ; we find ourselves in the natural 
world, but, without warning, in the supernatural also. (2) A 
heaven-sent messenger appears, whose function it is to measure 
the buildings, and to act as a guide. (3) This heavenly' man' 
explains to the prophet the use and purpose of the various 
particulars which call for notice, bidding him convey the 
information to the house of Israel, 403 • 4• 45 41 4 • 22 4213• By 
the end of eh. 42 the survey is completed ; the temple and its 
buildings are ready, but unoccupied, waiting only for the 

· Presence of Jahveh to consecrate them, and set in motion 
the whole ministry of worship. Chs. 43 and 44 provide the 
sequel. The prophet sees the Glory of Jahveh enter by the 
eastern gateway and fill the sanctuary. The Guide is still 
present as interpreter, 436 442• 5 (corrected) ; but now Jahveh 
Himself speaks, and proclaims the holiness of the house and the 
rules which are to govern its worship. The speech ends with 
eh. 44 ; what follows is cast into quite a different form. In 
4619-24, however, the characteristic features of chs. 40--42 
re-appear; the section must have dropped out of its proper 
setting in the description of the temple. The final stage appears 
to be reached in 471 -12, where the prophet sees the mystic waters 
flowing from the temple to the 'Ara.bi. Here we come upon 
the vision again, and the angelic Guide who measures and inter
prets, and the strange mingling of earthly things with heavenly. 
At this point, it seems, the prophet brought his writing to a 
close. It is a singularly appropriate and impressive one. The 
temple has been shewn, established once more, but on a grander 
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· scale, as the holy dwelling-place of Jahveh, the centre of the 
national life, and a source of blessing to the land and people. 
The passages so far mentioned, 40-42, 43 and 44 (in part) 
4619-24 471 -12, form a group which can readily be distinguished 
from the rest. Taken together, they lead up to the climax of 
the whole Book, and, according to the view adopted in this 
commentary, they may be regarded as the work of Ezekiel 
himself. Everything else in chs. 40-48 is later expansion. 

This residue, 4313 "27 4425 -27 • 31 45-48 (omitting 4619-2 4 

471 •12 ), deals with a variety of topics, the temple-worship, 
regulations about the prince, the apportionment of the land. 
A few general characteristics may be noted. (a) Most of these 
additions have points of contact with the Vision. Thus the 
description of the altar, 4313 -27 , supplements the passing refer
ence in 4047b; the rules for the priests in 4411 -24, and the pro
vision made for them vv.28 •30, are expanded in vv.25

•27 • 31 

451 •6• 13 -15 489 •14 ; the mention of the prince in 443 suggested 
a list of the sacrifices due from him on certain days 4517 • 21 •25 

461 •12, and the assignment of land for his use 457• 8 • But 
(b) the process of expansion did not end here; additions were 
made to the supplements themselves. For example, the prince's 
sacrifices are enumerated in (a) ; this may have led to the 
mention of sacrifices for expiation twice in the year, and of 
daily sacrifices at morning and evening, 4518 •20 4613 "15• Land 
was to be set apart for the prince (a) ; a note was added about 
the prince's rights over his property 4616 "18 ; the last section 
of the Book, 48 30 - 35 (the city) reads like a supplement to the 
apportionment of the land in 471L488• 23 - 29• (c) In some cases 
the additions resemble the style and language of P, e.g. 431a-27 

451s-2o 4613 "15• This is particularly noticeable in 4713-488• 20 • 29, 

where the people are addressed in the second person plural, as 
in Num 342• 7• 13• An interesting state of things in Babylonia 
is thus disclosed: priestly circles were engaged in writing down 
current practice, suggesting plans for future legislation, and 
handing about drafts. Some of these experiments have been 
copied into Ezekiel's book and thus preserved; we may regard 
them as continuing the work which Ezekiel had begun. They 
take for granted a central sanctuary as required by D (7th 
cent.); they correspond to some extent with the Law of Holi
ness (6th cent.) ; in phraseology and general aim they shew 
how the Priestly Code was beginning to take shape before it 
arrived at a recognized, official form in the 4th cent. 

At the end of the Book, 4830 • 36, af pears an outline of the 
future city, inhabited by members o all the tribes (4818f•), 
and entered by twelve gates, each bearing a tribal name. It is 
a symbol of national unity. Those who came after Ezekiel 
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were true to his ideal ; when he insisted upon the worth of the 
individual (eh. 18), it was not to encourage an individualist 
type of religion ; his aim and hope was to build up a nation 
out of converted sons of Israel (3715 •22). The old feuds and 
disloyalties of the past will have vanished ; the very site of 
the new Jerusalem will be shifted to a spot outside the temple; 
and a change of name will mark a change in the city's character: 
'Jahveh is there,' dwelling at the centre of a nation consecrated 
to His service ; cp. Rev. 213• Like much else in the Book of 
Ezekiel, this ideal of the future leads directly up to the teaching 
of the New Testament. 

The following analysis of chs. 40-48 is based upon the 
investigations of Herrmann, Steuernagel and Holscher. An 
attempt is made to distinguish the several elements, without 
expressing any precise view of the connexion between them, or, 
except in the broadest sense, of the order in which they were 
originally composed. Here the present writer differs from the 
scholars just named ; he does not venture to go further than 
to maintain that the additions were made at various times by 
various hands. 

i. The Vision: 40-42, 431-1z 11441-s, 449·24. 28-ao 4619-24 471-12. 
Ezekiel sees the temple ; an angel appears and 
measures the buildings, and acts as guide and 
interpreter. The prophet witnesses the return of 
Jahveh's Presence, and hears the divine voice. 
Finally he sees the stream which issues from the 
temple. 

(a) 40-42. 

(b) 4610-24. 

The plan of the temple, its courts and 
chambers. 

Kitchens for the priests and people : a stray 
fragment. Perhaps vv .19 • 20 should come 
after 4214, and vv. 21 -24 after 4017• 

(c) 431 •5 444• The entrance of Jahveh to consecrate the 
temple. 

(d) 441. 2• The outer eastern gateway closed. 
(e) 443• The prince to use its vestibule. 
(J) 4310-12 44 5 • The prophet is told to announce the 

plan and regulations of the temple. 
Cp. 404. 

(g) 436·9 446 •8• The speech of Jahveh, (g)-(j) : declar
ing that the temple has become His 
dwelling-place, and therefore is not to 
be desecrated as in the past. 

The Levites to be subordinate ministers, 
the ~ado¼:ites alone to serve as priests. 
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(i) 4417 •24. Rules for the priests ; their functions. 
(j) 442s-30. Provision for the priests. 
(k) 471•12• The prophet sees the waters issuing from the 

sanctuary. 

ii. Additions and Supplements: 431a-27 4426-27 • 31 45 461-18 

4713_4835. 
A 4313-27• The altar of burnt offering: an addition to 

4047. 
(a) vv.13 "17• Its dimensions. 
(b) vv.18•27 . Its consecration. 

B 442s-21. 31. Rules for the priests : a supplement to 
4417·24. 

C 451•9 4616 "18 489•22. The oblation for Jahveh. 
(a) 451•8 489·22. Land for the temple, 

priests, Levites, prince. 459 a 
supplement to 457• 8• 

(b) 4616 •18. The prince's rights over his 
land: a supplement to (a). 

D 4510•16• The oblation for sacrifices. 
4510 •12, a marginal note. 

E 4516· 17• 21 •25 461·12• The prince's sacrifices. 
(a) 4517a 461•11, at festivals, new moons, 

sabbaths. 
(b) 4521-26, at passover and tabernacles. 

4516, an alteration of 4518 "115. 
4511b, a gloss. 

F 4518-20 4613•15. 
4612, a supplement. 

(a) 4518 • 20• Two days of expiation in the 
year. 

(b) 4618 •15• The daily sacrifice. 
G 4718-488 • 23-29• The apportionment of the land. 
H 4880 ·35• The city, a supplement to G. 

The following table shews the text as it stands, in relation 
to the above analysis : 

40-42 i. (a) 446•8 i. (g) 
431•5 i. (c) 9·18 i. (h) 

6-9 i. (g) 17-24 i. (i) 
10-12 i. (/) 25•27 ii. B 
. 13 ·27 ii. A 28·30 i. (j) 

441. 2 i. (d) 31 ii. B 
3 i. (e) 451·9 ii. C (a) 
4 i. (c) 10•15 ii. D 
5 i. {/) 16 ii. E (b) 
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4517 
18-20 

21-26 

461-12 
13-16 

16-18 

ii. E (a) (b) 
ii. F (a) 
ii. E (b) 
ii. E (a) (b) 
ii. F (b) 
ii. C (b) 

4619-24 i. (b) 
471-12 i. (k) 

13_43s ii. G 
489 -22 ii. C (a) 

23-20 ii. G 
30-s5 ii. H 

Chs. 40-42. The plan of the temple, its courts and 
chambers 

Ch. 40, 1. The date of the Vision is New Year's Day in the 
twenty-fifth year of our captivity i.e. Oct. 573 B.C., two years 
before the latest date mentioned in the Book, 2917.-at the 
beginning of the year] Was this in Nisan the first month, in 
spring, or in Tishri the seventh month, in autumn ? Probably 
the latter, because the tenth day of the month is named, and the 
roth of the seventh month was New Year's Day according to 
Lev. 259 H. In P, however, New Year's Day was moved to 
the rst of the seventh month, and the 10th set apart for the 
Day of Expiation, Lev. 2324, Num. 291• For at the beginning 
of the year (only here in the O.T.) ~ reads 'in the first month,' 
which is certainly more in agreement with the usage in this 
Book, e.g. 2917 3020

• If we follow -• then the New Age starts 
from the New Year. For beliefs and traditions connected with 
the New Year, whether in autumn or in spring, see W.R. Smith 
R. of S. 3 645; Thackeray JTS. xvi. r94.-ajter the city was 
smitten] Cp. 3321• This reckoning by the fall of Jerusalem is 
given also in 2 [4] Esdr. 31.-on that very day] See 23 n.-the 
hand of Jahveh came upon me] See r 3 n.-and he brought me 
thither] The last word anticipates v. 3, a-nd is om. by~~; and 
he brought me belongs to the beginning of v. 3 • The trans
portation, like that in 83, takes place when the prophet passes 
mto the ecstasy.-2. in visions of God] See 83 n. ; and cp. 
11 n 24 433 • The present passage has points of contact with 
eh. 8.-he brought me] ~~ om. rightly.-and he caused me to 
alight] So 371 ; better, with a change of vowel, and he set me 
down.--upon a very high mountain] Cp. 1722• Mt. Zion is 
idealized, as in the visionary pictures Is. 22 =Mic. 41, Zech. 1410 ; 

cp. Mt. 48, Rev. 2110 ; similarly, Mt. Nebo Dt. 341 -3• Through
out this vision the natural is strangely mingled with the super
natural.-as it were a city-like building] The temple-buildings 
as a whole were walled round like a city. :ffl adds on the south 
i.e. of the prophet coming from the N. ; but 49 suggests the 
reading over against (me), which may be right.-3. Jahveh 
brings the prophet to the building; then there appears a man, 
whose gleaming form (cp. 1 7 n.) shews him to be no ordinary 
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man ; he does not possess the splendour of the divine Being, 
82 ; he resembles rather the angelic interpreter of Zech. 1 9 • 11· 13 • 14 

etc., Rev. 2115.-with a flaxen cord in his hand] for long dimen
sions, e.g. 473, cp. Zech. 2 5 ; and the measuring reed for the 
shorter ones. The Hehr. reed (~iineh) was six cubits or c. 
9 ft. ; both word and measure came from Babylonia (Akk. 
~anu of six or seven cubits) ; the Gk. Kavoov (and perhaps 
aKaiva) ultimately from the same source.-at the gateway] 
Probably the eastern, for that is the first to be described, v.6 ; 

but it may have been the northern (Kr.), the first which the 
prophet would reach on his arrival. The gateway was a large, 
elaborate building, vv.6 •16, with doors at the two extremities, 
vv.11• 13 463• Two illustrations of the temple-vision and its 
incidents are worth mentioning, both from early Babylonian 
monuments. (a) Gudea, governor of Lagash c. 2350 B.C., is 
represented in two of his statues as seated and holding on his 
knees the plan of a temple, with models of a stylus and a 
graduated rod (King Hist. of Sumer and Akkad 265 ; Meissner 
B. u. A. i. Abb. 175); an inscription of his reign, on a clay 
cylinder, tells how he was ordered in a dream to build a temple 
to the god Ningirsu, and shewn Nindub drawing a plan on a 
tablet of lapis-lazuli (King ib. 266; Thureau-Dangin Sum.
Akk. Konigsinschr. 95). And (b) a relief, discovered at Ur in 
1925, represents the Moon-god holding out to Ur-Nammu 
(c. 2409-2390 B.c.) the measuring rod and coiled line of the 
architect (Woolley Times 15 Apr. 1925 ; Langdon Exp. T. 1926, 
73; Woolley Ur of the ChaJ,d. 1929, 131).-4. The prophet is 
solemnly charged to attend with all his faculties (cp. Is. 69f•, 

Jer. 521, Hag. 1 6• 7 ), and to make known what he sees; the 
command is repeated in 43101• 446.-in order to skew (it) thee 
wast thou brought hither] Perhaps, with 49, art thou come hither. 
-5. The wall surrounded the whole area, which included the 
courts, the chambers and the temple proper (the house, vv. 471. 

etc.). No doubt the great Babylonian temples suggested the 
plan; massive walls surrounded the courts, which were entered 
through imposing gateways, the whole looking like a fortress. 
Egyptian and Canaanite-Egyptian temples were laid out 
similarly; see the plans in Gressmann T. u. B.2 ii. nos. 469-71. 
477. 481. 490--92; Rowe and Vincent PEFQSt. 1931, 12-21. 
-a measuring rod of six cubits by the cubit and a handbreadth] 
The expression is obscure; most commentators and the RV. 
take it to mean that the rod was six cubits long, and that each 
cubit measured a cubit plus a handbreadth, implying that 
two cubits were in use, a longer one of 7 handbreadths= 
c. 20½ in., and a shorter one of 6 handbreadths=c. 17½ in., and 
that the longer one is referred to here; the rod measured 42 
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i.e. 6 x 7 handbreadths. But the text is ambiguous. @~lJ 
at any rate took it to mean that the rod was six cubits, measur
ing by the cubit (iv v~x£i), plus a handbreadth, not that each 
cubit measured 7 handbreadths; 37, i.e. 6 x 6+1, handbreadths 
was the length; only one standard cubit is referred to. Now 
among the Egyptians and Babylonians a longer cubit of 7 
or 8 handbreadths and a shorter one of 6 were in use, and in 
Palestine itself traces of the longer Babylonian cubit have 
been discovered at Megiddo and Taanach ; but at all periods 
the shorter Egyptian scale was the one commonly used by 
the Israelites, the 'ordinary cubit' of Dt. 311, measuring 
c. 17½ in. (Hill Enc. Bibl. col. 5292 f.). This short cubit appears 
to have governed the measurements of the temple and its courts 
from the time of the Jewish monarchy to the 1st cent. A.D.; 
such is the result of Prof. A. R. S. Kennedy's careful examina
tion of the site (Proc. of Victoria Inst. xlvii. (1915), 290 ff.). 
He believes that the longer cubit was introduced during the 
Persian period, when, as we know from Ezr.-Neh.-Chron., Persian 
standards came into use, at least for gold and silver ; hence 
the Chronicler's remark, 2 C. 33, that Solomon's temple was 
built ' by the former measure,' refers to the traditional short 
cubit, not to the longer one which had been adopted only 
in recent times. Prof. Kennedy suggests that, to make Ez.'s 
meaning clear, the present text should read 'six cubits by the 
cubit, and thirty-six handbreadths by the handbreadth,' on 
the analogy of 4510 •14• Whatever may be thought of this 
correction, we can agree that if the prophet had wished to 
introduce the longer cubit, he would have expressed himself 
in unmistakeable terms; and that his instructions, if based 
upon the longer Babylonian scale, were not carried out in the 
actual temples built after his day. At any rate, it is not safe 
to draw far-reaching conclusions about the longer cubit from 
a text which is not only obscure but probably corrupt; the 
text of 4313a is equally uncertain, and may be derived from here. 
-he measured the breadth of the building] i.e. the thickness of 
the surrounding wall, c. 9 ft. ; for the building cp. 421 . The 
temple of the vision is measured to shew that the ideal is to 
be translated into fact; the ruins are to be rebuilt, cp. Jer. 3139, 

Zech. 22 -s. Elsewhere measuring is done with a view to destruc
tion, as in 2 S. 82a, 2 K. 2113, Is. 3411, Am. J7·9, Lam. 28 ; or to 
mark out for preservation, as in 2 S. 82b, Rev. n 1 (Charles inloc.). 
-Vv. 6-16. The eastern outer gateway comes first, Fig. i., 
because it lay in the direct line of approach to the temple itself ; 
and it is described in detail because it was representative of 
the outer gateway, on the N. and S., Fig. ii. BG H. We are 
to imagine a large building containing a threshold (vv.6 • 11. 14), 
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three cells on each side of the central passage (vv.1. 10. l3. 16 ), 

a second threshold (v.7 ) opening into a porch or vestibule 
(vv.7• 9), and so into the outer court. Imposing gateways of 
this design were a feature of Babylonian temples; see the 
illustrations in Gressmann T. u. B.2 ii. Abb. 474-7 and 481 ; 
Meissner B. u. A. i. Abb. 162 (a city gate). It must be borne 
in mind that the plans given here are drawn from W. at the 
top to E. at the bottom, not, as in modem plans, from N. to 
S.-6. And he came to 'the' gateway which faces towards the 
east] Elsewhere, and he brought me, vv.11. 2s. s2• as. 4s; so 
1 MS., (!?1l[;~. The gateway, shaar, refers to the whole structure, 
and is to be distinguished from pethab,, the door or entrance 
vv.11• 13.--and he went up by its stairs] The level of the outer 
court was at the height of these stairs above the ground outside. 
~ om. the verb, and reads by seven stairs, probably from vv.22• 26• 

-the threshold or entrance hall, Fig. i. a, was one reed broad 
i.e. 9 ft. thick, the thickness of the outer wall v. 5 ; the prophet, 
going from E. to W., gives what we should call the length. 
In this description breadth is generally the shorter dimension, 
and length the longer, irrespective of the direction. At the 
end of the v . .:ffl has and one threshold one reed in breadth, a 
mistaken repetition of the preceding clause, om. by ~ ; the 
Hehr. is barely grammatical.-7. Within the gateway are six 
cells or guard-rooms, three on either side; each is six cubits 
square, and lighted by a narrow opening called a window, 
v.16 ; towards the gangway inside each had a barrier or fence 
(v.12 ), so that the Levitical guard (4411) could see all who passed 
through ; Fig. i. d and e f g h. A similar arrangement of cells 
appears in the excavated gateway of Gezer; Vincent Canaan 44 f. 
-and between the guard-rooms were five cubits] Fig. i. g--j, from 
E. to W. This intervening space was a block of masonry 
called the }amb (vv.10• 16), five cubits thick, and pierced with a 
splayed opening (v.16, Fig. i. i.). ~ supplies the technical 
term for the space, 'and the }amb (sic 1.) between the guard
rooms six cubits,' a not quite accurate description ; _' six ' 
should be five, as ;ffl. Some adopt the reading of 4?, but 
without sufficient reason, as the v. is dealing with the space, 
not the jamb.-and the threshold of the gateway beside the vestibule] 
Fig. i. k ; a second threshold leading to the vestibule, n, and 
of the same size as the first v.6 ; but the second was beside the 
vestibule which opened into the court, and within the gateway. 
At the end of the v. 4? adds the dimensions of the second and 
third guard-rooms ; they are identical with those of the first. 
The addition may be original (Co. Be. Ro.), or perhaps merely 
a filling out of :ffl on the basis of v.10 (Kr. He.).-8. 9. And 
he measured the vestibule of the gateway [within, one reed, 9 an" 
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he measured the vestibule of the gateway], eight cubits] The words 
within brackets are om. by many MSS and by ~~y ; they 
have been accidentally repeated. The measurement was eight 
cubits in length, Fig. i. o-m, not one reed ( =6 cubs.) as JUI says 
at the end of v.8.-and its jamb two cubits] Fig. i. o-p, the 
projecting wall-ends on each side of the entrance to the vestibule ; 
they were two cubits thick, the thickness of the wall at the 
W. end of the gateway. These jambs were evidently an archi
tectural feature, rather than mere wall-ends.-and the vestibule 
of the gateway was within] i.e. within the building v.7, and at 
the end nearest to the temple ; in the three inner gateways 
the vestibule was at the end furthest from the temple, vv. 31• 34 

(Fig. ii. B-K, G-M, H-1).-xo. The three guard-rooms (v.7), 

and the three jambs (v.9) were opposite each other, and had 
the same dimensions respectively ; Fig. i. d ; g-j.-I I. The 
entrance of the gateway, ro cubits broad, from N. to S. ; 
Fig. i. b.-q-the length of the gateway was thirteen cubits] This 
contradicts v.15, which gives 50 cubs. as the length of the 
gateway; moreover, so short a dimension as thirteen cubits 
ought to indicate breadth, and ten cubits is the breadth which 
has just been measured. Something must be wrong with the 
text; the length may be amended with a slight change to read 
and the way i.e. the passage down the gateway at its full breadth 
between the jambs; this measures thirteen cubits, Fig. i. r-s.-
12. A barrier, perhaps a low wall (Hehr. g8bhtU, usually border), 
projected before the guard-rooms, a cubit before each, Fig. i. 
r-g, s-t ; thus the width of the passage was reduced from 
13 cubs. (v.11) to rr. The words which follow in J¥l make 
no sense : a barrier on this side must be corrected to on this 
side and that i.e. on either side. Cl. b explains that the guard
rooms faced each other, and repeats their dimensions, cp. v.7• 

-13. from the roof of each guard-room to its (opposite) roof] 
This rather obscure expression may be taken to denote the 
entire width of the gateway, measured from the roof; it was 
25 cubits, i.e. r cub. (thickness of outer wall)+6 (guard-room) 
+rr (passage)+6+r=25; Fig. i. u-v. For roof-((§ gives 
wall; no satisfactory emendation has been proposed.-door 
opposite to door] Apparently each guard-room had a door at 
the back opening into the outer court, Fig. i. w. As the measure 
is taken from N.-S. in this v., it is unlikely that door .. door 
refers to the main entrances E. and W.-14. Lit. And he made 
(the) jambs sixty cubits, and to the jamb of the court (was) the 
gateway round about. This is unintelligible. With hints from 
~B read ' And he measured the vestibule twenty cubits, and 
adjoining the vestibule of the gateway (was) the court round 
about ' ; cl. a will then give the inside measurement of .the 

iB 
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vestibule from N.-S., Fig. i. x-y; cl. b says that the surrounding 
court abutted on the vestibule, Fig. i. z, Fig. ii. B.-15. The 
total length of the gateway from E. to W., 50 cubits, Fig. i. 
b-p, i.e. 6 cubits (outer threshold, v.6)+18 (guard-rooms, v.7 ) 

+10 (two sets of jambs, v.7 )+6 (inner threshold, v.7)+8 
(vestibule, v.9)+2 {jambs, v.9 )=50. The building was twice 
as long as its breadth (v.13) : the same proportions were followed 
in the plan of the temple, Fig. iii. The text needs correction 
with the help of ~ ; read And 'from' before 'the entry of the 
gateway ' ' to' before the inner vestibules of the gateway, fifty cubits. 
-16. And splayed windows belonged to the guard-rooms and their 
jambs] Perhaps these were merely openings in the wall. The 
word rendered splayed means to stop, close, and as applied to 
windows might mean latticed or grated ; but ~ gives the more 
probable sense, ' slanting within and small without ' ; so 
4116 • 26, 1 K. 6'1• In Fig. i. d these windows are not shewn.
and likewise, belonging to the 'vestibule' (were) windows] So 
~ ; :ffl and likewise, belonging to the vestibules, and windows ; 
see Fig. i. a' a'. ~ also suggests a correction in the sentence 
which follows: and belonging to 'its jambs' (were) palms; some 
would add with ~ on either side; for its jambs cp. v.26• :ffl 
and belonging to a jamb etc. The wall-ends of the vestibule 
were carved with palm trees in relief, Fig. i. b'b' ; Solomon's 
temple had the same kind of decoration ; cp. 41181·• The 
sacred tree was a favourite device on buildings and ceremonial 
vessels; see Gressmann T. u. B.2 ii. Abb. 502. 504 (Jerusalem), 
505 (Cyprus), 536 (Assyria).-Vv. 17-27. The outer court and 
the remaining gateways.-17. The outer court was arranged with 
chambers and a pavement against the surrounding wall, Fig. ii. 
C, D, E.-and he brought me] The movement introduces a fresh 
section, cp. vv.6 • 28 • 32 .-chambers] Fig. ii. D. They were 
intended most likely for the people's use, and for store-rooms, 
sacrificial feasts and gatherings; cp. I S. 922 , Jer. 352ff-. That 
they had pillars in front and were three storeys high has been 
inferred from 426, which, however, may allude to quite different 
chambers; see v. 44 n.-and a pavement] Fig. ii. E ; outside Ez. 
the word is found only in 2 C. 73 of Solomon's temple, but 
really of the temple in the Chronicler's day; and in Est. 1 6 

of a Persian palace. According to the Letter of Aristeas § 88 
'the whole floor is paved with stones'; but not so here, see 
on v.18• c!P renders pavement 7r£pta·-rvAa, and in the next v. 
ai <noa{, thus creating a colonnade round the court ; but so 
far as is known the post-exilic temple had no such feature.
~hirty chambers against the pavement] How they were disposed 
1~ not stated ; perhaps there were ten on the E., N. and S. 
sides, each group of ten being divided by the gateways ; it is 
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generally held that there were none on the W. ; so Fig. ii. 
The four corners were occupied by the kitchens, 4621-24, Fig. ii. 
X.-18. the pavement was beside the gateways, and it was as 
wide as the length of the gateways, i.e. 50 cubits, v.16• The 
words the lower pavement are loosely appended to distinguish 
this from the platform (gabbd) round the temple, which was 
on a higher level, 418.-19. he measured the breadth' of the court' 
from before the lower gateway 'within'] cl& improves :ffl by the 
additions of the court and within. The measurement is taken 
inside the court, from E. to W., Fig. ii. a-a: it came to 
roo cubits. The outer gateway was lower than the inner one 
by eight stairs, v. 81.-to before the inner 'gateway' without] 
So cl&, reading gateway for ;ffi court.-The east and the north] 
These words may have been inserted after and he led me '19 
had fallen out of the text, v.20, to indicate that the previous 
section refers to the E. gateway, and that vv.2on. refer to the 
N. (so Herrm.); but they may be fragments of an illegible 
text.-20. A fresh movement (cp. v.17 n.), this time to the 
right. With "9 read 'And he led me towards the north,' and 
'behold, a' gateway which faced towards the north, belonging to 
the outer court; cp. v.24• Fig. ii. G.-21. The details of the N. 
gateway correspond to those of the E., vv.7 •12.-22. and its 
windows and its vestibule] The repetition of and its vestibule 
after v. 21 cannot be right ; read and its windows and the windows 
of its vestibule, in agreement with vv.25• 29 • 33.-were according 
to the measure of the gateway] Nothing is said about the measure
ments of the windows and palms in v.16 ; so read with 4? were 
according to the gateway. For the seven stairs see v.6 n.-and 
its vestibule was 'inwards'] So 49, towards the interior of the 
court. :ffl has before them.-23. was opposite the gateway on 
the north, ' like the gateway ' on the east] So 4?, for :ffl and on 
the east ; Fig. ii. G a-a.-24. The outer gateway on the south, 
corresponding to the gateways E. and N.; Fig. ii. H. For 
and he led me see v.20.-he measured 'its chambers,' its jambs] 
"9 supplies its chambers, which has fallen out of :ffl; cp. vv.21. 29. 

-the measurements were the same as in the others] lit. (were) 
as these measurements.-25. And it and its vestibule had windows; 
see v.22 n. Some, e.g. Kr. Ro., would rearrange the text of 
vv.2<1. 2s so as to follow the order in vv.20• 21, (a) length and 
breadth, (b) guard-rooms, jambs, vestibule, (c) previous 
measurements, (d) length and breadth of the whole. It is 
true that the dimensions in v.26b are not applicable to the 
immediate context, and 49 has tried to make the details conform 
to one type; but "9's obvious desire for unif?~mity should be 
taken into account before we abandon the tradit10nal text. The 
variations in cl& may be deliberate.-26. and seven stairs (formed) 
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its 'stairway'] The Hehr. needs some such correction as this, 
cp. vv. 31• 34• 37 ; or more radically, as in v.22, 'and by seven 
stairs they ascended into it,' so ~l) et in gradibus septem 
ascendebatur ad eam.-and its vestibule was 'inwards'] So Q9; 
see v.22 n. ~ again has before them.-27. The S. gateway of 
the inner court, corresponding to the S. gateway of the outer ; 
Fig. ii. I a-a.-Vv. 28-47. The inner court; Fig. ii. F. This 
included the temple and its altar-court, the buildings connected 
with the temple, and the three gateways. Solomon's temple 
had only one court, enclosed within an area containing the royal 
palace and other buildings, see 83 n. But there were grave risks 
in such a plan, as history had shewn only too well, 437 -9 ; the 
holiness of the temple needed more protection ; henceforward 
there will be two courts, an outer one for the use of the laity, 
and an inner one for the priests only, 447 -16• 17 • 21 • 27 468• In 
principle the arrangement of the tabernacle followed these 
lines: there was a court in front (Ex. 279 "19), and it is implied 
that only the priests entered it (Lev. 69• 19 u9 • 261 ). But the 
regulations of Ez. and P were not carried out till much later 
times. About the courts of the post-exilic temple we learn 
nothing from the O.T.; in the Maccabaean period two are 
mentioned (1 M. 438• 48 ), and the laity had access to both, even 
to the altar of burnt offering, for it was found necessary, after 
the attack upon the high priest Alexander Jannaeus, to erect 
a wooden barrier round the altar and the naos to keep the 
multitude off, Jos. Ant. xiii. 13, 5. In Herod's temple there 
were two courts, strictly divided ; the outer was open to all, 
even to Gentiles; the inner, guarded by a breastwork of stone, 
was laid out in three divisions, one enclosing the sanctuary 
itself and the priest's court, a second to the E. set apart for 
women, and a third on the W. for men. See Benzinger Enc. 
Bib!. cols. 4944-6.-28. The three gateways of the inner court, 
vv.28 • 37 ; Fig. ii. I K M. The outer S. gateway had been 
measured, vv.24 "27 ; the measurement of the inner S. gateway 
follows naturally. Except in the position of the vestibules, 
the two sets of gateways corresponded to each other in every 
particular.-29. See vv.24• 26 n.-30. The v. is unintelligible, 
and is om. by some MSS and by c!iP : it has arisen by a mistaken 
repetition of v.29.-31. The gateway had its vestibule at the 
end facing the outer court ; this was the only difference between 
the inner and outer gateways.-and eight stairs (formed) its 
ascent] Cp. vv. 34• 37 ; Fig. ii. J. The inner court stood higher 
than the outer, cp. vv.22• 26, and the temple on a platform 
higher still, cp. v. 49 ®, the object being to contrive an ascending 
scale of holiness and isolation.-32. And he brought me into 
the inner court towards the east] But Ez. was already within the 
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inner court, v.28 ; read therefore with @ unto the gateway that 
faces towards the east.-33. Cp. v.29.-34. And its vestibule was 
't_owards' the outer court] The Hehr. needs a slight correction, 
with@; cp. v. 31• The stairs, Fig. ii. L.-35. The inner north 
gateway; Fig. ii. M.-36. Read as in vv.29 • 33 'And' its guard
rooms ' and ' its J°ambs and its vestibule ' were according to these 
measurements,' and it 'and its vestibule' had windows.-37. 
Read as in vv. 3t. 34 And its' vestibule' was 'towards' the outer 
court; so@. The stairs, Fig. ii. N.-Vv. 38-43. Arrangements 
for sacrifices at the inner gateway. Which of the three we are 
not told; but putting together vv. 40. 44 4317b 462ff- (Co.), it 
may be concluded that the eastern inner gateway is meant, 
Fig. ii. K; the tables for the sacrifices. were placed partly 
within and partly without the vestibule. Neither :ffl nor 
@ gives an intelligible text, and any attempt to clear up the 
obscurities must be largely conjectural.-38. In ;fill the v. 
begins abruptly and makes no sense. The prophet had been 
standing at the northern gateway, vv.35 • 37 ; some notice of 
a change in his position must have fallen out, such as ' And he 
brought me to the entrance of the vestibule of the eastern 
gateway'; then, with a hint from@, we may follow ;ffi, and 
a room and its entrance were in ' the vestibule of the gateway.' 
The room seems to be constructed within the vestibule, perhaps, 
as Kr. suggests, within the thickness (6 cubits) of the nearest 
jamb or wall-front, Fig. ii. b ; to place the chamber outside 
(Sm. Toy), would destroy the symmetry of the plan.-there 
they rinse the burnt offering] The plural refers to the ministering 
priests or Levites, cp. they slay v. 41, they go up v. 49• The 
unusual word rinse occurs again in 2 C. 46, and in connexion 
with the 'old, perhaps from here; but the meaning is evident 
from Is. 44 (parallel to wash). The entrails and legs of the 
'old, i.e. the parts naturally rendered unclean, have to be washed, 
Lev. I 9.-39. There were four tables, two on each side, within 
the vestibule, on which the sacrifices were slaughtered, Fig. ii. d. 
Perhaps slaughter is to be understood in a general sense ; the 
manipulation of the flesh, rather than the actual killing (Dav.). 
Of the different kinds of sacrifice, three are named, probably 
because they were to be prepared on the tables. First, the 
burnt offering, 'old, which goes back to the earliest days, but 
seems to have become more common after the exile; it was 
wholly burnt upon the altar. Then the sin-offering, J;iat/dth. 
which in Ez. is generally mentioned along with other sacrifices, 
e.g. 4213 4429 etc.; it was the chief feature in dedicatory and 
expiatory rites, 431911

• 451811•• Then the guilt-offering, 'ii.sham, 
which occurs in Ez. along with the sin-offering, 4213 4429 4620; 
it was offered as a compensation or reparation for a due withheld, 
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and in this respect differed from the sin-offering (Nowack 
Lehrb. d. Hebr. Arch. ii. 235). This is probably the earliest 
mention of the latter two kinds of sacrifice. All three are 
linked together by the provisions of Lev. r1or. 618 72 ; hence the 
omission of the burnt offering by <19B should not be adopted. 
The peace-offerings, which furnished the sacred meals, are 
noticeably absent from the list; they come in 4327 4517 462 • 12• 

-40. on the outer side, northwards of one going up to the entrance 
of the gateway] This seems to shew that the inner eastern gateway 
is the one meant. Outside of it were four tables, two to the 
N., and two to the S. They were required for the slaughtering 
(or preparation) of the zebhab,, as v. 41 <!9 explains.-41. Four 
tables on the one hand, and four tables on the other, at the side 
of the gateway, eight tables] Jr{ has been explained to mean 
that there were four tables on each side of the gateway, two 
without and two within, making eight in all. Such no doubt 
was the arrangement; see Fig. ii. c c. But can the text be 
made to yield this sense ? Side has just been used, v. 40, of the 
outer side; can it possibly mean each side, dividing the gateway 
as it were into two? This seems incredible. "9 om. tables 
twice, and thereby affords no relief. A better plan is to om. 
on the one hand, and four tables on the other ; then at the side of 
the gateway will mean the outside as in v. 40 • It does not matter 
much whether eight tables be kept, or dropped as a gloss based 
upon two+two v. 39 and four v. 41 • At the end of the v. "9 
supplies the sacrifice, the missing object of they slaughter. Read, 
therefore, the v. as a whole, And four tables at the side of the 
gateway, whereon they slaughter the sacrifice; the four tables 
within the vestibule were intended for the sacrifices named 
in v. 39, the four tables without the gateway, for the zebhab, 
i.e. the sacrifices which included a sacred meal. As it stands, 
the text of Jr( is so ambiguous and inconsistent with vv. 39 • 40 

(see Herrm.) that some error must have crept in; the above 
reconstruction, which Kr. proposes, is as likely as any.-42. 
In addition to the four tables within the vestibule were four 
other tables, or rather low pedestals, of hewn stone, to hold 
the instruments used in preparing the burnt offering ; Fig. ii. d. 
These four are not the same as the tables in vv. 39 - 41, for their 
dimensions, c. 26" x 26" x 17½ .. , shew that they were not large 
enough to hold both the victim and the tools. As the pedestals 
were specially required for the burnt offering, they would naturally 
be placed near the room where the burnt offering was rinsed, 
v. 38.--of hewn stones] The material is mentioned; what the 
other tables were made of is not stated. Perhaps the words 
were placed within v. 43, which are meaningless where they 
stand, should be inserted at this point (Kr.).-the burnt offering 
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' '] :ffi and <!? and the sacrifice (zebha!t} ; but the word has 
the look of an addition. The zebha!J, was killed outside, v.41 
<!?.-43. The text is badly preserved and obscure. Probably 
read cl. a 'And they had a rim of an handbreadth round about '; 
this, we may suppose, was a raised edge, lit. lip, of about 3 in.; 
so <!? yE'i'vo~, 'Al® XEO,ri $5) ' their rims ' l) labia eorum. ;ffl 
has a doubtful word in the dual (rendered sheep1olds in 

. Ps. 6814 [131), for which m: gives 'hooks.' -fixed or placed 
within] is unintelligible, and perhaps belongs to v. 42• -Cl. b 
reads and upon the tables the flesh of the offering ; obviously a 
corrupt sentence; the word for offering, ~orban, is never used 
in Ez. (2028 ? text). <!? has an interesting variant: 'and over 
the tables above (were) awnings to cover from the rain and 
from the heat'; the reference will be to the tables outside, 
for those within were protected by the roof (v.13 ) of the gateway; 
but the resemblance to Is. 46 25 4 arouses suspicion.-Vv. 44-46. 
Rooms or halls for the priests, outside the N. and S. gateways 
of the inner court; Fig. ii. 0, 0.-44. And outside the inner 
gateway rooms of singers] The rooms, however, were for the 
priests, v. 46, and had nothing to do with singers; further, the 
inner gateway must mean, according to vv. 38 "43, the eastern 
one, whereas the two chambers were attached to the N. and 
S. gateways. With the help of 49 (corrections of ;ffl in italics) 
read, 'And he brought me into the inner court, and, behold, two 
chambers in the inner court, one at the side of the north gateway, 
with its face toward the south ; and one at the side of the 
south gateway, with its face toward the north.' These chambers, 
if they are those referred to in 426, had pillars or colonnades in 
front (Toy). The inner court Fig. ii. F.-Vv. 45. 46. The Guide 
explains the purpose of the building, as on other occasions in 
chs. 40-42 ; see p. 425. This chamber which faces toward the 
south, i.e. that beside the N. inner gateway, is assigned to the 
priests who keep the charge of the house, i.e. who are responsible 
for the care of the temple-buildings as a whole, cp. 4416 ; else
where it is the Levites who have charge of the house, 4414, 

and reasons are given why this, among other duties, is laid 
upon them. The opposite chamber, v. 46, beside the S. inner 
gateway is for the priests who keep the charge of the altar, cp. 
Num. 186 ; they are specially distinguished, v. 46b, as members 
of the $adoMte family ; it is they who had served the temple 
at Jerusalem when the other priests had 'gone astray' at the 
local sanctuaries. This distinction in the ranks of the priest
hood probably arose in the days of Josiah, 2 K. 23sr.; Ez. 
recognizes it, and enforces it for the future. See Kittel Gesch. 
1929, iii. 393. It is possible that v. 46b may be an addition 
made by an ardent $ado~ite on the basis of 4415, wh,ich it 
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anticipates in a rather clumsy way; so Rautenberg ZATW. 
xxxiii. 95 n.; Holscher Hesek. 192 n.-47. The altar-court, 
Fig. ii. e f g h, a square of roo cubits, in front of the temple, like 
the court of the tabernacle in P, see v.28 n. In the centre stood 
the altar, Fig. ii. P, which is mentioned only in passing, because 
the temple and its buildings are now the objects of attention ; 
the detailed account of the altar does not come till 4313 -17 ; 

see above p. 426.-Vv. 48. 49. The vestibule of the temple, Fig. 
iii. A. 48. The prophet is now brought to the E. front of the 
temple itself. He gives the measurements taken by his Guide ; 
in v.49 , as it seems, the results of his own observation.-the jamb 
of the vestibule is the wall on each side of the entrance ; its 
thickness from E.-W. was five cubits ; Fig. iii. a-b, c-d.
and the breadth of the gateway ' was fourteen cubits ; and the 
side-walls of the gateway ' three cubits on one side and three cubits 
on the other] An opening, 14 cubs. wide, formed the entrance; 
Fig. iii. c-a. The clause between inverted commas is supplied 
by (lg ; it has fallen out of :ffl by homoioteleuton. The side
wa/,ls lit. shou/,ders are the projections N. and S. on each side; 
ib. b-e, d-f; the word has this sense in 412 • 26.-49. The length 
of the vestibule was twenty cubits] Fig. iii. e-f. As usual length 
is the longer dimension, from N.-S., and breadth is the shorter, 
from E.-W.; ib. e-g. For .:ffl eleven I. with (lg twelve cubits. 
In Solomon's temple the vestibule measured 20 x ro cubits 
r K. 63 ; the height is not given in I K., but in 2 C. 34 it is 
120 cubits according to .:ffl, 20 cubits according to ~ A marir. ib.
and by ' ten ' stairs was the ascent into it] lit. they ascend, cp. 
vv.6• 22 • 26 • a1 ; the number is restored from ~. wrongly spelled 
in ;ffl.-and pillars were beside the jambs, one on each side] 
Fig. iii. h h. The diameter of the pillars is not given; if it was 
5 cubits, like the thickness of the walls, v. 48 (Kr.), the rounds 
in Fig. iii. should be slightly larger. Nothing is said about 
the purpose of these pillars: did they support the architrave 
of the entrance, or were they symbolical and not structural, 
an inheritance from Solomon ? It seems natural to suppose 
that Ez. had in mind the two pillars of r K. 715 -21 ; but he 
does not give them the traditional names, perhaps because 
he wished to get rid of all semi-pagan associations. For 
a recent discussion of Jakin and Boaz see Robinson Hist. of 
Isr. i. 249 note. 

Ch. 40, I, @ begins with Kal <!-ye'vero=';i'1, usual before a date, but not 
invariable, e.g. 291.~1;w.r !Uki:i] Akk. res satti ; but @ €V T~ ,rpWT<jJ µ,71vl= 
tir:1k;#, so Toy, Gray Sacrifice 301. On the whole ft[ is preferable.
i,ruv:i] A noun, 201 241, Lev. 25• and five times in P.-,ruk ink] Else
where 'K •inK Dt. 244, Josh. 9 16 etc., or ink alone Lev. 1443, Jer. 41 16.-
1e:i•1 •• '' ,, ,in•,,] The change of subj. is usual in this connexion, 322 
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33 112 371 • Connect 'nl-c 1c1•1 with v. 3.-2, rnN,o:iJ 6 has the sing.; 'Qt 
nN1Jl nr1:i, cp. 8 3 n.-1lN'Jn] Unnecessary after •nx NJ'l v.1 .-'JO'J;l] Point 
'Jc1•;:1; 6 M1Jd• µ.e.-:n:io:i] Cp. Phoen. ni:io, NSJ. No. 33 1. 2. For 
'J cp. nN10J 1261.-JllO] 6 ciir<fvo.vn=illO; Toy ''!Jli;l, cp. 4710 n.-3. 
N';)!l] ~aer, following the Western School; the Eastern School reads 
N1J;l with Q. N;,;1. A late plene form, cp. Neh. 8 2 N\;i:1 ; B-L. 444.
,,,NiOJ (§](,~ '101, more normal.-11111nl 'oJJ (§ w,n! //pa,m xo.l\Kou ,nll\f'JoaTos 
=''i' ', 'OJ, conforming to 17, Dan. 108.-c•nrv!l ,,n!li] (§ gives a technical 
rendering, ,nra.priov oiKoo6µwv.-n,on mp1J See Zimmern Akk. Fremdw. 22. 
The nip was a rod of bamboo, et. Nnrvv a metal measuring rod, Cowley 
Aram. Pap. Nos. 8, 5, 9, 5. (§ renders Klil\a_µos µfrpov, so Rev. 21 16 ; a 
case of apposition, ' a reed-measure,' perhaps colloquial. After nion 
6AQ 'A0]l1T,!~h add ,i•:i.-4. Before ciN p (§ inserts i6paKas=i;,'~1i:1, 
conforming to 812• 15• 17.-ni;,11:,;;r] Hoph., cp. Gen. 3311, with -:;:- for -;;
on anal. of i;,N;r,,, B--L. 372. @Jl=i;,1q,. ; the form in ;ffl may be due to 
dittography from the previous word. §!J=1nN:i, cp. •nNit' Dan. 9 2•.-,~tl] 
Imper., as 43 10• @ll=n,Jm, a smoother constrn.-5. ,,,on nip] Hebr. 
uses the def. art. where Engl. uses the indef. ; G-K. § 126 r. (§ Klil\a_µos 
ro µfrpav, see on v. 3 • moN rvrv in apposition to 'on 'p; Dr. § 192 (1).
n!lt:ll noNJ] ;i of measure, v. 21 4313 473, Zech. 5 2, and often in P and in 
1 K. 6 and 7; G-K. § 134 n. The n!lt:i handbreadth, palm measured four 
mv:i~N fingers, digits Jer. 5221• (§ rends. 'lr'IJXW• if lv 'lr'IJX"' Ko.I ,rool\o.«rT~s 
so JC.. ~ ' and it was six cubits and a handbreadth,' 1T sex cubitorum 
et palmo (i.e. uno palmo addito), both om. noNJ, 43 13•, where m:it:>1 noN 
occurs again, is prob. a mistaken gloss based upon this v.-l'lJ1'1 :in; nN io11J 
So vv. 11• 19 ; but <§=:in, ri:in nN ,o,,, as in vv.8• 13• 47 • The form ri:i 
41 12• 16 421 • 6• 10 betrays Aramaizing influence, Barth Nominalb. § 202 f; 
Kautzsch Aramaismen 23.-n01p1] d9=ino,p,, so ~.-6. N1:111] @ K, <i<T~l\lJev, 
but some would read 'JN':1'1.-,vrv] I. ,vrvn.-in,110::i] 1. Q. 1•nS110:i, so Am. 
9 8, @ lv iiirTa. a.vaf3a/Jµa,s=J/J'P m,vo:i vv. 22 , u, where I@ rends. Kl\iµaKTfjp,r. 
-~o nN io•1J (§ wrongly To ooiM_µ.-7. Nnni] Only again, outside Ez., in 
I K. 14 28 =2 C. 1211 ; Aram. N1';1, 1'1tl~; (§ translits. Od, IJ0.,1Jl\o.lJ6. (? =pl. 
n1Nn v. 12, usually □'Nn) ; F thalamus, in 2 C. 1211 armamentarium.
moK :,on □'NM r:11] (§B]l K. TO oolMµ a.va µi<Tov Tau Oa.,7Jl\a0a. ,r17xwv ~~- Here 
Tc\ a/Mµ is due to a confusion between 07'1! vestibule and ,,~, pl. c~'t! v.1°, 
jamb or wall-post ; and ff is a mistake for ,rlvre, which (§ has written 
correctly later on. Some would follow @, and read 'n,; l'J ~,tii;t1 ; i!t: also 
supplies the corresponding word N~m:i.-After moN won ~ adds Kai TO Oee 
TO oe6upov trrov T{i; Kal\liµCjl ,rl\liTos Kai !rrov T{i; 1ml\liµCjl µfjKar, ml TO all\a.µ 
,r,jxewv ,rcvTe' Kai TO Od TO Tplrov t<Tav T[j, rnl\6.µ4) ,r;\6.Tor, KO.< !rrov T{i; rnl\6.µ<p 
µ~Kos=inx mp 'w•,rvn 1enn1 moN rvon ''NMl Jn, inN mp, 1"1N imi nip 'ltl'n Nn,,, 
: :in; inN mp, 11N-n'::inoJ So 10 before the article in 407-43 17 (15 times); 
et. 'n-10 in 43 23-4717 (14 times).-With regard to the forms □~[,JN and 
cS'N see 816 n. It is to be noticed that (a) o~[,]N occurs both in 407·16. 39 • 49 

and elsewhere, always in the sing. (41 16 49), and in connexion with the 
temple and its gateways; (b) c,•11 occurs only in 4016• 38 (vv.•7 • 3s ~). 

and always in the sing. according to the K"thib; the plur. rno,1-1 vv. 16 , ao 
stands in a doubtful text, while the other plur. forms, i•o~N v. 21, 110~1N 
vv.••· 241, a1 g•re, are merely inventions of the punctuators; in each 
case cS•N is grouped with other architectural terms, ''N, Nn, nm,n. 
There seems to be no distinction of meaning between c:t,[1]K and t:1';,•1-1 ; Q';,,i,; 
therefore is an isolated peculiarity, confined to a single section of the 
text ; it marks a change of pronunciation. which was coming into use, 
as (§ also shews ; for & nowhere recogmzes C'1N, but always trans
literates To al>.6.µ, Ta. a,il\6.µ vv. 1•• 31, Ta ooll\aµµwv vv. 21• 29 33• 38, i.e. c~'N.-
8. ''PM c,N nN ,011 is dittographed in v.9 ; ,me nip n•:irio is a dittogr. of the 
end of v.'. In (§ the text has been equally disturbed by the ditto-
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graphy of Til aiMµ. Tfjs ,,-,:,x.,,s v.• and TO al>./:,,µ. d.v/:,, µ.foov v. 7, further 
complicated by the insertion of the words noted above on v.7.-9. l?Nl] 
Kt. i?~) ; the Q're always insists upon the plur. ,,~~. and the plur. does 
occur in vv. 10- 18 • ••. With suffixes the word is written defective; it 
comes from ,,~. as the constr. st. ,,~ 41 3 shews. ~ usually renders 
NJJ;ll?l1!,l plur. =1rpoa-T&.!Jes porches or 1rapaa-Td.o,;s door-posts {N1Jmi '!l), eleven 
times in this eh. ; it uses this rendering also for □~•~, □~~ eight times, and 
for ~n:i v. 41• Once in this eh. v.• ~ renders ?'N by NJ;l~l]I?~ sing. porch, 
which, however, is frequently used for 07•~, 07~. nine times. Thus~ fails 
to distinguish the jambs from the vestibule. At the end of this v. ~ reads 
mox o•n111 n•::im ,v111n ?'N1, transposing the last two words of m.-111ox 0•11111] 
So 41 3• •• 4314 et. o:ur;i~ in P, e.g. Ex. 25 10 - 17• 23.-Io. o•ipn ,,, ,v111n •11111] 
~ K, Ta. e.; Tfjs ,,.,:,-,..,,s 0ee KaTtvavT1, perhaps misunderstanding 'pn 'i.
n!lo .. n!lo] Correlative, vv. 12• 21• 26• 41• 48.-on111S!II,] Cp. 41 18 ; onv::i,x, 
46 22.-n. 1))111,1 71x] l. '111,1 7111 Ew. Br. Kr. He. ~ has Kal TO eupos, so 
ll; this naturally suggests :in,; but in v.27 011, ,,, is rendered To dJpos 
rrpos vcl-rov.-I2. ~ rends. nnN ,1011 .. ?1:Jll rn! rrijxvs e1r,a-vva'"f6µevos.
nn11 m111 11n11 nc11J. The repetition has a distributive force, G-K. § 123 d. 
The construction is not imitated in ~P. but ~AQe=m; ~=110111 no11.
n!lo ?lJJ] ~B l!vOev KO.< lv8ev='1!ll:ll ,1!l0; so~- '.ET finis utrimque=m. The 
idiom ,1!ll:l1 ,1!l0 cp. v. 10 occurs only in chs. 40. 41. Perhaps the whole 
should read, more smoothly, noo '11 mx, n1;c '11 no11; so Kr .. -13. m, 11nn Jlo] 
(§ cl;,ro TOU Tolxou [AQ relxous] TOU Oee ,,,., TOP Toixov TOU Oee ~=lll? lllO. 
Conjectures are \,•~7 fi'i;tt:t:;i 1•~i:;i Co., i'llJ7 111;11:1 lil? Kr., i'IH? NT;lti 1,7 1,<!;11) la!? 
Kittel Bibi. Hebr. 8 But can 1,=' back wall' ?-I4. ~B Kai To atOpiov roii 
aiMµ rijs .,,.,:,-,..,,s l!;wO.v, rr,jxrn dKoa-<, Oedµ. rijs ,rJX.,,s KuK"),.1/J A • • • ,r,jx«s 
e(Kocr< rr,vre Ka, To Odµ.. The conjectured Hehr. runs 111:lK 0'"l!l'V o½ln nK ,o,, 
:i•:ic :i•~c 1~nn 1))111,i 0S11 ?111.-15. Read prob. □SK 'J!l? ,v 1p111n p•nK 'J!l~o1 
'O'J!li1 't1m. For jl[ 'J!l ~Vl I. •i!l':>oi as in v. 19• jJ[ gives the l!.")... pnK'n Kt. 
with Jln'IG'l Q.; but neither form is etymologically correct; as the noun 
comes from "'nnK, the form should be ti•i;i~. But fi'i;ii:c;;i 1!11€1' the gateway, 
the entry, though perhaps explicable as an extreme instance of apposition, 
Dr. § 188 (1), cannot be admitted as probable, and @'s Kal To aWpwv Tfjs 
,rJX.,,s lfwOev suggests p~•nn "1))!1'11 or y111c i))lll,1, cp. v. 1•; if Jl'nK be retained 
it is best transposed, as above. m: l'IKJl':to KV"ln ' the middle gate,' again in 
v.19, attempts an explanation; it does not imply a different reading. 
For •mS ?V (not elsewhere) 1. 'J!l? ip with 2 MSS. and '.ET usque ad faciem; 
cp. Est. 4 2• ~ els ro aWpwv, explanatory. One MS reads 'J!l', as in 
v.19.-•o•mn 1))111,1 'K] @ aiMµ. Tijs ,r{,"),..,,s fow8e11, implying l'll:l'J!l.-I6. 
nll:lllK nmSn] Certain Ass. inscrr. mention a chamber, built into the gate 
of a palace or city, called bit khillani 'in the Amorite tongue ' ; this 
Amorite khillani is cognate with ti~o. the long a standing for Canaanite
Hebr. 6 ; G. R. Driver People and Book 103. For o~K=close, stop see 
Is. 3316, Ps. 58 6, Pr. 1728• * gives Ovploes Kpvrrral hidden windows.-
119,1''.?~J For o;;i•~~; see r 11 n. The form may have been assimilated to 
that of no'J!l?; this seems to have happened in the next cl., 1110,K and 
nm~n.-nm?nl nioSK, pi] I. niii~o 07~z Pl, (§ Ka.I tila-avTws To'is aiMµ. 0uploas. 
Thus the pl. nilll~~ cp. v. 30 rests upon a doubtful reading; from here to v. 38 

;f111 gives o~~ for oS[l]K; see on v. 7.-c•,on S•x ?Kl] I. 'n l'?K ?Kl, as in v. 28 

(Co.). The absence of the art. from ~'K points to an error in il!l; ~ Ka! ,!,r! 
TO alMµ q,olPIK<S lvOev KCll lv0<v=n!lo1 M!lO 'n ll?K,1 ?l/1 ; but ~ may be a 
corruption of l,rl ra aiXev, or the result of confusion between ~'K and 
cSK. The Mass. points o•,6~ with methegh and raphe, because the first 
syll. is long though written defective, et. 11b'J'l v. 22, and the o does not 
therefore take dagh. f. The sing. is fem. in form m,5,1') 41 181

·, and the 
pl. n'1~i;, occurs in r K. 6 29 738 ; but □';5i;, is used below, v. 26 41 20

• 28, 

and the word is treated as mas. The fem. implies an artificial palm, 
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G-K. §§ 87 o; 122 u.-17. 11l1J'nl'!] @ T~W i1IwTlpa11, a mistake for T1/V 
itwn!pav.-'111lll l'lDJi\ n1Jw~J The pass. ptcp. used impersonally with an 
accus., lit. ' there was made for the court in respect of chambers and a 
pavement,' cp. 41 18· 19 45 21 4623; Dr. § 135 (6) Obs. 3; for a different 
view of the construction see G-K. § 121 d. @ om. 'llltll and renders n\JU:~ 
by 1ra1,To<f,op,a=chambers of priests, oi 1ra1IT0,t,opo<=lit. bearers of shrines 
containing an image; 1 Mace. 438, Jos. War iv. 9, 12; F gazophylacia. 
The Mass. points 11!1~),. ,J~Ji=A:r. ra~apha, to distinguish pavement from 
hot coat~,~~,, ,J~J, =Ar. ra,japha; cp. lK7.'. and 1KT, rnf,: and u~:. For ,,,, ¼ 
@ iv To,s 1rep11,Tu>.o.s=''l/1 Sp.-18. l'l!lJ'l/11] Here @ has ai IIToal, again in 
42 3

• 5. 3 R. 631 (all in@}; it is another term fol'" peristyle. Jahn thinks 
that @ implies C'P'nK in place of ~1,, and he would tr. C'P'nK colonnade, 
a very doubtful sense. ;i, om. m\nnnn ',,, F om. ,-,,, ; Co. regards both 
words as an addition.-19. :in, ic•1] l. iJnn :in, ,c,, with @; the absence 
of the art. from :in, shews that the following genit. has fallen out.
mil\nnn illf//1!] 1. pnnM ; the punctuators marked the fem. ending as 
incorrect by placing the accent on the syll. before. @ Tfjs 1r6>.'1s Tfjs 
e~wTlpas lrrwOev=n•:im pll'rv, ,ym; but there is no reason to alter ;ffl's 
[n]i1nnnn; on the other hand, n•:illT.I l1,wOe11 gives a good parallel to f\nc. 
i!J:: IIKll'Jc Kl/in=flJ'nn 'rm, cp. v.H.-•c•Jm ,1nn] I. '!J,1 ipt!'n, cp. v. 32 ; 1 MS 
n•c•J~n, cp. v. 31 where ,1n is fem. @ Tfjs 1r6>.'1s Tfjs f3>.e1rop.fr11s=~il;:i 'wti.
]1DJ,'1\ c•ipn] @ connects with the sentences before and after, Tfjs :rrii>.'ls 
••• Tfjs f3>.e1rovrr'1S KaT' dva,ToMs. ,cal ftya-ylv p.e i1rl f3oppfi11. Of this T.(J>.. 
KaT' d11aT0Ms may be a gloss on •c•JoM iJ)t!'n ; the rest preserves the 
original beginning of v. 20, i.e. Jl!lYl'l ,,, ·•JJ'~l'l cp. v. 2•.-20. ,pu:m] I. 
iJ)u: mm.-i,c] I. i,;i:1, as vv. •· 28· 39• u 41 1. @=lnK ,c,, ; i!J::~F =~--
21. Read l'l/01 Q., l'?ttl Q., l!!l?tt] Kt. @ adds ,cr,,l ToOs q,olv1Ka,s airrfjs= 
1•,o•m, which,· however; comes in v.22.--.'l'n] Sing. predicate with plur. 
subj. ; Kon. iii. § 349 s. So @, but iii om. n•n .. ,Sit,, F om. 1'1'11.-For 
J1111K'111 @ Tfjs {3).e.,,.061,'ls KaTa dvaTo>.ds, a needless explanation.-'-:in,1 \JiK] 
@=l:m,, 1:i,K, vv.26. 20. 3• J"11 ,,K; one or other should be read here.
,"ICKJ] See v. 6 n.-22. Read 1•1om i!!l~!!t 'Ji~cl) 1'1\~01.-iinvn n,c:i] @ =,11w1J \Oji 
or i11,!i;.-l,J)'] Cp. v. 49 4428 ; G-K. § 144j.-Cri'JD'] 6 fowOev=IIT.l'lD~ cp. 
v. 28 n.-23. 'C'JCl'l ,in,] Usually ,irn is fem., v.31 103• 5, 1 K. 638 ; but 
sometimes mas., vv. 27 , 28· u, Jer. 3610. One MS n'c'JDn.-c1,p~1J I. 
'p? ,llwi ; so C!P, cp. v. 22.-24. 1,'K ,,ci] Ff. with weak waw, as in 
v. 35 4Iis. 1o 42H; see 138 n. Insert rim. C!P=l'ltn nK\ 1nK ,,ci.-25. 
n\l~IJtij!] Cp. □'"JHtl~ 47••, Gen. 3911 Cl'llJ, Ps. 368

, but oftener in later 
books; G-K. § 35 n; B-L. 227.-Jn,, ,iK] C!P~=l:in,1 lJiK; cp. v. 21 n.
ncic] Kt.°' mk:ai as in v. 21.-26. in,,;, np::iu: ni,;,ci] The form 11)):iu: with a 
fem. noun i~-incorrect, cp. 72 n. The K~. lni~J!, is inf. constr., 'its 
going up' ; Q. l'1;1i\.i1 • its ascents,' pl. of n~v. which, however, does not 
occur in this sense. Read i?JLP- v.:iir niS,11,1;i1 or lJ ,,Jl, ))JIil nl,llCJ\. C!P l((J,L 
frTa ,c).,µaKTfjpes airrii favours the first.-Cl'l'l!l~ 10,'Kl] 1. n1,)';~';, i!!l~'tt1 with 
@, as in v. 22.-e•,cn] Mas. in form and construction; see v.18 n.-27. 
'C'lDM ,11n~] See v. 23 n.-□i,,n 1ii 1] C!P inserts ,ca,Tevavn :rr6>.'1s, as v. 23.

iJ)U:n ~K iptoc] Many MSS and @i!J:: iJ)u: ~ 'u:c, as v. 23.-c,,,n ,,, 3] 

Possibly a gl.; not in v. 23• @'.ET have the words, but~ om. as often 
in cases of repetition, e.g. 243 2911.-nlcK nKC] So 42 2, but contrary to 
usage e.g. vv. 1•· 23· 41 etc. ; 1. IIT.IK 'c.-28. 'C'lDl1 iJn] Prob. iJn was 
regarded as sufficiently definite in itself to dispense with the art., cp. 
v.•1 4718 and 9 2 n.; on the other hand, see vv. 19· 23• 21, and many 
MSS here I. iJIJiJ. And see v. 23 n.-c,,i,, ,pu:n nK] Perhaps a case of 
apposition, Dr. § 188 (1) ; but 22 MSS and i!J:: l. iJ)U:; better still om. 
c,,,n with @.-30. @AQ supply a rendering.-31. nMnn ,1n] Cp. v. 28 n., 
C!P T1/V atl>.11v r71• l~wTepav.-i~?'~) Kt. sing. is correct, as the context 
shews, @ Tov alMµ, cp. v. 21 n.-,t,ic ~] I. ,~ l:>Jl.-i?l!,~ Kt. sing.; 1'?.1','2 
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Q. though pl. in form is really sing., from ll]llJ;I; G-K. § 93 ss. 49 om., 
and in vv. 34 • 

37 reads aurfi=1S.-32. 'D'J!lll ,imn ':>xJ 1. 'J1 m~n ,vrun SK, ~ 
<Is Tt,> 1r6X1]V T1/P fJXfrovlJ'aV Ka:ra civaroMs.-34. 'nn ,~ns 1D':>x1] So 'ff, but 
I. 'nil ,im SK 1t:i':>x1.-1S;,o] See v.31 n. @~=IS.-35. For iit:i1 see v.u n.; 
et. v. 32 ,;,wn nx it:i•1.-36. Read ,,Sx, l'Knl with <§~; though <§'ff =:ffl, 
11':>xii niioJ should be restored, also 1t:i':>xS1 @ after 1, n1i1Sn1.-37. 1':>x1] 
I. 'nn 'n Sx 1t:iSx1 @F.-1SK 'iK] I. 11':>x Sv, cp,. v. 31.-1,l/D] See v.n n. @~ 
=iS.-38. Some such sentence as c',ro,, ,llei: ,~!$ c~•~:i no~ 'P'?\'l (Co.} has 
fallen out.-□'7l/lFO C'?'~fl is ungrammatical. fliP gives the obscure rend. 
Ka, Ta al\aµµwv aorijs brl Tijs ,ru\'ls -rf)s oevdpas l!KpulJ'n. This suggests 
iJlr;iO c~•~.p. cp. ~ ' in the porch of the gate ' ; Field in loc. thinks 
that fKpvlJ'1s ' a flowing out ' may be a mistranslation of n1JnS\I' as 
though from n~~ 'emisit (aquam),' cf. o-S~; in vv.•0 • 43 , however, @ 
rends. ''ll -rpci1re_1a,.-1n•i•] In Akk. di!Ju, explained by rt!}§U=' wash' ; 
Del. Ass. WB. 214. m:~ 'prepare,'' place,' as though 1n•;;; 'ff lavabant. 
c§B om. cl. b entirely ; but some codd., including A, supply EKE< 1r>..vvoiilJ'<v 
T~• oXoKairrwlJ'u, (from e, according to Jerome in loc.). There is no 
sufficient reason to strike out cl. b, with Co. al.-39. nlinSII' C'JW] The 
numeral is mas., because the sing. inSw has a mas. form, cp. vv.•0 • 42• 

@B om. cl. a, and does not recognize the tables, unless frpvlJ'1S v. 38 @ is 
a misunderstanding of niinS!U. @A rends. cl. a, with the addition Ka! 
060 Tp&.1re5a, tvfJev lK XPlJIJ'lov (? for hpvlJ'1s) .-cn•SK] 1. 'S)I. ~ l!v atirfi scil. 
11 ,rv\17.----,,Swn] ~ om., Co. Ro. He.-40. n},v~ n~m;,] Acc. to the accents 
the S in 'll' goes with mimr ; it might go with mint:i as in v. 44 • 49 Tou 
pdaKas Twv oXoKavrwµ&.-rwv i.e. li7\)I~, so ~ ; some would read Cl?\!~, but 
49 supports the consonantal text ; p6a.Kos is prob. connected with 
the hpulJ'1s of v. 38 49 (Co.). Then @ gives T')s {JX,1ro61J'?)s 1rpos {Joppav, 
om. i)IIUII nn!lS; and adds 1rpos av<traMs to nunSw 'J'll.-□SKS il!IK] @ wrongly 
Kai raii alMµ, and again adds ,rpos civ<troMs to ''ll ''ll •, prob. with the 
desire of explaining that the arrangements all belong to the inner 
eastern gateway.-41. Om. ll!lt:l 111mSw 11l/J1K1 llllD.-nlJn,ru :,JlD'll] @ om. 
at this point, but adds at the end of the v.; a trivial calculation 
perhaps inserted when :ffl arrived at its present form.-c;r,':>x] itin'll' 1. 
MJT/1 ltlM'll' □,,,Sv @ {,r' a0a trrf,afoulJ't Ta fJ6µ<tra ( =MJI v. 42), with the 
addition KaT{va,n rwv OKrw rpa,rc{;wv rwv fJvµ&.rwv. Co. thinks that the 
latter sentence may contain something original, e.g. n::un n1mSru iJlDl, 
which he attaches to the next v. ; but perhaps @ is merely attempting 
to explain an obscure text. For nJl as including a sacred meal see 
W. R. Smith R. of S.3 237 ; Benzinger Hebr. Arch. 367.-42. r;~\JI_;] 
Some would om.; Kr.117\ll), and adds ll!lDl ll!lO ,)IIUII Mn!l~; unnecessary.
After n11J 'JJK insert n'JJ c'JJID from v. 43 , which may have been copied 
into the wrong line of the column.-•~nl nnK 11/JK 2] @ "'1X•w• 060 iiµllJ'ous.
ln'J'l cn1SKJ For emphasis cl'l'Sll (sic l.) is put :first, and the vb. begins 
a fresh sentence with the impf. and 1, cp. r212 n., Ex. r23, Num. r6•; 
Dr. § 125. The Vrs. do not reproduce this constrn, and most mods. 
l. lM'J'.--nJllll CJ 11S1v11 nK ltin'll'] For the separation of the two accusa
tives see 34 • n. ; but 11Jll1l is an addition. $1 places CJ after ltin'l!', 
and ~=□r;i.-43. □:Btllf01] recalls the obscure □:B.ir;i Ps. 68 14, based on 
□ :ti~,;ir;i Jud. 51•, Gen. 4914,? =fire.places or sheep-folds. i!t: l'?miv implies 
;flll's reading; but the other Vrs. point to cwp1 from ll~f lip. Kr. prs. 
cr,S inK n!lti 11!ll!l1.-p,pn "l'l/J nlmSwri SKi] A fragment, surviving from a 
possible Jinol 11:ll.ll.l n,oJS /1 □JD ll~l/DSt:i nlJn~'l/11 ~VI=@ K<tl ,,.., Tas rpa,r/i;as 
l!,r&.vwfJev <TTryas TOU KaM7rrelJ'0(l< d,,ro rov V<TOU Kilt ,i,ro T1)S f?)palJ'fo.s, !:;t")~. 
elsewhere lilli?, with ]j:ame~ and methegh and an aspirated J, as lµm. 
notes in loc .. ; i.e. the Mass. regards the ~ame{I as long (fiiit"bhiin) ; 
but erroneously, G-K. § 9 v, cp. !:;tl;I t,,-S. 13 11.-44. ~ Kal e11J'?7"{a"{iv µe 
£ls T?JV au\t,v T1/V EIJ'WTlpav, Kai liiou ilvo f~<ilp<tt iv TV a&Xii rii EIJ'WTEp'l,, µla 
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Ka.Ta vwTov T?js ,r11l\11s T?js f!J..e,roll0'1)S ,rpos floppii• ,ptpovua ,rpos vtrrov, Kai µ,la 
KIJ,T(J, VWTOV T?}S 1r6X11s T?}S ,rp/n v6TOV f!J..e,ro60"1jS ii€ ,rpos floppii11="\"1nn 7K IJK1:l11 
?K nruo 01,,n ,.,, n'J!ll JIDJn "\JIIQ '\n:l ,ic nnK n•o•i!ln ,in:i c•n111 ni:1111\, mm n•o•i!ll'! 
: Jl!lin ,.,, l'!'l!ll □1,,n iJW ')n:l.-45. n;i!ef~IJ ni] The form ni, written \1 Hos. 
7~•. Pf:· 132~ 2 

•• occurs _in 2 K. 619 and six times in }5:oh. for nRi; prob. a 
~1~ectic vanabon, which gradually came into general use; in the Mishn. 
1t 1s thC? regular form of the fem. demonstrative ; Segal Mishn. Hebr. Gr. 
41. Ill 1s to be taken in apposition to n;i!ef~,, ' this (the) chamber,'~,;, l!feopa 
a.in11, as z K. 688 ,w,n nKl, Ps. 104•• □•n n,; G--K. § 136 rJ, note.-n,01110 ,,otii] 
v', 45 448

' 
14

• 18, in H. Lev. 1830 22•, in P frequently, e.g. Num. 168 37f·; 
but also Dt. 11 1, Gen. 266h RD, Josh. 228 RD.-46. 1'1 •i:i non] The ex
planatory pron., and the absence of a conjn., point to a gloss. This is 
hardly the place for a passing allusion to the !;iadolp.tes; see 446• 31.

c•:;l')R[l] The verbal adj. :J.").~ has a priestly sense, 45•, and in P. e.g. Num. 
l 61 310. a8 1728 18•. Ct. c•:;iij;>[l eh. 421• 43u,-1ni111\,J Cp. 431• 44161. 45•, 
Dt. I08 1712 21 6.-47. n)l:J."\IJ] Cp. 45 2, I K. 731. * fr, Ta TEO"O'a.pa µip'l] 
a.VT?js, which in 4317 =1'1")1:i, n)l:J."\K ,ic.-48. n•:in elm Im 'JK:1•1]. In TB. 
'Erubim za quoted as ':11'1 □ ?K nn1:1 'm, which does not actually occur; the 
quotation is explained as a combined form of v. •• and 471, Tosaphoth 
s.v. :i.•n:ii.-c'm 7K ,011] 1. 07~~ \,•~ '11. c!9 To atJ.. Tau alMµ,, so m;gp; cp. 
v.• n.-"\JIIQn :i.n,1] c!9 K. To eripos Tov Oupwµa,Tos "'11Xw• ot!Ka reO"O"ri.pw•, Kai 
e,rwµ,loes T')s /Jr,pas i.e. iw'!:1 n\!lJ;1~1 ~tt 1'11\l'll, Jlsi"]~ '.:'n ',1-49. 71K] c!9=1"\K1.
mlll)I 'nlllll] I. 1'11\!'ll '!'lief, ~ 8woeKa., cp. 261 n.-,ref!! n\1n1,i;,;11] 1. ,~v, ni?ll,t;i~i. c!9 
Kal ,!,rl 8/Ka ii.11a,Ba8µ,wv,-□'?'!Vl 'iKJ I. 'Kn 7)1, cS$ brl To a.lMµ,. 

Ch. 41, 1-26. The temple and its nearest buildings.-I. The 
prophet has entered the vestibule (4048f•), now he is brought 
into the hekiil, which we may call the nave, to distinguish it 
from the most holy place ; see Fig. iii. B, and 816 n. ; cp. 
I K. 65. There is a close connexion between this eh. and I K. 6, 
and each helps to interpret the other ; both are difficult and 
obscure in detail, owing partly to the corrupt state of the text, 
partly to the technical character of the description. Ez.'s 
account is evidently written from recollections of Solomon's 
temple. As he moves westwards, the Guide measures first the 
jambs projecting on either side of the entrance, Fig. iii. i-j, 
k-l ; each is six cubits in breadth, a cubit thicker than the 
corresponding jambs of the vestibule, 4048 ~- At the end JJ( 
adds the breadth of the tent; but Ez. never uses tent of the 
temple, and surely not in the figurative passage 234:II· ; the 
clause is om. by ~. and may be considered a gloss, pointing 
out that the walls of the temple itself were thicker than those 
of the vestibule (He.).-2. The measurements in this v. will be 
understood by a reference to Fig. iii. i-k, j-l, j-m, l-n, m-o, 
m-n. For the side-walls lit. shoulders on each side of the 
entrance see 4048 n. No mention is made of the height of the 
temple ; in I K. 62 it is given as 30 cs., 49 25 ; 2 C. 33 says 
nothing about it.-3. 4. The most holy place. And he entered 
inside] Cp. r K. 750 'the inner house.' The Angel alone enters 
the inner sanctuary, cp. Lev. r62 ; et, he brought me into the 
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nave v.1• See Fig. iii. p-q, p-r. In I K. 61MO the width of 
the entrance to the most holy place is not given ; here it 
measures six cubits. At the end of v. 3, for :ff( and the breadth 
of the entrance was seven cubits read with ~ and the breadth 
of the side-walls of the entrance was seven cubits on the one side, 
and seven cubits on the other ; see p-o, q-s.-4. The Guide took 
the measurement of the length, from E. to W., and of the breadth 
alongside the nave, from N. to S., Fig. iii. s-t, s-u; the latter 
is measured perhaps because it was the side which Ez. could 
see (Kr.). The measurements of the other sides are left to be 
inferred : the whole formed a square of twenty cubits, Fig. iii. C. 
-and he said to me, This is the most holy place YFor the explana
tion by the Guide cp. v.22 and 4045 n. The designation of the 
inner sanctuary as the most holy place occurs in I K. 616 750 86, 

2 C. 38 • 10 422 57 and in P Ex. 2633f•, Num. 44• 19• In eh. 4312 

458 4812 the phrase is applied in a more general sense to Mt. 
Zion, the entire temple, the ' oblation ' of land; this wider 
application agrees with the usage of P, see for example Ex. 2937 

cp. Dan. 924 (the brazen altar); Ex. 3010• 29 (the incense-altar 
and all the furniture of the tabernacle) ; Lev. 610. 1s. 22 111. 25. 2e1 

71. 6 ro17 1413, Num. 189 cp. Ezr. 2 63, Neh. 765 (the sin-offering 
and other portions of the priests) and eh. 4413 ; in H Lev. 249 

(the shewbread). Hebrew employs the idiom to express the 
superlative degree, e.g. ' servant of servants,' 'the heaven 
of heavens,' 'the song of songs,' Gen. 925, Dt. 1014, Cant. 1, I. 
Other names for the most holy place are the d8bhtr or ' back 
chamber,' 'adytum,' 1 K. 66• 16 etc., 2 C. 316, Ps. 282, and 'the 
inner house,' 1 K. 750.-5. See Fig. iii. m-v. The description 
which follows, vv. Sb-u, is no doubt based upon reminiscences of 
the pre-exilic temple, and to some extent on I K. 65-10• Much 
of the detail is obscure ; the general sense seems to be that a 
three-storeyed building was attached to the walls of the temple 
on each side, except at the E; the storeys each contained thirty 
small rooms or cells; those on the ground-floor were the smallest, 
Fig. iii. v-w and 1-30 ; those on the floors above were larger 
in proportion to the rebatements in the wall of the temple; for 
the wall, which was six cubits thick at the base (v. 5a), diminished 
in thickness, probably by a cubit, at each stage. Apparently 
these cells were intended to hold utensils, stores etc., such as 
were needed in the service of the temple. Cornill reconstructs 
the text so as to obtain an intelligible sequence; but, as Toy 
remarks, 'it seems unlikely that the original had this formal 
orderliness.' In cl. b :ff( has the breadth of the side-chamber 
was four cubits. The word for side-chamber lit. rib, ~ Tfj,; 
,rAEvpa.,;-, is here applied to the bottom storey, but in vv.6-11 

to the separate chambers. In I K. 65 the building attached 
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to the temple-walls is termed the wing or annexe, lit. ' some
thing spread ' ; and many would read the word here and in 
vv.9

• 11• This certainly makes for clearness: it is difficult to 
believe that the same word was intended to denote both the 
ground floor, indeed the whole building, and the chambers in 
it.-6. ffl reads And the side-chambers, chamber to chamber, 
three and thirty times. With help from ~. this may be corrected 
to And the side-chambers, chamber over chamber, thirty, three 
times; \11'.$ also imply three times; the chambers, that is to 
say, were in three storeys, each containing thirty diminutive 
cells, making ninety in all. The number seems excessive ; 
and it has been pointed out that the Herodian temple, which 
was on a larger scale, had only 38 chambers, called ta'im 
(cp. 407 'guard-rooms') in Mishnfl. Middoth iv. 3; but this is 
hardly a sufficient reason for giving up the three times thirty 
cells; Herrm., for example, keeps only the three storeys, and 
omits thirty. For Josephus's account of the o!xot -rpl<rT€yoi 
in the later temple see War v. 5, 5.-The rest of the v. is un
intelligible in ffl : read perhaps and ' rebatements ' were in the 
wall belonging to the house [to the side-chambers] round about, 
to serve as supports [ and there were no supports in the wall of the 
house]. For the corrupt word in ffl, rebatements may be adopted 
from I K. 66• The words in brackets are best accounted for as 
explanatory glosses, the second bracketed sentence being based 
on I K. 66 end. Herrm., who interprets the v. in this way, 
takes supports to be a technical term for the holding ends of 
beams which rested on a course of masonry, and did not pierce 
the wall. What seems to be meant is that the three storeys 
did not form one building with the temple ; structurally they 
were distinct.-7. At each storey the side-chambers became 
wider, by a cubit, to judge from I K. 66, and the wall of the 
temple diminished in thickness ; a staircase connected the 
storeys, Fig. iii. x, x. Such appears to be the meaning, but as it 
stands the text is barely translatable, and can only be restored 
by conjecture, with more or less probability. And it became 
wider and 'increased' upwards in respect of the side-chambers, 
' according to the increase from ' the wall upwards round about 
the house, inasmuch as the house 'was rebated' upwards. See 
critical note ; the subj. of it became wider is impersonal, ' there 
was a widening and an increase.' ~~ suggest that the v. 
should continue, and 'from' the lowest floor one ascends 'by 
ladders' to the middle, 'and from the middle' to the upper storey. 
The Hehr. luUm, rendered freely ladders, is an insertion from 
I K. 68, where ~lJ give 'winding stairs ' ; but post-biblical 
usage leads us to think rather of a well-shaft, or hollow passage, 
covered by a trap-door and ascended by ladders.-8. And 
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I saw ' a pavement ' belonging to the house round about] Perhaps 
better And there appeared @. For ;ffl's height (gobhah) the 
rendering pavement (gabbd) is to be preferred, though the word 
does not occur elsewhere in the O.T. ; cp. Jn. 1913 ra(3(3a0a. 
-the foundations of the side-chambers were a full reed (high), 
six cubits . . ] i.e. the house and its annexe stood on a platform 
raised six cubits above the level of the inner court : Fig. iii. D. 
The height was that of the ten steps (4049 @) which led up to 
the vestibule. At the end of the v. is a word of unknown 
meaning; it may be an architectural term, or merely the 
product of textual corruption.--9a. The outer wall of the annexe 
(so probably for the side-chamber ;ffl) was five cubits thick; 
Fig. iii. w-y.-Vv. 9b-11. The platform, Fig. iii. D, and the yard 
on three sides of the temple, Fig. ii. R. To begin with, two 
terms must be made clear : there is the munniil; or free space lit. 
the space left free from buildings, the platform or terrace called 
the pavement in v.8 ; and there is the gizra or separate place, a 
narrow court or yard round the temple. In :ffl the two are kept 
distinct, but @ seems to identify them (see crit. n. on v.12), 

and thereby throws the plan into confusion. It is confused 
enough in the present text of ;fill. Many scholars take v.9b in 
connexion with v.10 : and the munniih 'between' the side
chambers belonging to the house 10 and between the rooms was in 
breadth twenty cubits ; but there are several objections to this. 
The breadth of the munniil; was five cubits v.11, not twentyv.10 ; 

and the distance between the side-chambers and the rooms was 
twenty-five cubits, Fig. ii. S; moreover, it is surprising that 
the rooms should be mentioned as though they were already 
known, whereas they are not described till 421 -9 ; and in this 
particular measurement we expect the gizra of twenty cubits, 
vv.12 -14, to be counted. Then in v.11 we are taken back to the 
munniil; and the side-chambers. Evidently there has been some 
disturbance of the text as well as corruption in detail. An 
easy improvement in logical order is obtained by transposing 
vv.10 and 11 ; and to make the whole intelligible we may con
jecture something of this kind: 9b and 'there was left' a free 
space 'beside the annexe' which belonged to the house (so Ber
tholet) ; 11 and entrance's' to the 'annexe' belonged to the free 
space, one entrance on the north and one on the south, and the 
breadth of the ' 'free space was five cubits round about ; 10 ' and 
the separate place was round about it,' in breadth twenty cubits, 
round the house ' ' (so Co. Be.).--9b. and 'there was left'] A 
plausible correction of the anomalous Hehr.-' beside the annexe'] 
For beside :flll has the house of,@' between'; the latter reading 
has induced many to connect vv.9b and 10, between ... between; 
but against this see above.-I I. From the munnii};, called the 
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pavement in v.8
, there was access to the side-chambers on each 

side, Fig. iii. z, z. For the sing. entrance ft'[ read the plur. with 
6i. In Solomon's temple there was only one such entrance, 
on t~e S., 1 K. 68.-10. The allusion to the gizrd in v.12 iniplies 
that 1t has.been already mentioned; by transposing vv.10 and 11 

and restormg the word in v.10, where it is referred to by the 
twenty cubits, all becomes clear.-12. The large building behind 
the temple, Fig. ii. Q; its purpose is not explained; probably 
it was the building called the parbrir in I C. 2618, and the par
warim=' court,' 'open place,' in 2 K. 2311• It measured 
seventy cs. in breadth, from E. to W., and ninety in length, 
from N. to S., within its walls; these were five cs. thick, except 
on the W. side, where the surrounding wall of the whole en
closure came (six cs. thick, 406 ) ; see Fig. ii. i-j, j-l, i-k. The 
total measurements, therefore, were 80.x 100 cs., v.15• The 
building lay in front of, alongside the separate place, in Hebr. the 
gizrd lit. ' the place cut off,' ' section,' which formed a yard 
twenty cs. in width on three sides of the temple, as the calcula
tions in v.14 shew; Fig. ii. R.-Vv. 13-15a. Total measurements 
of the temple and its immediate surroundings. As a rule 
'length' is the larger dimension and 'breadth' the smaller, 
whatever the direction may be, cp. 406 n. Four totals are 
given. First, v. 13, the length of the house from E. to W., IO0 
cubits, Fig. ii. m-n. This is made up of the jamb 5 cs. (4048)+ 
vestibule 12 (4049)+jamb 6 (411)+nave 40 (v.2)+jamb 2 (v. 3 ) 

+most holy place 20 (v. 4)+wall 6 {v. 5)+side-chambers 4 (v.5) + 
outer wall 5 (v.9)=IOO. Second, thelength ofthegizrd and the binyd 
(the building) from E. to W., IO0 cubits, Fig. ii. m-l ; the gizrd 
2o+the wall 5 (v.12)+the binyd inside 70 (v.12)+the outer 
wall 6 (406)=101. There is a slight discrepancy here, which 
need not be pressed ; the outer wall of the binyd, if it coincided 
with the surrounding wall of the whole area, was 6 cs. thick 
The 20 cs. of the gizrd are not given, unless we restore them in 
v.10, but they can be inferred from v.14. It is evident that there 
was no munnati, or platform at the west end of the temple. 
Third, v. 14, the breadth of the east front of the house and the 
gizrd from N.-S., 100 cubits, Fig. ii. g-h. This is made up of 
the gizrd 20 x 2 (see v.10 n.)+the munnati, 5 x 2 (v.U)+outer 
walls of the side-chambers 5 :>< 2 (v.9)+the side-chambers 4 x 2 
(v.9)+walls of the house 6 x 2 {v. 5)+interior of the house 
20 {v.4)=IOO. Fourth, v. 15a, the length .of the binyd along
side the gizrd, which was at the back of it, and its corridors (?), 
from S. to N., 100 cubits, Fig. ii. k-o. This is made up of the 
walls 5 x 2 (v.12)+the inside of the binyd 90 (v.10)=IOO. For 
alongside or in front of see v.12 ; at the back, or perhaps rather 
the back parts of it, i.e. of the gizrd. The word rendered doubtfully 

29 
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corridors v.16 42 3• 5 may mean passages, if it is to be connected 
with an Akk. root=' pass along.'-Vv. 15b-26. Particulars 
of the temple itself. V.15b reads in :ffl and the inner nave and 
the vestibules of the court. This makes no sense ; but with a 
hint from 4?, and taking over the first word of v.16 (corrected), 
we may tr. and the nave 'and' the inner part (i.e. the most 
holy place) and' its outer' vestibule were panelled. For the inner 
part cp. v. 3 ; for panelled or covered cp. 1 K. 69 73• 7, Jer. 2214, 
Hag. 1 4.-16. This obscure v. may be conjectured to read: 
and the splayed windows and the corridors (?) round the three of 
them, over against the threshold, were of shif[,,tph - wood - all 
round. Apparently this is a further description of the panelling, 
which was carried out in shaMPh: the unique word, probably 
a loan from Akkadian, is explained by a gloss to mean wood. 
The v. seems to say that this choice material was used to panel 
the windows and corridors (or passages) of the vestibule, nave, 
and most holy place, all three of them. Toy thinks that there 
must have been pillars inside the temple to support the roof 
of a building 30 ft. wide, and that such are implied by I K. 1012 ; 
then the corridors (?) were the alleys between them. But 
this is little more than guess-work. The panelling reached 
'from' the ground (see v.20) to the windows; some would emend 
:ffl further, and read' from the floor,' taking over the word from 
1 K. 615• The v. ends with and the windows (were) covered. 
Two suggestions for dealing with this enigmatical remark may 
be mentioned. One is to connect it with what precedes, and, 
striking out and the windows as a dittograph, to leave covered 
untranslated as a corrupt form of some technical term, ' from 
the ground to the windows were . . .' The other suggestion 
would connect covered, emended to a covering, with the next v., 
again omitting and the windows ; then the reference will be to 
some kind of roof.-17. Another obscure v.: over the entrance 
and as far as the inner house and to the outside ; and on all the 
wall round about, in the inner (house) and the outer were .. Perhaps 
and (there was) a covering (as emended) should be brought over 
from the end of v.16• The second half of the v. seems to introduce 
the subject of the mural decorations, continued in v.18• At 
the end occurs the word measures ; in compound phra,ses, 
e.g. 'men, a house, of measures ' Num. 1332, Jer. 2214, this 
means ' tall men,' ' a large house ' ; but what can be the mean
ing here? Kr. connects the word with the beginning of v.18, 

and thus obtains ' gigantic figures ' ; a questionable device. 
Something equivalent to @'s 'were carved' is wanted. 
@ makes the whole v. refer to the cherubim of v.18.-18. :ffl And 
it (? the wall, the house) was made with cherubim and palm
trees J Cp. v.19• Perhaps was 'the likeness' 18 of cherubim and 
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palm-trees wrought. A similar ornamentation is said to have 
been employed in Solomon's temple, in I K. 629, where, how
ever, the statement has prob. been taken from the present 
passage. The cherubim symbolize the guardians of God's 
dwelling-place (see note p. 113) ; the palms perhaps repre
sented the sacred tree which marked a sanctuary, cp. 4016 n. ; 
similar ideas were associated with the tree of life and the 
cherubim in Eden, cp. 2814 - 16• The decorative scheme recalls 
the winged genii who fertilize the palm-tree on the walls of 
Ashurna~irpal's palace at Nimn1d ; Brit. Mus. Nimroud Gallery 
Nos. 37. 38 ; Gressm. T. u. B.2 ii. Abb, 256 ; S. A. Cook Rel. of 
Anc. Pal. 55, and Pl. V. 16. 18-20.-each cherub had two faces] 
Ct. 16 1014• 21, where the cherubim are' living creatures.'-19. a 
young lion] The word used in r92ff·.-20. From the ground as 
far as the ' windows ' the cherubim and the palm-trees were wrought 
'on the' wall .. ] ill says as far as over the entrance, cp. v.17, 

@'to the ceiling' cp. I K. 616 ; but perhaps we should read as 
v.16• The main point is that the decoration covered the walls 
from floor to roof. At the end of the v. JN reads and the wall of 
the nave, the last word being marked by the Mass. as suspicious ; 
it should be struck out. @ seems to have read and the wall 
as 'and the sanctuary.'-21. is untranslatable. Of various 
attempts to restore it, Rothstein's may be mentioned: 'and 
at the entrance of ' the nave were square doorpost' s' ; and ' in ' 
front of the holy place was 'an' appearance like the appearance 22 

of' an' altar of wood. Kr. emends more radically, and follows 
the text of I K. 631 : ' the jamb and the doorposts of the 
nave were square.' ® renders' and the temple had a square 
opening.' In whatever way the text be corrected, the refer
ence is to the square entrance of the hekal. The second half 
of the v. says that in front of (@} the sanctuary appeared to be 
an altar, which, however, turned out to be the table of shew
bread. Here as in v.23 the sanctuary is the most holy place of 
v. 4 ; similarly in Lev. r62r. 1sr. 20• 27 , cp. Heh. 98• 26 ra. ayia.-
22. Some slight corrections are needed, after @ : 1. three cubits 
was 'its' height, and its length two cubits, 'and its breadth two 
cubits'; and it had ' ' corners and 'its base' and its walls of 
wood. F0r corners cp. 4621• 22 (of the court}, Ex. 2624 3629 (of 
the comer-frames of the tabernacle); and its breadth two cubits, 
om. by accident, is supplied by @ ; its base @ is incorrectly 
written its length in JN, cp. Ex. 2619fl- The Guide explains 
(cp. v. 4 n.) the meaning and use of this piece of furniture, which 
stood in front of the most holy place. It looked at first like 
an altar, and it is actually called an altar in I K. 620 end (to 
be corrected by ® ' and he made an altar of cedar before the 
adytum, and overlaid it with gold'). As it was made of wood, 
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without any metal covering, it could not have been an altar, 
and certainly not the altar of incense, which first appears in 
the latest stratum of P, Ex. 301 •10 ; we are to think rather 
of an altar-like table such as is figured in Assyrian, Egyptian, 
Hittite and Phoenician sculptures ; see the illustrations in 
Ball Light from the E. pp. I56. 200. 236; Gressm. T. u. B.2 ii. 
Abb. 456. 457; Woolley Carchemish ii. Pl. B 30 no. 6. Ezekiel, 
in fact, associates the ideas of altar and table, without identify
ing them; see further on 4416• The size of the table 2 x 2 x 3 
cs. is larger than that of the table in P 2 x Ix I½ cs., 
Ex. 2523, and in Herod's temple 2 x r x r½ cs. Jos. Ant. iii. 6, 6. 
For the table of shewbread, or rather of presence-bread, see Ex. 
2523 • 30 P 404 P 2, Lev. 24°·9 H, Num. 47 P, 2 C. 2918.-23. Both 
the nave (hekiil) and the sanctuary (~odhesh) had doors, each 
divided into two leaves, like Solomon's temple, I K. 634• The 
text has been slightly disturbed and altered: read with~ And 
the nave had two doors, 24 and the sanctuary had two doors.-24. The 
balance of the v. is improved by introducing leaves lit. ribs from 
I K. 634 : two moveable 'leaves 'had the doors. ~ shews how the 
rest of v. is to be corrected: two (belonged) to the one door, and 
two to the other door.-25. On these folding doors-the doors 
of the nave is a gloss-were wrought the same designs as on 
the walls. The second half of the v. runs : and a ? of wood 
was in front of the vestibule outside. The word 'iibh is an archi
tectural term of unknown meaning, again in v.26 (plur.); in 
r K. 76 it is connected with the porch of Solomon's hall of 
pillars; we may guess something like a projecting front or 
cornice; 49 'strong beams,' so l1 RV. 'thick beams'; ~ 'a 
wooden beam,' as :&im. explains ; ~ ' overlaid with wood.' -
26. The splayed windows (v.16 4016) are unexpected on the 
side-walls (v.2 4048 ~) of the vestibule, Fig. iii. b-e, d-J., and in 
combination with palm-trees. What we want is cherubim: 
these walls of the vestibule were decorated in the same way 
as the nave and its doors. -• however, has the support of 49. 
For palm-trees ~ reads and he measured, which is no improve
ment. The end of the v. is unintelligible: and the side-chambers 
of the house and the 'ubbim (pl. of 'abh v.25 ) ; this may be a 
marginal note on the contents of vv. 5 • 7 • 25 made by a reader, 
and afterwards incorporated into the text ; so Peters ingeniously 
explains Am. ]EL. xii. (r893), 48; he accounts for ' (the) 
prince' in 443 in the same way. 

Ch. 41, I. □ 11;,•~rn~] cl9 wrongly TOV al'J.a.µ, as in 407• 16• 49 .--,1£11:l Jr'11] 
49 inserts rou alMµ after ro eiipos.-',MWT :im] 1 MS Kenn. om. 'A has 
1rMros ri)s <TK1Jvfis. Some suggest ''1:1\1 :i~i, which is merely a repetition. 
-2. Jm1 2) To read lll(lll would match IY)l;I, cp. 40 21 n. ; but 6 =ffl 
here and in v.•.-3. ia1) Pf. c. weak waw; 13• n. 4024 n. Some 
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would read 11:1;1 (so I MS Kenn.), obliterating a feature of the style.
'K 'Ill nn~ :in,i] ~=l'l!ltl nltlK )IJl/l'I l'l!ltl nlcK )l:illl nn!Y'I n1!ln:i :imi; cp. v. 2.-4. 
•ill ½I] Cp. vv. 11• 15• •• 42•r. etc., lit. towards the front of, or, if ½l=Sll, on 
the front of; the term is applied to a position, not a movement, so that 
the meaning is roughly equivalent to alongside. •in ',v sometimes=east of 
e.g. 42•, 1 K. 63

, Gen. 25 18 etc., but this does not suit vv.12, 16• 05 below. 
-□'W:~O] See 3688 n.-5. ll~cl] In I K. 616· 16 the plur.=the 'beams' 
or boards of the temple and the 'partition ' of the adytum, so ~ here 
'party wall'; in ib. v.•=• side-chambers,' in ib. 73 'chambers' generally. 
The word for the ' annexe ' in 1 K. 6 6 • [BJ, 1o is ~111•,, lit. • that which is 
spread' ; in form easily confused with J.'',J, as i~- shewn by ~m: in 
1 K. 68.-:i•:io n•:iS :i•:io :i•:io] ~ simply K11KM0,11, gj>=n•:i, :i•:i□; ? l. 
'o 'o n•:i', '□, as in v.1".-6. niv¼m] Cas. pendens; Dr. § 197 (2) .-'ll ,K )IS!] 
l. S)I ~ for ':>K.-□ 1t1l/!l □•rvSl/l'I rv1':>rzi] l. □'tl)l!l w,',1/l □•lllSrv, cp. 1 K. 74• • ; ~ 
TpiaKona Tpl~ 5ls (=□;r;,Jl,~) ll bis triginta tria. m: Kin nSni ~=□•i:i.1 n,n; 
both imply □'tl)l!l llll,lll.-nlKJ1] ? sense. 6 5ttl<TT'J/JJ,a=' interval,' by 
which ~ renders n\)l·w;i li.:ll. in I K. 66 ; this is the word wanted here, 
though we cannot be sure that ~ read it ; for ~ uses 5tri<TT'J/JJ,a to render 
seven different words in chs. 41-48. Corn. ingeniously coins n1)1n from 
l/11:J=' cut off.' Another explanation is suggested by Kon. iii. § 282 h: 
he reads niK.11:> ' were sunk,' and trs. □'tl)l!l ' steps,' ' recesses ' ; but 
artificial ' feet' =n1tll/!l.-n•:i~ 11/lK] tit 11~,;, ' from within' =n,:.r,, ; so Ro. 
'from the house to the side-chambers.'-□'lln!! n\•;;r~] Ptcp. mas., though 
the subj. is n1)1~11 fem. But 'K may be a substantive, which, though 
passive in form, has an active sense, cp. ~1p; ' a fowler,' G-K. § 84• m. 
~ has Tov ,i,a, •• vpii,v i.e. n1K1S .. ni•n',, apparently a double render
ing.-':ll'l 'p:i □'llnK l'l'l' KS1] Cp. 1 K. 68 n•:in ni,,p:i 1nK •nS:iS, which is given 
by ~ here, 5,rws TO ,rapa ,r/iv wh bTwna,.-7. "•1?21 l'l,t!f.n] Fem. sing. used 
impersonally, G-K. § 144 b ; n.i;ii Niph. pf. for n:;io~. ib. § 67 dd. But 
the idea of surrounding is sufficiently expressed by :i•:i □ :i•:io, and that 
of increasing is wanted ; so l. l'l~l?il, or 1!11?)1 i:iq;:1 with nl)l~fO for '11', as 
subj. ~ takes n:in,, as a noun, ,cal To eupos Tfjs dvwTlpas Twv ,r:lleupw,, tit= 
n.h-)1, 31> om.-n•:in :i.010 •:i] ? for the surrounding of the house. ~ read 
a different text, KaTa T3 ,rp6<T0eµ,a lK Tov Tolxou ? =i•i,~p. ~910~. i.e. as more 
space was taken in from the wall, though a noun ~910 does not occur 
elsewhere. Kr. prs. n•::in ,::no •:i ' for there was a narrowing of the 
house,' from 11J.-nSJ10S n•:i', :in, p ~ll] The Vrs. on the whole=.:flil, but 
against the sense required by the context. Kr. prs. 'oS n•:i.11 )11Jl p S)I; 
many MSS and edns. read n•:in. Another way of obtaining the same 
result is to read )I¼', for n•:i',.-The corrupt text at the end may be 
restored: nii•',)ln ½I niti.•nn 101 nm•nn ';.K c•~1S:i 1',)I• ni1nnn11 101. ~ 'and 
from the lower (chambers) they ascend to the upper, and from the 
cornices (lK Twv ,yei<Tw~) to the third storey ' (frl Ta Tpiwpo<f,c,, cp. ~ 
3 R. 6 13, Gen. 6 18); ?=c>'S£>11 ½I □'n!lrm 101, cp. 4043 ; similarly 5', For 
ffl nSJ1' perhaps l. c•~i~:p i','J;., 1 K. 68, where @ i:ll,1<Tr, d,af3,um ll per 
cochleam, ' winding stairs,' 31> ' through a trap-door.' In the Mishna 
S1',=a shaft or passage covered by a trap-door, e.g. Middoth iv. 5 
(ed. Holtzmann p. 94 f.}, through which a ladder gave access; see 
Burney Kings 66, based on Stade.-8. 'n"N11] Pf. c. weak waw, cp. v. 3 • 

But (Ip transliterates, Kai To Opae:ll Tau ofK011=n:s1~ K1l;)l, cp. 108 for the con
struction; the fem. vb. implies a fem. subj., which is supplied by l'lfa 
for ffl's m~t-'::rn ni,o•o] Kt. nii~:9 Pu. ptcp. ll fundata, Q. ni-,910 a pl. 
noun. Kr. He. read ni,□lol, with the conjn. @ o<a<TT'J/JJ,a, v. • n.-,Sc] 
Many MSS and edns. K[l]~c.-n?•,~] ? connected with S•¥t1 joints, armpits, 
13u n. Kr. prs. m~:;ri;c beside it. @B again o,acTT,jµ,aTa.-9. :in,] I. :iml 
~~ll.-r1ri., ~K] on the outside, outwards, cp. 34£1 ; ~ l~wOo.-nJ~ ,~11)] 
Hoph. ptcp. of nu, v. 11 ; but the relat. has no antecedent, hence 
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Berlholet prs. itt,'.l- ~ Kai Tit a..-6Xo,..-a. After nio $51 adds 111ox t:tcn.-
11,v,ir 11':i] ~ cl,lt jl,ffJ'OII TWII ..-Xwpw11='~;y r;.. Be. prs. !11!:;:i ,,:;i; the art. is 
needed; for ,,:i cp. Zech. 412.-u. MJC? J/?irn M!ll] ~ Kai a1 06pa, Tw11 
efdipw• <!..-1 To a..-6Xo,..-o, i.e. 'c, mv½n 'Ml1tl ; ? I. Jlllr'n for 11w,irn.-JUJirn ,i,] 
Perhaps I. li!l¥? II oi,,'t. ~ T?/P ..-pos fJoppav, so $51.---nicn olpc :im1] There was 
something illegible in the text here, for c!9 gives K. TO eiipos Toii <pwTos 
{? =11NC) Toii a..-oXol..-ov, ~ Tou To..-ou T,)s ..-pofJ'ell)(,)s, another recension rou 
a<pewµhou. $51 K)lim, ? a mistake for Kil1K1, Co. 155 Most likely 01pc 
is a gloss.-:i,:io :i•:io] $51 om.-10. 11\Jt:t?n r:11] The mention of the 111:Jt:t? 
of 42 1•9 seems out of keeping with the context. Co. prs. l? :J':io 1'111Jnl 
11,:i, :i•:io nt:K o•it:tJI :in, ; then m1in prepares the way for the allusion in 
v.1•.-12. J'l:ln] See 406 n. for the form; but in the next v. the form 
is ;r,i:i, which perhaps should be restored here. 4&B Ka, To alOplfo• KaT1t 
7rp()(J'w..-ov roil a..-oXot..-ov. For alOplfo• codd. AQ read o,oplfov, from which 
alOptfov has arisen by confusion in the uncial letters (Co.). Note that 
for m1i vv. 12• 16 -8i uses To a..-61'.o,..-o,,, Tit a..-6Xo,..-a, the rendering of nio in 
vv.9 • 11 and of Kn'P'l1K in v. 15 ; in .ff[, on the other hand, the n,1i and nio 
are quite distinct; see on v.9h (Comment.). For 'J!l ,a,; cp. v. 4 n. n,rin from 
iii 'to cut' ; cp. li11~ flt' Lev. 1622.-□'M ,,, 11K!l] Elsewhere the point of 
the compass is indicat~d by l1K!l e.g. 451 4720 , or by ,,, e.g. 40441·, but 
not by both. c!9 ws ..-pas OciXa<TfJ'a• apparently om. l'IK!l ; $51 read l1K!l as 
nll!l.-13. ,,01J v. 16, see v.• n.-n•i:in] is perhaps the technical term, and 
should be restored in vv. 12• 16 42 1• 10, while J'l:l=' building' in a general 
sense, 40 6.-14. 'K 'c □'i;,?J on the east. ~ Kari•a•n ..-'lxw• haTv•, as 
though 'K 'c 110,p, cp. -8i Gen. 214 410• Co. Ro. insert M!l01 i'l!lC after 
o'ip?, an improvement, no doubt (cp. v. 15), but hardly necessary.-15. 
;;r'1qJ!, ?!1 ,~~] For the compound prep. cp. 2 S. 5••, 2 K. 918!.. Perhaps, 
however, to bring out its substantival force, O'T:Ql!. should be pointed 
;;r•1n~. cp. 816• ~=lai"IT) n:;i;y •;.h~ ?J/.--KO'R1Al( Kt. K•j'itl;ll( Q. MSS vary 
between i'l'P'l1K and Kn;,•na,;. The form of the suff., with an Aram. ending 
(cp. 31• n.), is found only here, and may be due to a late Palestinian 
scribe. It has been suggested that p111K comes from a root which in 
Akk.=' pass along,' etelju, hence meti/ju=' a passage'; G. R. Driver 
JTS. xxxii. 363. @ Tit a..-6:\01..-a., cp. v. 12 n.-Cl. bin @ reads ml o vaos 
Ka.I a.I -yw,la, Kai To aD,,/iµ. TO cl;w-repo• ..-e<paTvwµha. Hence 1. ·,_,,,~;:q ~;i•op1 
C'J1!lJ? fiY'cl[! ie~i;c). In 3 R. 740 =2 K. 73 C,P<tT.WfJ'€1!=1~0.-16. C'.!lCll=' the 
thresholds' is to be read O'J1!JO and connected with v. 15.-11lo!lKl'l o•i1\,rvn] 
@ K. Ovp,aH a<KTvwral 'and latticed windows,' et. Kpv..-Tal v. 26 4016.

C'P'11Ki'l'I] @ v..-orpa.6fJ'm for which c'~lP!fO) is conjectured by Bewer in Kitt. 
Bibl. Hebr.•. Co. prs. for the whole phrase n1C1t:>X □'!llpz, 'J1~Ml 'windows 
with frames closed in' or 'with narrow frames,' cp. I K. 64 and 
Burney's note.-fJI ~•Mc>] Perhaps a loan-word from Akk.; G. R. Driver 
JTS. xxiii. 409 cps. i$ si(lpi=sif.pu wood ' ; Prof. Langdon adds a ref. 
to Meissner MV AG. 1913, 2 p. 14 L 12, where sif.pu is explained by the 
synomym i$$U §almu • black wood.' The Hebr. should be pointed ~'cl~, 
with 'Ii (not w, as Massora) to=Akk. c. Then fJI is a gloss, explain
ing the 11..X., cp. 811 flll a gl. on ,nv, 31 3 pi:i~:i 11K a gl. on i1t:txn.-
111c:io 111i\n,i nlll?m ,v r,wi1J At least ni:t~.9! cp. v. 20 is required; c!9 "· To 
toa,pos K. EK Tou cilaq,ovs (a doublet). Some would read J/illi\10~1 1 K. 615t·. 
1110:ic may either be a corrupt form of some architectural term, or read 
l'!g~i;,1, and transferred to v.1', • And there was a covering .. '; in 
either case l11l?l'Vll is to be om. as a dittogr. At the end of the v. e 
has "· a! OvpUies ava..-rvfJ'O"Oµ.e,a, TptfJ'<Tws els To o,aK1J11"Tew (? ~'11£> as if=~i't:t), 
which seems to be a doublet of K. Ovploes • . • KiJKAt;J ro,s Tp,.,.,. WfJ'T€ 01a
Kv1r-rei, at the beginning (Co.). @ does little to clear up the obscurities, 
though ~al cl oiKos Kai ra ..-Xrwlo• ,i;vXwµi,a. KUKAC/l gives the general sense.-
17. n111m ~Jill ~JI] Questionable Hebr. V.•0 has nnll;i ~J/C iv as Jar as over the 
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entrance, and so tn: here • as far as over the door and from the inner 
house • ; ~ fws 1rX'lcrlov TI)$ icrwTepa.s Ko.i lws T,js E~wdpo.s (? scil. o.&Xi}s) ; 
':'m· nnEm and n'Jn.-Jlll'11Jl 'D'JEIJ] Cp. I K. 629 p:ni,, C'J!Ji,c to be read 
J1ll'IJ~1 'r;i'J.\l? (Klost.).-ni'lr;i] Kr. ni'lr;i 'lfl.' from 'lt?J/J v. 1s; bnt □'JfY. does 
not occur in O.T. or in post-bibl. Hehr.; Rotbst. C'l'.ll1!]=@ "'feyXvµfro. 
and om. 'l1&1l/l v. 18• Better perhaps tl;liirll. mD~ • the likeness of wrought 
cherubim,' Bewer in Kitt. 3-18. 'J 'l1&1lll] For the construction see 4017 n. 
Perhaps tl'.lilrl/, should be read, the plur. being attracted to that of □'J11J, 
cp. G-K. § 146 a ; but the syntax is awkward.---71li5jl] See 4016 n.
Jli~?] The art. with ', is distributive, Kon. iii. § 256 b.-19. lEID] @ MJev 
Ko.i (,Oev bis.-n,:in ,J ~ 'Wll] @B=n'Jl'I 'lll'l/, a simpler constm., but not 
therefore more correct.-20. nn1in ,110 ,11] Though almost the same phrase 
occurs in v.17, perhaps ;f¥l should be corrected to agree with v. 16 nlll'ffl ,y. 
@ lws Toti rpo.r,wµo.ros ? =P!ll;)!:i 7J/ 1 K. 616 ; this correction would do 
equally well.-?J'ili1 ,,;,,] The second word is marked with puncta 
extraordinaria, cp. 4622, B-L. 79. An ancient variant is n':in. For,,;,, 
1. : 7'is'?, Bewer. @ for 7'Pl gives Ka.i .,.1, ll"'fto•, similarly for n1,•p, v. 25 

Twv O."'flw,, see Co. 103; Volz thinks that an original 1&11p was abbreviated 
'1p, whence ,p, Stud. z. Text d. Jeremia (1920), xi.-21, n11:i, m110 ,J'/11'1) 
Ro. emends ni11:?7 nin9 '?'vP ni:i!;J71, as I K. 633 which is to be corrected 
after @. Here @ bas Ko.! o ,o.os d.,o.1rrvcrcroµevos TeTpd."'fwva.--nx,0,1 !U7pl'1 'l!Jl 
fl/ 11Jll:l11 20 : i'lk7DJ] l, fJ1 ~]l;i l1!$7l;i:l) Mtlll;l Iii)~!:! 'J~~], @ KO.Ta. 1rp6<TW'll'OV TWP 
O."'flwv l!pa.cr,s ws 6,p,s Ov,no.crn1plov tvXtvov.-22. fl! IJal)r;>tl) An instance of 
apposition, Dr. § 188 (2) ; but l. fl1 n:.1r;i, the n being repeated from the 
end of the preceding word.-e1:;ih] 1. ii'!?! Vrs.-After nlDK 11 insert i:li;i11 
nil;ll'( tl;l:1:f @.-,, l'nllll!PDl) A pleonasm, cp. 123 end; but om. suff. and 
l. i', niy!.~r;i1, @ Ko.< KipaTa Elxev.-lJ7K1] 1. il71;:11, @ Ko.! 1J f3o.cr,s o.vTov.-
1'1111' 'lD?) @B 1/ 7rp0 1rpocrw1rov' KaTa. ?rpD<TW'll'OP "'+ KV B•bAQ,-23. 11'7j)?l] Om. 
with @.-24. nlnn,] 1. with @ 11iJ~?.-nln'7 n\JtllD C'nll'] The ptcp. ni:;itilD 
bas a gerundive sense, that can be turned, It§ <TTpo,j,wTais ; in 1 K. 634 

C'?'?J revolving is the equivalent.-n~, . . . n,,, c•n1&1) 1. no~1; n>~? c:13~ 
n1i;it1ii n~~~ c:l:Jifi=@.-25. Jn"'?N M"lll'Pl] The pred. coming first is in the 
fem. sing. i.e. the neuter, though the subj. is c•:i1,:i, Kon. iii. § 348 e f3 ; 
cp. Ps. 37 31 end.-nwp,] @ explains KO.Ta. Ti'W "'fAv,j,i'w Twv O."'flwv.-fl/ Jll] 
@ cr,rovoa,i'o. ~6Xa, connecting with J)I 'thickness,' Ex. 19&, ]er. 42&; in 
1 K. 7•· 26 [@ 43 • 12] 7rd.xos l1 epistylia; here l1 grossiora ligna; tn; Knlllpc 
• beam,' but also perhaps ' tbreshol\i,' which is the sense which some 
adopt, e.g. B-L. 534.-26. n\Dt31 c•i1°l'm] Note the false concord ; ? 1. 
C'Jl7Jl.-C'7Dnl] @ K. o«µhp17crev=7D'l ; for confusion of , and , cp. 48U 
Karo.µ<Tp17011creTa<=7C' for ,0,.-e,;ipn, n•:i,i niv'r.:t1] If a marginal note, it 
must have been incorporated early, for It§ renders Kai Ta. 1rXevpa. Tov 
otKov i?v"'fwµEvo. ' were bolted in.' 

Ch. 42. 1-14. Rooms for the priests on either side of the 
temple.-The text of this section is so badly preserved that 
its original form and meaning can no longer be recovered with 
certainty ; in detail much must be left to conjecture. Along
side the gizrd or ' separate place,' N. and S. of the temple, the 
prophet is shewn a three-storeyed building arranged in two 
blocks, one twice as long as the other, and divided by an alley, 
Fig. ii. SS, S1S1, UU. Only the building on the north is fully 
described, as that on the south followed exactly the same lines, 
v.11• It will be noticed that the area included by each building 
corresponds with that of the temple and its side-chambers, 
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namely rno x 50 cubits, 4113f. 422 : everywhere the symmetry 
of the plan is remarkable.-V. I. And he brought me forth i.e. 
from the vestibule of the temple,4126,into the outer court, Fig. ii. C; 
<!gB has into the inner court, Fig. ii. F. Either may be right ; 
but the inner court, the one nearest to the temple, is what we 
should expect. The prophet was led in the direction of the 
north, and took up a position from which he could obtain a 
view of the structure, perhaps at the E. end of the longer 
block, near the alley. ~ reads differently: 'towards the 
east, opposite the entrance which faces north' i.e. the prophet 
was led first in an easterly direction, and then N.E. Some 
of this may be original, but 'the entrance .. north' seems 
to come from v.2-and he brought me in unto the rooms which 
were over against the separate place and over against the binyd 
on the north] One block of rooms faced the gizrd, and equalled 
it in length, roo cs. (4115a) ; the other faced the binyd on 
the north i.e. the surrounding wall called the building in 405, 

and was 50 cs. long, v.8 ; Fig. ii. R and A. These rooms 
(sing. collective) were for the use of the priests, vv.13 · 14 ; the 
same word denotes the thirty rooms for the people along the 
outside wall, 4017 • ®B reads differently : ' And he brought 
me in, and behold, five [~.A fifteen] chambers.' Some think 
that this may be original, cp. 4017 87• 14• 16 etc. ; but five 
can hardly be the right number, and fifteen suggests that ~.A 
was thinking of the 30 (15 x 2) chambers round the outer 
court; in vv.7 • 10• 11 the rooms are not numbered.-2. The 
length of the edifice from E. to W. was roo cs., and the 
breadth, including the ro cs. of the alley which divided the 
two block, was 50 cs. Fig. ii. p-q, h-r. Details of the text 
are incorrect and uncertain : for Towards the front of (the) 
length 1. The length, so ~; for at the entrance of the north 1. on 
the side of the north.-3. over against the twenty which belong 
to the inner court, and over against the pavement which belongs 
to the outer court] Apparently an explanation of the breadth 
mentioned in v.2 : this breadth was bounded on the one side 
by the twenty cs. of the gizra, and on the other by the ri~pd 
or 'pavement' which ran along the wall of the outer court, 
4017r.. Such is the best that can be made of the obscure allusion; 
some treat it as a gloss on 'over against the separate place 
and over against the building' of v.1, Be. Toy.-The inner 
court Fig. ii. F, the outer court ib. C.-passage (?) in front of 
passage (?) in the third storey] For the rendering see 4115 n. 
There was a gallery, it seems, on the top storey of each block, 
facing inwards.-4. A-nd before the rooms was an alley towards 
the inside] i.e. between the two blocks, which perhaps is implied 
by towards the inside ; many, however, om. the latter words with 
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<IP$ as a needless addition. ® renders the alley or walk by 
11"epf:rra-ros. Fig. ii. U and p-s. For :ffl a way of one cubit (1} read 
with <IP$ a length of one hundred cubits, cp. vv.2 • 8• Fig. ii. p-q. 
The doors of the rooms in the longer block opened to the north, 
into the alley.-5. The rooms on the top storey were shortened, 
or reduced in size, by the open passage which ran along the 
building from W. to E. Render cl. b for the passages 'with
drew' from them-from the lower and middle (rooms)-(so much 
of) the building. The word for withdrew is a correction of :ffl 
devoured on the basis of v. 6b ; from the lower and middle is a 
gloss, om. by $. <IP gives a distorted version of :ffl, though 
possibly with an attempt to reproduce something original in 
the Hehr. at the end.-6. For they were tripled] i.e. in three 
storeys, <IP -rpirr'Aa{, :S -rpfrneya.-and they had no pillars like the 
pillars of the 'outer' (rooms)] The rooms on the top storey 
were open in front ; they had no pillars, and in this respect 
they differed from the outer (rooms) ®, which had pillars. Can 
these latter be the thirty rooms of 4017 ? Was there a colonnade 
round the outer court ? So far as we know, the post-exilic 
temple had nothing of the kind. Hence it seems that the 
reference must be to the rooms described in 4044, Fig. ii. 00, 
and that they were pillared in front (so Toy Ezek. 185. 190). 
The outer rooms will then be, not those in the outer court, but 
those in the area outside the temple, Fig. ii. F. .:ffi like the 
pillars of the courts is corrected by ®.-Cl. b explains that the 
top storey was withdrawn, or set back, from the front elevation 
of the two storeys below, from the ground; cp. v. 5.-7-Ioa. 
The shorter of the two blocks, Fig. ii. S1• Its outer wall extended 
eastwards from the end of the block for fifty cubits, ib. r-t; 
a special word is used, gadher usually ' fence,' to indicate that 
it was not the wall of the block itself, though in a line with it ; 
this party-wall ran parallel to the rooms of the longer block 
which faced the outer court, and in front of them.-8. The shorter 
block of rooms was fifty cubits long, half the length of the block 
on the temple side, Fig. ii. S1 t-u ; S p-q.-and behold, in front 
of the temple a hundred cubits] The exclamation is unsuitable; 
with slight changes, follow ® and read, and they (the rooms in 
the smaller block) were in front of them (the rooms in the larger 
block), the whole a hundred cubits; Fig. ii. r-u.-9. And below 
these rooms was the entrance to them from the east, as one enters 
from the outer court] Fig. ii. V. The entrance was at the E. end 
of the shorter block, up a flight of ten steps from the outer 
court to the level of the temple-platform ; 4049 n. The steps 
faced eastwards, unlike those of the N. gateway, 4037.

rna. ' at the head of the outer' party-wall] The words, thus 
restored, are to be joined to v.9

, as in ®; the entrance stood 
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where the gadher began and the shorter block ended.-1ob-12. 
The corresponding rooms on the S. side of the temple. At the 
beginning of this section some words must have fallen out, 
e.g. 'And he led me .. and behold! ' as 4024• For Jl!l 
towards the east I. towards the south with d§, or perhaps combine 
the two. At any rate the prophet must be brought to the 
southern blocks : they fronted the gizrd on the north, and the 
binyd, the surrounding wall, on the south, Fig. ii. SS1 ; see v.1 n., 
4113 crit. n.-I 1. With a minimum of alteration read, And a way 
was before them, ' according to the measures ' of the rooms on the 
north, according to their length ' and according to ' their breadth, 
and ' according to ' all their exits and their dispositions and their 
entrances. The way is the alley of v. 4, which some would 
substitute here with d9. For Jl!l according to the appearance 
d9 has the word measures, cp. 4024• 82 • 85.-12. Nothing can be 
made of this v. as it stands; probably it should form a counter
part to vv.9• 10a, reading somewhat as follows: And below the 
rooms which are on the south was a door at the head of the outer 
party-wall towards the east as one enters. ;fl1l starts with and 
according to the doors of the rooms ; ~ has only of the rooms ; 
in what ~ollows, the unintelligible text of ;fl1l is restored from 
v.10a. See Fig. ii. V.-Vv. 13-14. The purpose of these rooms.
And he saia to me] Cp. 41 4 n.-The rooms referred to are those 
in the longer block, which extended for a hundred cubits in 
front of the separate place, vv.lf, 10 ; they provided a place where 
the priests could eat the most holy things (cp. 4428f, 4620) and 
deposit the offerings. Nothing is said about the rooms in the 
shorter block and their purpose, unless some statement on the 
subject is to be found in v.14 (He.), or originally stood there 
(Kr.). The rooms are called holy because of the most holy 
things deposited in them; for the latter expression see 41 4 n. 
It is worth noticing that :ffi speaks of the priests who are near 
to Jahveh (or perh. draw near) without distinguishing them 
further ; but d9 inserts ' the sons of $ado~,' thus anticipating, 
like 4046, the principle laid down in 449 -16• Moreover, it is 
taken for granted that the priests receive their maintenance 
from three classes of offerings, though the regulations do not 
come till 449 -16• 2s-so; see Analysis i. (h) and (j) pp. 427 f. 
Possibly, as some think, vv.13• 14 are a later addition.-14. Cl. a 
runs lit. And when they go in, the priests-and they shall not go 
forth from the sanctuary into the outer court ' '-there they shall 
deposit their garments. This looks like a distorted version of 
4419a. If, as Kr. plausibly suggests, a sentence has fallen out, 
the v. may have read 'And those which are in front of the 
building, they are the rooms where they deposit their garments,' 
cp. v.13 ; then the v. was confused by adaptations from 4419a. 
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The Vrs., however, do not imply the onuss1on. CL b in ~ 
stands as follows: they shall put on other garments, and draw 
near to that which belongs to the people. This again is a careless 
version of 4419b 'and they shall put on other garments lest 
they make the people holy by their garments.' ~ reads the v. 
differently in detail; the variations shew that the text has 
suffered much at the hands of readers and copyists. 

Long ago Ewald made the suggestion (Herrm. Ezechielst. 51), 
carried further by Rautenberg ZATW. 1913, 97 ff., that this 
is the point to which certain stray fragments should be brought, 
and arranged in the following order : 4213• 14 rooms for the 
priests ; 4088 - 43 tables for killing the sacrifices at the E. gate
way; 4619 "24 kitchens for priests and people; 4216 •20 measure
ments of the whole. This improves the logical sequence, no 
doubt ; but whether it represents the original draft of the 
narrative is another matter. It seems wiser to recognize 
rather than to rearrange the additions which have been made 
at various times. Seep. 427 and Analysis i. (b). 

Vv. 15-20. Summary of the foregoing specification: the total 
measurements of the temple.-15. When he finished the measure
ments of the inner house] The following vv. shew that this 
includes all the buildings within the surrounding walls ; 11? ' of 
the house from within.' Here the house, as in 406, means the 
whole complex.-he brought me out to the eastern gateway] i.e. 
to the point from which they had started, 406 • This surely 
need not imply that the prophet had been standing there all 
the time, while the angel went round to measure (He. Ho.).
and he measured it] Not the gateway, but the entire area. 
~ does not recognize it.-16. the east side] or quarter, lit. wind, 
vv.17 •20 ; see 379 n.-with the measuring reed] The reed can 
mean both an instrument for measuring and a standard measure 
of six cubits, 40 3 n.; here and in vv.11 - 20, of course, the former. 
~ om. the phrase, rendering it, however, in cl. b.-five hundred 
reeds] A mistake, repeated in vv.17 "19, for five hundred i.e. cubits 
{understood) ; the mistake is due to the double meaning of 
reed. The court was not 3000 but 500 cubits square, v.20 452 ; 

Fig. ii. v-w. Thus from N.-S.: outer gateway 50 cs. (4021)+ 
outer to inner gateway 100 (4023)+inner gateway 50 (4036)+ 
inner court 100 (4047 )+inner gateway 5o+inner to outer 
gateway roo+outer gateway 50=500.-round about] But the 
measure was taken on one side only ; read, therefore, with ~ 
And he went round and measured;transferring the word to v.17. 
-17. The north quarter, Fig. ii. w-x. Again reeds must be 
om. with @ and in vv.18• 19 ; at the end connect the last word 
with the next v.-18. The south quarter, Fig. ii. v-y. Read 
'And' he went round to the south ' and' measured, cp. v.19• 
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-r9. The west quarter, Fig. ii. y--x. Read, 'And' he went 
round .. 'and' measured.-~ transposes vv.18 and 19, thus 
obtaining the more natural sequence E.N.W.S., and many 
adopt the alteration, which, however, may be an attempt to 
improve upon ~ (Kr.). The order in :ffl, namely E.N.S.W., 
follows that of the original measuring : Angel and prophet 
start from the E., 406 ; then, turning to the right, they go N., 
4020 ; then S., 4024 ; and they end at the W. with the temple and 
its buildings, the culmination of all, 4048-4112• It is significant 
that the Christian prophet, when he sees the Angel measure the 
walls of the heavenly Jerusalem, names the points of the 
compass in the same order as the text of ffl ; Rev. 2113.-

20. Toward the four quarters he measured ' '] Cp. Jer. 4936, 

Dan. 88 114, 1 C. 924• The length and breadth of the wall 
were each five hundred (cubits) ; Fig. ii. A.-The object of the 
wall was to distinguish between sacred and profane ; cp. 2226 n. 
4423 ; here sacred or holiness means the temple and its area, 
profane or that which is common means everything outside them. 
The phrase is a general one, and not quite consistent with 
451 • 3 4812, where 'the oblation of the land' which surrounded 
the temple-area and lay outside of it, is called holy of holies ; 
but this is hardly a sufficient reason for regarding v.20b as a 
later addition (Rautenberg, He. Ho.) ; strict consistency is 
not to be expected. 

Ch. 42, I. 1iK'lll1l] (19 K, d<J'frta."(€V w='lk':i'l, but see cl. b.---,-iilll'nn illn/1] 
Cp. 4017• c19B r½v ecrwn"pav='C'i!ln, ®A r. l~wrepa.v.---jl!lllll ,,, ,,,n] The 
first word is a mistaken anticipation of 1:he second ; ~ om. (19 ,ca.rii. 
avaroXas Karefvavn ri)s 1ruA>JS r,}s 1rpos /3oppiiv =fl!l'ffl nn!l iii no•,p, so QI; ' in 
the direction of the gate which opens in the direction of the N.', 
? paraphrasing; Co. 135.---m1i,n ½c •ix:i•l] (§B "· elcrfrta."yiv µe, Kal lvou 
l~ei'ipa, 1revre, A vb.a 1revre. In 4017 (§ gives 1racrro<t,6p,a for nl:ll:'~, but 
lfevpa., in 4044 ; in the latter place (as here) (§ inserts a number, o!lo. 
---mun ,ii] (§ <x6wva, rofi ,i1r0Xol1rou, identifying the n,ri with the rue, 
cp. 41 12 n.-rnn ,ii Wkl] (19 K. lx6µeva, TOU owpi!;ovros, as in 41 12f, 1•; 

according to ;!lfl, however, the j'iJ behind the temple cannot be the j'J~ 
here, toward the N.-2. 'J!l ½c may be a dittogr. of the preceding fl!l~'1 ½c. 
~A supplies Karii. 1rp&crw1rov.----1·1Kon n1CK 11k] 1. II'?!'.! /11;(1? lllN;;t ; the art. with 
7iN to balance :llJ~Ol cl. b; the art. with tlktl may be intended to refer 
to the 100 in 41 13, but it is better omitted, and the phrase corrected 
to 110K /INJJ as in v. 8 40 10 41 15 etc. In 4027 we find n1tlk l!k!J, but never 
!lktl nltllt (§ i1rl 1r,jxm har&v.-1\!llln M!l] Probably I. 'll/1 n~~. cp. 4717 

4816• c19 1rpos {Joppiiv.-3. o•il:'Jl/1 iii] '19 orn-ye"ypaµµha, ov rp61rov al 1rvli.a.,, 
? taking □•,wvn as a mistake for 01iJ/l:'/I. Peters JBL. xii. (1893), 47 f. 
suggests that the Gk. translators, after making their correction of 01il:'JI/I, 
recognized al 1rvli.a, as a gloss, and marked it v,a"(f"(paµ,µtva, i.e. 'erased'; 
cp. the frequent note l;iipi ' destroyed,' ' broken off,' written by Bab. 
scribes in the text (Del. Ass. HWB. 286a). On Peters' suggestion 
Cheyne ib. 95, while admitting it to be brilliant, says 'it is strange 
that this should be the only instance of such a note.'-'k 1l!l ~k pwt] 
<§ ia-nx_,a-µ€11a, an,1rpbcrw1ra,.-o•w~wJ] lit. in the thirds, cp. Gen. 616. @ 
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uroal rp«rrra! ~ rnSno \I triplici.-4. 'n'D'l!ll'l 'm] Cp. 110'l!l7 4ol6,-r"10K ,,, 
nrtK] 1. nr;ii:t n~i;, ll")N @~.-orrnn!ll] 13 MSS !l'l'nn!ll; but cp. the mas. su:fl. 
in ~i,•~!l? v. 11 ,--:--S· 1S:i11 is Jntended for, l?JK' (so ro MSS) from ,~ ' he 
ate, m a derived sense took away ; but there is no parallel for 
such a use of the root. Ew. suggested 1~¥i' from ~ (G-K. § 68 h), 
better 17'/tJ~, cp. Num. II 26, followed by rn as accus. c!l$ ei;elxero l) 
eminebant.-'n1101 'nno mno] The two words must be in appos. to nioi;,, 
w1?ch, however, refers to the topmost rooms, not to the lower and 
middle. The awkward grammar betrays the gloss. c!l$ has h roO 
u1f'oK&.rweev 1rcpt<rTvXov (? P'l1K) Kai rl, o,&.rrrr,µ,u. (? l'lJ) otirws nplrrrvXov Kai 
o,&.,1Tr,µ,a, Kai otirws noa,I Mo (?? o~~lfiJ □'P'nKii nKr:i v,i01, Jahn).-6. •1lQJ1J 
n1imi] A transcriptional error for n1llll"1'11'1 'JIJ, c!l$ Kaews o1 D'rriXo, rwv 
.:i;wdpwv; cp. v, 1oa n.-~] Sing. coll., or impersonal; but the plur., 
subj. m:ii:-,n, would be clearer, 4i$ i!i;,txovTo.-~] Cp. 41 16- 20 • ~ om., 
4i$=.1lfl-7. 1:i,K .. ·m1] For the type of sentence cp. 40' 41 6, @ Ml 
<f,ws li;w0ev, so vv. 10- 12 ; ?=,iK~, or IT')N for n,N (Jahn); cp. 4111 @.
~ om. n1:ii:-'?n ... ,,,, Co. 150.-1lll ~K] ?=•J!l ?JI, cp. v. 2 41• n.-8. 
'?'viJ 'J!l"?Q mry1] l. ~~iJ iiJ'J-'1"72 nm1, 4i$ rrnl av-ml elrr<V al aVT11f'p611'W'lf'Ol TO.UTO.tS' 
TO 1f'UP 1f'rJXWV ha,r6v. ~ r:101=n1;:r1.-9. n\Jl:''11 nnno, Q., shewing that the 
division of words as given in Kt. ,, nnnn01 already existed, cp. Job 3812 ; 

Driver Sam.• xxix. ~ K<ll al (Jupai=Mn!l confused with nnnD.-KiJr;,tr Kt. 
~ is preferable to K'.:;IsJiJ Q.-lKJJ] The inf. with 3 m. sufl. used in
definitely, cp. i? oh~ Hag. 16, Jj:oh. 71 ; the 2 m. su:fl. is more usual, e.g. 
1KJ ,y. Kon iii. § 324 e.--l"lin,] See 16 n.-rna. i¥r\'1 ,,i :iniJ] c!l$ K<lra rli 
<f,ws TOU Ell apxfi 1f'ep,,r&.rov, cp. v.' n.; 1. l~'r:i;J i:m w1h;1, cp v. 12. For the 
confusion between,~ and ~•n, r1n, cp. v.6 411o 47•.-xob. □•,pi, ,,,] I. 
m,,1 o\,,tr lll~ 'P'?i'l or roo1 oi,,,:r l!TJ ~1i:! •~~•7i•1. 16 Kai ra 1rp/;s v&ro11 K<lra 
1rp61Tw1f'OP roO 116Tov, a double rendering; cp.@ 43 17 44 24.-1l!l 'm=ilJ v.1.
II, ,,,]@ ,I 1f'<pl1f'<lTOS=7',nQ v. 4.--,iK,QJ] c!l$ Kil.Ta Ta µ,frpa,=ni"ll?l/; cp. 43 10 

where lll(iD and ,,:; seem to be confused. Another possible correction is 
'71'1 nKiDJ 11'1'1!10\ cp. 403 (Be. Kr. Ro.).-,J1 pn, p piK:i]c!l$=,JJl prm1 p,i.c:i. 
-12. 1 Sn •nn!lJ1] I. 1 ,11 nro,01. c!l$ om. 'nnE1:il.-: lKlJ:i .. nn!l] Perhaps l. 
: iK'lJjl c•7ro~ 1111 l~'~:J ,,~~ rittijl m,. ffl's l'll'l'"I ni,Ji, seems to be a miswritten 
form of pN,i ,,i.,; the word 11l'll1 is unknown in the O.T., in the Talm. 
ii.i=' be suitable,' worthy.' c!l$ tried to decipher the ill-written Hebr., 
ws ,.,,.1 <f,ws o,a,rrr71µ,a,ros Ka,Mµ,ov i.e. ll")N or i\K9, n~'~=n;p, llJiJ, the two last 
words being a double rend. of m'in (Co.) ; but a reference to the n,u 
and the i'JJ, used in v. 10h to locate the entire structure, would hardly be 
used to define the site of the door. ~ 'Kl'' iJ1i 'the platform of the 
Levites,' ~ takes m•in as=K"l 'valley,' \I ante vestibulum separatum.-
lKlJJ] The suff. may refer to nlJi:-Sn; better 1K1J::J as v. 9• c!l$ rnii 1f'opeve1TOa,1 
al aiirwv=mn, K1::iS (Co.).-13. ,,, □'Jlip ii:-K] So. 4319 ; 0 1:.,.i? 40•6 is the 
more technical term.-'J1 mi1;11J Ct. 4039 'i1 nSvn, so c!l$ here r-l)v evrrfov, 
cp. 4429 n.-14. o•m:in □KJJ] Cp. 103 n.; but 0 1i11:i., is probably an 
explanatory addition. OKJJ must mean ' when they go in (to the 
sanctuary they shall put on their garments),' a good deal to supply 1-
llll~n,, .. lK'al' N71] Only intelligible if taken as a parenthesis : 'and they 
shall not go out (directly) from the sanctuary, (but) they shall deposit 
. .', again leaving much to be supplied. @ oiiK el1TeXev1To11m, EK<< .,,.a,pei; 
TWV l,piwv, OVK €/;€A€1JD'OVT<ll iK TOU a:ylov K,T.A. =C'l'"l:.1 1J70 110&' KlJ' K, l:'1K1, 
cp. Ex. 4012·16, Num. 18', 2 C. 2618 ; implying the vb. KlJ and c•in:i.,. 
c6B~ K7 for ffl K?l.-'J 1n'l' Ci:-1] ~ li1f'ws o,a ,r&.vros 11.-yw, t,.,.,,, oi 1rporr&.-yovns· 
K<ll µ,-1) 11..,,.rwvro., roD uroX,rrµ,oO a,irrw•. Prob. a homiletic addition based 
on 4419,---J"llll .. ll'lJ .. cn11iJ] As in Lev. 620, Pr. 6 27 ,JJ is treated as 
fem. But CIIJ 15 MSS ~~. 1101'1 2 MSS ~~.---41:ij!~,] Kt., better 11:i;i~, Q., 
Vrs., and 44u.--ev, ii:-K 7K lJipl] An unsatisfactory sentence; et. 4419 • 

~ lira• ll.1rrwvro., rou ,._o.av t!l'. Ktlp tlJI f1Ji11n'l.-15. 'JK'll1i1l . . 11,:i1J 11,01 . . See 
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40 24 n.-m,c] '11Ji!J:=n,,?.-'J'Jll,"J Ji':lll] '1iJ -rou alKov l,rw0e, ? =n:;'~~,?.-1,,ci] 
6 Kai oteµfrp't]ruv -ro {,,r6oe,,,µa Tau orKov KVKM0ev iv 01anif«. Prob. an 
enlargement with recollection of Ex. 259• u; 01cl.-raf" again in v. 20, in 
43 10 =n'i:in.-16. '1iJ adds at the beginning Ka.! ln't] Ka.Ta vwTov ri)s 1r11A7JS 
-ri)s /3Ae1ro6rr7Js Ka.-ra d,a.ro1,.&.s, merely a gloss on ~.----0',R n\~1!! r.:i(;lq] Kt., 
'p nik(;l 'n Q. with MSS and edns.; om. Ci'JP with 119, and I. niM(;l rP(;l!:). For 
the ellipse of nltllt cp. v.•0 43ter. 45 1 4682 ; Kon. iii. § 314f.-J'JD] l. 
,,c1 J:iol v.1'; so @.-17. l:l'JP n1lttl z-cn] 119 1r,jxe1s 1re11raKorrlovs, rightly.
J'JD] l. JJDl.-18. ,,c c1,,n ni, nit] I. ,,c, 'in ', 'm :i:io, 6 v.19 Kai 
i1rl,rTpe,f,ev 1rpos v6rav Kai 01eµfrpr,,rev.-19. ,,c .. :i:io] l. ,,c, .. JJ01, 6 
v. 18.-20. mn,, JIJilt~] Cp. ~ in Jlllll' etc. v.• 4023 41 11· 14• The art. is 
often dropped in frequently recurring terms, e.g. 1JIZ-, im, 92 4028, Zech. 
1410 ; G-K. § 126 w.-11,c] The suff. has a general reference to the 
whole area; but the 1 is better joined to the following word: '' iltllnl ,,c. 
c!iS~=iltllnl.~ has expanded the v. considerably: @B ra rl,r,repa µlfY!J 
'TOU a.irrofi Ka.Aa.µ011· Ka.I OlfTa.fev a.irrov Ka.I ,replfjoAOP (iltl1n1) a.irrwv KUKA'f' A els 
ra r.µ. Tou a.lrTov µ&pov Q rij, alrrij, KaAcl.µ'f'. Of this Co. thinks that Toii 
a.oroO Ka.Aaµov may=mx me 4010 4622• For 1iit 6 has 1rpos dva.ToAcl.s, and 
after \.11, (read as 't:i Tau 1rpou1xl,rµaTos, cp. 4815, 3 R. 2023) adds Tau iv 
o,arafei Tau arKov, perhaps to fill out the sense, or to avoid the incon
sistency with 45 1-• 48 12• 

Ch. 43. r-12. Jahveh's return to the temple.-The build
ings have been shown and measured, chs. 4r. 42; all is ready 
for the consecration. As the prophet had seen Jahveh abandon 
His sanctuary (rn19 u 23 ), so now he sees the God of Israel 
return to dwell in the temple of the future, vv.1 -s. And he 
not only sees the divine Glory, but he hears the divine voice : 
J ahveh announces that the temple is become once more His 
dwelling-place ; its holiness must never again be defiled ; the 
people are to be told 'the law of the house,' vv.6 -12• So far 
the passage fits in well with what has gone before, and it con
tinues to display the characteristic features of the Vision 
(seep. 425). But a question arises here. Much of 431 -12 seems 
to be repeated in 441 -s, where the prophet sees the Glory of 
Jahveh filling the temple, and hears the divine voice proclaim 
the ' statutes of the house and its law,' and its holiness ; whereas, 
however, in 437• 8 the holiness of the temple is said to have been 
outraged by royal burials, in 446 -s the blame is laid upon the 
uncircumcised aliens who have ministered within the sanctuary. 
How are we to account for these similarities and differences ? 
Some think that the two passages are parallel versions of the 
same text (Kr. Steuern.). It is more likely that 441 -s is an
other and later description of the event narrated in 431 -12 ; for, 
as Holscher points out, 44.ir. is a doublet of 432 - 5, and 441 - 3, 

which refers to Jahveh's entrance by the E. gateway, implies 
the existence of 431 -12• We can hardly go further in estimating 
the relations between the two accounts. It should be noticed 
that 431 •12 shews signs of expansion and alteration, especially 
in vv.10 -12 . See Analysis i. (c) (g) (/), p. 427, · · 
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V. I. And he led me to the gateway ' ' which /aces towards the 
east] The Angel still acts as guide, and leads the prophet from 
the W. side of the temple, outside the wall (4219), round to the 
E. gateway again (4216 ) and outside it, for he is to witness 
Jahveh's entrance; cp. 441.-2. the glory of the God of Isr. came 
in] The glory is the visible manifestation of Jahveh's Presence 
which Ez. saw in his inaugural vision (128 n.). In this Book 
glory is construed with verbs of action, as though it were a 
person, cp. v. 4 323 93 104• 18 n 23 444 ; outside Ez. the nearest 
parallel is Is. 588• In eh. 442 it is said that 'Jahveh the God 
of Isr. had come in.'-Jrom the way of the east] i.e. from the 
direction in which the Glory had left, rn19 n 23.-and the sound 
of him was as the sound of many waters] The noise of Jahveh's 
movements. In 124. the comparison is applied to the wings 
of the living creatures; and from here it is adopted in Rev. 1 15 

(of Christ in glory), 142 196 (of the heavenly host), 4 [2] Esdr. 617 

(of the divine voice). ~. in the manner of 'QI:, writes 'as the 
sound of the host, as the sound of many twice told,' cp. 1 24 ; 

perhaps a reminiscence of Gen. 323.-the earth shined with his 
glory] Cp. the theophanies in Dt. 332, Hab. 33r.. The Rabbis 
explained his glory as ' the face of the Sheldni ' (Aboth de R. 
Nathan ii.).-3. And ' ' the appearance which I saw] So c!&; 
;ffl and like the appearance of the appearance. The sight re
minded the prophet of two previous manifestations of the Glory, 
at the inaugural vision 1 28 312 · 23, and the temple-vision, chs. 
8-n, especially n 221·.-when I came to destroy the city] But Ez. 
himself took no part in the destruction; so read perhaps when 
he came, for which there is some ancient authority.-Again, for 
tl!~ supt!rfluous· and the appearances were like the appearance read 

--and like---tlre-- appearance ~- ® adds the vision of the chariot 
before which I saw ; in course of time the vision in eh. l came 
to be known as ' the chariot ' ; the addition has a place, there
fore, in the history of exegesis ; see pp. 22 £.-and I Jell upon 
my face] Cp. 1 28 323 444 and 98 II13.-4. the gateway .. east] 
See v.2 n.-5. The prophet is transported by a spirit (22 3a n.) 
to the inner court and the front of the temple, cp. 44 4• There 
he sees the Glory of J ahveh filling the house, as at the con
secration of the first temple 1 K. 811 ; cp. Ex. 4034• 3 5 P.-
6. And I heard one speaking] The Speaker 1s not defined out of 
reverence, but there is no doubt that He is Jahveh, not the 
Guide; for to make the distinction clear, the man (so Vrs.) is 
expressly named as standing by the prophet's side.-7. The 
speech of Jahveh falls into two parts: vv.7 -9 the holiness of the 
temple is not to be violated in the future; vv.10 •12 the regula
tions of the temple are to be announced to Israel. The first 
part forms a kind of conchision to chs. 40-42, the second leads 
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up to chs. 44 ff.-This is the place of my throne, and this is the 
place of the soles of my feet] In Engl. this is must be supplied to 
do justice to the unusual Hehr., which throws special emphasis 
on the place. Jahveh solemnly proclaims that the new temple is 
hallowed by becoming the abode of His Presence; the favour 
which had been withdrawn is now restored. The Sovereign 
Lord, who has His throne above the Cherubim in heaven {126 and 
p. rr3), henceforth makes the temple His throne and footstool 
on earth. The conception was to some extent traditional ; 
the pre-exilic temple, or Jerusalem as containing the temple, 
could be regarded as Jahveh's throne, ]er. 317 1421 1J12 {? Jer.'s); 
but there is a directness of expression here which carries the 
idea further : the prophet is encouraged in his utmost hopes 
for the coming age. Elsewhere the throne of Jahveh is said to 
be in heaven, Is. 661, Ps. 2 4 rr 4, Mt. 534 2322 ; His footstool 
is either the temple, or, less frequently, the earth, Is. 6013, 

Ps. 996• 9 1327, Lam. 21,. 1 C. 282 ; Is. 661, Mt. 536• In a cruder 
form the Babylonians held a similar belief, as is shewn by the 
figure of the sun-god sitting on a throne in the temple, of Sippar ; 
King Hist. of Bab. 260 f. For ancient religion, not only in the 
Semitic world, an empty seat in the sanctuary could be a 
sufficient symbol of the Deity's presence; S. A. Cook Rel. of 
Anc. Pal. 21 ff. Is. 6013 seems to echo the present passage.
where 1 will dwell in the midst of the sons of Isr.] Renewing the 
promise of 3726• 28 ; cp. v.9, 1 K. 613, Zech. 214!• 83 ; a phrase 
used in P, Ex. 258 29 45, Num. 53 3534• In the last two reff. 
Jahveh's dwelling in the midst of Isr. is associated with a 
warning against the defiling of His holy Name.; cp. v.8 209 n. 
-by their whoredom and by the corpses of their kings J As the 
latter must be understood literally so must the former ; whore
dom refers to religious prostitution practised in the temple, 
2 K. 237 cp. 1 K. 1424 1512, not to whoredom in the sense of 
chs. 16. 23. We are told that fourteen kings of Judah were 
buried in the royal sepulchres at Jerusalem, i.e. on the S.E. 
hill, ' the city of David,' where the temple and palace stood ; 
here it is implied that the kings were buried within the temple 
precincts, no doubt as being holy ground and near to their palace 
{cp. 1 S. 251, 1 K. 2 34, 2 K. 2118 • 26). The burial place known 
as the Tombs of the Kings, outside the Damascus Gate and N. 
of St. George's Cathedral, though ancient, is much later than 
the Hebrew monarchy. At the end of the v. J¥} reads their high 
places or when they died (so many MSS) ; the Vrs. recognize the 
reading in one form or other, but it is either an explanatory 
gloss or a corrupt form of the word which follows in v.8.-

8. Because they set their threshold by my threshold] There was 
only a wall between them, cp. 1 K. 78

1 ~ l{, 204 (corrected) ; of 
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all th~ royal buildings, the palace was nearest to the temple. 
One side of the enclosure containing the palace was formed by 
the south wall of the temple court, and the whole group of 
buildings, religious and secular, was enclosed by a wall; see 
8 3 n. This state of things seemed intolerable to Ez. ; in the 
future the temple was to be protected by outer and inner courts 
(see p. 436), and the palace removed from the neighbourhood. 
-they profaned my holy name .. so I consumed them] Both 
people and kings (v. 7) had not only polluted the sanctuary, 
but had committed abominations, idolatry, bloodshed, im
morality, neglect of religious duty : this was the reason why 
Jahveh consumed them. So Ez. had maintained all along, 
e.g. 511 I310-12 222•15 2337a. 39a. 3326-29, Ho. exaggerates when 
he says that an entirely new thought is introduced here, namely, 
that Israel's overthrow was due to the profanation of the 
temple.-9. The permanence of the new order is emphasized 
again (v.7) ; cp. 1660 3720 - 28.-10. A fresh topic introduced 
by the customary formula. This and the next v. are intended 
to conclude the description of Jahveh's entrance, and to lead 
on to the arrangements for worship. Successive editors have 
confused the text, but an original element, which appears 
again in 445, can be detected: we may recognize the fact, without 
assigning priority to either version. See Analysis i. (f) p. 427. 
In the Synagogue vv.10 - 27 form the prophetic lesson that goes 
with Ex. 2720-3010 ; cp. 4516 n.-Tell the house of Isr. (about) 
the house] Cp. 44 5a and 404 n.-that they may be ashamed of their 
iniquities] More directly worded in 446• Some regard the clause 
as an addition based on the next v., and it certainly does not 
fit well with the sentence which follows ; but "9 recognizes it. 
-and measure (the) pattern] Prob. read and its appearances and its 
pattern or model ; so @. The house of Israel would not be told 
to measure the house just after it had been measured by the 
Angel; moreover, the grammar is incorrect.-I I, The confused 
text of this v. may be emended to read, And 'they shall be' 
ashamed of all that they have done ; ' and ' the fashion of the 
house and its arrangement and its exits and its entrances, and all 
its 'laws' and all its statutes, ' ' cause them to know, and 
write down before their eyes, that they may observe all its ' laws ' 
and do them. To some extent this follows ~' though for :ffl 
the fashion of the house @ reads 'and thou shalt delineate 
(fashion) the house,' which many adopt; but it is better to 
keep :ffl's fashion, for the word is repeated erroneously no less 
than three times, and the repetitions must have had some 
starting-point. With ashamed of all that they have done cp. 1654 ; 

with laws and statutes cp. 445• 24, Ex. I816• 20 E, Jer. 4410 ; for 
cause them to know see 404• There is a Dtc. ring about observ~ 

JO 
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.. and do them, cp. Dt. 712 2616 298 etc.-12. This is the law 
of the house] Referring to the plan laid down in chs. 40-42 ; 
cp. the formula in P at the beginning or end of a law, e.g. 
Lev. 62• 7• 18 [68 • 14• 25], Num. I92 3121 etc.-shaU be most holy] 
The entire territory of the temple is given the same attribute 
as the inner sanctuary, cp. 45 3 4812 and see 41 4 n.-behold, this 
is the law] ~B~ om. the repetition.-Vv. 13-27. The altar: its 
shape and dimensions vv. 13-17. In 4047 a passing reference 
was made to 'the altar before the house' ; but a fuller description 
was wanted, and it has been inserted here, together with an 
account of the rite of consecration vv.18 "27• The two sections 
vv.13 •17 and 18 •27 are related by language (e.g. v.20) and contents, 
and they form a supplement to the main narrative, attached 
without any preface, and after v.12 has concluded the vision 
in chs. 40-42. See Analysis ii. A (pp. 426. 428). The altar 
stands in the traditional position. Though the material is not 
named, no doubt stone may be taken for granted, and dressed 
rather than unhewn stone, for the measurements imply a finished 
surface. According to the old law, Ex. 2024 "26 E, the altar 
could be of earth or of unhewn stone ; Solomon's altar was of 
bronze, 1 K. 864, 2 K. 1614 cp. 2 C. 41 ; the additional altar 
which Ahaz built was probably of stone, 2 K. 1611 ; the post
exilic altar was of unhewn stones, like the altars which succeeded 
it, 1 Mace. 447 (Philo De Spee. Leg. i.§ 274; Jos. c. Ap. i.§ 1g8; 
Mishn. Middoth iii. 4a). In P the portable altar was of wood 
overlaid with bronze, Ex. 271 •8• The material, however, is not 
considered in the present passage so much as the shape and 
dimensions. Unfortunately we do not know the exact meaning 
of the words rendered base, ledge, compartment ; but it is tolerably 
clear that the altar was built in three square blocks, diminishing 
in size, and standing on a low platform. In its squareness the 
altar resembled that of the post-exilic period, supposing that 
2 C. 41 really describes the altar of the Chronicler's own time; 
for its construction in stages a parallel is offered by the Herodian 
altar, which was built in four blocks, according to M iddoth iii. ;i::a; 
and indeed this design seems to have been not unusual in 
antiquity, and may perhaps go back to the Babylonian ziMurat 
or temple-tower (Nielsen JPOS. xiii. 1933, 206). The dimen
sions of the altar are intended to be significant : the topmost 
block, the hearth, was 12 cubits square, and the height, including 
the horns, was also 12 cubits ; this numerical symbolism 
corresponds with that of the Herodian altar-hearth, which was 
twice the size, namely (12 x 2) x {I2 x 2) cubits, and the height 
6 cubits to the base of the horns (Middoth iii. 1b). Lastly, the 
altar was approached on the E. side by steps, the number of 
which is not given : this was contrary to the old law, Ex. 2026, 
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but in accordance with comm.on practice, e.g. at Ba'albek and 
Petra; see Kittel Studien z. Hebr. Arch. 1908, 53 f., 147-151 ; 
and Gray Sacrifice 139 ff. for the whole subject.-13. And 
th_ese are the measurements of the altar] The section begins abruptly, 
with nothing to prepare the way for it in the context.-in 
cubits-a cubit is a cubit and a handbreadth] The ordinary cubit 
of c. 17½ in. is meant ; see on 405, which has probably suggested 
the explanatory gloss here. The Vrs. differ in detail, but all 
recogmze 'a cubit and a handbreath.'-and 'its' base a cubit] 
The word t,,et means usually the 'fold' of a garment Ex. 461·, 

or ' bosom ' of the body Dt. 137 ; in 1 K. 2235 the ' hollow,' 
interior, of a chariot; the latter sense may be applied to the 
present description. The form and position of the be~ cannot 
be determined with certainty : its height is said to be one cubit, 
it is connected with the ground v.14, its breadth i.e. perhaps its 
projection beyond the square above, is one cubit v.17. Some 
think that it means a hollow channel to carry off the sacrificial 
blood (Thenius,. Sm., Kitt., Kr.) ; the general description, 
however, suggests a platform or base, into which the square 
above appeared to sink, as into a bosom. So ~rh. <19 
K6A:m,,,_,,a, ~ 'pavement,' ~11 ' bosom' ; Rashi, ~im. fowida
tion.'-and 'a' border upon its edge] This border, g6bhul was 
perhaps a moulded edge round the 'J;e"IJ,; the word=lit. ' some
thing that marks a limit,' in 4012, a barrier. It measured a 
span (? in height)=half a cubit v.17. As the technical sense of 
these building terms, including 'the 'azara' v.17, is unknown, 
the design of the whole can only be conjectured. The sketch 
given by Kittel Stud. z. Hebr. Arch. 54, and reproduced by 
Kr. al., i~ at any rate intelligible.-And this is the 'height' of 
the altar] belongs to the next v. :ffl reads gabh ?=' mound,' 
1624 n.; I. gobhah 'height' with (!9-.-14. ' ' from the base~ 
the ground-to the lower plinth two cubits] The translation plinth 
may roughly serve to represent the 'azara, which is used in later 
Hebr. for 'the court' of the temple 2 C. 49 613, Hebr. Sir. 5011, 

Targ., Mishn.; the primary meaning is probably 'enclosure•; 
here and in 4519 it seems to be applied to an upright ' compart
ment,' namely, to the lower or the smaller plinth two cubits (high) 
immediately above the base, and to the greater plinth four cubits 
(high) which surmounted the lower. In ;ft!l the ground is loosely 
appended to the base, either as an explanation or as a reader's 
gloss.-and a breadth, one cubit ... and a breadth, the cubit] 
So .:ffl lit. ; for clearness we might render each time and the 
breadth (was) a cubit; the lower plinth was recessed a cubit 
from the base, and the greater plinth a cubit from the lower. 
The altar thus rose in tiers of diminishing size ; the third and 
smallest block was the altar-hearth, v. 15

, the base not being 
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counted.-15. And the hearth (was) four cubits (high)] The 
topmost of the three blocks, the one on which the sacrifices 
were burned. The Hebr. word is written here har' el and 
'ari'el (cl. b and v.16); the two ways of spelling it merely re
present popular explanations, 'the mountain of God' and' the 
lion of God ' ; etymologically the pronunciation would be 'ar' al 
or 'ar'el, from a root meaning' to burn,' so 'an altar-hearth.' 
The word came down from ancient days, for on the Moabite 
Stone I. 12 Mesha' says, ' I brought thence,' from the Israelite 
city of 'Ataroth, 'the 'ar'al of Daudoh.'-and from the hearth 
and upwards were the horns, 'a cubit' (high)] So ~. for .:ffi the 
horns, four. The reading adopted gives the height of the horns ; 
no other detail about them is preserved, though they are 
frequently mentioned (some 26 times), and were regarded as 
an essential feature of an altar, and treated with special ob
servance, e.g. Ex. 272 2912 3010, Lev. 425 • ao. 34 ; see further 
1 K. 150 228, Am. 314, Jer. 171, Ps. rr827 ; Jos. War v. 5, 6 
K£p<lTOet8E'i:., 1rpoavexwv ywvfo-. (of the Herodian altar); Mishn. 
Middoth iii. ra. The horns, set upright at the four corners, 
were characteristic not only of Semitic, but of Minoan and 
Greek altars ; a good illustration may be seen on the stone 
from Terna (N. Arabia), CIS. ii. rr3, Tab. ix. ; also Gressmann 
T. u. B. 2 ii. Abb. 458-46r. Two horned altars of the Israelite 
period have been found at Shechem, and one at Gezer c. 600 B.c.; 
see Lads Israel, Pls. xv., xvi. The origin of the symbolism is 
disputed; most probably it is to be found in the horns of 
sacrificed oxen.-r6. The altar-hearth measured 12 x 12 cubits; 
and it was square, like the altar of burnt offering Ex. 271 381 P, 
and the altar of incense Ex. 302 3725 P2.-r7. And the plinth 
was I4 (cubits) in length by I4 in breadth on its four sides] Which 
of the two plinths (v.14) is meant ? In v.20 the plinth is certainly 
referred to as if it denoted the whole structure ; but here, in 
what is intended to be a detailed description, the case is not 
quite the same. Hence there is much to be said for the view that 
some words have fallen out, and that we should read, ' the 
greater plinth was 14 x 14 on its four sides, and the smaller plinth 
was sixteen (cubits) in length by sixteen in breadth on its four 
sides.' A copyist's eye may have glanced from the first on its 
four sides to the second, and left out the intervening sentence ; 
so Bertholet, Kr. al. An early Assyrian altar of c. 1250 B.c., 
and a similar one of the 7th cent. (Budge Ass. Sculpts. in the 
Brit. Mus. Pl. vii.), described by Opitz in Archiv f. Orientjorsch. 
vii. 1931, 83 ff., illustrate well the three-staged altar which we 
have here. Rost in Meissner's Festschrijt ii. 1929, 170 ff. takes 
as his model a different type of altar (Jew. Enc. i. 465), and tries 
to make the present description conform to it, without much 
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success.-and the border was round about it, half a cubit] Adopt
ing the view that a sentence has fallen out just before this, it 
(fem.) must refer to the lower of the two plinths ; the border, 
half a cubit (? in height) is the border .. a span (? in height) 
of v.13, and in both places it is connected with the base; appar
ently it formed a gutter or channel to receive the blood.-and 
the base (belonged) to it] Again, it (fem.) is the lower of the two 
plinths; beyond it the base projected one cubit, as v.13 has 
already said. The total height was 12 cubits, namely, 1 (base) 
+2 (lower)+4 (greater plinth)+4 (hearth)+I (horns).-and 
its steps faced east] its (mas.) refers to the altar. In the old law 
steps are expressly forbidden; perhaps the reason alleged in 
Ex. 2026 may not be the ultimate one, for altars with steps were 
in general use among the heathen Semites, e.g. at Ba'albek and 
Petra (Kittel I.e. 146 ff. ; Nielsen JPOS. xiii. 203 ff.), and 
possibly at Ras esh-Shamra (Syria xii. 1931, 2). When large 
altars were built, steps must have been provided, e.g. for the 
brazen altar Ex. 271·8 P, and for the altar of the second temple 
2 C. 41 (' Solomon's') ; but according to Jos. War v. 5, 6, 
Aristeas § 87, Middoth iii. 3b, the altar of the third temple was 
approached by' a gradual slope' ; Hollis Arch. of Herod's T. 309 f. 
Here the steps faced east, so that the priest and the worshippers 
behind him would be facing west ; the same position appears 
in the primitive high places at Petra, and, it is suggested, points 
to the worship of the rising new moon in early times (Nielsen 
I.e. 203).-Vv. 18-27. The altar: its consecration. The altar 
is dedicated by applying the blood of the sin-offering to its 
essential parts; by this means the inherent sinfulness of material 
things is expiated and removed : the rite is to last seven days. 

Like vv.12-17 this section stands outside the vision-form 
of the previous chs. ; see Analysis ii. A (b). Two points may 
be noted. (a) The verbs are sometimes in the 2nd p. 
sing., vv.1s-22a. 23· 24a. 25a, sometimes in the 3rd p. plur., 
vv.22b. 24b. 25b. 26. 27. (!? alters J¥l to the 3rd plur. throughout; 
but the change of person is significant of the diverse origin of 
the passage, and ,JN's readings should be retained. (b) The 
technical terms and the run of the sentences recall the language 
of P, especially those passages in which Jahveh is commanding 
Moses, and Moses is passing on the order to Aaron and his sons, 
Ex. 1243, 2936r·. To judge from the formulae thus saith Jahveh 
v.18 and it is the oracle of Jahveh vv.19· 27, Jahveh Himself is 
speaking, though in v.24 He is referred to in the 3rd person : 
the same phenomena appear in 4713-487· 16 "29. This shews that 
the section has undergone a good deal of editorial handling ; 
moreover, it has been loosely fitted into the Book by and he said 
unto me, Son of man, thus saith Jahveh v.18, to give the impression 
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that Ezekiel was being addressed. As a specimen of draft 
legislation this should be compared with Ex. 3028 4010 P.
r8. These are the statutes.] Cp. the formula in P, Num. 192 3121, 

and v.12 supr. The altar is to be used for two purposes, the 
offering of burnt sacrifice, the application of sacrificial blood.
to throw blood against it] The blood was tossed or thrown (ziiraft,) 
against the side of the altar out of a bason (mizriiM ; see Driver 
on Ex. 2916, and the description of the rite in Mishn. Zeba}J,im 
v. 4--J; Rashi on Lev. 1 6 says, 'he throws (the blood) from the 
vessel on the wall of the altar below the red line.' The 
'sprinkling' of blood was done by the finger, and the verb 
used is hizza, e.g. Lev. 46 59 etc.-r9. And thou shalt give unto 
the priests the Levites who are of the seed of $ado~] Ezekiel 
appears to be the person addressed, but really it is Moses, 
according to the convention adopted by the priestly legislators, 
who were engaged in committing to writing the rules and 
customs which they administered or wished to introduce ; cp. 
the commands given to ' Moses ' in Ex. 2936• 37 3026-29 and the 
execution of them in Lev. 811• For the seed of $ado~ see on 
4046 ; Ezekiel's ruling on the subject is taken for granted. So 
far as concerned the $adolp.tes, the two terms priests, Levites, 
could be applied to them, cp. 4416 ; this recalls the usage of D, 
e.g. Dt. 179 • 18 181 248 279 ; but with regard to non-$adolp.tes, 
Ez. drew a distinction ; such Levites were to be deprived of 
their priesthood, 4410 -14, and later legislation distinguished 
Levites from priests, 454• 6 481o-t3 ; this became the established 
rule in P, e.g. Num. 35 -10 181 "7.-who are near to me] Or perhaps, 
draw near ; 4213 n. The addition of the pro:phetic it is the 
oracle of Jahveh, not in D or P, marks an editors hand: vv.1s:tr. 
had to be adapted to a place in the prophet's book.-a young 
bullock for a sin-offering l The hallowing of the altar begins with 
a rite of purification ; for sin can infect even material things, 
and must be removed before any object or person can be 
dedicated to Jahveh. A similar rite for the consecration of 
an altar is enacted in Lev. 816 P (the basis of Ex. 2936f·).-
20. The blood, which was regarded as containing the 'soul ' or 
principle of life, is put upon the prominent parts of the altar in 
order to communicate holiness. At the same time the applica
tion was intended to purify and purge the altar from its in
herent sinfulness; cp. 4518 -20, where the purpose of the rite is 
to remove contamination from that which is already holy. 
Thus a two-fold intention may be said to determine the act, the 
mparting of holiness and the removal of sin. The blood is 
first applied to the horns with the finger, cp. in P, Ex. 2912, 

Lev. 426• 36• 34 816 ; then to the four corners of the plinth cp. 4519, 

the plinth being apparently an inclusive term for ' the smaller 
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and the greater plinths' of v.14, i.e. the altar below the hearth, 
cp. the wall of Lev. 1 15 59 ; lastly to the border, prob, the raised 
edge or moulding round the base, vv.13• 17 ; on ordinary occa
sions the blood is poured out at the foundation, Ex. 2912, Lev. 
418

• 
25

• 
30

• 34.-and thou shalt purify and purge it] The two words 
together as in Ex. 2936, Lev. 815, 2 C. 2924 ; "9 renders only the 
seco~d: The first, Hebr. };iUe', means to remave sin, by applying 
sacnfic1al blood to the material object, whether the altar, as 
here and vv.22r., Lev. 815, or the sanctuary eh. 4518, or the 
leprous house Lev. I449 · 52• The second word, Hebr. kipper, 
means to expiate by a ritual act; its original significance is 
shewn by the Bab. kapdru=' to spread over,' i.e. to 'cover' 
with an expiatory medium and to ' wipe away ' the impurity ; 
both word and rite may have come into Israel from Babylonia. 
The earlier, non-priestly writings of the O.T. use kipper in 
the sense of propitiate when a person is the object, Gen. 3221 L2o1 

JE, Prov. I614, or cover, with or without a ceremony, when 
the context refers to sin, Ex. 3230 J, 2 S. 21 3, Is. 67 2214 279, 
Prov. 166 ; When God is the subject, the covering becomes 
purging, and God, not man, provides the means ; see 1663 n. 
In Ez. and P the word has acquired the technical sense of 
expiating sin, whether in things or persons, and normally by a 
sacrifice, though other means might be employed, e.g. 4520, 

Ex. 301sr., Lev. 14sa, Num. 819 1711r. [16461.] 251s 3150 35ss. It 
may be noticed that whereas in Ez. 4515 -17 an expiatory virtue is 
ascribed to all sacrifices, in P it is ascribed to all except the 
meal- and peace-offering, at any rate kipper does not occur in 
connexion with them, Lev. 2 and 3. Strictly speaking, the 
conventional rendering' atone,' ' atonement,' should be avoided 
in the O.T.; it is the N.T. which uses the metaphor of making 
God and man at one, Ka-ra,\,\&:uunv, KaTa,\,\ay~. See further 
Gray Sacrifice 67 ff. 359 n.; S. A. Cook in R. of 5.3 645 ff.-
21. And thou shalt take the bullock of the sin-offering and it shall 
'be burned'] The sin-offering, after its blood has been applied to 
the altar, is to be burned elsewhere, in order to get rid of its 
dangerous holiness; cp. Ex. 2914, Lev. 412 623 1627 ; R. of s.a, 
350 f., 371 ff. This was the rule for public sin-offerings like 
the present; in the case of private sin- and guilt-offerings the 
flesh belonged to the priests, and was eaten by them, see 4213 n., 
4429• According to P, Ex. 2913, Lev. 48 -10 1625, the fat of the 
sin-offering was burned on the altar, but not here. For ;ff\ and 
he shall burn it 1. and they shall burn (it), equivalent to a passive.
in the appointed place (miph].cadh) of the house outside the 
sanctuary] The position of the mipMadh is not further defined, 
nor is it mentioned in chs. 40-42; Neh. 331 refers to the gate of 
the Miph~adh, which led into the temple-area from the east. 
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The term corresponds to ' outside the camp ' in Ex. 2914, 
Lev. 412• 21 817 911 1627.-22. The consecration is to last seven 
days v.26 ; on the second and following days a he-goat takes the 
place of the bullock for the sin-offering; and in addition there 
is a burnt offering consisting of a bullock and a ram vv.23 -26• 

For the he-goat cp. 4523 and in P Lev. 93• 16, Num. 716 P8
, 

Lev. 422 "26.-23. Now that the altar has been 'cleared of sin,' 
it becomes possible to present a burnt offering to be wholly 
consumed by fire upon the earth. The 'old is the sacrifice 
which goes up on to the altar, or goes up from the altar in smoke ; 
etymologically either meaning is possible. Cp. the language 
of Lev. 1620.-24. And thou shalt present them] As though' Moses' 
were being addressed; see on v.19.-and the priests shall cast 
salt upon them] The use of salt with the burnt offering is not 
mentioned elsewhere in the Q.T., though it may have been 
traditional, and was customary outside Israel, e.g. among the 
Babylonians, KAT. 3 598. With the meal-offering. minlJ,d, salt 
was used according to Lev. 213, and the incense was 'salted• 
Ex. 3036, Lev. 247 <19, Sir. 491 ; but not till later times do we 
find evidence for salt in connexion with the burnt-offering. 
Josephus Ant. iii. 9, 1 refers to it, and he is supported by the 
N.T.; Mk. 949 'every sacrifice shall be salted with salt,' though 
the reading is probably a 'Western' gloss, illustrates the 
practice of the day. In the Mishn~, ZebiiJ;im vi. 5 speaks of the 
bird offered as an 'old, which the priest strews with salt and 
throws on the fire of the altar. Salt was explained as a symbol 
of the covenant with Israel (so the Rabbis on Lev. 213, Talm. 
MenalJ,oth2oa), cp. Num. 1819, 2 C. 136, a symbol which goes back 
to the old nomadic bond established by partaking of food in 
common: 'there is salt between us• (R. of S. 3 270). In 
Arab, malaha ' to season with salt ' forms the noun milhat ' a 
treaty.'-25. Seven days thou shalt offer a goat as a sin-offering 
daily] A trivial error of calculation: the rite is to last seven 
days (v.26 ) ; on the first a young bullock is to be sacrificed as 
a sin-offering (vv.19 - 21) ; on the second, a he-goat as a sin-offering 
and a bullock and a ram as a burnt offering (vv.22-23 ) ; the 
latter sacrifices, therefore, occur on six, not seven days. On 
the eighth day the regular sacrifices can begin (v. 27 ). The word 
offer means lit. do, make, and used is in connexion with (a) 
particular classes of sacrifice, e.g. v.27 4517 462• 12 • 14, and (b) 
both animal and vegetable offerings, e.g. 4522 -24 467 • 12 • 15• This 
idiomatic usage is found in the older literature as well as in P, 
e.g. for (a) Judg. 1316, 1 K. 315 864, 2 K. 517, Dt. 1227, in P 
Lev. 922 1419 r69, Num. 6 16 153• 14 ; for (b) Judg. 619, 1 K. 1823, 
in p Ex. 29aa. asr., Lev. 1515 222a, Num. 617 15 0 234. s. 21. 24. 

The verb can even be used absolutely in the sense to sacrifice, 
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e.g. 4525, Ex. ro25 J, 2 K. 1732• It is probable that this ex
tension of usage developed from the meaning to prepare or dress 
food, Gen. 187

• 8 ; the same development occurs in other 
languages, e.g. Akk. epesu ' to do, make, offer,' iEpa pl.tnv, 
sacra facere. Driver DB. iii. 588b.-they shall offer] The vb. 
changes from 2 p. sing. to 3 p. plur., indicating an addition by 
another hand. Kr. thinks that the allusion to the burnt 
offering in the consecration rite, vv.23r., is from a different source, 
and that only the sin-offering with application of the blood 
formed the act of dedication; but it is by no means clear that 
the reference to the burnt offering in vv.23r. is secondary.-
26. Seven days they shall purge the altar] See on v.20 ; the language 
resembles that of Ex. 2937a. Both the sin-offering (vv.19 •21 ) 
and the burnt offering (vv.23• 24) were held to possess an ex
piatory virtue; so in P, Lev. 56·10 93·7 12B 151°. 30 163·6. 24, 

Num. 611 1524r., all with kipper. Cp. Job 1 5.-and they shall 
install it] lit. fill its hand. The phrase is here applied meta
phorically to the altar ; elsewhere it denotes installing or 
instituting to priestly office, e.g. Judg. 1712, 1 K. 1333 ; in P, 
Ex. 2841 299· 29. 33. 35, Lev. 833 1632 2110, Num. 3a, 2 C. 139; 

sometimes in a figurative sense, Ex. 3229 J, 1 C. 295, 2 C. 2931. 
The sacrifices offered at the ceremony were called installations 
lit. fillings, Ex. 2922 • 31. 34, Lev. 737 822 • 28 ; but it is not certain 
that the expression arose from a custom of filling the candi
date's hands with portions of the sacrifice; its origin is to be 
looked for rather in the Bab. idiom umalli kdta ' he filled the 
hands,' used generally of conferring a dignity, e.g. 'the god 
Ashshur filled his hand with an unrivalled kingdom,' KB. i. 
188. 190.-27. So they shall finish the days] ~ om.; the words 
were perhaps inserted on the basis of v.23.-And it shall come 
to pass] The idiom which normally stands at the beginning of 
a sentence. On the eighth day, after the rite of consecration is 
completed, the regular sacrifices can start.-shall offer your 

• burnt offerings and your peace-offerings] The two main types 
of sacrifice, cp. 462 • 12 ; so in earlier writings Ex. 2024• 326, 

Dt. 276f. E, l S. 139, 2 S. 617f., 2425, l K. 315 925; in eh. 4515 

and in P Josh. 2223 three are named, burnt, peace-, meal-offerings 
(or sin-offerings 4517, Lev. 922 ; or sacrifice i.e. peace-offerings 
Josh. 2229 ). 

Ch. 43, 1. nJ!l iWK iy&- i;1&-11 'm] The second iy&- is an accidental repetition 
of the first; 119~~ om. ; cp. the repetition of K'&>l in 44 3 • For 71/!l iwtl, 
which does not occur again in this phrase (9 2 is not quite parallel), 1. 
1'lll ,~!! v. 4 4022 4215• At the end of the v. 119 adds Ka.! il;:frya."te• µ,e 
wrongly.-2. 'Jl \~1p1] 119 K. q,w0, rfjs 1ra.peµ,{Jo]..fis ws ,pw,t, o,1r]..a.,na.,16nwP 
1ro]..]..wv, ? ourA=IJ,lj; for c:1;1.--,i,1W1] The Hiph. is prob. denominative, 
• spread light' (i1K) ; cp. Gen. 1 16• 17, Ps. u9uo 13912 • 49 freely 
e/;l]..a.µ,,ftev ws ,p~yyos •• KvKM0Ev.-3. nKi~n i'IK,e~,] I. 11t(77-~1 49. ~ om. 
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•n'll'1 ... nxi0:i1, cp. 76 n.-'N:i::i] 6 MSS 1N::i:i, 0 drr1ropeuoµbou aurou ~ 
quando venit. 'NJJ might be an abbreviation of 11,n, ICIJ; but @gl)=:1fl, 
without a hint of anything else; et. 38 20 n._ For mwS II§ roD x.p'irra1= 
nwo~.---J"JN'l0J n1Ki01] 1. nna~1 gl). Each time that the plur. occurs, and 
'0 seems to be redundant, the text is uncertain ; (§ 8 2 rot 4121_ II§ has 
Ka< 71 /!parr,< rou 11.pµaro< ou Uiov Kara ri)v IJparrw ,)v toov, cp. 3 23 @. Peters 
Am. JBL. xii. (r893) 51 f. suggests that ::i:i,011 is an error for ::i1,::in, 
which again goes back to 11::i:,n. But see Comment.-'i!l ~] So 44 4 ; et. 
•it, SJ/ r 2s 3 2s 98 n 13 ; see 1 •0 n.-5. Ho. thinks that n1, 'JKwn1 has been 
substituted for 'lK"J'l 444 , which originally followed 42 20, and that 
43L443 is a later insertion from various sources; see, however, 
Analysis i. (a)-(g); ii. A.-n•~, '' ':i NS!:l rom] The subj. of N~!:l is '' '::i, 
not n•:in, i.e. N?0 is trans., as elsewhere in Ez., 817 n. Usually the 
accus. after NSO is marked by nN (exc. 2818 ? text) ; the absence of l1N 
causes the ambiguity here. gl) takes N':>0 as intrans., 'and I saw that 
the house of the Lord was filled with his glory.'-6. J10WN1] (§ para
phrases Kai lrrr7Jv, Kai l8o~ q,wv,),-,;.',~] See 2 2 n.-n;:ino] See 40' n.-rNo] 
1. £1•~,;iJ Vrs.-7. '0 nN .. l:alp!:l nN] A clear case of nN being used, as in 
Mishnaic Hebr., to give emphasis, and not as the sign of the accus. ; 
cp. 443 and see 1721 n.; in 2016 44 3 4717- 19 the text is doubtful. I$:im. 
remarks lMl ioN l~ICI, and some would read nn .. 111 (Toy, Ro.)-too 
obvious a correction. (§ inserts iopaKa< as a governing vb. ; or 
l'Jl .. i':!, an explanation rather than a rendering, Co. 136.-ew pWN iWNJ 
(§ ,!,, oh Ka.rarrK1Jvwrre1 ro fwoµ6. µ011, which suggests the Dtc. c~ 'Q~ ii~~ ; 
this, however, does not occur in Ez. For '1:1' •i:i <§='w• n•:i; 12 28 n. 
35° n.-11011 .. 'w• n•::i] See 3912.-lNO!:>'] gl) renders twice, as lK'f!,1'. and 
lN?~;. Co. r55.--tn":iS!)J bis @ oi frrouµevo,, v. 9 ; elsewhere in Ez.=R"Wl 
443 457 and n1n1:i 238 • 10• (§ seems deliberately to avoid calling the kings of 
Judah {JM1°Ac'is (only of heathen kings 26' 2733 • •• 28 11 3210 @) ; see 727 n. 
3722 n. (Comment.). Perhaps (§ wished to reproduce the contemptuous 
tone of the prophet.-eoi!:l~J 20 MSS llOi!:l:p or pnn10::i 0 TWV fJarr,Xlwv af,rwv 
rwv uOv-riKorwv gl) 'and by their idols'; (§ ,,, µhrr;, aiirwv.-8. llW!:>1 .. cnn:i] 
Inf. of past action followed by pf. c.w.c. ; see 3 •0 n. cnn:i. is causal, 98 n.
~o] (§ 1rp6/Jvpov, cp. (§ Judg. 1927, 3 R. 738, Zech. 122.-'lllO lln1N ',JNl] 
Cp. Ps. 5914 ; the usual phrase in Ez. is CIJ ['DK] •non •n•',:i, 612 78 1316 
208· 21• QlJ+Ka! t!v <1>611,;,, perhaps thinking of 611 716 etc.-10. nnN] 
l. nnx, with many MSS and QiJgl)l/.-n•Jll nN 'w• 'J nK 1m] For the constrn. 
cp. Job 264.--tn"nlll)l!l 1!)',:i.•1] Perhaps taken from 'J1 10':>:ii l:lN1 v. 11• gl) 
expanding, ' of their transgressions whereby they have transgressed 
against me.'-n•i:in NI 111!)1] NI before an indef. accus. @ Kai r11v /!paaw 
Kai r71v /5'6.raf,v aiirou 0 K,T. fro,µarr/a,, aiirov=il·N~Ol 1n~;1;,1. Perhaps lllK"l!:)1 
is a miswritten form of l'J;li'TQl (He. al.), cp. 42il ·n. i,,p~ is established • 
by the Akk. taknitu from kam2 ilJJ=' take care of/ 'do carefully,' 
hence ' preparation,' ' order ' (Del. Ass. HWB. 338) ; for the form cp. 
ll'~i)!'l, t1•Q7i;, tl'Jilll ; the latter is read by many MSS here, and orll 
fabricam imply it; but the correction is too obvious, and not supported 
by QiJ. In 28 12 .tl'JJJ"I (§ oµo,wrrews gl) 'likeness' (as here) needs correc
tion.-11. J/1111 ... l!lSJi l:lN1] See Dr. § 138 i. ; but the long objective 
clause before J/1111 is awkward, and it is not quite natural to insist upon 
being ashamed as the condition of imparting knowledge. II§ Kai ,ulrol 
"J..,)µ,f,ona, r71v Ko°AarrLV aurwv, which suggests 11:l~~'. Cl,Jl (Wellh. Co.}; this 
will also improve the sense by supplying a fresh ·subject.--l"l"Jll m1iiJ 
I. tl'Jll m,ii,. For m,ii cp. Ps. 4916 C")lll Q., !)")'~ Kt., Is. 45 18 Cl','~, Hebr. 
Sir. 43n i1ll marg. ; this word occasioned disorder in what follows. QiJ 
Kai /Jwyp6.,f,m ?=r;11i1, cp. Ex. 324 ; but @ uses o,a-yp6.,tm for JtlJ later 
on:-lrtilll ',::i1 1] 1. ,o'ii1;1-,;11. We may suppose that mw, ',:i1 1m1ii SJ1 was 
wntten in the margin as a note that lt1illl ~J1 1 in 1:he text needed 
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correction to in,,r, ',:ii ; then from the margin ,niin ',:,1 U1'11:!I ',:,1 • was 
copied into the text, and at the wrong place, where the words now 
stand; they should therefore be struck out (He.).-111ll:inl] From p:i 
fix, anange; the noun only again Nah. 21°, Job 23s. ~P om.; @A Ka! 
T1/P ho,~aulav _aVToiJ 2: K,T, u11µ.1rA1Jpwuw avTou ?=ln•',:in 0=@A, ~=;1¥1, 1' 
et ~abncae e1us, as=n•i:in v. 10• Co. thinks that the word is wrongly 
copied from v. 10.-l'K:1101 l'IM01] The second word is thus written for 
assonance with the first, cp. 2 S. 326 Q. for Kl::10 Kt. For NKll:I in a caner. 
sen_se cp. 42 11.-U'l"ll~ ',:, M 8] I. itiiil'l"?i"Mi;t, @ 1rdna TlJ. o,Ka,wµ.aTa µ.011. 

EVIdently @ did not recognize the repetitions of ,n,1~ ; it renders only 
in,,~ ?:J1 2, Ka< T1/P for6<T-ra,nv aUTOU,-I2. n,:,.,, n,,n N!!] @ Ka< Ti/V Ota"fpa,j>T,V 
-roii orKov=M'Jll ni,~ l'lN1; but .l"IN1 and J'lN1 are sometimes confused by '11}, 
see 1629 n., and ;1¥1 is supported by the formula in P. ~ also implies 
m~.----/1lll] 119.1.sh ciuiv J:1)=11011. c§AQ supply the omission in .@ll.-I3. 
There is no verb in vv.18•17.-n1t:1N:J] c§~=l'10!0, the usual idiom, 406 n.
nD!ll n0N 110K] c§~=nll!ll 110K, l) in cubito verissimo qui habebat cubitum 
et palmum=n.ib) m,!! n!?I! ni.!!~, reproducing the three forms.-n0K11 P'nl] 
I. l'l'f!! liP'U1· @B K6Arwµ.a fldOovs '11r! 1r11xvv, cp. v. 10 er, fldOavs •• -roiJ 
Ko1Awµ.aTos, possibly a double rendering of P'"; in v.1' another rendering 
is given, KUKAwµ.a. W: KM•1wn §;=lp'n 1' in sinu ejus erat cubitus.
,11K11 n,, 'c MDw ?K n':>1:1i1] In this special sense p'V'I is fem. ; but 4955' =?l:ll1, 
which is preferable, and both om. ,l'1Kl'I which, if retained, should be nnK. 
For n,1 cp. Ex. 28 18, I S. 174 etc. ; an Egypt. loan-word, ~rt=' the hollow 
hand.'-::ii] l. ~,~ c§ To iJif,os. 1' fossa altaris. None of the Vrs. 
recognize the ::u of 162t· 31• ••.-14. r,Kn p•n01] As the last sentence 
of v. 13 belongs here, the conjn. must be dropped, so c§, It is difficult 
to believe that f"IKII P'r.0 can= f"IN:i p'l'V10 ; r,Kn is an addition ; cp. the 
words of explanation added in 811 3:r 3 40•8 45H. c§ does not recognize 
r,Kn, iK fldOovs Tijs apxi)s -roiJ Ko,"J,wµ.aTos aiirou, hence Toy prs. p'IVI ll'K'10. 
~=r,Kn 101.--m1yn] The same word as the Ar. 'adhirat=' the court 
in front of a house' (but also 'ordure'). Millier Sab. Denkm. 97 com
pares the Minnaean ,,J/0 = • frame ' or ' enclosure,' ' Einfassung,' of a 
building. ~ renders To 1Aa<TT1/piov, so in vv.17·•0 ; an explanation: 
as the plinth had to be sprinkled with the blood of the sin-offering, it 
became itself a propitiatory vehicle, like mll:i=lAauTt,p,ov. In 451• -rov 
lepoiJ. ~ rends. t-yoko=' fence,' 'parapet,' confusing m1y and ')1:ii.-
1'10Wl :Jrnl] @=i10K :2rrn, so I Hebr. MS ~; n";l!! NfiJ11 would be possible, 
but ambiguous, for :il"l"I refers not to 'lil m1J1i1, but to the projection 
below it.-I5. ?\'!']u~] In cl. b and v.18 ?"K"IKil Kt. ?!l'7!:1~ Q. The article 
in all three forms shews that 'mil;, ?K"'1K, cannot be compounded of a 
constr. st. and gen., as though ?K+in, ?K+'iK. The word is derived 
from mK • burn,' Ar. 'aray, whence 'iratun 'hearth'; with the ending 
, preceded by a short e or a, as ?tP, '>t;i"!,, ,r;iipo. The Moab St. has ?KiK, 
no doubt the original form. In Is. 291 • 2• 7 ?K'iK is adopted as an 
ominous name for Jerusalem, suggesting a holocaust; Cheyne Enc. B. 
col. 298; in Is. 337 0?KiK is an uncertain :reading; in 2 S. 23 20 @ 
suggests a different text and sense, though W. R. Smith R. of S.3 488 f. 
sees an allusion to the twin fire-pillars of Moab's national sanctuary.
?'K'lK'ID] Kt. ?K'"IKIIC Q. ; see 407 n., and et. JKlm""i0 vv. 23• 26.-Jl:liK nmpn] 
The constrn. as in 10• il"IK .:11,an. But @ -rwv K<paTwv tjxvs=l'l'f!! 'pn.
I6. i•y.::i-, /1J/.:l'1K ?JI Jll.:li] 119 well rends. TITpd"fwvov br, Ta. -rt<T(J'apa µ.lp'I/ av-rov. 
In plur., y.::ii always with /1J/.:l'1K, =sides, 18• u 1011.-17. m1J1i1l] According 
to Be. Kr. Ro. I. m1,.111 m1J1n'I, and after il'Jl:l., 'K ?[JI] supply IU!lpn m1yn1 
ll'JJ.:l"I ny:i'1K ')y ~ ml7JI 11'17:l 1'1K mll'J/ l!'W,-,inlK .::i•:io ?l.:llill] l. :;i•i;,i.::i,:;i;i G-K. 
§ 103 o, or .:1•~9 ~t'~\Mll as v. 13• The prep . .::i•.::ic often takes an accus. 
suffix, but not the separate pron. in the accus. ; the text of I K. 66 

nwp nK :;i,.::ic, the only parallel, is corrupt. ~ KUKA60ev KUKAouµ.evov avT4), 
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a doublet,----,~Wl '~J • the cubit,' the standard of measurement, cp. 
ntiK.-i :in,1 v. 14 , Ex. 2616 3621, 1 K. 731f,.----,-t, ;:Nm] for n':> il:'X ;,'nm as 41• 
42 3 ; a periphrasis for the gen., cp. Dt. 430 ~? i;..i, Lam. 110 117 ':>;;r~:.; 
Kon iii. § 281 o.---tl',R tiil.\J moi,11,1;.1] For suff. m-;;-' see G-K. § 91 l.; 
Wright Comp. Gr. 158. No other instance of m-::-' with fem. plur. 
occurs ; et. Wi',)ltil 406 Q., Am. 96 Q. As pointed tiiJ.\) must be inf. 
constr. ; a mistake for n·ull ptcp., Vrs.-18. llill' ,i,xJ @ Kupio, o 0eos 
'Ia-pafj>.., cp. 21" @A and 44 2 ; see 413 n.-pi1"1 .. n1':>J111', .. rt:i1l:ln] lit. 
• the altar .. (it shall be) for offering .. for throwing' ; G-K. 
§ u4 k.-19. on irt-x] Cp. 1210 ; Dr. § 199 Obs.-20. m;,,1] @ treats the 
four sing. vbs. in this v. as plur., thus giving the action to the 
priests; but see p. 469.-1,nii;,] ~$51 =11:lll:ls'i nuip, perh. rightly, as 
the su:ff. in rm,p has no direct antecedent.-l,"ll;l");l~) . . ~~(!)] For ~~ 
Pi. in privative sense, G-K. § 52 h. The form of su:ff. in ls'iir)il~1 occurs 
only here, for the usual iT-1', Stade § 628 c. The Pi. "l;,'.;l, Bab. kuppura 
• wiping away,' is used in Ez. and P of expiating sin in (a} things and 
(b) persons. In (a) the vb. is followed by the accus., 43 20· 26 45 20, Lev. 
1620 , 33•, more often by the prep. ?JI, Ex. 29361, 3010, Lev. &15 etc. ; in 
(b) the vb. is always followed by a prep., either ';,JI 45 16, Lev. I 4 4 20 · •• 
and often, or 1)1:! 4517, Lev. 91 166• u. 17• 20• The distinction is care
fully observed, e.g. Lev. r6"'" and h. ~B renders Kai •~<Act<Tovra, avro 
AQ Kai 1rep,pa.orl«s a&r<I "· .!fi>... avr6. Dodd JTS. xxxii. 352 ff. points out 
that @'s rendering of i!l.:i by t!/;,Act<TKE<T8a, implies that the translators 
almost invariably took the word to mean expiate, not propitiate ; 
'Hellenistic Judaism, as represented by the LXX., does not regard the 
cultus as a means of pacifying the displeasure of the Deity, but as a 
means of delivering man from sin, and it looks in the last resort to 
God himself to perform that deliverance, thus evolving a meaning of 
lll.o.<TKe<T0a, strange to non-biblical Greek' (p. 359).-21. nn;,,1] @ "· 
X-1/µ,f,ona,,, but cp. v. 20 n.-n1i::r,,i ii:m] Possibly an instance of apposition, 
Dr. § 188 (1) ; but, as in 4016· 28 4516, the text may be at fault, and 
nxti1in a gloss on illn (so He.); 6 MSS l"llltllVI 'l!l, an obvious correction.
\!l1¥'l] Prob. I. 1!17F,'l, G-K. § :i44/. @ Kara.Kav8t,<Tera, gives the sense; 
$51=m!l1\"1,-,p!ll:l] In Phoenician, NSI. 74 f., but with an uncertain 
roeanihg.-22. :;,ipn] in the sense of offering, v. 24 44'· 16· 27 464, 
corresponding with the usage of P, Ex. 281, Num. 31 60 ; et. • cause to 
come near' Dt. 117, Josh. 71•JI. etc. @ ">,.1,µtj,ovra, again.---tl'lJI ,,Jlw] tlJ 
epicf,ous 060 a,l"twP, ? adapting to Lev. 8'· 22.-25. N!ll/1 "l'Jlw nrt-Jlfl] 11WJI with 
two accusatives, as in the supplements 45 22• 24 467· 13·", see p. 428; 
and cp. Lev. 1516 22 23, Num. 617 . For c\-1, see 410 n.-26. l"lll.:i'] There is 
no Mass. variant, Baer 103 ; but the Oriental schools give Kt. li!lJl 
and Q. 1i!l.:1', so many MSS and edns. @$51=•"1!lJl, and connect l:l'O' ti)l:irt
with the end of v. 2•; fl=Jfl.-i,;) Kt. till, 1•7: Q.; @$5>=0,J''.J'.,-27. 
'11Klrll] The 11'':> vb. following the analogy of x',, G-K. § 75 rr; but 
prob. an orthographic error. Many MSS '11'¥'11. 

Ch. 44. The outer eastern gateway closed vv. 1-3; 
the Glory of Jahveh in the temple v. \ ; the Interpreter's 
charge vv. 5-8 ; the speech of Jahveh vv. 9-16 ; rules and 
provision for the priests vv. 17-31.-The main substance 
of this chapter belongs to the Vision 40-42 431 •12, and therefore, 
we may suppose, comes ultimately from Ezekiel himself : thus 
the Vision is referred to in v. 4 ; the angelic Guide is present, 
vv.2 • 6 (corrected) ; the prophet hears the voice of Jahveh 
addressing him, vv.9 •16 ; se~ p. 425. The same features have 
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been noticed already in 431 •12 ; are we then to regard 441 -16 

as another account of the same event ? It is difficult to make 
out the exact relation between the two passages (see p. 462) ; 
441

"
6 seems to be the later, because it mentions the gateway 

as shut once for all, and therefore presupposes the account of 
Jahv~~'s entrance given in 431 •12 • But 441 •16 is no mere 
repetit10n of 431 •12, for it carries the narrative a stage further. 
The speech of Jahveh deals with a fresh subject, for which the 
preceding chs. have prepared the way. Ezekiel has been 
shewn the plan of the buildings, but he has not yet learned 
who are to be the ministers of the new sanctuary. This 
important question is answered by vv. 9 •16• Regulations for 
the priesthood and its maintenance follow naturally in vv.17 • 31, 
though here the speech of Jahveh has been expanded at 
vv.1s. 25-21. 31_ 

V. I. And he brought me back] The subject is' the man' who 
has guided the prophet hitherto ; up to this moment they had 
been standing in the inner court, opposite' the house,' 435 ; now 
they move into the outer court in the direction of the eastern 
gateway, i.e. the outer one (406 4215) ; the prophet has to be 
shewn something remarkable about it. The sanctuary means 
the whole area ; the temple itself is called' the house,' vv. 4r. 11• 14• 

-and it was shut] Because Jahveh had entered by it, and 
declared that He would not leave His sanctuary again, 43 4 • 7.-

2. And' he' said to me] Ji! and Jahveh said to me, so all the Vrs.; 
but cl. b refers to Jahveh in the 3rd person, and the context 
shews that here and in v. 5 the Guide is the speaker, as Jerome 
in. loc. points out.-thi"s gateway shall be shut] A special sanctity 
belonged to it after Jahveh's entrance. From the outside 
no one was to pass through; the prince, however, could have 
access to the inside, v. 3• Rashi and l:(iml;ti quote Middoth iv. 2a 
as their authority for stating that ' the great gate ' had two 
wickets, one on the N. and one on the S. ; no one ever entered 
by that to the S., as is said in Ez. [v.2]; but Middoth I.e. is 
referring to the gate of the temple itself, the quotation, there
fore, is inapplicable. There may have been a further reason 
for closing the outer E. gateway. Ezekiel alludes to the sun
worship which was practised in the temple before the exile, 
816 ; in this connexion it is possible that at Ma$$Oth and Sukkoth, 
which fell on the spring and autumn equinoxes, the E. gate was 
ceremonially opened to allow the rising sun to penetrate through 
the three gateways into the very heart of the temple. This 
superstitious practice was to be discontinued in the future. 
See 4525 n. ; Morgenstern Hebr. Union Coll. Annual vi. (1929) 
32 ff. ; Hollis Myth and Ritual (1933) 106 ff., Arch. of Herod's 
Temple (1934) 125-139. Jerome applies the passage mystically 
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to the law and the prophets, the knowledge of the Scriptures, 
even Paradise: all were shut before the Incarnation. He 
mentions with approval those who refer the words to the 
Blessed Virgin, ' quae et ante partum, et post partum virgo 
permansit,' an interpretation which became popular in the 
Eastern and Western Church; e.g. the Christmas hymn of 
St. John Damasc., PG. xcvi., col. 824 ; Brev. Ambros., Office of 
Lauds for 15 Aug. and 8 Sept. ; further illustrations will be 
found in O'Leary Daily Offices .. in the Coptic Church (r9rr) 
rr9. 163 f. 167; Grohmann Aethiopische Marienhymnen (1919) 
77. 184 f.-Jahveh the God of Israel] Only here in Ez.; in ~ 
4318 and ~A 2047 ; et. 432• The title occurs frequently in 
Jer., r and 2 K., r and 2 C., Ezr. ; here it is probably 
editorial.-3. As for the prince (the) prince, he shall sit in it] 
The text of :ffl is hardly correct ; in ~ the prince comes only 
once. He alone can use the porch of the gateway i.e. the vestibule 
of the outer E. gateway which opened into the outer court, 
407• 9 n.; there he may eat bread before Jahveh i.e. partake of the 
sacrificial meal which accompanied the peace-offering, Ex. r812 E, 
Lev. 715, Dt. 127• 18 277• Unlike the kings of the past (r K. 
322. 5 4. 6211. 925 ro5, z K. r612f-, 2 C. 2616), the prince of the 
future has no priestly rights in the temple. For the language 
of cl. b cp. 468 : and by its way means ' by the same way.'-
4. And he brought me by way of the north gateway to the front of 
the house] from the outer eastern gateway where they were 
standing (v.1 ), round through the northern inner gateway, 
cp. 43 5 n. Why did they not go direct, through the eastern 
inner gateway? Because, says Holscher, the editor remembered 
the rule laid down in 461 that the eastern inner gateway was 
to be kept shut on week-days. Without being so positive as 
Holscher, we may take this to be another reason for regarding 
441 -16 as later than 431 -12 (see p. 462).-and I saw .. and I 
Jell upon my face] Already recorded in 43 3.-5. And 'he ' said 
unto me] jJ.? And Jahveh said unto me; but the Guide is the 
speaker, see v.2 n.; he bids the prophet attend with every 
faculty, a solemn charge, prefacing a new section, as in 404 ; 

cp. 28.-concerning all its statutes and all its laws] See 4311 n.; 
there the prophet is told to make them known to Israel, here 
to mark them himself.-the entrance of the house together with 
all the exits of the sanctuary] In 4311 the reference is to structural 
features; but here the vv. which follow speak of the persons 
who have the right to come and go. When the context is clear, 
as in 2 S. 325, the words can refer to persons ; but the ambiguity 
here, and the unwanted use of the prep. rendered' together with,' 
suggest that the sent~nce has been roughly introduced from 
4311.-6. to the rebellious 'house,' to the house of Isr.] So with 
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~-m: for ~ to the rebellion ; cp. 27 n. The speech of the Guide 
is continued in vv.6 •8.-Enough of all your abominations!] Cp. 
459

, Dt. 326
, I K. I228• There is a similar indictment, though 

based on different grounds, in 437f•.-7. The 'abominations' 
of the past consisted, not in the burial of the kings within the 
temple precincts, but in the employment of uncircumcised aliens 
for sacred purposes. These aliens appear to have been originally 
prisoners of war presented by the kings of Judah to the temple 
as slaves, Ezra 820, Zech. I421• The origin of the institution is 
explained by the story of the Gibeonites, Josh. 923 • 27 J (in part); 
in later times the Nethinim (i.e. men given to the sanctuary, 
I C. 92, Ezr. 2 43• 70 820, Neh. 748 • 73) were the successors, so far 
as their· name goes, of the slaves whom Ez. denounces ; cp. 
nethunim applied to the Levites in P, Num. 39 818• 19• In other 
parts of the Semitic world it was customary to present foreign 
captives to the temples; thus Nabonidus boasts of giving 
2850 prisoners of war to Bel, Nebo and Nergal (Langdon 
N eubab. Konigsinschr. 285); in Phoenicia the gerim, aliens living 
under the protection of the deity, formed a distinct class in 
the personnel of a temple (NSI. 63. 67 £.).-foreigners uncir
cumcised in heart and uncircumcised in flesh] i.e. alien in race and 
character, cp. v.9• The application of circumcision in a spiritual 
sense becomes prominent in Jeremiah (44 610 925) and Deuter
onomy (rn18 306 ) ; it is taken up by the Law of Holiness 
(Lev. 2641), and by P (Ex. 612 • 30). With Ez.'s attitude towards 
foreigners in the service of Jahveh contrast that of the Third 
Isaiah, Is. 568• 6f·.-my sanctuary to profane it, my house] See 
2421 n. Probably my house is an explanatory gloss; ® omits 
it ; cp. the repetitions in v. 3 431.-by your presenting my 
food, fat and blood] Cp. v.15 3919 n. The legislation of H agrees 
with Ez. in excluding the foreigners who had been employed for 
the slaughter and presentation of the victims, and in describing 
sacrifice as the food of God, Lev. 216 • 8 • 17 • 21r, 2225• P uses 
food in the same way, Num. 288• 24, Lev. 311 ; cp. Mal. 1 7, Ps. 501s. 
The fat was in a special sense God's portion of the sacrifice, as 
being the most highly esteemed part of the animal, 1 S. 2 15, 

Ex. 2318 E, Dt. 32 38 ; not all the fat, but that which covered 
the kidneys and other intestines, Lev. 33• 15 -17 4sr.. In the 
burnt offering the fat as well as the flesh was burned, Lev. 
Isr. 12r. ; in the peace-offering only the fat was burned, the rest 
being eaten, Lev. 39 "11 716ff·. For the sacrificial use of the blood 
see on 4318 • 20.-and 'ye ' have broken my covenant in addition 
to all your abominations] So with ~m;~y for ~ they have 
broken ; see 1659 n.-8. And ye have not kept the charge of my 
holy things] Cp. vv.14• 15 4046 n. ~B om. the sentence.-and 
ye have set' them' as keepers of my charge} The object may have 
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been intentionally omitted by .:ffl, but it must be supplied. At 
the end of the v. ~ reads unto you, a mistake for Therefore at the 
beginning of v. 9.-Vv. 9-r6. The speech of Jahveh. Aliens are 
forbidden to minister in the temple; their place is to be taken 
by the Levites who had served the local sanctuaries ; hence
forth the Levitical priesthood is confined to the $adol_dtes, the 
hereditary priests of the temple in Jerusalem.-9. No foreigner 
... shall enter my sanctuary] The effect of this instruction may 
be seen in the measures taken by Haggai to keep out even 
Samaritans from the restored temple, Hag. 2 14, Ezr. 43, and by 
Nehemiah a century later, Neh. 137 •9• 30• Express legislation 
on the subject was laid down by the priests, Num. 310 P 175 P2• 

In the Herodian temple a low stone wall in the outer court 
formed a barrier beyond which no Gentile was allowed to pass 
on pain of death, Jos. War v. 5, 2. Warning inscriptions in Gk. 
were built into this wall; one of them, discovered by Clermont
Ganneau in 1870, is now in the Museum at Constantinople, 
Jew. Enc. xii. 85; Robinson Ephesians 160; Hollis Arch. of 
Herod's T. 153. The emphasis on circumcision in the present 
context is to be noted. A new importance attached itself to 
the rite during the exile, for, like the observance of the sabbath 
(2012 n.), it marked the difference between Israelites and 
their heathen neighbours. In the early records circumcision is 
taken for granted (Ex. 424r., Josh. 521·), and not enforced by law; 
D refers to it only in a spiritual sense (see on v. 6 supr.); the idea 
that it was the sign of a national covenant with Jahveh is first 
formulated by the Priestly School (Gen. 1710 -14 etc.).-in short, 
no foreigner .. ] For the idiom cp. 69.-ro. But the Levites who 
went far from me . . . who went astray from me after their idols J 
In Ez.'s view the worship at the high places had been nothing 
but idolatry, 63 •6 143 •11 1618ft. 2336 "49 3617r. 3723. He tacitly 
allows that the Levites who served these sanctuaries were priests; 
that could not be denied in the face of tradition (e.g. Jud. 177 "13 

18181, 30, Dt. 338 •11) ; but in future they are to forfeit their 
priesthood. The subject of who went astray may be either 
the Levites as in 4811, or Israel as in v.15 1411• ~n om. the 
words.-they shall bear their iniquity] v.12 ; see 44 n. Ct. 
Num. 1823 P, where the Levites suffer the penalty of any guilt 
they may incur in the course of their ministrations, here they 
are to suffer the penalty of forsaking Jahveh: the contrast 
shews the difference between P and Ez. Gray Numbers 234 f. 

The change in the status of the Levites had begun already; it 
may be dated from the time of Josiah's reform and the pro
mulgation of Deutfronomy, 2 K. 23s, 15. 19f., Dt. 122-12. 1a-18. 26f •• 

What was to become of the Levites when the local sanctuaries 
were put down? Deut., which recognizes the priesthood 
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of all Le~ites, permits them to visit the central sanctuary and 
offer sacrifice there, and receive a portion of the sacred dues, 
Dt. r86

-
8

; otherwise, if the Levite remain in his village, he 
must be supported by charity, Dt. r212• 18 I427 1611• 14• But 
the plan did not succeed; either the Jerusalem priests would 
~10t a~ow an invasion of their privileges, or it was found 
1mp?ss1ble to admit a large body of additional priests to the 
servi~e of the altar ; and the country Levites preferred to 
remam where they were, 2 K. 239• Already in D a distinction 
may be observed between ' the Levite that is in thy gates,' ' the 
priests, the sons of Levi' (11.cc., 2r5 3r9), and ' the priest ' or 
'the priests' of the central sanctuary (1]12 183 1917 202 263f-); 
Ez. accentuates this distinction : only those Levites who were 
descended from ~ado~ can serve as priests in the future temple, 
cp. v.15a 4319 ; the rest are to take over the humbler duties of 
the temple slaves. Thus Ez.'s cherished principle of holiness 
is secured ; all the offices of the sanctuary, even the most 
menial, are to be filled by persons belonging to the sacred 
tribe. The final stage arrives in the elaborated system of P. 
A sharp line is drawn between' the sons of Aaron,' who alone can 
exercise the priestly office (Ex. 28lfl• 291 - 37, Num. 310 181-7), 
and the other Levites, who, in the order of their families, act as 
assistants to the priests (Num. 3 6 -10 182, cp. 2 C. 3.510-i6); 

this division into two castes P accepts as inherent and re
cognized, whereas Ez. proposes it as something new for the 
future. Ez.'s scheme, therefore, holds a position exactly inter
mediate between D on the one hand and P on the other.
I I. Two functions are assigned to the Levites in the sanctuary : 
they are to be watchmen at the gateways, see 407 n., and ministers 
of the house, cp. 45 5 4624 ; in the latter capacity they slay the 
burnt offering and the sacrifice (i.e. the peace- or thank-offering) 
for the people, and attend at the kitchens 4624• It is their task 
to stand before the people i.e. to assist them in their ritual duties 
(cp. Num. r69 P, Dt. 1 38) ; in v.16 the priests stand before 
Jahveh. According to the rule here introduced; the Levites are 
to slay the private sacrifices of the people. This was a departurt:: 
from immemorial custom, for the worshipper always killed his 
victim himself. There is no evidence that Ez.'s proposal was 
ever carried out, though 2 C. 2934 perhaps implies something 
analogous to it. In the later law, Lev. r 5• 11 32• 8 • 13 4 4 • 16• 24 • 29. aa 
r73r., and in the usage of the Herodian temple, the worshipper 
retained his ancient right; Jos. Ant. iii. 9, r; ~ishn. Zebii,!tim 
iii. r, Kelim i. 8; Midr. Siphra § 4; Moore Enc. Bibl. col. 4r99.-
12. Because they (the Levites) used to minister to them (the 
people) before their idols] See on v.10• The Levites had been 
instrumental in the spread of idolatry; see J19 n,-I lift up 

3r 
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my hand] See 206 n.-r3. The Levites not of $ado.Ji:'s line are 
expressly deprived of their priesthood. The verb to exercise 
the priestly office occurs frequently in P, Ex. 281. 3. 4 291. 44 3030, 

Lev. 735 ; cp. 2 c. II14 ; first in Hos. 46.-and to draw nigh to au 
my holy things] For draw nigh of priestly approach cp. Jer. 3021, 

Lev. 212311 ·, Ex. 2843 3020 P. In Num. 419 (? a later addition to 
P) the term is used of the Levites' handling of the sacred furni
ture. For my holy things ~ has ' the holy things of the sons 
of Israel ' ; if this is right, the reference will be to the offerings 
which went to the support of the priests; but 49 may be con
forming to the text of Lev. 222r. 15.-to the most holy things] 
i.e. the sacrifices which only priests could offer ; see 41 4 n.
bear their shame . . abominations] See 1652 n. 3329 438.

r4. I will appoint them keepers of the charge of the house] In 4046 

this function is assigned to the priests, here to the Levites; 
the charge may be understood in the light of Num. 331. 36 427 · 31t. 
184.-as regards all the service thereof] The same expression 
in Num 326, cp. 31. 36 ; similarly Num. 426 speaks of all that 
may have to be done with regard to them, the sacred vessels, when 
defining the service of the Levites. It seems that the present vv. 
have been a good deal influenced by Num. 3 and 4; indeed 
vv.12 -14 may be a later expansion of the passage vv.9 -16 ; 

thus v.12 repeats with greater emphasis the accusation in v.10, 

and v.14 some of the substance of v.11; the connexion with P 
is specially close in vv.12 -14• Rautenberg ZATW. xxxiii. (1913), 
104.-15. the Levitical priests, the sons of Sadolf,] Cp. 4319• 

$ado'1, first appears in the time of David, when he and Abiathar 
represented the two leading families of priests, 2 S. 817 {corrected) 
2025 ; under Solomon, Abiathar was deposed and $ado.Ji: made 
principal priest, 1 K. 2 27 • 35 ; throughout the period of the 
monarchy $adoli:'s descendants ministered at Jerusalem, as 
Ez. says, and enjoyed the prestige which their connexion with 
the temple gave them. After the exile they seem to have 
established themselves without difficulty as priests of the 
second temple ; at any rate we may infer this from the fact 
that so small a number of Levites returned from Babylonia 
(Ezr. 2 36 - 40=Neh. 739 ' 43): the prospect of a subordinate place 
under the $ado.Ji:ite priesthood was not inviting. So far Ez.'s 
policy succeeded ; it was not equally successful, however, in 
confining the priesthood to the $adoli:ites. The regulations of 
P, which are presupposed during the period after the exile, 
shew that a second line of priests, claiming descent from Ithamar, 
had won a recognized position. This state of things was 

· defended by the theory that the $adolj::ites were the descendants 
rof Aaron's son Eleazar, and that the other line of priests were 
t~~ desc~nclants of his youn~er (fourth) son Ithamar; both 
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could trace their origin to Aaron, the fountain of priesthood ; 
Ex. 623, Lev. 106, Num. 428 ; cp. Ezr. 82• The Chronicler bears 
witnes~ to a somewhat later development : in his day the 
~adol_{ltes outnumbered the priests of the other line, and claimed 
an exclusive right to the high-priesthood; in I C. 241 - 4 the 
'superiority of the Zadokites (sons of Eleazar) in the post
exilic period is read back into the days of David, and construed 
in the terms of a right of primogeniture ' (Elmslie Chronicles 142). 
Still later, the $ado~ites came to include all, or nearly all, the 
priests; e.g. Sirach 5112 (Hebr.) ' Praise him who chooseth the 
sons of $ado~ to be priests ; for his mercy endureth for ever.' 
See further Burney Judges 478 n.-who kept the charge of my 
sanctuary] Cp. v.8 ; again in Num. 338 P (the Aaronite priests) ; 
cp. ib. vv.28• 32 (the Levites), 185 (the priests).-went astray 
from me] See v.10.-draw near to minister unto me] V.16 4046 

4213 4319 454.-stand before me] Primarily of a servant in the 
presence of a master, v.11, 1 K. 12 108 126, Jer. 5212 ; then of 
priests or prophets in the presence of Jahveh, Dt. 108 1712 187, 

2 C. 2911 cp. Jud. 2028 , 1 K. 171 1815, 2 K. 314 516.-to bring near 
to me fat and blood] See on v.7.-16. They shall enter into my 
sanctuary] The priests only are to enter the holy place; this 
would be for the daily sacrifices Ex. 2938 - 42 , Num. 28 3 -8 P, 
Heh. 96, for setting out the shew-bread Lev. 245 -9, for burning 
incense and dressing lamps Ex. 301 -10 P2.-they shall draw 
near to my table J Since the right to enter the sanctuary has been 
mentioned as the privilege of the priesthood, my table may 
refer to the altar of burnt offering where the food of God (v.7) 

was consumed, or to the table of shew-bread (Bertholet). But 
neither explanation is quite satisfactory. Gray argues that 
draw near would be just as applicable to Levites as to priests, 
for the Levites, who slew the victims (v.11), must have 
approached the altar, though they might not ascend it. Accord
ingly he maintains that the reference is not to the altar nor to 
the flesh laid upon it, but to the food which Jahveh sets before 
His guests, the meal which was eaten after parts of the victim 
had been burned upon the altar ; table will then be used in a 
derivative sense, as equivalent to table-fare. This seems to be 
the meaning of table in 3920, as it clearly is in I Cor. 1021 'ye 
cannot partake of the table of the Lord and of the table of 
devils.' Mal. 1 7• 12 is to be explained in the same way; Sacrifice 
98 ff. Add Enoch 8950• 73 ; Test. Levi 816 ; Judah 21 5 ; 

Jubilees 3116.-minister to me .. keep my charge] See 4045 n.
Vv. 17-19. The priestly vestments.-17. When they enter the 
gateways of the inner court the priests are to wear garments of 
flax (pishtim), a clean and light material used for clothing 
(Lev. 13471- 52• 59 , Jer. 1J1) ; similarly in P the vestments are 
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made of fine linen (shesh or badh). We are told that priests in 
Egypt and Syria wore linen, Herod. ii. 37 ; Lucian De dea Syr. 
42. Wool is prohibited as being less cleanly, v.18 ; in later 
times, however, the Jewish priests wore vestments made of. 
wool and flax, notwithstanding the law of Dt. 2211, Lev. 1919 ; 

Jos. Ant. iv. 8, II; Mishn. Kil' ayim ix. I.-in the gateways of the 
inner court and within] i.e. within the inner court; see 4038 - 47 ; 

not ' within the temple,' which would be differently expressed. 
The word (lit. house-wards, 2 S. 59 , r K. ]25 ) is om. by (!?8 , and 
may be a copyist's addition.-18. Turbans of flax] 49 Kt8apEt,; 
.\iva,. Ezekiel wore a turban, 2417• In P a different word is 
used for the head-gear of ordinary priests, caps Ex. 28 40 299 3928 

(turbans of caps), Lev. 813.-loin-clothes of flax] or drawers, 
breeches EVV.; similarly in P, loin-cloths of linen (badh) Ex. 
28 42 3928, Lev. 6 3 r64, @ 1r£pt<rKEA,j .\iva, as here; Jos. Ant. 
iii. 7, 1 Bia(wµa.-they shall not gird themselves in or with 
sweat] The Hebr. is so much compressed that it does not make 
the exact meaning clear, but the RV. is probably right in 
translating' with anything that causeth sweat,' such as a woollen 
garment. m: ' they shall not bind themselves about their 
loins, but shall bind themselves about their hearts • ; this is a 
paraphrase rather than a translation, but it may preserve a 
tradition on the subject of ceremonial girding. The Jewish 
interpreters quote an opinion, not found in the Mishna, which 
seems to go back to m:, for it applies the rule to parts of the 
body ; thus Rashi says, ' the priests were not to gird them
selves in the place which causes sweat, not as high as the arm
pits, nor as low as the loins,' and ~iml;li adds, 'at the height 
of the elbows' i.e. in the middle of the body. Burney suggests 
that the ephod was supported by two shoulder-straps for the 
same reason, Judges 237 n. The entire verse, to judge from its 
explanatory character, its disconnected sentences and its poor 
style, is probably a later addition ; it breaks the connexion 
between vv.17 and 19 (He. Ho.).-I9. When the priests have 
finished their service and mix with the people again, they are 
to leave their vestments in the appointed chamber (4213 • 14) ; 

for the vestments, being holy, must be kept in a holy place, 
otherwise they might infect the people with holiness. The 
supernatural danger of consecrated things is accounted for on 
the principle of taboo; cp. 4620, r S. 216 @, Is. 65 5 (corrected). 
Hag. 2 12, Lev. 611• 20 [Is. 271.--unto the outer court] The words 
are accidentally repeated ; @~'.}} give them only once.-strip 
off their garments . . leave them . . put on other garments] The 
wording as in Lev. 64 cm r623.-make the people holy] m: gets 
rid of the crude idea by rendering ' they shall not mingle with 
the people in their vestments'; so in 4620.-Vv. 20-24. Further 
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rules for the priests, not concerned with entering and leaving 
the t~mple (vv.17-19), and therefore probably a later insertion. 
S~aving of the head was expressly forbidden in the case of 
pnests, Lev. 21 6, because of its heathen associations. Among 
the Semites, and other ancient peoples, the offering of the hair 
w_as believed to establish a relation between the worshipper and 
his god. A similar principle lies behind the mourning custom, 
see 718 n. ; the heathen Arabs, for instance, cut off the hair 
and placed it upon the tomb to form a link between the living 
and the dead; R. of S. 3 323-335; NSI. 67. In spite of the 
prohibition Dt. 141, Lev. 1927 , the cutting of the hair 'between 
the eyes ' as a sign of mourning lasted on among the people. 
Letting the hair grow long was also forbidden. The Hebr. 
expression means lit. letting loose the long hair. In practice, 
long hair (Hebr. pera') marked a person under a vow, such as a 
warrior, Jud. 52, or a Nazirite Num. 6 5 ; and it is possible that 
priests were forbidden to follow the custom because they could 
not execute their office if they were under a vow. But the 
context rather implies that the reference is to mourning. To 
shew grief the long hair was let loose by taking off the turban, 
e.g. 2417 • 23 ; and the verb para' is used in this connexion, 
Lev. 106 1346 2110• The two rules in v.20 here are sufficiently 
accounted for by the superstitious treatment of the hair in 
mourning. W. R. Smith would go further back to the primitive 
notion which regarded the hair as a special seat of life, and the 
hair of a priest as peculiarly sacred; the risk of profaning it 
could be met either by cutting it off altogether or by letting it 
grow long; R. of S. 3 483,----:they shalt only poll their head] The 
meaning of the word for poll or clip (only here) is to be found 
in that of the cognate Akk. root.-21. Priests are not allowed 
wine when they enter the inner court; for obvious reasons, 
Hos. 4 11, Prov. 201, Ps. 10416• The prohibition occurs also in 
Lev. 109, and is referred to by Jos. Ant. iii. 12, 2, and by Philo de 
Ebr. § 1, 2; see also R. of S. 3 485. 575. Ez., we notice, excludes 
wine from the sacred offerings.-22. Priests are forbidden to 
marry a widow (unless she be the widow of a priest) or a divorced 
woman; they are to marry native Israelite maidens. This 
rule is rather more strict than Lev. 217 • 14, where nothing is 
said about marrying a priest's widow, and only the high priest 
is required to marry an Israelite. Later on, in the time of 
Nehemiah and Ezra, it was found necessary to draw the line 
more firmly : the people, as well as the priests and Levites, 
are forbidden marriage with foreigners; Mal. 211, Neh. 10a1 
132a-30, Ezr. 9lf, 1018ff. Rashi in his comment on lf agigd 13a 
mentions this as one of the instances in which Ez. differs from 
the Law, and reconciles the two by suggesting that widow means 
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a widow in the specially honourable sense of the word ; Streane 
Chagigah 7r n.-Vv. 23. 24. Duties of the priests. In the first 
place, they are to give direction (hence t6rd) to the laity on 
ceremonial matters, such as the difference between the holy and 
the common, Hag. 21 •13, cp. eh. 2226 n. ; Dt. 3310 mentions this 
as one of their chief functions; see also Lev. ro11 r3 59 q 57 , 

Num. 529.-24. Secondly, they are to take part in the ad
ministration of justice, as had long been the custom, e.g. Dt. 3310, 

I S. 418 715, Hos. 46 ; 'judgement in ancient Israel, even on 
secular issues, seems often to have been administered at a 
sanctuary; the priests would thus possess an hereditary know
ledge of civil and criminal law not less than of ceremonial law' 
(Driver Deut. 207); see Dt. 21 5, Is. 287, Jer. 1818• The code 
of D provides that a case too difficult for the local court is to 
be taken before the supreme court, composed partly of priests, 
partly of lay judges, at the central sanctuary, Dt. 179 r917, 

cp. 2 C. 198 ; and in Ez. all the priests are concentrated there. 
The wording is somewhat ambiguous; we may render upon the 
occasion of a law-suit they shall officiate, so tn;:~, or over a law
suit they shall preside ; properly the verb means stand, and in 
either case is not used literally, for the judge sat (Ex. 1813) and 
the litigants stood (Num. 3512, Is. 508). It is improbable that 
stand has its later meaning appear, Ezr. 263, Dan. 822.-by my 
judgements they shall judge it] For the construction cp. 727 2324 ; 

it is the law-suit; my judgements are ordinances based upon 
decisions in civil and criminal cases; such ordinances are 
described as Jahveh's because they revealed His will, cp. 
Dt. 3310 • 21, Ex. 211, Is. 582, Ps. 1910 c9J etc.-my laws and 
statutes in all my appointed seasons] The priests are to observe 
the regulations for the pilgrimage-feasts, new moons, sabbaths ; 
cp. 4517 4611, Lev. 232• 4, Is. 114, 1 C. 23 31 ; the triad judgements, 
laws, statutes as in Lev. 26 46 ; see eh. 56 n.-my sabbaths they 
shall sanctify] See 2012 n. No charge is laid upon the priest
hood to give instruction in morals, though the administration 
of justice would involve the maintenance of moral standards 
Herzog (Die ethischen Anschauungen d. Proph. Ez. 12); the con
text lays stress on ceremonial law.-Vv. 25-27. A supplement 
to vv.17 -24 ; see Analysis ii. B, p. 428. To mark the special 
holiness of the priest, mourning is forbidden except in the 
case of near relatives. The rule is formulated in much the same 
terms Lev. 211 • 3 ; curiously enough neither list mentions the 
wife, but the Rabbis explained that ' except for his flesh • 
(Lev. 212) means 'his wife' ; Siphra 93b, TB. Jebiimoth gob. 
For ordinary priests the rule is that which is given here, for 
the high priest it is stricter, Lev. 2111• Contact with a dead 
body, whether of man or of beast, produced uncleanness, an 
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ancient belief not peculiar to the Hebrews or even to the Semites ; 
it arose from a natural repugnance to the corruption which 
follows death; among some races, e.g. the Babylonians, from 
fear of demons. In the Pent. this belief can be traced to the 
7th cent.; the allusion in Hos. 94 carries it back a century earlier; 
for later times see Tobit 29, Ecclus. 3130 [3426], Baruch 310• 

The relevant passages are discussed by Gray Num. 243 ff.; see 
also Jastrow Rel. of Bab. and Ass. 602 ff.; Frazer Golden 
Bough iii. 397 ff.-26. after his cleansing they shall count for him 
seven days] According to P, after contact with the dead a 
person is unclean for seven days, and undergoes a purificatory 
rite on the third and seventh days, Num. 1911• 12 • 16 3119, cp. 
the rite in Lev. 122 1513 • 28 : the seven days come after the 
contamination, not after the cleansing, and $ actually reads 
here after being defiled. But the text of ;ffl is supported by 
@m:, and must mean that in the case of priests, on account of 
the holiness of their calling, an additional period of seven days 
is required for their purification. ~iml;li realizes the difficulty 
and explains it in this way ; though he remarks that some 
interpret the seven days not as an additional week, but as 
reckoned ' after the separation caused by contact with the 
dead '-a specimen of rabbinic ingenuity.-27. on the day 
of his entering into the holy place] i.e. the day of his purification; 
the singular continues the reference to the indiviudal in vv.25a- 26 • 

The alternation between singulars and plurals shews the experi
mental character of this piece of legislation; and so does the 
tautology into the holy place (@ om.)-into the inner court
to minister in the holy place. The standing phrase in this eh. is 
the inner court vv.17· 21 ; while to minister in the holy place is 
one of P's expressions, Ex. 28 43 2930 3519 391. 41, Num. 412.

he shall present his sin-offering] Not mentioned in this con
nexion by H or P, but analogous to the offering made by the 
high priest after inadvertent sin, and by other persons after 
ceremonial uncleanness, Lev. 43 126 • 8 1412 • 19 1516, Num. 611• 14 ; 

see eh. 4039 n.-is the oracle of the Lord jahveh] Probably an 
editorial addition.-Vv. 28-30 may well have been included in 
the report of the Vision, see Analysis i. (j) p. 428; for it is 
reasonable to suppose that Ez. would be shewn, not only who 
were to be the priests of the future, vv.6 •8 • 9 •16, but how they 
were to be supported. And it shall be to them for an inheritance] 
The text is in some disorder ; it cannot refer to the sin-offering 
v. 27 , the only grammatical antecedent. cl?$ reproduce ;ffl; 
but clearly the negative has fallen out, and we should read and 
they shall not have an inheritance, 11 non erit autem eis hereditas, 
corresponding to Dt. 182

• The latter passage has also in
fluenced the next clause, cp. Dt. 109, Josh. 1314• 33 187 RD; the 
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inheritance of the priests was their share in the dues and offerings 
made to Jahveh by the people. P makes the same provision, 
though it treats priests and Levites separately, Num. rs20. 23 • 24 ; 

recognizing them, however, as a single tribe Num. 2662, Josh. r43 • 

Ezekiel provides for the priesthood out of the sacred gifts ; 
but the supplement, added after Ez.'s time, assigns to priests 
and Levites a definite portion of land in the neighbourhood of· 
the temple, 451 - 5 4810 ; Analysis ii C (a), p. 428.-l am their 
inheritance ... I am their possession] These brief clauses, 
introduced without any conjunction, give emphasis to the 
declaration of the divine will (' because I am' etc.) ; the 
repeated ' I am Jahveh' in H produces the same effect, Lev. 
184 -6• 21. 30 etc. ; 49 spoils it by inserting on before I am their 
possession. The latter word occurs 15 times in chs. 44-48 ; 
in P 43 times ; Driver Introd.9 I33, no. 22.-ye shall not give 
them] The whole people is addressed, as in v.6 ; but in vv.10• 12 

the house of Israel is referred to in the 3rd person. This may 
indicate a new section, vv.2s-3o, of the speech vv.6 -8 9 -16.-29. The 
meal-offering and the sin-offering and the guilt-offering, they shall 
eat them] See 4039 4321 n. ; they refers emphatically to the priests, 
as in vv.16• 24 ; cp. 4213 4620• For the eating of the meal-offering 
see in P Lev. 2 3 • 10 69 -11 C16 • 181 (16 c23i notes an exception) 79r. 
1012r-, Num. 189f•, 2 K. 239 ; the sin-offering, Lev. 619 • 22 • c26 • 29l 

(<13 C301 notes an exception), Num. 189I·; the guilt-offering Lev. 76, 

Num. I89I- The meal-offering is further defined in 4524 

465• 7• 11• 14 ; it was an ancient perquisite of th~ priests, 
2 K. 239• Formerly a payment in money took the place of the 
sin- and guilt-offerings, 2 K. 1217• The priests' share in the 
peace-offerings, Dt. 183, is passed over in silence; perhaps it 
was taken for granted (Sm.).-and every devoted thing (l}.erem) 
in I. shall be theirs] So Num. r814 P, cp. Lev. 272sr. ; in these 
passages the b,erem seems to denote gifts of human beings, or of 
animal and vegetable produce, offered by individual Israelites, 
and dedicated to Jahveh in such a way that they could not be 
redeemed. This kind of dedication may have arisen from the 
custom of placing under a ban the gold and silver found in a 
captured city, and bringing it to the temple treasury, Josh. 
619 RP. The b,erem in the present case must be different from 
that mentioned in Num. 212r- JE, Dt. 7ir-, Josh. 617 • 21 J, 
I S. 15atr., which was carried out as a national act, and involved 
putting human beings and animals to death.-30. Further 
provision for the priests: (a) the best of all first-ripe fruits of all 
kinds. The offering of first-ripe fruits, bikkurim, was an 
ancient practice, and ordered by the earliest codes, Ex. 3426 J = 
2319 E, ' the best of thy first-ripe fruits of thy ground thou 
shalt bring to the house of Jahveh thy God' i.e. to the nearest 
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sanctuary ; though it is not expressly stated, offerings of this 
kind made to Jahveh went to the priests as His representatives; 
and of the bikkurim the priests received the best portion, or the 
first, the word re'shUh can have either meaning (see on 2040) ; 

in this connexion the best seems to be intended. D enforces 
the old rule in two passages ; Dt. 184, where the offering consists 
of the best of prepared fruits, corn, wine, oil, given to the 
priest apparently without any rite of dedication; and Dt. 261 -11, 

where the offering consists of raw produce, the best of all fruits 
of the ground, and is dedicated at the altar with a ceremonial 
rite ; then it furnishes a sacred meal of which the needy Levite 
and the stranger partake. In both passages the offering is 
similar, but not the same. It will be noticed that the re'shith of 
D corresponds to the bikkurim of J and E ; like the earliest 
codes Ezekiel uses both words, and like J, E, D he says nothing 
about the amount of the offering or the time when it is to be 
made; but he goes beyond them in assigning the best of the 
first-ripe fruits definitely to the priests. After the exile, Neh. 1244 

shews that an attempt took place to carry out Ez.'s rule before P 
legislated on the subject. In H Lev. 231or. the re'shUh is the 
first sheaf reaped in the barley harvest, and has nothing to do 
with provision for the priests. Later legislation, Lev. 212 

(' an offering of re'shith '), Num. 1812 • 1 3, assigned the bikkurim 
of raw produce to the priests after being presented with a 
religious ceremony ; and .a distinction is made, which may go 
back to earlier practice, between these bikkurim and the best 
of prepared fruits, meal, fruit, wine, oil, which are set apart as 
contributions (see below) for the priests without any rite; the 
distinction is clear in Neh. 1036• 38 135• 371, and in· the tradition 
preserved in the Mishna, Bikkurim iii. 2---6, Terumoth iii. 7. 
(b) and (the best of) every contribution of all kinds, from all your 
contributions. Probably the best of should be thus supplied 
from the preceding clause (Hitz. Sm. Eissfeldt), because not all 
contributions went to the priests, some were consumed by the 
worshippers, Dt. 126• 7• 1n-. The nature of the t•rumd (see 
2040 n.) has to be gathered from the context: in 451311• it is the 
tax in kind paid by the people to the prince, in 451 • 6f- 48911·, 

the land set apart for the temple and its ministers. In itself the 
term has a general sense, and we can only conjecture what the 
particular contributions were which the prophet has in mind. 
He makes no mention of tithes and the first-born of animals, 
though D before and P after him contain laws on the subject, 
Dt. 12sr. m. 11r. 1422r. 23 2 612, Num. 1 321. 24. 26-29; but it is quite 
likely that he intended tithe to be covered by the general term 
every contribution of all kinds, and this is the more probable 
because tithe and contribution are associated together in several 
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of the passages just quoted from D and P (so Eissfeldt Erstlinge 
u. Zehnten 65). The addition from all your contributions seems 
superfluous, yet it makes the rule more explicit ; of your 
contributions a part, the best, is for the priests, the rest may go to 
furnish a meal for the worshippers or the needy. Perhaps, 
as Ez. makes no provision for the Levites (the grant of land, 
455 4813r., is given in the Supplement), he intended some of these 
gifts (?=tithes) to be theirs, following the rule of Dt. 1429 2612 

(Eissfeldt l.c. 66 f.). (c) and the best of your dough. This 
offering is mentioned in Num. 152or. and Neh. ro38 [37J_ There 
is some uncertainty about the meaning of 'arisoth, which the RV. 
renders dough, and RV. marg. coarse meal (see crit. n.); ~ does 
not translate the word here, but in Num. I.e. gives ,pupaµa, QI: in 
both places ' kneading troughs,' hence dough is probably meant ; 
as the offering was made in the form of a cake, l;,alld, the plur. 
'arisoth may denote cakes of dough or, as tradition understood, 
different kinds of grain. According to the Mishna, ]Jalld i. 1, 
ii. 7, at every baking the private person set apart .}4 , the public 
baker --ls of the whole, for the purpose of this gift. In the 
present v. the direction may mean that at every baking, i.e. 
nearly every day, God is to be remembered, and the best part 
laid aside for the priests; or, if re'shUh here=the first part, 
the offering may be limited to the first (baking) of every year. 
Tradition favours the former view, exacting as the require
ment may seem. In connexion with this due it will be noticed 
that the wording changes, the best of your dough ye shall give to 
the priest ; the people are suddenly addressed, while in the rest 
of vv. 29 • 30 the priests are referred to in the plural, and form the 
grammatical subject. Hence it is not unlikely, as Eissfeldt 
thinks, that this due has been brought in here from Num. r5 2or., 
which describes it in detail. The dough-offering, if it was 
originally included in the present v., must have come into 
existence in Ez.'s time, for it is not referred to earlier.-to 
cause a blessing to rest upon thy house] Mal. 310 illustrates the 
idea.-Subsequent legislation increased the revenues of the 
priests; see for instance Lev. 78 ; Num. 1815 -18, Neh. ro37 [361; 
Num. 3125 -- 31 • The further addition of a tithe of cattle is made 
in Lev. 27 32f, P8. cp. 2 C. 316, Jubilees 3215 ; possibly, however, 
this was a provision for the sacrificial feasts rather than part 
of the priestly income. See further G. F. Moore Enc. Bibl. 
col. 5ro4 f., and Gray Num. 224-229.-3r. For the food pro
hibited to the priests, cp. Lev. 228 and see eh. 414 n. This v., 
which has no connexion with what precedes and is intro
duced without a conjunction, may have been added later; see 
Analysis ii. B, p. 428. Rashi again (cp. on v. 22 ) notes the 
difference between Ez. and the Law: from this prohibition it 
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might be thought that Israelites generally might eat ' anything 
that dies of itself or is torn,' though the priests were not allowed 
to do so; whereas in Lev. 724 it is forbidden to all; Streane 
Chagigah 71 n.-of birds and beasts] As opposed to birds, beasts 
means, not, as usually, domestic cattle, but mammals; cp. 
Lev. Il 46 2025b, 1 S. 17 44, Jer. I2 4• 

Ch. 44, I. 'l'IN ::i111'1] Ct. •~w'l 471. • and the more frequent 'JK':l'l, nine 
times in 40-46 ; the expression marks the beginning of a new para
graph.-2. 1:i K:i] ~ wrongly ,1,,.,X,ucTercu l'><' mlrijs. Origen Hom. xiv., 
quia Dominus Deus Israel transibit per earn et egredietur, PG. xiii. col. 
465 ; no Gk. MS and no Version except the Arabic has anything 
corresponding to et egredietur (Co. 60 f.). So Epiphanius Hom. v. otlods 
,,,,.,1,.,/i,,.,rn, Ii, auriis, oulil •~•XeM,ro.,, PG. xliii. col. 492.-3. K'Wl K"lllll'l l'IN] 
Possibly an instance of l'1N giving emphasis to the nom., so }5:im. ; see 
43' n.; but K'Wl without the art. may be a marginal note on the contents 
of this v., cp. 41 2• n. (Comment.). ~ lii6n 6 frtouµ.evos ? =K'Wlll 71!, 'A~e 
add 11pxwv. ~simply' the governor.' ~ connects with the end of v. 2 , 

eritque clausa principi, an impossible rend. of jll.-4. '' n•::i nK '' 'J K?tl] 
For i;',c with accus. see 43 6 n. ~ 1rX-fJp'1s /i6~'1s o o!Kos r. K. ~=n'::il1 for 
'' n•J.-'l!l ',i; ?!lKl] @ Kai 1rl1rrw c1rl 1rp6cTw1r611 µ.ov, cp. @ 21. [1 28] 3 23.-

5. ',J',\ .. 7J?] After a vb. of speaking ?JI is more usual ; but cp. Gen. 
2013, Dt. 33121·, Jud. 954, Ps. 33 (after icK).-'' n':i] ~ n'::in cp. v. 4, Co. 
He.-'', 1::i', nc1111] Cp. 40•.-'l(lllO ?J::i] Sometimes :I=' together with ' when 
an accompanying motion is expressed, e.g. Ex. 81 • 13, Josh. 228, Jer. u 19, 

and in the phrase ,:iJ ',•ru; but with 'l(llltl ?J=all the exits the usage is 
doubtful. @ takes Kl:ltl and 'l(ll\tl in the latter sense, and perhaps read 
?JJ for ,,:i.-6. '11:l ',i;J 1. ,,on J'l':i 'iN. ~=' to the rebellious house of 
I.'-'r, 7JJ CJ? :ii] See 817 n.-7. C:l!l1:in:i] For :i cp. 438 n. Ilg roiJ elcra-ya-y,'iv 
uµ.,,s ? ='m.-1',',n',J Ilg Kai cffrfJ4Xov. auni m: ' to defile my court.'
•cn, MN] @B wrongly /1,provs A It µ.ou.-1,~:1] L 1,~~l; cp. 18 27 for the 
constrn.-'n ',J ',i;J For 'il!=?JI=' in addition to' cp. 7•• 1637 T43 25 10• 

@~11 ? ='M 1:>J::i.-8. p1:1•111n1] Either deliberately written for 1:11c•111n1, to 
avoid 1:1 and ', coming together, or a scribal error, G-K. § 58 g.-•niti~cJ 
~ om. the suff.-l:IJ',] L JJ'i, ~ Ii,&. roiJ-ro v.• .-9. 1:>ll?,] G-K. § 93 hh.
•111,pe ',i;J Talm. Moed If.a.tan 5a adds •Jn,w',; see Strack Prol. Grit. 103. 
-',J',] @=?,::i, ~11=1:>J; but see 69 phi!. note.-'111' 'J:l] @='111' n•:i, so 
v.1 6 35 6 n.-10. •',vo] Stronger than •ioe; cp. v. 16 86 146.-11. r,1,pc] 
Abstr. for concr., as in 2 K. II 18, Num. 332 P; in appos. to c•niwo .. 1'1'11. 
@ 0upwpoi 11 et janitores, freely. ~ om.-•~, Ml! 1:1•n,wc1J ~ om.--ntlnl] 
resumes the subj. with emphasis, as in v. 16.---tlr1'lll?] ~ tvavrlov rou XaoiJ 
(some MSS tv<i>1r,ov aVTwv), misunderstanding.-The use of mw in Ez. 
shews a correspondence with the language of D, but a nearer approxi
mation to that of P: thus (a) when the priests are the subj ., 111,'1", 
or a suff. referring to 1'111'1', occurs as the direct obj., 40•• 43 10 4415

• 16 
45 4 ; so Dt. 108 17" 21• cp. 1 S. 211, Jer. 33 21 ; n,w without an obj. 
4417, 21 (111,p:i n,111,) approaches the usage of P, Ex. 2835 39 2• and 28 43 

29ao 351• 39'· n (all ~,p:i n,111',): (b) when the Levites are the subj., the 
obj.-never mn•-is in the accus., or a gen. follows_ 'n1w1:1, 44n,. u 45• 
46 24 ; so in P, Num. 1 60 169• In Ez. 441_1, but not rn P, c•n,1111:1 1_s used 
absolutely; in P Num. 3• 182, but not rn Ez., the Levites minister to 
the priests (accus.). (c) ':i n,w is used in 42 14 4419 (with vestments) like P 
in Num. 3at 49• u. u (with sacred vessels). The usage thus illustrates 
further (cp. v. 10 n., Comment.) the position of Ez. midway between D 
and P.-12. l'nl .. 1n,111•] Dr. § u3 4fJ. @ ell«roup-yovv, other MSS 
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eA<tTOUp"f1]<1CW, si, =l',;i;1 .. in1t,-llllll 1Klt'll] @B om.-13. 'lt"ip ',:i '111] @ 
1rpos T« ii-y,a. vlw11 Tov 'I.; some Hehr. MSS l. 'IK.-'p,i 'p '1K] * ouiU='11;11, 
an improvement. @Q marg, explains T« ii-y,a. Twv a.-ylw11 as the sacrifices 
which appertain to the high priests; but here and in the annotation 
on the previous clause Q is wrong.-llt'JI 'ltt'K 1J1"11:i111n1] @ t!v Tfj 1r"ll.a.11firr« ii 
t!1rMvfJ071rra.v=W~ 'l~!! Ci'1J/iN, perhaps on the basis of v. 10 ; but ;fit is 
supported by v. 7 and the use of the phrase in Ez.-14. 'It" Cil11K 'Mll] 
For fl"ll with two accus. ' to appoint some one as,' cp. Gen. 176, Dt. I 16 

28 26, Is. 3• and eh. 2714 n. @=lll'lll, making the priests the subj., and 
thus emphasizing their superiority to the Levites.-15. 'It"' •i:i] Cl9 
ofKov 'I., cp. v.• n.-ncn] Cp. v. 11 ; here emphatically of the priests, 
vv. 16• 24• 29 .-•i!l', liCIJll] Cp. in Akk. (amnu) manzdz pdni lit. 'one 
standing in the presence' (of the king), the title of a high official, 
chamberlain, e.g. KB. ii. 84.-Ciil :i',n] @ prefixes llvo-ta.v=mitl v.••; 
perhaps for completeness.-17. mv'] Of a garment, Lev. 1919.-nn•:11] 
@8 om. ; d§A ,m, i!<fw, so' A0 -m::&ii ; ' and in the house,' i.e. the temple, 
would be n::;~n.-18. Jll':1 11.11'1' 11'1] @-m::ii instinctively supply the conjn. 
Cl9 Ka.I ou 1rep1?;wrrovTa1 {Jiq., not understanding Jll' ii.X., cognate with Ml/I. 
Gen. 311> ; Montfaucon (quoted by Co.) explains {3iq. as a transliteration 
of J1r•:i, originally written fJ,?;a., in one MS of 'A spelt f3ovfa. 'A ~ t!v 
i8pwri, 0 t!v l•N transliterating. "QI; p,o,, pn•:i:i•', ',JI 1mK rwrn '111 p,o,, 11'11. 
& om. the sentence, and paraphrases the tame repetition of l'i"T'.-19, 
/'llllt'M1'1 'l:m'! ',K] The dittograph was already in text before the time of "QI;, 
as is shewn by the explanation ' and when they come forth from the 
court of the sanctuary into the outer court.'-20. JliEI] The Akk. pirtu, 
pl. piretu, piritu, occurs in the Gilgamesh Epic col. ii. l. 36 (KB. 
vi. 120), 'his long locks (pirUu) are arranged as a woman's.' So in 
Arab. phar'un=' the long hair of a woman'; in Hehr. nilll~ occurs in 
Jud. 52, Dt. 3242, and the vb. Jl'lll, besides the passages quoted from 
Lev., in Ex. 32 26 metaphorically, and Num. 518 literally, and not in 
connexion with mourning. d9 Tas Koµ.ar a.inwv ou if,,XrfJ<fourr,v (' strip off'), 
~ ouae 7~11 Koµ.7111 arpfi<1w<1111. 'QI;~l> understand of letting the hair grow 
long.-ltio:i• tl10:i] Akk. kasdmu=' cut in pieces,' hence kisimu=' locust,' 
CIH (Del. in Baer's Ez. xii.) ; the Hehr. nr,,i;,~ 49 and 0~7~ Ps. 8014 are 
cognates. @ 1;;a.Xv1rTovres KaMif,ovrrw wrongly connecting with /'l□:i. Z 
Keipovres Kepourrt, so -m::&ii.-22. /'llt'l'll] The pass. ptcp. only of a divorced 
woman, Lev. 21'• u 22 13 H, Num. 3010 P.-lnp' .. tlK 1:i .. lnp• K'I] 
For the type of sentence cp. Gen. 15•, Lev. 21 14, Num. 1030, r K. 
su. Here tlK •,=but rather, strengthening •:i; et. v.•• tlK •:i=except, 
limiting the preceding clause. ~~ om. r,•:i in 'i::• n1:i.-1mc /1.lt>'ix] ' a 
widow (and severed) from a priest,' ftl pregnant, cp. Jer. 51•. @ om. 
l'llt>'ix.-24. 1,tiv' l'IQ,1 :i•, '1lll] The prep. '111 may indicate an occasion or 
attendant circumstances, e.g. Ex. 23 2 'at a law-suit,' r S. 25', Is. 184 ; 

in Hehr. the usage is rare, but commoner in Arabic, Wright Ar. Gr. ii. 
§ 59 e ; so ii et cum fuerit controversia. On the other hand, ',JI may 
have its ordinary sense of over, • shall preside over'; so Kuenen, 
who cps. Ezr. 1016, Num. 72 ; Ges. Abhandt. 248 n. mm is emphatic, 
as in vv.u, 29 • @ i,r! Kpi<f,v a.rµ.a.ror=tli :i•, ',JI, so Co., who quotes Dt. 
17•, 2 C. 1916 ; but the expression does not occur in O.T., and ~ may 
be exegetical.-t>il!f?] Kt., so @"QI;~; t>~.pi;,7 Q. is unnecessary.-,,'r~.Pl] Kt. 
ii et judicabunt; li"T~,\!,P: Q better, so fir&. * has a doublet, re\. o,1<a,wµ.a.Ta 
µ.ov o,Ka.1w<rovrr,v, Ka.I Tu. Kpiµa.Ta µ.ov Kp,voiJrr,v, cp. d9 41 16 42 10 43 17.-25. 
CiilC tlt> '1lC1] Cl9 t!1rl if,vx'ri• avOpw1rou J(. super animam hominis, conforming 
to the use of tt'lll in Lev. 1928 21 1 etc. .l'lt> is of common gend. as in 
Gen. 233 11,, Lev. 2111, Num. 66.--K'l!l'] Cp. the sg. in v. 25 ; @&~= 
1kl:i'.-1'1Kt>i,i':>J Inf. constr., cp. 223 n.--l'QO] l. l"IK',1, some MSS and ~~ii.
lt"'K':> M'l'I K':> ilt'k] In Lev. 21 3 preceded by l''K n:i1ip,i m1i-on; so ~ after 
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MlnK'il adds iu,',1ro.-1KC1:i•] Cp. 1411; 4i5 sg., harmonizing with v. 18.-

26. l'i li!lo'] See 4022 n. ; but one MSS and @i»- read i',-,!l0!, cp. Lev. 
1513

• 
28 (sg.). At the end of the v. ~ adds ' and he shail be clean,' 

to agree with Lev. Lc.-28. l'lt'l"lll] 1. ll'l'lt'I )l?l. The text was altered 
perhaps t? harmonize with 45111., where an inheritance is assigned 
to the pnests.-m,r, 16] 4i5=iOlJ:i "'; for 'iN,w,:. 4i5 i• Tots vla,s 'I.-29. 
mJl:llT] 4i5 Kal Tas 9vulas, cp. 4i5 4 213 45 u. 17. 23 [241 46s.-3o. ',J r,,~,, 
'n •ilJ:l] The same construction in ',J l'ltl\,ri ',J, but hardly elsewhere; Ps. 
119128 ',J ,,,p!i ',J is textually uncertain. The second ',J is a noun, 
'totality,' used absolutely in the genit., cp. Dt. 4 26 28'7f-, Ps. 1451 •, 

and in Aram. NSI. 203 ',J 'l1:l'!t ' ornaments (?) of all kinds.' The 
influence of l1111'k"l is prob. extended over the parallel clause ?J 'r, ',Jl ; 
cp. the occasional extension of a prep. or the neg., G----K. §§ II9 hh, 
152 z, and the ellipse of m, in Is. 286b, and of il:lNII in Job 3418h. c!i5 
renders dirapxal 1rdvrw• Kai T<t 1rpwTOKOTa 1rdnwv, thus, by inserting Kai 
and taking ',J ,,,J::i as=?J ri1,1J:., conforming to the law in Dt. 126- 17 

1423, Neh. 1037 [361. In this v. (§ uses o.1rapxal for l'l'll'k"l cp. 4i5 20•0 

48u and for 1101,ri cp. 4i5 2040 451.--'D:l'M\CliM ',Jc] c!i5 Ka! Ta a,f,a,peµ.aTa 
1rdPTa iK minw, TWP d1rapxw• vµ.wp, For o.,f,alp,µ.a=IIC\il'l cp. 4i5 488.-

0,,r,10,,v r,•~] 'll occurs only in the pl. The talmudic i9'1ll was ' a porridge 
or paste made from the meal of barley or wheat,' Kennedy Enc. Bibl. 
col. 1539; in Syr. 'arsanii=hulled barley. 4i5 T<t 1rpwnryev•~µ.ara vµ.w•, 
without any equivalent for 'y ; in Num. 15 201 • a1rapx11 ,f,vpaµ.aTas, in 
Neh. 1038 T7JP a1rapx11• ofrwP. QI: Jt:il11l'.l:K w•i, so in 20•0 , Num. 15201.; ~ 
similarly.-71'1':l ?I! mi:.] c.§=llJ'l'l!l ',y llJ'l'llJi:.. ~=llJ'l'l!l.-31. 'i 'iJ] 45~ 
insert the conjunction. 

Ch. 45. 46, 1-18. Additions and Supplements continued. 
-Analysis ii. CDEF, p. 428.-This additional matter is made up 
of draft proposals for legislation, partly theoretical, partly no 
doubt intended to be put into force; they are assembled here 
without much attempt at orderly arrangement ; and nothing 
in them comes from Ezekiel's own hand. Points of contact 
with the Vision occur, indeed, now again e.g. in (a) (c) below, 
which suggest the reason why these particular decrees were 
given a place in the prophet's Book; see p. 426. The first 
topic dealt with is (a) the oblation for Jahveh 451 •8, consisting of 
territory for the temple (v.2 should follow v. 4), the priests, the 
Levites, the prince. The priests were provided for in 442s-so; 
but here they receive a domain on each side of the temple, and 
the t!ruma now means, not a contribution of first-fruits and 
tithe, but a grant of land. Another passage which deals with 
this oblation for ]ahveh is 488 -16, a parallel account and most 
likely earlier, for 451 -s presupposes the division of the country 
among the tribes which leads up to 480-22• The mention of the 
prince in 457• sa suggested the addition of a warning for the 
future, uttered by Jahveh Himself vv.8b- 9• Then follows 
(b), giving particulars of t~e oblation required to ~urnish t~e 
sacrifices, 4510 •15 ; here t•ruma has a sense more hke that m 
44 30 : it consists of a tax in kind, payable, it would seem, to 
the priests. A marginal note has been inserted, vv,10 -12

1 fixing 
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the standard of weights and measures for the payment of 
religious dues. In both {a) and (b) the people are addressed in 
the 2nd p. plur. ; in (a) Jahveh is spoken of in the 3rd p., 
vv.1• 4 ; in (b), and in the addition made to (a), Jahveh is 
speaking, vv.8b· 9 • 15• The next section (c) 4518 · 17 • 21-25 461 •11 

regulates the prince's sacrifices. A good deal of alteration and 
expansion has taken place at this point. Whereas in 4516 the 
oblation is brought apparently to the priests, in v.18 the same 
oblation is paid to the prince, that out of it he may provide 
the sacrifices at festival seasons, v.17a. The second half of v.17 
seems to be a gloss on the first. Vv.21-25 contain ordinances 
for the two chief festivals, Passover and Tabernacles, and a list 
of the accompanying sacrifices which the prince is to offer. To 
this section belongs 461 -11, the prince's sacrifices on sabbaths 
and new moons, combined with rules for both prince and 
people when they enter and leave the temple, vv.1 •8 • 8 • 11• V.12 

is supplementary. Into the midst of (c) has been inserted 
(d), a divine command to observe two days in the year for the 
expiation if the sanctuary 451s-2o; with this goes 4618 "15, a 
similar charge with respect to the daily sacrifice. The form of 
{d) differs from that of (a)-(c) ; there is no mention of the prince; 
Jahveh issues His order in the 2nd p. sing., as it were to Moses 
or Aaron; cp. 4318-27, and see p. 426. (e) lays down certain 
limitations to the prince's rights over his territory 4616 "18 ; this 
may be regarded as a supplement to (a) ; Jahveh is introduced 
as speaking, cp. 459• 

V. I. Now when ye allot the land as a possession] Cp. 4714• 22 

4829, Ps. 7866 ; inheritance is the usual rendering, but in this 
context the word means rather possession; for according to the 
Dtc. idea, the land of Canaan was given by Jahveh, or by Moses 
and Joshua at His bidding, to the sons of Israel; it was not 
inherited from their ancestors; see the language of Dt. 421, 

Josh. n 23 136• 14• 33.-ye shall offer an oblation to Jahveh] For 
t•ruma, lit. a part lifted off from a larger whole, see 4430 n.; here 
it denotes a portion of land made over to sacred purposes. The 
extent of this t•rumd is determined by the extent of the tribal 
territories, which are set out in detail 4713-488• Another 
description of the sacred oblation appears in 489 "22 , parallel to 
the present one, and, to judge from v.7 below, earlier in date. 
This allocation of territory was something new ; P elaborates 
it into the 48 cities assigned to the Levites and priests, Num. 
351 •8 , Josh. 21 cp. 144, Lev. 2533• 84 P8• The project had a 
starting-point in actual fact, and goes back to the high places 
served by the Levitical priests, cp. 4410• 12 ; but it was never 
carried out, and remained an ideal cherished in priestly 
circles. See Joshua (Cambr. B.) 193 f.-as a holy (district)] 
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lnten~ed to secure geographically a spiritual centre in the 
Palestme of the future. The temple stands as the focus of the 
natio1;1al life ; the priests' domain on the E. and W., the Levites' 
domam on the N., the prince's domain outside that of the 
priests, form as it were lines of defence to protect the sanctuary 
from any risk of profanation. The city is moved bodily to the S. 
of the temple ; and, on grounds of history, the holy district is 
placed between Judah and Benjamin, 488 · 23• See Plan, p. 532.
in length five and twenty thousand] The cubit was the ordinary 
measure, and is to be understood here, as in 4220 4316• 17 488 ; 

in v.2b it is named, and from there implied in v.23 , whence it is 
also implied at this point. Rashi understands reeds (403 etc.), 
which, however, does not suit the parallel passage 488:ff- : the 
measurements of the city, 4816, must be in cubits, and inferenti
ally the measurements of the districts connected with the city. 
The length in this description means the extension from E. to 
W., the breadth that from N. to S.; cp. 406 4112 • 13• (19 om. 
the first length, 4 Hebr. MSS ~~ om. the second; both are 
hardly wanted.-in breadth 'twenty ' thousand] So c8i and mods., 
for ;fill ten thousand, which is not only ungrammatically expressed 
in the Hebr., but makes the breadth include only the priests' 
domain, whereas vv. 3• 5 4813 shew that the Levites' domain is 
included in the holy oblation. Perhaps ;i$l was altered de
liberately to keep the Levites out (He.).-2. The domain of 
the priests, in the midst of which the temple stands, ought 
to come first, and the temple afterwards; v.2 should follow v. 4 ; 

it has been accidentally misplaced-Of this there shall be for the 
holy place] Of this i.e. the priests' domain, specified in v. 4• 

The temple area is 500 cs. square ; in 4220 its wall separates 
the holy from the common, but here a free space or pasture
land 50 cs. in width is to surround the site. A similar 
arrangement is planned for the city, 4815• The difference 
between this v. and 4220 reveals difference of authorship. For 
pasture-land see 2728 n.-3. And from this measurement 'ye' 
shall measure] i.e. from the measurement given in v.1, of which 
v. 3 is the proper sequel. :ffl thou shalt measure, so c8i; but 
the people are addressed in v.1, and the 2nd p. plur. is required 
here.-and in it shall be the sanctuary, holy of holies] The text 
is uncertain. <19 om. the sanctuary (so~), taking holy of holies 
to mean the innermost shrine, but the phrase can refer to the 
entire area of the temple, as in 4312• Perhaps, however, we 
should read the holiest place of the land, connecting with the 
next v., where holy should be dropped.-4. ;i$l has a holy place 
from the land (is it), not a likely expression; a holy place is om. 
by c8i, and may be accidentally repeated from the end of v.a. 
Thus v. 4 will begin It shall belont to the priests, it being the 
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territory measured in v. 3• With ministers of the sanctuary 
cp. 4415• 16, and et. ministers of the house referring to the Levites, 
v:5. With draw near to minister cp. 4046 4213 n.-a place for 
houses and a sanctuary for the sanctuary] The priests' territory 
is to provide dwellings, and being sacred itself will be a pro
tection to the sacredness of the temple. But this is too far
fetched and incongruous. The text must be wrong ; of the 
various emendations suggested, the following is the most 
plausible : a place for houses and for pasture-lands and for 
cattle (partly Sm. Toy Kr. al.) ; all three terms will then refer 
to the domestic life of the priests; cp. Josh. 144 212 P.-5. A. 
corresponding domain is made over to the Levites, N. of the 
priests' portion. With ministers of the house cp. 4414 4624 ; et. 
the designation of the priests in v.4-for a possession] See 4428 n. 
-At the end of the v. :ffl has the impossible reading twenty 
chambers. <19 suggests the correct text cities to dwell in; so of 
the grant made to the Levites in Num. 352, Josh. 14 4 P. This 
corresponds with the restored text at the end of v. 4.-6. The 
domain of the city is half that of the priests and of the Levites 
respectively, and occupies the lowest third of the t!rumd. In 
accordance with the theory which governs the whole plan, the city 
is moved to the S. of the temple, which thus escapes all danger 
of defilement, see p. 532. For alongside of, parallel with, cp. v. 7 

4813 • 18 • 21 in the definition of the boundaries. See 1 20 phil. n.-
7. The prince's domain on either side of the holy oblation, over 
against it and the city land: on the west side (stretching) west
wards, to the sea, and on the east side eastwards, to the Jordan; 
a type of sentence occurring again in 4719 4828 and in P Ex. 
2618 279 3623 389• 13• The description is clumsily minute: 
most of the v. reappears in 4821• Render cl. b, and in length 
parallel to one of the portions from the west border to the east 
border 8 of the land. This implies that the land has been already 
divided into tribal portions, as described in 4713-487 ; the 
present passage, therefore, is later than its counterpart 488 -15.-

8 . .:flll begins To the land, which has no construction ; <19 attaches
the word to the end of v.7 to the east of the land, and begins with 
And it shall belong to him for a possession; this is an improve
ment.-and my princes shall no longer oppress my people] Jahveh 
unexpectedly intervenes in this matter-of-fact ordinance ; in 
the next v. it is made more explicit that He is speaking. For 
my princes <19 reads 'the princes of Israel' (cp. v.9) ; but if 
my people be retained, and <19 supports it, there is no reason to 
give up my princes. For the allusion to native oppressors see 
226f- and p. 240 ; also 187 n.-but the land they shall give to the 
house of I.] An obligation not elsewhere laid upon the princes; 
perhaps the priestly writer was thinking of the tradition (JE) 
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that Joshua presided over the division of the land in ancient 
t~es, Josh. 146 1513 1714 183• 8• 10• It is interesting to find 
this v. quoted in Ps. Sol. 1730, and applied to the Davidic king of 
the future, one of whose fnnctions will be ' to divide ' the sons 
of Is!ael ' upon the earth according to their tribes.'---9. A 
warmng uttered by J ahveh, and couched in the prophetic 
idiom. The v. has been added as a supplement to vv.7 • 8 • 

Enough, ye princes of I.] i.e. enough of your oppressions; cp. 
446 n. The plur. refers to the whole dynasty of the future. 
-Put away violence and destruction] In similar terms the 
prophets had accused the ruling classes, Am. 310, Jer. 67 208.-do 
/ustice and righteousness] So Jeremiah demanded of the reigning 
kings, and promised under the rule of the ideal David, Jer. 22 3• 16 

236 3316 ; see eh. 186 n.-take your spoliations off my people] 
Such unjust expulsions (& • .\.) as are mentioned in 1 S. 2619, 
Mic. 2 9 ; cp. 1 K. 2119• Even in the new age acts of tyranny 
may occur, cp. 4618 ; just as provision must be made for 
sin-offerings and expiations.-It is significant that the head of 
the new community receives the title of prince, not king (see 
727 n.), a change of tradition which so far took effect that the 
Chronicler calls the secular head of the returning exiles prince 
of Judah, Ezr. 1 8• There is to be no revival of kingship on 
the old lines, none of the old pomp, above all none of the 
arbitary use of power ; the representative character of the 
office alone remains. The prince's main fnnction is to provide 
the temple sacrifices, which he does by means of a tribute levied 
from the people. Through him, as their head and representative, 
the people make their offerings, so that the nnity of the nation 
finds continual expression in the worship of the sanctuary, 
451sr. 21-25 461 •12• A special dignity is indeed accorded to the 
prince in the temple services, but he may not enter the inner 
court, and certainly not exercise the priestly rights which the 
kings had claimed (443 n.). He is endowed with a territory of 
his own, but again his rights are limited ; the regulations on the 
subject are designed apparently to check the growth of a landed 
aristocracy, and to assert the principle that Jahveh is ultimately 
the Owner of Palestine, 4616-18.-Vv. 10-12. The mention of the 
prince vv.7 •9, and of the sacrifices to be provided out of the 
people's oblation vv.1 3-15, led to the insertion at this point 
of a note to secure nniformity of standard and honesty in 
payment. The earliest legislation on. weights ~d meaures is 
given in Dt. 251s·16 ; it is repeated with emphasis by H, Lev. 
193°·37 ; in the latest period Jewish law ordered a periodic 
cleaning of measures, weights and scales, TB. Baba Bathra 
v. 10 f. And the Law was only enforcing what the prophets 
had insisted upon from the first, e.g. Am, 85, Hos. 128

1 Mic, 
32 
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610• 11 ; later teachers found it necessary to protest against 
tampering with the current standards, Prov. rr1 1611 2010• 

A modern parallel may be quoted from the Archives of Oxford 
University. In 1634 Archbishop Laud as Chancellor issued a Proclama
tion ' For the well ordering of the Market in the Cittie of Oxford, and for 
the redresse of Abuses, in Weights and Measures, within the Precincts of 
the Universitie of Oxford.' He has been informed of dishonest practices 
by the corn-dealers, 'and also that diverse Malsters, Bakers, and Brewers, 
doe keepe in their private houses two Bushells, a bigger wherwith to buy, 
and a lesser to sell, whereby the Country people that bring their Corne 
and Graine to the said Universitie, are deterred to furnish the said Market, 
in regard that the Measure of Graine, will not hold out fully with the ... 
great Bushells.' Accordingly he straightly prohibits the keeping of 
double measures, and requires the use of' one lawfull and sealed Bushell, 
by which they shall sell, as well as buy.' 

10. The ephah was a dry measure, equivalent to c. 8 gallons or 
1 bushel ; it was divided into sixths, for which no name has 
come down, v.13 4614• The bath was the corresponding liquid 
measure, equivalent to c. 9 gallons or 71 pints; it was divisible 
into tenths, v.14 ; what they were called is not known; the 
sixth part of the bath was called the htn, v. 24 • An ephah-bath 
of somewhat larger content, c. 74 pints, has been discovered 
recently in Palestine ; see A. R. S. Kennedy Exp. Times xxiv. 
(1913) 393 £.-II. The standard for the ephah and the bath is 
the same: each must contain one tenth of a !Jomer. The !Jomer 
vv.13 • 14, Hos. 32, was the largest of the_ measures, equivalent 
to c. 90 gallons or c. 712 pints .. It corresponded with the kor 
v.14, which was chiefly used for liquids.-12. Measures of 
weight: the she~el is twenty gerahs. The she~el comes first, as 
being the ordinary unit in the calculation of weight ; the gerah 
was the smallest weight in use among the Hebrews. Both 
words are derived from the Babylonian, shi"!Jlu, giru ; the latter 
was l.rth of a shi~lu (Zimmern Akk. Fremdw. 21), in agreement 
with the sexagesimal system which the Babylonians used ; the 
Hebrews, on the other hand, followed a decimal system, as 
the present table shews. This may be regarded as the earliest 
statement of the value of the she]fel, and upon it are probably. 
based the four passages in P which introduce a uniform ' sacred 
she]fel' for all transactions, Ex. 3013, Lev. 2725, Num. 347 1816 

(Kennedy DB. iii. 422), i.e. most probably the sheli:el of 
224 grains, by the Phoenician standard ; and the conclusion is 
supported by the equivalents given in ~ and «:, &(3oA6c; and 
m•'d=' obol,' 11 obolus; at the time when the Gk. Version 
was made the obol=n·23 grains, 20 of which give a sheli:el of 
224 grains (so G. F. Hill Enc. Bibl. col. 5298 and Kennedy Le.). 
-Clause b runs twenty she~els, twenty-five she~els, fifteen she~els, 
shall be your mdneh, which means apparently that 20+25+15 i.e. 
60 she~els=r maneh. But this can hardly be right, for the Hebr. 
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is ungrammatical, and the statement points to the Babylonian 
sexagesimal system, which cl. a shews was not in use. ~A has 
preserved the true reading, five shetels are five, and ten she~els 
are ten, and fifty she~els shall be your mdneh; in other words, the 
current weights shall be neither more nor less than the standard 
value (Kennedy DB. iv. 905; ReifenbergJPOS. xvi. 39 ff.). After 
the time of ~ the Hebrew text was clumsily altered to agree 
with later Jewish practice, which reckoned the mina (mdneh) 
at 60 shelj:els; cp. the alteration of seven into weeks v.21 (Peters 
JBL. xii. r893, 48 f.). From this v. we learn that a weight of 
five she}i:els and another of ten were in use during the exile. 
The Hebr. maneh comes from the Bab. manu (perhaps from 
manu=' to count') ; it was not adopted by the Jews till 
comparatively late times, I K. rn17, Ezr. 269, Neh. 7m-, cp. 
Dan. 526-27• If the she}i:el=½ oz., the m§.neh will =I lb. 9½ oz. 
avoir.; and by this we are to understand the light Babylonian 
trade m§.neh (Kennedy Le. 903; Hill Enc. Bibl. col. 4443). In 
the Synagogue this v. (an alternative to 2 K. r2) is read by the 
Karaite Jews as the second lesson on the Sabbath called 
Shetalim in the last month, Adar, of the ecclesiastical year; the 
corresponding first lesson is Ex. 3011•16• Dr. Buchler maintains 
that the lessons for the four special Sabbaths in Adar originated 
in controversy on disputed points of ritual ; three of the lessons 
were taken out of Ez., namely, 4512 • 18 3626 (]QR. vi. 6 ff.). They 
seem to have been transposed to the end of the year when the 
triennial cycle of lessons was introduced. See further Thackeray 
Sept. and]. Worsh. r27 f.-Vv. 13-15. The t•ruma for sacrifices. 
Clearly the people are addressed, as in v.1 ; but it is not stated 
whether the dues which follow are to be paid to the prince or 
to the priests. Most probably to the latter, for v.15b orders 
these offerings to be used for the temple services (so He. 
Ezechielst. 56, Steuern. Ho.) ; a different ruling on the subject 
is given in vv.16• 17 • The oblation of grain: the sixth part of an 
ephah, again 4614 ; see on v.11 supr. The ephah was divided 
into three seahs, Is. 510 ~ µhpa -rpla. The seah (Gen. 186, 

I S. 2518 etc.), the µ.68w-. of Mt. 516, was equivalent to c. 1½ 
pecks or c. 24 pints ; so half a seah, i.e. the sixth of an ephah, 
would amount to c. I2 pints, or about one-sixtieth of a 1).omer 
(v.11).-and 'the sixth part' of an ephah from a 'J;omer of 
barley] ~ reads and ye shall give-a-sixth, treating the word as 
a verb derived from the noun six ; but all the Vrs. read as in 
cl. a.-14. The oblation of oil. Successive scribes have confused 
the text, so that it reads And the portion of oil-the bath as to 
the oil-the tenth of a bath from the kor: the ten baths (make) a 
'J;omer; for the ten baths (make) a 'J;omer. There is evidently 
a gloss here and a case of dittography ; omitting them, read 
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And the portion of oil (shall be) the tenth of a bath from the kor,for 
the ten baths (make) 'the kor' ; so l;) for :ffl a 'fJomer. This due 
corresponds in liquid measure to the due of grain in v.13 ; the 
kor, of Bab. origin (=gurru, KAT.3 340. 651), 41$ KOpo,; cp. 
Lk. 167, was the largest measure for liquids, containing ten 
baths i.e. c. 712 pints ; thus the amount of this due will be 
about one hundredth part of a kor. 41$, however, greatly 
increases the amount, making it' one bath in ten,' i.e. one-tenth 
of a kor, to agree with Dt. 1423.-15. one sheep of every flock of 
two hundred] The scale of the oblation ascends from one-sixtieth 
of a l}.omer to one hundredth of a kor, and then to one two
hundredth of a flock. No such systematic tax was known 
before, though some contribution for the upkeep of public 
worship must have been customary at the chief sanctuaries, 
e.g. for the shewbread at Nob I S. 212 •10, for the evening min'f;a 
1 K. I829 ; at Bethel and Jerusalem the king, or wealthy 
families in the neighbourhood, probably supplied the offerings, 
Am. 713• These 'church-dues' in vv.13 "15 are to be distin
guished from tithes for the support of the priests and, perhaps, 
of the Levites (seep. 489) ; they correspond rather to the half
she)_;;:el tax of P2, Ex. 3013-16 ; Eissfeldt I.e. 67 ff.-jrom 'all the 
families' of I.] So 41$ and mods. m from the irrigation of I. 
i.e. the well-watered land, only again in this sense Gen. I310 J, 
the abstract being used for the concrete ; but the word is 
unsuitable here.-for meal-offering, and for burnt offering, and 
for peace-offerings] The three kinds of sacrifice; see 4327 n.
to make expiation for them] i.e. for the Israelites ; the verb with 
a personal object, as in Lev. 834 1017 2328, Num. 296• The 
ritual act was of course carried out by the priests ; hence it is 
most likely that the dues which have been tabulated were paid 
to the priests. The section is brought to a solemn close by the 
prophetic formula.-16. All the people shall 'give this' oblation 
to the prince] So 41$; :ffl reads incorrectly alt the people, the land, 
shall be unto this oblation to the prince. An alteration of v.15, 

where the people's offerings are made over presumably to the 
priests ; here they are to be given to the prince. It would 
seem that two regulations were current, and that this v. was 
introduced to form a rough link between them (He. Steuern.). 
In the Synagogue 4516-4618 is the haphtara to Ex. 121-2°, 
cp. 4310 n.-17. And upon the prince shall devolve the burnt 
offering ' ' and the meal-offering and the libation] The list 
differs from that in v.11>, and conforms to P's rule for the daily, 
weekly, monthly and festival sacrifices, Ex. 2941, Lev. 23 37, 

Num. 283 •8 • 9 2939 • The libation (nesek), with the meal
offering (together, Joel r 9 · 13 214), formed the normal accom
paniment of the burnt offering; it consisted of wine Num. 15 6, 
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possibly as a substitute for blood Ps. 164 501 3 ; some of it was 
poured at the foot of the altar Ecclus. 5015, Jos. Ant. iii. 9, 4, and 
the rest consumed at the sacrificial meal, cp. 1 S. 1 14, Is. 287f•; 
but . as wine is not mentioned in the ritual prescribed in this 
sect10n of Ez., the nesek may have consisted of oil, see v.24 n. 
It ~o happens that, outside H and P, the only early document 
whic~ mentions the nesek is Gen. 35u J ; but incidental 
allus1~ns shew that a libation was customary both in the 
wor:?h1p of Jahveh, Hos. 94, 1 S. 124 108, and in idolatrous or 
foreign cults, see 2028 n.-on the festivals and the new moons and 
the sabbaths, on all the appointed seasons] The prince's offerings 
on new moons and sabbaths and feasts are defined in 461 •11• 

The four kinds of holy days are named in Hos. 213 ; the Chronicler 
often gives a group of three, 1 C. 23 31, 2 C. 23 813 313, Neh. 1034, 
cp. Is. 113, 2 K. 423, Lam. 26, Ezr. 36.-Clause b may be a gloss 
or later expansion (Ho.) ; it repeats v.15b with the addition of 
the sin-offering ; on behalf of is not the usual prep. after make 
expiation, et. v.15 ; for he shall offer see 4325 n.-Vv. 18-20. The 
year is divided into two halves, each beginning with a rite 
of expiation vv.18 •20, and each marked by a festival vv.21 "25• 

The present section may be grouped with 461 3-15 (the tamUh), 
for both stand out from their contexts by a change of address 
from the 2nd p. plur. to the 2nd p. sing. It is not unlikely 
that some act of purification took place at intervals in the 
pre-exilic temple ; in the future, at any rate, such a rite is to 
receive special emphasis, with the object of removing any dis
honour or contamination which may have defiled the sanctuary 
during the previous six months. This is in keeping with the 
jealous care for the holiness of the house, and with the 
heightened sense of sin, which are characteristic of these 
chapters (see pp. 436. 462 f. 437 f. 495). The expiation is mainly 
concerned with the temple, and with the people only in so far 
as they may have caused defilement by inadvertence or lack of 
understanding. The contrast with the Day of Expiation in 
Lev. 16 H 2327 "32 P, Num. 291 -n P, Ex. 3010 P 2 is noticeable. 
There the rite is held only once a year, and on the 10th of the 
7th month ; the ceremonies are much more elaborate, and 
have a wider range of application.-18. In the first (month), on the 
first of the month] i.e. Nisan=March-April, cp. 2917 3020 • This 
new moon has no special character attached to it in P.-thou 
shall take a young bullock] The vb. is in the sing., as in cl. band 
v.20a. The young bullock is to furnish a sin-offering, cp. 
Ex. 2936 P (to cleanse the altar) ; et. Lev. 163 • 5 H, where the 
young bullock is a sin-offering for the high priest and his house, 
while for the people two goats are presented, with a ram for 
a burnt offering.-and thou shalt remove sin from the house] See 
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4320 n. ; even material objects can be polluted by sin, and must 
be cleansed from it. This v. forms the second lesson on the 
Sabbath called Hab,odesh in the month Adar; Ex. 12Iff· is the 
first; see on v.12 above.-19. the priest] So the head of the 
priesthood is still called, as in 2 K. rr15 r61or., ]er 211 2925 ; et. 
Aaron Lev. 16311• H, Ex. 3010 P 2, and the high priest of H 
Lev. 2110 and P Num. 3525 • 28, and after the exile Hag. 11 

etc., Neh. 31• 20, 2 K. 1211 [loJ 22 4• 8 (? editorial), Heb. 97.-the 
blood ... and put it upon the door-post of the house] i.e. of the 
entrance to the temple, 4121 438 ; some MSS @~l1 read door
posts. There is a resemblance here to the application of blood 
in the passover ritual according to J Ex. 1222 and P ib. 7 ; 

et. Lev. 1614.-upon the four corners of the plinth of the altar] 
See 4314• 17 • 20 n. ; et. Lev. 1618.-upon the door-post of the 
gateway of the inner court] Which of the three gateways is not 
specified ; probably the E. gateway 461, at which victims were 
killed 4039 - 41 • All three points are named because they were 
prominent and typical.-20. And so shalt thou do on the seventh 
in the month] ;ffl, but the wording is without parallel, and ® 
has preserved the true text: in the seventh (month), on the first 
day of the month. ;ffl was probably altered to bring the date 
into conformity with Lev. 1629 2327, Num. 297 • According to 
the text of eh. 401 the sacred year began on the 1st of the 7th 
month, Tishri=Sept.-Oct., and later this was the rule in P, 
Lev. 2324, Num. 291 ; consequently in P the Day of Expiation 
was moved to the 10th of the 7th month.-by reason of him who 
sins in ignorance and by reason of the simple] The language is 
surprising, and it is curious that this second expiation should 
be devoted especially to ' wiping off ' unintentional or careless 
sins ; but the words, though some think them to be foreign to 
the context, are supported indirectly by @. Sins of this kind 
are dealt with in Lev. 510 -18, Num. 1522-29 ; simple occurs 
especially in Prov. (fifteen times), and in Ps. 198 [7J n66 rrg130• 

In connexion with this v. ~iml:;ti quotes the story told in TB. 
lfagzga 13b and Shabbath 13b: 'R. Jehudah said, Of a truth 
remember thou that man for good, l:fananiah son of l:fezetiah 
was his name. But for him the Book of Ezekiel would have 
been withdrawn, for its words were opposed to the words of 
the Law. What did he do? They brought up for him three 
hundred measures of oil, and he sat down in an upper 
chamber and expounded it.' l:fananiah lived before A.D. 70 ; 
his exposition ' is no longer found among us,' says ~iml:;ti, but 
it achieved its aim ; . and Ezekiel was quoted as possessing the 
authority of the Law itself on matters of ceremonial and purifica
tion (e.g. Moed ~a/an 5a on Ez. 3915 449 ).-and ye shall purge 
the house] See 4320 n. In Lev. 1616• 20- 33 the subject is' Aaron' 
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i.e. the high priest.-Vv. 21-25. The prince's sacrifices at Pass
over and Tabernacles. The two halves of the year are symmetric
ally balanced: eight festal days occur in the first month, and 
seven in the seventh, and none in any other month. See Gray 
Sacrifice 274 f. The reference to the prince v.22 connects this 
passage with vv.16 • 17a 461 •11 ; see Analysis ii. E (b), p. 428.-
21 In the fi_rst (month), on the fourteenth day of the month, ye 
shall have the feast of' the passover] The spring-festival in the 
first half-year is the Passover, here fixed for the 14th of the 
1st month, Nisan=Mar.-Apr., which is the day appointed in 
P, Ex. 126, Lev. 23 6, Num. 2816• Many (e.g. Sm. Be. Co. Kr. Ho.) 
think that fourteenth has been altered to agree with P 11.cc., 
and that the original reading was fifteenth, since the writer 
seems to have intended the first half-year to correspond exactly 
with the second, see v.25 (Tabernacles on the 15th) ; but this 
is to remove a feature of interest, which shews that the four
teenth was too firmly fixed in tradition to be altered even for 
the sake of symmetry. D, like the earlier codes, places Passover 
in Abib, the first month, but says nothing about the day; and 
like D, the present ordinance keeps the Passover at the central 
sanctuary. For the correction of 1'l see next note.-' seven' 
days unleavened cakes shall be eaten] ;ffl a feast of weeks of days, 
unleavened cakes etc., which cannot be right ; 1 Hebr. MS and 
all Vrs. read seven days; ;ffl has probably been altered to make 
room for the feast of Weeks, which has been left out of the 
present calendar (for reasons which have been differently 
guessed by Thackeray Le. 43, and by Gray l.c. 287) ; the 
alteration caused a disturbance in the previous clause, and the 
feast of the passover became the passover the feast of weeks as ;flll 
now stands (so Be. Driver Exodus 406. al.). This seems the 
best explanation of the difficulties of the text ; Ho.'s more 
drastic proposal, to omit cl. b entirely as=Num. 2817b, in
volves the omission of all reference to Ma!;l?:,oth, which is im
probable. Ma!i/iOth, i.e.' unleavened cakes,' were made from the 
barley of the spring-harvest at the end of Apr. or beginning 
of May ; leavened bread would require the flour of the previous 
harvest. The festival goes back to the earliest codes, 
Ex. 136• 7 3418 J; already in D it had become closely associated 
with Passover, which served almost as an introductory rite; and 
such is the case here. It was natural that the two spring
festivals should be combined. Passover as a feast to secure 
protection and fellowship, Ma?:,?:,Oth to hallow the first-fruits of 
the harvest ; both afterwards came to be regarded as memorials 
of the exodus, Ex. 1226f• at. 39 J. But while Passover and 
Ma~?:,oth are combined in the present regulation, in P the two 
are kept apart by minute directions, Ex. 121 "13 · 14 -20, Lev. 23s-s, 
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Num. 2817 - 25 P8
• On the other hand, the ordinance here agrees 

with Pin fixing the date: the 14th of the 1st month for Passover, 
the 15th of the same month for Ma~~oth, Lev. 236, Num. 2817 ; 

the earlier codes fixed the month, but not the day, Ex. 2316 RJ11 

3418 J, Dt. 161 - 3,-22. And the prince shall offer on that day ..• 
a bullock as a sin-offering] The writing is somewhat loose ; 
the only day previously mentioned is the fourteenth of the first 
month, the day of Passover. This decree marks a notable 
break with tradition ; the distinctive sacrifice to be provided 
is the sin-offering, and Passover thus becomes a propitiatory 
rite, cp. the language of Lev. 166 which is concerned with the 
Day of Expiation. The paschal meal, an essential feature in 
all the codes, is not so much as mentioned; perhaps it is taken 
for granted. Moreover, the victim here is a bullock, whereas J 
and P prescribe a yearling lamb, Ex. 123 - 5 P, 21 J, and D allows 
sheep and oxen, Dt. 162.-the people of the land] See on 727 .-

23. And on the seven days of the festival] i.e. of Ma~~oth. This is 
the earliest mention of the number of victims required for the 
daily sacrifices during the spring and autumn (v.25 ) festivals; 
cp. the quantities prescribed in 464 "7• 11• 13 -15_ The amount is 
much more considerable than P8 lays down for Ma~~oth in 
Num. 2816-2 5 , and the difference implies that usage varied as 
time went on ; the smaller figures in P8 suggest a growing 
elaboration of practice. Gray Numbers 406 gives a table 
comparing the quantities in Ez. and P8.-daily for the seven 
days] The remark seems to be tautologous after the opening 
words of the v.; but ~ supports it, ~ om.-24. Again the 
amount of the meal-offering to accompany the animal sacrifices 
is much larger than the requirement in Num. 2820 (three tenths 
and two tenths of an ephah).-and a h1n of oil to the ephah] 
Cp. 465 • 7• 11• 14 411 n. The h'in was the sixth of a bath, see 
v.10 n., and equivalent to c. 1½ gallons. Similarly in P, oil 
forms an ingredient in every minb,d, whether the offering consists 
of crushed grain Lev. 2 15, or meal Ex. 2940, Lev. 1410• 21, Num. 
71311• etc., or cakes Lev. 24:tr· 614, Num. 615• As the minb,d was 
partly burned on the altar and partly consumed by the priests 
(Lev. 22f· 9f·), oil was needed to make the flour eatable. In 
Pa libation of wine is added to the minlJ,a Num. 156 -10 ; but not 
here.-25. In the seventh (month), on the fifteenth day of the 
month, at the festival, he shall offer likewise] This was the feast of 
Ingathering Ex. 2316 E, 3422 J, or Booths, as it is called in 
D and P, Dt. 1613• 16 3110, Lev. 2334 ; here it is simply the 
festival, the most popular one of the year, so 1 K. 82• 65= 
2 C. 58 78f•, Neh. 814• Apparently this is the earliest mention 
of the date, which, however, had long been fixed by tradition, 
as the redactor's note in 1 K. 1232 implies: the 15th of the 
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7th month, when Judah kept the feast, is contrasted with the 
-15th of the 8th month, the date customary in the N. Kingdom. 
No date, it would seem, was fixed in the original form of H, 
Lev. 2339

•
40

; the omission was supplied later at vv. 39 • 41 from 
P's calendar, Lev. 2334 " 36 • Seven days are assigned to the 
festival by the present ordinance; P added an eighth day, 
Lev. 23 36, and the text of H was adapted accordingly, Lev. 2339b. 

The full elaboration of the ceremonial is given in Num. 2912 - 35 P8
• 

-the sin-offering, the burnt offering, and the meal-offering, and 
the oil alike] Tabernacles and Ma!;,!;,oth were originally connected 
with the chief events of the agricultural year, and joyous in 
character ; the sacrifices on these occasions were peace-offerings, 
sacred meals, of which both priests and laity partook. But 
by the time when the present legislation was promoted, the 
ancient feasts had changed their character; all connexion with 
harvest and ingathering has disappeared, as it has from H and 
P and P8; the sacred meals have given place to the sin-offering 
and burnt offering; the laity assist at a distance, the priests 
alone carry out the sacrificial rites. See Gray Numbers 407. It 
cannot be accidental that the two festivals of the year, Ma!;,!;,Oth 
and Sukkoth, coincide with the spring and autumn equinoxes ; 
and this suggests a primitive connexion with the worship of the 
sun {see note on 442). There is some reason for thinking, as 
Morgenstern points out, that the opening of the outer eastern 
gateway of the temple formed part of the ceremonial on both 
occasions {Le. 34); he discusses vv.21 -20 afresh in Suppl. Studies 
in the Calendars of Anc. Isr. {1935) 103 ff. 

Ch. 45, x. 11,ni::, .. ti~','!ll'01] The same constrn. after ''DI! omitting ,,ii, in 47 22 48•9 185, Josh. 13a 23• RD, Ps. 78 66, cp. r S. 1442, Job 6 27 • 

The prep. in mni::, is beth essentiae, cp. 2ou.-10,-.r,J 185 aq,op,e'iTE cp. v. 13 

48• n.-7'111 • is best om.-~':>K m111v should be l:l'!l'K 11'1111!1, vv. •· ~ 4s9r. 18 ; 
1. ~71'! tl'7ifJl.-K1i1] Though referring to fem. now,, the pron. is mas. 
under the influence of the predicate lt"lp, cp. 3711• @ fo-rru, similarly 
§!)=1'1'1".-2. l'l'l'l'] The impf. alone is too bald, I. n;;;i1 ~§1)\).-lt"lpil ',x] 
185B d-y,d.u,uctTct, but the prep. and art. are required ; AQ ,is d-yictu,uct.
'o wio] For the::, of measure cp. ~x::, 405 n. ; cubits is to be understood, 
as 42 20 implies.-ll,q7i for ll~l7i, G-K. § 65 d.-3. ,nin] 1. 1101;1, §1) om.
rlir,,i:i Kt. is a mistake for n~r,,q Q.----1:l'El,X m111v] ~ misunderstanding, elKou, 
x1l\1d.octs=~':,x tl''lllll/.-4. K111] '85=1'1"1'1", but K1il alone is sufficient. The 
accent may be disregarded.--,'1'11"] @, in consequence of the previous 
l<TTm, now reads Kctl luTctt.-lt"lpo', lt"lp01 tl'11::,', t11po] @ cls orKovs aq,op1u,uivou, 
Tfj, d,-y,ct<Tµ{i, ctilTwv. This points to 111,Jo, Josh. 144 21 13•31 @, so t!r. 1117po', 
was already in the text before @ ; but once 111,Jo is restored, mpc becomes 
the appropriate third term. Read, therefore, mpc',1 wiio,1 ti'i'l::I', 'o. The 
last two words could easily be miswritten i:i,pc. So Bewer in Kittel's 
Bibl. Hebr. 3-5. il"il' Kt. is preferable to ll"ill Q.; cp. il"il' vv. 4 • 6• 8.

tim ... 1:1•1',',J tm is epexegetical, cf. ',y ... ',y 4712.-fl~II/', 1:1,,111yJ @ 1rol\m 
rov KctTo<K«v=i'l:;it~ l:l'"J)l.-6. llf1n] ~=iM cp. ,ion v. 3 ; but the plur. is 
better.-7. K't11i',1] Take either with the preceding llM v.•, or with the 
clause which follows, 'and to the prince (shall belong land) on either 
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side of ' ; but perhaps it is intended to be merely a heading, without 
grammatical connexion, ' and as regards the prince.' ~ ' and to the 
leader of the people.'-', nio1 n10J So 477• 12 48 21 ; cp. ntio1 ntitJ 4010• 41 • 

j5I om.-'ltl ,x -bis='Jtl 'JI 'in the front of,' 'over against,' 4I 4 n. Here 
the reference is to the line N.-S. as in 48 21.-.19',i?, n:;i',R, n97P., n?:] The 
n--:;- locative is used inconsistently ; in the first and third words it has 
its proper meaning towards; in the second and fourth it has lost its 
force, as in the parallel 48 21 no'1P 'J 7JI, ntJ' 'i ?JI; cp. 4716 n. ; G-K. 
§ god e. @'s renderings shew not unnatural confusion.-1ix1] Prob. an 
accus. of definition, and in length, cp. Ex. I616, I C. 28 16 ; G-K. 
§ n8 b; Kon. iii. § 330 eq. ~ om. ,nx.--J7\"1l(7] A mistake for rir.,J17, with 
many MSS ; the plur. is not used. @ ws.--no'1p ,1:ii ,x] Some MSS 7JI 
for ,x, cp. 48 21 • 119 connects no'1p with the first word of v.8 , f"'k' ntJ'7P, 
and consequently begins v. 8 with Kai lcrra,=n•m; this gives a good con
struction, for f'7X' stands awkwardly by itself. There is no exact 
parallel for then-:, Joe. before , in rix, ntJ'1p, but the analogous ,,JI, lJ7po 
u 23, n:i10, .:mo 47 1 is common.-8. c.1•0:iiv',] For the , of norm cp. Num. 
33 64 P, Josh. 714• 16 J, I S. 1019.-10. p1~ 'JIXtJ] Here and in Lev. I936, 

Dt. 25 15 @ uses 8/Kaws for a correct measure; Deissmann Bible Studies 
u6 quotes Egyptian parallels, e.g. 1r-i)xus o,Ka1ocrv111Js, 01Ka16raro• µ6crrpo11.
nti•x is prob. of Egyptian origin='pt. 119 renders µhpov vv.10- 11. 13 4614 ; 

oirpi v. 13 ; 1reµµa v. 24 46 6• 1• 11 ; µfrpa rpia Ex. 1638, Is. 510 (µfrpov= 
r seah=¼ ephah).-@'s renderings of ri:i are equally various: here 
absurdly xo,111~=2 pints; Kor6"!11J v. 14=c. ½pint(!); K<pd,µwv Is. 510 ; µfrpov 
2 C. 210 ; a1roOfiK1J B {3doos A 2 Esdr. 7 22 cp. {3aros Lk. 166 : the Alex
andrine translators shew surprising vagueness about the Gk. equivalents 
of Hebr. measures. ri:i is mas. in v.1•, but fem. in Is. 510 ; the mas. 'n' 
agrees with the former gender.-n. It is curious that the same inter
change of 1*'1 and l"ll~~:;, occurs in Ex. 518 and 8 J ; and again that it;'JII;) 
interchanges with 1"1'1'il'.11. in this v. Elsewhere 7tvJIQ =a tithe, but here 
and v. 14 a tenth; perhaps,. as this table is concerned with sacred dues, 
the word carries with it something of its usual meaning tithe ; Eissfeldt 
Erst!. u. Zehnten I6.--n'n'] QI:=1:!,, nw and om. rix1V',; but @ supports 
,ff[.--J7:in iorr,i itvJIQ rixrv,] The order, vb., obj., subj. is uncommon, cp. 
23 47 ; Driver § 208 (4). Xtvl carry=contain occurs only here; for the inf. 
constr. with, see Dr. § 204. 119 renders itin., by ro 'Y6µop, as in Hos. 3•; 
but in Is. 510 apra{3as U, the aprd,87]=the Attic µ,rp1Jrfis=72 sextari{, 
c. 9 gallons; Jos. Ant. viii. 2, 9.-itirr,i ?X] ?JI would be more suitable, 
cp. Gen. 45 21, Ex. 248b, Ps. 94 20.-r2. ,prvm] @ K. ra ,na0µ.,a. (I} usually 
uiK"ilos, 11 siclus.-mi] Originally the name of a seed-grain, of the carob 
or lupin. The Bab. giru ✓mi has a dual gire=-1,, of a sl}.e~el, pl. fem. 
giretu.--ri•,prv l:!'itvJI should be ,p,o l:!'7='11, like the preceding mi l:!'itvJI, G-K. 
§ r34 e.-,R'i nf~!:1~ m.~.11, for fifteen is without parallel; et. ?R!? 7~J/ n~~Q 
Lev. 271 • 61 has ,revre uiK"ilo, 1rivu Kai [oi oha A] u/1<"/\01 oha Kal ,r,nfiKovra 
cr,1<"110, 1J µva lcrra, vµ'iv i.e. nitin ,prv l:!'tvt:>nl nitvJI e•,prv nitvJll nrvon l:!'?Plll nrvtln 
: l:!J? nw.-,,ion 49 µvfi, Lat. mina.-13. l:!Q'ifi?i]] Pi. of nrvrv a."/\. from ww ; 
but 1. l"l'wrr1.-iono 2] (!}=iiJr:u;i; n and n confused, cp. 37• 8 I622 24 23 47~ c1o1 

61.-14. 1t1rv,i ri:inJ The second word in apposition to the first, like 
nrvnm ip:in 2 K. I617, Dr. §§ I88. r94 ; but the- words stand out
side the construction of the sentence, and are a gloss, which must, 
however, have found its way early into the text, for .@ renders 
Korv"/\1/v e"/\alou, without the art. The Korv"/\1] (half a ~lur1Js) =a J? Lev. 
I410 • 12 • 16. 21• 24, the 72nd part of a ri:i, i.e. about ½pint; cp. v. 11 n.-
1::,,1 10 11:J,1 itvJIO] For irv111J see v.11 n. 49 a,rb liiKa Korv"/\wv, om. i::,,i io.
ion l:!'1"1:Jn l"litvJI] The words were written twice by mistake after the 
Gk. version was made, for 49 om. them where they occur the first time, 
and rends. Br, a, oha 1<oru"/\ai elcr,v 'Yoµop. But for itJn substitute iiJti 1' 
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corum ; . _and read t~e v. : i:i., c•rcn l"l"lti'J/ •:i ,:in ltl ~, itiiJJtl ltlW11 pn1. Peters 
JBL. x~1. 49 ff. amves at much the same result, with some differences 
in deta1l.-15. r~n .. nti'] 'lll=a single sheep, i~ in a coll. sense, like 
ip:i .. ,,w Ex. 2r 37 .-e•rt10n 10] ~ ,bro oha, to agree with Dt. r4 23 ; cp. 
v.u n.; and for harmonizing changes in ~ cp. 43 22 44 25 n.-'W' npllttltl] 
~ a<f>alpeµ,a EK 1ra<Twv Twv 1ro.Tp<wv ToO 'I. i.e. 'Ill' nin!lti'tl ?Jtl, cp. Jer. 3r 1 • 

{I> om. npllttltl.--/Tlltl?J ~ eis Ov<Tlas, cp. 44 29 n.-e.,,',J/] @=llJ'?JJ.-16. 
yiM tlJJM ',:i] A case, not of apposition but of textual error ; Dr. § 190 
Obs. Read either t:iyn ';,:i @, or j"iK,i llJ/ ':>J with 7 MSS and v. 22 463.

'r,,i 'iK l'n'] 1. 'JVrnti ur;,:, @ OWO'fL T-1/P a,rapx-1/v T, ~='r,,, 171-t 1ti•i'.-17. 
11"11" 'in ?JJ1] For this use of ?l/ cp. 1 C. 9 27• 33 238 1, 2 C. 23 ; all in con
nexion with the temple services.-n,,w,i] II MSS n~iJJj;!, which is prob. 
right, as the other names are sing.-e•in:i] ~ om., cp. v. 3.-',JJltl 'i:i:i] 
Many MSS and edns. 'o ?J:ll ; but it is possible that the words are a 
gloss on the basis of Hos. 2 13 (Ho.).-iy:i i!l:i] Only again Lev. 97 

166• 11 • 11 • 24.-18. npnJ @ turns the vb. into a plur., but no change 
should be made, see p. 469.-l'IX!lni] @ Tou ,!;,Xcfoa<T0a,,. as though ~IJ?--
19. MTlltl ?N] ?N='iJJ MSS and @ ; ninr;, bis @~ll. cp. r K. 631- 33• 

n:in:>', mivn l'l1lll l/:liN ':>Nl] 49 Kai i1r, T11.s Tfr1rnpa -yw,las Tau iepoO Kai i1rl Til 
0v<T<a<Tri,pwv, prob. a guess at the meaning of ni111n (ro lep6v et. IXa,ni,prnv 
4314), which ~ om. n:iiti';, '11n To retain the characteristic art. 'Jin, the 
gen. is expressed by circulnlocution, G-K. § r29 b.-20. nl/lJll'I] @ ,ro,1,<Tm. 
~=111/lJJ' scil. imn.-ii"Jh;! nirtWi1] Elsewhere iu1n½ n;i;i~i1 3020, 2 K. 258 • In 
the later style w,n:i or 1:i (scil. lllin), after the number of the day, is only 
found when the month has been mentioned previously, Num. 1011, Ezr. 
10•, Est. s• 91• 17 . @=ii;h~ ilJ~:;i 'J1':;l!f~.-•nt1ti1 mw 11t'Nti] @B [;>,.1,.,t,17] 1rap 
hd<Trov a1r6µ,a,pav { =share, li.X. in ~) =l'1~ M\l'J r.:i•~;;>, n\>,'J =N\l'J, cp. n~1 Ps. 4 7 

; so 
Co. ingeniously. @A 1rap' iKcfoTov d-yvoov,ros Ka, d1ro P'l/1Tiav, ze ~ll. For 
jtl cp. Mic 212 e11ttl, Is. 53 6 • 8, Ps. 10717.-cn,1:1:,1] So ~. ~=1,!;!~1, ll= 
1;17~~).-21. t:i>r,,; Mil?'P JIJ nogti] Many MSS and all Vrs. I. l'1J,'i1W, but 'ti' l'1J.'1r.ii llJ 
is an improbable expression. When~ was altered to introduce l'lill?~ llJ 
Ex. 34 22 J, Dt. 1610, JIJ was removed from its original position before 
no!ln ; @ found this already done, as the rendering ro mi<Txci iapT1/ shews ~ 
but in nocn is not correct Hebr. Read, therefore, t:i'r,,; n2;iw nOJ!tr llJ ; 
Morgenstern I.e. supr. ro5 prefers l'lllllln Jn.-?ei;t! n\xr,,J So Ex. 137 J, 
Lev. 69 P ; for the accus. of relation with a pass. vb. cp. 40 17 n. ; 
Kon. iii. § 1 ro. Ct. 1?:lNJ'I 'tl Ex. 1215• 18• • 0, Lev. 236 P and @~ 
here ; 10 ',:)NJ'1 Dt. 163 • 8.-22. /1K!ll1 ~!J •. nlltJ/1] For the constrn. cp. 
vv. 23 • 24 and 43 26 n.-1,11:i] ~+Kal ToiJ o(Kov, perh. recollecting Lev. 
r66.-23. ci•~ 2] @ adds Keil 0v<Tlav=mltl1 v. 24• See 410 n.-24. n!l1N bis 
@ 1rep.µ,ci=cake, so 46 6• 7• 11 ; cp. v. 11 n. above.---,1lltll'] @ 1ro,ryD"«s, 
~ om.-25. n,pJ 'ri:i] @~ M?J/J1 'n,, an improvement. This is not 
an instance of the correlative :i . • • :i, but a free adaptation of it ; 
cl. b is correlative to vv. 231·-miti:ii] @ transliterates ro µ,ava&., as in 
465 • '· 11. 14• 15. 20 ; ~A each time ro µ,a,v&.. This curiosity occurs eight 
times elsewhere in @, e.g. 4 K. 88• 9 17 3• ' 2012, and in contrast to 
the usual rendering llv<Tio. e.g. vv.17· 23 466 • Different translators may 
have had a preference for one or other. 

Ch. 46, 1-8. The prince's sacrifices ; regulations for wor
ship ; territorial rights.-Regulations for the prince's sacri
fices vv. 4 -7 • 11, continuing section (c) above p. 494, have been 
combined with regulations for prince and people when they 
attend the temple services vv.1 • 3• s-10 ; the latter body of rules 
seems to presuppose the existence of the former, and to have 
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been added subsequently (Ho.). There follows an ordinance 
respecting the daily sacrifice vv.13 -16• Then, as a supplement 
to 451 -s, the prince's rights over his landed property are defined 
vv.10 -18• See Analysis ii. E (a), F (b), C (b), p. 428. 

V. I. The inner eastern gateway is to be closed during the six 
working days of the week (only here), and opened on sabbaths 
and new moon days. The outer eastern gateway is always to 
be kept shut since Jahveh had entered by it, 441r-. A special 
sanctity belonged to both gateways ; hence the special obser
vances attached to them.-the day of the new moon] Cp. v.6, and 
new moon(s) v. 3 4517, Is. 114, Ps. 81 4 131, Ezr. 36 ; the word 
also means month. In P the phrase is the ' beginning of the 
month' Num. 1010 2811.-2. To understand this description it 
must be remembered that (1) the E. inner gateway reversed the 
plan of the E. outer gateway ; the porches faced each other, 
and the threshold of the inner gateway was at.the W. end, and 
opened into the inner court; and (2) without means, not from 
the outside, but on the outside, as in 4019 4125 , Dt. 3225, Lam. 120• 

Thus the prince enters the inner E. gateway by the porch which 
is on the outside, opening into the outer court ; he passes 
through the gateway and stands. by the door-post, and worships 
on the threshold at the inner end, whence he can see all that is 
going on at the altar, without setting foot in the inner court. It 
is not stated, indeed, whether the door-post and threshold 
were at the E. or the W. end ; but probably the door-post is that 
of 4519b i.e. at the W. end; the threshold (miphtan) was at the 
opposite end to the threshold or sill (saph) of the outer E. gateway 
406• 7 .-his burnt offering and his peace-offerings] See v.12 4327 n., 
and cp. 2 C. 313 357 for royal contributions to the altar. A 
sacrificial scene of this kind is represented on a seal from 
Memphis, described by S. A. Cook Rel. of Anc. Pal. 39 f.-3. The 
people are to worship before Jahveh in the outer court; cp. v.9 

4522, 1 S. 119• Unlike the prince, they are to stay outside the 
inner E. gateway, but they can look through it to the altar and 
the priests ; cp. Ps. 58 171.-4 f. The Sabbath sacrifice. As 
compared with later practice, described in Num. 289• 10 P2, the 
amount here is larger. Num. 283 -8• 10 P8, however, orders the 
daily regular sacrifice in addition, thus making the Sabbath 
sacrifice double the amount offered every morning and evening . 

. These additional sacrifices on sabbaths and other occasions 
were known in still later times as musaph i.e. ' additional ' ; the 
musaph was offered between the two daily sacrifices, immedi
ately after the morning 'old, by the same priests and with the 
same rites; Siphre on Num. 2810 (p. 54 ed. Friedmann) ; Shabbath 
24a.-5. and for the lamb a minJ;i.a., the gift of his hand] i.e. the 
amount of the prince's meal-offering is to be optional, cp. v.11 ; 
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similarly Dt. r617 ; in v.7 below the phrase is varied. This 
voluntary element in the sacrifices does not appear in P. We 
have early evidence for special offerings being presented on 
sabbaths, as on new moons and other feasts, e.g. Is. r13, 

Hos. 2
13 cm, but no record of the kind of sacrifice offered. The 

practice of P's regulations is alluded to in post-exilic times, 
Neh. ro34 [331, I C. 23 31, 2 C. 81 3 313, Judith 86, Col. 218, Jos. 
Ant. iii. IO, I. For the hin see 4510• 24 n.-6 £. Sacrifices on the 
day of the new moon. Again contrast the ordinance in P 8

, 

N1;1-m. 2811 •15 ; here less is required for the 'old, more for the 
min!z,d, the amount of the min!z,d for the lambs is optional, 
and the libation is not mentioned. In PS, on the other hand, 
the amount of the minfid is proportioned to the size of the 
victim, a sin-offering is included, and the whole forms an 
addition to the daily sacrifices. The earlier codes JE, D, H 
ignore the celebration of the new moon (in P only again 
Num. ro10), perhaps because it was associated with heathen 
practices; but the festival was ancient and popular, as we 
learn from I S. 206, 2 K. 423, Is. 1 13, Hos. 2 13 u1i, Am. 85 ; it 
had recovered its place by the time when the later law took 
shape, partly, no doubt, on account of its hold upon the people, 
partly because the succession of festivals was determined by 
the new moons. See Gray Numbers 410; and cp. the ref£. 
given on v. 5, and Ezr. 35·-7. as his means allow] lit. as his hand 
reaches, the phrase used by H and P, Lev. 511 14m, 30 • 32 

2526• 47 • 49 278, Nurn. 621 ; cp. v. 6 n.-and oil] See 4524 n.-
8. The prince is to enter by way of the porch into the gateway, 
i.e. the inner E. gateway we may suppose, and.he is to leave 
by the same way, cp. 443 ; in other words, he must not set foot 
within the inner court.-9. So far, the rules for the lesser holy 
days, which the people attended as they pleased; now c9mes a 
rule for the appointed seasons (as distinguished from sabbaths 
and new moons, cp. Lev. 23411\ 2 C. 813), the great festivals 
which every one was bound to attend, Ex. 2317 E 3423 J, 
Dt. 1616• The worshippers would arrive in crowds, and to secure 
some kind of order each person is told to pass straight through 
the outer court, pausing, of course, to worship at the inner E. 
gateway; if he enters by the N. he is to go out by the S., and 
vice-versa. If a large number entered from opposite sides and 
met at the inner E. gateway, there would be a certain amount 
of confusion, but not so much as if the two processions turned 
round and went out by the way they entered : it is the turning 
which is forbidden.-come into the presence of Jahveh] The old 
expression for visiting the sanctuary was to see the presence of 
Jahveh Ex. 2315 E 3420• 23r. J,. Dt. 1616, at the annual pil
grimages, or on other occasions to come to see the presence of 
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J ahveh, Dt. 3111, 1 S. 1 22, Is. 112, Ps. 428 r21, altered by later. 
scruples to be seen in the presence of J ahveh; add Ex. 2317 • A still 
further modification is that in the text, only again Ex. 2880• 36 P. 
-at the appointed seasons] i.e. Passover-Ma$$Oth and Taber
nacles, 45 21. 28 ; though the term is wider than IJ,ag 4517 n., 
and would include the Days of Expiation and New Year.-for 
' he ' shall go straight out] lit. in front of himself, prob. not in 
front of it, the gateway, as <!gl). ;ffl reads they shall go out; but 
the Hebr. marg., many MSS, Vrs. give the sing. ; cp. the end of 
v.W.-10. And the prince (shall be) in the midst of them etc.] On 
sabbaths and new moons the prince enters and takes up a 
privileged position by himself within the inner E. gateway ; 
but on the great festivals he goes in and out as one of the 
congregation ; such seems to be the meaning of the text (Hitz. 
Toy). ~ reads differently,' And the prince in the midst of them, 
by the gate at which he entered by it he shall go out ' ; this 
retains the prince's privilege, and says the opposite to :flll; Co. 
and He. prefer it, on the ground that the mention of the prince 
implies a contrast to the people. ;ffl, however, is supported 
by <lg; and the contrast lies between the prince's action on 
ordinary holy days and at the great festivals. As in v.9 1. 'he' 
shall go out.-II. And on the festivals and at the appointed 
seasons] For the distinction see v.9 n. Cp. Ps. 42 6 r4i_ On 
these occasions the meal-offering accompanies the burnt 
offering as on sabbaths and new moons vv. 6• 7 ; the latter 
sacrifice, though implied, is not actually named ; perhaps 
'old has dropped out by accident. The unusual phrase gift of 
his hand v. 5 is repeated; <lg renders the customary idiom used 
in v.7.-I2. The prince's freewill offering, an extraordinary 
sacrifice which he offered spontaneously. It had long been the 
custom for an individual worshipper to make an offering of this 
kind, e.g. Am. 46, and it is regulated by the later codes, Dt. 126•17 ; 

H, Lev. 2218 • 21. 28 2388 ; P, Lev. 716, Num. 153 2939 ; in these 
passages it is associated with the offering made in accordance 
with a vow ; cp. Ps. n9108 • This freewill offering could take 
the form either of a burnt offering, or of peace-offering involving 
a sacred meal (v.2 4327 n.). The latter are mentioned in Lev. 
2221 ; the alternative, only here. cl? om. freewill offering where 
it occurs the second time, ~ gives the word once ; the repetition 
is superfluous.-the gateway which looks eastwards] i.e. the inner 
gateway, vv.1• 2 ; it was there that the priests or Levites pre
pared the sacrifices, 4038 - 43 • This v. appears to be a supplement 
to vv.1 -10, and assigns a further privilege to the prince: instead 
of the gateway being left open till the evening on sabbaths 
and new moon days (v.2), it is to be opened for the prince to 
make his voluntary offering and closed as soon as he has finished. 
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-Vv. 13-15. The daily sacrifice. One lamb as an 'old, and one
third of an ephah of meal with one-sixth of a hin of oil as a 
minbd, is to be offered every day in the morning. Before the 
exile a daily sacrifice was customary at the sanctuaries of the 
N. kingdom (r K. r829 • 36) and in Jerusalem (2 K. 1615); it was 
offered in the evening (r K. l.c.) or morning (2 K. 320), and called 
a minbd (see on v.14) ; 2 K. 1615 speaks of an 'old in the morning 
and a minbd in the evening. The present regulation marks an 
advance on pre-exilic custom, in so far as it specifies the time 
and the amount of the sacrifice. P goes still farther, and 
requires two sacrifices daily, morning and evening, each con
sisting of one lamb as an 'old, and one-tenth of an ephah of 
fine flour and one quarter of a hin of oil as a minba, with a 
libation of wine in addition ; the amount is thus less than here, 
but the sacrifice is doubled ; Ex. 2938 • 42 =Num. 283 •8• In P's 
legislation the tiimtdh or 'continual offering' (see v.15) has 
become the main constituent of worship, so much so that the 
sacrifices on sabbaths and festivals do not supersede, but only 
supplement it. Such was the practice in the fourth cent. B.c., 
as the Chronicler testifies, Neh. ro34 c331, r C. r646, 2 C. 1311 311, 

and it lasted down to A.D. 70, to judge from the Mishni, Tamid 
iv. r. Though the expression evening minlta occurs in Ezr. 9M-, 
Dan. 921, this does not point to anything different; long 
usage, going back to r K. 1829 • 36, had fixed the term, and it 
continued to be current down to Rabbinic times, as in the 
phrases morning-prayer, afternoon- (lit. minlta) prayer, genera
tions after the daily sacrifices had ceased; Beriikoth iv. r. It 
is significant of the place which the tiimttdh had come to hold, 
that to 'take away the continual burnt offering' meant to the 
faithful an abolition of all public worship, Dan. 811 •13 u 31 1211, 

1 Mace. 145• See further Wellhausen Hist. of Isr. 79 f.-a 
he-lamb of the first year] lit. the son of his year, i.e. a year old 
and thus fit to be an offering ; the idiom is characteristic of P, 
Lev. 126 1410 2312, Num 612• 14 71611• 1527.-thou shalt offer] 
' Moses ' or ' Aaron ' or the head of the priesthood is addressed 
as in 451s-2o; see pp. 470. 494. The 2nd pers. sing. should, 
not be changed to the 3rd, and the reference thus made to the 
prince (some MSS (lg})) ; though offer lit. make can be used in 
connexion with the prince, in the sense of to provide vv.7• 12 

4517 • 22 • 25, or with the priest vv.2• 141. 4325 • 27 , in the sense of to 
sacrifice.-every morning] For earlier and later practice see above. 
-thou shalt offer it] Again some MSS and (lg}) ' he shall offer it ' ; 
but the change obliterates a feature which distinguishes this 
section from the preceding one.-14. The amount of the minbd 
for the daily sacrifice is fixed, whereas on sabbaths and new 
moons it is optional, vv. 5• 7• One-sixth of an ephah=c. 12 
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pints or 7 litres of meal; one-third of a hin=c. 4 pints or 
2 litres of oil; see 4513 • 24 n. In earlier times the term min!J,d 
was used for a tribute or offering in general, whether of grain or 
of animals, e.g. Gen. 43 - 5, r K. r829• 36 ; it was not till later 
that the term came to denote the meal-offering. For thou shalt 
offer 2 Hebr. MSS ~~'tl read he shall offer; see on v.14.-to 
sprinkle the fine-flour J This kind of flour, soleth (1613 n.), is every
where required by P for the minb,a, e.g. Ex. 2940, Lev. 21, 

Num. 285 ; formerly any meal such as barley, the staple food 
of the poor, could be offered, Jud. 618, r S. r 2 4, Num. 516• The 
verb to sprinkle occurs only here.-At the end of the v. ~ reads 
perpetual ordinances continually, which seems to combine P's 
formula a perpetual ordinance Ex. 1214• 17 etc. with ordinances of 
the continual-offering (tamtdh), cp. 4318 'ordinances of the altar.' 
.:ffl's reading is not only improbable in itself, but has little 
support: thus r6 MSS and all the Vrs. have the sing. ordinance, 
and although ~B om. perpetual, probably the correct form of 
the text is a perpetual ordinance.-15. And they shall offer] The 
subj. is' the priests,' understood. The v. repeats in a summary 
form the provisions of vv.13• 14.-a continual burnt offering] The 
technical name of the daily sacrifice in P, Ex. 2942, Num. 28 
and 29 (fifteen times), Ezr. 35, Neh. 1034 ; cp. 2 C. 23• From 
this usage came the later habit of calling the daily sacrifice the 
tamidh for short, Dan. 811 •13 rr 31 1211.-Vv. 16-18. The prince's 
rights over his land: a supplement to 451 -s 488 •15 ; Analysis ii. 
C (b), p. 428. The prince may bequeath land to his family; 
he may grant estates to his servants or officials, but such 
gifts must revert to him in the year of release. Thus while 
he is to enjoy security of tenure, his rights are limited ; 
there must be no permanent alienation of the land. And 
further, the prince is forbidden to inc1ease his territory by 
arbitrary power at the expense of his people.-16. The solemn 
formula marks the beginning of a section not connected with 
what immediately precedes.-it is his inheritance, it shall 
belong to his sons] So the punctuation; a better sentence is 
obtained by following I!?, and ignoring the accents : ' when 
the prince gives a gift to one of his sons ' out of' his inheritance, 
it shall belong to his sons ; it is their possession as an inheritance ' ; 
2 C. 21 8 supplies an illustration; for possession see 4428 n.-
17. Even in the case of the prince absolute ownership of land 
is forbidden, in accordance with the principle which lies behind 
the custom of redemption (Jer. 326:I!-, Ruth 4) and the law of 
inheritance (Num. 277 •11) ; indeed, later theory held that 
Jahveh was the ultimate Owner of the land of Israel (Lev. 2523). 

But though the year of release is referred to here as an established 
institution needing no comment, it is not mentioned else-
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where. Can the Seventh Year be meant ? In the old law Ex. 
2310

• 
11 E the land is to lie fallow every seventh year, and in 

Lev. 251 -7 , 20 -22 H this becomes a fixed law for the whole 
country. But there is nothing in these laws about the restora
tion of land to its original owner ; that js to take place in the 
fiftieth y:!ar, Lev. 2513 -15 ; and a fifty years' tenure is more 
probable than one of seven years in the case of land granted 
by the prince to his servants. · Hence the allusion here may be 
to the jubile, as Rashi and l):iml:ii think ; and the word release 
in connexion with the land actually occurs in the jubile-law, 
Lev. 2510 ; elsewhere only in Jer. 348• 15• 17 (of slaves) and 
Is. 611 {of captives). But there are doubts about the jubile. 
Many hold that it was a mere paper-law invented by the 
priests, because, among other reasons, no mention of it is 
found in any pre-exilic document ; nevertheless Lev. 25 
describes a definite law which was evidently well known. 
After the exile the jubile was not observed; so most scholars 
think (Driver-White Leviticus 97 f.). Possibly the law on 
the subject was taking shape at the time when the present 
regulation found its way into Ez.'s book.-only the in
heritance 'of' his sons shall belong to them] So 49$, slightly 
correcting ~.-18. The prince is not to lay hands upon the 
fields of the people, a form of oppression which used to take 
place in the days of the monarchy, e.g. 1 K. 21 ; cp. 1 S. 814, 

Is. 58, Mic. 2 2 ; and see eh. 458• 9 .-that they be not scattered] 
Illustrate from the figure of the sheep and their shepherds, 
34 5ff·-Vv. 19-24. Rooms for cooking the sacred meals: a supple
ment to the description of the temple; Analysis i. (b), p. 427. 
Clearly this section belongs to the Vision; the heavenly 'man' 
acts as guide to the prophet, shews him the chambers and 
explains their purpose; seep. 425. Where the present passage 
originally stood we cannot tell ; it would suitably follow 4214 ; 

or vv.19• 20 may have come after 4214 (the priests' chambers), 
and vv.21 - 24 after 4017 (the chambers round the outer court).-
19. And he brought me through the entrance which was beside 
the gateway] Probably the entrance described in 429, and the one 
on the N., Fig. ii. V. For the reason just given, it is not safe 
to connect this change of position with 44 4, where the prophet 
was last left standing.-to the holy chambers 'which' belong 
to the priests, facing north] These are the chambers running 
parallel to the temple on either side, with a passage or ' walk ' 
between each block, 421• 4• n. 16 -13 ; Fig. ii. S S1• Only the 
northern buildings are described ; those on the south are to be 
understood as similar ; cp, 42 11.cc.-and behold there, a place 
at the side of them westward] The indication is somewhat vague ; 
probably the room marked W in Fig. ii. is meant, at the fa.r 

33 
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end of the longer chamber on each side of the temple. Davidson 
suggests that this room should perhaps be extended right back 
to the outside wall, Fig. ii. F.-20. And he said unto me, This 
etc.] The Guide explains, as in v.24 4I4 4213 442 (corr.) 478.

where they shall boil ... 'and there' they shall bake] So as to 
eat their portions of the guilt-offering, the sin-offering and 
the meal-offering; cp. 4213 4429• For the baking of the minl;ui, 
see on v. 5 above, 4524 n., Lev. 24 •10• A slight correction of 
;ffl who or where is needed ; 1. and there with ®.-to make the 
people holy] Holy things must be kept within a holy place, 
and eaten there; cp. Ex. 2932, Lev. 69• 19 [16• 261 76 Io12f- 17r., 
Num. I89• 10 ; for the supernatural danger see eh. 4419 n.-
21. The prophet is now brought into the outer court and led 
across it to the four corners ; in each of these was a small 
enclosure, also called a court ; the four served as kitchens, 
where the Levites boiled the offerings of the people in prepara
tion for the sacrificial meals. See Fig. ii. X. For the word 
corner see 4I22 n.-22. four enclosed courts] The rendering 
enclosed i~ hardly more than a guess. Syriac uses the verb in 
the sense of ' to bind,' which, applied to courts, might mean 
' framed ' with timbers, or ' bonded ' into the walls ; here 
perhaps 'courts constructed with walls' only. Hence the 
traditional explanation 'unroofed' 'uncovered' ; Middoth 
ii. 5b says that the word 'means without roofs,' similarly 
1$:iml.ti in his comment on W:=Jrl. With the change of one 
letter ®~ read 'little,' and Jerome adopts this, propos
ing to render ' atriola ' ; many modems follow him, but the 
emendation substitutes a rather weak word for one which is 
worth keeping.-The length was forty (cubits) i.e. from E. to 
W., and the breadth thirty i.e. from N. to S., the same measure 
in the four of them. As usual, length is the larger dimension, 
breadth the smaller, e.g. 4021• 3a. 36• 49 4I12, I K. 63• For the 
same measure cp. 4010 ; ®~l' supply' cubits.'-The word at the 
end of the v. made with corners is marked in JN as suspicious, 
and should be struck out, with (!?~lJ.-23. And a course 
(of masonry) was round about within them, round the four of 
them] We are to think of a low wall (lit. a row, cp. I K. 636 712) 

surrounding each of the four corners ; on the ground below 
and within these walls recesses were made for the hearths or 
boiling-places where the meals were cooked.-24. And he said 
to me (cp. v.20 n.), These are the kitchens] lit. 'houses of those 
who boil.' One of the duties of the Levites, ministers of the 
house, was to help worshippers to prepare the sacred meals, see 
4411 n.-The section vv.19 •24 thus completes the circuit of the 
buildings, and if it were placed after 4214 (but see note), 4215 •20 

would make a fittin~ conclusion, . 

• 
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Ch. 46, x. nt!'JIC/1 'D' 1'1t11111] 6 IE 71µ.epa.s ,,-,ls ev€noos, in Rabb. Hebr. ,,n., l7lO'. In r S. 2019 @l.tn: take l"ltll)len IJ\'::J as=' on the working day' 
distinguished from the feast-day, K?lm NIJl'::J tn:; but wrongly.-2. 
1l!'ml l71111J 'ill] 6 i!ir, ,,-,i irpoOupa. ,,-. 1r6l\11s i.e. threshold, so tn:~ii=Jl7DIJ 471. 
It is doubtful, however, whether the Vrs. read Jl7DIJ here, because @ 
uses the same translation for MD v.•, i.e. for three different Hebr. words 
in the same context. See 93 n., and et. 45 19 @.-3. 'Kil DJ/ llMtllnl] For 
the constrn. cp. 22 2• 33 2 3913.-5. MD'k l'V'\lO\] @ renders Ka.I µ.a.va.a ireµ.µ.a., 
'A vwpov 0 0u<J'ia.v, see 45 26 n. 10 n.; mll:I • @ 0u<lia.v. ~ inserts l'IWJI' after 
rruo, and 'lD', Mtl'k from vv.7• 11, and renders MD'M by r"lltO, which=¼ of an 
ephah.-6. l:IO'Dl7] Either a correction of IJ'Dl7 to agree with Num. 2811, 
or a slip for D'Dl7 Q.0 r, many MSS, Vrs.-':i l7111tt'1] Q,Or l'Wtll\; ~+IJ'l:1'1Jl7 as 
v. 4.--l:IIJ'IJl7 ''kl] ~ =l:l'Ol7 'K1.-1'n"] @ frra.,, ~ om.-7. l'V'\llJ l"ltllll' •• l'lEl'Ml] 
See 43 26 n.-,,• l'lltl7 'ltllM:l] c'9 Ka.liws /,ip €Kiro,ij [ A di 7rmy] 7/ "X,€lp a.urou. In 
the Pent. @ evpi<lKf! 71 x. a.vrou vel sim.-8. 1:ii,::i1J The su:ff. refers to 
iytllM l:l',\k, SO @ Ka.Tii 'T, ovl,v 'T. 1r6l\11s. ~=1::ll, cp. 1:i,11Jl 443 ~=lllJl:ll.
~•] Kt. Or ,~, Q. Or ~•.-9. j\El~ 'll/tll] @ ,,-. 1r6l\11s r. {Jl\€1rovu11s 1rpos {Joppiiv, cp. 
@ 814 n.--11llEl~ 't11] cp. 457 n.-1~•] Kt., Kir' Q. As in v.1° the ,, may 
be a dittograph of the 'l following.-Io. ~::i, M1::J' l:IM\::J::J] ~=1tllM 1Jltll::J 
l::J M::J. c'9 adds an explanatory µ.er' a.,l-rwv after k\::J'.-1~'] Many MSS 
@ii klr'. AV. ' shall go forth' (sing.), but RV. ' they shall go forth 
together ' ; i.e. the RV. restores :ffl where the AV. had departed from 
it; for other instances see Am. 528, Hag. r•, Job. 377, 2 C. 31.-II. 
IJ'i111c::ii] ~ Ka.1 cv ra.Ls 1ra.v11y6p€u,v, in 411 only again Hos. 211 [131, Am. 521 
{=M1l:J1); in N.T. Heb. 12 22 ; et. ('V TO.LS eoprn,s v.9.-1,1 l7l70J ~ Ka.0ws av 
cK1ra<ii 71 xe,p a.urou, so ii ; in all three places ~ =li•::i J'IM 'ltllk:l.-I2. 
mn"'i n:iil] The second n::iiJ may have been introduced because Mln"~ 'l 
was a familiar combination, Ex. 35 29, Ezr. 3 6 8 28 (He.). ~ om. the 
first n::i,J; 'A~0=:ffl,--l:l'i;,] ~+• wJ:rich is shut,' cp. v.1.-1lO\ ... MEil] 
The act. with an indefinite subj.=a pass.; G-K. § r44 d.-13. ip::i::i ip::i::i] 
<§ irpwl or r~ irpwi vv. 14• 16, so in Ex. r6 21 363, Lev. 6" @B, r-C. 2330, 
2 C. r3 11 ; but often 1rpwl 1rpwl Ex. 307, 2 S. 134, Is. 28 19, Zeph. 3•; 
cod.A Ex. 1621 363 ; cod.B~h, Lev. 6 6• It is not clear, therefore, that 
@ read ip::i::i only once. ii renders semper mane, but in vv.14, u cata 
mane mane, a curiosity which occurs no where else in ii.--l:li•;,J Cp. 
Num. 28 3· 24 and eh. 4 10 n.-1l7k l"ltlllll7] ~ om.-14. oi,] The ,Joo'1 in 
Aram.=sprinkle, Levy Chald. Worterb. ii. 429; the noun IJ'D'D1 Cant. 5' 
=drops of dew.-i'l:ll7 l:l'ill/ l7lj)l"I] Prob. I. t:17iJ1 l7~~- Some, e.g. Kon. iii. 
§ 318 /, prefer i'r;ii;, l7;;,,;r, treating 'V as a gloss added to emphasize ,,er,. 
Either may be right ; on the whole ,,or, belongs rather to ,,er, r,',,v 
v. 16.-15. 1wv,1 Kt.; 1il'_\I,: Q. tn:~; c'9=1i!'Jl.J!; ii faciet.-t11::i::1n l7k] ~ plur., 
to agree with P's regulation; though ~ reads the sing. in v.13.

i•l:ll7 r,',,v] Strictly 'r, is a noun=continuity, but usually an adv. = 
continually; in this phrase it has the former sense; in Num. 28. 29 
it is written with the art.-'::i ip::i::i] c!g 1rpwt, see on v. 13.-I6. ll7'mi] 1.. 
irl~rrir;i, c'9 iK T1JS KX11povoµ.la.s auroO, and take wn as the subj. of 71"111'1 l'J::J,.
n',nn k"M 1Jl71Mk] @B='l::J Mink, c!gAQ0=:ffl; ~ om. the clause. In IPl1l::J 
the prep. is beth essentiae, cp. 451 n. 4714.-17. 'VD ,;:i~~] Cp. 1810 etc. 
G-K. § 130 g.-,11,n] Perhaps a loan-word from Akk. duraru=' freedom,' 
used in the Code of ljammurabi § II7 of releasing debtors after three 
years of slavery. <§ lws Tov frous rf)r a.<f,E<lews, so in Lev. 25 10 for ,,,,, 
and as a paraphr. of ,::i,, in Lev. 25 12• 13• In Alexandrian Gk., lands 
,!, a.<t,l<le1 were those exempt from taxes, so Rosetta Stone ; Deissmann 
Bible St. 100 f.-l7~~1] Perl. 3 f. sing. with old form of fem. ending for 
M~f1 · B-L. 405 ; G-K. § 72 o.-l'J::J lrlml] Grammatically impossible : a 
mist~ke for '::i l72Q~. due to the neighbouring ll7~[l.l; Kon. iii. § 277 e. 
1!!'.ii=:ffl:.-18. 1Jl7~ l:ll7lln'iJ Pregnant: 'to oppress them (and drive 
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them) out of their possession,' cp. 2818, Ezr. 2••. But 'Cl"llr'IMO is om. by 
4PB; it looks like a faulty: anticipation of the next word.---N? ill/K Jllt:1?) 
See 1411 n.-19. 'pn rii51f~tr',~] So Ben-Asher points; Ben-Naphtali 
'pn r,b!fi~tr~~- ~ treats r,1::iw'in as the constr. st. with the article, an 
anomaly which makes the reading doubtful; to be correct l. 1&1~,:1 r,i5.p], 
as 4213 ; Dr. § 191, Obs. 2. @m:~ read '? as a sing.--ti'lr'l:in 'iN) The 
prep. ,x by itself cannot properly mean 'belonging to'; the relative is 
needed, so l. 0 11,:i', '111/K. Possibly ffl arose from an abbreviation '', 'x, 
see 367 n., or from a faulty repetition of the preceding ,x.--,i-;,; 1:11;97:f 
Kt. ' at the side of them,' Q. tl~JJ;,7:,l1 'in the innermost part ' ; the Kt. 
is preferable, cp. Gen. 4913. @ om. no, and rends. Kexwpurµbos ?=i1~J, 
or merely a guess; some MSS add Karl,. 8a1,.a,nra, (Field). m: Lag. follows 
Kt., 11n!l10:i 'at their end' (Co. 127); ~=Q. 'in the outskirts thereof.'-
20. l!lX' iiz,x] 1. 'I<' 1:11111, 4P Kai hii ,dy,ovu,, similarly ~ ' and take in it.' 
-zr. ')llitpo) In v. 22 l'1i)lki?I?, so Ex. 2623 =36 29, Mishn. Middoth ii. 5b. 
4P rends. first of all µlp1J, and then ra KA.lT1J, ro KA.lTos=lit. 'a slope,' 
so 'further end.'-'lll 'mi] For the distributive doubling see 4• n.-
22. 1'1l"1tlf1 'n) cl.A. In m: and Syr. illp=' bind, wreathe,' cp. Hehr. i11tp; 
Thes. Syr. 3589 quotes an expression xi1iip X1'1:i=' houses of wicker-work.' 
@B is confused here, but gives av)..ri µ<Kpa (sing.), implying .r,iJ~P, 'n, so 
~; for the confusion of l and , see 426 • 10 4P. 2: avA.rJ <TW1]µµb•1J=r,1,tlp 
in the Syr. sense ; cod. 62 (Field in loc.) brl ra iv Tai"s -ywolair T1JS av)..,js 
av;\al u/Jvµiaµiva,=rii::ip 'incense.' The explanation in Middoth ii. 5b is 
rniipo il'Xllt x'lx .r,iii:ip rx, rn,ipo Pu. ptc. of n,p 'with beams' ; see Hollis 
Archaeol. of Herod's Temple 285. Torrey Ps.-Ez. 87 thinks that an 
Aramaic scribe instinctively wrote r,iil?i' for .r,iifi? 42 5 ; but in Aram. 
r,1iitp would mean 'shortened,' e.g. m: Ps. 102 24 ; why should an Aram. 
scribe change a familiar Aram. word into an unfamiliar ?-11i.V1i1~1? for 
r,\)IJJ79 Hoph. ptcp. with unelided n, G-K. § 52 q s. The vb. only here; 
it is either a late gloss or incorrectly repeated from r,w~po in cl. a. ; 
the Mass. marks the form with dots, B-L. 79.-23. i1ii1] @~ plur . 
.r,ii'ti1, an alternative form to 0,,,~ 1 K. 7•· 12 ; et. meaning of .r,1i•i:i 
in eh. 25•. 4P renders il;t!opa,, which is used for r,1Jti1', v. 19 42 1 - 13 ; in 
r K. 7•· 12 <TTlxo,.--e.,.:i .:i':io) So @ i• ailToir, i.e. the low walls were inside 
the four corners. If the meaning were' round about them' the Hebr. 
would be tin, .:i•:io (cp. t1t: pm !'i'!lll) or 'Cl"ll!l'!lD.-'li:o)I 1'1l'li:o!l01) For the 
constrn. see. 4017n. For the fem. form denoting a vessel that is handled 
cp. 1'1i'ill9 Ex. 25 2•, ri,,\!ill? 2 C. 3014, Kon. iii. § 248 o. The Sabaean 
1,0:it.:1 CIS. iv. 434 seems to have the same sense.-24. 0•,w:ion .r,•:i] Plur . 
of the compound ,iv:ion r,•:i, with the second of the two words in the 
pl., cp. 111:ix 1'11:l, r,10.:i ri•:i, G-K. § 124 r. 4P naturally trs. oi oko, Two 
µa-ydpw•, so one Hehr. MS. ',q1.--n.:i1] Sing. coll. @ Ta ()(,µam. 

Ch. 47, 1-12. Waters from the temple.-The character
istic features of the Vision appear for the last time; see pp. 425 f., 
and Analysis i. (k). The temple has been surveyed in detail; 
Jahveh has hallowed it by His return, and laid down rules for 
its ministers; henceforward it is to become the centre of the 
national life and a source of blessing to the whole country. 
How this will be brought about the Vision now reveals. The 
prophet is shewn a land transformed by a stream, where no 
stream was before, descending from the holy mount, gathering 
volume as it flows, turning the rocky wilderness into a 
paradise, sweetening at last the water of the Dead Sea itself ; 
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and all the time springing from the threshold of the temple, 
that is, from Jahveh's immediate Presence. With this sig
nificant revelation, we may believe, the series chs. 40-42 
431-12 [I 441-s 449-24. 28-ao 4619-24 originally ended, a fitting climax 
to the whole. So Herrmann (with hesitation) Ezechielst. 59; 
Steuernagel Einl. 595; cp. ZATW. 1924, ro8. 

This physical transformation of the land, foreshadowed 
already in 342s-30 36s-12. 3o-ao 3720-28, is no mere symbol of super
natural grace; God's Presence had brought down heaven to 
earth, and the prophet could see what had happened and 
judge of Israel's felicity in the coming age. Nor did the vision 
disappear at once ; later prophets and apocalyptic writers 
caught glimpses of it, while adding features of their own ; 
specially notable are such passages as Zech. 131 148, Joel 418 [318], 
Ecclus. 243or., Enoch 262• 3, John 414 737 • 38 (Burney Aram. Origin 
of the Fourth Gosp. ro9 ff.), Rev. 221· 2. In Judaism the water
drawing on the feast of Sukkoth owed much of its symbolic 
ceremonial to the present description; Thackeray Sept. and 
Jew. Worsh. 62 f. To early Christian writers Ezekiel's stream 
became a figure of Baptism; e.g. Ep. of Barnabas xi. ro, 
Melito of Sardis (below), Theodoret's and Jerome's commen
taries in loc., and probably no. 6 of the Syriac Odes of Solomon 
(Bernard Texts and Studies viii. 3. 56 f.). In the Coptic Church 
Ez. 471-9 is the eighth lesson for the blessing of water on the 
eve of the Epiphany (Lord Bute and Dr. Budge Blessing of the 
Waters n2-n4). Somewhat differently vv.2 and 9 are applied 
in the Roman and Sarum office for the aspersion of the people 
with holy water on Sundays during the Paschal season : the 
fine antiphon runs ' Vidi aquam egredientem de templo a 
latere dextro, alleluia. Et omnes ad quos pervenit aqua ista 
salvi facti sunt et dicunt alleluia' (Henderson Processionale . . 
Sarum4). 

It is hardly possible to trace back the idea of a supernatural 
stream to the ancient myth of Paradise and its four rivers 

, (Gressmann Eschat. 225 f.); but the site of the temple and 
Mt. Sion was certainly invested with attributes drawn from 
mythology, see 1722 402 n., and there is said to be still a belief 
that the four rivers flow beneath the Dome of the Rock (Canaan 
JPOS. ix. 64 ff.). More probably a suggestion came from the 
water-systems of Jerusalem as they existed in the time of 
Ezekiel. It has been supposed that there was even a spring 
within the temple enclosure; the Letter of Aristeas (c. roo B.c.) 
iv. (b) describes an inexhaustible supply of water and under
ground reservoirs; Tacitus Hist. v. 12 also speaks of a 'fans 
perennis aquae ' ; but both statements may ultimately be 
based upon Ez. No well tapping a spring has yet been dis-
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covered within the area ; and though earthquakes may have 
caused the disappearance of an earlier spring, it is only a con
jecture that one ever existed (G. A. Smith, Jerus. i. 85 f.). 
More probably Ezekiel's stream was suggested by the water
system outside the temple, which was connected with the Virgin's 
Spring near the N.E. of the present area; its water once flowed 
on the surface down the l):idron valley, until it was diverted, 
as it now is, through the tunnel under Ophel to the pool of 
Siloam; Is. 86, 2 K. 2020, 2 C. 3230, Ecclus. 4817, cp. Jos. War 
v. 4, I. The nearest approach to the idealizing of this natural 
source may be found in Ps. 465 [41 6510 [91, Is. 3321• See further 
Gunkel Das Marchen (1921) 48 f.; Mowinckel Psalmenst. ii. 
(1922) 13. 232. 284 f. 

The style of vv.1 -12 makes a poor impression, but this is 
chiefly due to the notes of readers and the errors of scribes ; 
in many cases <19 shews how the text may be corrected. Very 
likely v.11 is a later addition. 

V. I. And he brought me back to the door of the house] The 
subject must be the angelic Guide; originally, no doubt, this was 
made clear, but when 4619 •24 was inserted, the sentence had to 
be altered, and the subject was left unexpressed. The prophet 
is now brought back to the place where he had stood before, in 
the inner court, 40481 ·-behold, waters issuing from below the 
threshold of the house towards the east] The stream came out 
below the entrance of the temple, and flowed in an easterly 
direction passing the south side of the altar, and emerged into 
the open on the right of the outer eastern gateway. In the 
rest of the v. some glosses have crept into the text; when they 
are removed, with the help of the Vrs. we may read : ' ' 
and the waters were descending ' ' on the right side, on the south 
of the altar. As the spectator was facing E., his right side 
would be the S. The source from which it sprang endowed 
the water with a mystical virtue. The conception finds parallels 
in other literature : thus Hesiod Theogony (beginning) invokes 
the Muses who frequent 'the dark-coloured spring . . and altar, 
of Zeus,' to express his belief in the sacred origin of the poet's 
inspiration; and Milton imitates the thought in Lycidas 11. 15. 16 
'Sisters of the sacred well, That from beneath the seat of Jove 
doth spring,' cp. Il Penseroso l. 48 and P.L. i. 11. 10--12, where 
the heavenly Muse haunts 'Siloa's brook that flowed Fast by 
the oracle of God' (Par. Lost ed. Verity 369).-2. Since the 
E. gateway was closed 442, the Guide led the prophet out by the 
N. gateway, and so round to the E.-to the outer gateway by the 
road which looks eastwards] So ~ ; but which looks eastwards 
must define the gateway, not the road, e.g. 441 4612 • The 
words have been accidentally shifted; read to the outside of 
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the gateway which looks eastwards. <19~ make the direction refer 
to the gateway.-and behold, waters trickling on the south side] 
i.e. of the E. gateway. The stream was destined to flow into 
the Dead Sea S.E. of Jerusalem; hence it leaves the temple 
enclosure from the S.E. The word rendered trickling is con
nected with the noun flask I S. 101, 2 K. 91• 3 ; the Rabbis 
explain that ' in the future water, oozing out and rising as if 
from a flask, will come forth from under the threshold,' Tosephta 
Sukka iii. 3. But the rendering is not quite satisfactory, for 
the water must have been more than a trickle by the time it 
flowed outside the walls.-3. When the man went forth to the 
east; with the line in his hand, he measured] So the Hebr. ; but 
the style is so poor that the text may be questioned. The 
simplest way of improving it is to read And the man went forth 
etc. The word for line (cp. Jer. 3139, 1 K. 723) is different from 
that in 403 .-water reaching to the ankles] lit. waters of ankles, 
cp. v. 4 waters of loins. Most render ankles 'Q[;~l:J, but soles of 
the feet is also possible ; the word, which is a dual and occurs 
only here, means lit. two extremities. ~. not knowing how to 
render it, transliterates the Hebr. and ingeniously makes it 
intelligible in Gk., J8wp acplcrew~ ' waters of remission ' ; no 
wonder that early Christian writers applied the phrase to the 
water of Baptism, e.g. Melito of Sardis, c. A.D. 170, says ot1Tw 
Kai. 'IeteKt~A iv T<e TEAEi J8wp acf,luew~ iKaAeue -r6 £KTV1Toiiv To iJ.ywv 
{3a1rncrµ.u. (Routh Rel. Sacr. i. 124) ; Jerome mentions <!9's 
rendering, and explains it as referring to the remission of 
sins, 'quae ingredientibus nobis aquas Domini dimittuntur.'-
4. and he made me pass 'through the waters,'. .waters reaching to 
the loins] Cp. on v. 3• As in cl. a and v. 3 'made me pass' should 
be followed by 'through the waters,' so 12 MSS 'Q[;~l:J.-5. a 
torrent] Hebr. na[ial, a stream with its valley; which I could 
.not pass may be a gloss, based on the last clause of the v.
for the waters had risen up] A rare verb, used of Jahveh in 
triumph Ex. 151 • 21, of plants growing, of the head raised Job 811 

1016 (all); but common in Aram. The increase of the waters 
is applied figuratively in Ecclus. 2430• 31 and Odes of Sol. vi. 8 
'For there went forth a stream, And became a river great and 
broad.' Theodoret Comment. in loc. applies it to the increase 
in the numbers of believers.-waters to swim in] lit. waters of 
swimming (only here).-6. Dost thou see, son of man?] So 
812• 15• 17 .-and he led me and brought me back] The second word 
is best omitted, with <19B. Probably it belongs to the beginning 
of v.7, where it has been altered to when I came back.-7. Read 
And he brought me back. Each side of the barren wadi was 
now covered with trees-8. These waters go forth to the eastern 
district] the region E. of Jerusalem. The Hebr. getud=lit. 
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' circuit,' so ' district,' e.g. ' the districts of the Philistines ' 
Josh. 132, Joel 44 [34]. As a pr. n. GiiUla or GiiUl is the district 
in the N. of Palestine, occupied to some extent by Naphtali, 
but mainly by a mixed population, 2 K. 1529, Is. 823 [91], 

Josh. 1223 11?-the later Galilee. (!?'QI;~ render as a pr. n. ; 
'A and V confuse with ' the stone-circles near the Jordan ' of 
Josh. 2210r·.-and go down to the 'Ariiba] the arid steppe (Is. 51 3) 
to which the E. and S.E. hills of Judah sink. The name is 
specially attached to the Jordan-valley, either the eastern side 
(2 S. 47, Dt. 317 449 etc.) or the western (Josh. 128), sometimes 
the valley as a whole (Dt. 1 7, Josh. rr2• 16). The latter is now 
called el-Ghor, ' the Depression ' ; only the plain S. of the 
Dead Sea has kept the ancient name, Wadi el-'Ariiba.-and 
enter into the sea] i.e. the Dead Sea, 1292 ft. below the Mediter
ranean. For the sea in this sense cp. Is. r68, Jer. 48 32, 2 C. 202• 

-unto the sea, those which were brought forth] The text is un
intelligible and corrupt. ~ renders 'to the stinking waters,' 
and (!?B ' to the water of the pass ' ; hence it has been proposed 
to read 'to the bitter waters.' But the word for 'bitter' 
usually means 'leavened,' 'soured ' Ex. 1234 • 39, Hos. 74, once 
'seasoned' (e.g. with salt) Is. 3024 ; the emendation, therefore, 
is not altogether satisfactory, see crit. note. The Rabbis, 
thinking of v.9 and Zech. 148, explain that the stream divides 
into two currents, one flowing to the Dead Sea, the other to the 
Medit., ' which is brought forth from the habitable world to 
encircle the globe' ; Ra. l):.im.-and the waters are healed] The 
sea of the 'Araba is sometimes called the Salt Sea, Gen. 143, 

Num. 343• 12, Dt. 317, Josh, 316 etc. ; the salt being due to deep 
saline deposits along the shores at various points, and probably 
also at the bottom of the sea.-Vv. 9. ro. As compared with the 
water of the ocean, which contains four to six p.c. of solids in 
solution, that of the Dead Sea contains twenty-four to twenty
six p.c. ; no fish can live in it. But once the waters are healed, 
fish will abound, and fishermen will ply their craft along the 
shores. It will be noticed (a) that these two vv. shew several 
points of resemblance to the language of P ; thus, with every 
living soul cp. Gen. 1 20• 24 • 30 912• 15r. ; which swarms cp. Gen. 1 20, 

Lev. rr10• 2or. 23• 29 • 31 ; after its kind cp. Gen. 1 11r. 21 • 24f·, 

Lev. rr24ff-; and (b) that the text has been expanded by 
repetitions; and it shall be occurs twice, whithersoever the stream 
(JM two streams) comes, shall live v.9a is repeated in cl. b. ; and 
the fish shall be very plentiful anticipates v.10b ; shall be healed 
repeats v. 8• When these additions are removed, grammar 
and text fall into order. Originally, then, the vv. may have 
read : 9 And it shall be that every living soul which swarms shall 
live, whithersoever the stream shall come. 10 And fishermen shall 
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stand beside it, from 'En-gedi even to 'En-'eglaim shall be a 
· spreading-place for nets ; after its kind shall their fish be, like 
the fish of the Great Sea, very plentiful.-10. 'En-gedi 'the 
spring of the goat,' r S. 2329 241 , according to 2 C. 202=I;fa$e$on
tamar, now 'Ain-gidi, half-way down the W. side of the Dead 
Sea, and 612 ft. above its level. The site lies in an ampitheatre 
of steep rocks accessible only to goats; owing to the stream of 
fresh water which breaks from the foot of the cliffs, the place 
had a reputation in ancient times for its vineyards, palms and 
balsams, Cant. 114, Jos. Ant. ix. r, 2; Pliny H.N. v. 15 Engadda 
oppidum; Neubauer Geogr. du Talmud 160; Onom. 254, 66. 
Scott describes the situation in The Talisman eh. ii. ; and 
recently Sandel ZDPV. xxx. (1907) 79 ff., Abel Une Croisiere 
autour de la Mer Morte (19n) 134-148.-'En-'eglaim ?=' spring 
of 'Eglaim '='Eglam (? 'the calf') is mentioned only here; it 
probably stood N. of 'En-gedi and on the same side. Jerome 
in loc. says, 'Engallim (sic) enim in principio est maris mortui, 
ubi Jordanis ingreditur. Engaddi vero, ubi finitur atque 
consumitur.' It may be the same as 'Ain J:Iagleh (? =Beth 
J:Iogla Josh. 156 1819• 21 ) near the influx of the Jordan. 'At 
present, the salt water and the fresh intermingle some way 
above the mouth of the river, and fish that are carried down are 
thrown up dead on the beach,' Cheyne Enc. Bibl. col. 1292. 
Hereafter all this will be changed : the waters will be stocked 
with fish, and the shores profitable to fishermen. With a 
spreading-place for nets cp. 266• 14.-after its kind their fish 
shall be] i.e. the fish of the waters, or its fish ~ll i.e. of the sea. 
The text is not quite certain ; $ om. after its kind, but c1?'1I:ll 
support ;ffi, so the reading should probably stand.-the Great 
Sea is the Mediterranean, 4828, Num. 346• 7 P, Josh. 91 RD 1512 P 
etc.-II. Salt would always be wanted for food, or for tribute 
(cp. r Mac. ro29}; and the supply might fail when the Dead Sea 
was sweetened ; so the swamps and pools in the neighbourhood 
will be kept as they are. This prosaic remark seems to be an 
insertion by some matter-of-fact reader; it has no connecting 
link with v.10.-12. The vegetation on the banks of the stream, 
mentioned in v.7, is now described more fully. Two features 
are dwelt upon : owing to the perennial flow of the water the 
trees are always green and always fruitful ; and they bear 
fruit for food and leaves for healing. This healing power resides 
not only in the water, vv.8 • 1', but in the vegetation which it 
feeds. The idea of a sacred river, nourishing plants and herbs 
endowed with life-giving virtue, was widely spread in the 
ancient Semitic world ; see W. R. Smith R. of S. 3 183 £., Meissner 
Bab. u. Ass. ii. 123. The tree of life in the Paradise-myth, 
Gen. 29, belongs to the same circle of ideas; and in the apoca-
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lyptic literature comes a further development : the tree of 
life gives food to the elect, or to the saints, after they are risen 
from the dead, e.g. Enoch 244 25 4• 6, Test. Levi 1811, 2 En. 
(Secrets of En.) 82• It is in keeping with this later extension 
of the idea that 'll'a.1, [v:A.ov /3ptunµov of 4? here becomes /;v>..ov 
{wi,, (collective) when the present v. is quoted in Rev. 222.

its leaf shall not wither] Cp. Ps. 1 3. Homer's description of 
the gardens of Alcinous, legendary king of the Phaeacians, 
Od. vii. n4-133 (referred to by Ho.), has several points of 
resemblance.-every month it shall bear new fruit] A free render
ing of the verb, which 4? derives from bikkurim 'first-ripe 
fruits' 4430, and thereby misapprehends the sense. Rev. 222 

adapts, and introduces' the tree(s) of life, bearing twelve manner 
of fruits (' crops of fruit' RV. marg.), yielding its fruit every 
month.'-for its waters, from the sanctuary they issue forth] 
Cp. Zech. 148.-and its fruit shall be for food] Cp. Gen. 2 9 36, 

Lev. 1923, Dt. 2020, Neh. 926• The words have associations 
with Paradise and the Land of Promise. Later Jewish writers 
cherish the thought; e.g. Midr. R. Shemoth xv. 26 'making 
the trees yield their fruit month by month, and a man may 
eat of them and be healed.'-the leaves thereof for healing] 
Extended significantly in Rev. 222 'for the healing of the 
nations.' The use made of this passage by the author of Rev. 
I.e. shews that he treated the Hehr. independently, and did not 
follow l!P. Cp. Jubilees 1012 'we explained to Noah . . . how 
he might heal them (their diseases) with herbs of the earth.' 

Ch. 47, I, •~•11111] c!9 ,c, elufrta.1lv .a•='.»l':lll 4619 etc.-r,1.:i,1 il1llC J"V'U'IC] 
For Jl1DC cp. 9 3 10'· 18 ; in 41 16 'JO. c!9B v1roK&.rwOev roil ai0plov ( =atrium), 
om. r,1:m.-1:11,p r,1:m 'lD 1:i] ='P 111:11,;,, rnr' &.varo~&.s. The sentence is om. by 
~. and looks like an explanatory gloss.-For ri1ic•n r,1.:i,i ')l1:ic J"V'U'IC read 
r,•,r;,;ry ~!!i'!:tl,?, Prob. ~ is incorrectly repeated from the line above; 
c!9~~ om. :flt makes the waters descend below the right-hand side of 
the temple i.e. the S., but thls they could hardly do if they issued from 
the E. ; ri1:m is a glo"ss not recognized by c!9; ~ om. ri1ic1n.---n:i1c', :lllc] 
Epexegetical of l'l"l0'n ~r,:,nc; for '':t :lllC cp. Num. 34•, Josh. 153 • 7 

1813 P, Jud. 21 19• c!9 d,r,\ vcl-rov i,rl r/, Ov,na.rrrf/p<0v, misunderstanding the 
constrn.-2. Read ';, ,,, nll!ln rim iv111. c!9 1rpos r17v 1r111'1J" rns a!lM)s r. 
{J~e1rovrr']s, so ~. implying illM for fln. m; 'the way of the gate which 
opens to the east,' an attempt to explain JIil, cp. 42 1 n.-1:11:i~o] 11..:1.., 
cp. ,iai flask. Kr.'s suggestion of an Akk. derivation from paku=butal}u 
'destruction' is not convincing.-3. ,011 1,•:i 1pl l:l'ip tu'Kn na::i] Here we 
have an inf. construct of time, followed by a circl. cl., and continued 
by the predicate with waw consec.; cp. IS. 17 57, Jer. 4011•. In classical 
Hebr. a sentence of this kind begins with 'n'l; Dr. § 127. c!9 implies 
JIil, but also some irregularity in the syntax, rn8ws l!ooos avopos t!i 
t!vavrlas. For J"ik:t:l read K:V'.l or •,~~i:1. With t11ip=ntl1i;, cp. vv. 1• • 43 11 

461• ~m;=1:i1ij1;1.--no1'0 9'lk] Cp. 40• n.-'l1:lV'1] c!9 K. o,ijM,v, as in v. 4 

bis.--ll:01tll 11,;l] So the best MSS with µme~ J;iatuph ; not '!:I~. The 
noun is derived from CD)t ' come to an end ' ; but some would connect 
it with Cl'l;le ends Gen. 37•, and with the Aram. oD palm or sole ; so 
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Lagarde !3ild. ~- Nom. 76, who points Cl'~~~=Syr. passe, and _renders 
soles. With @ s transliteration cp. 3u 21•8 and notes. De1ssmann 
Bible Studies 99 n. suggests an alternative explanation, namely, that 
the Gk translators first wrote Vilwp l!ws ar{,es, and that this was altered 
later to V. a.r{,eaews. The V. a.rf,a,peuews in Complut. Polygl. seems to be 
a further correction. 'A ~ e l!ws a.aTpa')'al\wv.-4. tl'Ji.:i ci•ci] See Dr. 
§ 192 (1). But l. ':, •ci with c. 30 MSS and QC 0•.:i1J1 '0; the tl'tl may be 
repeated from the foregoing Ci"tl:1.-5. ?11.l] An effective asyndeton, cp. 
Am. 46, Zech. 13•.-For ',J1K i,;', ,11/K ',ru f/i$=?J1' K?l; Q 'A 0 supply 
X"µ&,ppous. 3 Hebr. MSS ~ 'iJ1' for ?JlK.-11"11U 'tl ci•en lKJ 'J] c!@B gives 
only 1/n e~vfjp,!;ev, but A adds T<l Vilwp· Mwp l!ws po'i!;os 'rushing'; the 
word Vli'-' was not understood; it is a segholate noun from miv, 11"11U 
from sa~w; cp. the fems. m,~w, n)~l, G-K. § 84A c; the accent as in 
1)1~, 1ne Gen. 3639 41 •, Kon. ii. 60 f. In Odes of Sol. vi. 7 for the Syr. 
tappa, ' there went forth a stream,' the Coptic version used the Gk. 
word d.1roppow., cp. Wisd. 7••, which the Gnostic author of Pistis Sophia 
develops in extravagant directions; see Harris-Mingana Odes and 
Pss. of Sol. ii. 236 f.-6. 'lll l11ltv 'l:llt"1] So Baer's text, following MSS 
and Ra. Jµm. The Or. School inserts ?K before l1!ltv, for which some 
MSS and edns. read 'ill. 4l9A0 render 'l:IW'l.-7. •;:,.1.:i,11] The form of the 
suff. is incorrect, and pro b. influenced by the final sound of •;;;i~;! v. •, 
which should be read here, or •:,.1.:i,11 ; c!@ ev Tfj hwrrporf,fj µou. QC~ ' when 
I sat.'-'rv 'iK] ~=?Jl.------!IJtll 1110] Cp. v. 12 ~ l,0ev K, (v0ev, but in 45' 
48 21 h TovTou K, a.1r6 [h] TovTou.-8. Cl'~l'] The ptcp., denoting duration 
in the present, is followed by three pfs. c.w.c.; cp. Is. 669h, Mic. 3 6

, 

Prov. 9131·--,-U,itl;f!tl 11~'~-!cr"~] 419 €ls T-1/v I'al\al\o.lav T71v 1rpas a,aTOMs, simi
larly Qt:it, implying 11?'~/IJ as pr. n.; 'A 0'ivas, 'quod tumulos significat 
arenarum' Jerome in loc., hence l) ad tumulos sabuli orientalis. ~ µe0opiov 
T. 1rpi>s av'. 419Qm• has a note connecting Galilee with the miracle at 
Cana.------n.:i,v11J c!@ e1ri Tt)v 'Apafjlav, so ~ (in a corrupt form, Co. 155). 
'A oµal\-fi,, ~ aolK'll'ro,, e apafja. QC • to the plain,' lJ ad plana deserti.-
0•~1011 110'11 ?K] RV. 'into the sea shall the waters go which were made 
to issue forth' ; but the insertion of the subject is impossibly harsh. 
@B <!1ri To D5wp Ti)s O<EK{jol\iJs A iK/jol\iJs=K¥\~rJ •1;1·',~, ~ b'maya s'rayo • to 
the stinking waters• ; the two together have suggested the correction 
tl'll'tqq Cl;~IJ-',~; cp. the marginal note in @Q o 'Efjpafos• Ti)s dl\µupii,s rijs 
0al\a,a-<T'lJS 'to the salt of the sea'; but though IMlln (6) and b'~tll"I are 
much alike, the latter is not a probable word for ' bitter ' or • salted,' 
and the rendering of ~ may be an inference from the healing of the 
waters. Perhaps l:l'K¥ltln lltl'n ',i,; merely=tl'K¥1' 11?Ks1 Cl'l:>11 repeated by 
accident from the line or two above in the column of text.-9. 11'M Will ?J] 
Though fem., the subj. is fqllowed by vbs. in the mas., perhaps due to 
?J, cp. Zech. 1415, as well as to the distance between subj. and pred.
Cl'?l"U] l. ',IJltl as in cl. b, QC K?l1.l 'tl, ~ ; but 6 o 1rornµos lJ torrens. The 
dual of ,1ll may have been influenced by Zech. 148• Ct. 1roraµol John 738, 

partly based on this passage.------nni 11'111] One of the several false concords 
in these vv., owing to the expansions which the text has undergone.
ii,;:, 'J] Pf.=future pf., cp. v.11 3213421 etc.-lK!li'l] ~=• and the waters 
are sweetened.'-?l"\lll ... •ni] A dittogr. of the phrase in cl. a; ~ om. 
c!@ adds at the end another ;;,jO"ern,, misreading n•n, v. 10.-ro. 110)1' 11'n1] 
A rare constrn., cp. v.22 1,!l11 11'111; Dr. § 121, Obs. 1.. The Kt. 11:;i~, is 
preferable to Q. 1,i;ill; but l. 111;>)!] 419~1'.--ti'm] Many MSS tl't,, cp. J er. 
1618, G-K. § 84b b:-0•',1)1 j'll] ~- 'Eva')'al\elµ, lJ wrongly Engallim.-1'11'] 
? subj.; 419~1' l. the sing., referring to the shore between the two 
places.-l:l{l~"! 11.;;'.'fl fit'!;,~] So Mass. =;:i~•o~, ~ Ka.0' a.iJTfJI', lJ plurimae species 
erunt. flp om.; QC=:flll. Kr. proposes 1'1;,'l;I and joins with 1'11'; better 
1•r,,•1;111; but ? necessary. 419 has the conjn., but not the subst. vb., and 
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111i, for or,i,, so ll. i5I ' and the fish in it shall be plentiful like the 
Great Sea,' om. 1Ktl 11::ii.-The text of vv.•· 10 may be read : ?J 11'11\ • 
1Vl '1l i'VO l:l'll1 11?V 1,1:lVl 10 : ?l1.ll'I ilt:llV KlJ' '1tcK ',J [,K] 'nl Y,IV' '1tcK 11'n l!l!ll 
: 1KO J'1 ?\1Ji'1 l:1111 r,i;, ll1l1 11'1"1J'111l11:l? 11'11' l:110'1m n\tllVC tl'?JV rv.-r I. l'KJll \l"!KliJ] 
The K in Kt. il'l<f.jl and Q. 1•~k~:;i. is merely a scribal error ; B-L. 598. 
For 11/:;t cp. Job 811 4021 ; K:,IJ=' cistern• in Is. 3014• @ Kai iv Ty oi€KfJoXii 
af•rov ( =ll1K;fi1,) Ka! iv ry i1r,uTpa,p71 avroi) Kai iv ry u,r€pripue< auToii (!Ol con· 
fused with tci). The middle phrase, marked as an addition in cod. 87, 
is nothing more than a filling up of the context suggested by the false 
pronunciation ll1K~f1.-\K!l'1' K'i] Q.0 r many MSS and edns. read ,,, 11',1; 
then the constm. will be as in Jer. 732, Ps. n57 ; Dr. § 124. But 
the better attested reading is ''11 K:>, and @ ~ 1§1 confirm it. Rashi had 
the waw in his text, and remarks that it is 'inadvertent and super
fluous' ; l):im. evidently had not the waw, for he says nothing about 
it, @B ou µ71 ii-y,riuwu,v A. a-yduTwu,v (a corruption).-I2. ,v .. ,v] The 
second ?V is epexegetical, cp. '', .. '', 45•.-111,v] @ br' alffov cp, @ 
Jer. 178 i1r' avr[i,, et. Ps. 1 3 ro q,vX">.ov alffov. At the end of the v. 111,v 
is again misunderstood.-'1JJ' l'win':>J The prep. is distributive, ' by its 
months,' i.e. 'every month,' cp. Am. 4 •, Is. 27 3 4713, Ps. 7314. iJ:i. Pi. 
and Pu. occurs as a denom. of '11J:l 'first-born' Dt. 21 16, Lev. 2726 ; but 
here it is not to be taken as a denom., or derived from 1:11,1JJ (@), but in 
the primary sense of the root, which in Ar.=' to rise early, do anything 
early.' @ riis 1m,116r'lros avroiJ( =rii')O) 1rpWTofJ0Xf/uE<.-->:J'~l' non .. l't:l'O] 
For the casus pend. resumed before a ptcp. cp. Dt. 31 3 , 1 S. 113 ; Dr. 
§ 199. :ii freely, 'because waters of drinkers were they.'-1111\ Kt., 
G-K. § 146 /., so QI: ; 11•111 Q. @.-ni:i,,11, 1mv1J The form ll!llin only 
here and Hehr. Sir. 38•; from ')1'1=Kll'1, cp. l'IN1~, 11r:i1pr, etc., Barth 
Nomintdb. § 188. @ reading 1mv1 as IM~Jr'l rends. Kal dvrifiau,s avrwv. 

Ch. 47, 13-48, 23-29. The apportionment of the land.
Analysis ii. G, p. 428. A change of form marks the intro
duction of a fresh subject ; the narrative of 471 -12 gives place 
to a speech of Jahveh, addressed to the people, bidding them 
divide the land of Palestine among the tribes. The division 
is to be carried out on a plan which represents an ideal, rather 
than existing facts. All twelve tribes are moved to the West, 
and settled between the Jordan and the Mediterranean; their 
territories run in strips within a parallelogram, which encloses 
the temple and the 'holy oblation' : by its present position 
489 -15 is intended to make this clear. How purely theoretical 
the scheme is, may be judged from the gloss at the end of 4713 : 

since Levi has no territory, Joseph must count as two tribes 
(so «:Y), to bring the number up to twelve. An interesting 
detail is added in 4722r.; aliens resident in Israel are to receive 
a share of the land, as though they were natives ;_ such a pro
vision goes beyond anything in D, Hor P. 

This ideal of a national home for the new community sprang 
out of the needs of the time. If Israel was to survive at all, 
it must be concentrated. After the exile, when the task of 
restoration began, the prophets Haggai and Zechariah, and, 
later on, leaders such as Nehemiah and Ezra, put forward as 
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primary obligations the rebuilding of the temple, the fortifica
tion of Jerusalem, the re-settlement of the population, and the 
protection of ' the holy seed ' from heathen influences. Ezekiel 
himself had given a lead in the policy of excluding aliens (p. 480), 
and of concentrating the community round the temple ; by 
his own teaching he had done much to prepare the way for the 
present scheme of reconstruction ; see the notes on 4 4 -6 3622 • 33 -as 
3715

-
28 (the future unity of Israel) and pp. 397. 282. A similar 

policy lies behind P's arrangement of the tribes when encamped 
or on the march, Num. 2. 

A comparison with P's description of the boundaries, 
Num. 341 ·15, Josh. 151 - 4 (the S. border only), reveals both 
agreement and disagreement. Whereas P idealizes the past, 
in Ez. the future is idealized and the ideal element predominates. 
Thus, instead of transplanting the twelve tribes to the W. of 
Jordan, Num. 3413 -15 makes nine and a half occupy the western, 
and two and a half the eastern side, in accordance with the 
facts of history. Both agree in the theory that regarded the 
Mediterranean as the western border, although not a line of 
the coast came into Jewish hands till centuries later (see on 
v.20 infr.). There is a general agreement as to the northern 
border ; such differences as occur are largely due to corruptions 
in the text of Ez. With regard to the southern border, Ez. 
has four points in common with Num. 343 · 5, Josh. 152 · 4 (see 
on v.19) ; but here again a theoretical line is drawn to include 
~adesh, which lay 50 miles S. of Beer-sheba, the southernmost 
point in historical times (see on v.19). Neither in Ez. nor in 
P is any notice taken of the older theory that Israel's territory 
reached from the Nile to the Euphrates, Gen. 1518 J [or RJJ, 
Ex. 2331 E, Dt. 1 7 n 24, Josh. 1 4 ; this was based on a tradition 
which looked back upon David's conquests and Solomon's 
kingdom as the golden age; 2 S. 81 -14 ro6ff·, 1 K. 51 - 4 [421 -24]; 

as an ideal, envisaging the world-wide rule of the future King, 
it continued to be cherished by later prophecy, Is. 2712, Zech. 910, 

Ps. 728 8012 Ull 8926 [2sJ. Ezekiel's own prophetic ideal aimed 
at concentration rather than extension, and it is followed here 
and in P. 

Dr. Gaster, The Samaritans (1925), 138 f., points out a certain 
resemblance between the division of the land in Ez. and that 
given by the Samaritan Book of Joshua; in both the whole 
land is mapped out as a parallelogram between Jordan and 
the sea; but the Sam. places 9½ tribes in the W., and disposes 
them in a somewhat different order. In Josephus Ant. v. 1, 22 
there is the same general arrangement of the tribal territories, 
nine and a half in number, between Jordan and the sea, but 
Dan is placed in the S., not in the N. 
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47, 13. 'This' is' the' border (within) which ye shall possess 
yourselves of the land] The Hebr. needs a slight correction. 
There is a close resemblance to the language of Num. 3354 3413 P. 
For possess rather than inherit see 451 n.-Joseph 'two' territories] 
The words are evidently a gloss, added without any link of 
connexion. :flfl has the plur. Joseph, territories; but ~ 
pronounce the form as a dual ; so Ra. ~im. In the list 
of the twelve tribes, 481 •7• 23 · 29, Levi does not appear, while 
Manasseh and Ephraim are reckoned as two; a reader must 
have noticed the fact, and introduced it here.-14. And ye 
shall take it in possession equally] So of the land of Canaan 
Ex. 23 30 E 3213 RJE, Is. 5718 ; for equally lit. each like his brother 
cp. Lev. 710.-which I lifted up my hand to give to your fathers] 
The gesture enforces an oath ; see 205 n. 3628 n. Israel's title 
to the possession of Canaan was believed, from early times 
and in successive ages, to rest upon a divine promise made to 
the patriarchs : thus in J Gen. 127 1314r. 2813 ; in E Gen. 5024 ; 

in JE frequently, e.g. Gen. 1518ff-, Ex. 136• 11 3213 331, Num. 1416, 

Jud. 2 1 ; in Deut.-Josh. thirty-three times, e.g. Dt. 1 35 

610. ls. 23, Josh. 16 5e; in p Gen. 1J8 3511. 12; Ps. 1057-11. The 
oath sworn by Jahveh to Abraham, in confirmation of this 
promise, is described in Gen. 2216r.; cp. 268 JE.-shall fall as 
a possession] i.e. by lot ; cp. v.22 and see 451 n.-15. The 
northern boundary: in Num. 347 •9 it is mentioned after the 
southern and western.-on the north side] When a point of the 
compass follows, side is the meaning, e.g. 4112 457 chs. 47. 48, 
Num. 348 356 ; otherwise, corner, Am. 312.--from tke Great 
Sea on the way to lfethlon] The starting-point on the coast is 
left vague, as Ill Num. 347• Two views have been taken: some 
think that the line began at the mouth of the Nahr el-Kebir, 
N. of Tripoli, others that it began 100 m. to the S., at the mouth 
of the Nahr el-~asimiyeh, called Litmi in its upper course, just 
N. of Tyre. The former view makes the Israelite border 
include a large part of the Lebanon district, too much even for 
an idealized frontier ; probably, therefore, the second view 
should be adopted, especially since v.16 mentions the direction 
of ij:auran. The site of ij:ethlon is unknown. See Buhl 
Geogr. des alt. Pal. 66 f.-At the end of the v. and at the begin
ning of v.16 :ffl reads to the entrance, to $edad 16 lf dmath; with 
49 this should read to the entrance of lfdmath,16 to $edad. There 
are frequent allusions to the Entrance of If amath as the ideal 
N. frontier, no doubt because it marked the extreme limit of 
Solomon's kingdom, v.20 481, Num. 1321 348, Am. 614, Josh. 136, 

I K. 865=2 C. 78, 2 K. 1426, 1 C. 136• I;Iiirnath, now l;lami, 
on the Orontes, c. 30 m. N. of l:Ioms and rr5 m. N. of Damascus, 
was a famous I;Iittite stronghold, the Amattu or I;IammMq 
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of the Assyrian inscriptions, KAT. 3 66, and Cambr. Anc. Hist. ii. 
326. Its territory seems to have extended far to the S., ' the 
land of l:liimath,' 2 K. 2333 2521• So the Entrance of [J., which 
in the O.T. seems to be the name of a district, may be looked 
for in the S. of the great valley between the Lebanon and 
l:lermon-Antilebanon ranges, leading ultimately to I:Iiimath 
itself ; a situation near the Merj 'Ayun, W. of Mt. I:Iermon, 
would meet the requirements. Others, however, e.g. Moore 
Judges 80, think of a position in the N., 30 m. S._ of the city 
of l:lamath, on the plain of l;Ioms; Zimmem-Winckler, KAT.3 

r82. 239 and map, postulate another l;Iiimath at the foot of 
l:lermon.-to $edad or to $edddd] The place has been identified 
with $adad, S.E. of l;Ioms, on the way from Ribla. to Palmyra 
(Robinson Bibl. Res.2 iii. 568; Baedeker Pal. u. Syr.7 326). 
Others read $eradd, and point out a ruined site of this name, 
S.W. of Mt. l;Iermon, and close to the Merj 'Ayun, an identifica
tion which is certainly plausible (Buhl I.e. 67). The name 
should stand after, not in the middle of the phrase Entrance to 
[Jamath; then [Jamath in v.18 must be struck out. For ~•s 
reading see crit. note. Co. thinks that $Mada was interpolated 
from Num. 348.-16. Berotha, Sibraim, [Jii-!;er-hatttkon] So far 
as the form goes, the first name might=Beirut (Ewald Hist. iii. 
r53) ; but a place on the coast does not suit the context ; 
possibly Beritan or Br~tan, S.W. of Baalbek, ?=Berothai, 
belonging to the kingdom of $oba., 2 S. 88• 5• Sibraim has 
been identified with l;Iirbet es-Sanbariyeh, a little S. of l;Iirb. 
$ara.da. ; but this is quite uncertain. lJ a!jer-hatnkon ' the 
middle l;Ia~er' ( =enclosure) lay towards or on the border of [Jauran; 
it marked the point at which the northern and eastern boundaries 
ended. Many think that the form here is a corruption of 
[Ja:jar-'enon, v.17 481, called with the Aramaic pronunciation 
I;Ia~-•~na.n (so ~ here) in Num. 349• 10• It may have been 
situated near one of the sources of the Jordan (cp. v.18), such 
as Ba.nias (Buhl I.e. 67. 240; Cheyne Enc. Bibl. col. r976). 
[Jauran, only here and v.18, the l;Iaurina of the Assyrians (e.g. 
KB. i. 140; ii. 216), called Ailpav£frt,;. when the Gk. version 
was made, and so written by Josephus (e.g. Ant. xv. IO, I ; 
War i. 20, 4), is the basaltic region in the E. of the Holy Land. 
Probably at the time of the present description the name 
referred to the country S. of Damascus, including the plain of 
I:Iaura.n (nowen-Nu~ra), the region el-Leja., and the mountainous 
district now called Jebel l;Iauran or Jebel ed-Druz. Part of 
this country, viz. en-Nu~a to the W. of J. I;Iaura.n, was known 
in O.T. times by the general name of Bashan, 278 n. 3918 n.-
17. This v. mentions the districts lying outside and N. of the 
northern front~er of Isrnel, The latter ran/rom the sea, perhaps 
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from the mouth of the river J:Casimiyeh (v.15), 'towards' [Jii$ar
'en6n, which is named again as the northernmost town in 
Israel. At this point ;il!!l needs correction ; prob. read, ' and' 
the border of Damascus was' northwards,' 'and' northwards was 
the border of lfamath; and 'this' was the northern side.-18. 
The eastern border is the Jordan. No doubt the v. means to 
say so, but it requires correction. m remarks vaguely the 
eastern side was from between If auran and from between Damascus, 
without saying where the line started. The point was I;Ia~ar
'fulon, at which the N. and E. boundaries met; and it is probable 
that the name has fallen out by accident. Read, therefore, 
with most modems after Co., the eastern side was 'from lJa$ar
'enon which' (lay) between If. and between D., the situation 
of the place being defined as in v.16• The rest of the v. may 
be corrected, with the help of ~. as follows : and between 
Gilead and between the land of Israel the Jordan 'forms a border' 
to the eastern sea, to ' Tamar' : 'this' is the eastern side. The 
Dead Sea, of course, is meant. ;il!!l has the unintelligible 
expression from the border, which ~$l) read as a verb both 
here and in v.20• For ;il!!l ye shall measure (cp. 405 45 3), Hehr. 
tamoddu, ~$ imply the pr. n. to Tamar, v.19 4828 • A place 
of this name is mentioned in Eusebius Onom. 85, 3. 210, 86 (ed. 
Lagarde) as lying on the road from I;Iebron to Aelia=Elath; 
it is marked on the mosaic map of Madeba, and in the Peutinger 
map as liii. Roman miles S.E. of Jerusalem (G. A. Smith Atlas 
55). The ruined fortress of }:Curnub, c. 25 m. S.W. of the end 
of the Dead Sea corresponds fairly with this situation (Woolley 
and Lawrence Wilderness of Zin 31 f., 123 f.); but good 
authorities are doubtful, Buhl Le. 184; Clermont-Ganneau 
Rev. Bihl. 1906, 431 f.-19. The southern border (cp. 4828), from 
Tamar to ]f.adesh in the S. of the' Negeb, follows the water
course to the Great Sea. The three descriptions of it, here and 
in Num. 343 •6, Josh. 151 • 4 have in common the following points, 
the S. end of the Dead Sea (here referred to by Tamar), }:Cadesh, 
the watercourse (of Egypt), the Mediterranean.-from Tamar 
to the waters of Meriboth-1:f.adesh] See on v.18• The plur. 
Meriboth should be read as a sing. Merwath, with some MSS 
and $, and Num. 2714, Dt. 332 (corrected) ; for elsewhere the 
place is called the waters of Meribd (sing.), Num. 2013• 24 P, 
Ps. 818 17J 10632• The name implies a spring at which a sacred 
decision was given on some matter of controversy: as time went 
on, the controversy came to be understood in various ways 
(Driver Deut. 400). Deuteronomic writers, and sometimes P, 
call the place }:Cadesh-barnea, e.g. Dt. 1 19, Josh. 1041, Num. 344, 

Josh. 153 P. The spring has been identified with 'Ain J:Cadeis, 
c .. 50 m. of Beer-sheba ; but this single spring and its tiny 
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rivulet could never have supported a large encampment; Woolley 
and Lawrence suggest, plausibly, that the name ~adesh, which 
is common to all the traditions, was given to the whole district 
round 'Ain ~adeis (Le. 69 ff.}; for descriptions and map see 
Jaussen Rev. Bibl. 1906, 451 ff. Musil, Arab. Petr. ii., Edam 
i. 177 ff. 236, questions the identification with 'Ain ~adeis; 
Phythian-Adams argues strongly against it, and suggests 
Petra, PEFQSt. 1935, 69 ff. n4 ff.; see too Albright, JPOS. 
xvi. 67.-to the watercourse, unto the Great Sea] The parallels, 
Num. 345, Josh. 154• 47 , shew that the watercourse of Egypt 
is meant (so Rashi), now called Wadi el-'Arish, the long, 
deep valley, dry except after rain, which rises from the 
middle of the desert et-Tih, in the N. of the Sinaitic Penin
sula; it runs N. and N.W. till it ioins the Mediterranean 
c. 50 m. S. of Gaza, at a place anciently known as Rhino
colura (Q? Is. 2712). This southern border rests upon the 
traditional extent of Solomon's kingdom, I K. 865 ; cp. 51 • 4 

[ 421• 24] ; in historical times the line was drawn further N., 
through Beer-sheba, Jud. 201, IS. 320, 2 S. 310, I K. 55 [425].-

20. The western border is the Mediterranean ; so Dt. n 24, 

Josh. 1 4 RD 1512• 47 P 234 RD, Num. 346 P. But this never was 
the actual limit until Jonathan captured Joppa c. 148 B.c., 
and his brother Simon took it again c. 142 B.c., 1 Mace. 1075f-

1233I- 146• As in v.18 from the border ;J$'l needs a slight correc
tion : 1. the Great Sea 'forms the border ' as Jar as (a point) 
opposite the Entrance to IJ_amath, the point being prob. the mouth 
of the ~~imiyeh; see on v.15.-21. And ye shall divide this 
land] The country West of the Jordan, from the S. of Lebanon 
to the Wadi el-'Arish, is to be portioned out among the twelve 
tribes; so 481 -7• The country East of the Jordan is excluded; 
perhaps it had largely lost its connexion with Israel by this 
time, perhaps also it was considered dangerously near the 
heathen. Josh. 2225 P* may contain a hint at these circum
stances.-22. And it shall come to pass ye shall allot it for your
selves as a possession] For the Hehr. see v.10 phil. n. With 
allot lit. cause to fall cp. v.14.-as for the sojourners who sojourn 
in the midst of you . . . they shall be to you as a native] The 
language resembles that of H, Lev. 1629 1710- m. 1826 1934 202, 

and of P, Ex. 1249
, Num. 15151• 26• 29 1916, Josh. 209 ; and the 

treatment of the ger, or resident alien, as a native corresponds 
with the provisions of both codes, e.g. Lev. 1934 2422 ; Ex. 1248f-, 
Num. 91 4, Josh. 833• But the present ordinance, in assigning 
a portion of Israelite land to the gerim, goes much farther than 
JE and D, which commend the gerim to charity, and farther 
than H and P; see Joshua (Cambr. B.) 192 f. The privilege 
is here granted to those aliens who. have borne sons, cp. Lev. 25 45 ; 

34 
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apparently it was hoped in this way to increase the population, 
and, since the sons would be circumcised (Ex. r2 48 P), to make 
sure that heathen would be excluded. ® renders gerim by 
proselytes.-wtth you they shall 'allot it' as a possession] .:ffl 
they shall /all by lot as a possession, which cannot mean that 
the gerim shall be allotted as a possession ; land may be allotted, 
e.g. v.14, Num. 342, Jud. r81, but not persons; hence the verb 
should be read as transitive, with ~~11, as in cl. a, 451, they 
shall allot (it) i.e. the aliens shall join with Israelites in apportion
ing the land. But this seemed to be going too far; accordingly, 
we may suppose, the transitive was altered to an intransitive, 
contrary to usage, in order to put the aliens into a humbler 
position.-23. The ger is to receive his possession in the territory 
of the tribe with which he sojourns. A 16th cent. Rabbi 
comments, 'in the blessed hereafter, when Israel is freed from 
its present captivity, even the proselytes will know to which 
tribe they really belong,' Isaac b. Abraham of Trolµ ]Jizzu/J 
'Emuna § 8. It is possible that these two vv. are a later 
addition. 

Ch. 47, IJ. ?1!ll Ill] A scribal error for 'l M), cp. v. 16 ; so several 
Hebr. MSS ~tr:ii. To improve the constrn. 1. 'i1!l~iJ 11), cp. Num. 3413 , 

Ps. u8 20 - u __ '', r'll!,1 l'1K 1'mllin 1WK] The retrospective prep. with suffix 
is here omitted after the relative; cp. Num. 2013, Is. 6410 , Ps. 95•; 
Kon. iii. § 380 p. After i'mllin the prep. '? refs. to the person benefited, 
cp. Lev. 25 48, Num. 33 64.--tl•~:;iq ~Pi'] 1. c:',:;ii;i '1', 1!J: rp',1n l''V'I ',:ipr,, 'l' t' 
Joseph duplicem funiculum habet. Perhaps 'n ~pi•~ would be better; 
Kon. iii. § 286 c. ~ 1rporr0err,s rrxoiPlrrµ,a.Tos, misunderstanding. For 
c•',:in portions, regions, c•p'ir, is the word used elsewhere in Ez., 45 7 488 • 21 • 

-IS, IU\Elli ~!J',] Cp. vv.1•f. 48311, "· 16 ; et. r!lii 'IJ? vv_l7ll. 4861!'· 16• The in
discriminate use of the two forms shews that n-;:- had lost its force; 457 n.
'n ,,,n] The anomaly is perhaps due to the influence of the preceding 
word; 1. 'n ~l~ as 48 1 ; Dr. § 1.91, Obs. 2. ~ Ti)s mrn{Ja.,vov<r'f/S K«i 
1rep1rrxi,1ovrr'f/>'=',i:,n1 ,,.tr, so in 481 ; the latter shews that ~ did not 
necessarily read the art. with 71, here.-.11!.ln : n,,ii k1!l?] Read : .t1:;>q k\!l~ 
rr11~. @B Ti)>' Elrr6/Jov 'Hµ,a, ::t;el\oa.µµ,a=.111:ln m,~ .11!.ln k1!l?; a scribe must 
have inserted ricn after k1!l?, without erasing the 11!.ln which had been 
wrongly written after m,ii. For ~el\oaµµ,&. some MSS write ~eooa.oa., 
~eoaoa., ~•oa.ooa. (Field). The last syll. of n,,ii is unaccented, and is 
therefore n-;:- locale; in Num. 348 a variant reading is 1171¥ (Samaritan 
Vers. and C!i5), which has been adopted by many.-z6 . .11!.lMJ Should be 
deleted; see on v. 16 . After c•i:io @ adds as in 48 1 'HX,&.µ,=c~•r.i, a place 
in this region, 2 S. rom·-flJ'M iiin] Prob. 1. j\J'.11 Mll!IJ, to make the 
direction clear, and to agree with v.17 48 1 ; C!i5 a.u>.11 Toii ~a.vvav, cp. 48 1 

~.-',KJ 1. ',p l§.-z7. ?1!ll M'Ml] Some MSS 1. ',1:i~ti ll'Ml. which is an 
improvement. ~='il!l.ll'l 111.-JU'V iiin] 1. JiJ'.11 M")l!IJ v. 18• «!iii a1ro Ti)s a.u:\i)s 
Tau Alvr:iv.-pr.ii1 j:le>!:li ,1:il] might be an accus. loci, ' on the border of 
D.' ; but I;Ia~er-'enon was on the border of Israel, and ', 'l ought to 
mean the territory N. of that ; so prob. 1. Mtir.1 ,, ?l!lJl.-.111:ln ?l!lll IU11lli] 
I. 'n ',1:i; n1illJ1. There is no sufficient reason to omit the words, as C!i5B 
does; some, ·however, prefer to read 'n ~1:i1 ',!,l-,l.', cp. 48 1 'l"I ,, ',K.-.111!1] 
Here and in vv. 18 • 19 I. l"IKI with some MSS and s,,; cp. 1602 n. It is 
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curious that the mistake should be repeated three times. @ Ko.1 Ta 
1rpos {JoppaP.-18. r:io four times, twice only again 2 K. 1614• @ each 
time apa µ,frap ••• KO.t dva µ,frov=J':!l ... r:i. Read jil'll ,~q:2 c•,~ r,~~l 
'i i';ll 'n j';l.-tl11'1 ;)J ;1:!J\l . . 1':ltll . . J':!l:11] 1. t:l!~l;t 7,l!Jr,l • . j';il • • !';+t 
d9 /hopl/;et ~ lJ Jordanis disterminans. For the vb. ;,:i;n, which is to 
be read also in v. 20, cp. Ex. 1912• 23 JE. For ;v 1. ',K or ,v with 2 MSS, 
@ i1rl.-l,b~J Exact measurements by the cubit are unsuitable; I. 11:9~. 
@ <l>ow,Kwvos, in 48 28 0ct<µ&.v. The allusion in v.io requires the name 
here.-l"kl] I. MNr, 8 Heb. MSS, @ Taiim ~ ; v.17 n.-19. Mltl'M :ill MNlll] 
@ K. Ta 1rpos vlnov Ko.1 Xl{Jo., inserting m, before nltl'M. Cp. the end of the 
v. ~ om. :Ill; or i:;.i•v., as in 48 28 ? =,H (Co. 133), cp. 40• n.-,\lM\l] 
d9 a1ro ea,µ,av Ka! <l>o<><Kwvos, cp. v. 18 : a double translation,-wip r,1:i•itl •c] 
I. 'p r,~,,~ 'G, as in 48 28, ~; but @ read the plur. fws /Joo.Tos Mo.p,µwO 
Kao,jµ, cp. @ Dt. 332 <Fvv µvpai,nv Kao,js. or Cir) r,1xr,i, as in 48 28, 'the 
contention of Re]i:am,' perhaps to avoid using &'ip, with its hallowed 
associations.--ll'lnl] With 1'1~ of direction, cp. Num. 34•, et. 1 K. 866• 

d9 1rapEKTEZvov, ? guessing the sense of an illegible word; in 48 28 KA71po
voµlo.s, so or~ in both places. ~ torrens, 48 28 hereditas. 2; here 
KA7/povxlo..--l"IK1] I. Mr with 8 MSS and @ TouTo, cp. v.17 n.-l'Dll ra?:JIM] 
d9 TO µipos pfnos Kat Xl,t. Cp. supr.-20. 'Jn t:l'l"I t:l1 M!ll] @ TOVTo TO µipos 
Tijs 0aM<T<F7/S T.µ., confused by the repetition of tl', and adapting to the 
context. ~ om.-',1:i~r,,J I. ',•:;qr.,, as in v. 18, @B l,pl/;•• AQ oiopl/;«. ors,l) 
=Jlil.-rion Kl:i,J @ Tijs el<Tboov 'Hµ,&.0, lws d<F6oov a~Tov.-21. c:i;] @ a{rro7.s, 
~ om.-22. 1':>!i)!:! n:v1l For the pf. c.w.c. serving merely to introduce 
the predicate, see v. 10 n. @ {Jo.XE'iTE l) et mittetis, ignoring 1'1'111, prob. 
because they could not reproduce it.-l'nl •. c•1~1J tl'1JIJ~1] For the art. not 
elided after the prep. cp. Mil~IJ1Jf 4026 n. On the constrn. 1'1'11 . . . 'ml 
cp. 48 1 u. and see Dr. §§ 123 (a). 197, Obs. I. @ renders 'm c1i;n Tots 
1rpo<T71X&ro,s T, 1rapo,Koii<Fw, cp. 1rapo,Kla Ps. Sol. 1719=' a body of sojourners'; 
elsewhere i, 1rpo<T,jAVTos o 1rpo<TK<lµevos vel sim., e.g. Lev. 1710• ur,--m1KJ 
Fifteen times in H and P, besides only here and Ps. 3736 (?); @ 
aDToxOoves. ~ om.-n7□p ''lil:J I. '.l:i 1',!;): Hiph., so or )ll?ll'=l'l.;l~ in cl. a, 
so ~. ~ divident possessionem. @B q,&:yovTa, iv K~7/povoµl11=l'l:lK'.-23. 
lMK •. n'l"ll] @ Ka, (<FOPTO.< €P q,vXv 1rpO<F7/AVTWV iv T, 1rpo<F71MTOLS T, µET' O.VTWV, 
turning sing. into plur. and misunderstanding ii i&'K. 

Ch. 48, I-8. 23-29. continues the apportionment of the 
land ; vv.9 •22 deal with the oblation for Jahveh; vv.30 - 35 give 
an outline of the city. Analysis ii. G, C, H, p. 428. 

The tribes and their portions are now enumerated from N. 
to S. As with the boundaries of the land, so here the plan is 
an ideal one, largely independent of actual facts; it assumes 
that all the twelve tribes are united and settled W. of the 
Jordan, cp. 472 and p. 529. The arrangement is governed 
by the position of the temple: since Jerusalem does not lie 
in the centre of the land, seven tribes have to be placed in the 
N., and five in the S. of the 'holy oblation.' To some extent 
they keep to their historical situation, e.g. Dan, Asher, Naphtali ; 
but it will be noticed that the tribes descended from Leah and 
Rachel are brought nearer to the 'oblation 'than those descended 
from the handmaids Bilhah and Zilpah (Gen. 3523 -28 P), as 
though the more privileged positions were determined by 
relative purity of blood. In P's description of the camp round 
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the tent of meeting the tribes are grouped on a similar principle, 
Num. 2. Something of the same kind may perhaps be traced 
in the names given to the gates of the city, vv. 30 · 35 : the N. 
and S. gates are called after the six Leah-tribes whose territories 
lie N. and S. of the ' oblation ' ; the E. and W. gates bear 
the names of the tribes descended from Rachel and her maids ; 
so Smend, followed by Be. Kr. al. 

The temple no longer stands within the city, but occupies the 
centre of the priests' domain ; the city is moved bodily to the 
south. As a concession to the past, however, the temple 
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retains its place between Judah and Benjamin, but their positions 
are reversed, Judah to the N. and Benjamin to the S. 

E 

With regard to the composition of this chapter, vv.1 •8• 23 •29 

carry on the subject begun in 4713 •23• It is probable, as Ho. 
maintains, that vv.9 •22 come from a later hand, chiefly because 
the t•rumd in vv.9ff· does not mean quite the same thing as 
the t•rumd in v.8, where it corresponds in size with one of the 
tribal strips ; in vv.9ff- it is a square of 25,000 cs., with the 
prince's domain on the E. and W. A doublet of vv.9 •22 occurs 
in 451 ·8 , see p. 493; and of the two, the present passage is 
most likely the earlier. The description of the city, vv.30 •35 , 

seems to have been attached as a supplement to 4713-4829• 

V. I. The list of the tribal territories begins from the northern 
extremity, and the northern frontier is then denned, as in 4t5 •

17
, 
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but with a good many corruptions in the text, owing to confusion 
with the similar wording elsewhere; read probably, 'from 
the west' on the way to Ifethlon, to the Entrance of If iimath, 
•towards' Jfii:far-'endn, 'with' the border of Damascus (lying) 
northwards, beside If iimath, 'and upon the border from' the east 
side ' even to ' the west •side' -Dan, one. The v., which can 
hardly be translated as it stands, was read by 4? mainly in this 
form, which will then agree with that of the definitions in 
vv.2

-7• Throughout west is lit. the sea. The notes on 4715 • 17 

discuss the northern frontier, and the districts outside and N. 
of it.-Dan, one] The figures in the list vv.1 -7• 23 •27 do not 
grow with the items, each territory is numbered one. With 
this primitive way of counting cp. vv. 31 ·34, Josh. 129-24 RD.

Vv. 2-7. The territories run in strips from E. to W., irrespectively 
of natural features. In vv. 4• 5 Manasseh and Ephraim are 
reckoned as two tribes, cp. 4713 n. ; such is P's representation, 
Num. 2 1s. 20 1022f. 2 629. a5 342ar., Josh. 144 1 64 171!1.. The 
older name was 'the house (or, sons) of Joseph,' Josh 161 

1714• 17 185, Jud. 1 22r. 35, and the one tribe received one lot, 
Josh. 161 1714 ; at the same time P's treatment had its roots 
in history, for in the early accounts of the conquest Manasseh 
appears as a tribe, Josh. 1711• 12, Jud. 127, and in the Song 
of Deborah Ephraim and West Manasseh (under the name 
of Machir) are distinct, Jud. 514.-8. Bordering upon the 
territory of Judah, and immediately S. of it, lies the • oblation.' 
In breadth i.e. from N. to S. it measures 25,000 cs. ; in length 
i.e. from E. to W. it corresponds with each of the tribal territories, 
and stretches from the Jordan to the Mediterranean ; for 
breadth and length see 4622 n. The sanctuary is to stand in the 
middle of it, cp. vv.10• 21 and 3726 439 n.-9. Here the t•rumd 
does not stretch from the Jordan to the Mediterranean ; its 
length from E. to W. is 25,000 cs. :ffl gives the breadth from 
N. to S. as ten thousand, so 451 :ffl, but this can only refer to 
the priests' domain, v.10, or to the Levites' domain, v.13 ; we 
must read either twenty-five thousand with @, making a square 
25,000 x 25,000 cs., including the city, v.15, or twenty thousand 
with 451 @, i.e. the priests' and Levites' domains, excluding 
the city ; the former is more in accordance with the general 
intention of vv.10 -16• 35.-The description of the terumd in 
vv.9 · 22 has occurred already in 451 -8, which seems to be a shorter 
version dependent on the present passage, since 451 · 8 pre
supposes the division of the land among the tribes, 481 •8 , 23-29_ 

Holscher points out that vv.9 •22 are not from the author of 
vv.1-s, 23-29: the t•rumd in v.8 has not the same measurements 
as in v.9 ; and further-a small point-in vv.1 •8 • 23 -29 the order 
goes from N. to S., whereas in vv.10 ·13 it goes from S. to N., 
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the priests being mentioned before the Levites.-IO. The 
domain of the priests, with the temple in the midst of it. And 
belonging to these, the priests, (shall be) the holy oblation, measuring 
25,000 cs. on the N. and S., and rn,ooo cs. on the W. and E. 
For these at the head of an enumeration cp. vv.1· 16· 30.-n. 
To the ' consecrated' priests, 'the' sons of $ado'/;,, who ... 12 
to them shall belong the oblation] See 4046 4415r.. A slight change 
of reading, supported by <!?~$, is needed to restore grammar 
and sense; for consecrated see 2 C. 2618 and cp. Ex. 291.

who kept my charge] Cp. 4416, Lev. 1830 229• Strictly, 'my 
charge' implies that Jahveh is speaking; but this is con
tradicted by vv.9• 

10· 14, where Jahveh is referred to in the 
3rd person. The expression may have been inadvertently 
written as a stereotyped form, or the reading of <I? ' the charge 
of the house ' may be correct.-who did not go astray] See 
4410 n.-12. the oblation is here a portion of the land, see 4430 n., 
p. 489. The priests' domain, which is most holy (see 414 n.), 
lies beside the border of the Levites, i.e. adjoins it on the S.
I 3. The Levites' domain, beside that of the priests, and equal 
to it in extent from E. to W. and from N. to S. The text 
needs some minor corrections: read And 'to• the Levites (shall 
belong) ... twenty-five thousand (cubits) in length ... 'the' 
whole in length, so ~; and since the whole is meant, i.e. the 
total of priests' and Levites' domains, read at the end of the 
v. ' twenty' thousand ~ for ;ffl's ten thousand; cp. v.9 n.-
14. The territory of the Levites is inalienable : they shall not 
sell any of it, nor shall ' they ' exchange it ; in ;ffl the second 
vb. is sing., but should be read as plur. with $'.}j). The regula
tions of Lev. 25 32 - 34 H are not so strict; houses in Levitical 
cities may be sold, and Levites can redeem them in the jubile 
year ; but a field in the ' pasture-land ' or ' suburbs ' (see 
below) may not be sold.-nor shall the dedicated portion (re'shith) 
of the land pass away] i.e. into the possession of others. The 
re' shUh, as explained in 44 30 n., means the first or the best offering, 
usually gifts in kind, but here, land dedicated to God for the 
use of the Levites : this land is called the t•rumd as a rule, only 
here the re'shzth. The territory cannot be alienated because 
it is holiness to Jahveh; in P and in post-exilic literature this 
expression designates offerings made to Jahveh, Lev. 2320 
2714. 21. 23. ao. 22, Josh. 519, Is. 2318, Zech. 142or.; cp. also Ex. 3037 
3116 ; it was inscribed upon the high priest's mitre, Ex. 2836= 
3930.-15. The domains of the priests and Levites occupy 
20,000 cs. of the breadth from N. to S.; so there is left the 
remainder, a narrow strip of 5000 cs. in breadth, over against 
(the) twenty-five thousand from E. to W. belonging to the priests: 
over against refers to the length, and is equivalent to upon, v.8, 
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beside vv.13• 18• This remaining strip, in extent about 7 miles 
by a mile and a half, is to comprise the city and its adjoining 
fields.-it is common-land for the city] lit. profaneness, as distinct 
from the holiness of the territory set apart for the temple, 
the priests and the Levites, v.14 ; see 4220 n. 4423 n. ; profane
ness is to be understood in a concrete sense. This ' profane ' 
or ' common ' land is to serve for habitation and suburbs or 
pasturage (migrash); see 2728 452 n.-Vv. 16. 17. The city itself 
is a square of 4500 cs., or more precisely, of 5000 cs., counting 
the 'free space' (migrash} of 250 cs. on each side, v.17 ; cp. 
Rev. 2116 ~ 1r6Ais nTpo:ywvo<, KELTat. The circuit would thus 
measure about five miles; in other words the new Jerusalem 
would be twice the size of the present city, the walls of which 
measure about two and a half miles in circuit ; again, the 
facts of topography are ignored in this ideal reconstruction. 
The' free-space' of 250 cs.=c. 125 yds. is the suburb or pasturage 
of v.15, such as surrounded the Levitical cities, Lev. 25 34, 

Num. 352fl•, Josh. 2111fl·.-18. Subtracting the 5000 cs. for the 
city, there was a remainder (cp. vv.15• 21 ) of 10,000 cs. on the 
E. and on the W., situated alongside the holy oblation and S. 
of it. These two pieces of ground, each containing about four 
square miles, were set apart for agricultural purposes : the 
produce was for those who work in the city, lit. workers of the 
city, i.e. both industrial and agricultural labourers. The 
district is called ' the possession of the city ' in vv. 20• 21 457 • 

In .:ffl at the end of cl. a and it shall be alongside the holy oblation 
seems to be an accidental repetition of the opening sentence, 
though recognized by ®.-19. As the city is the capital of the 
commonwealth, members of all the tribes work in it.-20. 
The entire oblation, consisting of the domains belonging to 
the Levites, priests and city, formed a square, 25,000 x 25,000 cs., 
equivalent to c. 7 x 7 miles; cp. v.9.-' four-square' shall ye 
offer the holy oblation] .:ffl as a fourth ; this must be corrected 
to made into four i.e. square, ® TErpaywvo1,, cp. 4047 4121 4316 

452 and Rev. 2116.-' together with' the possession of the city] 
or in addition to i.e. including, cp. 1643 447 n. ; .:ffl unto. For 
possession see 4428 n.-21. The remainder (cp. vv.15• 18), when 
the 'oblation' and the city-lands are deducted, forms the 
territory of the prince. It is made up of two parts : one lying 
over against the twenty-five thousand cs. 'eastwards' of the 
central square (for .:ffl oblation read eastwards) and reaching 
to the eastern border i.e. the Jordan; and the other westwards over 
against the twenty-five thousand cs. of the central square, reaching 
' to ' the western border i.e. the Mediterranean ; thus the territory 
runs alongside 'the' portions i.e. those of Judah on the N. and 
of Benjamin on the S.-to the prince 'it shall belong' ; we need 
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the verb to make the construction clear, cp. the end of v.22 • 
-the sanctuary of the house is an expression which occurs no
where else; the nearest parallel in Jer. 5151• Ct. the usual 
sanctuary of Jahveh in v.10 supr.-22. And the possession of 
the Levites and the possession of the city shall be in the midst of 
that which (belongs) to the prince; between the border of Judah 
and •.. shall be (that which belongs) to the prince] The domains 
of the Levites and of the city represent the N. and S. divisions 
of the central square; hence the priests' domain is not 
mentioned. The v. repeats awkwardly the substance of v.21, 
and may be a gloss.-Vv. 23-29. The tribes on the S. of the 
'oblation,' continuing vv.1 -8 ; Analysis ii. G, p. 428. According 
to P, Benjamin's territory came between Judah and Ephraim, 
and included Jerusalem, Josh. 1811• 28, Jud. 1 21 et. Josh. 1563 ; 

while Simeon had no borders, but only towns 'in the midst of 
the inheritance of Judah,' Josh. 19111·; see Jud. 1 3, l C. 431• 

Historically Issachar belonged to the N., Dt. 3319, Jud. 515, 

and seems to have made ignoble terms with the Phoenicians, 
Gen. 49141• ; in P its settlements lie S.E. of the Great Plain, 
without any defined boundaries, Josh. 1917ff·. Zebulun in the 
early poems had an outlet to the sea, perhaps near Carmel, 
and extended N. to Phoenicia, Gen. 4913, Dt. 3319 ; at the date 
of Josh. 1910ff, its territory lay entirely inland, N. of the Great 
Plain and bounded by Asher on the W., Josh. 1925ff·. Gad is 
here placed farthest S., and its southern border coincides with 
that of the whole land, see 4J19 • In the Hexateuch Gad belongs 
to the E. of Jordan; according to JE, its settlements were 
interspersed with those of Reuben, Num. 3234 - 36 ; according 
to P, Gad occupied the N., and Reuben the S. of a line drawn 
eastwards from the upper end of the Dead Sea, Josh. 1324 -28• 

-29. allot 'as' a possession] See 451 4722.-their divisions] 
Elsewhere in RD Josh. n 23 127 1810 ; Neh. n 36 and frequently 
in Chron.-is the oracle of the Lord Jahveh] The section which 
deals with the apportionment of the land, 4713-488• 23 - 29, 

purports to be a speech of Jahveh; see 4713 • 23.-Vv. 30-35. The 
city; a supplement to the foregoing. Analysis ii. H; and see 
p. 427. Like the tribal divisions, so the plan of the city is purely 
theoretical : the four sides are equal in length; each of the 
twelve gates is called after one of the tribes ; the name is 
changed. In other words, the city represents an ideal of 
orderly arrangement, of security and protection, of a common 
centre for the whole nation, and of a religious character imparted 
by Jahveh's Presence. Ezekiel's teaching in eh. 18 and 3715 -

22 

had not been in vain ; we can trace the effect of it here upon 
the minds of a later generation, and, still later, upon the 
Christian ideal, Rev. 2112 • 13.-30. And these are the outskirts 
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of the city, ala and the gates (called) after the names of the tribes 
of Israel] Only the square outline is shewn ; measurements 
and gates imply the existence of walls. The word rendered 
outskirts, RV. goings out, is used in topographical records to 
denote either the line of a boundary, such as the Mediterranean, 
the Jordan, the Dead Sea, Josh. 163 1718 JE; Num. 345 • 12, 

Josh. 168 179 1929 P, or the point where a boundary ends, such 
as a town, Num. 344• 8 • 9 • Here we may paraphrase outside 
bounds. Some dislocation of the text has taken place at this 
point ; the simplest remedy is to transfer v. 31 , as in the transla
tion given above. Then, in order to follow the standing form 
of the description, the measure of the side should come next 
and the names of its three gates ; so continue : 30 ' on ' the north 
side, 4500 cs. in measurement; 31b 'and' three gates ' ', 
the gate of Reuben one, the gate of Judah one, the gate of Levi 
one. In v. 31b read 'and three gates,' as vv. 32 • 33 ; - adds 
northwards, which was probably inserted after the text had 
been dislocated. For Reuben one see v.1 n. On the north side, 
going from W. to E., the three sons of Leah display their 
names, and Levi is counted because the tribe has its own 
place in the genealogy. Possibly the order of the names on 
the gates follows the principle which seems to underlie the 
arrangement of the tribal territories; see p. 532. Holscher, 
developing Jahn's suggestions, treats vv. 30 • 35 as heavily glossed; 
he strikes out all the measurements as merely derived from 
v.16, and omits v. 31a and the gates .•. Israel as inadmissible 
on grounds of style. Thus he reduces the whole to ' and these 
are the exits of the city; three gates on the north, the gate 
of R. one etc. . . . and the name of the city henceforth is, 
Jahveh is there.' No doubt this clears away the difficulties 
of vv. 30f., but it may be questioned whether they call for such 
ruthless treatment. Moreover, by cancelling all the measure
ments, Ho. makes v. 30a refer, not to the outside bounds of the 
city, but to the gates, a meaning which the word never has in 
actual usage.-32. On the E. side, going from N. to S., the 
names are those of Joseph and Benjamin, sons of Rachel, and 
Dan, the son of Rachel's maid Bilhah. Joseph is reckoned 
as one tribe ; see 4713 n. Perhaps in measurement has fallen 
out after the numerals.-33. On the S. side, going from E. to 
W., the gates are named after three of the tribes in the S., 
vv.24 •27 , all sons of Leah.-34. On the W. side, going from S. 
to N., come Gad and Asher, sons of Leah's maid Zilpah, and 
Naphtali son of Bilhah. Again, in measurement may have 
fallen out ; it is read by 4?~. For :ffl their gates three read 
'and ' three ' gates ' @~.-35. The circumference of the city 
is 18,000 cs. or about five miles, see vv.16• 17• Josephus reckoned 
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it in his day at 33 stadia, about four miles, War v. 4, 3.-and 
the name of the city henceforth (shall be); Jahveh (is) there] 
The ideal city of the future becomes Jahveh's dwelling-place. 
This goes further than 431 •9, which described Jahveh's return 
to the ideal temple; but Ezekiel's own teaching promised that 
Jahveh would dwell above and in the midst of His people for 
ever, 3726 •28• The hope of an ideal Jerusalem continued to 
be cherished by the faithful, as is shewn by Jewish writings of 
the Maccabaean age, e.g. Apoc. Baruch 43 •6 ; 2 c41 Esdr. rn27 'but 
there was a City builded' ; Or. Sibyll. v. 420 ff. ; Test. Dan 
512 'in the new Jerusalem will the righteous rejoice,' the expres
sion used in Rev. 312 212 ; for reff. in Rabbinic literature see 
Strack u. Billerbeck on Rev. }12 • And the city will receive a 
new name: this is the other significant fact. In the O.T. the 
name sometimes has a symbolic meaning, e.g. Is. 95 [&;, Jer. 236 ; 

when the prophets speak of a new name for Jerusalem, they 
intend it to symbolize either a moral reformation or a change 
from misery to bliss, e.g. Is. 126 cp. Jer. 3316 ; Is. 6014 622 • 4• 12, 

Jer. 317, Zech. 83• So here; the change of name points to a 
change of character and condition. When is this to happen ? 
henceforth lit. from (that) day is the word used, cp. Is. 4313, 

Y ex ilia die ; what day is meant has to be gathered from the 
context ; the significance of the term is relative. The city, 
we must remember, was not yet built ; c1& accordingly thought 
of the day from which the city ' came into being ' ; ~ ' from 
the day when Jahveh shall let Shekini rest there'; Rashi 
agrees with ~, but gives as an alternative ' from the day of 
its building ' ; 1>.iml)i ' from that day and onwards,' the full 
form of the expression, e.g. 1 S. 1618 189 3025, Hag. 215• It 
has been proposed to read with c1& ' from the day of its being ' ; 
but the text is better left in its suggestive vagueness.-Jahveh 
is there] The rendering there instead of thither, the usual sense, 
is supported by the usage in 233 3229• 30 ; for the idea cp. 2 K. 2327 

' my name shall be there.' This unique designation was either 
misunderstood by early interpreters, or attempts were made 
to avoid its directness. Thus <!&, pronouncing Jahveh as 
yihyeh and thither (there) with the vowels of its name, is driven 
to the vacuous rendering 'the name of the city_from the day 
when it came into being shall be its name ' ; yahweh could 
easily be confused with yihyeh (see v.10 crit. n.), but perhaps 
the change was deliberate, because Jahveh (shall be) its name 
seemed too bold, if not irreverent. The Rabbis of the 3rd cent. 
A.D., however, did not shrink from such a title; thus, 'Three 
were called after the name of God; the righteous (Is. 437

), 

and the Messiah (Jer. 236), and Jerusalem (Ez. 4835),' TB. 
Baba Bathra 75b ; and ' Good for the land whose name is as 
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the name of its King (Ez. 4835 ), and the name of its King as 
the name of its God (Jer. 236),' Midr. R. on Lam. r 16• Some 
modems have adopted this ancient variant from ;1$l, and read 
'the city of Jahveh (shall be) its name,' e.g. Ro. comparing 
Is. 6014 

; but the text as it stands is more forcible in its 
~ealism; Qt:~ imply ;1$l's Jahveh is there, though they paraphrase 
1t out of reverence ; l) Dominus ibidem. 

Ch. 48, I. lr.lpCJ i.e. n¥P.+1:;i; so, without d.f., Josh. 9 16 151, 2 S. 248 

etc.-1,m ,, ,, ,x] l. f'M ', i:m JC; ,, a corrupt form of 1:1\ cp. 47 17. For 
(§'s rend. see 4710 n.-'v iii:n] 1. '» n11i;i, as in 4710, 17.-pz>c, ,1:iJ] I. ', ',1:i11 
~. to bring out the circl. cl., cp. 4717 n.-ncn ,, 'iK] l. 'n ,, ',JJ (§. 
For ~•s rend. see 4716• 16 n.; after r,cn bis~ has ctvAf)s=1lln, et. 4716 .iili.
ti ll'n c•ip MD 1', rm] Af parently the vb. is plur. on account of the 
compound subj., cp. 4712 Kt., 'and he (i.e. Dan) shall have the east 
side (and) the sea,' the conjn. being dropped after the preceding t:1, 
cp. 2 S. 22 1• with Ps. 1810, Ex. 8 20 (§ ; Kon. iii. § 330 p. .iili implies 
1:1'11 i» 'p nKDll en, n•m ; for the last part of the sentence this may be 
adopted ; but cm n•m, or Jfl's ,, l'nl, with the prep. and suff, anticipating 
Ji, is very awkward. The first part of the sentence is corrupt, and may 
have arisen from ,1:im ?])1. Read therefore, 1:1;,:r ,ll 'p 11]:(~I;) ',1:i~,:r ?Jl) 
conforming to the type of vv. 211•-2. 111:1• '!l iv] Perhaps for consistency 
l. ,~1 here and in vv.•· 6• 7• 8, cp. vv. 8 • 6 ; ~ has iv, throughout.-
8. nc• nKD iv] (§8 om. the words where they :first occur.-11'1111] ©B 
rends. twice, µ.evei frTct<, A.Q om. µ.eve'i:,-1c•iri iz>K 1101,mJ (§ ii d1rapx11 
Tov dq,opurµ.oO, et. v.9 ©.-1:lll"l:i] So Baer, see v. 10 n., but m,ri:i Kt. 
vv. 15• 21.-9. 10•,n iz>K 1101,rin] .iili d1rapx11v -i)v dq,op,ovu,. dq,oplf«v=C''111 
only again in v.•0 451• 1 3 (§,-1:l'El?K mz>JJ] 1. either ~?K c•iz>;,1 t:i'z>cn 
with (§, or ~'" c•iz>JJ with 45 1 (§.-Io. 11',x,1] anticipates C'ltiJ',, cp. 
the constrn. in Lev. u ,._116, (§l) hae an tern erunt primitiae sanctuarii 
secerdotum, misunderstand the constrn. ; ~ om. IPK?l and begins 
with C'lllJ?. The Mass. on Gen. 5 29 notes that 11',x,1 is one of the five 
words marked with two disjunctive accents, geresh and t•lisha, shewing 
that ancient authorities differed as to the pronunciation ; the later 
Massoretes, unable to decide which was right, directed that both accents 
should be chanted; Wickes Hebr. Prose Accents ror.-11l1Eli,:] JBl om. 
the usual nx, and originally perhaps :in, bis and j1K did not stand in 
the text. The testimony of the Vrs. points in this direction. Thus 
(§8~ om. :in, after 110•1 and lik after n:illl; for :in, (§.A eilpos Q 1rMrns. 
~ om. 'K 'It :in, 11c•ip1, ~ om. :in,. In ~ the dimension 10,000 is given 
three times over! l> supplies ,,~ after 11l1Eli,:, and then=:ffl; tir:=JBl. 
-1J111:i 11111' z,ipc IT'nl] (§ "· To ~pos Twv a')'lw, turn, e, µ.iutiJ avTou i.e. 
1Jl11:i 11'11' z,ipcn '1111; cp. v. 30 n111' :fft=l1'11' (§. For the confusion between 
1 and ' see 71• n. ; ~=Jn, rnr,:i with mas. suff. as in v.•, et. m1n:i 
vv.1 6, n; the fem. antecedent 1101,n was not always remembered.
I I. 'li: '.l:lC ripCl1 0'll1J?] J. 'i,: 'Ji1 C'JP°iP.90 ll'l[)~~' @ T, lepeulJ'< TDtS 1/')'<ctlJ'JJ,fVO<S 

uio'is ~aooo61<. m:~ also read the plur. ptcp. (§='Jll (so I Hebr. 
MS), but tir:~='JJlr,>, as ;WI. Since, then, the correct text reads 'Jll 
not 'JJll;l, there is no support for Ho.'s view (Hesek. 207 n.) that the 
words are a gloss introduced to make a distinction between the $adolµtes 
and other priests.-12. nn•m] For the constrn. following C'ltiJ'i v.u 
cp. 4722 n.-11'Cl'1l'l] An accidental variation of the normal Millin read 
by 5 MSS m:~. Possibly (§ noticed something peculiar about the word, 
for it rends. iJ d'll'llPX~ oeooµ.frr1.-'J ?HJ l. 'J ',JJ; (§ a,r/,.-13. l:l'l?nl] 
I. l:l'.1~~1, ~ Toi"s Of Aeu.-iTll<S l> sed et Levitis.-11il·,;] 1. ,nil ,:.i,:r, (§ 
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1riiP rb µ71Kos. The art. is needed, and goes most suitably with ?J. 
-tl'll?N .nill'l/] I. ~71$ Zl'7ifl/, 49 dKo,n x,A,do•s.-14. rn~t.i] For \O parti
tive, denoting an indefinite subj. or obj., cp. v.19 43 20 10,0 'some of its 
blood.'-1i;i;] Juss. in form, but indicat. in sense, because ii', precedes 
and the parallel vb. is ,,:ill' Q. ; Kon. iii. § 191 g. But 1. iii;,; ~li'.
,·i:iJ!; Ii, Kt. For "OJI=' pass away' cp. Is. 29• 31•; (19 ouoi d<f,a.,pe01Jirera,. 
§I;, reads as plur. ,,:;ill; Q., t!J; '1:Jl/\ either Kt. or Q., Co. 127.-15. :io',~] 
The word is defined by the context, and so has the art.; cp. :ini,i 42 2, 

Zl'l"INOl'I 45 16 ; Kon. iii. § 299 e. §I;> om.-'Jll ?JI) Evidently referring to 
the dimension E.-W., i.e. to the length; in v. 21 45' it refers to the 
breadth from N.-S.-?h) Abstr. noun from ll'll, root; B-L. 455. c!P 
7rporelxcirµa.=?f! (?'CT), §I;, 'pertaining to it.' 'Ql;l) tr. correctly.-;:i;,il'I~ 
Kt., bi~ Q., cp. v.8 n.-16. rvon rvon] This case of dittography is 
recognized by the Mass. as one of the five instances of 1:1~ N?] l~'i:,:p ; 
Strack Prol. Grit. 85, B-L. 77. · The Vrs. shew no trace of it.-.hN!lOl] 
A mistake for 1'11$~1, read by 6 MSS.-In vv.16 • 17 ;fill gives tlle order 
N.S.E.W.; §I;> (ed. Lee) in v.16 N.E.S.W., v.17 N.W.S.E. ; in v.17 §I;> 
(cod. Ambr.) N.S.W.E.-18. Tl!O] §I;, om. ; cp. v.15 n.-i'll;il$9il] Kt., so 
49; il'l1;:9i;, Q., so 'QI;§';,. The Frankfurt cod. (13th cent.) notes that the 
Hillel text read the Kt., rvJi llMl:il'I '"'11::i, Strack Prol. Grit. II5.
'1'lll'I •i:iv,J i:i)I followed by ,,l/1'1 only here and v. 19 • When i:ip=till it is 
generally followed by ~,N, e.g. Gen. 2• 3 23 4 2• 12, Is. 3024, Zech. 13•; 
i'l/1'1 'll may include husbandry, but it must refer to other kinds of work. 
c!P ro,s ena.{oµ!vo,s T1J" 1roh,,,, and similarly v. 19• In Engl. this sense 
is best conveyed by work in the city, paraphrasing the Hebr. gen. v. 18, 

or accus. v. 19.-19. m1,:ip• '1'lll'I i:il/m] lit. the worker in the city--men 
shall work in it from ; the casus pendens is resumed by a vb. in tlle plur. 
indefinite; Kon. iii. § 341 b. @ o! M e,rya,t6µ,,,o, r7Jv 1r6A,11 cnwna., a.ur1Jv 
=iJii;ill: i'l/v '1i1~1, an easier constrn. But the Hebr. is idiomatic, 
and @ need not imply any different text, except perhaps ;;ni:;ill: scil. 
,,vn fem.-?JO] For 10 see v." n. §l;>=m1,,:;i.11,: 'shall be enlisted,' mak
ing the suff. refer to i;;iilu.-20. l'l'P':J"I] The form in l'I'~' denotes a 
fraction, e.g. Ex. 29 40, Lev. 23 13. ~ points to /"lJl,;ili;i or nJl1:i7. 
Similarly r K. 633 l'l'P:J"I 119 TErpa.1rAws is to be read /"li)/:i7. 55> om.
'll 1):)'il'I] e19B d<f,op«<TE aurou r!,11 dpx#v [d1rapx1J" A.Q] rc,i) &:ylou. See 
v. 19 n.-11111N ?N] I. ?J). ~ d1rb, 2:0 1rp6s, ~=\O, t' in - primitias .. 
et in possessionem? =l'IN1.-2 r. N'rvJ':>) :151 ' the governor of ilie city.'
l'IJl.~l nrt.i] See 457 n.-'lll ~] I. 'lll ':>p, as in the next cl. and v. 16 45' n. 
@B hi A. Kara. 1rpMw1rov E'll'i, so 0. §I;, om. 'lll ',JI bis.-l"ll:ll"ll'I stands 
without any construction and without the art. ; I. l'IO'ip, with Smend 
et al. C'9 µ71Kos=1ix, which is wrong; :151 om. no•ip . . . '1'1.-'lll ?Jl] 
diP ef1ri A. brl 1rp6<Tw7rov, so 'A:!:0.--110' ,1:i1 ';,p] 1. 'O' '1 ill with some 
Hebr. MSS c!9i!rll.--o'p,n l'IOli?] The art. is needed, @.---N•rvl';, is mis
leading, as the Vrs. shew; (19 exoµEva TWV µEpiowv rou d<j,rrrouµtpou, 
so 'QI;~ ' opposite the portion of the prince ' ll ; but t1•p,n[n] are the 
portions of the tribes, not of the prince. To make this clear I. n;i;i; l!'i?l~
-i'!?iil'qi Kt. i.e. 1'101'1h"I; bil'l.p Q., cp. v. 10 n.-22. l"lrnNOl .. l'ITMNOI] 
The 10 is logically redundant, but can be clefended, see 817 1810 n. ; its 
presence is supported by (/98 Ka.< 1rapa. • • ~,:i.7ro A.Q d1ro • • Ka.I d,ro.
N'WJ':>] @8 bis renders as plur., contrary to usage.--11'1'1' N'Wl?) §I;, om. 
the repetition, as often.-23. In this list ~ consistently i)I, some MSS 
,,111; in the list vv. 1· 8 fl!I ip v. 2 and illl vv. 3 • •, while some MSS give 
1p1 vv. •· •· 7- 8.-28. l'llO'l'I :iJJJ C'9 om. either :iil or 11.lO'l'I, cp. 4719 n. ; 
§I;> om. :i1l.-?1:ii il"l'li] I. ';,1:i~o n:i;i1 with 7 MSS, (/9 K. lirra, ra. 8p"< a.urofi 
~=1?1:Jl 11'11'.-'p 'O '):)] I. 'P 'o '0 ill, 2 MSS §l;,1).--o'I! ':>p) I. ll'l! '1l/ 2 MSS 
119 fos, or ':>I;( 3 MSS 'QI; and 4719.-29. l!~Q!l;l] I. n>!)~.p, 3 MSS ~i,; for D 

confused with :i see 1219 r6• n.-30. liNW'IJ Etymologically might mean 
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exits, so Kr., Ges.-Buhl Lex., Ho., but 1mD was the form used in this 
sense, 42 11 4311 445. c!i5 al il«K/30Xal, '(![::i, lqj?~,-;,, 'P egressus.-After 
i'lli'l insert 711"117' . . i'lli'l 'il/17\ from v. 31 .-11ci.: l"lkCO] I. MtillJ n~~. on 
the analogy of vv. 33 • "'.-i'1'1l:l] Cp. v. 33, an accus. of specification, like 
7"\N, :.m 40' and often; G--K. § n8 dh.-3r. n1017 ?l/] For ?l/=' in accord
ance with' cp. Gen. 486, Ex. 28 21, 2 S. 18t8.-1"1l1!lll: 1'117717 l:l'il/17] 1. 1

17 l:l'7;/o/l 
as vv. 32

• 
33

• a< and Cl?. Mll!lll is superfluous when the sentence is restored 
to v. 30.-32. nk!l ',)I\J So c!i5, ? I. n~i,n as v.33 .-After l:l'C?k ? 1. n;1:;, :i>; 
@=Jlf!.-io,• iJ.'171] 1. 'l' il/W with II MSS Vrs., vv.3t. 33 • 34.-34. Mt:I' 11K!l] 
Some MSS and the Vrs. read n,;i; n~~i.-After l:l'C?k 1. n;1:;,, (§ µhp<p :i,.
C.i'"1J.'17] A mistake for l:l'7;/fl (§ Ka! ,rul\a, rp,is :i,. Kon. iii. § 350 d defends 
:fl!l artificially.-35. l:l\'t:1] c!i5 itrp' ~s av T)µ,lpa• "/EP7/TCL<, hence some would 
read ;;oi'p t11•:;, ; this is no doubt the sense, but c!i5 may be supplying the 
vb. to make intelligible Greek. ~ i,,,rl, rfi• TJ/J,<pa• :i> 'from its days.'
nr,,t;i nti;] c!i5B t.,.rn, Td 6voµ,a avri)•=~I?'? n;,r, cp. v. 10 n., either by confusion 
or of set purpose to escape from i:19,.; MFI' ; but (§AQ ii fr,,, so ~ ; 0 
conflates, itrp' iJfdpas ,wpfou 6voµ,a e,<fi. For 'QI: see Commentary, :i> ' the 
Lord named it.' For n~~=ll~ add 2 K. 23•, Jer. 18 2 , Ps. 122•. 
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479. 480. 
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City, The, 495 f. 535--g. 
Cleansing, 420. 487. 
Clermont-Ganneau, 480. 528. 
Cohen, 25. 
Composite figures, 12 f. 29. 
Consecration of temple, 462-4. 

of altar, 469-73. 
Conybeare and Maclean, 398. 
Cook, S. A., 94. 99, 146. r49. I74. 

215. 314. 384. 451. 464. 471, 
508. 

Comill, xli f. 7. 19. 33. 148. 303 et 
passim. 

Corruptions, xl. xlii. 9. rg. 25 f. 76. 
So. 87. n8. 185. 226 f. 229. 
269. 434-7. 455. 46r. etc. 

Courts of temple, gr f. 107. 436. 464. 
480. 485. 487. 

Covenant, xxx. 163. 179 f. 188. 332. 
378. 391 f. 398. 403. 

Covenant, Book of the, 56. 
Cowley (Schweich Lects.), 190; and 

see Aramaic Papyri. 
Crocodile, 325 f. 342. 346 f. 
Crystal, rg. 317. 
Cubit, 430 f. 495. 
Curse, 50. 
Cyrus, 253. 373. 

Dalman, 165. 
Daniel, 41. 153. 314. 322. 340. 
Dante, 15. 18. 38. 59. 106. 146. 183. 

318. 352. 373. 
Dates, xviiff. 3. 43 f. 89. 128. 182. 

214. 265. 273. 281. 287. 288. 
294. 325. 329. 335. 338. 346. 
350, 357• 366f. 37I. 429. 
44o. 

David, xxx. 79, 190 f. 372 f. 377. 
398. 402. 497. 525. 

Davidson, A. B., 31. 108. 199. 386, 
and often. 

Day, The, xxix. 75. 78. 80. 139. 272 f. 
331. 348. 

Days=years, 52 ff. 64. 
Dead, Pollution by the, 420. 464. 
Dead Sea, 419. 516. 520 f. 
Dedhan, 284 f. 301 f. 304. 
Deissmann, 106. r66 f. 37r. 506. 

SIS. 523. 
Delitzsch, Friedrich, 74. 146. r74. 

26I. 3w. 3u. 353. 444 etc. 
Denunciations, xvii. xxiii. 35. 128. 

212. 
Departure ofJ Jahveh, xxv. 121. 

126 f. 462. 

35 

Derek-'Ere!j R. eh. 2, r6. 
Destruction, 57. 58. 60 f. 107. III. 

133. 158. 210. 228. 254. 
Deuteronomy, xxvi. xxxii. 7. 56. 

r80.198-200.2r3f.48of.489. 
497. 503 f. 509. 

Dhorme, n2. 394· 
die, xxx. 197. 200. 
Dillmann, 55. 164. 
Diodorus, 254, 287. 290. 300. 
Dirge ((lind), Dirges, 96. 205. 211. 

289. 292 f. 296. 315. 346. 
349. 

Dispersion, Jewish, 353. 422. 
Dittographs, xiii. xlvi. 20. 61. 86. 

129, 163. I66. I86 j. 210. 
238. 258. 263. 269. 275. JIO. 
327. 332. 354• 358. 364. 4I7, 
432f.473. 484. 506. 540. 

Divination, 139. 232 f. 239. 
Dodd, I8I. 476. 
Domain of prince, etc., 495 f. 532. 
Dough, 490. 
Doughty, 282. 
Driver, G. R., 78. II5. 225. 26I. 329. 

442. 454. 
Driver, S. R., 23. 52. 59. 63. 70 f. 

II5. 151. I66. 197. 199. 214. 
222. 232. 333. 46I. 486. 503. 
528; and Tenses passim. 

Duchesne, 398. 
Duhm, 7. 
Dunand, 323. 
Dussaud, 299. 323. 

Ebeling, go. 
Ebert, 12. 
Ecstasy, xxviii. 6. 11. 15. 22. 31. 

40.90. 122.265.367.425.429. 
Eden, 316. 318. 339 f. 343· 393. 396. 
Edom, 178. 281 ff. 302. 354. 381-4. 

386 f. 
Egypt, xvii. xxi. xxix. xxxiv ff. 188. 

251 f. 325 ff. 338 ff. 346 ff. 
caplivity and restoration of, 53. 

327. 330. 
cities of, 332 ff. 
and Israel, 167. 169 f. 185. 207. 

215. 248 f. 252. 
Egyptian cult, 94. 

measures, 431. 506. 
scribe, 104. ro9. 

see Art, Egyptian. 
Ehrlich, 21. 24 etc. 
Eisler, ro9. 
Eissfeldt, xvii. 44. 171. 213. 223. 

489. 490. 500. 506. 
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Eitan, 74. I79-
El, 313. 322. 
El Shaddai, 114 f. 
Elam, 352 f. 354-
Elders, 83. 89. 150. 212. 214. 
Eleazar, 482 f. 
Electrum, 10. 90. 
'Elisha, 298. 309. 
Elmslie, 483. 
Elohist, 198 f. 473. 488 f. 504. 509. 
End, The, xxix. 75 ff. 
'En-gedi, 521. 
'En-'eglaim, 521, 523. 
Enoch 13 7, 8. 1418, 16. 186•9 241 

25~ 319. 181 ~ 1~ 348. 
201 ·•. 104. 20 7 61 10 71 7,114. 
24 4 25 4 • 5 , 522. 2611•, 58, 
26 2

•
3

, 517. 46 4
-•, 421. 47 1 •

4
, 

267. 56. 57, 408. 56•-•. 406. 
56 7, 415. 61 10 71', 16. 
89 50-73, 483. 89 59 ll., 104. 

Ephah, 498 f. 506. 
Ephraim, 401, cp. 124. 388. 
Ephrem Syrus, 87. 145. 287. 
Epiphanius, 49I. 
Esarhaddon, 290. 
2 [4] Esdras 31, 429. 10 2'. 538. 

13•· 81. 33!1., 406. 
Etana, Legend of, I86. 
Ethiopia, 332. 410. 
Ethiopic, 74. I79· 260. 
Euphrates, 4. 10. 
Eusebius, 410. On. Sacr. 284. 294. 

298. 309. 528. 
Evangelists, Symbols of, 14. 
Ewald, 408. 459. 527. 
exchange, 301. 309. 
Exile(s), xxxvii ff, 4. 40 f. 50 ff. 60. 

89.124.128-30. 138. 154,209. 
365.367.368£. 387. 397. 

Expiation, 429. 471. 501. 
eyes, 18. II6. 
Ezekiel, call, xvii. 3. 9. 

death of wife, 264. 269 ff. 
dumbness, 46-8. 123. 273. 363. 

367. 
and individual, xxx. 195 ff. 
inspiration, xxviii. 34 f. 37 f. 
message, xxvii f. 35. 37. 148. 213. 

281. 372. 397. 
mission, 30 ff. 40 f. 
name, 6. 8. 272. 
personality, xxvii ff. 28. 48. 133. 

219. 
second sight, xxiii. 123 f. 265. 273, 
visions, xxviii f. 28-30, 46, 92. 

112. II8. 396 f. 425. 462 f. 

Ezekiel, Book of, arrangement, 
xvii ff. 46. 48. 76. 281. 321. 
328 f. 372. 381 f. 406 f. 425-8. 

and Pentateuch, xxvi.481. 489 f. 
49I, 494. 501 f. 509. 511. 

faces, 13 f. rr7. 
Falsehood ( of prophets), xxxix. 139 f. 
Fat, the, 479. 
Feast of Jahweh, 421. 
Fertility, supernatural, 378. 387. 

392. 516 f. 521 f. 
Festivals, 501. 503 f. 509 f. 
Field, xl. 275. 444. 5I6. 
Fire, 15. 21. 90. III f. 227. 332 f. 418. 
First born, Sacrifice of, 218 f. 
Folk-lore, 29. n3. · 159 f. 314-18. 

324. 338 f. 412 f. 421. 517. 
Food, 54-6. 490 f. 
food of God, 479. 483. 
Foreign Nations, Prophecies on, 44. 

170. 174. 249. 281 ff. 
forty years, 51 f. 328. 
Frazer, 72, 98. 146. 313. 324. 487. 
Freedom of individual, 194 ff. 200. 

365. 
Freewill offering, 510. 
Fulfilment of prophecy, 402. 407. 
Future, The blessed, xxv. xxx f. 

190 f. 195. 372. 377. 385. 
396ff. 404. 425-7. 516 f. 538. 

Gabriel, 90. 105. 107. 
Gadd, xxxii. 352. 
Gardthausen, 37. 
Garstang, 12. 19. 
Gaster, 525. 
Gateway, 91, 104, 121. 430. 462 f. 

477 f. 508. 537 f. 
gather (the exiles), 125. 
Gebal, 299. 309. 322 f 
Geiger, 32. 43. zoo. z75. 178. 259. 
Genesis, 300 f. 315. 392. 
Gentiles, 281 ff. 479 f. ; see also 

Heathen. 
Gezer, 432. 468. 
Gibeonites, 479. 
Giesebrecht, 42. 91. 129. z87. 265. 
Gilgamesh Epic, 72, I02. 104. 154. 

207. 295. 309. 318. 355. 492. 
Glosses, xli. 9. 43. 55. 56. 62. 82. 92. 

95. 140. 147. 157. 185. 210. 
255• 257. 307. 3I0. 316. 323. 
324. 329. 337. 343. 344· 369. 
373. 383. 399. 400 f. 420. 443. 
445· 45o. 452. 454· 457- 46I. 
479· 49I. 499. 518. 521. 
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Gog, 406 ff. 417 ff. 
Gomer, 410 f. 
Gore, 223. 
Gratz, IOI. 
Gray; G. B., 8. 17. 22. 69. 73. 259. 

338. 377. 440. 47r. 480. 483. 
487. 490. 503 f. 509. 

Gregory the Gt., 14. 
Gressmann, 10. 29 f. 78. 99. 316. 

339- 408. 419. 42r. 517. and 
Texte u. Bilder• passim. 

Guard-rooms, 432 f. 
Gudea, 430. 
Guilt-offering, 437 f. 47r. 488. 
Gunkel, 29. 93 f. IOI. u3. 160. 324. 

326. 338 f. 518. 
Gyges, 408. 410. 

Habakkuk, go. 
I;lagiga (TB.) ii. 1, 23. 12b, 16. 

13b, 5. 14. 16. 25. 41. u7. 
502. 

Hair, 57. go. IOI. 485. 492. 
Halevy, 300. 309. 3II. 
I;lallli (TB.) i. 1, 490. 
1:{ammurabi, Code of, 42. 106. I74. 

I76. 203. 309. 5I5, 
I;Iamutal, 205. 
I;Iananiah b. I;Ieze¼;iah, 502. 
hand of Jahveh, 6. 13. 42. 89. go. 
Haphta.roth, 23. 214. 322. 389. 391. 

393.398.465.499.500.502. 
Harvard excavations, 145. 
Hasmonean dynasty, 402. 529. 
Haupt, 5. 146. 154.2II. 26I. 
I;Iauran, 527 f. 
1_,,ayydth, II. 13. 17 f. III. II4. n7. 
Hearth of altar, 468. 475. 
Heathen (Punishment of), xxix. 39, 

61. 82. 236. 281 f. 32 I. 331. 
406 ff. 414. 419. 

Hebrews, Gospel acc. to the, 90. 
165. 199. 

Hermas, 41. 
Hemtrich, xxii. 8. 84. 124. 131. I34. 

·148. 369. 
Herod's temple, 99. 436. 447· 452. 

466. 480. 
Herodotus, xxxii. xxxvii. 106. 287. 

291. 298. 301f. 315.326.334. 
407. 410. 

Herrmann, xxi. 7. 9. 23. 30. 32 f. 49. 
III. 365. 376. 382, et passim. 

Herzog, 206. 486. 
Hesiod, 518. 
Hezekiah, 171. 188. 
High places, 67. 72. 168. 198. 480. 

High priest, xxvi. 502. 534. 
Hilary of Ades, 44. 
Hill, G. F., 431. 498 f. 
Hilprecht-Clay, 4 f. 42. 
kin, 55. 504. 
Hippolytus of Rome, ro9. 
History, Lessons of, 181. 223. 282. 

42 3-
Hittite, 12. 16. 161. 176. 190. 353. 
Hitzig, xix. 27. 41. 207. 2II. 
I;lizzu!J 'Emami §8, 530. 
Hogarth, 12. 16. 
Holscher, xxi. 7. 30. 35. 48 f. 63. 78. 

84. 148. 195. 205. 325. 330. 
335· 338. 34~ 35~ 36~ 37L 
373. 397 etc. 

Hoffmann, 309 f. 
Holiness, Holy, xvii. 28. 223. 321 f. 

390. 415. 418. 423. 464. 470. 
48r. 514. 516. 

Law of, xxvi. 56. 63. 213. 240 ff. 
389. 479· 497. 505. 

Hollis, 469. 477. 480. 5I6. 
holy of holies, 446. 458. 466. 495. 

534. 
Homer, gr. 207. 356. 373. 410. 522. 
1_,,omer, 498 f. 
Hommel, I44- 3II- 324. 
Honey, 165. 168. 
Horns of altar, 468. 
house of Israel, xxiii. 41. 5r. 124. 

I37. 202. 224. 384. 397. 400. 
474• 49I-

Hunter, The, 132. 207 f. 
Hurwitz, 260. 

Idolatry, 60. 68 f. 82. 88. 92. 150 f. 
168 ff. 198. 215. 240. 368. 

Incense, 95. I0.2. 
Individual, The, xxx. 44. 194 ff. :zo2. 

364 f. 
inkhorn, 104. Io9. 
Inspiration, xxviii. 34 f. 38. 123 f. 
Installation, 473. 
Intercession, 107. 124. 
interest, 199. 241 f. 
Interpolations, 167. 174. 296. 299. 

316. 323. See Glosses. 
Iranian beliefs, 29 f. 
Irenaeus, 14. 
Isaiah, g. 29. 188. 
Ishtar, 96. ro2. 318. 
Israel and Judah, 52 f. 247 ff. 397. 

400 ff. 
Israel's future, xxv. xxx. 180. 192. 

213. 236. 322. 364. 396 ff. 406. 
425 f. 517. 524 f. 531 f. 536 f. 
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Israel's past, 32. 156. 160 ff. 213 f. 
217. 247 ff. 

Ithamar, 482. 

Ja'azaniah, 94. 121. 
Jack, 285. 314. 
Jacob, 214. 322. 377. 403. 422. 
Jahn, xli. 275. 349. 373· 382. 443. 

537 etc. 
Jahveh, His Godhead, xxix. 5. 59 f. 

71. 321. 327. 368. 422. 
anger, 61. 175. 231. 244. 414· 
direct action, 151 f. 218. 
glory, xvii. 5. g. 22. 47. 92. 

10.5. II7 f. 126. 422. 462 f. 
holiness, xxix. 28, 216. 322. 385. 

418. 422. 462. 
honour, 133. 216. 
jealousy, xxix. 61. 175. 387. 

414. 422. 
justice,xxx. 45. 152. 154£. 194f. 

202, 363. 365. 422. 
manifestation, 5. 8 f. 89. 90. 
Owner of the land, 383. 497. 

512. 
relation to Israel, xxx. 108. 126. 

159. 165. 197. 249. 372. 375. 
377. 379. 392. 403 f. 538. 

spirit, 47. go f. 122. 400. 
Jahvist, 153. 198 f. 489. 504. 
Jastrow, 145. 171. 233. 355- 487. 
Jaussen-Savignac, 285. 529. 
Jebamoth (TB.) gob, 486. 
Jehoahaz, 84. 204. 206 f. 373. 
Jehoiachin, xxxiii. 3. 5. 84- 182. 187. 

204 ff. 373. 
Jehoialp.m, xxxiii. 205. 252. 
Jellinek, 413. 
Jensen, 26I. 
Jepsen, 31. 148. 405. 414. 
Jeremiah, xxxi. 9, 32. 35. 53. 61. 81. 

140. 148. 152. 154. 159. 180. 
182. 195. 200. 240. 373. 391. 
414. 497. 

Jeremias, A., 12. 96. 100. 3II. 4u f. 
Jeremias, J ., 59. 
Jerome, xl. 7. 13 f. 31. 55. 82. 

98. 106 f. 162. 165. 199. 26r. 
332. 477 f. 517. 519. 

Jerusalem, as central, 58 f. 412. 
fall of, xxiii. 75 f. 103 ff. 210. 325. 

363. 366. 429. 
guilt of, 88 ff. 128. 240 ff. 
inhabitants of, 121 f. 124. 156. 
The new, 427 ff. 535-9· 
prophecies against, 128. 177. 231. 

240 ff. 247 ff. 

Jerusalem, siege of, xxxiv. 44. 49 ff. 
54 f. 57£. 60 f. 130 f.139. 188. 
231 f. 264 f. 

Jewish Prayer Book, 16. 41 f. 
Job, 153. 196. 314. 
Johns, 203. 3ro, 
Joseph, 401. 524 f. 
Josephus, Ant. xxxiii.-v. xxxvii. 7. 

55, 287. 290. 410. 421. 436. 
481.484£.506. 525, 

c. Ap. 287. 313. 315. 421. 466. 
War 328. 443. 447. 468 f. 518. 

Josiah, xxxii. 7. 67. 197. 206. 480. 
Joyce, 152. 
Jubile, 7. 80. 513. 
Jubilees 719, 409. 812• 19 , 58. 98, 

409. 1012, 522. 31 1•, 483. 
3216

, 490. 
Judah, 205. 401. 532. 536. 
Judgement, 57 f. 60-2. 71. 103 ff. 

154. 214. 281 ff. 328. 331. 
363. 373. 376. 486, 

!5:adesh, 525. 528 f. 53r. 
Karkemish, xxxii. 252. 
Kautzsch, 22. 23. 247. 309. 44r etc. 
Keats, 21, 272. 
Kebar, 4. 8. 42. 
Kelim {TB.) i. 8, 481. 
Kennedy, A. R. S., 431. 493. 498 f. 
Kessler, xxi. 195. 
Kil'ayim (TB.), 54. ix. I, 484. 
15:iml).i., 7. 96. no. r66 f. 275. 318. 

330. 377. 379. 389. 402. 484. 
487. 502. 520. 538 etc. 

King(s), 84. 190 f. 373 f. 378. 402. 
474. 478. 

of Babylon, 289. 
of Tyre, 315. 323. 
of kings, 289 f. 

King, L. W., 171. 233. 329. 430, 464. 
Kirk, 48. 
Kittel, 188. 219. 273. 384. 411. 467. 

469. 
Kittim, 297. 
Klauber, 27. 233. 
Klein, 23. 
Klostermann, 47 f. 
Knudtzon, 78. 160. 298. 300. 309. 

., 4o8. 
15:o a, 253. 
Konig, 237. 308. and Lehrgebaude 

passim. 
kor, 499 f. 
Kraetzschmar, xx. 49. II r. 201. 256 

et passim. 
Kronos, 23. 
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Kuenen, 492. 
}5:ur'an, 23. 161. 

Lagarde, xl. 143. 300. 528 etc. 
Lagrange, 284. 
Laments, 204 f. 296. 315. 350 ; and 

see Dirge. 
Land and guilt, 68. 

division of, 497. 524 ff. 
of Israel, 403. 531 ff. etc. See 

also Transformation of land. 
Landesdorfer, 23. 
Langdon, xxxvii. 23. 97. n2. z44. 

I86. 192, 289. 295. 3II, 355. 
413. 430. 454 etc. 

Laud, Abp., 498. 
Law, xxvii. 216 f. 244. 426. 486. 
Lawrence, T. E., 528 f. 
Layard, 129. 
Lebanon, 183. 296. 339. 343· 526. 

529. 
Levites, 437. 439. 470. 479-82. 488. 

496. 534 f. 537. 
Leviticus, xxvi. 26. 62 f. 200. 379. 
Lewy, J., 205. 
Libation, 500 f. 
Lidzbarski, 98. z73. 
Lions, 205 ff. 2II. 244. 
Lira, Nicolas de, 35. 
Liturgical use of Ez., 16. 23. 41 f. 

398. 477 f. 517. And see 
Haphµiroth 

Liver, 233. 
Living creatures, 8-13, 14-16, u6 f. 
Livy, 413. 
Lods, 468. 
Lud, 299 £. 
Luke, H. C., 98. 
Lustration, 390 f. 517. 
Luzzatto, 41. 

Maca:Iister, 285. 
3 Maccabbees 229, 106. 61", 5. 
4 Maccabees 1817, 399. 
Maclean, A. J., 398. 
Magic, 144 ff. 232 f. 
Magog, 409. 418. 
Maimonides, xxvii. 
Makkoth (TB.) 24a, 201. 
Maktu-texts, 145. 
man, 21, 89. 
Manasseh (tribe), 526. 533. 
Manasseh (king), xxii. 194. 197. 365. 
Margoliouth, D. S., 3II, 424. 
Marriage (fig.), 159. 165. 241. 249. 
Marti, 7. 
Massoretic text, xl. ff. 

M~i?Oth, 22, 477. 503-505. 
Masterman, 161 f. 
Maunde Thompson, 35. 37. 
Meal-offering, 472 f. 488. 504. 509. 

51 4· 
Measure, 430 f. 495. 
Measurements (length, breadth), 43 r. 

440. 449. 459. 
Mechilta of R. Simon 106, 201. 
Medes, xxxii. 352. 
Megiddo, xxxii. 
MegUah (TB.) iii. 10, 161. iv. 4, 

· 389. 74a, 26. (TJ .) 74a, 26. 
Meinhold, 390. 408. 
Meissner, 16. 106. 171 ; Bab. u. 

Ass. passim. 
Melito of Sardis, 519. 
MellFarth, 291. 314. 
Memphis, 333. 
Mena[loth (TB.) 20a, 472. 
Menes, 213. 
Mercy-seat, 29, n3. 475. 
Meshek, 301. 352 f. 409. 
Messiah, xxx. z66. 190 f. 235. 377. 

402. 409. 
Me$udoth David, 235. 
Metrical forms, 156. 160. 182. 205. 

289. 296. 315. 325 ff. 335. 
339. 343. 346 f. 

Meyer E., 215. 285. 
Mez, 3II. 
Middoth (TB.) ii. 5b, 5z6. iii. ia, 

468. iii. 3b,469. iii.4a,466. 
iy. 2a, 477. iv. 3, 447. iv. 5, 
453. v. 3, 99. 

Midrash R. Gen. § 31, 100. § 98, 
26. 

Exod. § 14, 215. § 15, 522. 
§ 23, 14. § 41, 391. 

Lev. § 33, 263. 
Num. § 17, 391. § 19, 201. 
Cant. § 2, 391. 
Lam. fol. 82, 126. 

Migdal, 327. 332. 
Milton, 15. 18.91.98. 126. 318. 373. 

421. 518. 
Mina, 499. 
Minnaean, 475. 
Mishnaic Hebrew, z93. 264. 474. 
Moab, 281. 283 f. 
Moabite Stone, 68. 283. 320. 468. 

475. 
Moed-J;aJan (TB.) 5a, 49z. 502. 

6a, 420. 
Maloch, 68. 169. 176. 257. 
Monarchy, 402. 
Montet, 299. 
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Months, Names of, 4. 89. 97. 429. 
50I f. 503. 

Moon-god, 430. 
Moore, G. F., r69. 2r5. 39r. 409. 

48r. 490. 
Morality, xxx. rg6. r98 f. 222. 24r f. 

486. 
Morgenstern, 22. 477. 505. 507. 
Moses, r52. 373. 469 f. 494. 51r. 
Mosheh b. Shesheth, 275. 3I0. 356. 
Mountain(s), 67. 19r. 222. 318. 375. 

386. 429. 
Mourning, 96. 270. 292. 350. 483. 

492 • 
Mowinckel, 145. 5r8. 
Muller, D. H., 105. 47 5. 
Muller, W. M., 10. r44. rgo. 300. 309. 

334. 
Musil, 529. 
Muss-Arnolt, r73. 
Myres, J. L., 17. 317. 323. 

Nabii, 104. 
Name, The divine, 20, 32 ff. 65. 

II4 f. 214-7, 222. 538. 54I, 
Nations, see Foreign Nations and 

Heathen. 
nave of temple. 445 ff. 
Navel, 58. 412. 
Nebuchadrezzar, xxxii ff. 5. 7. 79. 

I8I. 184, 188 f. 212 ff. 226 f. 
23! f. 264 f. 282. 287 ff. 294. 
329. 333. 336. 341. 

Negeb, the, 285. 528. 
Nehemiah, 67. 
Net, 289. 347· 52r. 
Nethinim, 479. 
Neubauer, 521. 
Neuss, 30. 398. 
New age, The, 35. 60. 199. 378. 

397· 400. 403. 412. 429. 5r7. 
52r f. 538. 

New Moons, 501. 509. 
New Year, 429. 
Nielsen, 466. 469. 
Nile, 326. 333· 347 ff. 
Nineveh, xxxii. 352. 
Nippur, 4 f. 42. 
Noah, 153. 314-
Noldeke, 2II. 260. 4r6. 423. 
North, the, 10. 96. 289. 406. 
North-Semitic Inscriptions, 27. 291. 

297. 3II, 314- 337, 355· 424. 
44I. 476, 

Nowack, 55. 
Numerals, 64. 

Oath, the divine, 60. r89. 365. 
Oblation (t'r-ama), 222. 489. 493 f. 

497. 499. 531 f. 
Odes of Solomon, 400. 517. 5r9. 523. 
Oesterley, 238. 42r. 
Ohola., Oholiba, 247 ff. 
Oil, 168. 303. 499 f. 504. 
Olives, Mount of, 126. 
Oman, J.C., 52. 
Omens, 147. 
'6n, 334· 337• 
Onomastica Sacra, 294. 298. 521. 

528. 
Ophannim, r6. 27. 
Opitz, 468. 
Oppressions, 497. 513. 
Oracle{s), r49. 151. 156. 212. 231. 
Grae. Sibyll. iii. 319 f. 512, 409. 

iii. 675 ff., 414. iii. 725, 418. 
V. 420 ff. 538. 

Orelli, r76. 
Oriental life, 369. 
Origen, xl. 7. 14. go. 97. 106. 145. 

201. 316. 350. 49I. 

Papyri, Greek, 35. 66. 37r. 
Parable, 156. 181. 242. 364. 
Paradise, 113. 313. 315. 319. 339. 

517. 521. 
Paras, 299. 410. 
Passover, 393. 494. 503 f. 
Pathros, 328. 333· 
Paul, St., 30. 218. 392. 
Peace-offerings, 438. 473. 478. 508. 

510. 
Peet, 327. 
Pelaµah, 121 f. 123 f. 
Perles, 394. 
Persian, 29. 353. 410. 
Pesafiim (TB.) 119a, 13. 
Pesi/jta (Midr.) xxxiv., 376. 165a, 

391. 
Peters, 6. !45, 27. 452. 460. 474. 499. 
Petra, 284. 467. 469. 
Petrie, 12. 17. 
Pharaoh, 342 f. 351. 355. 
Pharaoh I;lophra', xxxiv. 184£. 188. 

287. 298. 325. 335. 
Pharaoh Necho, xxxii. 207. 252. 
Philistines, 170 f. 174. 178. 281 ff. 

285. 
Philo, 106. 316. 466. 485. 
Philo of Byblus, 23 f. 69. 291. 
Phoenician, 23/. 27. 55. 65. 69. 73• 

92. ro2. r79. r92. 226. 259. 
287. 298. 300. 322 f. 324. 355. 
476. 479. 498. 
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Phythian-Adams, 529. 
Pindar, 413. 
Pi.ne tree, 297, 339 f. 
Plagues, 6r. 7r. 
Plan {of city), 5of. 535 ff. (of temple), 

425. 427 ff. 
Plautus, I79• 
Pliny, 17. 2r. 298. 300. 302. 328. 

52r. 
Poem, Poetry, xxi. xxviii. 79. 156. 

160. 182. 204, 230. 248. 266. 
296. 315, 339. 350. 

Popular sayings, xxii. xxiv. 96. 122. 
124. 135f. 194. 197.202.227. 
365. 367. 369. 400. 

Population, increase of, 393. 
Porter, 39r. 
Pot, The, 266 f. 
Precious stones, 16 f. 2r. 302. 317 f. 

32 3-
Pride, 167. 177 f. 313. 
Priest(s), 6. 83. 244 f. 426 ff. 439. 

470. 480 ff. 486 ff. 494. 496. 
502, 

Priestly Code, xxvi. 180. 403. 414. 
426. 480 f. 503 f. 520. 525 etc. 

Prince, The, xxv. xxx. 84. 13r. 234. 
240.244.402£. 478. 494.497. 
509 f. 512. 

Proksch, 12. 17. 
Prophecies in act, 49 ff. 128 ff. 228. 

264. "27r. 273. 366 f. 
Prophet(s), xxvii. :ff. 34 f. 83. 135 :ff. 

150 ff. 244 f. 363. 367. 369. 
Prophetesses, 135. 144 ff. 
Proverb, 135. 151. 176. 182. 196 f. 
Psalms of Solomon 2 30, I27. 2 38, 

247. 8 15, 424. 8 16, 411. 
1717, 332. 171•, 53I, 17 2•, 

377. 1737
, 424. 

Punishment of Israel, xxix. 35. 52 f. 
61. 103. 195. 365 ; and see 
Judgement. 

Purification, 390 f. See also Cleans-
ing. 

Rabbath-Ammon, 232. 283. 
Rahlfs, 39l;!. 
Rain, 378. 
Ramsay, W. M., 17. 353. 
Raphael, 30. 
Ras esh-Shamra Tablets, 285. 314. 

469. 
Rashdall, 201. 
Rashi, 12. 377. 389. 470. 484. 485£. 

490. 520. 524. 538 et passim. 
Rauten·berg, 440. 459 f. 482. 

rebellious house, 34, 129. 187. 202. 
Reifenberg, 499. 
Reitzenstein, 29. 
release, year of, 512. 
Remnant, 60. 70. 
Repentance, 195. 2or. 365 f. 
Repetition, 214. 229. 240. 245. 256. 

365. 
reprover, 47 f. 
Responsibility, Individual, xxx. 

153 f. 195 f. 365. 
Restoration of Israel, xxx. 35. 6r. 

124. 178. 18r. 213. 222. 330. 
363. 369. 372f. 385f. 396-
400. 426 f. 

Resurrection, 399 f. 
Retribution, Divine, 194. 201. 363 ff. 
Revelation of Jahveh, xvii. 30. 
Rhythms, 75, 76. 79. 138. 156. 160. 

182. 191. 205. 229. 266. 282. 
291. 296. 315. 321. 339. 347. 

Riblah, 121. 123. 129. 190. 207. 231. 
287. 

righteous and wicked, 45. 153. 196. 
228. 365 f. 

Righteousness, 153. 365 f. 
Robinson, J. A., 480. 
Rogers, R. W., 97. 198. 290. 301. 

329. 
Roll, 35. 37. 140. 
Rooms for priests, 448. 455 f. 
Rosh hash-Shana (TB.) 18b, 265. 

24b, 16. 31a, 126. 
Rost, 6. I87. 203. 275. 345. 468. 
Rothstein, 7. 44. 12r. 123. 131. 

137 f. 203. 213. 338. 451 etc. 

Sabaean(s), 305. 516. 
Sabbath, xxxix. 216 f. 241. 257. 480. 

499. 5or. 508. 
Sacrifice, 72 f. 218. 374. 393. 437. 

473. 479. 48r. 488-90. 494. 
500 f. 504 f. 508. 511 f. 

Sacrificial meal, 198. 241. 478. 490. 
See also Peace-offering. 

~ado]i:ites, 439. 458. 470. 480. 482 f. 
534. 

Sale, 163. 
Salt, 162. 472. 520. 521. 
Salt Sea, 520. 
Samaria, 53. 145. 159. 176 ff. 248 f. 
Samaritan(s), 106. 525. 
Sanctuaries, Local, 480. 
Sanctuary, 60. 125. 372. 403. 445. 
Sanhedrin (TB.) 37a, 58. 39a, 52. 

92b, 400. 
sapphire, 2r. III. 317. 
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Schechter, 16. 201. 391. 
Scheil, II2. 323. 
Schick, 276. 
Schmidt, Hans, I7. 29. 89. rn5. nr. 

113. 160. 220. 266 f. 
Schiirer, 85. 
Schwally, 267. 276. 
Scott, 521. 
Scribe, 104. ro9. 
Scythians, xxxii. 352, 407. 409. 
Segal, r93. 264. 
Se'ir, 283 f. 382. 
Selle, 344. 
Sellin, xxii. xxvi. 44- 53. 
Senjerli, 12. 
Sennacherib, 170 f. 290. 324. 
Septuagint, xl. ff. 33. r67. 263. 276. 

402. 474. 519. 538 et passim. 
Seraphim, I2. 16. u3. 
Shabbath (TB.) 13b, 502. 24a, 508. 

28a, 164. 55a, 105. 107. 
Shabbath (TJ.) vii., viii., 77. 
Shades, The, 351. 353. 
Shakespeare, 206. 364. 
Sheba., 304 f. 
sheep, 374 ff. 393. 500. 
She[liilim (TB.) i. 1, 420. 
She:1$:el, 55. 498 f. 
Shekirul, 5. 22. 36. 126 f. 423. 463. 
Sh•'ol, 293. 338. 351. 353. 355 f. 
shepherd(s), xxv. 373 ff. 402 f. 
Ship, 296 ff. 306. 
Sho'a, 253. 
Shurpu-texts, 198. 
Sidon, xxv. 281. 287. 298. 308. 32off. 

324. 354 f. 
Siege, see Jerusalem. 
Sin, punishment of, xxix. 61, 107 f. 

removal of, 471. 501 f. 
transmission of, 197. 200. 363. 

365. 
Sins, 198. 241 f. 
Sin-offering, 437 f. 471. 488. 
Siphra (Midr.) § 4, 481. 93b, 486. 
Siphrt (Midr.) 54, 508. 
Sirius, 97. 
Sisters, Allegory of the, 176 ff. 248 ff. 
Skinner, 17. 73. u5. 300. 392. 4n. 
Smelting, 242 f. 
Smith, G. A., 227. 3ro. 518. 528. 
Smith, J., xxiii. 
Smith, W. R., 60. 106. 145. 147. 

163. 169. 188. 198. 267. 374. 
421. 429. 444. 485. 521. 

Sodom, 159. 176 f. 
sojourner (giir), 151. 245. 247. 479. 

524. 529 f. 

Solomon's kingdom, 525 f. 529. 
temple, gr. 425. 434· 445· 449. 

452. 466. 469. 
son of man, 30 f. 
sons of Israel, 31. 36. 397. 402. 
soul(s), 146. 189. 197. 
Spiegel, xxii. 
Spirit, 15. 25. 41 f. 122. 139. r42. 

220. 399 f. 404. 412. 
Holy Spirit, The, 90. 165. 
of Jahveh, 47, 90 f. 121. 392. 400. 

Sprank, II. 23f. 26. 29. 116. rr9f. 
Stade, 25. 91 etc. 
Steuernagel, xvii. 91. 93. 256. 366. 

373. 382. 407. 427. 517. 
Storm, g-n.~14r. 
Strabo,294.299£.303.328.337.410. 
Strack, r28. 324. 395. 49r. 
Streane, 23. 486. 491. 
Streck, 345. 
Stylus, 50. 104. 430. 
Subaraean, 161. 
Suffering, Problem of, 196. 
Sukkah (TB.) v. 2-4, 99. 52ab, 391. 

(Tosephta) iii. 3, 519. 
Sukkoth, 22. 99. 477. 503-5. 517. 
Sun-worship. 99. 
Supplements, xxvi. 426. 428. 466. 

486. 493 ff. 497. 510. 536. 
Sword, 61. 
Sword of Jahveh, 226 ff. 335. 349. 

of king of Bab., 228. 231. 349. 
Syene, 327 f. 33r. 332. 
Symbols, xxvii. 37. 44. 49 ff. 55. 57 f. 

128£. 133. 163. 270. 272. 
396 ff. 401. 

Synagogue, xxxix. 41£. See Haphta
roth. 

Syriac Version, xl. 36. 75. 81. rr9. 
r49. 26r. 294. 414. 4r6f 442. 
510 et passim. 

Ta'anith (TB.) iv. 6, 97. 
Tabernacle, The, 436. 440. 
Tabernacles, Feast of, see Sukkoth. 
Table, 451 f. 483 ; tables, 438. 
Tacitus, 517. 
Tamid (TB.) iv. 1. 51 r. 
tiimidh, The, 501. 5u f. 5r5. 
Tammuz, 96 ff. 
Tanl,mma (Midr.) Exod. p. II4, 391. 

Lev. p. 8, 391. Kedoshim 
§ 10, 413. 

Targum, xl. 5. 97. 126. r28. 218. 233. 
235. 262. 297. 391. 393· 41 4· 
53I et passim. 

Tarshish, 16. 17. u6. 306. 317. 413. 
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tau, 106. 
Tax, 498. 500. 
T•h6m, 340. 343. 
Tel Abib, 42. 
Terna, 284, 468. 
Teman, 284. 
Temple, xxvi. 88 ff. 403. 425 ff. 

495, and see Herod's Temple, 
· Solomon's temple. 

Temple-servants, 479. 
teraphim, 232 f. 
Tertullian, 398. 
Ten2moth (TB.) ill. 7, 489. 
Testaments, Judah, 21•, 483. 24 2, 

5. Levi 28, 5. 3 411, 51 , 16. 
816, 483. 1811, 522. 

Thackeray, St. J., xli. 25. 33. 43· 74. 
100. 167. 3I0. 390. 393. 395· 
4r7. 429. 499. 503. 517. etc. 

Theocracy, 3 7 5. 
Theodoret, 517. 519. 
Theodotion, xl. 398 et passim. 
Theophany, 41. 463. 
Theophrastus, 21. 
thirtieth- year, 3 f. 5. 6-8. 
Thot, 104. 
Throne of Jahveh, xvii. 20. 29. III. 

n3. n8 f. 314. 
Thureau-Dangin, 430. 
Times, The, 55. 430, 
Tithe, 489 f. 506. 
Title of Book, 3. 5 f. 
Torrey, xxi. f. 99. q8. 169. 290. 338. 

340. 364. 368. 375. 403. 5r6. 
Toy, 5. 15. 17 et passim. 
Trade, Traders, 171. 296. 299 ff. 
Trance, 50. 90. 122. 397. 
Transformation of land, xxx. 372 f. 

378. 388. 403 f. 517 f. 
Tree(s), 157. 192. 297. 339 f. 392 f. 

521 f. 
Tree of life, 451. 521. 
Trench, 14. 
Tribes of Israel, 524 ff. 531 ff. 536 ff. 
Tristram, 297. 
Tuba!, 301. 353. 409. 
Tyre, xxxvii. 281. 287 ff. 294. 296 f. 

313 ff. 320 f. 329. 

Uncircumcised, 351. 354 f. 
Uncleanness, 55. 82. 392, 422. 
Underworld, The, 96. 293. 338. 346. 

350 ff. 355 f. 
Unger, xxxvii. 
Ungnad, 161. 
Unity of Israel, xxvi. 372. 377. 396:ff. 

400. 402. 497. 

Vestments of priests, 483 f. 
Vincent, n2. 299. 430. 432. 
Vine, 156 ff. 183. 205. 209. 
Virgil, 302. 
Vision(s), xxix. 28 ff. 46. 88 ff. 136. 

396 ff. 425 ff. 493. 513. 516. 
visions of God, 5. 91. 429. 
Vulgate, xl. 26. 37. ro9. 225. 235. 

297. 4r6. SIS et passim. 
Vulture, 181. 183 f. 

Wagner, 229. 
Wagons, Ritual, 29. 
watchman, xxx. 44. 202. 363 f. 
Waters from temple, 425. 516 ff. 
Wayfarer, 167. 419. 
Weber, 16. 
Weber, Otto, 208. 
Weeks, Feast of, 23. 503. 507. 
Weights and measures, 497 ff. 506. 
Wellhausen,26. 52. 276. 511. 
Westcott, 30. 37. 
Wheels, 16 f. u2. n6 f. 
Whoredom (fig.), 172. 247 ff. 
Wickes, 539. 
Wife of Ezekiel, 264. 269 f. 
Wigram, 98. 
Wilderness, Israel in the, 216. 221. 
Wilkinson, 164. 
Williams, N. P., 201. 
Winckler, 6. r44. 191. 300. 353. 408. 

411. 
Wine, 303. 3ro. 485. 500 f. 
Wings, 13. 19. 24. 
Witchcraft, 145 ff. 
Woolley, 430. 529. 
Workers, 535. 540. 
Working days, 508. 
Worship, 222. 497. 507 ff. 
Wright, r79. 237. 238. 263 etc. 
Wutz, 294. 298. 

Yahuda, 215. 
Yellin, 264. 405. 
ye~er h-a-ra', 391. 
Y ezidis, 98. 
Y6ma (TB.) viii. 9, 390. ma, 411. 

54b, 58. 77a, 99. 105. 

Zedekiah, xxxiii. ff. 79. 129. 130 ff. 
181 f. 187 f. 197. 205 ff. 209 f. 
234 f. 282. 

Zephaniah, 82. 153. 244 f. 
Zimmern, 23. 97 f. r44. 303. 44r. 

498. 
Zion, 58. 191. 429. 
Zunz, 191. 
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IJ'Ellll 132. I35, I9J. 4I6. 
0[1],11 358. 
n,n, 'l,11 32 f. I34- :n6. 

246. 394. 396. 
n:i•,IIN ,n,n11 259. 
Q',,11 ,Q',111 99. I03. 44I. 
1111 337. 
ti'll:1111 16. 26. I20. 
l"IK 203. 
l110lllK 454. 
~'.~ 44If. 452. 
1:1,,,11 (rams} 376. 
1'111 • , )'II I44, 
n1:1•11 506. 
',K--',J.' 27. 453- 46I. 
',11 prep. at, by 43. 
1:1,,m ,11 203. 
tl"Jl?K I44. 
IW'?K 309. 
l'l11lO?K 2II, ,,,n tlK 238. 
11, tlK 394· 
no11 43of. 44I. 505. 
',1:111 I73. 
1:11,1:111 ptcp. without 

subj. Io2. JJI. 405. 
'lK, ':JJK 395[ 
ti'Ol:111 522j. 
m'1'11 453. 
~II 475· 
i::itllN 3IO. 
M with nomin. 474. 

49I, 
Kn'j)1J"11! 454. 
!Jtik , •i:,k 35/, I8I. 

c•iJ I09. 
l!K'J IOI, 
n•:i(n) 107. 
,,o l1'J 31 f. 34· I34• 
1:1,,,::i:i 488 f. 493. 
,~:i 52 4-
J"11ll:1 ,nt1:i 68. 220, 225. 
)'lJ ,M'lJ 44I, 454. 460. 
io:i 203. 
n1w..i 380. 
p,:i 2 39, 
l1J 506. 
pnJ I76. 

l11Kl 7 3 · 394• 
n':>Kl I27. 
Jl 26. I20. 169 f. ,u 206. 

ni1J 454• 
M'l 356. 
tl'J',l 65. 
',J';,l(i1) I20, 
1:1,,,,i 73. 
tl'!ll';,l 3II. 
m•,l 523. 
IJ•!liJ 11ll JI I. 
-,3 I55, 479- 529 f. 53I
n"ll 498. 506. 
l:lil 262. 
Ctlll 378. J8I. 

,,:i, 99. 
tl'ii I66. 259. 
IJ'll1i 523. n,, 444· 
p•, 63. 
nt1i 2I2. 275j. JI2. 356. 
111c, 23. 
,,,, SIS, 

,n 85f. 
nm 88. 
nlln 5I5f. 
'm, 98£. 
ll~,, 396. 
Jllln 66. 
'lK 'll.i 66. 
,,1:1n 505. 
llln 26I. 
,irw-,., 238. 

Waw consec. with pf. 
I44. I93. 

Weakwawwithpf. I43. 
I9J. 224. 443- 452 f. 

n'n .. ,;,,, 8. 45. 356. 
,:ii tl'p';, 1,M'1 I4J• 
'J"1Jllli11 88. 380. 

nJJ 444. 
ni 445. 
llt:IT I73• 
moi IoJ. 
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i11J.'I 263. 
11,, 475. 

,:in 530. 
,:in (pledge) 203. 
in 37I. 
l11llln 107. IIO. 
tll'1ln 323. 
tl•m 2II. 
N~r:t 471. 476. 
m'n 182. 
l1l'n ,n•n r r. 24 f. I20. 
}''M I43. 
MK';,n 2 75-
11::i,n JIO. 
nm,n 442. 454f. 
',';,n 2 39-
IJ'lOn 73. 
)lln 26I. 
J"1l-,l/n ,-,lln 107. IIO, 443, 
)ll'V -,lln 530. 539· 
n,pn ,c:i•pn 59. 
111,,n 295. 
~!l tllin 344• 
',t1t1111 2J. IOO, 

ilJ!l 4I6, 
',J!l 260. 
MEl!l 44I, 

'1K' 330. 
Mlllll mn• 54I. 
VT' 492. 
,wvcn 'O' 5I5. 
lll' 66. IJ5, ISO, I76. 

224. 385. 
V1ll' 453. v., 'ill' 391. 
)llll/ 'l1J-,1 4 II, 4I6. 
::1111• Pi. 285/. 

., ,,:i:i 22. 

ilJ I66. 
IJK 'J 492 -
',J I27. 385. 4I7• 493• 
COJ 64, 492. 
J-,V,C::i I48. 
,,1:1:i 206 f. 346. 
il:IJ I8I. 476. 
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:niJ I09, I 12 f. II9. I20. 
3 2 4, 

1:1,,J 64. 
MiJ I66. 
t:1•n,~ 285. 287. 
::ii;,f z43. 

; prep. 405. 423. 424. 
505. 

n::i, z73. 
K•::a', 2II. 
lKi ,;,',:a', I42. 
;u::i; 50. 
l'U,i', 23. 27. 
i\', 336. 
1:1•',\', 453. 
C'lll er,', 452. 
',J', 74. 
N't:1', 523. 
µit)', I55j. 345, 

pilt 'JJKC 506. 
t:1•',t11::it:1 5 I6 . 
illo 11',lt:1 3 7. 
111"1lt:1 394· 505. 
m,,c 4I7. 
:lDlt:1 453· 
')D1C 508. 
l1lllt:I I34, 273. 
Nl"lt:I 286. 
1':>::ip •nc 294 f. 
npnc 260. 
1'19~ II0. 
t:11'1:I 54I, 
K'ic 384. 
n,c 309. 
1':>c 84. 378. 402. 406. 

474. 
i•Nec 324. 
MtllCt:I 323. 
mc(n) 454. 
nrue 507. 
moe 225. 
1Ml?J)e 476. 
itvJ)t:I 506. 
C'J!lt:I 522. 
ipDt:1 476. 
ll1Dt:I II9. 508. 5I5, 
11\lte 507. 
l11l)ltjJtl 455. 5r6. ,I:) 43. 
111Kie ,rm,1:1 473/. 
!:lie 237. 
llni) r,::i•itl 53I, 
KW I34· 
n[l]tlW 294. 
'tllt:I 164. I66, 

ptve 403. 474. 
'we 135. r55. 176. 182. 
itlW 4I6. 
'l)W I66. 
C't:>Dtllt:I 59, 
ppw 38r. 

,, 'K CKl 60. 
')Kl 263. 
c::i',r., 'K':ll I 42. 
n::ail 5r5. 
n;l r73f. 
C'lil r74. 
l'l'irill 2II. 
li□\l 264. 
ritum r75. 
ll'J'Dl 358. 
Mlll 246. 
11/Dl 146. I49· 189. 197. 

203. JIO, 
:li)l 323. 
llJ.' Ktlll 52. 64. 
K"tlll 84. 378. 38I. 402 f. 

4I5, 49I, 505/. 
nl1l 2 74• 
:a ll'1l 309/. 

IOD 263. 
il1D 2I2, 
1:m, 324. 
nllD 33I, 
1"D 3IO. 4z6. 
l'D 246. 
ro 337. 
',r.,o IOI. 

')D 432, 508. 
MDD I49· 
n,o I86. 
l'l1ll)lio 344· 

i•im ,,:all 540. 
111:l)I 2I2. 225, 344· 
1:1•,::a)I 424. 
t:1•r,::i)I 2I2. 344. 
t:i':ll)I 372. 
Kl:l i)I 37I, 
ll"i)I •ill r6 6. 
l'l\ll 239. 
')lJ.' 356. 
)l:ll.11 309. 
mi.11 475. 
',p 33I . 
.,_.,J.' 27. 
m)I 472. 507. 
1'11:l':>)I I34j. 
111',•',)I 226. 

t"'lMl'ICJ.' 84£. 

Ct:1)1 322. 
I'll 405. 
::ai)le ::ai)I 309. 
C'lei)I 345• 
nwv 259. 
'ltllll 443· 
11\tll)I 3IO. 
ilVK l'1K WtllJ/[1] 395· 
,ri)I I02. 

iKD I86. 344/· 
l11MD 260. 
t:l'tlll':>!l 26r. 
!)I',!), l'lt:,',!) I56, 273• 277, 

366. 37I• 
ll!) 3ro. 
noD(n) 507. 
C•C)ID 453, 
11\ip!l I09, 
Mill r49. 
7iD 380. 
pi!) 275. 492. 
Mll 455, 

C,K ~ 396. 
miit 530. 
mllt 474/. 
11•~ 424. 
t:l"lt 336. 
lllt'll IOOj. 
J)?lt 453. 
inll it:11' JIO. 
riielt r86. r93. 
llllt 253, 26I. 358. 4r5. 

42 3, 
l'l!llt 45. 202. 364. 
m'!lit 77• 85. 
1/'lllll 356. 
::a,lt 237. 

iv7~(n) 455. 
)l:llp 26I. 
1'11lllp 357, 
llP r79. 
r,1,trP 5r6. 
l'llP 430. 44r. 462. 495. 
)'lP 4r6. 
r,op ro9. 
m!lp 88. 
l'P(M) 77· 85. 
cip 404. 

IIIKi 4r5. 440. 
11'11/Ki 226. 488£. 493. 
v::i, 445. 475• 
111n1,, n,, 25. z28. 404. 
mn•l n,i 72. 7 5. 
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O)li 3I2. 
rr.r, 238. 
l'!Dln 443. 
npi 274. 
V'pi zo. 27. 28. 
n1:1pi r86. 3Io. 
pin, 88. 
nm 274. 

t:>N!U I79. 286. 394-
Ml:l!U :l!U I7 9. 
mv::i111 239. 507. 
•iw 27. n5. 
i1W 3II, 
lnW 523. 

t:ln!Z' 444. 
'1'nlll 454. 
11::in',111 2 36 f. 
p~III 423. 
01:itll 65. 224. 394. 
O'llll 4r7. 
0't:>lllll 60. 66. 
O'l1ll!U 444. 
yi;,tu 60. 
O't:>ptll 4I6. 
l'i'!U 94· zo2 • 
11,t11 49I. 
Nllltl! 423. 
,11/t/! 260. 

Ml1 44I, o,,= 308/. 
111 I09. 
111Ml1 54° f. 
11'l:ll1 323. 474-
111:111(1'1) 96ff. I02. 
i•t:111(1'1) _5I 5. 
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